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Or Modern Civilization, the natural fruits are, —contempt for others' rights, fraud, oppression, a gambling spirit in trade,

reckless adventure, and commercial convulsions, all tending to impoverish the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and can only come, from the new application of Christian principles, of Universal Justice and Universal

Love, to social institutions, to commerce, to business, to active life. —WXLLIAM ELLERY Crurs'mna.
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MISCELIZI-NY.‘

THE WATER CURE.

Dean Hanamcr-zaz—Knowing your

love for reform and anxious desire for the

elevation of our race, I feel that you will

be willing to give the 'cause of man’s re

demption from disease “a lift” in your

extensively read journal. Hydropathy,

or the \Vater Cure, as many of the Brook

Farm fraternity, in common with most

others among the truly enlightened, be

lieve, is now the accepted mode of cure

for the many afflicting ills of life. Still,

many there be who know not the power

that simple cold water has to retnove

disease. To such I Would beg permission

to say a word in its favor, feeling it my

duty to spread far and wide the knowl

edge that has been vouchsafed me re

specting it. I had, as you know, been

many years in practice in the “old

way," and had a very extensive field of

operation, being thereby enabled to test

the merits of medicines to the utmost;

and l most solemnly affirm, that the more

Ibecame familiar with their nature and

modus operandi, the more was I disgusted

with them, and for the last few years of

my practice, Igave but very little of what

the world calls " medicines,” and I found,

the less I gave, the quicker my patients

got well. I found that one good “ cheer

ing up” was worth a dozen doses of

nauseous physic, and one good bathing a

cart-load of blisters or “cataplasms,”

and in this way got my patients out much

sooner than when I gave much medicine.

Still [found many case which required

other aid, cases where the combined ef

fect of disease and excessive medication

had almost completely paralyzed the re

cuperative powar, which is the great

physician striving incessantly for the res

toration of a healthy tone. Judge, then,

of my delight when Hydropathy, like a

ministering angel, came to my relief, and

Icould dispense altogether with the dis

gusting implements I had so long and so

reluctantly been using.

 

  

It is now about a year since I aban

doned the use of medicines and devoted

myself heart and soul to the practice of

Hydropathy or Water Core; and 1 can

assure your readers, that no physician

ever practiced allopathically with one

half the pleasure; and [think I may say

without boasting, with one half the suc

cess. Diseases, which in the old way

took months and mountains of “blue

pills,” and so forth, to cure, I soon found

would yield in a few days to the simple

cold water plan, much to the astonish

ment and delight of both myself and pa

tient. I do not wish to he understood as

saying that simple cold water will cure

every thing and every body in a few

days. But thisI do say: that in my

opinion there is scarcely any curable

disease which cold water and its adju

vants, air, exercise, diet, and so forth,

properly applied, will not cure in time.

And Ispeak not unadvisedly, for I have

tried it in most of the diseases incident to

this country; such as measles, scarlet

fever, and all eruptive diseases, fevers of

all kinds. In the intermittent it acts like

a charm, and in all kinds of bilious affec

tions. The Worst kinds of dyspepsia

yield at once to this plan of treatment.

Bronchitis, inflammation of the lungs and

pleura, where nothing else could possibly

do anything, I have seen yield as by mug

is. Bowel complaints, colic, and so

forth, I have seen cured in an almost in

credibly short time in this way. As to

rheumatisms, sprains, lameness of all

kinds, there is no remedy, as far as I

know, that can compare with this simple

yet all powerful one. And I here assert,

without fear of contradiction, that there

is no sedative, not even opium, in the

whole pharmacopeia of medicines, that

can for a moment compare with the

“ \Vet Sheet.” I never have seen, dur

ing an extensive practice for a year, a

single case of colic or painful disease of

‘any kind, which the cold sheet, properly

applied, would no! alleviate at once, and in

a few minutes stop the pain entirely.

“Iverin believe, that ifthc“ Faculty "

 
 

but knew and would use this natural and

humane remedy in their practice, they

would agree with me, that it is the great

est discovery of the age, and calculated

to be the greatest blessing ever vouch

safed to poor diseased humanity; and

they would be ready to exclaim with

Shakspeare :

“ Throw physio to the dogs, I’ll none of it.”

\Vith the hope that this hasty sketch

may make some of your readers “ ponder

their footsteps," cease to make drug

shops of their stomachs, and have more

faith in nature and her remedies, I re

main yours for the Good and True,

E. A. KIT-rasocrr.

LYNN, Gothic Cottage, Nov. ‘23, 18M}.

 ~__ _‘

\

Iosoaascr: AND Cums. We take the

following from “ Douglas Jerrold's ” pa

per of the 17th ultimo.

“ According to the returns of the Re

gistrar-General, one half of the adult

population of England and Wales are un~

able to write their names; and Mr. Por

ter states that, during the years 1839,

[840, and 1841, out of 735,788 persons

married, 303,836 atlixed their mark to

the marriage register by way ofsignature.

In Mr. Tremenher's report to the Com

 

_mittee of Council on Education, he ob

serves that, in Monmouthshire and Wales;

forty-eight males in one hundred, and

sixty-nine females in one hundred, were

unable to write their names; while in

Cheshire and Lancashire 40 per cent. of

males, and 65 per cent. of females were

similarly disqualified. In his inquiries

into the state of crime in the northern di~

vision of Lancashire, the Rev. Mr. Clay,

referring to the prisoners admitted into

the House of Correction, at Preston, dur

ing the year 1844, ascertained that of

1,022 persons cummited, 49 per cent.

were unable to name the months of the

year, 39 per cent. were ignorant of the

name of the reigrling sovereign, 42 per

cent. knew not the import of ‘virtue,’

‘vice,‘ ‘righteousness,' and so forth;

while 13 per cent. were unable to count

one hundred. Incredible as it may ap

pear, among the opinions as to her ma

jesty‘s name, seventeen were in favor of

‘Prince Albert,’ while thirteen supposed

it to be ‘ Elizabeth.’ Their religious ig

norance was still more deplorable, for 39

per cent. had never heard of the name of

the Savior. We might multiply similar
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facts, but those adduced are sufficient to

show the necessity of some plan being

adopted to educate the great body of the

people. Our boasted claim of being at

the head of civilized Europe will hardly

be conceded so long as one half of our

adult population can neither write nor

read, and our material wealtlt will only

be regarded as the exponent of an ingen

ious system of industrial slavery.”

 

HUMILITY.

The bird that soars on highest wing

Builds on the ground her lowly nest;

And she that doth most sweetly sing,

Sings in the shade when all things rest.

In lurk and nightingale we see

“'hat honor hath humility.

The saint that wears heaven’s brightest crown,

In deepest adoration bends ;

The weight of glory bows him down

The most when most his soul ascends:

Nearest the throne, itsclt'must be

The footztool of humility.
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The confessor and the penitent kept a

sorrowful silence; but soon Consuelo,

recalling Suppcrville's accusations, was

penetrated with horror. \Vould that old

man, whose presence filled her with ven

eration, lend himself to an infernal mu.

chinatiun? \Yould hc speculate upon the

virtue and the sensibility of the unfortu

nate Consuelo in order to throw her into ‘

the arms of a miserable impostorl She

raised her head, and, pale with horror,

her eyes dry, her mouth trembling, tried

to pierce with her glance that impassable

mask which perhaps concealed from her

the puleness ofa guilty man or the diabol

ical laugh ofa villain.

“ Albert is living! ” said she. “ Are

you very sure of it, sir? Do you know

that there is a man who resembles him,

and that I myself thought I saw Albert

on seeing him? "

“ I know all that absurd romance,” re

plied the old man in a calm voice; “I

 

know all the follies that Supperville has

imagined to clear himself of the crime of2

misconduct as a physician, which he com-‘

mitted in sending to the grave a man who

was asleep. Two words are enough to

bring down all that scaffolding of stupid

ities. The first is, that Supperville has:

claiming his inheritance, which he has

voluntarily renounced, and that he will

never consent to resume his name and his

rank in the world. He could not do so

now without eitciting scandalous discus

sions respecting his identity, which his

pride would not endure. He has perhaps

badly understood his true duty in re

nouncing, so to speak, himself. He

might have made a better use of his for

tune than will his heirs. He had cut

himself ofl‘ from one of the means of

practising charity which Provideuce had

placed in his hands; but there remain to

him many others, and besides, the voice

of his love has been stronger in this than i

that of his conscience. He remembered

that you did not love him precisely be

cause he was rich and noble. He wished

to abjure his fortune and name without

possible return. He has done so and we

have permitted it. Now you do not love

him and you love another. He will nev

er claim from you the title of husband,

which he owed, on his death-bed, only to

your compassion. He will have courage

enough to renounce you. \Ve have no

other power over him whom you call

Liverani, and over yourself, than that of

persuasion. If you wish to fly together,

we cannot hinder it. \Ve have neither

dungeons, nor restraints, nor corporeal

punishments at our service, whatever a

credulous and servant may have

said to you on that point; we hate thel

means of tyranny. Your fate is in your

own hands. Go and make your reflec

tions once again, poor Consuelo, and may

God inspire you! "

Consuelo had listened to this discourse

in a deep stupor. When the old man

had ended, she rose and said with energy :

“I have no need of reflection; my

choice is made. Is Albert here? Lead me

to his feet.”

“ Albert is not here. He could not

be a witness of this struggle. He is

even ignorant of the crisis to which you

are subjected at this hour.”

“ O my dear Albert!” cried Consuelo

raising her arms towards heaven, “ I will

come out of it victorious." Then kneel

ing before the old man: “ My father,”

said she, “ absolve me and help me never

again to see that Liverani; I wish not to

 

love him; I will love him no longer."

The old man extended his tremblingI

hands over Consuelo's head; but when fotherwise'.l

when she was about to open for hitn she

remarked the black thread crossed upon

his orange-colored breast, and an involun

tary impulse made her carry her hand to

the fastening. But she drew it back im

mediately. “Go, messenger of misfor

tune,” said she, “go, poor innocent,

bearer of guilty letters and criminal

words. Perhaps I should not have the

courage not to reply to a last adieu; I

ought not even let it be supposed that I

regret and suffer.”

She took refuge in the music saloon in

order to escape from the winged tempter,

who, accustomed to a better reception,

fluttered and struck against the glass

with a kind of anger. She seated her

self at the harpsichord in order not. to

hear the cries and the reproaches of her

favorite, who had followed her to the

window of that room, and she experienced

something similar to the anguish of a

mother who closes her ears to the cries

and the prayers of her repentant child.

Still it was not to the grief and vexation

of the red-breast that poor Consuelo was

most sensible at that moment. The billet

which he bore under his wing had a

much more heart~rending Voice; it was

that voice which seemed to our romantic

recluse to Weep and to lament that it

might be heard.

Still she resisted; but it is the nature

(sf-lose to-bein-itatod by obstacles and to

return to the assault always more impe

rious and triumphant after each of our

victories. It may be said without 11 met

aphor, that to resist him is to give him

new weapons. Towards three o’clock

Matteus entered with the bouquet of flow

ers which he brought each day to his

prisoner, (for at the bottom he loved her

for her gentleness and goodness); and ac

cording to her custom, she untied the

flowers in order to arrange them in the

beautiful vases of the pier-table. It was

one of the pleasures of her captivity;

but this time she paid but little attention

to it, and undertook it mechanically, as if

to kill some minutes of the slow hours

which consumed her; when untying the

bundles of narcissus which filled the cen

tre of the sweet bouquet, she let fall a let

ter, carefully sealed but without address.

In vain did she try to persuade herself

that it was from the tribunal of the Invis

ibles. \Vould Martens have brought it

Unfortunately Matteus was

been considered \mwgrflly to pass ,helhe withdrew them she could not rise.lno longer within reach to give explana

_ I l

lower grades of the secret societies ofi

which we have the supreme direction;

and his wounded vanity, joined to a di

seased and indiscreet curiosity, has not‘
been able to bear this insult. The second I‘

is, that count Albert has never thought of
 

" Entered according to Act ofC-onrrross, in the

year 18th, by FRANCIS G. SHAW,in the Clerk’s‘

OiIlCC ol the District Court of Massachusetts. lConsuclo‘s window.

She had stifled her subs in her bosom, and tions. lt was necessary to ring for him.

broken by a conflict beyond her strength, He usually required five minutes to ap

she was compelled to rest upon the con

fessor‘s arm in order to leave the oratory. l

 

XXIX.

noon and struck with beak and claw upon

At the moment

 

pear; by chance he took at least ten

thistime. Consuelo had too much cour

age against the red-breast to preserve

' any against the bouquet. The letter was

On the morrow the red-breast came ati read, and Matteus returned just at the

moment when Consuelo reached this post

script. “Do not question Mattcus; he
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is ignorant of the disobedience that Ilby whom could she send this letter?

make him commit.” Matteus was sim- Matteus refused to make a step outside

ply desired to wind up the clock which of the enclosure before midnight, such

bad rundown. were his orders; nothing could move

The chevalier’s letter was more pas- him. He had been sharply reprimanded

sionate, more impetuous titan all the oth- for not having punctually observed all his

ers; it was even imperious in its delirium. duties with respect to the prisoner. He

\Ve do not transcribe it. Love-letters was thenccforth inflexible.

awaken no emotion except in the heart The hour- approached, and Consuelo,

which inspires and partakes the fire that even while searching for the means of

has dictated them. In themselves theyyesaaping from the fatal trial. did not

all resemble each other: but every being i think of resisting. O virtue! imposed

intoxicated with love finds in that ad- 1 upon woman, you will never be more than
dressed to him an irresistible power, an I a name so long as man does not assume

incomparable novelty. No one thinks he half of the task All your plans of de.

is loved as much {13 another Ul' in thfi~fence are reduced to gublerflrges; 3]]

Same mannel’; he thinks he is the "108! your immolations of personal happiness

loved, the only loved in the W0fld--—- fail before the fearof driving the beloved

W'here this ingenuous blindness 'dtid this one to despair, Consuelo determined

proud fascination do not GXiSt. there is no i uan a, last resource, suggested by the

passion; and passion had at last invaded heroism and the weakness \\ hich divided

the peaceful and noble heart of Consuelo. her mind, she began to search for (he

The billet of the unknown brought mysterious entrance to the subterranean

trouble into all her thoughts. He im- passage which was in the pavilion, re

plored an interview; he did ntore, he an- solved to rush through it and present her

nounced it, and excused himself before- , selfat every hazard before the invisiblcs.

hand from the necessity of profiting bylShe supposed, quite gratuitously, that

the last moments. He pretended to be- the place of their sittings was accessible,

lieve that Consuelo had loved Albert when she had once passed the entrance

and might Still love him. He pretended to [he subterranean, and that they 3,3

also to be willing to submit to her deci- sembletl every evening in the satire place.

sion, and in the meantime he exacted a;She did not know that they were all

word of pity, a tear of regret, a last'absent on that day, and that Liverani

adieu; always that last adieu which isialone had rctraccd his stops after having

like the last appearance of a great artist pretended to follow them on a mysterious

announced to the public and happily suc- =' excursion,

cceded by many Others- i But all her efforts to find the secret

The sad Consuelo (sad and yet dB-jdoor, or the trap-door, of the passage,

voured by a secret, an involuntary and 1 were useless. She no longer had, as at

ardent joy at the idea or lhtlt interview) l Spandaw, the coolness, the perseverance,

felt, by the burning of her Checks and ‘ the faith necessary to discover the small

the palpitations of her heart, that her est fissure in a wall, the slightest jutting

soul was unfaithful in spite of herself. of nstnne_

She felt that her resolutions and her will

did not preserve her from an inconceiv

able attractiou; and that if the chevalier

decided upon breaking his vow by speak

ing to her and showing her his features,

as he seemed resolved to do, she would

not have strength to prevent this violation

of the laws of the invisible order. She

had but one refuge, which was to implore

the assistance of that same tribunal. But

would it be necessary to accuse and be

tray Liveranil \Vould not the worthy

old man, who had revealed to her the

existence of Albert and who had pater- don. The pretty stream which crossed it

nally received her confidences the day stopped her course. She listened, and

before, receive this also under the seal of thought she heard some one walking be

confessionl He Would lament the de-ihind her. Then she rather lost her self

liriutn of the chevalier, he would not‘possession and jumped into the skiff

 

her sight was confused; every instant

she seemed to hear the steps of the chev

alier upon the sand of the garden or

upon the marble of the porch.

Suddenly, she seemed to hear them

beneath her, as if he were ascending the

staircase hidden under her feet, as if he

approached by an invisible door, or as if,

like a familiar spirit, he was about to

pierce the wall in order to present him

self before her eyes. She let fall her

taper and fletLto the bottom of the gar

 

 

Her hands trembled as shelposition.

sounded the wood-work and the tapestry, i there, the lightning, which began to glare

l

 

the current, the skifl‘ would in a. few mo

ments strike upon the grating. Consue

lo saved herself from too severe a shock

by rushing to the prow and extending her

hands. A child of Venice (and a child

of the people) could not be much embar

rassed by this manoeuvre. But, strange

chance! the grating yielded to her hand

and opened at the simple impulse which

the current gave to the skill". “ Alas! ”

thought Consuelo, “ perhaps this passage

is never closed, for lam a prisoner on

parole, and yctI fly, I violate my oath!

But Ido it only to seek protection and

refuge among my hosts, not to abandon

or betray them.”

Site leaped upon the bank whither an

eddy in the water impelled her skiff, and

buried herself in a close thicket. Con

suelo could not run very quickly under

those dark shades. The alley wound

about as it became more and more nar

row. The fugitive struck every moment

against the trees, and fell several times

upon the turf. Still she felt hope return

ing to her soul; the darkness re-assured

her; it seemed impossible for Liverani to

discover her there.

After having walked quite a long while

at random, she found herself at the foot

of a hill covered with rocks, the uncer

tain outline of which displayed itself upon

a grey and veiled sky. Quite a fresh

stormy wind had risen and the rain began

to fall. Consuelo, not daring to retrace

her steps, for fear that Liverani had dis

covered her foot-prints and was seeking

her on the banks of the stream, ventured

upon the somewhat rough path of the

hill. She imagined that when she

reached the top she could discover the

lights of the chateau, whatever was its

But when she had climbed

in the sky, showed before her the ruins

of a vast edifice. An imposing and mel

ancholy remnant of the middle ages.

The rain compelled Consuelo to seek a.

shelter there, but it was with difficulty

that she found one. The towers had

crumbled from top to bottom on the in

side, and clouds of gerfalcons and tierce- .

lets were startled by her approach, ut

tering that sharp and savage cry which

resembles the voice of the spirits of the

unhappy inhabitants of ruins.

In the midst of rocks and briars, Con

suelo, crossing the unroofed chapel,

which displayed that-skeletons of its dis

located ogives in the bluish glare of the

lightning, reached the court, the pave

condemn him except in the secret of his which the gardener used to bring sand ntent of which was covered by a short

Consuelo wrote to him that she and turf from the outside.

imagined that by unfastening it she

would land upon the other side; but the

heart.

wished to see him at nine o'clock that'

very averting, that her honor, her repose,

 

CUItSlwlO'and smooth grass; she avoided a deep

cistern, the opening of which was be

trayed at the surface of the soil only by

perhaps her life depended on it. It was

the hour at which the unknown had

announced his visit; but. to whom and

stream was rapid and left the enclosureltbe development of rich capillaries and a

under a low arch which narrowed it and superb wild rose-bush, the tranquil pos

was closed by agrating. Drifting with sessor of its inner wall. The mass of
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ruined buildings which surrounded this or twenty feet thick. The vault of this

abandoned court presented the most fan

tastic appearance; and at each flash of

lightning, the eye could hardly under

stand those thin and distorted spectres,

all those incoherent forms of destruction ;

enormous chimney-pieces, still black

ened beneath by the smoke of a hearth

forever extinguished and issuing from

the middle of walls denuded to a

frightful height; broken staircases, dart

ing their spirals into space, as if to carry

sorcerers into their aerial dance; whole

trees installed and grown large in apart

ments still ornamented with the remains

of frescoes; seats of stone in the deep

embrasures of the windows, and always

emptiness within as without these mys

terious retreats, the refuge of lovers in

time of peace, covet-ts oflook-outs in time

of danger; finally, loop-holes festooned

with coquettish garlands, isolated gables

rising in the air like obglisks, and doors

filled to the cornice by accretions and

ruins. It was a frightful and poetic

spot; Consuelo felt herself affected by a

kind of superstitious terror, as if her pres

ence had profaned an enclosure reserved

to funeral conferences or the silent rever

ies of the dead. In a serene night and a

less agitated situation she would have

been able to admire the austere beauty of

this monument; she would not perhaps

have been classically moved to moralize

upon the rigor oftime and destiny which

overthrow without pity the palace and

the fortress, and lay their ruins in the dust

beside those of the hovel. The sadness

which the ruins ofthose formidable abodes

inspires, is not the same in the imagination

of the artist and in the heart ofthe practical

man; but in that moment of trouble and

of fear, and in that night of storm, Con

suelo, not being sustained by the enthusi

asm which had impelled her to serious

enterprises, felt herself on the instant

again become a child ofthe people, trem

bling at the idea of seeing appear the

phantoms of the night, and fearing above

all those of the ancient chatelains, savage

oppressors during their lives, desolate and

.menacing spectres after their death. The

thunder raised its voice, the wind brought

down the bricks and mortar ofthe disman

tled wall, the long branches of bramble

and ivy wound like serpents around the

battlements of the towers. Consuelo,

still seeking a shelter from the rain and

the falling fragments, penetrated beneath

the vault of a staircase which seemed

better preserved than the others; it was

that of the great feudal tower, the oldest

and most solid building of the edifice.

After ascending twenty steps she found a

great octagonal hall which occupied the

whole inside of the tower; the winding

staircase was constructed. as in all build

ings of this kind, within the wall eighteen

 hall had the interior shape ofa bee-hive.

There were no longer either doors or

window-sashes; but the openings were

so narrow and deep that the wind could

not rush into them. Consuelo resolved

to await the termination of the tempest in

this place; and approaching a window she

remained more than an hour contemplating

the imposing spectacle of a blazing sky

and listening to the terrible voices of the

storm.

At last the wind subsided, the clouds

dispersed, and Consuelo thought of retir

ing; but on turning she was surprised to

see a light more permanent than that of

the lightning prevail in the interior of the

hall. That light, after having hesitated,

so to speak, increased and filled the whole

vault, while a slight crackling was heard

in the chimney. Consuelo looked in

that direction, and saw under the half

arch of the ancient chimney, an enor

mous throat yawning before her, a fire of

branches which had kindled as of itself.

She approached it and remarked half-con

sumed brands and all the remains of a

fire formerly kept up and recently aban

doned.

Terrified by this circumstance which

revealed to her the presence of a host,

Consuelo, who could see no furniture

about her, quickly returned to the stair

case and prepared to descend, when she

heard voices below, and the crackling pro

duced by men's steps upon the rubbish

scattered over it. Her superstitious ter

rors were then changed into real appre

hensions. That damp and devastated hall

could be inhabited only by some ranger,

perhaps as savage as his dwelling, per

haps drunken and brutal, and most proba

bly less civilized and less respectful than

honest Matteus. The footsteps approach

ed quite rapidly. Consuelo hastily as

cended the staircase in order not to be

met by these problematic visiters, and af

ter having cleared twenty steps more, '

found herself on the level of the second

story, where there was little probability

that any one would come, as it was en

tirely uncovered and consequently unin

habitable. Fortunately for her the rain

had ceased; she even saw some stars

shining through the wild vegetation which

had invaded the top of the tower about

ten fathoms above her head. A ray of

light coming from beneath her feet was

soon cast upon the dark walls of the edi

fice, and Consuelo, approaching with pre

caution, saw through a large crevice what

was passing in the lower story she had

just left. Two men were in the hall, one

walking and stamping his feet, as if to

warm himself, the other bent under the

broad mantle of the chimney, busy re

newing the fire which began to crackle,

on the hearth. At first she only distin~

  

guished their garments which indicated a

high position in society, and their hat:

which concealed their faces; but the.

light of the fire having spread around, anti

he who stirred it with the point of hll

sword having risen to hang his hat upon

astone jutting from the wall, Consuelo

saw locks of black hair which startled

her, and the upper part of a face which

almost drew from her a cry both of terror

and oftenderness. He raised his voice,

and Consuelo no longer doubted: it was

Albert de Rudolstadt !

“ Approach, my friend,” said he to his

companion, “and warm yourself at the

only chimney which remains standing in

this vast manor house. This is but a sad

resting-place, M. de Trenck, but you

must have found worse in your rough

travels.”

“ And often I have not found any," re

plied the princess Amelia’s lover. “ Re

ally, this is more hospitable than it ap

pears, andI should have accommodated

myself in it more than once with pleasure.

Ah ha! my dear count, so you sometimes

come to meditate upon the ruins and to

perform your night-watch in this haunted

tower".l ”

“I do often come here in fact. and for

more conceivable reasons. I cannot tell

them to you now, but you shall know

them by and by.”

“I can guess them, however. From

the top of this tower you can see into a

certain enclosure, you can look down

upon a certain pavilion— ”

" No, Trenek. The dwelling to which

you refer is hidden behind the woods of

the hill and I cannot see it from here.”

“ But you can reach it in a few moments

and shelter yourself here afterwards from

inconvenient spies. Come, allow that

just now, when I met you in the wood— ”

“I cannot allow anything, friend

Trenck, and you have promised not to

question me.”

“That is true. I ought to think of

nothing but my delight at having found

you in this immense park, or rather in

this forest, where I had so completely lost

my way that without you I should have

fallen into some picturesque ravine or got

drowned in some limpid torrent. Are

we far from the chateau? ”

“ A quarter ofa league at most. Dry

your clothes then, while the wind dries

the paths of the park, and we will start

again.”

“ This old chateau pleases me less than

the new one, I confess, and I understand

very well why it has been abandoned to

the birds. Still, Ifeel happy at finding

myself alone with you here at this hour

and in this gloomy night. It recalls to

me our first meeting in the ruins of an old

abbey in Silesia, my initiation, the oaths

iwhich I pronounced between your hands,
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you, my judge, my examiner and master love you more than 1 love myself, and to

then, my friend and brother now !

Albert! what strange and fatal vicissi

tudes have since passed over our heads!

Both of us dead to our families, to our.

countries, to our loves, perhaps! —- what

will become of us and what will hence

forth be our life among men! "

“ Yours may yet be surrounded with

splendor and filled with delights, my

dear Trenck. The power of the tyrant

who hates you has limits, thank God,

upon the soil of Europe."

“ But my mistress, Albert! Is it pos

sible that my mistress will remain eter

nally and uselessly faithful to me ! ”

“ You ought not to desire it, my friend;

but it is only too certain that her passion

is as lasting as her unhappiness.”

“Speak to toe then of her, Albert!

More happy than I, you can see and hear

her, you -- “

“ I can do so no longer, dear Trenck ;

do not deceive yourself in that respect.

The fantastic name and the strange per

sonage ofTrismegistus under which I have

been veiled, and which have protected me

for several years in my short and mysteri

ous connections with the palace of Berlin,

have lost their fascination; my friends

will be as discreet, and my dupes (since,

to serve our cause and your love, I have

very innocently been compelled to make

some dupes) would not be more clear

sighted than in the past; but Frederick

has got scent of a. conspiracy, and I can

no longer return to Prussia; my efforts

there would be paralyzed by his mistrust,

and the prison of Spandaw would not

open a second time for my escape.”

“ Poor Albert! you must have suffered

in that prison as I in mine, more per

haps! ”

“ No, I was near her. I heard her

voice, I labored for her deliverance. I

neither regret having endured the horror

of a dungeon, nor having trembled for

her life. If Isufl'ered for myself, I did

not. perceive it; if I suffered for her, I no

longer remember it. She is saved and

she will be happy.”

“By you, Albert! Tell me that she

will be happy only by you and with you,

orI no longer esteem her, I withdraw

from her my admiration and my friend

ship."

“ Do not speak thus, Trenck. It is

outraging nature, love and our lovers;

and to wish to chain them to the name of

a duty profitable to ourselves alone would

be a crime and a profanation.”

“ I know it, and without aspiring to a

like virtue with yours, I feel that if

Amelia had withdrawn her word instead of

confirming it to me, I should not, on that

account, cease to love and to bless her

for the days of happiness she has con

ferred upon me; but it is permitted me to

 
Dear.hate whomsoevcr does not love you.

You smile, Albert; you do not tinder

stand my friendship; and I, I do not un- '. mistress!

derstand your courage. Ah! if it be

true that she who has received your

faith has become attached (before the

expiration of her mourning, insensate!)

to one of our brothers, were he the most

meritorious among us, and the most se

ductive man in the World, I could never

forgive her. Do you forgive her if you

can ! "

“ Trenck! Trenck! you know not

what you say; you do not understand,

and I cannot explain. Do not judge her

yet, that admirable woman; hereafter

you will know her."

“And what prevents your justifying

her in my eyes! Speak then; to what

purpose is so much mystery! We are

alone here. Your confession cannot com

promise her, and no oath, that I know of.

compels you to conceal from me what we

all suspect respecting your conduct. She

no longer loves you! What is her ex

cuse!"

“ But did she ever love me!"

“ That is her crime. She never un

derstood you."

“She could not, and I—I could not

reveal myself to her. Besides, I was ill,

I was crazy; no one loves crazy people ;

they are pitied and feared.”

“ You have never been crazy, Albert;

I have never seen you so. The wisdom

and strength of your understanding have

always astonished me on the contrary.”

“ You have seen me firm and master of

myself in action, you have never seen me

in the agony of repose, in the tortures of

discouragement.”

“Do you then know what discourage

ment is! I should never have thought

it.”

“That is because you do not see all

the dangers, all the obstacles, all the

vices of our enterprise. You have never

been to the bottom of that abyss into

which I have plunged my whole soul and

cast all my existence; you have seen

only the chivalric and generous side ; you

have embraced only the easy labors and

the cheering hopes.”

“ That is because I am less great, less

enthusiastic, and since I must say it,

less fanatical than you, noble count!

You have wished to drain the cup of

zeal even to the drcgs, and when the bit

terness has suffocated you, you have

doubted of Heaven and of men.”

“ Yes I have doubted, and I have been

very cruelly punished.”

“And now, do you doubt yet!

you suffer still ! ”

“ Now I hope,I believe, I act, I fch

Do

strong, I feel happy. Do you not see‘

joy radiating from my face, do you not

i

l

I
|

I 

feel transport overflowing from my bo

som! "

“And yet you are betrayed by your

What do I say! by your

wife! ”

“ She was never either the one or the

other. She never owned me, she does not

betray me. God sends her love, the

most celestial ofthe graces from on high,

to reward her for having had a moment's

pity for me on my death-bed. And I, to

thank her for having closed my eyes, for

having wept over me, for having blest

me upon the threshold of eternity, which

Ithoughtl was passing, should I claim

a promise torn from her generous com

passion, from her sublime charity!

Should I say to her, ‘ \Voman, I am

your master, you belong to me by the

law, by your imprudencc and your error.

You shall submit to my embraces, because

in a day of separation you deposited a

kiss of farewell upon my frozen brow!

You shall forever place your hand in

mine, follow my steps, endure my yoke,

break in your bosom a growing love,

stifle insurmountable desires, be con

sumed by affection for another in my

profane arms, upon my selfish and cow

ardly heart! ’ O, Trenck ! do you think

I could be happy when acting thus!

\Vonld not my life be a punishment even

more bitter than hers! Is not the sufi'er

ing of the slave the curse of the master!

Great God! what being is so vile, so

brutal, as to be proud and transported at

a love which is not shared, at a fidelity

against which the heart of the victim re

volts! Thank Heaven, I am not that

being; Inever will be! I was going

this evening to find Consuelo; I meant to

tell her all these things; Imeant to re

store to her her liberty. I did not meet

her in the garden where she usually

walks; and then the storm came and de

prived me of the hope of seeing her de

scend. I did not wish to penetrate to her

apartments; Ishould have entered them

by the right of a husband. The mere

shudder of her horror, the mere paleness of

her despair, would have caused me a pain

which I had not the resolution to brave."

“And did you not meet also in the

darkness the black mask of that Liv

craui! ”

“ Who is that Liverani! ”

“ Do you not know the name of your

rival! ”

“Liverani is a false name. Do you

know him, that man, that happy rival! ”

“ No. But you ask me with a strange

look! Albert, I think I understand you:

you forgive your unfortunate wife, you

abandon her; you ought to do so; but

you will punish,I hope, the villain who

has seduced her! "

“ Are you sure that he is a villain! ”

“What! the man to whom had been
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confided her deliverance, and the guar

dianship of her person during a longr and

perilous journey! He who ought to have

protected her, to have respected her, not

to have addressed a single word to her,

not to have shown her his face! A man

invested with the powers and with the

blind confidence of the Invisiblcsl Your

brother-in-arms, and by oath, doubtless,

as I am! Ah! if your wife had been

confided to me, Albert, I should not even

have thought of this criminal treachery of

making myself beloved by her.”

“Trenck, once again, you know not

what you say! Only three men among

us know who this Liverani is, and what

is his crime. In a few days you will cease

to blame and to curse that happy mortal to

whom God in his goodness, in his justice

perhaps, has given the love of Con

suelo.”

“Strange and sublime man!

not hate him! ”

“I cannot hate him.”

“ You will not disturb his happiness? "

“On the contrary, I labor ardently to

assure it, and I am neither sublime nor

strange in this. You will soon laugh at

the praises you bestow upon me.”

“ \Vhat! you do not even sufl'erl "

“ I am the most happy of men."

“In that case you love but little, or

you love no more. Such a heroism is not

in human nature; it is almost monstrous,

and I cannot admire what I do not under

stand. Stop, count, you laugh at me,

and I am very simple! Now, I guess at

last: you love another, and you bless

Providence which frees you from your

engagements with the first by rendering

her unfaithful."

“I must open my heart to you, you

compel me to it, baron. Listen: it is a

whole history, a whole romance which I

have to relate to you ; btit it is cold here;

this fire of brush-wood cannot warm

these old walls; and besides I fear that in

a little while they will nnpleasantly re

call those of Glatz. The weather has

become clear; we can resume our walk

to the chateau; and since you leave it at

break of day, I do not wish to prolong

~your vigil too much. As we go on I

will tell you a strange tale.”

The two friends resumed their hats af

ter having shaken off the moisture; and

giving some kicks to the brands to extin

guish them, they left the tower arm-in

arm. Their voices were lost in the dis

tance, and the echoes of the old manor

house soon ceased to repeat the low

sounds of their steps upon the wet grass

of the court.

To be Continued.

You do

Asscoo-re or THE GREAT CUVIER. It

is related of this remarkable philoso

pher, that whilst promenading one day

where [Eneas is said to have walked, he

|was met by a repulsive looking object, ) able if, after the thing were nicely finish

[who stopped and demanded worship from ‘i ed, the sleepers upon which it rested

.htm. “ I cannot worship you,” said Cu- should awake and upset the whole con

]vier. “ But no must,” said the horri- cern into the mud-puddle of democracy.

ble. “ No, will not,” replied the Thus far, then, our observations have

other. “Then,” said the demon, “if been on the whole tolerably satisfactory.

you will not, I will eat you.” Cuvier] We find that of the women who support

eyed him deliberately ; and instead of, themselves by the needle, there are sover

dcfying him, as no dotibt he might have‘al thousand who, when they can get

done, preferred falling back upon the nat-' work at all, earn from ten to_twenty-five

oral history lessons of his earthly life, and 1 cents a day—which, considering the

said, “Horns and cloven leet—gramtg

nivarous. You eat me I — nonsense ! ” i

AN ITEM m A Lawvsa’s BlLL. A so-,

licitor, who had been employed by a rail-l

way company, in England, on making out,

his bill, after enumerating all other ordi

nary items, adds the following—‘ To

mental anxiety, item not contained in the

above, £2,000,‘ and it was paid without

any demur.

 

[[3’ Eight sisters of the Association of

Notre Dame are to leave Paris on the

30th instant, for Oregon. They go to

join six nuns of the same community,

who proceeded to that country two years

back, to spread religious and temporal in

struction amongst the people.

YANKEE DOODLE.

By the last number (the eighth), we are con

strained (and that with pleasure) to acknowl

edge that “ Yankee ” grows more human, and by

consequence more witty. This number con

tains half-a-dozen pieces wholly on the side of

humanity, and some very sly pokes at the weak

points ofthat respectable old hypocrite, called

civilized society. Take for instance the follow

ing portrait (it"‘i‘he Bemstrcus: ” we regret

that we cannot also give the wood-cut, which:

occupies the middle of the page, surrounded by

these comments as by a square picture frame;

it is an admirable stroke of art in its way, andbespeaks at a glance the tragedy 0f woman ini

Society, —- hcr essential dignity and claim to)

love and reverence contrasted with the dismal

drudgery and worse than loneliness to which so- 1

ciety has doomed her.

LIVE PORTRAITS.-— No. II.

THE st-tiusraass.

Ten thousand women in New York.

exist—somehow—on what they earni

with the needle. We have a bundle of

most desperate statistics, showing how

shirts are made for six cents a piece, and

trousers for ten; and how very swift

hands, who work incessantly from da -

light to midnight. can sometimes actualIy

earn a quarter of a dollar per day. But

it is not important to go into details—our

principal object in collecting these statis

tics being to ascertain if the human

drudge, whether male or female, can

work as many hours, subsist on as little,

and be as respectnt to superiors, in this

country as in the Old World; for Yankee

Doodle has a great fancy for a real, first

chop aristocracy here, who shall ride

about in tall carriages with blue flunkies,

and do nothing but tumble over silks at

Stewart’s and go to the opera all their

blessed lives. Therefore, as the founda

tion of such a glorious institution—the

underground \\ all, as it were, upon which

his superstructure must be erected—he

must see that the working classes are all

_of the right temper and capacity. It

would be excessively vulgar and disagree

 

 

 

chances of sickness, the necessity for ed

ucation and amusement, (for Yankee

Doodle is a true humanitarian, and insists

stoutly upon establishing the happiness of

a refined and enlightened people.) is not

perhaps very far from what is desirable.

Of this number there will always be a

handsome proportion who, to escape star

vation and despair; perhaps to save fa

thers and mothers, brothers and sisters,

from death—will become—but Yankee

Doodle shudders to trace them farther.

So that, all things considered, the affairs

of the young and rising Yankee Doodle

Aristociacy are in a. very promising

train.

In regard to the manners of this work

ing class, the ridiculous political privi

leges which our silly forefathers secured

to even the poorest people have had a

very injurious effect upon the men. But

the women, shut out as they are from the

sympathy of their own sex and the pro~

tection of ours, are in general of quite a

becoming degree of subserviency. So

long as they remain virtuous they are

scarcely ever seen in the streets, save

when hurrying to or from their employ

ers‘ shops with their bundle of work,

their hearts beating fearfully with the an

ticipation of their poor pittance, or the

apprehension that they may be a moment

too late. They are always dressed very

poorly on these occasions—seeming to

feel how improper it Would be to be mis

taken for ladies; and we have observed

with approbation that they are careful

about not inconimodiug carriages at the

crossings nor passengers on the walks.

l'l‘he only thing objectionable about their

appearance is the extreme haggardness of

their faces, and a kind of wildness in the

eyes which is really sometimes quite dis

tressing. To such an extent are these

blemishes carried, in some instances, that

we have wondered why these haggard

and wild-eyed creatures, in their grey and

scanty drapery, were not arrested by

some “indefatigable oflicer Smith, of the

Third Ward Police," as fugitives from

the Asylum for Lunatic Paupcrs. Says

our grave and matter-of-fact statistician :

“ A large majority of these women are

American born, from the great Middle

Class of life, many of whom have once

been in comfortable and even aflluent cir

cumstances, and have been reduced by

the death or bankruptcy of husbands and

relatives, and other causes, to such straits.

Many of them are the wives of ship-mas

ters and other officers of vessels. Others

are the widows of mechanics and poor

men, and have children, aged mothers and

fathers, &c., to support by their needle.

Many have drunken husbands to add to

their burdens and afflictions, and to dark

en every faitit gleam of sunshine that do

mestic affection throws into the humblcst

abode. Others have sick and bed-ridden

husbands or children, or perhaps have to

endure the agony of receiving home a

fallen daughter or an outlawed son, sud—

denly checked in his career of vice.
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“ The manner in which these women

live—the squalidncss and unhealthy lo

cation and nature of their habitations—

the inadequateness oftheir food and cloth

ing—the impossibility of providing for

any the slightest recreation,or moral or,

intellectual culture, or of educating their

children—can be partly imagined; but

we assure the public that it would require.

an extremely active imagination to con

ceive the reality.

“ Those \vomen generally ‘ keep house '

—that is, they rent a single room, or

perhaps two small rooms, in the upper

story of some poor, ill-constructed, un

ventilated house, in a filthy street, con

stantly kept so by the absence of back

yards and the neglect of the street in

spector—where a sickening and deadly

miasm pervades the atmosphere, and in

summer renders it totally unfit to be in

haled by human lungs, depositing the

seeds of debility and disease at every in

spiration. In these rooms all the pro

cesses of cooking, eating, sleeping, wash

ing, working and living, are indiscrimin

ately performed. The inevitable conso

qnencc, in too many cases, is pauperism

or theft—the Alms House or the Peni

tentiary.”

Bravo! this is quite down to the lowest

European standard, and is indeed encour

aging. Here is the antithesis of our

Yankee Doodle aristocracy, clearly and

sharply defined. The substance of so

heavy a shadow must be an object of

some importance and ponderosity.

tience, Milady Yankee Doodles! if the

wretchedness of others can do it, you

shall yet be noble.

For the llarbinttcr.

SOCIETY -— AN ASPIRATION — OR THE

ACTUAL AND THE POSSIBLE.

(Continued)

Friendship—the Unin ofMan with Man.

The developments afforded by the se

rial order for Friendship, will be sufficient

ly understood from the general context.

Constancy, or even ardor in friendship, is

now so seldom met with because the tie

is simple. It is either sympathy of char

acter or sympathy in pursuit and interest,

but rarely the two combined, though they

live as well without each other, as a soul

without a body, or a body without a soul.

The friendships of civilization, beyond

the little family sphere, are like Sodom

apples, fair in their seemings, but filling

the mouth as with bitter ashes, and whol

ly unfit for use. One hardly dares to

gratify the heart by giving, for we are as

proud as we are mean, and you will as

soon lose a friend by obliging him as by

asking favurs of him. The series, in

their corporate labor and convergence of

interests, alone afford the conditions of

composite friendship, and enable us to

live out the sentiment of_ brotherhood

innate to every bosom.

“ In vain thou doniest it," says Profes

sor Teufelsdro'ckh, “ thou art my brother.

Thy very hatred, thy very envy, those

foolish lies thou tallest of me in thy

splenetic humor;——vvhat is all this but

an inverted sympathyl \Vere I a steam

 

lies of me? Not thou; lshonld grind

all unheedcd, whether badly or well.

“ “'ondrous, truly, are the bonds which

unite us one and all; whether by the soft

binding of love or the iron chaining

of necessity, as we like to choose it.

More than once have I said to myself of

some perhaps whimsically strutting figure,

such as provokes whimsical thoughts:

‘ \Vert thou, my little brothetkin, sud

denly covered up with even the largest

imaginable glass bell, whata thing it were,

not for thyself only, but for the world!

Thou art no longer a circulating, venous,

arterial heart, that taking and giving,

circulatest through all time and through

all space. There has a hole fallen out in

the immeasurable world tissue, which

must be darned up again !

“The venous, arterial circulation of

letters, verbal messages, paper and other

packages, going out from him and coming

in, is a blood circulation visible to the

eye ; but the finer nervous circulation by

have we rather, it seems as yet, a com

munion of fiends, whose ncuro-vascular

circulation is mainly of bullets and bomb

shells, itch, small pox, cholera and ty

phus. Teach us to stop our fighting for

’room and cheating for bread, practices

surely unbecoming in saints. Yet hast

thou spoken the bold and the true and the

loving word to thy brothers,—reiiding

the time-garment. Thou hast seen the

tulip in its bulb, O Tetifelsdrockh! Jove's

forehead aches splittiugly: Vulcan stands

ready with his axe, and the miracle of

the ages will presently be born. \Vho

shall be then the saints, and who the

fiends? O mystic Swede, who hast writ

ten of Heaven and Hell, where are those

hearty worshippers of evil who shall

quarrel with their bread and butter to

keep within the “ sphere” thou hast set

 

which all things, the minutcst that he'

does, minutely influence all men, and the l [UT lheml Nay, do "0‘ “lb thy specul

very look "i his 131% blesses 0r curseslcles, for how shouldsr. thou discern them,

' -- ' ' l . .
“lmmsoe‘u " llg-hl's "n' and. so generallis when our elder brother, the devil, king of

over new blesstng or curstng; all this] h h H I be d,

you cannot see, but only imagine. I say it e senses’ a a a so save '

I there is not a red lndian hunting by Laket u ye are a“ members one of another),

I “ innipcg, can quarrel With his sqiiaw,i “Know ye not that God is our Father and

but the whole world must smart for it: ithfit all ye 3"! brethreny

will not the price of beaver rise'! It is a Love_ the Unity "f 2mm with “yumam

Pa- .

mathematical fact that the casting of this

pebble from my hand alters the centre of

gravity of the universe.

“If, now, an existing generation of

men stand so woven together, not less

indissoliibly does generation with genera

tion. Host thou ever meditated on that

word Tradition: how we inherit not life

only, but all the garnitnrc and form of

life, and Work and speak and even think

and feel as our fathers and grandfathers

from the beginning have given it to us.

Who printed thee, for example, this

unpretending volume on the philosophy

of clothes? Not the Ilcrren Still

schweigen and Company; but Cadmus

0f Thebes, Faust of Mentz, and innume

rable others whom thou knowest not.

Had there been no Maesogothic Ulfila,

there had been no English Shakspcare,

or a different one. Simplcton, it was

Tubal Cain that made thy very tailor‘s

Ineedle, and sewed that court suit of

\thine. Yes truly, if nature is one, and a

living indivisible whole, much more is

, mankind the image that reflects and cre

ates nature, without which nature were

not. As palpable life-streams in that

i wondrous individual, mankind, among so

}many life-streams that are not palpable,

‘flow on those main currents of what we

 

call opinion, preserved in institutions,

1 olitics, churches, above all in bOolrs.

l eautiful is it to understand and know

that a thought did never yet die, that as

thou, the originator thereof, hast gather

ed it, and created it from the whole past,

so wilt thou transmit it to the whole

future. It is thus that the heroic heart,

the seeing eye of the first times, still

feels and secsin us of the latest; that the

wise man stands ever encompassed and

spiritually embraced by a cloud of witness

es and brothers; and thereisa living, liter

al OimniunionofSai/its, wide astbe world

itself, and the history of the world.”

Ah Teiifelsdro'ckh, thou bringest us

tales from thy gossips the stars, in thy

 

Does this title calla sardonic smile to

lthe lips of the reader? Love is a sub

lject confined to the realm of poetry; and

’poetry, with us now, means something

unreal, and beyond the range of daily,

practical life. Certain prosaic household

‘intercsts, cheaply warmed up to blood

,heat by such fuel as eggnogs and mince

, pies, constitute the staple of sentiment in

Ithe eyes of our utilitarian moderators

and wondrous wise physiologists, who

v having made the surprising discovery that

ithere is no spiritual manifestation with

1out physical organization, have in the

7beautiful simplicity of their logic, con

cluded that matter alone exists and that

the soul is a “ huinbiig.” This sect of

l philosophy is as modest as it is powerful.

lContent with the practical sway of the

public mind, they would fain decline the

laurel, and forbear even to assume the

lcognomen of materialists. Their fort is

1based upon the rocks of poverty and sel

fishness, and whose would battle with

lthem must first build his entrenchmeuts

on the foundations of luxury and unity.

l Common sense in the relations of love

\is now the calculation of incomes, ex

l penditures and fashionable circles. Who

ever has a taste for the bathos, and

idelights in critical rumination on what

fsociety hides under its great cloak of

plausible seemings that is meanest, falsest

and most pitiful, will find himself as

lhappy in the chronicles of match-makings

iand connuhia] perplexities, as a black

lhectle under a manure pile. Does not

'half the coarse wit of our theatres and

newspaper squibs consist in ridiculing the

 

 

engine, wouldstthou take the trouble to tell i lonely sky-nest at \Veissnichtwo. Hcrelfolly of being “ caught in the noose! "’
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All this is precisely the pledge we

should desire of truth, purity, and re

alized poetry in the love relations of

the future; since the social relations based

upon incoherence of interests and individ

ual selfishness, must present the syste

matic inversion, in this as in other pas

sions, of the relations existing in a society

based on unity of interests and collective

devotion.

It would be idle for us to speculate on

the forms and institutions which will

grow out of the Harmonic order and con

stitute its expression in the relations of

the sexes. Through the fog of distrust

and duplicity which envelop these sub

jects to us, still wallowing in the mire of

incoherence, it is not probable that we

can discern the wants and indications of a

pure and healthy society. Our work is

to obtain the basis of universal unity by

organizing industry, trusting to God and

the future for the corollaries and develop

ments which will flow from it.

Marriage has been selected as a special

point of attack by certain representatives

of the commercial interest, who mistak

ing Association for a class or party move

ment for the poor against the rich, and

fearing to compromise their popularity by

openly opposing the organization of labor,

the only subject which Associationists

have urged, have thus sought to substitute

a false issue before the American nation.

Their choice was a judicious one. The

marriage institution, in its civil point of

view, is a ground on which civilization is

very conscious of its weakness, and will

not bear discussion, fearing that its ten

dencies to licentiousness, already so

strong, would upon the removal of exist

ing restraints, plunge it in promiscuous

bestiality. The Phalansterian position

has been here pre‘eminently that of con

servative reform. \Vhilst deploring the

evils now resulting from constraint in the

relations of love, and its false depend

ence on pecuniary interests, the withering

of true affections, the false and unhappy

marriages, the adultery, the libertinisin,

and the prostitution with which our civil

ized cities are rotten, we foresee the

change of this inversion to a beautiful,

pure, and healthy development, in the

serial organization contemplated as our

social destiny.

This order, by securing pecuniary in

dependence, and by associating the sexes

in those industrial groups to which sym~

pathy of pursuit attracts individuals, will

tend to develop that entire sympathy of

character and interest essential to con

stancy, and at the same time give the

best opportunities of practical criticism

previous to forming engagements.

In the rich and high-bred families of

England and America, who have not yet

reached the heartlessness of reducing

 

marriage to a mere question of worldly

policy, and of contemplating separate

establishments from the beginning, a re

finement upon the rude Scottish fashion

of “ handfasting,” is often practised.

The aspirant to the lady’s hand is invited

to pass sonte weeks as a member of her

domestic circle, previous to ratifying the

engagement, which gives to both parties

the chance of studying character and

testing their fitness to each other in posi

tions like those in which they would

stand after marriage. How much more

perfect is the test provided by the Pas

sional Series, whose combinations include

all the industry and all the interests of

life ; whilst the isolated household, often

rather a forced or accidental than an

attractive centre, is restricted to the

agency of simple presence for drawing

out sympathies of character or providing

for their exercise. The poverty and

coarse manners of the laboring masses,

the contracted character of individual

enterprise, whose essential of success is

the confinement to a single branch, and

the prejudice of the small wealthy class

against productive industry, now degrad

ed as the sphere of the Pariah, have all

combined to exclude woman from a large

class of employmcnts in the garden, or

chard and vineyard, as well as several

mechanic arts and branches of practical

science, which are as elegant and attrac

tive as they are useful. In the Phalanx

of associated capital and labor, it will no

longer as now, be necessary to sacrifice

them to the few employments most

essential to subsistence, as the grain crop,

the dairy, the fattening of swine; but

each branch, prosecuted in all its details

on the largest scale by the series devoted

to it, will invoke the charm of woman's

presence, will rescue her health and the

bloom of her youth from a premature

withering, from sedentary monotony, and

the suppression of her passional life, and

set her free like a fairy, to mould in the

glorious forms of nature that beauty

which is ever struggling to express itself

in her being. It is only the isolation of

pursuits and interests, and the suppression

of industrial attractions, which, putting

asunder what God would join together,

has made the song of Maria del Occidentc

so niournfully true.

“ Even as the Dove from far Palmyra flying

To where her native founts of Antioch beam,

W'eary, exhausted, fainting, panting, dying,

Lights sadly at the dcsert’s bitter stream ;

So many a soul o’er life’s drear desert faring,

Love’s pure, congenial stream unfound, un

quaffed,

Suffers, recoils, then thirsty and despairing

Of what it would, descends and sips the near

cst draught.”

\Vhen it was said to man that he

should earn his bread by the sweat of his

 

brow, it was not without having therein

provided the bread of his soul. Our

spiritual sympathies are linked with our

industrial attractions, as the life of the

Dryad to the oak which enfolds it.

In connection with the development of

purer characters in the society of the fu

ture, perfect liberty to this and every other

attraction must be not only compatible

with a divine order, but absolutely essen

tial to it.

The following paragraphs from Fouri

er's “ New Industrial \Vorld,” will show

his position and our own towards the

present state of things.

“ We see that there was a discovery to

be made, namely, the Passional Series,—

a discovery which required profound re—

searches into the arrangements of civil

ized mechanism. If men had been wil—

ling to set about it with the slightest

degree of method, they would have de

manded of pretenders like Robert Owen

and others, a discovery, and not arbitrary

statutes, not such silly notions as com

munity of property, the absence of divine

worship, and the rash abolition of mar

riage. These are the whimsies of a

breakneck politician, and no new means

at all; and yet it is in this stuff that the

nineteenth century has confided now for

twenty years.

“ As to liberty in love, he does not

foresee the general licentiousness which

would prevail as soon as the new sect

should have become established: he seems

to have no more considered the mechan

ism of free loves than he has the effects

of the absence of divine worship. Before

admitting even half liberty in love, coun

terpoises must be introduced such as the

Harmonians themselves cannot create in

less than fifteen or twenty years experi

ence of the life. For the rest, as to any

changes which the love relations may

undergo, not one of them can take place

until it is demanded by the government,

by the ministers of religion, and by the

fathers and husbands of families. When

these four classes shall with one accord

vote an innovation, we may be sure that

it will be useful and not dangerous.”

The Family and Home.

It is only the constraint and narrow

selfishness ofthe isolated family which the

arrangements of the series will remove.

In the groups of industry, which develop

sympathies of character through sympa

thies of pursuit and interest, those mem

bers of a family whose dispositions are

congenial, will find, in addition to the

present foci of union at the table and

parlor, multiplied ties; whilst those who

have antipathic characters, being drawn

out of each other‘s way in following

freely their respective attractions, will

meet only at times and places where

some common sentiment unites them.

In place of the dispersion of families, now

necessitated by the narrow sphere of the

isolated household, which cannot provide

for the interests of the smallest possible

nucleus, the large home of the Phalanx,

with its system of practical education, at
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once developing the child’s attractions,

and securing to them a sphere of action, 1

will allow the patriarch of the future

society to stand amid five generations of

his children.

In regard to the homestead or dwell

ing, in which so many sympathies cen

tre, it is unnecessary to state that, in a

society whose order is attained solely

through attraction, individual predilec

tions would always be respected.—

Such, however, are the economies, lux

uries and harmonies of art, attained by

combining resources and substituting for

hundreds of separate dwellings with their

out-houses and appurtenances, a grand

unitary building with suites of apartments

adapted to different prices of rent, gas

lighting, flue ventilation, a single kitchen

and laundry establishment, and other

arrangements such as our first class hotels ‘

may suggest some idea of, that it is not

probable that isolated dwellings will be

preferred, unless by a few very wealthy

and eccentric characters. In all the ar

chitectural and other arrangements of the

Phalanx, the sacredness of individual or

of family privacy is as scrupulously con

sidered in the chamber and parlor, as the

requisitions of the social attractions and

corporate sentiment in the halls, the

grand street-gallery, the Church and the

Opera.

Such is the answer of Association to

that beautiful aspiration of the soul for a

permanent home, a centre of childhood‘s

recollections, of ancestral traditions, of

all that now constitutes the charm of the

old English manor, descending in the

same family for many generations, and

even the prestige of heraldry, and

armorial bearings; for when honors shall

be the natural complement of proved no

bility, the pledge ofjustice to the people,

they can excite no other feeling than

honorable ambition.

Here, from his happy home, the child

will ramble to play under the vine and

the fig tree that his father planted, will

gather nuts in the forest with which his

grandfather’s industry has clothed the

bare hill-side, and sleep under the ven

erable oak that towers over the grave of

his earlier forefathers. Their names he

will view with pride upon the sculp

tured columns of the great bridge, the

water-works, or other permanent and

splendid structures, the benefits of which

he every day enjoys. These also stimu

late his ambition. He would be the

worthy child of a. noble line; he too,

would leave on the industrial battle-field

the trophies of his skill and zeal; foot

prints on the sand of life, that shall in

turn speak to the great Future of his

work.

 

To be Continued.

 

 

THE BEAUTIES or CHRISTIAN WAR- | vent where he lately intended to adminis

FARE. A correspondent of tite'l‘rue Sun,

writing from Baltimore, says:

“l have just perused an interesting

letter from an officer attached to the Gulf‘

Squadron. He states that the Mexican

soldiery, at the time of the attack of

Commodore Perry on Tabasco, put to the

sword every poor woman and child that

attempted to leave the city, as they con

sidered themselves safe so long as the fe

males and children were in their midst.

A great many defenccless females and

children were unfortunately killed by the

shells from our guns. An instance or

two is mentioned.

“ A Mexican had his only daughter, a

beautiful girl of 18 years, completely out

in two by a twenty-four-ponnd shot, and

after laying the mutilated remains on the

bed, he rushed down to the beach, cover

ed with blood, and implored our men to

stop firing. In another instance, a whole

family were sitting at the table, when a

shell fell among them, instantly eXplod

ing, killing all the females, besides three

servants. There are many other in

stances of the same kind, but for which

the town would have been entirely demol

ished. As it was, it received a severe

drubbing.”

FRANCE, The Presse announces that the

Minister of Commerce had received the re

ports on the crops which he had demanded

from the prel'ects. “ Those reports," it says,

" mention that the wheat crop was in amount

one-fifth inferior to that of ordinary years;

but the excellent quality of the grain reduced

the deficit to one-tenth. France consumes

60,000,000 heclolitres of wheat annually ; she

consequently only requires 6,000,000 hec

tolitres to supply the deficiency, or a month's

consumption."

“ Bankruptcies,” says the Reforms, “ are

of daily occurrence in Paris. Petty met-

chants continue to shut up their shops; the

pownbrokers are besieged with applicants;

the savings banks will soon be empty; the

hospitals are crowded; 115,000 indigent de

pend upon public charity in Paris; the pri

sons are full, and the winter will throw

about 100,000 workmen out of employment.

Our prospects are indeed very sad.”

Tm: New POPE. The New Pope is

carrying on his reforms in a bold and vig

orous manner, and the people of Italy,

unused to the spectacle of having a friend

at court, are overflowed with joy.—

Among other things, he is said to be in

favor of abolishing capital punishment,

and substituting for it imprisonment for

life. In all these movements his Holiness

invades the recesses of privilege, and

hence be ltas incurred the hatred of the

aristocrats. His life is said to be in dan

ger. A letter printed in Hamburg, from

Rome, says that the life of the Pope is

not safe. His Holiness has received ma

ny warnings, and must make avirtue of

necessity. His dinner is served at eleven

o’clock, and remains standing till one,

till it is cold; it is then examined by a

chemist, and warmed on the dinner table

over a s )irit lamp. His cup of chocolate

for breakfast is prepared by the Camera

rio in his immediate presence. When he

goes to mass, he takes the host, the wine

and the water with him ; at a certain con

 
ter the sacrament, be neither performed

the ceremony nor took the usual refresh

ments. Such is the life of Pius the

Ninth, the greatest benefactor of the R0

man states.--Boston Post.

[FA certain eminent medical man

lately offered to a publisher in Paternoster

row, a “ Treatise on the Hand,” which

the worthy bookseller declined, with a

rueful shake of the head, saying, “ My

dear sir, we have too many treatises on

our hands already.”

WEALTH OF THE STATE or Onto. We

learn by a letter from a friend in Ohio,

that the State Board of Equalization

concluded its labors at Columbus on the

16th instant, after a session of more than

three weeks, of which the following are

the aggregate results:

The valuation of the real property of

Ohio is about three hundred and twenty

four millions of dollars.

The personal property is valued at

$70,177,484, making an aggregate of

real and personal property to the amount

of $403,177,484—that is to say, more

than four hundred and three millions of

dollars—National Intelligent".
  

"REVIEW.

The Aulo-Biogr by of Goethe. Truth

and Poetry: ram Ill Life. Edited

by PARKE Gonwrs'. arts 1. and 1].

pp 193, 228. New York: Wiley &

utnam, 161 Broadway. (Sold by

Redding & Co., 8 State St., Boston.)

Here we have the first half of the long

expected work; twot more parts will soon

appear and complete it. Of the intrinsic

value of the great poet‘s beautiful narra

tive of the facts and fancies of his youth,

we “ said our say ” some six or eight

months since, in announcing the intention

of Mr. Godwin. To every one who

would trace the native lineaments and

first gradual developments of a poetical

genius of the first order; to every one

who would read the poet as he read him

self, and know what influences conspired

with his genius or challenged its reaction

to make him what he was; to every one

who would transfer a living impress of

the social and the public life in Germany

towards the close of the last century from

the most susceptible and most observing

mind that lived in the midst of it, to his

own mind; to every one who would un

derstand the modern literary history of

Germany; in a word, to every one who

would read the wisest, richest, truest,

most romantic and most fascinating piece

of biography extant in any language, we

can confidently recommend it. While it

exceeds almost any romance in interest,

you feel that it is a most faithful history,

and that it is called “ Poelry and Truth "

only because it would be leaving out the

principal fact of life to leave out the

poetry. Often what we call the fanciful

part of a man, is the man. At all events,
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Goethe is as much a poet in remembering

his own life, as ho is in writing Faust or

Iphigenia.

And we can confidently recommend

this translation,-the first trustworthy and ,

complete one which has been made. In-:

imitable and perfect as is Goethe‘s style,

and therefore all but impossible of trans-'

lation, we confess our agreeable surprise

at finding so much of the charm pre

served. The first of these two parts

apparently is translated, as well as edited, »

by Mr. Godwin. The second part is

translated by Mr. John Henry Hopkins,

Jr. of Vermont; yet it required, of course,

some delicate and judicious labor on the

part of the Editor to shape the style into

unity with his own. Occasional foot

notes illustrate the text, and others are

promised at the end of the volume. May

it be speedily completed and delight many

readers!

\Ve are happy to learn that translations

of Goethe's “ Annals,” of his admirable

letters from Italy, and of his dramas,

may also be expected to follow from the

same source, provided this first enterprise

succeeds.

Umnia: A Rhymed Lesson. By OLIVER

\VENDELL HOLMES. Pronounced be

fore the Mercantile Library Associa

tion, October H, 1846. Third Edition.

Boston : William D. Ticknor and Co.

pp. 32.

The longer productions of this most

melodious, ever fresh and sparking lyric

poet are generally devoid of unity. Per

haps for this very reason, added to his

positive poetic merits, he has never failed

to entertain an audience. He keeps at

tention pleasingly upon the stretch by a

succession of thoughts beautifully versi

fied,—pathetic, witty, patriotic, didactic,

extravagant,—which have scarcely the

finest fibre of a. common thought connect

ing them. They charm to a certainty,

because they make their virtue to consist

in being just good enough for the occa

tinct and finished ; and every couplet has “ Part Third contains a series of para~

 

sion, and because they sympathize with

common fancies and experiences, and

clothe these with so much beauty as to

flatter gracefully the self-esteem of all

who do not know the need of more. It

is amiable poetry; it exerts itself to.

please; and for that is always willing to

forego high flights. It is not the sort of

poetry which is wrong out by deep expe

rience, and which is the earnest fulfil

ment of a whole life's mission. It is

simply agreeable and graceful pastime;

the grateful reminiscence and occasional

revival ofa talent which endeared the

author’s youth to those around him;

while he dedicates his life to sterner

professional duties.

Viewed in this light, it is certainly

a very pleasing poem. Each thought is

perfectly expressed; each image is dis-,

 

 
 

a luscious, swelling contour, without the ' graphs in sections for exercise.”

aid of any bombast. The first half of

the poem is mainly serious; but it would

be hard to name its subject. The rest of

it is a string of unconnected epigram

matic lessons in minor morals, personal

and social, which display a fine tact and

a. most oracular good taste in every thing

regarding manners, conversation, coats,

and boots, and hats. Who will not recog

nize one of his own martyrdoms in the

following :

“ I tell in verse,— ’t were better done in

prose,—

Onc curious trick that every body knows;

Once form this habit, and it’s very strange

How long it sticks, how hard it is to change.

Two friendly people, both disposed to smile,

Who meet, like others, every little while,

Instead of passing with a pleasant bow,

And ‘ How d’ye do 1 ’ or ‘ How’s your uncle

now 1 ’

Impelled by feelings in their nature kind,

But slightly weak, and somewhat undefined,

Rush at each other, make a sudden stand,

Begin to talk, expatiatc, and expand;

Each looks quite radiant, seems extremely

struck,

Thcir meeting so was such a piece of luck;

Each thinks the other thinks he's greatly pleased

To screw the vice in which thcy both are

squeezed ;

So there they talk, in dust, or mud, or snow,

Both bored to death, and both afraid to go! ”

 

A Course of Readingfor Common Schools

and the Lower Classes 0% Academies.

By H. MANDEVILLE, rofessor of

Moral Science and Belle-Lettres in

Hamilton College. New York: D.

Appleton and Co. Philadelphia: G.

S. Appleton.

Professor Mandeville has produced a

work which evinces great labor, knowl

edge and taste; but in many respects so

defective as to defeat, in our opinion, his

design of supplying a good school man

ual. He has presented us with the re

sults of a long experience as a teacher of

Bclle-Lettres, guided and enlightened by

a pure taste and generous zeal in his voca

tion ; and these results we regard as val

uable acquisitions in the important and la

mentany neglected departments of Edu

cation to which they relate, as well for

future authors, to furnish them with in

structive hints, as for advanced students

who can exercise their own judgments, and

distinguish the true from the erroneous.

But for learners, who require at the out.

set sound elementary instruction, we con

sider them wholly useless, at least in

their present form.

Professor Mandeville separates his

work into “three general divisions or

parts : "

“ Part First contains a description of

letters, syllables and words.”

“ Part Second contains a classification

and description of sentences."

 

This division is quite judicious, though

not absolutely scientific. And here we

would remark that science has not yet

fairly penetrated and elaborated this

branch of education, and that until it has

done so and dissipated all the moss-grown

errors of the schools, we can expect only

the arbitrary arrangements and methods

of authors, more or less complete and

useful, in proportion to the sound common

sense and good taste they possess.

The First Division is especially faulty

and imperfect; it treats the elementary

grounds of the subject discussed, the an

alysis of sounds, and grammar of lan

guage, without knowledge of the true

principles governing them or just criti

cal perception and distinctions; and the

learner is launched into the complicated

mass of confusion, absurdity and contra

diction, which old lexicographers and

grammarians have built up, under the

name of science, on a false basis. Hav

ing entered it he must extricate himself

as he can, and if he does so with infinite

labor, it is only to bring away a load of

lumbering words, without ideas.

The Second Division, which treats of

the construction of sentences, exhibits

Professor Mandcville in a much more fa

= vorahle light, as a sound English scholar,

who understands fully the power and uses

of his own language.

The Third Division embraces a collec

tion of elegant extracts, illustrative of

every variety of expression and thought,

more select and appropriate than any we

know of in any other compilation; and

the instructions of Professor Mandeville,

to the student, applying to them the prin

ciples of eloculion, for the highest elfect,

are undoubtedly admirable and well

adapted to the purpose of purifying the

taste and improving the judgment.

With the strictures we have ventured,

we can commend the work to our readers

with much satisfaction.

The French Revolution: A History. By

THOMAS CARLYLE. In Three Parts.

New York: Wiley and Putnam. (Sold

by Redding & Company, 8 State St.,

Boston.)

Messrs. Wiley and Putnam, it appears,

have bought out the right of the original

Boston publishers of all Carlylc‘s works,

and now print this as well as. others

under the same characteristic “ lmprima

tur” of the author which we have quoted

before.

It is, to say the least, the most brilliant

and impressive history ever written. It

has been called afl‘ected and grotesque

in point of style. Carlyle‘s certainly

is not a style for those to imitate,

who find nothing of themselves in it:

but does it follow that the most unique,
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unprecedented writer is more affected and that the simple vowel sounds of ourlthor goes as far as he can in teaching

than the great mass of writers and ‘ language have upwards of three hundred

‘ and fifty different methods of representatalkers, who never utter themselves in

their own way, but always affect conven

tional phrase? It has been called a

poem, rather than a history. But we

apprehend it has successfully established

the fact, that it takes a poet either to

record things or to see things truly ; and l

this is as true of history in general,

as it is of an individual biography, like

that some golden one of Goethe, above no

ticed. As to “ The French Revolu

tion," the time for criticism has gone by.

It has taken its place among the standard

Classics.

2’

Primary Lessons:

Read", on an Original Plan.

r;ch D. WRIGHT. New York: D. Ap

pleton and Co.

Mr. \Vright has succeeded in making a

very simple book indeed; so simple that

it verges on fully. But he is not to be

blamed for it; the fault is in his subject

and means of execution, and not in him

self. He knows the difficulties he at

tempted to grapple with, but like thou

sands bcf'ore him fails to supply a reme

dy; for the satisfactory reason that the

case is utterly hopeless and admits of

none.

Every now and then some ingenious

individual gets hold of a “ new and origi

nal plan ” for rendering it an casy inat

ter to teach children how to read and

spell; and forthwith teachers are called

upon to throw away their old books

and adopt the new “ Series,” which is to

smooth the road up the hill of science.

New plans follow each other like waves

of the sea, and if they do not devour one

another in the same way, the last swal

lowing up the one going before, every

author in turn thinks his own should take

precedence of all others. However

praiseworthy or ingenious may be all

these attempts at simplifying the process

and smoothing the task of teaching chil

dren to read “and spell the English ”

language, with our present Orthography,

they all prove abortive, and to those

who understand the true nature of the

difficulty they are as ridiculous as they

are unsuccessful. English Orthography

is a chaotic mass of absurdities, and

every attempt to reduce it to rule or order

for enabling children to learn to read and

spell easily, or more so, one way than

another, is quite preposterous. This is

obvious enough when we know that the

twenty-six letters of the alphabet are ap

plied without rhyme or reason upwards of

five hundred and fifty different ways, in

the spelling of words; the letter a being

used to represent nine different sounds;

the two letters ea, for instance, having

nine, as in people, leopard, yeoman, etc. ; ,

,relicve, bereave, and so forth.

bring a Spellcr and,

By AL- ‘

tion, the alphabetical sound of e alone

having twenty-three, as in people, receive,

This view

lof the matter shows us the fallacy and

lfutility of “plans for making the art of

reading easy." The disease is a desper

ate one and requires a radical remedy—

palliatives only complicate the evil.

What Mr. \Vright claims as original in

his plan, is the application of an induc

tive principle, by teaching one letter at a

time, and simple words composed of such

letters only as are acquired one after

another. But he soon gets into deep wa

ter where principle is swamped, and all

the prospective benefit of his plan is ;

afloat, to be finally lost. As the “ prima

ry lCSSunS ” advance, the letters soon be- I

come unruly, and begin to change charac

ter like harlequius; plain a becomes,

smart and wants to cut a dash; gentle cl

grows saucy and gets into a pet; frank, l

llOttPSiO learns tricks and goes to pot;l

and all the rest of them become unman

ageable little rascals. But then come

‘the expedients of “ notation,” which

pserve for a little while among monosylla

bles, long enough perhaps to make a

“ primer" or a “primary lesson " book,

when the poor children are introduced to

ithe beauties of English orthography, and

imade tofeel how much they are indebted

to the “ simplifiers " for leading them so

nicely into difficulty.

We will not weary our readers by de

tails; they can pick up any “series of

readers” and find enough of the same

kind ; but we must record one specimen

of our author's ingenuity in notation, for

the fun of the thing; it excels all that we

‘ ever met with in this species of invention ;

,aud lexicographers have been quite fer-~

‘ tile in devices.

The little urchin first learns that the

, letter s has a hissing sound as in so, but

he soon comes to words where it has the

sound of z. This is a puzzler, which our

author thus disposes of in a “ note to the

teacher.”

 

 

“ In the words as and has, I does not repre

‘ sent its own sound, but stands in the place of 2;

it is therefore called, in these particular posi

tions, a substitute for 2‘. As a kind of notation,

a little .2 is placed over a (l) to indicate that it is

l to be sounded like z,—and generally, when

l ever a little letter is placed over another letter,

' it indicates the sound of the letter over which it

‘ is placed.”

 

Now is not this a notable scheme of

notation—because Jack is sometimes

called Tom, in order that he may not be

,mt'scalled by his own name when he 'does

ETom's duty, Tom must mount on his

shoulders! Beautiful orthography and

‘ wonderful invention!

 

But one word more. Vthn our au- ,

children to read with his plan of notation,

he then instructs them how to read with

out it! He dispenses with all his marks

of notation!

Dealings with the Firm of Bombs; and

Son. ll'hulcsolc, Retail, and for Ea:

porlnliun. By CHARLES Drcxsus.

With Illustrations by H. K. Browne.

New York: Wiley & Putnam. (Sold

by Redding & (10. 8 State Street

Boston.)

This is a work still in course of publica

tion. Two numbers of about fifty pages

'each, have been issued, uniform with

\Vilcy and Putnam's “Library of Choice

Reading.” Thus far it opens richly, as

the best of Dickens‘ stories. It is an ad

mirable satire on the intense selfishness

of the family sentiment, as found in its

most exaggerated form in English life;

the family without humanity, where the

new-born child is not loved, but only

cherished as the successor and continua

tor of the respectable business firm. In

humor, truth and pathos, it well sustains

the reputation of the author; and we

doubt not it will reward reading to the

end.

MUSICAL REVIEW.

MENDELSSOHN AND HIS WORKS.

The interest which the music of this

great composer is exciting in this coun

try, must render welcome any informa

tion about his life and history. The

following is from the “ People‘s Jour

nal,” and is one of a series of contribu

tions, under the head of “Talk about

Music,” by Henry F. Chorley. No one

in the English language has written so

much and so well about the msthetic part

of music as this genial, entertaining au

thor. His historical and critical notices

of the Pianists, from Sebastian Bach’s

time to the modern miracles of Liszt and

Thalberg, published in one of the English

Reviews, showed a profound apprecia

tion of the various schools of composition

for that instrument. And more latterly,

his three rambling, sprightly volumes, en

titled “Music and Manners in France

and Germany," have proved his acquaint

ance with the whole field of modern

music and its occupants to be most re

markable. Especially valuable are his

criticisms upon the modern French opera,

in which he enters into extended analyses

of some of the chrfs-d‘murre of Meyer

beer and Berlioz. \Ve wonder that our

enterprizing publishers have not seized

upon this very interesting book for a

reprint. It would adorn a place in Wiley

and Putnam‘s“ Library of Choice Read

ing.”

 
 

 

“ You have been lately reading ofartists

called upon to struggle with hard for
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tunes. It is pleasant from time to timc,l

to contemplate a more sunshiny picture1

than success preluded by years of strug

gle, or hope long deferred driving the

suflerer into despair. I know not where,

among musicians at least, 1 could find an

example of a life from its first hour more

ioyous and more prosperous than that of

‘elix Mendelssohn Bartholdy—“Happy”

by name, happy in his fortunes. The

son of an opulent banker in Berlin, the

grandson of the celebrated Jewish philo

sopher, “ the boy was born,” as an old

friend said ofhim,“on alucky day; ” with

as many good chances as rich gifts. His

mother was one of the most distinguished

women it has been ever my good fortune

to encounter: distinguished in the best

sense of the word. Very beautiful, with

a taste for literature and art as keen as

her affections were warm and her hospi

tality courteous— surrounded habitually

by the most cultivated persons of Ger

many, and the worthiest strangers who

visited Prussia—it was impossible to

pass an hour in her society, to receivel

her welcome, gracious without formality

or that over-interest which deceives no

one, and to remark her marvellous famil

iarity with the events, the opinions, nay,

and the contemporary belles let/res of

other countries beside her own, clear of

the slightest tinge of pedantry, without

saying in one's heart— “ This lady de

serves to have been mother of such a

son,” and without understanding, as a

matter of course, what the education of

our artist must have been: how genial,

how universal, above all, how strengthen—

ing. From his childhood, Dr. Mendels

sohn has been conversant with those

who, loving and honoring music (for the

honor music in Germany), have still

largely participated in other interests. It

was by a near relative of his, then Prus

sian Consul at Rome, that the impulse

was given to the young German artists

which has ended in the revival of a

school of fresco-painting. Ills family.

was in habits of affectionate intimacy}

with Goethe; and the mind of that poet

was too large for any one of those who

lived within its sphere to narrow himself

into a self-contemplating exclusiveness.

Thus the soil was rich, and the air kind

ly ;— but the plant itself was singularly

perfect, and worth the training. A vi

vacity of intellect not common, ifl may

dare say so, among the Germans: a

sprightliness of wit—an indomitable en

ergy, which made every acquisition not

only seem, but be, easy; a prodigious

memory, comprehending even every pass

ing tune, and casually encountered face,

and idle bit of ballad-jingle; an intense

and enthusiastic nationality, with no or

dinary personal advantages . . . . here.

were good things enough to be divided

among a tribe, in place of their being all

centred in one person ! It is much, how

ever, to say, that such was Dr. Mendels

sohn's education that not one has been

left undeveloped. There have been

musicians more prodigious, but I have

neither read of nor known one so com

plete. I shall but further touch on his

fortunes to add that his good luck (or

good taste) has attended him into that

world of many chances, called matrimo

ny. And who, more than the Poet or

Artist, needs faithful and gentle compan

ionship'.l the constant incitement which

the up-s iringing of a young and cheerful

,strong as in our friend.

 

family urnishesl The nonsense about

men of genius being of necessity bad

fathers and husbands, for the most part;

only broached by those who desire self

excuse, ought by this time to be booted

out of the world among other fallacies;

such as the need of falsehood to govern

mankind, or the attestation of religious

faith by rancour. But to no one can a

happy home be so precious, as to him

whose imagination is perpetually exer

cised, and to whom the bare earth (if the

figure may be permitted) becomes doubly

hard in proportion as his Soarings have

been high?

Dr. Mendelssohn, then, has escaped

most of the vicissitudes which color

(sometimes distort) character, without

losing its individuality. His personal

history has included repeated visits to

England, from his boyhood upwards,

during which he caught enough of the

true Shakspearian inspiration to write

that exquisite prelude of his to The Mid

summer Nighl's Dream,- and was haunted

among the Western Islands by the sea

sounds and the rock-echoes, which he

has reproduced in his overture to The

Isles of Fingal. He spent, too, when

young, some time in Paris; where sun

dry of his boyish impertinenccs (quick

ened by atherough Prussian Gallophobia)

are hardly forgotten or forgiven, even

unto this day. A visit to Rome was

more fruitful. Indeed, some Italian sym

pathies are indispensable to every mu~

sioian, be his school the severest, seeing

that melody belongs to the South to a

degree which no ruin or degradation can

utterly destroy. Or, to put it otherwise,

there is no composing for the voice with

out deep study of the Southern masters;

and the art of every country is best com

prehended on the spot. The German

fashion which makes the craftsman fight

his way from town to town, and learn all

the secrets of his craft abroad as well as

at home, is not bad for the artist also,

when there is a root of nationality s0

Dr. Mendels

sohn came back from his journeys the

most German of the German, enriched by

the stores of every land, not despoiled of

his own. After a few essays, he com

menced his career as an active musician

at Dusseldorf, a town of the Lower

Rhine, of small musical “ mark or likeli

hood,” howsoever distinguished in the

annals of painting. There St. Paul was

first produced. From thence he was in

vited to Leipsic to direct the winter sub

scription concerts of that place: a. post

more important than the size of the town

would seem to warrant. Since then, he

has been “ called to court ” by his king,

the monarch of Prussia, for whose thea

tres at Berlin, Potsdam, and Charlotten

burg, he has successively produced his

chorusses to the translations of Antigone,

(Edipus, and Racine’s Athalie, and his

scenic music to Shakspeare's Midsummer

'ight‘s Dream. It was also His Majes

ty’s intention to employ Dr. Mendelssohn

in enriching the music of the German

Protestant Church ; but I suspect that in

all such cases, royal command proves

totally inefficient. There is no getting

up a school of Church Music, any more

than there. is gelling up a religion, by

royal edict. Both must answer the

wants of the congregation, not be thrust

upon it. Nor is Dr. Mendelssohn the

man to suit his art to the humor of P0

tentates, Priests, or People. While few

, musicians have ever been less despotic in

 

temper, or less pragmatical in mistak

ing egotism for inspiration, few have

been so honorably inde endent. Af

ter a short residence at erlin he re

turned to Leipsic, to resume the direc

tion of the concerts, and his duties as

Professor in the Conservatory, or Mu

sical College, there founded by the

King of Saxony ; and this year, after di

recting the Musical Festival at Aix-la

Chapelle, giving a noble Catholic Hymn

to the Liege Jubilee, and presiding over

the monster meeting of German and

Flemish associated part-singers at Col

ogne, in June, here he has been, in Au

gust, with his new and magnificent ora

torio, Elijah, for our Birmingham Festi

val. Prosperity, then, and domestic hap

piness, have not made our friend indo

lent. One triumph as a musician is left

to him, the composition ofa great opera ;

and that is now looked for; the work to

be written for no less notable a singer

than the Swedish lady, Madlle. Jenny

Lind.

Ima talk again, on some future day,

about r. Mendelssohn’s Sacred Music,

in a separate article; just now merely

rapidly running over the list of his writ

ings, to complete my brief sketch, by

calling attention to his versatility. He

began with chamber music; producing

when a boy, three pianoforte quartettes,

of which the third was a masterpiece,

“though a man had written it." Since

then he has added to the list several

violin quartettes, a quintett, an octett, pi

anoforte sonalas, one solo and two with

violoncello, and two pianoforte trios; all

good, but all very difficult, since they de

mand an excess of spirit and energy

something akin to the vivacious nature of

their composer, in any one meaning to

impart to them due effect. A strong

band, a rapid finger, and an untiring

wrist, are indispensables for the execu

tion of this music. Then, (perhaps they

ought in right of their dignity and rarity

to have been placed first in my catalogue,)

there are his compositions for the organ.

"l‘hose hardly know the immense gran

deur and power of that king of instru

ments, Milton’s instrument! now vex

atiously neglected, who have not heard

Dr. Mendelssohn extemporize; his fancy

feeding itself as the strain proceeds; and

many a new combination and many a

gorgeous climax suggesting themselves,

too audacious, perhaps, to bear being

perpetuated in print. Of course his pub

lished fugues and sonata: bear compara

tively little trace of this ; however unique

as productions of a time when the an

cients of music, and their prodigious

learning, are more talked about than

studied.

Next, I should mention the concert

music which Dr. Mendelssohn has writ

ten : his three full orchestral symphonies,

the last in A minor, the best; his descrip

tive overtures, five or six in number: his

effective and original violin concerto,

written for his friend Herr David; his

two pianoforte concerlos, as many rondos,

and his ‘serenade,—all full of life and

character, and, in fact, the last hope of

concert-players in their present dearth of

great and original composers. Further,

there is his great cantata, TheFirst Vl’al

purgis Night, which, in spite of its fan

tastic and mystical - dare I say German?

-—subject, has, by the force and fancy

of its music, taken deep and strong root

in England. And this brings me to enu
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merate Dr. Mendelssohn’s vocal compo

sitions.

These are single songs, duetts, part

songs, choruses, among which I must

indulge myself by specifying one or two

peculiarly beautiful specimens. There is

a Fruhlingslicd (Spring Song) in the set

dedicated to Madame Schleinitz, which is

as true a breathing of “ Spring, the

awakener,” with its fresh breezes, and

its delicious wood-sounds, and the sound

of its bright waters, while

Amid the hollows of the rocks, their fall

Makes melody —

as Music ever painted. There is, again,

in his last published series, an eastern

song called Zuleilra, so intensely impas

sioned that, as one of the most dramatic

living singers said of it, “ \Vhy, a. stone

must sing that! " There is his Foreslcr's

anarlure, for four male voices, athing

which, even with the imperfect English

text here forced into harness with it, has

a haunting flow of rich woodland music,

such as would befit an evening hour when

the long shadows and the broad glow of

sunshine make such solemn but not

gloomy pictures of some long and ancient

forest avenue. There is the setting, for

two female voices, of Burus's delicious

words

Ob, were I in some wintry waste!—

There are gondola songs; old German

ballads, each in itself enough to substan

tiate the composer‘s reputation, were not

his greater works behind. I cannot close

this list without mentioning among Men—

delssohn’s happiest works, as also among

the happiest inventions of modern time,

his Songs without Words.

. Q C .

 
 

POETRY.

For the Harbinger.

VIOIOUS CIRCLE.

“ It hath been already Qfald Time."

Solomon.

BY MISS 5. S. JACOBS.

 

I mourn that this world changes not; that still

Its beauty and its sorrows are the same ;

Ever the torrent seems to wear the hill,

And the sun dries the torrent. But I came,

The hill was there, nor was the torrent tame,

But sparkling cooler down the mountain side,

For that it scorned the great sun’s thirsty flame,

Its eager task continually it plied,

Where swelled the lofty hill in unabated pride.

The forest trees are transient things and frail;

(So the book told me ere I closed the page;)

Last year the willow leaves were wan and pale,

I’ll make to their lost place a pilgrimage,

And changed, dead trees shall read a lesson

sage

Of change and death. N0 paler than before

I found the willow leaves, nor sign of age

Within the woods ; immortal grccn they wore,

And the strong mighty roots the giant branches

bore.

The rock endureth with its mantle mossy,

Nature’s soit velvet for the poor man’s tread;

The grass abideth tapering and glossy,

And from the butterfly you thought was dead,

Lo! not a grain of shining dust is tied.

Ilut clouds and snows and subtle harmonics,

And western winds with dewy perfumes fed,

And shadows, and their twins, realities,

And ficklc human hearts, sure there is change

in these.

 
The gentle air fanned Sappho’s fevercd cheek,

That seems its virgin kiss to breathe on mine 3

That cloud is not new born; its roscate streak

Dcckcd a sweet sunset in fair Palestine,

“'hen Abram‘s Sarah, ’ncath the shadowing

pine

\Vatching its glories, showed them to her lord;

That night the beaming messengers divine

Came down ; and heaven sat at earthly board

Gladdening the patriarch’s heart with high pro

phetic word.

“'cars not the sky the vaulted majesty,

That greatly circled greater Iiomer’s brow 1

And the soft murmurs ofthe slccpy sea

Soothcd Dante’s soul of storms. The horn

ens allow

N0 novel splendors. Every star that now

Looks miracles of beauty, in intense

[\nd steelly radiance saw thc Chaltluc how;

The princely, poet heart, whosc finer sense

Sublimely owned the “ Pleiades’ sweet influ

once.”

But sun and cloud, river and tree and stream,

Rock, wind and mountain, earth and sea and

heaven,

Ephemeral things and perishable seem,

To the strong, human nature God has given.

The breath that fired than first, the wondrous

icavcn

That makes “ red clay "lord of its kindred earth,

Immortal in its essence, lasteth even

As He lasts, whose great impulse sent it forth.

There is no change in man since fallen man had

birth.

And youthful lovers still in Paradise

\Valk hand in hand, like those of early day,

Till the stern missionod angel shall arise,

The vision and the music pass away;

The heart’s short summer gone, no effort may,

In festive pomp of dcvvy fruit and flowers,

The frost-struck and the faded world array.

Self-exiled are we too, from Eden’s bowcrs;

And Adam’s wanderings and Eve's woes are

ours.

Still for her infant children Rachel weeps;

Still sighs sad Ruth “ amid the alien com;"

Still Aiah’s daughter generous vigil keeps;

The father hails his prodigal's return;

Still Peter's soul with penitence is torn.

Humanity has lost no grief nor joy;

Parting! are painful now as on the morn

\Vhen Hector bade, upon the walls of Troy,

Andromache farewell, and kissed the blooming

boy.

To meet is bliss, as when, beside old Nile,

Joseph his soul of tenderness outpourcd;

Still Stephen dies with calm forgiving smile :

Still radiant Esther braves her tyrant lord.

No change—No change.— Upon the self

same chord

Lifc’s overture is played; Life's pattern wrought

In the lame figures, wearisome, abhorrod. —

“ BUT we SHALL ALL in: cruisoxo "—Such

sounds I caught.

All changed 1 Sublimer truth the Hebrew nev

er taught.

For the Harbinger.

P L E D G E.

I lit alone, my friends have all departed;

By our deserted board alone I sit,

The silent midnight makes me lonely-hearted,

And visions of the past around me flit.

 
Friends of my youth, with smiles of sweet en

treating,

Gather around mc as in days ofyore,

\Vith laughter, song and jest no longer meeting,

But soul to soul more closely than before.

Welcome, immortal friends! my yearning spirit

With happy sadness gives ye welcome here;

I knew the soul, wherever death should bear it,

Must love its brothers, that on earth were

dean

Those tender smiles into my heart are looking;

Thcy kindle aspiration’s gentle fire,

My doubting fear, my slumbering Faith rebuking,

And rousing in my breast rcnewcd desire.

I pledge ye all, the deepest, holiest feeling

Brimming my heart, as wine once brimmod

our cup,—

chcr to yield this heart to time’s annealing;

To hear our youthful hope forever up.

What though Truth’s fair reflection seem to

quiver

Upon the restless waves of whirling life 1

The image only fleets—the star forever

Lives, journeying on unharmed by mortal

strife. w. w. s.
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others' rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to impoveriilh

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Relii-t‘is to come, and can onlycumc from the new

application ofChristinn principles, of Universal jus

tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Dn. Cr-urmlivu.

 

1846.

 

 

To Sunscnmrzns. After the present number

We shall cease to send the Ilarbingcr to persons

who have been notified of the expiration of their

subscription, unless it is immediately renewed.

K? We thank \V. M. of “’hceling, Va., for

his friendly letter and efl‘icient exertions in be

half of the Harbinger. \Ve have seen the

“ Northern Star” which he refers to.

LECTURES ON ASSOCIATION IN

VERMONT.

\Ve are happy to hear from the Lectu

rers of the AMERICAN UNION OF Assocl

ATIONISTS, Messrs. ALLEN and ORVIS,

that they have made a very favorable

opening of their missionary tour in Ver

mont. They find a spirit of inquiry, at

deep sense of the prevalence of appalling

social evils, and a desire to learn an ef

fectual remedy for the gigantic miseries,

which stare us in the face in this blessed

nineteenth century of grace. On Satur

day, the 21st ult. they lectured in the

evening to a quite respectable audience in

Pt'rrsronn, and the ensuing week, on

four successive evenings, to increasing

audiences. “ \Ve have awakened a great

interest here,” they say, “ among almost

all who have heard us; but a large num—

ber of the church people fear, inasmuch

as they hold themselves aloof from our

lectures.” Fear, indeed! is there not

reason for fear, by those who, professing

devotion to the only religion which sets
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forth the rights of Humanity as a cardi

nal element of faith, are as dead as if

already immurcd in the whited sepulchre

to every hope that transcends the misera

ble lifeless conservatism, which with un

godly stealth has fastened upon the

bosom of the Church! “’e have patience

with the avowed infidel; he is at least

consistent with himself; we know where

to find him; but a man's blood must be

cold not to boil, when he sees the demure,

long-faced advocate of rotten abuses,

wrapping around him the spotless robe of

a Christian profession, to conceal the

selfishness and ignoble sloth of his own

character. The true Church, composed

of men who combine the love of God with

the love of the neighbor, as the highest

passion of their souls, has no reason to

fear, and will not fear. It is only a false,

corrupt, rcprobate spectre of a Church

which trembles and looks ghastly pale at

the approach of light. It sees destruc

tion in the rising Sun, and its quaking

instinct is just.

Our Lecturers add, “ We are well and

full of enthusiasm, and are confident that

the time has fully come for earnest and

brave effort. We beseech you and all

the friends not to relinquish the plan of a

church in Boston. All our enthusiasm

and hope will fail if the genuine spirit of

Church. We are now living on the glo

rious hope, which is inspired by the idea

of a pure, human communion,— a divine

human worship and work. You cannot

know the ripeness of the public mind for

the preaching of the divine word of social

unity. You must be in the midst of the

people in order to perceive it fully. The

New York Tribune has been the radiant

pioneer in all this State.

“ We have completed the organization

of the PITTSFORD UNION, Auxiliary to

the American Union. The meeting was

small, but enthusiastic. They adopted

substantially the Constitution of the

,such a formidable barrier to the access of

Christianity be not organizcd in a humane ' truth.

and it must go on.

sociation! the success of our noble cause

You are now able to prepare for a grand,

social revolution. The world is ripe for

it. Be up and doing. Unite, unite youri

lefforts, and you will find, without fail,

that UNION is STRENGTH.

NEW YORK CONTROVERSY 0N ASSOCI

ATlUN.

A discussion on the principles of Asso

ciation is now going on in New York,

according to previous agreement, between

ithe Tribune and the Courier and En

iquirer. The fact that two of the most

influential political papers in the country,

at this season of intense political excite

ment, should be willing to devote their.

columns to a subject of purely humanita-'

ry interest, is an evidence of the deep

hold it has taken on the public mind.

For ourselves, we rejoice in the antago

nism which the Associative movement

has called out in such prints as the Ex

press, Observer, Herald, and Courier and

Enquirer; as their attacks, unfounded and

outrageous as they are, serve to arouse

the slumbering minds of the people, and

I to disturb the intellectual apathy which is

 

 

The articles in the papers just

named, have excited the attention of

thousands, who might not have had the

subject presented to them for years; their

misrepresentations have awakened in

quiry; and earnest inquiry is all that is

needed to produce conviction. Our an

tagonists prove efficient pioneers for the.

reception of our doctrines. The morel

basely we are vilified, the greater is the

desire to do us justice. At this moment,

there is a deeper interest in the progress

of our cause, than we have ever known

before; the field is ready for the seed of

truth ; and with the reality of destitution,

warfare, fraud, violence, and wretched

 

 

The present time is!

too favorable to be lost. Friends of As- proposes.

depends on your faithfulness and zeal.,un

American Union. They are pledged to a , ness, in the present state of society, on

monthly contribution to the funds of the ‘ the one hand, and the prospect of abun

Parent Society. The Union new numbers i dance, harmony, justice, tranquility, and

fifteen, not more than one-third of those . heavenly joys, in the Combined Order of

who Will probably unite With it. Th6!society, on the other, the result of earnest

weather was so inclement, that a large ' and thorough discussion cannot be doubt

number of those who are interested did ful. \Ve accordingly welcome the New

not attend the meeting. York Controversy, both as a significant

"We have now lectured nine times sign of the times, and as an efl‘ectual

each during the present week, and there means of quickening the spirit ofinquiry,

is no end to lectures, talks, and replies to which is the essential condition of intel

inquiries in private. I have lectures ap- lectual progress.

pointed for every one of the next ten The following statement from Mr.;

evenings.” Greeley‘s second number, presents a clear!

We gather the above statements from and compact view of the general objectsj

a hasty private letter, but shall soon be,aimed at by Associationists, and is com-’

able to furnish a more complete account. imended to the special attention of those

The subscribers to the Lecturing Fundperspicacious gentlemen, who like the‘

will perceive that their wheel is in mo-iastute editor of the New York Mirror,

tion,—a good work has been commenced & complain that they cannot obtain a defi-i

 

nite idea of what the Associative School

“ By Association, then, I understand,

der this term] advocate, a Social 01'

der which shall substitute for the present

Township, Commune, Parish, School

District, or whatever the smallest Social

Organism above the Family may be

termed, a Phalanx or Social Structure

expressly calculated to secure to all its

members (who shall at the outset be two

or three hundred, but ultimately be in

creased to nearly two thousand) the fol

lowing blessings;

“ l. A home, commodiotis, comfortable

and permanent, so long as each has

means to pay the fair annual rent thereof,

or is willing to labor to defray such rent

—and from which he can never be ousted

because of sickness, infirmity or other

misfortune. '

“ 2. An Education, complete and thor

ough, Moral, Physical and Intellectual,

commencing in infancy and continuing

without interruption to perfect maturity,

and longer if desirable.

“ 3. A Subsistence, in infancy and

childhood, at the cost of their respective

parents; in after life from the fruits of

their own Industry or from the income of

their several investments, if such there

be; but in case of orphanage, sickness, iii

firmity or decrepitude without property,

then at the charge of the Phalanx, as

now of the Township, City or County.

“ 4. Opportunity to Labor secured to

each individual, man, woman and child,

at all times, whatever his or her capacity,

skill or efficiency.

“ 5. Just and fair Rerompmse to each

for the labor actually performed by him

or her, with assured opportunity for con

stant Improvement in Arts, Processes and

industrial ability.

“ 6. Agreeable Social Relations, in

cluding facilities for frequent and familiar

intercourse with those eminent for wis

dom, virtue, learning, piety or philan

thropy.

“ 7. Simple and ever increasing Li

braries, Cabinets, Philosophical Appara

tus, &c. &c., with stated evening Lec

tures on Chemistry, Botany, Agriculture,

Geology, and all desirable branches of

Knowledge.

“ —Such is a rude outline of the fa

cilitiesto be afl‘orded, with some of the

more palpable ends to be attained, by the

Association of a number of families in

the ownership and occupancy of a single

Domain of Five to Six thousand Acres,

the occupants inhabiting a single edifice

or Phalanstery located on its most eligi

ble site, and cultivated by the labor of all

or nearly all the male members of suita

ble age, while a portion of them, larger

or smaller according to the season and

the weather, with most of the women and

children, will be employed in the various

Manufactures prosecuted by the Phalanx.

Some of the external advantages and

physical economies to be secured by the

ultimate perfection of this Social Order

are as follows:

“ 1. Economy of Land. Under the

guidance of scientific and thorough agri

culturists, an Association, with its im~

mense gardens. orchards, vineyards, and

so forth, would produce four times as

much as is usually obtained from a like

area, and would require not more than

two acres (ultimately much less) to each

occupant, instead of the ten or twenty
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acres’ average of our present farms, to ! poses, and of which 1 have here sketched we will go to the mountain.’ Yet what

each person subsisted thereon.

“2. Economy of Fences and Fuel.

The Domain, cultivated jointly by five

hundred families, would not require so

much fencing as would be necessary on

one-tenth of the same area, cut up into

twenty little farms in the occupancy of so

many diverse families; and the Unitary

Edifice of an Association would be thor

oughly and equany warmed with one

tenth of the fuel now required to warm

imperfectly the isolated dwellings of four

or five hundred families.

“3. Economy of Household Labor,

Cooking, \Vashing, and so forth. The

saving herein must be immense, even if

one halftlle families should choose to take

their meals privately in their several apart

ments, as they would be at perfect liberty

10 do.

“ 4. Economy and perfection in Imple

ments of Culture and lndustry.generally.

The farmer of limited means cannot now

afford to sttpply himself with the best im

plements of his calling. He can barely

afford to purchase the variety of Plows

actually required to perform all kinds of

Plowing with the greatest economy and

in the best manner, and add thereto Culti

vators, Harrows, Scythcs. &c. 81.0. ; but

to furnish himself with Planting, Sowing,

Reaping and Mowing Machines, Stump

Extractors, Fanning Mills, &c. &c., is

utterly beyond his ability. Yet every

day is adding to the number and perfec

tion of these labor-saving inventions,

without which the farmer of the next

age will find himself thrown completely

in the rear, and unable to compete in pro

ducts and prices with his wealthy neigh

bor. I would gladly enlarge on this

point, which is more or less applicable to

every department of human effort and in

dustry. The time is at hand when the

Laboring Mass must own the best Ma

chinery, or be owned by the owners of

“ 5. Economy in the Cost of Educa

tion. Five to eight hundred children,

living under one roof, having there the

choicest Maps, Globes, Orreries, Chemi

cal Apparatus, and so forth, with free

Lectures at least weekly on the various

Useful Arts and Sciences, alternating

with their teachers from the gardens and

work-rooms to the schools of various

grades, could learn immensely faster than

any now do, while the cost of instruction

would be vastly less than now. Under

proper regulations as to the distribution

of time, all life would become Education,

and a youth of twenty would often have

acquired a far more thorough and solid in

tellectual culture than is now usually per

fected in our highest semioarics.

“6. Economy in Commercial Ex

changes. The Phalanx, purchasing for

all its members at wholesale for ready pay

and selling in the same manner, would

effect an exchange of the products

it could spare for the commodities it

should need, at a twentieth part of the

resent cost, and thus save to Protective

abor at least one-fifth of its earnings

now necessarily paid in mercantile profits

and in the cost of transmitting its surplus

products to their consumers.

“ 7. Economy in the cost of Medical

Attendance, Legal Proceedings, (rend

ered in good part needless,) &c. &c.

“ —But 1 am transcending my limits,

and must stop. Bear in mind that l re~

gard the Reform which Association pro

but the dry skeleton without the animat

ing soul, as one to be effected cautiously,

,gradually, and with due regard to all ex

isting interests. l do not anticipate its

consummation in one year, our in ten.

But that the end it proposes is one to

i which Society should gravitate—nay, to

which it does gravitate— that. it should be

studied, labored for, lived for, prayed for.

H. G.”

 

AID FROM THE WEST.

\Ve publish the following extract of a

letter from an active friend of Association

in the West, and embrace the opportuni

ty to make some suggestions of our own

, on the same subject. '
l

“ A number of people have talked

with me upon the subject of collecting

funds in the West for the various purpos

les of our Associative movement. A

want seems to be felt here — no one

wishing to assume the responsibility. It

has been conjectured, in consequence,

that if some Association were located

here, where confidence could be concen

trated, it might form such a. nucleus, and

’ thus act as a Treasury for the general be

hoof. lam confident that such ere long

I must he the case not only for the Missis

sippi Valley, but also for the. far “em,

and in time for the South. Our Associa

Jtive empire is pretty rapidly extending,

land now, I think, demands something

like a. solidarin west of the mountains.

There seems besides, no lack of recruits,

but a considerable want of officers—that

is men in whom confidence could be re

posed. If we are to collect funds, some

thing must be done in this way ere long.

It certainly looks like an extreme point to

send money on to New York. The peo

ple in the \Vest, I know, look at it in this

light; and I am certain that many a dol

lar is thus lacking, which might other

wise be of service to us. we are thus

too scattered —too loose. \Ve must en

deavor to draw a little closer. Our sym

pathies are only kept alive by the Harbin

ger, and that every body does not see.

“ Pray think on these things. That

was a noble bonus of the “ Cincinnati

Affiliated Society " for a commencement.

Had you been nearer at hand, I have no

doubt that it would have been double the

sum. It is too far and too expensive for

you to come from the East to lecture.

Were some of you set down in our midst,

the transition would be easy and expenses

light. A lecture here and there Would

thus be within the reach of all compara

tively, and the good immense. Man by

nature is, no doubt, an active animal; at

the same time, it must he confessed, he

has got his sluggish propensities, too. It

was a pretty shrewd remark of Mahomet

— ‘ If the mountain will not come to us,

 

 

until attained, is the ardent conviction of

  
a libel upon Civilization, that confidence

is nearly annihilated amongst us ! W'hat

a lesson for those who wish to keep

things as they are! ”

\Ve highly approve the. plan of a con

solidated organization in the West, in con

nection with the AMERICAN UNION. Let

our friends in that part of the country

take the matter in hand. But meantime,

let no society or private individuals re

frain from contributing, as they are able,

directly to the treasury of the UNION.

The purposes of the Union are specific

and well defined. 1. To sustain a corps

of Lecturers, for promulgating the doc

trines of Associative Unity as widely as

possible. 2. To sustain a system of pub

lication, which shall furnish suitable

books and pamphlets for distribution

throughout the country. Every dollar,

contributed by the friends of Association

to the funds of the Union, is lodged in as

responsible hands as can be found in the

Eastern States, to say the least, and sa

credly devoted to the objects specified.

Our friends at the West need not hesitate

in forwarding their collections on account

of the distance. Our plans are now so

well organized that we venture to say,

any amount contributed can be used to

better advantage in the operations of the

Union, than by any isolated efforts. Nor

need they despair of being visited by the

most able Lecturers, that the movement

can command. It is understood, that the

Directors of the Union are desirous to

appropriate their funds, as far as possible,

in accortlance with the wishes of the im

mediate donors. Thus, the contribution

from Cincinnati will be devoted to defray

ing the expenses of a course of Lectures

in that city. The same will be done, if

desired, in the case of Cleveland, Pitts

burg, Vi’heeling, Louisville, or New Or

leans. YVc trust that, by the opening of the

Spring, at farthest, arrangements will be

made for a thorough lecturing campaign,

in the principal \Vestern cities. By this

means, not only will the advocates of

Association be increased in number, but

a more systematic and efficient organiza

tion can be' introduced. At present, let

our friends unite as far as possible. Let

them adopt the plan of weekly subscrip

tion, as proposed in Mr. Godwin‘s Cir

cular, and they will not be obliged to

wait long to witness the fruits of their

labor.

WELCOME! GERMAN S.

W's have received the first number

of the “ Bos'rou Merrxun," a genial and

lively little \Veekly, in the German

language. We trust that every German,

and every reader of the German, will

return, as heartily as we do, the Grim
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und Handscltlag (greeting and hand

shake) of this our new cousin ger

man. It is handsomely printed, on good

paper, and contains a goodly variety

of matter. It is of no party in politics

or religion; but styles itself a “ VoIks

blau fur Stadt and Land," a people’s

sheet for city and country. The Ger

mans in Boston and its vicinity are cer

tainly numerous enough to support an

organ of their own, as appears from the

Merlrur‘s statement which we translate :

“ The number of Germans in and about

Boston is variously estimated. While

some set it at six thousand, others main

tain that it exceeds ten thousand. The

truth perhaps, lies in the middle; yet it

is not. improbable that the latter number

is the most correct; for the Germans are

not only very numerous in Boston itself,

but also in Roxbury, Dorchester, South

and East Boston, Charlestown, Cam

bridge—indeed, in all the surrounding

country, where in some cases they own

very valuable farms. In the city of Bos

ton there are three German churches.

The Catholic church is a very fine build

ing, which cost nearly $30,000; it was

consecrated only a few weeks since, and

already the congregation is so large, that

there is no room left. The United Re

formed and Lutheran Congregation pos

sess also a very neat church, a so-called

frame-building; this society has a. very

good singing-choir, whose performances

already warrant high expectations. The

Lutheran Society, as we understand, will

dedicate its new brick church by next

Christmas; this society also is flourish

ing and increasing; its property is very

valuable and lies in one of the finest parts

of the city. “7e have also in Boston a

very respectable Dispensary for the sick,

which already has laid up a considerable

sum as a reserved fund, and which de

serves to be supported by all Germans.

There is a sad want of German schools ;

and yet we have lately heard with satis

faction, that the Lutheran society have

engaged a teacher, who proposes to open

a German day-school in the room below

their church. There is also a respecta

ble Jewish synagogue here, which num

bers a good many Germans among its

members, and whose Rabbi moreover is a

German.

“ The majority of the Germans in Bos~

ton are mechanics; but there are also

German merchants, artists, physicians,

advocates, and so forth. We have been

established here too short a time to give

any very complete information, but it

shall be our duty to acquire and to im

part such."

Welcome and success, then, to the

paper that will be the faithful organ and

instructer of all these! Be a true Mer

cury and messenger of the Gods. Guard

 
the good German nature of your country

men; for we need such leaven in our

ambitious, selfish, fearfully expanding

young republic. Be not Mercury, the

god of thieves, to them ; and aid not our

demagogues and pseudo-patriots to steal

away their German heart and honesty,

and mislead them into a blind infatuation

about “national glory,” and into wicked

enthusiasm for the extension of that

“area of freedom,” for which they

crossed the Atlantic, not expecting to

find it the area of slavery.

I]? The Mcrkur is printed and pub

lished by \Villiam Neeb, No 6 Water St.

Terms, $2 50 a year, payable within

three months from the reception of the

first number.

ANTI-SLAVERY AT WASHINGTON.

We perceive that a newspaper is to be

established at the city of Washington,

devoted to the principles and measures of

the Liberty party. This is a bold and

manly enterprise, and we trust will tend

to throw light on the great question to

which it is devoted. At the same time,

we reiterate the expression of our con

viction that a true organization of labor,

on Associative principles, presents the

only effectual remedy for Slavery. War,

Indigence, and the other permanent

scourges that are inherent in the existing

system of society.

to the root. of the tree, or no universal

good can be hoped for from the sincerest

purposes of reform. Let our legislators,

our philanthropists, our reformers, open

their eyes to the great vital question of

the day. They must come to it, sooner

or later. Meantime, let us welcome all

earnest efforts for the removal of pre

vailing evils, and the advancement of

man. They exhibit a love for Humanity,

though they may not attain the consum

mation which is wished. We copy the

following extract from the Prospectus of

the proposed paper.

“The cause of human freedom calls

for the establishment, at the seat of the

national government, of a newspaper de

voted to the support of its claims.

“Circumstances and the present state

of public sentiment are peculiarly propi

tious to such an undertaking.

“ The publication of an anti-slavery

paper, entitled ‘an: NATIONAL ERA,’

will be accordingly commenced in the

city of \Vashington, District of Columbia,

on the 1st of January, 1847.

“ Issued under the auspices of the

Executive Committee of the American

and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, it will

be edited by G. BAILEY, Jr., assisted by

A. A. PHELPS and J. G. \Viiirrtrza, cor

responding editors.

“ While due attention will be paid to

current events, congressional proceedings,

general politics and literature, the great

aim of the paper will be a complete dis

cussion of the question of Slavery, and.

an exhibition of the duties of the citizcnl

The axe must be laid '

 
in relation to it;—especially will it ex

plain and advocate the leading principles

and measures of the Liberty party, seek

ing to do this, not in the spirit of Party,

but in the love of Truth, not for the tri

umph of Party, but for the establishment

of Truth.”

Dn. Ki'rrrtsncs’s LETTER. \Ve wil

lingly insert the jubilant appeal of our

quaint friend. Let hitn freely rejoice over

his new practice, and his restoration to the

simple ways of nature, to physio in itsliter

al sense, synonymous with nature. It is

encouraging, and we like to hear it.

There is something fresh and wholesome

in the very talk and style of thee new

water-doctors. They have burst the fet

ters of one “ uncertain science” and

learned to have confidence in nature.

Soon, we trust, our lawyers, statesmen,

priests and educators,— and all the

“ Faculties,” whose name is “Legion,”

who have been botching away at the poor

old diseased system of society, without

any natural unitary method, will experi

ence a similar conversion and deliverance ;

or at all events that society may be de

livered from them. As for the entire

truth of Hydropathy, we are not prepared

to endorse, since we are too ignorant;

but we have an instinct in favor of all re

form in that direction.

  
 

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

'l‘mt course of study in this School comprises

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

articular attention to the modern European

ranguagcs and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed in

the higher branc es usually taught in the Uni

versity. -

The School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. RIPLl-LY, assisted by experienced

teachers in the different departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental care, and for older pupils who wish to

eusure a thorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a large semi

nary, it is believed that this School afi'ords ad

vantages that are rarely to be met with.

TERMS—Form DOLLARS a week for board,

washin ,fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc

tion in nstrumcntal Music and use of the Piano,

TWELVE DOLLARS a quarter.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, West Roarbury, Mass.

October 17, 1846.
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LLrIIiIY.

For the Harbinger.

SOCIETY — AN ASPIRATIUN -— OR THE

ACTUAL AND THE POSSIBLE.

(Continucdd

The Three Diarrilnoive Passion: of the

Intel/m“! .

In the 24th number (Vol. III.) we con

sidered these as the mechanizing springs

in the formation of the Passions] Series.

In resuming the subject we shall at

tempt their more distinct and elaborate

analysis.

1st. The Fubalist. This is the select

ing, discriminative, analyzing, calculat

ing faculty or passion. It takes cogni

zance of progression or the‘relations of

cause and effect, order, time and events,

similitude and difference. It refines by

analysis and comparison.

It predominates in the logician and the

critic, as the Composite iu the poet and

the artist.

In its action in society it divides the

mass into its component elements, and

develops their specific character as groups

or sects. It requires division and sub

division of labor in every department,

thus implying the co-operation of large

numbers. It prizes the doctrine, group, or

pursuit, and that particular branch of it

which it has selected, above every other

with which it compares, and schemes to

obtain for it the highest rank. (This

scheming implies the tone of secretive

ncss.) It stimulates and refines the pro

ducts of industry, art and Science,

through rivalries of groups forming a

unitary series, interlocked by the Pupillon

which interchanges their members, and

fused by the Composilc in the formation

of other groups. In the Phalanx, where

interests are harmonized and industry is

err-operative, it promotes the general wel

fare by “the spur of industrial

trigne.”

‘ In the human aggregations of Barbar

ism and Civilization, where interests are

Mm
 

in

competitive, it injures the merchants or

the rail-road companies in their efforts to

break each other; or confines the artist

and the mechanic to the special processes

or trade-secrets in which they have been

educated, indisposing them to seek, ac

knowledge or practice the methods of

others, from which they might derive ad

vantage. In science and in religion it

opposes the spread of truth, causing each

sect to shut its eyes to all light out of it

self, and even to persecute to the death

when it has the power. It is this which

now causes such destruction of health and

life, by preventing the mass of physi

cians from looking for anything beyond

the circle of their limited experience, and

investigating the new departments of

Homeopathy, the water cure, and mag

netism, which in developing and adding

to the elastic vital power, constitute a

positive medicine, whilst the allopathic

system so far as it has any distinctive

character, simply resisla evil, repelling the

symptoms by drugs which excite a mor

bid state contrary to or different from that

existing ; and is by the fullest admission

of its powers, entitled only to the position

of a. negative medicine. The integral or

composite medicine must appreciate and

classify all therapeutic forces, and in

the combined order, the cabalist senti

ment will cause the different medical

sects to co-operatc for the extirpation

and prevention of disease.

Suppose a. hospital divided into wards,

each containing a given number of pa

tients, in whose distribution, age, consti

tition and specific diseases should be

equalized as nearly as possible. Assign

each of these wards to a group of physi

cians elected from their sects. Each

group to possess the absolute management

of its own ward and control over the re

sources of the hospital. The whole to

be open during certain hours each day

to visitors, with the usual restrictions, and

open constantly to a committee elected

{by the city commissioners or legislature,

lto observe daily proceedings and publish

   

 

the records of cures, deaths and periods

of illness in the different wards, in corn

putative tables. Minutes ofeach case to be

recorded daily by secretaries appointed by

aboard. in which each medical sect should

have one vote, and who should require an

approval by three—fourths of the votes.

Willi these fair and open arrangements,

the cabalism of each group for the honor

of its sect, would develop its energy and

science in an intense competition to acquire

over other sects an acknowledged supe

riority, and whatever skill they possessed

would be realized by their patients. The

comparative cxcellcncics and defects of

each mode of practice would be candidly

presented to the public by its average re

sults, registered by neutral inspectors. In

a few years,‘during which the grpups of

representative physicians would have been

changed, the sects in rivalry remaining

the same; the chances of personal superi

ority in knowledge and skill would be

equalized amongst them: we should arv

rive at definite conclusions respecting

their comparative merits; and when com~

pared with the results of a ward in uhich

the patients should have the advantages

of good nursing and attention to diet,

cleanliness, and so forth, without any

other treatment, a ward for which many

sceptics would not fail to apply; we

should also be enabled to decide respect

ing the positive merits and demerits of

all who claim to be wiser than simple nu

tnre. The mutual acknowledgment of

truth, whether voluntary or compelled,

must also eventually lead to a better tone

of feeling than now exists in the profes

sion, and would force them to combine

fin- the good of their patients the advan

tages of all methods discovered to them.

It is only from the crime and misery

which a perverted cabulism has hitherto

caused, that we may conceive of the

benefits which will result from its true,

free and natural development in the emu

lations of groups affiliated in ,indnstrial

pursuits, either material or spiritual;

when their interests shall be interlocked

antagonized, and industry isolated and;evcry month in newspapers a digest ot',by the arrangements of the Pupil-’01! or
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alternating attraction, and fused by the

Composite.

For the healthy development of Cabal

ism, a number of characters and pursuits

sufficient to allow of minute subdivision

is indispensable. It is constantly individ

ualizing, and if the groups of a series do

not stand near enough to each other to

call forth its comparisons and emulations

between them, it will display itself the

more strongly within the groups, invad

ing the province of the corporate senti

ment and creating disunion and jealousy

where union and harmony are indispensa

ble. On this point nature is inexorable.

She wishes the largest possible social

unity, and she will not accommodate her

self to the mean and narrow vieWs of the

civilizees.

That the Cabalist principle requires

contiguity for the development of its dis—l

cords and refinements, we may illustrate!

by the musical gamut, since “the pas-l

sional system is an echo of all the accords I

established in nature; or rather, all nature

is the echo and the emblem of the pas

sional principlcs, as God, in order tok

create the universe according to the laws

of eternal justice, must have bodied forth

himself in the creation, and consequently

imaged there the twelve passions which

are his essence, and the plays of these:

twelve passions in all their possible devel

opments," of which man created in the;

image of God, must as the archetype of

nature, be the concentratcd reflection.

In the musical gamut the 1st. note will

not accord with the 2d, but only with the

3d and 5th; the 5th is discordant with the

4th and 6th, and so on.

 

“ Let us suppose, in analogy, a series

cultivating twelve species of peaches or

pears, and adapting twelve groups and

the pivotal to each of these species. In

t-lassiug the fruits by contiguous progres

sion or resemblance, the accords and dis

cords of the groups will be in the same,

relation as those of the thirteen notes of

the gamut, as in the following table :

Gamul of the Notes-—

ut fa sol lare
iit re mi fa sol la si UT

Gamitl of the Groups—

2 4 7 11 N
l 3 5 6 8 10 12

“ The contiguous notes not according

in the musical scale, it will be the same.

with the gamut of twelve groups culii-!

vating twelve graduated species. The‘

group 5 will not agree at all with the

4th and 6th. The species of peach

which the tvvo last cultivate being too

near, too similar to the 5th species, their

sectaries will have many pretensions irre

concilable with those of the group 5;

Whose fruit differs too little from

their own. Each of the three will hold

obstinatst for his own peach and will

repute it superior. The group 5 will

accord well with its thirds, the numbers

Hand 8, and even with 9 and 9, these

four groups cultivating species quite dis-|

taut iii the scale from its own, and diil'cr-l

 

their ordered combinations. The forma

‘ I _ I “uh u 5“ T. tion of the crystal must be preceded by the

~ 9'] [l ' I , ' - . .wi'l‘ltrnenp b‘em [1% ycomest I?“ s‘upefiolgr; l thorough disintegration of the crude mass

behmen N0‘ 5 and N(,s_ 1’ 2, 8, 9_ one ' and its resolution into its radical atoms.

is in discord with 2, and 8 with 9 ; these It is from the divergent root fibres push

cnllllg‘lmfs gnmlls “f the serles "m 119' I ing out in the dark earth that the young

c'lrdulg’lu.“ as m mus": a “me accnl'dsiplant sprintis green and lovely into the

With its thirds, fourths, and fifths ascend-l _ "

ing and descending, but not with tlioselsu'll'ghl "f heme", m be" fiuwers and

which are nearest to it. This incompat- ,' fruit, and type the arborescent series. The

lblllly "aco‘llllgumm IETQ'lPs ls‘lhe millllzdiscordant scraping and jarring of the

' Q l t - s

Slm‘l'g 0 l‘et'.‘ j‘?“'f'"_“*".~ _‘er.y 0{Jeanstruments whose notes the musician

560.5 to gain or its thir'lle speCies t_ e . u . ‘h . l _

preference over the contiguous species , 18 a unmg ‘0 e" 0‘83"?“ lens'on! mu“

which he does not cultivate, and whose precede the orchestra s full burst of bar

gl'OthS are "1 rivalry Wllll hm” (minty. It was from the dark and void of

. incoherent chaos, that the spirit of God

ng horses of y

a very different character, as the English l emked.me “Eh? and “1.8 teeming fire or

race horse and the heavy draught horse, a biammfid crenuon' “.18 thus [film the

there could exist no rivalry. Thesesocm] Chaos or Humanity' film.“ savage

two groups, having no pretensions which a from Barbamus Oppressmli’ from

clash, praise each otlier's horses for theirl ’“mzed fraUd’ from me material and

. . . . lsiiritual overt wh' ias' 'v' 'respective merits, and asSist each other in ‘ i t p, "I y lc_h I mdl lduailzed

... . ciaraccrin emot llthe cabals of exhibition and exportation ; i _ 8 mm so amagomsms

. . . iof nations, classes and sects, that the

but there Will be a very active rivalry , _

. . . . Passional Harmony of the true society
between two groups raising two varieties must be her . t i '
of the race horse or draught horse, and n I 15 only from universal

. . . . llncohercnce that we can pass to Universal

it Will become more intense as the Vfll'lC-‘

, . . . . lUnitv reliflious olitical and social.
ties subdivide into particular breeds, and ' ’ ,° , ’ p . _

. . . 2d. 7/10 (.umpusilc Attraction. 1. In
the breeds into families. Many a genilc- t _' _ n h ,d

. . ‘ . 'lS in uence u on t e 1 cas or erce
man Wlll sooner resent the imputation of' _ , _ p _. . tions, it is creative or constructive: it

a flaw in the genealogy of a favorite . .

. . : . combines the mechanism of a poem or a
stud, than in his own family, and every. . _

. .' -watch. 2. It combines occupations or
spring and fall we see ll\CS and fortunes I It 1d . .l I. d

)cusurcs. won s in ua me a on
staked upon the honor and excellence of‘I p g

. . . . ‘dinner b wit and sin ; ' 'a Priam, an Eclipse, and their lineal| y . ’ g 1‘ “(iigmens

pleasure to the point of cntliuSiasrn by
descendants. I H. . t . .d .

. . . . . nrai in" a o c oThis cabalistic rivalry stimulates to thc ° y ° n e r m.rapl successmn

many scnscs and passions. It. would
attainment of the hiohcst erfection in _

"‘ p lsprcad the feast in a bower of roses; and

the breeding and rearing of animals, the, r , I R h

. rec Hill!" on t it: sum tiiouculture of fruit, and extends to every _ “ p . s 0m?" couc.’

. . enrich the pauses With a Wind-harps
branch ofindustrial product as soon as all t

It would call around graceful. . . . . 'melod .
its subdivisions are developed and classi-l . y . .

. . animals, the bird, the squirrel, or the

fied in the series of groups. _
favorite dog. It would be served by

“Pafllfll disfiorlli” affllmllfl b0 rt’f‘t'ed. friends, and not by hier menials. It

because u"? scncs ls 10ml” l" lmmsmns would use the sweet benefit of this occa

tor absorbing them, of which we have, . . 1' l . I, d

already mentioned the two pivotal, name- i 5m", 10 gain a 'u y 3 All?!" 0‘: m_ mer

ly, the interlocking of the groups by mean industrial or a political intrigue. lt

Papillon, which interchanges their metp- might combine all these in a great family

hers. and their fusion by the Compost/e in meeling a, Christmas 0,. Thanksgiving_

the formation of new groups. The n h I f l . . d

series requires specific discords in order ‘as a 5"“ e? e 3‘9" Ptlmary egress,

as it may multiply the eleven senses andto organize its system of general accords.

“This principle is quite opposite to passions into each other in composite

action. 3. In its social or collective in—
that of certain philosophers, according to

whose systems we ought to be all broth- fl . l b. h
ers, all united, for the love of morality _uence' n see‘s_w com me 0 Mfume"

and black broth. This general and im- m Emul’s and 59"“, under me gmdance

of other specific attractions; to harmo

nize the highest form of terrestrial visible

practicable union would be a monstrosity

life in human societics, as before, step by

iii Harmony, where unity cart only result

from the regular shock of rivalries and

stop, it clasped the mineral elements 10

form and beauty in the crystal, and

contrast of inequalities. If these dis

caused proximate principles or organic

cords did not exist, we should have to

elements to blush in the rose before

prelude by establishing thcin. All liar

muny springs from the combined dovclop

rising to the highest type of harmony ill

the tissues and organs of the human

ment- of the three distributive principles,

of which the first is the Cabalist."

body, where all lower types combine,

repeated and exalted.

Its social sentiment is an irrefleciive

at bodies of

ing in forms and flavors. These species,

although according among themselves,

 

Betwccn two groups reari

 

In all movements tending to organized

harmonics, discords, differences, individ

ual types of character must first be de

veloped and assert themselves in opposi

tions, before accords can be formed from I transport, excited among grc
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men acting together: we know it only in 1 her against the blame of Trenck. Final

perversion, as when parties are stirred up l 1y, Albert and the lnvisiblcs, far from

in revolutions or elections, or in an armylcondemning their mutual passion, aban

on the field of battle. The Composilcltdoned them to their free choice, to their

passion leads each to delight in the‘invincible sympathy; and all this without

strength of his own mass, and to act'conflict, without eii'ort, without cause or

with it enthusiastically, as the Cabalist regret 01' remorse, Wilhoul its 60!“ng 8

leads each to belie, to cheat, to depre-ifl'lngle lea! ‘0 any 0"6- (301150810, Item

cigne, and Oppose the party to he “'llll emotion more than With CUld,

does not belong_ It is the Coynpgsflg‘ redescended 10 the vaulted hall, and re

which in Aswciaiion will render every ncwed the fire which Albert and Trenck

thing phssihie to ,he industrial armies, ltad scattered on the hearth. She looked

where many groups, many series, whole at the wet marks of their feet upon the

Phalanxes combine for some great effunwdllsly' tiles. It was a testimony of the

as mining through ihe isihmiis of Pam. ' reality of their appearance which Consue

ma or of Suez; or constructing the grandv '0 had need "l i" order ‘0 bulimic il

Paiaces of Him-mu“! [n the hiiiiary Urouchcd underthe arch of the chimney,

chm-ch, ihe unitary orchesim, h, a" hm. like the dreatttcr Cinderella, protected by

manic combinaiions’ ii will dominp itself: the spirits of the hearth-stone, slte fell

in aspiritual enthusiasm,—maltingman‘siilllv a profound meditation. So easy a

chiiiy has one great hymn of pmise to his triumph did nut appear intended for her.

MakCL Still no fear could prevail against Albert's

marvellous serenity. it was precisely

that respecting which Consuelo could

least imagine a doubt. Albert did not

sulfur; his love did not revolt against

his case of justice. Ho accomplisltcd,

with a kitid of enthusiastic joy, the

.grcatest sacrifice which tnan can possibly

oll'er to God. The strange virtue of that

unique man struck Consuelo with sur

prise aud horror. She asked herself if

such a freedom from human weakness

was colt-istan with human all'uctions.

Did not this apparent insensibiltty indi~

onto a new phase of insanity itt Albert?

After the exaggeration of evils produced

by memory and the exclusiveness of feel

ing, had he not undergone a sort of pa

ralysis of the heart and recollection!

it‘ould he have been cured of his love,

iand was that love so small a thing that a

'simple act of his Will, a single tlcCllel‘l of

1 bis logic, could cti'ace it even to the small

‘cst trace? Even while admiring this tri

Translated rorthc limbingef, uniph of philosophy, Consuelo could not

XXX_ escape a little humiliation at sceing thus

Consueio remained buried in a strange destroyed by a breath that lung passion

Th,“ which asionishcd he, lhc of which she had been justly proud.

mm“, ihm of which ihe icsiimnny of he, 5 She recalled the least words he had said;

genses chum hardly persuade hei- was",and the expression of his face when he

not the magimnimims conduci of Aibcni uttered them was still before her eyes.

“or his heroic Shniimems’ bu, the miracw . it was an expression which Consuelo did

10,15 faciiiiy whh which he himseifsoived not know iti httn. Albert was as muclt

the terrible problem of the dfisiiny which changed in his exterior as in his feelings.

he had {mined for her_ was i, men so I To speak truly, ho was a. new man; and

easy for Consuelo i0 he happy; was i if the sound of his voice, if the character

Livermdta love so legiiimmei She‘of his features, if the reality of his

thought She musi have dreamed “hat she L words had not confirmed the truth, Con

bad just ham-d, 1‘ was already permitted l suclu might have thought she saw in his

her '0 give heme" up w her winchmem stead that pretended Susie, that imagi~

for the unknown. The austere Invisiblcs "my Trl'smci-"su‘s “'l'om “"3 d‘mo' l“'

called him equal ‘0 Albert himself iulsistcd in wishing to substitute for hint.

greatness 0f mind, in com-age and vinne‘ ‘ The modification which the state of calm

Amen himself jusiified he, and defended 1 ness and of health had cll'octed in Al

.liert‘s pctson and manners, seemed to
" Entered accordion to Act ofCon rose in the l " .' ’

ymr “why plump“ (L Snuv'ingum Clerks confirm buppentlle s error. He had lost

otiice ofthe Districtb'ourt of Massachusetts. ihis frightful thinness, and he seemed

 

 

To be Continued.
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Dream not of failure;

Shame set at nought:

God’s angcls hail your

Triumph death-wrought,

Ever succeeding!

Look not for glory,

Rest, or defeat!

Your work is before ye:

Never complete—

Ever proceeding.

How the world winncth

\Vith evcry endeavor:

How the world spinnctll

Ever and ever:

This he thou ht-cding!
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grown taller, so much had his weakened

and languishing form straightened and

become younger. He had a difl'erent

gait, his movements were more supple,

his step more firm, his dress as elegant

and elaborate as it had before been neg

lected, and so to speak, despised by him.

Even his smallest actions astonished

Consuelo. Formerly, he would not have

thought of making a fire; he would have

‘piticd his friend Trcnclr for bcing wet,

and Would not have bethought himself,

Iso for were exterior objccts and material

learcs foreign to him, of gathering togeth

er the brands scattered under his feet;

lhc would not have shaken his hat before

replacing it on his head, and would have

allotted the rain to stream down his locks

without feeling it. Finally, he. wore a

sword, and never, in former times, would

he have consented to handle, even in

play, that arm of parade, that symbol of

hatred and of murder. Now it did not

interfere with his motions; he saw its

blade glitter before the flame, and it did

ttot recall to him the blood shed by

his ancestors. The expiation imposed

upon Jean Ziska iii his person was a

sorrowful dream which a refreshing sleep

had entirely clTaced. Perhaps he had lost

the remembrance of it in losing the other

remembrances of his life and of his love,

which seemed to have been, and now no

longer to be, his life itself.

Something uncertain_ and inexplicable

then took place iti Consuelo, something

which resembled sorrow, regret and

wounded pride. She repealed to herself

Trenck's last supposition respecting a new

lore iii Albert, and this supposition ap~~

pcarcd to her probable. Only a new lore

could give so much tolerance and sntuuch

The last words of Albert, as he

led away his friend anti promised ltirn a

tale, a romance, were they not a confir

inalion of that doubt, an a\'tl\\2ll and ex

planation of that discreet and profound

joy with which he appeared tilled?

"Yes, his eyes shone with a brightness

which I iii

thought (.‘onsticlo. “ llis sinilc

mercy.

have never seen them,"

had an

expression of triumph, of transport; and

,he did smile, he almost laughed, he to

l whom a laugh scented formerly unknown.

 

i'I'hcre \\ as even, as it were, irony in his

lvoice when he said to the baron: ‘ You

‘will soon laugh also at the praises you

I now bestow upon ntt- ! ’ There is no fut

ither doubt, he loves, and it is no longer

‘tne. llc docs not contend against it, he

ldocs not think of combating it; he bless

'es my uufauhfulncss, hc impels me to it,

lhc rt-joict-s at it, he does not blush lor
Into, he abandons me to a weakness at

iuhich I alone must blush, and all the

lshame of which will fall upon my head.

:0 Heaven! I was not alone culpable,

[Albert “as still more so! Alas‘. why
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haveI discovered the secret of a gener

osity which I should have so much ad

mired, and which I never should have

been willing to accept? I feel sensibly

now, there is something holy in swornt

faith ; God alone, who changes our hearts,

can free us from it. Then the beings

united by an oath can perhaps offer and

accept the sacrifice of their rights. But

when mutual inconstancy alone presides

over the divorce, something horrible takes

place, and it is a complicity of parricide

between those two beings; they have

coldly killed in their bosoms the love

which united them."

Consuelo regained the wood at the first

dawn of day. Site had passed the whole

night in the deserted tower, engrossed by

a thousand gloomy and sorrowful thoughts.

She hadI no difliculty in finding the road

to her dwelling, though she had passed it

in the darkness, and the hurry of her

flight had made it appear shorter to her

than it now did on her return. She de

scended the hill and went along tlte bank

of the stream as far as the grating.

which she adroitly passed by walking

along the cross-piece which connected

the bars at the bottom on a level with the

water. She was no longer timid or agi

tated. She cared little about being seen,

decided as she was to relate all plainly to

her confessor. Besides, the sentiment of

her past life absorbed her so completely,

that she fell only a secondary interest in

present things. Hardly did Liverani ex

ist for her. The human heart is so

formed; dawning love requires dangers

and obstacles; extinguished love is reiiu

imated when it is no longer itt our power

tn 1'! iiwaken it in the heart of another.

This time Consuelo's invisible watch

ers seemed to be asleep, and her noctur

nal promenade‘did not appear to have

been remarked by any one. She found a

new letter from the unknown on her harp

sichord, as tenderly respectful as that of

the day before had been held and passion

ate. He complained that she had slmt

herself up in her apartment as if she

doubted his timid veneration. He humblyI

asked that she would sometimes permit

him to see her in the garden at twilight;

he promised not to speak to her and not

to show himself if she so required.

“ \Vhether from indifference of heart or

the decision of his conscience," added he,

“ Albert rcnounces you, tranquilly, even

coldly, in appearance. Duty speaks

louder than love in his heart. In a few

days the Invisibles will announce to you

his resolution and will give the signal for

your liberty. You can then remain here

to be initiated into their mysteries, if you

persist in that generous intention, and un-'

til then I will keep my oath not to show

myself to your eyes. But if you madei

lhersclf to the idea that she had never

 

me, if you desire to be freed from it,

speak and I break all my engagements

and fly with you. I am not Albert, not

I; I have more love than virtue.—

Choose ! ”

"‘ Yes, that is certain,” said Consuelo,

letting fall the letter of the unknown

upon the keys of the harpsichord, “ This

one loves me, and Albert does not lave

me. It is possible that he has never

loved me, and that my image was only a

creation of his delirium. Yet that love

appeared to me sublime, and would to

Heaven it were still enough so to compel

mine by a painful and heroic sacrifice!

that would be much better for us both.

than the tranquil disjunction of two on

faithful souls. It would be better also

for Liverani to be abandoned by me witheffort and with anguish than to be re

ceived as a necessity of my isolation, in a

moment of indignation, of shame and of

sorrowful regret.”

She replied to Livcraui these few

words: “I am too proud and too sincere

to deceive you. I know what Albert

thinks, what he has rcsclved. I have

discovered the secret of his confidence to

a mutual friend. He abandons me with

out regret, and it is not virtue alone

which triumphs over his love. I will not

follow the example which he gives me.

I loved you and I renounce you without

loving another. I owe this sacrifice to

my dignity, to my conscience. I hope

that you will not again approach my

dwelling. If you should yield to a

blind passion, and if you should draw

from me any new confession, you will re

pent it. You Would perhaps owe my

confidence to the just anger of a broken

heart and to the terror ofa forsaken soul.

That would be my punishment and your

own. If you persist, Liverani, you have

not the love I had dreamed.”

Liverani did persist, nevertheless; he

wrote again and was eloquent, persua

 

sive, sincere in his humility. “You

make an appeal to my pride,” said he,

“and l have no pride with you. If you

regretted an absent one in my arms, I

should suffer without being offended. I

would ask of you, prostrate before you

and bathing your feet with my tears, to

forget him and trust to me alone. In

whatever manner you loved me and how

ever little it might be, I should be grate

ful as for an immense happiness.” Such

was the substance of a succession of ar

dent and timid, submissive and persever

ing letters. Consuelo felt her pride van

ish before the penetrating charm of a

truo love. Insensibly she accustomed

 

been loved before, not even by the count

de Rudolstadt. Ropulling then the invol- l

untary vcxation she had experienced at

of her recollections, she feared, by mani

festing it, to become an obstacle to the

happiness which Albert might promise to

himself in a new love. She therefore re

solved to accept in silence the decree of

separation which he appeared desirous of

imposing upon the tribunal of the “In

visibles,” and she abstained from writing

his name in her replies to the unknown,

requesting him at the same time to imi

tatc this reserve.

Moreover, those replies were full of

prudence and delicacy. Consuelo, in de

taching herself from Albert and receiving

in her soul the thought of another afi'ec

tion, did not yield to a blind attraction

She forbade the unknown appearing be

fore her and breaking his vow of silence,

until the “Invisibles” had released him

from it. She declared to him that it was

freely and voluntarily she wished to ad

here to that mysterious association which

inspired her both with respect and confi

dence; that she was resolved to pursue

the studies necessary to instruct herself

in their doctrine, and to avoid all person

al pre-occupation until by a little virtue

she had acquired the right to think of her

own happiness. She had not strength

enough to say that she did not love him ;

but she had enough to say that she did

not wish to love him without reflection.

Liverani appeared to submit, and Con

suelo studied attentively several volumes

which Matteus brought to her one morn

ing from the prince, saying that, his high

ness and his court had left the residence,

but that she would soon have news. She

contented herself with this message, ad

dressed no question to Matteus, and read

the history of the mysteries of antiquity,

of Christianity and the various sects and

secret societies derived from it: a very

learned manuscript compilation made in

the library of the order of the “Invisi

bles” by some 'patient and conscientious

adept. This serious and at first difficult

reading by degrees seized upon her atten

tion and even upon her imagination.

The picture of the trials in the ancient

Egyptian temples occasioned her many

terrible and poetic dreams. The recital

of the persecutions of the sects of the

middle ages and of the revival, afl'ectcd

her heart more than ever, and this history

of enthusiasm predisposed her soul to the

religious fanaticistn of her approaching

initiation. During a fortnight she re—

ceived no message from without, and

lived in her retreat, surrounded by the

mysterious attentions of the chevalier,

but firm in her resolution not to see him

and not to give him too much to hope.

The summer-heats began to be felt,

and Consuelo, absorbed moreover in her

studies, had no time to repose and breathe

at her case, but the fresh hours of em

lhflt lm’miso only fmm COmImS-sion forithat outrage committed upon the holinc§ ning- By degrees she had resumed he!“
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slow and dreamy walks under the shades] few moments in the deserted tower, since‘love you, leave me,” said she to him.

of the enclosure. She thought herself! he had become so ditferent from what she “ It is before the lnvisibles that l wish to

alone, and yet I know not what vague] knew him; and now she saw one or the see and hear you. Your mask tcrrifies

emotion made her sometimes imagine theiother very vaguely by the light of the’me. your silence freezes my heart.”

presence of the unknown not far fromistars, and each time that she thought hei-l Literatii raised his band to his mask,

her. Those delightful nights, thoseiself on the point of determining herth was about to tear it off and speak.

beautiful shades, that solitude, that lan-!donbts, he passed under the shadow ofIConsuelo, like the curious Psyche, had

guishing murmur of water running 7 the trees and was there lost like a shadow I no longer the courage to shut her eyes,

among the flowers, the perfume 0f thel himself. He disappeared at last entirely, but suddenly the black veil of the nies

plants, the passionate voice of thelund Consuelo remained divided between seiigers of the secret tribunal fell over

nightingale followed by silences moreijoy and fear, and reproached herself withihcr head. The hand of the unknotvii,

voluptuous still; the moon throwing her having wanted courage to call Albert at I whirl! but] suddenly 801%“ her own, was

broad oblique rays under the transparent, every hazard, in order to promote a sin- ‘ withdrawn in silence. Consuelo felt her

shadows of balmy arches, the setting of cere and loyal explanation betweeniseH' drawn without violence and without

Vesper behind the rosy clouds of the liori- i them. apparent anger, but with rapidity. She

zoo; what can lsayl all the classical butl This repentance became stronger in ‘ “'38 raised fmm llle grvllildr She fell- the

eternally fresh and powerful emotions of proportion as he withdrew, and at the.boards of a boat hcnd under her feet.

youth and love plunged Consuclo's soul i same time the persuasion that, it, was iu
She descended the stream a long while

into dangerous reveries; her sleiideridecd he whom she had just seen. Car- Willimll being BPOke" '0 by any ""6, and

shadow upon the silvery sand of the al-iried away by that habit of devotedtiessIWhe" the light “as "moral '0 her, She

leys, the flight of a bird ai‘akened byytt'hich in her had always held the place found herself in the subterranean hall

her approach, the rustling of a leaf‘ot' love for him, she'snid to herself thatI where she had first appeared before the

shaken by the breeze, were enough totif he came. thus to wonder about her, it‘tribunal of the Invisibles.

make her start and quicken her pace; but! was in the timid hope of conversingi To be Cuulinuvtt

these slight terrors were hardly dissipated , with her. This was tint the first time he —'—__"—"—

when they were replaced by an indefin-' had attempted it; he had told Trench so. A SCRAP or Hisrotnr. An ignorant

able regret, and the palpitations of expec- i one evening when he had perhaps passed i "034'" “'1” had “ever bee" 'm'i-il" "It" he

tation were stronger titan all the sugges- Liverani in the dark. Consuelo resolved i had " 5°"b killed ‘1 "l" “(Mt-“11y i" 1

“one of her wit]. l w bring about that necessary explanation. I drunken brawl.. _He was arrested and given

Once she was more than usually troub- Her conscience made it her duty to en- “I “hmge "f "WI," "h". makes """e """3

led by the rustling of the leaves and the i lighten her doubts respecting the true dis- h“ "I"? by new?" “ Yum'flmp; and “3°

uncertain noises of the night. It seemed position of her husband, whether gene- t’r the l‘infligfs onhhls_.";ml yin,“ m." my:

l0 her that some on? was walking "0! fflr|rous 0r incunstant. She redescended to me" e emf .‘.o ‘ e_“g “0 Hrpensmg l.e

I I l on the bench it he had not been engaged in

from her, that he fled at her approach and the garden and ran after htm, trembling ‘ di‘pom-mg dean] a, me Mr. The negro was

came n81" When 5|"! “'38 BEHIEd- “Bria-ad yet courageous; but. she had lost allihung [0,. Mug dnmh‘ and they who made

agi'mi‘m “formed her Sim better; Shawnee "f himv and She seaml‘ed “"3 “11°19 hilll‘lfi, remained uitinolested. But an this

fen herself “’ilhom- Slrellglh for a meei' t entilfism'e “'llllfilll "we‘ll"; lllm- happened in the Moon—such frightful mock

ing in that magnificent spot and Wide" At last, as she issued from a grove, eries could not have been enacted in a city

that beautiful sky. The breath of theishe suddenly saw a, man standing beside like ours.-- Yankee Doodle.

breeze passed burning Over he! bI'OW- ‘ the water. Was he indeed the same she —————————

She fled '0“?!le the pavilion and Slllltysought! She called him by the name of‘ A POPULAR DELUY"°N~ A firm" mil"?

herself up in her chamber. The candles ' Albert; he sinned, passed his hands merj persons, to their ruin, pro-nine that because

were hm tighlmp She hid heme” be. ' his face, and when he turned the black they have talents, genius, brains, they can

bind a blind and ardently desired to ace k mask already covered his features. “ Al-1 ("m a [whim Journal with _ “was”?

him by whom she did not “.ish ,0 he seem V be“, is it you? _,, cried Consuelo, H it is ‘ There could not be a greater mistake. The

She did in fuel see a car a man who km whom I ck." power which leads to what the world calla

pp you, you a e se . . .
- l . _ sntcua, lies tn the scissors. About the best

walked slowly beneath her Windows“ A smothered exclamation betrayed in; . _ . . . .
. . 7. Ir. r _ ,payiiig conctrn, in the way of Journalism, tn

Without calling, without matting ages- that unknown I know not what emotion [ Bosmn‘ is edited simpw by a pail, of scissors

turc, submissive and apparently satisfiedIof joy or of sorrow. He seemed to wishiinane' and ",8 way ,hh, keemhhnicd

to look upon the walls which she inbabit- ‘ to fly; Consuelo thought she had recog- , educriai mind fl“! round m“, “n.0,, “I, ,h.

Gd- That man W15 indeed ""3 unknown, ni'Lell the mice or Albe"; She “Shed i richest thoughts of Europe, is a fearful cati

3‘ lea" consud" felt it 3‘ firs‘ by hef‘forward and retained him by his cloak. ‘ tion to genius. But then it is till perfectly

agitation, and llmught She recognized his , But she desistcd ; the cloak opening had , fair play, for this Journal only professes to

stature and gait. But soon strange 1allowed her to see upon the breast of the i be a copy. is not this the low of the world,

doubts and painful fears seized upon her unknown quite a large silver cross, which y "In "W ""1" “'10 ""9 03’5")" g9" riCh

mind. That silent Promenade "waned m j Consuelo knew ml, wet]; it was he]. i faster than he who digs them from the mud?

her Albert as much as Liverani. They‘motber's, the same which she had con-l_ c‘y""’"”(-'/Te'

were of the same height, and [WW llml-ifided tn the chemlicr during her journey

Albert, transformed by new health, with him, as a pledge of gratitude and

walked With case a.“ no longer kgpt hls Sympathy . , . lprofc.ssion.—tt great favorite among the

bead bowed upon his bosom or resting on “ Liverani ! ’ said she, “ always you ! l knigms of the bum" and a" good knows,

his hand in a grieved or diseased attitude, I, Since it is you, farewell. “by havt;-.}hesidcs being a chosen (“0mg among ,he

Consuelo knew no more of his external ‘ you disobcyed me? ” Y ilmhcs,_ w.“ once mounmh hammér in

appearance than of that of the chevalier. He threw himself at her feet, encir- hand, setting a Piece of fun,in [1,, “in,

She had seen the latter a moment in the t cled her with his arms, and embraced heri well conversant with all the best dram-tie

broad day-light, walking at a distance be i so ardently and respectfully that Coneue productions of the day, and among the rest

fore her and enveloped in the folds of his lo had no longer strength to repel him. i the Hunchback, then the rage of Boston,

cloak. She had seen Albert also for a "If you love me, and if you wish me tol Where "10 jOke occurred- Funny Kunl‘“

 

 

 

 

A WtT'rY AUCTIONEER. A young wag,

iwho had made " going, going, gone " his
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was at the time delighting the town with

her Julia, and every body was well ac

quainted with the celebrated lines—

“ Clifford, why don‘t you speak to me 'I

0, Clifford, is it you," kc.

which are ranked among the favorite points

of the play. “Going, going—last call—

fifty-two— any more ? —- titty-three —- thank

you, Sir — fifty-three dollars — last call —

once, twice — any more ? -- gone! Who is

it?” There was a pause, and nobody un

swcred. “ Who is it? who bitl fifty-three !“

“ Clifford," cried a voice near

" O, Cli on], is it you 7 ” exclaimed the auc

tioneer, dropping his haminerand clasping his

hands a la Fanny Kemble. The joke wasir

resisliblc; every body recognized it; and

catching the spirit of the thing: the audience

followed up an ecstacy of laughter with three

rounds ofapplause, while the auctioneer drew

out a handkerchief in burlesque imitation

of Miss Fanny. “ Clifford, did you say,

Sir? Clifford," said the auctioneer, when

the merriment-had subsided, “is it cash,

Sir?" Clifford, the purchaser, it seems,

was a bashful person, unacquainted with

theatrical things, and had become somewhat

alarmed at the unaccountable good humor of

the crowd, so that he was afraid to open his

lips again, lest he should excite another

burst of fun. “ Is it cash, Sir?” again in

quired the auctioneer. All eyes were turn

ed upon Clifford, who looked very much as

if he felt his mother might be anxious about

him. The merry auctioneer would rather

lose his customer than his joke, and ex

claimed, still imitating the fiery-eyed Fanny,

the door.

“ Clifford! why don't you speak to me 'l ”

The assembly now fairly screamed with

laughter; and, amid an uproarious burst of

applause, Clifford made a precipitate rush:

for the door, and escaped.— Kingston (Can

ada) Jk’ews.

From the New York Tribune.

RELIGION AND JOURNALISM.

Rev. Dr. Porrs, the able and popular

Pastor of the Ninth St. Presbyterian

Church, University place, preached

on Thanksgiving is Sermon on “The

Duties of a (,‘hristian Citizen,” which

we find summarily reported in the last

Courier and Enquirer, whose writing

Editor is a member of said Church. The

Sermon appears to have been well worth

reporting, cogent, fearless anti pertinent.

Most of its positions meet our hearty ap

probation; while on some points we

think the preacher could have better sub-‘

served the cause of Christianity, to say

nothing of Humanity, had he been more

correctly informed. For instance, the

Rev. Dr. is reported as saying,

“ It is especially worthy of notice that the

various pernicious nostrnms which have been

invented for the cure of BOCl‘ll cv.ls. the various

schemes of ‘roz'orin.’ one proposing to abolish

the penalty of Death for Murder; another to

tell by aimn’s skull whether he be a criminal

or a lunatic; another to revolutionize the do

mestic system and turn society into a svstcm of

joint stock companies, by whichall the'cooking,

washing, nursing, schooling, scavenger work,

and so forth, iniy be done by labor-saving

lans. the effect of which will inevitably be to

rock up the present relations of the fainilv or

der; all these and other similar l‘Ul‘UI'IIIH' are

aiming to insinuate themselves into the publicI

in.nd partly through the medium of fictitious

tales. It cannot be doubted that they are (TO-l

ing the work they propose, and at in ist loosen- l

in;I the faith of many in thc cst \lJllSllt‘ll order of*

things. And that this is so, is uppttrcnt l'rotnl

the fact, that even sonic of the public prints'

called rrspcctible, feel strong enough in they

patronage tncy receive. holtiiy to avow these!

disorganiznig and dcinorali'ungvr schemes.

“ Now, in asking the duty of a (‘liristian citi-l

Zoo in relation to those various iniluenccs, all

going toward the formation ofthe pubic mind,

in other “'Ul'tl5_ to the Li'iilf‘llfftll ot' the people,

can there be any doubt tnat it lies, first, in do

ing every thing he can to expose the character

and denounce the influence ofall Fur-h publica

tions as thus strike at public virtue and good

order; in expressing plainly his opinion of the

tmtscontluct of those who urher them to the

light. and give them current-y by publishing

them; in withdrawing promptly his patronage

in evury way from the political presses which

endorse them? For one, S'lld lir. l’oT'rs, I

should like to know upon what principle any

sober-minded mun, much more a professed

Christian,can ass st in any way any press which

zealously advocates the princrplcs of Agrarian

ism, Allll'Rt‘nltSfll and Fouricrism, to say noth

ing ofa variety of other Lina.”

Now we think the Dr. is unfortunate

in the use of terms.' “ A grarianism ” is

along and hard word; ue do not happen

now to know a. single person who is

strictly an “ Agrar an ; ” but the term

seems to us ill-chosen by one who pro

| fesses to reverence and follow such mes

,sengers of Divine '1‘;uth as Moses and

‘JESUS. The world has never seen

\another Lawgiver so thoroughly, consis

tently “Agrarian” as he who, under

God, led the children of Israel out of

Egypt; or should we not rather say HE

who selected and guided that leader!

Dr. l’otts exhorts all his hearers to

withdraw promptly their patronage from

the Tribune; for though he speults of

“ political presses” (and his denuncia

tion in terms applies to the Courier and

Enquirer, since it publishes our side of

the discussion), he manifestly aims at this

,preSS, and none other. Now it is quite

probable that “e have some readers

among the pew-holders of a church so

wealthy and fashionable as the Dr.'s,

though few, We presume, among Divines

as well salaried as he is. We will only

ask those of our patrons u ho may obey

his command to read for their next

Scripture lesson the xxvth chapter of

Leviticus, and reflect upon it an hour or

so. _ \Ve are very sure they will find the

exercise a profitable one in a sense high~

er than they will have anticipated. Hav

ing then stopped the Tribune, they will

meditate at leisure on the abhorrence and

execration with which one of the Hebrew

Prophets must have regarded any kind of

an Agrarian or Anti-ltentcr, that is, one

opposed to perpetuating and extending

the relation of Landlord and Tenant over

»the whole arable surface of the earth.

l’crhup the contemplation ofa few more

passages of Sacred Writ may not be no

profitable in a moral sense ; for example :

 

“We unto them that join (add) house to

house, that lay field to field that there be no

place, that they be placed alone in the midst of

thc oartln"... Zurich, y, 8,

“One thing thou lackcst: go thy way, sell

Whatewr thou hast. and I;ch to the poor, and»

thou shalt have treasure in heaven; and come,

take up the cross. and follow me:

“And Jesus looked round about, and saith

 

iunto his disc'plos, llow harliy shall they that

have riches enter into the kin-adult] of God!”

Mark x. '.’l, 23.

“ And all that believed were toccther, and

had all things common; and sold their posses-i

sions and goods. and parted them to all, as ev-l

cry man had m-cd.- Act‘s ii. 44, iii."

 

ISy.

\Ve might cite columns of this sort

from the Sacred Volume, showing a de

plorable lack of Doctors of Divinity in

ancient times, to be employed at $3,500

a year in denouncing, in sumptuous, pew

giiarded edifices, costing $75,600 each,

all who should be guilty of “ loosenir'g

the faith of many in the (still/fished order

Qf things.” Alas for their spiritual

blindness! the ancient prophets, God's

prophets, appear to have had slight. faith

in or reverence for that “established or

der ” themselves! Their “ schemes”

appear to have been regarded as exceed

ineg “ disorganizing" and hostile to

“ good order” by the spiritual rulers of

the people in these days.

That Dr. Potts, pursuing (we trust)

the career most congenial to his feelings,

surrounded by every comfort and luxury,

enjoying the best society, and enabled to

support and educate his children to the

height of his desires,_shonld be inclined

to reprobate all “ nostrums ” for the cure

of Social evils and sneer at “labor sav

ing plans ” of cooking. washing, school

ing, and so forth,'is rather deplorable

than surprising. Were he some poor

day-laborer, subsisting his family and

paying rent on the dollar a day he could

get when the weather permitted and

some employer's necessity or caprice

gave him a chance to earn it, we believe

he would view the subject difl‘erently.

As to the spirit which can denounce by

wholesale all who labor in behalf of a

Social Reform, in defiance of general oh

loquy, rooted prejudice, and necessarily

serious personal sacrifices, as enemies of

Christianity and Good Morals, and call

upon the public to starve them into si

lence, does it not merit the rebuke and

loathing of every generous mind?

Heaven aid us to imitate, though afar 08',

that Divinest charity which could say for

its pcrsecutors and murderers, “ Father,

forgive them, for they know not what

| ii
they do .

\Ve rejoice that the Christian pulpit is

henceforth to be devoted in some meas

ure to a censorship on the public press.

There is no duty more imperatively in

cumbent upon it, in view of the immense

power which the press exerts, for good

or evil, over the destinies of mankind.

So far from regarding such censorship as

impertinent or presumptuous, we vie]

cume it with gratification. Had the pul

pit hitherto paid becoming attention to

the character and influence of the press,

we are sure that the result would have

been highly beneficial to both, and that

some of the grosser misapprehenstons

evinced in the Sermon “e are now con

sidering would ere this have been

dissipated. We are profoundly con

scious that the moral tone and bearing of

the press fall very far beneath their true

standard, and that it too often ponders to

popular appetites and prejudices when

it should rather withstand and labor to

correct them. We, for example, remem

ber having wasted many precious col

umns of this paper, whereby great good

might have been done, in the publication

of a controversy on the question, “ Can

there be a. Church without at Bishop? "

a controversy unprofitable in its subject,

verbose and pointless in its logic, and

disgraceful to our common Christianity

in its exhibitions of uncharitable tern er

and gladiatorial tactics. The Rev. r.

Potts may also remember that controver

W'e ask the pulpit to strengthen
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our own fallible resolution never to be'ranco Saloon.

tempted by any hope of pecuniary profit,

_(pretty sure to be delnstve, as it ought,)

into meddling with such another discred

itable performance. I

we do not find, in tho Courier’s report,

We saw nothing else. We‘

had like to have forgotten—there were a

dozcn shirts, which the poor woman had

 

tablishnicnt of Mr. L-—-, in William street,’

the Poor cannot forget this: Nature inspires

something of this in chry heart. Society

denies it, the Laws' do all with their iron

, taken from the merchant linen-making es- , tongues deny it. But the poor feel wronged,

because the elder brother takes to himself

of this sermon, any censures upon ‘llattio make for four cents each, forty-eight the whole of his father's heritage. Laws

very large and popularly respectable class cents per dozen, and by dint of uncensing ' will not prevent crime. The Rich must use

ofjournals which regularly hirc out their‘

columns, Editorial and Advertising, for

the enticement of their readers to 'visit

groggeries, theatres, horse-races, as we

sometimes have thoughtlessly done, but

hope never, unless through deplored in

advertence, to do again. The diliiculty

of entirely resisting all temptations to

these lucrative vices is so great, and the

temptations themselves so incessant,

while the moral mischief thence accruing

is so vast and palpable, that we can hard

ly think the Rev. Dr. slurred over the

point, while we can very well imagine

that his respected disciple and reporter

did so. At this moment, when the great

battle of Temperance against liquid pois

on and its horrible sorcerics is convulsing

our State, and its issue trembles in the

balance, it seems truly incredible that a

Doctor of Divinity, lecturing on the in

iquities of the press, can have altogether

overlooked this topic. Cannot the Con

rier from its reporter’s notes supply the

omission'.‘

[1? Among the curiosities which are dai

ly springing up here in Paris, perhaps the

new Jnrdin d‘Hioer (Winter Garden) may

at present he the most remarkable. This is

indeed a gigantic undertaking, and human

ingenuity and wealth will engage in a

strong struggle with nature. The great

hot-house alone,which is built entirely of

iron and glass, will easily accommodate two

thousand promcnaders, who can here, in the

midst of winter, take an afternoon’s walk

amith thousands and tons of thousands of

the plants, flowers and fruits, of every

clime under the sun, in a perfect July tem

perature.— Car. of the True Sun.

Will there not come a time when luxuries

like this will be at the command of every

person 3— Chronntype.

ONE OF THE THOUSANDS. Our atten

tion was recently called to a case of starving

poverty, that of a family who were neither

living nor staying, but barely hanging on to

life, in a rear shed in Elbridge near Division

Street. We sought them out and found the

case a truly deplorable one. The family

consisted of five — husband, wife, and three

children, and, save their poverty, they were

an interesting circle. The mother, a young

woman, seemed neat and cleanly even in her

rags, and her general deportment evinced

“ better days.” There were two apart

ments, or cribs, and on asking for her family,

she apologized for her abject poverty and

opened the door where luy her sick husband

and the three children, upon the bare floor

amid some straw and rags. it was a revolt

ing spectacle of human misery. There was

no article of furniture. in the rooms except

one chest, a wash tub, and a furnace. Nei

ther chair, table, bed, fuel,-or food, except

some bread which had been kindly sent her

by the proprietor of Croton Hall Tempe

 iabor she was able to finish the dozen in four

days.

Hood's pathetic “ Song of the Shirt " was

vividly brought to our recollection, and we

felt the scorching truth in all its irony —

“ 0 men with sisters dear,

0 men» with mothers and wives,

It is not linen you’re wearing out,

But human creatures’ lives.

Stitch. stitch, stitch,

In poverty, hunger and dirt,

Sewing at once with a double thread

A shroud as well as a shirt.”

We could not but exulaint, in bitter indig

nation,

“ O God! that bread should be so dear,

And flesh and blood so cheap."

Yet the poor woman murmured not at her

unjust lot, but scorned so firm and hopeful

that we could not but envy her fortitude.

On the Saturday following, the door of her

hovel was darkened by a LA ND-LORD,

who, standing unawed amid this wretched

ness, coolly demanded $5 Rent, in advance,

for the next month. Of course it was impos

sible for her to satisfy this demand, and the

House-Lord, bidding her evacuate the prem

iscs immediately, took the key from the door

and departed. We had her removed to more

comfortable apartments in Ridge Street,

where, through the noble and timely charity

of one or two kind Ladies, the family have

been made comparatively comfortable. Ow

ing to the cold and expOsure, two of the

children have been laid sick, and are now

under the skilful care of Dr. Griscom, who,

on hearing of the case, immediately volun

teered his services. Let no press dare in

future to deny that shirts are madefor four

cents : we have several like cases, and shall

brand the falsehood wherever and whenever

it is repeated. We say that this case is but

one of thousands, and we are prepared to

prove it by the daily visitations of the Aims

House visitors, and those of the Pour Relief

Society.— Young flmerica.

RELIGION AND THE RICH. These vast,

those awful inequalities between the Rich

and the Poor;—the fact that the Christian

Religion of the day joins in with the Rich,

and turns aside from the Poor; -— the crush

ing weight of poverty, and the exceeding

diflicnlty of procuring a comfortable subsist

ence and driving away the sight of the mori

ster Paverty, which a man sees about to

fasten upon his wife and children after his

dccease;—and the ease, like the turning

over his hand, with which the rich man

accumulates, and the waste with which he

spends;—-these causes are sufficient to ac

count for many of the wanton and criminal

injuries which are inflicted upon the property

of the Rich. Disguise it as we will, the

 

Religion of the Saviour calls us all brothers;

their wealth with modesty. Religion must

teach better lessons, and inspire the Rich to

give a larger share of their property to the

discouraged and tempted. The frightful

evils which gather in our cities and in the

country, can be prevented by nothing but

by a Religion which teaches as a literal

truth that men are brothers. -— Tribune.

biERCANTlLE TRANSACTIONS IN SCOT

LAND. It is not as in England, where,

when an article is offered for sale it is

innnediately purchased or at once rejected

as being too door; but here there is a long

haggling and chenpening of every article

successively offered. The relation of my

transactions-with a man will serve to show

the general mode of doing business. He

bids me call again, which i do seVeral times

without doing nnythinv. He wishes to he

the last i do with, but all cannot be last,

and all have wished to be so. Alter a few

days! get him to-procecd to business; he

objects to the price of the article lofl'er—

he will not buy—l try to induce him, but

do not offer to make any reduction. Says

he, “ You are over dear, Sir; I can buy the

same gndcs 10 per cent. lower: if ye like to

talk off 10 per cent., l’ll tak some of these.”

i tell him that a reduction in price is quite

out of the question, and put my sample of

the article aside; but the Scotchnmn wants

it — Weel, Sir, it‘s a terrible price, but as I

am out o' it at present, l‘lljnst tak a little till

i can be supplied cheaper; but ye maun tuit

afi'5 per cent.”

“ But, Sir," says I, " would you not think

me an unconscionable knave, to ask 10 or

even 5 per cent. more than i intended to

take?"

He laughs at me — “ Hoot, hoot, man, do

ye expect to get what ye ask? Gude Lord!

an was I able to get half what i usk,l would

soon be rich. Come, corue, l’ll gie ye with

in twa an a half of your ain price, and gude

faith, man, yc’ll be well paid.”

Itell him that 1 chcr make any reduc

tion from the price] first demand, and that

an adherence to the rule saves much trouble

to both parties.

“ chl, weel," says be,“ since ye maun

like it a’ your uin way, I uiaun e‘en tak the

article; but really i think ye are over

keen."

So much for buying and selling: then

comes the settlement. “ Hoo muckle dis

count do ye tak an", Sir ? "

“Discount! you cannot expect it; the

account has been standing a twelve-month."

“ indeed, but I do expect discount—pay

siller without discount} na, na, Sir, that's

not the way here; ye uiaun deduct 5 per

cent.”

I tell him that i make no discount at all:

“ Weel, Sir, l‘ll gie ye use money at 1".”

Rather than go without a settlement, 1 at
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km agree to take 2 1-4 per cent. from the

amount, which is accordingly deducted.

“i hate ten shillings doon against ye for

short measure, and fifteen shillings for dam

ages."

“ lndced ! these are heavy deductions; but

if you say tltat you shall lose to that amount,

I suppose that 1 must allow it."

“Oh, aye, it’s a' right; then, Sir, eight

shillings and fourpence for pack sheet, and

thirteen shillings for carriage and postage."

These last items astonish me. “What,

Sir,” says 1, “ are we to pay all the charges

in your business?" But ifl do not allow

these to be taken off, he will not pay his

account; so I acquiesce, resolving within

myself that, since these unlltir deductions

are made at the settlement, it would he quite

fair to charge an additional price to cover the

extortion. 1 now congratulate myself on

having concluded my business with the

mart, bttt am disappointed.

“ Hae ye a stawmpe P" asks he.

“ A stamp, for what 3 "

“ Just to draw ye a bill.” replies he.

“ A bill, my good sir! I took off 2 1-2 per

cent. on the faith of being paid in cash."

But he tells me it is the custom of the place

to pay in bills, and sits down and draws me

a hill at three months after date, payable at

his own shop.

“ And what can i do with this?"

“ Oh, ye may tak it to Sir William‘s and

he’ll discount it for you, on paying him three

month’s interest.”

“ And what can I do with his notes?”

“ He’ll gie ye a bill in London at forty

five days.

" So, sir, after allowing you twelve

month’s credit, and 2 1-2 per cent. discount,

and exorbitant charges which you have no

claim on us to pay, I must be content with

a bill which we are not to cash for four

months and a half."

" chl, wccl — and now, Sir,” says he,

" if you are going to your inn, I’ll gang

wi’ ye, and tak a glaiss 0' wine.” — Hunt’s

Merchants' .Magnzine.

 

 

Manic r'r LIGHT. An attorney, about

to finish a bill of costs, was requested by his

client, a baker, “to make it as light as possi

ble.” “ Ah," replied the attorney, " that ’5

what you may say to your foreman, but it 's

not the way I make my bread.”

HORSE RADISH Iron THE MILLION.

Among the enormous benefits of free trade,

is a tremendous influx of horse-radish, which

is arriving daily by ship loads at the Custom

House. Getting the horse-radish is one step

towards getting the roast beef to eat with it.

This is like a friend of ours, who has got a

banker's book, and now wants nothing to

make it complete, but a large balance.

— Punch.

 

I? We never so truly enjoy as when

 

carried beyond self in exercise of the bc- i no it igm eiu'er; ils only a wig‘

vone would think, to communicate all the

'ohliging and gentletnanly deportment.

 

' by members have resorted to this plan to
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the pleasant with the healthful. This rule’

admits of general application. The exccp-l

tions are accidents, and no more mar

the beauty and force of the principle

than the dark spots sometimes seen upon

the sun‘s disk obscure his brightness.

The time is drawing near when men will

come to perceive and know this also; and

then the millennial day of Truth, and Love,

and Universal Brotherhood, will have

dawned. — Lynn Pioneer.

From the Portland Advertiser.

DEAD LETTER OFFICE.

\Vasmso'ros, Oct. 26,1836.

For once in my life I may say l have

been lucky. You have heard of the

Dead Letter Office in the Post Office De

partment? Yes, 1 know you visited it,

and furnished to all the world (for I be

lieve all the papers copied your article)

a. highly interesting account of it and its

operations last winter. Well, I too,

have been to the dead letter oflice, and

as good fortune will have it, happened

there just in the right time. Zounds!

what bags and piles of letters ! Enough,

intelligence, mercantile, commercial and

political; all the love, rational, enthusi

astic and nonsensical, in this great coun

try for a. whole year. And yet, these

are only the dead letters for one quarter

of a year! No wonder it takes three

faithful old gentlemen, nearly all their

time, just to open them ; and if you saw

them at work, you would readily grant

they are not slow hands at the business.

But come, let us'go into Mr. O‘Brien's

room, the superintendent having charge

of the valuable part of the concern, whom

you have so justly complimented for his

As before remarked, we are here just in

the right time; for he is about to over

haul a mass of things, which have been

accumulating here for years, in order to

dispose of the worthless, and make tooth

for future arrivals. Here he is, now,

busily engaged.

Well, if here is’nt a. pair of checkered

pants, nice, new and clean; and there,

in another bundle, are two pairs of gloves

and eight pairs of stockings, all the way

from Connecticut through the mail! No,

not from Connecticut, but evidently from

a long way off, for the direction is so

much defaced that] cannot make it out.

Who knows but these are clothes frankcd

home by some economical member of

Congress to be washed, which in their

return have unfortunately wandered away

into the dead letter office! Nothing

more likely; for it is said in years gone

save themselves from being entirely

fleeccd by the boarding house washer

women of the place.

And what have we here ! A 'package

of combs and razors, as 1 am alive! A

very natural rornlr-ination, to be sure;

albeit the person addressed would have

been pretty essentially slurred, had he not

refused the package, thus avoiding the

payment ofa heavy postage.

Murder! Here's a man‘s head! Polil

Post

 

'
!

nevolettt and social affections. Thus has a age’ one dollar and elgm Gem's‘ wh" ll

wise Providence mingled with the deepest

necessities of our nature—with the very‘ab

elements of our character and constitution —

take it? '

And now we come to something valu-,

le, no mistake. See! the bundle is,

  

age is twelve dollars and fifty-eight cents.

Let us open and examine. “'hat a

hoax! Nothing in the world but a doz

en old newspapers.

But here is something fine, for T can

see the gilt through the wrap er, which

has already been broken. es; ttvo

beautifully bound volumes, the one en

titled “ Common Prayer," and the. other,

“ Proper Lessons to be read at. morning

and evening prayer." A present, as this

little note, which reads, “ with love from

your affectionate wife,” plainly shuns.

Postage, nine dollars.

And here are two volumes more,

equally splendid; but they are “ all

Dutch" to me, for they are printed in

German. These, too, are evidently

presents. Let us see thoth if we can

not decipher the address. 0 yes ; one is

from a faithful son, and the other from

an affectionate daughter, to their dear

mother. Now this looks well. Those

children love their mother and are kind

to her. What a. pity she could not have

received those handsome tokens of their

affection. But the postage, $13 121-2,

it may be, prevented it.

Nor is this all in the book line. On

my word, look at the number of volumes

in those pigeon holes! And see, too,

what piles of music! Why “ Uncle

Sam " has almost stock enough on hand

—for it will never be called for—to

open a book and music store. Here are

Bibles, annuals and other books, bound in

the richest style. "Wright‘s English

Grammar," among the rest appearsin gilt

and morocco; here is “ Sear's Pictorial ll

lustrations of the Bible,” and there is a.

neat little volume, entitled “ Endemic In

fluence of Evil Government." And

what is thisl Here is a small package,

never opened, resembling a hook — and a

book it is—a duodecimu. done up in red

morocco. “ Washington's Valedictory

Address” is the title oftltis little volume,

on the front leaf of which is written

“ Daniel Cobb, Jr., Portland, IBIS.”

But enough of books.

\Nhat neth A pair of Indian mocca

sins, postage $2 ‘20. Two silver watch

es—ivhose are they? A box of straw

braid for bunnets, postage ten times its

value. A closely sealed bundle of Quito

newspapers— burn them. Tailors' plates

of the “ lnlcs! fashions,” four years old

-—give them to the children. Five or

six enormous deeds, beautifully executed

on parchment, from old England; and

dry goods in any quantity.

But stop here is another package sc

curely scaled up, that also looks like a

book. Remove the wrapper and see.

Yes— “ Campbell's Poems " —and what

else think you! A miniature, set in a

gold locket—the leaves of the book be

ing out exactly in a. form to receive it,

thus leaving it embedded in the volume,

as snugly as the road in the granite. It

is addressed to a lady, care of postmaster,

New York.

And what's here! Another bundle,

never opened, and marked “refused; "

postage two dollars and seventy-five. cents.

Oh, meannessl—An old dirty stocking

done up and addressed to some one, no

doubt, with the vain expectation of satis

fying a longing desire for petty revenge.

Ifoppy! you have entirely failed this

time; try again.

Hallo! here's a theatrical robe, all

trimmed off with “glittering gold and

‘sealed up with great care, and the post-idiotnonds.” Let's try it on.
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\Vell, now, if this isn’t the last thing i there have been marriages for state-poli-[lf there are yet among us enough of the

to send by mail -- a. pair of stout, iron cies, marriages for connection, for money, ' simple and the pitre to reinstate the insti

bits. \Vonder if they were intended furlfor estates, for every convenience, down

the reins of government! |to that of the poor ditcher who declares.

But what have we come to here! Al“l was, as one may say, devoured with

manuscript pamphlet of one hundred , varmint, and l married a wife to keep me

pages and over, the postage on which is clean." The tiotion of marriage for con

four dollars twenty-five cents.

iada Poetica, or Pieces Sentimental and i sion of the general mind, that a true love

Satirical, hastily composed on board a marriage is almost as a. matter of course

man-0f-war, by , full of sound opposed in those ranks of society where

and fury, signifying nothing.’ So says ’ others than the immediate parties claim to

the author. But let us look inside.—lbe considered. And the consequences

Ah, 'Old lronsides,‘ is the man-of-war,,are such as appal the heart of everyi

on which our poet tunes his happy harp; thinker. It has been the rule through;

he should not, therefore, write otherwise < many gradations of society to love in one

than well,-that is certain. ,place and marry in another; and this

And now let us take leave of the dead 5 unavowcd bigainy of course destroys the.v

letter office and its ‘cahinet curiosities.‘ l proportion under which alone marriage!

You have already seen and informed your can be general and pure. Of all infec

readers of the contents of the iron chest, ' tious evils, laxity of morals is the most

in which are deposited the money, as it so; and the laxity here spreads till the!

comes to hand, the watch chains, brace—ivery idea of marriage is corrupted and

lets, breast-pins, finger-rings, almost in- dehascd. We hear of sales of a. wife in

numerable, necklaces, pencil cases, goldiSmithficld, the ignorant parties often,

lockets, rosaries, and various other things,'really believing such sales to be legal

‘too numerous to particularizc.’ The,and the cases of higamy are becoming

good money and other valuable articles, , frightfully common. And see what can

where they exceed a dollar's worth, are, | happen even in America : --—“ At Phila-.

as your readers already know, returned ‘, delphia, on Monday, one German sued an-,

to their owners, if rightful owners can be i other for five dollars, the price of commie-f

found ; and found they will be by Mr. ‘ sion for procuring the latter a wife. Thel

O’Brien, if any man living can do it—‘ohjoction was, that the charge was too

rest assured of that. high. The plaintiff proved that the de

There are, however, several thousand r feudant stated his wish for a wife ; —the.

dollars on hand, or deposited in bank,iformer, in half an hour, brought a Ger

which, from time to time, have accumu- ' man, to whom the defendant was married

lated, and for which no owners can be ‘ in three days. The plaintiff was allowed;

ascertained. The average amount oflhis whole claim.” In another rank we!

genuine money received, is somewhereisee at this moment what happens. The

from fifty to sixty dollars a day, the year , poteiitates of Europe and the politicians

round. And my! what lots of counter- -. of Spain have long been contending as to

feit bills! suffered by their worthy pro-{whom the little Queen of Spain should

rietors to go to the dead letter oflice,gmarry. it appears that she wishes to

rest, in calling for them, they might beimarry a cousin who wishes to have her.

detected and locked up in a strong box 1 She is compelled to marry another cousin

themselves. who is his brother. All night were her

mother and other advisers busy in per

  

A picture, though with most exactness made,

In nothing but the shadow of a shade;

For even our living bodies (though they seem,

nance to the marriage. At seven iii the

morning she went to bed overpowered and

, wretched. She is only fifteen years old.

To “be” mo"! °' "W" '“ °'" “munrl Her sister is only fourteen ; and she must

A" b‘" we 'h“d°“'“°f "m real 13‘4"va he married. too, to please the King of the

Which doth extend beyond the fleshly seeing » French, who wants to marry his youngest

And cannot be discerned until we rile son into Spain. _l8 any one irrational

Immortal objects for immortal eyes. enough to expect fidelity in marriages thus

George Wither. ,made in markets and palace chambers!

iAud does not the contagionhof incon

. v t ,stanc a read! And are wet on to \von
MARRI‘M'L' ldcr atytlila increase of bigamy, of seduc

BY MISS MARTINEAU. ltion, ofchild-murder, and of gross profli

All institutions that have existed long l gacy'! Marriage, which was designed to

among men have had their origin in m. I protect the sanctity of thelove of one man

ture; and it is only by keeping Within alfor one woman, has become the very

certain degree of nearncss to nature that i mean? of obsuucimg slid! lover and de

' any institutions can be preserved_ 1n straying the sanctity of it. To the pure

proportion to their departure from nature r and BlmPl°_" may be a" ""1!" 9v?!“ “'85;

is the certainty that they will fail andgbut to society at_ large, that. which pro

perish. Of existing institutions "one is I fesses to be its chief moral safeguard has

more clearly traceable to nature than that i become ,3 final snare- If 1! be a-Sked!

of marriage: and indeed, from the clear- | “ Whi" '5 m be (inl'eg ” “‘9 allswer '5 the

ness of this— from-the fact that the num
old ""9 “hid! “'ln “ever “'9'” "mi "lose

bcrs of the sexes are equal at the age of‘ Wh" haw, Blue ""15! be "'9 salt or the

twenty~0ne (though varying someth ‘ earth. lovery man and woman who duly

from this before and after) ._ from this i fecl the holiness ofthat love which gives

indication that there is one mart for onell’!nl} ‘0 human hrev 3'“! WI!" eme' "Po"

woman at the proper time for marriage, " it With conscience and affections as awake

it is usual to speak of marriage as a di

vine institution, indcpendcntly of what is

said of it in the Bible. But how mar- . . . .

vellously and how mournfullv have men > true, original idea of marriage, must corn

contrived to perplex and corrupt this sim- "W"! such Sympathy fin") ‘he he?" “Fans

ple and natural relation ! For ages past , as vvill shame the trafficking of the worst.

 

world of mischief done by profligacy.

‘ Scrap- ‘ venience has now such complete posses-r

suading her, in overcoming her repug- '

as passion, may and will countervail at

' Every pair who uphold in their lives the'

tuition ofmarriage iii its original sacred

' ness, and separate it front its impious al

lliance with worldly interest, it may retain

, its name. and place. lf not, if the cor

ruption spreads, and marriage is the name

given to that legal prostitution which iii

duces the illegal, some new name must be

;fouud for the genuine and holy marriage

i which must always remain while God or

‘dains and nature exists.

 

Porn?

T H E ID E A L.

Late in thc night, when all the city’s din

‘ Hath dicd away, and quelled is all its riot;

When, angt-l-likc, the clouds so white and thin

‘ Pass o’er the patient stars that watch in quiet;

., \Vith soul by night subdued to harmony

I listen to that stream that over floweth

 

l

i i From the dint distance of Eternity,

, And unto every soul its thought bestoweth.

, l liatcn, and before my inward eyes

ls one great hope, that time will never banish;

And in its train phantoms of dream nrisc,

That mock my earthly grasp, yet never vanish.

The Actual fadcth like itmountain mist,

The Unreal is the Real and enduring;

Upon the dizzy height of dream. 1 list

To music-tones my inmost soul alluring.

Oh! then in aimless hope this struggling heart

Pants at the prison wall that round it closes,

And longing sighs, that in the mould of art

i The finest traits the hand forever loses.

t Yes! then this yearning heart, that iii such pain

‘ Hath striven with itself, in grief confesses

The vainness of all effort to attain

That which the secret thought forever blesses.

w. w. s.

For the Harbinger.

LONGINGS.

On the hill the snow is lying,

“'hcre we loved in summer hours;

Lcafless swing the barren branches,

“'ithcred all the flowers.

llappy hours of whispering breezes,

Grassy banks and singing rain,

Twiligth of long summer evenings,

Visit us again!

Linger not, ob thoughtful winter,

Prison of the leaves and flowers!

Feeling’s season, gentle summer,

Build for love its bower: !

w. w. 5.

What is life worth without a heart to feel

The great and lovely, and the poetry

And sacredncss of things? for all things are

Sacrcd,-— the eye of God is on them all,

And hallows all unto it. It is fine

To stand upon some lofty mountain-thought,

And feel the spirit stretch into a view ;

To joy in what might be if will and power

For good would work together but one hour.

Yet millions never think a noble thought:

But with brute hntc of brightness bay a mind

\ W'hich drives the darkness out of them, like

hounds.

Throw but it false glare round them, and in

shoals

, They rush upon pordition : that‘s the race.
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\Vhat charm isin this world-scene to such minds, ' Of smne fierce .\l'|'n:\d. even from the dim verge '

Blinded by dust I

Heaven,

A state of spiritual means and ends 7

Feslua.

\Vhat can they do in

“'e do not m1ke our thoughts; they grow in us

Like grain in wood ; the growth is of the skies,

\Vhich are of nature, nature is of God.

The world is full of glorious likenesses.

The poet's power is to sort these out,

And to make music from the common strings

\Vith which the world is strung; to make the

dumb

Earth utter heavenly harmony, and draw

Life clear and sweet and harmless as spring

water,

\Velling its way through flowers.

faith,

Illimitable faith, strong as a state’s

In its own might, in God, no bard can be.

All things are signs of other and of nature.

It is at night We see heaven moveth, and

A darkness thick with suns. The thoughts we

think

Subsist the same in God as stars in Heaven.

And as these specks of light will prove great

worlds

“'ithout

“'hen we approach them sometime free from

flesh,

So too our thoughts will become magnified

To mind-like things immortal. And as space

Is but a property of God, wherein

Is laid all matter, other attributes

May be the infinite homes of mind and soul,

And thoughts rise from our souls, as from the sea

Tile clouds sublimed in Heaven. The cloud is

cold,

Although ablaze with lightning —-though

shine

At all points like a constellation 3 so

\Ve live not to ourselves, our work is life,

In bright and ceaseless labor, as a star

Which shineth unto all worlds but itself.

Feslus.

ODE TO THE WEST WIND.

BY PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY.

it

 

I.

0 wild “'est Wind! thou breath of Autumn's

being!

Thou, from whose unseen presence the leaves

dead

Are driven,like ghosts from an enchanter fleeing,

Yellow, and black, and pale, and hectic red,

Pestilence-stricken multitudes: O, thou,

\Vho chariotest to their dark wintry bed

The winged seeds where they lie cold and low,

Each like a corpse within its grave, until

Thine azure sister of the spring shall blow

Her clarion o’er the dreaming earth. and fill

(Driving sweet buds like flocks to feed in air)

\Vith living hues and odors, plain and hill:

\Vild Spirit, which art moving every who're;

Destroyer and Preserver! hear, 0, hear!

II.

Thou on whose stream, ’mid the steep sky’s

commotion,

Loose clouds like earth‘s decaying leaves are

shed,

Shook from the tangled boughs of Heaven and

Ocean,

Angels of rain and lightning: there are spread

On the blue surface of thine airy surge,

Like the bright hair uplilted from the head

()f the horimn to the zenilh’s height,

I The locks of the approaching storm. 'l‘hou dirge

i

'Of the (lying year, to which this closing night

1 Will he the dome of a vast scpulr‘hre,

' Vaulted with all thy congregated might

i
\ Of vapors, from whose solid atmosphere

i Black rain,and tire, and hail will burst'. O, hear!

III.

Thou who didst wakcn from his summer dreams

The. blue Mediterranean, where he lay,

l Lull’d by the coil of his crystalline streams,

, Beside a pumice isle in llaiic's bay,

And saw in sleep old palaces and towers

| Quivcring within the wavc's intenscr day,

i .
‘ All overgrown wrth azure moss and flowers

I So sweet, the sense faints picturing them !--thou,

For whose path the Atlantic‘s level powers

Cleave themselves into chasms, while far below

The sea blooms, and the cozy woods, which wear

The sapless foliage of the ocean, know

Thy voice and suddenly grow gray with fear,

And tremble and despnil themselves: 0, hear!

IV.

If I were a dead leaf thou mightest bear;

If I were a swift cloud to fly with thee;

A wave to pant beneath thy power, and share

The impulse of thy strength, only less free

Than thou, O, uncontrollable! If even

I were as in my boyhood, and could be

The comrade of thy wanderings over heaven,

As then when to outstrip thy skyey speed

Scarce seem’d a vision; I would ne‘er have

strivan

As thus with thee in prayer in my sore need.

Oh! hit me as a wave, a leaf, a cloud!

I fall upon the thorns of life! I bleed!

A heavy weight of hours has chain’d and bow’d

One too like thee: tameless, and swilt,and proud.

V.

Make me thy lyre, even as the forest i:

What if my leaves are falling like its own!

The tumult of thy mighty harmonies

“'ill take from both a deep, autumnal tone,

Sweet, though in sadness. Be thou, spirit fierce,

My spirit! Be thou me, impotnous one!

Drive my dead thoughts over the universe

Like wither’d leaves, to quicken a new birth!

And, by the incantation of this verse,

Scatter, as from an uncxtinguish’d hearth

Ashes and sparks, my words among mankind!

Be through my lips to unawaken'd earth

The trumpet of a prophecy ! 0, wind,

If Winter comes, can Spring be far behind?

A life Well spent is like a flower

That had bright sunshine its brief hour;

It flourished in pure willingness,

Discovered strongest earnestness,

Was fragrant for each lightest wind,

“"as of its own particular kind,

Nor knew a tone of discord sharp;

Breathed alway like a silver harp,

And went to immortality,

A very proper than to die.

IV. E. (Manning.

Revolt is recreant, when pursuit is brave :

Never to faint, doth purchase what we. crave.

Machen.
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(If modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

rontmupl. for otln-rs' nuhts, fraud, oppressionfll

spirit in "adv, rt-rklrss adventure, and

l‘tIlIVlllMttlli all tending to impoverish

rer and to l’rlltlr'f every \‘lll|(llll(\ll insecure.

Is In come, and can only some from the new

  

  

R4"!

‘ appllvalion oft' l!‘l~‘llflll principles, of Ullin‘inl jus

tzci- llllll l'iiivt~ ‘tl love, to social institutions, to

l commerce, to business, to active life.

' Dn. Cnasnrsru.
 

BOSTON AUXILIARY UNION.

An Adjourned Meeting of the friends

of Association was held on the evening

of the 8th inst. at Messrs. Andrews and

Boyle's l’honugraphic Roonis, forthe pur

pose of forming a Union, auxiliary to the

AMERICAN UNION or Assocrs'rtomsrs.

The Society adopted the following

CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I. The name of this Society shall

be, Tm: Bosros UNION or ASSOCIATIUNISTS.

ART. 9.. The object it has in view is the es

tablishment of an order of society based on a

system of Joint Stock Property; Co-operative

Labor; Association of Families ; Equitable

Distribution of Profits ; Mutual Guaranties ;

Honors according to Usefulness; Integral Edu

cation; Unity of Interests.

ART. 3. The methods of operation shall be

to co-operate with the American Union of As

sociationists, in collecting funds, holding meet

ings, publishing documents, and in every other

way endeavoring to diffuse the principles of

Association, and to prepare for their practical

application.

ART/t. The conditions of membership shall

be the signing of the Constitution. and the pay

ment of a sum at such a rate weekly as each

person shall specify at the time of signing.

ART. 5. The Ofiiccrs of this Society shall

consist of a President, Vice President, Secre

tary, Treasurer, and three Directors, who to

gether shall constitute the Executive Committee

of the Society, and who shall be responsible for

its general management.

ART. 6. The Annual Meeting of the Society

shall be held on the first Wednesday in January,

at which time the Otficers shall be elected.

ART. '7. This Constitution may be altered or

amended at ny regular meeting, by a vote of

two-thirds of the members present, such amend

ment having been proposed at a previous meet

i ng.

The following persons were elected as

Officers of the Union for the ensuing

year.

‘VILIJAM A. \Vnrrr-z, President.

JOSEPH Cansw, Vice President.

Josui-r \VoLco'r-r, Treasurer.

annnmc S. Cane-r, Secretary.

\VHJJAM H. CHANNIFG,

Jam-:5 'I‘. FISHER, gDirector-s.

ANNA Q. T. Pansons,

It was voted to hold meetings for the

present once a week for conversation and

business, and to take immediate measures

to increase the number of subscribers to

~the weekly rent. 1! is understood that

'this branch of the American Union will

iundertake the charge of consulting the

interests of the movement in Boston and

its vicinity, and we trust that one of the
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first fruits of its action will be the estab

lishment of a systematic course of public

lectures in Boston.

\Ve learned at the meeting that Rev.

\ViLLrast H. CHANNING had accepted the

invitation to hold religious services in

Boston this winter, with a view to the

establishment of a Church on the broad,

humanitary principles of the Gospel, ir

respective of creeds or dogmas._ He will

probably preach his introductory Dis

course during Christmas week.

“We need not say how cordially we

sympathize with the spirit that now ani

mates the friends of Association in

Boston. They _-feel deeply impressed

with the responsibility that is attached to

their position as receivers of the grand

doctrines of Social Unity, which, though

now misunderstood, misrepresented, and

calumniated, are‘destined to produce a

revolution in the condition of Humanity,

of inferior importance only to that which

followed the advent of the Saviour of the

world. We have no doubt that our

friends in Boston will be firm,_discreet,

zealous, and faithful. Under their present

organization, they have the power to act

with increased efficiency. They can give

a new momentum to the Associative

cause, and hasten the coming of the day

so long deferred, and so ardently longed

for, when the spirit of justice, love, and

universal brotherhood, which form the

essence of Christianity, shall be practi

cally embodied in the relations of human

society. This can be done only by the

true organization of labor. So long as

this corner-stone of the social fabric is

improperly adjusted, we can expect noth~

ing but confusion, disorder, and distress.

Man must have a fixed home, the means

of subsistence and education, freedom

from pecuniary anxiety, and a guaranty

of his natural rights; or the best precepts

of morality, as far as the masses are con

cerned, will be like water spilled on the

ground. Every hope, every plan, every

arrangement that is not based on this fact,

we hold to be Utopian, in the highest

degree. The church can do nothing,

legislation can do nothing, the schools

can do nothing, for the general ameliora

tion of society, so long as the uncertainty

of subsistence occasions a moral necessity

for the feverish scramble for wealth,

which is the most salient characteristic of

modern civilization. These views must

be fully spread before the public. The

American people must be aroused to hear

them. They must be presented in every

form, until conviction has become general.

Friends! be up and doing. Here is a.

work that demands the strength of giants

and the wisdom of angels.

“7e were happy to see at this meeting

the faces of several friends who have

 
 

ipractical Association. Nothing daunted children necessarily grow up rude and un

Iby any ill success of the past, they up. ‘ intellectual; hunting and fishing get the

‘uppor hand ot \vork \\ith them; Mailscar as fresh and vi orous as ever in -p g ’ and Newspapers eotue along tardily and

. 1 of the indomitable attachment to thccanse

 

their devotion to the cause; ready to acti

lin any sphere that opens to them, and.
[irejoicing to make personal sacrifice fori

l the promotion of a vast general good.

 

ASSOCIATIYE TOWNSHIP

IN THE WEST.

we take the following excellent des-l

cription of the comparative advantages of

a common township and Association inl

the West, from Mr. Greeley’s fourth arti-l

clc of the controversy with the New

York Courier and Enquirer. The meth

od here proposed, is not that which we

should recommend for the establishment

l ofa model Phalanx, nor is it set forth by

Mr. Greeley for that purpose; but our1

\Vestern readers cannot fail to perceive

lthe immense superiority of a settlementl

' on this plan, over that which is usuallyl

undertaken by pioneers. \Ve thiukthel

correct process to be followed in the

formation of an Association, is to select a

lsuitable domain in a highly cultivated

lcountry, contiguous to good markets, and

not at a great distance from some of our

principal commercial centres. \Vhen this

is in successful operation, it will send

iforth colonists to the \Vcstern Prairies.

IThey will have the benefit of eXperience,

AN

 

 

 

which is produced by Associative life, and

of the skill and capital that can be fur

,nished by the parent Phalanx without in

!convenience. In this way the magnifi

cent valleys of our Western rivers will'

become the scenes of opulence, intellectu

al cultivation, moral advancement, and so

cial harmony, such as the sun has never

yet shone upon. The settlement. of the

emtntry will proceed with rapidity, and

upon a solid foundation. The first gen

eration that ventures into the forest will

not be doomed to suffer martyrdom for

those that are to come. The perils from

unhealthy districts, the desolate sense of'

loneliness, the destitution of social excite

ment and benefits, which are now endur

ed by isolatcd families of emigrants, will

no longer be necessary ; and the vastness

and splendor of the results obtained by

lthe organization of united interests will

lgive the first glimpses to this century of

* the true destiny of man on earth.

l

l H A Township, we will say in Michi

gan, is settled stragglingly by some fifty

' to one hundred emigrants from New Eng

l land or this State, must of them Farmers

‘ by Vocation. The first comers obtain

good locations, and at the minimum price.

' But, on the other hand, they are doomed

l to live for years without Schools, without

lChurches, to travel many miles to Millsl

i‘or Mechanics, with wretched apologics‘

gfor Roads, and in daily want of many of‘

 

 

 

 

reach but low; the overshadowing woods,

the decaying timber, the undrained

marshes and rarely disturbed vegetable

mould continue for many years to gene

rate mirismas and multiply diseases,

which, in the absence or scarcity of

proper Medical talent, are tampered with

by every Quack abomination; immense

suffering is endured for the want of

proper medicine, comforts and nursing;

many die whom proper care would have

saved ; while the aggregate loss of time

by sickness (often at such seasons as to

cause a loss of the fruits of the year's

toil) is appalling. Such is a fair general

picture of pioneering in the West—or,

indeed, almost any where.

“ Years pass; the forest slowly melts

away; the little notches first cut in it

gradually connect with each other; a

fruitful soil emerges from beneath the

once eclipsing shade. Mills, School

houses, Churches are erected ; Stores are

opened, Mechanics come in, with Doctors,

Lawyers, and so forth, in abundance.

Now the hitherto unoccupied lands are

worth ten times, and, in the spot marked

out by water-power or central position for

the village, one hundred to five hundred

times the original value. But what has

created this additional value? The labor,

amid privations and sufferings, of the

piotieers. They have tatned the forest,

constructed bridges, opened roads—

made the country traversable, habitable

with comfort and facilities of intellectual

improvement. But do they who did the

work reap the advantages of it? By no

means. The enhanced price of the un

occupied lands goes into other pockets

than theirs; they have added much to

the general wealth, but little or nothing

to their own. Many of them are driven

by their necessities, others by their indo

lent and improvident habits (how ac

quired, we have seen,) to sell their im

provements for a song, and push off into

the woods again. The grand-children of

the first settlers of Onondaga and Onta

rio, the children of the pioneers of Gene

see and Chautauque, may to-day be found,

generally destitute, in the log huts of ii

linois and Iowa. So it will be again and

again.

“ Now let us see Association attempt

to settle a new township. in the first

place, the land is all bought at the first

price, with whatever else is necessary to

'an effective and comfortable outset, and

this forms the original capital, which the

pioneers, if destitute of property, must

pay interest or rent upon, as we know no

way to obtain the use and benefit of

other‘s property but by paying for it. At

once, the axes of a hundred pioneers are

put in requisition—notin a hundred iso

lated spots, but at that one best calculat

ed for a beginning ; and the forest is driv

en back half a mile each way from the

site of the edifice that is to be. if a lo

cation partly prairie is chosen, that cir

cumstance may be turned to far greater

advantage in Association than in isolation.

The prairie and modland of the \Vest

would seem to have been blehded in their

giant proportions with a direct view to

Associated industry. if any swamp or

generator of minsma is at hand, one day's

united labor will drain it; a week will

borne the burden and heat of the day iri‘the most essential comforts of life. 'l'heisnffice to make one good road out into
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daylight; a physician will be one of the"

pioneers; a School may be established

and regular religious observances insti-l - .r . . ,

" t n . .tuted before the first month has passed l hlgher purposes or h e for l s anal'lme t ,

away, A saqufl], griskmmi smnhsv ‘ What he claims for himself, in his indi-,

shops, &c. &c., will be put in operation vidual capacity, we claim for society ini

forthwith, saving an enormous waste of he coueclive capacity “re demand;

time in running to and from one and an- pod shaker clothin and that of the}
other of them by isolated backwoodsmen. u ’ _ ' g' _ ,

whatever articles are needed w," be p,,,._ . best kind, for the whole human family.

claims it for himself, devotes body and:

soul to its acquisition, even sacrifices the:

chased in some large mart by wholesale ' it is now in a great measure destitute;

at prime cost, instead of being bought at

double price of the small dealers iii a new

region, and another price cost in time and

team or shoe-leather in procuring them.

A twentieth part of the labor required to

of the commonest necessaries of life,

through the ignorance, stupidity, and

the social Providence of their race.

i

hope for the spiritual improvement of the

world, any farther and faster than its

physical and moral condition is elevated.

To this and for this cause, are the pro

mulgators of the doctrine of social har

mony laboring with the most perfect

abandonment of selfish purpose.

“The two great commandments are,

to love God supremely, and our neighbor

as ourself. On these two commandments

hang all the Law and the Prophets; all

\vilfnlncss of those who should act aslof Truth and Good—of Faith and Char

We‘ity. ‘Whosocver says he loves God

fence miserably the PP-“Y Clearil'gs 0f "'9 would have this outrageous evil corrected, whom he hath not seen, and hates his

isolated settlers (which must be fenced

again and again as each clearing is ex

tended) will fence thoroughly the one

Domain of the Association, and there

will be a mill at hand to aid in getting

out the materials. So with digging

wells, purchasing implements, procuring

books, newspapers, &c. &c. Are not

the economies of Association palpable and

immense? Do not three-fourths of our

People stand in need of the additional

comforts and intellectual advantages

which Association proflers? Why, then

--if it be affirmed that the mass of men

are too selfish, depraved, short-sighted, to

realize these blessings— will not regene

rate, self-sacrificing Christians, take hold

and set us an example of a reform so

vast, universal and enduring in its conse

quences? ”

RELIGIOUS ASPECT 0F ASSOCIATION.

The first view of Association is that of

an arrangement, in which the most obvi

ous principles of good sense are applied

to supplying the material wants of man.

It is founded on the admitted fact, that

sound material conditions are essential to

true spiritual development. \Ve should

never think of awakening admiration for

one of the exquisite productions ofAllslon,

among ahorde of wild lrishmen, starving

upon a scanty meal of potatoes, in their

smoky cabins; nor would a crowd gath

ered to witness the performances of a

prize-fighter or a game-cock, be in a fa-‘

vorable intellectual state for the reception

of any high truths of philosophy or sci-I

ence. The sublimcst poet is not likely

to have an access of inspiration during a

fit of the tooth~ache; and the divinest

strains of Leopold de Meyer or Sivori

would fall on deaf ears in a room where

the mercury was below zero. it is equal

ly in vain to hope for any progress of

the race towards the Beautiful or the

Good, so long as their circumstances

compel them to violate the divine com

mand, and not only to think, but to plot,

' by wise arrangements. \Ve'desire to see brother whom he has seen, is a liar.‘ The

Humanin brought out ofits prison-lionsehonly evidence of love to God is charity
 

l .
ya large room.” All this secured, the

rest would come of course.

tions for spiritual excellence and glory

would be realized. Education, refitte

inent of manners, elevation of taste, dig

nity of character, religious faith and

icommunion, would follow as surely as

1the light follows the rising of the Sun.

Even the inspired Apostle tells us, “ Ev

ery thing in its own order, first, that

which is Nita-cant. (or material), then

that which is sPiRt'riJAL.”

\Ve find these views well expressed in

the following extracts of a letter from an

lcstecmcd member of the Swedenborgian

Church, from whom we venture to hope

that we may hear frequently.

“The pleasure I have experienced in

the perusal of the Harbinger has caused

line to look for it with an impatience,

ithat I never before realized in relation

lto aperiodical. Be assured, then, that

I hail with profound pleasure your an

nouncement that it is to be continued.

Icannot bear the thought that so much

. light as pervades the Associative School,

should be lost to the world for the want of

a medium of communication. I pray

that it may be borne on the wings of the

Harbinger of good news and glad tidings

, to enlighten the understandings and cheer

*the hearts of the reniotcst inhabitants

of the earth, imparting to them a knowl

edge that the Lord in His Providence is

 

l

clothed in fit apparel, provided with food towards the neighbor.

convenient for it, " with its feet placed in brother and neighbor!

l

The condi- . the Heavens.

i
 

\Vho is our

\Ve are com

manded to pray to Our Father who is in

Is this command of partial

application'.I If not, God is the Common

Parent of the whole human family, and all

we are brethren,— and neighbors also, so

far as we have charity. Inasmuch then

as we do not desire, and strivc, even, for

the happiness of others, as much as lies

in our power, without injury to ourselves

and those immediately dependent on us,

we are guilty, in the aggregate, of a.

breach of the whole Divine Law,—

which is to love one another, even as the

Lord hath loved us, and consequently are

unworthy of the name of Christians.

“Before the Lord, consistently with

His Divine character, could perform the

apparent miracle of turning the water

into wine at the marriage at Cons. of

Galilee, it was necessary for the servants

to make preparation by filling with water

the water-pots of stone. Equally so is it

that the mind should be well stored with

scientific facts, before truths can be im

planted in the understanding, and become

operative in the will. The laws of na~

ture are the ultimate laws of God. A

knowledge of these laws constitutes Sci

ence, which is not truth, but the basis

and continent of truth; without which

truth cannot exist in the mind ; scientifics

being the only recipient vessels of truths.

And truth will always take on a form ac

cording to that of the vessel into which

it is received, whcthcr spiritual or na

about to establish an order of Society by ‘ tural. As without the atmospheres the

the instrumentality of human means, in a ‘earth would be shrouded in darkness, so

just and peaceful application of recently without science truth can never illuminate

discovered laws, which shall ultimately,:tlie mind, nor effect its regeneration.—

and ere long, elevate man from his pres- 1 How vain then is the hope to Christianize

'ent moral and physical degradation, and the world, while the great mass are igno

 

toil, and sweat, for what they shall eat, impart a living Faith, grounded in expe-l

and what they shall drink, and where-lricnce, that happiness is the legitimate

rant of the first principles necessary to

understand the laws by which their ex

As in relation to

withal they shall be clothed, under theidestiny of him, who was created in thelistence is governed.

certain penalty of starvation and naked-iimage and after the likeness of God. Spirit the body is the first as to time, so

ness. We wish then, as advocates of a‘The spiritual cannot exist without the'must the physical wants of man be pro

true order of society, to ameliorate the . natural,- the natural being the basis and i vided for before his mind can be cultivat

physical condition of man, in the first‘lcontinent of the spiritual ;——and in all t ed. Why then are the efforts of Associa

instance. Every individual admits thc things correspondential thereto. This tionists, to establish an order of Society

value of wealth, ample means of livingwbeing premised, we have no ground ofl which alone promises to improve the phy
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sical condition of the masses, so violently christian order of society. The individu- necessaries of life as to he compellcd to

opposed? I do not so much wonder at‘als who are driven to desperate acts, like cut up their bedsteads for firewood, it

the opposition of the Old Church, whose the English artist Haydon, and this 1308- appears, had been for some time out. of

doctrines teach them to believe in justifi- , ton mechanic, call forth a flood of sympa- business, and of course, had been reduced

cation and salvation by Faith alone, as ilthy; as soon as they are gone from a to the most extreme poverty. We say

do at the want of Faith and lukewarmness world which cared nothing for them, a that this man was the victim of the social

of the New, in relation to it. For their dim consciousness ofinjustice is awaken- i order to which he belonged. \Ve know

doctrines teach that charity, or the love ed on the part of those among whom they ‘ nothing of his private history ; no doubt,

of the neighbor, is essential to salvation. ,movetl like joyless intruders; an attempt ‘ he had his errors and his failings, like

“ I am aware that by many the plan is i at reparation is made by munificeiit chari- I other men ; they might or might not

considered Utopian. But that adopted , ty to their survivors; a few common-place‘have aggravated the fierce evils which

from time immemorial is proved to be so, words are uttered in regard to the evils were brought to bear upon him ; but we

for as yet it has accomplished compara- ‘ that Humanity is ordained to sufi'er, and i assert that in a wise, a just, a Christian

tively nothing ofits high aims. At pres- the duty of seeing the hand of a loving ‘ organization or SUCiely, il “'Wld he im'

out, poverty, crime, in short, the nioral,God in the most atrocious outrages oflPOsSible, under any circumstances, for

and physical degradation of the world is l man ; but no sense is aroused of the rad- such 11 calflstmphe 10 "the Place.

greater than at any former period, except- ical enormity and unnaturaluess of a sys- lie W115 driven to Suicide by mental

ing with a favored few.” tern, which with all the resources of the despair. This came from his Poverty.

highest civilization at command, cannot Hi8 Poverty was produced by want of

POVERTY AND SUICIDE. On Saturday avoid the frequent repetitioiiofsuch blood- employment. This was occasioned by

morningr a man named 11mm “uni a i freezing cvents,—no determination is in- ‘ his inability to struggle with the all

baker by "adet “'ho lives m Amme'ispired to investigate the causes of social prevailing competition and antagonism of

Court, was found by one ot‘his daughters, , , . . .

hanging to the bannisters, he having com_ 1 misery, and to adopt effectual methods for ‘ our business arrangements. Similar re

mitted suicide during the night. It ap- bringing their operation to an end. isults are every day occurring, in more or

are that Mr. Hall has for some time t , ~ '7 ' -
. . 1

g9 rb d h l Eien the most virtuous men the most ‘ less repulsive and startling forms. Can

fifgq‘;m(: wiglnaensj’ seize" allilliilgfirzn 5mg: ‘ pious Christians, are contented to accept ' not these wrongs be righted'.l Not under

had béen 1,educed to extreme pov'eny’ithis condition of things, as the ultimate:tiie present-constitution ofsociety. .They

This preyed upon his mind, and has 5- ‘ order of society. They see nothing be are as lhevflahle 15 death In the mldSt 01'

"igly hag hllm lof lhe €Fmgll3$lonh°f 8"" ' yond it, their imagination aspires to iioth- , the plague. Good men may lament over

cl 6' e earn mm ‘ r‘ rm“ t e cm“ ing better in this world, their conscience l them, they may call forth the tears 0f

oner, that when he arrived at the house i, . . . . i -

he found that the family were in want of '3 at Peace 1" the mlds‘ 0f en‘s and sms lmyv and the wilderness 0f Poetry, b‘n

they cannot be done away.the common necessaries of life, Theyuvhich should call forth a blush ou the

had no food not even tire-wood, the bed- checks of a, devil, At, the utmost they We tell you, 0 philanthropists and

5“?qu and (“her fumuu'e or “‘8 house war against individual manifestations ofa , soft-hearle moralllel's over lhe “’095 or

having been in use for that purpose for . i . .

some time past. but even that was 9,0 universal wrong: they apply cutaneous Humanity, that the remedy must come in

hausted. Mr. Pratt, with some cliarita- , remedies to vital diseases ; and think their ‘ a sterner shape. You must confess your

ble neighbors, took immediate measures to ‘ work is done, if they destroy a few leaves 1 Sins and turn to the Lord. Every plant

l lhe famll." 1“ a comronable cm‘dmon- . of the poison tree, which is filling the air: which he has not planted must be pluckedu

5432,5221: gviisi'gggt-iefvi?“its? with pestilence,and covering the soil with up, although it drives the ploughsliare

over your fairest fields, in which thePratt held an inquest in the afternoon at i the bones 0" its Yieldth

 

 

5 o‘clock, and the Jury returned a verdict

in accordance with the above facts.— Bos

ton Atlas.

I It is time to probe the fostering wounds

‘of the social order to the quick. \Ve

{must not shrink from the disgusting task.

i thistle and thorn-tree are blooming in the

: gayest luxuriance of their mock beauty.

l In a Christian order of society, it can

It must be done with a firm and gentle f easily be shown, how not even the shadow\Ve do not call attention to this item of

domestic intelligence, as if it presented ai hand. “is must admit the fact, that the 0f 8t10h =1 calamity Collld come over the

case of extraordinary or surprising hor— whole head is sick and the whole heart isihouseh'Jld heal’lh- In lhe firs‘ Placer

ror. The causes which led to this ca- 1 faint, that, as parts of the great system of every child born in the bosom of such a

tastrophe are constantly at work in the Civilization, we are covered with bruises, 1 society, would be surrounded with the

bosom of society, and if they do not ai-iand wounds, and putrifying sores, which 1 atmosphere of love and justice, which is

ways manifest themselves in such revolt- l have not been closed, nor bound up, nor ‘ now inell'ectually typified by the sprink

ing results, they are slowly sapping the mollified with ointment. This descrip- ling of baptismal water on his brow in

springs oflife in a greater number than I tion is far more pointedly applicable to the ‘i the presence of the Church. He would

is known to the world, turning the sweet- men of this age, than it was to the old i be provided with a home, from which no

est affections into gall, and making the Hebrews, so sternly denounced by the misfhrllmer Sickness, 0" inabili')’ coum

blessed light of Heaven as the blackesti faithful prophets; for with the words of ever drive him. His feet \vould stand

darkness. Not every man whose soul i light and love in our hands, professing to l upon a soil, free from the grasp of mo

has been crushed by the misfortunes, in-ibe the followers of Him who was sentinopuly. from Wthh he 60"“ he 51179 or

evitable under the present system of le- from the most intimate presence of thcivhhlhtihg 3" abundance 0f bread, and 0‘

galizcd violence, commits suicide. There Eternal, to establish Harmony on Earth, l Which, lhl' 8" PTflClical purposes, he

are far more who wait in apathy for the we have basely acquiesced in social ar-IWOHld he the fighllhl "Wher- 1" lhe

tardy approach of death, who are so farirangements, founded on cunning and on ; next place. {mm his Bathe“ infancy. hi!

sunk in wretchedness and despair, that'force, which so far from exhibiting thertraining would have reference to his efli

they could not summon resolution toispirit of the Prince of Peace, betray in cicncy in industrial Pllrsuhs- He WOUld

raise their hand against themselves, but ‘ every expression and lineament, their‘ he taught the “59 0f hh! muscular Powers

who look with a morbid calmness towardsiorigin with him “ who was a murdererlih 9"ny variety or IPPllc-‘mom “is

the grave, as the only refuge from ca-ifrom the beginning.” lhodily development would be secured in

lamity, and the sure resting place of the The father of the wretched family, health and symmetry, by systematic ex

wcary and bleeding victim ofa false, un- who were so destitute of the commonzercise. Early accustomed to handling
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the implements of industry, familiar fronty

his childhood with various branches of,

agriculture and tiialiut'_tctures, instructed

the Unity of Man a false prophet; then ‘ not touch the scat ofthe horrible misery.

. . . . . l , . .

are the (ll\lllL‘Sl inspirations which everlot modern society. \Vhat is demanded

glowed in the human soul, the cheatery l to remove this, is not Charity in any form,

to hold manual labor iii honorable estima

tion, upon arriving at maturity, he'

Would be able to provide amply for all:

his material wants, by the exercise Ufl “0-—

industry which is in every way attractive, ‘ JUIIX JACUB ,‘ifi'ltlll, AM) HIS BEXEY

and which no longer requires self-denial. ULEXT PROJECT.

He woum b'e guammwd' moreover’ cm!- ‘Ne find the following statement going

stant and uninterrupted employment. IIe’ ,_ , l ‘ ° _ , _
the newspaper rounds, although we ha\e

woul b' -. ' s - to if t -d d ndmhbeflsu 36‘} m “if elm (‘28 id \ as yet seen no evidence which leads us to

' i can a . . . . .“a e an t e ucumuo‘s U M" O m think that it is authentic. it is hardly

commerce. With his 'idus r‘a educat u l l l probable that Mr. Astor has ever had such

tion, he would always be a Welcome . . .
' a plan in contemplation, however this or

member of the diilL-rent groups, devoted . - . _
_ _, , , similar littlJtJClS may have been urged up

to various branches oi industry, tor which - ~
on his attention.

he possessed a peculiar aptitude. He is

thus relieved froin the biting anxiety,l

which at. present corrodes the heart of

of the devil, then

“ Heaven's pill-trod firmarnent is rottenncss

And Earth's base built on stubble."

“ A Bissavourxr DirsmN. An ex

change paper speaking of Mr. Astor, the

lwealthiest uran in the United States,says

every Poor man, “'hfise nature has “0" he designs establishing an institution tor

but JUSTICE, in every form. Give the

poor man the right to labor, with all

which that right involves. Secure to him

la foothold on the free soil, which God

'gave to man, as unconditionally as the

'light and water. Put him in possession

lof a home, of which he cannot be bereft

lby misfortune, tricked out by cunning,

lor robbed by rapacious cupidity. The

‘scattering of a. few thousand dollars in

the way proposed by Mr. Astor, if in

fact he proposes anything at all, might

aid here and there a solitary individual,

i but would be as impotent against the wild,

[raging surges of social wretchedness,

as were the puny anchors of the ill-fated

lAtlantic, to'withstand the wrathful bil
l

lows in which it was engulfed. Peace,

become already blunted by misfortune. the advancement ol honest and deserving-loy, and Social Progress, can come only

He tastes the coml‘nris of his own warm men, by supplying them with capital va-i

l

fire with no fear of its bein at out h r . .
’ g p y l wherewrth to commence lite and torward

rying lrotn one to five thousand rlollars,l

the importunity of a. creditor, and can

from devotion to the Right. No way

short of God's way can save the World.

A tender heart, a whining morality, a.
' v _ themselves in their respective callings.‘

indulge in the deepest alTecuons for the Attached to this institution will bea hoard senumemahzrng philanthropy can do no

family in which he has garnered up his,0f gqullcuw", Wlmse ‘lllly It “'i“ be to more than puppets in this stern conflict.

heart, without dreading the moment when luxuu'm“ “"d reimn 0" we Clmmcler’ "ll—l We need science to ttnfold the Laws of

. . . cuts, age, and claims of each applicant forl _ ,_

a change in~ bustness must. either tearlu porno“ or ,he donor-B buumy’ and inlthe Universe, “isdom to comprehend

the“! “wider 0‘ Plunge them in misery- lease they report satisfactorily, the money i them, the Night of Human Will to ac

Nor does he suffer from being deprived will be forthcoming onpcrsoual security,

of a portion of the fruits of his labor, by i and given ior an unlimited period oftiuie,

. . lwithout interest. It is a very common
0 i di an ‘I ' v v . .a ho“ r meth me v“ “'5' “h” "0‘ thing to attribute an intention to a wealthy

> complish them. Let these divine agen

, cies be applied to society, and its present

crazy, quaking fabric would fall to pieces ;

suck out the substance of the producer, 11m“, which never emered in“, his wimp , a temple worthy of God and man would be

and make twelve hours a day of toil But Mr. Astor has shown a liberal spirit, l erected on its i-nins; and John Jacob 5;.

s t _ I \ t a i s l

necessary. to do the Work of three or four. ldl'd the r"Purl 0‘ “)3 bu'gl'Uh'md’m-le“ ‘ tors would not be called on to supply the

His dun labors which are in hm cun“has probably some toundation. birch ani t I t f {h El 1 P .

'y ’ ‘ _ institution would no doubt prove very hcn- 1 aware" neg ec o e em“ ""15

verted into pleasures, would crown him alien“, ma,ng whim“! law”, by judl_‘dence.

with wealth in abundance. The certainty eious persons. Franklin had such a pro- -—————

ofan ample supply for all his wants, would .lL'Cll'l“ new When he Prg'l‘lgd l0? le‘wmg RAIL ROAD TO THE PACIFIC.

. . . ‘ ‘ l0 bung all in llSlflUllS tne-i- r tle insane th r“ ' ' MM - sums- y - v i ' '
dlegl' 0y _' I ,at for zfa’umumlwn chauics, Without capital. It his means had 1 We are happy ‘0 learn lhi“ this P‘L’an'

“(hell me‘m's me slpnugs 0‘ "‘udel'" 50‘ been as extensive as Astor’s, his free and , tic project is beginning to attract the at

ciety. Riches, having become a matter benevolent spirit would have carried hislieminn in which ii, is entitled, no less on

Of course, WW“ cease ‘0 be graspvd “"‘i“"“’? "1"“ evenly?" ltmllhe moist hb' l account of the grandeur and vastness

‘ ~ > era sca e.' —— ‘ ‘tw ur‘ ' 'z' Ira i. ‘ ‘
with avidity. Material good would be. ‘ “‘1’ P ,of the design, than the ability, zeal, and

reduced to its true place, as the condition' If it be true that such is Mr. Astor’s‘devmulness of iis minor. We know

and servant of spiritual good. The higli- I intention, we commend his liberality ofl nothing of Mr. Whitnev, except in con

er faculties of the soil, now beuumbed by * purpose, and are disposed to think as well neciinn with this enterprise, but from

. . . l - -

privations, or enervated by effemiuate lux- , of lus plan, as of any other form of social every iliing which we hnve seen of his

. . . l , ‘ .

uries, would be called into vigorous ac- I charity. I\o doubt many deserving young public career, since ihe plan was an

tion. Human nature would be manifested men mightthus obtain a moderate capital, "Minced, we hope" him ,0 be a man not

. . | .
in its normal state. Man would appear L who would make a good use of it, and get ‘ only of original and bold conceptions, but

in his Justice, his truth, lits beneficence, an efi'ectual lift on starting in life. It is'of the courage, determination, and ener

his harmonious and symmetrical develop-,ccrtaiuly better to help a man to engage , gy‘ essemlul in their Sim-essful accom

ment, as the image ot the divine Creator. in industry and thus liQClJ him and his ‘ plishmenn 110, ling recently been making

Is a state of society like this, the vain family from starving, than it is to give n inni- tn the West, and lecturing to large

dream of the enthusiast? Is there any- him cold vietuals or the thin soup ofa ; audiences in Pliishnrg», ()inclnnaii, Louis

thing chimerical in the hope, the convic- { benevolent society, when he is ready t0; ville, St. Louis, Terrohante, lndianopolis,

tion that leads us to labor for its realiza- ‘ perish tor lack 0] employment. But Mr. ' Dnvion, Columbus, and W'heeling. In

tion! we stamp ourselves as imprac- l Astor's plan, we resirectfully submit, does \ all these places, he has been received

ticable visionaries, because we cease not ; not hit the nail on the head. It is mere-l wiih enthusiasm; a strong public senti

to declare, that such an arrangement of, ly a temporary provision againstaperma-I ment has been awnkencd in his favor

society is the only order of (101], and that ncut evil. It presents a very agreeable personnlly, and in favor of the contem

without it man must forever wander, like palliative for a cancer that is gnawing on plnied mm}; and measures have been

a star shot from its orbit, in darkness and j the very vitals of society.

chaotic confusion!

Perhaps il , taken to memorialize Congress in behalf

I I p ‘ We tell you, O would prove nothing more titan a grateful of ihe pmjeci, My, \Vhitney makes his

friends, if this faith be a delusion, then anodyne to lull the wretched sufferer in nppemnnne n13 niost fortunate time for

was the blessed teacher who announced deceitful sluiubcrs. At all events, it does ‘ hints-elf, 11¢ is not doomcd to encounter

A l
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the obloquy and neglect which were ex‘

- perienced by the original inventor of the

rail road system. llis merit consists in al

bold application of a principle that hasl

gone through its novitiate and found ac-l

ceptance. \Ve dare say that he will find

less diflicnlty in the realization of hisi

stupendous design than did poor Thomas

Gray in arousing the attention of the

English public to the practicability of"

rail-road communication between Man

chester and Liverpool. The age that is

to witness a rail road between the Atlan

tic and Pacific, as a grand material type

of the unity of nations, will also beholdl

a social organization, productive of moral

and spiritual results, whose sublime and

beneficent character will eclipse even the

glory of those colossal achievements,

which send messengers of fire over the

mountain tops, and connect ocean with

ocean by iron and granite bands.

 

UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPTS.

A respected correspondent in a West

ern city thus speaks of the attempts at

Association in that quarter, which have

proved unsuccessful.

“ It may be a question whether it had

been better that these fragmentary at

tempts had never bcen tried. As an indi

vidual, my experience bids me declare

that [consider the great cause which we

advocate has rather gained than lost by

these failures. They have been schools

for training, heavy as the cost has been:

and notwithstanding Fourier‘s calculation,

that ‘ in a full and complete Association,

each individual will naturally drop into

his place,‘ stillI think the great major

ity of people of the present day so utter

ly unfitted for Association, that a few

being drilled beforehand, will be of essen

tial scrvice to the ultimate success of

this great movement. This is the light

in which Iview it, and as to individual

losses, I throw that to the winds—no

man should enter the ranks practically in

such a glorious warfare, who is not ready

to sacrifice every thing, even life itself,

for the sake of its consummation -— the re

demption of the human race—the cause

of truth and justice. This of course, is

the language of an enthusiast. \Vell, be

it so: I am an enthusiast—have always

been —-and mean to continue one.”

We fully coincide with these views of

our correspondent. It would betray ut

ter ignorance of the principles of Associa

tion, to feel a moment‘s discouragement

on account of the failures to which he al

ludes. They were the inevitable result of

the imperfect arrangements, with which

every new enterprise almost universally

commences."~ Nor were these attempts

 

cal organization, the system of Associat-[of our ideas. Others are at a distance

ed industry. They Ullll.tl at an advance \ from the field of combat, they watch the

on the present social state, .at freedomivmuvement as friendly spectators, they

from its fierce antagonism and heartless‘ wish for victory on the side of truth, and

selfishness, at the csialilislnnentot' frccr“ pray the Supreme to prosper the right.

and more natural relations between man i Their presence and sympathy are invalu

and man, and, as far as we are informed, , able aids. They form a rear guard, to

the result in this respect has been of the l cheer and sustain the elforts of the stout

most gratifying character. \Vliateverlmt- pioneers, whom the fortune of war has

teriul disasters may have attended the l placed in the front rank. The number 0f

Oltcmlhm’ We 011" "’5an lo lhis l'mhh, these devoted supporters is not small, and

most emphatically, from our own experi- l do not fur-get them, 0 man of facts and

cries. Surrounded by external obstacles, statistics, \\ hen you take account of our

surferth from the grams" imaginable l resources. Here is a testimony we have

dearth of facilities for brilliant results, and “just received, from one of {his corp, dc re

always impeded with undertakings tOUlsgrpp,—nne of the most accomplished

great for our resources, our convictionsisclmlm-s and admirable men, of whom

have been continually strengthened in re- ' [his country can boast,

gard to the social beauty and happiness,'

to be obtained from combination ol'inter- “I am rejoiced that the Harbinger is

95‘5, however ihmle‘lhm‘hy organizcd- ‘ to be continued. This is at once a. sign

\Vhat then would be the effect of an As- i that the great cause is advancing and an

sociation, established with adequate rc-ieamesr that it will go on advancing; for

sources of every description, on a scale a {mud cause with so good an advocate

commensurate with the magnitude of the must in me end pmspeh Your journal

experiment, and with every facility adapt- stands on a noble eminence, whence, to

ed to command success. The desire,:discordam, waiting humanity, you point

the determination to witness the realiza- m a blessed region where discord and

lion hf S‘ICh 3" emerlh'ize have 0le been wretchedness shall cease. Behind you is

qhiCketh by 3“ Past exi’el'lehce- The)! l the darkness of misdeveloped, misdirected

who have had a taste of Associative lifehfacuhies and the mullirorm disappoint.

even in its huniblest and most rudirncntal l men; of false aims; before you, the light

11"er 041" 1“ brook the hollow, false, and of full, harmonious development, and the

dlsguslh‘f,’ "lahm's 0f the esmbliShed unspeakable content resulting from true

“Wm Urdhr- They lhhg for the success" aims and the healthy pursuit of them."

ful introduction of a true system. Their

zeal is the fruit of personal knowledge,

and hence are their opinions entitled to

authority. Now then, friends, let this

aim never be lost sight of. We must

leave no fair and wise means untried to

establish a model Phalanx, and that

speedily. This should be the end cott

stantly in view, in all our writings, teach

ings, and actions. Let us resoluter de

vote ourselves to the work and serenely

wait the event.

 

 

THE ANGLO SAXON.

This is the title of a new paper, of

which the first number has just made its

appearance,—to be issued in Boston, by

Messrs. Andrews and Boyle. It is devoted

l to the Phonographic system, and is pub

llished in Phonotypic characters. With

the interest that has recently been awak

ened in this new science, we cannot

doubt that the Arrow Saxon will meet

with a cordial reception, and prove an

cfiicicnt and welcome advocate of the

THE REAR GUARD. lcausetovvhich it i. denied. The well

There are many noble minds, not only known talent, intelligence, and energy of

in Europe, but in this country, that areiits editors, are a pledge that it will be

deeply impressed with the grandeur andiconduc-ted with ability. We are glad to

beneficence of the Associative doctrines, I find that the claims of Phonography have

although they never have been prominent been listened to with an uncommon de

among the public advocates of the move- gree of candor by many of the most

ment. The reform, in which we are en- l eminent literary ‘men in our conservative

 

 

gaged, is so vast and comprehensive inl

its character, that we hail uith joy every

fellow-laborer for its promotion, whatever

may be the position which he chooses to

occupy. Some of us are called by in

ward conviction and favoring circum

stances to bear the brunt of the battle, to

community, and that its principles, which

are so clearly founded in nature and good

‘sense, have commendcd themselves to

lenlightened and reflecting men of all

lclasses. Phonography is bound to go

forward; the time-hallowed associations

of the past can no more embalm the

 

 

 

intended to embody in a complete practi

become food for the powder which is present false and arbitrary orthography,

always burned where vital interests are than they can consccrate the spelling of

at stake, and to risk every thing precious L Gower and Chaucer as the model for all

in life, but the consciousnesu of obedi-lfuture ages. We wonder, however, that

once to truth and justice, for the progress L this serious revolt against the king‘s
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English has not eitcited a greater flutter

ing among the owls and jackdaws tltat

brood over public opinion and morals.

We hear no note of alarm from any

Not a. bird has peeped, or chat

tered, or moved a wing. Where are the

guardians of our virtue! Where sleep

the vigilattt Herald, Observer, and Ex

press!

quarter.

LECTURES IN VERMONT.

The Leetttrers ofthe AMERICAN UNtox

are prosecuting their tour in Vermont

with interest and success. They are

sowing seed which falls upon a recep

tive soil and which will prepare for a

glorious harvest. As usual, they are

obliged to face the opposition of self-sat

isfied Conservatives itt Church and State;

as of old, the Scribes and Pharisees turn

the cold shoulder to the heralds of new

truth ; but the common people hear them

gladly, and welcome the doctrines of so

cial regeneration with earnest hearts.

We learn from the last accounts which

we have received, that they have lectured

in BRANDON, PITTSFORD, CLARENDON,

and Minoutnurtv, several times in each

place, and always to audiences that

showed a deep interest in the subject.

The formation of affiliated Societies, it is

stated, awakens an enthusiastic interest,

and in this way, efficient aid will be ren

dered to the friends of the Union, and its

sphere of action enlarged.

\Vhile we are up, as the orators say,

let us urge our friends every where to or

ganize into affiliated Unions,— no matter

with how small a number. Union, con

centration is the one thing needful at pres

ent. \Ve must have a nucleus, from which

to start, in every town attd village, where

two or three Associationists are to be

found. Let us hear also from arty place,

where our Lecturers may be wanted.

The Work of promulgation must not be

permitted to flag, until it is triumphantly

completed—until the life-giving truths

of Social Harmony have been proclaimed

throughout the land, and the practical

organization of a tnodcl Phalanx shall be

suspiciously commenced.

THE DAY IS DAWNING.

\Ve can well afford to wait a long time

for the consummation of human redemp

tion. A reform so vast, so deep, so

universal as that which the Association

ist aims at, cannot be accomplished in a

day. Still the signs of progress all

around us are of the most cheering char

acter. A great advance has been made

the doctrines of Association are hailed,l,dry bones. He is not a man to whistle,

and responded to by intelligent men,lcither through want of thought, or fear

earnest seekers after truth, in different'of ghosts. He shows almost every day

and distant parts of the country, is anltltat some solemn, spectral form, which

encouraging omen. A friend, whose has long madethe world's teeth to chat

face we have never seen, but with whom ter, is notltittg better than a chestnut rail

we are united in a common hope, thus in a winding sheet. His little seven by

writes tts fromaneighboring State. His nine has the effect of a bomb shell

letter speaks the language of many thrown into a company of fat aldcrmen,

hearts. who are getting sleepy after dinner. As

soon as the first shock is over, they begin

“ Feeling, as I do, the most lively in- j to rub their eyes to find out who is not

terest in every thing that promises to , killed, attd all who have any signs of life

contribute to the great Work of human left, commence a vehement cursing and

progression,l contemplate, with thrilling swearing. The way in which the con

joy, the gradttal and steady swelling of temporary Dailies fall upon the Chrono

the great ocean of love and syrupathy,ltype is a regular Batrachomachia, or

that is now, more than ever before, uni- l battle ofthe frogs. Dire croaks come up

versalizing the aspirations of man and from every swamp. Meantime, the ob

converting into the actual the long-sought ject of the attack goes ahead serene as

ideal. Every where the pulse ofthougltt'Jupitcr or Nicholas Biddle, and our life

appears to be beating anew; and every‘on it, never loses a wink of sleep or a

new heart-throb seems to awake the joke.

higher, but too long dormant impulse of} Let those who complain that all Yan

our nature. It really needs but a fair‘keedom cannot boast ofa live newspaper,

degree of active ‘ Faith, Hope and Char-gforthwith take the Cltronotype and con

ity ' to heltold growing out of the chaotic ' fess their sins.

present, the Universal Harmony of the‘ _—_———'
future—a harmony of human intelli-i H‘m' '5 “M‘m‘lnyn ‘0 he rec‘mmled

gence on U“; car”,__ for O God shall be I with itself? On the one hand it preaches

their God and they shall be his people.‘ “P cm'lempl or “files and lo“? M 3‘18"“

This is the faith of ,he Associminnist; ‘ truth; on the other hand it excites the

and who cart wonder that his heart grows , love or commercev “'thh tellds "My ‘0

big with the subject; that his soul is the 1 “mass riFhes by every fraudmem Pramice

sanctuary for the silent worship of the;_'F“”"cr'

great Author of Universal Liberty and'

Order as it sucks the companionship of

 

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

s' . . . v . :13": course of study itt this School corn triscs
the Human I'Jmlly m ‘hc km) rallhi "the various branches usually taught in thoilligh

“ l rejoice It) 580 you moving for the , Schools and Academies of New England, with

establishment of a new church—one'lixssrlgz nitriciiiiiii-iiuiihfhc madam Lumpe“

whose ttame is as significant as I trust, its Pupils of\ditfercnt ages and of botlt sexes are

. . '. . . . . received. 'outtg men are fitted for College, or

dlsmp‘es “Ill be “lith and lovmg— not ‘ for commercial tursuits, or are instructed in

because I would like to see more sects the higher branc cs usually taught in the Uni

and partisans, for we all know the Chris-l"crsttv.

_ V The School is under the immediate direction

ttan World ts lamentably fragmentary and 1 of Mr. and Mrs. Rtrrmvmssistvd by experienced

~ . - , _ ‘ teachers in the tlzth-ront departments.

“magumfiuc allreafly ' bu‘ because I hale For young children “llO are deprived of pa.

8 hope that lt “‘lll prove to be another rental care. and for older pupils who wish to

‘ . , . . lcusure a thorough and exact course of study

an" in the eas" ‘0 guide and direct the without the usual confinement of it large semiI

worshtpful and hopeful to the meek abode nary, it is believed that this School afi'ords ad

- s - ' \ vantages that are rarely to be ntct with.
(if the infant saviour 2f our day' May “ 'l‘l-lltMS—Foutt l)tll.l..\RS a week for board,

grow to be the true Church Of God, the . washing. fuel. lights, and instruction. Instruc

, Kingdom tha‘ shall break in pieces and ; tion itt Instrumental Music and use of the Piano,

I , '1‘wr-zt.yr; l)or.r..uts a quarter. .

consume all other Kingdoms. Application may be lllfltlfi h mall to

GEO {GE Rll’LEY.

Brook Farm. ll'mt Rorbury, .‘lluss.

October 17, 181-6.
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U?The BosroN Canonorvrs is tak-l
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the front rank of social reformers. lti

cuts through, with its keen Damascus

 

 

within even the last five years. “’e see

the light breaking forth in the East,‘

growing brighter and brighter, showingI

that a sunny day is not far off. The:

sympathy, the enthusiasm, with \vhichimakes a terrific cluttering among the|_;rt_r—N

blade, a whole army of abuses attd lies,i

and that with so little ado about it, that,

the unhappy wight who has fallen under{

its stroke, may not know he is hurt, till‘,

he attempts to speak, when behold! his!

head drops ofl‘. lts Editor seems to be?

too old to tremble as he passes a church-‘

yard, but if moved to do so, marchest

boldly into the mossiest septtlchres and;
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THE COUNTESS 0F llUDOLSTAD'I‘,’

SEQUEL TO

C O N S U E L O .

FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.

Translated for the Harbinger.

XXXI.

All the seven were there, as at the

first time, masked, mute, impenetrable as

phantoms. The eighth personage, who

had then addressed Consuelo and who

seemed to be the interpreter of the coun

cil and the initiator of the adopts, spoke

to her in these terms :

“ Consuelo, you have already under

gone some trials from which you have

come forth to your glory and our satisfac

tion. \Ve can grant you our confidence,

and we are about to prove it to you.”

“ \Vait," said Consuelo; “ you think

me without blame, and I am not. I have

disobeyed you; I have been out of the

retreat which you assigned to me.”

“ From curiosity! ”

“ No.”

“Can you tell

learned 1 ”

“ What I have learned is entirely per

sons] to myself; I have among you a

confessor to whom I can and wish to

reveal it.”

The old man whom Consuelo invoked

rose and said :

“ I know all. The fault of this child

is trifling. She knows nothing of which

you wish her to remain ignorant. The

confession of her feelings will be between

herself and me. In the meanwhile, profit

by this hour; let what she is to know be

revealed to her without delay. I hold

myself responsible for her in all things.”

The initiator resumed his discourse

after having turned towards the tribunal

and received a sign of assent.

“ Listen to me attentively," said he to

her.

 

us what you have

 

" Entered according to A ct ofCongrcss, in the

year 1846 by Farmers G. Sm w,in the (‘lork's

cities of the District Court of Massachuletts.

    

those whom you see here assembled. It

is their spirit, and, so to speak, their

breath which inspires me. It is their

doctrine which Iam about to lay before

you.

“ The distinctive characteristic of the

religions of antiquity is to have two

faces, one external and public, one inter

nal and secret; one is the spirit, the

other the form or the letter. Behind the

material and gross symbol, the profound

sense, the sublime idea. Egypt and In

dia, great types of the ancient religions,

mothers of pure doctrines, present in the

highest state this duality of aspect, a

necessary and fatal form of the infancy of

society and of the misery attached to the

development of the rqenius of man. You

have recently learned in what consisted

the great mysteries of Memphis and Eleu~

sis, and you now know why the divine,

political, and social science, concentrated

with the triple religious, military, and

industrial power in the hands of the hie

rophants, did not descend so far as the

lowest classes of those ancient societies.

The Christian idea, enveloped in the

word of the revealer in more transparent

and pure symbols, came into the world in

order to bring down to the souls of the

people the knowledge of truth and the

light of faith. But the theocracy, an

inevitable abuse of religions formed in

trouble and in danger, soon endeavored

once more to veil the doctrine, and in

veiling altered it. Idolatry reappeared

with the mysteries, and in the painful

development of Christianity we saw the

hierophants of apostolic Rome lose, by

divine punishment, the divine light, and

fall again into the errors into which they

wished to plunge mankind. The devel

opment of human intelligence then pro‘

1 ceeded in a sense entirely contrary to the

advance of the past. The temple was no

|louger, as in ancient times, the sanctuary

'of truth. Superstition and ignorance,

 

“I speak to you in the name qfigross symbols, the dead letter, sat upon

jthe altars and the thrones. The spirit

'at last descended into the classes too

} long debased. Poor monks, obscure doc

 

tors, humblc penitents, virtuous apostles

of primitive Christianity made of the

secret and persecuted religion an asylum

for unknown truth. They endeavored to

initiate the people into the religion of

equality, and, in the name of Saint John,

they preached a new Gospel, that is to

say, a new interpretation, more free,

more hardy and more pure, of the Chris

tian revelation. You know the history

of their labors, of their trials, of their

martyrdom. You know the sufferings of

the people, their ardent aspirations, their

terrible outbursts, their deplorable weak

ness, their stormy awakenings; and

through so many efforts by turns frightful

and sublime, their heroic perseverance to

escape from darkness and to find the way

to God. The time is near when the veil

of the temple' shall be rent forever, and

when the crowd shall take by storm the

sanctuaries of the holy ark. Then sym~

bols will disappear, and the entrances to

truth will no longer be guarded by the

dragons of religious and mouarchical

despotism. Every man will be able to

walk in the path of light and to come

nigh to God with all the power of his

soul. No longer will any one say to his

brother: ‘ Be ignorant and humble your

self. Close your eyes and receive the

yoke.’ Every one will, on the contrary,

be able to ask of his brother the help of

his eye, of his heart, and of his arm, to

penetrate into the arcana of the sacred

science. But that time has not yet come,

and at this hour we salute only the dawn

trembling upon the horizon. The time

of secret religions still exists, the work

of mystery is not yet accomplished. “'e

are still here enclosed in the temple,

bosied in forging arms to drive away the

keepers who interpose between the people

and ourselves, and compelled still to keep

our doors closed and our words secret,

that no one may come and wrest from

our hands the holy ark, saved with so

much difficulty and reserved for the com

munity of mankind.

“ You are now received into the new

temple ; but that temple is still a fortress
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which has held out during ages for liber- i by its cold calculations and its abusive

'ty, without being able to win it. The rcasonings, that we pursue a dream which

war is around us. \Ve wish to be libe- - can be realized only in several centuries,

rators, we are as yet only combatantslour conviction in the holiness of our

You come here to receive the fratcrualicausc would not be shaken; and because

communion, the standard of salvation, we should labor with a little more cfi‘ort

the sign of liberty, and perhaps to perish , and a little more sorrow, we should not

on the breach in the midst of us. Such the less labor for the men of the future.

|Moravians, llcrnhutters, Quakers; even

Pantheists, Pythagoricians, Xerophagists,

lllutninés, Joannitcs, Tcmplars, Millenn

Irians, Jacobites, &c. All these ancient

lsccts, in spite of their having no longer

the development which they possessed at

the time of their unfolding, are none the

li less existing and even but little modified.

 

 

is the destiny which you have accepted. There is between us and the men of the t The characteristic of our epoch is to re

You will perhaps fall without having ,' past and the generations yet unborn, at produce at once all those forms which the

seen the pledge of victory wave over‘ religious bond, so close and so firm that ! innovating or reforming genius has given

your head. It is still in the name of we have almost stifled in ourselves theiby tnr'ns in past ages to the religious and

Saint John that we call men to the cru-‘sclfish and personal portion of human

sade. It is still asymbol that we invoke; individuality. This is what the vulgar

we are the heirs 0f the .loannites of for- cannot comprehend; and yet there is in

mer times, the unknown, mysterious, and the pride of the nobility something which

pcrsevering continuers of \Vioklitl'e, nf‘ resembles our hereditary religious enthu

John Huss and of Luther; we wish, assiasm. Among the great, many sacri

they wished, to free the human race;lfices are made for glory, in order to be

but, like them, we are not free ourselves, i vvurthy of their ancestors and to bequeath

and like them, we perhaps march to exe- much honor to their posterity. Among

cution. lus, architects of the temple of truth,

“Still the combat has changed ilslmauy sacrifices are made to virtue, in

ground, and the arms their nature. “’0 ; order to continue the edifice of our mas

brave, still, the overshadowing rigor oflters and to form laborious apprentices.

the laws; we still eXpose ourselves to i “"e live by the mind and by the heart in

proscription, to misery, to captivity, even the past, in the future and in the present

to death; for the methods of tyranny are all at once. Our predecessors and our
always the same; but our methods arelsuccess

no longer an appeal to physical revolt, to , are. We believe in the transmission of

the bloody preaching of the cross and ‘ life, of sentiments, of generous instincts

the sword. Our war is entirely intellect- ‘ in souls, as the patricians believe in that

ual, as is our mission. \Ve address our-,of an excellence of race in their veins.

selves to the mind, we act by the mind. ' We go still further; we believe in the

it is not by armed force that we can over- transmission of the life, of the individu

throw governments, now organized and ality of the soul and of the human person.

supported upon all the means of brutal ' \Ve feel ourselves fatally and providen

force. \Ve wage against them a. warltially called to continue the work We

more slow, more silent, and more pro-ihave already dreamed, always pursued,

found ; we attack them at the heart. and advanced from age to age among us.

\Ve shake their bases by destroying the i There are even some among us who have

blind faith and the idolatrous respect carried their contemplation of the past
which they seek to inspire. We cause i and of the future so far as almost to lose

to penetrate every where, and even into i all notion of the present; that is the sub

the troubled and fascinated minds of‘lime fever, that is the ecstasy of our

princes and kings, what no one dares any believers and our saints; for we have

longer to call the poison of philosophy ; 1 our saints, our prophets, perhaps also our

\ve destroy all their charms; \vc dis-:cxaltés and visionaries; but whatever he

charge, from the height of our fortress, i the wandering or the sublimity of their

all the hot shot; of burning truth anditransports, we respect their inspiration,

implacable reason upon the altars and the and among us, Albert the ecstatic and the

thrones. We shall conquer: do not‘sccr has found only brothers full of sym

doubt it. In how many years, in how i pathy for his sorrows and of admiration

many days? \Ve do not know. But,for his enthusiasm. \Ve have faith also

our enterprise dates from such remote in the conviction of the count de Saint

antiquity, it has been conducted with soiGermain, considered an impostor or de

much faith, stifled with so little success, ranged in the world. Though his remi
resumed with so much ardor, pursued i niscences of a past inaccessible to human

with so much enthusiasm, that it cannot memory have a character more calm,

fall; it has become immortal in its na-lmore precise, and more inconceivable still

ture, like the immortal good it has to'than the ecstasies of Albert, they have'
. . I .

wrn. Our ancestors began 1t, and eachlalso a character of good faith and a

generation has hoped to finish it. If we lucidity at which it is impossible for us to

did not also hope a little ourselves, per- l scoff. We count among ourselves many

haps our zeal would be less fcrvent and ‘other cxaltés, mystics, poets, men of the

ors are as much ourselves as we,

philosophical idea. \Ve therefore recruit

our adepts in these various groups, with

Iout requiring an absolute identirgI of prc~

it‘epts, which is impossible in the time in

lwhich we live. It is enough for us to

llind in them an ardor for destruction in

order to call them into our ranks; all our

organizing science consists in choosing

our built/(Ts only among spirits superior

to the disputes of schools, in whom the

passion of truth, the thirst of justice, and

the instinct of a pure morality prevail

over the habits of family and the rivalries

of sect. Besides, it is not so difficult as

is thought to cause to work in concert

very dissimilar elements; those dissimi

‘ laritics are more apparent than real. At
ibottorn, all those heretics (it is with re

spect I use that name) agree upon the

principal point, that of destroying intel

lectual and physical tyranny, or at least

of protesting against it. The antago

nisms which have hitherto retarded the

fusion of all these generous and useful

resistances come from self-love and from

|jealousy, vices inherent to the human

condition, fatal and inevitable counter

‘poises to all progress in humanity. By

sparing these susceptibilities, by permit

,lting each communion to keep its masters,

‘its institutions and its rites, we can con

stitutc, if not a society, at least an army;

and l have told you we are still only an

army, marching to the conquest of is

promised land, of an ideal society. At

the stage in which human nature still is,

there are so many shades of character in

individuals, so many different degrees in

the conception of truth, so many varied

aspects, ingenious manifestations of the

rich nature which created the human

race, that it is absolutely necessary to

leave to each the conditions of his life

and the elements of his power of action.

“Our Work is grand, our task itn

mense. We wish not only to found a.

universal empire upon a new order and

upon equitable bases; it is a religion that

we wish to reconstruct. \Vc feel, more

over, that the one is impossible without

the other. Thus we have two modesof

action. One all material, to undermine

and cause to crumble the old world by

  

l

 

less efiicaciuus; but if the spirit of doubt , people, philosophers, artists, ardent sec- criticism, by examination, even by sneer

and of irony which now governs the'tatians rallied around the banners of va-flng Voltaircism and all connected with

World, should succeed in proving to us, ,‘ rious chiefs; Bmhmists, Thctisopliists,lit. The formidable concourse of all wills
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and of all strong passions hurries our

march in that direction. Our other mode

of action is all spiritual: it is to build up

the religion of the future. The elect in

intelligence and virtue assist us in thisl

incessant labor of our thought. Thei

work of the Invisibles is a council which

the persecution of the official world pre

vents from assembling publicly, ball

which deliberates without relaxation, and 1

which labors under the some inspiration

in all points of the civilized world. Mys- ,

terious communications carry the seed in '

the air as fpst as it ripens — sow it in the

field of humanity as fast as we clear it

from the husk. It is in this last subter

ranean labor that you can be associated ;

we can tell you how when you shall have

accepted it.”

"I accept it,” replied Consuelo in a

firm voice, and raising her arms to hem

en in the form of an oath.

 

i 

 

but to 'ruistrust. Yours would be well

founded, according to the logic and the

prudence of the world. A man is an

swerable for his actions; his name is a

pledge or a warning; his reputation sup

ports or belies his acts or his projects.

Do you reflect that you can never com

pare the conduct of any one of us in par

ticular with the precepts of the order?

You must believe in us as saints, with

out knowing that we are not hypocrites.

You must even see apparent injustice,

periidy, cruelty, emanate from our de

cisions. You can no more control our

operations than you can our intentions.

Will you have faith enough to walk with

closed eyes upon the brink ofan abyss? ”

“ In the practice of catliolicism I did

so in my childhood," replied Consuelo

after a moment's reflection. “I opened

my heart and gave up the direction of my i

conscience to a priest whose features I did ,

 

taken. Now we are about to instruct

you in your duties towards God and

towards us. Learn therefore, before

hand, the three words which are all the

secret of our mysteries, and which are

only revealed to most of the affiliated

with so many delays and precautions.

You have no need of along apprentice

ship; and yet you will require some re

flection to understand their whole extent.

Liberty, Fraternity, Equality; this is the

mysterious and profound formula of the

work ofthe lnvisihles."

“ Is that, in fact, all the mystery? "

" it does not seem to you to be one;

but examine the state of societies and

you will see that, to men accustomed to

be governed by despotism, inequality, an

tagonism, it is an entire education, an

entire conversion, :1 whole revelation, to

come to understand clearly the human

possibility, the social necessity and the

“ Be not in haste to proitlir:0, \voman , not see behind the veil oftlic confessional, moral self-denial of this triple precept:

of generous instincts, of an enterprising } and whose name and life 1 did not know. Lilm-ly, Fraternity, Equality. The small

soul. Perhaps you have not all liiei

virtues which such a mission would re

quire. Yuu have traversed the would;

you have already gathered therein the|

notions of prudence, of what is called

sat'oir-ut'vrc, discretion, the spirit of con

duct.” i

“I do not so flatter myself," replied‘

Consuelo, smiling with a modest pride. i

“Well, you have there learned ati

least to doubt, to discuss, to sneer, toi

suspect."

“To doubt, perhaps. Take from me

the dotiht. which was not in my nature,

and which has made me suffer, and I will i

bless you. Take from me especially thei

doubt of myself, which would strike incl

with impotence.

“ We cannot relieve you of doubt cx-‘

cept by developing our principles to ynn.,

As to giving you material guaranties of

our sincerity and our power, we shall noti

do so otherwise than we have hitherto

done. Let the services we have ren

dcred be sufficient for you: we will al-l

ways assist you on occasion, but we will i

not associate you in the mysteries of our,

thought and of our action, except accord

ing to that part of action which we give,

to yourself. You will not know us.l

You will never see our features. Yuu‘

will never know our names, unless a,

great interest of the cause compels us to

infringe the law which renders us tin-i

known and invisible to our disciples.

Can you submit and trust blindly to men I

who will never be to you other than ab-i‘

stract beings, living ideas, mysterious:

aids and counsels! ”

“ A vain curiosity only could impel me

to wish to know you otherwise. l hopcg

that childish feeling will never enter my i

bosom.”

 

 

“We have no reference to curiosity,l

lL'hrist, and did not trouble myself about

I saw in him only the priesthood, the

man was nothing to me. 1 obeyed the

his minister. Do you think that very

dillicnlti ”

“ Raise your hand now, ifyou persist."

“ Wait," said Consuelo. “Your re

ply would decide upon my destiny, but

will you permit me to interrogate you.

once, for the first and the last time i ”

“You see! already you hesitate, al

than in your spontaneous inspiration arid"

in the bounding of your heart towardsl

Speak

however. The question you wish to

lllillkc will enlighten us respecting the

disposition of your mind.”

“This is it. Is Albert initiated intui

all your secrets:l "

“ Yes.”

“ Without the least restriction?”

“ Witliont the least restriction.”

And he walks with you? ”

Say rather that we walk with him.

He is one of the lights ofour council, the

purest, the most divine perhaps.”

“ Why did you not tell me this at

first.l 1 should not have hesitated a mo

ment. Lead me where you will, dispose

f my life. I am yours and I swear it."

“ You extend your hand! but upon

what do you swear? "

“ Upon the image of the Christ which

I see here.”

“ \Vhat is the Christ? "

“ The divine thought revealed to hu-i

manily."

“ Is that thought entire in the letter of,

the idea which we represent.

i‘

(I

 

U

the gospel i "

“I do not believe that it is.

believe that it is entire in its spirit."

“ \Yc are satisfied with your answer

and we accept the oath you have just!

But I do I
t

number of upright minds and pure hearts

who protest naturally against the injus

tice and the disorder of tyranny, seize the

secret doctrine at the first step. Their

progress in it is rapid, for with them it is

only requisite to teach them the processes

of application which we have discovered.

But for the greater number, with the

people of the world, the cuurticrs and the

powerful, imagine what precaution and

discretion are necessary before submitting

1ready you seek for guaranties elsewherel to their examination the sacred formula

of the eternal work: it is necessary to

surround it with symbols and evasions;

it is necessary to persuade them that it

refers only to a fictitious liberty, confined

to the exercise of individual thought, of

:1 relative equality, extended only to the

members of the association and practica

ble only in its secret and benevolent as

semblies; in line, to a romantic brother

hood agreed upon between a certain num

ber of persons and limited to temporary

services, to some good works, to mutual

assistance. For these slaves of custom

and prejudice, our mysteries are only the

statutes of heroic orders, renewed from

ancient chivalry, and offering no attack

upon constituted powers, no remedy to

the miseries of the people. For them

we have only insignificant grades, degrees

of frivolous science or of linckneyed anti

quity, a St't‘it'S of initiations, the strange

rites of which amuse their curiosity with

out cnlightening their minds. They be

lieve they know every thing and they

know nothing."

“ Of what use are they! ” said Con

suelo, who listened attentively.

“ To protect the exercise and freedom

oflabor of those who do understand and

lknow,“ replied the initiator; “this will

be explained to you.

we expect from you.

Listen first to what
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“Europe (Germany and France es-l

petrially) is filled with secret societies,l

subterranean laboratories in u hich is being

prepared a great revolution of which1

Germany or France will be the crater.

\Ve have the key, arid we endeavor to

have the direction of all tltose associm‘

tions, without the knowledge of the

greater part of their members and with-z

out any one of tltem having kuowledge‘

Although

our object has not yet been attained, we

have succeeded in placing our foot every

where, and the roost eminent among

the dill'crent associates are with us and

'We will procure for

you an admission into all those holy sanc

tuaries, itito all those profane temples;

for corruption and frivolity have likewise

 

of our connection with others.

i

second otir efforts.

built their cities; and iii Some, vice and

virtue labor in the same work of destruc

tion, without the evil understanding its

association with the good. Such is the

law of conspiracies. You will know the

secret of the free-masons, a great broth-

erhood which, under the most varied

forms and with the most different ideas,

labors to organize the practice and to

spread the notion of equality. You will

receive all the degrees of all the rites,

though women are admitted to them only

by adoption and do not share in all the

secrets of the doctrine. \Ye shall treat

you as a. man; we shall give you all the

insignia, all the titles, all the formulas

necessary for the relations which we

shall cause you to establish with the

lodges and for the negotiations with them

which we shall entrust to you; and your

profession, your travelling life, your tal

ents, the fascination of your sex, your

youth and your beauty, your virtues,

your courage, your uprightness and your

discretion, fit you for that part and give

its the necessary guaranties. Your past

life, the smallest details of which we

know, is a sufficient pledge to us. You

have voluntarily undergone more trials

than the masonic mysteries could invent,

and you have come out from them

stronger and more victorious than their

adepts frotn the vain forms intended to

try their constancy. Moreover, the wife

and the pupil of Atom d9. Rtttttttmat is'

our daughter, our sister and our equal.,l

Like Albert, we profess the precept of1

the divine equality of the man and thel

woman; but compelled to recognize in

the unhappy results of the education of

your sex, in its social position and itsi

customs, a dangerous frivolity and capri-l

cious instincts, we cannot practice thati

precept in all its extent; we can trust in i

only a small number of women, and there l

are secrets which we shall confide to youalone.

“The other secret societies of the;

different nations of Europe will also be,l

 

opened to you by the talisman of our

investiture, in order that, through what

ever country yott pass, you may therev

find an opportunity to second us and scrvel

ottr cause. You will even penetrate, if

necessary, into the impure society of the

Mopvcs and into the other mysterious

retreats of the gallantry and ofthe. incre~

dulity of the age. You will carry there

reform and the idea of a purer and better

understood brotherhood. You will not

be sullicd in your mission by the specta

cle of the debauchery of the great, any

more than you have been by that of the.

freedom of the stage. You will be a sis

ter of charity to wounded souls; we

shall give you moreover the means of,

destroying those associations which yoni

cannot correct. You will act. principally

upon women; your genius and your

fame will open to you the gates of pala

ces; the love of Trenck and our protec

tion have already given you the heart and

the secrets of an illustrious princess.

You will see closely still more powerful

personages and will make of them our

auxiliaries. The means of attaining this

will be the object of private communica

tions of an entirely special education.

which you will here receive. In all thc‘

courts and in all the cities of Europe

towards which you wish to turn your

steps we shall cause you to find friends,

associates, brothers to second you, pow

erful protectors to secure you from the|

dangers of your enterprise. Large sumsI

will be entrusted to you to relieve the

misfortunes of our brothers and those of

all the unhappy who by means of the

signals of distress may invoke the assist

ance of our order in places where you

may be. You will institute among wo

men ncw secret societies, founded by us

upon the principles of our own, but

adapted, in their fortns arid their compo

sition, to the usages and the manners of

different countries and different classes.

You will endeavor as much as possible to

bring about the cordial and sincere union

of the great lady and the citizen‘s wife,

of the rich woman and the poor semp

stress, of the virtuous matron and the

adventurous female artist. Tolerance and

Benevolence, such will be the formula. soft~

ened fur the persons of the world, of our

real arid austere formula: Equality, Fro

Icrnz'ly. You see, at first sight, your

mission is sweet for your heart and glo-l

rious for your life; still it is not withoutl

danger. \Ve are powerful, but treachery

may destroy our enterprise and over

whelm you in our disaster. Spandawl

may not be the last of your prisons, nor‘

the rage of Frederick II. the only royal

rage you may have to encounter. Arei

 

 

 

 

hand to the martyrdom of persecution? ”,

“ I am," replied Consuelo. i

“ \\"e are certain of it, and if we fear

anything, it is not the weakness of your

character, but the dejection of your ntind.

From this moment we must put you on

your guard against the principal disgust

attached to your mission. The lower

grades of the secret societies, and espe

cially of masonry, are almost insignificant

in our eyes and serve us only to try the

instincts and the dispositions of the candi

dates. The greater part never pass those

first degrees, in which, asI have already

said, vain ceremonies atnuse their frivo

lous curiosity. Into the following grades

are admitted only persons who give as

hopes, and yet these are still kept at a

distance from the end; they are examin

ed, they are tried, their souls are probed,

they are prepared for a more complete

initiation, or they are given up to an inter

pretation which they could not pass with

out danger to the cause and to themselves.

That is still only a nursery from which

we choose the strong plants destined to be

transplanted into the sacred forest. To

the highest grades alone belong the im

portant revelations, and it is by them that

you will enter upon the career. But the

part of master imposes many duties, and

there ceases the charm of curiosity, the

intoxication of mystery, the illusion of

hope. You have no longer to learn, in

the midst of enthusiasm and emotion, that

law which transforms the neophyte into

an apostle, the novice into a priestess.

You have to practise it in instructing

others and in seeking to recruit, among

the clean in heart and the poor in spirit,

levites for the sanctuary. It is there,

poor Consuelo, that you will know the

bitterness of hopes deceived and the hard

labors of perseverance, when you shall

see, among so many greedy, curious and

boasting seekers after truth, so few seri

ous, firm and sincere minds, so few souls

worthy of receiving and capable of under

standing it. For hundreds of children

full of vanity at employing the formulas

of equality and affecting its appearance,

you will hardly find one mil-n penetrated

with their importance and courageous in

their interpretation. You will be obliged

to speak to them in enigmas and to make

to yourself a sad jest in deceiving them

respecting the fundamentals of the d00

trine. The greater part of the pritwes

whom we enrol under our banner are in

this situation, and, adorned with vain m3~

sonic titles which amuse their foolish

pride, serve only to guaranty to us the

liberty of our movements and the tolerant:6

of the police. Some, nevertheless, are

sincere, or have been so. Frederick, SUT'

named the Great, and certainly capable

of being great, was received as 3 flee'

vyou prepared for all and devoted before-imason before he was king, and at that

time, liberty spoke to his heart, equalin’

to his reason. Still we surrounded hls
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initiation with skilful and prudent men. l fatal day marked for their fall in the hook river, replied ——“Ficltl-marshal, the Duke

who did not reveal to him the secrets of of destiny, will they know that they as-,°f “inllinglon, is only 1' S‘Ih-“Cl'il'fl‘ ‘0 me

the doctrine. Ilow we should have re

pented had they done so! At this mo

ment, Frederick suspects, watches audl

persecutes another masonic rite which has l

been established at Berlin in competitionl

with the lodge over which he presides,l

and other secret societies at the head of

which prince Henry, his brother, has,

placed himself with ardor. And yet

prince Henry, as also the abhcss of Qued

limburg, is not and never will be, more

than an initiate of the second degree.

“’e know the princes, Consuelo, and wey

know that we must never repose entirel

confidence in them or in their courtiors.l

Frederick’s brother and sister sufl'cr frotn

his tyranny and curse it. They willingly

conspire against it, but for their own ad-l

vantage. Notwithstanding the eminent

qualities of these two princes, we shall

never place the reins of our enterprise in

their hands. They conspire, it is true,

but they do not know to what a terrible

work they lend the support ofthcir name,

their fortune and their credit. They im

agine that they labor only to diminish the

authority of their master, and to paralyze

the encroachments of his ambition. The

princess Amelia even carries into her zeal

a sort of republican enthusiasm, and she

is not the only crowned head whom acer

tain dream of antique grandeur and philo

sophic revolution have agitated in these

times. All the little sovereigns of Ger

many learned Fenelon‘s Telcmachus by

heart in their childhood, and now they are

fed on Montesquicu, Voltaire and Helve

tins; but they do not go beyond a certain

ideal of aristocratic government, wisely

balanced, in which they, of right, are to

have the first places. You can judge of

the logic and good faith of all oftlrem, by

the strange contrast you have seen in

Frederick between maxims and actions,

words and deeds. They are no more than

copies, more or less obliterated, more or

less exaggerated of those models of phi

losophic tyrants. But as they have not

absolute power in their hands, their con

duct is less shocking; and people may

form illusions respecting the use they

would make of that power. We do not

allow ourselves to be deceived ; we permit

these wearied masters, these dangerous

friends, to sit upon the thrones of our sym

bolic temples. They think themselves

the pontifl's; they imagine that they hold

the key of the sacred mysteries, as for

merly the chief of the holy-empire, ficti

tiously chosen grand-master of the secret

tribunal, was persuaded that he com

manded the terrible army of the franc

judges, masters of his power, of his de

signs and of his life. But while they be

lieve themselves our generals, they serve

us as lieutenants; and never before the

 

 

sist us to labor against themsehcs.

“ Such is the gloomy and bitter side of

our work. It is necessary to make a

compromise with certain laws of one's

peaceful conscience, on opening the soul

to our holy fanaticism. Will you have

that courage, young priestess of pure

heart and candid speech ! "

“After all that you have told me, lam

no longer permitted to draw back," rc

plied Consuelo after a moment of silence.

“A first scruple might lead me into a

series of reservations and terrors which

would end in cowardice. l have received

your austere confidences; l feel that l no

longer belong to myself. Alas! yes, 1

confess it, I shall often suffer at the part

with which you invest me; forl have al

ready sufl'crcd bitterly at being obliged to

deceive king Frederick in order to save

friends in danger. Let me blush for the

last time with the blush of souls virgin to

all deception, and weep for the candor of

my ignorant and peaceful youth. I can

not avoid these regrets; but I shall retain

no tardy and pusillanimous remorse. I

cannot henceforth be the inoffensive and

useless child I have formerly been ; I am

no longer so, since I am placed between

the necessity of conspiring against the

oppressors of humanity or of betraying

its liberators. I have touched the tree of

knowledge: its fruits are bitter; but 1

shall not throw them from me. To know

is a misfortune, but to refuse to act is a

crime, when we do know what we should

do."

“That is replying with wisdom and

courage," returned the initiator. “ \\’e

are satisfied with you. To-morrow even

ing we will proceed with your initiation.

Prepare yourself during the whole day

for a new baptism, for a formidable en

gagement, by meditation and prayer, by

confession even, if your soul is not free

from all personal feeling.”

To be Continued.

 

[If The earth, as a whole, tecms with

plenty, yet the inhabitants starve—some

gormandize and waste and are idle, others

toil and pine and starve. The earth is filled

with light and knowledge, yet the great

masses of men pins in darkness, ignorance

and superstition. They who ought to be the

cnlightcners of the race use their superiority

to lead them captive at their will.—D. S.

Whitney. /

 

UNPUBLISHED Anscno'rr: or 'rml:

DUKE or “'snnrivc'ron'. One summer’s

morning, the Duke was riding with his

groom on the north bank of the Serpentine,

when an unfortunate gentleman, who had

got out of his depth in the water, hallooed

lustin to his grace for assistance. His

grace stopped his horse, and turning to the

:Royal Humane Society; tirither he nor his

‘groorn hold any oflicc under that institution.

His is not one of the p-n'kdtnopers, and has

[no connection with the Metropolitan police.

The Duke declines interfering. The cen

ltlemun in the. water may apply to any one of

the officers of the Humane Society, or to a

. park-keeper, or to one of the UfllCl'l‘S of po

lice.” The Duke then lutltlit‘tl his hut with

! his lore-linger, and quietly rode on. — .‘i'lma

naclrfur [he .llom‘lt.

'THE QUAKER OF THE OLL‘EN TIME.

The Quaker ofthe olden time!

How calm, and firm, and true,

L'nspottctl by its wrong and crime,

He walked the dark cath through!

The lust ofpowcr, the love of gain!

The thousand lures of sin ‘

Around him had no power to stain

The purity within.

\Vith that deep insight which detects

All great things in the small,

And knows how each man’s life affects

The spiritual life of all,

He walk by faith and not by sight,

By faith and not by law;

The presence of the wrong or right,

He rather felt than saw.

He felt that wrong with wrong partakel,

That nothing stands alone,

That whoso gives the motive, makes

Ilis brother’s sin his own.

And, pausing not, for doubtful choice

Of evils great and small,

He listened to the inward voice

\Vhich calls away from all.

0! spirit of that early day,

So pure, and strong, and true,

Be with us in the narrow way

Our faithful fathers knew.

Give strength the evil to forsake,

The cross of Truth to bear,

And love and reverence to make

Our daily lives a prayer.

British Friend.

 

T111: Poon IN New Yonx. In New

York probably One Hundred Thousand per

sons depend for a subsist-ancc on wages paid

for their daily labor. When Winter ap

proaches, Business is contracted and Em

ployment is diminished, so that at least

Twenty Thousand who have found work dur

ing the milder season are thrown out for two

Ior three months. They are almost uniform

ly the least skilful, least effective, most

incagrely paid portion of our citizens. They

could hardly by po<>ihility save anything

when they had work; now they need fuel

and extra clothing in addition to their former

wants. and have absolutely nothing. Yet

the landlord will he paid; every morsel of

fond or firing must be paid far higher prices

than are charged the man of substance.—

What are the unemployed to do? Remem

ber they are thousands and every year is

'swelliug their number. \\ hat shall they do?

lChi-istian men! they are your brethren.

lFathers and Mothers! your children‘s fate
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may be theirs, for notfiircsight, no heaps of} few pursuits, a. few sets of associates :lour free will, but none in what the com

8°M| "a" ‘0 Secure "5 win“ “th Sli'lgi others only with a great number. The pulsion either of persons or of circum

I I 1

and "I‘I‘OWS 0f "\l'l'llgt‘ons fo"‘““°-' M“"Igroups thus formed by the development stances forces us to. The emulatrve

of wealth! the 00st of l’aupcrism is annually

swelling; the next age may see it, if nn-‘

Statcs- l
checked, absorb half your incomes. ,

men! Philanthropids! what is to be thllL‘.i

not to maintain this immense multitude in

idleness, but constant and

adequately rewarded employment? This is

the problem of the Age — do not attempt to,

frown or scout it away, for it will be. heard

and heeded. “by not meet it thoroughly,

and now ?— Tribune.

to give them

For the Harbinger.

SOCIETY —- AN ASl‘lliXl‘lllX —- 011 THE

ACTUAL AND rl'llE POSSIBLE.

((‘0ntinucd.)

Distributive or Mir/rimming Allraclions,

(continued)

The Pepi/Ion or Allcrnnling. \Ve

have in No. 24, shown its utility in liar

rnouizing the interests of the Society,

ralphabet enter in all the words of our

 

whilst providing for the integral develop

ment of the individual. It interlocks thel

groups by the interchange of their mcrn-i

bers, in a. serial unity. It is the liCCCSsl-l
ty of variety, or change. I

"' The sun in the heavens won’t pause without !

change,

But speeds on, o’er lands and o’cr oceans to,

 

range;

The wave will not pause on the same lonesome

strand ;

The winds they go roaring with might through

the land.” i

So in all nature, whether we regard the|

atom, alternately existing as an clemeuti

of the crystal, the plant, the animal; the

drop of water, now blended with the

power of the ship~dev0uriug billow,‘

now fixed, itself a vast aerial sea

to some wondering insect eye, as iti

trembles in a tulip’s cup— now falling, al

 

 

 

of the alternatng passion will be limitcd‘

in their number only by the time dc

voted by attraction to each of its pur't

suits.

When we think of the combinations

into which the twenty-six letters of our

' language, obsolete, modern, and yet to be

we shall be able to appreciate
the number of serial combinations intoi

which one thousand and eight. hundred1

persons may pass, each drawn successive-t

ly by each of the passions which in turn

coined ;

predominate according to ditlcrent ages,

circumstances and phases of character.‘

Their number is, consider,

ing the time which each requires, out

of proportion with the comparatively brief

space of our present life. It points to a

composite immortality, in which this life;

and that which death

shall ultrrnale like our sleep and waking.

The Papillon passion, varying occupa

tions and associations in the different

groups which each person enters, modi

fies the structure of the series, and close

l_v interlocks their interests by the numer

ous combinations of the human elements

composing them. There can be. no an

tagonism between the interests of the

mechanical, agricultural, scientific and

capitalist classes, when the majority in

each of them belong also to each of the

however,

unlocks to as,

others.

Objections to the Papillon distributioni

will arise from the fact, that a man does

best that which he is most accustomed to

do, and that continual distraction in his

occupations will prevent the attainment of

excellence in any one. How little this ex

cellence depends, however, on the length

tear of emotion on some fair maiden’stnf‘ time occupied in a. special labor, we

ChCClH—Sl'lll ""15, all “ Clcmcms PCl'PPl' may understand from the skill and stic

ual circle tnultiform and mix and nourish i @053 of surgeons who are not engaged in

all mini-35v varyina l0 illell' great millivr's i operating more than half an hour in the

Still new Prflib'ci"—$0 1ike“'i$e mathlday. Many do not operate oftcner than

owning in nature the SflHlB law lllfll ‘ once in several “'eeks_ God in organiz.

causes the day‘to succeed the night, and ‘ ing us with many mental and moral lac-1

spring to follow wilHL‘r; bring in filler-lttlties, and many groups of muscles, hasv

nate phases 0f notion and rest, malllfv’s't'vcxpressed his intention that they should

cabalist feeling of each group is brought

into play; it cxeites them to surpass

every other group in the same series or

department, in the excellence of their

product. This excellence also will se

cure to them the highest dividend in the

distribution of profits. In the large in

dustrial establislnncnts of our cities, on

the contrary, it is a common practice to

turn otl' the best, most skilful and prac

tised hands to make room for the labor of

apprentices. who in consideration of the

privilege of learning the trade receive lit

tle or no pay.

In reference to the first years of crude

Association, formed from the distorted and

one-sided elements of civilization, the ob

jection to the Papillon distribution will be

to a certain extent valid. The number of

groups and of industrial departments in

which men as we now find them can

work to advantage, is very small. So

far as the principle of interlocking the

groups by alternating their individual ele

ments, is carried but in a. new organiza

tion by the adult members, it will be at

a clear pecuniary loss, which each will

calculate his own ability to support. It is

only in the socoud generation, that the

pecuniary advantages of alternation will

begin to be appreciated; as that will be

composed of members educated from in

fancy to the practice of many industrial

vocations.

The sacrifice of time, from this and

other obstructions of the mechanism in

the first years, and the reduced time of

working, may be estimated to subtract

about one-half from the value of produc

tivc industry, among the same number of

individuals compared with the compulso

ry labors of civilization. in full Pha

lanxcs of one thousand to two thousand

members, this will be much less the case,

from the advantages of selection afforded

by the great number of industrial depart

ments; and it will be much more than

compensated by the opening afforded for

labor-saving machines, and by the econo

mies of unitary management as to fires,

kitchens, &c. &c., but it is to small com

binations an obstacle of great weight.

ing the law of periodicity in the pulsa- i have each its appropriate action; and thus

tions of his heart, in his sleep, his hnn- nil, their integral harmonic developments.

gar, bi! bflbils bulb Mimi“ and Spiritual ; l Will provisions essential to this interferei Whilst harmonizing the interests of

in the action of every fibre of nerve and with the excellence of industrial products? , the series, the Papillon guaranties to Our

mastile that compose hi5 fiflmll;—\\‘itli,Shall we expect a man to do his best various faculties and sentiments, to all

man, the Papillou passion is a necessity of work, when he is compelled to labor - our attractions, such culture as will con

organization. There is no pursuit. which all day, and for many weeks together at ' stitutc. for the individual an integral de
for a few hours, in its periodical ()l‘tlt‘l',;fl single unvarying species of toll, often l velopmcnt, the sound mind in a sound

variety cannot render attractive to some i one in itself unattractive to him ; or when body, and a happiness in which the plea

one; none which, however attractive in I he works under the impulse of attraction sures associated with the healthy action

itself, monotony will not render rcptig-lat something which he does because he‘of each faculty will be intensified by the

naut to all. Man requires a. compositc'prefcrs it to anything else, and just as‘ frequently recurring stimulus of novelty.

variety: first of occupations; secondly of long and no longer than this attraction is‘ We now see its influence illustrated in

associates. Those in whom the passion sustainch Add to this that we talte a the integral physical development of the

is weak will content themselves with a pride in the excellence of what we do by I athlete, who has given to all his groups
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of muscles their healthy exercise, when

contrasted with the clumsy and dispro

portionate power of the blacksmith's

massive arm, or with tltc slight chest of

a dancing master who has only developed

the muscles of his leg.

\Ve mark its influence in comparing a

Milton, the soldier, statesman, poet, sage,

and withal a man of glorious presence,

with the sickly refinement ofa Cowper.

The Papillon passion is eminently the

Esculapios of the pa§ions. This we

instinctively recognize when we take a

friend broken in health or heart to for

eign countries. The change is in rrzeuer

al, however, merely external, and fails of

its object by its simplism. \Vhile men’s

hearts are shut to each other in cold sel

fishness, the poor wanderer will seldom

find any new hearth of love. It is only

in the large Phalanx home of Universal

Unity, that together with fresh climates

and novel customs he will obtain the cont

posite variety ofa new industrial, sensu

ous and atfectional sphere.

The.diseases of civilization are chiefly

due to excess or to exhaustion, both con

sequent upon monotony of life.

In its action out of the serial order,

this passion for variety and novelty is pe

culiarly mischievous. _“ If the blind lead

the blind, then shall both fall into the

ditch,” and if the physician himself be

sick, what shall become of his patients?

Here, where man's energies are not

yet crushed by the abject poverty and the

arbitrary laws under which the laboring

serf of other clitnes lies prostrate, but

where our free institutions have not yet

ripened their fruit, and a monotonous and

repugnant system of industry, inherited

from the dark ages of poverty, ignorance

and servitude still fetters his nature; it is

here we should expect the passion for

change, resisted by the monotony of the

isolated household and the wearing toil of

base necessity, to writhe in its wildest

freaks. Here the spirit of unrest in

politics, religion, industry, society, should

burn in the feverish life, and stamp its

haggard lines on our American features.

In space,a bed between the oceans, and

from Maine to Mexico; ice at our head,

fire at our feet, a curtained arch of light

standing at the same moment on the

double prism of dawn and sunset, is all

too narrow for our fevered tossings. ln

occupations, free to follow each, though

not to combine many, we see men int—

pelled by the recoil of this spring, (denied

an integral development by varied and at

tractive industry, where all their powers

may be turned to profit,) wasting brilliant

 

 

 
 

Time ” that the next wave may not ef

faco, and too often illustrating the prov

erb that “a rolling stone gathers no

moss.”

Ilesisted at our meagre tables, it. tills

our streets with shops and huckster

stands for all manner of abominations,

assisting our other had arrangements in

naturaliziug dyspepsia.

Barred within the narrow caste of a

family circle whose members are thinned,

scattered and estranged by the necessi

ties of their livelihood, we lose that God

appointcd sphere of relationships of

character, where love, friendship and am

bition should wake an eternal music iii

the chords of our being.

Denied the play of our affective attrac

tions, we are thrown back upon the sett

suous; not upon their higher develop

ments in art, only open to the rich, but

upon those which are common to us with

the brutes: is it strange that intemperance

should be a characteristic vice of civiliza

tion, and that in the excitement ofspiritu

utts drinks, tea, coffee, tobacco and opium,

we should seek some vent for the life sup—

pressed in its higher manifestations!

Liebig has shown from the connec

tion of vital force, as of other foruts of

electricity, with oxidation and analogous

chetnical changes, (the amount evolved

being proportioned to the material under

going molecular change,) that this force

like others is lost for one purpose in the

ratio that it is expended in other purposes,

and that a balance. exists between the ac-'

tivity of intellection and muscular motion,

and between them both and that of diges

tion, circulation and the other organic

functions; thus proclaiming the ttnity of

organic with anitnal and spiritual life. It

is the consequence of this unity, and the

converse of Licbig's proposition,- that

with a certain datum of vital energy and

certain forms or

given for its manifestation, the suppres

sion in one direction necessitates a great

er impulse to the channels left open.

Now arises the question whose answer

is the key to human destiny. How to

convert the subversive into the lmrmonir

expression of the attraction for variety,

which regulates for all our other attrac

tiotts the conditions of action? Resist

ance to an attraction causes a subsequent

development, ora perversion, intense in

the ratio of that resistance. Fling a

stone up into the air, it will not simply

come down again to rest on the surface,

but will bury itselfin the sand : (attraction

of gravitation.) Grind and dissolve a

handful of salt, and as the solution evapo

modes of attraction‘

his digestion and the quicker he will fat

ten after it: (assiinilative attraction.)

It is in hours of silence and darkness

that voices and spectra come frotn within

uthe past-haunted caves of the soul,"

and repeat themselves upon our passive

sense in dreams and visions: the longer

we suspend the action of any sense, the

greater becomes its susceptibility to im

pressions. “'hen we would see in a

ditn light, we prepare our eyes by first

shutting them: (visual and aural attrac

tions.)

Who knows not that an ardent love, a

high ambition, or devoted friendship, but

gain new strength from obstacles opposed

to them? (affective attractions.)

As the converse of this proposition,

we find that a surt'eit or excessive gratifi

cation of an attraction prevents its subse

quent manifestation in a degree propor

tioned to that excess. \Ve grow blind by

gazing at the sun, and are deafened by

the cannon's roar.

The cold batlt is a. safeguard from the

pulmonary sconrges of our climate, by

diminishing our sensibility to the weather.

Highly seasoned food impairs our sense of

taste, and we become bfflb‘!" or deadcncd by

the very success of a love or ambition

which has rendered life monotonous.

To convert the subversive into the har~

tnonic duvclopment of attraction, we must.

(then avoid the results of both repression

l and exeess. We must strike the medium

lwhieh gratifics each just to such an ex

tent as to attain the equality of destiny

with attraction, a state which is no longer

one of action or motion, but of sensation

or being. After attaining this point,

which is the point of harmonic erres‘siun

for each attraction in turn; we wish

through the attraction for variety, to pre

vent destiny or gratification from exceed

ing attraction, and thereby depriving it

of the conditions of healthy action at its

next normal period. To effect this, we

must at each point of harmonic expres

sion or equality of destiny with attraction,

call into play some other" altruetion, ittto

whose channel the current of life

(which always retains a constant ratio to

the sum of the forces of all our attrac

itions,) shall be diverted by an absorbent

substitution.

God in making this necessity for change

, in itself a strong attraction, has spared us

i minute and complex calculations which it

lwould have been necessary for each so

:ciety to make before it could so classify

, its groups of industry and of pleasure, as

(to furnish to each individual in it these

lconditions, indispensable to his healthy

 

 

rates, you will find a more perfect and in- t and iotceral development. The benefit

not always in progressive order, through ' timate apposition of its particles in crys- ‘ thus conferred on us by God, is com'por

the farm, the school, the shop, the facto- tals; (attraction of cohesion.) The Imp, itc: 1st. Positive, in converting into an

ty,daguerrotyping, lecturing, authorshipng you starve a creature short of injnr-rcssential pleasure, by investing with at

leaviug no “ foot-print on the sands ofling his structure,thc more intense will be traction which he retains the exclusive

energy in fragmentary efl'ort, and passing, .

t

t
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prerogative of bestowing, what would

otherwise have been a simple necessity,

and like all other necessities, recognized

only by our reason, have been painfully

and unwillingly obeyed. 2d. Negative,

in relieving man‘s reason of a distribution

of social functions, so difiicult at the

transition from incoherent action to the or

ganization of groups and series, that rea

son might fall of its end. It would have

been necessary to calculate the normal

force of each attraction, for each individ

ual; since no two individuals have been

endowed by God with the same character

or the same relative force of the different

attractions whose mutual ratio constitutes

character. It would be only by patient

experiment, and a faculty of observing

both physical and psychical conditions

which few have ever exerted upon the

questions of social science, that such

knowledge could be attained ; for not only

would the calculation need to recognize in

its sliding scale such modifying causes as

the changes of age, of marriage, of pa

ternity, &c., which are susceptible of a

true appreciation, but also the abnormal

play of attractions, some of which have

been long starved and suppressed, others

surfeited, in the monotonouslife ofourpres

ant and past incoherence. All this, God

regulates for each and for all by a direct in

stinctual attraction for change and novel

ty, “ a compass of permanent social rev

elation, whose needle at once reveals and

stimulates by impulses as true at all

times and in all places as the lights of

our reason would be variable and deceit

ful.” \Ve have only to give it its condi

tion of action by organizing the series.

To be Continued.

 

REVIEW.

Views n-Fnolr or Europe seen wiIh Knap

snrk and Slqfl‘. By J. Barman TAYLOR.

With a Preface by N. P. \ViLLrs. In

Two Parts. New York and London.

\Vilcy and Putnam. 19l, 202.

This is a very} agreeable book of trav

els. It will find its way to public favor,

 

volume is the first fruits. Having, after

repeated disappointments, made arrange

ments to write for one or two newspapers

in Philadelphia, he received a small sum

in advance, which, together with the

avails of poems published in Graham's

Magazine, put him in possession of about

ahundred and forty dollars, with which

he determined to start, trusting to future

remuneration for letters, or if that should

fail, to his skill as a compositor, intend~

ing, at the worst, to work his way through

Europe, like the German Handwer/l-er.

Remittances, received from time to time,

enabled him to stay abroad two years,

during which he travelled on foot upwards

of three thousand miles in Germany,

Switzerland, France, and Italy. “I was

obliged, however,” he tells us, “to use

the strictest economy; to live on pilgrim

fare, and do penance in rain and cold.

My means several times entirely failed;

but I was always relieved from serious

difficulty through unlooked for friends, or

some unexpected turn of fortune. But

the main objectof my pilgrimage is ac

com plished. I visited the principal places

of interest in Europe, enjoyed her grand

est scenery, and the marvels of ancient

and modern art,—became familiar with

other languages, other customs, and other

institutions, and returned home, after two

years absence, willing now, with satisfied

curiosity, to resume life in America.”

The whole tour was performed at an ex

pense of less than five hundred dollars,

and this sum earned on the road.

These circumstances would disarm

criticism, even if the book were below

mediocrity. But it stands in need of no

indulgence of this kind. It is written in

a singularly modest and unpretending

style, with great simplicity, and often

with great beauty, of language, and pre

sents a faithful record of the impressions

made by foreign travel on asincere and

susceptible mind. The author presents

himself in a very favorable light, without

intending to do so, and seems by his

frank manners, good nature, and buoyan

cy of temperament, to have made friends

 

 

independently of Mr. N. P. Willis‘s wherever he wont. We trust he will

Preface, which announces it to the world, i find the paths of literature, into which he

or the peculiar circumstances under which

it was written, that at once awaken a

The following is from achapter enti

tled “Scenes in and around Heidel

berg.”

“ \Ve lately visited the great University Li

brary. You walk through one hall after another,

filled with books of all kinds, from the monkish

manuscript of the middle ages, to the most ele

gant print of the present day. There is some

thing to me more impressive in a library like

this than a solemn cathedral. ltliink involun

tarily of the hundreds of mighty spirits who

speak from these three hundred thousand vol

umes—of the toils and privations with which

genius has ever struggled, and of its glorious

reward. As in a church, one feels as it were,

the presence of God; not because the place

has been hallowed by his worship, but because

all around stand the inspirations of his spirit,

breathed through the mind of genius, to men.

And if the mortal rcmains of saints and heroes

do not reposc within its walls, the great and

good of the whole earth are there, speaking

their counsels to the scarchcr for truth, with

voices whose last reverberation will die away

only when the globe falls into ruin.

“A few nights ago there was a wedding of

peasants across the river. In order to celebrate

it particularly, the guests went to the house

where it was given, by torchlight. The night

was quite dark, and the bright red torches glow

ed on the surface of the Neckar, as the two

couriers galloped along the banks to the bride

groom’s house. Here, after much shouting and

confusion, the procession was arranged, the

two riders started back again with their torches,

and the wagons containing the guests followed

after with their flickering lights glancing on the

water, till they disappeared around the foot of

the mountain. The choosing of conscripts also

took place lately. The law requires one per

son out of every hundred to become a soldier;

and this, in the city of Heidelberg, amount.» to

nearly one hundred and fifty. it was a sad

spectacle. The young men, or rather boys. who

were chosen, went about the city with cockades

fastened on their hats, shouting and singing,

many of them quite intoxicated. I could not

help pitying them, because of the dismal, me

chanical life they are doomed to follow. Many

were rough, ignorant peasants, to whom nearly

any kind of life would he agreeable; but there

were some whose countenances spoke other

wise, and I thought involuntarily, that their

drunken gaiety was only affected to conceal

their real feelings with regard to the lot that

had fallen upon thorn.

“\Vc are gradually becoming accustomed to

the German style of living, which is very differ

ent from our own. Their cookery is new to us,

but is, nevertheless, good. We have every day

 

has made so successful an entrance, no

less attractive and exciting, than those

friendly interest in the author. Mr. Tay-lof his wanderings of which he has

lor, it seems, was an apprentice in a

printing office, but before he became of

age, determined to gratify an enthusiastic

desire, which he had long cherished, of

beholding the wonders of foreign coun

tries with his OWn eyes. Dostitute of

pecuniary means, he was obliged for a

time to remain in suspense, but resolving

at length, to shape his plans by his cir

cumstances, and to adopt the cheapest

possible modes of travelling, he com

menced the tour, of which the present

 

.given us such a pleasing description.

When we meet him again, as we un

ldouhtedly Shall, in the field of authorship,

may he show as true and refined a taste,

as pure and genial feelings, and as great

intellectual modesty, as he now brings

back from his interesting foreign tour.

I A few selections, taken almost at ran

.dom from these volumes, we are sure will

" gratify our readers, and lead them to wish

for further acquaintance with the work

. itself.

 

a different kind of soup, so I have suppmied

they keep a regular list of three hundred and

sixty-five, one for every day in the year! Then

we have potatoes ‘done up’ in oil and vinegar,

veal flavored with orange peel, barley pudding,

and all sorts of pancakes, boiled artichokes, and

always rye bread, in loaves a yard long! Novel"

theless, we thrive on such diet, and I have

rarely enjoyed more sound and refreshing slPeP

than in their narrow and coffin-like beds. "n'

comfortable as they seem. Many of the Ger

man customs nrc amusing. \‘Ve never see 0X6“

working here, but always cows, sometimes 3

single one in a cart, and sometimes two fastened

‘together by a yoke across their horns. The

women labor constantly in the fields; from 0‘"

iwindow we can hear the nut-brown maiden!
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yards on the mountain side.

too, is odd enough.

vest they wear such a number of short skirts,

one above another, that it reminds one of an

Their costume,

singing their cheerful songs among the vine-iwere to witness the festival for the first time,

we were not allowed to see them prepared, in

ble.

‘ grew constantly larger and more brilliant.

The market in the Raeinerbcrg Square

Ev

r
r

l

 

each one shall win as much as he gives, which

change of articles makes much amusement.

Below the tight-fitting order that the effect might be as great as possi- One of the ladies rejoiced in the posscsion of

a red silk handkerchief and a cake of soap,

while a cup and saucer anda pair of scissors

snimnted hogshead, with a head and shoulders ‘ ery night it was lit up with lamps and thronde ‘ fell to my lot‘. As midnight drew near, it was

starting out from the top. I have heard it , with people. Quite a forest sprang up in the louder in the strects, and companies of people,

gravely asserted that the wealth of a German

damsel may be known by counting the number

of her‘kirtles.’ An acquaintance of mine rc

marked that it would be an excellent costume

for falling down a precipice! "

His description of Christmas and New

Year in Germany, presents an attractive

picture of the domestic customs of that

genial country.

“ \\'e have lately witnessed the most beauti

ful and interesting of all German festivals—

,street before our door.

of a garden. It was a pleasure to go out every

‘cvening and see the children rushing to and fro,

shouting and seeking out toys from the booths,

‘and talking all the time of the Christmas that

was so near. The poor people went by with

their little presents hid under their cloaks, lest

their children might see them; every heart was

glad, and every countenance wore. a smile of

secret pleasure.

“Finally, the day before Christmas arrived.

 

Christmas. This is here peculiarly celebrated. The streets were so full, 1 could scarce make

About the commencemcm or Decemhel'v the my way through, and the sale of trees went on

Chl’hil-mmkcl °Y fair» “'35 0PChed in ‘he Rmme" i more rapidly than ever. These were commonly

berg, and has continued to the present time. branches of Pine 0|- fir, Ber upright in a little

The booths, decorated with green boughs, were ' miniature gal-den of moss, “Him the lamps

fillod With toys of various kinds, among Wthh were lighted at night, our street had the appear

during the first days the figure of St. Nicholas ance of an illumian garden, \Ve were pro.

W8! COHIPiCIIOUI- The" were hlIhChca 0r W“ , hihited from entering the rooms up stairs in

candles to illuminate the Christmas tree, ginger- ' which the grand ceremony was to take place,

bread vth Primed mom” hl poetrYI heahthhl being obliged to take our seats in those arranged

little earthenware, basket-work, and a wilder- 3 for the guests, and wait with impatience the

he“ "f Phlil-hh‘gs- The ml] or Decemberihemg , hour when Christ-kindchcn should call. Seve

Nicholas evening, the booths were lighted up, | m] rehnhms of the family came, and what was

. _ i

and lhc squire “'11! filled “'lth hfiyfi, running ‘ more agreeable, they brought with them five or

from one stand to another, all shouting and talk- ‘lsix children. I was anxious to see how they

“8 toge‘he' in the "105‘ joyous confusimbiwonld view the ceremony. Finally, in the

Nurses were going around, carrying the smaller middle of an interesting conversation, we heard

 

children in their arms, and parents bought

The old stone house i some of them singing in chorus, passed by on

iopposite, with the. traces of so many centuries i their way to the Zeil. Finally three-quarters

on its dark face, seemed to stand in the midst I struck, the Windows were opened and every one

waited anxiously for the clock to strike. A!

the first sound, such a cry arose as one may

imagine when all set their lungs going at once.

Every body in the house. in the street, over the

whole city, shouted, ‘I’rosst Neu Jahr!’ In

families, all the members embrace each other,

with wishes of happiness for the new year.

Then the windows are thrown open, and they

cry to their neighbors or those passing by.

" After we had exchanged congratulations,

Dennett, B——- and I set out for the Zeil. The

streets were full of people, shouting to one

another and to these standing at the open win

dows. “70 failed not to cry, ‘Prosst Neu Jaln'!’

wherever we saw a damsel at the window, and

the words came back to us more musically than

we sent them. Along the Zcil the spectacle

was most singular. The great wide street was

filled with companies of men, marching up and

down, while from the mass rang up one deafen

ing, unending shout, that seemed to pierce the

black sky above. The whole scene looked

stranger and Wilder from the flickering light of

the swinging lamps, and I could not help think

ing it must resemble a night in Paris during the

French Revolution. \Ve joined the crowd and

used our lungs as well as any of them. For

the bell ringing up the stairs. \Vc all started wmc time after we returned home. companies

presents decorated with sprigs of pine and car- I up_ and mmie for the door, I m“ up the step; i passed by, singing, ‘ with us ’tis ever so! ’ but at
 

fled them hwaY- some or “‘0 Shops had beau‘ with the children at my heels, and at the top

tiful toys, as for instance, a whole grocery store ‘ met a blaze ofligm coming from the open door

in miniature, with barrels, boxes and drawers, “mt dazzled me_ In each room “mod 3 great

all filled with sweet-meats; a kitchen with a table, on which the presents were arranged,

stove and all suitable utensils, which could amid flower! and wreaths, From the centre,

many he “Beth and he“ Of dial)“ of the mo“ ' rose the beautiful Christmas tree covered with

diminutive patterns. All was a scene of activity WM "pen to the very mp, which made it he“.

and joyous feeling. W M light as day, while every bough was hung

“Many or the mm“ had bundles or mds with sweetments and gilded nuts. The children

with gilded bands, which were to be used that "m 'houting around the gable, hunting their

evening by the persons who represented St. E presents, while the older persons had theirs

Nicholas. In the family with whom we reside, i Poinmd out to them I had quite a lime library

one of our German friends dressed himself very i of German authors as my share; and many of

comically, with a mask, fur robe and long tn- the other, received quite valuable gins.

Perihg caP- He came in With h huhCh or was “ But how beautiful was the henrt-feltjoy that

and 5 “Ch; "d “broom h" a scePh'e- Am“ shone on every countenance! As each one

we all had received our share of the beating, he discovered, he embraced the givers, and all was

threw the conlems or his bag ml the mhlc- and a scene of the purest feelings. It is a glorious

While we were scrambling rm the nu“ hhd ‘ feast, this Christmas time! \Vhat a chorus

“PM”: gave “9 many 8mm" mPs over lhe fingem
from happy hearts went up on that evening to

1“ mhhy families the Childreh are made ‘0 “Yr Heaven! Full of poetry and feeling and glad

‘ l ‘hahk Your He" Niwh‘hsi, and the rods “5 associations, it is here anticipated with joy, and

hung up in the room till Christmas to keep them
, leaves a pleasant memory behind it. We may

in 800d heha‘hhr- This was only ‘1 forerunner laugh at such simple festivals at home, and pre

Of the Christ-hindCht‘fl’s coming The Nico‘ ' fer to shake ourselves loose from every shackle

'3‘" i! ‘he PUhiShhlg lzI'h’hi the Chrlsl‘hithheh that bears the rust of the Past, but we would

the rewarding one. certainly be happier if some of these beautiful

“ “'heh ‘th lime w“ "e", we " beg" Pre' old customs were better honored. They renew

Faring secretly 0‘" Presents for Chrmmat E" ‘ the bond of feeling between families and friends.

ery day there wore consultations about the and strengthen their kindly sympathy; even

things WhiCh should he Ohmihed- It “"15 8° I life-long friends require occasions of this kind

"ranged that a“ should ihtCrChhhge Preschmi ' to freshen the wreath that binds them together.

but nobody must know beforehand what he “New Year's Eve is also favored with a he.

would receive. “'hat pleasure there was inlcuhm- celebration in Germany, Every body

all these secret purchases and preparations! ‘ remains up and makes himself merry m] mid.

Scarcely anything was thought or spoken ofbu! : night. The Christmas trees are again lighted,

Christmas, and every day the consultations be- 1 and while the tapers are burning down, the fam

came more numerous and secret. The trees i ily play for articles which they have purchased

were bought sometime beforehand, but as we ‘ and hung on the boughs. It is so arranged that ,

 

 

 

.to the future.

three o’clock all was again silent."

 

Lurrclia, or the Children of Night. By

Sir E. Bustn Lv'r'rou, Bart. New

York: Harper and Brothers. 1847.

pp. 168.

Mr. Bulwer, or as we suppose he is

now canonically styled, Sir E. Bulwer

Lytton, Bart, has the merit, such as it

is, of a. very sincere and bitter hatred

of the social institutions of England.

No writer has shown up, in more vivid

colors, the frivolity and hearilessness of

her fashionable circles, the sordid vulgar

ity of her monicd interest, and the luxu

rinnce of crime in the midst of her brist

ling lcgal technicalities. He criticizes

prevailing evils, however, in the tone of

a morose cynic, rather than with the

large hope of a philanthropist. He sees

clearly into the rotten depths of social

corruption, but has no insight into the

glorious harmony of a true social order.

The influence of his writings, according

ly, in this respect, is not of a healthy or

inspiring nature. If we see nothing be

yond the masses of pollution and wretch~

edness, on which modern civilization is

founded, we can scarce avoid becoming

misanthropcs. Bulwer gives us no clue

He has no perception of

the laws of social progress. \Viih his

unrivalled powers of description, and the

skill with which he paints the workings
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of individual passion, he has no compre

hension of the human soul as a whole.

Hence, he enkindles us with no fresh

enthusiasm, there is no magnetic thrill in

his touch, and after fascinating us with

the wizard energy of his language, he

leaves us despairing of the present, and

hopeless of the future.

The present work is not equal to many

of his former productions, regarded as a

piece of composition. It contains pas

sages of wonderful magnificence, exqui

site tenderness, and the rare picturesque

effect, which characterizes his writings

generally; but as a whole, the execution

is feeble, the story complicated and awk

ward, and the descriptions of nature and

character, though high-colored, compara

tively lifeless.

A far higher degree of artistic skill,

however, should not protect the book

from indignant condemnation. It is

throughout a tale of perfirly, diabolical

intrigues, juvenile and hoary iniquity,

monstrous female depravity, poison,

bloodshed, and multiplied murders. The

attempt to fashion such materials into a

work of art is an outrageous bravado.

No graphic ability can excuse such an

atrocious insult to humanity. It reminds

us of the celebrated French painter,

who gathered subjects for his infernal

pencil, from the agonies and horrors of

the guillotine,

The principal characters which figure

on the bloody canvass here portrayed, are

specimens of that rare moral depravity,

which no degree of intellectual develop

ment or culture, no force of social posi

tion or circumstances, can save from an

insane delight in the commission of crime,

which breathes the atmosphere of murder

as does the peasant the air of his native

hills, and which finds no appropriate

nutriment but in the fruits of lost and

blood. You might as well take the

howls of a mad-house for the materials

of a concert, as clothe such demons as

Mr. Bulwer's Lucretia, Dalibard, and

Gabriel, in the gorgeous drapery of

high-wrought fiction.

Loathesome as are the details of this

work, they bring before us the example

of such Satanic rclf-reliance, such proud

and lofty defiance of opinion and custom,

such terrific steadfastness of purpose and

energy of execution, such calm, unquail

ing diabolism in every emergency, that

they would give, for a certain order of

minds, :1 wild, hellish fascination to the

foulest deeds. If the art of secret poi

soning, so common in Italy during the

middle ages, and said to be now gaining

ground in England, can be made to revive

in the present century, Sir E. Bulwer

Lytton cannot be held guiltlcss of warm

ing the viper into life.

we denounce the moral tendency of

Lucretia, therefore, without sweeteniiigl'l‘hey opened with the overture to La

our words. - l Home Blondie, in a manner which lacked

1f the fastidious Messrs. Ilarpcrs are neither precision, delicacy, life, progres

williug for the sake of gold to sprcadision, unity of effort, nor (for their num

such an infamous publication on theibcrs) ample coloring. The second over

wings of their thousand agencies, from i tore, however well played, was new to us
Canada to Carolina, they should be visit-v

ed with the summary retribution of an

outraged public opinion. The man who

poisons the fountains of popular literature.

is no less guilty than the crafty murder

css described in this volume.

  

Misfit": may.“

HENRI IIEltZ IN BOSTON.

This oldest, and still perhaps most

popular, of the New-School pianists, has

at last appeared in Boston, and, as is

 

and left no impression which should

prompt us to inquire its name or author.

Madam Ablamowicz, as a singer, com

mands Her noble

wealth of voice shrunk somewhat in that

place, which makes all solos so low; but

there was heart and substance, and life

like glossy rooudness to all her notes,

and her style was one of deep chaste

ft‘cling ; ' there scented a plenty of

strength in reserve. She gave the Una

core of Rossini in a somewhat less im

passioned and impulsive style than we

have been used to hear it song in; and

our admiration.

 

 

usual with him every where, before by,yet a style more true to nature, not less

far the largest audiences ever commanded ' than to art. Her “ Swiss Boy,” with

there by any artist in the same line. It variations, displayed a fluency and flexi

was enough that it was HENRI Hertz; he ‘ bility ofvoicc worthy of Cinti Damourean.

had only to appear; his name, his compo- , But the most beautiful was the Tyrolean

silions, his position in the musical world, I air by Liszt, “the \Vanderer," with

had prepared for him beforehand numcr- echoing fiute accompaniment by Mr.

ons admirers, to whom it was too good a_ Kyle, in which that gentleman displayed

thing to find him suddenly antongst'far better taste, than in the Irish Pot

thcm. “Variations a la Herz” havelpourri of his Solo. “"e find no fault

been the staple of parlor, school and con-‘ with its execution ; but as a composition

cert playing for those twelve years back it was below the standard of the evening.

among us; and whole armies of misses Mrs. Lodcr's singing was very finished

now and misses once were curious to see and expressive, especially in the air from

how easy and how graceful a thing the (Timarosa, a gleam of whose warm inel

author makes of what to them has been low light is a rare pleasure amid the

matter of much patient labor and indifi"er- colder modern glare which has eclipsed

ent success. \Vith such a guaranty of him.

interest every where, he could journey But what of Herzl \Vha't of the

like an emperor among his subjects, and'hcart of the entertainment! It was a

give concerts on a generous scale, with t very refined, mildly glowing, rather than

orchestra and additional “assistance” in , impetuously beating heart, that very gen

full, so that no accessories should be‘tly stole upon you, warmed you just

wanting to the (fled of his music. [enough and left you pleased and placid,

l

 

The severe storm thwarted our inten- without any after-penalty of unsubduable

tions of hearing him the first night; but excitement. It flowed through the enter

the words“ POSITIVELY our” most po-itainmcnt like the unpretcnding perfect

litely changed their meaning to furnish us ness of true politeness. Exquisite fin

asccond opportunity, which we did not ish, uniform proportion and timeliness,

let slip.——By the way, let no grammari-Lclcarcst certainty of design, and steady

ans say that the word “ positively ” does ' progress in the unfolding of it, were the

not admit of degrees of comparison ; one ‘ general characteristics of his playing and

season of concert-going will teach them his composition, which are inseparably

better.-—-At an early hour on Saturday one. Perhaps the greatest excellence of

evening the great unmusically remodelled his work is its symmetrical progress. It

Tremont Theatre, now “ Trenmnt Tem-lcomcs upon you and it leaves you like a

ple," was filled, both galleries and main l day. His whole performance is like one

floor, by those who consider themselves , Crescendo 0t Diminucmlo, exquisitely pro

cmphalically “ Boston," swelled by more I portioned and prolonged. And yet it is al

aspirants for that honor to a goodly, de- together the form of the thing; the sub

cent crowd of twelve orthirtcen hurrdred,‘stance seems but slight, and plants no

and of every age and quality that passes , secds of permanent thought or emotion in

for important, from grave to gay, from‘yon. It is the perfection of form, of

venerable to very juvenile. There was a ' manner; absolute ease and tact in hand

very good orchestra (that of the Philliar- ‘ ling every thing, in meeting every little

monic Society,) led by Schmidt, whose emergency. The newspapers are right

accompaniment really buoyed up and didiabout Herz; his is “gentleman/y play~

not drown the principal performers. ing.” Drawing-room ease and elegance,
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as far from the briefest possibility of dul- enthusiasm in this, showing that this‘ Streams through all things thejoy of living;

ness, as they are from anything very'calm gentility is not purchased at the.

original or inspiring, are the sentiments

of his music.

His first piece was his second Concerto ' serious manner, which is decidedly thel '7

for piano-forte and orchestra, in thrce'best, if such stale demands must still bel

parts, Allegro maeslosa, Adagio pasture/c,

(in the Scotch style,) and Swiss Rondo.

This displays perhaps as fully as any

thing he has done, his merits as a corn

poser; of which the chief one is the

power of graceful appropriation of what

soever unique and happy thoughts and

forms of music are already popular, and

the power of working them up into a

progressive beautiful whole. He has not

so much a .11er of his own, as a free,

accomplished manner, which is at once

lively and at ease, readily appropriating

and imparting in more graceful language

whatever admits of pleasing effects.

There was a great deal of beauty in the

orchestral background and surroundings

of this piece. He commenced the allegro

almost faintly, but his playing grew upon

you as he proceeded, and you felt in it no

,expense of all free, wild life. Being en

icored, he Yarrlrre-r/onr/lml in a far from

lanswcred. The “ llravura Variations on

the Terzett from Le I‘re our 0/1 rcs " com

bined all his hrilliancy, delicacy and vari

iety, and dismissed the audience exqui

[sitcly satisfied, if not deeply moved.

I It was one of the most brilliant, and

|thoroughly got up concerts which we

. have ever had; precisely what we should

eXpect front the man who has created the

new School of music; whose compositions

i are more known in cultivated circles than

those of any writer; and who has do

i voted himself to perfecting the manner of

‘ piano-forte playing; who has studied every

iell‘ect and resolved to have every thing

perfect so far as the form and material of

his art are concerned; who employs three

lhnndred workmen in the maniiliictriry of

,pianos ; who has built for himselt the

l fittest concert-room in the world at a cost

lof $200,000; who has established him

self pianist to his majesty, the king of

The letst star thrilleth fond accord ;

l And all their crowding, all their striving,

ls endless rest in God the Lord. lb.

 THEMiiA’REfim‘E—lif
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(‘tt' modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

ironu mpt for others-4' rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless iidwnturc, anal

coninu rrial convulsion» all tending to impoverish

, the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

, Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

1 application oft‘hristian principles, of Universal jus

tivo and tlnivvrsal love, to Fm‘ml institutions, to

l commerce, to business, to active life.

i Du. (.‘Hamvmo.

\coxvuvnca or ASSUCIATIONISTS IN

calasnns WEEK.

Our friends who met in Boston about

ltwo months since, in the stormy season

{of the Equinox, will remember that that

kmeeting ended with a resolution to hold

iaConvention of two or three days, in

‘the same place, commencing with the

,Thursday following Christmas. The
l‘particulars of time and place will be

\found in the Advertisement on our last

 

 

want of force, but only that admirableinm French ; and who now "avers on a_,page.

and equal distribution of force, steadily

and quietly accumulating itself like the

force of water, which prevails more than

the shock of solid bodies. It did its work

like a Damascus blade, before you knew

it. The precision and delicacy of his

touch surpassed every thing we have

heard, “light, firm and crisp to an ex

traordinary degree.” There was a lim

pid, liquid quality in his upper notes, at

the thought of which we still smile in

wardly; and his repealed notes were

marvellous. We know not that we ever

dreamed of anything so finished as it all

was. There was an unpretending con

sciousness of mastery in his whole look

and manner. “Less dashing than the

style of our recent octave players, his is

sounder and more perfect,” says one of

his critics; and we feel the truth of the

statement, at the same time that it must

be acknowledged that there is less of

original material, less of the deep and

permanent poetry and soul of music in

Herz than in either Thalberg, Heuselt,

Chopin, Liszt, or even Leopold De Mey

er. Nevertheless he is a master, and as

a friend said, “the perfection of Ion ” in

music; and what could glide more surely

into the welcome of the smooth impassi

ble gentility of Boston, and the calm

classicality of Cambridge? The Scotch

Adagio and the Swiss Rondo were exqui

site and characteristic melodies, varied in

his graceful way, and not too separable

from the unitary form of the entire Con

certo.

The second piece, a Fantasia on Lucre

zia Borgia, was to us the most quaint

and forcible. The smouth sea foamed

and lashed itself into a certain furor of

six month's vacation, like an emperor, to

show himself for the first time to his

pupils and subjects in the New \Vorld.

Mr. Hcrz will play for the Philharmonic So

ciety in Boston, on the 2d of January.

 
 

Foobar.

DREAM NO MORE.

Dream no more. Heaven’s not to be;

It is, within, around you :

“'ake from a. selfish lethargy,

“'here misty visions bound you.

 

Cease resting on ajoy, to start

\thn first the groan shall press you;

The throbbing, living, longing heart

ls full ofjoys to bless you.

0! dream no more. Hell's not to be;

It is, around, within you:

\Vhat are the groans ofimagery,

To those front Earth that din you 'I

Awake and live: ’tis dawn at last;

Hark, how your brothers call you.

Awake and love: let go the past,

Shake off the hates that thrall you.

0! dream no more: awake and be;

Let Love and Beauty bound you;

And so, at last, Humanity

Shall grow a Heaven around you.

E. v. 1‘.

There dwells a life in every star ;

\1Vith brother spheres it rolls afar

Its self-elected, radiant way.

Still throb within the great earth-ball

The forces which conduct as all

From day to night, from night to day.

Goethe.

 

And while, throughout, the self-same motion

Repeated on forever flows,

The tliousandfold o’er-arching ocean

Its strong embrace around all throws;

I

 The intention of the resolution was to

bring about a gathering of more titan or

dinary interest, which shall worthily

represent the strength of the Associ

ative cause in this whole section of the

country, which shall attract and quicken

imany, and result in a stronger pledge

ltitan ever before of devotion to our great

llumanitary hope. With this view the

time has been selected, the season of the

holy Anniversary of Humanity’s great

hour of promise, when angels announced:

“Glory to God in the highest, and on

earth peace, good will towards men! ”

Now that the annual custom of all Chris

tendom again relumcs this motto over the

world, and this sweet mystic gladness

blooms in the dead of winter over the

whole face of society, it is surely a time

for us to meet, to whom the promise is

no creed laid up on the shelf, no flicker

ing, momentary aspiration, but a most

definite and constructive idea which we

have set about to realize as we would

build a house. Let us rally in full num

bers; let the earnestness, the hopeful

ness, the unanimity, the loving kindness,

the holy zeal, and mutual determination

to great efforts for humanity, with which

we meet and part in such a season, re

buke and put to shame the glittering icy

worship of respectable and mercantile

Christianity. Let the world know of at

least one multitude assembled, who hav

ing celebrated the advent of the Prince

of Peace, and taken on their lips the

Hymn of Unity, are not so ready as the

rest to part at once upon the scramble for

the devil‘s prizes, but can afford to stay

together till they have devised and

pledged themselves to active means for
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“preparing the way of the Lord ” and‘stimulates to greater ingenuity and cf~l think and feel with us in all parts of the

l

realizing Peace and Unity.

Come, then, Associatiouists, from for

l

and near, as many of you as can shape

things conveniently to be in Boston at this‘

time! Come, all who believe in the pos

sibility of a better order of society.|

all who see, and all who seek to see thei

Laws of Social Harmony, the true con-|

ditions of a lleaven of purity and happi

ness on earth !

or counsel, or means to give, and all who

would aid and bless the good cause by

receiving, know that you are most earn

estly invited.

by your presence, even if that be your

only eloquence. It is worth an effort,

worth some personal sacrifice and incon

venience, to ensure a noble gathering at

this time. The moment is auspicious;

we take the wave returning and shall

make a high mark on the beach this‘

time. _

Several circumstances promise to rcn~

der this week memorable in the annals of

our movement. Not only are the uni

versal aspects of the cause brightening

apace; not only do we find, when we

come to fathom the minds and feelings of

the masses and the thoughtful ofall ranks,

that the tide has actually risen in the

night, while society seemed dead to uni

tary hope, preoccupied with its old

hopeless competition in a vicious cir

cle; not only has the reaction of doubt

after the failure of many hasty experi

ments exhausted itself, while the great

problem of the age has steadily grown

upon men, and the enthusiasm which

seemed squandering itself in unstudied

enterprizes, has survived them all and

found itself in no whit spent, but only

wiser and more earnest than before; not

only are we buoyed up once more by a

consciousness of general movement, as

we witness a certain Associative coloring

unconsciously beaming from the best ex

pressions of thought around us, even from

the speech and writings ofthose we deemed

conservative; but the local symptoms of

Associative zeal in Boston are new pc

culiarly inspiring. A great work has

commenced there, and the convention

will be just in time to take advantage of

the fresh interest of several new move

ments.

In the first place, the Boston Union of

Associationists has just completed its

organization; its members, though not

very numerous, have become concentra

ted, and are full of the spirit of action;

they hold weekly meetings and have

all pledged themselves to pay, some

more, some less, towards the weekly

root. This simple practical measure al

ready creates the sensation of doing

smoothing, and saves the thing from be

coming like a sermon or a dream; it

All who have sympathy]

I

Come and strengthen us of a thorough and studied course of Leo

l fort, and gives a body to the enthusiasm,

,lalrcndy existing. l‘leucclorlh there will,

be action in Boston. A constant fonutaiu,‘

self-existing, of Associative propagan

dism is there opened. The coals are laid

together, and the fire will burn. There

is now an organized and active nucleust

for every meeting or convention which:

may be summoned in that place. So may

it be ere long in each of our great cities !

One of the first fruits of this organiza

tion will appear in the commencement,

almost immediately after the Convention,

 

tures on the science of Association,

which has been for some time in contem

plation among several of the persons who

have devoted long thought to the subject.

The Boston Union have resolved that

fsuch a course is expedient and called for

during the present winter in their city,

and have already taken in hand the ne—

cessary preliminary arrangements. The

lectures probably will be delivered once a

week in the beautiful hall of the Masonic

Temple, and will be seven or eight in

number. The whole field will be care

fully distributed into that number of‘

topics, of which each of the following

gentlemen engages to treat one, namely:

Witt.er H. CHANNING, IIORACE Garza

LEY, PARKE Gonwm, ALBERT BRISBANE,

lCuanuzs A. DANA, Gzonor: RIFLEY, and

JOHN S. Dwrcn'r. It is thought that the

intellectual novelty of the thing will

prove attractive in this modern Athens,

while the opportunity of chaining atten

tion to a consecutive, complete and care

fully reasoncd exposition of our social

doctrines, both in their more obvious and

practical bearings and in their absolute

symmetry and depth as science, will do

much to commend them to the minds of

most intelligence and influence. There

is reason to expect an audience both se

lect and numerous; and such an audi

ence fairly won, we will not say to full

conviction, but to earnest study of our

views, will add incalculably to their pro

gress in the land. In due time we shall

say more of this.

Our lecturers, Messrs. Oavrs and AL

LEN, fresh from their Vermont tour, will.

be present at the Convention, and doubt

less have much that is interesting to re

port. Mr. BRISBANE and Mr. Quantum

will also be there, besides the speakers of

the more immediate vicinity.

Finally, the Convention occurs in im

mediate connectiou with the formation of

a religious union, under the direction of

WILLIAM HENRY CHANNIXG, of which

we have spoken in previous numbers, and

 

which not only interests the friends of.

Association in Boston as they have never;

been interested before, but is also watched ‘

with deep solicitude and hope by all who

 

  

country. The Christmas week of this

your will be a season memorable for the

drawing of closer bonds between the be

lievers in the coming day of Social Unity;

it “ill give a religious depth and fervor

to their purpose; it will consccrate their

union and their labors, and knit all their

action to the central sentiment and source

of energy in human souls, to the recog

nition and feeling of Him whose essence

is Love, the omnipresent One of whom

all Unity in nature or society is but the

manifest proceeding and reflection. Thus

pledged, thus consecrated, we shall feel

a solemn obligation laid upon us to be,

each in his way, apostles and missiona

ries in this great Work of Love; and we

may leave it to the world to judge wheth

er it is the Associationists, or whether it

is the mercantile and formal Christians

who abuse them, that are undermining

the faith and unsettling the sacred insti

tutions of mankind.

PRESIDENT POLK ON NATIONAL PROS

PERITY.

The President introduces his Message

with quite a sonorous blowing of horns.

The first paragraph is an admirable speci

men of the kind df literature for which

the Governors of Massachusetts have

been distinguished from time imrnemorial,

in their proclamations for Thanksgiving.

Is this compliment to the official common

place of the old Bay State, intended as a

trap to secure her votes at the next elec

tion, or does Mr. Polk suppose that the

best models of rhetoric in this kind are

to be found onlyin the “ Yankee Athensfl ”

However this may be, it would be lamen

table, if it were not ludicrous, to hear

such expressions of plethoric complacency

from a man whose position demands a

correct knowledge of the elements of

social happiness.

“In resuming your labors in the service

of the people, it is a subject of congratu

lation that there has been no period in

our past history when all the elements of

national prosperity have been so fully de

veloped. Since your last session no af

flicting dispensation has visited our coun

try; general good health has prevailed;

abundance has crowned the toil of the

husbandman ; and labor in all its branches

is receiving an ample reward; while edu

cation, science and the arts are rapidly

enlarging the means of social happiness.

The progress of our country in her career

of greatness, not only in the vast exten

sion of our territorial limits and the rapid

increase of our population, but in re~

sources and wealth, and in the happy

condition of our people, is without exam

ple in the history of nations.”

“ National prosperity fully developed "

indeed! No doubt. our huge army of

ofl‘icc-holders are as well oil as at any

“period in our past history." They

quietly suck the marrow from the bone,
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which they kindly leave to be picked bylbcarers have not been disturbed in their
l

the poor wretchcs who have never been velvety repose; if its merchants have

able to crawl into the sunshine of politi-i had a full share of the avails of industry;

cal patronage. They enjoy a delightfuliand if productive labor has created an

sense of earthly felicity, secure (If the‘ahundam-e of materials for the rapacity

reception of a rich salary, surrounded ut‘ speculation,—-no matterhow wretched

with all the objects that can gratify their i and degraded the condition of those whose

ambition 01' love or Pleilsure; in lilCirl hard hands have called into being the ele

opinion, the world is going on finely,—-' merits of wealth. \Ve need not bring

the country is in a State Of Pflllfly pros-iinto the account the immense mass of

perity,—odorous zephyrs wait on every human beings, who are cowering over

step of our virtuous republicflflst—lhcyrthc cold hearth stones of free and inde

can talk politics and make money under pendent America, who know not tn-dny

skies without a cloud; and their Wonder l how they are to get bread m-ninrrow, or

is surpassed only by their indignation tltat ' who keep soul and body together by sub

any dyspeptic visionary should presumelmission to toil which a humane driver

to hint that our present condition is not \t-Onld think cruel tr, his beast,

an emblem of the celestial Paradise, or But “in the happy condition of our

to dream of a higher “development of, people,” according to Mr. Polk, “labor

national prosperity.” Our wealthy capi-‘in all its branches is receiving an ample

talists, speculators, stock jobbers, legal- rcwnrdf' Let us be thankful for the

ized gamblers, 100, have "0 sllecial himl' I information. At all events, we may learn

shipS t0 complain Of- Their operations something of our venerated President‘s

have been as successful as usual duringiideas, concerning the rewards of labor.

the past year. Money has commanded a Year in and year out, the laboring man

800d interest; fl" diVidellds have been in thiscountry would beconsidercd lucky,

paid OH- from the mil and Sweat 0f the‘ who could be sure of his one dollar a day,

patient Operative; golden OPPOI‘Wnilies , cash down, Sundays excepted. In a little

have been afforded for great bargainsflmore than eighty years, at this rate, his

and boards 0f wealth, already largo-r lha" t wages would amount to the salary of our

any mil" "88(15, have sensibly i"crl’lls'fdlphilosophic Presidentin one year. Mean

in magnitude. \Ve are a great natioll‘time, the laborer has a family of three or

and have dnne a grem- bUSiness- Tradw four to support; is obliged to purchase

has been brisk, COmmerce has reaped a his groceries, his provisions, his fuel, and

magnificent harvest from lhe {UTTUWS (if: his clothing, in small quantities, with an

the ocean, and radiant Fplelldm' Sits en-ieuormous profit to the retailer; must

throned in the palaces of Our merchant hand over his taxes at the appointed time,

princes. Our cities have increased in money or no money, and perhaps pay a

population and in firellitecwl'fll einflllcei heavy doctor's bill in addition, so that at

churches, custom-houses, and drinking- the end of the year, the “ ample rewards

houses, have been erected with lavish t of labor" rlwindle down to a sum alto

profusion and expense; and the costly i gether invisible without a microscope.

applications of art devoted to the adorn- The truth is, our politicians are the

ment of temples of vice. With these last men in the world to entertain just

brilliant facts, staring US in the face, cani ideas in regard to the claims of labor, or

any one be fOOI enough to 03“ in quesnon i the true conditions of national prosperity.

the astonishing “development of our| If they can obtain the votes of the great

national prosperity? ” masses, by whom the labor of the country

 

A croaker might indeed allege, that

with the progress of commercial enter

prize, there has been more than a propor

tional progress of crime; that every

newspaper brings us intelligence of start

ling acts of atrocity; that fraud, swin

dling, defalcation, and licenliousness,

have never been more conspicuous; and

that tragedies are daily enacting, both in

public and private life, enough to sicken

the heart of the most self-complacent

favorite of fortune. According to an old

fashioned morality, obedience to the laws,

private honor and public faith, a content

ed, peaceful, honest, and industrious pop

i 

ulation, were deemed essential elements

of national prosperity.

fairly plume itself on having attained the

But we havei

. I

changed all that. A nation may now;

is performed, they have little anxiety as

to the rewards given to industry. Their

talk on this subject is usually sheer non

sense. It is altogether out of their

sphere. And if on the eve of an impor

tant election they put forth plausible pru

fessions of interest for the cause of the

laboring classes, there is no dependence

to be placed upon their promises: their

words are belied by their deeds; and vvo

be to the suffering and oppressed working

man if he trusts his temporal salvation to

the good faith of a long-tongued politi

cian. President Polk is no Wm‘Ee than

the rest of his class. He probably knows

as much of the matter as most of his

compeers. It was his duty, as Chief

Magistrate of aconntry, extending over

a “vast area of freedom," to welcome

la certain amount of bombast. He per

formed this duty in a manner which leaves

nothing to be desired. He meant nothing

by his \\Ot'(lS, and would no doubt be the

first to laugh at the man who should take

them in earnest.

It is titne, however, that this subject

should be discussed in earnest by the

wisest and most intelligent of the land.

The reward which labor may justly claim,

the true organization of industry, the real

elements of national prosperity, are topics

not to be summarily winked out of s’gltt

in a paragraph of the President's mes

sage. They demand an exposition for

which we must look elsewhere than to the

\Vhite House at “’ashington.

MOVEMENT 1N ENGLAND.

The interest in social reform, which

has thus far been awakened in England,

has, for the most part, taken the direc

‘tion of Communism, as set forth by

Robert Owen, and the numerous adhe

rents, who at one time, were devoted to

ithe doctrines of that school. The labors

of Mr. Owen and his followers, we be

lieve, have been productive of no small

'bencfit to social progress, by pointing

iont, in an impressive and powerful man

ner, the imperfections of the present

order, — by arousing the public attention

to the fearful waste of human capacity,

which necessarily grows out of existing

i‘institutions,——and by describing the ideal

tat which the arrangements of society

'should aim, before any thing like justice

Ican be done to the nature of man. or an

effectual guaranty provided for universal

ihappiness. The genuine benevolence,

,simplicity, and single-heartedness, which

gives such a. genial warmth and attrac

tiveness to the vigorous old age of Mr.

Owen, have no doubt had a great influ

in winning attachment to his system, and

leading to earnest and combined efforts

for its realization. The radical defects,

however, of his views of human nature,

as well as of the practical arrangements

which he proposes, have prevented the

success of all the attempts that have

been made for their accomplishment on a

large scale. At this moment, we are not

aware of any practical enterprise, under

the direction of Mr. Owen‘s followers,

and we presume that no further measures

are contemplated in England, for an ex

perimental application of his theories of

society.

At the same time, the English mind is

becoming more and more thoroughly

aroused to a sense of the appalling evils

inherent in the actual social organization.

The activity of the Chartists, under

the leading of Fergus O'Connor, of the

Free Trade Party, with Mr. Cobden at

their head, and of the advocates of polit

 

l

l

 

height of human felicity, if its ofiioe-ithe assembled wisdom of the nation withiical reform, in general, must necessarily
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tend to an examination of the source of

the evils which they are cndeavoring to

remedy, and the revelation of a vicious

social construction tnnst be the inevitable

result. The signs of this movement are

visible in every quarter. Even to a great

er degree than in otir own country, a keen

sense of social inequality and oppression

is expressed; a deep sympathy is called

forth for the condition of the masscs, and

an intense desire is manifested for insti

tutions which, instead of favoring, nay, of

actually necessitating poverty, ignorance,

wretchedness, and crime, shall encourage

the integral development of humanity,

establish the dominion of truth, justice,

harmony, love, and brother

hood among men. Among the cheering

fruits of this movement, we may mention

the People's Journal, a magazine con

ducted by JOHN SAUNDERS, and number

ing among its constant contributors, seve

ral of the most enlightened and powerful,

as well as agreeable writers, of whom

English Literature can now boast. This

work has already attained a large circula

tion in England, and, as we understand

from its enterprizing publishers in Boston,

Crosby and Nichols, is rapidly gaining

favor and patronage in this country.

We regard this Magazine as an inval

uable element in the great work of social

reform, which is now beginning to agi

tate the nations. It is conducted with rare

ability and tact, adapted in all respects to

the popular mind, without ever swerving

from the highest principle, or degenerat

ing into triviality and coarseness, or cater

ing for a vulgar appetite. It is circulated

universal

among all classes, finds its way to the'

studies of clergyman, scholars, and pro

fessors in Colleges, is read by lawyers,

deacnns, and editors of newspapers, at

tracts the attention of merchants, politi

cians, retired country gentlemen, and

ladies, as well as the hard-handed chil

dren of toil, for whom it is eitpressly

intended. The doctrines which it advo

cates are thorough and uncompromising ;

it goes for reinstating the people in all

their natural rights; and this it is easy

to perceive, can be done only by the true

organization of labor, and combination of

interests.

When the subject of scientific, syste

matic Association in all the arrangements

of society shall come to excite the inte

rest in England, which it is destined to

attain, it will be found, we are persuadcd,

that the People‘s Journal has had no

small share in bringing about the result.

We trust its enlightened conductors will

soon give this subject a profound, thor

ough discussion; and with such advocates

and expounders as I-Iuorr DOHERTY and

JOHN James WILKINSON in London, they

would find no difficulty in obtaining the

aid of the most able pens.

 
 

The way is preparing, the

promulgation Associative trutlt in

England. This cannot long be delayed,

and the effects, we doubt not, will he ol’

1the most auspicious nature. A scientific

gentleman, whose opinion is entitled to

great authority, tells us iii a letter just

received, " England is long in beginning

to look directly itito Association. But

when she does ont-e begin, I think she

will be like the laborers hired late in the

day, yet to whom cqnity itscll'will accord

la l'ull day's wages. For practical pro

igress will be great here when the interest

.is once taken. Meantime, there are a

illOSl of signs in the Ncnspapcr press and

‘clscnhcrc, that the social question will

not longer be postponed. Already the

Times declares that Political Economy

land Luissczfnire, are as good as extinct.

The social problem then must be consid

ered next."

of

l

\Ve learn, moreover, that measures are

lto be taken at once for introducing the‘

:works of Fourier and other eminent

I writers on the science of Itidustrial Asso

ciation to the attention of the English

public. The views of the conductors of

lthis enterprise will be perceived from the

following Prospectus which reached us by

the last arrivals.

“ TIlI". FOL'lllEll SOCIETY,

For Publishing the “brim qf Chaer Fourier

and author eminent H 'ritera on the Science of

INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION.

“ The organization of Industry is, un

doubtedly, the great problem of the nine

teenth century, and no author has obtain

,ed so much celebrity or] this question, as

the late UtiatiLss Founttzn, whose writ

ings are extensively read in continental

Europe and America, though little known,

as yet, in England.

“ The estimation in which these works

.are held abroad, may be inferred from the

fact of numerous societies being formed

to spread the doctrines they contain.

The Central Society in Paris, supported

by a constantly increasing income, which

amounts already to four thousand pounds

a year, publishes a daily paper, a weekly

paper, and a tnonthly magazine. The

daily paper exercises a wide influence oil

the public mind, attd especially on the

press. The weekly paper has an exten

the working classes. The monthly re

l“ourier's manuscripts.

“ In Germany, Switzerland, Italy,

Spain, and other continental countries, the

doctrines of Association are rapidly sup

:plattling those of Communism. More

over they are making great progress in

the United States.

“ Besides having free access to an in

fluential daily paper, The New York Tri

bune, and to the columns of several other

journals, the American Associationists is

sue a large weekly paper, The Hurln'ngcr,

'entirely devoted to the principles of‘As

sociation.

“It is desirable that England should

become acquainted with principles which

  

sive sale among the intelligent portion of

view is devoted to the higher aspects of

iassociative St'lt‘tice, arid the publication of

 

n, for lllO‘ll'tlYC obtained such influence in other

countries.

i "The Fourier Society, therl'ore, pro

poses : —

M i.

ii.

To l'orm it ccntral (input in London of the

works oi~ Fourier and his disciples.

To translate the whole Works of Fourier

into English, and publish them as soon as

possible.

To publish original works, papers, and

journals, explanatory ot‘ the principles of

Industrial Association in its vanmtl

lllOtlL‘s and degrees.

To institutc, as soon as convenient, period

ical scientific meetings, for the reading

of PtPt‘I'S, and the delivery of lectures;

—-t‘or conversation, and other means of

instruction in the doctrines of Associa

tion, and particularly in the grand doc

trine ot‘ ‘ Scrics.’

To establish literary correspondence with

individuals and societies interested in

Asset-intioti.

'I‘o ad so with parties who desire to real

izc Association in practice.

To rct'til'y Itiistztkt‘s in the public mind

with regard to the general principles and

bearings of Association.

Ill.

IV.

V.

VI.
  

VII.

“ The ‘ Fourier Society ’ considers the

works of Fourier of sufiicient value to

justify the formation of a special institu

tion for making them known to the Ett

glish public; but the members of this So

ciety are simply pledged to the publica

iioii of the works, and not to the doc

trines they contain. Fourier was a man

of science only, and laid no claim to in

t'allibiliiy. llis speculations are some

ltimes questionable: there can, however,

be no doubt of his transcendant genius._

" lIis writings contain important views

on many questions of philosophy and sci

ence ; but the greater part of his elaborate

investigations boars directly on the prob

‘lcm of industrial Association.

“ The system of Fourier holds forth

great advantages to all classes, by means

loi‘ organization, attractive industry, quad

ruple production, decuple economy, equit

able distribution, universal education,

,the advancement of science, and the ap

!I)llC-lll()ll of machinery; all which are

‘praciicable in Association, to an extent

that is impossible without it.

" The tundaincntal doctrine of the sys

tem is that of ' Order and Series,‘ includ

ing universal analogy and corresponden

cy. Fourier's nut/tad is also derived

from this great law, and he considers it;

the key to Nature and to Scripture. It

is not a system of association only that

springs from it, but a universal science of

‘ society. As a key to history it is inval

uable.

I "Industrial Association is compatible

with every tnode of Christian worship

and with every civilized form of govern

ment, although the beau-ideal of religious

life and brotherhood has not been realized

l in any State.

“ r‘ourier's system is entirely different

from communism. It recognizes personal

and private property, with full right to

give and to inherit.

“ As this system of Association is on

like all others iii its practical details, and

also in the psychological analysis from

which it is derived, the English public

.shonld be‘made acquainted with it; and

lthcrel'ore, the ‘ Fourier Society ’ solicits

i the support of those who feel an interest

iii hutnan advancement, and are anxious

lto see something done, and soon, to bet

ter the condition of the masses. The

first requisite evidently is to inquire into

|the principles of true society ; and hence

[the use of this Association.
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“ To publish a translation of Fouricr‘s ' country, which must startle and cmbar- l matioti isto be brought about. He virtu

writings will require an expenditure of

£20 per month, and several years of»

careful labor. It becomes necessary,l

rass our statesmen, who rely on tradition

al formulas and precedents, with no com-l

‘ally admits that this is not our present

condition, for if “ all had employment,

therefore’ to sum,“ dummuns [mm "HM, i prehciision of the inevitable tendencies Uf‘letd employment received its proper re

who can afford it, in addition to annual

subscriptions.

“ All persons who contribute to thel

funds, will be duly informed of the pro

gress of the Society. l

American freedom.

Hence the bold and uncomprorriisiiig

assertion by illr. \Vchstcr, of principles,

with which we are familiar in the writ

muneration,” “ each man would feel that

the had a stake in the community,” and

I“ all would then be happy.” The gen

lcral discontent of the laboring classes in
- - . l ¢ - i - - . - v I u

“ The literary operations Will be con- logs of the Associative school, on which i this country, their consciousness, which is

ducted by Mr. DOUER'IY, assisted by a

Council. l

“ lf adequate support be given, thel

publication of Fourier's Works in Eri-.

glish vvlll commence in 1847. They,

will be translated by Mr. Dolicrty, and‘

published in monthly parts, price onc‘

shilling. it may, however, be exlicdieiitl

to commence with the publication of one‘

or two tracts explanatory of the priiici-,

ples of Association.

“A selection of extracts from Fou—l

rier‘s writings will also be issued from by labor—by occupation. There is not

time to time, in a cheap form.

“It will materially assist the Society,

 

the reform which we have at heart is

founded, for which we have endured so

much suspicion and ohloquy, in our hum

ble capacity as advocates of Association,

that their utterance on thisoccasioii sounds

like the tones of our mother tongue, in

the midst ofa foreign and hostile land.

“ We go,” says Mr. Webster, “for

labor. The destiny of the country is la

bor. “e are all laboring men -- we live

country under the light of the sun in

which there are so few large estates——

lgrowing more and more lively, that they

are in a false and unnatural position, the

l absence of every thing among them which

la true man should accept as human hap

,pincss, and their eager strivings for im

l proving their condition, demonstrate that

as yet employment fails to “receive its

1 proper remuneration." In our opinion, as

l we have taken every occasion to declare, la

l bor never can be certain of receiving a full

and adequate remuneration so long as it

lis subject to the slavery of wages; the

those who are interested in its success, l find I thank God, ill \\'lllCll there are 50 l laborer must work on own land, with

will each procure a list of subscribers to

the monthly issue of Fouricr's works.” 1

DANIEL WEBSTER 0N LABOR.

ML vvebster has never been chm.ng , when employment shall receive its properl

ireiiiuiieration —— for all would then bcl
with an exaggerated interest in the welfare

of thc laboring classes. He is free from,

the stain of radicalism in any form, andi

always shows himself faithful to the great‘

conservative interests, on which the prac-l

tical policy of this country is based. \Ve ;

were not a little surprised, accordingly]

at the sentiments expressed by him, at. a.

recent Whig dinner in Philadelphia, which

claim for labor precisely the same rightsi

and guaranties, which are demanded by

the advocates of a new social organiza~

tion. It is easy for a political opponent

to accuse Mr. \Vebster of insinccrity in.

the utterance of such opinions, to main-;

tain that they are brought forward merely ,

for the sake of popular effect, and that inany future struggle between the conflict—l

ing interests of labor and of capital, hel

would not be found recreant to the con-l

servative principles of policy, which he.

has always so vigorously maintained.

The dominant idea of an age, however, I

must ultimately master even those whoi

are led to it by no affinities of character or :

position.

 

 

This is the secret of Mr. Web- .

star’s emphatic vindication ofthe demands here not forth by the mighty expounder of‘

of labor. He was acted on by an intel-‘

lectual movement of which he was not

conscious himself. He involuntarily yicld- ,

ed to the spirit of the age, without being}

aware of the impulse to which he was

subject. The great question, in compari~

son of which all others lose their import

ance, relates to the organization of labor,

the distribution of products, and the ele

vation of the working classes. No publicl

man can neglect this, and retain any in-l

fluence. it is rapidly becoming the great

i

 

pivotal question of European politics, and l that Mr. \Vcbster would point out the;

has already assumed a position in this\means by which this desirable consum-lisbefl

few men who have no estate. I desire to

see the condition of things when each

man shall feel that he has a stake in the

community. the result of his labor—

whcn all shall have employment, and

happy. Labor with us is entitled to

soiiict

to Work all day, to lie down at night, to

sleep on straw and to rise in the morning

hungry. It is entitled to abundant food,

lsnitahle clothing, a Comfortable home,l

and to every man ample means for the

education of the Offspring with which

God has favored hit . “'ith a. proper ad

ministration of our atlhirs we can do al

this. My hope and prayer to Heaven is,

that these results may be so improved

that the great ends so earnestly desired

may be accomplished.”

\Ve are not so sanguine, as to suppose

that Mr. \Vcbster in uttering these words

had any perception of their profound sig

nificance, or that he is prepared to follow

them to their rigorous logical consequen

ces. \Ve cannot but rejoice, however, that

he has openly, publicly, and in the most

decided manner, committed hiinselfto prin

ciples which have heretofore brought up

on their advocatcs the reproach of Sans

culottism. Let the busy alarmists who

have attempted to awaken the public lins

tility against a social reform, which aims

at precisely the same ends with those

the Constitution, henceforth hold their

peace, or have the magnanimity to admit

that. their political idol and those whom

they brand as disturbers of the public

weal, fall under a similar condemnation.

“ I desire to see a condition of things,”

says Mr. \Vebster, “ when each man shall

feel that he has a stake in the communi

ty, the result of his labor when all shall

have employment, and when employment

shall receive its proper remuneration—

for all will then be happy.” We wish

hing more than the paltry privilege,

l . . .
i his own implements, and on his own ac

icount, or he will never enjoy the entire

,frniis of his industry. If these are to be

shared, according to the arbitrary decision

of an employer, he will be compelled, by

the inevitable laws of free competition, to

receive but a moderate surplus above what

lis necessary for bare subsistence. But

[the fruits of labor belong to labor. If a

'man has no right to what he produces by

t the sweat of his brow, he has no right to

lanytliing. If this principle be denied,

lthe foundation of individual property is

destroyed. No arrangement should be

ltolerated, which does not secure to the

'producer, the full value of his product,

|or ajust equivalent therefor. Every so

!cial organization which does not accom

‘. plisli this is essentially defective, contains

lthe seeds of decay within its bosom, and

i must be set aside with the increasing light

and intelligence of the age.

“ Labor,” moreover, continues Mr.

Webster, “ is entitled to abundant food,

suitable clothing, a comfortable home, and

to every man ample means for the educa

tion of the offspring, with which God has

favored him.” This is certainly a just

and comprehensive statement of the natu

ral rights of man, in a. true order of so

ciety. It enumerates the material condi

tions, demanded by human nature, for a.

healthy moral and spiritual development.

These advantages are essential to all

sound vital action. Man cannot live with

out them. Let ascetics declaim as they

will about the beauties of poverty, the im

portance of self-denial, and the influence

of wretchedness here on felicity hereafter,

it is the will of God, that man should be

abundantly provided with the means of

,supplying his physical wants. His nature

lis in accordance with this arrangement,

rand where it is not carried into effect, it

idwindles, grows sick, and at length per

But no man will pretend that.
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these benefits are guaranticd to the labor-i That such an organization of society ' terrogatories that he for one, is ready to

iitg classes under the present organiza- l is the destiny of man, and that it will be 1 go all lengths,—that he repudiates “ the

tion of society. It is a mockery, a burn- l realized at. no distant day, we can no 1 right to impose on ladies all the drudger

iiig sin, to hold up the comparative com- more pcrmit ourselves to doubt, than we 1 ies of lifc,”-—that he goes decidedly for

forts enjoyed by the poor in this country, do of the rising of to-morrow's sun. The“ not shutting them out from witnessing

as an excuse for the apathy which is felt first condition of its accomplishment is al- occasions of the highest and most agreea

concerning their condition. If, in many , ready complied with, _—a sense of the in blc of social and intellectual recreations."

respects, they are better off than the de-iadcquacy of the existing order to meet, \Vorthy reporter! thou must clearly be

gradcd, diseased, and wretched massesfllie demands of human nature. The‘long to the progressive democracy. Let

which mil in the fields and work shops of; whole tendency of modern thought and , us be thankful for the smallest mercies.

Europe, it is but a. temporary exemption, ' conviction is preparing for a speedy de- I It is something to hear it intimated that

at best, from the operation of an inevita- volopmcnt. Even statesmen and politi- i woman is born for something more than

his law ; and does not do away with the clans —-the last now to open their eyes on the “ drudgeries of life.” In some con

fact, that they are deprived of the meansl, any quickcning views of universal truth, ‘ ditions of society, it is thought to be her

of elevation and happiness, which every 1 —are beginning to advocate the claims of true function to hoc corn, build canoes,

man may claim of society, as his inde-,labor. The age of miracles has returned. lcook venison, and nurse papooses. We

feasible birthright. What measures, docSLOur young then see visions and our old‘ Plliludflphia, anows her

Dolliel Webster 58- to “ witness occasions of the highest and

 

 

 

are gctting on.

Mr. W'ebster, imagine will put the labor- men dream dreams.

iug classes in possession of the happiness comes the prophet of the poor, the cham

which he so eloquently portrays! Weipion of the laborer, the vehement assert

have had every form of political panacea, l er of the rights of man. We may soon

high tariff and low, bank and no bank, 5 look for a new heaven and a new earth.

Whiggery and Democracy, — but all

without effect. The fatal dart still in- NEW LlGll'f.

hercs in the sides of the body politic. A correspondent of some paper in New

The virulent poison is yet active, and [ York, we think the Tribune, in describing

spreads corruption and agony throughout! the recent Whig celebration at Philadel—

the system. iphia, and alluding to the circumstance

The principles of the Associativelthat seats were provided for women to

School provide a certain and an efl'ectu— listen to the speeches after dinner, seems

al remedy for the evils under which thefto have been struck with a sudden idea,

laboring classes now groan in hopelesslto have been visited with a new ray of

degradation. In a social order, arranged light, and in the enthusiasm of the mo

 

according to the Associative system, eve- ment, ptopounds the t'ollownig queries :

ry man, woman, and Clllld, is provided

with employment adapted to their capaci

ties and tastes, and guaranticd a remune

 

i

“This admission of ladies, to witness

convivial tributes to distinguished talents

and services, is somewhat hotel in our

ration in proportion to their industry and “Wimyi bl"- ls ll “°'- 1"“ 3"“ PmPer'l

skill. No intermediate agents are requir

ed to rob the producer of his earnings, as

 is it right to impose on them all the

drudgeries of lite, and shut them out

troiii Witnessing occasions of the highest

is the case in our present false and arbi- , and most agree-able ot social and intellec

trary system of exchanges. The amount

of production is increased, at least in a

tenfold proportion, while it is distributed

in such a mode as to insure an equitable

share to all, and to give them the material

conditions ofhappiness. A course of uni

tary education, adapted to theintegral na

ture of man,—emhracing every accom

plishment of mind and body that can add

to the ability, gracefulness, and eleva-l

tion of the individual,-enjoyed by ev

ery child, without distinction of birth or

position, — and facilitated by the most

perfect instruments and apparatus which

the improvements of modern science

gence, refinement, dignity of maners, and

purity of character, which are essential

to social esteem, would make the labor

er a. man of thought and culture, with

out destroying his taste for industry, and

would forever abolish the odious distinc

tions, which in the present highly artifi~.

cial order of society, separate the most

congenial hearts, and convert those who

should be united by ties of brotherhood

into deadly foes.

 tual recreations! "

An enormous privilege, certainly, was

here accorded to those who in the sar

donic irony of Civilized society, are called

the “ better half of creation!” We

wonder that the glossy conservatism of

Philadelphia did not bristle up, like a

fretted porcupine, at such a monstrous

innovation. Women, or ladies, to speak

more daintily, allowed to be present when

their liege lords are about to perpetrate

eloquence under the inspiration of wine

and party politics! Allowed to come in,

like the children, after the cloth is re-'

:moved, to taste the nuts and raisins!

can furnish,-—would produce the intelli-‘ And even indulged with seats in the gal

lery, where they can hear very well,

without interfering with “the hilarity of

the occasion!” Let us have no more

babble about the proper sphere of woman,

or the maintenance of woman‘s rights.

Here is a precedent, established by the;

collective wisdom and gallantry of thel

Whigs of Philadelphia, which cannot be{

set aside. It even appeals to the sense1

of justice in the arid soul of a newspaper

reporter. lie shows by his hottest in

most agreeable of social and intellectual

recreations.” Bravo! Philadelphia! Per

haps we may be allowed to hope, without

giving too great latitude to the imagina

tion, that woman may one day share in

all social and intellectual recreations in

which man indulges, and that not as a

privilege to be blazoucd in the newspa

pers, but as an essential element of the

social order. Perhaps we may live to

lsee the time when man will no more

think of “shutting” out woman from

any enjoyment or privilege, which he

claims for himself, than he would shut

out one eye front beholding the light of

heaven and the glories of creation, for

the sake of giving greater satisfaction to

the other. It may not even be too to

mantic to hope that the time is coming,

when woman shall be no more dependent

on man than he is on her; when she shall

possess property in her own right; he

allowed to form contracts and make a

will; when she shall have the disposal of

the children to which she has given birth ;

be provided with constant, appropriate,

and profitable employment, as well as

with “ seats in a gallery " to see the men

“ hear Mr. Webster ;" and be consulted,

reverenced, and loved, on all occasions,

not as a servile inferior, but as the noblest,

most majestic, most divine of God's crea

tures.

[IFThe Rev. WILLIAM H. CHANNING

will preach in Boston, either in the after

noon or evening of next Sunday, (Dec.

27th). Special notice of the time and

place will be given in the Boston papers.

 
 

CONVENTION OF ASSOCI—

ATlONISTS.

Acconnnm to adjournment, the AMERICA!

UNION uF ASSOCIATIONISTS will meet in Bos

ton, on Thursday, Dec. Slst, at 10 o’clock,

. M., in the New “ Bromlicld Hull," in Brom

licld Street, a few doors from \Vushington

Street. The meeting will probably last two or

three days.

All who are interested in a truer organization

of Society, are earnestly invited to be present.

JottN URVIS,

Rec. Sec. QfA. U. A.
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Consuelo was awakened at break of

day by the sound of horns and the bark

ing of dogs. When Matteus brought her

breakfast, he informed her that there was

a great battue of deer and wild boars in

the forest situated behind the rock on the

confines of the park. More than a hun

dred guests, he said, were assembled at

the chateau for this lordly diversion.

Consuelo understood that a great number

of the associates of the order had come

together under pretext of hunting at this

chateau, the principal rendezvous of their

most important meetings. She. was rath

er frightened at the idea that she would

perhaps have all these men as witnesses

of her initiation, and asked herself if it

was indeed a matter sufficiently interest

ing in the eyes of the order to occasion so

greataeoncourse of its members. She

endeavored to read and to meditate, in

ordcrto conform to the prescriptions of

the initiator; but she was still more dis

tracted by an internal emotion and by

vague fears than by the flourishes of

horns, the galloping of horses and the

haying of the blood-hounds, which made

the surrounding woods echo all day long.

Was this hunt real or pretended.T Had

Albert been so converted to all the cus

toms of common life as to take part. in it

and to shed without terror the blood of

innocent animals! Would not Liverani

quit this party of pleasure and under cov

er of the disorder come to trouble the

neophyte in the secret of her retreat?

Consuelo saw nothing of what passed

without, and Liverani did not come.

Matteus, too busy, doubtless, at the cha
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lean to think of her, brought her no din

ner. \Vas this, as Supperville pretended,

a fast dcsignedly imposed in order to

weaken the mental powers of the adept?

She was resigned.

Towards night, when she returned to

the library which she had left an hour be

fore in order to take the air, she recoiled

with nifright at seeing a man, clothed in

red and masked, seated in her arm-chair;

but she was immediately re-assured, for

she recognized the feeble old man who

served her, so to speak, as spiritual fath

er. “My child," said be, rising and

coming to meet her, “ have you nothing

to say to me! Have 1 still your confi

dence '! ”

“You have, sir," replied Consuelo,

making him resume his seat in the arm

chair and taking a stool beside him in the

embrasure of the window. “I have

earnestly desired to speak with you and

for along time.”

Then she faithfully related to him all

that had passed between herself, Albert,

and the unknown since her last confes

sion, and she concealed none of the invol

untary emotions she had experienced.

When she had concluded, the old man

kept silence so long as to trouble and

embarrass Consuelo. Pressed by her to

judge her conduct and feelings, he re

plied at last: “ Your conduct is excusa

ble, almost irreproachable; but what can

I say of your feclings‘.l That sudden,

insurmountable, and violent affection

which is called love, is a consequence of

the good or bad instincts which God has

placed in souls or allowed to penetrate

them that they may be perfected or pun

ished in this life. Bad human laws,

which thwart in almost all things the will

of nature and the desi of Providence,

often_ make that a criyvhich is an in

spiration from God curse the feeling

which he had ble , while they sanc

tion infamous unions, degrading instincts.

lt belong to us, exseptional legislators,v

---—- g hidden architects ofa new society, to dis

tinguish as far as possible legitimate and

order to pronounce, in the name of a

purer, more generous and more moral

law than that of the world, upon the lot

which you deserve. Are you willing to

trust in this to our decision’.l \Vill you

grant ns the power to bind and to loose

you? "

“ You inspire me with an absolute

confidence; I have told you so, and I re—

peat it.”

“Well, Consuelo, we will deliberate

upon this question of life and death for

your soul and that of Albert.”

“And shall I not have the right to

cause the cry of my conscience to be

heard‘.I ”

“Yes, to enlighten us; I, who have

heard it, will be your advocate. You

must release me from the secret of your

confession." '

“What! will you no longer be the

only confidant of my private feelings, of

my sufi'eringsi ”

“ If you were to request a divorce be

fore a tribunal, would you not be obliged

to make public complaints? That suffer

ing will be spared you. You have no

complaint to make of any one. Is it not

more pleasant to confess love than to de

clare hatred! ”

“ Is it enough to feel a new love in or

der to have a right to abjure the old i ”

“ You have never felt love for Al

bert."

“ It seems to me that l have not, yet

I would not swear it."

“ You would have no doubt if you had

loved him. Besides, the question which

you ask carries its own answer. Every

new love excludes the old by the force of

things."

“ Do not. decide that too quickly. my

father, “ said Consuelo With a sad smile.

“Because 1 love Albert otherwise than

the other, 1 do not love him less than in

the past. Vl'ho knows if I do not love

him more? I feel ready to sacrifice to

 

him this unknown, the thought of whom

Fdeprives me of sleep and makes my heart

ibeat at this moment while speaking to

[true love from culpable and vain love, in you.”
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“ Is it not the pride ofdiity, the ardor] long entirely to humanity; for they have ! lighten you in new resolutions at the

of sacrifice rather than ail'ection, which ‘ not been conceived according to the law i hour of divorce or of the definitive sanc

counsels you to this kind of preference'of humanity which wills a reeiprtkity of1 tion of that strange wedding. The

for Albert? ” larilor, a community of aspirations be
mother is myself, Consuelo, who am not

“I believe not." itween the man and the woman. There ‘ a man but a woman."

“Are you very sure of it? Recollectlwhere this reciprocity does not exist,i “ You a Woman! ” said Consuelo,

that you are here for from the world,‘thorc is no equality; and there wherellooking with surprise at the thin and

protected from its judgments, beyond ilS‘equaliLy is broken there is no real union. it bluish, but delicate and truly feminine

laws. If we give you a new formula and Be certain therefore that God, far from hand which had taken her own during

new notions of duty, will you persist inicommaiiding such sacrifices to your sex, this discourse.

preferring the happiness of the man l rejects them and denies to it the right ofi “ This little, worn and wasted old

whom you do not love to that of hllnflnilkll'lll them. That suicide is as crinii-.man,” replied the problematical confes

. i . .
whom you do love? ” lnal and still more cowardly than the re- i sor,” “this exhausted and sull'craig he

“ Havel ever said then that I did notv nuneiiition of life. The vow of virginity ing, whose broken voice has no longer
- - l . . . . l -

love Albert! ” cried Consuelo quickly. lis anti-human and anti-social; but ihelany sex, is a Woman worn by sorrow,

“ I can only answer your questions by ‘ sacrifice without love is something disease, and anxiety, more than by age.

other questions, my daughter. Can you ' monstrous in that sense. Think well of:I am not more than sixty, Consuelo,

have two loves at the same time in your it, Consuelo, and if you persist in anni- l though under this dress, which I do not

heart? ” ihilating yourself to that degree, retlecti wear execpt in my ofiiee as an Infixibft',

“ Yes, two different loves. A “'Umfllli upon the part which you would reserve to ‘I have the aspect of an imbecile octo—

loves her brother and her husband at the . your husband if he accepted your snbmis- genarian. However, in the garments of

same time." ision without understanding“. Unless he ‘ my sex, as in these, I am nothing but a

“ But not her husband and her lover. l were deceived he would never aceeptit, as , \VYCCk; yet I “'38 a large. strong and

The rights of the husband and of thellneednottellyml; biit,abused by yourde- beautiful woman of an imposing exterior.

brother are different, in fact. Those of roterlness,transported by your generosity, ‘ But at thirty I was already bent and

the husband and the lover would be the‘ would he not soon appear to you strange- , trembling its )‘011 806 "16 now- And (10

same, unless the husband consented to be-ily selfish or gross in his error’.l \Vould you know, my child, the cause of that

come a brother. Then the law of mar-fyou not degrade him in your own eyes, ‘ ltrthOCitttlS Sinking? It was the unhappi

riage would be broken in what it has, would you not degrade him in reality bra-f ness from which I wish to preserve you.

most mysterious, most private and most fore God, hylaying that snare for his can- It was an incomplete affection, an un

holy. It would be a divorce, wantingfdor, and by furnishing to him that al- happy union, a horrible effort of courage

only the publicity. Answer me, Consue-I most irresistible opportunity to succumb? and resolution which hound me for ten

10, I am an old man on the brink of the Where would be his greatness, wherciyears to a man whom I esteemed and

grave, and you a child. I am here as, would be his delicacy, if he did not per-Respected, without being able to love.

your father, as your confessor. I cannot , ceive the paleness on your lips and the; A man could not have told you what are

alarm your modesty by this delicate tears rolling in your eyes? Can youlthe holy rights and the true duties of

question, and I hope that you will reply flatter yourself that hatred would not, in woman in love. They have formed their

with courage. In the enthusiastic friend-“spite of yourself, enter your heart with laws and their ideas without consulting

ship with which Albert inspired you,|‘ihe shame and the grief of not havinglus; Ihave nevertheless, often enlighten

have you not always felt a secret and in» i been understood or divinedl No, woman! led the consciences of my associates in

surmountable terror at the idea of his i you have not the right to deceive love in that respefl, 311d they have had lhe 001“

caresses! ” your 1mst ; you would rather- have that 1 age and the loyalty to listen to me. But,

“It is true," replied Consuelo, blush- ' of suppressing it. “"hzitet'er cynical b€ll6li6 m8, 1 Well knew that if they did

ing, “ that idea was not ordinarily min- philosophers may have said respectiiigtheinot place me in direct communication

gled with that of his love; it seemed for- l passive condition of the feminine species! with you, they would never have the key

sign to it; but when it did present itself, in the order of nature, that which will al- 1 to your heart, and perhaps condemn you

the chill of death passed through my.ways distinguish the companion of manito an eternal suffering, to a complete

veins." from that of the brute is discernment in abasement, while thinking to ensure your

“And the breath of the man whomllove and the right of choice. Vanity aiiddiappiness in strength and in virtue.

you know under the name of LiVCt‘lell;Ctl[)l(llty make the greater part of mar- Now, open your heart to me entirely.

 

 

 

has given Y0" the fire 0f life i n j riages a legalized prosliluh'on, according l Tell me if this Lirerani -- ”

v v - l , , ' . - v .

“ Ihat also is true. But should not} to the kal'eSSltm of the ancient Lollards.' “ Alas! I love him, this Livemni!

such instincts be stifled by the will? ” iDcvotedness and generosity may lead a ; that is only too true,” said Consuelo,

“ By what right? I'Ias God suggesth simple mind to similar results. Yirgin, , carrying the hand of the mysterious sibyl

them for nothing? Has be authorized I it was my duty to instruct you in delicate to her lips. “ His presence causes me

you to ahjiire your sex, to pronounce iii ' matters which the purity of your life and i still more fear than that of Albert; but

marriage the vow of virginity, or thatiof your thoughts prevented you from how different is that fear, and how min

more horrible and more degrading still of, foresceing or analyzing. \Vheii a moth- i glad with strange delights! llis arms

scrfdoml The passiveness of the slavelcr gives her daughter in marriage she : are a magnet which attracts me, and his

has in it something which resembles tlicihalf reveals 10‘, with more or less. kiss upon my forehead makes me enter

I - - ~ I

coldness and briitishness of prostitution. ‘ ivisdom and

 

esty, the mysterics'another world in which I breathe, in

Is it in the designs of God that a being , which she had coi ed from her until , Which IeKiSi Olllm'WlEE than ill lhlst”

such as you are should be so far dcgrad that hour. A aid“ was wanting to? “ Well, Consuelo, you must love that

ed? Woe to the children that are bornlyoii when you pronounced, with an en-‘man and forget the other. Ipronouuce

of such unions? God inflicts upon them I thiisizism more fanatical than human, the ; your divorce fmm this llwnlt-‘llt ; it is my

some disgrace, an incomplete, delirious, ' oath to belong to a man whom you loved \ duty and my right.”

or stupid organization. They bear the in an incomplete manner. A mother is‘ “ “'ht'ttcvcl' you may 1H1"? Silldrl C3"

soal of disobedience. They do not bc-I given to you at this day to assist and en-Enot accept this sentence before having
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seen Albert, before he has spoken to me

and told me himself that he renounces

me without regret, that he returns to me

my word without contempt."

“ You do not yet know Albert, or you

fear him! But I, I know him, I have

rights over him even more than over you,

and I can speak in his name. “7e are

alone, Consuelo, and it is not forbidden

me to reveal myself entirely to you,

although I form part of the supreme“

council whom their nearest disciples never

know. But my situation and yours are

exceptional: look, therefore, upon my

faded features, and tell me if they seem

unknown to you.”

Saying this, the sybil took off at. the

same time her mask and her false heard,

her skull-cap and her false hair, andl

Consuelo saw the head of a woman, aged

and sufl'ering, in truth, but of an incom

parable bcauty of lines, and with a sub

lime expression of goodness, sadness and

strength. These three habits of the

soul, so different and so rarely united in

one and the same being, were depicted in

the vast forehead, in the maternal smile,

and in the deep look of this unknown

woman. The form of her head and the

lower part of her face announced great

strength of primitive organization; but

the ravages of sorrow were only too visi

ble, and a kind of nervous tremolous—

ness imparted a vacillation to that beauti

ful head, which recalled that of Niobc

expiring, or rathet’ that of Mary fainting

at the foot of the cross. Grey hair, fine

and smooth as virgin silk, separated upon

her broad forehead and closed in small

bands upon her temples, completed the

noble strangeness of that captivating face.

At that epoch, all women were; their hair

powdered and frizzled, raised and leaving

uncovered the bare and bold forehead.

The sibyl had tied hers in the manner

least embarrassing under her disguise,

without thinking that she adopted the

style most in harmony with the cut and

expression of her face. Consuelo cou

templatcd her a long while with respect

and admiration; then, suddenly struck

with surprise, she cried out seizing both

her hands: “0 my God, how you do

resemble him ! "

“ Yes, I resemble Albert, or rather,

Albert resemblrs me prmligionsly," re

plied she: “ but have you never seen a

portrait of me? ” And seeing that Con

suelo made vain efforts of memory, sheI

added, to assist her:

“ A portrait which resembled me as

much as art is permitted to approach

reality, and of which I am now only the

shadow; a large portrait of a young,

fresh, brilliant woman, with a waist of

gold brocade covered with flowers in pre-I

cious stones, a purple mantle, and blackgl

hair escaping from clasps of rubies and.;

of pearls to fall in curls upon the shoul- XXXIII.

ders; that is the dressl wore, more than “ Rich, beautiful, and of illustrious

forty years ago, on the day after my'birth,l was married at twenty to count

marriage. I was beautiful, but I vvalehristian, who was more than forty.

not to be so long ; I already had death ini He might have been my father, and he

my soul." inspired me with affection and respect,

“ The portrait of which you speak,”|but not with love. I had been educated

said Consuelo, becoming pale, “is at in ignorance of what such a feeling may

Giant's Castle, in the chamber which be in the life of a woman. My parents,

Albert inhabited. It is that of his mother austere Lutherans, but compelled to prac

whom he had hardly known, and whom tise their worship as secretly as possible,

he nevertheless adored—whom he thought had in their habits and in their ideas an

he saw and heard in his ecstacics. Can i excessive strictncss and a great strength

you then be a near relative of the nobleéof mind. Their extravagant hatred of

\Vanda de Prachalitz and consequent- l foreigners, their inward revolt against the

ly— ” , religious and political yoke of Austria,

“ I am \Vanda de Prachalitz herself,” their fanatical attachment to the ancient

replied the sibyl, recovering some firm- liberties of their country had passed into

ness in her voice and attitude; “I am 3 my bosom, and these passions sufficed for

‘the mother of Albert, and the widow of} my proud youth. Idid not suspect that

Christian de Rudolstadt; I am the de- there were others; and my mother, who

sccndant of Jean Ziska of the Chalieehbad never known aught besides duty,

land the motlier-i|i~law of Consuelo; burl would have thought she committcdacrime

VI wish no longer to be other than her'had she permitted me to imagine them.

friend and her adopted mother, because.The emperor Charles. Maria'Tberesa's

Consuelo does not love Albert, and Al-lffllhcl', persecuted my family for a long

hert must not be happy at the expense of while on account of heresy, and set a

“the happiness of his companion.” price upon our fortune, our liberty, and

“ His mother! you, his mother! "\alrnost upon our lives. I could ransom

cried Consuelo, trembling, as she fell at my parents by marrying a Catholic lord

the knees of \Vanda. “ Are you then a'dcvotcd to the empire, and I sacrificed

spectre? Were you not mourned as dead myself with a kind of enthusiastic pride.

at Giant's Castle? ” From among those who were designated

“It is now twenty-seven years," re. to me. I chose count Christian because

plied the sibyl, “since \Vanda de Pm. his character, gentle, r'onciliating and

chalitz,count,ess of Rudolstadt, was buried even weak in appearance, gave the hopes

at Giant's Castle, in the same chapel, of secretly converting him to the political

and under the same stone where Albert . ideas Of my family- My family accepted

dc Rudolstadt, attacked by the same rlis my devotcdness and blessed it. I thought

case and subject to the same epileptic:th I Should be happy frtlm Virtue; hut

1crisis, was buried last year, a victim to the unhappiness of which we understand

‘tbc same error. The son would never-itlte extent and feel the injustice is not a

'. have rian from that horrible tomb, if the medium in Which the El'lll (“fill 0:15")! be

mother, attentive to the danger whichldm'elOPB'L I 90"" discovt-‘I'Bd "1111 the

threatened him, had not watched, invisi- t wise and calm Christian concealed under

ble, over his agony, and had not presided I his precise and benevolent gentleness an

with anguish at his inhumation, It was 1' invincible obstinacy, a bigoted attachment

his mother who saved a being, still full of“ to the customs of his caste and to the pre

strength and life, frotn the worms of the ‘jUdices Of his neighborhood. a kind or

sepulchre to which he had already been merciful hatred and of sorrowt'ulcontelnpt

abandoned ; it was his mother who res. _ for every idea of combat and resistance to

ened him from tlfc yoke of a world iniBSlilbliEhed things Hi5 Skier “79'1"”

which he had lived only too long and in '3‘“, Wilder, Wamhflllr gellf'w‘mi bill'

which he could no longer- live, to trans. [ bound even more than he to the minutiae

port him to this mysterious world, to this I of her devotion and the pride of her rank,

impenetrable asylum in which she herself “35 ‘0 m6 8 WIIPIHIIHH lmlll swecl fliltl

had recovered, if not health of body, at hitter, a tuiressing but overpowering ty

least the life of the soul. It is a sit-mng rant, a friend devoted but irritating to the

history, Consuelo, and you must know itilflsl dvgtlte- I Stlfii'rcd mortally 8' lhe

in order to understand that of Albert, his absence of sympathizint! and intellectual

sad life, his pretended death and his mi- connection with beings whom I neverthe

raculous resurrection. The Invisibles will less 10"“. but the 60'1"!“ Will] Wllflm

not open their session for your initiation killed me, whose atmosphere slowly

until midnight. Listen to me then, and wasth me- You know the history of

l

l

l

 

 

 

may the emotion caused by this strange

recital prepare you for those which still

await you.”

Albert‘s youth, his suppressed enthusi

asm, his misunderstood religion, his

evangelical ideas accused of heresy and

My life was a prelude to his,

 

madness.
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and you must have sometimes heard ut

tered in the family of Rudolstadt exclama

tions of terror and of sorrow at that fatal

resemblance between the son and the

mother, in mind as well as in body.

“ The absence of love was the greatest

evil in my life, and from that flowed all

the others. I loved Christian with at

strong friendship; but nothing in him,

could inspire me with enthusiasm, and an '

enthusiastic affection would have been

necessary to repress the profound disunionof our understandings. The religious

and severe education I had received did

not permit me to separate understanding

from love. I devoured myself. My

health became affected, an extraordinary;

excitement seized upon my nervous sys-l

tem; I had hallucinations, ecstaeies;

which were called attacks of madness,',

and which they concealed with care in-l‘

stead of trying to cure. Still, they tried

to divert me and to carry me into the

world, as if balls, performances and.

feasts could supply to me the want ofi

sympathy, of love and of confidence. I

fell so ill at Vienna that I was carried

back to Giant's castle. I preferred even:

that dull abode, the exorcisms of the

chaplain, and the cruel friendship of theI

canoness, to the court of our tyrants.

“ The consecutive loss of my five chil

dren gave me the final blow. It seemed

to me that Heaven had cursed my mar

riagc; I desired death with fervor. I

had no more hope in life. I strove not to

love Albert, my last-horn, persuaded that

he was condemned like the others and

that all my cares could not save him.

“ A last misfortune brought the exas

peration of my faculties to its height. I ‘

loved, I was beloved; and the austerity

of my principles constrained me to stifle

in my bosom even the inward confession

of that terrible feeling. The physician

who attended me in my frequent and pain

ful crises was less young in appearance

and not so handsome as Christian. It

was not, therefore, the graces of his per

son which affected me, but the profound

sympathy of our minds, the conformity of

our ideas, or at least of our religious and l

philosophical instincts, an incredible re

semblance of characters. Marcus,l can

indicate him to you only by that name,

had the same energy, the same activity of

mind, the same patriotism as myself. Of

him could be said, as well as of me, what

Shakspeare has put in the mouth of Bru

tus: ‘Iam not of those who hear injus

tice with a smiling face.’ The misery

and degradation of the poor, serfdom, the

despotic laws and their monstrous abuses,

all the impious rights of conquest excited i

in him tempests of indignation. Oh!l

what torrents of tears we have shed to

gether over the sufferings of our country

 

,could not even see.

enslaved or cheated! Here brutified by

ignorance, there decimated by the rapae

ity of the avarieious, elsewhere violated

and degraded by the ravages of war, de

based and unfortunate over the whole face

of the earth ! Still Marcus, more learned

than I, conceived a remedy for all these

evils, and often conversed with me re

specting strange and mysterious projects

for organizing a universal conspiracy

against despotism and intolerance. I lis

tened to his designs as to romantic

dreams. I could not hope; I was too ill

and too much broken to believe in the

future. He loved me ardently; I saw it,

Ifelt it, I shared his passion: and yet,

during five years of apparent friendship

and chaste intimacy we did not once re

veal to each other the fatal secret which

united us. He did not usually dwell in

the Bmhmer-wald; at least he was fre

quently absent from that region under

pretext of going to attend upon distant

patients, but in fact for the purpose of

organizing that conspiracy of which he

incessantly spoke to me without being

able to persuade me of its results. Each

time that I again saw him I felt more in

flamed by his genius, his courage and his

perseverance. Each time that he re

turned, he found me more weakened,

more devoured by an inward fire, more

wasted by physical suffering.

“During one of those absences I had

horrible convulsions, to which the igno

rant and conceited doctor \Vetzelius,

whom you know, and who attended me

in the absence of Marcus, gave the name

of malignant/ear. After the crisis I fell

into a state of complete prostration which

was taken for death. My pulse did not

beat, my respiration was insensible. Still

1 had all my consciousness; I heard

the prayers of the chaplain and the tears

of my family. I heard the heart-rending

cries of my only child, of my poor Al

bert; and I could not make a motion, I

My eyes had been

closed; it was impossible for me to open

them. I asked myself if this was death,

and if the soul, deprived of its means of

action upon the corpse, preserved in its

decease the sorrows of life and the horror

of the tomb. I heard terrible things

around my bed of death; the chaplain,

endeavoring to calm the strong and sin~

cere regret of the canoncss, told her that

it was necessary to thank God for all

things, and that it was a great happiness

for my husband to be delivered from the,

anguish of my continual agony and from

the storms of my reprobate soul. He did i

 

lnot use quite such harsh words, but thel

meaning was the same, and the canoness,

listened to him and by degrees assented. l

I even heard him afterwards try to con-3

‘sole Christian by the same arguments,|

quite as cruel to me. I heard distinctly,

I understood frightfully. It was, thought

they, the will of God that I should not

bring up my sort, and that he should be

withdrawn in his tender years from the

poison of the heresy with which I was

infected. This was what they found to

say to my husband when he cried, press

ing Albert to his bosom: ‘Poor child,

what will become of thee without thy

mother!’ The reply of the chaplain

was: ‘You will educate him according

to the will of God I ’

“Finally, after three days of motion

less and mute dcspair,I was carried to

the tomb, without having recovered

strength to make a movement, without

having lost for an instant the certainty of

the horrible death to which they were

about to condemn me! I was covered

with diamonds, I was dressed in my wed

ding garments, that magnificent costume

in which you saw me in my portrait. A

crown of flowers was placed upon my

head, a crucifix of gold upon my chest,

and I was deposited in a long coflin of

white marble, cut in the subterranean

pavement of the chapel. I felt neither

the cold nor the want of air, I lived only

in thought.

“ Marcus arrived an hour after. His

consternation took front him all reflection.

He came mechanically to prostrate him

self upon my tomb; he was torn from it;

he returned in the night. This time he

was provided with a hammer and a lever.

An ominous idea had crossed his mind.

He knew my lethargic crises; he had

never seen them so long, so complete;

but from some instances of that strange

state before observed by him, he imagined

the possibility of a frightful error. He

had no faith in the science of Welzelius.

Iheard him walking above my head; I

recognized his step. The clang of the

iron which raised the stone made me

shudder, but I could not utter a cry, a

groan. When he raised the veil which

covered my face I was so exhausted by

the efforts I had made to call him that I

seemed more dead than ever. He hesi

tated for a long while; he interrogated

a thousand times my extinguished breath,

my frozen heart and hands. I had all

the stiffness of a corpse. I heard him

murmur in a heart-reuding voice: ‘It is

rlone, then! No more hope! Dead,

dead !---0 Wanda! ’ He let the veil fall

again, but he did not replace the stone.

A horrible silence once more prevailed.

Had he fainted! \Vould he abandon me,

he also, forgetting, in the horror inspired

by the sight of what he had loved, to

close my sepulchre'!

“ Marcus, plunged in a gloomy medita

tion, formed a project dismal as his sor

row, strange as his character. He

and those of the human race, everywherelrather more softened in expression, butiwished to save my body from the rava

r}

a
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ges of destruction. He wished to carry

it away secretly, to embalm it, to seal it

in a metal coffin and keep it always by

his side. He asked himself if he would

have so much courage; and suddenly,

in a kind of fanatic transport, he said that

he would. He took me in his arms, and

without knowing if his strength would

permit him to carry a dead body so far as

his dwelling, which was more than a

league distant, he laid me upon the pave_

merit, and replaced the stone with that

terrible sang-froid which often accompa

nies acts of delirium. Then he wrapped

me up and hid me entirely under his cloak,

and left the chateau, which was not then

closed with the same care as now, be

cause the bands of malefactors rendered

desperate by the war had not yet shown

themselves in the environs. I had be

come so thin that I was not, to tell the

truth, a very heavy burden. Marcus

crossed the woods, choosing the least fre

quented paths. He deposited me several

times upon the rocks, overpowered by

sorrow and dismay more than by fatigue.

He has told me since that more than once

he felt a horror of this theft of a dead

body, and was tempted to carry me back

to my tomb. At last he reached his

dwelling, penetrated without noise

through his garden, and carried me,

without being seen by any one, into an

isolated pavilion which he used as a pri

vate study. It was there only that the

joy of seeing myself saved, the first feel

ing of joyI had had for ten years, un

bound my tongue, and I was able to ar

ticulate a feeble exclamation.

“ A new and violent crisis followed the

lethargy. I suddenly recovered an exu

berant strength; I uttered cries, groans.

Marcus' maid servant and gardener ran

towards the pavilion, thinking that some

one was assassinating him. He had the

presence of mind to throw himselfbefore

them, saying that a lady had come there

to be secretly confined, and that he

would kill any one who attempted to see

her, as he would discharge whomsoever

said a word about the matter. This feint

succeeded. I was dangerously ill in the

pavilion for three days. Marcus, shut up

with me, attended me with a zeal and an

intelligence worthy of his will. When I

was saved and could collect my ideas, I

threw myself into his arms with terror,

at the thought that we should be obliged

to separate. ‘ 0 Marcus,’ cried I, ‘ why

did you not let me die here, in your

arms! If you love me, kill me; to re

turn to my family is worse than death to

me.’ '

“‘ Madam,’ replied he with firmness,

‘you never shall return there; I have

made an oath to God and to myself.

You henceforth belong only to me. You

will not leave me again, or you will go

hence only over my dead body.’ This My husband, according to his custom,

terrible resolution shocked and charmed had gone to pray in his oratory instead of

me at the same moment. I was too

much troubled and too weak to perceivei

its extent. I listened to n with the atl

once timid and coufiding submission of ai

child. I allowed myself to be nursed,

cured, and by degrees accustomed myself

to the idea of never returning to Riesen

burg and of never contradicting the ap

pearances of my death. Marcus dis

played an exalted eloquence to convince

me. He told me that I could not live in

that marriage, and that I had no right to

go to certain death. He swore to me

that he had the means of withdrawing me

from the sight of men for a long time,

and for my whole life from that of per

sons who knew me. He promised me

that he would watch over my son and

provide a way for me to see him in se

cret. He even gave me sure pledges of

these strange possibilities, and [allowed

myself to be convinced. I consented to

depart with him and never again to be

come the countess de Rudolstadt.

“ But at the moment when we were

about to depart, Marcus was sent for to

attend Albert, who was said to be dan

gerously ill. Maternal tenderness,whieh

unhappiness seemed to have stifled, was

re-awakcnd in my bosom. I wished to

follow Marcus to Riesenburg ; no human

power, not even his, could have dissuad

 

acting to avert the danger. I precipita

ted myself upon my son, I pressed him to

my bosom. He was not afraid of me, he

returned my caresses; he had not com

prehended my death. At this moment

the chaplain appeared upon the thresh

old of the chamber. Marcus thought

that all was lost. Still, with a rare pres

ence of mind, he remained motionless and

appeared not to see me beside him. The

chaplain pronounced, with an interrupted

voice, some words of exorcism, and faint

ed away before he had dared to make a

step towards me. Then I resigned my

self to fly by another door, and I regained

in the darkness the place where Marcus

had left me. I was reassured; I had

seen Albert relieved; his little hands

were moist, and the fire of the fever was

no longer on his cheeks. The fainting

and the terror of the chaplain were at

tributed to a vision. He insisted that he

had seen me beside Marcus, holding Al

bert in my arms. Marcus insisted that

he had seen nothing. Albert had gone

to sleep. But on the next day he again

asked for me, and the following nights,

convinced that I had not fallen asleep for

ever, as they endeavored to persuade him,

he dreamed of me, thought he saw me

again and called me several times.

From that moment, Albert’s childhood

 

ed me. I entered his carriage, and, en-j was closely watched, and the supersti

veloped in a long veil, waited with anX-itions souls of Riesenburg made abun

iety at some distance from the chateau L dance of prayers to drive the fatal assi

for him to go and see my son and bringlduities of my phantom from around his

me news of him. He soon returned, injeradle.

fact, assured me that the child was not in1 “ Marcus rcconducted me to his house

danger, and wished to reconduct me to before day. We put offourdeparture for

his house and afterwards return and pass a week longer, and when my son was en

the night with Albert. Ieould not re- tirely rriistablished we left Bohemia.

solve to do this. I wished still to wait Since that time i have led a wandering

for him, hidden behind the dark walls of and mysterious life. Always concealed at

the chateau, trembling and agitated,lmy resting places, always veiled in my

while he returned to take care of my son. journeys, bearing a false name, and hav

I was hardly alone when a thousand anx- i ing for a long while no other confidant in

ietics consumed my heart. I imagincdithe world but Marcus, I passed several

that Marcus concealed from me the real i years with him in foreign countries. He

situation of Albert, that perhaps he was‘maintained a constant correspondence

dying, that he would expire without re- with a friend who kept him informed of

ceiving my last kiss. Overcome by this all that took place at Riesenburg, and

fatal persuasion, I rushed through thei who gave him ample details respecting

porch of the chateau ; a servant, whom I > the health, the character and the education

met in the court, let fall his torch audiof my son. The deplorable state of my

fled crossing himself. My veil hid myihealth authorized me to lead the mobt re

features; but the appearance of a woman i tired life and to see no one. I passed for

in the middle of the night was enough to the sister of Marcus and lived several

awaken the superstitious ideas of those years in the interior of Italy, in an isolat

credulous domestics. They had no doubti ed villa, while for a part of each year

that I was the ghost of the unhappy andliMarcus continued his journeys and pur

impious countess Wanda. An unex-isued the accomplishment of his vast pro

pected chance allowed me to penetrate toijects.

my son's chamber without meeting any‘ “I was not the mistress of Marcus; I

other persons, and the canoness had for- had remained under the empire of my

tunately gone out. for that moment to getyneligious scrnples, and I required more

some medicine prescribed by Marcuslthan ten years of meditation to conceive
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the right of human beings to shake off gcr any commerce with God but in thel

the yoke of the laws, without pity and august serenity which is granted to it as

without intelligence, which govern hu— a last benefit. God himself gently aids‘

man society. Being considered deadnus by an insensible transformation to:

and not. wishing to risk the liberty I had enter upon that path. He takes care to'

so dearly bought, I could not invoke any 1 calm our passions and to change them

civil or religious power to break my;iuto peaceful friendships; he takes from

marriage with Christian, and I could not us the fascination of beauty, thus with

 

of housekeeper to a part of the prince's

mansion, but in fact earnestly engaged in

nothing but the hidden work; holding a

vast correspondence in the name of the

council with all the important associates,

receiving them here, and often presiding

over their conferences alone with Marcus

when the prince and the other supreme

desire, moreover, to reawaken his sleep

ing sorrows. He knew not how unhappy

I had been with him; he believed that,

for my happiness and the peace of his

family, and for the salvation of his son, I

had descended to the repose of the tomb.

In this situation, Ilookod upon myself as

eternally condemned to be faithful to him.

Afterwards, when by the exertions of

Marcus the disciples of a new faith had

united and secretly constituted themselves

a religious power, when I had modified

my ideas sufficiently to accept this new

council and to enter this new church

which could have pronounced my divorce

and consecrated our union, it was no

longer time: Marcus, fatigued by my

obstinacy, had felt the necessity of loving

elsewhere, and I had heroically impelled

him to it. He was married; I was the

friend of his wife: still he was not hap

py. That wife had not a mind and heart

sufficiently great to satisfy the mind and

heart of a man like him. He had not

been able to make her understand his

plans; he was careful not to inform her

of his success. She died after some

years, without having imagined that Mar

cus still loved me. I nursed her in her

last illness; I closed her eyes without

having any reproach to make against

myself respecting her, without rejoicing

at the removal of this obstacle to my

long and cruel passion. My youth had

departed; I was broken; I had led too

grave and too austere a life to change

when age began to bleach my hair. I

entered at last into the calmness of old

age, and I felt deeply all that there is

august and holy in that phase of our

woman's life. Yes, our old age, like

our whole life, when we understand it

aright, is something much more serious

than that of men. They can cheat the

course of years, they can still love and

become parents at a more advanced age

than we, while nature marks for us a

bound beyond which there is something

monstrous and impious in the wish to

reawaken love and to encroach by ridicu

lous transports upon the brilliant privi

leges of the generation which already

succeeds and effaces The lessons

and the examples which it expects from

us in that solemn moment, require more

over, a life of contemplation and of con

centration which the agitations of love

would fruitlesst disturb. Youth can be

inspired by its own ardor and find therein

high revelations. Ripe age has no lon

“8.

drawing us from dangerous temptations. ,chicfs were absent; in fine, exercising at

Nothing then is so easy as to grow old,lall times quite a decided influence upon

‘whatever may say and whatever may ,those of their decisions which seemed to

think about it those women diseased in‘demand the delicate perceptions and the

mind whom we see more about the.pcculiar sense with which the female

iworld, victims to a kind of fury, obsti- I mind is endowed. Apart from the philo

nate to conceal from others and from isophical questions which are brought for

i ward and weighed hcre, and from which,

[

themselves the diminution of their charms i

and the termination of their mission as,besidcs, I have, by the maturity of my

women. W'hat! age takes from us our.uuderstanding, acquired the right not to

sex, it frees us from the terrible labors of be excluded, there are often questions of

maternity, and we do not recognize that l feeling to be discussed and judged. You

this is the moment to raise ourselves to aimay well think that in our attempts

kind of angelic state! But, my dearlabroad, we often find an assistance or an

Idaughter, you are so far from that bound, 1 obstacle in particular passions, love, ha

fearful and yet desirable as a port after a tred, jealousy. I have had, by the inter

'tempest, that all my reflections on this‘vention of my son, and even in person

subject are out of place; let them there- i and under the disguises, much in fashion

fore only be of use to you to understand at courts among women, of sorceress or

my history. I remained what I had al- of prophetess, frequentconnections with

ways been, the sister of Marcus; and ‘the princess Amelia of Pru§ia, with the

those repressed emotions, that conqueredinteresting and unhappy princess of

love which had tortured our youth, gave ' Culmbach, finally with the young mar

at least to the friendship of ripcr age a‘gravine of Bareith, Frederick's sister.

character of strength and of enthusiastic \Ve were obliged to win these women

confidence which is not to be found in'morc by the heart than by the mind. 1

common friendships. 'liave worked nohly, I dare to say it, to

“I have as yet told you nothing, more- i attach them to us. and have succeeded.

over, of the mental labors and the impor But that phase of my life is not the one

tant occupations which, during the firstiwith which I am to acquaint you. In

fifteen years, prevented us from being ab- your future enterprises you will find my

sorbed by our sufl‘crings, and which since trace and you will continue what I have

that time have prevented our regretting ,‘ begun. I wish to speak to you of Albert,

them. You know their nature, their'and inform you of all that side of his ex

object and their result; you were in-iistence which you do not know. We

formed of them last night; you will behave still time. Give me yet a little of

more fully so this evening by the organ of your attention. You will understand

the Invisibles. I can only sayto you that 1 how, in this terrible and strange life 1

Marcus sits among them, and that he has i have made for myself, I at last knew ten

himself formed their secret council and ‘ der emotions and maternal joys.”

organized their whole society with thel To be Continued.

assistance ofa virtuous prince. whose en

tire fortnne is consecrated to the. myste- FLATTERING. A writer in the Evening

rious and mighty enterprise with which

you are acquainted. I have likewise con

secrated my whole life to it for fifteen,

years. After twelve years of absence 1'

was too much forgotten on the one hand

and too much changed on the other not to

be able to reappear in Germany. The

strange life which befits certain employ

ments of our order moreover favored my

incognito. Entrusted, not with the active

propagandism which is reserved to your

life of brilliancy, but with secret missions

which my prudence could execute, Ihave

made several journeys which I will de

,scribe to you directly. And since then I

ihave lived here entirely concealed, excr

 

 

cising in appearance the obscure functions‘

Post says: “ Among the wild tribes of Epirul

the most flattering tribute that can be paid

to a man’s memory is to say—‘he was an

honest man and a good robber; ’ and here in

New York, where commercial gain is looked

upon as the whole duty and chief end of

man, it is most natural that we should exalt

it to the dignity of a virtue.”

KIEN-LUNG, EMPEROR or CHINA-'

One day the old Kien-Lung, Emperor of

China, asked George Stanton how medical

men were paid in England. When the sys

tem was explained to him, he asked if there

could be a single Englishman in good health. .

“I will tell you,” said he, " how I treat my

physicians. l have. four, to whom the Ctrl

of my health is confided. A certain sum i!
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given to each weekly; but as soon as I am

ill, the salaries are stopped till l am well. I

need not tell you that my illnesses are not

By this it appears that the medical

care of the celestial emperor is no joke.—

.Medical Times.

9,

long.

[1? When a fine whiskered preacher, with

white kid gloves, diamond studs, macassar

ringlcts and a cainbric pucket handkerchief,

talks in a lisp about the Vanity of the world,

we must say we always feel the strongest

inclination—only we are awed by the ma

jesty of the beadle—to shout out to him,

“ Now, then, stupid.”—- Punch.

THE RIGHT OF MAN TO THE SOIL:

THE HOLLAND LAND PL'HFHASE

“'ESTERN PART OF THE STATE

YORK.

IN Till-I

OF NEW

BATAVIA, Genesee Co, N. Y, Doc. 5.

To the Editor of the Tribune :

DEAR Siaz—I see that you are de

nounced in various quarters for advocat

ing the Right of Man to the Soil. and for

wishing to reserve the Public Lands for

the poor and landless citizens of our

country, with a limitation to land monop

oly, so as to secure to the coming genera.

tion the possibility of obtaining a portion

of the earth (the common inheritance of

the Race) not as tenants at will, but as

freeholders.

Allow me to state briefly the history of,

the sale of the \Vcstern part of the State

of New York, embracing all that section

of country West of a line running from

the boundary of the State of Pennsylva

nia due North to Lake Ontario, which

line passes through the centre of Seneca

Lake. immediately East oi" Geneva.

This tract contains about 7,000,000

acres of land, and comprises the counties

of \Vayne, Ontario, Yates, Steuben, Al

leghany, Livingston, Monroe, Orleans,

Genesee, \Vyoming, Cattaraugus, Chau

tauquc, Erie and Niagara.

In the year 1777 or ‘78, a Mr. Phelps

of Salisbury, Conn., then without means

or capital, and engaged in a very humble

branch. of commercial pursuits, conceived

the bold project of buying this immense

tract of territory from the State of Massa

cliusetts, which was the owner of it.

The State of New York held the legal

jurisdiction, but the prci'imptive right to

the soil was vested in Massachusetts.

He proposed to a Mr. Gorham of Boston,

to join him in the purchase, he being a

man of some capital. The purchase was

made by those two operators for less, it

is believed, than six cents an acre. The

lands were purchased on credit, and the

buyers had the right to pay in the certifi

cates of the State, which were then sell

ing for 2s. 6d. in the pound. This fact

being known, it caused the certificates to

rise to par value, and the purchasers be

coming alarmed rclinquislicd all the lands

lying west of Genesee River, and com

prising four millions and a half of acres.

Mr. Phelps then proposed to Robert

Morris of Philadelphia, a Wealthy mer

chant and an extensive Operator, to join

him in the re-purchase of the lands relin-.

quislied. After some negotiations they!

were unable to buy jointly, and Robert

Morris bought them on his owa individ

ual account through the medium of his

agent, Samuel Ogden of New Jersey.

iGCl't‘S, which

He paid for the 4,500,000 acres I creased, that a considerable portion of the

$333,333, or a fraction under seven and lands, with the improvements put upon

in half cents per acre. This purchaseithein, wcre not worth the iiicunibraoccs,

was made, I think, in 1792. The settlers also, in many cases mort

The same or the following year, Rob- gtigcd the farms, which they had paid

ert Morris sold 3,300,0th actoSol' these for, to the Mt-rchants with whom they

l'llltlS to a company of capitalists in llol- , had tratlod, and in some cases to Law

'land for thirty seven and a half cents an ‘ yers and Banks.

acre, clearing in the operation about Taking ageueral survey of the coun

$UU0,0UU, besides reserving l,200,t)00‘try, we find a large portion of the farms

he sold in tracts to various pledged for the original purchase money,

persons. ior mortgaged or sold to Merchants, Law

The lndian title was extinguished in , yct's. lianks, and so forth. if we follow

September, 1797, for $100,000, which-the fate of the early settlers, who first

sum was paid by Robert Morris. )I‘a'll‘llt‘. in and cultivated the lands, it will

The llolland Land Company had their i be found (and I state this from the best

land surveyed into townships in '98 and intbrmatiou I can obtain on the subject)

'90, and upcnod them for sztlt‘v to the sct— ' I/ml not more (Iron onefurmrr in ten. u'cr

tlcrs in February, 1801. They were ‘ paidfor the farm which he had taken up

sold to the settlers, who generally were'amlrlmred.

from the New England States, at an av- Some were obliged to sell at great sac

erage of $2 per acre, on credit. rificcs to those who had the means of

In 1837, the Holland Land Companyipaving; the Company sold a very con

sold out the lands remaining on hand, Isiderable number, depriving the original

togthcr with the debts due to them by lseillers of their improvements, and many

the settlers, to several companies. The ‘ passed into the possession of Merchants,

itotal receipts of this company, including Lawyers, and so torih. The hard and

the final sale, amounted to over $12,-ihoncst toil of a generation was scattered

000,000. llikO the chaff and wasted as if it were

There is a debt of several millions still , valucless, and yet. this toil was the only

due from the settlers, secured by mori-iproperty of the poor men that came into

gages. These inorigagcs are held by the country.

the companies that purchased in 1931i “'hat a. frightful result! \Vhat gi

and by sortie Trust Companies in New gantic injustice somewhere in our Social

York that loaned the money to make the , System! We see families leaving their

purchases. ihomes, and emigrating to a wilderness;

In reviewing this operation we see that‘ we see them clearing a vast region, most.

the State of Massachusetts sold a vastlhcavily timbered, felling tree by tree the

textent of territory to a. Philadelphia liter-ideiise forest, and converting them into

chant for seven and a hall' cents an acre. productive farms; we see them combat

(Let me remark that iilassachnsctts re- ting with want and disease, (for fevers

ccived the title to the land by a grant were common and violent iii the early

from {be English Crown, :1 rathcr qucs- settlement of the country.) and after all

tionable title, we should think, for Amer- i this toil, which exceeded in extent the

icons who, by a revolution, had thrown | labors of the greatest armies, we see that

oil“ and trampled tinder foot. the political not more than our: “sitar I)! Tim has

claims of that authority.) irctaiuod possession of its farm, and reaped

Robert Morris sold the larger part of, the fruits of its labors!

this territory to a Foreign Company for‘ Now suppose that Massachusetts, in

tliirty seven and a half cents per acre ; l stead of selling these lands for seven and

and this Company sold it to the actual a half ecnts an acre to a Merchaiit‘Spee

srl/l/rs, to the men who came to cultivate , ulator, had reserved them for actual set

it, for $2 per acre. itlers, for her own sons, and other emi

Thc men who settled the country, ! grants from New England, and sold them

were, as I said, New Englanders, and :at twenty five cents an acre in cash. Sup

many of them front Massachusetts; and pose in addition that two of the measures

thus this State saw, in a few years, lauds ‘ of the National Reformcrs, which are de

which she had sold for seven and a half' nounccd as subversive and revolutionary,

cents an acre pass through the hands ofa I had been adopted at that period; "amf‘lyi

Merchant and a Foreign Company and ' that not more than one hundred and Sixty

rc~sold to her own sons for $2 per acre! acres should be sold to one man, and that

And the men and the sons of the men he could only sell it to a landless man, so

who had fought so valiantly to disenthral as to prevent monopoly by non-produc

thciusclvcs from the political yoke ofiers; and second, that the homestead

Great Britain, left their homes, came to i should be inalienable; that is, shouldnot

a wilderness, and gave the profits of their i be sold under mortgage or execution.

labor during agood portion of their lives:(The farm, the home of the family,

to pay to a Merchant and a Foreign Com- should be held next in saercdness to the

pany their profits on lands, the title of, human body, which can no longer be im~

which was derived from Great Bri/ain.’.’.' , prisoned for debt.)

But this is only the beginning of the! Had these measures been putin oper

evil. The sales of these lands on creditfatioii, the settlers in this part of the

proved most disastrous to the settlers.'country, who by their labor have trans

l’rcvious to the construction of the Erie formed it from a wilderness intoa fertile

Canal, completed in 182.3, produce gt-n- region, would have owned their farms,

erally sold extremely low, or there was and remained secure in their possession:

no sale for it. 1 have seen wheat sold in , vast some would not have been drained
this town at eighteen and three-quarterifrom the People by a Foreign Company

cents a bushel, and pay taken in goods,land sent to Europe; mortgages would

upon which one hundred per cent. profit'not have been plastered over the whole

no doubt was made.

 

lrcgion, as they now are,,lying in the

Interest accumulated on the mortgages! Land Ofiiees u on it, and in the Trust
of the settlers, and so enormously was'Compunies in vew._York, and causing

the debt, resting on the country, in- thousands of law suits and hundreds of
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thousands of dollars’ expense in foreclos

ures; numberless farms would not have

as a new home for our increasing popu- remain a necessity for any one to perform

lation, and our poor and landless citizens, t more of physical or mental labor thanI
fallen into the hands of underbuyers and with a bar to land monopoly or the pur-teach should be willing and glad to per

others who did not clear them, and ofichase of land in large quantities by indi-lform.

Merchants, Lawyers, Banks, Speculators

and Money Lenders; and hundreds of

poor, hard-working and disappointed

farmers would not have been driven from

their homes, and, sank as many did, into

a drunkard‘s grave—their families ru

ined and dispersed, seeking a new home

in the West — where perhaps some other

Companies are enacting over the same

vidual Speculators or Companies, who

may be fitly denominated, the Vampires

of Agricultural Industry.

Yours truly,

Our; Bonn on The SOIL.

l

I THE RELIGION OF LABOR.

We find in the last “ Practical Christian," an |

\Ve have no government-craft,

no law-craft, no priest-c-nd'l, no medical

craft, no education-craft, no boning-craft,

no skill-craft, no exclusive privileged

class or order among us to be salaried,

fattened and effeminated at the expense

of our little commonwealth. All things

necessary to be done are done for the

common good on equal terms. We have

the glorious privilege in ottr position of

scene-=1. or begging an asylum in the PUOTiint-eresting Discourse on this subject, delivered 1 Prosecuting all our lflbm "1 the two

House.

Such is a brief outline of the history

of the sale of the soil in the \Vestern part

of the State of New York. It is a sad

history; one of legal injustice and plun

der upon a gigantic scale; of respectable

extortion of the most villanous character,

perpetrated upon the poor, the defence

less and unsuspecting Producing Classes,

who by their patient labor and endurance,

have made this important region all that

it is.

In the territory west of Genesee riv

er there are several millions still due for

the original purchase money, and the en

tire indebtedness on bond and mortgage

must. amount to at least ten millions of

dollars. This is an immense weight

resting on the country, draining it of its

resources and impoverishing it, crushing

the farmers and keeping a considerable

portion of the population under the “ har

row ” of anxiety and the dread of ruin.

And where goes the money drained

year after year from this region? the re

sult of the act of folly of Massachusetts,

of politicians, so penny-wise as to sell an

immense district of country for a paltry

trifle?

The money, the fruit of the industry of

the people of this part of the State, goes

in part to the city of New York to ang

ment its extravagances, its waste, and its

luxury; but the greater portion goes to

England and Holland. The bonds issued

by the Companies that purchased in 1837

from the original Holland Land Compa

ny, have, through the Trust Companies

in New York and the United States

Bank, found their way to London and

Amsterdam.

What a strange result! The subjects

of the Crowns of Great Britain and H01

land hold at this moment an absulule soo

ereignly over the Labor of the Agricul

tural Classes of an important part of the

Empire Slate, and an immense tax is

levied annually by them, the payment of

which is enforced for them without any

trouble or expense on their part ; and the

hard earnings of our people here go to

feed the vices, the follies, the insane ex—

penditure. of that disgusting and dreary

sink of iniquity, London, and the stupid

est of cities, Amsterdam.

And where are we to seek for the

original cause of this complicated mass of

error and injustice! We are to look for

it in the fact that the People and the

leaders of the People after our Revolu

tion had not the intelligence to see the

necessity and justice of annulling these

grants of Territory from the British

Crown to the States, and declaring them

as well as all Public Lands, the property

of the whole People, to be reserved for

the real cultivator and improver, (for

cultivation and improvement are the only

true claim to wild lands, and the plea on

which we dispossessed the Indians,) and

thy ADIN BALLOU to the Hopedale Ii‘raternal‘I

‘Communion. It gives us pleasure to copy the

t] subjoined extract, both on account of the sound

i ness of the views which it presents, and of its

l . . . . ‘
lencouragmg description of life at Hopedale.

| Mr. Ballou by no means exaggerates the impor- i

> tance of the noble, philanthropic, and truly _

i- Christian movement, in which he is engaged.

Brethren, do not our hearts burn with

in us while we contemplate this theme?

How anxiously have we sought to find

out a method by which the ordinary la

bors of our hands might be made a part

.and parcel of the service of God; by

i which we could work out the problems of]

justice and charity, without neglectingi

any of the other duties of life ; by which,

indeed, we might at everé stroke be

doing something to glorify ad, to bless

humanity, and to keep ourselves from

being burdensome to others! Have we

not found this desired method? Has not

:our heavenly Father discovered it to us!

in we faithfully follow it, will not “the

fpleasnrc of the Lord prosper in our

thands? " May we not feel that the

humblest manual labor of the humblest

i individual among us, conscientiously per

formed, is calculated to subserve the

ends of that justice and charity which we

have been contemplating. 0 let me en

treat you, dear associates, not to forget

your high calling, not to undervalue your.

vantage ground, not to think lightly of.

your mission. We are often weak, cold‘

and frail, ready to count our etTorts vain : i

,but I tell you that unborn millions will;

‘ feel the benefits of your associated Chris-{

tian industr . Let no one deem himself;

a cypher. et no one say, “ I am doing‘.

nothing for truth, righteousness and hu-l

manity.” It is not so. Be patient, bei

 

 

great Christian ends—independent self

maintenrmre, and the doing of good to the

weak and needy. 0 may we appreciate

ithe excellence of this high position, de

light to fulfil faithfully its duties, com

mend to a suffering world, and unitedly

enjoy its benefits with ever humble, af

fectionate and grateful hearts.

LEGAL Ansuant-rttzs. Major Noah thus

“ shows up " the absurdities of legal techni

calities : —

“ Why cannot we simplify the language

of the law—why not banish its old black

letter Vandalism ? ‘ Sir, I give you this

orange,’ and I do give it; should not that

declaration and transfer be deemed an abso

lute conveyancc? Yet to make it perfectly

legal it must run thus:

“ I give you all and singular my estate

and interests, right, title, and claim, and ad

vantage of and in that orange, with the rind,

skin,juice, pulp, and pips, to bite, cut, suck,

or otherwise cat the same, or give the same

away, with or without the rind, skin, juice,

pulp, and pips, anything heretofore or here~

inaftcr, or in other deed or deeds, instrument

or instruments, of whatever nature or kind

soever, to the. contrary in any wise notwith

standing," vtith much more of the same

effect.

 

AsYLUat

WOMEN.

FOR Ausn AND INDIGEN'I‘

There is in the city of New

York an excellent institution of this kind.

It has just had an anniversary, which the

Transcript notices as follows:

“At the present time there are eighty

I inmates in the Asylum, and these have just

erseverinv be conscientious be dilioent . ,
ih businesgfor the two great purpose; we i celebrated a most happy anniversi'ry' “uh

. , t ’ I '_

have seen 58, for“, m we gospel‘ and an address at .St. Thomas: (,hurch, lrotn the

you will enter into the true blessedness. . 3*"- D"- “h'lehmlse- 1" "18 course or the

We are not distillers of intoxicating 3 address, the Doctor,in depicting the blessed

liquors, to cover the world With drunken- i ness of such a home for those venerable but

"933' we are "0‘ {ahncmm's or swordsi ‘ poor mothers, contrasted the difference be

guns and other deadly weapons. We

are not manufacturers of slave manacles

and scourges. We are pursuing no es

sentially anti-Christian industry. We

have eschewed these abominations, and

testified against all such perversions of

human industry, skill and capital. Nor

have we imposed on ourselves excessive

labors and overtasks for mere selfish

aggrandizement. We are not struggling

to hoard up wealth. We are not toiling

for an exclusive, isolated interest, which

is at war with the interests of others.

If we are occasionally necessitated to en

dure more of labor and care than is de

sirable, we do it for a noble end. Butt

on the average our labors are moderate1

 

tween such a sanctuary from destitution,and

the usual abodes of the poor, placed by se

vere necessity in crowded neighborhoods,

and with only a thin partition between the

virtuous and the vicious. ' lnstead,’ said he,

‘ of a constant, wearing resistance to all that

is passing around—jarred by every sound,

offended by filth, blasphemy, drunkenness

and misery, where a solitary life is the only

means of resisting the offence and contagion

—ina home like this, there is repoSe and

confidence. The moral air is healthful and

congenial, the moral nature acts in secure

expansion, and peace, and progress in what

 

compared wilh the labors of me hard is good, are attainable states. Hence this

ilaboring dasses in generap And as we home in many cases effects what neither the

{rise towards maturity, there will scarceihflme of childhood nor the home of riper
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years did produce.’ We would that we had

such an establishment in our city, to restore

in a measure the lost sympathies of the aged

and sorrow-stricken, and to supply the wants

of the mind as well as of the body of this

interesting portion of humanity.” ‘

We agree with the Transcript in its admi

ration of this asylum, and in its wish that

such institutions existed in other places. We

go, however, a little further than our neigh

bor. We say that society universally should

furnish for all its members the advantages

that Dr. Whitehonse attributes to this asylum,

as well as a good many others that he does

not mention; or it is anything but a Christian

kind of society. - Chrunotype.

[1? Love sways even justice, and it is the

peculiarity of love to devote itself for that

which is beloved.

 

SYDNEY Sm'ru 0N Wan. Among the

last productions of the pen of Sydney

Smith was one “on the duties of the

Queen,” in which this forcible paragraph

occurs:

“ A second great object which I hope

will be impressed upon the mind of this

royal lady is a. rooted horror of war, an

earnest and passionate desire to keep her

people in a state of profound peace. The

greatest curse which can be emailed upon

mankind is a state of war. All the atro

cious crimes committed in years of peace;

all that is spent in peace by the secret

corruptions or by the thoughtless extrav

agance of nations, are mere trifles com

pared with the gigantic evils which stalk

over the world in a state of war. God is

forgotten in war; every principle of

Christian charity trampled upon; human

industry eittinguished; you see the son,

and the husband, and the brother, dying

miserably in distant lands; you see the

breaking of human hearts; you hear the

shrieks of widows and children after the

battle; and you walk over the mangled

bodies of the wounded calling for death.

I would say to that royal child, worship

God by loving peace: it is not your hu

manity to pity a beggar by giving him

food or raimcnt. I can do that. That

is the charity of the humble and the un

known. Widen your heart for the more

expanded miseries of mankind. Pity the

mothers of the peasantry who see their

sons torn away from their families; pity

your poor subjects crowded into hospitals,

and calling, in their last breath, upon

their distant country and their young

Queen; pity the stupid frantic folly of

human beings who are always ready to

tear each other to pieces, and to deluge

the earth with each other's blood. This

is your extended humanity, and this the

great field of your compassion. Extin

guish in your heart the fiendish love of

military glory, from which your sex does

not necessarily exempt you, and to which

the wickedness of flatterers may urge.

Say upon your death-bed, ‘I have made

few orphans in my reign—I have made

few widows; My object has been peace.

I have used all the weight of my charac

ter and all the power of my situation to

check the irascible passions of mankind,

and to turn them to the arts of honest

industry. This has been the Christianity

of my throne, and this the gospel of my

sceptre. In this way I have striven to

worship my Redeemer and Judge.’ ”

 

REVIEW.

Fact and Fiction: A Collection of S10

ries. By L. MARIA CniLo. Author

of " Letters from New York," “ Phi

lothea,” &c. &c. New York: C. S.

Francis and Co., 252 Broadway. Bos

ton: J. H. Francis, l28 Washington

Street. limo. pp. 282.

we know not how to speak of this lit

tle volume in any terms which will not

sound like extravagant praise. Surely

no stories ever delighted us more; and

nothingthat we have read of late in any

shape of literature, elaborate or light,

has been to us so like the contact of a

fresh, true soul. Such a book in the

Christmas season comes to us like a!

whole garden of flowers suddenly spring-'

ing up around no amid winter snows:—

real flowers; there is no magic aboutl

them, except the heart‘s permanent mag

ic; and a heart kept fresh from child

hood, grown only wiser and more loving

by life's lessons, fed with still deepening

hopes, instead of exhausting itself, by

each experience, is the infallible poet.

There is the secret of imagination, of

fancies ever brightening into fuller beau

ty and consistency, of profound acquaint

ance with and facile skill to touch the

springs of human sympathies, of life

like style and charm in every thing.

Mrs. Child's characteristics as a writer

are too well known to call for our analy

sis. Allowing for all shades of tempera

ment, (since most are born with slower

pulses than her own, and cannot help it,

iand to them consequently there is always

‘a. certain exaggeration in all her enthusi

asms,) she is generally acknowledged to

be one of the most genial, buoyant, ver

satile, impetuous, playful, earnest, hu

mane and unpretendingly, informally re‘

ligious writers of the times,—a sincere,

generous, great woman, to whom no con

ventional sham or fully by any possibility

can cleave,-—and a poet, in whom the

faculty of seeing beauty in every thing

and sympathizing with it, and re-creating

it in forms of art, seems never suspended,

never blunt or wearied. Her tendency

has always been to dwell upon the bright

side of things, to detect hidden beauties

and restore faded promises; but not the

less has she felt and undersde (as far as

faithful hearts can understand) the trage

1dy of life, and pleaded earnestly against

the wrongs, the bitter, solemn lies which

false society would make perpetual and

unimpeachable. She does not idly fret

herself about these things; her earnest

protest is backed by a still more earnest

faith. She has outlived fanaticism, and

yet growri in faith: and that is a great

thing to say of any one. Probably however

it would be wiser to infer that what scorned

fanaticism never really was so, otherwise -

than relatively to less earnest, less enthu-l
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[siastic, and certainly not more healthful

minds. She has “come out" from or

ganized philanthropy, and partial reform

movements, as well as from the mouldy

conservatisms of Church and State, and

is only a truer and more active lover of

humanity titan bcfore; she trusts in God,

and in the heart's true instincts and

abides her time; saving herself, we

doubt not, for that organization which

shall be broad as humanity, and whose

perfect order shall be but the inirrnr and

complement of the freest charm and sub

tleat, grandest laws of nature.

One thing we may properly add to all

those familiar enumerations of Mrs.

Child's moral and literary qualities : her‘s

is a remarkably progressire genius.

Each successive yield from her mind's

store-house is of a. deeper, finer, and

more solid quality; the fresh and glaring

colors of her pictures steadily acquire

tone; her productions have more and

more a sweet and recondite taste as of

old wine, or well dried walnuts. And

the sap-wood is in proportion to the

heart-wood. Her thoughts grow richer,

as well as calmer. The exuberance of

fancy is ever enhanced, and her most

busy imagination wears like a native the

costume of all countries, and can breathe

the spirit of old ages as if they were

new. Nothing is more remarkable than

the variety of the flowers woven into this

wreath of “ Fact and Fiction." They

are of all climes and of all spheres of

passion. Here is music in almost all

keys, the most remote from one another.

The strongly contrasted atmospheres of

Classic, Sacred, or wild Northern legends;

the home of guileless Quakerism a cent

ury and a half ago; the obscure walks of

Irish simplicity and heart to-day; South

ern Slavery; and the whole boundless

kingdom of pure Faerie and moral allego

ry besides:-—she goes from one to the

other, throws herself entirely into the

spirit of each by turns, and is at home

wherever she finds childlike life and na

ture, whether among the heroes and shep

herds of Homer’s day, or in the quaint

courtship and simple, useful, holy life of

the Quaker emigrants, Elizabeth Haddon

and John Estaugh.

The first piece in the volume is “ The

Children of Mount ida,” which we should

call the most exquisite piece of classic

fiction which we ever read, if we did not

know the danger of superlatives. It is

thoroughly old Grecian and Homeric in

its characters and imagery, showing the

passions of Love and Friendship in their

primitive simplicity and innocence, and, in

a style as chaste and yet as warm and

mellow as a Mozart‘s music, telling of

Love‘s peaceful heaven, and how ambi

tion, ignorant of its true ends in a society

so simple and incoherent, could not wake,
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but it must chase Love out and ll'illllplfllsm‘ this rich ore dug from the mines of' And “'l‘"" “"2" “Y

down its howers. It is the old story of

Paris and (Enune expanded. In the l.tttt’t'

part of it a very artistic use is made of

the prophetic ruvings which the lllildll

ascribes to Cassandra and others, and

which are here identified with the

modern phenomena of the clairvoyant

state. It is perhaps as perfect a poem as

could be written without rhyme.

In the very next piece you are at the

antipodes almost of history: you have

the simple tale of Quaker love, above al

luded to; the same human nature still,

the same childlike simplicity, under a

different garb, and schooled to happier is

sue. Next comes the " Quadroons,"

another tragedy of love, love cursed by

slavery. The “ lrish Heart" is such a

true, heroic, self-forgetting heart as doubt

less inay be found among the untutored

peasantry of Ireland, but such as our

more civilized arrangements do not suc

ceed in making: thank God, that they do

not always succeed in killing it! Of the

other pieces we have not room to speak

particularly. Most, if not all of them,

have been widely circulated in the jour

nals of the day. There are the “ Neigh

bor-in~Law," the “Poet's Dream of the

Soul," and that most strange, impossible,

and yet most natural, exquisitely beauti

ful, witty, wild fantasia of Swedish and

Norwegian life, the “ Hilda Silfverling.”

To straight-laced readers it may seem an

irreverent liberty of the imagination, thus

tosuppose the natural laws of life and

death suspended; but it is full of deep

and touching truth to the heart; and it

merely fancies earth a heaven, and ren

ders that poetic justice to the soul on

earth, which the soul will trust and wait

for, though it be not found here. Music

enters more and more into Mrs. Child's

imaginings, and with as good and blend

ing an effect, as when it intervenes in

stage representations. If she have no

definite, constructive view of a true social

order, in which there shall be harmony,

and all things outward corresponding to

the inward, yet we must give her this

praise: that she uniformly and with

mostbrave trust reverences and celebrates

the natural instincts, the deep and sacred

springs of passion in the human heart.

 

The Lives of Dr. John Donne, Sir Henry

VVollon, 1‘41“. Ric/turd Hmker, Mr.

George IIrrI/rrrl, and Dr. Roller! Sun

derson. By lZAAK \VALTON. 'Wi/h

some Amounl of the Ant/urr and his

ll'rilings. By THOMAS Zouctt, D. 1).,

F. L. 5., Prebendary of Durham. A

new edition, with illustrative Notes,

&c. New York: Wiley and Putnam,

lfil Broadway. in Two Parts. pp.

386. Price 371-2 cents each. (Sold by

Redding & (,‘o., 8 State St., Boston.)

Here is choice old English reading,

I r

l

‘old libraries, and brought out in so at

readers.

The simple piety, solid learning, sound

nicgrity, and dignity of character, ex

hibited in these lives; and the quaint,

liuimitahle style of the old angling philos

opltct', will retain an interest after opin

ions and institutions have undergone even

greater changes than they have yet.

Wurdsworth‘s Sonnet, prefixed to the

. volume, is not too flattering an advertise

ment of its merits :

1t";ictive a shape for general

l .

“ There are no colors in the fairest sky,

So fiir as those : thrfmfht-r winner the pm

Mr: sllltptd, that hand (he lives of these good

men,

Droptfrom an mtgrla’ wing : with moistened eye,

“"e read of faith, and purest charity,

In Statesman, Priest, and humble Citizen.

Oh! could we copy thcir mild virtues, then

What joy to live, what blessedncss to dic‘.

Methinks their very names shine still and bright,

Apart—like glow-worms on a summer night;

Or lonely tapers when from far they fling

A guiding ray; or seen—like stars on high,

Satellites burning in a lucid ring,

Around meek \VALToN's heavenly memory !"

POETRY.

For the Harbinger.

STILLE LlEBE.

\Vho from restful Love would wander?

Let me pitch my happy tent

Where its music streams meander

Through the valley of Content!

 
 

 

Lessons of divinest beauty,

Acts which scent the Very thought,

Circling round life‘s lowliest duty,

To the loving heart are taught.

Glimpses of a pure ideal,

Not removed from sight and sense,

Bloom in beauty round the real,

Like a fragrant eflluence.

From the vale the lofty summits,

Light-enchanted. show more fair;

Yet within LOve's peaceful limits

Flowers are planted every where.

What the ever-toiling seeker

Vainly sought on Fame's bleak height,

Unto humbler hearts and weaker

Yielded a perpetual light.

Peacefully the plant upgroweth,

Peace-fully the planets move,

Tempests reach no tide that flowcth,

Nature’s deepest art. in Love.

Life shall not through aspiration

Over nature’s lrttv transgress ;

Only in her limitation

Are the bounds of happiness.

w. vv. 5.

THE MUSIC OF HEAVEN.

nv (toot)va BARMBY.

The holy prophets say that heaven will be a

singing choir;

Ircverence the prophets! their tongues are lit.

 

 

dear to many a scholar. We are glad to with fire;

 

that heaven will be an hal

lcluia widc,

I feel a song within my heart,and strike my lyre

with pride;

For oh, 1 ever pray the prayer, by blessed Jesus

given,

"' Thy will be done, our Father, on earth as ’tis

in heaven."

This earth will be hosanna ; this earth will be a

psalt'ti,

When all the discords of our hearts are har

monized in calm;

This earth will be a concert as of myriad angel

throats

\Vhen Love, the Great Musician, plays on wil

ling human notes;

\Vhen Life is Music—then the truth that pro

pliets forth have given,

\Vill be; for earth will then become a harmony,

a heaven.

Not that, O Lyrc! thy tones can rise no higher

than the earth,

But that the poet-child must sing first at its

place of birth,

Then travel forth as troubadour, through coun

tries and through years,

As thou, 0 Earth! dost mingle with the music

of the spheres;

For they must be prepared below to whom gold

harps are given,

And have deep music in their souls to join the

choir of heaven.

People's Journal.

THE CROWDED STREET.

BY WILLIAM CULlJ-IN BRYANT.

Let me move slowly through the street,

Filled with an everlasting train,

Amid the sound of steps that beat

The murmuring walks like autumn rain.

How fast the flitting figures come !

The mild, the fierce, the stony face;

Some bright with thoughtless smiles, and some

Where secret tears have left their trace.

They pass—to toil, to strife, to rest;

To halls in which the feast is spread ;

To chambers where the funeral guest

In silence sits beside the dead.

And some to happy homes repair,

“’here children, pressing cheek to cheek,

“'ith mute caresses shall declare

The tenderness they cannot speak.

And some, who walk in calmness here,

Shall shudder as they reach the door

\thrc one who made their dwelling dear,

Its flower, its light, in new no more.

Youth, with pale cheek and slender frame,

And dreams of greatness in thine eye!

Goest thou to build an early name,

Or early in the task to diel

Keen son of trade, with eager brow!

“’ho is now fluttering in thy snare l

Thy golden fortunes, tower they now,

Or melt the glittering spires in air?

\Vho of this crowd, to-night, shall tread

The dance till daylight glcams again'l

\th sorrow o’er the untimely dead '1

“ho writhc in throes of mortal pain 'I

Some, famine-struck, hall think how long

The cold dark hours, how slow the light!

And some, who flaunt amid the throng,

Shall hide in dens of shame to night.
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Each where his tasks or pleasures call,

They p158, and heed each other not.

There is who hecds. wlto holds them all,

In his large love, and boundless thought.

These struggling tides of life that seem

ln wayward, aimless course to tend,

Are eddies of the mighty strcun

That rolls to its appointed cud,
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0|" modern civilization, the. natural fruits are,

contempt for others’ rights, fraud, tipprt‘as'ifllt, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless advrrrture, and

Commercial convulsions all tt-ndrnc to inth \‘t-ri~h

the laborer and to render t-\'t-r_\‘ condition insecure.

Relief is to Ct‘lllt', and can otrlyctrrut- front the new

application oft‘hristtnu ltrlnl’ll‘lt‘i, trt' [‘rtit‘r‘r‘s'll jus

  

  

be eloquent with the unmingled joy of

,ehildren trusting in a Heavenly Father,

‘1lflll warmed in each other's love, the

ieclto of the. angel's song of glory, peace,

good-will; what hypocrisir's. StrlfCS, jeal

ousics. neglects. cruelties, moclterics, has‘

it witnessed! From

,house of New? Holland, where Christian

liEugland heaps her outcasts to fester in‘

,thcir crimes, to Siberian snows, where

iPoland's martyrs for freedom are forced

the moral lazar

’ iby the knout to bless witlt their lips thei

(Tzar of Chrisrian Russia, whom in heart

they curse ; — front the coasts of Africa,

where under shadow of the rocks, clippers

;from Christian America he lurking for

Followers of me, who lived and died to

save the lust! and these fellow mortals

and immortals thus left to linger in the

denth-in-life of want and wickedness, ori

ginated by want!

done no good to the least of these my

brethren. ye have done it not to me."

Or suppose, as the Rationalist teaches,

that Jesus, as the central prophet among

all the good, who in every time and land

have labored to redeem Humanity, stands

encircled by legislators, poets, heroes,

regarding with them this age, which was

born the legatee of all their experience

and efforts. Must it not be with sadness

bordering on contempt, that they witness

Inasmuch as ye have

lice and Univa-rsnl love, to social institutions, tt>,tlre slave-eoille, to the crowded cities ‘ this universal anarchy, incoherence and

commerce, to business, to active life.

DR. Cr-ussrxo.

GLORIA IN EXCELSIS.

 
lof Christian Europe, where around the‘

,doors of stately cathedrals hosts of hun-'

lgry, ragged, wretched creatures beg‘

brutal strife? Do they still cry “Pa

tience! spare them yet a little while lon

ger. Let us dig around the fig tree for

A profoundly experienced. lltou'lh 90- hrcad from the plump and portly disciples another season; and then, if it bears no

centric man once said, “ Earth is Hell, “of Him who had not where to hide his, fruit, let it be cut down and burned, for

and you Wm n0! illmugh memlly 589, head, and who came to preach the gos-lwhy should it any more cutnber the

worse devils than men.” He knew little‘ pet] to me p00,- ; _ from the brislling ground? ”

0f ‘he PeTSlfln "adlllon "f ll"? 8""!!219‘ walls of San Luis, where the freemen ofl “'hy, then, with such a sad review of

between Ol'mlIZd and Ahl'lma" 10 “119 the Christian I'nited States are mastering life. before us, do we write as our motto

0'" facet—01’ 0" Plllltt's duflrillet lhalltheir bands of volunteers for the tincon- and WatcltWOl‘tl,“GLORlA IN Exctztsrsl”

lhis- “‘Ol'ld is 3 Prison for fallen gPir'lcealed purpose of robbing asistcr Chris- Because we are 511"”, that bad and

its,—or of Swedcnborg's awful state-loan republic of vast provinces in order to wretched as man has been and is, he is

"lent, that it- is the mo“ deltflsvd Planet‘re-establish there oppression, to the is- not accursed of God, our abandoned by

in the Universe, —or of Fourier's appal- I 13nd,, in the Pacific, where Christian , good spirits, nor wholly lawless, nor rad

ling 3889mm» "'3! ll is a globe 50 $le France is persuading Christianized half-

as to make it doubtful whether it can be savages ,0 yield to the argument, of the!

curvd- He had "0t 50 "web lhBOTlZL‘d as cannon, what their untutored justice tells,

10(3de freshly Bl facts; and the contradic- l them are Gt,ll_gi\'en rights; all around

tions, contrasts, perverse hindrances, fuil- ‘ the earth, in a word, what a pantomime

ures, disappointments, which tantalize all , of fiendish inhumanity has this day seen

without 8X06ptlfitl, made this exilenCB:enac|edl_In prisons, workhmises' bar

seam to him like a place of torment for ‘ racks, fortresses,—-in gambling bells and

lhe 105i, 01' a bedlllm for lhe mfld- Alld, dens of dcbauchcry,—- in crowded hovels

if any ("16, or quick heml- flnd aetivel‘behind the spacious palaces of wealth,—

imnglnallont Win ("How in "WWII" llleiin counting-rooms and pawnbrokers’

scenes WhiCh this very Christmas day has : shops, where the rich make each other

exposed to the light of the sun, he cannot l poor, and the poor prey upon one anoth

bill in bi! judgments f3? Sll‘tl'i- 0f the 1 er, — in the close allies of cities, and the

view which regards this little ball, onIdense neighborhoods of factory towns,

which we play such antics, as apande- and the crumbling cottages of toil-worn

monium- peasantry, and the steerage and forecas

Christmas! ties of emigrant ships, and all the countDay consecrated as the

memorial of His nativity, whose name

was God-\vith-us, whose way to truth

and life was Love; which whether actu

ally the anniversary of the birth of Jesus

Christ or not, most forever be holy, as a

symbol of the reality, that the Divine

Being is through all ages and nations

incarnating himself in the Good, and

seeking to raise them to a perfect unity

with himself; day welcomed by the pro

fessed benedictions of millions, and gar

landed, in pretence at least, with freshest

hopes; sacred by custom to home gather

ings, neighborly kindnesses, tokens of

friendship, bestowal of alms, acts of for

lcss hiding places and holes of civilized

society where exiles are driven to herd,

what hosts of fallen creatures, men and

women, young and old, have on this very

blessed Christmas day yielded to despair

and temptation, and from seeing hate in

human faces, have learned to fear and

curse their God!

Christmas! Suppose that the doctrine

of the Church denotes a reality, and that

Christ, as the head overall things and the l

ruler in the kingdom of Heaven, is at

this moment looking down upon bishops,

priests, ministers, laity, who have to-day

taken his name upon their lips with titles

 

 

 

ically depraved; because we are sure,

that the faithful and wise, brave and dis

interested of the past and present, have

not come among mankind in vain; be

cause wo are sure, that whatever was and

is the relation, perhaps too high and holy

for our apprehension, in which the man

Jesus stood to God, he was filled to over

flowing with a Divine life of love,-—-love,

one in its centre, harmonious in its devel

opment, universal in its sphere; because

we are sure, whatever the degrees and

modes of mediation, that throughout

Christendom is now working the spirit of

holiness, truth, humanity, seeking to

make all men one; because finally we

are sure, that we see clearly the causes

of disunity in the ages which are behind,

and the principles and methods of Unity

in the future. Thus, witnessing the na

tivity of PERFECT A'r-Oss-Mrzsr, we feel

authorized to utter again the hallelujah of

the angels, and to proclaim the advent of

Heaven upon Earth.

From this mountain-top of faith, we

call upon our follows to shake off the

nightmare of fear and doubt and despair,

of selfish struggle, and slothful content—

meirt, and indifference to each other'a

lot, and to wake to vigorous action, for

the morning dawns. we call them to

put into deeds their faith in Providence

and grace, and practically to obey the

giveness and bospitality,-—to prayersiofhonor and vows ofobedience; and how commandments of that Beloved Son of

of thanksgiving and choruses of praise,fcan we think of him, except. as by his,God, who taught his disciples to love one

and words of glad tidings from tens Of‘spirit saying, “ Because ye are lithe-Ianothcr even as he loved than. We call

thousands of preachers; day which should wartn, l spew you out. of my mouth. : upon them to confess, that this state of
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Society in which we exist, where mil

lions toil that hundreds may rest; where

the masses are squalid, that the select

may be refined; where wretched multi

tudes are driven, by want and ignorance,

bad habits and helplessness, to the dram

shop, the stews, the house of correc

tion and penitentiarynthe camp, and the

hospital, to exile, and youthful villainy,

and premature death, until humanity is

crushed out of them; while the lucky

few trick and use, govern and punish

them, kick them only when they block

their path, and shove them aside with

haughty assumption as they step forward

to seize the prize in life‘s lottery;—is

an utterly unchristian, inhuman, unnatural

and hellish state.

Fellow Christians! Prayers and preach

ings, rituals, penances, creeds, pro

fessions, are not clear evidences of the

spirit of Christ. Self-sacrificing charity;

perfect consecration to heavenly order;

universal sympathy with- humanity ; jus

tice, which shares equitably the labors,

rewards, privileges, honors, joys; Unity

with God and Man in real, living, active

goodness, is the only C/zrism, the only

true indwelling of the Divine in Man.

SOCIAL ltE-QItGANIZATION.——N0. I.

\Ve propose to show the necessity for?

a social re-organization, the providen

tial character of the Associative movement

and the mode of its consummation, in

a somewhat less abstract form than that

in which it has generally been treated.

The popular mind is every where calling

for it, and we deem it but justice to re

spond to this call. It is surprising, to

witness the rapidity with which the idea

of Association spreads among all class

es; hence the necessity for adapting

the form of its doctrines to the capaci

ties and tastes of all. To the poor

the gospel should be preached, no less

than to the rich. To this end, we pro

pose entering into a more detailed ac

count of the order, purport, and modes of

Association; its economies, resources,

guarantees, educational and social advan

tages; and into a more specific criticism

of the nature and tendencies of the an

tagonistic and competitive arrangements

of the present Civilized Order than has

been done hitherto. Shallow dema

gogues and political quacks have long

enough deceived and hood-winked the

people. A mercenary church and bribed

priest-hood have too long consecrated

this civilized jugglery, “preached for

hire, and divined for money,” “ and

turned away God‘s poor without a cause.”

W's have the right then to plead the

cause of the poor man, to unrol to him the

charter of his rights, and “ to wakcn the

hope within him dying," of“ the good time

 

 

coming." Associationists ask for a soci

ety conformed to the spirit of Christianity,

in place of the prevailing pagan institu

tions; they ask that Christianity may be

come adeed, and brotherhood a life. They

offer Association as the unfailing remedy

for poverty, ignorance, degradation, phy

sical and moral, intemperance, slavery,

war, national and international,—-they

pledge it as the reconciler of social con

flicts and competition between Labor and

Capital,—the power which will dignifyl

and ennoble labor; upraise the masses to?

honor and the consciousness of a noble‘

destiny, which as men belongs to them:

protect woman against social debasement.

and inspire man with that respect for her

rights and person, which belongs to the

mothers of our race; secure the unitary

cultivation of the globe; establish guar

antees for the education of every child in

 

the community, and for the comfortable,

and honorable maintenance of the sicki

and infirm; and become the fulfilment and l

complement of all the humane Reformsi

of the age. They ofier it as the formula

of Universal Brotherhood, and the reali

zation of our national motto of “ many

made one.”

To those who regard these promises as

the empty babblings of visionaries and

fanatics; who are well content with so

ciety as it is; who think the rich as se

cure as they can be, and the poor as hap

py as they were born to be; to those who

see in the present order of society the

wisdom of a universal and impartial

Providence, we propound the following

enigmas for their solution. \Vhy is it,

that in every civilized country on the

globe, the poverty of the masses increas

es with the national wealth’.l Why is it,

that with the multiplication of labor-sav

ing machinery, the application of science

to industry, and enlarged facilities for

production, the laborers are every where

more destitute! Why is it, that while

there is every where an increased demand

for production, there is a proportional

privation of the right to labor‘.l Why

is it, that while every country on the

globe possesses the resources for produc

ing more in one year, than its population

can consume in three, there is a general

famine throughout Europe? \Vhy is it,

that while the scientific resources, the fa

cilities for production, and the national

wealth of Great Britain are vaster than at

any former period, three millions of her

people are in a state of starvation, the

cry of “bread or blood” perplexes the

ministry, and the young Queen trembles

in her capital? \Vhy is it, that in our

own comparatively unpopulated country,

with our immense territories of unappro

priated lands, with the general intelli

genes and universal enterprize of our

 

people, thirty thousand of them, in the

cit of New York, and thousands more

in other cities, are denied the right to la

bor, and are down upon their knees,

craving the bootless privilege of work!

Why is it, that vice and crime in every

form, lntcmperanee, Licentiousness, Slav

ery, War, Legalized Murder, Domestic

and Social Depravity, and National Pro

fiigacy, increase with the spread of

Christianity throughout the world? Ex

plain us all this, 0 political sophists, and

ye anointed of the Church, and give

evidence that all these monstrosities are

not the fruit of your vaunted Civili

zation. Show us that this Civilized

Order of society instead of being the

parent of these evils, is the deliverer of

Humanity from them.

But there is another riddle still to read.

W'hy are the wealthy as insecure as the

poor'.l They who worship at Mammon’s

altar most devoutly, are scarcely certain of

the pay they receive. The lord of to

day becomes the pauper of to-morrow.

An oppressed people is a tumultuous sea.

He that walks upon the waters to-day,

or glides with golden sails upon its

waves, sinks into their wrath to-morrow.

Society, as it is, inspires no assured

faith, and human effort becomes frenzy,

in place of labor in sincere trust. Nei

ther the rich nor poor have hope. But

we say there will be bread and bliss

for all in the Combined Order. Es

tablish unitary interests, in place of in

coherent and conflicting ones; co-opera

tive labor for antagonistic struggle; at

tractive industry for general idleness;

association of families for isolated

households; equitable distribution of

profits for general monopoly; mutual

guarantees for general selfishness, and

the result must be universal wealth, ed

ucation and social happiness.

There cannot be a more striking evi

dence of practical atheism, than the

prevailing idea, that a human society co

ordinated to the nature of man and the

law of Heaven would not ensure the high

est possible good of every human being.

W'hy, 0 man, have you more faith in Satan

than in Christ? Satan promises you all

the kingdoms of the earth if you will

worship him. You have done so, and

been always a mean slave. Christ tells

you that if you will seek first the king

dom of God and his righteousness, all

these things shall be added unto you.

You have proved the devil a liar, but

still serve him in his kingdom, while you

profess to be a Christian. Your aspira

tions and purposes, in the deep centre of

your being, are pure enough and high

enough. You need but conditions in

harmony with them. Ordaiu society ac

cording to eternal justice, and your as

pirations shall become holy serapbim, and

your noble purposes shall ripen into deeds.
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Civilized society which is every where'

the type of hell, is also the inverted sym-i

 

ing, fugue-like figure ;-—variety in unily;'5companions ; leaped through hoops of

whereas mw' mos, social gmherings are flowers; twrned and untwrned in ever-va

 

bol of Heaven. This is but Heaven re-:btit confused chaos. All fine arts are.

versed, as discord is harmony confounded. 1 but types and promises of true life. And ‘

The same tones which produce discord be- 1‘ the clioregraphic an stands for the unity

come sublime harmony when scientifical- i of corporeal movement, which, once or

]y related to each other. The higher and i ganizcd in the collective education of

divine! Illa mUSici ll"! more fell WUllld be i children, will answer the end of all our

the discord by inversion. arbitrary checks upon natural passion in

The most expert musician would fail to i a more graceful and more efficient way.

produce harmonious music on a discord-1A3 a leaf dropped in“, running ware;

ant instrument. He may have the truest cannm but describe graceflJ figures as it

inspiration of his art, but for lack of the i floats, so [he chm, [mm imo ihcse beau.

proper instrument all his 850118 WOlIlLl but ‘ tifu] arrangementsv retain the inno

"mum his 5°“l- H‘lmanily can buticence, the buoyancy, the grace of child

mock at its celestial career, while it runs 1 hood, and 193", no uncouth, egmjstica],

in lite "we-course (If demons- ll cam")! ‘ exaggerations ofany of his native charac-i

perform the symphony of Universal wrisijcs,

Love, amid relations of Universal Sel

fishness.

THE JUVENILE CHOIRS 0F HARMONY.

We could not ask for anything more in

the spirit of Fourier’s conception of the,

corporate unions and graceful exercises‘

of children in Association, than the fol

lowing description, by Mrs. Child, of the

“ Viennese Children.” Nor could there

be a better evidence of the naturalnesst

and true philosophy of his ideas of earlyi

training, than the exquisite and deepl

emotions which their fairy-like manicu

vres have called forth in every beholden!

There is nothing beautiful or wonderfull

in this exhibition, which shall not be thei

ordinary habit of life, enlisting every‘

Mrs. Child’s delight as she looked on

was not without sadness. She thought]

of the perilous, false destiny of those

poor innocents; she thought to how ve

nal an audience they bring their fairy,

gifts. But she could see that here was al

solitary glimpse of the true, amidst a‘

world that is altogether false. And as

to any demoralizing tendency of such a

life, with proper safe-guards, are they

not the sweetest lesson of morality, of

love and purity, and blissful harmonious

cooperation, to a world all torn and rent

by competition'.l They are in a false and

dangerous position; because there is a

gulf between them and their audience.

They dance for hire, for those who only

pay that they may be amused, and in an

abominable order of society which estab

 

rying festoons; and formed a great revolv

ing wreath, in which pleasant childish fa

ces were the constantly recurring theme

of the beautiful Rondo. A mingled feel

ing of delight and sadness brought the

tears to my eyes. ‘ A vision of rosy

Childhood came to me out of its bower of

blossom-buds, smiled on me innocently,

and said, “ Look at me, how beautiful I

am! Dost thou not remember how we

have played together? Once I gave thee

so much ! great kingdoms, and meadows,

and gold, and a beautiful long paradise

behind the mountains. But now thou hast

nothing left, and thou hast become so pale.

Have not the rose-buds et opened that I

gave thee! Come an play with me

again! ” ’ These poetic Words of Jean

Paul led me back to the spring-time of

life, and l gazed on the beautiful pageant

with a real childish joy.

“ It seemed to me as ifl were witness

ing the creation of the flowers, when each

one received its fairy, or ministering spir

it. Thus might all children play sponta

neously with their rich profusion of blos

soming life, if earth had remained an

Eden, or man could be brought into har

mony with nature and with God. But

our children wear braces and bustles, and

are taught that the object oflife is to look

pretty and keep their clothes clean ;

therefore, the best we can do is toimitate,

by immense effort and drill-service, the

buoyant freedom and grace, which would

be so much more perfect if they were na

tural.

“ The Hungarian Dance was more daz—

zling and impressive than the other, but

of course less fairy-like. The costumes

were extremely picturesque and rich, and

the movements expressive of magnificence

and energy.

“ The Oriental Dance was the oddest

child as an actor, when the Harmonic lishes arbitrary distinctions of class, and thing imaginable; grotesque, but beauti

Order of Society shall have become es-attaches arbitrary honor or shame to va-ifilli and fun "f all "mime" "f 8"rge°\ls er

tablished. We are fain 'to look upon the

arrival of these forty-eight little chore-‘

graphic artists, in whom art is but thei

lovelier unfolding of innocency, as a type‘

and forerunner of what shall be the daily *

and spontaneous ritual of childhood

then.

We trust that those who have laughed

at the descriptions of the choirs and uni

tary dances of high Harmony, as we

have occasionally translated them from

the works of Fourier, will make it a point

to see the Viennese children, and listen to

the testimony of their own beans as to

the naturaloess and purity of such a

sphere for childhood. Children never

were made to be educated alone, to be

isolated and kept apart from one another;

it is their instinct to form bands and live

in corporate union with those of their

own age, grouping themselves according

to natural affinities of character and tem

perament. Their senses should be edu

cated to the finest appreciation of harmo

ny. All their motions should be rhyth—

mical ; and when they come together, they ,

should fall, as by the natural magic of!

chemical affinities, into graceful and poet-,

ic combinations, evolving an ever-shift-i

 

rious occupations. But in Asset-iation,i

all this danger ceases. There all are

actors, all are audience; and society

itself will have its theatrical, as well as

its industrial, political or religious exer

cises, in which all ages and sexes will

will take an active part. Then only will

the true blending of the utile cum dulci, of

fine arts with economy, of recreation

with improvement, of health of body with‘

health of mind, of freedom with perfect

law, be possible; then, when labor is

organized, and unity of interests secured

by true Association.

 

“The forty-eight little dancers from

Vienna are the newest wonders here ;

and they are indeed a wonder. I cannot

imagine that the best disciplined troops in

the world can perform difficult and com

plicated evolutions with more perfect ex

actness. Whoever arranged the group

ings most have had extraordinary talent

for scenic efl'ect. Such various changes

of enchanting beauty I never before wit

nessed or conceived of. In the Flower

Dance, all the children carry boquets and

long garlands. As they floated round in

a maze of graceful motions, they remind

ed me ofa breezy day in June, when the

whole air is filled with a whirling shoWeri

of apple-blossoms. They danced in pairs;

through garland-arches held up by their.

 

fects. The music aboundcd with that pe

culiar Asiatic movement, which undulates

like the smoke of a halllcxtinguished ci

gar. lt breathes Mahometan languor, vo

luptuousness, and passive yielding to Fate.

The leaps and bounds, and energetic stamp

of European dances belong only to believ

ers and doors in Free Will; sointimate is

always the relation between the soul of

man and all original forms of Art.

Halfof the juvenile troop represented

the fair offspring of Sultanas, and the oth

er lialf their Moorish attendants. One

moment, they squatted on divans, in Asiat

ic fashion, swaying their bodies graceful

ly to the drowsy music; the next mo

ment, nothing was to be seen but a pyra

mid of little jewelled heads, as compact

as a. Grecian ladder of shields, to scale

the walls of a beleaguered city. Then in

stantly all were dispersed, capcring in

couples, or forming fans, balloons, and

all manner of picturesque arrangements,

with their white and crimson scarfs. One

ofthe prettiest effects was when the fair

children formed a semi-circular fence of

scarfs, and quite unexpectedly the little

Moorish beads popped out between, bob

bing to the music.

“ Taken as a whole, it was by far the

most beautiful and brilliant spectacle I

ever beheld. But a shadow would come

between me and the fairy world. I

thought of the future that lay hidden be

fore those innocent little oncs, and asked,

with renewed anxiety,the question lhave
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so often propouudod to myself, ‘ \Vhy, 0;] find it extremer agreeable to sit still'partncrs, who are now breast and heart

why. can we not enjoy all forms of grace l and have Europe and Asia come to me; win, us, lead the Kingdoms of me Earth

I 1 ' _ i‘ i . | - -

and beauty. and ban. no human soul sac L. .\t- C- vm," ,he regwns (,1 ‘ Light, Liberty, and

rtficed in the process! ’ In vain asceties __ [Love ' ”

try to banish mirth and ornament. l\a- CORRESPONDENCE‘ i

ture is lavish of both, and both are ne- -

cessary to complete the soul's circle. \Ve have received the fiillowiug grati- The following communication from a

fying account of the TRI‘MBL'LL PHA- ; liberal- minded clergyman in Illinois, will
And of all the ornamental arts, beautiful

dancing is the most fascinatian for . . . . .

° mule" 'un-Hv l LMX, Braccville, Ohio, iii a letter dath he read Wllll pleasure for its calm, en
in its perfection it is a y , _ .

of sculpuwe’ panning“ and musim Allll)r30t5ttll)t.‘l’ thh. Every attempt of the‘lightened, and earnest devotion to the

the graces of life are attendants tiponlkind here described, though not to bc‘truths announced by the Associative

. i . ' ..' , ' _ t ,‘

Ime' for I‘me '5 fife {lbwm ‘flm'h regarded as an experin'ient of a Monet. beliool.

possesses the Aladdins amp of the . . . .
[his PUWHPHALANX, is in the highest degree inte

  

 

 

imagination.’ And because I _ , . .

erfu] thmin,,_ which sham/,1 he ,heircsting, as showmg the advantages of “The doctrines of Fourier are so new

highest, and urcst, and most beautiful combined industry and social union. Go and strange to most minds so entirel
I ‘ _ . _ . (- a

fan I" ma" s_ex'smnf"e' hfls been revers‘ ' forward, strong-hearted brothers, assured foreign to all the habits 0f thought of the

ed by hm SUHlSlmess ""0 “'8 lime“ “m 'that ever ste 'ou take is brinoin us world at large that the could not fail

most polluted, therefore the ornaments of ‘ y _p r’ ' \ " g ' _ '= ’ y _

our life are, dmrrtrlgd in the mire, till they nearer the wished for goal, when the > for a long time to be generally misunder—
F‘ ' . > v . 1

seem of themselves unclean and sinful. redemption of Humanity shall be fullylstood. We had some ideas of Associa

“Ems” ah"? 5"f‘r5"? “if-'9‘ “""L’s almve‘realizcd. tion for industrial, economic and other

i contamination - or s to a: n ' r .us . .t c ' r ' we!“ re” ‘ purposes, obtained from the bliakers, the

anything "toss or wicked, unless united! , , . .

to unwiirthy words. But Opera-dancittfil “ we are Ecumg "I‘m-5', “911' 0‘". RUlPl’mcs’ the O‘W‘HS‘S‘ and Others, and

carries ‘the trail of the serpent‘ on all j Piltsburg friends have lately sent us twolfrom our knowledge of these we have

her garlands- 5" ‘1‘"!er d" I “we herithonsand dollars, and are to send more'gone oti to condemn the system advocated
a -' 1 i . . _ . . . .

fluem "mce' "m 1- Slgh evu' hke Mrs' dlll'ltt" the Winter. \Ve are also adding b' Fourier, Without takin the trouble in

Jameson, for ‘ artists who shall lJI‘lltLYt " b :'

modesty, and sense, and feeling, into this

lovely and most desecrated Art.’

1 to our numbers. \Ve have an abundance

to eat of our own raising, but. aside from

i the first place to ascertain what that sys

item is. In all this we have acted very

“ The absence of every thing impure , this, our mill brings sufficient for otir sup- l naturally. This is precisely the way

gives an additional charm to these little

dancers. They are graceful and gam

boling children; and as such, the eye

and the heart greet them with unstained

love. It is true the reflecting mind fears

for them the future cfl'ect of being thus

early accustomed to excitement. But

they are the children of poor laboring

people in Europe, and would have had

far less joy, perhaps quite as little safe

ty, if they had been left in their original

postllon.

Madam Weiss, the German matron who

superintends them, is extremely careful

of their health, happiness and morals.

Capt. Baily, who brought them over in

the Yorkshire, speaks of her in the high

est terms as an exemplary, kind-hearted

woman, who indulges the little folks in

every thing for their good, but allows no

one to flatter them, and guards them with

mothei'ly care fronl every possible ap

proach of contamination. Every soul on

board became warmly attached to the

young creatures. They were thoroughly

frightened by the danger of shipwreck on

board the Great Britain, in which they

first. embarked; and this circumstance

made them unusually affectionate to each

Other whenever the clouded sky gave in

dication of approaching storm. On such

occasions, the whole band would sit down

on the deck, nestled close together, hug

ging and kissing each other. This, and

other little winning ways, so touched the:

sailors’ hearts, that when Madam \Veiss,

at parting, offered them money in return

for their kind attentions, they every one

refused it, saying it was ‘ pay enough to

have the company of the little darlings.’

Captain Baily, a generous, kind-hearted

man, is famous for making short passa

ges; but this time, he said he wanted to

lengthen the voyage, so reluctant was he

to part. with his innocent and endearing

young passengers. It was a pleasant

sight to see them marching up from the

vessel in procession, each with a small

knapsack slung over her shoulder.

“ “’hile all the World are travelling,

It is a comfort to know that:

port. \Ve have put tip a. power-loom at

our upper works, and are about prepared

to produce, thereby, sufficient to clothe

us. Hence, from uniting capital, labor,

‘ and skill, in two mechanical branches, we

lsct'ure, with ordinary industry, what no

:equal number of families in civilization

' can be said to possess entirely, —- a suffi

‘cieiit amount of food and clothing. And

these are items which practical men
i

know how to value, and we. know how to.

value them too, because they are the

result of our own efforts.

“ \Ve have two schools, one belonging

to the District, that is, a state, or public

school, and the other to the Phalanx,

both taught. by persons who are members.

In the latter school, among other im

provements, there are classes in Phono

graphy and Phonolypy,—-learning the

new systems embraced by the writing

which is highly satisfactory.

“ On the whole, we feel that our suc

cess is ensured beyond an earthly doubt.

1 Not but what we have yet to pass through

trying scenes. But we have encountered

so many diilicultics that we are not ap

prehensive but that we are prepared to

meet others equally as great. Indeed,

we feel that if we had known at the

commencement what fiery trials were to

surround us, we should have hesitated

to enter upon the enterprise. Now,

being firmly in, we will brave it through,

and we think you may look to see us

grow with each year, adding knowledge

to wealth, and industrious habits to reli

gious precepts and elevated sentiments,

1till we shall be prepared to enter upon

  

and printing reformation, the progress of

imen almost always judge of every thing

inc-w. They condemn and examine, if

' they examine at all, afterwards. Happy

are they if they are blessed with suffi

cient candor to discern their error on this

lreview of their hastily formed opinions.

The subject of Association has been for

some years past occupying an important

place among my thoughts, and I have

Ibut indicated, iii what I have written

above, my own experience.

“ But. the fermentation has been going

on, thanks to the weekly arrival of the

Harbinger, until at length the matter is

beginning to work itself clear in my

mind. That. it is theform which society

ought to assume, almost no one doubts.

The prominent question is -— is it practi

cablc'! Of course there are interested

opposers, men who fatten by means of

the very evils sought to be removed ; but

words are wasted on these, for they are

wilfully blind. Nevertheless, men hav

ing some degree of sincerity may ask,

‘is Association practicable? ’ This is

the main question now to be answered.

And it. is not to be answered flippantly

and off hand. It must be answered more

|by deeds than words, or if by words, by

[such as will become deeds. The very

admission that it ought to be, is an ad

mission of its practicability, except for

one reason, and that is the disinclination

of mankind thereto.

" And are mankind disinclined to Asso

ciation? Certainly they are, else they

'would have come into it, and the neces

‘ sity for the continuance of the Harbinger

" would hardly exist. For many thousand

Ryears they have lived, and _almost every

 

peering about every Where for Wonders, I the Combined Order, and, with our co-1 thing else has been attempted—this has
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never yet been. \Vhen the drum beats;

to arms, they rush by thousands and1

I can understand iii no other way, thanszhristian, or what man, can feel any

that this faith is a di\ine gift. inspired by sentiment but tltat of indignation and

heavenly influences, and that in due time, ' cotitetnpt,—- what words can be addressedenrol themselves as soldiers to engage iii ,

bloody and murderous war; but when ‘ God will inspire all hearts with the saute. lto them but those of the Divine lcoiio

the clarion of peace is heard and they Meanwhile, those “llU are. thus favored clast “ Wu unto you! ye Doctors, for ye

are called to harmonic union, whereininow, should regard it as a sacred trust, i have taken away the key of knowledge,

each shall help all and all each, there isla call frotn on high, to devote themselves 1 and will neither enter the kingdom of

no enthusiastic rally.

“ It is proved, then, that Associationl

thus far has been and is impracticable,

for no one can be so blitid as to suppose

that men can be forced into it, or ifl

forced in against their will, that it would

succeed. They must understand at leastt

its leading principles and come into it

vuluntarily or from the love of them, elseit cannot succeed, for false ends cannot ofI

course be realized.

“ Our attention, then, withdrawn from I

the past and the present, must be directed ‘

to the future; and what is the prospect

before us? It is certainly most cheer-‘

ing. Great changes are manifestly in

progress. The world is not. to-day what‘

it was yesterday, neither will it be to-l

morrow what it is to-day. These changes.‘

are also manifestly tending to Associa

tion. Those who have been instructed

to look somewhat at the interior causes of;

things perceive this, although the massl

of mankind look on with astonishment,‘

knowing not whence these changes come]

nor whither they tend.

“ The time, also, is near at hand.

The Spirit is at work preparing the ele

ments, of which the future body is to be

formed. The Model Phalanx must soon

be established. A little more light, a

little more understanding of what Asso

ciation is, and what it aims at, in order

that the winnowing process may be effec

tual and that men may not be misled, and

then the cry to rally must be answered.

It must be that the materials already

exist. There must be, in this land, four

hundred families who possess among them

ample means and varied capabilities, and '

who need only to understand the matter

a little better, to be induced to engage in

it heartily.”

 

 

\Ve cannot resist the temptation to

gratify our readers with the subjoinetl

extract from a private letter, trusting to

the kindness of our correspondent to par

don the liberty we take.

“I do not know a single resident of

this city who feels sufficiently interested

in Association to aid as in an attempt to

get up an affiliated society in this place.

You cannot imagine the perfect indiffer—

ence and apathy of the people here to

this great social reform. That the doc

trine of Association, and the glorious

results to which it will lead, should call,

forth no warm response from the inmost,

soul of every intelligent, reflecting being,

 

lsolved, when we can understand ltow all t

l its aspirations.

, purity, oppression, and unutterable abom- l

trtistiugly, lovingly, unselfishly, as (-0- ' Heaven yourselves, not suffer those who

workers with unseen angels, to this great. are going in to enter.”

l

work of man’s redem ition from the, '_ _ _ l _ l “ The greatest fact of the day appears

mighty eiils \ihich a false state of socte- ‘ u, be. the every where admitted "CL-855i

' l . . .

ty has brought upon him. I regard all‘ty of raising the lower orders of this

muse who from pure mmives are z,c,i,-e_,‘cottntry from their conditions of brtttish

- ~ - llt'llUl’fllK“ a 1 " ~ 'ly engaged in the Associative cause, as a " .. ‘1 “d perulmdl “mm' l8“ lll‘e *1

‘ ' g . _ , ‘mttl'llllfiilllttlt spreading upwards, the state

chosen people, fulfilling a sacred mission, 0'- Hm fee, or swim), shuuld infect me

ordained of God to do His work for the ' whole frame, and the body politic and so

salvation of Humanity. Through lllls‘m‘il be rtllll‘cf‘l '0 cxlrt'le- strange!

faith we arrive at clearer perceptions oft l'l'mfvcr' 3.3 It may appwr' ye" even m

ithe face of the present dangers, when so

the Hull" 5 "'fi‘me g‘m‘lncss in "Bali"? i inany conversions have been wrought to

all things to contribute to man's eternal i the cause of general progress among all

progress and happiness; all the seeminglcmssest “'6 l‘lgller Cle'L’Y are "0" yet

inconsistencies of our own natures arel'lhle ll) cuncede '0 lhe masses such 3."

education as cati be accepted by all; it

. H must still be Clitircli-tillEttglandisni, or

error is only an exposition of the wantstignorauce. The bishop of London op

,,f the sou]y 5,, ticmy enduwed with cap“. posesvall btit_ Episcopalian knowledges.

bilities of happiness and llnll'l'U‘t'OmOnlylwauhsmulhng lhls "ml'ward filmma

b t Flsel d vel ed J ulx ‘ d , Hint] of ottr right reverend fathers iii God,

‘1 '1 .Y 9 UP 3" "llh‘l‘w 6 “Has they call themselves, it seems highly

0 what a sublime, what ; probable that the question must begin to
l n - l

a gladdening faith is ours, to know thatbe Selllflll very shortly; and Std-"9d by

after passing through these phases ofiadul‘m'g s'mle secular pnnc'ples of

. . teaching, to the entire exrlusion of re
- o l a “- ~ i . . ~ . .en 1' and suffering, e shall all arritc at, hgm" as a pm, of Male educauflm Thls

our grflndt elel'nfll destiny 0f universal is a necessity for more reasons than one;

unity, harmony, and love." and, indeed, I am inclined to think, that

F Deism, iii one form or another. has so

i t 1 far invaded the lower classes that nonell HERE IS THL (“lean 1of the sectarian views couldibe taught

As an illustration of the positition held t with much itnpressiveness. The creed

by ,he Church in regard w rerun“, welwhlfil] cottld command attention, must

find a statement by the London Corres_ t ltave a natural force of truth, and a broad

common sense, which neither the Estab

P‘mdem- 0f "‘9 New Jerusalem Mafia'llishmt-nt nor the Dissettters are masters

zine, which is quite to the purpose. The of. It must answer the questions of the

writer, we may mid, is a man of the age. and admit the human right to solve

iiiystertes on those principles of reason

‘vrhicli are admitted on all subjects but

lreligion.“

 

deepest. religious feeling, in spite of the

apparent irreverence with which lie al

ludes to the Bishops. For ourselves, we

venerate the Church, in the grand, tini- Monet. PiiitLANX‘. An esteemed cor

versal, catholic, Christian idea, according t respondent inquires : “ What are the

to which it is set forth in the New Testa- ' prospects iii regard to forming a Model

ment, as the true home of Humanity,lAssociation,—is there any direct move

where every child has a place at his|made among our friends for that purpose,

father's table, a social position among his and if so, what? " .

brethren, and a watchful training which Auswaa. All the operations of the

shall make him a fit member of the AMEtthAN UNION have in view the es

divine. mystic body, whose head is Jesus. tablishment of a model Association, as

the Lord. But for the grim spectre of it their ultimate object. No attempt will

Church, which mumbles over its de- be made, however, until ample means

votions, clothed in rich scarlet and cut‘are provided. The first step, is to pro

l

 

velvet, while thousands of immortal be- pagate the Associative doctrines, until

ings for whom the Saviour died, have they shall be received by a sufficient

scarce the rags to hide their nakedness; l number to warrant a practical demonstra

whicli claims a temple gorgeous withltion. Tltis is the immediate mission of

gold, marble, Iucco and paint, whilelthe Associative School in this country.

perishing millions have notaplacefittolay The next step will be to secure the

their heads; ’hnsc servants stalk through amount of funds requisite for a successful

the streets ofacity reeking with fraud,im-:experiment. The time has not arrived

for direct action on the subject, although

inations, with adainty smile on their lipsithe whole matter is under constant de

and a heart of bronze in their breasts, —— l liberation, and measures are maturing for

for such _a Church, or its leaders, what its speedy accomplishment.
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INFLUENCE or RAIL-ROADS 0s Cirtes.

We find the following striking views in a

recent number of the Chronotype, which

noble paper, we rejoice to perceive, is

taking a bold stand in favor of universal

principles, as well as wielding a scourge

“ to lash the rascals naked through the

world.”

“ The effect of the railway system is

to transfer all the advantages of the city

to tlte country. It is the difficulty of

transportation of persons and chattels

which has built enormous and crowded

cities, the living sepulchres of the human

race. These great cities may continue to

grow; the railway system may even

quicken their growth for a while; but in

the end, steam on the ocean and steam

on the land Wlll effect the more equal dis

tribution of the people over the face of

the planet. It will populate the sterile

but salubrious mountain regions. It will

carry the stived-up population of Spital

fields to healthy, vine-clad villages, where

esculent vegetables luxuriate at the back

door and roses at the front. It must take

time to do this, but it will be done and is

now doing. In England, where capital is

abundant, it is wonderful how the rail

way systcm has already dispersed the

large manufacturing establishments. The

London dealer in umbrellas, who em

ployed a hundred people in back lanes to

make them, has perhaps found it for his

interest to set up an establishment near a

station-house a hundred miles distant on

the Midland counties railway, the saving

of rent tnorc than counterbalancing delay

and cost of transportation. This course

will by and by make the country along,

the railway lines a sort ofsparse city—a

commingliug of the city and country, of

the works of man and God. In our coun—

try, as population and capital increase,

we shall see this take place more and

more, and we may trust it to save us

from the horrible evils which in the old

world have resulted from crowded cities.”

 

SOMETHING Goon IN Nazana'rn. The

able and" intelligent but most prejudiced

correspondent of the New York Observer,

‘G. de F.’ has commenced a series of

articles in that paper against ‘ Fourier

ism,’ professedly based on a course of

Lectures delivered in Laosanne, Switzer

land, by M. Victor Considerant, Editor of

the ‘Democratie Pacifiqne,‘ Paris. ‘ G

de F.’ ofcourse gives us the usual round

of accusations against ‘Fourierism,’ but

he gives us also the following admissions:

“ We now come to the system which

he explained at Lausanne. No doubt it

contains some just and good things. In

all human: errors, there is a mixture of

truth, and it is this which gives them suc

cess. There is not on earth an absolute

lie. Man is always forced to mingle with

his most extravagant notions some truth.

So in the socialist school, the principle and

necessity of association are better established

than in any other system, and mankind are

evidently going in this way. In propor

tion as nations shall advance, Association

will assume new forms and will extend to

a greater number of objects. —- If Fourier

and his disciples would confine themselves

l to this, they would be able to give to their

fellow men useful instruction. It is a

lhappy thought to have an equitable dis

ltribution of Capital, Labor and Talent.

lThis opinion is not new, I agree: it has

ibeen more or less applied in all human

,Societies; but it is just to confess that

lFourierism has treated this queslion with.

{more care [ban was git-m it before, and

llhrown light on a most difficult prob/cm. I

will confess, too, that this school tells very

plain truths, when it attacks certain vices

in our present state of society. It is un

deniable that we are far from having at

tained the best imaginable condition, that

many abuses, many miseries exist, that

the poorer classes are in a situation wor

thy of the deepest sympathy, and that it

is the duty ofall benevolent men to seek

means to elevate them. The Fourierites

easel in pointing out these evils, and in this

I respect they also have claims on our grati

tude.”

It does seem to us that the true way to

deal with truths confesscdly so vital and

beneficent is to accept them, to actualize

them, instead of abusing their. proclaim

crs. Seize the good you find in this new

school, men of Piety and Philanthropy!

— appropriate it, realize it, live it!—

then whatever error has been mingled

with it, being separated and left to stand

alone, will speedily perish. But so long

as you make blind war on the whole, you

help sustain the evil by keeping it mingled

with the good—shaken up and blended

by the incessant friction'of your hostility.

Let the Religious World but adopt such

,of the ideas ofthe Fourierites as are es

sentially Christian, and the World will

‘hear little afterward of the residue. lsI

lnot this manifestly the ‘more excellentl

way 1 ’ -— Tribune.

 

 

New YORK. An Affiliated UNION,

Auxiliary to the AMERICAN UstoN or

; ASSOCIATIONISTS has been organized in

' New York, with the following Oflicers:

EDWARD GILES, President.

LEWIS W. Rt'cxtvtan, Vice President.

EDMUND Twmzvv, Secretory.

J. T. S. SMITH, Treasurer.

 

PITTSFORD, V-r. An Affiliated UNION,

Auxiliary to the AMERICAN UNton or

ASSOCIATIONISTS, has been organized in

Pittsford, Vt., with the following Officers:

Tnonus II. PALMER, Pres’t and Treas’r.

G. B. ARMINGTON, Vice President.

Janus S. Ewrno, Secretary.

113’ The Rev. WILLIAM H. CHANNING

will preach in Boston, to-morrow, (Sun

day, January 3d,) either-.in the afternoon

or evening. For special notice of the

time and place, see Bostotfimpers.

IL? A report of the doings of the Con

vention of Associationists, assembled in.

Boston on Thursday and Friday of this;

week, will be given in our next.

 

 

R E C E l P T 8

FOR nu: FOURTH VOLUME.

Several persons have enclosed to us sums of

three or five dollars, or more, to “ continue their

subscription through the next volume " or “ next

year." In such cases we have set down as do

nation the cxccss of said sums over the regular

price ofsubscription. But we shall consider all

who send us money, whether in the form of

subscriptions or donations, as entitled to receive

as many volumes of the Harbinger, or us many

copies of one volume, as the sum will cover,

provided we are able to sustain the paper beyond

the present volume. The account now stands

as follows 1

Total of Donations and Subscriptions ac

knowledged, Oct. 31st.. . . . . . . . . . . . .8127 (D

Donations from Oct. 3| to Dec. 2.”).

James C. Neal, Dover, N. H.. .. - ...

Martin Lewis, Middletown, N. Y.

A Friend, Newport, R. I.. ... ... . .IO 00

Mrs. Crchorc, Milton, Mass. ... ...l 00

A Friend, Newark, N. 1.... . ... ...I 00

\V. C. Wheeler, Chatham, Four Cor

  
ners, N. Y.... . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . ..5 (X)

Daniel B. dwin, Lockport, N. Y. .I 00

Dr. A. Real, Portland, Me. . . . .. . . .l 00

J. T. Dean, Lexington, Ky. . . . . . . . .3 00 '

Edward M. Madden, South Middle

town, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........500
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BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

'l‘rrr. course of study in this School comprises

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

articular attention to the modern European

anguages and literature. .

l’upile of different ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed in

the higher branc res usually taught in the Uni

versity.

The School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. RIPIJ-IY, assisted by experienced

teachers in the ditfercnt departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental care, and for older pupils who Wish to

pursue a thorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a large semi

nary, it is believed that this School afi'ords ad

vantages that are rarely to be met with.

TERMS—Form DOLLARS a week for board,

washin ,fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc
tion in iinstrumental Music and use of the Piano,

TWELVE DOLLARS a quarter.

Application may be made b mail to

GEO GE RIPLEY.

Brook Form, W'est Rozbury, Mass.

October 17, 1846.

WEST ROXBURY RAIL-ROAD

' AND OMNIBUS LINE.

Leaves Brook Farm at 8, 93-4 A. M., and 4

P. M. Leaves the “ Toll Gate Station " on the

arrival of the following trains from Boston.—

Dedham, 9 A. M.; Stoughton. 11 1-2 A.M., and

4 and ten minutes P. M. Exception—Monday

morning leaves Brook Farm at 71-2; Saturday

evening leaves Toll Gate on arrival of the Ded

ham 51-2 train. N. R. GERRISH,

Jan. 1, 1847. Agent.
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GEORGE DEXTER,

30 Ann S'r., New Yonic.

JOHN B. RUSSELL, CINCINNATI,

GAZETTE OFFICE.
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  —_~IIISCELLANIITH

SOCIAL ltEFOIllIEIlS IN CINCINNATI.

CINCINNATI, Ohio, Dec. 14,1846.

BELOVED Fan-".an : -—In August last,

I gave you some account of a small band

of Social Reformers in this city, holding

weekly meetings for discussion, in the

Kemble Street Chapel, under the guid

ance of Messrs. GILMORE, War'rnss and

CoaxaLL. I then stated, that, as a dis

tinctive characteristic from other reform

ers, they professed to receive their in

structions direct from the spiritual world,

by means of cIairvoynnts; and that they

publicly taught that all persons may come

into a state of spiritual communication,

by observing and obeying certain mental

and physiological laws. I have now to

add, in relation to this movement, that

their numbers are steadily increasing,

and that they have received into their

communion additional talent and wealth,

already having at command hundreds of

thousands of dollars. Their place of

meeting being too small to accommodate

the continually augmenting audiences,

they have taken the beautiful and com

Inodious Mclodeon Hall, the largest in

the city, at the corner of Fourth and

“’alnut Streets, where they assemble

every Sunday, at 3 P. M. Public dis

cussion is discontinued, and the work of

propagation now occupies the whole time

of the meetings. Several speakers are

always in attendance to address the meet

ings. I

The end and aim of this movement is

a thorough reorganization of society;

but as to the specific plan of operations

in effecting this object, I cannot speak

definitely; I understand them to state,

that they attempt nothing, but as they

are instructed from the world of Light.

They teach, that the faculty of spirit-}

ual vision belongs to all men, and only,

needs development to enable any one to,

hold positive communication with the‘

spiritual world, and thus to come into a

knowledge of scientific, philosophical and
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religious truth, otherwise unattainable.

For the preper development of this facul

ty, purity of mind and obedience to natu

ral law are the only requisites.

They assert the unity, the universal

brotherhood of the human race, and

man‘s capacity for the conscious recogni

tion of the Divine presence; and as a

proof of their firm faith in this doctrine,

all that they possess, of spiritual or tem

poral wealth, is consecrated to the cause

in which they are engaged, and which

they believe to be the cause of God and

Humanity. They hold no individual

property as their own, but as stewards,

to be used for the regeneration of the

race.

As far as I can learn, they do not now

propose to separate themselves from their

present positions in society, and locate in

a body as a distinct community; but to

continue their various avocations where

they are, each one attending to his own

business as formerly, with the exception

that they all act unitedly and advisedly

for a common end, guaranteeing to each

other mutual support, and pledging the

profits of their several occupations to the

extension of the field of operation.

They are not adverse to the science of

Association; but they hold Associative

Unity to be impracticable while the indi

vidual is in disunity; that the individual

must first come into harmony with him

self before he can be in harmony with his

fellow man. They assert, that no change

of position can possibly fit and prepare

the individual, who is out of harmony

with himself, for harmonious action in

society, until that individual at least re

cognizes his own defects. They hold that

the work of Associative Unity is to be

accomplished by the “ union of such indi

viduals as can harmonize with each other

and blend together their feelings and

thoughts, and bow with a true devotion

to the will of God, who is the great head

and centre of all spiritual existence; and

that, by a proper discipline, the number

of those who can thus harmonize can be

increased, until the whole human race

 

shall be redeemed from all the evils of

the World.”

That these people are actuated by an

earnest zeal for the advancement and

well-being of man, I think there can be

no doubt. Their meetings are marked

by the most profound religious solemnity,

without any appearance of that wild reli

gious enthusiasm which invariably at

tends fanaticism. There is a calm, se

rene, and philosophic tone in their teach

ings, which give asurance of the most

exalted religious faith, acting scientifi

cally, and not blindly, for the accomplish

ment of a great end.

A goodly number of Associationists

are in the habit of attending these meet

ings. For my own part, I have attended

them regularly, with a few unavoidable

exceptions, ever since my arrival in the

city. I need not say to you that I am

deeply interested. I am well convinced

that they have taken the true starting

point of Social Reform, which is faith in

God. Without this faith, there can be

no real progress, no forward movement.

It is the impetus, the projectile force,

which alone can urge forward the mind

to the accomplishment of any great work.

Could our srienlzfic Associationists be but

thoroughly imbued with it, a model Pha

lanx might soon be formed; but with

out it, we shall hear only of the theory.

Is not this so“! Does not a genuine faith

confer all things of science? ls it not an

eminence from which the mind may sur—

vey the entire domain of the sciences'.l

Let the extraordinary facts in the case of

the clairvoyant DAVIS, as related by

Professor BUSH, answer the question.

Will not our fellow Associationists profit

by these hints? Doubtless they will.

There is another movement in our city,

of which I would fain speak, but my

sheet is already full. I refer to the lee

tures ofRev. Mr. Bovrt'ron, from Massa

chusetts, who has recently settled among

us. He has been delivering a course

of lectures in the Sixth Presbyteri

an church, on Sunday evenings, con

cerning the Jews, in which he took occa
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sion to make manifest many of the evils

which now afilict the social state. He

draws large audiences, and awakens an

intense interest. But I must defer re

marking upon this topic until another

time. Yours, &c. Jot-m Wnrrt-z.

For the Harbinger.

SOCIETY —— AN ASPIRATION —— OR THE

ACTUAL AND THE POSSIBLE.

(Continued)

Unity. ,

This sentiment is the collective voice

of Sensation, Afl'cction, and Intellect, in

their fullest development and perfect

equilibrium, and converges our impulses

back towards their Divine Source, as the

colors blend in light. It gives as con

science or perception of duty. In ame

dium of incoherent interests it requires

sacrifice, in one of united interests,

harmony. \Ve have taken the posi

tion in a former number, that the great

est action and enjoyment of any one

sense or passion, requires the conditions

which are most favorable to every other, as

the highest welfare if every individual im

plies that of the collective race. This,

which in the present state of social inco

herence is an apparent paradox, is very

simply explained. We take, for instance,

the sense of taste, or passion of eating,

which is dominant in these brute or rudi

mental ages, as the only one which re

ceives some development every where as

a necessity of existence. Stupid as the

rebel geuii in the Tales of the Arabian

Nights, who had been listening to the

exposition of the Scriptures since the

days of king Solomon, and had not yet

learned the first verse, we have been now

nearly six thousand years abusing and

reviling the attractions or passions with

which we are organized, instead of seek

ing their true position in the serial order

which develops their accords and uses.

\Ve have not yet learned, except here and

there among some little class of more

fortunate exclusives, to give a decent de

velopment to the lowest and most merely

animal in the scale, the sense of taste.

Such as it is, it ruins the health of half

of civilization, by gluttony, intempcrance,

and bad cookery. How then does it har

monize with our higher interests, or tend

to Unity 1

“By an effect of the law of the con

tact of _extremes, which links with the

pivot, the inferior terms of the series, it

is the enjoyments of the senses which

transport as most vividly towards un

known worlds. Incense aud music,

 

whether under the vaults of the cathe—

dral or in the breath of flowers, the song

of birds and murmur of tree tops in tin-1

tnre's sanctuaries of the forest and thel

mountain, are the most powerful agentsi

of religion; and it is the most individual, i

in vulgar language, the coarsest of all thel

senses, taste, which by its immense de

velopment of human activity in agricul

ture, commerce, and many of the arts,

concurs most powerfully to bind together

men, states, and continents, and thus to

prepare for terrestrial Unity.”

The same powers most hurtful in their

perversion and incoherence, are most ben

eficial in their harmonic tendencies. But

this, it may be objected, is reasoning only

on consequences, —indirect. efi'ects. We

can understand how Ambition, starting

from Self, includes successively in that

Self the family, the town, the state, the

globe. Friendship tends naturally to

universal philanthropy and the recognition

of the brotherhood of the race. Love,

by supreme individual satisfaction, un

locks the heart to embrace a whole crea

tion. Familism has been seen, even

during incoherent periods, extending, as

among the children of Israel, to a whole

nation. These afi'ective passions are then

clearly expansive in their tendency, and

convergent to the collective aim, Unity;

though in this point of view, they re

quirc higher developments than societies

based on incoherence of interests, can

afford to them. But taste, it would seem

at first sight, develops itself towards ex

cessive gluttOny, which is the grave of

all spiritual aspiration, and even of the

nublcr senses.

Our answer is this: excess, or glut

tony, not only diseases the system and

shortens the term of life during which

man continues to be an eating animal, but

also directly disorders the stomach and

impairs the appetite or source of pleasure

in taste; whence it is clear that though

not at a single meal, yet in a given num

ber of years, months, weeks, or even

days, the sense of taste will receive its

highest gratification by precisely that

quantity or quality of food which is most

conducive to the welfare of the general

system of which the stomach is an index,

through the expansion on its coats of the

ganglionic nerve, which maintains a sym

pathy amongst the different organs of the

body, rendering life unitary. The diver

gence of the senses from unity is then,

like all other evil and depravity, not es

sential, but merely incidental upon false

positions and incoherent relations, and

must cease as soon as we organize that

serial order for which our attractions have

been calculated. The true medicine for

this evil, that which brings each erring

sense or passion into convergence towards

unity or,harmony, is the system of equi

libration by absorbent substitution, ex

pressed by Hahuemann in the formula

.timit'irt stint/thus t‘lmlnlur, and developed

by him in its application to organic life in

the science of Homccopathy, which by

temporary removal of organic incoherence

anticipatcsthc harmonics of the future. It

 

is simply a practical application of Chris

tianity to the organic life. Christ enjoins

that we resist not evil, but turn the right

cheek to him who smites us on the left,

and to him who WOtlltl take the coat, give

the cloak also. To cause the cessation

of the organic as of the moral tendency,

we must give to each form of disease its

material type; to' the febrile inflammation,

the aconite exciting such condition in the

healthy body ; to the neuralgia, the bella

donna, mezercon, or sepia, exciting such

neuralgia, as the cloak to be given is

similar to the coat “hich our enemy

would take.

The laws of attraction arc unitary in

their application. In the material, the

organic, and the moral sphere alike, re

sistance to the existing tendency only

prov'okes subsequent manifestation, or

perversion, intense in the ratio of that

resistance. It is by this same law that

the stone resting on the surface will,

after resistance to its gravity by throwing

it into the air, come down with propor

tional force to bury itself in the soil;

that the salt whose cohesion is resisted

by dissolving, will re-form into more per

fect crystals; that the eletncnts ofa com

pound body united in quiet status, will

after separation, if the conditions of re

combination be afforded, unite with evo

lution ot'sonnd, light, heat, or other signs

of intense affinity; that the half-starved

animal eats voraciously and assimilates

more rapidly; that among the sensuous

attractions which adapt the soul to a ma

terial sphere, the eye, by confinement in

dark places, which resist its attraction for

light, becomes sensitive like that. of the

owl; that the clicking of a flea's spurs

will be heard in the silent watches; that

a simple diet of grains and fruits procures

us the most exquisite appreciation of

savor; that the temporary removal of

pain or diminution of sensibility caused

by opiates, is followed by the tremulous

impressibility in which the eye will not

bear light, nor the ear noise, nor the

stomach food, nor the muscles weight;

and the continuance of this practice, as

we so often witness in a stupid and un

reasoning routine, results in the wreck of

strength and beauty which at last can

only escape the bitter consciousness of

their ruin in the wild and morbid excite

ment of the same poison. Hence it is

that tea, coilee, tobacco, and other nu~

merous stimulants ot' the intellect, which

concentrate a day's life in a few hours,

cause reactions of debility, break us down

prematurely, render each successive gen

eration more morbidly impressible, and

preclude in susceptible persons any regu~

lar habits of vigorous and continued ex

ertion; while the cold bath, in its appli

cation of one of the most powerful agents

in nature for depressing or even destroying
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life, in its direct effect on the animal body,

stands first upon the list of tonics.

Passing from the organic and sensuous

to the affective sphere of attraction we

find a love or ambition once awakened,

only stimulated, by opposition, to intenser

struggle,‘ just as a diarrhcea or a neural

gic paroxysm exhibits increased virulence

after the opposition of astringents or opi

ates. Physical disease is the excess or re

pression of organic attractions specific to

the various tissues and regions ofour body,

determining their relation to each other

through the circulating blood, as psychi

cal diseasc is the unbalanced action or

the repression of the affective attractions

or passions, which bring souls in relation

with each other, through the magnetic

circulation of Humanity, the integral

man. It is on this principle that perse

cution has been like the wind to a fire in

developing and spreading new sects of

religion. It is to the ignorance of moral

Homreopathy by the British Cabinet, that

America owes her political independence,

for we should never have dreamed of the

step if our self-esteem and sentiment of

justice had not been brutally trampled on,

 

' Let no one fear that the development of

character, virtue, genius, afl'orded by struggle,

will be wanting in the Passional Series, which

operate by the mechanism of contrasted groups;

for of the three Distributive Passions which

mcclianize the Series, the first is the Cabalist.

The base and inverted stimulus of compulsion,

and the sting of poverty, will yield to the noble

one of direct attraction, and we shall have the

true trugglc and competition of productive and

beneficent passions cmulous for a superiority,

every step of whose attainment conduccs to the

nodal welfare.

This vital principle of Harmonic Competition

has, we fear, been overlooked by the Commu

nists, and other equalizing philosophers, an

omission analogous in the field of social science

to that of a musician who in composing it met

rical harmony, should forget the discords of the

individual notes. The mistake is of less im

portance, because when men are once asso

ciated, nature will take care of their mutual

relations, and will determine hcr passional

groups and series according to the individual

and national characters given as eleinents,just

as easily as she determines the modifications of

the series in a hexagonal or polyhedral crystal

as it forms in a saturated solution, or the arbo

reseent series of an oak or a pine tree, so dif

fcront in form and properties, yet both equally

perfect as types of the unitary or harmonic

series. Thus will it be of the various types of

the Phalanx in England, France, America, and

India—absolute unity of law, infinite variety

of form or manifestation.

Man's nature is essentially progressive, and

in advancing from the ground attained, it is the

Cabalist principle, ever discriminating, com~

 

 

instead of according to us some sem

blance of privilege.

As attraction under its various modifi

cations, including their negative poles or

repulsions, seems to be the only motive

power which exists,—the “permanent

revelation of God’s will to his creatures,”

or, in the langnage of the Pauthcist, the

nervous fluid of God, it is evident that

this truth of Non-resislance in the lan

guage of Christ, Similia Si/Itililjus in that

of Hahnernann, (stating its converse or

positive side,) or Absorbent Subslt'luli'on in

the terms of Fourier, is the universal and

eternal principle of medicine, applying to

all cases in all times in which it is desira

ble to effect achange in existing condi

tions, material, organic or psychical.

This being an epoch of inverse develop

ment, we find the truth of the law evi

denced in the consequences of its denial;

—in the increase of disease under medical

treatment, which exacerbates and multi

plies the existing evils by the exhibition

of medicines, inducing opposite or difl'er

 

Europe, becomes an indispensable comfort in

its capitals, or in America.”

"' But other riches will have been conquered

by labor, produced by art, discovered by science.

Other elements of beauty will have revealed

themselves to the soul, expanded and refined.

The ages of harmony will have their beauty

and their luxury, a splendid crown always beani

ing on the brow of humanity. The perfect

fruit of labor, the exquisite flower of thought,

will still have that character of rareness which

causes them to be sought with passion, and

conquered by prodigies of activity. it is the

ideal placed at the supreme limit; eternal

charm of the human soul, moving spring of our

incessant aspiration towards the source of ab

solute beauty. lt happens to the Communist

school not to have conceived this. Its ideal is

limited. Penctrate the spirit of its doctrines

and you feel that you attain the universality of

a certain comfortable, agreeable, and common

place life, served upon the table of equality.

Some Communists, criticizing minds, sound on

the subject of false societies, attack strenuously

the vice of oppressive hierarchies, of the false

series; but they do not rise to the conception

of the true series. Their near-sighted eyes

analyze correctly at a short distance, but do not

reach in the heights of the future, the idea of

the hierarchy organized in the bosom of harmo

ny. 1f communism was anything more than an

excellent instrument for destroying abuses;

if it could seriously implant itselfin society and

govern it, it seems that there would soon be

nothing more around man than the fact of

utility, an honest and quiet mediocrity. Su

preme beauty, always exceptional, that flower

which unfolds at the top of the human pyramid,

to reproduce itself gradually towards the infi

nite, and to shed successively its charm even

upon the lowest leaves of the living series,—

bosom of the stagnant earth. The principle of

paring, selecting and calculating, which deter- l the flower of the ideal. the summary. luminous.

mines the step of progress, and which breaks l and sublime point by which humanity is placed

the circle to form the spiral. " The splendor i in contact with God,—all that shines and|

of the beautiful becomes the normal fact of the l warms, all that anitnates, excites, creates en

uneful; the prodigien of this century will be the i thusiasm in man, would be efi'aced from the l _

'prcsonce ol God.
commonplaces of the heat, as the white linen,

a luxury in the country and provincial towns of I equality contains a germ of death for art."

 

ent morbid symptoms;—in the increase

of crimes, or moral and social diseases

under the various forms of compulsory

human legislation, which oppose to them

the gallows and penitentiary;—and in

the increase of selfishness and all spirit

ual perversions, under the legislation of

the Church, which combats them with

menaces of hell-fire and eternal torments.

All these proceed upon the anti-christian

principle of resistance and combat.

What is it we Would have'.l why do we

sin? why do we pursue the pleasure, the

proximate and transitory good, rather than

the ultimate permanent good‘.l Simply,

because being nearest to us it looks big

gest; because in morals as in chemistry,

it is not the attraction intrinsically strong

est which prevails, but that between ele

ments which are brought into most inti

mate mixture. Evil, as Mr. Emerson ob

serves, is only the less Good; it is the

attraction ofthe smaller, and but nearer

part of unity prevailing over the more dis

tant and greater part. But no part of

good can be so small as to lose its nature

and become irreconcilable to all higher

good. The antagonism between soul and

sense, or between any two attractions or

interests, is not essential, but incidental

to imperfect development. Let us take a

murderer 'n the worst sense; one who

kills his fellow creature, not for the sake

of his purse; this, thousands of good

churchmen are doing every day, through

the false mechanism which sacrifices la

bor to capital, and then taxes capital to

support crime, poverty and disease. This

sort of murder,—exploitation,-sucking

the vital juices of a fellow creature, and

throwing his husk into the gutter, to be

fished out by the rag-gatherer of the aims

house and hospital, we should perhaps

consider as bad as any; but this sort of

thing is now in fashion. We take then

one who murders not for gain, not to se

cure his safety, not. to secure any interest

to a mistress, friend, or relative, but from

pure malice or revenge, simply from jeal

ousy of another's greater happiness.

The case is clear—the man sins from

poverty of affection. To keep him from

sinning, you must bring him into a sphere

which, through the medium of interest,

will discover to him sympathies of char

acter with his fr'llow creatures, of whose

existence he is ignorant, but which God,

who has clothed the Miss in beauty, and

provided for every sparrow that flies, his

food and mate, has surely not forgotten

for any of his human children. 4

The Phalanx accepts from Christ the

incarnation of God, in Humanity, which

organizes in its limited life those active

forces and those principles of order whose

expression in the universe reveals the

Seeing that the pas

sions, like steam, or gun-powder, will act
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equally for good or evil, according to the]

circumstances in which they are placed,

it does not, like the governments and thei

religions ofincoherence, contend stupid

ly with God, by seekiogto suppress these I

passions with which he has endowed us,!

but, having organized the sphere for|

which they were calculated, it finds tltcm

all ministering to the harmonics of Uni

versal Unity. In its magnificent luxury

and passional harmonies growing out of

attractive industry in the Series, it pro

vides for each attraction, the objects for

which it would have otherwise tempted

to sin,—Similia Sine/Mus, not to the

crime, but to the object of the crime.

Passional, like organic Homoeopathy,

never resists or represses the tendency,

which from its excess or perversion, has

become pernicious, but removes it by the

absorbent substitution of another passion,

or organic tendency. The enlightened

physician removes nausea by an emetic,

diarrhea by a purgative principle, (this

does not imply the hyperemesis or hyper

catharsis, induced by crude doses of ten

or twenty grains,) and comatose sleep by

an opiate; agents specifically inducing

similar tendencies in the organism, and

thus indicated by nature as their curative,

in the corresponding forms of incidental

disease. Thus the cure for a disappoint

ment in love is to fall in love again;

the prevention ofinfatuation, Cyrlopsy, or

passional congestion, is attained by the

diversions of Ambition. Ilahnemann re

cognized the higher branches of this sci

ence, he speaks ofthe absorbent substitu

tion ofthe passions; but its practical con

ditions can only be realized in the Serial

mechanism, which in providing impar

tially for all senses and passions the con

ditions of gratification, gives to the Pa

pillon, their Esculapius, the power of

preventing excesses by judicious alterna

tions, whilst attaining for us enjoyments

not simple but composite.—“ Why is

Lucnllus to day so atsthetic in his tastes?

— he has dined, that gourmand—almostl

on a plate of fruit ! Do you not see that

he sits by Celia, that little fairy, whose

eyes have disfurnished the love-god‘s qui

ver? ” “ But we almost forget the des

sert while that glorious strain of IIaydn’s

is sounding from the halls above.” “1

breakfasted this morning with Diana in the

forest, whence we brought a load of young

crab trees and nondescripts for a live

hedge. \Ve had the birds for our choris

ters; and for our Hebe, came a little

‘brooklet gushing from its rocky foun

tain near,—1)0\vn into the valley rush

ing, so fresh and wondrous clear.’—

The flowering trails of the Diapcnsia

spread our tables on the turf, and,

the robins and the thrushes hopped

around, and picked up our crumbs."—

“ That was charming. But i love as Well

 

this vast Alhambra hall, with its hundred

quiet alcoves, and the fountain's dash and

murmur. Our mocking birds build in that

Jessamine bower, and their music grows

rich with its pcrfume.-—How stupid those

eivilizees seem with their caged birds, and

their flowers all packed offin squares and

green houses, where no one can see them

without losing halfthe pleasure by mak

ing a business of it.” “ Yes, ifone were

brought here in a sack, he would fancy

himselfi suppose, in some mythological

paradise, and go off in a state of absorp

tion, like the Grand Lama of Thibet—

Good, but there sounds the bugle for the

1st Afternoon groups, and Phillis that

linyadere of the vine leaf, is forming my

cohort." “ My class in floral analogies

will meet me here. —- i see Viola tripping

towards us with a flower and an essay—

l'alc, may Bacchus smile upon your la

bors.” —- “ To night we meet upon the

lake.”

Our souls have been calculated by the

arbiter of attraction for a state of continu

ous, varied and intense happiness, as the

natural sphere of beings decreed worthy

to cooperate freely with him in working

out the destinies of planets. We shall

not make it our business to seek for this

happiness, no true man ever does that;

but it will flow to us incidentally whilst

aiming at our highest duty, acting outour

attractions as the expressions of God’s will

to us. Not to seek recreations, but to

relax the intensity ofpleasnre by descend

ing occasionally from composite to simple

enjoyments, will be the only care of the

prudent Epicure. All tendencies or at

tractions are organized in the Serial

Industry; and as soon as one flags

in its intensity, another, introduced by

the Papillon, comes to take its place,

preventing fatigue or excess. This is

the true purgation of the passions,—

a recipe somewhat more palatable than

starvation and hellcborc. Thus in the

Unity of the Serial order, the focal pas

sion of the son] tends to harmony through

an integral sounding in varied combina

tions, of the passional key notes; and

happiness is the music that flows there

from. It leads to Duty, through obedi

ence to “ attraction the compass of per

manent revelation from God to man;

which at once reveals and stimulates ” to

action. That action for its tendency to

the highest uses, only presupposes the

embodiment of the social mechanism cal

culated by God as the sphere of attrac

tion.

\Vith this harmony within us, and this

perennial music out-flowing; with this

constant sense of high duties that bring

us into co-nction with God ; shall not our

souls be full of him? and this is for all

men. “as not Isaiah told us that the

“ Earth shall be filled with the knowl

 

edge of the Lord as the waters cover the

lsca,” attd has not Christ spoken of the

“ Kingdom of heaven upon earth.” “ He

that hath ears to ltear let him hear.” -—

According to our appreciation of the wis

dom and bencficence manifested in nature

will be our intellectual respect for God ;

according to the “ peace within us that

passes all understanding,” a peace which

the world of incoherent interests cannot

give, will be our heart-felt love for Him.

It is out of the fulness of our life and its

unity with our fellow creatures, that our

hearts go forth to thc Divine Source.

[Inin of Man with God is the pivotal, im

plying the component Unity of Man with

Man through the affections, and Unity of

Man with Nature through the Senses.

Man's unity through all its grades and

varieties is internal and external; inter

nal if we consider the relations of the

component atoms, tissues, or organs,

scnscs, sentiments, or faculties, of the in

dividual to each other, or the relations of

individuals in a society. It is external if

we consider the relations of the individu

al or the society, to other individuals or

societies, or to the animal, vegetable, and

mineral kingdoms of nature. It is also

triple through all its branches.

It is active through relations of utility,

and cooperation.

it is passive in regard to Sensation,

Sentiment, or other mode of appreciation.

It is typical through identity of princi~

ple, as man, created in the image ofGod,

is the archetype of the visible, terrestrial

life, in which God is here manifested, and

finds his passions and their effects in the

characters of the various social periods,

painted on the canvass of nature.

We will characterize the different

branches of Unity in our next number.

Nora. Representation is a principle

of reciprocal application in nature, from

the whole to the parts, arid front the parts

to the whole. inferior species, both ani

mal and vegetable, type both actually and

sentieutly, and hieroglyphieally, those in

stincts, passions and characters, which

are combined in man, their archetype,

and in the varied combinations of his

societies in different ages of the world.

In the order of creation, the highest

manifestations of life to which the rest

were to be adapted and subordinated,

must have been first conceived. An

architect about to build, must first con

eeive an idea of the whole as if it stood

before him. It shall be a palace, a tem

p)le, or a cottage. it shall present the

oric, the ionic, or the Corinthian style.

it shall be round, or square, or crucial.

He decides upon the method ofthe whole,

forming thus a distinct ideal for attain

ment. He next comes to calculate the

width, height, and thickness of each

cltamber, column. &c., in reference to

the whole, to which they must be adapted

and subordinated. This rude figure may

assist us in conceiving, so far as is possi

ble to us, of the creation of the universe,

or the out-flowing and manifestation of
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life from its centre in God- In whatever

ideas we can have of the creation, its

order presupposes the plan of a symmet

rical whole, upon which is based or cal

culated the special type of each character

entering into it as a component, whichl

would then obtain a definite expression in l

come subordinate form. Commencing

from the lowest and simplest, which

would thus be the first in the order of

actual creation ; a progressive series

would ascend to the composite, in ap

proaching the first idea; and the visible

terrestrial creation would converge in

man, as the archetype or epitome coin

bining in a. symmetrical whole all parts or t

special types of character. ll

Swedenborg's philosophy of nature is

based upon the order ofGod's conception,

beginning with the whole or at the centre,

and ending in the parts or at the peri-t

phery. Comparative Physiology basesl

itself on the order of the actual creation,

commencing with the parts or at the peri

pheral extremities, and gradually rising

to complete the whole, back again to God

through the circle of his manifestation.

There is no essential opposition. They,

see the same phenomena from different,

points of view. The two principles, 0ft

adaptation resulting fromcontrast or dif

ference, and adaptation resulting from

resemblance or similitude, here meet.

Each creature, fashioned as the special

development of some element of man’s

nature, has to this part the adaptation of

similitnde, which renders it a natural

hieroglyphic; whilst its difference from

other elements of his nature, establishes

towards him adaptations of utility, cor

responding to those which each part of

the same whole bears to other parts, as

their complement;——having something

which they have not, and therefore want.

Emmple. —The Dog, whose various

species are adapted to man hieroglyphi

cally as the emblems of the different sorts

of friendship, is adapted differentially, or

in relation of use;—to his enmities, as

the blood-hound ; to his fears and his

weakness, as the mastifl‘ and other guard

dogs; to his destructivencss, as the setter

and other game dogs; to his acquisitin

ness, as the sheep dog; or to his vacancy

of heart, as the ladies" muff lap-dog.

Most of the present animal and vegetable

creation, are like the tiger and the poison

oak, types of vicious developments of

character, and their adaptations are con

sequently inverted to the injury instead of

to the uses of man. This coincides with

the present position among mankind of

the characters they picture, which are at

war with the general welfare of the indi

vidual and the society. So long as con

flict of interests and passions obtains

within man’s bosom, or between man and

man, so long must external nature abound

in malefieent creations.

God has done nothing by halves. \Vhen

we embody social combinations converging

and harmonizing each man‘s passions with

in himself, and towards his neighbor, then

we may expect the substitution of a crea

tion as beneficent as the passions whose de

velopment it pictures, which will tend as

strongly to the ends ofjustice and general

well-being, as now, in the incoherence of

individual and social interests, they tend

to rapacity and general ill-being.

Isaiah has prophesied of a time when

“ the Wolf shall dwell with the lamb, and

the leopard shall lie down with the kid;

the calf and the young lion and the fat

 

 

ling together, and a little child shall lend

them. And the cow and the bear shall

feed, their young ones shall lie down

together, and the lion shall eat straw like

the ox. They shall not hurt or destroy

in all my holy mountain, for the earth

shall be full of the knowledge of the

Lord as the waters cover the sea.”

It is said that Van Amhurgh has em

ployed vegetable diet in his menagerie

with the effect of rendering his animals

mild and tractable. This if true, was of

course but a temporary eXpedieut. It

very certainly softens the character

of the human ferae. Our rand-chil

dren may find in the modifier tribes of

the desert most valuable servants. Igno

rant as we are of resources in physiology,

of which even the Bee is cognizant, and

which enable her to change at pleasure

the sex of its young in their pupal state,

we can scarcely from our present point of

view, form a definte idea of the mode by

which changes in the organization of the

ferac, adapting them to this new life may

be effected. The habit of eating each

other in our creation, is the material ex

pression of the great spiritual fact of uni

versal incoherence of interests. incident

upon the present inverse development of

human destiny in our societies, where the

capitalist devours the laborer, and the

exchanger the producer. Mr. Graham

will have to stop that before he can con

vert the world.

 

“OH MOTHER OF A MIGHTY RACE.”

BY WILLIAM c. BRYANT.

0h mother of a mighty race,

Yet lovely in thy youthful grace!

The elder damos, thy haughty peers,

Admire and hate thy blooming years.

With words of shame ‘

And taunts of scorn they join thy name.

For on thy cheeks thc glow is spread

That tints the morning hills with red;

Thy step—the wild deer’l rustling feet,

\Vithin thy woods, are not more fleet;

Thy hopeful eye

Is bright as thine own sunny sky.

Aye, let them rail—those haughty ones,

\Vhile safe thou dwellest with thy sons.

They do not know how loved thou art,

How many a fond and fearless heart

Would rise to throw

Its life between thee and the foe.

They know not, in their hate and pride,

“’hat virtues with thy children bide;

How true, how gond, thy graceful maids

Make bright, like flowers, the valley shades;

“’hat generous men

Spring, like thine oaks, by hill and glen.

“'hat cordial welcomes greet the guest

By thy lone rivers of the west;

Ilow faith is kept, and truth revered,

And man is loved, and God is feared,

In woodland homes,

And where the solemn ocean foams.

There’s freedom at thy gates, and rest

For earth’s down-troddcn and opprcst,

A shelter for the hunted head,

For the starved laborer toil and bread.

Power, at thy bounds,

Stops and calls back his baflled hounds.

Oh, fair young mother! on thy brow

Shall sit a noblcr grace than now.

 
Deep in the brightnes of thy skies

The tltrongiug years in glory rise,

And, as they fleet.

Drop strength and riches at thy feet.

Thine eye, with every coming hour,

Shall brighten, and thy form shall tower;
And when thy sisters, elder born, i

“'ould brand thy namc with Words of scorn,

Before thine eye,

Upon their lips the taunt shall die.

Graham’s blagazt'ne.

 

THE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,’

SEQUEL TO

C O N S U E L 0.

FROM THE FRENCH 0P GEORGE SAND.

Translated [or the Harbinger.

XXXIV.

“Minutely informed by the cares of

Marcus of all that occurred at Giant‘s

castle, I no sooner learned the resolution

which had been taken to make Albert

travel, and the direction he was to follow,

than I hastened to place myself in his

path. This was at the period of those

journeys of which I spoke just now, and

in many of which Marcus accompanied

me. The tutor and the domestics who

had been provided for Albert, had not

known me , I therefore did not fear being

seen by them. I was so impatient to see

my son, that I had much difficulty in ub

staining, as I travelled behind him at one

hour's distance, and thus reaching Venice

where he was to make his first stopping

place. But] was resolved not to show

myself to him without a species of mys~

terious solemnity; for my object was not

only the ardent maternal instinct which

impelled me to his arms; I had a more

important design, a duty still more ma

ternal to fulfil; I wished to free Albert

from the narrow superstitions in which his

family had attempted to enclose him. It

was necessary that I should obtain pos

session of his imagination, of his confi

dence, of his mind, of his whole soul. I

thought him a fervent Catholic: he was

so in appearance. He followed regularly

all the external practices of the Roman

church. The persons who had informed

Marcus of these details were ignorant of

the inner heart of Albert. His father and

his aunt knew it no better. They could

reproach him with nothing but a savage

rigorism, a. too simple and too ardent

manner of interpreting the gospel. They

did not understand that in his rigid logic

and in his loyal candor, my noble child,

obstinate in the practice of true Chris

tianity, was already an impassioned, an

incorrigible heretic. I was somewhat

frightened by that Jesuit tutor who had

been attached to ltis steps; I feared that

Icould not approach him without being
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observed and thwarted by a fanatical ar

gus. But I soon knew that the unworthy

abbé " ' ' did not even attend to his

health, and that Albert, neglected also by

the servants whom he felt a repugnauce

at commanding, lived almost alone and

abandoned to himself in all the cities in

which he made any stay. I observed all

his motions with anxiety. Lodging in

the same hotel with him at Venice, I at

last met him alone and pensive on the

staircase, in the galleries, on the quays.

Oh! you may imagine how my heartbeat

at the sight of him, how my affections

yearned towards him, and what torrents of

tears escaped from my dismayed and ravish

ed eyes. He seemed to me so handsome,

so noble, so sad, alas! that only object per

mitted to my love upon the earth ! I fol

lowed him with precaution. Night ap

proached. He entered the church of

Saints-John-and-Paul, an austere basilic

filled with tombs, with which you are

doubtless well acquainted. Albert knelt

in a corner; I glided there with him; I

hid myself behind a tomb. The church

was deserted ; the darkness became every

moment more profound. Albert was mo

tionless as a statue. Still he appeared

absorbed in revery rather than in prayer.

The lamp of the sanctuary feebly illumi

nated his features. He was so pale! I

was terrified at it. His fixed eyes, his

half-opened lips, I know not what of des

pairing in his attitude and physiognoruy,

broke my heart; I trembled like the

vacillating flame of the lamp. It seemed

to me that if I should reveal myself at

that moment he would fall annihilated. I

recalled all that Marcus had told me of

his nervous susceptibility and of the dan

ger of sudden emotions upon so impressi

ble an organization. I went out that I

might not yield to the impulses of my

love. I waited for him under the portico.

I had thrown over my garments, which

were quite simple and dark, a brown

cloak, the hood of which hid my face and

gave me the appearance of a woman of

the people of that country. When he

came out, I involuntarily made a step to

wards him; he stopped, and, thinking

me a beggar, took a piece of gold at ran

dom from his pocket and presented it to

me. Oh! with what pride and what

atitude I_rcceived , Is! “Ha’fibd'wg: it is a $3911)? veniceieI

have had it bored to pass a chain through

it, and I weai' it always on my bosom as

a precious jewel, as a relic. It has never

left me since that day, this pledge which

my child had sanctified. I was not mis

tress of my transport; Iseized that dear

hand and carried it to my lips. He drew

it back with a kind of terror: it was wet

with my tears. ‘ \Vhat are you doing,

woman!‘ said he to me in a voice the

pure and sonorous tones of which re

 
sounded to the middle of my bones.

‘ Why do you bless me thus for so trifling

a gift! Doubtless you are very unhappyg

and I have given you too little. How]

much do you require to relieve you from

suffering! Speak; I wish to console

you; I hope I may be able.’ And he

took in his hands, without looking at it,

all the gold he had about him.

“ ‘ Thou hast given me enough, good

young man,’ rcpliedI; ‘I am satisfied.’

“ ‘But why do you weep!’ said he,

struck by the sobs which choked my

voice ; ‘ have you then any sorrow which

my riches cannot remedy! ’

“ ‘No,’ replied I, ‘I weep from emo

tion and joy.’

“ ‘ From joy! Are there then tears of

joy! and such tears for a piece of gold!

0 human misery! Woman, take all

the rest, I beseech you; but do not weep

for joy. Think of your brothers the poor,

so numerous, so dehased, so miserable,

all of whom I cannot comfort! ’

“ He went aWay sighing. I dared not

follow him for fear of betraying myself.

He had left his gold upon the pavement

as he handed it to me in a kind of haste

to get rid of it. I gathered it up and put

it into the box for the poor, in order to

satisfy the noble charity of my son. The

next day, I watched him again, and saw

him enter Saint-Mark‘s. I had resolved

to be stronger and more calm; I was so.

We were once more alone in the semi

obscurity of the church. He mused for

a long time, and suddenly I heard him

murmur as he rose: ‘0 Christ! they

crucify thee all the days of their life! ’

“‘ch,’ replied I, half reading his

thought, ‘the pharisees and the doctors

of the law ! "

“ He shuddered, remained silent for a

moment, and said in a low voice, without

turning and without endeavoring to see

who thus addressed him: ‘Again the

voice of my mother! ’ s

“Consuelo! Ialmost fainted on hear

ing Albert thus invoke my memory and

keep in his heart the instinct of this filial

divination. But the fear of troubling his

reason, already so excited, restrained me

still; I went again to wait for him under

the porch, and when he passed, satisfied

with seeing him, I did not approach him.

But he came near to me and recoiled with

a movement of horror. ‘ Signora,’ said

he to me after a moment's hesitation,

‘ why do you beg to-dny! Is it then in

deed a trade, as the pitilcss rich say!

Have you no family! Can you not be

useful to some one, instead of wandering

at night like a spectre around the church

es! Was not what I gave you yesterday

sufficient to provide for today! Do you

wish then to forestall the part which

might fall to your brethren! ‘

‘I have

 

“ ‘I do not beg,’ replied I.

put thy gold into the box of the poor,

except one sequin which I wish to keep

for love of thee.’

“ ‘ \Vho are you then! ’ cried he seiz

ing me by the arm ; ‘ your voice agitates

me to the very depths of my soul. It

seems to me that I know you. Show me

your face! But no, I do not wish to see

it; you make me afraid.’

“ ‘0 Albert!’ said I, beside myself

and forgetting all prudence; ‘thou also,

hast thou thcn fear of me! ’

“ He shuddered from head to foot, and

murmured again with an expression of

terror, and of religious respect : ‘ Yes, it

is her voice, it is the voice of my moth

er ! ’

“ ‘ I do not know who is thy mother,'

returned I, frightened by my imprudence.

‘ I only know thy name because the poor

know thee already. Why should I

frighten thee! Is thy mother then

dead! ’

“ ‘ They say that she is dead,’ replied

be; ‘but my mother is not dead to me.’

“ ‘ Where does she live, then!’

“ ‘In my heart, in my thought, con

tinually, eternally. Ihave dreamed her

voice, I have dreamed her features a.

hundred times, a thousand times.’

“I was terrified as much as charmed

by this imperious expansion which thus

drew him towards me. I saw in him

signs of wandering. I Overcome my ten

derness to calm him.

“ ‘ Albert,’ said Ito him, ‘ I did know

your mother; I was her friend. I was

charged by her to speak to you of her

some day when you should be old enough

to understand what I have to say to you.

Iam not what I appear. I followed you

yesterday and to-day in order to have an

opportunity to converse with you. Lis

ten to me therefore with calmness, and

do not allow yourself to be troubled by

vain superstitious. Will you follow me

under the arcades of Procurators, which

are now deserted, and talk with me! Do

you feel yourself quiet enough, concen

trated enough for that purpose‘.I ’

“‘Yon, the friend of my mother!’

cried he. ‘ You, charged by her to

speak to me of her! 0! yes. Speak,

speak! You see well that I was not de

ceived, that an inward voice gave me

warning! I felt that there was some

thing of her in you. No; I am not so

perstitious, I am not insensate; only I

have a heart more alive and more suscep_

tible than many others to ccrtain things

which others do not understand and do

not feel. You understand that, if you

understood my mother. Speak to me

then of her; speak to me again with her

voice, with her spirit.’

“ Having thus succeeded, although im

perfectly, in relieving his emotion, I led

him under the arcades, and began by
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questioning him respecting his childhood,

his recollections, the principles which

had been communicated to him, and the

conception he had formed of the princi

ples and the ideas of his mother. My

questions clearly proved to him that I

was acquainted with the secrets of his

family, and capable of understanding

those of his heart. 0 my daughter!

what enthusiastic pride took possession of

me when I saw the ardent love which

Albert cherished for me, the faith he had

in my piety and virtue, the horror with

which he was inspired by the supersti

tious detestation of the Catholics of Ric

senburg for my memory; the purity of

his soul, the grandeur of his religious

and patriotic sentiment, finally, all those

sublime instincts which a Catholic educa

tion had not been able to stifle in him.

But at the same time, with what a pro

found sorrow was I affected by the pre

cocious and incurable sadness of that

young soul, and the struggles which al

ready crushcd it as they attempted to

crush my own! Albert believed himself

still a Catholic. IIe dared not revolt

openly against the decrees of the church.

He needed to believe in a constituted re

ligion. Already more instructed and

meditative than belonged to his years,

(he was hardly twenty,) he had reflected

much upon the long and gloomy history

of the heresies, and he could not resolve

to condemn certain of our doctrines.

Compelled, nevertheless, to mistrust the

errors of innovators, so exaggerated and

distorted by ecclesiastical historians, he

floated on a sea of uncertainties, at one

time condemning revolt, at another curs

ing tyranny, and unable to conclude any

thing except that men of good had erred

in their attempts at reform, and that men

of blood had stained the sanctuary in

their wish to defend it.

“It was therefore necessary to throw

light upon his mind, to exhibit the faults

and excesses of both parties, to teach

him to embrace courageously the defence

of the innovators, even while lamenting

their inevitable excesses, to exhort him

to abandon the support of craft, of vio

lence and subjection, even while recog

nizing the excellence of a certain mission

in a more distant past. I had no dilficul

ty in enlightening him. He had already

foreseen, already divined, already con

cluded before I had finished the proof.

IIis admirable instincts responded to my

inspirations; but when he understood

completely, a sorrow more overpowering

than that of uncertainty seized upon his

dismayed mind. Truth was not then

recognized anywhere upon the earth!

The law of God was no longer living in

any sanctuary ! No people, no caste, no

school practised the Christian virtue and

endeavored to illustrate and develop it.

 

Both Catholic and Protestant had aban

doned the divine path. Every where

prevailed the law of the strongest, every I

where the weak were oppressed, the

poor chained and dcbased; the Christi

was crucified every day upon the altars

erected by men! The night passed in

this bitter and engrossing conversation.

The clocks slowly struck the hours with

out Albert’s thinking to count them. I

was aflrighted at this power of intellectu—

al tension, which made me foresee in him

so much inclination for strife and so many

facilities for sorrow. I admired the man

ly pride, the heart-tending expression of

my noble and unhappy child; I again

found myself entire in him; I thoughtl

read my past life, and recommenccd with

him the history of the long tortures of

my heart and brain; I contemplated,

upon his broad brow illumined by the

moon, the useless outward and moral

beauty of my solitary and uncompre

bended youth; I wept over him and over

myself at the same time. His lamenta

tions were long and heart-reading. I

dared not yet disclose to him the secrets

of our conspirae ' ; I feared that he would

not understand them at once, and that, in

his grief, he might reject them as useless

and dangerous efforts. Anxious at sce

ing him kept awake and walking for so

long a time, I promised to show to him a

harbor of safety, if he Would consent to

wait and to prepare himself for austere

confidences. Igently excited his imagi

nation by the hope of a new revelation,

and I reconductcd him to the hotel in

which we both lived, promising another

interview, which I put 05' for several

days in order not to abuse the tension of

his faculties.

“ Only at the moment of leaving me

did he think of asking me who I was.

‘ I cannot tell you,‘ replied I ; ‘ I bear a

false name. Ihave reasons for conceal

ing myself. Do not speak of me to any

one.’

“ He never asked me any other ques

tions, and appeared to content himself

with my answer; but his delicate reserve

was accompanied by another feeling,

strange as his character, gloomy as his

mental habits. He told me along while

afterwards that he always considered me

thenceforth as the soul of his mother ap

pearing to him under a real form and

with circumstances explicable to the vul

gar, but in fact supernatural. Thus my

dear Albert persisted in recognizing me

in spite of myself. He preferred to in

vent a supernatural world rather than to

doubt my presence, and I could not suc

ceed in deceiving the victorious instinct of

his heart. All my efforts to appease his

excitement served only to fix it in a kind

of calm and restrained delirium, which

 

had no contradictor nor confidant, not

even myself, who was its object. He

submitted religiously to the will of the

spirit which forbade him to recognize, to

name it, but he persisted in believing him

self under the power ofa spirit.

“ From this frightful tranquillity which

Albert preserved thenceforth in the wan

derings of his imagination, from that

sombre and stoical courage which has

made him always meet without paleness

the phantoms produced by his brain,

there resulted to me for a long time a

fatal error. I knew not the strange idea

he had formed of my reappearance upon

the earth. I thought that he accepted

me as a mysterious friend of his deceased

mother and of his own childhood. I was

amazed, it is true, at the little curiosity

which he testified to me, and the little as

tonishment caused in him by the assiduity

of my cares; but this blind respect, this

delicate submission, this absence of anx

iety with regard to all the realities of life,

appeared to me so comfortable with his

reserved, pensive and contemplative char

acter, that I did not sufficiently seek to

account for them and to fathotn their

secret causes. \Vhile laboring, there

fore, to fortify his reasoning powers

against the excesses of his enthusiasm,

I contributed, without knowing it, to de

velop in him that kind of delirium at once

sublime and deplorable, of which he was

so long the sport and victim.

“Little by little, in a succession of

interviews which had neither confidante

nor witnesses, I developed to him the

doctrines of which our order has made

itself the depositary and the secret pro

pagator. I initiated him into our project

of universal reform. At Rome, in the

subterraneans reserved to our mysteries,

Marcus presented him, and caused him to

be admitted to the first grades of masonry,

reserving to himself the power of reveal

ing to him, beforehand, the symbols hid

den under those vague and strange forms,

the many~faccd interpretations of which

adapts itself so well to the measure of

intelligence and courage in the initiated.

During seven years I followed my son in

all his journeys, always departing from

the places he had left a day after him,

and reaching those he was to visit the

day after his arrival. I was always care

ful to lodge at a certain distance, and

never to show myself either to his tutor

or to his servants, whom moreover, ac

cording to my advice, he took the pre

caution to change frequently and to keep

always at a. distance from his person. I

sometimes asked him if he was not sur

prised to find me every where.

“ ‘ 0 no! ' replied he: ‘I know very

well that you will follow me every

where.’

“ And when I wished him to express

the reason ofthat confidence :
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“ ‘ My mother has charged you to give

me life,’ replied he, ‘ and you know very

well that if you abandoned me now I

should die.’

“He spoke always in an enthusiastic

and as ifinspired manner. I accustomed

myself to see him so, and became so

also, Without my knowledge, while cou

versing with him. Marcus has often

reproached me, and I have often re

preached myself, for having in this man

ner fed the internal flame which con

sumed Albert. Marcus would have

wished to enlighten him by more positive

lessons and by a colder logic ; but at oth

er moments I have been reassured by the

thought, that but for the aliments with

which lfurnishcd him that flame would

have consumed him more quickly and

more cruelly. My other children had

shown the same disposition to enthusi

asm ; their souls had been crushed ; they

had been extinguished like torches the

brightness of which is feared. They had

sunk before acquiring strength to resist.

Without my breath, which incessantly

revived the sacred spark in a free and

pure air, Albert’s soul would perhaps

have gone to join his brothers, as, with

out the breath of Marcus, Ishould have

been extinguished before having lived.

I frequently applied myself, moreover, to

distract his mind from that eternal aspira

tion towards ideal things. I advised him,

I required of him positive studies; be

obeyed me with gentleness with consci

entiousness. He studied the natural sci

ences, the languages of the various coun

tries through which he passed; he read

assiduously; he cultivated the arts, and

devoted himself, without a master, to

music. All this was but a recreation, a

rest to his ardent and broad understand

ing. A stranger to all the excitements

of his age, born enemy of the world and

its vanities, he lived every where in a

deep seclusion, and resisting with obsti

nacy the advice of his tutor, he did not

wish to enter any saloon, to be brought

forward in any court. He hardly saw,

in two or three of the capitals, his fa

ther’s oldest and most serious friends.

He assumed before them a grave and re

served dcmcanor which left no room for

criticism, and he had expansion and inti

macy only with some adepts of our order,

to whom Marcus particularly recommend

ed him. However, he requested us not

to exact of him that he should busy him

self with propagandism before he felt the

gift of persuasion developed within him;

and he often declared to me with frank

ness that he had it not, because he had

not as yet a faith sufficiently complete in

the excellence of our methods. Ho al

lowed himself to be carried from grade to

grade, like a docile pupil; but whilst

examining every thing with a severe logic

 

 

and a scrupulous uprightness, he always

reserved to himself, he told me, the right

of proposing to us reforms and ameliora

tions whenever he felt himself enlight—

ened enough to dare to yield to his per

sonal inspirations. Until then he wished

to remain humble, patient, and submis

sive to the forms established in our secret

society. Buried in study and meditation,

he kept his tutor in respect by the seri

ousness of his character and the coldness

of his demeanor. The abbé came there

fore to consider him as a sad book-worm,

and withdrew from him as much as possi

ble, to busy himself only with the in

trigues of his order; he was a Jesuit.

Albert even made quite long residences

in France and in England without his

company; he was often a hundred

leagues from him, and was contented

with appointing a place of meeting when

he wished to see another country; often

indeed they did not travel together. At

those periods I had the greatest liberty to

see my son, and his exclusive tenderness

repaid me a hundred fold for the careI

bestowed upon him. My health had be

come reestablished. As it sometimes

happens to constitutions greatly changed

to become habituated to their sufferings

and not to feel them,I hardly perceived

mine any longer. Fatigue, watchings,

long conversations, painful journeys, in

stead of overpowering me, sustained me

in a state of slow and continued fever,

which became and has remained my nor

mal condition. Fragile and trembling as

you see me, there are no labors or fa

tigues which I cannot endure better than

you, beautiful flower of the spring. Ag

itation has become my element, and I re

pose in continued action, like those cou

riers by profession, who have learned to

sleep as they gallop on their horses.

“ This experience of what an energet‘

ic soul in a diseased body could bear and

accomplish gave me more confidence in

Albert‘s strength. I became accustomed

to see him sometimes languishing and

broken like myself, animated and feverish

like me at other hours. We have suf

fered together the same physical pains,

resulting from the same mental emotions ;

and never perhaps has our intimacy been

more sweet and more tender than in

those hours of- trial when the same fever

burned in our veins, or the same exhaus

tion mingled our feeble sighs. How many

times has it seemed to us that we were

the same being! How many times have

we broken the silence into which the same

reverie plunged us, to address to eaclt

mutually the same words! How many

times, finally, agitated or exhausted in a

contrary manner have we communicated,

by clasping our hands, languor or anima

tion each to the other! How much good

 
common! 0 my son! 0 my only passion!

O flesh of my flesh and bone of my bone!

how many tompests have We. passed

through, covered by the same celestial

@gis! How many ravages have we re

sisted by drawing towards each other and

pronouncing the same formula of salva

tion: Love, Truth, Justice!

“\Ve were in Poland on the frontiers

of Turkey, and Albert, having gone

through all the successive initiations of

masonry and of the higher grades which

form the last link between that preparato

ry society and our own, was about to di

rect his steps towards this part of Ger

many, in order to be admitted to the sa

cred banquet of the Invisibles, when

count Christian de Rudolstadt recalled

him to his side. This was a thunder

bolt to me. As to my son, in spite of

the care] had taken to prevent his for»

getting his family, he loved them no

longer but as a tender remembrance of

the past, he no longer comprehended ex—

istence with them. It did not, however,

come into our minds to resist that order

issued with the cold dignity and the con

fidence of paternal authority, as under

stood in the Catholic and patrician famil

ies of our country. Albert prepared to

leave me without knowing for how long

a time we were to be separated, but with

out imagining that he would not see me

again, and strengthen with Marcus the

bonds of the association which called

upon him. Albert had little notion of

time, and still less appreciation ofthe ma

terial eventualities of life. ‘ Are we leav

ing each other! ’ said he, seeing me

weep in spite of myself. ‘We cannot

leave each other. Every time that I

have called you in the depths of my

heart, you have appeared to me. I shall

call you again.’ ‘ Albert! Albert! ’

cried I, ‘1 cannot follow you this time

where you go.” He became pale and

clung to me like a frightened child. The

moment had come to reveal to him my sc

cret. ‘ I am not the Soul of thy mother,’

said I to him after some preamble; ‘ I am

thy mother herself.’

“ ‘ Why do you tell me that! ’ replied

he with a strange smile, ‘ did I not know

it! Do we not resemble each other!

Have I not seen your portrait at Riesen

burg. Had I ever forgotten you more

over! Have I not always seen you, al

ways known you! ’

“ ‘ And thou \vert not surprised to see

me living, me who am supposed to be

buried in the chapel of Giant’s castle! '

“ ‘No,’ replied he, ‘I was not sur—

prised; l was too happy for that; God

has the power of miracles, and it is not

for man to be astonished at tltem.’

" That strange child had more difficul

ty in understanding the frightful realities

and how much evil have we known in | of my history than the miracle which he
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had cherished. He had believed in my shot himself up in the chamber 1 had in

resurrection as in that of the Christ; lie habited; he called me, and not seeing me

had received literally my doctrines rcspect- | appear, he persuaded himself that I was

ing the transmission of life; he believed t dead a second time, and that I should not

in it with excess, that is to say, he was be restored to him in the course of the

not astonished at my preserving tlte re-‘present life. At least it is thus he has

membranes and the certainty of my indi- 1 since explained to me what took place in

viduality. after having put off my body in ‘ him at that fatal hour when his reason

order to assume anmbcr. 1th not even‘nnd his faith were shaken for whole

know if I convinced him that my life was years. He looked at my portrait for a

uninterrupted by my trance, and that my long time. A portrait is never more than

mortal covering did not remain in the an imperfect rescniblanec,andthc particu

sepulCht'e- He listened 10 me With 8" lar conception which the artist has formed

absent yet excited face, as if he heard of us is always so much below the feel

from my mouth other words than those

which 1 uttered. There passed in him at

that moment something mysterious and

inexplicable; one would have said that

the destiny which reserved for him a lot

similar to my own, denied to him the fac

ulty of foreseeing and understanding it.

A terrible bond still kept Albert upon the

brink of the abyss. Actual life could not

take possession of him before he had un

dergone that last crisis from which I had

miraculously issued, that apparent death

which was to be in him the last efi'ort of

the notion of eternity struggling against

the notion of time. My heart was broken

in separating from him; a sorrowful pre

sentiment vaguely warned me that he

was about to enter into that phase which

might be called climacteric, and whichv

had so violently disturbed my existence;

that the hour was not far distant in which

Albert would be annihilated or renewed.

I had remarked in him a tendency to the

cataleptic state. He had had under my

eyes fits of sleep so long, so profound, so

frightful, his breathing was then so weak,

his pulse so little felt that I did not cease

saying or writing to Marcus, ‘ \Ve must

never let Albert be buried, or we must

not fear to break open his tomb.’

“Unhappily for us, Marcus could no

longer present himself at Giant‘s castle;

he could no longer set foot upon the soil

of the empire. He had been seriously

compromised by an insurrection at

Prague, to which, indeed, his influence

had not been wanting. He had only es

caped by flight from the rigor of the

Austrian laws. Consumed by anxiety

I returned here. Albert had promised

to write to me every day. I promised

myself, on my side, that as soon as a let

ter failed mel would start for Bohemia

and present myself at Riesenburg at

every risk, in any event.

“ The grief occasioned by our separa

tion was at first less cruel to him than to

myself. He did not understand what

took place; he seemed not to believe it.

But when he had entered under that fa~

tal roof the atmosphere of which seems

a poison to the ardent bosoms of the des

cendants of Ziska, he received a terrible

shock in his whole being; he ran and

ing conceived and preserved by those who

have ardently loved us that no resem

,blance can satisfy them; it even alllicts

lthem and sometimes excites their indig

lnation. Albert, on comparing that rep

lresentation of my youth and my past

!beauty, did not find his dear old mother,

lher gray hairs which seemed to ltim most

‘august, and this extreme paleness which

spoke to his heart. He withdrew from

the portrait with terror, and re-appeared

lhefore his relatives, sombre, taciturn and

dismayed. He visited my tomb; he was

seized there with dizziness and horror.

The idea of death appeared monstrous to

him; and yet, to console him, his father

told him that I was there, that he must

prostrate himself and pray for the repose

of my soul.

“ ‘ Repose!’ cried Albert beside him

self, ‘the repose of the soul! No, the

soul of my mother is not made for such

an extinction any more than my own.

Neither my mother nor I wish to repose

in a tomb. Never, never! This Catho

lic cavern, these sealed sepulchres, this

abandonment of life, this divorce between

heaven and earth, between the body and

the soul, horrifies me! ’

“ It was by such exclamations that Al

bert began to cast fear into the simple and

timid soul of his father. His words

were reported to the chaplain that he

might endeavor to explain them. That

narrow-minded man saw in them only a

cry torn from him by the feeling of my

eternal damnation. The superstitious

fear which took possession of the minds

of those around Albert, the efforts of his

family to bring him back to Catholic sub

missiveness soon succeeded in torturing

him, and his excitement assumed wholly

the diseased character which you saw in

him. His ideas became confused; in

consequence of seeing and touching the

proofs of my death, he forgot that he had

known me living, and I seemed to him

only a wandering spectre always ready to

abandon him. His fantasy invoked that

spectre and attributed to it no other than

incoherent words, sorrowful cries, omi

nous threats. When calmness returned

to him, his reason remained as if veiled

 

 

bya cloud. He had lost the memory of

 

recent events; be persuaded himself that

he had had a dream of eight years by my

side, or rather those eight years of hap

piness, of activity, of strength, appeared

to him like the dream of an hour.

“ Receiving no letter, I was about to

fly to him; Marcus restrained me. The

post, said he, intercepted our letters, or

the family of Rudolstadt suppressed

them. He constantly received news

from Ricsenburg through his faithful cor

respondent ; my son was considered calm,

well, happy in his family. You know

what care was taken to conceal his situa

tion, and it was with success at first.

“ In his journeys Albert had become

acquainted with young Trenck; he was

attached to him by a warm friendship;

Trenck, beloved by the princess of Prus

sia and persecuted by king Frederick,

wrote to my son of his joys and sorrows ;

he earnestly requested him to come to

him at Dresden and give him advice and

assistance. Albert made the journey, and

hardly had he left the gloomy chateau of

Riesenburg when memory, zeal, reason

were restored to him. Treuck had met

my son in the militia of the Invisible neo

phytes. There they had comprehended

each other and sworn a chivalric brother

hood. lnformcd by Marcus of their in

tended interview, lhastened to Dresden.

I saw Albert again, I followed him to

Prussia, where he introduced himself in

to the king’s palace under a disguise, in

order to serve the love of Trenck and exe

cute a message of the “Invisibles.”

Marcus judged that this activity, and the

consciousness of a useful and generous

part would save Albert from his dangerous

melancholy. He was right; Albert rc

covcred life among us; Marcus wished,

on his return, to bring him here, and

keep him for some time in the society of

the venerable chiefs of the order; he was

convinced that by breathing this true at

mosphere of his superior soul Albert

would recover the lucidity of his genius.

But an unfortunate circumstance sudden

ly disturbed the confidence of my son.

He had met upon his route the impostor

Cagliostro, initiated by the imprudence of

the Rosicrucians into some of their mys

teries. Albert, long since received Rosi

crucian, had passed that grade, and pre

sided at one of their assemblies as grand

master. He then saw near at hand what

he had before only guessed. He touched

all the various elements which compose

the masonic associations; he recognized

the error, the infatuation, the vanity, tlte

imposture, the fraud even, which then be

gan to creep into those sanctuaries al

ready invaded by the insanity and the

vices of the age. Cagliostro, with his

vigilant police of the little secrets of the

world which he brought forward as the

revelations of a familiar spirit, with his
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captions eloquence which parodicd greatl Besides, an army is corrupted in repose,

revolutionary inspirations, with his witch

craft which invoked pretended ghosts;

Cagliostro, the intriguing and the avari

cious, horrified the noble adept. 'I'ht

credulity of the people of the world, the

low superstition of a great number of

free-masons, the shameful avidity excit

ed by promises of the philosophers stone

and of so many other foolcries of the

time in which we live, threw a fatal light

upon his soul. In a life of seclusion and

of study, he had not sufliciently known

mankind; he was not prepared to strug

gle with so many bad instincts.

could not bear with such vanities. llo

wished that charlatans and soreercrs

should be unmasked and driven with

shame from the portals of our temples.

He could not allow that the degrading

presence of Cagliostro should be suffered

because it was too late to get rid of him,

because that man, if irritated, could de

stroy many estimable persons; while,

if flattered by their protection and appar

ent confidence, he could render great ser

vices to the cause without really know

ing it. Albert was indignant and pro

I and the craft which it employs in conceal

'ing itself takes froln it the power and

life necessary for the fight.’

[right in principle; but the time had not

‘coino for him to be right in practice.

‘ That time is perhaps still far 011‘!

“ At last you came to ltiesenburg;

‘you surprised him in the greatest dis

: tresses of his soul. You know, or rather

I .
lyou do not know what action you had‘

upon him, even to give him a new life,

i even t

“ \thn he thought that all was at an

0 give him death.

He end between yourself and him, all his"

strength forsook him, he allowed him

,self to pine away. Until then I was
lignorant of the true nature and of the

‘degree of intensity of his disease. Mar

icus's Correspondent informed him that

 

Giant's castle was closed more and more .

to strangers, that Albert no longer left it,

 

loved and blessed him, and that some

 

,ecccntrieity of his manners, on leaving

 

i

t

jmore, as men say.’

Albert was

Heaven opened before him and he saw

appear around his bed those who are no

Far from repelling

the ellusions of chnko, I encouraged

them. I flattered his illusions and per

snarled him to receive us, Marcus and my

self, in the grotto of the Schreckenstein.

On seeing that subterranean abode and

learning that my son had lived there for

weeks and almost for whole months, con—

cealed from every one, I understood the

gloomy color of his thoughts. I saw a.

tomb, to which Zdenko seemed to render

a kind of worship, and it was not without

ditlicuhy that I learned its destination.

It was the greatest secret of Albert and

.chnko, and that respecting which they

were most reserved. ‘ Alas! it is there,’

said the insensate to me, ‘that we have

buried \Vanda do Prachalitz, the mother

of my Albert. She did not wish to re

main in that chapel, where they had

that be passed for a monomaniac in the I scaled her in the' stone. Her bones con

eyes of the world, but that the poor still : stantly moved and bounded, and these

here,‘ added be, pointing to the ossuary

persons of superior sense who had seenlof the Taburites on the banks of the

him, after having been struck by the‘fountain, ‘constantly reproached us for

“’enot bringing her to their side.

nouncod upon our Work the nnathmm Of‘ him did justice to his eloquence, to his3scarchcd for that sacred tomb, and we

a firm and ardent soul; he predicted to

us that we should fail in consequence of

permitting the alloy to penetrate too deep

ly into the chain of gold. He left us,

saying that he would reflect upon what

we endeavored to make him understand of

the terrible necessities of the work of

conspiracies, and that he would return to

ask of us a baptism when his poignant

doubts were dissipated. We did not

know, alas! what gloomy reflections

were his in the solitude of Riescnburg.

He did not tell us of them; perhaps he

did not remember them when their bitter

ness had passed.

“ He lived there yet a year in an alter

nation of calmness and of transport, of

exuberant strength and sorrowful depres

sion. He sometimes wrote to us, with

out informing us of his sufferings and the

failure of his health. He bitterly com

batted our politic measures. He wished

us at once to cease laboring in the dark.

and deceiving men in order to induce

them to drink of the cup of regeneration.

‘ Throw aside your black masks,’ said he,

‘come out from your caverns. Efl'aoe

from the pediment of your temple the

word mystery which you have stolen from

wisdom, to the grandeur of his concep

tions. But finally, I learnt that Supper

ville had been sent for, and I flew to

Riesenburg, in spite of Marcus, who,

seeing me resolved upon every thing, ex

posed himself to every thing in order to

follow me. Disguised as beggars, we

reached the walls of the chateau. No

one recognized us. It was twenty-seven

years since I had been seen there; too

since they had seen Marcus.

us aims and ordered us away. But we

t

l

person of poor Zdenko. He treated us

as brothers, and conceived an affection for

us because he understood how much we

were interested for Albert: we knew

how to speak to him the language which

gratified his enthusiasm and induced him

to reveal all the secrets of the mortal

sorrows of his friend. chnko was no

longer the furious man by whom your

life had been threatened. choeted and

broken, he came like ourselves to ask

humbly at the gate of the chateau for

tidings of Albert, and like us he was

sent away with vague replies, frightful to

our anguish. By a strange coincidence

.with Albert's visions, 7.denko pretended

 

They gave|

. . . i

met a friend, an unexpected savior in the

 
have buried her here, and every day we

brought flowers and kisses.’ Terrified

by this circumstance, which might at a

future period occasion the discovery of

my secret, Marcus questioned Zdenko,

and learned that they buried my coffin

without opening it. Thus Albert had

been so ill, so delirious as not to remem

ber my existence and to persist in the

idea of my death. But was not all this

a dream of Zdenko‘sl I could not be

lieve my ears. ‘ O, my friend,’ said I to

Marcus in despair, ‘ if the torch of his

reason he so far extinguished and forever,

may God grant him the favor of death ! ’

“Master at last of all Zdenko‘s se—

crets, we knew that we could introduce

ourselves into Giant's castle by subter

ranean passages and unknown galleries;

we followed him there one night, and

waited at the entrance of the cistern

while he stole into the interior of the

mansion. He returned, laughing and

singing, to tell us that Albert was cured,

that he slept, that new garments and a

crown had been put on him. I fell as if

thunderstruck; I understood that Albert

, was dead ; I do not know what happened

afterwards; Iwoke several times in the

the Roman church and Which does “0'- be- i to have known me. I had appeared to midst of a fever ; I was lying upon bear

fit the men of the future. Do you notorim in his dreams, in his ecstasius, and skins and dried leaves in the subterranean

see that you have assumcd the mlflhfldfi without accounting for anything, he aban chamber which Albert had inhabited un

Of the 01118! or the JQSHilS? N", I can-idonod his will to an artlcss attraction. ider the Schrockenstein. Zdenko and

not labor with you ; it is seeking life in i ‘ \Voman,‘ said he often to rue, ‘ I do not Marcus watched me by turns. The one

the midst of Corpses. AFDC-'11” M ("106 in t know your name, but you are the good :said to me with an air of joy and triumph

the light of day. Lose not the titrleiangel of my I’orli'rlir/ul. Very often havcjthat his l’odicbrad was cured, that be

which is prCCiouS to Organize your may i I seen him draw your face upon paper, ! vvould soon come to see me; the other,

Trust to the sympathy of the people, and i and describe your voice, your look and pale and pensive, said to me : ‘ Perhaps

to the spontaneity of generous instinctslyour step in his good hours, \vhenlall is not lost. Let us not give up the
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hope of the miracle which rescued you

from the tomb I ’ I understood no‘more ;

I was delirious; I wished to rise, to run,

to cry out ; I could not; and the desolate

Marcus, seeing me in this state, had nei

ther strength nor leisure to attend to me

seriously. All his mind, all his thoughts

were absorbed by an anxiety far more

terrible. At last, one night, I think it

was the third of my crisis,l found my

self calm and felt my strength return to

me. I tried to re-eollect my ideas; I

succeeded in rising; I was alone in that

horrible cavern, dimly lighted by a sepul

 

chral lamp; I wished to go out; I was‘

shut in; where were Marcus, Zdenko,-- lion, an angelic certainty of the truth. 17mm“! every “"1",” 'he image 0f (30",

and especially Albert? My memory re

turned to me, I uttered a cry, to which

the frozen vaults gave back so gloomy an l to me that his contracted eyebrows were

echo that the sweat poured from my forc- unbeat

head cold as the dampness of the scpul-lstiffen again in a new etiort of courage;

I thought myself again buriedl
chre :

alive. \Vhat had happened! What was

now happening? Ifell upon my knees,

I wrung my hands in a despairing prayer,

I called Albert with furious cries. At

lastI heard dull and uneven steps as of

persons approaching laden with a burden.

A dog barked and whined, and more

quick than they, came several times to

scratch at the door. It opened, and I

saw Marcus and Zdenko bringing to me

Albert, stiff, discolored, dead in fine,

according to all appearances. IIis dog

Cynabre leaped about him and licked his

down-hanging hands. Zdenko sang as.

he improvised in a sweet and impressive

voice: ‘ Come and sleep upon the bosom

of your mother, poor friend, long de

prived of rest; come and sleep until the

day; we will wake you to see the sun

rise! ’

“ I threw myself upon my son. ‘ He

is not dead,‘ cried I. ‘0, Marcus, you

have saved him, have you not? He is

not dead! He will wake again! ’ ‘ Mad

am, do not flatter yourself,’ replied Mar

cus with a horrible firmness. ‘I know

nothing; I can believe nothing! Be

courageous, whatever may happen. Help

me; forget yourself.’

“I need not tell you what pains we

took to reanimate Albert. Thank Heav

en, there was a stove in that cavern!

\Ve succeeded in warming his limbs.

‘ See,’ said I to Marcus, ‘ his hands are

warm I ’ ‘ \Ve can give warmth to mar

ble,’ rcplied he in an ominous tone;

‘that is not giving life. This heart is

motionlex as a stone ! "

“ Horrible hours dragged along in this

terror, in this discouragement. Marcus

on his kness, with his ear glued against

the chest of my son, his face gloomy,

sought in vain for a feeble indication of

life. Fainting, exhausted, Ino longer

dared to utter a word or address a ques

tion. I interrogated the terrible brow of

 

 

 
 

Marcus, A moment came when I dared I crystal ofthc mine, no less than in the price

no longer look at him; I thought I read l l'i-‘s "5601115 or 800d men’s ‘lloughis- This

we final scumnca [God he not only sees but studies, traces the

,, ngnku, 5mm“, in a Gamer, phvcd ‘; laws of his infinite Well-going universe, as

with Cyiiahre like a child, and continued . “will r'mniy through countless hammmes'

to sing; he sometimes interrupted hint-l Ag IL_>“ldlif-s’ he “ml-(i Md 3mm? loves and

. ‘ \vor~hip.~', With a worship which is no more

self to tell us that we were tormenting . .
4 or less, outwardly, than acting well his own

Albert; that we ought to let him sleep ;l
' _ |Ii'llIe part in the great plan of God. He

that he, Zdenko, had seen him thus for comeg ,0 feel or God as “,8 “Id Greek poeh

whole weeks, and that he would soonl
‘ whom Poul so pertinently quoted on Mars'

awake of himself. Marcus suffered cru-.1|;;;, said, {hat in “in, he lives and move,

elly at the confidence of that innorcnt;[-,m,i has his being. Tm; near-neg! to God

he could not share it; but I persisted in ; brings him near to every being that God has

giving faith to it, and I was really in-lrnade.

spirmt chnko 1,3,] we celestial dj\-i|,3-£irito God's spirit of kindness and good will.

'l'owards every one of them he enters

he feels the bonds of brotherhood draw him.

If he frowns it is but to bless. Is this not

the man to preach? Will be take on airs of

lsupcriorily? Will he wrap himself up in

\tlic cloak of sacredness? Will he prate

‘nliflut God’s having set him apart to do a

] holicr work titan falls to his fellows? Will

i he insist on a salary, equal to the income of

j a Muckrake, as a condition of his preaching

At last I caught an imperceptible motion l

upon Mareus’s brow of brass; it scented

I saw his hand tremble, then

then he sighed deeply, withdrew his ear

from the place where my son's heart had

perhaps beat, tried to speak, restrained

himself, frightened at the perhaps chimer

ical joy he was about to give me, lcaucdl

forward again, listened anew, shuddered,1

and suddenly rising and throwing hiinselfl

back, wavered and again fell as ifdying.

“ ‘ No more hope! ’ cried I, tearing

my hair.

“ ‘ \Vanda,’ replied Marcus with a sti

fled voice, ‘ your son lives! '

“And broken by the effort of his at

tention, of his courage, of his solicitude,l,

my stoical and tender friend staggered

and fell exhausted by the side 0

Zdeulto.”

 

 

To be Continued.

THE TRUE PREACHER 0F Cnnrs'ri/tiv

r'rY. The true preacher of Christ, whom

we honor with all our hearts, (would to God

we were like him,) is a man who will never

ask for exemption from arty service which

he can ask God to bless, and in which his

fellow men are called to make sacrifices.

He is first and foremost in labors and suffer

ings for the public good. He synipathizes

with humanity in all its sufferings, for he

undergoes them himself. He is not a man

merely educated for his profession as a means

of living. He is a man in whom that top

most faculty of the human soul, veneration,

is not enslaved by inferior faculties; bows

not to fear; grovels not to self-esteem, but

soars aloft towards the infinite. But his God

is not a being dwelling afar in state, shut up

in himself, to be served by rites, to be propi

tiated by oerr-ings, to be approached and de

parted from. He feels his God in his own

throbbing heart, working for him, night and

day, one life-long miracle, the crown of all

wonders, one minute of which is as much a

matter for awe and adoration as the reunion

joy.

 

tion of a mouldering corpse. This God he,

sees in every animal, the huge and strong“.

the light and gay, in the waters, on the land,‘

in the air. He sees him in every bud and

flower, in every dashing brook, in every}

the Gospel of God manifest in man? Bah!

He will take hold of some honest calling

uu'lh the poor. IIis conduct will honor the

Divine law of labor, it will encourage the

taint-hearted, it will succor the needy, it will

spread every where an atmosphere of present

When his voice is heard, it will come

forth from a courageous and bright, though

it may be a brown, face, and it will reach

cvery heart. He will speak while he has

thoughts to cnrouragc,enlighten and bless

with. He will not sell his voice, thought or

no thought, so much for so much. He will

think and say little about his own or any

body’s future salvation, being sure that if he

can secure present salvation, God himself

will take the best care of the future.

In short, like the Carpenter of Galilee, in

whose name all manner of idolatry has been

perpetrated, he will care precious little about

churches or synagogues to preach in, but

will go about doing good, preaching by the

way, conversationallly or silently. Or if he

preaches in a modern pulpit systematically

and statedly, it is in this spirit and doctrine

that he will preach. If he does not, like

that blessed Elder Brother of his, walk into

the sacred enclosure of the modern Scribes

and Pharisees and drive out the abominations

by which they enrich themselves, be will at

least deal very irreverently with their pre

tensions to special holiness.—Cltronatype.

 

Anvrmrrsiivc Fnoun. At what is call

ed a ‘ protracted religious meeting,’ held in

a neighboring city, brother W—-, a staid,

respectable man engaged in the llour busi

ness, rose to exhort. He said—' Brethren

and sisters, it is our duty to attend immedi

ately to the ensuring our salvation, and in

order to do this, we must believe in the

scriptures. Brethren, I fully believe in

them, as fully as I do that I shall roceivs for

sale to-inorrow two hundred barrels Howard

Street flour, and Very good llour it will be,

too.’ At this moment the good old parson

present rose and said—' tut, tut, brether

W , do not advertise your flour here, if

you please.’
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mREVIEW.”

BOSTON ACADEMY OF MUSIC.

The second and third concerts of the

season were given on the evenings of the

5th and 26th of December. On the for

mer occasion the warlike Overture of

Lindpaintner was repeated, as well as the

Symphony (the third) of Mendelssohn.

The drums and trumpets of the former

evidently found greater favor with the

audience than the chaste spiritual beauty

of the latter. Yet though the many

yawned or found each other‘s small talk

more attractive ; in the estimation of good

taste, and for the satisfaction of those

who know the soul of music, what would

the evening have been without the

Symphony? The glorious and august

Andante from Beethoven's number five

was only an aggravation, transcendent as

the pleasure was: for it awoke too

strong a yearning for the other move

ments of that Symphony, which were

not vouchsafed to us, but for which the

mind’s car would keep listening in the

dark halls of memory, spite of the best

claims which Mr. Keyzer’s Solo on the

violin could urge on its attention. 0 lof

ty, heavenly, soul-liberating Andante!

return of a most holy influence, of a most

deep experience! Thy answer of earth

ly wisdom, of heavenly encouragement

and most benign authority, was not de

manded by the holiday sentiment of those

parade overtures and solos; it should

have followed the impatient and strong

soul-struggle of its own proper Allegro, in

C minor, into all of which those ominous

three notes are woven, in which “ Fate

knocks at the door." To be reminded of

all this was both too little and too much ;

all other music it reduced to mere amuse

ment, while this seemed like a visitation

of the soul in its most earnest hour. But

we do injustice: it was not all holiday

music. Signor Ribas played a solo on his

obo'e immediately before the Andante,

and he took high ground above the vulgar

habit of solo-players, in selecting for his

piece the Elegie or Adagio religioso of

Ernst, composed for the violin, throwing

the tremolo into the piano part. The

good childlike voice of the obo'e did not

profane the prayer, and we never heard a

more finished, chaste, and beautiful per

formance from this accomplished artist.

Good taste will not warrant much more

repetition of the Overture to Alessandro

Slradella, however the groundlings may

applaud. It opens with some stateliness,

but harps upon a most unmeaning, hop

waltz minimum of an idea through all the

'latter half of it.

In the third concert, the first part con

sisted of three overtures, besides a solo

on the violin, and one of Mr. Gronevelt's

 

 

artistic solos on the clarinet, with quin

tette accompaniment. This gentlemann

whose admirable violoneello is an invaln- ‘

able element in our orchestras, is equally }

master of the reed instrument and always:

gives unalloycd satisfaction by his chaste, I

refined, yet spirited and well-felt perform-i

ance. The first overture was by Reissi

ger, to “ Nero.” It has considerable

gloomy grandeur about it. Donizetti's

‘ille du Regiment, with drum and trian

gle, was repeated for the benefit of chil

dren, and patriotic editors and misses.

The old favorite, Zanolla, closed the first

part. \Ve think we never heard it play

ed so badly; it was one blur from begin

ning to end, and yet the old charm work-i

ed to the demanding ofa repetition. The

orchestra is certainly better than for some

years past; and yet that old obstinate

swelling, that disproportionate protuber

ance of brass instruments, is still not sen

sibly reduced. They cannot know how

loud they play ; it should be the conduc

tor’s part to see to this, and to moderate

the too vociferous eloquence of this “ ex

treme left” of the tuneful assembly.

The piccolo, too, has a. wanton trick of

actually drawing the whole tone-picture

with its intense yellow in the tulli pas

sages.

The great feature of the evening was

the new Sinfania Passionate, by Laelt

ner, which composed the Second Part.

This came highly recommended. A prize,

it seems, was offered by the directors of

the “ Concerts Spirituelles ” at Vienna,

that old musical capital of the globe, for

the best Symphony; and seven of the

most distinguished professors and Impel

meislcrs of Germany were chosen judges.

Fifty-seven symphonies were offered ;

and the Sinfunia Passionata gained the

prize.

It is a very long and very elaborate

composition, as might be expected. It

could not be very well appreciated with

out several hearings; and the orchestra

had not as yet sludr'ecl themselves into it,

as the Germans say, as they have done

in the case of the Symphony in C. minor.

We have heard much disappointment ex

pressed of it; but to us it was in every

sense great and soul-strengthening music.

It has not any such decided individuality,

as Mendelssohn’s; the composer evidently

labored with Beethoven in his eye, and

has approached more nearly to the sus

tained grandeur of that master, and his

power of weaving the same short threads

into an unbroken ever-varied whole, than

we could have believed it possible for any

body since him. It is in the style and

spirit somewhat of the Sonata Pallzclique

of Beethoven. Aftera grave and earnest

introduction in slow time, the allcgro sets

ofi‘ with an impetuous burst of all the in

 

 

struments, which breaks off suddenly, and I

after a short pause thereicomes a most

sweet, pleading and cntreating voice from

the wood instrunrcnts,—a single phrase

commenced by the flute, and followed by

the clarinets and obo'es, which all blend

at last into a lovely cadence. These are

the principal themes, again and again

evolved in the course of the movement,

which, like the whole symphony, is laid

out broad and abounds with soles, of which

there is one remarkable one for the mam—

moth brass instrument, the ophicleid.

The Andante opens with tenor and vio

loncello, in a fugue-like organ style, draw

ing in the whole orchestra by degrees,

and expanding by a clear and uniform

progression to its height, like the silent

rising of the calm deep tides of religious

feeling in the breast. It is religious and

sublime, and having committed yourself

to its melodious guidance, you find your

self out upon the great waters, with

scarcely a consciousness of having been

transported there.

The Minnetto was quite in the style of

a Handelian chorus,—that same easy

marching off of great masses. The Trio

following was full of variety and novelty;

but while it was a quick movement, in

three-four time, the impression which it

made upon us for the most part was of a

six-eight Andante— and indeed through

out the whole Symphony, we received

this strange impression. Full of fire and

motion as it was, it had the effect of one

prolonged Andante, with occasional ac

celerations. The motion seemed to be

more in the individual parts, while the

progression of the whole was heavy,

slow and stately. This was owing no

doubt in a great measure to the great

number of Solos in the course of it; but

still it was in the genius of the piece,

that constant tendency to fall back into a

slow and thoughtful gait. It carries such

a weight of thought on with it as almost

to cheat the sense of motion. In this

respect it differs vastly from Beethoven;

he carries on as great a burthen, but he

comes upon you with the burthen of the

wind, in his allcgros and finales, and you

are borne aloft with a most conscious

sense of moving. He spreads along like

rushing, crackling flame; he Jig/dens to

his mark.

We hope to hear this symphony again ;

for we would not be too confident in our

impressions yet. We thought the or

chestra, notwithstanding their short ac—

quaintance with it, really plucked up life

and courage, and went through it in better

style and with more unanimous consent,

than they had evinced in the overtures;

and for this good reason : they could feel

more interested in it; it was a study and

an excitement for them. Playing good

music is one of the best ways to develop

the virtues of an orchestra.
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BOSTON PHILIIARMONIC SOCIETY.

Every musical city of Europe has its

“ Philharmonic Society,” which concen—

trates the sclectest talent, and devotes

itself to the production of the strictly

classical and pure in music. These ex

cellent nuclei represent the hospitality of

their respective cities to any superior

artist or virtuoso who may arrive among

them, and with the support of their

trained orchestra and other arrangements

enable him to produce himself in his true

element before the public. In New York,

the Philharmonic Society fully answers

to this character; it is composed of the

truest artists, it has the best orchestra,

brings out the greatest master-pieces of

composition, and that before the most

appreciating and exacting audience pro

bably on this side of the water.

The Boston Philharmonic Society be

gan three years ago in quite another

spirit. It struck at once for popularity,

and had it; and the character of its mu

sic was correspondingly low. It selected

a place which was the largest and the

newest in the city, but of a most glaring,

chilling, angular, and levelling aspect,

unmusical to the eye and soul, and

smothering the vibrations of voice or

instrument. \Vhat they called an orches

tra was only a wind-band, principally of

brass instruments, which by turns brayed

out noisy overtures, or murdered unmean

ing solos. \Ve went to hear poor Vieux

temps victimized there, who, thinking

doubtless of the Philharmonic Societies

in Europe, suffered himself to be en

gaged, and sacrificed his divine solos

amid the brayings of a brass band, and

before the most unmusical of audiences ;

some of whom came to glorify the con

version of the “devil’s theatre" into

God’s homely church and concert-room;

some full of patriotic zeal for popular

music ; some from the love of being with

the crowd; and some to hear Vieth

temps. The impression was so sicken

ing to whatever soul of music we had in

us, that we have not been able to over

come the associations of the place enough

to enter it again, until the late festival of

Henri Herz.

But in the meantime the character of

their music has been rising; the band

has become a. veritable orchestra, led at

first by Herwig, and at this time by

Schmidt. Their excellent accompani

ment to Herz enticed us in on Saturday,

to listen to their second regular concert.

The crowd was enormous; not a seat in

that vast hall could be had some time be

fore the hour of commencing. Yet un

comfortable and glaring as the place was,

and bad for sound, we experienced a rare

pleasure in the orchestral performances.

The overtures selected were not great, if

we except Der Freyscliulz, which was

 

substituted for one omitted. Alessandro

Slradz'lla was the first, “ repeated by ” a

“ request," which retlects not much cred

it upon anybody's taste. Another by

Kuhlau, (known and prized by all who

are wont to comfort themselves with flute

trios,) had a good deal of originality and

beauty. The last, to Guillaume Tell, we

did not bear. But we were forced to

own the superiority of the orchestra.

There was more nice shading, more pre

cision and rapport, more successful deliv

erance in all the little transitions, retarda

tions and accelerations of time, more

equipoise of parts and reverential subordi

nation of each Instrument to the general

effect, and at the same time more spirit,

energy, and strong consent, than we have

heard from any orchestra in Boston.

This was especially evident in their ac

companiments to solos—it being the

most difficult thing an orchestra has to

do, to support and not disturb a singer,

or a solo~player. When Madame Ab

lamowicz sang, every thing conspired

with her; every little response and "tor

ncl flowed in sweetly and unobtrusively,

every thing was subdued to the just

measure of effect, and there was nothing

lazy or overhurried, or uncouthly intro~

duced. It might inspire any one to

sing with such an orchestra.

And with such an accompaniment what

a treat was it to hear Herz! He played

a new concerto, consisting of an Andante

Religioso, of exceeding beauty, and of a

Rondo upon one of those quaint Russian

Airs, of which De Meyer is so fond.

Mr. Herz, besides the perfect delicacy

and glossy finish and delightful unity and

progress of his playing, here displayed a

perfect mastery of orchestral effects. In

the Rondo the Hand Bell of the Catholic

Mass was introduced, on the sombre,

mystical background of a long, low,

droning note of the French Horn, with

strange and pleasing effect. He also

gave the brilliant variations on Le Pre au

Clem; and when encored, preluded with

the most exquisitely delicate rendering of

the “ Last Rose of Summer,” conducting

us back with a delicious shock into the

lively finale of the Variations.

One word of the orchestra. What

was the secret of its fine effects? The

members were the same identical per

sons, with perhaps half a dozen excep

tions, as in the orchestra of the Acade

my, playing tbe same instruments, and

much of the time the same music. Yet

in the one case there is uncertainty

and blur and noise and dispropor

tion; while in the other there is unity

and beauty as of many made one. We

see no other way, but to ascribe it to the

leader. Mr. Schmidt is somehow gifted

with a magnetic control of his orchestral

forces; he is felt in every thing; he is

both law and impulse to them all; and

they seem to love to serve him ; and this

is the absolute condition of good music.

At the head of the Academy’s orchestra,

there is science, and good taste, and char

acter which all respect; but an absence

of that tact, that magnetism, that singu

lar power of inspiring others to co-opera

tion, which nature sometimes bestows in

apparently so whimsical and capricious a

manner.

POETRY.
 

 

FORERUNNERS.

BY n. w. Emsnsoxt.

Long I followed happy guides,

I could never reach their sides;

Their step is forth, and, ere the day,

Breaks up their leaguer, and away.

Kecn my sense, my heart was young,

Right good-will my sinews strung,

But no speed of mine avails

To hunt upon their shining trails.

On and away, their basting feet

Make the morning proud and sweet;

Flowers they strew,—I catch the scent;

Or tone of silver instrument

Leaves on the wind melodious trace ;

Yet I could never see their face.

0n eastern hills I see their smokes,

Mixed with mist by distant lochs. -

I met many travellers

Who the road had surely kept;

They saw not my fine revellers,—

Thesc had crossed them while they slept.

Some had heard their fair report,

In the country or the court.

Fleetest couriers alive

Never yet could once arrive,

As they went or they returned,

At the house where these sojourned.

Sometimes their strong speed they slacken,

Though they are not overtaken;

In slccp their jubilant troop is near,—

I tuneful voices overhear;

It may be in wood or waste,—

At unawach 'tis come and past.

Their near camp my spirit knows

By signs gracious as rainbows.

I thcneeforward, and long after,

Listen for their harp-like laughter,

And carry in my heart, for days,

Peace that hallows rudest ways.

 

GIVE ALL TO LOVE.

BY R. W. EMERSON.

Give all to love;

Obey thy heart;

Friends, kindred, days,

Estate, good-fame,

Plans, credit, and the Muse,—

Nothing refuse.

’Tis a brave master;

Let it have scope :

Follow it utterly,

Hope beyond hope:

High and more high

It dives into noon,

“'ith wing unspent,

Untold intent;

But it is a god,

Knows its own path,

And the outlets of the sky.

It was not for the mean;

It rcquireth courage stout,

Souls above doubt,

Valor unbcnding;

Such ’t will reward,—

They shall return

More than they were,

And ever ascending.

Leave all for love;

Yet, hear me, yet,

One word more thy heart behoved,

One pulse more of firm endeavor,—
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Keep thee to-day,

To-morrow, forever,

Free as an Arab

Of thy beloved.

Cling with life to the maid;

But when the surprise,

First vague shadow of surmise

Flits across her bosom young

Of a joy apart from thee,

Free be she. fancy-free;

Nor thou detain her vestnrc’s hem,

Nor the palest rose she flung

From her summer diadcm.

Though thou loved her as thyself,

As a self of purer clay,

Though her parting dirns the day,

Stealing grace from all alive;

lleartily know,

\thn half‘gods go,

The gods arrive.

 

THE HAMMER."

SATURDAY, JAN. 9,1847.

 

 

Ot‘ modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for otlrcrs’ tights, fraud, opprr-ssiorr,n

gambling spirit in trade, reckless tlll\’t‘llllll‘t‘, and

commercial convulsions all tending to lllll)tl\'l'l'l>'ll

the laborer and to render chry t'tmditiou insecure.

Relief is to come, and can mrl)v come from the new

application ofCliristian principles, of Universal jus

tice and Universal low, to r-ocinl institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Iln. (‘ruruvrrna

THE CONVENTION IN BOSTON.

The American Union of Association

ists convened in Boston, on the morning

of Thursday, the 31st of December, in

the beautiful hall of the Washingtonians,

in Bromfield Street. In the absence of

the President, PELEG CLARKE, of Rhode

Island, took the chair. After the reading

of the minutes, Mr. RIPLEY opened the

meeting with a brief statement of the

present aspect of the Cause. Mr. Armrzx

gave'an account of the recent lecturing

tour in Vermont, by which it appeared

that Mr. Orvis and himself had lectured

over forty times, in various towns of that

State, within the last five weeks, and

that very general interest in the subject

had been excited wherever they had been.

Mr. BRISBANE spoke of the signs of en~

couragernent both in Europe and in this

country. Messrs. Ripley, Charming,

Brisbane, Dana, and Orvis, were appoint

ed a committee to draught resolutions, to

be brought before the meeting at its even

ing session. Adjourned till two o’clock,

P. M.

In the afternoon addresses were made

by Messrs. Allen and Brisbane, and by

that hearty humorist and cheerful friend

of all reforms, Dr. KlTTltl-IDGE of Lynn.

During all this time the meeting was but

thinly attended; yet there was a con

sciousness of progress and renewed

power in the fact that nearly all of these,

from being many of them but occasional

listeners and inquirers, had now come up

to the work with full conviction, prepared

to act with us.

 

In the evening the audience was some!

what increased. This being the regulary

evening of the weekly meeting of thei

“ Boston Union,” and the opportunity

being a good one to commend this local

organization more fully to the inquiring

public of Boston, the oflicers of the

American Union vacated their seats in

favor of those of the Boston Union;

Wittriun A. \Vnrrr: in the chair, who

made a plain statement of the objects and

methods of the Boston Union. recom

mending the plan of the weekly contribu-i

tions, or rent, and inviting any who

wished for more active communion with

Associationists, or any who wished to,

have their doctrines fairly set before theI

people by lectures and publications, to

join this Union, by adding any sum how

ever little to its weekly rent. A num

ber of new names were added.

Owing to the gentle and prolonged v0

ciferations of that monornauiac on the

liberty of speech, Mrs. Abigail Folsom,

the liberty of the meeting was now for:

some time suspended, and the business of

the evening paused awaiting the pleasure

of the fair tyrant. Mr. ALLEN finally ob

tained the floor, who introduced and

spoke to the first resolution, which was as

follows:

It’vsolved, That Association, not Isolation, is

the ordinance of Heaven; that single-handed

enterprise cannot exist side by side with com

 

bined industry and monopolized capital; and

that our experiment of a free government must. i

cud either in the establishment of a Monied‘

Feudalisrn, with the degradation and enslave-i

ment of the masses, or in the union of Labor

and Capital in true, integral Association.

Mr. BRISBANE followed on the second

resolution :

Resolved, That \Var, Slavery, Drunkenncss,

the oppression of Labor by Capital, degradingi

Domestic Servitude, anarchical Cotupetition,‘

the conflict between the primal branches of in

dustry and between all interests. and the other

multifarious evils which crush under their

weight the great body of mankind, are all but

branches of the one tree of Social Falseness;

and to exterminate them eil'ectually, the axe

must be laid at the trunk itself, and aSocial

Reform must be accomplished, which shall re

place the present false order of society by one

based upon the principles of Universal Truth

and Justice.

The third resolution, advocated by Mr.

CHAN‘SING, was as follows :

Resolcct'l, That the present War, in which

our nation is engaged,—in the awful waste of

men and means, of intellect and character, of

energy and time, which it necessitates,—in the

perversion of pepular conscience which it pro

duces,—-in the corrupting struggles of party

which it engenders,-—and finally in its tendency

to divert our whole people from the fulfilment

ofthe destiny to which Providence plainly sum

mons us, is a most manifest proof of the dis

unity and incoherence with which all modern

civilized societies are diseased; and that this

inhuman condition of professedly Christian and

 

 

 

civilized nations loudly calls on us to seek and

apply such a radical Social Reform as may sub

stitute peaceful co-operatiun for inhuman dis

cord in all life‘s relations; as shall enable every

nation to use the powers for creative good which

it now throws away in violence and destruction,

and shall unite all nations, the earth round, in

working together for the universal well-being of

Humanity.

Mr. lerLsY spoke to the fourth resolu

tion :

Rcsolvcrl, That the time has fully come for

,the Associationists of the United States to en

gage in systematic and etlicieut measures for

the promulgation of the principles of Social

Unity, with a view to the speedy establishment

of a Moch Phalanx, which shall illustrate to

the world the truth, grandeur, and practicability

of the doctrines of Association.

The meeting then resolved itself again

into the American Union of Association

ists and adjourned to 10 o'clock of the

next day.

Friday—New-Ycar‘s Day, the audi

'enee being small, was chiefly spent in

free, colloquial discussions of topics con

nected'with our great cause, in commit

tees, arrangements for lectures, and so

forth.

In the evening meeting the hall was

filled. Mr. Brisbane spoke of the moral

basis of Association in the nature of

man, of the resistance ofl'ercd to its true

development by the fiction of innate de

pravity, and of the universality of the

law: “Attraction proportional to des

tiny. Mr. S. C. Hewrr'r refuted the

objection made to Association, that it

tends to materialism.

It had been the understanding that Mr.

Charming would take this occasion to ex

plain the nature aud objects of the reli

gious union, which the Associationists in

Boston and the vicinity now propose to

form. He commenced with stating that

the Associative movement is essentially

arcligions one; and that the time had

come among those engaged in it to give

it a religious consecration and expression.

That to this we were led not by the wish

to meet or in any way to evade the corn

mon charge of infidelity, (for he did not

hesitate to say it, even in Boston, the

city in which he was born and reared,

which held his dearest friends, and in

which his whole earthly reputation was

at stake, that be deemed it in most cases

a high compliment to be called infidel,

inasmuch as the professing Christians

who make the charge are professors

only”) but by the spontaneous necessity

of our own souls; for we have found the

great thought of Association, or of Uni

versal Unity, continually deepening into

a. religious sentiment, the more we have

sufi'ered it to possess our souls. We had

been originally drawn into this movement

by various motives: some by the mere

thought of superior social economies;

,)
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some by a desire to turn away and rest 1 cause of God and Humanity, to meet at a ' with the same amount of productive capi

from the soul-sickening discord of thel‘private house on Sunday afternoon, tlicnjtal and labor, even in the most fortunate

world; some by a. scientific rcasoningland there to form the nucleus of a relig- instances of private enterprise; while in

about the elements of human characteriious union, and with announcing his in

and their true destiny; and some by a

deep religious aspiration after living unity

of man with man and with God. As we

have proceeded, the religious aspect has i the announcement of the completion of

grown more or less upon us all ; and we

now feel that it is not our Work, but

God‘s work in which we have been sum

moned to engage; and we all of us feel

deeply our unworthiness for so sublime a

mission, and do not believe that it can be

accomplished by our own weak wills, .

without first placing ourselves in harmonywith his perfect will of Love. we wish,

therefore, to enter into solcmn league

together and pledge ourselves religiously

to this work ; we would take each other

by the hand, and before God confess our

l tention to preach publicly in Phonograph

lie Hall, in the evening of tho same day.

After the passage of the resolutions and

the arrangements for a course of 100—

tures (see below) in Boston, the conven

tion was adjourned.

 

The Course will commence on Thurs

Templc, and will he continued weekly, to

the number of seven or eight Lectures.

It is to be given under the direction of

the Boston Union of Associationists. In

order to cover the necessary expenses,

and also with the hope of aiding the

 

entire obedience to his calling in this

matter. And to this end we propose to,

organize a new religious society in Bos-'

ton.

Mr. Channing then showed that there

could be no ground for considering this

in any sense a scrlarian movement; that

on the contrary, it was the only profess

edly and practically unitary movement.

Neither is it an exclusive, but eminently

an inclusive movement; and be here pro

ceeded to show at some length, how we

accept all movements which are practi

cally Christian and directed to the good

and elevation of man; how we take up

funds of the general movement, the

price of tickets has been fixed as follows:

Tickets for the course for one person, 3 l;

for a lady and gentleman $ 1 50 ; tickets

for a single lcctnrc 25 cts.

The following is the

PROGRAMME.

Lccturc l. The Destiny of Man upon the

Earth. By W. I]. Cnanrvrzvo.

II. The Progressive Development of Soci

ety. By CHARLES A. DANA.

 

and aim to render practicable all reforms,

from the dietetic, the political, the cduca- ,

tional, up to reforms in the highesti

spheres of religion; that we reject none l VII.

of them, but only seek that unitary or

ganization, first of labor, and consequent

ly of all life's relations, which shall en

sure the practicability and complete the

significance of all these.

He repudiated the idea of any pro-character. The enterprise, in which ouri

Ill. The Tendencies of Modern Civilization.

By HORACE (insurer.

IV, Charles Fourier. By Putin: Gonwnl.

V. The Grounds of Association in the Spir

itual Nature of Man. By GEORGE

RIPLEY.

VI. The Practical Organization of Associa

tion. By ALBERT BRISBANE.

Integral Education. By Jo n N S.

Dwrorrr.

WISCONSIN PHALANX.

Every account of this vigorous effort

for a better social state is of a cheering
n

LECTURES UN' ASSOCIATION IN BOSTON,

day evening, Jan. 7th, in the Masonic‘

social benefits, freedom from anxiety,

moral elevation, and the exercise of

friendly relations, an immeasurable supe~

riority is displayed on the side ofAssocia

tion. No doubt the friends in this incipi

ent Phalanx, as in every one of which we

have had any knowledge, enjoy a fore

taste of social harmony, which inspires

them with disgust for the rivalries, frauds,

and innumerable abominations of modern

society, and would look on a return to

the common paths of Civilization as an

evil, to which nothing short of absolute

necessity could reconcile them. We trust

they will continue to go forward with un

broken front, until the full time shall

come for the establishment of Associa

tion, on the scale of grandeur and power,

which the sacred principles of social uni

ty demand. The Annual Report of this

Phalanx, which we have just received,

will be perused with interest by all our

readers.

Annual Slatrmcnl of the Condition and

I’rogrr'ss of (/16 Vl'z'sronsin Pliolans,for

the Fisral Year- ending Dec. 7, 1846.

The \Visconsin Phalanx was organized

as an Industrial Association, at South

port, “7. T., in the spring of 1844, and

commenced practical operation in the

Irhcn unoccupied town since called Ce

_rcsco. in the county of Fond du Lac, on

‘- thc 27th day of May in that year; which

i, mach this the third annual settlement or

1 fiscal year.

The moral condition of the Association

‘ is what any candid person would expect

Ito find in a society composed of industri

ions and intelligent members, who never

Inse intoxicating drinks or profane lan

guage ; who have no law suits, personal

or neighborhood quarrels to settle. The

study and adoption of the principles of

industrial association, have here, as they

‘mnst do. led all reflecting minds to ac—

‘ knowh-dgc the principles of Christianity,

and to seek through those principles the

 

l

sumptuous or ambitious attempt, as if‘ energetic friends at Ceresco are engaged, , elm-min“ of man to his true cundirion,._

we could pretend, with our weak hands appears to rest on a substantial basis, and l =1 Slaw 0f ha

and faltering faith and clouded wisdom, to

build for all Humanity the Churchltheir exertions is an irresistibleargumcntl

which shall unite all. \Ve simply feel

that the divine architecture has been re

vealed to this age; we would place our

selves humbly and reverently in a posi

tion to understand it by degrees; and we

,thc success which has thus far crowned

jin favor of Associated life. They began

with no very extraordinary advantages,

certainly; those who love to shake their

heads, in ominous discouragement, at evc

ry new attempt for improvement, wisely

 

 

rmony with himself, with

The Society

have religions preaching of some kind

almost every Sabbalh, but not uniformly

lof that high order of talent which they

l are prepared to appreciate.

I The educational department is not yet

lregnlated as it is designed to be; the

lsocicty have been too busily engaged in

lmaking such improvements as were re

,naturc, and with God.

only trust that we may, pcrhaps, dig the predicted nothing but failure ; and thciquircd to supply the necessaries of life,

cellar of this great. temple, knowing that

the law which guides us in our humble

part of it, is the great law of harmony

which shall in time complete the whole.

It is impossible, in our hasty sketch,

to convey any idea of this address which

was heard in deepest silence, with the

low breathing of emotion by the whole

assembly. Mr. Channing concluded

with inviting all those who felt prepared

to consccrate themselves to this great

K progress, which has been so happily real

1ized, has been in the face of obstacles,

which would have daunted less bold and

determined persons. We see by their ex

ample the admirable effects of combined

industry, even under circumstances by no

means favorable to the best results. The

lpicturc of \Vestern life, which they pre

sent, must be compared with that of the

iisolated settlers in the forest or prairie.

W'c doubt whether amnch greater degree

 

to devote the means and labor necessary

, to prepare such buildings as are required.

lllaving but one school-house, the male

’and female children have been taught al

ternately, most of the time during the

past summer; the manual labor part of

rthc system we have not yet been able to

, adopt to any considerable extent. Music,

which is a part of our system of educa

ltion, we have not yet been able to teach

to much extent, more for want of room

land system in our arrangements than for

i want of competent teachers.

The social intercourse between the

 

cause of Association, regarding it as the of pecuniary advantage has bcen realized, members, has ever been conducted with a
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high-toned moral feeling which repudiates

the slanderous suspicions of those ene

mies of the system, who pretend that the \
constant social intercourse will corruptiI

the morals of the members,—thc ten-I

dency is directly the reverse.

\Ve have not yet established our read

ing-room and library, more for the want

of rooms,‘ than for a lack of materials.

The members of the Society take seventy

five copies of periodical publications,

which by exchanging, are very generally

read among the members.

We have now one hundred and eighty

resident members; one hundred and one

males, seventy-nine females. Fifty-six

males and thirty-seven females over the

age of twenty-one years. About eighty

have boarded at a public table during the

past year, at a cost of fifty cents per

week and two and a half hours labor,

whole cost sixty-three cents. The others

have, most of the time, had their provi

sions charged to them, and done their

own cooking in their respective families,

although their apartments are very incon—

venient for that purpose. Most of the

families choose this mode of living more

from previous habits of domestic arrange

ment and convenience, than from econo

my. \Ve have resident on the Domain,

thirty-six families and thirty single per

sons; fifteen families and thirty single

persons board at the public table; twenty

one families board by themselves, and the

remaining five single persons board with

them.

We have lost by death the past year,

five persons, as follows: one female aged
seventeen, by fever; one aged four,iby

an accident; and two under four years,

by bronchitis, and one male under threel

years, by fever. I

Four families have left during the past

year, and one returned that had previously

left. One left to commence a new Asso

ciation; one, after a few weeks residence,

because the children did not like; and‘

two to seek other business more conge

nial with their feelings than hard work.

The Society has increased its numbers

the past year about twenty, which is not

one-fourth of the applicants. The want

of rooms has prevented us from admitting

more.

There has been 96,297 hours medium

class labor performed during the past

year, (mostly by males,) which, owing

to the extremely low appraisal of proper

ty, and the disadvantage of having a new

farm to Work on, has paid but five cents

per hour, and 6 per cent. per annum on

capital. ,

The amount of property in joint stock,

as per valuation, is $30,609 04; whole

amount of liabilities, $1,095 33. The

nett product or income for the past year

is $6,341 84, one-fourth of which being

credited to capital, makes the six per

cent.; and three—fourths to labor, makes

the five cents per hour. \Ve have, as

yet, no machinery in operation, except a

saw-mill, but. have a grist-mill nearly

ready to commence grinding. Our wheat

crop came in very light, which, together

with the large amount of labor necessari

ly expended in temporary sheds and

fence which are not estimated of any

value, makes our dividend much less than

it will be when we can construct more

permanent works. \Ve have also many\

unfinished WUka, which do not yet afford

us either income or convenience.

The Society has advanced to the mem

 

 

, set. aside as impossible, while the highest

hers during the past year $3,293, mostly

in provision aml such necessary clothing

as could be procured.

The following schedule shows in what

the property of the Society consists, and

its valuation : —

1,713 acres of land, at $3..-....$.'i_lf‘-‘.l

Agricultural Improvements,. 3311K;

Agricultural Products, . .. . . . . .4.l)l'li

Shops, Dwellings. and Out-houses ti “H3

Mills, Mill-rare and I)a|n,....... ..),l l2

Fattle, Horst-s, Sheep, Hogs, kc..3,lllltl

Farming Tools, &c..............1.l£t‘.i

Mechanical Tools. kc. -. . - . 367

Other Personal l’ropcrty,........ 715

00

()0

'76

til

90

15

36

‘26

70

  

    

  

Amount,. . . . .. . .3:‘.o,r;09 (H

W. CHASE, Prcs'l.

 

Bnaxnox, Y'r. An Aililiatcd Society,

Auxiliary to thc Amnucax Uxiox or

ASSOCIATXONISTS, has been organized in

Brandon, Vt., with the following Olliccrs :

L. L. BLAKE, Prrsirlinl and Trruaurcr.

S'rr-th-zs B. JUNE. Vice l’resr'dz'nl.

G. W. “'ALXEK, Srrrllary.

MOVEMENT IN CINCINNATI.

\Ve insert in another part. of our paper,

a communication from a correspondent in

Cincinnati in regard to a movement in

that city, which may well awaken our cu

riosity and interest, whatever opinion “‘6

may form concerning the remarkable

claims that are put forth by its leaders.

If we are to judge of the tree by its fruits,

l

 

the movement is certainly entitled to our

respect and confidence. “"hatcver tendsto rescue man from the false and degrad

ed social relations, in which he is now\

sunk, must be looked on \vith favor by

the believer in social progress. If the re

ceivers of a new light in Cincinnati have

been enabled to perceive the radical in

justice on which modern society is built,

and to accept the hope of a truer and no

bler form, which shall embrace the whole

of Humanity under its beneficcnt influ

ence, we may welcome them as brothers,

though we may not be prepared to ac

knowledge the source of their inspiration.

We rejoice whenever the attention of

sincere and earnest men is turned to this

subject. The calm, intelligent, unselfish

survey of the dire spectacle, which the

present antagonistic relations between

man and man exhibit, must lead to aspi

rations after a better state, which by an

inevitable law of nature, will sooner or

later work out the means of their realiza

tion. Nor should we reject, in a spirit of

cold-blooded scepticism, any pretensions

to superior light, that may be held forth.

\Ve are too little acquainted with the re

sources of Nature and the operations of

Providence, to authorize a dogmatic incre

dulity. N0 phenomena that may be pre

sented should aWaken our surprise, or- be

attainments of crimes are confesscdly

so imperfect. \Vc shall, accordingly,

 

look with interest for further developments

from our friends in Cincinnati, believing

that they will conspire to the establish

ment of an order of society, on the divine

principles of truth, justice, freedom, and

universal tolerance.

11:? A Rumorovs UNION was formed in

Boston on Sunday afternoon, at the

house of Mr. James T. Fisher, by a de

voted circle of Associationists, and others

who desired to pledge themselves with

them to labor for the coming day of

Unity of Man with Man and with God.

Solemn and appropriate services were

and VVILMAM IIENRY Cnaruvrtvo

was unanimously elected and consecrated

to be the voice and leader in our religious

exercises. Mr. (,‘hanning preached his

first public discourse in the evening, to an

overcrowded audience, and produced a

very deep impression. He will continue

to preach for the present every Sunday

evening in Phonographic Hall, No. 339

Washington St. The services commence

at 7 o'clock.

held,

     
 

BaBOK FARM scu00L.

'l‘uE course of study in this School comprises

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

particular attention to the modern European

languages and litcrature.

Pupils of different agcs and of both sexes are

rcccivcd. Young men are titted for College, or

,for commercial pursuits, or are instructor! in

the higher branches usually taught in the Uni

vorsitv.

The School is under the immediate direction

of .'\lr_ and )1 rs. Rummy, assisted by experienced

teachers in tho diflirvnt departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental care, and for older pupils who wish to

pursue a thorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a large semi.

nary, it is believed that this School afford: ad

vantages that are rarely to he met with,

'I‘l'lltMS—l-‘oun humans a week for board,

washing, fucl, lights. and instruction. Instruc

tion in Instrumental Music and use of the Piano,

’l‘wr:t.vr: Unl.LAtts a quarter.

Application may be made b mail to

GEO (GE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, “'01:! Rozbury, Mil-u.

January 1, Ion.

WEST ROXBURY RAILROAD

AND OMNIBUS LINE.

Lmvrzs Brook Farm at 8. 93-4 A. M., and4

I'. M. Loaves the “ Toll Gate Station " on the

arrival of the following trains from Boston.—

Dedham, 9 A. M.; Stoughton, 11 1-2 A. M., and

l and ten minutes P. M. Exception—Monday

morning loaves Brook Farm at 71-9.; Saturda

evening leaves Toll Gate on arrival ofthe

hum 51-2 train. N. R. GERRISH,

Jan. 1.1817. Agent.
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THE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,‘

SEQUEL TO

CONSUELO.

FROM THE FRENCH 0F GEORGE SAND.

 

Translated for the Harbinger.

XXX".

The countess W'anda, shaken by the

emotion of such a recollection, resumed

her recital after some minutes' silence.

“ W'e passed several days in the cav

ern, during which strength and health re

turned to my son with astonishing rapidi

ty. Marcus, surprised to find in him no

organic lesion, no deep-seated alteration

in the functions of life, was nevertheless

frightened at his savage silence, and his

apparent or real indifl'erence to our trans

ports and the strangeness of his situation.

Albert had completely lost his memory.

Buried in a gloomy reverie, he vainly

made secret efforts to understand what

was passing around him. As to myself,

who knew very well that grief was the

only cause of his illness and of the catas

trophe which had succeeded it, I was not

so impatient as Marcus to see him recov

er the poignant recollections of his love.

Marcus himself confessed that this entire

extinction of the past in his mind could

alone explain the rapid return of his

physical strength. His body was reani

mated at the expense of his mind, as

quickly as it had been broken under the

sorrowful ed'orts of his thought.. ‘IIe

lives and he will live assuredly,’ said

Marcus to me; ‘ but is his reason forever

obscuredl’ ‘Let us remove him from

this tomb as soon as possible,’ replied I;

‘ the air, the sun and mation will doubtless

awaken him from this slumber of the

soul.’ ‘Lct us remove him above all

vus conduct him to the side of those sym‘
 

from this false and impossible life which

has killed him,‘ returned Marcus. ‘ Let,

us withdraw him fromthis family and this ‘1

world which thwart all his instincts; let,

 

" Entered according to Act oanngrcss, in tho

ycar 154-6, by FRANCIS G. SH.\\\',itt the Clerk's i

office of the District Court of Massachusetts.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 16, 1847.

 

pathizing souls, at whose contact his own

will recover its clearness and vigor.’

“ Could I hesitate? W'hile wandering

with precaution at the decline of day in

the environs of the Schreckenstein, where

I pretended to ask charity of the few

passers by, I had learned that count

Christian had fallen into a kind of child

hood. He Would not have understood the

return of his son; and the spectacle of

that anticipated death, had Albert under

stood it in his turn, would have completed

the work of crushing him. Was it ne

cessary then to restore and abandon him

to the misdirected cares of that old aunt,

of that ignorant chaplain and of that stu

pid uncle, who had caused him to live so

poorly and to die so sadly? ‘ Ah! let us

fly with him,’ said I at last to Marcus;

‘let him not have under his eyes the ago—

ny of his father and that frightful spectacle

of catholic idolatry with which the beds

of the dying are surrounded ; my heart is

broken at thinking that the husband who

did not comprehend me, but whose pure

and simple virtues I have always revered,

and whom I have respected since my

abandonment as religiously as during my

union with him, is about to leave the

earth without the possibility of our err

changing a mutual forgiveness. But

since it must be so, since my appearance

and that of my son could only he indifl'cr

eat or fatal to him, let us depart; let us

not restore to that tomb of Riesenburg

him whom we have reconquered from

death, and to whom life still opens, as I

hope, a sublime future. Ah! let us fol

low the first impulse which made us come

here! Let us snatch Albert from the

captivity of the false duties created by

rank and riches; those duties will always

be crimes in his eyes, and if he persists

in fulfilling them for the sake of pleasing

relatives whom old age and death already

dispute with him, he will himself die in

 

the attempt, he will die the first. I know

what I suffered in that slavery of the;

thought, in that mortal and incessant.i

NUMBER 6.

 

and positive life, between principles, in

stincts and forced habits. I see clearly

that he has passed by the same paths,

that he has- gathered their poisons. Let

us save him then, and if he wishes to re

turn hereafter, contrary to this decision

which we are about to take, will he not

be free to do so! If the existence of his

father is prolonged and his own moral

health permits, will it not always be time

to come back and console Christian‘s last

days by his presence and his lovei’

‘\Vith diflicnlty,’ replied Marcus. ."I

see terrible obstacles in the future if Al

bert should wish to return from his di

vorce with constituted society, with the

world and his family. But why should

Albert wish it? This family will perhaps

be extinct before he has recovered his

memory, and] know well what he will

think, on the day when he again becomes

himself, of that which will remain to be

recovered from the world; name, honors

and riches. May Heaven grant that day

may come! Our most important and

most urgent task is to place him in a con

dition where his cure may be possible.’

“ We therefore left the grotto by night

as soon as Albert could stand. At a

small distance from the Schreckenstein

we placed him on a horse, and thus

reached the frontier, which is quite near

that spot, as you know, and where we

found more easy and more rapid means of

conveyance. The connection which our

order maintains with the numerous asso

ciates of the masonic order, assures us,

in the whole interior of Germany, the

facility of travelling without being known

and without being subjected to the inves

tigations of the police. Bohemia was

the only country dangerous to us, in con

sequence of the recent movements at

Prague and the jealous surveillance ofthe

Austrian power."

“ And what became of Zdenkol "

asked the young countess de Rudolstadt.

“Zdenko almost ruined us by his ob<

stinacy in preventing our departure, or at

least that of Albert. from whom he did

icontradiction between the life of the soul , not wish to be separated and whom he
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did not wish to follow. He persisted in

thinking that Albert could not live out of

the fatal and gloomy abode of the

Schreckenstein. ‘It is only there,’ said

he, ‘that my Podiebrad is tranquil;

every where else men torment him, pre

vent him from sleeping, compel him to

deny his fathers of Mount Tabor and to

lead a life of shame and perjury which

exasperates him. Leave him here with

me, I will take good care of him, as l

have often done. I will not trouble his

meditations; when he wishes to remain

silent, I will walk without any noise and

will hold Cynahre’s muzzle whole hours

in my hands that he may not go and make

him shudder by licking his; when he‘

wishes to be cheerful, I will sing to him‘

the songs he loves,I will compose new

ones for him which he will also love, for

he loved all my compositions and he alone

understood them. Leave my Podiebrad

with me, I tell you. I know better than

you do what is proper for him, and when

you wish to see him again you will find

him playing on his violin, or planting

beautiful branches of cypress which 1

will go and cut for him in the forest in

order to ornament the tomb of his dearly

lovcd mother. Iwill nourish him well,

that will I! I know all the cabins in.

which they never refuse bread, or milk,

or fruits to good old Zdenko, and for al

long while the poor peasants of the Beeh-l

mer-wald have been accustomed to feed,

without knowing it, their noble master,

the rich Podiebrad. Albert does not love

the feasts in which they eat the flesh of

animals; he prefers the life of innocence

and simplicity. He does not need to see

the sun, he prefers the rays of the moon

through the Woods, and when he wants

society,l lead him to the glades, to the:

wild places where encamp, at night, our

good friends the Zingari, those children

of the Lord, who know neither laws nor

riches.’

“ I listened attentively to Zdenko, be

cause his artless talk revealed to me the

strange life which Albert had led with

him in his frequent retreats to the

Schreckenstein. ‘Do not fear,’ added

he, ‘ that I shall evcr disclose to his ene

mies the secret of his abode; They are

such liars and such fools that they say

now: “Our child is dead, our friend is

dead, our master is dead.”

not believe that he was living, even if

they saw him. Besides, was I not ac

customed to say to them when they

asked if I had seen count Albert:

“Doubtless he is dead?" And as I

laughed when I said this, they pretended

that was mad. But I spoke of death to

laugh at them, because they believe or

feign to believe in death. And when thel

people of the chateau wanted to follow

They could ‘

  

Ilike

 

me, had I not a thousand good tricks tol

 
mislead them? T)! Iknow all the Vwind-itheirimisfol-tunes, in the tongue of his

ings of the bare and the partridge. Ilfathers. Adieu and depart? If Albert

know like them how to hide in a thicket, l had not forbidden me to shed human

to disappear under the heath, to make a

false track, to leap, to clear a rivulet, to

blood, you would not take him from me

thus; but he would curse me again if I

stop in a hiding-place in order that mylshould raise my hand on you, and I pre

pursuers may pass me, and, like the me-lfer not to see him more rather than to

teor of the night, to make them lose

1

see him irritated against me. You hear

themselves and sink, to their great datt- : tne, O my Podiebrad ! ’ cried he, pressing

ger, in the swamps and quagmites.

They call Zdenko the innocent. The in

nocent is more crafty than all of them.

There was only one maiden, a holy

maiden! who could deceive the prudence

of Zdenko. She knew magic Words to

chain his anger; she had talismans to

overcome all snares and all dangers; her

name was Consuelo.’

“ When Zdenko pronounced your

name, Albert shuddered slightly and

turned his head, but he immediately let it

fall again upon his chest, and his memory

was not awakened.

“I tried in vain to come to an agree

ment with this guardian, so devoted and

so blind, by promising to bring Albert

back to the Schreckenstein, on condition

that he would first follow him to a place

whither Albert wished to go. I could

not persuade him, and when at last, half

by good words, half by force, we ltad

compelled him to let my son leave the

cavern, he followed as weeping, murmur

ing and singing in a lamentable voice, to

beyond the mines of Cuttemberg.

When he had reached a celebrated place

where Ziska had formerly gained one of

his great victories over Sigismond,

Zdenko quickly recognized the rocks

which mark the frontier, for no one has

explored all the paths of that country

him in his vagabond journeys.

There he stopped and said, striking the

ground with his foot: ‘ Never again will

Zdenko leave the soil which covers the

skeleton of his fathers! It is not long

since, exiled and banished by my Podie-I

bradfor having misunderstood and threat

ened the holy maiden whom he loves,I

passed weeks and months in foreign

countries. I thought I should become

mad there. I returned a short time since

to my dear forests, in order to see Albert

sleep, because a voice had sung to [us in

my slumbers that his anger was dis

pelled. Now that he no longer curses

me, you steal him from me. If it be to

conduct him to his Consuelo,I consent.

But as to quitting my country again, as

to speaking the language of our enemies,

as to extending my hand to them, as to

leaving the Schreckenstein deserted and

abandoned,I will never do it. That is,

 against his lips the hands of my son, who

looked and listened to him without un

derstanding him: ‘I obey and I go.

\Vhen you return you will find your

stove kindled, your books arranged, your

bed of leaves renewed and the tomb of

your mother covered with palms always

green. If it be in the season of flowers,

there will be flowers upon her and upon

the bones of our martyrs on the banks

of the fountain. Good-bye, Cynabre.’

And saying this, in a voice interrupted.

by tears, Zdenko rushed down the de

clivity of the rocks which slope towards

Bohemia, and disappeared with the rapid

ity of a deer at the first light of day.

“I will not relate to you, dear Consue

lo, the anxieties of our expectation dur

ing the first weeks which Albert passed

here with us. Concealed in this pavilion

which you now inhabit, he returned by

degrees to the mental life which we

endeavored to reawaken in him, though

with slowness and precaution. The first

word which escaped from his lips after

two months of absolute silence, was

called forth by a musical emotion. Mar

cus had comprehended that Albert’s life

was bound to his love for you, and he

had resolved not to invoke the recollec

tion of that love until he knew that you

were tvorthy to inspire it, and free to

respond to it at some future day. He

therefore obtained the most minute infur~

mation respecting you, and, in a short

time, he knew the smallest details of

your character, the most trifling particu

lars of your past. and present life.

Thanks to the skilful organization of our

order, to the connections established with

all other secret societies, to a large num

ber of neophytes and adepts whose prov

ince it is to examine with the most scru

pulous attention those things and persons

which interest us, nothing can escape

our investigations. There are no secrets

for us in the world. We know how to

penetrate into the arcana of politics as

well as into the intrigues of courts.

Your life without stain, your character

without evasion, were not therefore very

difficult to know and to judge. The

baron de Trenck, as soon as he knew

that the man by whom you were beloved

beyond my strength, and besides, theland whom you had never named to him

voices of my sleep have forbidden me. was no other than his friend Albert,

Zdenko must live and die upon the'spoke to us of you with enthusiasm.

ground of the Selavcs; he must live andiThe count de Saint Germain, one of the

die singing the glory of the Sclaves and'most absent men in appearance and the

l
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most clear-sighted in reality, that strange

visionary, that superior mind, who seems

escapes in the present, soon furnished as

with the most complete informations re

specting you. They were such that I

became at once tenderly attached to you

and looked upon you as my own daugh

ter. '

“ When we were sufficiently informed to

proceed with certainty, we caused skilful

musicians to come under the window at

which we are now seated.

 

husband for whom you religiously woreltowards ideal things, long repressed and

mourning not on your garments but inldriven back in him by the narrow terrors

to live only in the past and whom nothing | your soul. But Albert, with a generous l of his family, found at last a free space

resignation and a just sense of his posi-iin which to develop itself, and that de

tion with regard to you, prevented us

me with love,’ said lte to us; ‘ she had

pity on me in my agony; she would not

without terror and perhaps not withouttconsumed by a secret sorrow.

despair have bound herself to pass her

life with me. She would now return to

me from a sense of duty. How unhappy

Albert was should I be to deprive her of her liberty,l

there where you are, leaning against that l of the emotions of her art and perhaps

curtain and contemplating the sunset;

Marcus held one of his hands and I the

other. In the midst of a symphony oom

which had been introduced various mo

tives from the Bohemian airs which Al

bert plays with so much soul and relig

ious feeling, he was made to hear that

canticle to the Virgin with which you

formerly charmed him:

“ ‘ O Consuelo de mi alma.’

“ At this moment, Albert, who had

appeared somewhat agitated at hearing

the chants of our old Bohemia, threw

himself into my arms and burst into tears,

crying: ‘ O my mother, 0 my mother! ’ i

“ Marcus stopped the music. He was

satisfied with the emotion produced; he

did not wish to abuse it thc first time.

Albert had spoken, he had recognized

me, he had recovered strength to love.

Many days still passed before _his mind

was restored to its full liberty. Still he

had no attack of delirium. When he

appeared fatigued by the exercise of his

faculties, he fell into a gloomy silence,

but insensibly his face assumed a less

melancholy expression, and by degrees

we combatted this taciturn disposition

with gentleness and precaution. At last

we had the happiness to see disappear in

him this need of intellectual repose, and

there was no longer any suspension in

the labor of his thought but during the

hours of a regular and peaceful sleep

almost like that of other men. Albert

recovered the consciousness of his life,

of his love for you and for me, of his

charity and his enthusiasm for his fellow

men and for virtue, of his faith and of

the necessity that he should cause it to

triumph. He continued to cherish you

without bitterness, without mistrust, and

without regretting all that he had suf

fered for you. But, in spite of the care

he took to reassure us and to show us his

courage and self-denial, we saw clearly

that his passion had lost none of its in‘

tensity.

 

l 

 

 

of the joys of a new love! It is quite

enough to have been the Object of her

‘ compassion ; do not reduce me to be that

posed expressly for four instruments, in‘ of her painful devotedness. Let her

live; let her know the pleasures of indo

pendencc, the intoxications of joy, and

even greater happiness, if need be! It

is not for myself that I love her, and if it

be too true that she is necessary to my

happiness,I shall know how to give up

being happy if my sacrifice is for her

advantage! Besides, was I born for

happiness? have I a right to it while

every thing in the world suffers and

groans! Have I no other duties than

that of laboring for my own satisfaction?

Can I not find in the exercise of those

duties the strength to forget myself and

no longer desire anything for myself?

I wish at least to attempt it; if I fail,

you will have pity on me, you will

strive to give me courage; that will be

better than to flatter me with vain hopes,

and to recall to me without ceasing that

my heart is sick and devoured with the

selfish desire of being happy. Love me,

O my friends; bless me, O my mother,

and do not speak to me of that which

takes from me all my strength and virtue,

when in spite of myselfI feel the sting

of my tormeuts. Iknow that the great

est evil I underwent at Riesenburg was

that which I inflicted upon others. I

should again become mad, I should per

haps die blaspheming, if I saw Consuelo

sufl'er the anguish which I knew not how

to spare to the other objects of my affec

tion.’ .

“ His health appeared completely re

established, and other helps than those of

my tenderness assisted him to combat his

unhappy passion. Marcus and some of

the chiefs of our order initiated him with

fervor into the mysteries of our enter

prise. He found serious and melancholy

joys in those vast projects, in those bold

hopes, and especially in those philosophi

cal conversations in which, if there was

He had only acquired morelnot always an entire similarity of opin-;

 

l velopment, seconded by noble sympathies,

front hastening. ‘ She has never loved ‘ even excited by frank and friendly con

tradictions, was the vital atmosphere in

which he could breathe and act although

Albert

has an exceedingly metaphysical mind.

Nothing had ever pleased him in the

frivolous life in which selfishness seeks

its support. He was born for the con

templation of the most exalted truths and

for the practice of the most austere vir

tues; but at the same time, by a perfec

tion of moral beauty very rare among

men, he is endowed with an essentially

tender and loving soul. Charity is not

sufficient for him, he requires the affec

tions. His love extends to all and yet he

needs to concentrate it more particularly

upon some. He is fanatical in his de

votedness; but there is nothing savage

in his virtue. Love intoxicates him,

friendship governs him, and his life is

fruitfully, inexhaustibly divided between

the abstract being which he passionately

reveres under the name of humanity and

the particular beings whom he cherishes

with delight. In fine, his sublime heart

is a centre of love ; all the noble passions

there find place and live without rivalry.

If we could represent to ourselves the

divinity under the aspect of a finite and

perishable being, I would dare to say

that the soul of my son is the image of

the universal soul whom we call GodL

“ This is why, a weak human creature,

infinite in his aspiration and limited in

his means, he could not live with his

relatives. If he had not ardently loved

them, he might have made in the midst

of them a life apart, a strong and calm

faith different from theirs and indulgent

towards their inofi'ensive blindness; but

this strength would have required a cer

tain coldness which was as impossible for

him as it had been for myself. He could

not live isolated in mind and heart; with

anguish he had invoked their sympathy

and called with despair for communion

of ideas between himself and those he

ings so dear to him. This is why, en

closed alone in the brazen wall of their

Catholic obstinacy, of their social preju

dices and their hatred for the religion of

equality, he broke himself against their

bosom with groans; be dried up like a

plant deprived of dew, calling for the

rain of heaven which would have given

him a common existence with the ob

jects of his affection. Weary of sulfur—

moral and physical strength to support, ions between him and his noble friends,ling alone, of loving alone, of believing

it; we did not seek to combat it. Far' he at least felt his soul unite with theirstand praying alone, he thought he had

from this; we united our efforts, Marcus \ in all that related to deep and ardent feel- l again found life in you, and when you

and I, to give him hope, and we resolved ing, to the love of good, to the desire‘aCcepted and shared his ideas, he recov

to inform you of the existence of thatiof justice and truth. This aspiration cred calmness and reason; but you did
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not share his feelings, and separation

from you necessarily reduced him to a

more profound and more insupportable

isolation. His faith, incessantly denied

and combatted, became a torture beyond

human strength. Dizziness seizcd upon

him. Unable to temper the most sublime

essence of his life in souls similar to his

own, he must needs allow himself to

die.

“ As soon as he had found these hearts

made to comprehend and to second him,

we were astonished at his gentleness in

discussion, at his tolerance, at his confi

dence and his modest-y. We had feared,

from his past life, something too savage,

opinions too personal, a bitterness of

Words respectable in a convinced and

enthusiastic mind, but dangerous to his

progress and hurtful to an association of

the nature of ours. Hepstonished us by

the candor of his character and the charm

of his companionship. He, who ren

dered us better and stronger by his con

versation and teaching, persuaded himself

that he received all that he gave us.

Here he was soon the object of a bound

less admiration, and you must not be

astonished that so many persons busied

themselves in bringing you back to him,

when you know that his happiness be

came the aitn of the united efforts, the

necessity of all those who approached

him, were it but for an instant.”

XXXVI.

“But the cruel destiny of our race

was not yet accomplished. Albert was

still to suffer, his heart was to bleed eter

nally for that family, innocent of all his

ills, but condemned by a strange fatality

to crush him while breaking itself against

him. \Ve had not hidden from him, as

soon as he had strength to bear the ti

dings, the death of his respectable father,

which happened shortly after his own;

for I must use this strange expression to

characterize so strange an event. Albert

had wept for his father with enthusiastic

tenderness, with the certainty that he

had not quitted this life to enter into the

nothingness of the paradise or of the hell

of the Catholics, with the kind of solemn.

joy which was inspired by the hope of a

better and more enlarged life here below

for that man so pure and so deserving of

recompence. He was therefore much

more afflicted by the abandonment in

which his other relatives, the baron Fred

erick and the canoness \Venceslawa

were left, than by the departure of his

father. He reproachcd himself for enjoy

ing far from them consolations which

they did not share, and he had resolved

to go and visit them for some time, .to let

them know the secret of his cure, of his

miraculous resurrection, and to establish

 

them in the most happy manner possible.

He was ignorant of the disappearance of

his cousin Amelia, which occurred during

his illness at Ricsenburg, and which had

been carefully concealed from him in or

der to spare him an additional sorrow.

“’e had not thought it best to inform

him ; we had been able to withdraw my

niece frotn a deplorable error, and when

we were about to seize upon her seducer,

the pride of the Saxon Rudolstadts had

anticipated us. They had caused Ame

lia to be secretly arrested in the territo

ries of Prussia, where she had flattered

herself she could find a refuge; they had

delivered her to the rigors of king Fred

erick, and that monarch had given them

a gracious mark of his protection, by con

fining an unfortunate young girl in the

fortress of Spandaw. She had passed

nearly a year there in a horrible captivity,

having had no communication with any

one, and ought to consider herself fortun

ate that the secret of her dishonor was

closely guarded by the generous protec

tion of the gaoler monarch.”

“()h! madam,” interrupted Consuelo

with emotion, “ is she then still at Span

daw'.l ”

“ \Ve have succeeded in procuring her

release. Albert and Liverani could not

carry her away at the same time with

yourself, because she was much more

closely watched; her revolts, her impu

dent attempts to escape, her impatience

and her bursts of passion having aggra

vated the rigors of her slavery. But we

have other means than those to which

you owed your salvation. Our adepts

are every where, and some seek the favor

of courts in order to contribute to the

success of our designs. We have caused

to be obtained for Amelia the protection

of the young margravine of Bareith, sis

ter to the king of Prussia, who has asked

for and obtained her liberty, on promising

to take charge of her and to he answera

ble for her conduct in future. In a few

days the young baroncss will be with the

princess Sophia Wilhelmina, whose

heart is as good as her tongue is wicked,

and who will grant to her the same indul

gence and the same generosity which she

has manifested towards the princess of

Culmbach, another unfortunate, dishonor

ed in the eyes of the World like Amelia,

and like her a victim of the penitentiary

discipline of the royal fortresses.

“ Albert was therefore ignorant of the

misfortunes of his cousin when he took

the resolution of going to see his uncle

and his aunt at Giant‘s castle. He could

not have realized the inertia of that baron

Frederick, who had animal strength

enough to live, to drink, and to hunt, after,

so many disasters, and the devout impas

sivencss of that canoness, who feared,

lest by taking any measures to discover

 

her niece, she might give more publicity

to the scandal of her adventure. \Ve

combatted Albert‘s project from fear, but

he persisted withontour knowledge. He

departed one night, leaving for us a letter

which promised a speedy return. His

absence was short in fact; but what sor

rows did hc bring back!

“Concealed under a disguise, he en

tered Bohemia and went to surprise the

solitary Zdenko in the grotto of the

Sehreckenstein. Thence he intended

writing to his relatives in order to inform

them of the truth and to prepare them

for the shock of his return. He knew

that Amelia was the most courageous as

well as the most frivolous, and it was to

her that he intended sending his first mis

sive by Zdenko. At the moment of doing

so and when Zdenko had gone out upon

the mountain, it was at the approach of

dawn, he heard the report of a gun and a.

heart-rending cry. He rushed out, and

the first object that met his view was

Zdenko bringing back in his arms Cy

nabre covered with blood. To run tow

ards his poor old dog without thinking to

conceal his face, was Albert’s first im

pulse; but as he carried the faithful ani

mal, mortally wounded, towards the place

called the Care of the Monk, he saw run

ning towards him, as fast as old age and

fat would permit, a hunter earnest to

pick up his game. It was baron Fred

erick who, hunting in the covert with the

first glimmer of day, had taken Cynabre's

fawn-colored skin in the twilight for the

hide of a. wild beast. -He had aimed

through the branches. Alas! his eye

was still true and his hand firm; he had

touched him, he had put two balls in his

sidev Suddenly he perceived Albert, and

thinking that he saw a spectre, stopped

froze-n with terror. Having no longer

the consciousness of a real danger, he re

coiled to the brink of the craggy path he

was following, and rolling over the pre

cipice fell broken upon the rocks. He

expired on the spot at the fatal place

where the cursed tree, the famous oak of

the Schreckenstein, called the Hussite,

formerly witness and accomplice of the

most horrible catastrophies, had reared its

head for centuries.

“ Albert saw his uncle fall, and left

Zdenko to run to the edge of the abyss.

He then saw the baron’s followers who

hastened to raise him while they filled the

air with their groans, for he gave no

sign of life. Albert heard these words

ascend even to him: ‘ He is dead, our

poor master! Alas, what will madam

the canoness say 1" Albert thought no

longer of himself; he cried out, he called.

As soon as he was perceived, a panic

terror seized upon the crednlous servants.

They had already abandoned the body of

their master and begun to fly, when old
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Hanz, the most superstitious and also the

most courageous of all, stopped them

and said, crossing himself: ‘ My child

ren, it is not our master Albert who ap

pears to us. It is the spirit of the

Schreckenstein that takes his form to

make us all perish here if we are cow

ards. I saw him-well; it was he who

made M. the baron fall. He wished to

carry ofl" his body to devour it; he is a

vampire! Come, take heart, my child

ren. They say that the devil is a cow

ard. I will take aim at him; meanwhile,

say sir chaplain's prayer of exorcism.’

Saying this, I'Ianz, having again crossed

himself several times, raised his gun and‘

fired upon Albert, while the other scr

vants gathered round the corpse of the

baron. Happily, Hanz was too much agi

tated to take good aim. He acted in a

kind of delirium. The ball, nevertheless,

whistled close to Albert‘s head, for Hanz

was the best shot in the country, and, if

he had been cool, would infallibly have

killed my son. Albert stopped irresolute.

‘ Courage, children, courage!’ cried

Hana reloading his gun. ‘Fire at him,

he is afraid! You will not kill him,

your balls cannot hit him, but you will

drive him back, and we shall have time

to carry of our poor master's body.’

“ Albert, seeing all the guns pointed

at him, retired into the thicket, and de

scending the slope of the mountain with

out being seen, soon assured himself of

the horrible reality with his own eyes.

The broken body of his unfortunate uncle

lay upon the bloody stones. IIis skull

was open, and old Ilanz cried out with a

disconsolate voice these horrible words:

‘ Gather up his brains and leave none of

them upon the rocks, for the vampire‘s

dog would come and lick them.’ ‘ Yes,

yes, there was a dog,’ replied another

servant, ‘ a dog which I took for Cynabre

at first.’ ‘ But Cynabre has disappeared

ever since the death of count Albert,’

said a third; ‘ he has not been seen any

where since; he must have died in some

corner, and the Cynabre that we saw up

there is a shadow, as this vampire is also

a shadow resembling count Albert.

Abominable vision! I shall have it al

ways before my eyes. Lord God! have

pity upon us and upon the soul of sir

baron, dead without the sacraments, from

the malice of the spirit.’ ‘ Alas! I told

him some misfortune would happen to

him,’ resumed Han: in a lamentable

tone as he collected the shreds of the

baron’s garments with hands dyed in his

bIOod; ‘he wanted always to come and

hunt in this thrice-cursed place! He

was convinced that because nobody came

here, all the game of the forest found

shelter here; and yet God knows that

there never was any other game on this

 

infernal mountain but that which still

 

hung, in my youth, upon the branches of

the oak. Cursed Hussite! tree of per

dition! the fire of heaven has devoured

it; but so long as there remains a root in

the earth, the wicked Hussites will come

here to avenge themselves on the Catho

lics. Come, come, make up the litter

quickly and let us go! we are not safe

here. Ah! madam the canoness, poor.

mistress, what will become of her!

Who will dare to present himself first

before her, and say as on other days:

“ Sir baron is returning from the hunt.”

She will say : “ have breakfast served up

very quickly.” Ah! yes, “breakfast.”

It will be long before any one feels an ap

etite in the chateau. \Vell ! well ! there

are too many misfortunes in this family

and I know well whence they come, that

do I.’

“ While they were placing the body

on the litter, Hanz, pressed by questions,

replied shaking his head: ‘ In that family

every body was pious, and died in a

Christian manner up to the day when the

countess Wanda, to whom, may God be

merciful, died without confession. Since

that time all must end in the same way;

M. the count Albert did not die in a state

of grace, whatever they may have said

to him, and his worthy father bore the

penalty: he gave up his soul without

knowing what he did; here is another

who goes without sacraments, and I'll

bet that the canoncss will finish alsol

without having time to think about it.

Happily for that hon Woman, she is al

ways in a state of grace.’

“ Albert lost none of this deplorable.

speech, the rude expression of a real

sorrow and the terrible reflection of the

fanatical horror with which we were both

regarded at Riesenburg. Long struck

with stupor, he saw the gloomy train dis

appear afar in the paths of the ravine,

and did not dare to follow it, although he

felt that in the natural order of things he

should have been the first to carry the

sad tidings to his old aunt, that he might

comfort her in her mortal sadness. But

it is very certain that if he had done so,

his apparition would have struck her with

death or insanity. He understood this

and retired despairing to ,his cavern,

where Zdenko, who had seen' nothing of‘

the more serious accident of that fatal

morning, was busy bathing Cynabre's

wound; but it was too late. Cynabre,

on seeing his master return, uttered a

groan of distress, crawled to him in

spite of his broken loins, and expired at

his feet as he received his last caresses.

Four days afterwards we saw Albert re

turn, pale and overpowered by these new

blows. He remained several days with

out speaking and without weeping. At

last his tears flowed on my bosom. ‘I

am cursed among men,’ said he to me,

 

‘and it seems that God wishes to close

against me this world in which I ought

not to have loved any one. I can no

longer appear in it without occasioning

horror, death or madness. The die is

cast; I must not again see those who

took care of my childhood. Their ideas

of the separation of the soul and body

are so absolute, so frightful, that they

prefer to believe me forever chained in

the tomb rather than be exposed to see

again my ominous features. Strange and

horrible notion of life! The dead he

come objects of hatred to those who have

most cherished them, and if their spectrcs

appear, they are supposed to be vomited

by~hell instead of being believed to be

sent by heaven. 0 my poor uncle! O

my noble father! You were heretics in

my eyes as I was in yours; and yet if

you should appear to me, if I had the

happiness again to see your image de

stroyed by death, I should receive it on

my knees, I should extend my arms to it,

I should think it detached from the bosom
of God where souls go to heirenewed,

and where forms are recomposed. I

would not say to you your abominable

formulas of dismissal and malediction,

impious exorcisms of fear and abandon

ment; on the contrary, I Would call to

you; I would wish to contemplate you

with love and to retain you about me as

succoiing influences. O my mother, it

is determined! I must be dead to them,

and they must die through my means, or

without me.’

“ Albert had not left his country before

being assured that the canoness had re

sisted this last shock of misfortune.

That old Woman, as diseased and as

strongly constituted as myself, also

knows how to live from a feeling of duty.

Respectable in her convictions and in her

misfortunes, she counts with resignation

the bitter days which God still imposes

upon her. But in her sorrow she pre

serves a certain stiffness of pride which

survives the affections. She lately said

to a person who wrote of it to us: ‘If

we did not endure life from a sense of

duty, it would still be necessary to en

dure it from regard to propriety.’ This

sentence describes to you all the canoness.

'l‘henceforth Albert no longer thought of

leaving us, and his courage seemed to in

crease with his trials. He even seemed

to have overcome his love, and throwing

himself into an entirely philosophical

life, he no longer appeared interested in

anything but religion, moral science and

revolutionary actions; he gave himself

up to the most serious labors, and his

vast intellect thus received a development

as serene and magnificent as his sad heart

had had an excessive and feverish one

when far from us. This strange man,

whose delirium had dismayed Catholic
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souls, became a torch of wisdom for

minds of a superior order. He was in

itiated into the most private confidencesi

of the Invisibles and took rank among,

the chiefs and fathers of this new church.

He brought to them many lights which

they received with love and gratitude.

The reforms which he proposed were as

sented to, and in ‘the exercise of a faith

militant he returned to the hope and the

serenity of mind which makes heroes

and martyrs.

“ We thought we had triumphed over

his love for you, so tnuch care had he to

ken to conceal from us his struggles and

his sufferings. But one day the corres

pondence of the adepts, which it was no

longer possible to withhold from him,

brought to our sanctuary a notice, which

was very cruel, in spite of the uncertain

ty with which it remained surrounded.

You were considered in the mind of some

persons at Berlin as the mistress of the

king of Prussia, and appearances did not

contradict this-supposition; Albert said

nothing, and became pale.

“ ‘ My well-beloved friend,’ said he to

me, after some moments’ silence, ‘this

time you will let me depart without fear;

the duty of my love calls me to Berlin;

my place is by the side of her whoml

love and who has accepted my protection.

I do not arrogate to myself any right over

her; if she be intoxicated by the sadi

honor that is attributed to her, I shall not

employ any authority to induce her to re- ,

nounce it; but if, as I atn certain, she is

surrounded with snares and dangers, I

shall know how to save her from them.’

“ ‘ Stop, Albert,’ said I to him, ‘ and

dread the power of that fatal passion

which has already wrought you so much 1

suffering; the evil which will come to‘

you from that direction is the only one

that is beyond your strength. I see well

that you no longer live but by your vir

tue and your love. If that love perish in

you will virtue suffice you 1 ’ ‘ And why

should my love perish ? ’ returned Albert

with enthusiasm: ‘you then think that

she may have already ceased to be wor

thy of it.' ’ ‘ And if it were so, Albert,

what would you do?’ He smiled with

those pale lip and that brilliant glance,

which are given him by his strong and

sorrowful enthusiasm. ‘ If it were so,’ re

plicd he, ‘ 1 should continue to love her,

for the past is not a dream that is effaced i

in me, and you know that 1 have often?

confounded it with the present so far net

to be no longer able to distinguish one‘

from the other. Well, I would again do!

so; I would love in the past that angel!

face, that poet soul, by which my dark

life has been lighted and suddenly in-f

flamed. And I should not perceive that;

the past is behind me; I should preservci

in my bosom its burning trace ; the erring

 

 

being, the falling angel would still in

spire me with so much solicitude and

tenderness that my life should be conse

crated to the work of consoling her for

“her fall and removing her from the con

tempt of cruel men ! ’

“ Albert departed for Berlin with sev

eral of our friends. and had for a pretext

with the princess Amelia, his protectress,

-to converse with her about Trenck, then

a. prisoner at Glatz, and about the mason

ic operations into which she was initiated.

You saw him presiding over a lodge of

Rosicrucians, and he did not know at the

time that Cagliostro, informed in spite of

us respecting his secrets, had made use of

that circumstance to bewilder your rea

son by secretly causing you to see him as

a spectre. From this sole fact of having

allowed a profane person to cast a glance

upon the mosonic mysteries, the intrigu

ing Cagliostro would have deserved to

be forever excluded from them. But it

was unknown for a long time, and you

must remember the terror he experienced

while conducting you to the precincts of

the temple. The punishments due to this

treachery are rigorously inflicted by the

adepts, and the magician, in making the

mysteries of his order serve as pretended

prodigies of his marvellous art, risked

perhaps his life, certainly at least his

great reputation as a necromancer, for he

would have been unmasked and driven

away immediately.

“ In the short and mysterious stay

which he made in Berlin at that period,

Albert was enabled to penetrate your ac

tions and your thoughts sufficiently to be

re-assured respecting your position. He

watched you closely without your knowl

edge, and returned tranquil in appearance

but more ardently in love than ever.

During several months he travelled in for

eign countries and served our cause with

activity. But having been warned-that

some intriguers, perhaps spies of the king

of Prussia, were endeavoring to frame at

Berlin a particular conspiracy,,dangerous

to the existence of masonry and probably

fatal to prince Henry and to his sister the

abbess of Quedlimburg, Albert hastened

thither, in ordeflto warn those princes of

the absurdity of such an attempt, and to

'put them on their guard against the

snare which it seemed to cover. You

saw him then; and, though terrified at

his apparition, you showed so much cour

age afterwards, and you expressed to his

friends so much devotedness and respect

for his memory, that he recovered the

hope of being loved by you. It was

tlterefore resolved that you should be in

formed of the truth of his existence by a

succession of mysterious revelations.

He was often near you, and even hidden

in your apartment during your stormy

conferences with the king. In the mean-,

while the conspirators became irritated by

the obstacles which Albert and his friends

presented to their culpable or foolish de

signs. Frederick lI. conceived suspi

cions. The appearance of the smeqter,

that spectre which all conspirators set in

motion in the galleries of the palace in

order to create disorder and fear, awak

ened his watchfulnoss. The creation of

a masonic lodge at the head of which

prince IIenry placed himself, and which

was found, at the first, in an opposition of

doctrines with that over which the king

presides in person, appeared to the latter

iy an act significative of revolt, and perhaps.

'in fact, that creation of a new lodge was

a clumsy mask assumed by certain con

spirators, or an attempt to compromise

illustrious personages. Happily they

saved themselves from it, and the king,

apparently furious at finding only obscure

criminals, but secretly satisfied at not

havingr to be severe towards his own fam

, ily, wished at least to make an example.

i My son, the most innocent of all, was ar

rested and transferred to Spandaw, al

imost at the same time with yourself,

whose innocence was not less apparent,

but you were both guilty of not being

willing to save yourselves at the expense

of any one, and you paid for all the

others. You passed several months in

prison not far from Albert's cell, and you

must have heard the passionate accents

of his violin, as he also heard those of

your voice. He had prompt and certain

means of escape at his command ; but he

did not wish to use them before having

secured yours. The key of gold is more

powerful than all the bolts of the royal

prisons: and the Prussian gaolers, for the

most part discontented soldiers, or officers

in disgrace, are very easily corrupted.

Albert escaped at the same time with

yourself, but you did not see him; and

for reasons which you will know hereaf

ter, Liverani was charged to bring you

here. Now you know the rest. Albert

loves you more than ever; but he loves

you more than he does himself, and he

will be a thousand times less unhappy at

your happiness with another than he

> would be at his own, did you not share it.

The moral and philos0phical laws, the

religious authority under which you are

both placed henceforth, permit his sacri

fice and render your choice free and re

spectable. Choose then, my daughter;

but remember that Albert’s mother re

quests you on her knees not to do injus

tice to the sublime candor of her son by

making for him a sacrifice, the bitterness

of which would fall upon his life.

Your desertion will make him suffer,

but your pity, without your love,

will kill him. The hour has come for

you to pronounce. I must not know

your decision. Pass into your chamber;
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you will there find two very different cos

tumes: that which you. choose will de

cide the lot of my son.”

“And which of the two must signify

my divorce from him! ” asked Consuelo

trembling.

“I was to have informed you; butI

will not. I wish to know if you will di

vine it.”

The countess \Vanda, having thus

spoken, resumed her mask, pressed Con

suelo to her heart and rapidly departed.

To be Continued.

proved, habitations that preclude habitsl

of decency and cleanliness, and a system

of public relief which confounds all the

distinctions of morality, constitute a giant .

whole, compared with which the Sunday

service and the national school are impo-l

tent and ridiculous. What can be more

painfully true than the following?

“ Now follow the child home; in howt

many of our villages and towns will you

find it placed under a force of circum

stances, that, unless it be blind and deaf,

must force on it a knowledge, by ear and

by eye, of evil, destructive of every de

cency of habit or purity of thought!

Not only in the cottage and the lodging

is this the case, but go to the national

refuges for the indigent—the union

houses; and you will find in them a sys

tem pursued that the highest pressure of‘

the world’s worst contamination could}

hardly exceed, any where in the World's

 

EDUCATION OF THE POOR.

Our own conviction of the moral impossibili

ty of truly educating or morally improving the

destitute portion of mankind, until they shall‘

have first been elevated above their present worst abndes of vice_ so herded m

condition of want and misery, need hardly be gether are the abandoned in these estab

re-ntated. We have presented it in so manyllishments, that all degrees of vice are

forms, and so much to the annoyance of many $90" '05“ lhe woman the VlCI-lm 0f the‘

worthy patrons, who can’t imagine what busi seduce“ the mother of one Child, is made

ness a politicaljournrtl has to meddle with such 1 m keel? company “"h the _ Oldes‘ and

matters, that we will not further tax their for
worm] smhers or lhe alfeel; girls, as 800"

bearance by reiterating at this time our views. l as | my are we Old for the sebum

. ,. . room, are placed among just that species
Instead of this we wrll ask the attention of our-‘0,- aduh company which M their age

{widen—“lo” Who hOPe for radical Changes ! must most surely contaminate them. Re

Ill our Social Economy well as those wholspeclable women who have been fumed

dread °' dew" a" memo“ °r them—m the i for a time to mingle with this herd, have

following extract from the leading article (Nov. ' told me of honlurs in word and deed

27th) of the London Times, the ablest,wealthi- which defy all description. The head (If

est, and most powerful journal issued in the En- } a very large union-house lately told me

glish tongue. The Editor is commenting on a well things "r the female wards in il- 38

communication of more than two columns in WPUId disgrace lhe WOI'Sl delta in SI

the same paper, which points out in nkindred Gllesls- Are ‘hesc dungs unknown!

spirit but more in detail, the Social obstacles to Not they are forever qumed ‘0 prove the

the Education of the Poor, and after a bricf‘ Shamelessness ".f ‘he hw‘" Md?“ 1“"

survey of the ground,gocson to my: us go to the villages from which these

houses are filled, and let us see how
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It is, in fact, the whole of the rural things are "'6"?

minage which constitutes the school. It “ ls it not notorious that, very gencr-,

cent!” and the result almost too uni

formly shows how true the assertion, or

how ready the excuse. ‘What avails it

that educational and eoclcsiastic commis

sioners are measuring with the nicest

care the quantity of atmospheric space to

be assigned to the human unit in the

school and the church, when whole fain

ilies are sleeping, winter and summer,

almost in contact and within two and

three feet of the slanting roof? If we

are to have a new inquiry into the edu

cation of the country, in the name of

truth and common sense, let it compre

hend all that actually constitutes educa

tion; otherwise we shall certainly find

that we are only pulling down with one

hand what we are attempting to hold up

with the other.

Might not ‘ The Times of America’ derive

some valuable hints from the above 'l—Trt'btme.

For the Harbinger.

. SOCIETY — AN ASPIRATION — OR THE

ACTUAL AND THE POSSIBLE.

(Continued)

UNITY. (Continued)

Unity has three Physical branches:

Unity of Man with the Planets and

masses of matter, through attraction of

Gravity, which he owns in common

with them.

II. Unity with the Particles of matter,

through co-ordination of the attraction

of Cohesion to the elements of his

frame. '

Ill. Unity with the Atoms of matter,

through co-ordination of the attraction

of Affinity specific to them.

One Organic branch—External, with

vegetable and animal organisms, through

is follyr to fix one's attention on one any, lhe cmmgesm “'thh lhe PoorthL‘h'the assimilative attractions specific to

small building, and can it the schno] oflare so constructed that anything like a

rural life; on one little man, whose chief‘ separation of the sexes at night is next;

scholarship consists in his unfitness for '0 imPl’SSlble/l 18 it no! the ftwl Illa-tin

any other employment, and call him the

teacher; or on three or four years, end-, _ _

ing at the age of eight or nine, and call l he down ‘0 Fem "j ("PB and "16 §ame

them the education of the villiger. Take l Tom"? so common 15 ""5 Stale OflhmHS,

 

the whole sphere, take all its circum_‘tliat I am satisfied it_has afi'ccled tliei

stances, all its opportunities and tcmpta-t Whole tone 0' feehl'g "l the “PPM "Rward }

That is the true school of life_ the lower classes: we_ have got into a}

The facts of the case will not adjust way of thwklflg deprwty, hke rags and]

tions.

themselves to our theory, tVe can no broken windows, to he the regular, if not

more provide for the moral training of; lhe "muralaccompaniment“1’0"“le

the plowboy by giving him that stuntedl \Ve forbear from following our corres

eaeh tissue.—Internal, by sympathy of

the organs with each other through the

ten thousand cases, father, mother, broth- ganglionic nerve, in an integral health or

ers, and sisters are forced to undress and disease,

Five Sensitive branches : —- Through

the attractions of Sight, Hearing, Smell,

Taste, and Touch.

1st. Active Unity, or co-operation with

external nature related to the soul through

its senses -

By regency over the kingdoms of earth,

technicality which we call a religiousipondent into the melancholy incidentslwalel'i and air, and Sllhjcc‘iOh or lhe

education, while we leave the bulk of his with which he illustrates the above, and elements to man’s uses, through devel

yonthful time and interests at the mercy to which he has added names, places, and ‘

of corrupting and degrading influences, 1 other particulars in a private note. The;

than the drunkard can secure himselflstatement is strong enough as it stands,t

from the elTects of daily excess by an and will approve itself to the experience

occasional draught of the pure elcmcnt,iof every enlightened and generous personi

or by having gone through a milk-and-iacquainted with the dwelling and the

water treatment between the ages of five ; habits of the rural poor. It. is not too!

and nine. Discipline comprehends every ' much to say that the condition of the cot-l

thing that actually teaches. tages in a large portion of the south of

What, then, can be done by churches England can hardly be accounted for on

 

opnient.of synthetic science, embracing

in its applications to co-operative indus

try,—the integral culture of the earth;

exploration of mineral and vegetable pro

ducts, and interchange of them between

nations; attraction of wild animals, hith

erto destructive or untamable, to the friend

ly neighborhood of man who shall have

built on the most genuine models, and any other supposition than a perfect in- attained to the dignity of his true “[9;

arranged on the most orthodox plan, or difference, not to say more, on the part“:nnnecliona 0f ancoumries through spheb

by schools conducted on the most scientt- of owners, to the health and morals of,_ _ . .

fie principles, when the whole teaching i the inhabitants. “ It is impossible to be '03] hnes 0f 11:“"el and commumquhnh by

of the village, which is the laborer'sidecentl” is the common language of,roads,na\'igation,telegraph,carrier birds,

little world, pulls the other way’! Ex- the poor, cooped up as they are, niale"&c_; creations of an, in music, painting,

cessive penury, precarious employment, and female, old and young, married andiscul lure architecwre Perfumery and

the denial of common charity in the hour i single, innocent and fallen, a dozenin a, .p ’ ’ I . l." b

of visitation, the frequent spectacle oflfew cubic yards of physical and moral ellhlm'y l'l'aMhesi Whose “Who? “‘ ‘3

calamity unfriended and crime unre- infection. “It is impo-wible to be de-,CXtended to all through the art‘hltt‘ctural
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arrangements and unitary social life of

the Phalanx. ,

2d. Passive Unity—through universal

appreciation and sympathetic enjoyment

of luxuries spontaneously offered by na

ture or produced by art.

3d. Typical Unity. By man’s posses

sion, in his integral development, of all

the grades and varieties of sensation

which inferior creatures now possess:

as the sight of the mule and goat adapted

to precipiccs, which the mason now ac

quires; or the antennal language of the

ant and bee, already attained by those

delicately organiZed individuals who un

derstand by simple touch the organic and

spiritual state of others, and to whom

even a sealed letter, written by a distant

stranger, suffices to unlock the most inti

mate secrets of character.

(It is evident that this faculty has been

exclusively calculated for a state of soci

ety when truth shall no longer be feared,

and when universal confidence, resulting

from unity of interests, shall replace the

present universal distrust resulting from

incoherence of interests.)

“our Aflectional branches: —Developed

in the interlocking of society by the at

tractions of Ambition, Friendship, Love,

and the Family Sentiment, in the pas

sional harmonies of the serial hierarchy.

Internal Unity, by co-operation of each

passion to furnish for the rest the best

conditions of development. Example:

Numa is a modest artizan, whose con

structive talents, evinced in the far-sight

ed combinations of his industrial opera‘

tions, have gained him the election to the

command of an industrial army, (“the

tools to him who can use them,”) which

is proceeding to colonize in the Alleghany

valley. This position enables him to em

ploy to advantage a brother‘s favorite bent

for mineral exploration—to collect around

him a choice band of friends: the prestige

of the affair, and its evolution of noble

traits dormant in his character, ensures his

success in an arduous courtship, hither

to doubtful. Numa owcs these successes

to the mechanism of the industrial series,

which in its corporate group labor easily

distinguishes excellence, and whose inte

rest leads it to employ in the management

of its most important business the man

thus qualified as a natural chief, and

which in the hierarchy of successive ad~

vancements from the chiefship of the

group to that of the series of the first

power, thence to that of the second

power, and so on in gradation; elects

each chief from among the chiefs of the

last series, sifted men, who have served

up to it, and who are qualified by their

personal and business intercourse to judge

of each other, as was the original group

of its chief. In the isolated labor of our

societies, Numa, being a modest, practical

 
man, and not an intriguing demagogue,

would have stood small chance to become

known ; never stepping out of his sphere

to acquire popularity, he might have

passed through life an obscure artizan.

In the series, the success of his ambition

in industrial merit gains him honors,

turns the scale of love in his favor, and

draws closer by bonds of interest the ties

of family and friendship.

Considered in relation to the different

parties concerned, this also illustrates the

External Unity of the passions, by their

coincident gratification of many by the

circumstance favorable to one individual.

It is not pretended that this character

is entirely confined to the series, or that

it will always to the same extent there

exist; but the corporate industry in em

passioned groups, and the hierarchy of

elections in very numerous departments,

afi‘ord abundant chances and compensa

tions.

The typical unity of the passions will

be shown in this society, in the develop

ment of the enthusiasm for social labors,

now typed in the ant and bee, in the

dog‘s fidelity, the elephant's honor, the

dove‘s connubial truth, the stork’s pater

nal piety; with higher passional charac

ters possessed by the animals of future

harmonic creations, hitherto precluded by

the perversity of our race in preferring

the arbitrary legislations of kings, priests

and moralists with their inherent results

of poverty, fraud, oppression, war, vitia

tion of soils and climates, generation of

diseases, circles of error and prejudice,

general egotism and social duplicity, to

the divine government by attraction, based

on the organized unity of interest which

inevitably results from any living belief

in the unity and universality of God's

providence.‘

Tliree Intellectual or Distributive branch

es of Unily:—Unity, as among the af

fective attractions, consists in the provi—

sion by each faculty for the development

of the rest, and of each individual for

those of his co-operators, of their harmon—

ic action and the enjoyments thereon con

sequent. Erample: The Cabalist Pas

sion, whose province is the creation of

 

" The industrial relations of the societies of

incoheranco, whose principle in “ every man for

himself," correspond to the lowest and most

rudimental form of religion—Fetichism, where

man, recognizing no unitary law or providence,

makes to himself a private god at war with

those of all other men, whose symbol may be

indili'erently a stone, :1 block, a clove of Garlic.

The symbolism has passed away, but the indi

vidualizing spirit of Fetichiem has, in the usual

course of speculative beliefs, left its organization

remaining in our practical life, whilst a unitary

religion, embodying the Judeao-Christian doc

trine of Universal Love, shines, the torch-bearer

of humanity,far in advance of its actual insti

tutions.

 
discards by discriminative selection, is

highly developed in Phebe, a prominent

figuranle in the series of the more artist

ic industry, which leads to the useful

through the beautiful. It causes her to

cabal in the group of the lily to which

she is attached, and form a party eXclu

sively devoting themselves to the water

lily. The very act of separating from

the main corps, the pride of sustaining

brilliantly their taste and independent po

sition, induce them to extraordinary ef

forts in Overcoming the difficulties of an

acquatic location, and obtaining their

plants from the stream, &0. This may

attract and enrol among them certain

stout ditchers from the other extreme of

the serial ranks among the devotees of

the difficult, dirty and useful ; a piquant

contrast of character which will raise the

Composite or Corporate passion, already

heightened by the more entire union

among themselves, in their specific taste,

to enthusiasm by the fusion of these con

trasted elements in the labor of the

group. The water-lily being one of the

sacred emblems in that part of the unita

ry worship, which recognizes peculiarly

the passion of Love, it is natural that the

labor it. requires should bring together

those contrasted temperaments which af

ford love its specific sphere of attraction.

It will also be a fascinating variety to

these rough fellows, thus incidentally to

find themselves in a new province, per

haps even sometimes officiating in the

ceremonies of the temple, of which the

fair chief of the group may be priestess.

W'e remark here as a general principle

that the selection of a special branch of

industry by the cabalist, limits in propor—

tion to the minutencss of the subdivision

of labor, the time required by the func

tion, thus perfectly coinciding with the

attraction for frequent change. Thus in

the series does each distributive passion

contribute to unity, the cabalistic prefer

ences of emulous groups to the corporate

enthusiasm among the members of each,

and to the formation of many series by

their successive alternations, whilst at

every step some new sphere is created for

ambition, or friendship, or love, or the

family sentiment, and the product of the

labors performed under these combined

attractions which cmpassion eyery pur

suit, create a magnificent luxury or sphere

of sensuous harmony in which those,

who in the serial order governed directly

by the will of God as revealed in attrac~

tion, have realized his kingdom upon

earth, shall be clothed in all beauty of

art and nature, as the natural out~fiowing

of their inward life.

Typical unity of the Distributive at

tractions—consists in their correspon

dence with the principles of discord, ac

cord and variety, which, repeated by na~



ture in all her kingdoms, constitute the

principles of our science and art, and in

a more special point of view, correspon

dence with the selecting, combining and

alternating instincts of the animal, vege

table and mineral world.

The adaptation of the Distributive

principles to the affective and the sensitive

or material, in the serial order, consti

tutes its Typical unity with the mathe

matical principle of the universe, as co

ordinated to the active forces and the pas

sive matter, and completes the circle of

unity in the Pivotal Y, or unity of Man

with God. In the attainment of this

unity, Man in his integral manifestation

through the kingdom of nature, will in

the regency of the earth type the omni

potence of God in the universe, whilst

the limitations of his consciousness by

matter, distance and time ever recede be

fore the faculties of his progressive spirit

ual development.

It is needless to dwell on the impossi

bility for any individual to attain this

unity during- the ages of incoherence.

Christ is Humanity's highest ideal of it;

but Christianity unembodied in a mechan

ism of united material interests, has been

necessarily hitherto a religion of sacrifice,

of opposition between the componentl

principles of our nature; setting man at

variance with himself and with his broth

er, and sometimes sacrificing not only the

sensuous attractions, but all private sym

pathies, in its eEorts to attain the highest

ends, unity with God. Of the life of

Man, embodying the principle of unity

in variety, there is one central fact:

namely, that it is struggling towards, or

departing from unity with its source.

By no atheistical quibbles about the

personality of God, nor vague obscurant

definitions, can any man escape this issue.

Our own nature compels us to recognize

this eternal Trinity —

l. A passive principle, Matter.

2. An active principle, Force, (Attrac

tion or Love in its various manifestations.)

3. A mathematical principle, Order, or

Wisdom, which regulates the uniform ac

tion of these forces under given conditions,

and constitutes the foundation ofall science.

Sensation, Sentiment, Intelligence,

manifest Him every where. “\Vhither

shall I go from thy spirit! or whither

shall I flee from thy presence! ” “Ifl

ascend into heaven thou art there, ifl

make my bed in hell, behold thou art

there.” “ IfI take the wings of the morn

ing and dwell in the uttermost parts of the

sea, even there shall thy hand lead me and

thy right hand shall hold me." “ Iflsay
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from thee when l was made in secret and food that we eat, and speaks with God

curiously wrought in the lowest parts ofi through flowers and music, the harmon

the earth ” (unity of mineral with organ~ ies of motion, and every avenue of sense.

ic life,) “Thine eyes did see my sub—tit was the perception of this glorious

stance being yet imperfect, and in thy ‘ truth of our future destiny,’ without the

books all my members were written, ,‘ recognition of its incompatibility with the

which in continuance were fashioned ages of incoherence, which gave birth to

when as yet there was none of them."tthat half monstrous, half heroic creed

“Ilow precious also are thy thoughtsmmong the Antinomians of Cromwell‘s

unto me O God! How great is the sum 1(lay, and still met with among certain or

of them! lfl should count them they‘gunizations, whether intellectually con

are more in number than the stars, when ‘ fessed or not, that they are the elect of

l awake I am still with thee.” :God who can do no wrong.

Quarles compares man's life to an or- It is perhaps a privilege inherent in

gen, “we touch the keys and act; God the soul, that under no possible circum

blows the bellows. As we thrive in‘stances of sensual or spiritual privation it

skill, our actions prove lilac music goodlcan be quite shut out from prophetical

or ill.”

This blowing of life's bellows is a con

stant unity with God common to all crca

tures at all times; but it is for the volun

tary coaction which the individual man

possesses in a limited degree, and the

collective man to an immense extent,

though both subject to the same limita

tions of attraction which circumscribe the

orbits of the planets; to bring life into

visitings of this higher and all-including

coincidence of destiny with attraction, a

rest and trust in God compatible with the

Lhighest action, Which descends as the

‘dove of the Holy spirit into the broken

‘heart. “Neither life, nor death, nor

lpowers, nor principalities, nor things

[to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any

1other creature, shall be able to separate

ins” wholly from this unity with our

1 life's source.convergence with the higher aims of at- It is a. noble error, though

traction for universal unity and harmony not less fatal for its nohleness, which has

in the se_rial order adapted to it. The ‘ caused the church, and beautiful spirits of

first spiritual development of the senti- all ages, in their intense appreciation of

merit of unity is a subtle, aspiring, ecstat- this divine right, to assert man‘s indepen

ic consciousness awakened in the soul by 4 dance of “circumstance, that unspiritual

any manifestation of force or beauty; God and miscreator” and has prevented

by the thunder, the ocean, or the dewy them from recognizing that this sentiment

flush of morn, the patriarch oak, or of the Heavenly order can only be em

the clustering rose, the loveliness of wo- bodied in our daily life, and made, like

man or the majesty of truthful man.lGod's air and light, free to all, by so or

Even through the clouds that obscurelganizing society that unity of the lower

this sad morning of humanity, we catch = but more immediate interests of the sen

glimpses of the blue heaven that shines

over all. They show us clear and far

the glory and the duty of life, and send

us on our path stronger in faith. They

pass as the organic tension of our life

subsides, or the first careless or unholy

action banishes them. There is a more

permanent sentiment of unity proceeding

from a clean heart and a life which habit

ually recognizes the promptings of the

Divine within us. Then the ecstatic and

clear-sighted moments come oftener, and

life grows more serene from a self-respect

and consciousness of support. This is

in the language of the church the state

of grace. This tends towards the more

and more entire spiritual unity with God,

or incarnation of the divine in the human

symbolized by the bread and wine of the

sacrament as the body and blood of

Christ the divine man. As we acquire

this spirit all the aims of our life con

verge towards the ends of universal unity.

 

surely the darkness shall cover me, even

the night shall be light about me.” “ 1| It is the fui/h of Paul which implies

will praise time for 1 am fcmfully andlu'orlts. It not only enfolds in its sphere

Wonderfully made, marvellous are thyIthe P3881"!!! 0f Ambilioni Friend-“hill,

works, and that my soul knoweth right L9"? and "*9 Family “numemi bl" cou‘

| .

“see and human afl'ections should conduce

lto its permanence instead of as now con

‘flicting with it.

\Vas it not said to the Jews “ G0 first

and be reconciled to thy brother” before

they were allowed to bring their sacrifice

to God‘s altar?

All stretches of the soul’s true life

during the ages of incoherence are given

to inspire us with the noble ambition to

make all our present life and this terres

trial sphere an act of worship, and a tem

ple where the spirit of God should ever

rest as in the Holy of Holies of Israel’s

temple.

DR. FRANKth’s VIEW or Wan. In

what light we are viewed by superior be

ings, may be gathered from a piece of West

India news, which possibly has not reached

you. A young angel of distinction, being

sent down to this world on some important

business, for the first time, had an old cou

rier spirit assigned him for his guide; they

arrived over the seas of Murtinico in the

middle of the long day of obstinate tight be

tween the fleets of Rodney and DeGrasee.

When through the clouds of smoke he saw
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the fire of the guns, the decks covered with

mangled limbs, and bodies dead or dying;

the ships sinking, burning, or blown into the

air; and the quantity of pain, misery, and

destruction the crews yet alive were thus

with so much eagerness dealing round to

one another, he turned angrily to his guide

and said: “ You blundering blockhead ! you

undertook to conduct me to the earth, and

you have brought me into hell?" “ No,

sir," says the the guide, “I have made no

mistake, this is the earth, and these are men.

Devils never treat one another in this cruel

manner; they have more sense, and more

of what men vainly call humanity.”— Let

tcr to Dr. Priestly.

Mrsnnv. We happened to be out at an

unusual late hour last night (it was near one

o‘clock,) and while on our way home, we

witnessed the following picture. In passing

one of the most splendid mansions in the

upper part of Broadway, our attention was

attracted by a singular looking object, which

we thought was attempting to effect an en

trance into the house. Curiosity led us to

draw near, when we beheld a group of three

little girls nestled in the corner of the mar

ble door way. One of them appeared to be

about twelve years of age, and the other

two had perhaps seen five and nine years.

The former was seated in the Turkish fash

ion on the coarse matting, apparently half

asleep, while the heads of the two latter

were pillowed on her lap, and both were

evidently enjoying a deep dream of peace

and comfort. As we remembered the mag

nificent entertainment in which we had just

participated, and thought of the place and

picture before us, and of the night and the

hour, we could hardly believe our senses,

and almost fancied we were in a dream.

But the sleet that beat upon our head re

minded us that it was real. and that we must

make an effort to relieve the vagrant chil

dren from their miserable condition, for they

were hungry and almost naked,— all of them

were bare-footed.

After some difiiculty we chanced to find

a Police watchman. when we wakened the

clnldren and asked them about their home.

It was with much reluctance that they told

us where their parents resided, and it was

with the utmost difliculty that we could in

duce them to accompany us. We succeed

ed, however, in taking them home, a filthy

room in a comfortless hovel, where we be

held the following picturc. On a bed of

straw lay the father of these children, in a

state of intoxication, and on the door, in one

corner of the room, was the mother moaningr

with pain, and bleeding from wounds which

had been inflicted by her cruel husband.

One of the little girls told us that they had

not as much as they wanted to eat for more

than ten days,— that they had been forced

into the street for the purpose of begging,

and that the scene before us was an old story

to them.

Our happier readers, it is probable, can

scarcely believe that such things actually

exist in the Christian city of New York; or

  

drying up the resources of such crime and

misery. Rum is at the bottom of all this,

and only the expulsion of rum can prevent

it.— N. Y. Erpreu.

M. Gurzor. No one can better illustrate

the superiority of moral over physical beau

ty; M. Guizot is a pigmy in stature, his

clothes though neat are ill matic, and the

tails of his coat are long enough for a giant.

Still, at first sight he cominands respect, and

nothing can be more engaging than the mild,

kindly look of his fine eyes. He always

carries his head thrown back; his contem

plation seems fixed upon the heavens, as if

from thence he had descended and there

he was to return. But it is when excited

that M. Guizot’s appearance becomes iin

posing. thn he ascends the tribune, in

the Chamber of Deputies, raises his hand,

and fixes his eagle glance upon the rebel

lious spirits in those stormy preciuts, every

enemy seems to quail, and such silence and

observance prevail, that you might hear the

buzzing of a fly against the fan light. The

impression, however, becomes far more im

posing when his sonorous and harmonious

voice, and his accent of command, convey to

his hearers the dictates of an intellect fraught

with practical views, and full of home

thrusts, with a command of eloquence lull,

continuous and irresistible.

Axncoorr: or DR. Now or UNION

COLLEGE. On an evening preceding

Thanksgiving, not many years ago, two stu

dents left the colleges, with the most foul

intent of procuring some of the Doctor’s tine,

fat chickens, that roosted in a tree adjoining

his house. When they arrived at the spot,

one ascended the tree, while the other stood

with the bag, ready to receive the plunder.

It so happened that the Doctor himself had

just left his house, with the view of securing

the same chickens for his Thanksgiving

dinner. The rogue under the tree hearing

some one approaching, immediately creeped

away, without notifying his companion

among the branches. The Doctor came up

silently, and was immediately saluted from

above as foilows:~ "Are you ready?"

“ Yes," responded the Doctor, dissembling

his voice as much as possible.

The other immediately laying hands on

the old rooster, exclaimed —“Herc’s old

Prex, will you have him?” “Pass him

along,” was the reply, and he was soon in

the Doctor’s bag. “ Here’s marm Prex,”

said the all unconscious student, grabbing a

fine old hen, “ will you have her?”

" Yes," again responded the Doctor.

“ Here's son John, will you have him?"

“ Here’s daughter Sal, take her?” and so

on until he had gone regularly through with

the Dr's. fatnin and chickens. The old

man walked off in one direction with the

plunder, while the student, wcll saiistied

with his night’s work, came down and

streaked it for the colleges. Great was his

astonishment to learn from his companion

that he had not got any chickens, and if he

gave them to any one, it must have been toi

'to address you again.

 believing, can hardly prevent them but by ' Dr. Nott. Expulsion, fines, and disgrace,

were uppermost in their thoughts until the

next forenoon, when both received a polite

invitation from their President, requesting

the presence of their company to a Thanks

giving dinner. To decline was impossible,

so with hearts full of anxiety for the result,

they wended their way to the house, where

they were pleasantly received by the old

gentleman, and with a large party were soon

seated around the festive board. Alter ask~

ing a blessing, the Doctor rose from his seat,

and taking the carving knife, turned with a

smile to the rogues and said: “ Young gen

tlemen, here’s Old Prex, and Marm Prex,

son John, and daughter Sal,” at the same

time touching successively the respective

chickens; “ to which will you be helped 3 "

The mortification of his students may be im

agined.— Sharingfield Republican.

 

For the Harbinger.

PRACTICAL ASSOCIATION.

Massns. Emroas : — My deep interest

in the cause of Association induces me

We have, as it

seems to me, every thing to encourage us.

The cause is making real progress, and

becoming more fully developed as we

proceed. The recent religious demon

stration gives promise of the best results.

Association Without religion would he

like a body without a. soul. It would

have no vital principle, and must of very

necessity perish and be resolved into its

original elements. But let religion be

the soul of which Association is the body,

and it must succeed. 1 care not to in

quire too particularly what shall be the

Theology of this religion, not because I

deem Theology unimportant, for I do not.

Theology is the form of religion. It em

braces all religious ideas reduced to a bar

monious system, and certainly religion

without ideas would be a chimera. Reli

giun, truly considered, is the soul, The

ology the rational mind, and Association

with its doctrines, is the science and body

of a true society. But the reason why I

care not to inquire, is simply because I

am satisfied there is but ONE System of

Theology deserving the name, that will

HARMONIZE with the science of Associa~

tion. Sooner or later therefore, to this

Theology, Associationists must come.

It has frequently been said “the Social

Science of Fourier, and the Theology of

Swedenborg are counterparts of each

other.” I believe they are so, and that

they must be married before either can

become prolific and productive of genuine

good. I know not whether the receivers

of the writings of Swedenborg generally

are much interested in Association or not,

but. of this I am confident, namely, that

they cannot longr stand aloof from it, for

ifthey do, they will find their spiritual

world will have gone from beneath their

feet, and they will be without a perma
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nent abiding place. Still it was doubt

less necessary that the scriptural truths

ofthe new church about to be established,

should be first received to some extent

upon earth in order that they might flow

down when the time should arrive for

forming the body below, giving life to

it through its various processes of devel

opment. The spirit must first be in the

brain, but it cannot remain there, else

there will be‘ no body by which it may

manifest itselfto itself and the world.

But my main object in this communica

tion is to present some suggestions in re

lation t0 the Model Phalanx, which as I

take it, is about to be established.

And first, as to the amount of capital

necessary for the undertaking. This will

depend much on the location selected. It

should at any rate be ample, so as to

avoid all pecuniary embarrassment, and

all necessity for contracting debts. It

should be sufficient to pay for the domain,

to erect suitable and permanent buildings,

to obtain the most perfect machinery, and

tools, and the best stock, as well as to

sustain the Association until it can begin

to reap the fruits of its labor. It is man

ifest that the Model Phalanx will labor

under many disadvantages under the most

favorable circumstances. The habits and

characters of the adult portion are alrea

dy formed and adapted more or less to a

very difl'erent state of society. These it

will be difficult to change suddenly, so as

to adapt them to the new order of things.

On this account, it becomes of prime im

portance that no avoidable difficulties

should be superadded. All the material

arrangements therefore should be of the

most perfect kind, to facilitate labor and

render it productive.

Again, while it is desirable that ample

capital should be provided, it is also desi

rable, l take it, that it should not be too

equally divided among, or earned by the

members. About such a distribution

would be desirable at the commencement

as would he likely to result from the na

tural difl'erences in skill and productive~

ness of different individuals. Any idea

of bringing about a dead level in society

should be discarded. This is contrary to

nature and would be destructive of har-V

mony, and every person admitted to the

Association should understand distinctly

the practical principles upon which sucie

ty is formed.

Ihave said the amount of capital re

quired for the Model Phalanx would de

pend much on the location. This will ap

pear from the following considerations,

viz: for a Phalanx of about two thousand

persons, which would be the most desira

ble number on many accounts, a domain .

will be required of sufficient extent to

supply all the agricultural products, suit

ed to the climate, which it would con

with the exercise of taste. These con

siderations, it seems to me, are very im

portant. It is important that the do

main and buildings should be beautiful.

It is important, also, that the industry,

especially at first, when few could en

gage profitably in more than one or two

kinds of labor, should be as productive as

possible, and that it should, at the same

time, be taxed as lightly as possible for

the use of capital. I suppose an Associ

ation should produce nearly every thing

it would consume; hence remoteness

from a market would be comparatively 6f

little importance. It would also have

within itself the best society, as also the

means of mental improvement and enjoy

ment, wherefore its being surrounded by

few neighbors and no large cities, would

be no disadvantage. At the same time,

it would be in the “ very midst of Civili

zation," and its light would shine no less

extensively than if established at the

East. Half a million of dollars, I think,

would be sufiicient capital to start a Mod

el Phalanx in Illinois. This sum, I

should think, might be easily raised

among the two thousand members who

must compose it. But lest I should

weary you and your readers, I will bring

this communication to a close, with the

hope that the next season may not pass

over without ground being broken some—

[sume. This condition cannot be safely

ldispensed with. From ten to fifteen

{thousand acres would be necessary for

lpurposes of cultivation, grazing and tim

‘her, without allowance for waste land.

lOn a domain of this extent if selected in

zany densely populated region,the Associ

‘ation would have to purchase with the

i land at the least calculation three or four

I hundred dwelling houses and other build

ings, mills, factories, &c., some of them

lof expensive construction, as also many

miles of fence, all which would not only

be of no use to it but would actually

have to be removed with great labor in

order to bring the Association into harmo

vny with nature. Of course such a do

,main would be very expensive and a

large outlay of capital would be necessa

ry to prepare it for the purposes of an

lAssociation. I suppose such a domain

‘could hardly be obtained in any of the

iEastern States for less than from one to

ltwo hundred thousand dollars. In addi

,tion to the cost of land, I suppose suita

1ble buildings, machinery, tools, stock,

! &:c., would require at least half a million

iOf dollars. Thus if the Model Phalanx

‘ should be started in the East, some seven

’hundred thousand dollars capital would

' be required to make a fair experiment on

‘ a grand scale, and no other I am satisfied

' should now be tried.

 
 

 

 

But [see no advantage in making the where. Yours truly, A.

‘first experiment at the East. On the Amun,]ll_,1)cc_ 17,1846,

’contrary, the new States in the West

, present many and very great advantages ,

for an enterprise of this sort. Here inIllinois for instance land for a domain

lmay be obtained in due body, embracing 1' P09?" Bill/IR w' EMFRSON' B05.

fsuitable portions of prairie and timber ton' ames unme and Jo. was"

. . . . 2. Poems. By WILLIAM ELLERY CHAN
wnlun a reasonable distance from naviga- “ML seem“! Series. anwn : James

lble water, having upon the very spot Munroe and Co_ pp_160,

I which might be selected for the buildings, 3‘ PUML Bv WILLIAM W_ STORY.

,Plem-Y 0f clay f0" briCksr and "ear 5‘ Boston: (lliarles U. Little 8: James

i hand, lime stone, sand, and mineral coal. Brown. pp. 249.

:The cost would not be more than from

$125 to $2 per acre. Some of the

dry and very fertile prairies are admira

bly adapted to the purposes of Associa~

tion. The land may be cultivated with

such ease, and lying as it does, in gentle

swells, with such advantages for the ap

plication of improved machinery, that the

food of the Association may be produced

here with less than one quarter of the

labor that would be required at the East.

Besides this, a large amount would be

saved on the interest of additional capital,

which would be required at the East.

The domain could also be tastefully laid

out. The phalanstery could be erected

near its centre, upon an elevation which

would command a view of the whole.

Orchards, and groves, and gardens, could

Truly a generous yield for this New

England Christmas! All this honey of

our poets' hiving for these several sum

mers past, now opened at once so

temptineg to our eyes,--transparent,

liquid, golden. each in its degree ; — the

concentratiun'for our Winter feasts of all

the flowery sweets which our fine mur

muring songsters have been leisurely and

musineg extracting. Nature‘s saccha

rine refined and reproduced for us in their

spiritual laboratories ! — And it comes at

the right time, in the dead of winter: for

what is allrpoetry but a little mystic

inward warmth amid the drear, dead

suows,--not the thrice-driven, but the

trodden, dirty snows,-—of this false,

selfish, and self-glorifying civilized apol

i ogy for life'.l All poesy is a Christmas

lbe made in their proper plaeES, of any gift; a breath from next Spring's violets

desired extent and in the best form, there which wander-g by us in this “(Mung irk.

being nothing in the way to interferelsome winter; a thrill of true soul's health
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amid the general paralysis or morbid in

flammation.

To the tasting of this honey we should

come too grateful to be over‘critical; al

beit with a sense not altogether dull and

undiscriminaiing; for such sweet differ

ences cannot but develop finest shades of

sensitive perception. But the thought

were shocking, to ofliciate as public taster

here. Not till we had been bathed all

over in the pure, primal spring of poesy

and truth, and clean delivered from facti-.

tions tastes and prepossessions; not till

We knew the callous professional palate

perfectly restored to native sensibility,

would we dare smack our lips oracularly.

Before entering upon the task of critiv

cism, therefore, let us confess ourselve

and say our creed : '

And first, we believe that Poetry is a

thing altogether above creeds, an emana

tion from that region of the mind which

never yet has got coined into systems or

opinions, or formulized habits, but which

underlies all these, unused, unhackneyedr

a fresh reservoir of health, or so to speak,

our spiritual corps rIe reserve, welling up

into clear consciousness from time to

time in such unwontcd and seemingly

miraculous forms of beauty as elude all.

formulas, and renewing our literature, as

God renews our lives, from day to day;

and furthermore we believe that so far as

anything called poetry is true poetry, We

are not to judge it, for it judges us; but

we are to approach it with reverence, the

main question being whether indeed it is

poetry.

Next, we believe that this interior rc

creative fund of life and inspiration, is no

mere vague, chaotic, lawless element; it

is only the stream traced nearer to its

source, which is God, or Universal Love;

and as this flows forth in definite direc~

tions, by its own perfect laws distributing

itself through given spheres, through

distinct natures and innumerable particu

lars, in such wise that all differ and yet

all harmonize and make one living whole ;

so the human soul in its integral and full

est action is one love, or passion, or at

traction towards Unity and God; and

this is also in the human soul a complex

love, distributed towards different spheres;

as primarily, towards the harmonics of the

material, of the social or effective, and of

the intellectual or abstract sphere of

laws and principles; then again, second

arily towards the harmonics of each spe

cial sphere of passion embraced witliiu

these three, as the five senses, the four

social attractions, and so forth. Now

life is all one manifold Attraction; and

the end of that attraction is always unity

or harmony, to which the soul aspires

through all or through some one of these

primary passions, which correspond with

ral and the spiritual world, and even with l

the original divergence of the very rays

proceeding from Life's central Sun or

God. Now were the social state or

mould, into which these heaven-born loves

or passions flow, precisely that of which

their earliest motion are presentiments,

and did they ansWer to the law of des

tinies proportioned to attractions, our

whole life would be poetry, and art, and

worship; no dullness, no exhaustion, and

no common-place; no waiting and no

discord; but all fresh enthusiasm “re

newing itself like the eagles," all golden

heart's dreams realized more rapidly than

thought. But society is false ; the dress

fits not; the mould prevents, distorts,

imprisons, irritates; and actual life is

mean and morbid and absurd in its own

eyes. Now poetry is but the aspiration

of the soul, or of any of its pure passions,

for its true harmonic life; its proper

theme is Unity, of which it refreshes its

thought especially from two sources,

which stand ever open to remind us of

what life should be, and which cannot be

quite quenched, viz: woman’s love, and1

the love of nature. These are the bur

then of nearly all poems; if a poet un

dertake to discourse of high philosophies

and abstract principles, he translates his

thought into the dialect of these two sen

timents. Friendship and Ambition have

also entered into poetry, and shall enter

into it more; but these sentiments, in our

false state, seem to have been shorn of

the miraculous, as Love has not been.

We believe then that poetry is at once

mystical and natural, exception and or

ganic growth, transcendental and liu-i

mane. But first of all it must proceed

from Passion. There is no poetry in In

tellect merely, though you suppose itsl

perceptions clear and absolutely right.‘

Mere intelligence never yet spoke except

at second hand. Only while the Heart

prompts can we utter a fresh, true word ;

the heart divines, the intellect rcpeatsy

the heart can open spheres, the freer if ofi

 

 

 

absolute demands for divine order and

harmony in all things. “’e believe poet

ry to be the highest reach of Intellect,

eagerly noticing, contriving, publishing

all afiinities, contrasts, series and alterna

tions, and every “difference discreet"

which makes up harmony, and makes the

soul at home amid facts and its fellows.

But this it should do, not resting in the

pastime of a mere intellectual conception

or phantasinagoria, but from the heart’s

desire for these things, seeking earnestly

their realization.

Finally, as the Alpha and Omega of

poetry, it must have Beauty. Caught

from the Soul of beauty which renews

our hackiicyed lives, the revelation to us

untried depths within ourselves ; which of

makes it myslical;-—deruanded by the

heart’s undying passions, which will

know only harmony and beauty, and must

sickcn, quarrel and belie themselves in

this our present social incoherence; which

makes it human;—seeing with that re

conciling eye that traces correspondences

and half-concealed designs of Harmony

in every thing; which makes it wise; — it

should reflect all those conditions in its

form and wording : it should seem a radi

ant miracle of beauty, a perfect flower

" for Art to gaze on with despair; it should

come out all redolent of passion and deep

earnestness, and thus rhythmical and flu

id, for feeling sings and never proses ; it

should attest an ordering wisdom in the

adaptation of its parts, and the symmetry

\and unity of the whole; and it should

wear that shining, hard enamel, from

which the very tooth of Time must

slip.

Thus is true Poetry at once the most.

transcendant and incalculable, the most

earnest, the most. instructive and calm

seeing, and the most agreeable and mu

sical, of the mind‘s products; and when

this marvellous bird flies into our window,

let us not criticize its plumage, but hear]:

so devoutly to its song.

Mr. Emerson‘s volume, in company

 

God's appointing ; the intellect is a poor‘ Will! mlwh "ever before Primed, brings 10

prisoner of its own closed circles. ‘ gather those floating poems of his, which

But having Passion, having heart, let: probably have made more impression and

the P0€t have the eye that looks through planted themselves more strangely in the

all things; detecting hidden harmonies,,memory of the lovers of verse, than any

analogies, and correspondencies; piercing ‘ others of their reading, notwithstanding
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rhythm in his bold free style; and occa—the kingdom of Heaven, under the rude
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facts. Looking through the falsensss’fiance of all such conditions, as the very

and the discord and the incoherence of singular ode inscribed to \V. H. Chan
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the statue in the marble, the fair flower ; in the piece called “ Merlin,” which des

in the compost-heap, the poet‘s thought i cribcs the poet’s methods, or obedience to

sees what enables it to prefigure and ahigher method working over him, we
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" Great is the art,

Great be the manners of the bard.

He shall not his brain encumber

With the coil of rhythm and number;

But, leaving rule and pale forethought,

He shall aye climb

For his rhyme.

‘ Pass in, pass in,’ the angels say,

In to the upper doors,

Nor count compartments of the floors,

But mount to paradise

By the stairway of surprise."

And yet in a second part of the same poem,

be celebrates the omnipresence of rhyme,

or natural counterpoise, which is quite as

much the essential principle of " rhythm

and number.”

“ The rhyme of the poet

Modulates the king's affairs;

Balance-loving Nature

Made all things in pairs.

To every foot its antipode;

Each color with its counter glowed;

To every tone beat answering tone,

Higher or graver;

Flavor gladly blends with flavor;

Leaf answers leaf upon the bougb,

And match the paired cotyledons.

Hands to hands, and feet to feet,

Coeval grooms and brides;

Eldest rite, two married sides

In every mortal meet.

’ Q Q i Q Q

Like the dancers’ ordered band,

Thoughts come also hand in hand ;

In equal couples mated,

Or else alternated;

I I * fl 'D I

Perfect paired as eagle’s wings,

Justice is the rhyme ofthings;

Trade and counting use

The self-same tuneful muse;

And Nemesis,

Who with even matches odd,

Who athwart space redresses

The partial wrong,

Fills the just period,

And finishes the song."

We do not therefore understand Mr.

Emerson as with malice propense set

ting at nought the rhythmical condi

tions of poetry, or denying the fact, that

words proceeding from a great emotion

sympathize with nature's pulse, and fall

into a musical cadence; but only as stat

ing the two things in their true order:

have the great feeling, and the rhythm

comes unsought; “seek first the king

dom of heaven, and all these things

shall be added.” Indeed he asserts all

this in the same poem; and we want no

better melody than these words make :

“ Thy trivial harp will never please

Or fill my craving ear;

lts chords should ring as blows the breeze,

Free, peremptory, clear.

No jingling serenadcr’s art,

Nor tinklc of piano strings,

Can make the wild blood start

In its mystic springs.

The kingly bard

Must smite the chords rudely and hard,

As with hammer or with mace;

That they may render back

Artful thunder, which conveys

Secrets of the solar track,

Sparks of the supersolar blaze.

dhrlin’s blows are strokes offalc,

Chiming with the forest tone,

\Vlien boughs buffet boughs in the wood;

Chiming with the gasp and moan

Of the ice-imprisoned flood ;

“'ith the pule ofmanly hearts;

\\'ith the voice of orators ;

With the din of city arts ;

“'ith the cannonade of wars;

“’ith the marches of the brave;

And prayers ofmight from martyrs' cave."

The prose writings of Emerson are

distinguished for the grandest rhythm;

this he sometimes sacrifices in the at

tempt to versify a cold reflection, when

warmed to no musical pitch; but it is

more by occasional violations of his own

rhythm, than by positive want of it that

he oflends. Nothing could be more rhyth

mical than the “Problem,” and parts of

the “ Wood-notes.” In the following

lines, the sound chimes fully with the

sense : A

“ Thou canst not wave thy staff in air,

Or dip thy paddle in the lake,

But it carves the bow of beauty there,

And the ripples in rhymes the oar forsake."

It cannot be denied that Mr. Emerson

is a consummate artist in expression.

He is at least a poet in that sense; and in

the sense too of that first article of our

creed: what he writes emanates from

fresh depths that lie below the surface

of life; it is living waters; it has the mi

raculous charm. ' Such sudden and bold

beauty, yet so serene ; such unbort'owed

majesty of thought; such glossy round

ness, and hardness, and purity of form,

like sculptured marble; such infallible

originality, (as if in each utterance you

had indeed the very origin. of the

thought; ) such almost unnatural absence

of all common-place, could come only of

a true poet, and of no mean man. There

is a humorous greatness in his fancies,

calls eating black-berries “ feeding on

the Ethiops sweet; ’i and be continually

does, like the simplest thing in the World,

just what he demands of his expected

bard,

“ Who in large thoughts, like tbir pearl-seed,

Shall string Monadnoc like a bead.”

But now for the humanity of these po

ems; what passion of the soul inspired

them? Alas! it is cold beauty; they'

yield no warmth, although they brace and

invigorate you like December air; they

shine aloft, serene, august, resplendent

like Orion on a frosty night, and like him

cold and distant; they counsel loneliness,

and call that true life. Once or twice

there is the glow and tenderness of real

|human sympathy, as in the exquisite

1“Threnody” on the death of a child,

 

which is most bewitchiug; as when he‘

 
and there are noble complaints of the

dwarfed stature and subversive destiny of

humanity :

“ But man crouchcs and blushes,

Absconds and conceals;

Ile creepcth and peepeth,

He paltch and steals;

Infirm, melancholy,

Jealous glancing around,

An oaf, an accomplice,

He poisons the ground."

And again in the noble poem called

“ ~Monadnoc : "

“‘ Happy,’ I said, ‘ whose home is here!

Fair fortunes to the mountaineer!

Boon Nature to his poorest shed

llas roan pleasure-grounds outspresd.’

Intent I searched the region round,

And in low but my monarch found,

He was no eagle, and no earl;

Alas! my foundling was a churl,

\Vith heart of cat and eyes of bug,

Dull victim of his pipe and mug.

“’0 is me for my hope's-downfall!

Lord ! is yon squalid peasant all

That this proud nursery could breed

For God’s vicegercncy and stead 'l

I i! I Q '5 Q I

I thought to find the patriots

In whom the stock of freedom roots.

* U H l U ’6 I '

Herc nature shall condense her powers,

Her music, and her meteors, doc.

k I i I Q i

_And by the moral of his place

Ilint summits of heroic grace.

Man in those (“rags a Cistncss find

To fight pollution of the mind;

In the wide thaw and ooze of wrong,

Adhere like this foundation strong,

The insanity of towns to stem

\Vith simpleness for stratagem.

But if the brave old mould is broke,

And end in churls the monntain folk,

In tavern cheer and tavernjoke,

Sink, O mountain, in the swamp!

Hide in thy skies, O sovereign lamp!

Perish like leaves, the highland breed!

No sire survive, no son succeed I ”

O

And more to the same effect in the

“ Wood-notes.” But in every instance

the complaint is brought in only to be

reasoned down. Thus after contrasting

the meanness and isolation of man with

the grandeur and harmony of the world

into which he is born :

“ Not unrelated, unaffied,

But to each thought and thing allied,

Is perfect Nature’s every part,

Rooted in the mighty Heart.

Butthou,poor child! unbound,unrhymed,

\Vhence earnest thou, misplaced, mistimed'l

D F i fl I Q i

And Nature has miscarried wholly

lnto failure, into folly :"

he instantly imagines nature, or the

“ pine-tree,” to rebuke the complaint:

“ Alas ! thine is the bankruptcy,

Blessed Nature so to see."

Leave friends, leave business, leave

charities, and so forth, renounce every

object of individual life,
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“ And leave thy peacoc't w't behind;

Enough for thee th‘ primal rit'nd

That flows in stre‘lms, that breathes in wind,

Leave all thy pe-hnt lore apart;

God hid the whole world in My heart.

Love shuns the sage, the child it crowns,

And gives them all who all renounce,

Here we find ourselves in th-. very

heart of what is called “ Mr. Emerson‘s

philosophy," though philos0pher he is

not, in the ordinary sense, his claim being

to the higher character of Poet. These

lines, so far as we have been enabled to

decipher it, contain it in a nut shell;

here all its shining trails converge, con

venient for observation. But we have

already expa'tiated beyond our limits,

and while we are but entering upon this

discussion, the other poets wait their turn

of introduction. It must all wait till the

next number.

 
 

POETRY.

For the H arbingt-r.

SI DESCENDERO IN INFERNUM, ADES.

BY JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL.

 

O, wandering dim on the extremest cdgc

Of God’s bright providence, whose spirits sigh

Drsarily in you, like the winter sedge

That shivers o’er the dead pool stiff and dry,

A thin, sad voice, when the bold wind roars by

From the clear North of Duty,—

Still by cracked arch and broken shaft I trace,

\Vhat here was once a shrine and holy place

Of the supernal Beauty ;

A child’s play-altar reared of stones and moss,

With wilted flOWcrs for offering laid across,

Mute recognition of the all-ruling Grace.

How far are ye from the innocent, from those

\Vhose hearts are as a little lane serene

Smooth-heaped from wall to wall with unbroke

snows,

Or in the summer blithc with lamb-cropt green,

Save the one track, where naught more rude

is seen

Than the plump wain at even

Bringing home four mouths’ sunshine bound in

sheaves ; —

How far are ye from those ! yet who believes

That ye can shut out Heaven '!

Your souls partake its influence, nbt in vain

Nor all unconscious, as that silent lane

Its drift of noiseless apple-blooms receives.

Looking within myself, I note how thin

A plank of station, chance, or prosperous fate,

Doth fence me from the clutching waves of

sin 5 —

In my own heart I find the worst man’s mate,

And see not dimly the smooth-hinged gate

That opcs to those abysst

“'here ye gropo darkly, ye who never knew

On your young he irts lovc’s consecrating dew,

Or felt a mother’s kisses,

Or home’s restraining tendrils round you curled;

Ah, side by side with heart’s-ease in this world

The fatal nightshade grows and bitter ruc !

One hand ye cannot break,—the force that clips

And grasps your circles to the central light;

Yours is the prodigal comet’s long ellipse,

Self-exiled to the farthest verge of night;

Yet strives with you no less that inward might

No sin hath c'er imbruted ;

The god in you the creed-dimmed eye eludes)

The Law brooks not to have its solitude:

By bigot feet polluted ;—

Yet they who watch your god-compelled return,

Mwy see your happy perihelion burn

Where the calm sun his unflcdgcd planets broods.

For the Harbinger.

DAWN AND DAY.

I.

Star by star, the sisterhood of heaven

Failing, fading, are sinking all away ;

l mourn no loss, for a better hope is given,

There comcth the Sun and the blclscdncss of

Day.

Sound by sound, the gentle nightly noises

Dim, half-heard, arc silenced one by one ;

But from every leaf and spray now a trilling

note rejoices,

The weary gloom is past and the hour of joy

begun.

Stars that shone in the darkness of my spirit,

Sounds that stole through the stillness of my

night,

l mourn not your loss, in the longing to inherit

A treasure from the Day-time of music and of

light.

Tour by tcar, from sad eyes with sorrow burning,

\Vccping is past, and a holy peace has conic;

Let me bear at night some sheaves of harvest

home!

II.

Morning’s golden light is shaded,

Flowars look faded, low clouds rain,

Life seems poor and work degraded, —

Nothing permanent but pain,

All, save lonely sorrow, vain.

Yet at dawn the birds were chanting

Joyous, panting melodies,

And their notes, my dreams still haunting,

Float among the drooping trees,

Dying with the dying breeze. 0

\thre I came For harvest-reaping

All lics sleeping, day by day; -

Still the seed its slumber keeping,

When will grain be waving gay '!

Bearing me, some brighter morrow,

Better fruit than empty sorrow.

'r. w. ll.
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

,cuntcmpt for others’ rights, frnud, oppression, a

‘ gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to impoverish

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Relicfis to come, and can only come from the new

application of Christian principles, of Universal

justlce and UniVersnl love, to social institutions,

to commerce, to business, to active life.

Dn. UHnNNINu.

MODEL PHALANX.

' In answer to the communication of our

friend, in another part of our paper, we

would say, that the first ‘Association

i should not be commenced with two thous

and pcrsons. The number is too large:

it would require three hundred series to

give occupation to so large a population,

|land an industrial organization of such

 

 

Forth to the work l—and, 0 Father, in returning 1

elements do not exist, and at any rate

they could not be combined without an

immense capital, perhaps not at all.

Four to five hundred persons would be a

number sufficiently large for the first trial.

As regards the location of the first

Association, we think that an experiment

could be made either in the East or in

the W'est; but quite a difference in the

plan of operations might take place in

the two sections.

We may lay it down as a rule, that

the first Association, to succeed promptly

and lead to a rapid imitation, must produce

a decided impression upon the influential

classes in society.

In the newly settled rcgionsofthe \Vest,

this class is composed of the emigrants,

mostly working men, who do not expect

many comforts or much elegance. Besides,

the evils of isolated emigration are so

great that a very plain and simple form of

Association would attract them strongly

and lead to imitation. There is so much

more pliability of habits and customs in a

new country, than in one long settled,

that an impression could far more easily

be produced and a new direction far more

leasily given in the one than in the other.

An Association which would create but

little sensation in the East, might produce

,an immense effect in the W'est. For

lthis reason a Model Association, by

which we understand an establishment

that will lead to imitation, hence superior

to civilized arrangements, could be estab

lished in the West, with half or third the

capital requisite in the East.

In the East the rich, who are accus~

tomed to elegance and refinement, (such

as they are in‘ Civilization,) form the

influential class. Their wants are far

lgreater than those of settlers of a new

icountry. To produce an impression upon

them, an Association quite complete in

t its organization will be necessary.

‘ Taking these things into consideration,

we say that an Association can be com

menced in a simpler manner in the \Vest

than in the East. In fact, we think that

a very simple form of Guarantyism would

be sufficient for the West to infuse the

spirit of Associaton into the minds of

people. .

As regards the amount of capital re

,quisite, we will say, to make an approxi

mative estimate, that three hundred

thousand dollars will be sufficient for

the East. and half that amount for the

West. This however is the Iowesl sum,

.the minimum capital which we could re

!commend. '

W'e would advise that the capital itself

should nOt be touched, at least in the

i East, where a more scientific organization

lshould be attempted, but the income only

ibe employed; by this means the danger
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of a failure will be avoided. Besides, it

will be much easier to obtain subscribers

to a fund if the interest only is to be em

ployed, and the principal itself is to re

main intact, and returned at the end of a

certain number of years. As interest on

their capital, the subscribers would re

ceive stock in the Association. Three

hundred thousand dollars could be invest

ed so as to _yield an income of twenty

thousand dollars, and the sum mentioned

for the West ten thousand dollars.

If a man thoroughly acquainted with

the Associative science, or a conitnitee of

three or four men thus qualified, had a

fixed income of twenty thousand dollars

to operate with, they could in the course

of four or five years organize a Model

Association, that is, an Association,

which, in comparison with life in civiliza

tion, would present great charms; which

would be self-sustaining, prove the truth

of the principles in practice and lead to

imitation. It Would however be quite a

modest affair in comparison with what we

consider complete Association. (\Ve

suppose that the Domain is obtained;

this would be an additional item of ex

pense, the amount of which cannot be

exactly estimated.)

If an intelligent and practical man,

well acquainted with the different degrees

of Association, had an income of ten

thousand dollars, or if he had a capital of

fifty or sixty thousand dollars at once, he

could establish in the new regions of the

\Vest a simple but very effective system

of Guarantyism, immensely in advance of

what now exists.

\Ve recommend that the founders,

whether operating in the East or the

West, should complete the material or

ganization,—-that is, lay out the fields

and gardens, plant the fruit orchards,

erect the buildings, and fit up the Work

shops, With the aid of hired labor. Men

should be employed under the direction

of the founders, who would thus be ena

bled to apply the science of Association

to the practical organization, without ob

struction, or the impediment of conflicting

opinions. When the material organiza

tion is completed, then bring in the fam

ilies and individuals selected to compose

the Association. This is the mode in

which nature proceeds; she prepares first

the material mechanism or the body, and

then introduces the soul or moral element.

The garden of Eden was prepared before

Adam was placed in it; the body of the

child is prepared by the mother before

the soul begins to act in it, or perhaps

even inhabits it; and the manufacturer

knows that the manufactory must be built

and the machinery in order, before the

operatives are introduced.

\Ve stated that $300,000 would be

sufficient to warrant the undertaking of

'an Association in the East. If three

hundred persons could be found in the

United States, who would subscribe

$ 1,000 each, the principal to be returned

at the end, say of ten years, the fund

‘would be made tip, and operations could

lbe commenced forthwith. \Ve slated

’ that this is the smallest atnottnt of capital

with which the enterprise should be un

dertaken; but if more were requisite, it

could easily be obtained, provided opera

tions went on successfully and promised

a triumph. We believe that one of the

primary objects which the Associationists

should have in view, is to secure this

fund, and to commence with great judg

ment and caution, a practical trial,-—tlte

only thing which can produce any imme

diate eiTect upon the people collectively.

A second object should be to organize

a thorough system of propagation,—es

tablish a Press, which by its talent and

comprehensive character, would gain a

wide circle of readers, and become the

exponent of all the liberal and progressive

movements of the age, and the interpreter

~in clear and scientific language, of the

great aspiration which is now going up

from the heart of Humanity, for a higher

destiny, a nobler and a happy future.

As we like to be exact in our state

ments of plans and estimates, we will

jsay, that if one hundred persons who can

i be fully relied upon for their subscription,

jwill pledge themselves to pay one dollar

i per week for a year, a daily and weekly

\paper of the character above-mentioned,

ican be organized in one of our large

cities, and sustained in any event, how

.ever small may be the patronage of the

i public during the early period of its ex

istencc.

l The great cause in which we are en

I gaged—the elevation of Humanity to its

destiny, the high and brilliant destiny

marked out for it by the infinite Being

who called it into existence—requires

this two-fold mode of action, namely, a

voice speaking daily to the people, and a

practical trial of its principles, prosecuted

without noise and without pretension,

until success is certain. If the friends of

Association throughout the country Would

unite, concentrate their force, and estab

lish unity of action in their endeavors,

the Paper, with a board of permanent

Lecturers, could be established in the

Spring, and we venture to assert that

with such an efficient system of propaga

tion, three years wuuld not pass over be

fore the larger fund we have spoken of

would be obtained, and a Model Associa

tion commenced.

 

 

I]? The design of the Associative Or

der is' to guarantee health, riches, con

‘genial employment, and the harmonious

,development of all the human faculties.

 

 

SOCIAL RE-ORGANIZATIUN.—NO. II.

We have said in a former number that

the best efforts at musical harmony would

fail until a thorough regard were bad to

the law of music—and that the most

accomplished artist, though his theme

were writ by Apollo, could bring ottt no

harmony from a discordant instrument.

There must be unity and mathematical

justice in the composition; and with just

conditions of execution every where,

must the sanction of law be secured.

All spheres are bounded by the inextrica

ble web of necessity; and always do or

der, beauty and liberty come from doing

the neetlful justice. Thence that wise

necessity, wli:h as fools we sometimes

dread as if she were a. stern step-mother,

becomes our firm and earnest and most

kindly mother. Necessity is but law;

and law is but the mode ofjustice. Thus

in the world of sounds, from its harsh,

incoherent, and discordant din, how the

stern inflexible voice of law marshals

tones into whole troops of fairies who

come dancing forth, flinging every where

gents and crystals, and wild bright flow

ers with the profusion of light. Forth at

her call the roguish “ blind boy ” comes

to whisper to young hearts the first feel

ing of love -— and angels from their

watches come to woo and win man to

heaven. And yet where is law so stern,

so mathematically rigid, so coldly inexo

rable as in music! But mark the high,

the pure creation which she gives you for

obedience to her decrees. There may be

pure aspiration, a high ideal, a vision of

beauty; but without the stern justice of

mathematical order, these our best

thoughts and feelings do but sublime into

air, and our noblest efforts wind off into

vicious circles, repeating life in perpetual

forms of error and folly. It is the prin

ciples of eternal order which prescribe

the addition of works to faith, and which

in nature bends beauty into uses, and good

ness into common deeds of humanity and

love.

In the sphere of music the law of just

relations has been better studied and ob

served than in any other; and precisely

because it is there felt that science must

be supreme to obtain the simplest har

mony. But the law of harmony in this

sphere is no more inflexible, than that

which presides over harmony in the

spheres of the other senses, or that of

the social passions. Let but the elements

of harmony in each sphere be combined

according to- their respective laws, and

there will result a universal accord.—

Without it harmony is impossible in any

sphere.

Can it be that while all things in na

ture crystalize themselves into fixed and

definite forms, from a blade of grass

which springs up in a day, to the dia
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moud slowly concreting through long

ages, there is no law of unity in human

of political demagogues, prating about the ence of Social Life. We understand thatI

Ilaw of Liberty, we should have a race ofl‘ Ihe Ass"“'if1'i‘_lnl5l5 Of ‘his oily have

, founded a. bociety, who meet weekly for
relations, and no fixed and precise formu- men, rejoicing in the liberty of Law, —

la of society, as the expression or body I and in the knowledge that all true free

of that law'! Can it be that the wisdom - dom comes from obedience to the great

|discussion and conversation; and a public

meeting was held-on Thursday and Fri

day of this week, at the new Washingto

nian Hall, in liroomfield Street. It is al

 

which has prescribed laws involving the law of Unity which bounds all spheres.

destinies of all things, from the labor and; \Ve then are sure, there exist positive

“somalion 0f "ms, ‘0 ‘he grOWlhy mOVO- , laws on which social harmony is to be meme immedmewJ by Messrs, Greeley,

ment. and functions of planets, has left n‘hascd; and its formula or harmonic.Godwin, Dana, Charming, Ripley, and

Minus in her “mks-and SUblccwd hu- scale, is the passional series. we believe "mersv “'ho WI" give' as {at as me time

- - . . ‘ ' ' tatean, to new] , ‘ IWill allo\v,_a clear and systematic s
IlliOLI; Wheeu egllii‘flltisgiiljetlxlliftlia‘zf the primary attractions ofthe soul are the mam Mme" pnnmplcs and-plant They

' 1_ Elements OI" 0f “'hICh “'in be WYOUI‘ZI" ! will also hold public religious services on

Justice and love reign only tn the ox-‘the sublime theme of Social Unity; andISunday evenings, under the charge of

so contemplated by them to have a course

of public lectures delivered, (to com

 

 

tremes 0f the UHIVPISO, and lilfli. [I10 piYOt that a true glycjply will be the gram] or.

01' mean, “11M! is "In", is rated lo (11*- ' gan, throuin which the choral anthem of

cord and diabolic confusion?

Hence again, the Good proclaims that

disunity is the only Fate which worries

man, and that Love is the only necessity

against which he struggles. Love is the

law of Social Harmony. Unity of man

with God. with his fellow man and with

nature, through unity of interests in the

sphere of material industry, is its formu

la. Is not the reception of good, by dis

pensing it, the mode which nature univer

sally employs! In giving life and joy

every where abroad, comes it not back to

us from all things? Is not this the mode

of God's existence, who is the Infinite

Trunk of Being, and from whom all iii

dividual being shoots off, as the branches

from a. tree? Every influx of the Infin

ite Soul becomes an influx of life to the

minutest member of the true universal

life. And as each branch lives by influx

from the whole, so does the whole subsist

by reflux from each branch, and thus is

solved the great mystery of life. All life

is conditioned upon this dual movement.

How beautifully the functions of the

heart illustrate it! How the heart vital

izes itself has always been inexplicable

to anatomists. Its function in relation to

the body, is well known ; but how is the

heart itself!

of gathering by giving? At every pulsa

tion the heart sends its vital forces to the

tiniest tissues; they in their turn gather

ing up their forces, send them back in

their reunited power upon the heart.

Thus mutuality becomes recognized as

the law of universal relations. \Vhen so

ciety shall have been organized, so that

the good which comes to Humanity will

be distributed to each of its members, as

the juices of a tree are distributed to the

branches, in proportion to their functions

and wants, then will the period ofharmony

have dawned. But let us remember that

Society must be co-ordiuated t0 the great

low above stated, else social harmony

cannot be. That done, Humanity would

be delivered from political intrigues,

from the emptiness of economical empiri

cism, from the selfishness, incoherence,

duplicity, and competition which are the

scourge of tho civilized Oider. Instead

ls it not by this principle,‘

" Many made One,” will pour itself forth

to the listening stars.

What we have essayed thus far is to

show that the law of Unity is Love, and

that by deference to it in spirit and in

form, we may enjoy the full accord of So

cial Harmony.

 

LECTURES ON ASSOCIATION IN BOSTON.

The Introductory Lecture to the Course

announced by the Boston Union of Asso

ciationists, was delivered on the 7th inst.,

‘ according to appointment, in the Masonic

[Temple, by \I'iLLiAiii H. CHANNING.

The evening was one of the most tem

ipestuous of the season, but in spite of

the inclemency of the weather, a good

audience was assembled, which listened

to the Lecture with the deepest interest.

iThe subject treated by Mr. Channing

[was “The Destiny of Man," which he

‘discussed with great philosophic clear

ness and power. This Lecture was a

calm, methodical, and convincing exposi

tion of the grounds on which Associa

tioiiists believe in a better order of socie

ty on earth. No one could have heard it,

without feeling how imperfect are the at

, tainments which man has yet realized in

his social capacity, and what a. glorious

career may be opened before him, if

faithful to the constitution of his nature,

and the evident design of his Creator.

 

ASSOCIATIONISTS. We take the fol

lowing candid notice of the proceedings

[of the BOSTON UNION from a recent num

‘ber of the Christian W'orld.

“ Much attention has been drawn of

late to the subject of Association by the

animated discussion now going on be

tween two of the leading New York pa

|pers. “is watch with interest the pro

ceedings of this earnest band of reform

ers, who have sprung up as it were sim

ultaneously over all the country, and who

are seeking the fulfilment of their great

hopes with a quiet enthusiasm and a res

olute confidence in the character of their

work, that must sooner or later attract

the attention of all who feel any'interest

in the great increments of our times.

\Ve are glad to learn that we are soon to

ihaye an opportunity of judging for our

:selves of the value of this so called Sci

 

 

!Rev. Wittiui Iii".an Cnassmc, at the

l’honographic .lIall, No. 33!) W'ashington

Street.

[1? Nature every where warns us ofour

j indispensable need of each other. The

'divine precept of mutual aid, devotedness

and love, is every moment recalled to

i mind by what our eyes see around us.

 
 

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

'l‘iir: course of study in this School comprises

, the various branches usually taught in the. High

‘ Schools and Academies of New England, with

l particular attention to the modern European

~ angnriges and literature. '

' l’npils of ditl'ercnt ages and of both sexes are

i received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed ill

' the higher branciics usually taught in the Uni

versitv.

The School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. RlI’LEY, assisted by experienced

teachers in the different departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental care, and for older pupils who wish to

pursue a thorough and exact. course 0f ltudy,

without the usual confinement of a large semi

nary, it is believed that this School afl'ordl ad

\ vantages that are rarely to he met with.

TERMS—Fork humans a week for board,

washing,fucl, lights, and instruction. lnstnrc

tion in Instrumental Music and use of the Piano,

TWELVE I)iII.I.ARS a quarter.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, "'05! Rozlmn , Mast.

January I, lb‘l-7.

WEST ROXBIIRY RAIL-ROAD

AND ()MNIBUS LINE.

Leaves Brook Farm at 8, 934 A. M., and;

P. M. Leaves the “ Toll Gate Station ” on the

arrival of the following trains from Boston.—

Dedham, 9 A. M.; Stoughton, 11 1-2 A. M., and

4 and ten minutes P. M. Eruption—Monday

morning leaves Brook Farm at 71-2; Saturda

evening leaves Toll Gate on arrival of the

ham 51-2 train. N. R. GERRISII,

.Ian. 1,1847. Agent.
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SOCIETY — AN ASPIRATION — OR THE

ACTUAL AND THE POSSIBLE.

(Concluded.)

PRACTICAL SUMMARY.

RESULTS or SERIAL ASSOCIATION.

 

- Industrial Allraclion Developed—

By Material Charms:

In the convenience and beauty of the

workshops and other places of labor

which the pride of their sectaries, whose

capital is there specially (Forested, will

concur with the general interest of the

Phalanx to render as healthy‘and as

brilliant as they are ttnwholesome and

disgusting in our factories or the mechan

ics' shops of our cities. .

The combinations of capital will here

gratify the tastes inspired by an integral

education, in cnvironing the labors of

utility with artistic harmonies—music,

flowers, painting, statuary, and architec

tural grace.

In the field and garden cultures, by

judicious alternation of grain, flowers,

fruit trees, grasses, vegetables, vines, &c.

on the unitary farm, thus connecting the

material picturesque with the moral pic

turesque in the contrasts and harmonics

of ages, sexes and tastes, blended on each

locality hy the approximation of groups

occupying harmonic positions to each

other in the same or different series, cor

responding to those in the musical octave,

as explained in relation to the Cabalist

Passion, (Vol. iv. No. 2.)

Through Ambition:

By the connection of social rank and

the corporate privileges of the groups

with industrial attainment, and the suc

cessful examination by ajury of peers in

the functions of each group, before mem

bership is conceded.

Accords of contrasted fortunes in the

meetings of rich and poor in the same

group, from sympathy of industrial tastes.

Security to the laborer of the profits of

 
 

his labor without spoliation by employers

or exchangers, and the sense of owner

ship in the stock of all his groups par

ticularly, and of the Phalanx in general.

Through Friendship .

By pleasure derived from engaging in

common pursuits with those sympathizing

in character.

By accords with those who, by follow

ing a collateral branch of industry, leave

their co-sectaries free to indulge their

special and discriminative tastes, without

thereby sacrificing any branch necessary

to be filled, but less attractive to them.

Through Love:

By intervention of both sexes in differ

ent proportions in the various departments.

and pleasure derived from engaging di

rectly in mutual interests with the object

of affection, or co-operating indirectly to

serve her or him. ‘

Through the Family Sentiment:

The charm of whose accords is height

ened by the union of members sympa

thizing in common pursuits, whilst the

poison of its discords is avoided by the

separation of antipathic characters, whose

attractions will lead them to different

groups.

By the accords of contrasted ages, as

between the patriarch and his grand-child,

in the labors of childhood, over which the

aged preside.

Through the ('abalial Passion:

By the enthusiasm created by emula

tions of groups. engaged in similar func

tions.

By classification of labors in minute

subdivisions, allowing to every one the

opportunity of selecting and discriminat

ing favorite occupations or special branch

es of a function, capacities for which are

developed in childhood through the emu

lations of progressive ages.

Through the Composite Passion :

By enthusiasm created by corporate or

mass movement.

By opportunity of combining kindred

branches of many functions in reference

to a common end.

By opportunity of combining several lergies.

 

interests in schemes of love, friendship,

and ambition, prosecuted during the in

dustrial sessions, which facilitate them all

by sympathy in action.

Through the Pupillon, or Attraction/or Novelty:

By enthusiasm sustained by changes of

occupation and associates, and prevention

of ennui and monotony.

Y Pivol. Through Unilyiam:

By the consciousness in each person

that he is advancing the general interest,

and usefully co-operating to the highest

ends, at the same time that he is acting

'out his own nature freely, and advancing

his individual interests.

Production Increased.

1. By accession to productive labor,

rendered attractive through the preceding

conditions,—

Of the rich and refined classes.

The military, land and marine, no

longer needed, when the interests of na

tions are harmonich in the spherical

series. -

Artificers now employed in manufac

turing engines of war and military ac

coutrements.

Supernumerary exchangers, merchants,

bankers, shop-keepers, &c., who will

exist only as factors for the producing

groups, in which they are interested as

members.

The greater number of those now ern

ployetl in labors of mere necessity, as

cooking, washing, &c., who will be

spared by the intervention of machinery

and mechanical eontrivances, practicable

only when such business is conducted on

the largest scale.

Matrons and other females now em

ployed exclusively in the nursery and other

domestic pursuits, who by eo-operating in

unitary arrangements will gain at least_

two-thirds of the time so devoted.

Children above the age of four, who

will be taught to intervene profitably in

minor branches of group industry, instead
I - o - n '

of diverting the time and attention of

adults to suppress their mischievous en

Youth of both sexes, through the
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whole period of their education, which'passion, or emulation with contiguous great new_cuuntry, the results of isolated

combines practice with theory, and phys- , groups: finally, by intensity secured to . culture.

ical with intellectual and moral develop

ment.

Invalids, restored to productive labors

by the system of paying physicians in the

inverse ratio to the amount of sickness

in the Phalanx, and by the development

in the social and industrial spheres of

those industrial and social attractions

whose activity and gratification is essen

tial to health. By the deliverance of the

masses from the diseases and premature

exhaustion consequent on excessive toil,

bad food and unwholcsome lodgings; as

well as of the exceptional wealthy class

from the diseases and premature exhaus

tion consequent on inaction and sensual

excesses provnked by the monotonous

routine of their caste,—-by the emanci

pation of women from the narrow sphere

of sedentary employments to which fash

ion now restricts them,— by the diversion

of children from gluttony, through at

tractive corporate occupations, and sub

stitution of practical instruction in the

fields and workshops for the hated con-l

finement to abstract studies in the school

room, where the impulsions oftheir nature

are tortured and stifled, where their!

senses, passions and intelligence are in-l

verted and forced to prey upon themselves

in all forms of vice. Finally, by the de

liverance of all from passional starvation,

by the exclusion or inversion of sympa

thies in the societies of incoherent inte

rests.

2. By discoveries and combinations of

science concreted in the serial industry

through conciliation of the interests of

capital and labor, and intervention of men ,

of science in the labors of the groups,‘

which, conducted on the large scale, in

vite the introduction of machinery, not

only in mechanic trades where isolated

operations do not warrant the expense,

and in agriculture where the same evil.

exists in connection with the parcelling of)

the soil in small patches where fencesi

and ditches oppose continual obstructions.

to the rapid course of steam power, butl

also in the laundry, the kitchen, and!

other domestic operations, now requiring

an immense expenditure of servile labor,“

which the machinery of grand unitaryl

arrangements will liberate for direct pro-i

duction or creation of the useful or the

beautiful.

 

 

of execution resulting from the prin

ciple of subdivision carried out in all:

the departments of industry,—by the:

stimulus of the direct attraction for'

‘the pursuit, squared by the Composite:

passion in the corporate labor of the

groups, cubed by the social ties ofl

ambition, love and friendship, there grat

ified, and quadrated by the Cabalistl

these in the high tone of health and

strength induced by the Papillon passion

in the judicious alternations promoting

integral development.

4. By greater value in the quality of

the product resulting from the above

mcntioned conditions, and especially from

the specific adaptation of character, ca

pacity, material, and position, to each

variety of work ; conditions impossible in

the isolation of interests. Etomple.—A

proprietor, to save the tribute levied by

the hordes of exchangers front whom he

must purchase on a small scale all that

he does not raise himself, will strip the

forest from his little farm on a mountain

side, where the interest of the district

requires that it should remain to card and

soften the blast; and there with immense l

labor, cultivate some twelve species of:

grains, vegetables, fruits and vines, ofl

which two or three only are adapted to

the soil, perhaps the vine or fruit tree

about whose culture he knows and cares

least, and which without a wine-cellarl

and a conservatory can yield him small

profit. He may clearly foresee that in a

few years the summer‘s sun and winter’s

frost will loosen the superficial stratum

of soil, and the rains wash it down to the

valley below, leaving as the reward oi"

his toils, bare rock and shifting gravel-l

heds,———but what remedy? he must livcI

now, he and his family. This mountain

side has fallen to his share in the parcel

ling oil of the earth kingdom by our Lord

anti-Christ, Self; he has no money to

purchase elsewhere, or even to invest in

live stock; he cannot sell but at great

sacrific -; and as in all his calculations he

is confined to isolated individual effort;

wisdom and fully, hope and despair, meet

on that rock where he must climb and

delve and wear himself out, with the

prospcct, as advancing yours sap his

strength and double his.toils, and the

rheumatism has doubled his body, ofclaitn

ing a pittance at the parish almshunse.

110 may console the pains and slights that

rain upon his evening years, where ease

and honor, troops of friends and sportivo

children should ha\e clustered round and

etnbowcrcd him, by the reflection that he

has done his share in laying waste his

fertile mother earth; and that where fair

 

 

ltrces waved, and the (leer browzcd, and,

3. By the greater skill and rapidityl the bird and squirrel sported, now thel

blast only howls their requiem with hisl

own, and that nature must rccommcnce

the circle of her life with the moss and

the lichen, toiling hack for centuries t0~

ward the poitit she had gained when he

found her. Is this an European picture?

or must we seek the dosolated fields of

Virginia! Ask of the dismal wastes that

sadden the eye around every city of our,

Economics.

1. Of Labor. By sparing for produc

tive industry the classes cited under head

of Increased Production, including those

now employed in destruction, in adulte

ration of products, in unnecessary and

parasitical branches of exchange, in mi

nute labors spaer by ttnitary combina

tions ; by the introduction of machinery in

new departments; and the saving of

thought, invention, &c., employed on

what has been already elaborated or dis

covered, from defect of unitary scientific

combinations.

2. Of Material. Internal/y, or within

the Phalanx. Substitution of an unitary

edifice with sleeping-rooms, halls, work

shops, &c., in their respective wings,

enclosed within one shell of wall, in place

of some four hundred separate dwellings,

with their eight to twelve hundred out

houses, none of them comparing either

in convenience, luxury, or even in advan

lages for family or individual retirement

with those possible in Phalansterian com

bination; and most of them, when we

consider the life of the people, pestilent

hovels; yet all with their four hundred

outer walls, four to eight hundred stair

ways, six to'twelvc hundred fire-places,

kitchens and cooking utensils, laundry

fixtures, &c. 8.30., built and kept up at a

far greater expense than the Phalanstery.

This will be located in the midst of its

farm domain, and will enclose by its

wings, gardens and green-houses. A

covered street gallery, adorned perhaps

with works of art, encircles and permeates

the building ; bringing into communication

the rooms and halls, domestic or indus

trial, warrned without the expense, trou

ble and danger of separate fires, by a

unitary ventilation from the vast kitchen

range and fires of the laundry and steam

engines, which may at the same time by

arrangements of gas works recently dis

covered and devoid of stench, illuminate

the whole.

With these comforts are connected the

constant presence of architectural and

other artistic beauty, whose sphere the

poorest man would enjoy upon leaving

his private apartment; and the delicious

freshness of a field and garden growth on

either side, instead of the compound of

pestiferous nuisances which in the Euro

pean and larger American cities arise

from those quartcrs in which are packed

the masses, the [ir‘o]ll(', who cannot make

ex'pensive arrangements, like the rich, in

their wide streets and court-yards, whose

care occupies a whole army of servants;

but content themselves with removing

nuisances as well as they can from with

in their houses, without regard to ulti
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mate considerations,

their habitual element.

At the Table we have-a pivot combin

ing the four interests, Production, Cori

servation, Preparation, and Consumption,

thus affording the best guaranty that all

shall be the best of its kind and provided

at the cheapest rate consistent with that

excellence. Dishes of three or more de

grees of costliness may be provided for

different rates of expenditure; and fam

ilies or other groups, or individuals may

make any arrangements with the kitchen

department which shall best suit them in

respect to dishes, hours, and places where

they will be served.

These orders being all included in a

general summary, the chief of the com

missary department will be enabled to

balance with a very close approximation

the supply to the demand ; and when the

relations of the kitchen to the stable, poul

try yard and other unitary interests are

considered, it is clear that amid the most

splendid luxury, not so much as an ap

ple-paring need be wasted, and that man

will thus embody in his societies that di

vine economy which through all the king

doms of nature, in their perpetual chan

ges, suffers not an atdm to perish. A

system of drains, leading from the vari

ous sections of the Phalanstery, and from

the stables, will unite in a great reservoir,

discomfort being

contiguous to the poudrette factory or“

other agricultural arrangement for em

ploying such material ; thus at once sav

ing the whole department of scavenger

labor, and preventing the escape of the

volatile ammonia, by the chemical action

of the gypsum, or other hcd prepared for

its reception.

In reference to machinery we may ob

serve the facility of adapting the same

power to many contiguous Workshops, or

other mechanical labors.

An immense source of economies will

be opened by the interlocking of interest

between the producing classcsrof the va

rious mechanic trades, and the consumers.

it is not the mere superficial appear

ance of a pair of boots or a piece of cloth

which will prevail with the Sartorian

censors, or those of the order of St. Cris

pin, in the allotment of dividends; but

their strength and durability will be rigid

ly scrutinized. It may be the true wis

dom in civilization to manufacture for the

trade,-—for sale, and not for use; but

Association will consider these matters

in rather a ditferent light, and a disgrace

ful loss to the group producing such arti

cles would inevitably result, because thelsrimulants, or the attainment of a wine,

Serial censorship is composed of repre-land coffee point as an habitual state of"

i

 

more keenly alive to its imperfections;|

and the general exhibitions, which are

frequent in each Phalanx, will accustom all

to a criticism, from whose judgment there

can be no appeal. The same principles

would prevent adulteration in the groce

ries, wines, drugs, &c., supposing that

under the high intellectual and moral cul

ture which all receive in the integral ed

ucation of the Phalanx, such abomina

tions were possible.

In conservation, it is hardly possible to.

calculate the diminution of waste, and re

finement of quality, consequent on the'

unitary deposit buildings of the Phalanx

or the _District. scientifically adapted to

the various products of the field or gar

den, wine press, or loom, where the great

value at stake will direct consideration to

the minutest particulars, and to whose

care groups will especially devote them

selves.

\\"e have already noticed by criticisms

of the inverse arrangementpthe adaptation

of soils and locations to their various spe

cific cultures; and as within the Phalan

stery we observe the economy of building

material, so on the farm we find it repeat

ed, in the sparing of the toil and expense

of interfencing, interditching, and inter

walling.

Erlirrnal economies will arise from the

unitary cooperation of Phalanxcs, Dis

tricts, States, &c., in the construction of

railroad or other lines of communication,

and institutions subserving general inter

ests, avoiding the ruinous competition

now existing between private companies;

while the same resources concentrated,

will secure a luxury and safety im

possible with the present means.

Curullarics from Allraclivcnrss of Indus

try and from the general li'call/i result

ing from increased Production, and cos!

Economies.

Guarantee from Society to each indi

vidual, ofa minimum dividend, including

the physical, and social or moral prere~

quisites of a healthy and happy exist

ence.

Universal Peace, with harmony of in

terests, by exchanges conducted on the

 

principle of continuous consignment, be

tween Phalanxes, Districts, States, 85ml

—-by social intercourse universalizcd byl

the spherical facilities of travel, and by

dominance of the sentiment of unity.

Universal Temperance, combined with

permanent and natural intoxication, by

substitution of Spiritual for Spirituous

 

sentatives from the diifcrent groups in ca high health through our integral devel~|

balistic emulation with each other, in l opment both physical and moral, by vari- ‘ period.

which, if one individual should be lenienb- I ed and attractive pursuits, and the genial

1y disposed towards the product of his‘influcnce of sympathetic associations, imUnity, of barbarous and savage nations

constituents, the rest Will be only the place of the artificial and transient antici- disdaiuiug civilization and constituting

pations of this state, now procured by ex

citing drugs at the expense of a corres

ponding subsequent depression. ‘

Abolition of domestic servitude and all

lother forms of compulsory serfdom, and

substitution of attractive or affectional

servitude; resulting from the honorable

and attractive character conferred upon

all labors promoting the serial Unity:

from the recognition ofthe dignity of man;

and from the kindly social relations in

which all members of the society will be

brought through the harmony of their in

terests.

Gradual emancipation of chattel slaves

with full consent of their masters, who

by the introduction of the serial mechan

ism in the industry of joint stock planta

tions, employing from four to sixteen hun

dred slaves, distributed according to at

traction iu various departments of agricul

ture and manufactures, under judicious

superintendence, will double their in

comes, whilo educating the slave for free

dom, by the development of his character

and talents in the industrial groups, and

the social pleasures connected with them.

The deficiency of direct industrial at

traction, froin indolence of temperament

and partial constraint, would be supplied

by indirect means, such as these:

1. The pleasing novelty ofahumanitary

sympathy on the part of their masters, to

whose approbation and encouragement

they are keenly sensitive.

2. The organization of musical choirs,

developing a harmonic germ already ex

isting among them, cheering the labors of

their groups and exerting an influence to

which they are passionately alive. (A

well managed fiddle on a plantation is

worth fifty covvskius to the product, even

as a simple reward of isolated labor, in

festive evenings.)

3. The ambition to obtain their liberty,

fixed at a stated ransom in divisions of

sixths or twelfths, so that a day or a half

day in the week may be purchased sepa

rately and successively. The natural

contentment of the negro, and the delight

he already experiences in the new dispo

sition of things, will make him careless

on the subject of his ransom, so that in

place of the present precautions against

escape, it will be necessary for the mas

ters desiring the emancipation of their

slaves, to stimulate their ambition by a

special intellectual education. The pro

gress of emancipation must, in order to

consist with the best interests of both

slave and master, require several genera

tions, though the virtual liberty guaran

tied by substitution of attraction for com~

pulston may be realized at a very early

Conversion to the ranks of Spherical
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its natural enemies ; who have so

often baffled the hope of humanity by

their chaotic irruptions, destroying the

results of ancient civilization at that cry

salis period when the developments of

arts and industry had superseded the mar

tial character, and the soil was prepared

for the germ of the true society. They

will easily be attracted to the serial order,

because it will guarantee the composite

exercise of these natural rights already

possessed by the savage, and lost without

adequate compensation by the mass of

civilized nations. Such are the industrial

rights, of gathering the products of the

soil, culture, pasturage, hunting and fish

ing,-—the social rights of free associa

tion according to sympathies of charac

ter, unrestrained by artificial castes,-—and

the pivotal right of simple liberty, neith

er invaded on the one side by special ap

propriation of the goods spontaneously

yielded by nature; nor extended on the

other, by the elaborations of art, science

and social mathematics. In exchange

for this simple liberty, association will

offer to them a composite liberty, in

which the above privileges will be re

fined and multiplied by art, science, and

the mathematics of the series. The In

dian on being shown the wealth and

power of civilization, points to the degrad

ed drudges of our labor, to the beware of

wood and drawers of water; he cannot be

brought to see the wisdom of enslaving

and sacrificing producers, that capitalists

may wallow in bloated and diseased lux

ury; at least he thinks such propositions

would not secure him the most grateful

reception among his native tribe.

Association, in securing with even-hand

ed justice the interests of capital or funded

labor, and of actual labor, and insepar

ably linking them together, will not.

only extend to all what civilization can

give only to the exceptional few, but will

multiply and intensify those blessings in

proportion to the numbers partaking of

them, through industrial and passional

sympathies, precluded by incoherent ar

rangements, and specific to the serial

order.

Immense development of art, or of in

dustry tending to the beautiful, through

the unitary intervention of machinery for

human labor in the coarser mechanical

departments of the useful, and extension

to the people of artistic education.

 

Caro/[arias from System of Inlegral (‘0

operalion among Pita/anus, Dislricls,

Slates, (j-c.

l. Spherical Nervous System. First,

Mechanical: by roads, packets, carrier

birds, &c., which correspond to the exter

nal relations of the earth, air and wa~

ter; and second, Electrical: magnetic

telegraphs and sympathetic clairvoyance,

 

which correspond to the magnetic cur

rents which traverse the globe and con

nect its parts as a unitary whole.

2. Integral Exploration: appreciation

and possession of the earth‘s animal, vege

table and mineral treasures. The fraction

al knowledge of these confined to indi—

viduals in the societies of incoherence

frequently dies with them: thus the ln

dians refuse to discover the gold and sil

ver mines known by them in Mexico to

the rapacious whites.

There is a class of natural physicians

gifted to discover the virtues of plants;

but these instincts are suppressed by

our false education, which everywhere

stifles observation, substitutes for evolu

tion, or true education, the arbitrary ham

mering in of facts and systems through

the memory. Thus the class of recog

nized physicians rely eitclusively on cer

tain orthodox compendia for their facts,

and disdain as heretical the bastard or

spontaneous growth of science, which

only with great difficulty and by slow de

grees gains adoption, and not then until

so complicated with the errors of some

purblind system as to neutralize their

use. See the history of medicine every

where. Of what one remedy is the ab

solute and precise specific range yet gen

erally known? or how can it be, while it

remains the interest of physicians to vili

fy and discredit one another‘.l

The interchange of the beautiful pres

ents of Flora among the nations were a

fruitful theme for the poet, and will keep

their guardian sylphs or favorite insects

actively on the 'wing through the next

century; for Love still binds around the

brow of use the bridal circlet of Beauty.

In regard to the anitnal kingdom, our

harmonic relations extend to the smallest

fraction of them.

The loathsome, venomous or destruc

tive characters of a large proportion ren

der them essentially unfit for association

with man, and constitute them types of

the vicious inversions of human charac

ter in the societies of incoherence, whose

disappearance they will speedily follow

and give place to harmonic creations.

Others, as the Zebra and Ostrich, may be

come gentle and most familiar friends tin

der a regime of attraction, which substi

tutes for the lash the flute, and the till

more musical accent of love. “When

man lives with God, his voice shall be as

sweet as the murmur of the brook or the

rustle of the corn."

3. Synthesis of the Sciences: syste~

matic co-operation in all departments of

scientific labor. However advanced

above the brute incoherence that reigns

over the lower departments of industry,

men of science still spend the best por~

tion of their lives in combating each oth

er and refuting errors: if their advances

 

 

notwithstanding the paucity of their num

bers have already,been so grand within

the last century, what have we to ex

pect when all the sources of waste shall

be prevented by a unitary distribution of

functions according to positions and ca

pacities!

4. Unitary Spherical Language, scien

tifically deduced from the principles of

passional expression.

4. Unitary Spherical Church, based

upon the love of God and the neighbor,

and combining unity of creed and senti

ment with variety of form and expres

sion.

The second branch of this Summary,

concerning the healthy developments of

the affective or social attractions, has been

essentially included in the foregoing, and

we shall only reiterate the principle that

they are all composite and not simple in

their nature, having each a material and a

spiritual tendency, thus :

Glory.
Amnn'rott... 3 Interest

Sympathy of Character.

Sympathy of Pursuit, or Indul

trial Taste.

Bond of the Heart.

Bond of the Sense.

Sympathy of Consanguinity, or

tic of lood.

Connection of Interest, or tie of

Household.

FRIENDSHIP.§

Lova.......%

FAMILISM...

The slightest experience proves to us

that ofthe four cardinal affections, Famil

ism alone now succeeds in any great num

ber of cases in obtaining for itself a com

posite development. Exceptional among

the passions, as being a relation arbitrari

ly determined by birth, and not by the

free choice of the individual, it is natural—

ly the least unadapted to societies of hu

man legislation, which are essentially ar

bitrary and compulsory. Affording to

civilization almost its only harmonic char

acter, it is prized most dearly, and it is

very natural that Association should be

most bitterly opposed by those ignorant

and near-sighted persons who have con

founded it with its opposite, — anarchical

community, and do not see that Familism

as well as all other passions, must receive

a truer, higher, and more beautiful de

velopment, in an order which harmonizes

interests, than in one which opposes them.

Only amid the thousand-fold branches of

serial industry can these passions obtain

either favorable conditions of develop_

ment, or the material basis which gives

them permanence or constancy. Love,

which deals in contrasts, may scent to It}

quire those less directly — but it is not so.

Love demands a sphere of beauty, inter

nal and external. It withers in rudeness

and poverty, and loses its glow and its

charm with the premature fading of the

civilized matron, who becomes old and

haggard, where the Harmonian will only

\
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be approaching her climax of power and

splendor.

The difference is already half the sea

son of bloom between the American and

the English lady, so much truer to the

laws of composite health are the habits

of the wealthy in Great Britain. If the Sc

ries, by the numerous points of sympathy

in interest and pursuit which they afl'ord,

give to our affections a composite devel

opment; a fortiori they will give them

the direct, in place of the inverse, occa

sioned by their present suppression, where

ambition enviously bites the heels of its

successful competitor, or Friendship, Love

and Familism ring the changes on hatred,

bitterness and misanthropy.

The soil on which these weeds flourish

is incoherence, and the root of them all is

poverty ; poverty of substance, poverty of

health, poverty of affection, poverty of

intelligence. There is but one essential

fact in the universe—Life, and all its

free and full manifestations are good;

only in its suppression or distortion ap

pear the loathsome forms of evil, hideous

dreams and phantoms which shall pass

with the night, and leave no trace, for

they are not.

On some future occasion we shall en

deavor to illustrate by example the play

of the afl'cctions through a day in the se

ries, as well as that of the selecting, com

bining and alternating passions.

Y The Series satisfy the Attraction for

Unity in its three branches.

I. UNITY or MAN WITH NATURE.

Arline: Through integral and scientif

ic culture of the Earth, regency over its

organic life, and subjection of the ele

ments to his uses.

Passive: Through appreciation and en

joyment of harmonics of nature, secured

to all mankind, by attainment of wealth

and of health.

Typical: Through representation by

’the animal, vegetable, and mineral king

doms, in their hieroglyphic life, of har

monic characters and their social effects.

11. UNITY or blAN WITH MAN.

Active: Through co-oporative industry

organizing the basis of Social Unity.

Commercial Unity, by system of continu

ous consignments from Phalanx to Pha

lanx. Political Unity, by extension of

the representative system, from the nu

cleus of the industrial group, through the

successive grades of the series, to the

Unitary administration of the'Phalanx, of

the District, the State, the World ; com

bining internal independence with external

league for common interests. Religious

Unity, through universal obedience to.thc

will of God, expressed in the permanent

revelation of attraction, whose branches

are coordinated to integral harmony by

the mathematics of the Series.

 

Passive: Through sympathetic enjoy

ment of Social, Political, and Religious

harmonics.
Typical: iBy representation or repeti

tion in each society, and country, of the

same sensitive and passional springs which

move every other, and of the same serial

mechanism adapted to those passions.

l

Ill. UNITY or MAN wrrn Goo.

Active: By cooperation in the crea

tion of harmonics in the material World

of nature, and the spiritual world of the

passions.

Passive: By sentiment of Deity, as

manifested in his wise and beneficent

adaptations and harmonies.

Typical: By unity of the distributive

or intellectual principle with the affec

tive, and the sensitive or material ; through

the serial mechanism, which types the uni

ty of the mathematics or order of creation,

with the active forces or modes of attrac<

tion, and the passive principle, matter.

M. EDGEWORTH LAZARUS, M. D.

 

THE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,’

Sl-IQUELTO

CONSUELO.

FROM THE FRENCH 0F GEORGE SAND.

Translated for the Harbinger.

XXXVII.

The two costumes which the neophyte

found displayed in her chamber were a

brilliant bride's dress and a mourning gar

ment with all the distinctive signs of

widowhood. She hesitated some mo

ments. Her resolution as to the choice

of husband was taken, but which of

these two costumes would externally tes

tify her intention? After a little reflec

tion she put on the white robe, the veil,

the flowers and the pearls of a bride.

This attire was pure in taste and ex

tremely elegant. Consuelo was soon

ready; but on looking at herself in the

mirror framed with threatening sentences,

she had no longer an inclination to smile

as on the first occasion. A mortal pale

ness was on her features, and terror in

her heart. Whichever course she had

resolved to take, she felt that there

would remain to her a regret or a re

morse; that a soul would be broken by

her desertion; and her own experienced

a horrible anguish in anticipation. On

seeing her cheek and her lips as white as

her veil and her orange flowers, she

feared, for Albert and for Liverani

equally, the eflect of so violent an emo

tion, and she was tempted to put on

rouge, but she renounced the thought at

once. “If my face lies,” thought she,

“ can my heart liel ” She knelt by the
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side of her bed, and hiding her face in

the drapery, she remained absorbed in

sorrowful meditation until the moment

when the clock struck midnight. Shc

rose immediately, and saw an invisible

'with a black mask standing behind her.

1 know not what instinct made her pre

sume this to be Marcus. She was not

deceived, and yet he did not make bitu

self known, but only said to her in a gen

tle and sad voice: “ Madam, all is ready.

Please to cover yourself with this cloak

and to follow me.”

“ Ah! ” said Consuelo as she wrapped

herself in the black cloak that was pre

sented to her, “ this is Cagliostro's

hood ! "

“ There is no Cagliostro here," replied

Marcus, “ and our mysteries are not

treacheries uor impostures; do not bring

the hood over your head, it is not yet

time.”

Consuelo followed the Invisible to the

extremity of the garden, to the place

where the stream lost itself under the

verdant arcade of the park. There she

found an uncovered gondola, entirely

black, similar in every respect to the gon

dolas of Venice, and in the gigantic

rower at the prow she recognized Karl,

who crossed himselfon seeing her. “ Am

I permitted to speak to himl” asked

Consuelo of her guide. “You may”

replied the latter, “say a few words to

him aloud.”

“\Vell! my dear Karl, my liberator

and my friend,” said she, agitated at

again seeing a familiar face after so long

a seclusion among mysterious beings,

“can I hope that nothing disturbs the

pleasure you feel at finding me again?"

“ Nothing! signora,” replied Karl in

an assured voice , “ nothing, unless it be

the remembrance of Mr “ho is no longer

in this world, and whom 1 always think I

see by the side of you. Courage and

contentment, my good mistress, my good

sister! \Ve are now as we were on the

night when we escaped from Spandaw 3”

“This is also a day of deliverance,

brother!” said Marcus. “Come, row

with the skill and the vigor with which

you are gifted, and which are now equall

ed by the prudence of your tongue and

the strength of your soul. This indeed

resembles a flight, madam,” added he,

addressing Consuelo ; “ but the principal

dcliverer is no longer the same.” As he

uttered these last words, Marcus present

ed his haud to assist her to a seat upon a

bench covered with cushions. He felt

her tremble slightly at the remembrance

of Liverani, and requested her to cover

her face for a few moments only. Con

suelo obeyed, and the gondola, impelled

by the stout arm of the dcscrter, glided

rapidly over the dark and silent waters.

After a passage, the duration of which
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could by no means be appreciated by the

pensive Consuelo, she heard the sound of

voices and instruments at a little distance;

the bark diminished its speed, and re

ceived, without entirely stopping, the

slight shocks of the border. The hood

fell softly, and the neophyte thought she

passed from one dream to another on

contemplating the fairy-like spectacle pre

sented to her eyes. The bark glidedl

along, grazing a level bank covered with

flowers and fresh grass. The water of

the stream, widened and motionless in a

vast basin, was as if on fire, and reflected '

colonnades of light which intertwined in

fiery serpents or were broken in showers.

of sparkles under the slow and measuredt

motion of the gondola. Admirable mu

sic filled the echoing air, and seemed to

hover over the thickets of roses and

balmy jessamines. When Consuelo’s

eyes became accustomed to this sudden

brightness, she could fix them upon the

illuminated facade of the palace which

rose at a very small distance, and was de

picted in the mirror of the basin with a

magic splendor. That elegant edifice de

liniated upon the starry sky, those harmo

nious voices, that concert of excellent in

struments, those open windows, before

which, between the purple curtains en

kindled by the light, Consuelo saw slow

ly moving men and women richly dressed,

glittering with embroidery, diamonds,

gold and pearls, with powdered heads,

which gave to the general aspect of the

assemblies of that age a reflection of

brightness, a something I know not what

of elfeminate and fantastic; all that

princely téte, combined with the beauty

of a warm and serene night, which waft

ed perfume and freshness even into the

splendid halls, filled Consuelo with a

vivid emotion, and caused in her a kind

of intoxication. She, a daughter of the

people, the queen of patrician fétes,

could not see a spectacle of this kind af

ter so many days of captivity, of solitude

and dark reveries, without experiencing

a sort of transport, a necessity for sing

ing, a peculiar thrill at the approach of a

public. She therefore rose erect in the

bark, which~approached the palace near

er and nearer, and suddenly excited by

Handel‘s chorus:

“ (‘hnntons le gloire

Dc Juda vainqueur! "

 

she forgot every thing to mingle her

voice in that song of majestic enthusiasm.

But a new shock of the bark, which

while grazing the bank of the lake some

times encountered a branch or a tuft of

trees, made her totter. Compelled to

seize the first hand that presented itself

for her support, she only then perceived

that there was a fourth person in the

 

bark, a. masked Invisible, who certainly.

was not there when she entered it.

An immense dark grey cloak with

long folds, a broad-brimmed hat worn in a

peculiar manner, I know not what in the

features of that mask through which the

human face seemed to speak; but, more

than all the rest, the pressure of that

trembling hand, which did not wish to

withdraw from hers, caused Consuelo to

recognize the man whom she loved, the

cheralier Liverani, as he had first shown

himself to her on the lake of Spanduw.

Then the music, the illumination, the en

chanted palace, the intoxicating féte and

even the approach of that solemn moment

which was to determine her destiny, all

that was not the present emotion was ef

faced from Consuelo’s memory. Agitat

ed, and as if overcome by a superhuman

force, she again fell palpitating upon the

cushions of the bark, by the side of Liv

erani. The other unknown, Marcus,

was standing at the prow, with his back

turned towards them. Her fasting, the,

countess kVanda’s recital, the expectation '

of a terrible dcnoument, the unexpected

ncss of this fétc seen in passing, had

broken all Consuelo's strength. She

felt nothing but Liverani's hand clasping

his own, his arm grazing her waist,

ready to prevent her withdrawing from

him, and that divine agitation which the

presence of a beloved object diffuses even

in thc air we breathe. Consuelo remain

ed some minutes thus, not seeing the

glittering palace any more than if it had

sunk into the deep night, sensible of

nothing but the burning breath of her

lover by her side and the beatings of her

own heart.

“ Madam,” said Marcus, suddenly

turning towards her, “ do you not know

that air, and would you not be pleased to

stop and hear that magnificent tenor? ”

“ Whatever be the air and the voice,”

replied Consuelo, absently, “ let us stop

or go on; do as you please.”

The bark almost touched the walls of

the chateau. They could distinguish the

figures standing in the embrasures of the

windows and even those who passed in

the depths of the apartments. These

were no longer spectres floating as in a

dream, but real personagcs, lords, great

ladies, learned men, artists, several of

whom were not unknown to Consuelo.

But she made no effort of memory to dis

tinguish their names, nor the theatres or

palaces in which she had before seen

them. The world had suddenly become

to her a magic lantern, without signifi

cance and without interest. The only

being who appeared living to her in the

universe, was that one whose hand was

secretly burning hers under the folds of

their cloaks.

“Do you not know that fine voice

which is singing a Venetian air'l ” asked

Marcus anew, surprised at Couseulo‘s

 

immobility and apparent indifi'erence.

And as she did not appear to hear either

the voice which spake to her nor that

which sang, he approachcd a little nearer

and seated himself on the bench opposite

her in order to renew his question.

“ A thousand pardons, sir," replied

Consuelo, after having made an effort to

listen; “I was not paying attention. I

do know that voice, in fact, and that air;

  

Lit wasl who composed it a long while

ago. It is very bad, and very badly

sung.”

“ \Vhat then," returned Marcus, “is

the name of that singer with respect to

whom you seem so severe? Iconsider

him admirable myself."

“ Ah! you have not lost it,” said Con

suelo, in a low voice to Liverani, who

had just made her feel in the hollow of

her hand the little cross of filagree with

which she had parted for the first time

in her life when she confided it to him on

her journey from Spandaw to * ‘ '.

" You do not remember the name of

that singer?” obstinater resumed Mar

cus, attentively examining Consuelo's

features.

“ Excuse me, sir,” replied she, with a

little impatience, “ his name is AnZolcto.

Ah! the bad re! he has lost that note."

“ “’ould you not like to see his face'.I

You are mistaken, perhaps. From here

you could distinguish him perfectly, for I

see him very well. He is a very hand

some young man.”

“W'hat good would it do to look at

himl ” returned Consuelo a little vexed ;

“ I am very sure he is still the same.”

Marcus gently took Consuelo‘s hand,

and Liverani seconded him to assist her

to rise and look through the window

which was wide open. Consuelo, who

would perhaps have resisted the one,

yielded to the other, cast a glance upon

the singer, upon that handsome Venetian

who was at that moment the central point

of attraction for a hundred feminine

glances. “He has grown very fat! ”

said Consuelo, reseating herself and se

cretly resisting the fingers of Liverani,‘

who wished to recover the little cross and

did so in fact.

“ Is that all the remembrance you

grant to an Old friendl" returned Mar

cus, who still fastened a lynx-eyed glance

upon her through his mask.

“ He is only a comrade,” replied Con

suelo, “and among comrades in our pro

fession, we are not always friends.”

“ But would you have no pleasure in

speaking to him? What if we should

enter the palace and you were requested

to sing with him! ”

“ If this be a trial," said Consuelo

with a little malice, for she began to no

tice Marcus’ persistence, “ as I must obey

you in all things, I will readily undergo
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it. But if it be for my pleasure that you

make me this offer, I like as well to be

excused.”~ '

"Must I stop here, brother?” asked

Karl, making a military gesture with his

oar.

“ Pass, brother, and push off!" rc

plied Marcus. Karl obeyed, and in a

few moments the bark, having crossed

the basin, was enclosed by dense thickets.

The darkness became profound; the lit.

tle lantern suspended from the gondola

alone threw blneieh rays upon the sur

rounding foliage. From time to time,

through the vistas of dark verdure, they

still saw the lights of the palace glitter

faintly from afar. The sounds of the or

chestra slowly died away. The bark, as

it grazed the bank, touched the flowering

branches and Consuelo‘s black cloak was

covered with their balmy petals. She'

began to return to herself and to combat

that indefinable emotion of love and

might. She had withdrawn her hand

from Liverani, and her heart was oppress

ed in proportion as the veil of intoxica

tion fell before the lights of reason and

of will. “ Listen, madam,” said Marcus.

“ Do you not hear, even from this dis

tance, the applauses of the audience’.l

Yes, truly! there are clappings of hands

and acclamations. They are delighted

with what they have just heard. That

Anzoleto has a. great success at the pa]

ace.”

“They are not good judges!” said

Consuelo, hurriedly seizing a magnolia

 

which Liverani had gathered in passing

and stealthin thrown upon her lap. She

convulsiver pressed the flower in her

hands and hid it in her bosom, as the last

relic of an unconquered love which the

fatal trial was about to sanctify or to

break forever. '

XXXVIII.

The bark grounded definitively at the,l

termination of the gardens and the woods,

in a. picturesque spot, where the stream

buried itself among aged rocks, and

ceased to be navigable. Consuelo had a

little time to contemplate the austere

landscape lighted by the moon. They

were still in the vast enclosure of the

residence; but art had been applied in

this place only to preserve the primitive

beauty of nature: the ancient trees scat

tered at random over stretches of dark

turf, the happy accidents of soil, the hills

with precipitous sides, the irregular cas

cades, the herds of bounding and timid

deer.

A new personage was there to attract

 

Consuelo's attention: it was Gottlieb,

seated negligently upon the pole of a

on a sign from Marcus, he refrained from

speaking to her.

“ Do you then forbid this poor child to

clasp my hand? ” said Consuelo in a low

voice to her guide.

“ After your initiation you will be free

here in all your actions," replied he in

the same manner. “Be contented now

with seeing that Gottlieb‘s health is ame

liorated and that his physical strength is

restored to him."

“ Can I not learn, at least," returned

the neophyte, “if he sullhtcd any perse

cution on my account, after my flight

from Spandaw'! Forgive my impatience.

That thought troubled mc incessantly

until the day when 1 saw him passing

near the enclosure of the pavilion."

“ He did sulfur, in fact,” replied Mar

cus, “ but only for a short time. As soon

as he knew that you were delivered, he

boasted with an artlcss enthusiasm of

having contributed thereto, and his invol—

untary revelations during his sleep were

near becoming fatal to some among us.

They wished to shut him up in an insane

hospital, as much to punish him as to pre

vent his helping other prisoners. Then

he tied, and as we had an eye upon his

movements, \ve caused him to be con

ducted here, where “e have bestowed

upon him the cares required by his body

and his soul. \Ve shall restore him to

his family and his country as soon as we

have given him the strength and prudence

necessary to labor usefully in our work,

which has become his, for he is one of

our most pure and most fervent adepts.

But the chair is ready, madam; please to

enter it. I shall not leave you, though I

confide you to the faithful and sure arms

of Karl and Gottlicb.”

Consuelo seated herself submissiver in t

a sedan-chair closed on all sides, and re

ceiving air only by some openings made

in that part which looked towards the

sky. She therefore saw nothing 'more of

what passed about her. Sometimes she

saw the stars shine, and thus judged that

she was still in the open air; at others

she saw this transparency intercepted

without knowing if it were so by build

ings or by the thick shade of trees. The

bearers walked rapidly and in the most

profound silence; she tried for some time

to distinguish, by the steps which ereakcd

now and then upon the sand, if four per

sons or only three accompanied her.

Several times she thought she perceived

the step of Livcraui on the right of the

chair; but this might be an illusion, and

moreover, she ought to try not to think

of him.

When the chair stopped and was open

ed, Consuelo could not avoid a feeling of

sedan-chair, in the attitude of a calm and terror at seeing herself under the port

dreamy eXpectation. He started on re- cullis, still standing and gloomy, of an'

cognizing his friend of the prison; but old feudal manor-house. The moon shcdland showers of sparks.

 

her broad light upon the court-yard sur

rounded by buildings in ruins and filled

with persons dressed in white, who

came and went, some alone, others in

groups, like capricious spirits. The

black and massive arcade of the entrance

made the depth of the picture appear

more blue, more transparent and more

antastic. Those wandering shades, si

lent or speaking to each other in a low

voice, their motions without sound upon

the long grass of the court, the aspect of

the ruins, which Consuelo recognized as

those into which she had once penetrated

and where she had again seen Albert, so

impressed her that she had a feeling of

superstious terror. She instinctively

looked for Liverani at her side. He was

in fact there with Marcus, but the dark

ness of the vault did not allow her to dis

tinguish which of the two offered her his

hand ; and this time, her heart, chilled by

a sudden sadness and an indcfiuable fear,

did not inform her.

They arranged the cloak over her gar

ments and the hood upon her head in

such a manner that she could see all with

out being recognized by any one. Some

person told her in a low voice not to let a.

single word, a single exclamation, escape

her lips, whatever she might see; and

she was led thus to the extremity of the

court,- where a strange spectacle indeed

was presented to her eyes.

A bell of low and funereal tone called

the shadows at this moment towards the

ruined chapel in which Consuelo had for

merly, by the glare of the lightning,

sought a refuge from the storm. That

Chapel was now illuminated by tapers

disposed in a systematic order. The al

tar secured to have been recently erected :

it was covered with a funeral pall and

adorned with strange insignia, in which

the emblems of Christianity were min

gled with those of Judaism, with Egyp

tian hieroglyphics and with various cab

alistic signs. In the middle of the choir,

the enclosure of which had been renewed

with symbolical balnstrades and columns,

was seen a bier surrounded by tapers,

covered with bones in the form of crosses

and surmounted by a death's-head in

which burned a flame of the color of

blood. A young man, whose features

Consuelo could not see, was led towards

this cenotaph; a broad bandage covered

half of his face; it was a candidate who

appeared exhausted with fatigue or emo

tion. He had one arm and one leg bare,

his hands were fastened behind his back,

and his white robe was spotted with

blood. A ligature on his arm seemed to

show that he had in fact been recently

bled. The shadows waved about him

torches of burning pitch and scattered

upon his face and chest clouds of smoke

Then corn
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menced, between him and those who pre

sided over the ceremony, and who wore

distinguishing marks of their various dig

nities, a strange dialogue which recalled

to Consuelo that which Cagliostro had

caused her to hear at Berlin, between Al

bert and certain unknown persons. Then

some spect'res armed with swords, whom

she heard called the Terrible Brothers,

laid the candidate prostrate upon the tiles

and rested the points of their weapons

upon his chest, while several others, with

a great clattcring of swords, began a

violent combat, one party pretending to

prevent the admission of the new broth

er, calling him perverse, unworthy and

traitorons, while the other said they

fought for him in the name of truth and

an acquired right. This strange scene

agitated Consuelo like a painful dream.

The strife, the threats, the magic ceremo

ny, the subs uttered by several youths

around the bier, were so well feigned that

a spectator uninitiated beforehand would

have been really frightened. When the

god-fathers of the candidate had con

quered in the dispute and in the combat

against their opposers, he was raised, a

pouiard was put into his hand and he was

ordered to march forward and strike

whomsoever should oppose his entrance

into the temple.

Consuelo saw nothing further. At the

moment when the new initiate directed

his steps, with his arm lifted, and in a

kind of delirium. towards a low door

whither he was impelled, her two guides,

who had constantly held Consuelo’s arm,

led her rapidly away, as if to withdraw

her from the sight of a horrible spectacle,

and closing the hood over her face, con

ducted her by numerous windings, and

among ruins over which she stumbled

more than once, into a place in which the

most profound silence prevailed. There

the light was restored to her, and she

saw herself in the great octagonal hall in

which she had before overheard the con

versation between Albert and Trenck.

All the openings were now closed and

veiled with care; the walls and the ceil

ing were covered with black; tapers

burned in this place also in a peculiar or

der, different from that in the chapel.

An altar 1n the form of a Calvary and

surmounted by three crosses, masked the

great chimney. A tomb, upon which

were deposited a hammer, some nails, a

lance and a crown of thorns, rose in the

middle of the hall. Some persons dress

ed in black and masked were kneeling or

seated around, on carpets embroidered

with tears of silver; they neither wept

nor groancd; their attitude was that of

an austere meditation or of a mute and

profound sorrow.

Consuelo’s guides caused her to ap

proach the bier, and the men who guard

 

ed it having retired to the other extrem
 

 

ity, one of them addressed her thus :

“Consuelo, you have just seen the

ceremony of a masonic reception. You

have seen, there as here, an unknown

worship, mysterious signs, funereal im

ages, initiating pontifi‘s, a bier. What

have you understood by that feigned

scene, by those trials terrifying to the

candidate, by the words which were ad~

dressed to him and by the manifestations

of respect, of love and of sorrow around

an illustrious tomb? ”

“I know not if I have understood

aright," replied Consuelo. “ That scene

troubled me; that ceremony seemed to

me barbarous. I pitied the candidate

whose courage and virtue were subjected

to trials entirely material, as if physical

courage wore sufficient to initiate him to

the work of moral courage. I blame

what I saw, and I deplore those cruel

plays of a gloomy fanaticism or those

childish experiences of a faith entirely ex

terior and idolatrous. I heard obscure

enigmas proposed, and the explanations

given by the candidate appeared to me

dictated by a distrustful or gross cate

chism. Still, that bleeding tomb, that

immolated victim, that ancient myth of

Hiram, a divine architect assasinated by

jealous and avaricions workmen, that

holy word lost for centuries and promised

to the initiate as the magic key that is to

open to him the temple, all this did not

appear to me a symbol devoid of grandeur

and of interest; but why is the fable so

badly woven or of so captions an inter

pretation! "

“ What do you mean by that? Did

you listen attentively to the recital which

you treat as a fable ? ”

“ This is what I heard and what I had

before learned from the books I was or

dered to meditate upon during my re

treat: Hiram, superintendent of the

works of Solomon’s temple, had divided

the workmen by categories. They had

different salaries, unequal rights. Three

ambitious men of the lowest category

had resolved to share in the salary appor

tioned t0 the rival class and to force

from Hiram the word of order, the secret

formula which enabled him to distinguish

the journeymcn from the masters at the

solemn hour of distribution. They lay

in wait for him in the temple, where he

had remained alone after that ceremony,

and posting themselves at each of the

three exits from the holy place, they pre

vented his departure, threatened him,

beat him cruelly and assasinated him,

without having been able to tear from

him his secret; the fatal word which was

to make them equal to him and his privi

leged fellows. Then they carried away

his body and buried it under the rubbish ;

and since that day the faithful adopts of

 

the temple, the friends of Hiram, search

for his sacred word and pay almost divine

honors to his memory."

“And now, how do you explain this

myth? ”

“I have meditated upon it before

coming here, and this is the manner in

which I understand it. Hiram is the

cold intelligence and governmental skill

of ancient societies. They rest upon the

inequality of conditions, upon the system

of castes. This Egyptian fable was

fitted to the mysterious despotism of the

hierophants. The three ambitious men

are indignation, revolt and vengeance;

they are perhaps the three castes inferior

to the sacerdotal, who endeavor to re

cover their rights by violence. Hiram

assassinated, is despotism which has lost

its prestige and its strength, and which

has descended into the tomb carrying

with it the secret of governing men by

blindness and superstition.”

“Is it thus, truly, that you would

interpret this myth? ”

“I have read in your books that it

was brought from the East by the tem

plars and that they used it in their initia

tions. They must therefore have inter

preted it nearly thus; but in baptizing

Hiram, the theocracy, and the assassins,

impiety, anarchy and ferocity, the tem

plars, who wished to subject society to a

kind of monastic despotism, lamented

their impotence personified by the extinc

tion of Hiram. The word of their em

pire, lost and again found, was that of

association or of craft, something like

the ancient cite or the temple of Osiris.

This is why I am astonished at seeing

this fable still used in your initiations to

the work of universal deliverance. I

should wish tolbelicve that it is proposed

to your adepts only as a trial of their

intelligence and their courage.”

“ Well, we who did not invent those

forms of masonry and who do in fact use

them only as moral trials, we who are

more than journeymen and masters in this

science, since after having passed through

all the masonic grades, we have reached

a point where we are no longer masons,

according to the understanding of the

common ranks of that order; we adjure

you to explain to us this myth of Hiram

as you understand it, in order that we

may pronounce upon your zeal, your

intelligence vand your faith the judgment

which will stop you here at the gate of

the temple, or will open to you the en

trance of the sanctuary."

“ You ask of me the word of Hiram,

the lost word. It is not'that which will

open to me the gates of the temple; for

that word is tyranny and falsehood. But

I know the true words, the names of the

three gates of the divine edifice by which

the destroyers of Hiram entered to com
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pel that chief to bury himself under theltrine of brotherhood. I expect the dc

ruins of his work; they are liberty, fra- velopment of the gospel; Ierrpcct some- tecture of the tower. A long ladder

lcrnily, equality.” thing more than equality before God; I was brought and lowered into the dark

“ Consuelo, your interpretation, exact expect and I invoke it among men." void of the opening. Tlten Marcus,

or not, reveals to us the depths of your “Your words are bold and your doc- , leading Consuelo to the entrance, asked

heart. Be therefore excused from ever trines full ofdangers. Have you thought‘ her three times in a solemn voice, if site

kneeling at the tomb of Hiram. Neither l carefully upon them in solitude? IIave t'elt strength enough to descend alone into

will you pass through the_ grade in which I you foreseen the misfortunes which your the subterraneaus of the great feudal

‘ancient as the other details of the archi

the neophyte prostrates himself before;

the image of the remains of Jacobl

Molay, the grand master and the grand|

victim of the Temple, of the soldier,

monks and of the prelate-kuights of the:

middle age. You would issue victorious}

from the second trial as from the first.!

You would discern the lying traces of ai

new faith heaps up beforehand on your tower.

head? Do you know the world and your

own strength?

are one against a hundred-thousand in the

most civilized countries of the globc'.l

Do you know that in the time in which

we live, between those who render to the

sublime revealer Jesus an injurious and

 

l

l

“ Listen, my fathers, or my brothers,

Do you know that we 1 for I know not how I ought to call you,”

replied Consuelo.

“Call them your brothers, returned

Marcus, “you are here among the ‘ln

visibles,’ your equals in grade, if you

persevere but one hour longer. You

7!

barbarous fanaticism, still necessary attgross worship, and those, almost as nu- will say farewell to them here in order to

this day as formulas of precaution againsti

minds imbued with the principle of ine

quality. Remember well, therefore, that,

the free-masons of the lower grades, furl

the most part, aspire only to construct a

profane temple, a mysterious shelter for

an association elevated to the rank ofi

caste. You understand otherwise, and

you will march directly to the universalI

temple which must receive all men min

gled in one some worship, in one some

love. Still you must make here a last

station and prostrate yourself before this

tomb. You must adore the Christ and

recognize in him the only true God.”

“ You say that to try me yet further,"

replied Consuelo with firmness: “but

you have deigncd to open my eyes to

exalted truths, by teaching me to read

your secret books. The Christ is a di

vinc man whom we revere as the greatest

philosopher and the greatest saint of an

cient times. \Ve adore him as much as

it is permitted us to adore the best and

the greatest of masters and of martyrs.

We may well call him the Savior of men

in the sense that he taught those of his

time truths of which they before hadl

only glimpses, and which were to cause

humanity to enter into a new phase of

light and of holiness. We may well

kneel beside his tomb in order to thank

God for having raised up for us such a

prophet, such an example, such a friend ;

but we adore God in him, and we do not

commit the sin of idolatry. \Ve distin

guish between the divinity of the revela

tion and that of the revealer. Iconsent

therefore, to render to these emblems of

a. forever illustrious and sublime suffering,

the homage of a pious gratitude and of a

filial enthusiasm; butl do not believe

that the last word of the revelation was

understood and proclaimed by the men of

the time of Jesus, for it has not yet been

authoritatively so upon the earth. 1 ex

pect from the wisdom and the faith of his

disciples, from the continuation of his

work during eighteen centuries, a more

practical truth, a more complete applica

 

tion of the sacred word, and of the doc

merous now, who deny his mission and

even his existence, between the idolatcrs

and the atheists, there is no place for us

in the light of the sun but in the midst of

the persecutions, ofthe mockcries, of the

hatred and contempt of the human race?

Do you know that in France, at this,

hour, Rousseau and Voltaire, the reli

gious philosopher and the incredulous

philosopher are almost equally proscrib

ed? Do you know, a thing more fear

ful and more unheard of still! that, from

the depths of their exile, they mutually

proscrihc each other'.l Do you know that

you are about to return to a world in

which all will conspire to shake your

faith and to corrupt you ideas? Do you

know, in fine, that you must exercise

your apostolate through dangers, doubts,

deceptions and sufferings?”

“ I am resolved to do so," replied Con

suelo casting down her eyes and placing

her hand upon her heart: “May God

support me 3 ”

“Well, my daughter, said Marcus,

who still held Consuelo by the hand,

you are about to be subjected by us to

some moral sufferings not to try your

faith, which we cannot now doubt, but to

strengthen it. It is not in the calmness

of repose, nor in the pleasures of the

world, it is in sorrow and in tears that

faith is increased and exalted. Do you

feel courage enough to brave painful

emotions and perhaps violent terrors? "

“If necessary and if my soul will be

profitted thereby, I submit myself to your

will,” replied Consuelo, slightly oppress

ed.

Immediately the Invisibles began to re~

move the carpets and the torches which

surrounded the bier. The bier itself

was rolled into one of the deep embra

sures of the windows, and several adepts,

having provided themselves with bars of

iron, hastened to raise a round stone

which occupied the middle of the hall.

Then Consuelo saw a circular opening

large enough to admit one person, the

granite curb-stone of which, blackened

and worn by time, was incontcstably as

7V

 

meet them again in the presence of the

council of the supreme chiefs, of those

whose voices are never heard, whose

faces are never seen. Those you will

call your fathers. They are the sover

eign pontiifs, the spiritual and temporal

chiefs of our temple. We shall appear

before them and before you with uncov

ered faces, if you are well determined to

come and join us at the gate of the sanc

tuary by this road so gloomy and strown

with horrors, which opens here beneath

your feet, and in which you must walk

alone and without other aegis than that of

your courage and your perseverance."

“I will walk in it if necessary," re

plied the neophyte trembling ; “ but this

trial which you announce to me as so

austere, is it then inevitable? O, my

brothers, you do not wish, doubtless, to

trifle with the reason, already quite

enough tried, of a woman without affec

tation and without false vanity? You

have condemned me to day to a long fast,

and though emotion silences hunger, yet

for several hours I feel tnyself physically

weakened; I know not if I shall faint

under the labors you impose upon me. I

care little, I swear it to you, if my body

suffer and fail, but will you not consider

as a moral cowardice, that which will

only be a failing of matter‘.l Tell me

that you will forgive me if I have the

nerves of a woman, provided that, when

restored to myself,l have still the heart

of a man.”

“ Poor child,” replied Marcus, “ Ipre

fer to hear you confess your weakness

rather than that you should seek to dazzle

us by a foolish boldness. We will con

sent, if you desire, to give you a guide,

only one, to assist and soccer you in

your pilgrimage in case of need. Broth

er,” added he, addressing the chevalier

Liverani, who, during all this dialogue,

had remained near the door with his eyes

fixed upon Consuelo, “take the hand of

your sister, and conduct her through the

subterranean passage to the place of gen

eral rendezvous."

“ And you, my brother,” said Consue
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lo, bewildered, “ will you not accompany

me also? ”

“That is impossible. You can havc

but one guide, and he whom I designate

is the only one I am permitted to give

you.”

“I will have courage,” replied Con

suelo, wrapping her cloak around her;

“I will go alone.”

“ You refuse the arm of a brother and

a. friend? ”

“ I refuse neither his sympathy nor his

interest; but 1 will go alone.”

“Go, then, noble daughter, and fear

nothing. She who descended alone into

the Cislcrn of leqrs at Riescnburg, she

who braved so many dangers to find the

hidden grotto of the Schreckeustein, will

easily pass through the bowels of our

pyramid. Go then, like the young he~

roes of antiquity, search for initiation

through the trials ofthe sacred mysteries.

Brothers, present to her the cup, that

precious relic which a descendant of Zis—

ka has brought among us, and in which

we consecrate the august sacrament of

fraternal communion.”

Liverani took from the alter a roughly

worked wooden chalice, and having filled

it, he presented it to Consuelo with a

piece of bread.

“ My sister,“ resumed Marcus, “it is

not only pleasant and generous wine and

bread of pure wheat that we offer to you

to restore your physical strength, it is the

body and the blood of the divine man, as

he himself understood it, that is to say,

the sign at once celestial and material of

fraternal equality. Our fathers, the mar

tyrs of the Taborite church, thought that

the intervention of impious and sacri

legious priests was not of equal value

with the pure hands of a woman or of a

child for the consecration of the august

sacrament. Commune then with us here,

while waiting until you seat yourself at

the banquet of the temple, where the

great mystery of the supper will be more

explicitly revealed to you. Take this

cup, and drink first. If you have faith

in that act, a few drops of this beverage

will be for you a sovereign fortifier, and

your fervent soul will bear your whole

being onwards upon wings of flame.”

Consuelo, having first drank, extended

the cup to Liverani, who had presented

it to her; and when-the latter had drank

in his turn, he passed it to all the broth

ers. Marcus, having drained the last

drops, blessed Consuelo and requested the

assembly to concentrate their thoughts

and to pray for her; then he presented to

 

never to reach the gate of the tctnple, if

you have the misfortune to look once he

liiiitl you as you walk. You will havci‘

scrotal smiions to make in different

places; you must then examine every

thing that is presented to your eyes; but

as soon as a door 'is opened before you,t

pass it and do not return. This you‘

know is the rigid prescription of the an

cient initiations.

ing to the ancient ritcs, carefully preserve

the flame of your lamp, the emblem of

your faith and of your zeal. Go, my

daughter, and let. this thought give you‘

superhuman courage: what you are now"

 

 

You must also, accordq

condemned to suffer is necessary for thel

development of your mind and your heart

in virtue and the true faith.”

Consuelo descended the steps with pre

caution, and as soon as she had reached

the bottom, the ladder was witlidra\vn,i

and she heard the heavy stone again fall;

and close the entrance of the subterranean

above her head.

i

To be Continued.
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1. Poems. By R. \V. EMERSON. Bos

ton: James Munroe atid Co. pp. 251.

2. Poems. By WiLLiAM ELLERY CHAN

NlNG. Second Series. Boston: James

Munroe and Co. pp. 160.

3. Poems. By W'iLLmiu W. S-ronv.

Boston: Charles C. Little & James;

Brown. pp. 219.

(Concluded from our last.)

\Vc have said that true Poetry is at

once mystical and natural, exception and

organic growth, transcendental and hu

mane. It is mystical and transcendental,

in that it is always new, and is drawn

from unfamiliar and reserved depths of

our being, showing that there is always|

something deeper than anght actual, a

principle to fall back upon, though all we

know should be suddenly slipped from un

der our feet; in other wards because it

will not allow us to suppose that the

whole sum of aristcnccs, even though

that sum be infinite, can begin to exhaust

the essence, of which we have knowl~

edge in our own souls. It is natural, be

cause at the same time it accepts with

reverence, and attaches an absolute value

to the special forms and determinations of

the actual universe, through all its grades

of animate and inanimate, limited al

though thcy be; because it sees the iiifi

nite in the finite, the substance in the ac

cident, the cause in the result, the life-,

germ in each branch, the centre in each i

 

cast its shadow. And therefore we have

said again that Poetry is at once excep

tion and organic growth. It is exception,

because while noting particulars, and

catching the impress of every thing nat

ural, actual, human, it at the same time

celebrates the Possible, the Spirit, the

Over-Foul. which these do not exhaust,

and delights in flinging life away to find

life again in this vast rccroative abyss: in

this sense it is uluuys excepting; it is al

ways saying of friend, scene, statue,

music: “this is well, but this is not a”,

this is not quite the thing, the soul rests

not here, the soul is a strange coquette

among [/ii'ngs, it seeks them and then

not have them, it wants always

more, more." “'hut is that in us, that

restless aspiration, which, drawn to every

thing, still glances off, and loves too well

to own the whole, if but in fantasy and

seeking, to bury itself in the possession

of any part'.l This is that perpetual ex

ception, that renovating, restless principle

in life, whose glorious fever glows in the

face and rhythm of the bard, and want

ing which all poetry were prose.

This is one side of our statement; now

for the balancing half. Poetry is excep—

tion; but it is also organic growth. It is

not only the luminous gas perpetually

escaping from the facts of life; it is that,

but it is that as an evidence of the same

heavenly fire latent and at home in the

centre of every fact. It does not merely

will

drop the shells it picks up on the shore of

time, to chase the wave that left them.

It regards facts, periods, persons as inter

esting only in proportion as it sees the

one soul shining through them; but then

it does not instantly exaggerate this truth,

and look on facts as merely leavings of

the living soul of unity and progress. It

is too true to its first instinct, to the first

instinct of the human mind, to the great

reconciling thought of Universal Unity,

the thought which reconciles the restless

escaping flame of aspiration on the one

hand, with all natural repose in facts and

particulars on the other. This great

thought teaches us that all things are or

gauic, harmonious, mutually implied con

stituents of the complete whole—and

whose lives in any part, if that part be in

harmony, is placed in living, thrilling con

tact with the whole of God and rides

upon the wave which our one-sided tran

scendentalist is doomed to chase. ,

The figure which we just used came

up as if providentiully, and gives us the

type, the expression in one word, which

we had almost despaired of finding, of

the neophyte a little lamp of Silver, and ' radial tor-minus or point of the circuinfcr- Mr. Emerson and all his poems. It. is

assisted her to place her feet upon the ence, unity in each particular of the uni- I the retreating wave. That is their uniform

first steps of the ladder. versal or variety ; and more than this, ho-' eXpression; they always represent life as a

“It is not necessary for me to tell'causc it regards the parts as absolutely retreating wave; God and poetry and life

you,” added he, “that no danger tlireat-lessentia] to the whole, and not as more and soul and beauty, wliatsover is essen

ens your life; but fear for your soul; fearlchancc atoms, which reflect its light and l tially, are a retreating wave; and facts
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And the cold and purple morning

Itself with thoughts of thee adorning;

The leafy dell, the city mart,

Equal trophies of thine art;

E'en the flowing azure air -

Thou hast touched for my despair;

And, if I languish into dreams,

Again I meet the ardent. beams.

Queen of things! I dare not die

In Bciug's decps past ear and eye;

Lest there I find the same dcceiver,

And be the sport of Fate forever.

Dread Power, but deur! if Gorl thou be,

are but the shells and pebbles left behind.

Every poem sings you this: “I leave

you something, which you may pick up

if you care to, but you touch not me,

retreating, retreating—such is my very

essence.” And it would seem to inti

mate that God's great poem, or the Uni

verse, was always teaching it this strain.

There is just truth enough and life

enough in this music to make it interest

ing. But it is only a negative and half

truth ;' it is true in so far as it recognizes

that facts are nothing in themselves. iso

lated and cut off from the pervading

spirit. But it. is false when it seeks the

spirit out of the fact, when it drops the

shell to chase the wave. This is a vague,

abstract, unsatisfying conception of Deity ;

instead of the great Positive Mind, it

worships only the infinite Exception. It

is a true, but still only a negative state

ment of God. God is not the retreating

wave which leaves the organic facts be~

hind to die; any more than the vital

fluids traversing this body leave its my

riad ducts and organs dead. God is the

vital fluid of the universe, and the uni

verse is the body of God, and he flows

through all and quickens every part, and

every part so quickencd, being in harmo‘

ny with the rest, thrills with the general

consciousness and lives beyond by living

in itself. \Ve thank Mr. Emerson now

and always for his strengthening saluta

tion to the living part of us, too apt to

be enslaved by circumstances; his writ

ings always rouse the sluggish soul to that, and how to dwell in each without re

feel its independence, and to claim its. nouncing all. When he says: “ Enough

high relationship with more than circum- \ for thee the primal mind,” &c., he states

stance, or form, or person; to renounceithe truth of the essential unity of all

the partial and pursue the whole. It is,souls with God; and that individual suf

one great part of the ministry of poetrylfering or failure should be accounted as

to save the soul from the thraldom of its 1 nought, since the Whole is safe; the pri

own desires, from the futile possession of. ma] mind suffices, whatever may become

things we fancy to be the containers of of us and our affairs. Here is the great

what will not be contained; from our,principle of Unity recognized; but it is a

childish trick of seizing the bright angethinity which is exclusive and not inclu

hy the skirts of his who at the very mo-.sive; a unity which does not need us;

ment that he flings it off. No one has whereas the real unity which it is our

sung so musical a warning of this ex-isonl's first instinct to believe and to de

Take for instance the “Ode to sire is one which does need us, and of

which each single individual is an indis

pensable, constituent and organic part.

And how are we to realize this one-nessl

“ God hid the whole world in thy heart.”

Here too is another extreme statement,

or a half truth set up as a whole one.

In our own heart we find the want, the

evidence of unity; nay, and the key to

it, unlocking every correspondence, if we

would but analyze that heart‘s attractions.

But by communing with his own heart

alone, by absolute subjective conscious

But because'Beauty is this “eternal

'fugitive,” are we to loathe all we have

keep renouncing and fursaking and refus

ing, lest the life pass by us while we

stop to realize? Is'our life to be one ever

lasting non-comtnittall Or shall we not

rather beware the extreme but logical re

sult of all this, as in the case of the ultra

spiritualist who blamed God for desertiug

his sublime abstraction to indulge in a

creation, and who could find it in his

heart to call the plastic symmetry of na

ture the drugs and excrement of Deity?

We thank Mr. Emerson for always re

ferring us beyond the mere form to the

life, and for inspiring us with the desire

to live. We are tantalized however by

his negative assertion ofthis need: by his

showing us how this and that are not life,

whereas the Sphynx has rather put to us

the riddle, how to find life in this and

 

perience.

Beauty.”

“ Thee gliding through the sea of form,

Like the lightning through the storm,

Somewhat not to be possessed,

Somewhat not to be caressed,

No feet so fleet could ever find,

No perfect form could ever bind.

Thou eternal fugitive,

Hovering over all,that live,

Quick and skilful to inspire

Sweet, extravagant desire,

Starry place and lily~bell

Filling with thy roseate smell,

Wilt not give the lips to taste

Of the nectar that thou hast.

“ All that ’s good and great with thee

\Vorlrs in close conspiracy;

Thou hast bribed the dark and lonely

To report thy features only,

the heart whispers. No man ever brought

himself into harmony with the whole in

this way. \Vith this gospel of self-re

 

 

 

l

l

 

ness, by isolated self-reliance, no man ever cept in others.

came near realizing that unity of which private soul to the in-streaming Deity, ex

 

liance must be coupled that other of gen

eral mutual affiance, each to each; of a.

unity of system and organic solidarity,

wherein no one can rely upon himself, or

he himself, without the aid of all, com

pleting the related character of all the

faculties and tendencies which properly

are himself.

These poems are more mystical than

natural; in the intense light of the Abso

lute they see all relative and individual

Unmzike me quite, or give thyself to me! ” I {nets and balm-'5 swallmufll “P- They

are more transcendental than humane.

They seem rather to sympathize with ev

ycry thought that transcends facts, than to

as her more leaviugs; are we to renounce seek to make them transcendenh They

all definite end or aim in life, and simply seem almost to slight and
turn away

from man because he is not God. They

cherish so'exclusively the mystical, the

exceptional, the transcendental side of

the great truth; they so chase the wave

and fling away the waif, that they have a

constant tendency to treat all individual

facts and persons, and all that is historical

and relative, as unreal and phenomenal

and unimportant. Human Progress is

no theme of theirs; their chiefcst hope

and prophecy is that “a Man ” will

come, with thought so great, or soul so

open to the only real, to the Universal

Mind, that before him nature shall be

fluid and phenomenal. Hear what he

makes the mountain say:

" Mouadnoc is a mountain strong,

Tall and good my kind among;

But well I know no mountain can

Measure with a perfect man.

For it is on temples writ,

Adamant is soft to wit:

And when the greater comes again

With my secret in his brain,

1 shall pass, as glides my shadow

Daily over hill and meadow.

i ‘ I U i Q

Comes that cheerful troubadour,

This mound shall throb his face before,

As when, with inward fires and pain,

It rose a bubble from the plain.”

All this is well ; we might accept it in

itself, and take it for the mountain's

prophecy of a higher development of

Humanity upon the earth. But there is

a certain tendency throughout to look for

some great man or man of genius, and

make of no account all other men as if

they were mere shadows. The “ Over

Soul,” it is our humble belief, will not

be so satisfied; the primal mind, the all

creating Love, would manifest itself in a

whole human race made one with one

another and with God. Nor is the hu

man Heart, the primal sourcc of poetry,

contented with this mere subjective quest

of the most High. One cannot live, ex

One cannot open his

cept he connect himself in living bonds

of unity with his race. Humanity must

be inspired before the individual. For
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we are members one of another, and as

branches of an organic whole we need

only wait the natural growth of that

whole through its infantile periods of in

coherence to the full flower of Unity and

Harmony, to be receivers of the perfect

Light and Love and Joy, each in his in

dividual place and character and function,

as much as if he absorbed into his single

self the whole World-Soul.

\Ve love the mystical, we love the

transcendental in Poetry; there is no

true poetry or art without it. But we

also demand that it should be human : it

is nothing to be uplifted by a grand

thought, if it do not bring us into more

active cooperation with our race. This

is the poetry of Intellect, and not the

poetry of Passion: and until we heed

and reverence the voice of Passion, we are

still ignorant of our human Destiny, we

turn away from the sole compass which

can point us to it.

These are more hints and sketches of

what we would say. We must abruptly

leave this poet, not without thanks, if

without entire assent to all he sings, to

say a few Words of the other volumes

named at the head of this article.

These are of kindred spirit, in their de

grees ; neither of them so hold, so origi

nal, so electrifying by a thought, a word;

but both more human, claiming love as

well as admiration. Mr. Crrarmmc’s

volume closes with a challenge to the

critics, apropos to Keats’ case. We

like it, except his estimate of Keats; it

has the true tone of manliness and mod

esty; he makes no apology for his vers

es, since he has striven to. put his earnest

soul into them.

“ Who writes by Fate the critics shall not. kill,

Nor all the assassins in the great review;

Who writes by luck his blood some Hack shall

spill,

Some Ghost whom a Mosquito might run

through.

Q U Q I I Q ~ 5

l ope my arms to them,—the world beside,—

O awful God ! who over verse doth sway,

Thine eye doth sct'tn me,-in thy flowing tide,

1, like a leaf, am oddying whirled away.

Could but the faintest echo from my lyre

Within Thy ear awake one choral thought,

I then had gained my earnest Heart’s desire,

This battlc thcn securely I had fought."

Struggling through a. good deal of

difficulty in rhythm, and in the distribu

tion of words in sentences, we discern

here a true poet’s fire, rendering the ma

terials continually more plastic. The

charm of this book is its love of nature.

The poet does not write from books; he

gives you nature at first hand; his wild

flowers are still fresh with dew, and

cleaves about their roots.

His idealism is balanced by a pretty

.and weakness,

smell of their native mould, which still:

 
There is a clear locality

to all his songs. They are even patriotic

for a spiritualist. New England and her

blcak hills, and all her habits of economy

strong realism.

'and use, are celebrated by the grateful

son, who has found even this plain moth

er liberal and genial to his soul‘s need of

beauty and of central thoughts. There

is also a kindly interest in men and their

affairs, and a certain swimming sense of

beauty in all this, as when a musician

_ .

sweeps every thing around lttm into his

prelude. And if we may be permitted to

regard these poems only as a prelude, we

shall peruse them fondly and find no fault.

\Ve like their humanity, we like their

heroism, their sturdy planting of both

feet on the common earth, on common

Concord or Wachusett, and declaring:

“ let there be poetry “here, for here is

God, and hither hath he led my soul, that

it may see and learn and love and sing.”

But this is thus far only the poet's own dis

cipline ; these are his exercises, well and

\vorthily conceived, and adhered to with

conscience and with courage. \Ve have

read them over in detail; we have re

membered them in general; we have

thought over the whole symphony in or

der to detect its key-note; and we should

say, the tone of the whole book is the

idea of spiritual manliness. The poet is

disciplining himselfto stand where he is,

to accept his lot, his times, to feel the

evil and sympathize with the heart's trag

edies of his race, but still to trust in God

and not complain or run away, hiding the

ostrich head in any Utopian sands. He

means to face it, and to prove that, let

the times be barren as they may, a poet

ought to find good picking anywhere.

So ought he, so say we. But it is not

enough that you or I may find poetic

nutriment, among hours and money

changers. A true humanity demands

that they too should be poets, that every

wealth and joy of soul should freely flow

for all. And this requires conditions.

Not a vague love and respect for human

ity will do it; not a mere recognition of

the godlike underneath the vulgar hu

man, with its “ heart of cat and eyes of

bug.” The poet’s symphony, which he

extracts from all this, will be but the pre

lude of the grand social symphony in

which all men, with characters developed

and attuned to unity, will be the notes,

if he is really in earnest and humane.

This isolated, spiritual gymnastics of'his,

healthy and inspiring as it looks, will

then forget itself in the grand chorus of

Humanity, which shall make good the

meaning of its own single, but related

voice. In times of incoherence, falseness

it is good that any

should be strong, and plant themselves

erect; but for the reason only that they

may gain a power to unite all.

 
We had intended to copy some of Mr,

Chauning’s beautiful piece, but have

now no room.

Among Mr. S'ronv’s poems our read—

ers will recognize some old acquaint

ances, some of them improved, too, since

they first adorned our columns. in point

of rhythm he is far superior to either of

the others. His is the true soul of

rhythm; every thing is steeped in the free

and never faltering melody of feeling.

Open the volume any where and read

two lines; like a leaf dropped on a river,

you sail down the page by an uncon

scious attraction, caught and possessed

by something that commands you like

good music, whether there be thoughts

which you carry away or not. So too in

respect to every thing pertaining to artis

tic mould and finish. You feel that the

ingredients have been perfectly fused,

and rendered plastic to an over-ruling and

habitual sense of beauty. This is the

charm of Goethe. Here is a. middle re

gion between speech and music, which

poetry,-—the poetry of feeling, rather

than of t.hought,—most fitly occupies.

What could be more perfect than this :

“Hours long have I sat silently,

And watched the twilight fade,—

‘Vhile one by one the clouds grew grey,

In slowly deepening shade,

Until the moon, upriscn high,

Falls over earth and sea, —

And still I dream, as I have dreamed,

Of thee, and only thee.

Thy childhood —1ike the rosy cloud

That floated sweet afar;

Thy mnidenhood — the silver pride

Of the clear evening star;

Thy womanhood — whose perfect love

Shines gladly o’er my life,

And, like the moon, makes beautiful

Earth’s harshness and earth’s strife."

And are not these two little songs true

pearl secretions!

“ NO MORE !

Flow on, sad stream, unto the sea !

Thou flowest on as ever, \

But the heart most dear no more is here,

Forever and forever.

No more! I hear it in the pines,

Through which the night-winds roar,

Those stars shall shine in eyes of thine,

No more, 0, never more!

Sigh on! and autumn wind, sigh on!

She lies in the grass beneath,—

I make my moan by her grave alone,

For the violets have her breath.

O, lonely night! 0, wandering moon !

Hast thou no word for me 1

0, love and sorrow! 0, day and morrow!

Must ye forever be’! "

 

“ SONG.

0! heavy, heavy, day !

\Vhen wilt thou wear away,

And bring her sweet returning ?
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O, weary, weary, night !

When wilt thou take thy flight,

And bring another morningl

O ! stars that gem the skies !

Ye shine not like her eyes,

Where love is ever beaming l

Pass on, O hateful day—

Yet gentle night, 0, stay!

For she is mine while dreaming.

In dreams, she comes to me—

In dreams, her eyes I see —

And bliss divine comes o'er me,—

Theu let my spirit creep

To thy pavilion, sleep!

While Love flies on before me."

All these poems move in a more hu
manielement, and are more filled with

passion, than those we have been consid

ering. They are not as boldly original as

Emerson’s; nor have they the sharp

thought of Charming. They stand near

er to the common mind; they do not sa

lute us like the North wind, challenging

and chiding ; they steal over us with the

warm sympathy of Southern breezes, and

make our own heart's hopes and fears

and sorrows beautiful to us. Yet they

are not poor in thought, but filled with

the freshest and best thought of this day,

and they are written out of much sincere

experience. The “ Mistake” is certain

ly a very remarkable poem; original in

its conception, beautiful and simple in its

progress, and holding the reader spell

bound, like the wildest imagination of

Coleridge, though it has no machinery,

nothing of the supernatural, nothing but

perfectly natural heart’s experience to

tell.

The tone of these poems is Aspiration.

They are very Schiller-like. “The

Ideal and the Real” rhyme in almost

every one of them. There is no distinct

theory, or constructive vision of man‘s

social destiny, perceptible in them; but

there is a most clear faith in unity and

recognition of the deep ~prayer and de

mand of this our age.

this are more and more prominent in his

later compositions. In the earlier pieces

there is less definiteness, less concentra

tion of aim and hope, and a considerable

tendency to difi‘useness, as if it were too

easy a thing to write. He has turned his

face towards the East; he believes in the

coming of the great day of humanity, of

Heaven upon Earth; and while he so

looks and sings, faith will become sight,

and aspiration distinct vision, and in the

scimcc of universal unity he will find the

very Thorough-Bass of Poetry forever

more established.

“he will extract some passages which

breathe this Ilumanitary hope. In the

“ Future ” are these lines:

“ Thus, by the dreams that Hope was ever

weaving,

My soul was nourished, till I seemed to see

Expressions of

Society from off its bosom heaving

lts load of ignorance and poverty."

I it D D I i i

“ \Vhen man’s whole nature is to love subjected,

All passions shall unite to do its will ;

Ono law through all its forms shall be reflected,

One harmony its myriad notes distil.

Tuned as our souls are unto false relations,

To Fear, and Hate. and Jealousy and Strife,

How may we hope harmonious vibrations

From the discordant, broken strings of life.

The dim and distant Future haunts my being

“'ith a rich music, svvelling like a sea.

From myriad voices all in love agreeing,—

Thc holy anthem of humanity.

Through all of life there is no ugly duty,

Each act in Love’s transfiguration stands,

And Order reigns, and never-fading Beauty,

\Vith smile ethcreal, everinore commands."

“Prometheus” is a noble poem, a

somewhat softened copy of the barbaric

Titan of Goethe. This is altogether a

vision of the redemption of mankind upon

this earth. For instance :

I“ The unslavcd winds, along the mid air soaring,

Bring up the blessings of humanity;

And in the lulling of my agonics,

My soul with lofty visions tecms—

Before my inward sight arise

The great processions of long centuries —

The spirits of majestic dreams -,

The dark and sullen gatcs of Time,

That round the human vision close,

Swing open in harmonious chime,

And the great morning of the Future glows;

There Beauty flows like sunlight over all,

There Joy proclaims its endless festival,

There Virtue hath its own, and Knowledge

reigns,

And all man’s passions, harmonized by Love,

Lift up their anthems to the heavens above,

In one heroic swell of consentancous strains.”

What we have said may serve for notice

of these good things. For real criticism

we have not room, and have to speak

without a long and quiet season of di

gestion.

l
l
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for othcrs’ rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions nll tending to illipttVt’l'il'll

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

application of Christian principles, of Universal

justice and Universal love, to social institutions,

to commerce, to business, to active life. ‘

Du. CHANIISU.

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.

We repudiate all agrarianism or level

ing of fortunes, not only as impracticable,

but as inconsistent with social harmony,

which requires differences of fortune as

well as of character, as musical harmo

nies require differences in the tone, vol

ume and pitch of their elementary notes.

We regard the true development of the

individual as the absolute basis of the true

society, and in seeking the social positions

most conducive to this end, we consider

 

 

the individual ownership of property as

essential. As in man the material prin

ciple and its development in the senses,

demand what is most immediately essen

tial to life, and constitute the basis and

foundation of all higher development of

intellect and affection, we recognize the

organization of the industry which sup

plies those wants, as the basis of all

social progress. Perceiving that human

ity is wasting its energies, denying

the religion of Love, and forfeiting

its happier destiny, in the destructive

internal war between nations, classes,

and individuals; and deducing from an

absolute faith in God and the univer

sality of his Providence, the idea that

all characters with all their possi

ble attractions and interests must have

been calculated in relation to a predeter

mined social order and harmony,— Fouri

er conceived the possibility of discovering

this order, which should harmonize all

interests, whilst giving to each its highest

development; considering individuals and

classes as the particular atoms and organs

whose integrity is required by the health of

the great humanity. By an order substitut

ing unity of interests for the present in

coherence and antagonism, he saw that the

obstacles to our moral progress would be

at once removed, that our power instead

of neutralizing itself would be concen

trated, and that. for every evil now trace

able to this incoherence, we should neces—

sarily substitute the opposite good. Such

an order appeared to correspond to that

of the kingdom of heaven, whose estab

lishment on earth we have been ordered

to seek and to pray for. It would at

once give free play to all social sympa

thies, and bring men under the law of

Love. By harmonizing the spiritual with

the sensuous, and the ultimate with the

immediate interest, it would multiply the

force of each individual’s selfishness by

those of the affections which draw

him toward his fellow man; multiply

the sum of these again by his attrac

tion to duty or sentiment of Deity, and

convert the whole power to uses at once

individual and humanitary. This appeal

to every interest must cause the true or

der, from the first moment at which its

operation should be seen, to kindle a gen

eral enthusiasm, to spread rapidly over

the earth, embody Christianity in the de

tails of practical life, and prepare for the

milleoium of the Scriptures. It was

clearly the mission of science—the

head of humanity, to discover this order,

as it was that of Religion — the heart of

humanity, to urge to its research. From

this theory of a passions], as Columbus

from that of a geographical unity, Fou

rier commences his exploration for a new

society, as Columbus for a new continent.

He proceeds to find a compass by making

l
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the exhaustive analysis of the springs of’ and prevent the development of the af- by the guaranty of attainment. to riches

action and aims of attainment in the liu-IICctive and spiritual attractions by their. and pleasures, which are the wishes of

man soul. He classes these under the

general heads of

Sensitive Attractions, tending to Luxury;

Affective Attractions, tending to Social Groups; '

Distributive Attractions, tending to Series.

Collective Tendency to Uni/y.‘

To the compass afforded by the direc

tion of these impulses, Fourier has given

the name of passional attraction. New

ton, by the fall of an apple, was led to

discover the laws of planetary attrac-‘

, tion. Fourier was led by a similar

trifle to discover the laws of passion

al attraction. It was the privation of a

favorite species of apple from its exor

bitant price in Paris, which induced him

to analyze the mechanism of exchanges,

and the oppression of producers and coin

sumers by the intermediary non-produc

ing class, in competitive commerce. In

seeking the remedy for this evil in a just

and equitable commercial system, which

:hould interlock the three interests of

producer, exchanger and consumer, his

researches led him from the idea of unity

in class interests, to the unity of man

with man in the collective race— (source

of passional harmony in the affective

groups of Ambition, Friendship, Love

and the Family,) to the unity of man

 

with external nature in its composite

adaptation -

1. By ditTcrence, the principle of util-i

ity or injury.

.cites us continually, and by impulses as

,invariable in all times and in all places,

 

2. By similitude, in the refraction of

himself,the archetype, by the hieroglyphic

mirror of the mineral, vegetable and ani-‘

mal kingdoms, whose creations are all

emblems of his passions and their social

effects—the elephant and the viper, the

rose and the misletoe.

To the unity of man with God—

First, in the principles of his triune

being: as it is said in the Scripture,

“God made man in his own image."

(Source of universal analogy.)

Second, unity of man with God, as the

arbiter of Attraction, the law of human'

societies, as of all other spheres of move

ment. But if man’s attractions naturally

tend to unity in these three branches, it

is clear that his destiny is now inverted ;

for this composite unity, we have a com

posite incoherence:

1. Antagonism of man, with external

nature, abounding with maleficent crea

tions, and producing the useful only as

exception, and whose limited blessings

are confined to a small exeeptional class

of the race; while to the seven-eighths

now in poverty, the senses become

sources of affliction and disappointment,

 

 
l

" This subject is more fully developed in pa- l

pers commencing at tile 22d number of the‘

Harbinger, (Vol. “1.)

.attraction, which is the negative chastise

constant craving for the necessaries of'

life and reactive tendencies to excess.

2. Antagonism of man with man, in

the collision of interests and passions.

3. Antagonism of man with God, as

manifested in nature and in his follow~

tnan, and by the perversion of conscience,

the sentiment of this unity or attraction

to duty, into the poison of remorse; by the

impossibility of obeying one attraction

without sacrificing others, equally the ex

pression of God's will. it was necessary in

commencing, “to establish the excellence

of attraction, its property of permanent

divine interpretation, the necessity to:

take it for a. guide in all social mechau~'

ism in which we would follow the pathsl

of God, and arrive at the practice of jus

tice arid truth, and at social unity.”

Fourier exposes “ the seven guaranties

which Attraction assures to God and to.

Man reciprocally; guaranties, not one of

which can be obtained by coufiding the

reins of the social car to human reason,

or legislation.”

 

Table of the SI'IJfL'IlIer Guaranty which

zit/radian celeb/[shes belwce/t God and

Alan.

1. Compass of permanent social revo

lation ; since the needle of attraction ox

as the lights of rcason are variable and

dccciifol.

2. Economy of mechanism; by the

employment of a resource combining the

faculties of interpretation and impulsion,

and fitted to reveal and to stimulate at

the same time.

3. Affectionate concert of the Creator

with the creature; or conciliation of the

free will of man obeying from pleasure,

with the authority of God commanding

pleasure by attractional impulse.

4. Combination of the useful and the

agreeable, of profit and charm, by the

intervention of attraction in the produc

tive labors to which it would passionate

ly draw us, as to every other will of God,

of which it is the interpreter.

5. Sparing of cocrcitive measures;

gibbets, police, tribunals, penitentiary,

and other pnrasitical wheel-work which

the civilized and barbarous order causes

to intervene for the support of repugnant

industry.

6. Collective reward of obedient globcsl

by the charm of the attractive law, and

collective punishment of rebellious globes

without employment of violence, by the

mere sting of desire or martyrdom of

ment for rebellious globes obstinate in

living under human legislation.

7. Conciliation of reason with nature;

 

nature, through the practice ot'justice and

truth, which are required by sound rea

son, and which can only reign through

Association and attractive industry.

A Pivot. Internal Unity, or peace of

man with himself, and end of the state

of internal war, which the civilized order

organizes by every where placing the

passion or attraction iti opposition to the

wisdom and the law, without rendering

it possible to satisfy either, even by sa

crificing the other to it.

Y External Unity, in the relations of

man with God and the universe. The

world or universe communicating with

God only by the intervention of attraction,

every creature from the stars to the in

sects, attaining harmony only by follow

ing the impulses of attraction, there

would be duplicity of system if man

ought to follow any other road than that.

of attraction to arrive at the ends of God,

Harmony and Unity.

This is the canvass on which Fourier

proceeds to demonstrate the excellence of

attraction in the social mechanism and the

incompetence of human legislation, which

in stifling and perverting attraction, gives

all results opposite to those of the preced

ing table, besides the duplicity of action or

absence of the spirit of God, whose es

sential attribute in the government of the

universe, is unity of system.

Confirmed by the promise of Christ,

“ Ask, and ye shall receive; seek, and

ye shall find; knock, and it shall be open

cd unto you,” the sublime thinker has

opened to us with this key, the temple of

universal science, “ Attractions are pro

portional to Destinics.”

Still relying on the universality of

Providence and on the principle of unity

in variety, we consult the analogies of

nature, study. the laws. of attraction

discovered by Newton and Kepler in the

planetary movements, and seek the order

and relative dispositions in which they

follow their attractions without ever

clashing in their orbits of movement.

\Ve find the planet forming the pivot of a

group of satellites, and the planets with

their satellites moving round suns, form

ing series ofgroups. From the infinitely

great we proceed to the infinitely small, to

the atoms of matter, which range them

selves in groups by the attraction of co

hesion, and those groups into series by

the attraction of affinity. Rising from

the arboresccnt crystal to the organic,

vegetable and animal sphere; groups of

molecules form tissues under assimilative

attraction, and those tissue groups unite

in the series of an organ; the series of

organs in a functional apparatus, and the

series of apparatus in the synthesis of a

unitary life, completing the contact of
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extremes from the organic molecule, ‘ does not require that any Slitltlltl he igno- l warfare, \vreathe not so thick around

which is also a unitary lifo. Dtttertltiltitlgjt'itltt and coarse, wretched or diseasedflyoor quiet homes, and you may see, as

that attraction is every where the motive , dwarfed or deformed, in the growth either 1 from a l’isgah view, roads 'to the Pales

force, and the permanent revelation ofaif body or soul. How long by earnestaiue beyond, which are hidden from the

God's will in creation, and that the seriesv repetition must we labor to clear away ‘ mass below you. Your brothers are

is the order of distribution and organiza the rubbish of prejudice which obscures 1 weary with journeying through the wil

tion uniformly adapted to it ; we proceed to so many true hearts and bright intel- | dct'ucss of strife, whose sands their bleed

to consider how man is to adopt in the lects the most vital interests of our rach ,ing feet have ll‘OtltlBIt "' while century

movetnent and organization of society; “"0 have stated a few principles: alfollowed century,into the deep eternity.”

left by God to his intelligent disposition, century would not suflicc to develop the ‘ The blood of their parched veins is turn

the order elsewhere distributing the har- corollaries which must flow from thcm.ied into poison. Love has become a lie;

monies of nature. Having recognized , lipon us it may rest to accomplish the i Friendship an apple of Sodom; and over

luxury, and the organization of industry great, transition for which the ages have ‘ dead and living corpses, stalks Ambition,

on which it depends, as the basis, thclwaitcd, —the practical embodiment tifitlie Cain brand on his brow. They ask

first step is to determine the conditions ofi Christianity on the foundation of united l front the Church its cup of healing, and

attractive labor in groups and series. i interests, In all movements whose ten-lit answers with taunts of total depravity

l

i

   

(Some exposition of this may be found in dency is to organized harmonies, discords, : and mcnaces of eternal hell. The mes

the twenty-third number ofthe Harbinger, differences, individual typcs of character 1 sage of love is turned to gal] on the lips

third volume, and seventh number fourth must first he developed, and asset-t them- i of the preacher, and this world is cut 05'

volume, as well as in other back num- selves in oppositions, l)efore.aCCUrtls can‘from the providence of God as a con

bers.) the formed from their ordered combina- demued planet, where his kingdom may

In the joint stock partnerships of capi- l tions, The formation of the crystal must i not- come, not his will be done. The

tal, labor and skill, which we consider as be preceded by the thorough disintegra- i ltililflSOPilBl‘ mOCiiS its perishing cry With

the matrix in which the serial organiza- 1 tion of the crude mass and resolution into i metaphysical subtleties; the tnan of sci

tion is to crystalizc; the individual re-lits radical atoms. It is from the diver- ence Shires and turns to his "bservations

serves the right to invest in that dcpart- gent root fibres, pushing out in the dark 0" a Sitiefiai Parallax 01‘ lite analysis Of a

ment in which he is specially iiitcrestcd;,earth, that the plant rises green and ‘i new mineral. The political economist

and to withdraw at any time after givingihwely in the sunlight of heaven to bear’ VUCifL’rfliE’S his last parrot lesson of the

due notice. The advantages and eeono- I flowers and fruit, The crawling venom- equilibrium of demand and supply, laisscz

mics of combination in partnerships anilions worm must with painful industry jilir'é, free competition, whilst toil-ex

companies are well known ; but the dis- weave his silken cocoon before the sylph- ' hausted generations are perishing in the

tinctive feature of Phalansterian partner- , like butterfly can soar among the flowers black holes of industrial competition, or

ship, is, that instead of associating Capi-iin gold and purple. The discordant drain of? into their sewers, the hospital

tal against labor, as in the manufacturing,scrnping and jarring of the instruments, or the ahnsllouse, and little children

companies; or labor against capital, as itt whose notes the musician is attuning to'CI'flWi harnessed 10 ting-carts in th8

the trades’ unions; it associates them to-ltheir elem-est tension, must precede thclcoal mine. Plunged in abstractions, or

gether, and from the whole profits realiz orchestra's ful! burst of harmony. It i spell bound in a vicious circle of sophistry,

ed, assigns a fixed proportion as the in- , was from the dark and void of chaos that lilcre is "0 indie from "I958 me"; their

terest on capital, or funded labor, and ‘ the spirit of God evnkcd the fight and the , hearts are frozen or turned to stone. It

a fixed proportion to active labor and to,tcet1ting life of a beautiful creatimh Itiis on your fresh and young spirits that

skill ; thus converting to the welfare of‘ is thus from the chaos of Humanity, from i Humanity waits, and claims your lifes’

all, the reciprocal faculties possessed by t Savage war, from Barbarous oppressionyidevotion in its sore need. Pause, or it

each. Machinery, now monopolized by i from Civilized fraud, from all the social ‘ may b6100i310- Y0" Will be swallowed

capital, is no longer to establish a com-levils which have individualized characterlyourselves in the vortex of selfish an

mercin] feudalism, by creating a few (30- by [he intense-st antagonism, that tlw'tagonisms. A planet are race pcrchance,

lossal fortunes, and plunging the masscsipassional harmonics of society must be i may like a single man, fail of its life’s

in destitution; but, with all other develop-1 born. destiny. Let this science of Fourier,

ments of science concrctcd in social in-l The present is the age of synthesis. . like iis Parerlt ‘he religion Of Christ, be

dustry, whilst it renders the rich richer, it \Ve appeal to the young, to the favorites ‘ come a philosophical speculation ; save it

will lighten thelabor ofthe poor, and pm- of nature and of fortune, It is for you, i for Sundays and beautiful sermons,—-and

cure for the hard-fisted mechanic, now i intelligent atoms, sentient tones of char- the" is Humanity 108% and itsiife become

brutalizcd by excessive toil, the leisure acter, to understand your position and the WhOiiy *1 “9- we set this mailer before

and the means of intellectual and social mission of your age. It is the cause of You- Read and examin for yourselves;

culture. \Ve would obviate by this jus-‘Humanity which calls you,—llumanity bl" When You Shall have assurL'd Y0"!

tice the necessity for expensive charities, which has been travailing through thezseives that this is in very "Hill the 80i

and the still more eXpensive apparatus of ages to give you birth, llumanity which ‘ elice 0f human SOCielyi lile iflles‘ revela

tribunals, police, and places of punish- i has nursed you on her bosom and raised ilion 0f GOd ‘0 the ages, iilen ACT'

l
ment for the crimes which grow out oft you up to man‘s estate; whose toiling

indigence. Our nearest approach to agra- ~ millions have fed and clothed you, whose
rianiism is this, that in connection with i earnest thought has distilled through cen- i THE CAUSE OF ASSOCIATION IN

a highly ‘attractive industry we con-lturies the truths which now expand your CINCINNATI

template absolute guarantees of sub- minds, and whose poetry, wrung from its The doctrines of Association have

sistcncc to every member of the socialiown bleeding heart, is filling yours with taken deep root in the minds of many

body; and to every child the highest ed- ‘ beauty. Humanity, that bears you on intelligent men in this city. \Ve rejoice

ucation of which he is capable; in sci- i the shoulders of the past, asks of you its i in the intercourse which has been estab—

ence, art, elegant accomplishment, and’future. It would rest, for it is wearyilished between them and the Association

practical industry ; conceiving that the with conflict and heavy laden with crime. i ists in the East, and trust that our rela

natural inequality of God’s appointmentlThe blood-fog and the smoke of civil Ii tion may be distinguished by the exercise
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of a friendly rivalry in the promotion of

the principles which are destined to re—

alize Universal Unity upon the earth.

\Ve look forward to the time, — and we

trust it is not far distant, — when Cincin

nati will be the grand centre for the

propagation of the Associative doctrines

in the “fest, and will give the impulse to

the formation of an experimental Pha

lanx, adapted to the condition and wants

of that-part of the country. The facts

stated in the following extracts from a

private letter, which we are permitted to

copy, cannot fail to interest our readers ; ‘

and we should be happy to receive fre

quent information from the same source.

I

“I am happy to inform you that the

social question is making rapid progress

in this city. I do not mean that our rank

as a distinct body is swelling in numbers.

Quite the contrary. We are losing

ground, cannot even get up meetings of

a dozen persons, and have for the present

abandoned the attempt to hold formal

meetings for discussion and lecturing.

This is owing, I must frankly confess, to

a want of faith in the usefulness of meet

ings so long as we we are without effi

cient lecturers.

the Clermont Phalanx has so dispirited

most of those who call themselves Asso

ciationists, that they have no heart to

make sacrifices of time and money in

behalf of the cause. .

 

social and religious state of things, but

have as yet no definite ideas of practical

reform. They have just commenced a

monthly periodical here —“ The Herald of

Truth.” a copy of which I‘ will send

you. Mr. \Vattlcs will remind you of

the Transcendentalists. He is a noble

man, self-sacrificing, and devoted to the

cause of Humanity. He bases himself

upon the'observance of the mental and

physical laws as the means of well

being; and though he imagines himself

peculiarly enlightened as a Social Re

former, he has not yet discovered that

there exists a Social Law, the knowl

edge and practice of which is essential

to social well-being. In addition to

which bodies we have the Rev. Mr.

BOYNTON, _Mr. Blanchard's_ successor,

formerly I believe of Langsingburg, New

York, who during some four or five Sun

day evening lectures upon the Mosaic

polity, contrasted it with our present civ

ilization greatly to the disadvantage of the

latter; and taking the ground that our

civilization is not Christian and not con

sistent with Christianity, and he also

raises his voice for Reform ; but is as yet

without any practical method. “The

The breaking down oft Church,” according to his ideas, is to do

the Work; and though he named our As~

sociationist organization and several of its

prominent actors, and did so in respectful

terms. he considered their system as one

attempting the regeneration of man with

“ We shall, however, make an effort to , out the influence of the holy spirit, and

raise funds in aid of the Union, its lec- hence futile. He is pronounced a disor

turing fund, and so forth, beginning ganizer by some of his wealthy and con

with the new year. Though our enthu- servative brethren but goes fearlessly on.

siasm is at a low ebb, I feel confidant,He and his church have also seceded

we can raise one hundred dollars during'from the Presbyterian connection and

the year by monthly contributions,I hope‘

it may reach a much larger sum: but,

unless we can have the benefit of some

one or more of your New England lec

turers I do not expect a great deal to be'

done in this way. I hope we have not

been forgotten by the Union as needing

aid here in that way. I do not think

there is a more promising field of labor

in the United States at this time than

this city. Istated above that the social

question is making great progress here.

W'ithin a few months the National Re

formers have organized themselves and

continually hold weekly meetings for lec

turing and discussion. Their labors are

calculated to attract the attention of

many to social questions, and diverting

the minds of many from the barren

and fruitless political party questions.

Next we have the “ Communitists,” or

“ Enquirers,”- Messrs. GILMORE, \VAT

TLES, CORNELL and Hmr. their active

lecturers,—who hold meetings every

Sunday afternoon, and whose audiencesi

new number hundreds. They are pretty

eflicient in condemnation of the present

 placed themselves on the congregational

basis as a church. I think this gentle

man has the seeds of the new spirit

germinating in his soul, and he will in

the course of one or two years become an

enlightened champion of the Great Cause

of Universal Unity, ‘ Peace on earth and

Good Will towards men.’

“ But I have reserved for the last place

in my list of bright and promising dawn

ings of the new day here, the chief and

most important of them all. JAMES H.

PERKINS, on last Sunday morning, from

the Unitarian pulpit which he at present

occupies during the illness of the pastor,

came out boldly and fearlessly, in favor

of voluntary association of capital and

labor, and the just and equitable distribu

tion of their products, as the only means

of ameliorating the condition of man, and

raising him from the continually increas

ing evils of our civilization. He noticed

and answered the objections to association

—that it is impracticable, and that it is dis

organizing. The first he answered by

saying that all great discoveries and im

provements at first hand seemed impracti

 

|

 

cable — that when it was proposed to ligh

the city of London by means of gas, Sir

Humphrey Davy, the then greatest chem

ist of his age, pronounced it impractical

and said they might as well attempt to

cut a slice from the moon with which to

light the city. And Ocean Steam-navi

gation when it was first proposed to be

attempted, Dr. Lardner dcnwnstralcd its

impracticability, and the demonstration

was scarcely made before the Ocean was

navigated by steam. '

“The objection that association was

disorganizing he answered by saying that

all progress and improvement was in the

same sense disorganizing; that our Civil

ization was disorganizing to the Feudal

system, and finally that Jesus Christ was

the greatest disorganizer that ever ap

peared on this earth.”

Look not for the golden age in the past.
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'l‘m: course of study in this School comprises
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Schools and Academies of New England, with

particular attention to the modern European

languages and lileraturt‘.

l’upils of dilfcrcttt ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed in
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The School is under the immediate direction
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Translated for the Harbinger.

. . . . . M. Gleizes starts from the

fundamental idea that man is the creation

of God par excellence, and, as such, essen<

tially good. But this greatness of man

carries with it certain duties, without the

accomplishment of which he is wanting

to his destiny and falls below himself,

until, from full to fall, he realizes in him

self, and out of himself, non-existence

(le non-etre), that is, evil. The first

obligation of man, that which embraces

all the others, is to exercise over the

whole of nature, to which he is superior

(domine) by his reason, a providential

government. This influence, which he

is called upon to exercise, constitutes him

the representative of God upon the earth,

it is his immediate and visible providence:

that is, this influence should be, if not

creative, in the absolute meaning of the

word, at least fruitful, almost as much,

though in a less material manner, as in

the phenomena of generation. God has

placed the whole of his creation under

the care of man, and has thus the right

to demand of us an account of the hum

blest as well as of the proudest being.

Every time that a living creature raises

to ‘him a cry of sufi'ering, he can ask of

us: “ Cain, what hast thou done with

thy brother? ” He does speak thus to

us, in fact, and his voice resounds in the

depths of our conscience, like thunder in

an abyss, and the prolonged echo of that

voice awakens in us salutary horrors,

until those terrors are at last appeased by

the breath of his mercy, or our soul,

broken by falls without end, has become

deaf to the indications of his anger, and

retains almost no consciousness of his

will!

The field of life is immense for man,

he can explore it in 'its full extent; but,

that he may do this, he must be in bar

 

 
 

mony with all of nature which he wishes

to explore, as with God whom he wishes

to know.

Evil appears in the world in the form

of suffering, which directly attests a rup

ture of harmony. It is man who has

introduced it, it is he who invents pain

and death. Man did not consult his con

science to interpret \vorthily his dominion

and his superiority. Looking no longer

upwards, he turned from God, the thought

of whom was made unwelcome by his

pride, and saw only nature below him.

But man, seizing upon a creation that did

not emanate from him, and, in some

manner, no longer deriving his word of

order from his Supreme Chief,—man,

aspiring to live as a God, in order to

emancipate himself from God, must, and

could be, only a demon!—While the

true and only God of nature manifested

himself solely by giving life without

ceasing and always, because he is the

inexhaustible source of it, man, the false

God, the usurpcr, who has not life in

himself, and had turned against him who

gives it without being impoverished, de

manded it of the beings who had but a

portion of it, that is to say he gave them

death, through torments full of anguish,

to increase his life and manifest his

power! There God awaited him. He

thought to seize upon life, he gave him

self death. The essence of the beings

whose destiny he destroyed escaped his

powerful rage; he seized only their cover

ing, a moment before it was decomposed

and already a prey to the destructive

elements which must hasten its dissolu~

tion. instead therefore of appropriating

to himself the virtues and strength of the

beings whose life he destroyed, he inocu

lated himself with the germs of all dis

eases which must engender death. In

stead of demanding from the spirit of

nature its rejuvenating sap, be filled all

the channels of his own organization

with the impure floods of corruption ! . . .

M. Gle'izés, we must say, has made of

what is commonly a mere physiological

question, one of a superior order, or,

 

more properly, the greatest of all ques

tions in which the human mind can be

interested. From his point of view, it

is, if not solely, at least principally, by

its food that a being establishes its rela

tions to external nature. Those relations

will therefore be salutary or fatal, con

formable or contrary to the harmony of

created things, according as that food is

itself conformable or contrary to nature,

and, as he says, religious or sacrilegious.

M. Gle'izés considers vegetation as the

true nourishment which nature presents

to all beings having consciousness of a

distinct life, that is, to animals. The

animal absorbing in himself the vegeta

ble, that is its products, — this seems to

him not only legitimate, but sublime; it

is a real communion of the living being

with the nature from which he emanates;

it is more than that even ; it is a myste

rious and sacred elaboration of inferior

elements; it is a way opened by Provi

dence to nature to elevate itself inces

santly in the regions of life. Those

beings who live religiously, that is, those

who find their nourishment in vegetables,

have a perfect consciousness of their full

harmony with the superior and the info

rior term, with God and with nature.

They alone can consider themselves as

microcosms in which are reflected all the

beauties of the universe. Their faces

are a harmonious reunion of the most

beautiful lines of all the forms of crea—

tion. Their most vivid delights have

never been purchased at the cost of the

slightest sufi'ering ; they do not feel their

bosoms tormented by confused remorse

mingled with incessant discomforts, as if

life must be only a long agitation or a

painful crisis. Calmness, which is the

most distinctive characteristic of vegeta

ble nature, has passed into their blood

and also into their soul. All their sensa

tions, all their feelings, all their ideal

produce a gentle intoxication which ex

hales in prayers of gratitude and songs

of joy !

The animal, on the contrary, who

feeds upon the animal, represents no lon
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ger a. communion, but a two-fold bias-{defence was proclaimed in all its ex

tent.phemy, of him who gives death against

him who has given life, and of the victim

against his executioner; it is more, it is

death which enters into life in order to

cast into it the elements of rage and de

struction. One would say that from a

vengeance of the sacrificed being, his

corpse is decomposed in the bosom of a

living existence which is infected by it;

an impure elfervescence ascends even to

the seatof thought. and disturbs it by

the most terrible vertigos and the most

gloomy hallucinations. The normal state

of the being disappears like a distant

remembrance; in its place, a brutal fever,

more or less furious, overthrows the sen

sibility and precipitates it to its disorgani

zation. The whole of nature, to this

being in open war against her, is an ocea

sion of irritation and anger, a thirst

which he increases in proportion to the

efforts he makes to assuage it. His re

pose is only an exhaustion from which

real calmness is banished, it is a sleep of

the damned, during which imagination

strives to run over the world of chimeras

in order to invent new punishments. His

physiogoomy is bloodsbot and crisped; it

reflects the tempests of the soul and the

convulsions of the body, and from his

mouth exhale only curses and bowls.

This, according to M. Glei'zés, is the

general consequence of the two diets for

all beings without distinction. As to

man, far from being an exception to this

rule, he is, on the contrary, its most

striking and most melancholy confirma

tion. Created by God to raise himself

more and more towards him, with a con

sciousness of his merit, through the

spheres ofjustice and happiness; charged

with bringing nature as near as possible

to its perfection and with seconding all

beings in the accomplishment of their

destiny; created, in a word, to be the

providential intermediary between God

and all that is not God, he has exploited

his situation in the centre of creation

against that very creation. He thought,

in his mad pride, that the creation was

made exclusively for him and in no man

ner for itself; and this reasoning, which

he applied to nature as a whole, he also

applied to every being in particular.

This being, so proud of his mind, stupid

ly thought that the life of animals be

longed to him, but still without asking

himself upon what strange principle rest

ed the right of such a property !

Nature shuddered with terror and

seemed to communicate her fear to all

her children; the king of creation was

recognized as a vampire, who would

spare only those whom he could not

reach; sauve qm' pout became the order

of the day until the chief should recover

his reason, and the right of legitimate

  

Man who had introduced disorder into

the universe could not be inaccessible to

it, disorder entered his heart as its natu

ral abode; it had the key.~ Man had

said to himself, for the unjust being can

not be consistent with himself: “I will

consider pain and death as always neces

sary when my well being as l conceive it

is brought in question; but at the same

time thatl profess a deep contempt for

the life of all beings, I will proclaim hu

man life inviolable and sacred." This

might have been possible had God

permitted it by clearly giving proof that

he'himself regarded, among all his crea

tures, but one alone, to which he would

willingly sacrifice all the others. But

who would allow himself to affirm so

monstrous an opinion in God! No one,.

not even those who like to suggest it. It

thence resulted that evil, a tree fruitful in

its kind, soon bore all its fruits. that is

true, in spite of all sophisms, is that man

could not give death without making

himself cruel, without becoming accus

tomed to the sight of blood, and that but

a small effort was required, but the slight

est occasion, to make him use his insensi

bility against his fellows. The com

plaints, the cries of anguish of all living

beings are very similar, and all affect the

heart that is not denaturalizcd. Blood is

of the same color, it is very difficult to

distinguish it. Suppose with this a little

hatred, a rivalry, an opposition of inter

ests, the least misunderstanding. and the

distinction will entirely disappear. How

can you avoid showing yourself at least

as rigorous, as pitiless with respect to a

man who has injured you, as with res

pect to a poor animal who has done you

no harm. That fills up the distance, and

instead of extending to nature the love he

should bear in his heart towards all hu

manity, man extends to humanity the

habits of murder and cruelty which he

exercises towards animals.

M. Glc'izés declares that between a

carnivorous man and a cannibal there is

only the distance of a prejudice.

\Vithout going so far as cannibalism,

man frequently causes to recoil upon

himself all the rage with which his heart

is devoured. Thus nature is abandoned

to itself while man gives himself up to

the murderous passions which he deco

rates with the most pompous and the

most lying names. Or rather, nature

does not cease to receive the influence of

man; even should he fall into the ex

tremest blindness and roll to the bottom of

the abysses of evil, she is always and

necessarily his echo and expression.

Man nourishes his soul with wicked

thoughts, with destructive feelings, and

nature engenders those species of hideous

and mischievous beings who are the sym

bols, the outward signs of those thoughts

and feelings. Then the vicious circle

appears; man claims in his turn the right

of legitimate defence against these ani

mals in revolt against him; he says that

he has indeed the right to kill that which

prevents his living, and he starts from

this point to legitimatize all the barbari

ties suggested by his depraved imagina

tion; but, according to M. Gle'r'zés’ ex

pression, man has much less right to kill

the most ferocious or the most hurtful

animals than to prevent their birth.

In proportion as we learn better to

observe natural facts, we discover certain

salutary properties in those animals which

man would willingly have considered as

emanating from an evil intention in the

creating power; we recognize that, 'with

respect to the subversive medium whence

they issue and in which they live,

they fill certain functions without which

that medium would be still more opposed

to the conditions of general life. It is,

in fact, the beings loaded with all our

, curses and all our hate, which accomplish

the acts most important, most essential to

the cornmou safety. Without such a.

monster, the very name of which inspire

fear, the form of which, like Medusa's

head, petrifies with horror those who see

it for an instant, without all those living

abominations with which the earth seems

infected, this earth would be no longer

habitable, and the corrupted air would,

long since, have suffocated our race.

Those beings live upon what would have

killed us. '

Restore the earth to itself, let it become

purified and fruitful as God intended it,

as he has commanded us to make it,-oo

the instant the animal kingdom is trans

figured, and those beings whose life is

entirely relative to the state of subversion

of which, by their existence, they dimin

ish the effects, the monsters sink under

,the arms of Hercules, and rce'nter into

nothiugucss like apparitions which dark

ness alone has called forth.

That which distinguishes M. Glei'zés

from all the moralists, with whom be

otherwise seems to have some connection,

is, he does not admit that the good ac~

tions of which man is capable must be

the result of endless efi‘orts. So long as

man, to accomplish good, to practise

justice, to establish order, in a word, to

realize the idea], shall be required to

struggle against himself, against his in

elinations,_against all the motives which

make him act spontaneously, the cause

of good, of justice, of order, ofthe idea],

will not be definitively gained. The

good will always be, at least so far as

i man is concerned, in the state of excep

;tion ; the good man will be considered as

[an elect soul, that is, a rarity, almost a
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phenomenon. “We become weary of

exercising virtue," says father Rapin,

“from the opposition it presents to our

natural inclinations.”

not the final end proposed by the regen

erators. In the most evil days, honorable

and glorious exceptions have manifested

themselves, but those were none the less

the most evil days in the life of humanity.

The truly moral question does not consist

in demanding good actions from a being

who has become evil, and who accom

plishes a real tour dc force every time

that he does good, but in regenerating

tlle being, either, according as the history

of the fall is admitted or rejected, by

restoring him to his point of departure,

to 'his celestial origin, to his primitive

state; or by urging him towards the full

accomplishment of his destiny by the

complete development of all his powers;

that is, and it is in fact the same

thing, of all the virtues which God has

implanted in him. Now, to M. Gleizés,

the means of arriving at this normal and

moralizing unfolding of the being, is to

avoid, as the apple of Eden, that food

which can only be obtained by death and

suffering, that is murder and cruelty, in

justice and sacrilege. His object has a

striking analogy with that of all the so

cialists, who, in fact, far from abolishing

morality, as they have been accused, be.

This evidently is

l

l

 precursors of the truth which be pro

claims. He was a good man, he would

have been pleased to have had a fore

runner in the path. \Vhat has he found?

he has discovered that the moiety, so to

speak, of his idea, had been known andl

put in practise by different nations and

different persons, but that those nations

had practised it only under the influence

of superstition, and those persons under

the influence of pride, or at most, as a

speculation of the mind. No one had

thought of making it a duty and of ap

plying to it the law of justice, which

would have led to its discovery. The

Hindoos dare not strike an animal, and

they carry this fear so far as to deny the

right of legitimate dcfence,—so far as to

respect life in its most horrible and most

baneful manifestations. But this is only

because they see in those animals the

fractional parts of anterior humanity, the

forms which they are destined to inhabit

in their turn. The philosophers of cer

tain schools, among others the Pythagori

cians, deny themselves the use of meats;

but no principle of justice, n0 conception

of general life governs this denial; they

have merely recognized that meat mate

rializcs the mind, —that death takes hold

upon life, so to speak, and as they adore

the understanding, they proscribe all that

could hinder its development. Finally,

cause they war against the illusions ofl some religious souls take upon themselves

certain philosophers in that respect. ele- , to abstain, on certain consecrated days,

vate it on the contrary to a superiorlfrom the use of meats, but they think

power, by seeking the means of restoring they make herein a great sacrifice to God,

man to himself, to his true nature; that and mortify themselves in a very merito

is, of rendering him good. Then good l rious manner. This seems to them so

will not be obtained in afactitious manner, l ditlicult that they cheat in the sacrifice

alm0st as when we require from a heiugland declare, no doubt in virtue of the

what is not in conformity with his nature. axiom that there are compromises with\

No; good will be the natural product ol'l heaven, that fish is not meat,—a very

his free activity, because all the move

ments of his soul and the appetites of his

body will direct hint towards good.

M. Gle'ires expects this result from the

means he proposes. Man in a state of

grace in his own eyes, who cart descend

into his conscience without there hearing

the echo of a wail, without there finding

an avenger ; man disanimalizcd, and con

sequently restored to all the nobleuess of

his essence, aspiring to the progress

promised to him by his desire and his in

tuitions, realizing always more complete.

ly the ideal which he fears within him

self, and drawing after him in his ascen

sion all the. beings of which he has again

become the visible God, like those planets

which draw all their satellites in the sys

tems of harmony ;—this is the happiness

which he promises to men when they

have returned to their natural law, when
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negative definition, since it remains to be

known what it is.

Thus then: a gross superstition, a

means of over—exciting the mind or of

being agreeable to God, this is all that

the past has seen of the idea in question:

no one has ever imagined that it contain

ed a principle of absolute justice, of

rigorous duty; no one has seriously

asked from what source man derived his

right of life and death over the animals,

and what consequences this usurpation

must have over all his present life and

future destiny.

If Gle'izcs exalts universal life in the

animal kingdom, he does not in the least

fail to recognize the greatness and rela

tive superiority of the human race. He

says :

“ Man, who is a last result, and, so

to speak, abeing apart, cannot be put

they respect God in all that has life and l on the same line with animals, but be is

movement. bound to all nature as fruit is to the

 

  

nections, more or less near, impose upon

him obligations.” “ Goodness is the

justice of man,” he cries. But he adds

immediately: “Man is not yet known,

he is still to be born.” Then, looking

upon man in full subversion, he becomes

gloomy, and the most desolating inspira

tions of depression come naturally to his

mind. “ Every time ” says he, “that I

have been among men, I have returned

less of a man." “The earth watered

with blood, can only produce something

analogous.” “ You are a man, you say i

If you were one, you would be at your

post. Generosity) goodness, gentle pity

would find you always ready. How is it

that man has not understood that he is

held in horror by nature, on seeing all

beings fly at his approach? Does not

nature herself recoil and withdraw to

leave a miscreant alone? ” “ It is sad to

think that there is no man upon the earth,

the Hindoo excepted, whose death is not

a benefit to nature;7

As to the animals, whose official de

fender he has made himself, he is con

teuted to declare, “ that the animals have

absolutely the same notions as men; only

they have them in different degrees.”

If M. Gle'r‘zés had wished to sanction

his opinion by illustrious examples, he

would have found them every where and

in all time. Montaigne said, in speaking

of men and animals, “It is one and the

same nature which rolls on its course.”

The Jesuit Gaston Pardies said, in his re

ply to the Cartesians, “ that if the beasts

were pure. machines. he who should make

them play before us, Would be only the

most slri/ful of jugg/crs.”

See what is his idea of life. or rather of

universal communion, and how the man

is here perfectly represented as the priest

of that communion: “Man is unhappy,

and though it is solely from his fault, all

the beings which surround him must

share his destiny. Ah ! what a vast and

fruitful ideal the innocence of man is

necessary to the happiness of nature! "

And again : “ There can he no harmony

between man and superior beings when he

violates it towards inferior beings. By

that fact alone, man is rejected by nature

and excluded from the presence of God ! ”

The vegetable kingdom, and let not

this distinction, a fundamental one in

M. Grates mind, be forgotten, is created

to embellish and support the life of all

the beings which live upon the earth,

while all that has life and movement is

created fiir itself and not for another than

itself. “ \Vhy do the fruits,” he asks,

“give us so much pleasure! Because

God has created them for us. And the

animals, when they take the place of

fruits, why do they give so much pain?

M. Gle'izes has cast a glance into the branches of the tree, and, through them, Because God has created them for them

past, to see if he could not perceive sornc‘to the trunk and roots; and these con-lselves.”
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“The soul of nature,” he says, “isl

composed of sounds, of perfumes, and ofll

fruits; if we leave this circle, we are no'

longer sustained by her, and what a

guide have we not lost! ”

" The sun has his tree, the orange,

which gives its fruit at the two solstices.

The moon has also hers, the palm, which

pushes a new branch at each renewal of

that luminary. Ah! the nourishment of

tnan is prepared with infinite care, each

star sheds upon it the most salutary_influ

ences; this is, that the soul of man may

be formed from that of all nature.”

The author of “ Thalysie ” employs in

turn, to deter man from the use of flesh,

the most varied arguments. But he alter

nates especially from the feeling of our

own true interest to the feeling of justice

which we have in our conscience, or

rather, which is our conscience itself.

“Flesh kills what is good, and feeds

what is evil; fruits, the contrary.”

“ What'.l you enclosO in your bosom a

flesh that has suffered, and you are aston

ished that its product is pain!” “ How

can we admit feelings of an elevated na

ture in connection with the murder of

animals?" “Animal food, in the cold

countries, produces stupidity, in warm

ones, ferocity. The intermediate coun

tries participate in both.”

The school of Pythagoras, like M.

Gle't'zes, had indeed recognized that flesh

poisons the mind, that is to say over-ex

cites the inferior passions in man to the

prejudice of his feelings, and especially

of his understanding; but it was not

given to that school to see, as to M.

Glci'zés, that“ the further one is removed

from animals by moral and spiritual qual

ities, the more injurious is the use of

flesh," which is very logical. Neither

had it remarked that: “Men have so_

much the more contempt for animals, andare so much the more cruel towards‘

them, as they approach them nearer, that

is, as they occupy a more inferior rank

among beings of their kind,” which is

the complement of the same observation.

Still less had Pythagoras and his disci»

ples thought of admitting as an absolute1

truth, that all the maladies which afflict

the human race have for their sole cause

the diet contrary to nature which places.

death in life. Finally, M. Gle'izés goesl

so far as to affirm that man, by living

thus, contrary to the views of nature,

ceases to be immortal, by his own fault.

“It would be very singular,” says he,]

“that immortality should be the result of‘

a life made of blood and murder.”

He elsewhere develops the same thought

as follows :

   

“Man was born to live long length

of days, not to leave the earth until he

had known and weighed it

i

the object for which he was there placed,

how can he hope to leave it? \Vould

not the least punishment which could

result be that he must recommence his

journey? ”

In view of justice and eternal right,

his doctrine is not less grave and severe,

it is perhaps even more absolute. He

says: “ those who endeavor to prove that

man, the first of creatures, is made to

live by murder, must look at the question

twice; for by proving this, they would

prove that there is no God, a wicked God

cannot be admitted.” To this position

he adds, as a corrollary: “ Flesh is athe

istic, fruits contain the true religion: it

is impossible to raise them to the month i

without thinking of God and his provi

dence.” And also this graceful and

melancholy thought: “ Without plants,

the existence of the Divinity would re

main uncertain; a simple violet tells us

more of this than all the sayings of the

moralists. O shame! it is man who in

spires a doubt of God!” “The per

fumes of plants contain the varying shades

of thought, and it would be impossible

not to recognize in them something pecu

liarly connected with human destiny.”

“I defy all men who falsely assume

the title of philosophers, to give a single

good reason to justify the murder of ani

mals; they will be reduced to speak of

the great number, of that great number

which they despise under all other cir

cumstances.”

He proposes to substitute for the prov

crb,flcsh makes flesh, which seems to him

as false as atrocious, this—the flesh of

beasts makes beasts, which is entirely Py

thagorician.

The phenomenon of decrepitude is thus

explained by M. Gleizés: “ The body

survives the mind in the carnivorous; the

mind survives the body in those who live

on fruits. This is the perfect image of

what takes place after death, or rather its

approximation.”

“The greater part of men find no

difference between these two diets, (car

niverous and herbiverous,) yet there is

one which it is impossible not to recog

nize, that which exists between a garden

and a slaughter-house."

Still the supreme crime of the human

race does not seem to him always equally

execrable. “ There are aggravating cir

cumstances,“ he says; " the man who

should kill a fly in winter would assuredly

be a wicked man, and the jailer who

crushed Pelisson‘s spider was a monster.”

To utter all his thought respecting the

mission of man upon the earth, he makes

nature speak thus: “ Is it I who created

the marshes of Surinam, or is this indeed

a circumstance foreign to me? and if,

tion seizes upon it and brings forth hide—

ous spiders, monstrous serpents and myr

iads of insects, containing each its drop

of venom, is it my fault! Is it out rather

thine, whom l created to be my auxiliary,

to replace me in case of need, and whom

ll have endowed with all the intelligence

“necessary for this purpose! I ask you

now, why have you not opened ways for

the water, and given a free circulation to

the air? Was this beyond your power! "

“ Let the American open his forests to

the sun; let him give an exit to his stag

nant waters, and all the reptiles, all the

venemous insects will flow away with

them." “Do you wish to cause to dis

appear the ferocity of the tiger and the

lion? Extinguish the source of infection

in the earth and the air, then rage will

abandon them.”

“ 1 state this rule as certain,” says he,

“whatever the eye of man sees, his

hand can sooner or later attain, without

excluding that which his eye does not

see.”

We could make a book with our quota

tions. But we have said enough to dis

.play the system and also the man who

conceived it. The most delicate part of

1 our task remains ; that is, to form a con

lclusion respecting the fundamental idea

lof Thalyxie. Our sympathizing analysis

must have caused the reader to perceive

this, but nevertheless we think it neces

sary to declare formally that the thought

of M. Glei'zés appears to us, in principle.

absolutely true. We believe M. Glc'izes

has in no way been deceived in the por

tion of truth given him to discover. Yes,

we say, as does the author of Thalysie,

that man should not be the executioner of

nature, and that he has wrongly inter

preted the laws of life in turning creation

from its natural end in order artificially to

increase his individual power. We be

lieve that he has condemned himself to

live under the influence of his lowest

instincts, by practising life without the

conditions of justice and love, and we do

not deny that he may have developed in

himself the germs of all the snbversions

by inoculating himself with the vicious

infections which are disengaged in the

decomposition of bodies; by placing, as

M. Gle'izés says so well, death in life, by

means of sacrilegious food. Nothing of

all this seems to us too improbable, and

it' our mind is not fully convinced, our

conscience at least adheres without reser

,vation, and our heart is impassioned for

lthis ideal. But has not the question

‘several aspects under which it can be

lvictved, and, because we adopt the con

, clusions of a reasoning, is it necessary to

adopt that reasoning in all its extent and

such as it is presented I Let us explain.

 

l
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and if helabusing the creative faculty which I havelM. Gleizés has not been satisfied with

does not know it, if he has not attained lsprcad throughout the universe, corrup- I assigning a final object to the human
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race, which it would attain under certain

conditions; he has gone further, and

thus, in our opinion, has doubly erred.

First, he has imagined that man, in times

more or less fabulous, lived a life entirely

T/ialt/sinn, then, that from mere gaicty of

heart he made himself a persecntor of

the world and poisoned both his soul and

his body in a fanaticism of pride, in an

attack of satanic love for pure evil.

Now we are far from denying the fall

in the metaphysical history of humanity.

Every thing attests it; the vague remi

niscences of our souls and its wonderful

presentiments, the inward feeling of our

greatness and of our weakness, which

Pascal has so well expressed. Soon the

serious thinker will deny the fall; but

we must understand it clearly, and we

think that. the accounts given by the reli

gious traditions, even those most conse

crated, are not sufficient for an absolute

explanation.

The religions of the past, even when

they have been emancipating, have con

sidered the development of man under

the form of expiatinn; they would not

have dared to recognize that the fall itself

was providential, so far as it was the

natural and absolute condition of the cre

ation of conscience and liberty in man.

\Vith regard to the primitive ages of

humanity, we can speak of its innocence

but not of its virtue, that is, of its merit.

There is, between these two expressions,

the distance which separates the starting

point from the final object. It is there

fore very possible, from the point of view

which we barely indicate in passing, that

man may have been Thalysian at some

time of his life, at that social sphere

described by Fourier under the name of

Eden, when nature was in the first devel

Opment of its splendor and when life

in the bosom of that nature was btit a

confused ecstacy. But when the creation

made man, who expected every thing

from it, feeling that, on the contrary,

it expected every thing from him, then

he had in his soul a feeling of deep and

sad surprize, his first initiation into a

distinct life. Then he divined, he under

stood, that he had something to do, a

mission to fulfil, but without suspecting

what it was, what that mission might be.

It was first necessary that he should turn

inwards to seek and know himself, and

this first study required so many ages

that their period has not yet passed!

Man searches, examines, questions him

self still, and, before knowing himself

and tracing exactly the limits of his do

main, we know what monstrous aberra

tions have taken possession of his mind

and of what errors he is still the victim.

He must therefore have ceased to be

Tltalysian as he ceased to be Harmonian,

he has advanced without knowing the

 
  

path he had to go through and thelDo we even know this nature which has

powers which were given him to clear it, i been confided to us? Not the least in

thence, all his wanderings, all his \veak-ithe world. What is most evident, what

nesses, and also all his despairs and suf-1fioats on the surface,-—this is all we

ferings!

because we consider the fall as inevitable

that we also consider humanitary life,

which is its consequence, as much and

more a development than an expiation.

The second error of M. Gle'izes flows

from the first. To him, goodness in man

is the strength and supreme virtue by

which he resembles God. This is beau

tiful and true at the same time; it is also

our deep and inward conviction. But the

goodness of a being is developed in pro

portion to the development of his life.

if inferior beings are not good, it is not

because they prefer wickedness to good

ness; this, in them, has no meaning;

 

This was inevitable, and it is know of it, and do we know this well!

Still, in these secrets of nature, which

are yet mysteries for our inward develop

ment, are written the last obligations of

our intelligence! The king of creation

not only does not know all his attributes

and privileges, but he does not even

know his nature.

In this state of things, what can man

do except measure his enterprises by his

knowledge? He must begin at the be

ginning in the accomplishment of the

great work, and here lies M. Gle'izés’s

error: he has taken a branch of the great

labor of redemption for redemption itself,

and he has wished that, laying aside all

their manner of being results from theirlother work, humanity should proceed in

essence and not .from a free choice.

Now, man tends since his creation, to

disanimalize himself, and this freeing from

the inferior elements of his life has the

effect to create in him conscience, that is

to render it more delicate and clear

sighted. An act which a man of ancient

times looked upon as a light, the modern

man views as a disgrace and an infamy.

That which an ignorant man does with—

out shame makes a man of any education

blush; why this ditl'erencel—Becausc

conscience is enlightened, the eye of the

spirit acquires strength and sees things

before invisible to it. The human soul,

that flower of heaven, attains at last its

complete expansion; man attains only

progressively the possession of his free

will.

This is the point which we wished to

reach. The reign of man over nature

will be the reign of goodness itself, when

all his destiny is accomplished ; but this

successive accomplishment is in a direct

ratio with the progress of his develop

ment. The proverb, of which so fatal a

use is made, well understood charity begins

at home, may have a profound meaning.

It may mean that, in its cmancipating

mission, humanity can do nothing before

being itself emancipated. lts miseries,

in fact, paralyze its efforts and conse

quently its power, and we must ask of it

immediately only what it has itself at

attaincd. M Glei'zes wished the cnfran

chisement of animal nature ; he proposed

in some manner, that every living being

should have the right of citizenship, in

the measure of God’s views respecting

him, among all his brothers of creation ;

this is well, this is the ideal, this the

future! who knows if M. Gle'izés has

himself attained the limits! The animal

has awakened all the tenderness of his

soul; but is the animal all creation?

Are we well acquainted with all the

transfignrations of the principle of life!

1 

the manner he pointed out. He died

in disappointment. He will have his

turn, we doubt not. The man of the

future, the man of full harmony will be

Tlmlysian. But at this day Thalysia is

anticipated intuition; providential, doubt

less, since it early acquaints us with one

of the labors reserved to us, but without

immediate practical value, because the

instrument of the proposed work itself

requires to be remodelled and retem

pered.

THE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,’

sequan'ro

CONSUELO.

FROM THE FRENCH 0F GEORGE SAND.

Translated for the Harbinger.

XXXIX.

In the first moments, Consuelo, pass

ing from a hall in which shone the

brightness of a hundred torches into a

place lighted only by the flame of her

little lamp, could distinguish nothing but

a luminous mist difi'used about her,

which her sight could not penetrate.

But by degrees her eyes became accus

tomed to the obscurity, and as she saw

nothing frightful between herself and the

walls of a hall exactly similar in its ex

tent and octagon form to that which she

had just left, she was snfiiciently reas

sured to go and examine closely the

strange characters which she perceived

upon the walls. It was a single long in

scription disposed in several circular

lines which extended round the hall and

was not interrupted by any opening. On

making this observation, Consuelo did not

ask herself how she was to get out of

this dungeon, but what could have been

the use of such a construction. Ominous

ideas, which she at first rejected, pre

 

" Entered according to Act ofCongress. in the

year 1846, by FRANCIS G. SHA“’,H] the (‘lerk I

office of the District Court of Massachusetts.
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sented themselves to her mind; bttt those

ideas were soon confirmed by the in

scription, which she read walking slowly

and holding her lamp on a level with the

characters.

“ Contctnplate the beauty of these

walls seated upott the rock, twenty-four

feet thick and erected a thousand years

since, and which neither the assaults of

war, the action of time, nor tlte efforts of

workmen have been able to injure!

This master-piece of architectural mason

ry was raised by the hands of slaves,

doubtless to contain the treasures of a

magnificent master!

the entrails of the rock, in the depths of

the earth, treasures of hatred and of ven

geance. Here have perished, here have

suffered, here have wept, groaned and

blasphemcd, twenty generations of'men,

the greater part innocent, some heroic,

all victims or martyrs; prisoners of war,

serfs who had revolted or who were

too much crushed by taxes to pay new

ones, religious innovators, sublime here

tics, the unfortunate, the conquered, fa

natics, saints, wicked men also, men edu

cated to the ferocity of battle-fields, to‘

the law of murder and pillage, subjected

in their turn to a horrible retribution.

These are the catacombs of feudalism, ofl

Yes! to enclose in ‘

on the shields of the princes whom you , There was one perfectly preserved, erect

Iscrve, or whom you aspire to serve, ifiand chained by the middle of the body,

you have issued from the people. Yes, as if he had been condemned to perish

lthis is the foundation of the titles of no-ltbcre without the power of lying down.

bility, this the source of the hereditary ‘ His body, instead of bowing and falling

glory and riches of the world; this the forward, bent and dislocated, was stif

imanner in which was raised and main fcncd, hardened in the joints, and thrown

,tained a caste which the other castes still back in an attitude of superb boldness

‘ik'dl', flatter and caress. This, this is‘and implacable disdain. The ligaments

|what tncn invented to raise themselvesrof his frame and members were ossificd.

! from father to son above other men.” l His head, upturned, seemed to look at

! Having read this inscription by making, the vaulted ceiling, and his teeth, closed

,the circuit of the goal three times, Con- by a last contraction of the jaws, ap

lsut‘lt), overpowered by grief and terror, , pears-d to laugh with a terrible laugh, or

placed her lamp upon the ground, and a transport ofsublime fanaticism. Above

bcnt upon her knees to rest. A profound him, his name and history were written

silence reigned in that gloomy palace,and in large red characters upon the wall.

horrible reflections were awakened in He was an obscure martyr of religious

crowds. Consuelo's vivid imagination persecution, and the last of the victims

invoked sombre visions about her. She;immolatcd in that place. At his feet

thought she saw livid shadows covered knelt a skeleton, whose head, detached

with hideous wounds move around the‘from the vertebrae, lay upon the pave

tvalls or crawl upon the ground by her ment, but whose stiffened arms still held

side. She thought she heard their 121- the knees of the martyr; it was his wife.

mentable groans, their death rattles, their 1 Among other details, the inscription

feeble sighs, the clanking of their chains. l here:

She resuscitatcd itt her thought the life “ N " " ‘ perished here with his wife,

of the. past, such as it must have been , his three brothers, and his two children,

llrecently in the religious wars. She for not having been willing to abjttre the

lthought she heard above her, in the hall ‘ Lutheran faith, and for having persisted,

 

of the guards, the heavy and ominousl

military or religious despotism. These step of those iron-shod men, the re

are the dwellings which powerful men sounding of their pikes upon the pave

caused to be constructed for enSlIiVEd,ment, their brutal laughs, their wassail

men, to stifle the cries and hide the bod-i

ies of their overpowered and cnchaiued

brothers. Here there is no air to

breathe, not a ray of daylight, not a stone

on which to rest the head, only rings of

iron fastened to the wall through which

to pass the end of the prisoner‘s chain,

and to prevent his choosing a place for re

pose on the damp and chilly soil. Here

there was air, light, food, only when it

pleased the guards posted in the hall

above to open the cavern for an instant,

and to throw a morsel of bread to hun

dreds of unfortunates heaped upon each

other the day after a battle, wounded or

bruised for the most part; and, still more

horrible! sometimes to a single one, re

maining the last and dying in sufi‘ering

and despair in the midst of the putrefied

corpses of his companions, sometimes

eaten by the same worms before being

entirely dead, and falling into putrefac

tion himself before the feeling of life and

the horror of reflection were extinguished

in his brain. This, 0 neophyte, is the

source of that human greatness which

you have perhaps contemplated with ad

miration and jealousy in the world of the

powerful! fieshless skulls, broken and

dried human bones, tears, stains of blood,

such is the meaning of the emblems on

your coat of arms, if your fathers have

bequeathed to you the lot of the patri

ciate ; this is what should be represented

vsongs, their threats and their oaths when

‘ the complaints of the victims ascended to

them and interrupted their horrible slum

ihers; for they had slept, those gaolcrs,

they most, they could have slept over

that infected abyss, whence exhaled the

miasmas of the tomb and the bellowings

of hell. Pale, her eyes fixed and her'

hair stiffened with horror, Consuelo saw

and heard nothing more. When she rc

covered sensation of her own cxistence

and rose to escape the cold that was steal

ing over ltcr, she perceived that a stone

of the pavement had been raised and

thrown over during her painful ecstacy,

and that a new path was open before her.

She approached and saw a narrow and

steep staircase, which she descended

with difficulty, and which led her into

another cavern, more confined and more!

flattened than the first. When she

touched the ground, which was soft and

as if yielding to the foot, Consuelo low

ered her lamp to see if she did not sink

pin the mud. She saw only a. grayish

dust, finer than the fittest sand, and

showing here and there, as accidents,

i like flint stones, the head of a thigh-bone,

the remains of a skull, a jaw still fur

nished with white and solid teeth, testi

imonials of youth and strength suddenly

lbroken by a violent death. Some skele

tons, almost entire, had been taken ottt

 

 

 

 

, of this dust and raised against the walls. I

even under tortures, in denying the infal

libility of the Pope. He died erect and

dried up, in some manner petrified, and

without being able to look at his family

dying at his feet on the ashes of his

friends and his forefathers.”

Opposite this inscription was read the

following: “ Neophyte, the friable soil

you tread is twenty feet deep. it is not

sand, it is not earth, it is human dust.

This place was the ossuary of the chat

eau. It was here they threw those who

had expired in the gaol above, when

there was no longer room for new-com

ers. These are the ashes of twenty gen

erations of victims. Ilappy and rare the

patricians who can count among their att

cestors twenty generations of assassins

and executioners.”

Consuelo was less horrified at the sight

of these funeral objects than she had been

in the gaol by the suggestions of her

own mind. There is something too

grave and too solemn in the aspect of

death itself to permit the weakness of

fear and the heart-readings of pity to

obscure the enthusiasm or the serenity of

strong and believing minds. In the pres

ence of these relics, the noble adept of

the religion of Albert felt more respect

and charity than terror or dismay. She

knelt before the remains of the martyr,

and feeling her moral strength return,

cried as slte kissed that fieshless hand :

“0! it. is not the august spectacle of

destruction that can occasion horror or

pity! it is rather the idea of life strug

gling with the torments of agony. It is
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the thought of what must have passed in with the surface, which was lighted by at

those desolate souls, which fills with bit-IlUl’t'Ill. Beneath the torch she read upon

terness and with terror the thoughts ofl a post these few words which required no

the living! But thou, unhappy victim,icomir:ent:

dying erect, with thy head turned to- “There they drowned them! ”

wards heaven, thou art not to be piticd, Consuelo leaned forward to look inside

for thou didst not faint, and thy soul was of the well. The water of the stream,

breathed out in .a transport of fervor which she had navigated so peacefully an

which fills me with veneration." hour before, was engulfed here at a

Consuelo rose slowly, and with a kind frightful depth, and whirled roaring, as

of calmness detached her bridal veil, i if greedy to seize and drag away a victim.

which had caught upon the bones of the i The red light of the pitchy torch gave to

woman kneeling by her side. A narrow those frightful waves the color of blood.

and low door had opened before heal At last Consuelo arrived before a mas

She resumed her lamp, and careful not to ' sire door which she tried in vain to move.

 

look back, she entered a narrow and dark

passage which descended with a rapid

slope. On her right and left she saw the

entrances of cells smothered under the

mass of an architecture truly scpulchral.

Those dungeons were too low for a man

to stand erect in, and hardly long enoughl

for one to lie down. They seemed the

work of the Cyclops, so strongly were

they built and arranged in the masses of

masonry, as if to serve as dens for savage

and dangerous animals. But Consuelo

could not be deceived. She had seen the

arenas of Verona; she knew that the

tigers and bears formerly kept for the

amusement of the circus, for the combats

of gladiators, were a thousand times bet

ter lodged. Besides, she read upon the

iron doors that these impregnable dun

geons had been reserved for conquered

princes, for valiant captains, for the most

important prisoners, the most feared on

account of their rank, their intelligence,

or their energy. Such formidable precau

tions against their escape testfied the

love or the respect with which they had in

spired their partisans. This was the place

in which had been silenced the roaring of

those lions who had made the world shud

der at their cry. Their power and their

will had been broken against an angle of

the wall; their herculean chests had

dried up in panting for a little breath of

air, by the side of an imperceptible open

ing cut angling in twenty-four feet of

stone. Their eagle eye had been worn

out in seeking a feeble light in eternal

darkness. It was there were buried

alive those men whom their enemies

feared to kill in broad day light. Illus

trious heads, magnanimous hearts had

there expiatcd the exercise and, doubtless

also, the abuse of power.

After having wandered some time in

those dark and damp galleries which bur

ied themselves under the rock, Consuelo

heard a noise of running water, which re

called to her the fearful torrent of Riesen

burg; but she was too much engrossed

by the misfortunes and the crimes of hu

manity to think long of herself. She

was compelled to stop a while in order to

make the curcuit of a well on a level

 
She asked herself if, as in the initiations

of the pyramids of Egypt, she was to be

raised in the air by invisible chains while

a gulf opened beneath her feet and a sud

den and violent gust of wind extinguished

her lamp. Another fear agitated her

still more seriously: since she entered

the gallery she had perceived that she

was not alone ; some one followed her so

lightly that she could not hear the least

noise of steps; but she thought she had

distinguished the rustling of a garment

beside her own, and when she had passed

the well, the light of the torch, then be

hind her, had thrown upon the side of the

wall she followed tWo moving shadows

instead of one.

What was then this fearful companion

whom she was forbidden to look at, un

der penalty of losing the fruit of all her

labors and of never crossing the thresh

old of the temple! Was it some fright

ful spectre, the ugliness of which would

chill hcr courage and disturb her reason?

She no longer saw his shadow, but she

imagined she heard the noise of ltis

breathing quite near to her; and that fa

tal door which would not open! The

two or three minutes which passed in this

expectation appeared to her an age.

That mute acolyte frightened her; she

feared that he might wish to try her by

speaking to her, while he compelled her,

by some trick, to look at him. Her

heart beat with violence ; at last she saw

that there was an inscription over the

door for her to read :

“ Here the last trial awaits thee, and it

is the most cruel. If thy courage fail

thee, strike two blows upon the left fold

of this door; if not, strike three upon

the right. Remember that the glory of

the initiation will be proportionate to thy

efforts.”

Consuelo did not hesitate, and knocked

thrice on the right. The fold of the door

opened as of itself, and she entered a

vast hall lighted by numerous torches,

There was no person in it, and at first

she could not understand the strange ob

jects symmetrically arranged in lines

around her. They were machines 0
f‘ ucc were

was unknown to her; curious weapons,

displayid upon tables or suspended from

Ithe walls. For an instant she thought

herself in a museum of artillery; for

there were in fact muskets, cannon, cul

verines, and a whole apparatus of war

like machiucs serving as a foundation for

other instruments. There were collected

all the means of destruction invented by

men to immolate each other. But when

the neophyte had advanced a few steps

through this arsenal she saw other arti

cles of a more refined barbarism, wooden

horses, wheels, saws, melting-tubs, pul—

leys, hooks, a whole museum of instru

ments of torture; and upon a large in—

scription Vised in the midst and sur~

mounting a trophy formed of masses of

pincers, scissors, files, toothed hatchets

. and all the abominable utensils of the tor

i mentor, she read: '

i “ They are all very precious, all au

thentic; they have all bu‘n used.”

Then Consuelo felt a faintness in her

whole being. A cold sweat bathed the

tresses of her hair. Her heart no longer

beat. Incapahle of withdrawing from

the horror of this spectacle and from the

direful visions which assailed her itt

crowds, she examined what was before

her with that stupid and fatal curiosity

which seizes upon us in an excess of hor

ror. Instead of closing her eyes, she

contemplated a kind of hell of bronze

which had a monstrous head and a round

casque placed upon a misshapen body,

without legs, and cutoff at the level of

the knees. It resembled a colossal statue

of rough workmanship, intended to orna

ment a tomb. Little by little, Consuelo,

issuing from her torpor, understood by an -

involuntary intuition that the sufferer was

placed bent under this bell. The—weight

was so terrible that by no human effort

could he posssiby raise it. The interior

dimension was so exact that he could not

move. Still it was not with the design

of smothering him that he was there

placed, for the visor of the helmet low

,ered in the place of the face, and all the

parts surrounding the head, were pierced

with little holes, in some of which still

remained sharpened stilettos. By means

of these cruel stings the victim was tor

mented, in order to force from him an

avowal of his real or imaginary crime,

the betrayal of his relatives or friends,

the confession of his political or religious

faith.‘ Upon the upper part of the

helmet, in letters cut in the metal, were

these words in the Spanish language:

 

 

~Any one may see an instrument of this

kind, with a hundred others not less in onions,

in the arsenals of Venice; Consuelo tad not

lscen it there: those horrible instruments of

itorture, as well as the sight of the cells of the

i Holy-office and of the Leads of the ducal pal

not opened to the cxarntnatton of the

tworld until after the entrance of the French

 

wood, of iron and brass, the use of which I “mm Venice, during the wars of the republic.
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“ Long live“ the holy inquisition.’ ”

And below, a prayer which‘eemed

dictated by a ferocious compassion, but

which perhaps came from the hand and

heart of the poor workman condemned to

fabricate this infamous machine :

“ Hon mother of God prayforthe poor

sinner!”

A lock of hair, torn away in the tor

ments and doubtless glued with blood,

had remained under this prayer as a

frightful and indelible stigma. It issued

from one of the holes enlarged by the sti

letto. They were white hairs!

Suddenly Consuelo saw no more and

ceased to suffer. \Vithout being warned

by any feeling of phyrical pain, for her

soul and body existed no longer but in

the body and soul of violated and mutilat

ted humanity, she fell straight and stiff

upon the pavement, like a statue detached

from its pedestal; but at the moment

when her head was about to strike the

bronze of the infernal machine, she was

received in the arms of a man whom she

did not see. It was Liverani.

To be Continued.

WHAT IS PRAYER?

[From the French of JEAN JoultNE'r.]

To pray, oh listen! for I speak the word of God!

Is to enrich and cultivate the sterile earth;

It is to dry the marsh, and from its sickly sod

To call the garden’s blooming verdure into

birth ;

lVith spreading trees the mountains’ rugged

heights to dress,

Arrest with solid dykes the waves’ destruc

tive might,

With stately nqueducts the thirsting towns to

bless,

And for the Laborer win noble Labor’s right!

To pray is to unveil God’s mysteries sublime,

It is to measure space, and weigh the flaming

sun ;

To pray is to avoid the errors of our time,

And, loving Justice, strive until her cause he

won'. '

To pray’s to look imposture sternly in the face,

Unmask hypocrisy, and banish crime and

shame;

To pray’s to hear the voice of Nature and to

trace

Her wondrous hidden laws, her blessings to

proclaim.

Why is it, answer why, an all-wise Providence

Our race with cunning hands laborious hath

supplied 1

\Vherefore from Him have we received Intelli

gencc,

lndomitsble mind, and brow of lofty pride'l

It is that labor should with plenty fill the earth ;

It is that pleasure should the laborer repay;

It is that Reason unto \Visdorn should give

birth,

That Liberty to Happiness should guide the

way !

The above is the concluding part of a

hymn by JEAN Jouss-r, an apostle of

Social Reform, who goes travelling

through France, a knapsack on his back,

stopping in the city and hamlet to rouse

l

  
up his fellow men to the great work of

reform which this age has undertaken,

and which it has to perform. \Vhen he

finds no proper hall to lecture in, he ad

dresses the people in the cafes so our

versal in France, prefixing his discourse

with some poetic effusion, of which the

piece here given is a specimen.

The reading of it has called up in our‘

mind a train of thought which we will

jot down for the benefit of those who

may be interested in the subject.

we Americans are essentially a pray

ing people: we pray in doors and out of

doors, in churches built on the solid

earth, and in churches floating on the

water; we pray on the highways and

byways, on the docks and the steam

boats, under the shady grove, on the

battle-ground, and on ship board; wel

pray in the halls of Congress and our;

State Legislatures; we pray at social

gatherings of various kinds, at meal

times and bed time; we pray at mar

riages, and baptisms, and burials, and re

vivals, and missionary meetings,—in

short, we pray so much and in so many

ways that we ought to understand thor

oughly the “ philosophy of prayer,” and

the true scientific principles upon which

it is based. Besides, as the lips and the

tongue have to do all tho work, we think

that some other part of the human frame

should take their part and relieve those

worthy organs at times of a portion of

their labors. This is another reason

which induces us to take up this subject,

and as we are pioneers, no doubt we

shall commit many errors; it is the fate

of all those who tread a new path, but as

some one must begin, we do so.

\Vhat is prayer? \Vhat are its modes

of exercise? What should it be?

in the opinion of the world, prayer is

the offering up of an address by the lips

to the Ruler of the Universe on one day

of the week, and by a few persons on

some other occasion. in this kind of

prayer, God is commonly thanked for his

favors or praised in the abstract. Thus,

as the world goes, there is but one kind

of prayer known—that performed by the

lips, and emanating from the emotions of

the heart, either sincerely or hypocriti

cally expressed.

But is this—the prayer of the heart—

the only kind of prayer possible! By no

means. Man can and should pray through

his whole being, and in all the modes of

 

his action and existence, and thus conse

crate himself fully to God in his whole,

life. If we analyze man’s nature for the 1

purpose of ascertaining the different'

modes of his being, we shall find that it

is three-fold—material, moral, and intel

lectnal, or that it is a whole made up of

a material element, a moral element. and

an intellectual element. These three el

ements are re resented in common lan

guage by the lands, the Heart and the

Head. The five senses are the life-prin

ciple that corresponds to the hands, the

social afiections to the heart, and the in

tellectual faculties to the head.

Now Man can pray in a three-fold,

manner, and through each and all of

these three constituent elements. The

whole of man‘s nature is divine when

properly developed and rightly directed,

(as it is satanic when falsely developed

and misdirected), and he can serve God_

and the neighbor—the whole human

family—through all these mediums. He

can pray with his hands by the execution

 

___,__________

of useful works, which shall beautify the

earth, and spread abundance far and

wide; he can pray with the heart by de

veloping and cultivating in it all the

powers of goodness, justice and benevo

lence, implanted in it, and by elevating

himself in so doing to unity with God:

and he can pray with his intellect, by

seeking for and discovering God’s laws of

universal order and harmony. and ap

plying them to the regulation of all

things on this earth—to the works of

his hands or his industrial life, and to the

works of his heart or his social life, and

by establishing perfect justice on the

earth, making it a reflex of the kingdom

of heaven.

Let us look into these modes of prayer

a little more closely; and let us say. to

strengthen our position, that when Man

does the Will of God, he prays; and he

does that Will when he fulfils his Des

tiny, that is, the work assigned him on

this earth by the Creator. Man's Des

tiny can only be fulfilled by the true and

full exercise of all the powers given to

him,—the powers of the hand the heart

and the head,-— and this confirms our po

sition, that Man can pray with the hands,

the heart and the head.

Man does God's \Vill, we said, when

he fulfils his Destiny on earth, and it is

only in fulfilling it that he offers up the

all-comprehensive and the full prayer that

he owes to God, to Nature, and to him

self. .And now, to understand this sub

ject better, we are led to ask :-— What is

the Destiny of Man? and thus, from the '

simple inquiry, what is Prayer, we are

led to an analysis of man's nature and to

a study of his Destiny—of the grand

Work which Providence has assigned to

Mankind collectively on this planet.

Man has a three-fold Destiny to fulfil,

—a material or industrial, a moral or so

cial, and an intellectual or scientific,—

corresponding to the three great elements

of his nature. An analysis of the three

classes of faculties with which man is

endowed, and which constitute those ele

ments—the sensuous, the moral, and the

intellectual—reveal his three-fold Desti

ny, for they all point to it invariably; as

a knowledge of his Destiny, on the other

hand, indicates the faculties and moral

powers with which he is endowed.

Let us glance briefly at each of these

destinies, and see how man fulfils God's

will in accomplishin'g them, and thus tru

ly prays, or, we may say, truly worships,

and consecrates his whole life and being,

and not the heart alone as at present, or,

as is but too often the case, the lips mere

ly, to God‘s work.

The first branch of human Destiny is

to ovensss the Earth and the kingdoms

of Nature upon it. Man must cultivate

and embellish it, and extend fertility,

beauty and material harmony over the

whole of the noble domain confided to

his care—to him the vicegerent of the

Creator upon this Globe. He is the

Reason of Nature, and as such he must

establish order amidst all those forces

upon it, which are without intelligence:

and he must regulate the animal world in

its life and development, which has in

stinct only to guide itself individually

and not reason to do so collectively. He

is also the mediator between the material

world and God, and as such, he must

bring that world into harmony with the

laws of Divine order, and thus aid, as far

as this planet is concerned, in establish
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ing unity between the material universe

and its Creator.

This is what we may call the material

or industrial Destiny of Man, because it

involves a vast material work, which is to

be accomplished by his ludustry-— by the

labor of his hands. \Vhen Man culti

vates and embellishes the earth univer

sally, and offers up a planet full of abun

dance, beauty and harmony,-—- first to

carry out the designs of the Creator,

who must desire this material order and

beauty in every part and at every point of

his universe, and second to bless man

kind by placing them in possesion of a

magnificent terrestrial abode; when man

does this, he does a good and noble Work,

a sacred Work ;'-he prays with his hands

he does God‘s will.

Mankind now pray not in this way:

they pray but with their lips; and the

earth from their neglect is all covered

with pestilential swamps and marshes,

with arid steppcs, with burning deserts,

With undiked streams, with wild and im

penetrable forests, and its soil is black

ened with ruins and soaked with human

gore. Man is the ravager, the scourger

of the earth and the creations upon it ten

times more than the benefactor; he is in

general either a miserable idler, neglect

ing his work, or a demon of devastation,

destroying what has been done. A few

green spots, scattered here and there on

its surface, attest what man could do, if

he devoted himself and his powers right

ly. For this violation of God‘s will, for

this practical infidelity on a gigantic

scale if we may call it such, he is cursed

by Nature with earthquakes and erup

tions, by tornadoes, storms and hlighting

frosts, by the plague and the cholera, by

wasting consumption and a hundred

other diseases brought artificially upon

(himself. These commotions of nature

Would be pacified, and these maladies ex

tirpated if a perfect cultivation extended

over the whole earth, and all nature were

brought into a state of order;—and this

could be done if man would but pray

nobly with his hands, pray with thetn as

he has blasphemed with them in those

gigantic and devastating wars, waged

uselesst since the birth of philosophy

and the sciences, which could and should

have put mankind on the track of their

true Destiny.

“ To labor is to pray,” said the goo

monks of old, and they went to work an

reclaimed the waste places, drained the

marshes, cleared the forests and trans

formed thcm into smiling fields, and set

a noble example to the half barbarous,

and the warring and brutal population of

their times. Was not their Work truly

prayer! and as valuable as pater-nosters

said with never so much sincerity by the

lips! Yes, indeed, and Mankind will

offer up to God a holy and most accept

able prayer when they shall fulfil truly

their Destiny of Overseer of the Globe,

and by the labor of their hands, make of

the earth a joyful abode for generations

to come, teeming with plenty and univer

sal beauty, a platform for the develop

ment of a moral life of purity and gran

deur, an altar on which will be enacted

the one great religious rite, the fulfilment

by Humanity of its divine Destiny.—

Chronotype.

t

d

To be Continued.

 

He who sheds his brother’s blood, is

cursed on earth, and cursed in heaven.

God. This sphere, we say, is outraged,

nothimply by the depravity of individuals,

but far more by the very iron frame-work

of our Civilization, in which the holiest

ofimpulses, in the sincerest quest of har

mony and heaven, are turned back upon

themselves and compelled to act as devils

with a fierceness in exact proportion to

their native energy of goodness. \Ve

need not stop to prove this: all men and

all women know it, in proportion as there

is anything good and earnest in them to

provoke the evil Fate. And we honor

the generous-minded woman,——we can

pledge to her God's pardon for a thousand

peccadillos and errors of the moment,

who nobly braves and lovingly sees

REVIEW.

Jacques. By Gunner: SAND, Author of

"Consuelo," “La Comtesse De Ru

dolstadt," &c. &c. Translated from

the French, by Ass/t BLACKWELL. In

Two Volumes. pp. 178, 173. New

York; J. S. Redfield, Clinton Hall.

1847. (Sold by Bedding and Co., 8

State Street, Boston.)

 

\Ve have here a faithful, natural and

spirited translation of another remarkable

production of an earnest and a. gifted

woman; of one who has, not always per

‘haps with the best taste or in the pure

beauty of holiness, but yet with real

heroism and high purpose, sacrificed re

putation to truth, and loved mankind too

well to court its transient applause. The through the shallow scorn of her mis

works of Madam Gunner: SAND will be : educated ago, while she proclaims and in

read, in spite of their faults, which are every way exposes and drives home to

by no means the ordinary allowance of every conscience this great social wrong,

dross to so notch pure ore, and in spite of“ which it was the necessity of our age to

the denunciations of a hypocritical andisee, and which it is the mission of our

moralistic press, and the commercial age to right assoon as it shall have learn

Christianity, which cares not how rotten ed to understand that radical cure whose

the core, so it may only save the decency 1 secret has already passed into man's

of life. They will be read in spite ofIkeeping2—and depend upon it.the pupil

these things, because they are in earnest, will make rapid progress in a lesson

because they look facts in the face, be- which it sees so intimately concerns its

cause they descend into the real history own most vital interests!

of human hearts, and agitate those pm- In "Jacques," as in most of her nov

blems most which really cause the mostlcls (Consuelo is in truth the sole excep

uneasiness in every human home audition) lhere are. as We must llllllk, great

every human bosom, — the every-day I faults: but it is also full of beauties, full of

veiled tragedy of honest, yes, of heaven- \ truths, full of experience too deep to be

implanted passions changed to bosom-lbllrled for anything a conventional and

fiends by the mis-shapen mould of these i heartless world may say; and ll llasa P0“

false social institutions, inherited from er of fastening on the serious mind which

times of blood and barbarism. The no book could have, unless it promised

“new wine" of Christianity is still inllight, or sympathy at least, where these

the “ old bottles ; ” and consequently ev- are both most needed. It is not of course

ery civilized roof grows mouldy over ala book for every one; but ll Will find 0"!

dull, creeping, life-long tragedy. those who are prepared for it.

Madam Sand has had much to contend its chief fault as a story, is that it is al—

with in herself, no doubt: for that, soci- together on a monotone; it rings the

lety should have been the more her friend; changes upon just one passion, within

i but instead of that she has had still more ,just one circle, and shuts out all the rest

lto contend with in society. Being an -, of life's doings. It is a perplexed love

earnest, generous, strong, true woman, l history of three and partially of four per~

{as well as one in whom large passionsisons; a most sad tragedy in sooth—sad

 
 

l

 

 

struggle for full sphere with God’s ap

proval, she has been fitly raised up to

become the voice and advocate of every

heart that weakly wears, or bravely, im

potently frets against the chains of civil

ized duplicity and tyranny, which per

petrate their worst and systematic outrage

l in the sphere of the holiest and privatest

of the affections, the sphere of Love and

Family—the sphere on whose inviolate

sanctity and purity and freedom depends,

as on a central heart, the whole health

and vitality of the great social body ; and

without true happiness in which, each

isolated soul is robbed of what God

meant should be its private and familiar

microcosmio type and mirror of the king

dam of Heaven, wherein man is one with

 

 

and full of tantalizing spring flowers and

roseate clouds of hope inwoven, like the

great book of history ; —a morbidly self

conseious life, with mirrors set up round

it shutting out all evidence that mean

while the great world goes on with any

counterbalancing, absorbing or restoring

forces. It is a story without event, with

out variety; a mere record of the play of

feelings, involving themselves in the in

evitable meshes of false relations, and al

ways laying themselves bare, where na

ture hides, and where art too should hide

at the same time that it indicates. The

contrivance by which all this is brought

out for the reader is most unnatural, and

destroys the possibility of any life-like

,evolution of the story as a true artistic
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growth.

three eonfitlants, or mirrors.

The three actors have their ‘ have great ambition, may

lrt a series‘reign without first becoming good men. spirit of tranquil hope in the future, of

of letters, each CUItiltlt’S to a friend his‘W'hile sant-titnouionsly denouncing what trust in the unive

own or her own most intimate and naked it calls: an immoral publication, it pursues l (I

get a chance to' determination and effort. It breathes a.

rsal goodness of the

router, and of resolute devotion to the

lift: from day to day. This gives the no other business at this present but the cause of ltnman progress by development

thing a brightness, bttt a glaring, painful,

raw-flesh sort of coloring, from which we

 

like to turn away, except we take in it a influences, “for.

surgical interest.

As a work of art, Jacques is trot to be ,

mentioned with Consuelo. It has noth-‘

i.tg of that calm deep beauty, and com- those it pleases to

attempt to involve a whole rtation in what,

is infinitely the most demoralizing of all'

While professing such ‘

a squeamish fear for the sanctity of do

intestic life, it is letting loose the brutal , to produce the most momentous revolu

lusts of hircling armies in the homes of,»

call “ ottr enemies,“\

Positc Charm, 88 a Whole; nor has it any ,and summoning the young by thousands,

character which approaches the snhlime‘lto a sort of life and training which de

spiritual beauty, or the genius of Consuc- stroys all honor, purity and delicacy of

Indeed all the characters here flr0,cltaracter:—and what is the “ Patriot
lo.

unreal; they do not seem exactly to be

persons; they stand in prominent relief;

but far more so than economical nature

ever would afford in the case of their

rcal'prototypes, provided that such could

exist. There is more truth in Sylvia

than in the rest; and tltere is something

of a fallen Saturn’s, or a Richard [L’s

grandeur in the last grief of broken

ltearted Jacques. But it is in passages

and situations only.

As to the morale of the story, we

know it means no wrong; that its whole

aim is pure. It exposes the inevitable

treasure of its enemies better than the‘
 

tendency of our social system to produce

those false relations in the sphere of Love \ which are at this moment corrupting thei

which it condemns as vices; and proves

thatlove cannot be true, and home cannot

be virtuous, except by killing life and love,

in such a false and selfish system ; though

it hints not. at the remedy. We think

there are some violations of delicacy,

some things hasty and imprudent in it,

and that it was written when indignant

impulse, too preoccupied with the asser

tion of its freedom, had not been tem

pered and subdued, and as it were arched

over by the soft sky of piety and love

that trusts in spite of all things, and

accepts the Providence in all. But to

repeat this charge of immorality would

be to identify ourselves with the most

unprincipled and unbelieving oracles and

organs of the day: for from such especi

ally the charge proceeds. Take, for

instance, the ferocious attack upon this

book a few days since in the Boston

Morning Post; a paper expressly and

unblushingly devoted just now to the very

worst of immorality; which expands its

warmest eloquence, its most artful soph

istry, day after day, to persuade a. seri

ous, an enlightened, and a would-be

Christian people to imbrue its hands in a.

most guilty War; which is straining

every nerve to pttt back civilization and

all peaceful progress and bring back a

reign of violence and blood :—and all that

desperate selfishness may stand a better‘

chance against the slowly rising barriers

of an ever purer and more philanthropic

public opinion, and that bad men, who

 

 

ism” Worth that sets itself up in opposi-l

tion to these? which loves the blood and,

peace and virtue of that “Country”

which it dishonors by its foul-mouthed

shouts? ls W'ara friend to virtue and

domestic purity? Will \Var make mar

riage ties more sacred, youthful impulses

more chaste, and stop the sale of the

lascivious and corrupting books of which

the Post feels such a. holy horror, that,‘

 

 

ilet the subject but be broached, it seesi

lascivionsness where none is meanti—l

No, it is not George Sand's free speech,

it is not any books however shameless,

core of domestic life. It is the universal

Selfishness, which fortifies itself by all

the bulwarks of our institutions, both of

Church and State. That is what poisons

the domestic virtue, aye, and every other

virtue of our boasted land; that is what

makes good men sick of politics, and pa

pers like the Post, and other accredited

political organs, an offence to the nostrils

of all who know the scent of aught that

is yet lovely, honorable, and worth cher

ishing. These moralistic papers, these

fine guardians of public virtue, are the

slaves, the cringing, saucy slaves, sold

body and soul, to this all-ruling .Selfish

ncss, the panders of the Arch-Demoral

izer, and the self-printed satire of a cor

rupt arid hypocritical generation.

\Ve are glad to see that it is the inten

tion of the translator of “Jacques” to

issue other works of George Sand, should

this be favorably received.

 

The Herald of Truth: a Monthly Period

iml. Vol. I. No. 1. January, 1847.

L. A. HlNE, Editor. Cincinnati.

\Ve welcome this new publication as

 

an important element in the great work

of Social Reform, which it is the mission t

of the present century to accomplish. lt‘

takes its starting point from a clear per

ccption of the evils and abuses which,

make this boasting age so fruitful oft

stifl'erings, and avital faith that the re

demption of Humanity, under the Provi

 

dence of God, is to be efi'ected by human

of the truth. Its freedom front ferocious

assaults on the Past, and from bitter de

nunciations of the Present, its calm re

liance on the energy of moral influence

tions, and its firtn conviction of the ap

proach of a better era, to be introduced

by the expansion of human nature, give

it an enviable position among the works

devoted to public reform, which are so

apt to betray the action of personal rest

lessness or malignity, quite as much as a

genial charity for the evils and errors that

they undertake to combat.

‘ \Ve take the following statement of its

purposes, from the Prospectus which ac

companies the present number.

“It will be devoted to the interests of Reli

gion, Philosophy, Literature, Science, and Art.

It will review such of the new publications as

are'of substantial value, and canvass all ques

tionable doctrines that may be published. Phi

losophers have demonstrated the infintc “’is

dent and boundless Benevolence of God in

contemplating His Physical Universe, and it is

time the same demonstration were made in re

lation to the Mental “’orld. In the former,

the sublimest Order is manifest, while in the

latter, the debasement and miseries that afflict

mankind, indicate the deepest confusion and

disorder. HE is not responsible for the evils of

the Mental Universe, for man originated them,

and by man they can and will be removed. '

“ The discussion of the laws of our mental

and physical organizations, and the necessity of

obedience to them, as the only mode of human

regeneration, will constitute a particular feature

of the HERALD or TRUTH.

“ It will engage vigorously in all the Reforms

of the day which are founded in truth, and as it

will‘hopc all things’ and .‘ believe all things,’

for the final triumph of Humanity over all evil,

the only limit to its aspiration will be the entire

redemption of the Human Race.”

A more explicit statement is given of

its views of Social Reform, in an article

entitled “ The Crisis— Universal Unity,”

from which we extract the subjoincd pas

sage.

“ The friends of God and Humanity in this

vicinity, are laboring to make at commencement

of a Social Reform, one that shall not need to

be reformed, by effecting :1 Unity with each

other mentally, and with the great influence of

the Universal Mind—and by yielding to the

influence of the spirit of Love they hope to be

led by the spirit of God, and thus become the

sons of God.

“ Their views, principles, and general opera

tions will, from time to time, be laid before the

readers of the ‘Hcrald of Truth.’

“ They aim at concentration and consolida

tion in harmony with Natural Laws.

“Should they succeed, and demonstrate to

the world the practicability of a oneness of in

terests and unity of feeling, Communities,

Groups, and Circles, may be formed all over the

earth, and still be in harmony with each other.
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For while all are acting in conformity witblascerminmL

Natuml Laws, or First Principles, they will allbe acting in the most perfect harmony with{

each other. So that whether they be in Europe. ,

Asia, or the isles of the. ocean, they will still beI

one—and joining hands with each other, willl

encircle the earth with halos and rainbows of‘

Universal Love, and all nations would shoot,

' Alleluia! for the Lord God ornnipotent reign

eth.'”

The ground assumed in the above ex

tracts, that a regeneration of spirit is the

essential condition of external reform,

and that-the condition of progress is ad

herence to nature, we hold to be undeni-I

able. The low, torpid, selfish soul,

which has never looked beyond the in

terests of its own petty individuality;

which makes itself the end and centre of

universal movement; which has never

been kindled into a glow of enthusiasmi

by the sentiment of Humanity; which has.

 

 

The Divine social code‘ture of man, and that nothing is now re

must be investigated and uluh-rstootl. quircd forasubliine and peaceful revolu

L'o elevation of sentiment, no individual ttou,—a revolution, which in blessing

excellence of character, no glowing aspi- multitudes, shall infurt- no ture,—but the

rations can compensate for the absence of cit-operation for this end of all the de

this. I voted and faithful souls who have faith in

Now it is the faith of the Associative the social redemption of the race. Our

School that the true social code, as or-iown deep convictions we of course wish

daincd by the Creator of the universe, to impress upon others. A fire is now

has been announced in the discoveries of kindled in the hearts of men. which we

Charles Fourier. The two great laws, ‘ cannot hear to $00 in danger of going out.

which lie at the foundation of true soci—i \Ve call for union among those whose

ety, are expressed in the significant for-icyes have been unsealed to behold the

rnulas, ‘ gigantic wrongs ofthis present evil world,

iand who look for a new Heaven and a

lnew Earth, in which dwellcth righteous

It is the peculiar merit of Fourier, thatincss- “79 WOUM "m "ls"? "f deall' ll“

be has analyzed the cardinal attractions} We witness the glorious brightness of the

of the soul, and shown the application of,1 new 9m, in Whose dawn “6 have already

the serial law to the arrangements of so- "Uhlced, and if we are ""8 w lhe light

cicty_ He has given us [he sciencelalrcady given, we shall be permitted to

Attractions are proportional to Destinies;

The Series distribute the Harmonics.

never bowed “l reverence before “‘8 dl" which reduces the vague aspirations of 6M1" in llle "diam fillflcss 0f "‘6 m0"!

vine majesty of Eternal Law; which cher
sentiment to tangible reality; eXplains

15h“ "0 aspmmons all“ harmony in the the conditions of fulfilling the law of love, i

iing.

  

relations of man, has no function to fulfil.

in the reorganization of society. Thei

aggregate of myriads of such souls could i

accomplish no useful purpose. They are

not the chosen materials of which the‘

Temple of Social Harmoin is to be con

structed. Their etTorts, if they could be

induced to combine for so holy an object,

would terminate only in a repetition of

the confusion of Babel. Their aid is not

demanded by the Creator, who always

finds fit instruments for the realization of

his designs. In the fulness of time, God

sends forth his Son. He raises up mes

sengers and prophets, endows them with

the spirit of counsel ,and understanding,

and arms them with strength from on

high to accomplish their task.

This we believe has been done in the

present age. The Divine Voice has

spoken to many hearts, which have cheer

fully accepted their mission, and which

are ready to engage in any labor, to en~

dure any sacrifice, for the promised re

demption of Humanity. They have been

taken possession of by the ldea and the

Hope of Universal Unity, and nothing in

life seems to them valuable, compared

with its realization. What they need is,

not integrity of purpose, not disinterest

edacss of aim, not piety and spirituality

of soul: this they already possess; it

is this which has awakened them to their

lofty aspirations, which has separated

them from the World, made them marked

men, exposed them to scorn and con

tempt, and inspired them with a. resolufe

valor which no outward terror can dauut;

but they need a knowledge of the true

conditions for accomplishing their wishes.

They seek Unity, Peace, Social Justice,

Universal Brotherhood. But these can

be obtained only by obedience to true

Social Laws. These laws then, must be

 

and, in short, enables us to constructai

material body in accordance with the
MUSICAL REVIEW.“

spirit of Christianity.

If these claims of Fourier be well-- BOSTON ACADEMY OF MUSIC

founded,-—-and we demand for them the, The Fourlh Concen- (Jan- lsll‘) had

most scrutinizing examination,—tho work i for lighter Pmllmlllal’ies "‘9 Overlltl'efl ‘0

of the social reformer is plain and definite. LlE-‘mc‘l and R'lsm'mh/f; a new 80l0

As every thing depends, in the first in- by Mr- Keyzert on 'he lheme “ Le D6

stance, on the right organization of in- Sher" “'llh fun mellesu'al acc‘lmlmlll'

dustry; as labor is the condition not only ments; and two llalian opera songs by

of spiritual development, but of material Mme De La Raimrie- The heart of the

existence, the primary, indispensable task i mailer, \Vthh came 0" an" Skin'deel‘

is the scientific arrangement of our indus- : dilellamism had satisfied itself with

not relations. Without this, the most‘swvets, (although it is notalways satis

angelic spirits could not. dwell together in nod to let those "‘5‘ themselves, “'lw can

harmony, NO unity of religious feeling, do so, by a still look out upon the broad

no lies of affectirm, no spiritual syrnpa- ocean after all its ball-room and street

thies will ensure the vitality of a brother- I gun"), “‘35 again lhe Siltfonia Pant-0"

hood, unless their productive industry he i "in Of Luelmef

organized according to the divine social The Ovemll'es were given With more

code, that is revealed in the constitution ,SPim, Prumi’mess and PYeCiSlO", and

of human nature, The soul must be'more true unity of effect, than those of

provided with a body; the delicate and the Preceding concen- Every molit'c

tender afl'ectiong of the heart must be‘came out with clear outline, and the 00l—

protected from outrage on account of ma- OTB seemed well blended. The musicians

terial necessities; all outward influences were in earnest and in the true mood of

must be made to correspond with the in. success: was it a providential unanimity,

ward attractions which are the voice of one Of the lucky hours Which cannot be

God ; and thus, placed in a sphere con- bespoken by any luunan foresight! or has

genial with its nature, it will manifest the 1* llllle rivalry 0" the side of their young

image of its Creator, in transcendent er brother of the Philharmonic Society

beauty and grandeur. been not without its influence! The best

\Virh these views, while we agree with enthusiasm sometimes needs to be thus

the “ Herald of Truth ” in the importance breathed “Poll, to keep it burning bright.

it. attaches to spiritual harmony, to indi- Mr- Keyzer, in his violin Solo. gave

vidual piety and elevation, we should 118 an Opportunity to enjoy that still mi

contend more strenuously than appears to wallow. _thot1gh universally familiar

be done by its writers, for an immediate ‘ theme or Beethoven, 01' 0f Schubert, (for

application of true principles to the or it has been ascribed to both of them), ren

ganization of society. We believe thatldered rich and broad by a full orchestra]

the time has come, that the way is poim- accompaniment. The variations were

ed out, that the practical arrangements singular and fantastical, but generally

are discovered, for the adaptation of our "08 t0 the theme.

social relations to the unchangeable na-i The first of M'lle De La Reiutrie's
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songs did not, as a composition, seem tollike the woods or the calm night with

us to justify the newly risen fame of its august companies of stars. And such

 

Verdi, who is said to be the reignin,‘

genius of the Italian Opera. \Ve will

not judge him by this, but wait till we

hear more. It seemed to us monotonous

and heavy; a prolonged attempt to ex

press something which would not coniei

out. The selfipossessed, complacent,

matter-of-fact and merry look and manner

of the fair songstress contrasted strangely

with the labored pathos of the song.

With the second piece, which was a

bright. and jubilant Rondo finale from an ‘

opera by Ricci, her voice and style were

more in harmony. It was sung with‘

great spirit, and the whole place spar-i

kled with her bright notes. Admirably'

did her voice climb through those long

semi-tones in the upper scale, preserving

all its volume and its sweetness; in the

lower range it has not much power. A

certain hard and glassy polish character

izes tnost of her tones, which makes one

doubt whether he likes them or not.

But there is certainty and clearness in all

her passages and each point is evidently

well-studied.

The Sinfonia Passionate grows upon

us, justifying all and more than we have

said before. if we are in the minority

in this judgment, we cannot help it.

\Ve own that we are differently constitu

ted from those who can get weary of such

music. Like the sky, the ocean, and all

other great things, it fills us, rests us,

makes us calm and strong, in harmony

with ourselves, and conscious of the

Rock of Ages under us. The medley and

distracting and but superficial intoxica

tions of the merely agreeable yield to the

sober, satisfying consciousness of the en

during. The whole soul is addressed,’

and is called out, with an integral force

of feeling, instead of comforting its bid

den ennui with a little titillating pleasure

of some single sense or faculty, as in the

case of music for a-musement, or without

the Muse. Alas! when will the whole

life of this people be so great and full,

that music of the grander order alone will

satisfy it? Great music speaks now to

our rarer, purer aspirations, and of course

demands too much of those whose super

ficial lives are seldom or never troubled

by such heavenly visitors, to enable them

to enjoy it otherwise than in very small

homeopathic doses, as a waltz or so of

Beethoven. But the time must come

when what now speaks to the earnest

few, when what now nurses our deep

aspirations, will become as necessary to

the daily life of all, as it is to dance or

dress well now. If you are in love, or

smit by any deep religious thought, orl

possessed by an earnest spirit of devotion 5

to humanity, the ball-room and the gay

"list the difference between brilliant and

, fugue.

hearing some of the selectest composi

,always in the forzrmdo mood, as if lash

 

street yield no entertainment, no repose,

fantastic overtures and songs and solos,

or what is called popular music, and a

great symphony, or oratorio, or organ

We do not say this Symphony can

strike and clectrify like Beethoven. Full

of his influence, it is yet very dill'erent

from him. But nevertheless we call it

grand. Every little theme or molivein

troduced, leads somewhere; there is noth

ing vague or arbitrary. The singular

Andante-like impression of the whole

piece, taking all its movements, fast or

slow, together, was again confirmed. It

is of an Alexandrina character, and

drags its slow length drowsily along,

with continual undulation; but it is a

great river, and can afford to take the

long way to the ocean. For the next

time the Academy announce the sublime

Seventh Symphony of Beethoven. If

we could be permitted to hear this on the

same evening with that of Lachner, we

might tell how much deeper one goes

than the other. The audience of that

Academy is not so overwhelming as that

of the Philharmonic; but it is always

flattering both in point of character and

numbers. We pity any one, whom any

partial preference for this or the other so

ciety could keep from entering any place

made sacred by Beethoven's Symphony.

Our thanks are due to all who labor to

make such things public.

HARVARD MUSICAL ASSOCIATION.

We noticed the two first Chamber Con

certs some time since. The whole course 1

of six is now completed, all of which wci

heard, except the last. Though they!

have not given that unalloyed delight,

which makes the first course of two win

ters since remembered; yet they have

furnished an invaluable opportunity of

tions of the great masters in company

with an unusually appreciating audience.

The quartette is the most intimate and un

disguised style of music, and brings you

nearest the composer. The selections

have been uniformly good. Could we

have consulted the preference ofour pres

ent mood, we should have asked for a

somewhat larger allowance of Mozart.

But when we had not him, we had Bee~

thoven or Haydn, and we want length of

days, as well as leisure and opportunities,

to do justice to either of them. The lead

ing violin was only less offensive in the

latter concerts than in the first; it was

still morbidly and excessively individual ;

l

l

l
l

ing on a multitudinous orchestra through

some mad overture; but out of keeping

with the classic style both of the music

 and of the other three modest and artist

like performers. The Grand Trio of Bee

thoven, collated, so to speak, from his

Septette, may be considered the central

figure of the series. It was a great task

for our young pianist, Mason, and the

performance did him credit, though there

was a certain flagging of strength, too ev

ident to those who had heard the more

practised master, Lange, in the same

part.

 

The Mozart Collection of Sarred I‘llusic,

containing Melodies, Chorals, Anthems

and Chants, harmonized in Four Parts;

together with the celebrated “Chris

tus ” and “ Miserere,” by ZlNGARl-ILLX,

with English Words. To which is pre

fixed his new method of teaching the

Rudiments of Music. By E. Ives, Jr.

Second Edition. New York : Paine

and Burgess, 60 John St. 1846.

This work has been lying on our table

for some weeks; and we have waited

thus far in vain for an opportunity to no~

tice it as it deserves. Front such curso

ry examination as we have given it, we

think it sustains the high character of

- Mr. Ives’s former ublications, and that it
P

really will be found to answer the design,

and make good the opinions expressed in

the following passage from the Preface.

“ The Music of this Collection is intention

ally made somewhat lighter, and easier 0f exe

cution than that of its predecessor, ‘ THE BEE

THOVEN CoLan'rios.’ More of Rhythm and

Melody were sought after, and less of elaborat

ed Harmony. This will account for the pecu

liar stylc of many of the original tunes. The

constant aim has been to make a work adapted

to the wants of all Choirs throughout the coun

try; therefore considerable music of a high or

der and of rich harmony has been inserted.

The prevalent idea that Choirs cannot sing what

is falsely termed difficult music, has gained cre

dence, because of the loose manner in which

the science has too generally been taught. Al

most any Cltoir properly instructed for six

months according to the method in this or the

Beethoven Collection, will find no difficulties

worth speaking of in either work. How will

singers ever become proficient, if they constant

ly refuse to forsake old and bad habits, and

form new ones; or it‘ they pursue the same

style of music year after year, refusing to at

tempt anything bearing the semblance of diffi

culty 7 "

The “ Mozart Collection” contains per

haps a greater number of good pieces

than any other similar Work, short of the

“ Beethoven Collection.” The “Alisa

rcre” by Zingarelli alone should render

it invaluable; for it is one of the most

sublime and most severe productions in

the whole range of sacred composition.

It is full of a grand piety, worthy of the

old martyrs. Very simple in its struc

ture, and unornamcnted, hardly changing

the key through its twelve movements,

except from Major to Minor, it seems to

give out inexhaustible meaning the more

it is sung; and it cannot be sung, one
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would think, without profound emotion.

It is not at all difficult of execution, me.

chanically considered, though it requires

good taste and feeling to ensure its effect.

It is the Miscrcrc sung at Naples, and is

reckoned only second to that of the Pope‘s

Chapel, by Gregorio Allegri.

Among the psalm-tunes in this volume

are a goodly number of a classic charac

ter taken from Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn,

&c. The vocal theme from Beethoven‘s

Choral Symphony is introduced among

others. We notice also the exquisite air

of Rossini‘s, “ O Malutint' Alburi," ar

ranged for four voices ; and another from

Semiramidc. The original compositions

are many of them superior. it seems to

aim rather at a new collection, than a

complete one; for it gives but few of the

old standard tunes. Two features in the

arrangement pleases us. One is the use

of the Tenor Clef, placed constantly upon

the third space, making the reading uni

form with that of the treble or G Clef,

and at the same time indicating that the

notes of the Tenor are an octave below

those of the Treble. The other is des

cribed thus in the Preface :

“ In the formation of the score, the advice of

some of the best organists and musicians in the

country has been followed. Playing the chords

with the right hand from a figured base, With

out regard to the parts, is no longer considered

orthodox: the best organist: play the four parts

as they are written, which generally requires

the Soprano and Alto to be played with the

right hand, and the Tenure and Basso with the

left. For these reasons the score has been ar

ranged as it will be found in this work."

W'e would recommend to all choirs the

practice of the Misercre of Zingarelli; it,

cannot fail to deepen and improve their

style of singing, as well as their whole

musical sentiment, and let in a ray of

true religious sunlight into the church,

though the sermon should be dull.

   

POETRY.

For the Harbinger.

DE PROFUNDIS CLAlIAVI.

“ "in" your bright torches, for I need your aid,

Golden-eyed demons of my ancestry.”

ELLERY CIIANNING.

 

From this fierce conflict of an untamed soul,

This wretched yielding to sad vanished

dreams,

I turn to you, 0 band, whose life redeems

My heart to hope, for that ye did control

Sorrows like mine,and, true Prometheans, stole i

A light from heaven to bless all human kind:

“’as not your sufl'ering gain, a path to find

Up to a life in God‘s own peace made whole 7

0 band of Poets! thither let me trend 3 —

I ask for more, yet more,—-eome closer down,

Let not the assembly of your spirit-forms

Linger so high above this aching head,—

Let but your truth be once more fully shown,

And I will grasp it, though all clothed in

storm! 1'. w. H.

 

For the Harbinger.

S 0 N i\' El‘ . .

There are great souls among us‘. In the prime ,

Of Grecian strength or England's lofticst days I

I find no names more meet for reverent praise, I

Than theirs who ’mid us now work on sublime;

Teachers whose deep words lead this selfish

time

To heaven~wide musings ; —patriot orators

“’hose Christ-anointed lips are rich with stores

Of burning, fearless Truth;—poets, whose rhyme

i Hath never stooped to sound a rneancr song -

Than love for all God’s ehildrcn;—women

pure .

Who lend their stainless hands to labors strong,

Deeming their birthright to such duty sure,

Though fools deride. Dear native land, how long

Against such prophets shall thy crimes en

dure? 1-. w. a.
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others’ rights, fraud, oppression,ri

I gambling spirit iii trade, reckless advi-nttiri', llllIl i

commercial convulsions all tending to imp-Verisli

the laborer and to render every condition inst-cure.

_ Ri-lief is to collie, and can only come front the new ‘

application of Christian principles, of Universal

ljustice and Universal love, to social institutions,

to commerce, to business, to active life.

Dir. Cinnmsu.

FOURlElt'S “ THREE DISTRIBUTlVES ”

THE BASIS OF ALL NATURAL CLAS

SlFlCA'l‘ION.

| Our readers must by this time be fa

1miliar with Fourier's analysis of the

‘twelve Passions, in their three branches

lof the Sensitive, the Affective, and the

‘Mechanizing or Distributive. No one

can have found much difficulty in cliarae- ‘

,terizing and verifying for himself those

,Wlllcll belong to the two first branches,

and in seeing how completely they ex—

haust our sensitive and social nature.

But the justice of his analysis in the

third branch, in that which corresponds

more especially to what we call our intel

lectual nature, is not so apparent at first

sight. Many, doubtless, find the Cab

alisl, the Papillon, and the Composite,

more mystical than the three Fates or

than the holy Trinity. “’e have a few

speculations to offer which will show that

in this trine distinction, couched by Fou

rier in this at first sight uncouth termi

nology, he has reduced to a complete,

clear statement that presiding genius of

order and classification throughout all

nature, of which the ancients caught

some faint glimpse in their notion of

three Fates,,and which is the great fact

at the bottom of all metaphysical as well

as theological trinities. In a word, we

see in the three Distributive passions or

attractions of the soul, the basis of all

 

 

 

true classification, the key to unitary sci

 

unity, agreement, harmonious combina

tion every where (The Composite) ;

2. The tendency to discriminate nice

shades of difference, to develop a restless

emulation, as it were, in the details of

each harmonious “hole, which may be

called the passion for progressive refine

ment (The Cabalist); and 3. The ten

deney to alternate and shift from one

thing to another, to open new spheres,

and modulate, as it were, into new keys.

Fourier has described these passions

only in their application to the organiza

tion of social and industrial series.of

groups. He has shown how the corpo

rate enthusiasm begotten by the Compo

site, the progressive and refining emula

tion springing from the Cabahst, and the in

terlacing or interlocking ofvarious spheres

and series of occupations into one anoth

er by the Alternating or Papillon, will

work together under true conditions to

reduce a chaotic medley of social ele

ments into a harmonious Series of varie~

ties, that make up Unity. He has there

fore calleil them Mechanizing Passions;

because, besides the simple and direct

attraction towards gratifications of the

senses and gratifications of the affections,

man also has a tendency to moc/mnize in

all these spheres, to seek in them for unity

and difference and variety and contrast.

Now it is by this very tendency in all his

own affairs, in the development and appli

cation of his own simple instincts or attrac

tions, that man is placed in correspond

ence with the great principles of Univer

sal Order, and furnished with a prism

which refracts all light into its three pri

mary rays, precisely as the Universal

Unity of being commences its descent

into the infinitude of Variety, by branch

ing into its three first great departments.

In these mechanizing tendencies man has

the key to universal science, Would he

but consult it. Man sustains three gen

eral relations: first, to Nature or to

Matter, through his Senses; secondly, to

Spirit or to conscious life, through his

Affections; and finally to Law or the

universal Mathematics of order, through

the three Distributive or Mechanizing

passions. Fourier has but mentioned

this. His illustrations are entirely prac

tical and special, in the sphere of indus

try and of society alone; and therefore

this part of his theory has an arbitrary

and somewhat mechanically invented

look. In the simple grandeur of his dis

covery, he forgot to weigh and measure

its profundity for others; he did not en

ter into the metaphysics of it; he saw

the principle at once and went to WOI’k to

use it, to unlock the way at once to

 

ence, and in fact, the mind‘s own natural l man's harmonic destiny upon the earth.

, method. Three tendencies exhaust all ‘ Philosophy in the mean time looks aston

Jour reasoning, all our action, all our art. ished; it has found no such thing in the

[These are, 1. The tendency to seeklbooks; it seems to it to be a mechanism,
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a device or artifice for practically solving

the great social probletn, without any

theoretic metaphysical ground-work.—

But we shall show that there is the most

profound metaphysics itt Fourier’s notion

of the tltree Distributives, and that they

exhaust the mind's whole method, all the

processes of thought, upon tlte one hand ;

while, on the other, they exhaust all tlte

spheres to which that mind, that thought

can be directed.

And itt the first place, we will reduce

the three principles to tire most general

and abstract expression We can think of;

we will call them CENTRALIZATION, Dts

TRIBUTION, and TRANSITION ; correspond

ing respectively to the Composite or

combining, the Cahalist or discriminating,

and the Papillon or alternating, principles.

Do not these exhaust the laws of

Thought:l ‘Are they not the whole meth

od of Science?

Science always busies itself in one of

three ways ; it is always either analyzing

what is compound, or putting together

parts to make a whole, or collecting ob

servations of new facts with which it

may proceed in the same mantter. Syn

thesis, Analysis, and Observation are the

whole of it; by these it combines, dis

criminates and alternates. \Vhen it has

by patient thought, discriminating, class

ing, graduating all the differences it

perceives, at length found Unity in Vari

ety, it still is not content ; it turns away

with thirst for recreating novelty, and

effects transitions into new spheres,

commences a new exploration and gen

eral forage after facts, and brings them

hotne that they too tnay.be analyzed and

classed.

Unity in Variety, is the general formula

of any perfect whole. Unity answers to

the centralizing tendency, the Composite ;

Variety is the escape from Unity, or

what “we call Transition. To reconcile

these two, there needs a third ternt, with

out nhich there can be no unity in vari

ety, namely, Series. The only unity

consists in series of t‘arielies, as in Music,

Color, and so forth, and in social combi

nations, where properly graduated differ

ences of character save from monotony

on the one hand and frotn discord on the

other,—e.vtremes which reproduce each

other, without the mediating wisdom of

the Series.

Again. To the eye of Science or the

mind, all things are said to present them

selves either as Substance or as Accident.

To converse with Substance is to go

back to primal Unity; to converse with

Accident is to stay in the outer court and

circumference of Variety. But we need

a mediating terttt, the law by which the

Substance is related to attd still one with

Accident; we want the Cabalistic ele

ment, to complete the Triad. Let us

{adopt the Kantian term, Modality; andl

lnow is our analysis upon this plane of

thought exhaustive.

Similar atttl perhaps identical with thei

‘above, is this trine distinction: Essence,

‘Manifcstation (or Modification), Rule.

lThe first is orte, the second many, attd

llprotniscuous until the third makes many

one. The aspiration of the soul is ever

more towards Essence, for that alone is

unity. The transcendentalist turns from'

persons, things, attd actual history, from

i all that is limited, various or phenomenal,

to seek the Essence which is one and

enduring. Let hitn rather consider this

third term, or Rule; let him study the

law of Series, and he shall fittd the Es-i

sence in each manifestation, by seeing

each related to the other in harmonic

sequence, motttcttts of the perpetual self

evolviug All.

Essence, substattcc, in its nature is an

active principle; for all action proceeds

from attraction, which is the tendency to

unity, to find a centre somewhere. All

manifestations, accidents, and special

forms of being, are, in so far as we dis

lingulsll them from Essence, a Passive

principle, resisting tlte centripetal attrac

tion, and escaping by the random force of

their centrifugal individuality. To recou

cile the two there is a Neuter principle

of pure Law or of Mathematical propor

tiott, which bids the truattt individualities

revolve in circles round the central One,

and thus produces Universal Unity.

i If new we regard the Universe of be

liug, we distinguish also three terms:

' God, the central source or Love ; Nature,

lthe multiforttt and passive variety, which

is the transitional or alternating elentcttt,

through which the Divine Love perpet

ually pours itself and reproduces itself irt

an inexhaustible series of new forms;

arid Law or Order, according to whose

model iii the mind of God thcse infinite

varieties still radiate frotn Httn itt orderly

divergence, escape front Him to find

themselves in Him, and never lose at-onc

ntcnt with Him.

Here thought reverts to Swedenborg's

three Spheres, where we still trace the

sublittte correspondence: Love, Wisdom,

attd Use.

The same distinction, translated ittto a

more personal and representative expres

sion, appears again in the theological

Trinity of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit

—which mean respectively Essence,

manifestation and method ;—or God in

essence, God manifested, and God work

ing through all things with his pervasive

wisdom or spirit of Truth.

If we turn now to the study of man’s

nature, the very first result of analysis is

the popular one, which speaks of man as

a being composed of Passion, Sensation,

 

 

 

land Reason. Passion or Affection, (Level

is its best term) seeks always unity, al

ways enthusiasm, the joy of being to

gether, and shrinks from separation.

Reason or Intellect on the contrary is a

cold tlisscctor, a cabalistic, difference

seclring, analyzing foe to any long re

pose in unity; it is always putting one

foot forward, suggesting new refinements

and progression, lifting one side of the

circle till it becomes a restless and as

cending spiral. The Senses, as the op

posite to spiritual passion, are always

roving, alternating; and when a passion

or a thought becomes embodied in a

fact, a palpable thing to sense, by this

act do the passions and the thought

complete their history and pass out,

effecting a transition to some new deter

mination.

Titus we see that Fourier's Three

Distributives presided in the very first

step of his analysis of the Passional Unity

or Human Soul into its elements. The

Composite required that man should have

a heart, or four Affective Social Passions

to unite him with his race and God; the

Allcrmmt bespoke for him five Senses,

through which his soul might feel out

after variety in the outward world, and

have refreshing intercourse with Nature;

the Cahalist placed in him a mirror of

God's order, a three-fold intellectual pas

sion, called Distributive, by which he

seeks the StTiCS in all things. ,

The occupations of Man, the spheres

of daily life, and provinces of thought

and study may be classed in similar man

ner. We suggest a few such trinities

in the table below, which will explain

themselves.

In every Art this trine division reigns.

Thus in Music: Concord, Discord, and

Transition. So too Harmony, Melody,

and Modulation; and let no one be sur

prised that Melody here occupies the

same place in the series with Discord,

uttder the patronage as it were of the

Cahalist ; for Harmony is the blending of

sounds in one; but Melody results from

the seeking of differences; it graduates

the elements of Harmony in a sequential

scale and flees from unity and rest; and

this scale is constructed only by Melody’s

interpolating in the consonant intervals of

Harmony the nearer shades of tone which

are discordant with each other.

“7e place the result of all this now in

the following table of trinities, ranged

ttttder the three Distributive passions,

with the Composite for the centre. By

careful comparison it will be seen that all

the first terms correspond with one anoth

er; so do all the second terms, and all the

third terms. Such a table, doubtless,

might be indefinitely extended; and any

reader with a turn for classification may

continue to discover and add correspond

ing trinities, and enjoy an ever wider
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confirmation of the sublime presence of'succcss of joint-stock unions is so clearly

the same three laws in every sphere of perceived as to have become a distinctive

 

 

 

thought. feature of modern society. They result,!

TABLE- however, in the most formidable inonopo~

Amf'mm" Comfm‘f" _ cabai‘st' lies of the soil, of labor-saving machinery ;

Transition, Ccntraltzation, Distribution. , _. '
_ , A _ and of the products of labor, and gran

Observatron, 5ynthesrs, Analysis. _ _, _H y _d _ d \ ,lf I

“we”, Unity, Series, or Pro_ tale irresistt) y tonal s an in ustrta eu

grcssion. di‘llsm

Accident, Substance, Modality. Look at the East India Company!

Manifestation, Essence, Rule. Through the resistlcss power which as ai

PMSl‘Ie- Ami“? Ncmcr- ' corporate body it sways, through the ex-'

Centr'rugal' Lentnl’eml' ('commnc' haustlcssncss of its resources, and the

Matter, God, Law. . . .

.. variety, force, and activity of talent,
Use, Love, “isdorn. ‘l _ h _ r _ f , I b ,d,

Son, Father, Holy Spirit. “ “c I" cum )mcsir ll may 3" y e_ Fl l

Sensation, passion, Reusom to sway the destinies of Great Brittan.

Sensitive, Affective, Distributive, It bends the legislation of the nation to its

Beauty, Love, Truth, purpose, plunges it into the bloodiest and

Eslllctl", Emil”, Phl'Slc-‘l “ml Me' most atrocious wars, compels it to raise

R r _ q {aph'vs'cs' and marshal troops, to pay and provision

Art' ,e '.gmn' L,Clcnce' them, and to send its proudest officers to

Industry, Society, Study. d h _ , h I _ dAd I

5mm, Church, University_ con uct t err campaigns t attns sor l

_ Talent, Genius, Metho¢ Company may plunder the provinces of

Transition, Concord, Discord. Slieiks, and subject the Indian to the sys

Modulation, Harmony, Molndy- tern of modern slavery, the slavery of

Effect °1' Qual'T°“°r Rhythm' ,capital. As individual conflict drove

"y, Isavage man into clans and combinations

These are but fragmentary hims- The i for the protection of personal rights, so

"me thought may be (“flowed 0‘" indefi' , now the antagonism, conflict, and fraud

nil-elY- “re have "m traced lhe allalofs'y 1 in industry and commerce, drive civilized

beyond lhe series 0f the firs‘ Power, the man into joint-stock associations in which

Simplest “fies or ""88 terms; b‘" Who capitalists fortify themselves by degrading

can doubt that it Will be round to how in E and enslaving the laborers. As the for

sel'les of higher Powers» in we "llmllel'lmer resulted in a military feudalism, 'so

ramifications as we“ as in these main'the latter will result in a commercial and

branches of the tree of life!

 

SOCIAL llE-ORGANlZATlON.—NO. III. I

Having shown that Love or Unity is.

the law of Social Harmony, we proceedl

to state the order of a Unitary Society.

Assuciationists propose, in place of the1

present combinations of capital against,

labor, of the unequal conflict of larger

capitalists against smaller ones, instead of

the multitude of isolated possessions,

mechanic shops and farms, competition

of pursuits and antagonism of interests,

to substitute a joint-stock assouiation of

labor and capital. In a word, it is their

aim to organize townships upon the same

principle upon which banking, rail-road

and manufacturing companies are formed;

so far, at least, as the mode of investing

capital is concerned. The only difference

would be in the association of Labor

with Capital, and in guarantying to it a

share in the dividends, according to a

method of distribution, which will be

hereafter eitplained. The vast advantage

of joint-stock over individual enterprizc,

is fully illustrated by the success which

almost invariably attends the former, as

may be seen in large manufacturing,

mechanical, and commercial operations.

This is owing to their combining and

concentrating such an amount of capital

and skill as to enable them to defy and

 

distance competition. The power and

industrial feudalism, unless labor as well

as capital becomes stock and entitled to a

fixed proportion of the dividends, instead

of being subjected to wages under the

present system of monopoly.

The tendency of the times is inevitably

to Association, and either we must sub

mit to a false combination of capital

against labor, or we must establiin a true

association of capital with labor in co

operative production. The earth is the

joint inheritance of Humanity, and mo

nopoly of it is usurpation. Capital is

the remnant of past labor, and to distri

hute to it the larger portion of the fruits

of present energy and skill Would be ex

tortion.

Association harmonizes these points,

first by securing to each person, by cer

tificates of stock, the capital which he

may really possess, whether in the form

of buildings, improvements upon the soil,

machinery, investments of money or la

bor. Secondly, by giving to each of

the three elements of production, Capital,

Labor and Skill, a fixed proportion of the

nett dividend,— say four-twelfths to cap

ital, five-twelfths to labor, and three

twelfihs to skill. This abolishes at once

the abominable system of usury, which

reduces the small capitalist to bankruptcy

and the laborer to hopeless poverty. La

bor is no longer obliged to pay to capital

its six per cent. whether anything is

 

made or not. But the risk is mutual. If

no dividend accrue, capital gets nothing

for its use, and labor gets nothing for its

At present, if the capitalist gets

a large dividend or his stipulated interest,

he is indifferent whether the laborer's

larder is full or empty; and the laborer

on the other hand, provided he gets his

stipend, is equally indifferent whether his

employer makes anything or nothing.

There is no approach to unity of inte

rest, or of combined, co-operative skill,

capital and labor for the good of all par

ties; but antagonism, indifference for all

but self, extravagance, thriftlcssness and

rankling hatred paralyze the efforts of

man. Association unites the interests of

capitalist and laborer and stimulates both

to the highest vigilance, industry, econo

my of means and effort, and therefore

ensures harmony in feeling and certainty

of results. Here then at the outset we

have secured an element of harmony and

productive wealth which can never be

achieved under a regime of free competi

tion and divergent interests, and which is

a blending of the interests of capital and

labor. How much of human effort, rug

ged toil, powerful energy, capital and

skill are rendered not only fruitless of

benefit, but positively baleful, by the scl

fish relations of society! \Vhat per

versions of human nature are on all sides

exhibited, — generous impulses slinking

away into mean and sordid individualism,

and the whole influence of society school

ing men into vice and crime. Noble as

pirations crushed by degrading social

spheres, and lofty ambition perverted into

petty schemes of personal aggrandize

ment—ficklcncss in friendship—incon

stancy in love — callousncss of the fami

ly sentiment—disgusting sensuality —ig—

norance and mental dcbast-ment, are the

legitimate fruits of our present selfish and

conflicting social relations.

energy.

LECTURES IN NEWBURYPORT.

Messrs. CIlANNlNG, BRISBANE, ALLEN,

and Oers, lecturers of the “ American

Union of Associationists," gave a series

of lectures week before last, to the people

of Newburyport. Hitherto, this place

has been regarded as cold, and almost

morally dead to the spirit and movement

of the hurnaue reforms, which are so

prophetically stirring the hearts of the

people of this age. indeed, we had

heard it said, that the people of New

buryport were so thoroughly crusted over

with conservative bigotry, as to cherish a

higher reverence for the ashy relics of

Whitfield, than for the living impersona

tion of that spirit of humanity and pro

gress, which he so eminently labored to

awaken and develop. And we were

made nearly ready to believe it, by the
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appearance of a communication in one of

the prints of that town, preceding the

lectures, warning the people against the

infidelity and license of the doctrines of

Association, and reprimandfitg the editor

for advertising the lectures of our friends.

But our suspicions were dispelled by a.

sensible reply from “ Justice," which ap

peared in a subsequent paper, and by the

perfect coolness and fairness which the

editor evinced. The result was that our

friends were favored with a very select

and highly intelligent audience, and quite

cheering in point of numbers. The very

clear and eloquent statements of Messrs.

Allen and Charming on the first evening,

were enough to make that hall a charmed

circle to the audience the next evening.

And they came bringing others with

them. They went away certainly not

less interested the second evening, than

they were the first. One gentleman of

fortune, while listening to Mr. Brisbane's

masterly description of a Phalanx Do

main, and Attractive industry, in the en

thusiasm of his interest, exclaimed to one

who sat by him, “their theory is beauti

ful, but how can it be realized?" The

next morning the lectures Were favorably

noticed by all the papers. We do not

mean to say by this, that they adopted or

even approved all that was said. Indeed,

one of them stated that it thought there

might be a good deal of “humbng”

about the theory, but it could not be de

nied that the lectures were interesting

and very ably given.

On the third and last evening, the au

dience was larger than on the two pre

ceding evenings, and not less select.

From the information we have been able

to get, we judge that the interest was not

only sustained, but deepened in tone and

character to the end. The audience in

Newburyport seems to have been of a

higher and more intelligent class of peo

ple than is usually obtained, on the first

presentation of so new and unpopular a

subject. So much interest was created

in behalf of Association, that Mr. Chan

ning has since been invited to lecture

upon it, before their Lyceum. The germ

of an efficient and vigorous Union has, we

trust, been planted in that community.

It will only need to be watered, and duly

cultured to expand into healthy and fruit

ful growth. But this is only a faint ex

pression of the general aspiration of so

ciety for a better order of things, and the

joyful readiness with which it grasps a

faith and hope which give unfailing prom

ise of its realization. Let the friends

every where take courage, and combine

to sustain the efforts now making, for a

thorough indoctrination of this whole na

tion in the science and religion of a true

unitary life. Form affiliated Unions,

send in your requests for lectures, and

  
aid in securing the necessary funds to

sustain a corps of lecturers constantly in

the field, and to send the Harbinger, and

tracts, like showers of reviving and re

freshing rain over the whole land.

Friends, our fathers labored nobly, to

achieve political freedom for all; shall we

not at least work manfully to secure so

cial independence and happiness for all?

 

 

LECTURES IN BOSTON.

The second lecture was given by Mr.

DANA, and was a clear, complete and elo

quent exposition and application of Fou

rier‘s profound review of the progressive

development of Society, through the sev

eral periods of Edenism, Savagcism, Pa

triarchalism, Barbarism, and Civilization;

dwelling more particularly on the charac- .

teristics of the several phases of Civiliza

tion, and pointing out the symptoms al

ready appearing of a transition into the

seventh period of universal Guaranties.

The meaning of history was never un

locked to any audience, we fancy, by so

magical a key. Fourier was the first

historian.

The third lecture was by I'IORACE

GREELEY, and the announcement of that

noble man drew a most numerous and en

lightened audience to the Masonic Tem

ple. He spoke of the tendencies of

Modern Civilization; in a simple, earnest

way, with facts for arguments, he proved

the constant depression of labor with the

increase of general wealth, and the rapid,

fearful advance of a universal Commer

cial Feudalism. He then spoke of the

rights of the laboring classes, 1. To culti

vation of the soil; 2. To education; 3. To

an equitable share of the fruits of labor;

and proceeded to discuss various mea

sures, of immediate and peremptory im

portance, which promise in some measttre

to ensure these rights. The Land Re

form, the Legal restriction of the hours

of labor, (which he thought could only ex

tend to minors and to fixing the measure

of a day’s labor which should satisfy a

contract) : these, and other common-sense

suggestions of remedies for present

wrongs, he discussed ; but showed at the

same time how much more will be needed

after all this is accomplished, and prepared

the ground for Fourier and something

more like positive Social Science in the

next lecture.

The audience were most deeply im

pressed by the strong reasoning and sin

cere fervor of the speaker. Never have

we seen an audience so riveted to one

who owed so little to the charms of delin

i
cry. it was the power of truth and of

a true man; and that eloquence is long

remembered.

 

TRL‘MBULL Penuxx. Several Pitts

burghers have joined the above named

iAssociatiou; and a sufficient amount of

lmoney has been contributed to plane it

upon a solid foundation. It is pecunia

irily independent, as we are informed; and

,the members are full of faith in complete

'success.

Several letters have been received by

persons in this city from resident mem

bers of the Phalanx. We should like to

have one of them for publication, to show

the feelings which pervade those who are

working out the problem of social unity.

They write in substance—“ The As

sociation is prosperous, and we are all

happy.”

The Trumbull Phalanx is now in its

third or fourth year, and so far has met

with but few of the difficulties anticipat

ed by the friends or enemies ofthe cause.

The progress has been slow, it is true,

owing to a variety of causes, the princi

pal one of which has been removed, viz :'

debt. Much sickness existed on the do

main during the last season, but no fears

are felt for the future as to the general

health of the neighborhood. —Pill.t

burg Past.

 
 

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

'l‘rrr: course of study in this School comprises

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of .1\CW England, with

particular attention to the modern European

languages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed in

the higher branc cs usually taught in the Uni

vcrsity.

The School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. RIFLEY, assisted by experienced

teachers in the different departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental care, and for older pupils who wish to

pursue a thorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a lar e semi

nary, it is believed that this School a ords ad

vantages that are rarely to be met with.

TERMS—Fons Dotnnns a week for board,

washin ,fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc

tion in instrumental Music and use of the Piano,

Tweu'n DOLLARS a quarter.

Application may be made b mail to

GEO GE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, '42:! Rozlmry, Mass.

January 1, 1847.

WEST ROXBURY RAIL-ROAD

AND OMNIBUS LINE.

ervrzs Brook Farm at 8, 93-4 A. 51., and 4

P. M. Leaves the “ Toll Gate Station” on the

arrival of the following trains from Boston.—

Dedham. 9 A. M.; Stoughton, 111-2 A.M., and

4 and ten minutes P. M. Ezecph'on— Monday

morning leaves Brook Farm at 71-2; Saturday

evening leaves Toll Gate on arrival ofthe Ded

ham 51-2 train. N. R. GERRISH,

Jan. 1, 1847. Agent.
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MISCELLANI—

WHAT IS PRAYER?

(Concluded)

\Ve explained in our previous article

the industrial Destiny of Man -— the first

branch of human destiny—and showed

how, by the cultivation and embellishment

of the earth's surface, and the kindly

supervision and care of all the creations

upon it, Man, the Overseer of the Globe,

fulfils his duty to Nature, enters into

Unity with her and performs the first of

the great works assigned to him by Provi

dence. Let us now glance briefly at the

social Destiny of Man—the second branch

of his three-fold Destiny.

To fulfil his social Destiny, Man must

establish on earth a true ORDER or Socr

ETY, which will extend to the whole of

mankind, and unite all races, nations,

classes, and individuals in bonds of peace,

justice and unity, and realize upon it a

state of social and moral harmony.

If we view mankind in their present

condition, we find them irt universal con

flict and antagonism, or what we call,

Dtsum'ty with themselves. We see war of

continent with continent, and in each

continent, war of nation with nation, and

in each nation, war and strife of party

with party, sect with sect. caste with

caste, class with class, and individual

with individual in all the spheres and

departments of life. We see in society

the bond and the free, the lord and the

serf, the master and the slave, the capi

talist and the laborer, the employer and

the servant, with struggles and conflict

between them all, and opprcsion, fraud,

and injustice reigning every where under

a thousand forms. The great family of

Man is torn asunder in all its members,

and each in a desperate contest with one

or all the others. The Human Race, in

its present state of moral.subversion and

deviation from its social Dcstitt'y, offers

us the image of a madman, who tears his

hair with his hands, while he gnaws his

arms with his teeth, and beats his breast

with his fists. '

And if we look at the development of

Matt’s moral nature, we find a perversion

and degradation, on a level with the

social disorder that reigns around him.

We find hatred, envy, calumny, baseness,

injustice, malevolence, and misanthropy

called out in the place of friendship, love,

 

 

trust, charity, dignity, justice, benevo

lence, and philanthropy, and ruling the

world in their satanic concert.

But if the evil is great, the remedy is

not so difficult to be found; for the sci

ence of human nature teaches us that the

former evil passions are but the inverted

and perverted developments of the latter

good ones, and that Man's nature cart he

set right again without performing the

impossible miracle of creating a new

race. The state of society surrounding

man, the social atmosphere which he

breathes, the whole education he receives

under its influence, determine the true or

the false development of his nature.

This view of things shows us that the

great work which man has to perform, is

to devise and establish on earth a true

system of society, which will educate

man practically by all its thousand influ

ences in the love of truth and justice,,

which will open true sphercs'of action to

the moral forces --to the springs of action

implanted within him, and which, in a

word, will develop truly and harmonious

ly the faculties and passions with which

he has been endoWed ; and, in so doing,

lead to the establishment on earth of

social Unity,—Unity of races and un

tions, unity of sects and parties, unity of

classes and individuals, making Mankind

a united whole, linked together in the

bonds of peace and co-operation. This

great work must proceed from the heart—

from love to the neighbor, or from philan

thropy. And when men will fill their

souls truly with a strong and fervent

philanthropy, which shall prompt them to

labor earnestly for the establishment of a

true Orderrof Society on earth, and the

reign of brotherhood, social equality and

justice, then will they pray with their

hearts, and pray truly, as God demands

of the men of this day and age. To

pray with the lips is but a half of the

prayer of the heart; acts of high useful

ness to mankind must he added thereto,

to render this portion even of the collec

tive prayer which man can offer, com

plete.

It is asserted, and very justly, that the

perverted nature of man, the misdirected

and misdcveloped springs of action with

in him, are the causes of all the fraud,

oppression, vice and crime which fill the

world. That it is man‘s selfishness, for

example, which holds the slave in bond

age, or wrests from the destitute and

dependent laborer the value of his toil;

that it is his misdirected ambition and

sometimes the pure sentiment of destruc

 

 

tion, which impel him to war.

This view of the case is correct, but it

is only one side of the truth; we must

look at the other side also, and take a

compound and not a one-sided view of

this momentous question.

The false institutions, customs, and

arrangements of society react with terri

ble force upon men, and educate the

young generations, as they grow up in

the world, in their discord and injustice.

War, for example, established long ages

since, educates the individuals of the .

present day in its bloody works and ex

cites in the young souls, filled with

energy, a thirst for false glory, and en

tices them to carnage and destruction.

Commerce, based essentially upon selfish

ness, with its tricks, deceits and frauds,

which have become a habitual practice,

educate the thousands who engage in its

pursuits to be scheming and selfish, and

to orerreach and lie and cheat : (a small

exception of upright traders only confirms

the general rule.) The Institution of

Slavery generates in the slaveholder a

domineering spirit, a contempt for man,

and a hundred other evils which are well

enough known, while, at the same time.

it debases the slave. And so we could

go through with otherinstitutions and pro

fessions, and show how they pervert and

degrade man's nature.

Moralists and Divines attempt to re

generate man in present society, leaving

all its false institutions and influences as

tltcy are. What they should do is to

reform society, and base it upon princi

ples of perfeetjustice, upon those princi

ples of truth and harmony which, they

believe, reign in God's government of the

Universe, and which can be extended to

this earth, unless it be forever an outcast

from heaven. Do they not see that the

individual, living in society as it now is,

surrounded with all its nefarious influ

ences, and forced to act in unison with its

general tone, or be outlawed. is swept

along on the great current by the force of

circumstances. He' is not strong enough

to resist them, and mere recommenda—

tions of morality and virtue in the ab

stract, poured in upon him from a thous

and pulpits, would have but little effect

upon him when the whole practical life

of society is acting upon to itnpel him in

another direction.

These considerations lead us back again

to say, that the really religious Work of

this age is the establishment of a true

Onoen or Socrz'rv. It is the only means

of educating and regenerating mankind

collectively, and of securing upon earth

the reign of justice and happiness. As
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the elevation and the happiness of manlnianded of it in its particular sphere.

are the first wish of the Creator, and as This searchingr for truth, this prayer of

they are the bonus which man hirnsclflthe Thought for divine wisdom, willDbc

most earnestly demands, he who labors as holy, to say the least, as the devising

for this great end, serves God most truly, of new dogmas, the making of nice dis

and shows most strongly his love to man. i tinctions in points of faith, or the special

\Vhen mankind, living in a true Social‘ pleadings for particular crecds.

State, are fully and truly developed in' Such, then, is the three-fold worship

their moral nature; when all the nobler which man should offer to God. The

affections and sympathies are called out worship of the Hands by the embellish

nnd the antagonist forces left in aquies- ment of the noble domain confided to

cent state to perform their natural fuuc- him; the worship of the Heart by a life

tions; when the sentiments of beuevo- of high aspiration and exalted sentiment,

lence, philanthropy, devotion, justice, blessing universally; and the worship of

dignity, glow in the heart and are the the Head by the discovery of God's laws

rule of conduct; and, when united in of harmony, and their application to this

these sentiments. they fill the earth with earth.

works of goodness, then will they enter, \Vhen mankind offer this worship to the

into unity with God and with themselves, 5 supreme Iluler ofthc Universe, filling the

and the whole of life be made worship. | world with beauty and joy, then will their

Mankind, in their present moral condition, | thoughts, their words, their deeds be pray

their nature falsely developed, are dusky 'crs, and their life a. noble consecration.

and black in soul, and the prayer and

worship which go forth from their lips,

are but vapors, overhanging marshes and

quagmires of crime, oppression, fraud

and rapacity.

Let us now point out the third branch

of Man's Destiny, the intellectual, or

scientific.

As man was endowed with hands and

gigantic industrial powers to cultivate and

beautify the earth, and bring Nature

universally into a state of material har

mony; as he was endowed with a heart

to love and bless his fellow-men; so he

was endowed with a high intelligence to

discover universal Truth, to comprehend

the mysteries of the universe, to pene

trate the designs of God, and thus enter

into Unity with Him by a knowledge of

His attributes, His laws, and His plan of

universal providence or government.

The intelligence of Man, now so wasted

and prostituted in sellish schemes and

low eudeavors,— in commercial specula

tion and overreaching, in quil'ibles of the

law, in party tactics and cahals, in plans

of extortion and oppression, in sectarian

controversy, and a hundred other ways,—

should be directed to the discOvery of

those eternal laws of order and harmony

by which God governs the universe,

.(manifested in creation around him and

easy of penetration), so that he may pro

ceed, under the guidance of this light, to

apply them to this world and to all the

relations, political, industrial and social,

in which confusion, error and hatred now

reign.

The animal is guided by instinct, and

this suflices for it; but. man, in his broad

field of action, in his vast works and com

binations, must be guided by laws and

principles, by an authority higher than

himself. He has an independent func

tion to perform in the universe, a function

exclusively attributed to him ; he is a co

worker with God in carrying out and

maintaining a part of His harmonies, and

he must work under and in conformity

with a divine plan. llence man "NIH,

discover the laws of harmony by which

the universe is governed, and apply them

in the government of this world over

which he was set to preside, and of

which he was made the vice-gercnt and

the special providence.

Let the Reason of Man devote itself to

its true work, to the discovery of these

laws of universal unity and harmony, and

the plan ofa true social life on earth, and

human intelligence will then perform the

sacred work, thc high act of worship de

 

Chronolype.

A HYth OF THE DAY THAT IS

D A W N l N G .

nv WILLIAM n. GALLAGHER.

If the promise of the present

lie not a hollow cheat,

If true-hearted men and women

Prove faithful and discreet.

If none falter who are hoping

And contending for the Right,

Then a time is surely coming,

As a day-beam from the night—

Vthn the landless shall have foothold

In fee upon the soil,

And for his wife and little ones

Bend to his willing toil :

When the wanderer. no longer

In sorrow forced to roam,

Shall see around him spring and bloom

The blessed thing of Home:

When the poor and widowed mother

Shall fit recompense obtain,

For her days and nights of toiling,

From the sordid man of gain:

“hen the brawny limbs of labor,

And the hard and horny hand,

For their strivings, for their doings,

Meet honor shall command:

\thn suffering hearts, that struggle

ln silence, and endure,

Shall reccive, unsought, the earnest

Ministrntions of the pure :

\Vhen the master with his bondmen

For a price shall divide the soil,

And the slave, at last enfrnnchiscd,

Shall go singing to his toil:

\Vhen the bloody trade of the soldier

Shall lose its olden charm,

And the sickle hand be honored more

Than the sword and the red right arm :

\Vhen tolerance and truthfulness

Shall not be under ban.

And the iicrt‘cst foe and deadliest

Man knows, shall not be man.

Be firm, anti be united,

Ye who war against the wrong!

Though neglected, though deserted,

In your purpose still be strong!

To the faith and hope that move ye

In the things ye dare and do,

Though the world rise up against ye,

Be resolute —be true !

 

National Em.

THE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,‘

suot'sr. To

C O N S U E L O .

FROM 'rns rnsucn or GEORGE SAND.

Translated for the Harbinger.

XL.

\Vhen restored to consciousness, Con

suelo saw that she was seated upon a

purple carpet which covered the white

marble steps of an elegant Corinthian

peristyle, Two masks, in whom, by the

color of their cloaks, she rccognized Liv

erani and him whom she rightly thought

must be Marcus, supported her in their

arms and reanirnatcd her by their atten

tions. About forty other persons, cloaked

and masked, the same she had seen

around the similitude of the bier of Jesus,

were ranged in two lines along the steps,

and sang in chorus a solemn hymn in an

unknown language, while they waved

crowns of roses, palms, and branches of

flowers. The columns were ornamented

with garlands, which crossed each other

in festoons like a trinmphal arch before

the closed door of the temple and above

Consuelo. The moon, brilliant, at the

zenith, in all her splendor, alone illn

mined that white facade; and outside,

all about this sanctuary, ancient yews,

cypresses and pines formed an impenetra

ble thicket, similar to a sacred grove,

under which murmured a mysterious

stream like glancing silver.

“ My sister,” said Marcus, aiding

Consuelo to rise, “ you have passed victo

rious through all your trials. Do not

blush at having suffered and failed physi

cally under the weight of sorrow. Your

generous heart was broken with indig

nation and pity before the palpable testi

monials of the crimes and woes of hu

manity. If you had arrived here erect

and without assistance, we should have

felt less respect for you than when bring

ing you dying and overcome. You have

seen the crypts of a signoral chateau,

not of a particular one, cclcbrated above

all for the crimes of which it was the

theatre, but similar to all those the ruins

of which cover a large portion of Europe,

frightful remains of the vast net-work by

the help of which, for so many centuries,

the feudal power enveloped the civilized

world and oppressed men with the crime

of its barbarous dominion and with the

horror of civil war. Those hideous

abodes, those savage fortresses have ne

cessarily served as a den for all the

crimes which humanity was obliged to

see accomplished before arriving at the

notion of the truth, through the wars of

religion, through the labor of the eman

cipating sects, and through the martyr
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dam of the elect among men. Travel

over Germany, France, Italy, England,

Spain, the Sclavonic countries; you will

not pass through a valley, you will not

climb a mountain, without. perceiving

above you the imposing ruins of some

terrible chateau, or at least without dis

covering at your feet, in the grass, the

vestige of some fortification. They are

the bloody traces of the right ofconquest,

exercised by the patrician caste upon the

enslaved castes. And if you explore all

those ruins, if you turn up the soil which

has devoured them and which incessantly

labors to make them disappear, you will

find, in all, the vestiges of what you have

just seen here; a gaol, a cellar for the

overplus of dead bodies, narrow and fe

tid cells for prisoners ofimportance, acor

nerin which to assassinate without noise;

and at the summit of some tower, or in

the depth of some subterranean, a wood

en horse for rebellious serfs and refractory

soldiers, a gibbet for desertcrs, seething

ltettles for heretics. How many have

perished in boiling pitch! How many

have disappeared under the waves!

How many have been buried alive in

mines! Ah! if the walls of the chateau,

if the waters of the lakes and rivers, if

the caves of the rocks could speak and

relate all the iniquity they have witnessed

and concealed I The number is too great

for history to register the smallest part!

“ But it was not the lords alone, it was

not the patrician race exclusively, that

reddencd the earth with so much inno

cent blood. The kings, the princes and

the priests, the thrones and the church,

these were the great sources of iniquity,

these were the living forces of destruc

tion. An austere care, a gloomy but

strong idea has collected in one of the

hall-cl of our old manor house a portion of

the instruments of torture invented by the

hatred of the strong against the weak.

A descriptidn of them would not be cred

ited, the eye can hardly comprehend

them, the thought refuses to admit their

possibility. And yet they have been

used for centuries, those hideous ma

chines, in royal chateaus as well as in

the citadels of little princes, but especially

in the dungeons of the holy office; what

do I say? they are still used there,

though more rarely. The Inquisition

still exists, still tortures; and in France,

the most civilized of all countries, there

are provinicial parliaments that still burn

pretended sorcerers.

“ Moreover, is tyranny yet over

thrown! Do kings and princes no longer

 

ravage the earth! Does not war carry

desolation into wealthy cities, as well asi

into the but of the poor man, at the

smallest caprice of the smallest sovereign? l

Does not servitude still prevail in half of

Europe? Are not the troops still sub

jected almost every where to the disci

pline of the lash and of the stickil Are

not the finest and bravest soldiers in the

world, the Prussians, drilled like beasts

by blows of rods and of the canes? Are

not the negroes more badly treated in

America than the dogs and horses’.l If

the fortresses of the old barons are dis

mantled and converted into inofiensive

dwellings, do not those of the kings still

stand! Do they not serve as prisons fur

the innocent more frequently than for the

guilty? And you, my sister, you the

most gentle and the most noble of women,

have you not been a captive at Spandawl

“ We knew you to be generous, we

could depend Upon your spirit of justice

and of charity; but seeing you. destined,

like a portion of those here, to return into

the world, to frequent courts, to approach

the persons of sovereigns, to be, you es

pecially, the object of their temptations,

it was our duty to put you on your guard

against the intoxications of that life of

brilliancy and dangers; it was our duty

not to spare you even the most terrible

teachings. \Ve have spoken to your

mind by the solitude to which we con

demned you by the books which we

placed in your hands; we have spoken to

your heart by paternal words and by ex

hortations alternately severe and tender;

we have spoken to your eyes by trials

more painful and of a deeper meaning

than those of the ancient mysteries.

Now, if you persist in receiving the in

itiation, you can present yourself without

fear before those incorruptible but pater

nal judges whom you already know, and

who await you here in order to crown

you or to restore to you the freedom of

leaving us forever.”

Speaking thus, Marcus, raising his

arm, designated to Consuelo the door of

the temple, above which thethrec sacra

mcntal words, liberty, equalityfrulcrnily,

had just been enkindled in letters of

fire.

Consuelo. physically weakened and

broken, no longer lived but in spirit.

She had not been able to listen standing

to Marcus‘ discourse. Compellcd to

seat herself upon the pedestal of a col

umn, she reclined against Liverani, but

without seeing him, without thinking of

him. Still she had not lost one of the

initiator's words. Pale as a spectre, her

eyes fixed and her voice extinct, she had

not the bewilderd look which follows a

nervous crisis. A concentrated exalta

tion filled her chest, the weak breathing

of which was no longer perceptible to

Liverani. Her black eyes, which fa

tigue and suffering had somewhat sunk in

their sockets, glowed with a dark fire.

A slight fold of her brow indicated an

unshakeable resolution, the first of her

life. Her beauty at this moment excited
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the fear of those present who had before

seen her invariably gentle and benevo

lent. Liverani trembled like the leaf of

the jessamine which the breeze of the

night gently waved upon the brow of his

beloved. She rose with more strength

than he had expected; but immediately

her knees failed her, and in ascending the

steps she allowed herself to be almost

carried by him, while the clasp of those

arms which had so much agitated her,

the proximity of that heart which had so

inflamed her own, did not distract her for

a moment from her internal agitation.

He placed between his hand and that of

Consuelo the cross of silver, that talisman

which gave him a right over her and

which served him as a mark of recogni~

tion. Consuelo did not appear to recog

nize either the gage ot' the hand which

presented it. Her own was contracted by

suffering. It was a mechanical pressure,

as when one seizes a branch to hold by

on the brink of an abyss; but the blood

of the heart did not reach that frozen

hand.

“Marcus!” said Liverani in a low

voice, as the former passed them to

knock at the door of the temple, “ do not

leave us. The trial has been too severe;

I am afraid ! ”

“ She loves you! ” replied Marcus.

“ Yes, but perhaps she will die! " re

turned Liverani shuddering. Marcus

knocked thrice upon the door, which

opened and again closed as soon as he

had entered with Consuelo and Liverani.

The other two brothers remained under

the peristyle, awaiting their admittance

[0 the ceremony of initiation; for be

tween that initiation and the last trials,

there was always a secret interview be

tween the lnvisible chiefs and the candi

date.

The interior of the kiosk, in form of a

temple, which was used for these initia

tions at the chateau of “ " ‘, was mag

nificently ornamented, and decorated be

tween each column with the statues of

the greatest friends of humanity. That

of Jesus the Christ was there placed in

the middle of the amphitheatre, between

those of Pythagoras and Plato. Apollo

nine of Thyana was by the side of Saint

John, Abelard beside Saint Bernard,

John Hess and Jerome of Prague beside

Saint Catherine and Joan of Arc. But

Consuelo did not stop to look at external

objects. Entirely concentrated within

herself, she again saw without emotion

those same judges who had probed her

heart so deeply. She no logger felt in

the least troubled by the presence of these

men, whoever they might be, and she

,awaited their sentence with great appa

' rent calmness.

“Brother initiator,” said to Marcus

{the eighth personage, who, seated below
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the judges, always spoke for them,

“ whom do you bring to us? What is

her name? ”

“Consuelo Porporino,” replied Mar

cus.

“ That is not what was asked of you,

my brother,” returned Consuelo; “do

you not see that I present myself here in

a bridal dress and not in widow's weeds?

Announce the countess Albert de Rudol

spadt."

“ My daughter," said the brother ora

tor, “ I speak to you in the name of the

council You no longer bear the name

that you invoke; your marriage with the

count de Rudolstadt is dissolved.”

“By what right? and in virtue of

what authority? ” demanded Consuelo in ‘

a quick, strong voice, as if in a fever.

“I recognize no theocratic power. You

have yourselves taught me to recognize

in you no other rights over me than those

which I myself have freely given you,

and to submit only to a paternal authori

ty. Yours would not be such if it were

to dissolve my marriage without my hus

band‘s consent and my own. That right|

neither he nor I have conferred on you.”

“You are mistaken, my daughter:

Albert has given us the right to dispose

ofhis lot and yours; and you have your

self also given us that right by opening

to us your heart and confessing your love

for another."

“‘I have confessed nothing to you,”

replied Consuelo, “ and I deny the avow

al which you wish to force from me.”

“ Introduce the sibyl," said the orator

to Marcus.

A woman of tall stature, dressed en

tirely in white and with her face con

cealed by her veil, entered and seated

herself in the middle of the half circle

formed by the judges. By her nervous

trembling Consuelo easily recognized

Wanda.

“ Speak, priestess of truth,’_’ said the

orator; “speak, interpretess and reveal

er of the most hidden secrets, of the most

delicate impulses of the heart. Is this

woman the wife of Albert de Rudol

stadt'l ”

“She is his faithful and respectable

wife,” replied \Vanda; “but, at this

moment, it is your duty to pronounce her

divorce. You see well by whom she is

conducted here; you see well that the

one of our children whose hand she holds,

is the man whom she loves and to whom

she ought to belong, in virtue of the im

prescriptible right of love, in marriage.”

Consuelo turned with surprise towards

Liverani, and looked at her own hand

which was numb and as if dead in his.

 

She seemed to be under the influence of

a dream and to make an effort to awaken ‘

herself. She freed herself at last withl

energy from that clasp, and looking atl

  

the hollow of her hand, she saw there

the impress of her mother's cross.—

“ This is then the man whom I have

loved!” said she with the melancholy

smile of holy ingenuousness. “\Vell,

yes! I have loved him tenderly, madly;

but it was a dream! I thought that Al

bert was no more, and you told me that

this one deserved my esteem and my coit

fidence. Then I again saw Albert; I

thoughtI understood from- his language

that he did not wish to be my husband,

and I did not guard myself from loving

this unknown, whose letters and atten

tions intoxicated me with a foolish attrac

tion. But I have been told that Albert

loves me still, and that he rcnounces me

from virtue and generosity. But why

then is Albert persuaded that I will re

main inferior to him in devotedncssl

What criminal act have I com'mitted hith

erto, thatl should be thought capable of

breaking his heart by accepting a selfish

happiness? No, I will never stain my

self \vith such a crime. If Albert con

siders me unworthy of him because I

have another love than his in my heart;

if he feels a scruple about destroying

that love, and does not desire to inspire

me with a greater, I will submit to his

decision; I will accept the sentence of

that divorce, against which nevertheless

my heart and my conscience revolt; but

I will be neither the wife nor the lover of

the other. Farewell, Liverani! or who

ever you may be, to whom I entrusted

my mother’s cross in a day of effusion

for which I feel neither shame nor re

morse; restore to me that pledge, in or

der that there may no longer be between

us anything else than the remembrance of

a reciprocal esteem and the feeling of a

duty accomplished without bitterness and

without effort! ”

" We recognize no such morality, as

you know," returned the sybil; “ we do

not accept such sacrifices; we wish to

inaugurate and to sanc'tify love, lost. and

profaned in the world, the holy and vol

untary union of two beings equally at

tached. \Ve have over our children the

right of correcting the conscience, of re

mitting faults, of assorting sympathies;

of breaking the bonds of ancient. society.

You therefore have not that of disposing

of your being in sacrifice; you cannot

stifle love in your bosom and deny the

truth of your confession unless we give

you permission so to do.”

“ Why do you speak to me of liberty,

why do you speak to me of love and of

happiness?” cried Consuelo making a

step towards the judges with a burst of

enthusiasm and the radiance of a sublime

expression. Have you not made me pass

through trials which ought to leave an

eternal paleness on my brow, and an

invincible austerity in my soul. How

insensible and cowardly you must con

sider me, if you judge me still capable of

dreaming and seeking for personal satis

faction after what I have seen, after what

I have comprehended, after what I know

henceforth respecting the history of men,

and my duties in this World? No! no!

no more love, no more marriage, no more

liberty, no more happiness, no more

glory, no more art, nothing more for me,

ifI must cause suffering to the least

among my kind! And is it not proved

that every joy in the World of this day is

purchased at the cost of the joy of some

other? Is there not something better to

be done than to satisfy one’s self.' Does

not Albert think thus; and have not I the

right to think like him? Does he not

hope to find in his very sacrifice the

strength to labor for humanity with more

ardor and intelligence than ever! Let.

me be as great as Albert. Let me fly

from the deceitful and criminal illusion of

happiness. Give me work, fatigue, sor

row, enthusiasm! I can no longer con

ceive of joy but. in suffering: I have the

thirst of martyrdom since you have im

prudently shown to me the trophies of

execution. O! shame to those who have

understood duty and who care still to

share happiness or rest upon the earth!

Of what consequence are we, of what

consequence am I? O Liverani, if you

love me with love after having gone

through the trials which have led me

here, you are inscnsate, you are only a

child, unworthy of the name of man,

unworthy assuredly thatl should sacrifice

to you Albert‘s heroic affection. And

you, Albert, if you are here, if you listen

to me, you ought not to refuse to call me

your sister, to extend to me your hand

and assist me to walk in the rough path

which leads you to God.”

Consuelo’s enthusiasm was carried to

its highest pitch; words were not suffi

cient to express it. A sort of dizziness

seized upon her, and as it happened to

the pythonesses in the paroxysm of their

divine crises, that they gave themselves

up to cries and strange furies, so she was

led to manifest the emotion with which

she overflowed, by the expression that

was most natural to her. She began to

sing in a brilliant voice and with a trans

port at least equal to that she had experi

enced when singing the same air at

Venice, in public for the first time of her

life, and in presence of Marcello and

Porpora,

I cir-li immensi narrano

Dcl grunde Iddio la gloria!

This song came to her lips, because it

is perhaps the most artless and the most

striking expression that music has ever

given to religious enthusiasm. But Con

suelo had not the calmness necessary to

restrain and to direct her voice; after
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these two lines, the intonation became alpestilence around, when my neckcloth naille, permitted to worship at its altar?

sub in her chest, she burst into tears and l

fell upon her knees.

The Invisibles, electrified by her for

var, had risen simultaneously, as if to,

hear standing, in the attitude of respect,

that song of the inspired one. But see

ing her sinking under her emotion, they

all descended from the enclosure and

approached her, while \Vanda, seizing!

her in her arms, and throwing her intol

those of Liverani, cried to her, “ \Vell ! l

took at him then, and know that God!

grants to you the power of reconciling,

love and virtue, happiness and duty ! ” l

Consuelo, deaf for an instant, and as if

entranced in another world, at last looked

at Liverani, whose mask Marcus had

just torn off. She uttered a piercing cry .

and almost expired on his boson as she

recognized Albert. Albert and Liverani

were the same man.

 

To be Continued.

 

APPALLING DISTRESS. We entreatnur

readers’ attention to the following shock

ing description of the state of Skibbercen,

and the surrounding district of West Car

bery, in the county of Cork, promising,

that it is only an aggravated epitome of

the sufferings of the poor starving peas—

antry in other districts. It is by Mr.

Cummins, a county magistrate, who thus

writes to the Duke of Wellington :

“I went, on the 15th inst., to Skib

bereen, and to give the instance of one

townlantl district which I visited, as an

eXample of the state of the entire coast

district, I shall state simply what I there

saw. It is situate on the eastern side of

Castlehaven harbor, and is named South

Been, in the parish of Myross. Being

aware that I should have to witness

frightful hunger,l provided myself with

as much bread as five men could carry,

and on reaching the spot I was surprised |

to find the wretched hamlet apparently:

deserted. I entered some of tho hovels‘l

to ascertain the cause, and the scenes‘

that presented themselves were such as!

no tongue or pen can convey the slightest

idea of. In the first, six tarnished audl

ghastly skeletons, to all appearance dead,

were huddled in a corner on some filthy

straw, their sole covering what seemed a.

ragged horse cloth, their wretched legs

hanging about, naked above the knees.

I approached in horror, and found, by a

low moaning, they were alive -—tl|cy were

in fever, four children, a woman, and

what had once been a man. It is impos

sible to go through the detail; suffice it

to say, that, in a few minutes, I was sur

rounded by nt least two hundred of such

phantoms; such frightful spectres no

wards can describe. By far the greater

number were delirious, either from famine

or from fever. Their demoniac yells are

still ringing in my ears, and their horrible

images are fixed upon my brain. My

heart sickens at the recital, but I must go

on

 

" In another case, decency would for

bid what follows, but it must be told.

My clothes were nearly torn off in my

endeavor to escape from the throng ofl

 

was seized from behind by a. grip which

compelled me to turn.

ofa filthy sack across her loins. the sole

covering of herself and babe. The same

morning the police opened a house on the

adjoining lands, which was observed shut

for many days, and two frozen CUTPSCSIISIXKY

Have thosc dilapidated hovels of want,

' I found myself and those flesh-shambles of debauchery

lgrnspedby a woman With an infant appa- in its contiguous neighborhood, any con

1rcutly _)lla'l born in arms, and the remains duits leading from its evangelical reser

Ivoir! And are the dark alleys of the

icity, and still darker by-ways in men’s

hearts illuminated by you cross of Epis

l cupnl gorgeousnt-ssi Resurrectiouize those

thousand skeletons in Trinity

were found, lying on the mml floor, liayi churrh-yard—shake the dust from their

devonrrll [I‘ll ruls! '

“A mother, herself in fever, was seen

the saute day to drag out the corpse of

her child, a girl about twelve. perfectly

naked, and leave it half covered with

stones. In another house, within five

hundred yards of the cavalry station at

Skibborecn, the Dispensary Doctor found

seven wretches lying unable to move,

under the same cloak. One had been

(Ira/1 many hours, but {he 0”:ch u'r're un

able to move either l/tunsclvts or the

corpses.”

Equally disheartening is what follows

fmm the Monog/mn St'anflfll'd:—'

The state of destitution in this neigh

borhood is absolutely frightful. In every

street. at every corner, lean and cadaver

ous boian meet your eye, famine in the

face, want in the hollow glance, emacia

tion in the wasted frame, and yet they do

not die. Strange how much suffering

the body accustomed to want can bear

before the spirit wings its flight! It has

not yet been ascertained how little a man

can live on ; men who fed moderately in

other years are surprised how they are

alive, they get so very little now. The

able-bodied laborer is no longer so; he is

haggard and famine-worn. There is no

charity amongst those who gave ninety

per cent. of the alms of the country, the

farmers; they are buying themselves

oats; flour is ls. 6d. per stone, and is

sold to buy meal ; the horses are starved,

and the family, like a vessel in a calm, is

on half allowance. The poor-houses are

filling with frightful rapidity.

Tnmi'rv Cnt'tzcu, N. Y. The New

York correspondent of the \Voodstock

(R. I.) Patriot gives the following de

scription of.this magnificent building;

“(Ionspicunusly at the head of \Vall

street, stands Trinity Church —its dark

brown tower looming gloriously up in the

blue vault of heaven. It is really a stu

pondons structure, and is unsurpassed in

magnificence, by any church on the

Western Continent. And its chime of

bells are the sweetest melodists that ever

startled the dull ear of a great city.

Whenever I hear their merry music, I

know they carry a thrill of joy to thou

sands of poor jaded hearts, beside my

own. They are as an angel's whisper,

vibrating amid the ceaseless tramp and

thunder of a city carnival. But Trinity

(Jhurch with all its architectural beauty,

its tall Gothic spire, its graceful turrets,

its stained windows, its monstrous organ,

its gorgeously decorated altar and gilded

architravc, is nevertheless but a splendid

monument of religious mockery and mo

nopoly! How, sir, in the nineteenth

century—in a land whose fabric of gov

ernment is a Republic—whose national

characteristic is simplicity, and whose

religion should be Christian equality,

seemeth this temple of oriental splendor!

Are those destitute thousands, the m

ifeet—direct their bewildered optics to

1 that vast pile, and they will tell you it is

the sanctuary of Mamtnon, where the

monopolists of the earth congregate—

whero a pew rents for a thousand dollars

—\vherc the price of salvation is atllu

ence, and where poor sinners ‘can't

come in.’ "

 

LIFE AND MANNERS IN CONGRESS.

[From the National Era.)

Perhaps no people have a l-reener sense

of the ridiculous than Americans. It is

perilous for a speaker in the House of

Representatives to venture upon the pa

thetic. A member of ample dimensions,

bluff, merry-looking face, and without a

particle of pal/ms in his manner, while en

gaged the other day in a very earnest dis

cussiun of the slavery question, which he

handled with spirit and ability. was so

unlucky at one time as to attempt a cli

max, on the apostacy of the times. He

managed very well till he came to put on

the top-stone, but there he fell flat.

“ When,” said he, “Isee " so and so,

proceeding to enumerate some monstrous

evils, “it makes me feel melancholy."

So unexpected was this ending, and so

oddly did it contrast with his broad, good

humored face, that the whole IIouso

broke out in a roar of laughter, some of

them crying, “ 0, sad! ”

Such little passages do good, especial

ly when exciting questions are up. Men

will never do much mischief so long as

they are in the laughing mood. Hearty

laughter has a. most mellowing influence.

Mr. PETTIT, a few days since, con

tributed his share, unintentionally, to the

amusement of the House. A spectacled

gentleman, past the middle period of life,

rather venerable in appearance, of a style

of speech indicating much force and

shrcwdncss—no one would suspect him

of dallying with the vntimmtal. But,

the best of men will sometimes yield to

temptation. While making his speech on

the question of slavery, he undertook to

run a contrast between Virginia and New

York, and first examined the physical fea

tures of the former. All at once, he

began to think of babbling brooks.

“ Where, in what land," he asked, “ do

the zephyrs blow more softly, the rills

flow more musically, the birds sing more

merrily? ” This. from a hard politician

'aud a gray-headed gentleman, and tight

in the middle of an exciting debate, com

pletely upset the gravity of the House;

and their uproarious mirth afl'ected the

orator himself, who speedily took his

flight from the region of rills and

zephyrs.

The House, it is said, behaves better

during this session than it has hitherto

done. If not, it has certainly been cari»

catured. So far, there has been as

much order as could be expected in so

large a body. A good speaker, who has

something to say, can always command

quiet and respectful attention. A poor
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speaker, with nothing to say, has no'

right to complain if the House grow res

tive and rather talkative.

The hall was built for ornament, and.

nothing else. If tlte architect had tried,

he could not have built one worse for

both spectators and listeners, and less

adapted to deliberative purposes. A

member must possess a remarkably clear

voice, distinct enunciation, and, withal,

be very deliberate, to be heard by all,

even within the bar. If a speaker pitch

his voice on a high key, or become vehe

ment and rapid, perhaps not one-half of

his hearers will understand him. It. is

this evil, we are sure, that often aggra

vates the disorder of the House.

A few years ago, we are told, it was

customary for members to sit within the

bar with their hats on —an evidence, we

suppose, of their. sturdy repttblicanism.

They have degenerated so much that the

hats are now laid aside. Occasionally,

however, a member walks proudly down

an aisle, with his hat on, keeping it

there till he takes his seat, when he pulls

it off with the utmost deliberation, as if

reluctant to conform to so aristocratic a

custom. \

One thing will be remarked by every

stranger, looking down for the first time

upon this exhibition of legislative wis

dom—and that is, the wonderful fluency

of every speaker. No one hesitates,

halts, or stammers— youngor old, wheth

er he has anything to say or not—and it

makes no difference what may be the

topic. Words are said to be the repre

sentatives of ideas—but that proposition

finds numerous exceptions in Congress.

The hour rule may have done good as

a restraint upon this incontinence of

speech; but it has its evils, too, one of

which is, that some members, though ten

minutes would sufiice for the complete

exhibition of their wisdom, feel now a

kind of religious obligation to fill up the

hour. The dili‘usiveness of these short

idea gentlemen is intolerable. You will

sometimes hear a speaker of this kind

dealing all through his speech in such

superfiuities as, “I beg leave to say,

sir; ” “ Will you permit me to add, Mr.

Chairman;” “ Allow me, sir,” &c.,

&c., just as if his privilege to “say”

and “ add ” what he pleased were really

called in question.

The gesticulation of speakers is gene

rally indicative of more muscle than taste.

It is astonishing how they sweat some

times. Not unfrequently they find it no

cessary to relieve themselves of their

stocks, so that the wind-pipe may have

freer play; but, unfortunately, the more

loudlythey speak, the less they are un

derstond. Echoes innumcrable ramble

and sport through the hall in inimitable

confusion. \Ve know of no gainers by

these violent gesticulations, exeept the

tailors. Broadcloth and the best of

stitches cannot stand every thing.

A favorite custom among members

speaking is, to slap and thump without

mercy the desks before them; and it is

especially desirable that the blow should

be given at the very moment the emphatic

word is pronounced, so as to prevent all

possibility of its being heard. It is an

admirable art; and since these striking

appeals seem absolutely necessary, it

might be well for every member to be

supplied with a little hammer, and, for‘

the sake of giving listeners a chance to

understand hint, occupy the first ten or

 

 

fifteen minutes of his hour in hammering,

the rest, in speaking.

Every member of the House, er oflirio

is an oracle and a prophet. True, the

people never dreamed that the candidates

wltom they were supporting were gifted

in this way: but there is inspiration We

suppose, in the ample dome and grand

looking pillars that witness their delibera

tiotts. it is Wonderful to see how soon

the most youthful member learns to enact

a Jeremiad. The oracle of Delphos used

to be visited by certain preliminary symp

toms indicating the coming on of the

paroxysmal afliatus. So, an attentive

observer can always tell when the pro—

phetic fit is about supervening in a mem

ber of Congress. All at once ltis counte

nance assumes an ominous aspect—the

eye glares—he falls back a few steps,

and shakes his long black locks if he have

any; then, suddenly lifting himself on

tiptoe, he springs forward six feet, raises

his arm, shakes his fore-finger, which

evidently trembles with emotion, and in

his most gutteral tones, cries out, “ I tell

gentlemen—I warn them, Mr. Speaker

—they stand upon a volcano, and noth

ing but a thin crust is between them and

a heaving lake of fiery lava! "

If gentlemen are ttot frightened, it is

because they, too, are prophets. Some

speeches, like the prophet's sctoll, with

in and without, are full of woes and la

mentation.

Perhaps we may hereafter speak more

at large of legislative power.

 

EMANCIPATION IN THE Was'r INDIES.

—“ It may be useful to inquire, what

have been the doings of the emancipated

n'egroes itt the West Indies! 1n connec

tion with a return lately furnished to the

British Government, as to the number of

emancipated negroes who have become

frceholders, ect., in British Guiana, is ap

pended a list of estates which they ltave

purchased either in partnership or asso

ciation. From this list we extract the

following instances : -—

Pei'arvrrancc Estate—470 acres. purchased

by sixty-three laborers in association for $5,000;

and 250 acres, purchased by one hundred and

nine l'tborers, for $1,700, in the same manner.

Litllrfit'ld Estate—500 acres, purchased by

twelve laborers in partnership, for 39,000.

Lonely Iiaan Estate—.560 acres, bought for

3131-5. bv fourteen laborers in association.

Noth Brook Es!atc.—500 acres, purchased

by eighty-four laborers in partnership, for 810,

000.

“These are only examples from a list

extending over five large foolscap sheets

of paper. Front the fact gathered from

them, we see no cause to doubt the wis

dotn of these enfranchiscd blacks. They

have even set an example to the working

classes of the whites. In a country

where little labor is required for the sus

tenance of life, they appear determined

to discontinue the oppressive system of

overworked hired labor. This they effect

by becoming freeholders through co-ope

ration, in association, in partnership. In

all this there is no lack of wisdom. In

all this the image of God in ivory might

take a lesson from the image of God in

ebony. In all this there is no reason to

fear an emancipation of the American

slave population, from what has taken

place after negro enfranchiscment in the

\Vest indies.”

“SPIRIT OF THE AGE” IN CINCINNATI.

Massas. EDITORS :— Of all the varied

forms in which the unquiet spirit of hu

.manity is presenting itselflaat the present

day, perhaps none are more remarkable

than that which is now developing itself

among us in Cincinnati. The spirit of

change which is revolutionizing the arts

and sciences, and which.is giving new

fortns to religion, social philosophy, poli

tics, medicine, and even the mechanic

arts, seems to be the predominant spirit

of the present times,- every thing in a

transition state.

Among the boldest adventures of this

peculiar era, we find here a few who are

privately nursing plans and views of a

most Utopian and uncommon character.

Their movements have been quiet and

unobtrusive, but of late we perceive they

are holding public meetings and making

known to the public their position and

objects. Every Sunday afternOon meet

ings are held at the Melndeon at three

o'clock, and moral or philosophical lec

tures are delivered in reference to the va

rious subjects of physiology, theology,

philosophy, and so forth.

We have been present on several oc

casions, and have been struck with the

boldness of the speculations and the can

did sincerity of the inquiries in which

they are engaged. In these they appear

neither as destructive radicals nor as inert

conservatives. They aim at virtue, puri

ty and happiness, but they are aiming at

a higher standard than is commonly made

the goal of philosophers and theologians.

Whether they should class with the for

mer or with the latter, we are inclined to

regard them as uniting the characteristics

of both. They would elevate philosophy

into the atmosphere of religion, and intro

duce into religion the simplicity and

certainty of philosophy.

The scope and spirit of their researches

may be expressed by the word THEOSO—

an, or Divine Wisdom. They believe

in the all-pervading influence and power

of the Divine Spirit operating upon the

souls of men. and leading them to a high

er and nobler existence, in proportion as

they feel its influence. Hence. their re

liginn is of a sublime and practical char~

acter. They believe that “ the ways of

God to man " are governed by just, eter

nal and inflexible laws, and that however

tnuch humanity may have become es—

tranged frotn God, from Divine Love and

from happiness. a preper obedience to

these laws will bring us into nearer rela

tions to the Divine Power, and produce

on earth a holiness of life, an elevation of

character, and a general sympathy among

men, which will establish universal

brotherhood and unity.

Their goal is the entire emancipation

of humanity from the thraldom of crime

and evil passions, and the realization on

earth of the highest ideal of human char

acter. The moral perfection of Jesus

Christ is their model, the mediate and the

immediate influence of the Divine Spirit

they recognize as their guide.

Whatever may be the result of their

movement, it is but just to present it as

they regard it themselves, and are en

deavoring to carry it out. As sincere

and humble Wteosophcrs, they are en

deavoring to elevate and purify their in

dividual characters, to attain a higher

standard of virtue and enlightenment,

and to unite the pure and true-hearted in

\the great object of elevating man to the
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holiness, happiness and high enlighten

ment, which we know is possible to hu

manity, although in our present disorgan

ized and selfish condition of society few

indeed can approximate their own ideal.

Nor is it merely with individual re

sults that they are contented. The re

generation of all humanity is their aim;

a brighter era of science and of social ex

istence is their most confidant hope.

They are not alone. The minds of men

have been gradually approaching from

various quarters toward the ground which

they occupy. Men of ability, who stand

in the front ranks of thought in the world

of science, -literature and morals, are

looking on with silent approbation, and

ere long it is probable that a. powerful

phalanx of mind will be embarked in this

great scheme of social and spiritual as

GENERATION.—— Psvcn E.

Cincinnati Gazelle.

THE GREAT REFORMER.

A "' Christmas Carol."

av 'ruomis L. HARRIS.

From the work-bench of the carver, where in

honest toil Ho bent;

From the peasant’s low-caved cottage, rich

with virtue and content;

From the forest where with Nature He held

converse deep and high;

From the mountain where llis spirit rose to

grandeur like the sky;

From the desert of temptation, where he

spurned the kineg name,

Saying “ Gct thce from me, Satan ! " to the gold

and ease, and fame;

With a. calm and steadfast courage He went out

into the storm,

To a life of humble goodness, to a Mission of

Reform!

His garb of homely russet did vcil, but not con

coal,

A form whereon Perfection had set its living

seal;

That form of perfect beauty around a spirit

shone

Purc as the Summer dew-drop, yct brilliant as

the sun;

The universe of wisdom all mirrored was

therein,

As clouds and stars and mountains shine

through the Ocean’s brim ;

And all its mighty pulses with Love were over

flowed

Love boundless as Creation and infinite as God!

His words like living light-beams wont forth

with nrrowy aim,

Kindling Man’s dormant powers to a strong,

volcanic flame;

Sprcading a golden sunrise o'er the dark, cha

otic Night;

Rousing the weak and chain-worn to a conflict

for the Right;

Shaking the throne and prison as the earth

quake rocks a wall,

\Vhelming the priestly altars in the ruin ofthcir

fall;

“'aking great Human Naturc, as the storms the

Ocean move,

To redeem its glorious birthright of Unity and

Love.

His deeds, that like His spirit were mercifully

strong,

“'ere a protest against Evil and a conflict with

tho \Vrong.

 
lie clasped the lonely outcast, with a pitying

love divinc,

“'hilc He tore from him the fcttcrs and the

lcpcr—rags of crime ;

llc braved the hydra Falsehood, whose poison

ing folds and dart

Had crushed and wrung and maddcnod the

God-like human heart;

Retreating not though tortured, each pore of

being bled,

Till with one grand endeavor He bruised its

mitred head.

Death ’mid the iron hail-storm that sweeps

along the van

Is his who leads with dauntlcss breast the for

lorn hope of Man :

Death by the axe or gallows, the rock or flame,

to him

\‘Vho wars with demon Priesthoods, or with the

blood-rohed King.

0, strong-souled Champion of the Right! this

was Thy glorious fine:

The false Church nailed Thee on the Cross

raised for Thee by the State.

Yet has Thy Cross become a Throne; Judah

and Rome are hurled

In shame beneath Thy mighty reign, Reformer

of the \Vorld!

The Hero Spirit never dies, the Martyr Soul

lives on;

Herc rcignest Thou, 0 Brother! yet, til] the

good fight is won.

Thou whisperest in the true man’s heart, and

mightily is borne

From land to land, out-bursting grand, the cho

rus of Reform.

We see not now Thy fleshly form, yet is Thy

spirit near,

Filling the true man's breast with Love that

overcometh Fcar;

Revealed to all who in the paths of Truth and

Duty run,

Like the great angel seen by John, throncd in

the rising sun.

In no Dcspotic State art Thou, where rulers

forge the chain

That binds the desolate and poor to Penury

and Pain ;

In no Sectarian Church art Thou, where knavcs

and higots meet,

And broken hearts splash bloody-red beneath

thcir iron-shod fcet.

Thy home is where the Hero dwells who toils

to overthrow

- That Social Anarchy that dooms the world to

guilt and we;

Whore hearts beat warm with faith and love, as

throbs the storm-swept sea,

Thou rulcst as a brother rules the strong souls

of the Free.

Thy voice is board where Nations rise from

blindness and from sleep,

And call for Brotherhood and Love, as deep

responds to deep.

Thy strength is felt where strong men toil, with

willing lives and true,

To overthrow the useless OLD and build the

glorious New ;

That SOCIAL UNION that shall join in one our

Human Race,

And hide with flowers of joy and peace the

battle-whirlwind's trace ;

The Cuuncr-l or Love, the STATE of Love,

immortal and divine,

Where God and Man shall blend in one to dWell

through endless time 3

 

RUSSIAN Cos-roars. in this desolate re

gion, i saw men old with gray hair and

ruddy laces, who had lived through sixty

dark winters and as many shadeless um

mers, and seemcd contented, if not happy.

But utter forgctl'nlness scents to be their

highest pleasure. When the Russian pea

sant has earned enough to afford the luxury,

he goes to town when all the church bells

are ringing, to hail some saint‘s day;' he

solemnly attends the ceremony of worship,

and goes through all the required forms of

kneeling, prostrations, and making signs of

the cross. This done, he hastens to the

brandy shop, (and sometimes the priest goes

with him.) There he wastes no time, but

pulls out his money and buys as much brandy

as he can afford. Ho docs not toy with his

liquor, but swallows it at once, and in a few

minutes falls senseless upon the floor. The

tavern keeper takes his satisfied customer by

the heels, and draws him out into the street,

there to lie until the next morning. Fre

quently, as we entered a town after the cel

ebration of some festival, we saw a score of

the brandy drinkers lying by the side of the

road.

Even love in this country seems to have

caught some frost from the climate. We

iconlinucd on as far as Ustjug-Weliki, and

here we found an amusing instance of na

tional taste. In the market-place stood a

long row of stout, honest-looking, ruddy

cheeked peasant girls, each with a basket

upon her arm. They had come up the river

to sell themselves! It was a market for

wives, with their dowrics in their baskets!

The young men of Ustjug-Wcliki walked

along the tempting line of faces in every

apathetic way, and seemed to be quite as

earnest in peeping into the baskets as looking

on the faccs of those willing girls. I and

my companion made an apprizal of the

charms thus freely exhibited, and I think we

noticcd two or three that might have served

us as excellent wives, had our circumstances

allowed of such a speculation. Positively,

there was a something to me quite charming

in this plain, bu sincss‘like arrangement of

matrimony, as contrasted with the same

thing done in our fashionable circles, in such

an indirect, roundabout, and hypocritical

style.— Work of a late Traveller.

 

 

Punnuonoov. Although the talkers and

those who get up the (fiercest-enter on the

surface of public opinion, may have found

other matters to busy themselves about, yet

the science of Phrenology is every year re

ceiving more and more attention and enlarg

ing the sphere of its usefulness— especially

on the subject of Education. We learn that

the Phrenological Journal, published by

Messrs. Fowlers and Wells in New York,

has attained a circulation of over twelve

thousand copies. Some other interesting

fuels in the history and present growth of

Phrcnology, are contained in the following

from the Boston ..I’lledi'cal and Surgical

ermal :

" Notwithstanding an almost universal ap

lathy in this country upon a subject that
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within a few years occupied the thoughts of

all the philosophers, and multitudes who

thought themselves such, it seems to be ger

minating in new regions where it may grow

and flourish with more vigor than it ever did

in places where it was planted personally by

GALL and SPURZHEKM. At Buenos Ayres

there is represented to be. a Phrenological

Professorship in the College of that city,

connected with which is a fine collection of

Phrenological specimens. Mr. GEORGE

Conan, the only living European apostle

of distinguished attainments in Pbrenology,

who lectured in Boston, New York, Phila

delphia, &.c., has translated most of his works

into German and French. and is now putting

them into the Spanish and Italian languages,

says Mr. Fownna’s Journal.

the Phrenological Almanac for l8l6—a

popular mode of disseminating the elements

of the subject, a sort of sandwich for creating

a reading appetite— exceeded 90,000, and it

is presumed that 150,000 will be required to

meet'the demand in 1841. Mr. FOWLER

has entered upon the ninth volume of his

‘ American Phrenological Journal,’ which is

one of the most spirited original periodicals

in America."

Qurrr: A Minute. The daily news

papers have lately reported several instances

of men and women found frozen or starved

to dcath,—one in particular ofa woman and

her two children, who had all died together

in a frozen cellar without tloor, tire, or straw

to lie on. These cases are always headed,

“Sad Alfair," “Melancholy Catastrophe,"

or something in this vein. Gracious Heaven!

do not the ninnies see that death was the

dearest blessing to these creatures? Life

was to them the only sadness.—Yankce

Doodle.

Awsxmo THE Snasreas. It was the

custom in Massachusetts in the early times,

as we learn from Lewis’s History of Lynn,

for a person to go about the meeting-houses

during divine service, and wake the sleepers.

" He bore a long wand, on one end of which

was a ball, and on the other a fox tall. When

he observed the men asleep, he rapped them

on the head with the knob; and roused the

slumbering sensibility of the ladies by draw

ing the brush lightly across their faces.”

[1? One Mr. Patrick F. was annoyed ex

ceedingly by a strange dog,-as Coleridge

says, a " harmless dog." who invaded his

domicil, made abstractions from his cellar,

and was very much in the_ way of Mrs.

Patrick F. in the kitchen. On a cold winter

night, the wind cutting like a knife, and the

snow frozen so as to burn like carbonic acid

gas frozen, after the dog had been turned

out of doors no less than three times, and the

last time requested to go to a warmer place

unmentionable, Patrick was awakened from

a warm and comfortable sleep by the noise

ofa rather expensive fracture of glass. The

dog was in the house again.

upon him out, and both were absent some

filieen minutes; so that Mrs. Patrick F., be

The sale of

Patrick waited .

l

prolonged absence, arose also and went tol

the window.

From her point of observation she saw, in

the clear moonlight, her lord standing " in

naturalihus," barring the shirt, and the wind

making free with that, as of course it would,

at the north-east corner of the house. The

dog seemed to be sustained on his “ last

legs,” his fore legs forming two sides of an

acute triangle.

“ What can you be doing there, Patrick ?"

There was such a chattering of teeth that

the answer for some time was somewhat un

intelligible. At last it came :

“ I‘m t-t-try-lrying to fraze the divilt'sh

brute to d-d-drath .' ”

[IFThe death of M. MICHELET, an

nounced lately in most of the papers, was

not that of the historian, but of his father.

II? The misery existing in Flanders is

immense. Not fewer than 13,000 persons

emigrated last year for America fiom that

province, and in the ensuing year the num~

her will be still greater.

[IT They have created a new Bishopric

of Manchester, England. The Bishop’s an

nual income is to be £1,500! What is he

going to do to earn it?

[IT The Government Mills at Plymouth

are employed night and day in grinding In

dian corn for the relief of the destitute poor

in Ireland and the Highlands of Scotland.

[13’ LYl-ZLL, the Geologist, asserts that

there is more coal in the single State of llli

nois than in all Europe.

[13’ The pianist, LISZT, has recently mar

ried at Prague, the daughter of a wealthy

jeweller, who is said to have brought her

husband a dowry of three millions of francs.

[11? A French philosopher has stated to

the Academy of Sciences that gun-cotton

may be eaten, and is suitable for the feeding

of dogs. These must be the dogs of war

we have heard so much about.—Jcrrold'.s

A’ewspaper.

Dtuvsiv To run SLAUGHTER. A few

days since our attention was drawn to a com

pany of volunteers paraded at the Battery,

for the purpose of being incarcerated on

Governor’s Island, until they should be

transported to the slaughter grounds in the

interior of Mexico. We made an ante-mor

tem examination upon this forlorn body of

landless wretches. and give the facts as theywere elicited. ‘Thcy were volunteers only;

in name, having, as themselves averred,

been driven to enlist by being out of em

‘ploy, and necessitated by hopeless destitu

Ltion and gnawing starvation. Many of

these men were mechanics, and others, with

no avocation, except that of compulsive idle

ness. They had been enrolled in the manu

facturing towns, Pittsburg and Pittstield,

Pennsylvania. They looked woe-begone,

dejected, and unhappy; presenting any

other appearance titan that of being the bul
ywarks of a Republican nation’s liberty. It

occurred to us that if President Polk could

 

 

 

 

have been an eye witness to this scene of

harrowing wretchedness, if he could have

looked upon these heart-broken mcn, com

pelled by starvation and want to alienate

themselves from poverty-stricken homes and

forlorn and neglected families, to be cruelly

butchered on the battle fields of Mexico, or

die from fevers and exposure among damp

marshes and wild fens, jbr his glory, he

could not but have repented in gall and bit

terness the heinous and wicked war policy

which is sewing broadcast over the land,

murder, wretchedncss, famine and an im

mense national debt. —- Young America.

 

A DREAM OF SUMMER.

as J. o. “'Ht'l‘TtER.

Bland as the morning breath of June

The southwest breezes play;

And, through its hose, the winter noon

Seems warm as summer's day.

The anow-plumed Angel of the North

Has dropped his icy spelt“ :

Again the mossy earth looks forth,

Again the streams gush clear.

The fox his hill-aids cell forsaken,

Tile muskrat leaves hi nook,

The bluebird in the meadow brakes

Is singing with the brook.

“ Bear up, oh Mother Nature! " cry

Bird, breeze, and streamlet free,

“ Our winter voices prophecy

Ot' summer days to thee ! ”

So, in those winters of the soul,

By hitter blasts and drcar

O’crswept from Memory‘a frozen pole,

Will sunny days appear.

Reviving Hope and Faith, they show

The soul its living powers,

And how beneath the winter’s snow

Lie germs of summer flowers!

The Night is Mother of the Day,

The Winter of the Spring.

And over upon old Decay

The greenest mosses cling.

Behind the cloud the star-light lurks,

Through showers the sunbeams fall;

For God, who lovcth all His works,

Has left His Hope with all!

'ational Era.

A Suns;th REPLY. James 1L, when

Duke of York, made a visit to Milton out of

curiosity. In the course of their conversa

tion, the Duke said to the Poet, that he

thought his blindness was a judgment of

Heaven on him, because he had written

against Charles 1., his (the Duke's) father,

when the immortal poet replied: “ If your

Highness thinks that misfortunes are indexes

of the wrath of Heaven, what must you

think of your father's tragical end? I have

only lost my eyes, but he lost his head!"

Ban Wm'rmo. “ His letters put me in

mind of tumult and anarchy; there is sedi

tion in every sentence; syllable has no long

er any confidence in syllable, but dissolves

its connection as preferring an alliance with

the succeeding word. A page of his epistle

looks like the floor of a garden-house, cover

ed with old, crooked vnails, which have just

been released from a century's durance in a
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brick wall. I cannot cast my eyes on his

character without being religious. This is

the only good efll'ct l have derived from his

writings; he brings into my mind the resur

rection, and paints the tumultuous resuscita

tion of awakened men Willi a pencil of mas

terly confusion. I am fully convinced ofone

thing, either that he or his pen is intoxicated

when he writes to me, for his letters seem

to have borrowed the reel of wine, and

stagger from one corner of the sheet to the

other. They remind me of Lord Chathani‘s

administration, lying together heads and

points in one truckle~bcd.” — Dr. Parr.

  

REVIEW.

A Sermon on Ilferchanls:.preaohed at the

Melodeun, on Sunday, November 22d,

1816. By THEODORE PARKER, Minis

ter of the Twenty Eighth Congrega

 

tional Church in Boston. Published

by Request. Boston: Jordan and

Wiley. 1848. pp. 48.

We remember hearing an anecdote of

a certain Theological Professor, who,

after some unhappy aspirant to the hon

ors of pulpit eloquence had just com

pleted his maiden effort in preaching, and

stood pale and quivering before the Jove

like critic, addressed him in these cheer

ing terms, “Mr. So and So! your dis

course has every fault of which a

discourse is susceptible.” We are half

tempted to apply the criticism to the

performance before us. it is, at least.

entirely destitute of all the attributes

which are essential in a modern sermon.

In the first place, it has no text, or as

good as none. The motto placed at the

head, “'As a nail sticketh fast between

the joinings of the stones, so doth sin

stick close between buying and selling,”

though very striking and appropriate, is

not from the Scripture, but from the

Apocrypba. This will never do. The

church is not safe, if men are indulged

with taking texts from any place but. the

regular canonical writings. It violates

tradition, authority, hallowed associa

tions, and still worse, “congregational

usage.”

Then, this sermon is on a. profane sub

ject. Not that merchants are more pro

fane than other men, but who ever

thought them sacred enough to form the

subject of a sermon! Is it right thus to

drag them, by might and main, from the

counting~room to the pulpit? Mr. Par

ker shows himself well acquainted with

the secrets of trade, is aware of all its

refinements (we must not call them

tricks,) and talks of the commerce of the

world with the familiarity of a man who

has passed half his life on ’Changc.

Such knowledge in a minister is of a

“ bad and dangerous tendency."

There is, moreover, a vein of keen,

quiet humor running through this ser

 
mon. The preacher is as genial and

hilarious as if he were a. merchant him

self, and made good speculations every

day. This might be allowed to old Lati

mer, or Fuller, or South, but it is unpar

donable' for a Unitarian minister in Bus

ton thus to disturb the dulncss of the

pulpit. It is no Wonder that Mr. Parker

is a marked man. If he should he tole

rated, it might upset the spectral gravity

of the church.

This sermon, also, comes out strong

against existing sins. it is good dem

ocratic English, without mincing, and

always calls “ a cat, a cat." Such a tem

pest of rebuke we never heard in a

church; we should think it would give

offence to many a sinner: this is indis

creet. It does not take refuge in gene

ralities, hits ofi" no “ organic sins," but

comes directly down to common every day

practice; such a discourse delivered in

a “ regular ” Church would have caused

the minister to he waited on by the

Parish Committee the next morning.

Still Worse, it has quite a decided

political aspect. It criticizes government,

legislation, public measures, and mighty,

immaculate, godlike politicians. Is the

pulpit thus to invade the precincts of the

press? Are men whose function is with,

the other World, to haye such decided

opinions on the interests of this?

The truth is, as we hinted on a former

occasion, Mr. Parker is no theologian,

for he rcpudiates the Trinity, the Devil,

and Original Sin, and does not decidedly

accept the plenary inspiration of the

Bible. This sermon, as he improperly

calls it, leads us to think he is no Preach

er. So far we agree with the authentic

ecclesiastical assertion in this matter.

What then is Mr. Parker! \Ve say,

one of tho bravest, noblest, most sincere,

and most effectual speakers that now

hold the public car, in the pulpit or out

of it. He was never able to write any

thing that has the air of a sermon, any

more that he could find a place in his

brain or heart for the dusty dogmas of'

the church; but he deals in words that

are like polished steel, which charm and

dazzle while they cut to the bone. His

surpassing eloquence is founded on his

massive common sense, kindled by the

fire of noble passion which always burns

in his heart. He is one of the great

practical teachers of the day; his earn

estness will always attract earnest men ;

his knowledge of the world gives him

access to the shrewdest heads ; he looks

directly into the centre of the subject

which he handles; and at his potent

touch the cobwebs which have been accu~

mulating for ages disappear. He has no

taste for fictions, common places, or awful.

sounds without sense ; his sharp, lancet

 

like wit is a terror to all pretension ; and

tho evident strength of his own convic

tions arms his words with an authority

that cannot lightly be resisted.

\Ve quote the following description of

a bad and good merchant.

“The wicked Baron, bad of heart and bloody

of hand has passed off with the age which gave

birth to such a brood,—but the Bad Merchant

still lives. He cheats in his trade; sometimes

against the law, commonly with it. His truth

is never wholly true, nor his lie wholly false.

He overrcichcs the ignorant; makes hard bar

gains with men in their trouble, for he knows

that a falling man will catch at red hot iron.

He takes the pound of flesh, though that bring

away all the life-blood with it. He loves pri

vate contracts—digging through walls in secret.

No interest is illegal, if he can get it. He

cheats the nation with false invoices. and swears

lies at the custom-house; will not pay his taxes,

but moves out of town on the. last of April.

He oppresses the men who siil his ships, forc

ing them to be temperate only that he may con

sume the value of their drink. He provides

for them unsuitable bread and meat. He Would

not engage in the African-Slave Trade, for he

might lose his ship: and perhaps more. He is

always ready to engage in the American Slave

Trade, and calls you a " fanatic “ ifyou tell him

it is the worse of the two. He cares not

whether he carries cotton or the man who

wears it, if he only gets the money: Cotton or

Negro 'tis the s1 me to him. He would not keep

a drink-hole in Ann Street—only own and

rent it: He will bring or make whole cargoes

of the poison that deals damnation round the

land. He thinks it vulgar to carry Rum about

in a Jug, respectable in a Ship. He makes

paupers and leaves others to support them.

Tell not him of the misery of the Poor—he

knows better; nor of our paltry way of dealing

with public Crime—he wants more jails and a

speedier gallows. You see him in letting his

houses—his houses for the Poor. He is a

stone in the lame man’s shoe. He is the poor

man’s Devil. The Hebrew Devil that so wor

ried Job is gone; so is the brutal Devil that

Nobody fears them; they

vanish before cockcrowing. But this Devil ot'

the nineteenth century is still extant. He has

gone into trade, and advertises in the papers;

his name is “ good " in the street. He “ makes

money;” the world is poorer by his wealth,

He spends it as he made it—lilre a devil; on

himself, his family alone, or worse yet, for show.

He can build a church out of his gains—to

have his Morality, his Christianity preached in

it, and call that the GOSPEL, as Aaron called a

Calf—Goo. He sends Rum and Missionaries

to the same barbarian—the one to damn, the

other to “ save,” both for his own advantage, for

his Patron-Saint is Judas, the first Saint who

made money out of Christ. Ask not him to do

a good deed in private—men would not know

it, and the example would be lost: so he never

lets a dollar slip out between his thumb and

finger without leaving his mark on both sides of

it. He is not forecasting to discern effects in

causes, nor skilful to create new wealth — only

spry in the scramble for what others have made.

It is easy to make a bargain with him—hard to

settle. In Politics he wants a Government that

will ensure his dividends ; so asks what is good

for him, but ill for the rest. He knows no

Right, only Power; no man but self; no God

but his Calf of Gold.

" What efi'ect has he on young men 7 They

awed our fathers.
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had better touch poison; if he takes you to his }

heart, he takes you in. “first influence on So-i

ciety'l to taint and corrupt it all round. He;
contaminates Trade, corrupts Politics malaingi

abusive laws, not asking for Justice but only.
dividends. To the church he is the Anti-y

Christ. ch, the very Devil, and frightens the.

poor minister into shameful silence, or more

shameless yet, into an apology for crime! Let ‘
us look on that monster—look and pass by,l

not without prayer.

“The Good Merchant tells the Truth and,

thrives by that; is upright and downright; his

word good as his Bible-oath. He pays for all

he takes; though never so rich he owns no

wicked dollar, all is openly, honestly, manfully

earned and a full equivalent paid for it. He

owns money and is worth a man. He is just in

business with the strong; charitable in dealing

with the weak. IIis Counting Room or.his]

Shop is the sanctuary of fairness, justice, a‘

school of uprightness as well as thrift. Indus

try and Honor go hand in hand with him. He

gets rich by industry and forecast, not by slight

of hand and shufiling his cards to another’s loss. ‘

No man becomes the poorer because he is rich,

He would sooner_hurt himself than wrong

another, for he is a man not a fox. He entraps

no man with lies, active or passive. His Hon

esty is better capital than a Sharper’s Cunning.

Yet he makes no more talk about Justice and

Honesty than the Sun talk of light and heat;

they do their own talking. His profession of

Religion is all practice. He knows that a good

man is just as near Heaven in his shop, as in!

hi church; at work as at prayer; so he makes

all work sacramental 5 he communes with God

and Man in buying and selling—communion

in both kinds. He consecrates his week day

and his work. Christianity appears more di

vine in this man’s deeds than in the holiest

words of Apostle or Saint. He treats every

man as he wishes all to treat him, and thinks no

more of that than of carrying one for every ten. 1

It is the rule of his arithmetic. You know this l

man is a Saint, not by his creed, but by the let

ting of his houses, his treatment of all that de

pend on him. He is a Father to defend the

weak, not a Pirate to rob them. He looks out

for the welfare of all that he employs; if they

are his help he is theirs, and as he is the strong

est so the greater help. His private prayer ap

pears in his public work, for in his devotion he

does not apologize for his sin, but asking to

outgrow that, challenges himself to new \Vor

,a series of chapters commencing with the

 

ship and Piety. He sets on foot new enterpris- .

cs which develop the nation’s wealth and helpothers while they help him. He wants lawsl

that take care of Man’s Rights, knowing that|

then he can take care of himself and of his own

but hurt no man by so doing. He asks laws‘

for the weak; not against them. He would not

take vengeance on the wicked, but correct

them. His Justice tastes of Charity. He tries

to remove the causes of Poverty, Licentioul

ness, of all crime, and thinks that is alike the

duty of Church and State. Ask not him to

make a States-man a Party-man, or the church

es an apology for his lowness, he knows better;

he calls that Infidelity. He helps the weak

help themselves. He is a moral educator, a

church of Christ gone into business, a Saint in

trade. The Catholic Saint who stood on a pil

lar’s top, or shut himself into a den and fed on

grass, is gone to his place—that Christian Ne

bucbadnezzar. He got fame in his day. No

man honors him now; nobody even imitates

him. But the Saint of the nineteenth century

 

is the Good Merchant; he is wisdom for the,

foolish. strength for the weak, warning to the

wicked, and a blessing to all. Build him a,

shrine in Bank and Church, in the Market anili

the Exchange, or build it not: no Saint stands I

higher than this Saint of Trade. There are!

such men, rich and poor, young and old; snchi

men in Boston. lhave known more than one

such, and far greater and better than I have told ,

of, for I purposely under-color this poor sketch. l

They need no word of mine for encouragement 1

or sympathy. Have they not Christ and Godil

to aid and bless them i \Vould that some word

of mine might stir the heart of others to be

such—of you young men. They stand there

clean amid the dust of commerce and the me

chanic’s busy life, they stand there like greati

square Pyramids in the desert amongst the,l

shifting tents of the Arabs. Look at them yel

young men and be healed of your folly. Think

it is not the calling which corrupts the men.

but the men the calling. The most experienced

will tell you so. I know it demands manliness

to make a man, but it is that work God sent you

here to do."

 

Outlines of Botany: For the use of

Schools and Prii'nle Learners. ByLrsr. Philadelphia: Thomas, Cow

perthwait & Co. and Carey & Hart.

1846. 18mo. 162.

This little work is “ prepared on the

basis of the sixth London Edition of the

treatise published under the direction of

the Committee of general literature and

education, appointed by the society for

promoting Christian knowledge.” It

seems to us to be admirably adapted to

its purpose. The principal portion of it

is occupied with a clear and progressive

description of the structure of a plant, in

Root and ascending to the Flower and

Fruit. Each chapter is followed by

questions, by which the student may the

better secure what knowledge he has

gained at each successive step in the veg

etable hierarchy. There are woodcuts

also, illustrating the various parts. To

these are added chapters on the internal

structure of plants, on the history of But

any, on the Linnoean and the Natural

Systems, on Floras, and a convenient

Glossary. \Ve should think it just the

book for young learners ; and whatsoever

facilitates or invites to the study of this

beautiful science, opens a field of purify

ing. and inspiring occupations to the mind,

and makes one rich with nature’s analo

gies for all the experiences and laws of

our own spiritual and social growth.

The study of nature tends to harmonize;

for nature is a mirror of the true Man.

II? In every science the reign of the false

precedes the reign of the true. Before experi

mental chemistry, the alchemists occupied the

stage ; before exact astronomy, judicial astrolo

gy; before the birth of the true social economy,

or Association, we have seen prevail now for a

century, this anti-social “Political Economy,”

or theory of isolated interests and competition,

encouraging the little producers, who are little

vandals in industry. - Fourier.

 

MUSICAL REVIEW.

MUSIC IN GER-MANY.

\Ve take pleasure in introducing under

this head some extracts from a journal,

written by an enthusiastic amateur, a

Dane by birth, residing in the heart of

musical Germany. They have been

kindly placed at our disposal by the friend

in this country to whom the journal was

addressed. They are in truth a timely

contribution; we have reported quite in

dustriously of concerts and other musical

doings in our own cities; but more and

more we feel that the idea of a true mu

sical life, of the highest conception of

music realized, not only in itself intrinsi

cally as composition, but also in its audi

ences, can never be gathered from any

thing that America yet afi‘ords. We

must look for that to Germany. “is

have had prodigics and virtuosos, without

number : but the real, deepest artists stay

at home. Only the foam upon the sur

face is blown over to our shores; the

clear, deep wine that lies silently beneath,

has not yet come to us. Not till we

have heard MENDELSSOHN and Sronn,

shall we have known the truly great in

Art: these stay at home, and do not

leave the musical atmosphere, where

they can find “fit audience” at least.

When shall we have any experience here

like that c0ntained below, in the account

 

30f the two Mendelssohus and their appre

ciating audience! How unlike the rude

uumusical behavior of our audiences,

who yawn and talk during the best pas

sages, and spoil every delicate; effect by

the interruption of their gross and un

timely applause! An artist needs no

noisy signs to tell him when his audience

are in sympathy with him; such things

are felt more sensibly in silence.

“ Lnrrsm,——.

“ The first concert was on the first of

October. It was in the beautiful concert

hall of the Gewand House, with its glo

rious motto in letters of gold over the

orchestra, “ Res scum est vcrum gau

dium; " the hall was so crowded that not

another person could have entered.

Such aqnict was in the room that you

could have heard a pin fall. All knew

that a. season of true enjoyment was to

begin, and with a kind of pious awe,—

1 cannot find a better word,— awaited the

treat their hearts were sure of receiving.

Al; half past six Mrzsosnssonn stepped

forward and seizing his wand gave the

signal to begin; he was hailed with

thundering applause, being the greatest

favorite of the public. The orchestra

is composed of more than sixty musi

cians, every one of whom is a master on

his intrument, and who having formed
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an unchanged orchestra for many years,

executc the greatest and most difficult

works with a harmony that has ever been

unrivalled in any part of the World; you

often fancy that one single man is

performing; the creation of tones will ap

pear as if tnoulded in one single form,

and broken out of it by the hand of one

eminent master. This must be under

stood before we can proceed with the ac—

count of the performances, for this pecu

liarity of our orchestra is the real charm

of our concerts. In all tlte great cott

certs of Europe you hear the great things

performed from which ours are selected,

and yet no one ever dared to say that any

concerts can rival those of Leipsio. The

concert began with the Overture to the

Water Carrier by Cherubini, and took

the hearer through all the impressions of

ardent love. compelled by circumstances

to resort to all sorts of artifice to reach

its aim. The scene where the Water

Carrier takes the lover in his cask to the

garden of the beloved one, thus avoiding

the old Argus of a tutor, might be traced

in the tones; and the glorious strain of

mirth at their successful shrewdness, in

terwoven with deep thanksgiving of the

two lovers, which concludes the Over

ture, is so wonderful that every endeavor

to describe it falls too far behind to sanc

tion the attempt; a little imagination must

help you.

“ Then came a recitative and air from

Mozart‘s Figaro, sung by Miss Tutzick

of Berlin. A bride waiting in a grove

of myrtles and roses for her bridegroom

to come and enjoy the beautiful scene,

the bubbling rivulet, the mild zephyr,

the smiling flowers and fresh herbs, ‘ 0

come, that I may crown thy forehead

with the purple rose and the sweet white

myrtle peeping through its dark green

leaves.’ Miss Tutzick sang sweetly and

with great feeling; her intonation was

clear, and the whole performance betrayed

the diligent student rather than an emi

nent. genius; but slte succeeded in be

witching the audience, and that means a

great deal in Leipsiv. Mrs. Dulkeu, the

sister of David, and pianiste to the queen

of England, now on a visit here, consent

ed to play in the concert. She had chosen

Mendelssohn’s great Concerto for the pi

ano and orchestra, and played well, that

is to say, without a mistake, with great

technical skill and without any of the

modern juggling. The Concerto is beau

ful, consisting ofan Allegretto, an Adagio

and a Rondo, of a swcet lyrical character;

performed with some correctness it will

never fail to please. So it was in this case,

for asl said, Mrs. Dulkeu played well.

which our audience is accustomed, andlchoose a good evening. But I must say

therefore when she left the piano the ap- l something more of a Sonata by Beethov

plause she received meant ‘ beautiful mu- l en for the piano and violin, executed by

sic, well executed, but not so poetical as,Fclix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, and the

we could wish.’ This may give you anleoncert master David Mendelssohn; the

idea of the audience. Mrs. Dulkeu is a , former known to you by his“ Lieder o/tne

greater artist than Miss Tutzick, but the] Wortc.” Felix Mendelssohn is the

latter sang with a divine inspiration,i

 

, greatest musical artist in the world, com

while the former only played like a mas-ibining knowledge with power of execu

tion, and David is the first violin of Ger

many for concerted pieces, especially

of a serious character. The Sonata has

1 three parts, Allegro, Adagio, and Rondo.

Deep silence was in the saloon when the

two heroes took their places. Full, free,

felt and understood, perfect and without

pretension, the tones ofthe great compos

er found their way from the skilful fingers

of the artist to the very hearts of the au

idience. When the Allegro was done,

finishing with a beautiful allusion to the

coming Adagio, there was no applause;

composer and artist were above that;

but there was a holy sigh throughout the

mass: ‘ 0 how Godlike! O thatis music!’

and all was again breathless to listen to

the coming Adagio. No words would

describe the beauty of this Adagio; ev

ery expression of language fails to tell

the merits of the music; every applause

would be too dull for the feeling of thank

fulness pervading the society; but the

tear, the sparkling, ttnwithheld tear glit

tering in every eye—this was a return

worthy of the composer and the artists,

who expressed their thanks for it when

they rose and bowed to the public though

not a hand had applauded. They re

sumed their task, and interweaving the

gaiety of the Allegro with the poetical

sadness of the Adagio, they painted the

Rondo with such lively colors as to cre

ate an enthusiasm for music in the hearts

most remote from understanding it.—

When the last tones had died away, hav—

'tcr in the technical sense of the word,

Miss Tntzick now sang an old Italian air,

by Persiani, classical and difficult, but on

graeeful; therefore Mendelssohn asked

her to crown the evening by singing a few

songs not mentioned in the programme,

as songs are her greatest forte. She

chose two of Mendelssohn‘s; and he re

turning the compliment sat down to the

piano and accompanied them himself.

By a wonderful prelude, distinguished by

the airy touch of his master hand, he

gradually created the right spirit in the

audience, and then softening ltis tones

modestly, allowed the sweet voice of the

pretty singer to fall upon the enchanted

ear, in the wild poetical tones of South

ern romance. Finally she sang a sweet

little love-song, and I thought the walls

of the saloon would burst with applause

as she concluded, and Mendelssohn thank-,

ed her for the true poetry she had breathed

into his music. Then Mrs. Dulkeu again

played a brilliant Fantasia of Tltalberg's,

which being more in her style than Men

delssohn’s serious poetry, made a far

more favorable impression than her first

performance.

“The first part concluded by a mas

terly Concert Overture by Spohr, the

knight of ecclesiastical music. But it

was ill chosen after all we had heard, and t

in spite of all the merits of the orchestra

passed away quite unnoticed. After a

pause of a quarter of an hour the second

part began, which invariably consists ofl

 

one grand work, a Symphony or an Ora ing found their echo in every breast, then,

torio. This time it was Beethoven's

Sinfonia Pastoralc, which, in tltree parts,

forms the most beautiful rural picture.”

“ LEIPSIG, November, 1816.

“On Sunday last, Leipsig had an oppor

tunity to be carried on the wings of mu

sic to the empire of Truth and Beauty.

There was a concert given by the great

Concert Society for the widow of one of

the members of the orchestra. You

have heard me speak of the Leipsig or

chestra, I will not therefore tire you by

dwelling too long on the Overture by

Marschner, or the Symphony, ‘ The Battle

of Vittoria,’ by Beethoven; for thouin

the execution was perfect to such a de

gree that you fancied you heard human

1 and not before, a world of applause thun

\dered down upon the artists. This was

indeed the highest proof of good taste in

the public, and the whole Sonata, com

prising the composer, artists and public,

1 was the. most brilliant star in the sky of

my musical recollection. I thought of

the words you used when we listened to

Ole Bull: ‘this day for the first time I

have heard music.’ You would have

more reason to say so here than on that

day, though I will not deny that Ole Bull

surpasses all you have heard before or

since. I say on this occasion that in the

whole world there cannot be found two

men who would approach the execution

inf this Sonata by Felix and David Men

ldclssohn, far less surpass it; it was per

 

But she did not play like Mendelssohn or 1 voices sing instead of instruments, yet lfcclirm.

Mrs. Schuman, or Thalherg, or manyltliis was not more than you might have“ “ You never saw an nrlisl; yet had

others who had played previously. She-heard in the grand opera at Paris, Lon- you seen the Mendelssohn on Sunday

lacked the breath of divine glory toldon or Berlin, if you had the luck to,morning during the performance, you
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would have perceived in the expression

of their eyes at difl'crent periods the piotts

worship of their sottls to the God of

Love and Beauty, who bestmved upon

them the gifts of awakening the feeling

of beauty in tlte hearts of hundreds attd

thousands. These are artists! all the

rest, tlte stars of the day with their neck

breaking performances of brilliant hum

bug, who leave the heart coltl and unsatis

 

fied, are like the poisonous flower, l'asci-IV

nating by the brilliancy of its colors, but

bringing death to the unfortunate who is

beguiled by them: for worship of the

jugglers of modern art is certain dual/t In

true musical taste; that is the reason why

I was always combating the admirers of

Ole Bull, Leopold de Meyer and others.

It is my opinion that America never will

know the value of music ttntil the under

standing of -harmony, vocal or instru

mental, is developed by energetic artists

who have. perseverance enough to cott

tions with such performances of really

valuable things. itt spite of the empty sa

loons in which they will perform at first.

till by degrees they will be filled with a

good audience. My ideas of a good an

dience are widely different from those of

. A good audience consists of a

quiet, well educated society, filled with

respect for the loftiness of art, and the

desire of progressing in the understand

ing of it. Such a one was that of the

concert on Sunday. The nobility and

gentry being mostly at their country seats,

the saloon was crowded by young enthu

siasts- for art, poor students of music,

male and female, and dilettanti and ad

mirers of beauty in every form. I saw

many a hand without a glove, but not an

eye without a tear. But they knew

what joy they might expect when the

programme was presented, and gave their

dollar to the poor widow of the musician,

depriving themselves perhaps of a dinner

for several days; at the same time learn

ing to understand a chef d’muvrc of Bee

thoven, through the execution of two art

ists like those."

 

Latrsto, -— -—.

“Felicien David is tlte distinguished

composer of ‘Le Dcsrrt,’ and some

beautiful songs, of which I think ‘Les

Ilirondellea’ the prettiest; he is a very

talented young man, whose acquaintance

I made some years ago when he brought

the ‘Desert’ to be performed in our

Gewand House Concerts. He is a Pari~

sian composer who spent tltree years in

the Arabian and Egyptian deserts, and

has brought the impressions of that resi

dence into the most lovoly picture of tones

called ‘ Le Deserl,’ which proves him to

be a man of high talent, who may be

ootne eminent some time hence. But at

the side of Mendelssohn he is entirely

 
 

lcclipsed. Mendelssohn’s music is of a: prayer,—scnd thy angels to protect us

 

glorious, intrinsically beautiful simplicity,

and bctokcns a composer in the prime of

mastership. His music to the Midsum

mer Night’s Dream is sweet as a fairy

tale, and his Songs without \Vords alto

gether bcwitching. It would take me

long to give you an idea of his works'

even if l cottltl remember them all. Da-1

vid Mendelssohn is a very skill'ul compos

er too, with remarkable casiness of ur

rangcment attd decoration, bttt l don't

think that he is known at all in America.

He has only composed for two violins,

viola, and violoncello."

LEIPSIG, — —-.

“ Do you want more concerts! Last

night my friend and countryman, the

distinguished Mr. Game, was the leader

of the concert. It is a shame to Den

mark tltat he had to earn his lzittrels in

He had written the best Con-i

certo that has been composed since the

death of llcethoven, and proposed it to

the directory of the concerts in Copenha

gen, to be performed in their saloon.

Now thcse pcople know as little of a

good Symphony as the New Yorkers do,

and rejected his work as a juvenile one.

He then catne to Leipsig, and not only

saw his Symphony gaitt triumph after

triumph, but was appointed teacher of

cotnposition in the conservatory here, and

leader of the Gewand House Concerts,

twenty of which are to be given during

the winter. C. M. V. W'cber‘s Overture

to Preciosa, opened the evening. First

you are at a gipscy feast, where their

primitive instruments resound from the

arch of the gigantic trees under which

they are eucampcd; then a stir and bus

tle, an attack and defence. Finally, an

entirely lyrical strain, indicating the

mourning of parents, for years deprived

of the joy of their life, an only child.

Now they again find their daughter who

had been stolen by the gipsies in her

infancy and become a blooming girl,

grown up at the breast of Nature and

now in the midst of this romantic compa

ny. The music needs no praise, with

V. Weber's name at: its head. You

would understand ltitn better by listening

to the wonderful voice of Miss \Vltostzn

of the royal opera. of Dresden, who now

sings the beautiful scene and air from

Der Freischutz, where Agathé waits for

Max late in the moonlight. Come he

must, but still he lingers. 0 how could

she sleep until she had seen him! 0

why is love always accompanied by grief!

‘Lovely silver face of night, smile upon

itis path; gently, gently my song ascend

to the glittering stars: lift me on' the

wings of prayer to the God beyond. To

Germany.

'from danger!

 

Thee, Lord, who hast no beginning, no

beginning, no end, I raise my eyes inl

All is sleeping,—why

docs Max linger? Istrain my car with

listening, bttt only the sounds of the

forest come to me, only the nightingale

enjoys the lovely night. But ah! there

are steps yonder, from the midst of the

pine grove some one approaches. ’Tis

lie—’tis he! 0 hope—O renewed life!

Heaven, receive thou the tears of grati

tude for hope that fills my breast! ’ Miss

\Vngner's song was the offspring of di

vine genius. She is yet very young and

has just returned from Paris, where she

has studied in the school of Garcia. She

is not altogether mistress of the technical

difficulties of her art, but, assisted by

such heavenly inspiration as breathes in

her every note, she will before long be an

excellent artist. As it was, she was re

ceived by the audience with the liveliest

tokens of esteem. She had never before

been heard here, and her triumph was

complete. Later in the evening she sang

a nice little air from the ‘ Barber of Se

vtllo,’ in which the air breathes so much

merry rogucry that it steals itselfinto the

good opinion of the audience. But the

music is by far inferior to that of \Veber,

and evidently not so highly esteemed by

Miss Wagner; but she sang it well, and

left the stage a declared favorite.

“ Between these two airs, the young

JOACIHM played a great and beautiful

Concerto by Beethoven, for the violin and

full orchestra. lie is only sixteen, but I

heard him play the same Concerto two

years ago, and then, after he had finished

David said to me, ‘lt is true he is my

pupil, bttt now I could learn from him;

I should not be able to play this difficult

piece better than he, and itt several tech

nical things he surpasses me by far.’

Just think what praise from a David! I

was curious to see if there would be any

perceptible difference, but there was none

except perhaps a little more practical

firmness, in consequence of maturer

judgment. You know how I love the

violin; I only wish you could have heard

Joachim's. I thought a great deal of

Burke and Ole Bull, and was satisfied

that you would not think it the same in

strument after hearing him.

“ The second part of the Concert was

the glorious Symphony (in C dur) by

Franz Schubert, a work of heroic lyrical

character, consisting of an Allegro, Ada

gio, Scherzo, and Rondo, being four

masterly verses of one great poem.

" Such was the Concert of last night.

The next will be Thursday week, and

after that every succeeding Thursday.

If you like to hear of them, I shall have

great pleasure in giving you sketches of

all the beautiful things they contain.”

[We trust that we shall hear further

from this correspondent. -- Ens]
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POETRY.

For the Harbinger.

ASPIRATION.

“"ere we what we might be,

\Ve’d not look buck with sadness 5

But the past as brightly

Would shine as present gladness.

 

Were we what we could be,

\Ve’d not look forward fearing;

But the future would be

As sunlight warm and cheering.

E. v. T.

For the Harbinger.

THE LOST,FOUND.

Bewail not time that thou hast lost,

Or days gone by and wasted :

'Tis losing time to be thus tost

By memories bitter-tasted.

But work the grateful present so,

That some of what thou‘st planted,

To bounteous strength and fruitage grow

And thanks, by brothers chanted.

’Tis thus thou’lt find those last sad days,

Bereft, too, of their sorrows;

Our past bad debts there's nought that pays

But gold of rich to-morrows.

E. Y. T.

 

And is there care in heaven, and is there love

In heavenly spirits to these creatures base,

That may compassion of their evils move 7

There is,—else much more wretched were

the case

Of men than beasts. But, oh! th’ exceeding

grace

Of highest God that loves his creatures so,

And all his works with mercy doth embrace,

That blessed angels he sends to and fro

To serve to wicked men, to serve his wicked foe!

How oft do they their silver bowers leave

To come to succor us, that succor want!

How oft do they with golden pinions cleave

The flitting skies, like flying pursuivant,

Against foul fiends to aid us militant!

They for us fight, they watch, and duly ward,

And their bright squadrons round about us

plant,

And all for love, and nothing for reward:

Oh! why should heavenly God to man have

such regard ! Spenser.
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of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others' rights, fraud, oppression, n

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to impoverish

the laborer md to render every condition insecure.

Reliet'is to come, and can only come from the new

application of Christian principles, of Universal

justice and UniVersnl love, to social institutions,

to commerce, to business, to active life.

Dn. Crunnrnu.

A GOOD MOVEMENT.

\Ve are certain that no man who has

received the great doctrines of Associa

tion, can rest easy while it is in his pow

er to do anything for their universal diffu

sion. They are too profound and beauti

 

ful in themselves; they are too intimate'i

1y connected with the happiness and ele

 

vation of the race; they touch too deep

, ly the private hopes of every noble heart,

to allow of anything like apathy or irreso

lution. A great work is laid upon the

Associationists of the United States.

They are in posession of a body of truth,

based on exact demonstrations of sci~

ence, confirmed by all the analogies of

nature, and illustrated by the deepest ex

periences of life, which is destined to

change the whole face of society, to sup

plant cvcry false insiiiulinn that now ex—

ists, to produce unity between external

nature and the human soul, and thus to

aid man in the fulfilment of his exalted

destiny. This truth must not be bid un

der a bushel. it must not be held as a

personal, private indulgence. it is of too

vast importance to the welfare of Ho

manity, to he kept in retirement. Every

wise method, that can give it a broad cir

culation, must be adapted. \Ve know

that this is the feeling of our friends

every where. \\’e daily receive oxpres~

sions of their convictions and their hopes

which show us what deep earnestness has

been aroused. Let the spirit be kindled

into a wider and stronger flame. Let

every man do something, do all that he

can, do all the cause demands of him,

and in a very short time. the principles of

social unity would receive a triumphant

illustration.

\Ve are happy to learn that our beloved

friends in Cincinnati continue to feel

their responsibleness to the cause, and

with a truly liberal spirit are devising

new methods for its promotion. Our

last accounts from that city, bring us the

gratifying intelligence, that they propose

to publish in good style, a Series of

Tracts on Social Reform, the Organizer~

tion of Labor, the Tendencies of Modern

Civilization, npd which will be sold at a

very low rate, in fact, less than cost.

The first Tract, entitled “ \Vhat is Asso

ciation," is admirably adapted for general

circulation. It is written in a clear, sim

ple, popular style, touches on the most

important practical points of the subject,

and can hardly fail to make a favorable

impression on every truth-loving, truth

seeking mind. It is, moreover, got up in

a style of great neatness, and as a speci

men of fair typography, is really quite

attractive. \Ve hope our friends of the

Cincinnati Union have some among their

number whose tastes lead them to be ac

tive in pushing into notice such excellent

little “heralds of truth” as this; and

that they will take care to scatter them

in the Steamboats, Hotels, and public re

sorts and thorough fares, so that “they

who run may read.” A tract of this

character, is the right kind of “bread”

which the Scripture speaks of, that

“ should be cast upon the waters,” and in

 

inot many days it will return in the form

of good wishes, strong convictions, and

devoted efforts. \Ve hope soon to get

‘the next Tract of this Series. As mem

bers of the Parent Union we do not fear

the rivalry of our stalwart sons in the

“feat, and trust that a generous emula

tion will long exist between us, as to who

shall do the best and the wisest for the

glorious cause which we have equally at

heart.

\Ve give an extract from this publica

,tion, which may not indeed present any

thing new to our readers,——we surely

hope it will not,—but which neverthe

less they may like to see repeated.

“ The Association will provide the best

schools, which will be open to all the

children, Without exception, so lhat equal

oppnrhmilua of education, or of moral

and physical development and of cultiva

tion and improvement will he exrended to

all; the education which children would

receive in these schools would be thor

(High and complete, and fit them liir the

practical and scientific pursuits of life

and varied soem] intercourse. Unity in

manners, in hahits, in language, and gen

eral rvfincmcnl. \uiuld be among the im

porinnt IlérllllS of the educational system

of Association, and would he the means

of promoting a free and friendly inter

course hi-tween all the members, and of

removing the difi'erence that now exists

between castes and classes.

“The education which children now

receive, (luvs not deserve the name of ed

ucation. Those of the poor grow up in

ignorance, to become the (ll‘lltlLIGS of labor,

[the hire-hugs of the favored few who pos

lsess fortune, or business talent, or tact:

while the children of the riCh, without

any complete moral and intellectual de

velopment, wilhout a love and a knowl

edge of the persnits of Art and Science,

and the higher aims of life, frequently

give themselves up to gambling, drinking,

and other pernicious or trivial occupations

to satisfy that intellectual activity which

is inherent in every human mind, and

which must be gratified in some way or

other. A majority of them turn out

mere blanks, and many gamblers, drunk

ards, outcasts and criminals—blighting

the hopes and anticipations of those who

gave them birth, and a curse to them

selves and to society. Look around you,

and see if this is not trne'.l

“1f, then, the advantages which we

have here briefly enumerated, will be

gained by living in Association, would it

not he more natural for 300 families to

unite their means and form an Associa~

tion, than to live separately and isolated

ly as they now do? \Vould it not be bet

ter for them to cultivate one large and

beautiful Domain, with its perfect distri

bution and tasteful and economical ar

rangements, than 300 irregular little

farms? Would it not be better to have

the advantage of labor-saving machinery

upon a large scale which could be intro

duced into an Association, than to be re

duced to the mere labor of the hands,

with limited and imperfect implements of

Industry? W'uuld it not be better to have

a great variety and choice of pursuits in

Industry and Art and Science, prosecuted

with friends and agreeable companions,

than to labor constantly and alone at one

occupation, or with companions with
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whom there are no sympathies of affec

tion nor ties of interest '! \Vould it not

be better to possess the vast economics

of Association-—econotnics secured in

every department of life— titan to be

subjected to the constant waste and use

less expenditure of single households?

\Vould it ttot be better to live in an ele

gant, cotttmodious and healthy Ediftce,

replete with everything convenient, use

ful and agreeable, among friends of con

genial tastes and feelings, and with tlte

free choice and enjoyment of varied so

cial relations, tltan to live isolatedly in

separate houses, in which for the most

part there are neither healthy nor com

fortable arrangements, and often solitude,

idleness and discord.l \Vould it not be

better to be sttrroundcd with the works of

Art and Science, with every opportunityl

for cultivation and refinement, tltan to be

confined to the dull monotony, and to the

imperfect means of education of the iso

lated household? \Vould ttot this asso

ciation, this union of interests attd pur

suits, this concert of action and efforts

for mutual welfare and happiness, entered

into by 300 families, he trtore wise and

judicious, more natural and neighborly,

more Christian and social, than the pres

ent disasociation and separation of inter

ests, the conflict of action and efforts, and

the oppositiort and antagonism, which

now so universally exist, and which are

so runious to human happiness and wel

fare? We think so; and if people can

associate for the purpose of building rail

roads or canals, establishing battks and

other joint-stock companies, can they not

apply the principle of Association to so

ciety, or to their social, domestic and in

dustrial relations and interests'.‘ Catt

they not unite and prosecute industry,

commerce and the arts and St'lBltCL‘S on art

extensive scale, and establish order and'

harmony irt all these departments, and

just and equitable relations among them

selves'l '

“There is nothing impracticable or

impossible, it strikes us, in all this—

nothing opposed to reason or nature.

On the contrary, it is an easy and a sim—

ple thing, a safe and practicable thing,

advantageous alike to all classes in socie

ty, and requires only to be examined by

candid, unprejudiced and intelligent minds

—minds animated by sentiments of jus

tice and benevolence towards their fellow

man, to be declared a true, a wise and

just reform, WHICH SHOULD AND MUST

BE REALIZED m PRACTICE urea EARTH.”

ANOTHER GOOD MOVEMENT.

We have lately received from a noble

old Virginian, now residing in Louisiana,

a mart, to whose munificence the cause of

Association has already been greatly in

debted,--another proof of his practical

devotion to the movement, in which we

are laboring. Are there one hundred

men in the United States ready to follow

the example before them! Can there not

be the sum of One Hundred Thousand

Dollars appropriated to a permanent fund

for the propagation of the Associative

doctrines, with a view to the establish

ment ofa Model Phalanx, as speedily as

possible? Our generous friend has made

a beginning worthy of all praise ; who is

 

prepared to add his name to the list of

subscribers! \Ve know many zealous in

dividuals in different parts of the country,

who are ready to unite witlt asuflicicnt

number to raise the proposed fund, as

soon as they know that their efforts will

be available. Let tts ltear from tltetn,

without further delay; for life is, too

short, and the cause too sacred, for time

to be wasted in procrastination.

Here is the communication of our Lou

isiana fricrtd.

“Owing to circumstances over which

I had no control, my pecuniary affairs

were so deranged thatI could not assist

the cause of Association, to which I am

more and more devoted, without neglect

ing to pay my just debts, which my

morals would rtot permit me to do. Re

joice with me that this year I am enabled

to subscribe our: 'rttousatvu DOLLARS, pay

able in four instalments, commencing the

first day of April next, the principal or

' interest of which, is to be expended either

in propagating the theory or the practice

of Association, as the committee may

think proper. I ask Ito return of the thou—

sand dollars at the ettd of ten years. I

give it to the goud of the cause, success

or not success. If a clturch of humanity

can he organized either irt Boston or else

where, I will subscribe fifty dollars ayear

1 to the first natural priest of humanity who

may preach in said church. I would give

my preference to \V. II. Channing.

“ When by comparison we can prove

man's wisdom in accordance with God’s

wisdom, and man's laws in agreement

with God’s natural laws, then the will of

God can be done on earth as in heaven,

because, we should then be as Christ,

botlt human and divine, and the true

objects of God irt the proven nature of

man, ascertained in practice in Associ

ation to which we are progressively tend

ing, and I shall continueto labor. If Fou

rier‘s Philosophy were printed in En

glish, and lectures delivered in the South.

a subscription of one hundred thousand

dollars could be in a short time obtained,

to prove the Associative theory in prac

tise, until which, success must be doubt

ful among the unphilosophic or tnass.

" I am your brotlter both by nature and

sentiment.

l

 ,7

As a. pendant to the above letter, we

give the following from a friend itt Chica—

go.

“I have of late had considerable con

versation with Associationists, or at least

with those who sympathize with the

cause, and I find that there is a grow

ing conviction of the necessity of a the

rough reform in our social relations.

“There has been talk of forming an

 
 

 

affiliated society in this place, to act in

concert with the parent society, but the

number of those who are prepared and

willing to act is small ; ltotveverl think

the effort will be made.

“ There are many persons I find, who

are waiting to see a practical demonstra

tion of Association, and some of whom

would contribute liberally towards form

ing a model Association, and it seems to

me that this should be the immediate ob

ject in view by the friends of Association.

Let us see how many persons there are

who will contribute one thousand dollars

each, upon the condition that one hun

dred thousand dollars cash capital, can be

obtained to start upon. For my part I

should be in favor of locating somewhere

on the prairies of the west, where land is

of a good quality and cheap, and I here

by for one agree to contribute ONE 1110!!

sasn DOLLARS, and will hold myself in rea

diness to pay it in for such an object, and

think I can procure two thousand more.

“ In this country this sum as cash capi

to start with, would be abundant. \Vith

this amount of capital, the land might be

paid for, the domain somewhat improved,

good buildings erected, so as to make as

sociated life attractive from the com

menccment.

“ It seems to me that this sum can

be raised, it certainly can if we can have

the assurance of the personal ttttion in it

of thc old and true friends of the cause,

let us at least make the effort."

SOCIAL HIE-ORGANIZATION—NO. IV.

In our last number, we hinted at the

advantages and elements of success, in

joint-stock companies over individual cap

ital and skill. But these companies do

not now embody one ltalf the means of

wealth, general prosperity and well being

which would be cotnbincd in the Associ

ated Township, inasmuch as they em

brace only one spltere of industry, either

mechanical, manufacturing or commer

cial; whereas, the rc-organized town

sltip would include all tltcsc, and also the

whole circle of social and material inte

rests, —Domestic Industry, Agriculture,

Mechanic Arts, Manufactures, Commerce,

Arts, Sciences, and Religion,—consti

toting what we denominate Integral As

sociation. Titus, what is now but a sim

plistic and selfish convenience, would

become a universal and composite good.

It is not in the genius of civilization, to

plan a system of universal co-operation in

industry, with mutual guaranties, com

pound economics, and equitable distribution

of profits. This would secure the eleva

tion and happines of the masses; a thing

which civilizecs regard as existing among

the happy inhabitants of Utopia, but not

realizable upon any portion of the known

world. In the rc-organized township,
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the means of creating wealth would be 1 thus leaving the whole market free to the

certain and constant; now they are \vhol- . Lowell barons.

ly uncertain and contingent.

 

There is no alternative,

 

There is noliu civilized mechanism against one form

 

which could result in the rc-organized

township would not be so great as the

quotum of expense for the poorest town

. . l . v . . . .

mistress more fickle and coquetush than or another of these evils. Whirl on we 1 in the nation toward one despicable Mex

Fortune. must in the vortex of free-competition,

Suppose that under a high tariff a party corruption, and the twecdle-duni

manufacturing company is making wealth

rapidly, and is thereby induced to ex~

 philosophy of our Sancho Pauzas.

The foregoing statements are not only

tend its operations, making large additionsltrue of civilized joint-stock companies.

of buildings, machinery, and so forth. but are doubly so of its isolated interests,

At this crisis, a free-trade party comes

into power,-—away it sweeps the tariff, other pursuits.

not only of manufacturing, but. of all)

1
In case of a depression

icau war. \Ve have not only two strings

to our bow, but a dozen, and can draw

the one which will send the arrow with

most certainty and effect to the mark.

Behold then, the road to wealth and

abundance open to all, the universal har

mony of interests among all classes, the

happy faces of the toiling millions no

and with it goes the business of the man in the price of cotton and Woolen man". longer crushed by an unjust system of

o l . ~

ufacturer. W hat shall the manufacturers l factnrcs, there will be a consequent dc. t wages, but surrounded by a profusion of

do? Pursue their business at the risk of, cline in the price of cotton and wool, and

utter failure, or at best, only so as to save then ,the planter and Wool-grower uilll

riches, the fruits of their own honest and

honored work. Behold the ingenuous

themselves from POSiliVB 1°58 for llll'celcxpcrionce in turn the same eniharrass- "955 0f Purpose exi’l'esse‘l in the coun'e'

or four years, until the tariff party re-lmem which beset the mnnufnciumn nancc of the once monied monarch, no

gains the ascendancy, or until all private What now must the planters and farmers I lung" the grim monopolist, or the

manufacturers and smaller corporations do! Turn their attention to something haughty re'ldal ham", bl" the humane

fail in the strife of unequal competition else,

with larger ones at home and with free-,largeiy invested in cotton-growing, andl

trade importations from abroad? Or shall! that of the latter in sheep; and cotton and l

the capital be withdrawn and applied to

some other business which will pay a fair l

But the capital of the former is

l

sugar-cane, and sheep and calves, are}

hardly convertible terms. Notwithstand~

patron of honest effort, the cherisber of

true earnest endeavor by whomsocver

made ; behold the intelligence, purity and

virtue of all classes made happy by mutu

al interests, by acornmon purpose, and

dividend? The latter course would be ll ing this, suppose the planter goes to cul- l by united labors.

fatal. There would be an utter loss of

capital invested in the buildings and ma

chicory, which could not be devoted to

other purposes than those for which they

were designed. Again, it would be im

possible for individual members to with

draw their capital without the consent of

l

l

tirating sugar-cane, and the farmer to

raising cattle, how long will it be before

this now profitable business will be en

tered by thousands, a surplus of these.

several commodities ensue, the prices

fall and business stagnate'! Another

change must be made, with loss in the

 llill‘EDALE FRATERNAL COMMUNITY.

We have always taken a deep interest

in this institution, both on account of our

unalloyed esteem for the character and

purposes of its founders, and of the pure

and exalted aims to which it is devoted.

the corporation WhiCh \leld not be given ' transition, and so on forever, with an , It consists, as our readers are probably

except at a "litmus discount, and Pmbfl- endless train of immitigable miseries.

bly not at all. The stock might be sold

if a buyer could be found. The corpora

tion as such could not invest its capital in

But in the associated township all these

evils would be forestalled by aconstant

and regular income from a variety of

aware, of a collection of religious men

and women, so deeply imbued with the

spirit of Christianity as to care little for

the technics of theology, and who believe

another branch 0f limitless, for by 80 ' sources, and bankruptcy and failure would that the most acceptible service to God is

doing it would forfeit its charter, and be morally impossible. -

thus the company would be dissolved. ln the existing order of society it,

Should the former course be purSued, man’s capital is usually invested in one

the results would inevitably be what We , branch of business, and when that be-lrepudiate the worship of the golden calf,

have sketched; namely, the overthrow of‘. comes dull he experiences what is called I pay no respect to absurd customs and

all the weaker corporations engaged iul“ hard times.”

manufactures, the universal prostration of

private enterprise in that direction, the

complete monopoly of that entire interest

by a few powerful companies, the gene

ral depression of wages among the opera

tives, and an increase of the hours of

toil. Thus the masses would, aye, do

suffer under civilized joint-stock compa

nies, and the few are benefited by them

only in their simplest form and to a limit‘

ed extent.

\Ve speak now without any party feel

ing, for we have none. But this is the

actual condition of our manufactures.

Mr. Stewart (we think that was his

name,) was surprised on a. late tour to

Lowell to learn that the repeal of the

late tarifl' had not affected the manufac

turing interest of that city. He asked

the reason, and was told by the stock

holders themselves, that the distress fell

upon the small manufacturers in the coun

try, compelling them to suspend business, I the Association : so that the largest loss

1 

But in the associatcdl

township, all branches of industry couldl

be prosecuted to much greater advantage'

than in the present disintegrated town

ships. cheral of these would always

be productive and lucrative, thus ensuring

a constant return to labor and capital.

Suppose that last year there was a large

surplus of wheat, short and broad cloth,

and alack of rice, linen and calico; this

year the Association would turn its atten

tion towards making up the deficiency in

these articles. The surplus of the for

mer commodities having been consumed,

the equilibrium of demand and supply

would be restored, and next year they

would command an average price. Thus,

the transition which. is now always at

tended with loss would then become both

easy and profitable. Capital and labor

would be sure of a return. in case of

loss, however, it would not fall specially

upon any one person or claw, but upon

 

a life of charity and usefulness to men.

They are decided protesters against the

prevailing abuses of Church and State,

fashions, however popular or venerable,

and cherish sufiicient self respect to be

persuaded that they can arrange their

own social relations, on the principles of

Christian brotherhood, far better than oth

ers can do it for them on the system of

selfishness and antagonism. They make

no pretention to the possession of social

science, disclaim allegiance to Fourier or

any other human teacher, and trust to

the exercise of a Christian spirit for s0~

cial prosperity. Of course, with our con

victiOns of the importance of a scientific

organization, in accordance with the es

sential wants of human nature, we can

not think that such a movement is adapt

ed to become universal, or to produce a

radical revolution in the existing order of

society. Still it is an immense advance

on the prevailing system of competition,

violence, and fraud; it will greatly bless

those who are attached to it in good faith,

and singleness of heart; and will operate as

a permanent reproof to the greedy, grasp_
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ing, Worldly, vulgar spirit, which abounds | house,

in the high places and the low places of

Civilization. As a model of a Christian

Church,~— if our poor opinion is worth

anything on tltis subject,-— the Hopedale

Community is entitled to a conspicuous

rank. It carries into effect the great

purposes for which the Church was es

tablished. In the midst of aristocratic

pride and presumption, it maintains the

equality of the Gospel, and surrounded

with the bloated splendor of avaricions,

belligerent, and worldly-minded religion

ists, it trusts to the chaste ornaments of

a meek and quiet spirit.

\Ve regret to learn from the Address

of the President, Antiv BALLOU, delivered

at the Annual Meeting on the 13th ult.

~that it has recently been visited with a

prevailing sickness. by which the regular

course of its industry has been impeded,

and a considerable pecuniary loss incurr

ed. Mr. Ballou opens his Address with

the following statement:

" lt is not without a tinge of melan

choly and disappointment that l offer you

the present official communication. The

severe sickness which has been permitted'

to afflict our little Community during the

past year places as in circumstances sonic

what dilferent from those under which I

delivered my last annual address. Death

was then a stranger to our Domain. No

grave had opened to receive the relics of

mortality wrthin our confines. Pesti

lence had been hurried by the fresh winds

of heaven through our homely dale, with

scarce a permission to touch its favored

inhabitants. Prosperity was strengthen

ing otir stakes, and we were fondly

hoping for enlarged success in all depart

ments of our associated interest. But

we have experienced a reverse. We

have been wasted by disease, bereaved by

the destroyer, care-worn by anxious vigils

over our emaciated friends, enfeebled in

our industry, impoverished in our finan

cial resources, and chastened in our am

bition by a complicated adversity. In

stead of being able to congratulate you,

this day, on the results of an unusually

fortunate year’s Operations, and the de

claration of moderate dividends on labor,

I am obliged to announce that we have

actually ntade a loss on our capital.”

The account of the present condition

of Hopedale is certainly encouraging, in

spite of the disasters which it has been

called to suffer.

“ NVe have a joint stock capital of over

fourteen thousand dollars, soon to

augmented several thousand more by ab

sorbing into it the credits due to individu

al members. Besides this we have an

aggregate private capital, in dwelling

houses and other property on or about

our general premises, exceeding ten thou

sand dollars, equally available for all

practical Community purposes as the

oint Stock property itself. We have

recently erected three new dwelling

houses, a valuable shop for machinists

and blacksmiths, with a wash-house ap

pended, and a saw-mill just ready for op

eration. Our village new numbers fifteen

dwelling houses, besides a chapel-school

. reflection.

  

shops, mills, barns and other out“

houses. This is in striking contrast with

the appearance of things here less than

five years ago, when we commenced.

\Ve have successfully established several

branches of industry, and obtained a fa

vorable run of custom frotn the surround

ing neighborhood. in the diligent pur

suit of honest avocations, with the aid of]

ourlabor-saving machinery, it would be

strange indeed if we could not sustain

ourselves beyond the dread of absolute

poverty. We can and will do this, be

sides bearing the extraordinary expenses

of otir school the year round, while the

town uses our entire school-tax exclusive

ly to educate its other children and youth

in the several school districts. Meantime

our credit is deservedly sound and satis

factory in this whole region ; and we are

living on terms of friendly intercourse

with its extensive and growing popula

tion.”

 

The causes for congratulation enumer

ated in the fiillowing statement are well

founded, and afford a fruitful subject of

“ l contemplate with great satisfaction,

the knowledge which we are acquiring in

all the details of industry and domestic

cconomy. as well as III the otheratl'airs of

life, and have increasing confidence in

your disposition and ability to turn it all

to a good and practical account. \Vheu,

we consider how blindly the upper and,

and lower classes of the old order of so-l

cicty rush through life—some feasting‘

and some starving to death —some grasp

ing by force or fraud Without producing,

and some laboring to desperation wtthout

retaining enough to make themselves and

families comfortable -— some squanderng

lavishly faster titan they earn, and others

pint-hing themselves of the necessaries of

life to leave a large fortune to thankless

heirs —and the great majority completely

ignorant of the causes of their own

wretcheduess—I can but rejoice that. we

are training up a population to understand

the necessities, the proprieties, and the

advantages of a social order more con

formable to natural laws and Christian

principles.”

 

 

[IT A new religious Society has been

formed in Boston. styled “ The Church of

Humanity." The eloquent William H.

Clianiiing“ is to preside over it. We

know not to what denomination or order

of religionists, the members of this so

ciety most assimilate ; but one feature we

like, and that is their name. We hope

it may prove an index of their conduct.

There is a great lack of real genuine

Humanity in most religious bodies; and,

at the same time, a great surplus of Big

otry. Give us more that is Iluman, and

less pertaining to Cretd.—- W’oonsoc/ret

Palriot.

Larss'r PAPAL News. The accounts

from Italy received by the Paris press are

not regarded as satisfactory. The Pope,

it would seem, had been progressing

more rapidly in his liberal course than

was agreeable to the absolute power.

Hence, it is feared that the advice of

 

King Louis Phillippe, conveyed to his

Holiness through E. Rossi (the French

Minister at the Court of Rome,) to pro

ceed with caution, may have arrived too

late; but in the present state of the pub

lic mind in Europe, Pius IX. has little to

fear frotn the disappointment of Austria.

A letter from Vienna, of the 23d

November, in the German Universal Ga

zette, says:-—“ It has been pretended

that Austria favored absolutism to the Pa

pal States, and this assertion has excited

great uneasiness in the liberal party; it is,

however, utterly unfounded. The Aus

trian Government, after having advised

the Pope to reform abuses, will not take

a different course."

The Post-Ampt Gazette, of Frankfort,

ofthe 28th November, states from Rome

that the Pope intends to abolish the salt—

tax, and some other taxes, which press

particularly on the industriOus classes,

and to supply the deficit which this aboli

tion will cause by a tax upon real prop

erty.

 

ERR/v“. The following mistakes occurp

ed in the first article of our last paper. Page

118, column 1, line 2, for “ creation" read

“ creature,” column 2, line 36, for “powerf ”

read “ powerless,- ” page 115, column 1, line 57,

for “ fears " read “ feels'," page 117, column 1,

line 17, for " the ” read “ no.”

 
 

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

'l‘iu: course of study in this School eompri

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

particular attention to the modern European

languages and literature.

l'upils of different ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed in

the higher branches usually taught in the Uni

vorsity.

The School is under the immediate direction

of M r. and Mrs. RiPert', assisted by experienced

teachers in the different departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental care, and for older pupils who wish to

pursue a thorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a la c semi

nary, it is believed that this School a ords ad

vantages that nre rarely to be met with.

TERMS—F0011 DoLLuts a week for board,

washinw, fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc

tion in nstrumentnl Music and use of the Piano,

TWELVE DOLLARS a quarter. -

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, Wu! Rozbury, Mau.

January 1, 1847.

\VEST ROXBURY RAIL-ROAD

AND OMNIBUS LINE.

Leaves Brook Farm at 8, 93-4 A. M., and4

P. M. Leaves the “ Toll Gate Station " on the

arrival of the following trains from Boston.—

Dedham, 9 A. M.; Stoughton, 11 1-5'. A. M., and

4- and ten minutes P. M. Exception— Monday

morning leaves Brook Farm at 71-2; Saturdetzy

evening leaves Toll Gate on arrival of the D -

barn 51-2 train. N. R. GERRISH,

Jan. 1, 181']. Agent.
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LETTER FROM ROME.

Roms, November 22, 1816.

MY Dun FRIEND : - I

Italy is no fable, and the wonderful

depth of purity in the air and blue in the

sky, constantly makes real all the hopes

of our American imagination. Some

times the sky is an intensely blue and

distant arch, and sometimes it melts in

the sunlight and lies pale and rare and

delicate upon the eye, so that one feels

that he is breathing the sky and moving

 

in it. The memory of a week is full of

pictures of this atmospheric beauty.

I looked from a lofty balcony at the Vat

ican upon broad gardens lustrously green

with evergreens and box and orange trees,

in whose dusk gleamed the large planets

of golden fruit. Palms, and the rich,

rounding tuft of Italian Pines, and the

solemn shafts of Cypresses stood beside

fountains which spouted rainbows into

the air, silver clear and transparent, and

on which the outline of the landscape

was drawn as vividly as a flame against

the sky at night. Beside me rose fioafmg

into the air, the Dome of St. Peter’s,

which is not a nucleus of the city, like

the Duomo at Florence, but acrown more

majestic and imposing, as the spectator is

farther removed. I had come to this

balcony and its realm of Sunny silence

through the proper palace of the Apollo

and the Laocoon, and Raphael's Trans

figuration and Stanze. The Vatican is a

wilderness of art and association, and in

the allotted three hours, I could only

wander through the stately labyrinth and

arrange the rooms but not their contents

in my mind; but could not escape the

Apollo, which stands alone in a small

cabinet opening upon a garden and foun

tain. It was greater to me than the

Venus de Medici at Florence, although it

has taught me better to appreciate that

when I see it again. It is cold and pure

and vast, the imagination of a man in the
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divine mind, given to marble because

flesh was too recreant a material. The

air of the statue is proudly commanding,

with disdain that is not human and a

quiet consciousness of power. It does

not resemble any figure we see of a man

who has drawn a how, but the ideal of a

man in action. Like the Venus, it shows

how entire was the possible abstraction

of the old sculptors into a region of pure

form, as an expression of what was be

yond human passion, with which color

seems to correspond. Deities are pro

perly the subject of sculpture, because

the cold, colorless purity of marble ac

cords with the divine superiority to hu

man passion, and although the mythology

degraded the gods into the sphere and

influence of men, to the mind of the

artist they would still sit upon unstained

thrones.

This was one day. Upon another,I

stepped from a lonely road upon the

Aventine into an old garden, where at

the end of a long, lofty and narrow alley

of trimmed evergreens, stood the dome

of St. Peters, filling the vista, against an

afternoon sky. In these mossy and si

lent old places, the trees and plants seem

to have sucked their vigor from the sun

and soil of many long-gone centuries,

and to remain ghosts of themselves and

hoary reminiscences of their day in the

soft splendor of modern light. Italy,

itself, is that garden wherein every thing

hands you to the Past and stands dim

eyed toward the Future. It is a vast

university, endowed by the Past with the

choicest treasures of art, to which come

crowds from all nations as lovers and

dreamers and students, who may be won

to live among relics so dear, but who

mostly return and stand as interpreters of

the beauty they have seen. Therefore,

Italy is a theme which cannot grow old,

as love and beauty cannot. Every book

should be a work of art, and Italy, like

the Madonna, should have a fresh beauty

in the hands of every new artist. It is

no longer interesting statistically, for the

names and numbers have been told often

 

enough, but the impression which it bears

upon the mind of men of character and

taste is the picture which should be novel

and interesting.

But it is the relics of the Summer

prime of the Rome of distant scholars

and lovers, and the art which shines with

an Indian Summer softness in the Autumn

of its decay, that rule here yet; for the

imperial days have breathed a spirit into

the air which broods over the city still.

Although it is a modern capital, with

noise and dirt and smells and nobility and

fashionable drives and walks and shops

and the red splendor of lacquied cardinals

and the triple-crowned Pope,—in the

arches which rise over modern chapels

and of which they are built, in the ruined

forum and aqueducts and baths and walls

are the decayed features of what was

once greatest in the world, and which

rules it from its grave. My first view of

old Rome was in the moonlight. We

passed through the silent Forum, not on

the level of the ancient city, which re~

coils from modern footsteps and goes

downward toward the dust of those who

made it famous, but by the ruined temples

and columns, whose rent seams Were

shaped anew into graceful perfection by

the magical light; by the ruined l‘aesar's

palace, until we looked wonderineg into

the intricacy of arch and corridor and

column of which was built the arch tem

ple of Paganism, the Coliseum. The

moonlight silvered the broad spaces of

scornful silence, as if Fate mused mourn

fully upon the work it must needs do..

Grass and flowers in their luxuriant

prime, waved where the heads of Roman

beauties nodded in theirs.— And yet how

true to the instincts of their nature were

the Romans, who nourished by their

recreations the stern will which had won

the world for them. And since Literar

ture and Art and Science depend in a.

certain measure for their development and

perfection upon a strong government, the

same Roman beauty in donating to a.

bloody death before her eyes the man

upon whose life depended other and fur-~
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after such lives and deaths. And yet

here one feels also the grimness of the

Fate which strikes such lips into si

lence.

away beauties and loves, may have

breathed a sweeter strain into the song of

the Poet. The Popes have not refrained

from obtruding a cross and shrines upon

this defenceless ruin. They would not

render unto Cwsar the things which were

his, and although they are shocking at.

first, the magnificence of silence and de

cay soon swallow them and they appear

no more, except as emblems of modern

Rome lost in the broad desolation 'of the

imperial city.

One cannot see the present Pope with- . . .
. f II (Iout a hope for Italy. I first saw him at pie Opened' gwmg unh a meta lc sou" ’

. . . . and the Invisibles entered in pairs. The

high mass, With the cardinals in the1 , , _

magic Voice of the Harmonica, then re

palace chapel. The conege Of cardinals tl i vented the enetratin vibra

resembled a political and nota religious c,“ y n . 'i p g

body which although the 0mm“ of non of which was a wonder unknown to

gove;nmem, 'it ought m resemble “pon Consuelo’s ears, was heard in the air and

religious occasions. When the Pope seemed to descend from "I: Slim)???“

entered, they kissed his hand through his m me rays or "be moon an t e vm ymg

mantle. He is a noble looking man, of, breezes or ‘h‘e mgb“ A Shower or flow

a dignified and graceful presence, and erg slowly in“ "W" the happy couPle’

already very dear to the people for what Pliwed m the (fem-e 0f "mi solemn marCh'

he has done and what he has promised. “ anda’ smndmg by "he Slde or a guide"

I could not look at him without sadnessimlmd' whence _her right hand caused to

as a man sequeswmd in Splendor and burst forth dazzling flames and clouds of

perfumes, held in her left the two ends of
removed from the small sympathies in _ _

which lies the mass of human happiness. a “ham or flowers and symbom leaves

which she had thrown around the lovers.
The service seemed a worship of him,

but no homage could recompense a man

for what a Pope has lost. Ihave seen

him often since, and his demeanor is

always marked by the same air of lofty

independence. It is good to see him

appear equal to a position so solitary and

so commanding, and to indicate the vigor,

of life and the conscience which wouldi

prevent him from making his seclusion a

bower for his own case.

From one of these wonderful days1

passed in the Villa Borghese, a spacious!

estate near the city equally charming for

its nature and art, I went, a day or two

since, to watch by the death bed of a

H—— (a young ar

tist, whom I love and whom some of‘

your friends will know) and myself stood,

by him and closed his eyes. He was

without immediate friends, except a con

nection by marriage who has recently

arrived and who was with him to the

last. I was glad that I was hereto be

with him and lay him decently in his the same divine honorsas was the lyre among

coffin. The handful of Americans in , the ancients, and as are many other instruments

Rome followed him last evening, a dark,|°r """Iic “11'0"8 the Pl’im'"ive inhabitant" °r

cloudy twilight, and buried him in the Him‘lay“' They made “it mm “a” hiero‘

, _ Iglyphic figures of their mysterious iconography.

Pro‘esmm grmc yam" near the grave or! They represented it under the form of a fantas

Shelley‘s ashes and heart. The l'osesltic chimera. The neophytes of the secret so

were' in full bloss‘m‘v as Shelley Bays cieties, who heard it for the first time afier the

they used to be in mid winter. It is a , terrors and the emotions of their severe trials,

green and sequestered sput' under the were so strongly impressed, that many fell into

“mus of old Rome, where the sunligh‘lecsta-sy. They thought they heard the songof

lingers lung, and where, in the sweet tnvmhlc powers, for the performer and the in

sociew of. roses whose bloom does not strumcnt were concealed from them With the

. S I, greatest care. There are some extremely cu

wnherv ‘ heuey and \‘_3m3 Sleep always rious details respecting the extraordinary part

a summer sleep. Fate is no less delicate

than stern which has here united themlreception amonltbellluminel.

THE COUNTESS OF RUDOLSTADT,’

SEQUEL To

C O N S U E L O .

FROM THE FRENCH or GEORGE SAND.

Translated for the Harbinger.

XLI.

At this moment the doors of the tem

 

bound with the same leaves of the oak

and the acacia consecrated by their rites,

were erect with "their arms extended to

welcome the brothers, who inclined them

selves as thcy passed before them. Those

chiefs had the majesty of the ancient dru

ids; but their hands, pure from blood,

were opened only to bless, and areligioos

respect replaced in the adopts the fanat

ical terror of the religions of the past.

As the initiated presented themselves be

 

“ Entered according to Act ofCongress, in the

year 181-6, by Fruscrs G. SHA w,in the Clerk’s

office of the District Court of Massachusetts.

{It is well known that the Harmonica pro

duced such a sensation in Germany at its ap

pearance, that poetical imaginations wished to

perceive in it the sound of supernatural voices

invoked by the consecrators of certain myste

ries. This instrument, considered magical be

fore it became common, was for some time ex

alted by the adch of German theosophy to

young American.

 

 

 

 

 

l

fore the venerable tribunal, they took off

their masks to salute with uncovered fa

ces those august unknown chiefs, who

had never manifested themselves to them

but by acts of element justice, of paternal

love and of exalted wisdom. Faithful,

without regret and without mistrust, to

the religion they had sworn, they did not

seek to read with curious glances beneath

those impenetrable veils. Doubtless their

adepts, without being conscious of it,

knew'these magi ofa new religion, who,

mingling with them in the society and in

the very bosom of their assemblies, were

the best friends, the most intimate confi

dants of the greater number among them,

of each of them, perhaps, in particular.

But in the exercise of their common wor

ship the person of the priest was always

veiled, as was the oracle of ancient times.

IIappy childhood of artless beliefs, al

most fabulons aurora of sacred conspira

cies, which the night of mystery devel

ops, in all times, with poetical uncertain

ties! Although hardly a century divides

us from the existence of those Invisibles,

it is problematical to the historian ; but

thirty years later, Illuminism reissumed

these forms unknown to the vulgar, and,

,drawing both from the inventive genius

The Invisible chiefs, their faces covered , of its chiefs and from ,he traditions of ,he

with long red drapery, and their headsl
secret societies of mystical Germany, ter

rified the world by the most formidable,

the most scientific political and religious

conspiracies. For a moment it shook all

the dynasties upon their thrones, and

sank in its turn, bequeathing to the

French revolution, as it were, an electric

current of sublime enthusiam, of ardent

faith and terrible fanaticism. Half a

century before those days marked by fate,

and while the gallant monarchy of Louis

XV., the philosophic despotism of Fred

erick II., the sceptical and mocking royal

ty of Voltaire, the ambitious diplomacy

of Maria Theresa, and the heretical toler

ance of Ganganelli seemed to announce

as the destiny of the world, only decrepi

tude, antagonism, chaos and dissolution,

the French revolution was fermenting in

the dark, and germinating beneath the

soil. It broodcd in minds ardent even to

fanaticism, under the form of a dream of

universal revolution; and while debauch,

hypocrisy or incredulity reigned openly

over the world, a sublime faith, a magni

ficent revelation of the future, plans of

organization as profound and perhaps

more scientific than our Fonrierism and

Saint Simonianistn of this day, realized

already in some groups of exceptional

men the ideal conception of a future soci

ety, diametrically opposed to that which

covers and still conceals their action in

history.

Such a contrast is one of the most

Jilly“; by the Harmonica 5,, the ceremonie. of" striking features ofthat XVIIIth century,

too full of ideas and of intellectual labor
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of all kinds for its synthesis to have yet the Utopia of the divine seer Jesusfltains, if there were other mountains to

been made with clearness and profit by where would be the notion of hurnan'bear in such moments than the weightof

the philosophical historians of our day.

The reason is, that there exists a mass of visions of Joan of Arc, would we still be non.

brotherhood? Without the infectious our own reason shaken by that intoxica

Consuelo was at last before him

contradictory documents and of |nisunder-. Frenchmen? Without the noble chime- \ like the Galatea of the artist beloved by

stood facts, incomprehensible at first sight, ms of the eighteenth century, would we , the gods, awakening at the same time to

fountains muddied by the tumult of tlie-‘have acquired the first elements of equal-ilove and to life. Silent and engrossed,

age, which it would be necessary to puri- ity? That mysterious revolution, which ‘ her features illumined with a celestial

fy patiently in order to reach the solid ‘ each sect of the past had dreamed of for glory, she a as completely, incontestably

bottom.

remained obscure, carrying with them to

their graves the secret of their mission:

so many dazzling glories then absorbed

the attention of their contemporaries! so

many brilliant results at this day seize

upon the retroactive examination of crit

ical But, little by little, light will issue

from this chaos; and if out age succeed

in recapitulating itself, it will also reca—

pitulate the life of its father, the eight

eenth century, that imntense logogriphe,

that brilliant nebula, in which so much

meanness stands opposed to so much

grandeur, so much science to so much

ignorance, so much bai'burism to so much

civilization, so much light to so much

error, so much seriousness to so much in

toxication, so much incredulity to so much

faith, so much pedantry to so much friv

olous mockery, so much superstition to so

much proud reason; that period of a

hundred years, which saw the reigns of

madam de Maintenon and of madam de

Pompadour; Peter the Great, Catherine

IL, Maria Theresa and the Dubarry;

I

spirators of the last century had vaguely i‘

predicted fifty years beforehand, as an

era of political and religious renovation,

neither Voltaire nor the calm philosophic

brains of his times, nor Frederick ll.

himself, the great realizer of logical and

cold force, foresaw either its rough storms

or its sudden abortion. The most ardent,

as well as the most wise, were far from

reading clearly in the future. Jean

Jacques Rousseau would have denied his

work, if the Mountain had appeared to

him in a dream surmounted by the guil

lotine; Albert de Rndolstadt would sud

denly have again become the lethargic

madman of the Schreckenstein, if those

bloody glories followed by the. despotism

of Napoleon and the restoration of the old

regime, followed by the reign of the vilest

material interests, had been revealed to

him; to him who thought he 'was labor

ing to overthrow, immediately and for

ever, the scafi'old and the prison, the

barrack and the convent, the board of the

money changer and the citadel!

 

Voltaire and Swedenborg; Kant and

Mesmer, Jean Jacques Rousseau and the|

cardinal Dubois, Schrtepfer and Diderot,

Fenclon and Law, Zinzcndorf and Loib

nitz, Frederick ll. and Roliespierre,i

Louis XIV. and Philippe Egalité, Mariel

Antoinette and Charlotte Corday, Weis

haupt, Babeuf and Napoleon,—a fright

ful laboratorypin which so many hetero

geneous forms were thrown into the cru

cible, that they vomited, in their mon

strous ebullition, a torrent of smoke in

which we still walk enveloped in dark
ness and confused images. i

Neither Consuelo nor Albert, neither

the Invisible chiefs nor their adopts, cast

a very clear-sighted glance upon that

age, into the bosom of which they burn

ed to rush with the enthusiastic hope of

regenerating it by storm. They believed

themselves on the eve of an evangelical

republic, as the disciples of Jesus had be

lieved themselves on the eve of the king

dom of Godupon earth ; as the Taborites

of Bohemia had believed themselves on

the eve of a paradisiacal state; as more

recently the French convention believed

itself on the eve ofa propagandism victo

rious over the whole face of the globe.

But without this insensate confidence,

where would be the great acts of devot

edness; and without great enthusiasm,

where would be great results? Without A

 

They dreamed then, those noble chil

dren, andrthey acted upon their dream

with all the strength of their soul. They

belonged neither more nor less to their

age titan did skilful politicians and the

wise philosophers, their contemporaries.

They saw neither more nor less than did

these the absolute truth of the future,

that great unknown which we each clothe

with the attributes of our own power,

and which deceives us all, at the same

time that it confirms us when it appears

to our sons clothed in the thousandcolors

of which each of us has prepared a shred

for its imperial toga. \Ilappily, each

century sees it more majestic, because

each century produces more laborers for

its triumph. As to the men who would

wish to rend its purple and cover it with

Many energetic laborers have 1 its own time, and which the mystical con beautiful for the first time in her life, be

cause she existed completely and really

for the first time. A sublime serenity

shone upon her brow, and her large eyes

were moistened by that rapture of the

soul of which the intoxication of the

senses is but a weakened reflection. She

was thus beautiful, only because she was

ignorant of what was passing in her heart

and upon her face. Albert alone existed

for her, or rather she no longer existed

except in him, and he alone appeared to

her worthy of immense respect and

boundless admiration. The fact was that

Albert also was transformed and as if

surrounded with a supernatural radiance,

as he gazed upon her. She again found,

indeed, in the depth of his glance, all the

solemn grandeur of the noble sorrows he

had undergone; but those bitternesscs of

the past had left no trace of physical stif

fering upon his features. He had upon

his brow the placidity of the rcsuscitated

martyr, who sees the earth reddcned with

his blood fly from beneath his feet, and

the heaven of infinite recompenscs open

above his head. Never did an inspired

artist create a more noble figure of hero

or of saint, in the fittest days of ancient

or of Christian art.

All the lnvisibles, struck with admira

tion in their turn, stopped, after having

formed a circle around them, and remain

ed for some moments absorbed in the

noble pleasure of contemplating that

beautiful couple, so pure before God, so

chastely happy before men. Then twen

ty manly and generous voices sang in

chorus, to an air of antique grandeur and

simplicity: Olly/men! Ollymmrc.’ The

music was by Porpora, to whom the

words had been sent with a request for

an cpithalmic song for an illustrious mar~

riage; and he had been nobly recom

pensed without knowing from whose

 

eternal mourning, they can accomplish

nothing against it, they do not compre

hend it. Slaves ofthe present reality, they Il

hands came the bent-fit. As Mozart, on

the eve of expiring, was one day to find

his most sublime inspiration for a myste

do not know that the immortal has no|rionsly ordered Requiem, so old Porpora

age, and that whoever does not dream of, had recovered all the genius of his youth

it as it may be to-‘morrow, can by noito write a hymeneal song, the poetical

means see it such as it must be to-day. ,mystery of which had awakened his

Albert, in that moment of supreme joy {imaginatiom From the very first notes,

in which Consuelo‘s eyes at last fixediConsuelo recognized the style of her

themselves on his with rapture; Albertfldear old master; and turning with effort

rejuvenated by all the benefits of health from the glance of her lover she searched

and beautificd by all the intoxication ofiamong the eoryphées for her adopted

happiness, felt himself invested with thatifather; but his spirit only was there.

almighty faith which could remove monn- iAtnong those who had shown themselves
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his Worthy interpreters, Consuelo re

cognized several friends: Frederick de

Trenck, the Porporino, the younger Ben

da, the count Golowkin, Schubart, the

chevalier d’Eon, whom she had known at

Berlip, and whose real sex she, as well

as the rest of Europe, was ignorant of;

the count de Saint Germain, the chancel

lor Coccei, the Barberini‘s husband, the li

brarian Nicolai, Gottlieb, whose fine voice

rose superior to all the others; lastly,

Marcus, whom Wanda, by an energetic

gesture, pointed out to her, and whom a.

sympathizing instinct had caused her to

recognize beforehand in the guide who

had presented her, and had performed for

her the duties of godfather. All the Invis

ibles had opened and thrown back upon

their shoulders their long black robes of

gloomy aspect. A costume of purple

and white, elegant and simple, relieved

by a chain of gold which bore the insig

nia of the order, gave to the group the

aspect of a fete. The mask was wound

around the wrist, ready to be replaced

upon the face at the slightest signal of

the watcher stationed as a sentinel upon

the dome of the edifice.

The orator, who filled the office of

interpreter between the invisible chiefs

and their adepts, also unmasked and

came to congratulate the happy couple.

It was the duke de ‘ ' ‘, that rich prince

who had devoted his fortune, his intellect

and his enthusiastic zeal to the work of

the “ lnvisibles.” He was the host of

their assemblages, and his residence had

for a long time been the asylum of

\Vanda and of Albert, hidden therein

from all profane eyes. That residence

was also the principal head-quarters of

the operations of the tribunal of the

order, although there existed several

others. and their rather numerous meet

ings were only annual, during some days

in the summor,exccpt in extraordinary

cases. Initiated into all the secrets of

the chiefs, the duke acted for them and

with them; but he did not betray their

incognito, and, taking upon himself alone

all the dangers of the enterprise, he was

their interpreter, and their visible medium

of communication with the members of

the association.

\Vhen the young couple had exchanged

sweet expressions of joy and affection

with their brethren, each resumed his

place, and the duke again becoming

the brother-orator, spoke thus to the pair

crowned with flowers and kneeling before

the altar :

“Dear and well-beloved children, in

the name of the true God, all power, all

love and all intelligence ; and, after him,

in the name of the three virtues which

are a reflection of the Divinity iii the

human soul: activity, charity and jus

tice, wltich are translated, in application,

by our formula : liI/rr/y,jinlnwi/y, equal

ily; finally, in the name of the tribunal

of the lnvisibles which is vowed to the

triple duty of zeal, of faith and of study,

that is, to the threefold investigation of

political, moral and divine truths: Albert

Podiebrad, Consuelo Porporina, I pro

nottnce the ratification and confirmation

of the marriage already contracted by

you before God, in the» presence of your

relatives, and also in the presence of a

priest ofthe Christian religion, at Giant’s

castle, the *' “ ' of the year 175*. That

marriage, valid in the eyes of men, was

not valid in the sight ofGod. There were

wanting thereto three things: 1st. Tlte

absolute devotedness of the wife to live

with a husband who appeared to be at his

last hour. 2d. The sanction of a moral

and religious authority recognized and

accepted by the husband. 3d. The con

sent of a person here present, whose

name I am not permitted to mention, but

who is closely connected with one of the

couple by the ties of blood. If these

three conditions are now fulfilled and nei

ther of you has any reservation or objec

tion, join your hands, and rise to take

Heaven as a witness to the freedom of

your act and the holiness of your love.”

\Vanda, who continued unknown to

the brothers of the order, took the hands

of her two children. The same impulse

of tenderness and enthusiasm caused all

three to rise, as if they had been but one.

The formulas of marriage were pro

nounced, and the sitnple and touching

rites of the new worship were accom

plished with concentration and fervor.

This engagement of a mutual love was

not an isolated act in the midst of indif

ferent spectators, strangers to the moral

bond which was contracted. They were

called upon to sanction this religious con

secration of two beings united with them

in a common faith. They extended their

arms over the pair to bless them, then

they all took each other by the hands and

formed a living enclosure, a chain of

fraternal love and religious association

around them, while they pronounced the

oath to assist them, to protect them, to

defend their honor and their life, to sup

port their existence in case of need, to

recall them to goodness by every efi'ort if

they should falter in the rough career of

virtue, to preserve them as much as pos

sible from persecutions and temptations

from without, on all occasions, in all

encounters ; finally, to love them as holi

ly, as cordially, as seriously as if they

were bound to them by name and by

blood. The handsome Trenck pronounc

ed this formula for all the others in clo

rqucnt and simple terms; then he added,

addressing the husband :

“ Albert, the profane and criminal,

usages of the old society, from which we]

  

separate in secret in order to bring it to

us some day, demand that the husband

should impose fidelity upon his wife in

the name of a humiliating and despotic

authority. If she fall, he must kill his

rival; be has even the right to kill his

wife: that is called washing away in

blood the stain brought upon his honor.

Thus, in that blind and corrupt old world,

every man is the natural enemy of that

happiness and of that honor so savagely

guarded. The friend, the brother even,

arrogatcs to himself the right to rob the

friend and the brother of the love of his

companion ; or at least they take a cruel

pleasure in exciting his jealousy, in ren

dering his watchfulness ridiculous, in

sowing distrust and trouble between him

and the object of his love. Here, as you

know, we understand better what are

honor, love and the pride of family. We

are brothers before God, and he of us

who should cast a bold and disloyal

glance upon his brother's wife, would.

already, in our eyes, have committed the

crime of incest in his heart.”

All the brothers, affected and carried

away, drew their swords and swore to

turn those blades against themselves

rather than break the oath they had pro

nounced by the mouth of Trenck.

But the sibyl, excited by one of those

enthusiastic transports which gave her so

much ascendancy over their imaginations,

and which often modified the opinion and

the decisions of the chiefs themselves,

broke the circle by breaking into the

midst. IIcr language, always energetic

and burning, enthralled their assem

blages; her tall stature, her drapery

waving upon her emaciated form, her

majestic though unsteady movements, the

convulsive trembling of that always veiled

head,‘and with this, moreover, a kind of

grace which revealed the past existence

of beauty, that charm so powerful in a

woman that it exists even after it has

disappeared, and still affects the mind

when it can no longer move the senses ;

finally, even her extinguished voice which

under the empire of exaltation suddenly

acquired a shrill and strange grandeur,

all contributed to make of her a mysteri—

ous being, almost terrifying at first sight,

and soon invested with a persuasive pow

er and an irresistible prestige.

All kept silence to listen to the voice

of the inspired one. Consuelo was afl'ect

ed by her attitude as much as they, and

more than they perhaps, because she

knew the secret of her strange life.

Shuddering with involuntary tenor, she

asked herself if this spectre escaped from

the tomb really belonged to this world,

and if, after having breathed forth her

oracle, she would not fade into air with

that flame of the tripod which made her

appear so transparent and unearthly.
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“ Kids from my eyes those glittering

weapons! ” cried the shuddering Wanda.

“ Those are impious oaths which take as gious oaths and brutal laws!

I
more virtue than you could, or would dare feelings, the sacredness of their duties

to ask of them.

Leave to

the object of their invocation lllSll‘UlItUlllSlllttlttt the ideal, and do not bind them to

ofhatred and of murder. I know that the ' reality by the chains of law. Leave to

Away then with sacrile- and the freedom ofthcir choice, then per

mit them to give themselves to each oth

er and mutually to alienate their inaliena

ble liberty. Let their family and tlteir

usage of the old world has bound that God the care of continuing the miracle. friends and the great family of the faith-

Steel t0 Idle Side or every mutt Ctlltsldt‘l'lld ‘ Prepare souls so tltat the miracle may be

free, asa mark of independence and brave

ry; I ltnow that in the ideas which, in

spite of yourselves, you have retained

from that old world, the sword is the

symbol of honor, and that you believe

you assume altoly engagement when you

have sworn by its blade, like the citizens

of primitive Rome. But here, it is pro

faning an august oath. Swear rather by

the flame of this tripod; the flazue is the

symbol of life, of light and divine love.

But do you then still require emblems and

visible signs'.‘ Are you still idolaters,

and do the figures which adorn this tem

ple represent to you anything else than

ideas? Ah! swear rather by your own

feelings, by your best instincts, by your

own hearts; and if you do not dare to

swear by the living God, by the true,

eternal and sacred religion, swear by ho

1y humanity, by the glorious bursts of

your courage, by the chastity of this

young woman, and by the love of her hus

band. Swear by the genius and the

beauty of Consuelo, that your desire and

even your thought will never profane this

holy arch of marriage, this invisible and

mystic altar upon which the hand of an

gels engravcs and enregisters the oath of

love—

“ Do you indeed know what love is l ”

added the sibyl, after having rclleeted for

a moment, and with a voice which became

every instant more clear and more pene

trating. “ Did you know, 0 venerable

chiefs of our order and ministers of our

worship! you would never have caused

to be pronounced before you that formu

la of an eternal engagement which God

alone can ratify, and which, when consc

crated by men, is a kind of profauation of

the most divine of all mysteries. \Vhat

force can you give to an engagement

which is in itself a miracle? For every

soul is eternally free by virtue of a divine

right. And yet, when two souls give

and enchaiu themselves, each to the oth

er, by love, their mutual possession be

comes as sacred, as much of divine right

as is individual liberty. You see that

there is herein indeed a miracle, of which

God forever reserves to himself the mys

tery, as much as 110 does that of life and

death. You are about to ask oftltis man

and of this woman if they wish to belong

to each other exclusively in this life; and

such is their fervor, that they will answer

you: ‘ Not in this life alone, but in eter

nity.’ God therefore inspires them, by

the miracle of love, with much more faith,

 

accomplished in them, fornt them to the

ideal of love; exhort, instruct them;

praise and demonstrate the glory offtdeli

ty, without which there is no strength,

no sublime love. But do not intervene,

as do the Catholic priests and the magis

trates of the old world, in the execution

ofthe oath. For, ltell you once again,

men cannot hold themselves vouchers, nor

constitute themselves guardians of the

perpetuity of a miracle. What do you

know of the secrets of the Eternal ? Have

we already entered into that temple of the

future, in which, as we are told, man will

converse with God under the sacred

shades, as friend with friend? Has the

law of indissoluble marriage issued from

the mouth of the Lord? Have ltis inten

tions in this respect ever been proclaimed

upon the earth 1 And you, 0 children of

men, have you promulgated that law with

a unanimous agreement! Have the pon

tiffs of Rome, who call themselves infalli

ble, never broken the conjugal union?

Under pretence of nullity in certain en

gagements, those pontifi's have consecra

ted veritable divorces, the scandal of

which history ltas proclaimed in her rec

ords. And Christian societies, the re

formed sorts, the Creek Church, have,

after the example of the. Mosaic and oth

er aueicnt religious, frankly admitted the

law of divorce in our ‘modern world.

What becomes, tlten, of the sanctity and

efficacy of an oath, when it is asserted

that men can at any day free us from it?

Ah! do not touch love by the profanation

of marriage : you will only extinguish it

in pure hearts. Consecratc the conjugal

union by cxhortutions, by prayers, by a

publicity which may render it respectable,

by affecting ceremonies; you should do

this if you are our priests, that is, our

friends, our guides, our counsellors, our

consolers, our lights. Prepare souls for

the holiness of a sacrament; and as the

father of a family seeks to establish his

children in conditions of well-being, of

dignity and of security, so do you, ottr

spiritual fathers, assiduoust endeavour

to establish your sorts and your daughters

in conditions favorable to the development

oftrue love, of virtue, of sublime fidelity.

And when you have caused them to un

dergo religious trials, by means of which

you can ascertain that there is in their

mutual attachment neither cupidity, nor

vanity, nor frivolous intoxication, nor

blindness of the senses devoid of ideality ;

when you shall have become convinced

with much more strength, with ntttf'blthat they understandthegreatuess ofthcir

 

 

ful intervene, to ratify with you that un

ion whiclt ihe solentnity of the sacrament

tnust render respectable. But pay strict

attention to my words; let. this sacrament

be a religious permission, a paternal and

social authorization, an encouragement

and an exhortation to the perpetuity of

the engagement. Let it never be a com

mand, an obligation, a law with threats

and punishments, an imposed slavery,

with scandal, prisons and chains in case

of infraction. Otherwise you will never

see the miracle accomplished upon the

face of the earth in its entircness and do

ration. Eternally fruitful Providence,

God, the indefatigable dispenser of grace,

will always bring before you fervent and

unless young couples ready to bind them

selves in good faith for time and fit: eter

nity. But your antircligious law, your

antihuman sacrament will always destroy

in them the effect of grace. The inequal

ity of conjugal rights according to sex,

an impiety consecrated by social laws,

the difference of duties in the eye of opin

ion, the false distinctions of conjugal hon

or and all the absurd notions created by

prejudice, in consequence of bad institu

tions, will always come to eatinguish the

faith and chill the enthusiasm of the mar

ried couple ; and the most sincere, those

most disposed to fidelity will he the soon

estsuddencd, the soonest terrified at the

duration of the engagement, and the

soonest disenchanted with each other.

The abjuration of the individual is in fact

contrary to the will of nature and to the

cry of conscience when men intervene,

because they bring to it the yoke of ig

norance and of brutality; it is conform

able to the desire of noble hearts, and

necessary to the religious instinct of

strong wills, when it is God who gives

us the means of striving against all the

snares which men have spread arottud

marriage to make it the grave of love, of

happiness and of virtue; to make it a

vlegalizrd prosliltltiun, as said our fathers,

the Lullards, whom you know well and

whom you often invoke! Render there

fore to (ind the things that are Gods,

and take from Caesar the things that are

not Caesar‘s.

“And you, my sons,’ said she, re

turning towards the centre of the group,

“you who have just sworn never to at

tack the conjugal union, you have taken

an oath of which you have not perhaps

understood the importance. You have

obeyed a generous impulse, you have re

sponded with enthusiasm to the appeal of

honor; that is worthy of you, disciples

!
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of a victorious faith. But now, know

clearly that you have therein accom

plished more than an act of private virtue.

You have consecrated a principle without

which conjugal chastity and fidelity will

never be possible. Enter therefore into

the spirit of such an oath,. and recog

nize that there will never be true indi

vidual virtue so long as the members of

society are not solidary with each other

in respect to virtue.

“ 0 love! 0 sublime flame! so poweri

ful and so fragile, so sudden and so fugi

tive! flash of Heaven, which seems to

cross our life and be extinguished in us

before its end from the fear of consuming

- and annihilating us! dVe feel truly that'

thou art the vivifying fire emanating from

God himself, and that be who could fix

thee in his bosom and preserve thee there

until his last moment always as pure and

as complete, would be the happiest and

the greatest among men. Thus the dis

ciples of the ideal will always seek to

prepareer thee in their souls sanctua

ries in which thou mayst delight, that

thou need not. hasten to abandon them

and reasoend to Heaven. But alas! thou

of whom we have made a virtue, one of

the bases of our human societies, in order

that we may honor thee as. we desire,

thou hast nevertheless not wished to al

low thyself to be enchained at the will of

our institutions, and thou hast remained

free as a bird in the air, capricious as the

'flame upon the altar. Thou socmcst to,

laugh at our oaths, at our contracts, at

our very wills. Thou flycst from us in

spite of all we have imagined to fix thee.

in our customs. Thou dost. not dWell in

the harem guarded by vigilant sentinels,

any more than in the Christian family

placed between the threats of the priests,

the sentence of the magistrate and the

yoke of opinion. Whence then thy in

constancy and gratitude, -O mysterious

fascination! 0 love cruelly symbolized

under the features of aneinfant and blind ‘

God! With-what tenderness and what‘

disdain art thou by turns inspired towards

these humansouls, all of whom thou en

kindlest with thy fires, and almost all of

whom thou desertcst and leavest to perish

in the anguish of regret, of repentance,

or of still more horrible disgust. VVheuce

is it that thou art invoked with bended

knee over the whole surface of our globe,

that thou art exalted and deified, that di

vine poets sing of thee as the sun] of the

world, that barbarous nations sacrifice

human victims to thee by casting widows

upon the funeral pyres of their husbands,

that young hearts invoke thee in their

sweetest dreams, and the old curse life

when thou abandoncst them to the hor

rors of solitude? \Vhence is that wor

ship, somotimes sublime, sometimes fa

 

natical, which has been decreed to tlieelwith as much wisdom and justice as

 

from the golden infancy of humanity even

to our iron age, if thou art only a chi

mera, the dream of a moment's intoxica

tion, an error of the imagination excited

by the delirium of the senses? 0! it is

that thou art not a vulgar instinct, a mere

necessity of animal nature! No, thou

art the blind child of paganism t thou art

a son of the true God and the very ele

ment of divinity. But thou hast as yet

been revealed to us only through the

cloud of our errors, and thou hast not

wished to establish thy abode among us

because thou hast not been willing to be

profaned. Thou wilt return, as in the

fabulous times of Astrea,-as in the vis

ions of the poets, to fix thyselfin our ter‘

restrial paradise,.\vhen by sublime vir'

tues we shall have deserved the presence

of a guest like thee. 0! then the abode

upon this earth will be sweet to men, and

it will be good to have been born here!

when we shall all he brothers and sisters,

when unions shall be freely consented to

and freely maintained by strength derived

from thee alone; when, instead of this

frightful, this impossible strife which con- ‘

jugal fidelity is obliged to sustain against

the impious attempts of debauchery. of

hypocritical seduction, of unbridled vii»;

lence, of perfidious friendship and skilful i

depravity, every husband shall find

around him only chaste sisters, jealous

and delicate guardians of the happiness

of the sister whom they have given to

him as a companion, while every wife

will find in other men so many brothers

of her husband, happy and proud in his

happiness, born-protectors of his repose

and his dignity! Then the faithful wife

will no longer be the solitary flower

which hides itself. to guard the fragile

treasure of its purity, the often forsaken

victim who consumes herself in retreat

and in tears, powerless to revive in the

heart of her well-beloved the flame which

she has preserved pure in her own.

Then 'the brother will no longer be

obliged to avenge his sister, and to killl

one whom she loves and whom she re~

grets, in order to restore to her a sem

blance of false honor; then the mother

will no longer blush for her daughter,

then the daughter will no longer blush

for her mother ; than, above all, the bus

band will no longer __be suspicious nor a

despot, and the wife will abjurc, on her

side, the bitterness of the victim or the

rancor of the slave. Atrocious sufl'er

ings. abominable injustices will no longer

disgrace the calm and smiling sanctuary

of the family. Love can then endure;

and who lirnovvs'.l perhaps then, the

priest and the magistrate, trusting with

reason to“ the permanent miracle of

love, may one day consecrate indissolu

ble unions in the name of God himself

 

they new display, unknowingly, impiety

and folly.

" But those days of recompense have

not yet arrived. Here, in this mysteri

ous temple in which, according to the

words of the Gospel, three or_ four of us

are met together in the name ofthe Lord,

we can only dream of and attempt virtue

among ourselves. That external world,

which would condemn us to exile, cap

tivity or death, did it penetrate our se

crets, cannot be invoked as a sanction of

our promises or a guaranty of our institu

tions. Let us therefore not imitate its

ignorance and its tyranny. Let us con

secrate the conjugal love of these two

children who come to ask of us the bless

ing of paternal and fraternal love, in the

name of the living God, the dispenser of

all love. Authorize them to promise to

each other an eternal fidelity; but do not

inscribe their oath upon the book of

death, in order to remind them of it here

after by terror and constraint. Let God

be its guardian ; it is for them to invoke

him each day of their lives that he may

preserve in them the sacred fire which he ~

has caused to descend upon them."

“ It is this that I expected, 0 inspired

sihyl!" cried Albert, receiving 'in his

arms his mother exhausted by speaking

so long with the energy of conviction.

“‘1 expected the avowal of this right

which you grant me to promise every

thing to her whom I love. You acknowl

ledge that it is my dearest and most sa~

cred right. I therefore promise to her, I

swear to her to love her entirely and

faithfully all the days of my life, and I

call God to witness. Tell me, O prophet

ess of love! that this is not a blasphe

my.’7

“You are under the influence of the

miracle,” replied Wanda. “God bless

your oath, because it is he who inspires

you with the faith to pronounce it. AI

ways is the most passionate word that can

come to the lips of lovers in the ecstasy

of their divinest joys. It is an oracle

which then escapes from their bosoms.

Eternity is the ideal of love, as it is the

ideal of faith. Never does the human

mind more truly reach the height of its

power and of its clearness than in the en

thusiasm of a great love. The always of

lovers is therefore an internal revelation,

a divine manifestation which should cast

its sovereign brightness and its beneflcent

warmth over all the moments of their

union. \V0 to whomsoever profanes this

sacred formula ! He falls from the state

of grace into sin; he extinguislies faith,

light, strength and life in his heart.”

“And I," said Consuelo, “I accept

your oath, 0 Albert! and i adjute you to

accept mine. I feel myself, I also, under

the influence of the miracle, and this al

ways of our short life seems to me as
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nothing in comparison with tlte eternity

for which I wish to promise myself to

you.” '

“Sublime rash one!” said Wanda,

with a smile of enthusiasm which seemed

to radiate through her veil, “ ask of God

an eternity with him whom you love, as

a recompense for your fidelity towards

him in his short life."

“0! yes,” cried Albert, raising t0

denced sounds, the childish gestures of! soul which inhabits that ueg body, soon

the free-masons, the mallet, the slang of rendered him worthy to be treated as an

the toasts and the vocabulary of the uten- equal and a brother in the interior of the

sils were excluded from this festival at temple. There was almost nothing to be

once cheerful and grave. The scrving- communicated in ideas and virtues to that

brothers maintained a. demeanor respect- noble child. He had too much, on the

ful without servility, and modest without contrary; it was necessary to calm in

constraint. During one service, Karl I him an excess of exaltation, and to treat

was seated between Albert and Consuelo. 1 him for moral and physical maladies

The latter remarked with delight, lie-[which would have led him to madness.

wards heaven-his wife’s hand clasped

within his own, “ that is the aim, the

hope, the recompense! To love each

-other greatly and ardently in this phase

ofexiistence in order again to meet and be

united in others! 0! I feel sure myself

that this is not the first day of our union,

that we have already possessed each oth-'

er in anterior life. So muclt happinesst

sides his sobriety and good manners, an:The immorality of his environment and

extraordinary progress in the understand-1 the perversity of the official world would

ing of this good peasant, who could be have irritated without corrupting him;

educated by the heart and imbued With I but we alone, armed with the spirit of

healthy religious and moral notions by athtCOb 13(ma and the true explanation or

rapid and admirable education of theihis profound symbols, could convince

feelings. without disenchanting him, and guide

“ O, my friend ! ” said she to her hus- aright the wanderings of his mysticai

,band, when the deserter had changed his; poetry without chilling his zeal and his

is not an accident of chance. It is the 1 place and Albert again drew to her side, faith- You Will remark “13! the W"! ‘1‘

hand of God that brings us together and “that is then the beaten slave of the ' his soul has re-acted upon his body, that

reunites us as the two halves of a being , Prussian militia, the savage wood-cutterihis health has been rammed “5 by e“'

inseparable in eternity." inf the Boehmer-wald, the assassin oflchantment, and that his odd face is al

After the celebration of the marriage, Frederick the Great! Enlightened and ,ready tTHHSfOI'mEd-H

and although the night was far advanced, ‘ charitable teachings have succeeded, ini After‘the repast, the guests resumed

they proceeded to the ceremonies of the , so short a time, in making him a sensible, their cloaks and walked upon the gentle

definite initiation of Consuelo into the t pious and just man, instead of a. bandit, . declivity of the ltill which was shaded by

order of the lnvisibles; and afterwards, whom the ferocious .justice of nalions‘the sacred grove. The ruins of the old

the members of the tribunal having dis-lwould have driven to murder, and cor-{chateau reserved for the triais overtopped

appeared, they wandered under the shade rected with the assistance of the whip this beautiful spot, of which Consuelo by

of the sacred wood, but soon returnedland the gallows.” idegrees recognized the paths she had

and seated themselves around the banquet} “ Noble sister,” said the prince, seated hastily run through in a stormy night 8

of fraternal communion. The prince ,ljust then on the right of Consuelo, “ you short time before- .The abufldflm fill!"

(brollter oralor) presided at it, and took had given at Roswald some grand lessons tain which escaped from a rustic grotto

upon himself to explain to Consuelo its ‘ in religion and clemency to that heart dis- i cut in the rock, and formerly consecrated

profound and touching symbols. This,tracted with despair, but endowed with t to a superstitious worship, ran murmur

repast was served by faithful servantsithe most noble instincts. His after edit-ling among the thickets towards the

afliliated to a certain grade in the order. ', cation was rapid and easy ; and when we bottom of the valley, where it formed the

Karl presented Matteus to Consuelo, and had anything good to teach him, he trust- ‘ beautiful stream which the captive of the

she at last saw uncovered his honest and ed to it at once, saying‘:‘"That is what pavilion know so well. Alleys, cu'el'ed

pleasant face; but she remarked with the signer-a told me! ’ Be certain that it i by natttrc with a fine sand silvered by the

admiration that these estimable-valets would be more easy than is thought tolmoon, crossed under those beautiful

were not treated as inferiors by their enlighten and render moral the rndest;shades, where the wandering groups mct,

brothers of other grades. No distinctionimen, if we wished them well. To ele- intermingled and exchanged pleasant

prevailed between them and the eminentlvate their condition, and to inoculate- conversation. High. Opewwork baffle“

persons of the order, whatever might be .tlrem with respect for themsslves by be-lbounded this enclosure, the vast and rich

their rank in the world. The serving ginning with loving and estecming them,,kiosk of which passed as a cabinet of

brothers, as they are called, filled \vitliirequires only a sincere charity and re- study, the favorite retreat of the prince,

good will and pleasure the offices of spect for human dignity. Still you see'forbiddon to all idlers and curionspersono.

butlers‘and stewards; they performed the The serving-brothers walked also, in

 

 

necessary service, as assistants qualificdi

in the art of preparing a festival, which

they moreover looked upon as a. religious

ceremony, as a eucharistic passover.

that these honest people are initiated only

into the lower grades: that is because we

consult the extent of, their understandings

and their progress in virtue to admit

groups, but following the barriers and

watching in order to give notice to the

brethren in case of the approach of arty

 

them more or less into our mysteries. iprofsne person.- This danger was not

Old Mutteus has two grades tnore than . much to be feared. The duke appeared

by this office than were the Levites of the Karl; and if he does not pass that which jto be occupied only with masonic myste

temple by presiding over the details of a he nowioccupies, it will be because ltis:ries, as in fact he was so secondarily;

sacrifice. Each time they had supplied mind and heart have not been able to go

They were therefore no more degraded

 

‘but free-masonry was then tolerated by

the table they came and took their seats y any farther. No lowness of extraction, the laws and protected by the princes who

at it, not in places set apart and isolated no humbleness of social condition will ‘ were or thought themselves initiated. No

from the others, but in intervals reserved ' ever deter us; and you see here Gottlieb, l, one suspected the importance of the high

{or them among the guests. All called I the shoemaker, the son of the gaoler off er grades, which, from degree to degree,

them and found a pleasure and a duty in t Spandaw, admitted to a grade equal to,terminated in the tt'ibunai of the Invisi

filling their cups and plates. As in thelyour own, although in my house, fromibles.

masonic banquets, the cup was never l taste and from habit, he performs subal-i Moreover, at this moment, the ostensi—

raised to the lips without invoking some torn services. His vivid imagination, his ‘ ble féte, which illumined at a distance the

noble idea, some generous sentiment or t ardor for study, his enthusiasm for virtue, l facade of the ducal palace, engrossed the

i ‘ a

some august patronage. But the ca- i in a word, the incomparable beauty of theinumerons guests of the prince too much

I
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for them to think of leaving the brilliant

halls and the new gardens tor the rocks

and ruins of the old park. The young

margravine of Bareith, an intimate friend

of the duke, did for him the honors of

the féte. He had feigned a slight indis

position in order to disappear; and im

mediately after the banquet of the Invisi

bles, he went to preside at the supper of

his illustrious guests in the palace. On

seeing those lights shine in the distance,

Consuelo, resting upon Albert’s arm, re

membered Anzoleto, and naively accused

herself, before her husband, who re

proached her for it, with an instant of

cruelty and of irony towards the beloved

companion of her childhood. “ Yes, it

was a culpable impulse,” said she;

“ but 1 was very unhappy at that moment.

I was resolved to sacrifice myself to

count Albert, while the malicious and

cruel lnvisibles threw me once more into

bad death in my soul. I again met with

delight him from whom I should be

obliged to separate with despair, and

Marcus wished to distract me from my

sufferings by making me admire the hand

some Anzoleto! Ah! I should not. have

believed I could have seen him again

with so much inditference! But I

thought myself condemned to the trial of

singing with him, and I was ready to

hate him for thus snatching from me my

last instant, my last. dream of happiness.

Now, my friend, I shall be able to see

him again without bitterness and to treat

him with indulgence. Happiness reu

ders us so good and so merciful! Per

haps I may some day be useful to him

and inspire him with a serious love of

art, if not with a taste for virtue! ”

“ Why despair of it! " said Albert.

“ Let us await him in a day of misfor

tune and abandonment. Now, in the

midst of his triumphs, he would be deaf

to the vuice of wisdom. But let him

lose his voice and his beauty, and we

may perhaps obtain possession of his

soul.”

“ Will you undertake that conversion,

Albert! "

“ Not without you, my Consuelo.”

“ Do you not fear, then, the remem

branees of the past? “L

“ No; I am so presumptuous as to

fear nothing. lam under the whole in

fluence of the miracle,”

“And I also, Albert, I could not

doubt myself! Oh! you have good rea

son to be tranquil! ”

The day began to dawn, and the pure

morning air brought forth a thousand ex

quisite odors. It was one of the most

beautiful days of summer. The nightin

gales sang under the foliage and answered

each other from hill to hill. The groups

which formed every moment around the

 

newly-married couple, far from being

troublesome to them, added to their pure

transports the delights of fraternal friend

ship, or at least of the most exquisite

sympathy. All the Invisibles present at

this festival were made known to Con

suelo as the members of her new family.

They were the elect of the talent, the in

telligencc and the virtue of the order:

some illustrious in the world without,

others obscure in that world but-illustrious

in the temple by their labors and their

light. Plebeians and patricians mingled

in a tender intimacy. Consuelo Was to

learn their true names, and the more poet

ical ones which they bore in the secret of

their fraternal relations : there were Ves

per, Ellops, Peon, Hylas, Euryalus,

Bellerophon. Never had she seen her

self surrounded by so numerous a selec

tion of noble souls and interesting charac

ters. The recitals which they made to

the arms of that dangerous Liverani. 1‘ her of their labors in proselytism, of the

dangers they had braved and the results

they had obtained, charmed her like so

many poems, the reality of which she

would not have believed reconcilable with

the course of the insolent and corrupt

world she had passed through. Those

testimonials of friendship and esteem,

which partook of tenderness and effusion

and which were not stained with the least

vulgar gallantry nor the least insinuation

of dangerous familiarity, that elevated

language, that charming intercourse in

which equality and fraternity were real

ized in their most sublime aspects; that

beautiful golden dawn which rose upon

life at the same time as in the sky, all

this was like a divine dream in the exist

ence of Consuelo and of Albert. With

arms intertwined, they did not think of

withdrawing from their beloved brothers.

A moral rapture, sweet and soft as the

morning air, filled their chests and their

souls. Love dilated their bosoms too

much to cause them to thrill. Trenck

related the sufferings of his captivity at

Glatz and the dangers of his flight.

Like Consuelo and Haydn in the Boeh

mcr-wald he had travelled through Po

land, but. in severe cold weather, covered

with rags, with a wounded companion,

lite amiable S/mllvs, whom his memoirs

afterwards depicted to us as the most gen

tle of friends. He had played upon the

violin to earn his bread, and had served

as a minstrol to the peasants, as had Con

suelo on the banks of the Danube. Then

he spoke to her in a low voice of the

princess Amelia, of his love and his

hopes. Poor young Trenck! he did not

foresee the horrible storm which was

gathering over his head any more than

did the happy pair, destined to pass from

this beautiful dream of a summer's night

to a life of combats, of deceptions and

sufferings.

 

The Porporino sang under the cy

presses an admirable hymn, composed by

Albert to the memory of the martyrs of

their cause; young Bends accompanied

him on the violin. Albert himself took

the instrument and ravished his hearers

by a few notes. Consuelo could not sing;

she wept with joy and enthusiasm. The

count de Saint Germain related the con

versations of John Ross and Jerome of

Prague with so much warmth, eloquence

and probability, that on listening to him

it was impossible not to believe he had

been present. In such hours of emotion

and transport, sad reason does not defend

itself against the fascinations of poetry.

The chevalier d'Eon depicted, in terms

of sharp satire and an enchanting taste,

the meannesscs and follies of the most il

lustrious tyrants of Europe; the vices of

courts and the weakness of that social

scaffolding which it seemed to enthusiasm

could so easily be bent under its burning

flight. Count Golowkin painted in a de~

lightful manner the great soul and the

artless oddities of his friend Jean Jacques

Rousseau. That philosophical person

age, (he would now be called eccentric,)

had a very beautiful daughter whom he

educated according to his ideas and who

was at once Emile and Sophia; now the

handsomest of boys, now the most charm

ing of girls. He was to present her to

be initiated and entrust her to the teach

ing of Consuelo. The illustrious Ziuzen

dorf described the organization and evan

gelical manners of his colony of Mora

vian iiernhutters. IIc consulted Albert

with deference respecting several difficul

ties, and wisdom seemed to speak by the

mouth of Albert. The reason was, that

he was inspired by the presence and gen

tlo glance of his friend. He seemed a

God to Consuelo. For her he united all

fascinations: philosopher and artist, tried

martyr, triumphant hero, grave as a sage

of the Portion, beautiful as an angel,

playful sometimes and artless as a child,

as a happy lover, perfect, in fine, as a

man whom one loves! Consuelo had

thought she should faint with fatigue and

emotion when she knocked at the door of

the temple. Now she felt strong and

animated as at the time when she played

upon the shore of the Adriatic, in all the

vigor of youth, under a burning sun

tempered by the sea-breeze. It seemed

that life in all its power, happiness in all

its intensity, had taken possession of her

in every fibre, and that she drew them in

by every pore. She no longer counted

the hours; she could have wished that

this enchanted night would never and.

Why can we not stop the sun beneath

the horizon, in certain watchings, when

we feel life in all the fulness of our being,

and when all the dreams of enthusiasm

seem realized or realizable?
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At last the sky became tinged with

purple and gold; a silvery-toned hell

warned the lnvisibles that night was

withdrawing from them her protecting

veil. They sang a last hymn to the ris

ing sun, emblem of the new day of

which they dreamed and which they were

preparing for the world. Then they

bade tender farewells, made appointments

for meeting; some at Paris, others at

London, others at Madrid, Vienna, St.

Petersburg, \Varsaw, Dresden, Berlin.

All engaged to be found, in a year, at

such a day, at the gate of the blessed

temple, with new neophytes or with an

cient brothers now absent. Then they

closed their cloaks in order to hide their

elegant costumes, and noiselessly dis

persed under the shady avenues of the

park.

Albert and Consuelo, guided by Mar

cus, descended the ravine as far as the

stream: Karl received them‘ in his close

gondola and conducted them to the pavil

ion, upon the threshold of which they

stopped to contemplate the majesty of

the luminary which was ascending the

sky. Until then, Consuelo, when reply

ing to Albert's impassioned words, had

always given him his real name; but

when he roused her from the contempla

tion in which she seemed to forget her

self, she could only say to him, as she

rested her burning brow upon his shoul

der: “ O Liverani!"

To be Continued.

RURAL \VINTER SKETCH.

nv nsv. R. rioi'r.

The blessed morn has come again;

The early gray

Taps at the slumbcrcr’s window pane,

And seems to say

“ Break, break from the enchanter’s chain,

Away —away! "

'Tis Winter, yet there is no sound

Along the air,

Of winds upon their battle-ground,

But gently there,

The snow is falling—all around

How fair— how fair!

The jocund fields would masquerade!

Fantastic scene !

Tree, shrub, and lawn, nnd lovely gladc

Have cast their green,

And joined the revel, all arrayed

So white and clean.

Den the old posts that hold the bars

And the old gate,

Forgetful of their wintry wars

And age sedate,

High capped, and plumed, like white hussars,

Stand there in state.

The drifts are hanging by the sill,

The eaves, the door,

The hay-stack has become a hill 3

All covered o'er

The wagon, loaded for the mill

The eve before.

 
Mary brings the water-pail —

But where’s the \Vell ‘.

Like magic of a fairy tale,

Most straich to tell.

All vanishcd— curb, and crank, and mil:

How deep it fell!

The wood-pile too is playing hide;

The axe—the. log—

The kennel of that friend so tried—

(The old Watch-dogJ '

The g: indstone standing by its side,

All new rxcoo.

The bustling cock looks out aghast

From his high shed:

No spot to scratch him a repast,

Up curves his head,

Starts the dull hamlet with a blast,

And back to bed. ‘

Old drowzy dohhin, at the call,

Amazed, awakes;

Out from the window of his stall

A view he takes,

\Vhile thick and faster seem to fall

The silent flakes.

The barn-yard gentry, musing, chime

Their morning moan;

Like Mcmnon’u music of old time—

That voice of stone !

So marbled they—and so sublime

Their solemn tone.

Good Ruth has called the younger folk

To dress below;

Full welcome was the word she spoke,
Down, down they go, i

The cottage quietnde is broke —

The snow ! —- the snow!

Now rises from around the fire

A pleasant strain;

Ye giddy sons of mirth retire!

And ye profane ! -—

A hymn to the Eternal Sire

Goes up again.

The patriarchal Book divine,

Upon the knee,

Opes where the gems of Judah shine—

(Sweet minstrclsie ! )

How soars each heart with each fair line,

0 God! to Thee!

Around the altar low they bend,

Devout in prayer;

As snows upon the roof descend,

So angels there

Guard o’er that household, to defend

“'ith gentle care.

Now sings the kettle o‘er the blaze ;

' The buckwheat heaps;

Rare Mocha, worth an Arah's praise,

Sweet Susan steeps ;

The old round stand her nod obeys,

And out it leaps.

Unerringr prosages declare

The banquet near ;

Soon, busy appetites are there;

And disappear

_The glories of the ample fare,

With thanks sincere.

Now let the busy day begin :—

Out rolls the churn;

Forth hastes the farm-boy, and brings in

The brush to burn ;—

Sweep, shovel, scour, sew, knit, and spin,

’Till night's return.

1

 To delve his threshing John must hie;

His sturdy shoe

Can all the subtle damp defy;

How wados be through!

“'hile dainty milk-maids, slow and shy,

His track pursue.

Each to the hour’s allotted care:

To shell the corn ;

The broken harness to repair,

The sleigh t’adorn;

So cheerful— tranquil -snowy— fair,

The Wisrsn Moniv.

FEMALE CURIOSXTY. A naval ofiiccr,

who lately came to reside in Edinburgh,

having engaged in large mansion on a

short lease, dispatched his butler to re

ceive his furniture, and have the house

put in order. The butler engaged at

young Woman, residing in the neighbor

hood, to clean out the rooms and arrange

part of the furniture: and he assisted

her himself to carry up a large chest of

rather singular appearance. This gigan

tic box his master had purchased as a

curiosity; but, unlike that described in

the song of the “ Mistletoe Bough,” it

did not shut, but opened with a spring

attached to the lock, which being touch

ed, the lid flew open, and a tall brawny

Highlandman, in full costume, stood

erect, and struck out his right arm, in

which was a wooden sword. The geri

tleman purchased it as a piece of curious

mechanism, and was Wont to amuse his

children with it. “ That‘s a heavy

chest,” said the woman, as they placed it

on the floor. “Yes,” answered the

butler, who was a wag of the first water,

“ there‘s something heavy in it, certain

ly; but-there's something mysterious

about it also, for although the key hangs

at the end of it, not one of us is allowed

to open it.” “ Did you ever see the in

side qf it?” replied she, walking round

it. “Never,” said be. “It‘s as much

as any of our place is Worth even to

speak about it." So saying, the knight

of the corkscrew looked first at the

woman, then at the chest on the floor,

and then retired slowly down stairs,

whistling, to work, on the ground flat.

The girl proceeded to put things to rights

in the room; but every time she passed

the chest she thought it looked the more

odd. “ Frailty, thy name is woman l”

She rapped on the lid with her knuckles

—it had acurious, hollow sound --very!

And none of the servants had dared to

open it! What on earth could it con

tain? Well, it was none of her business;

so she went diligently to work for five

minutes, at the end of which time she

saw herself standing, with her arms skim

bo, gazing on the chest. “It can do no

harm to look into it,” thought she; so

she quietly took the key from the nail

and applied it to the lock. Of course

she heard footsteps on the stairs—as

every one will do when afraid of detec

tion in the commission of some set they

wish to keep secret. Again site regained

confidence, and returned to the chest;

she stooped, and turned the key. Up

flew the lid; and the wooden llighland

man, kilt and philabeg, sprung on his

legs with more than human agility. and

fetched the petrified girl a sharp whack

across the shoulders with the fist of his

“ Andrea Ferrara.” A prolonged shriek,

ending in a mean of despair, indicated

that the poor Woman had sought relief in
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a swoon. In the course of a few min

utes the woman rose on her elbow, look

ing wildly round the room, till her eyes

caught the Highlandman bending over,

her. Seeing nothing but destructionv

awaiting her, two springs took her to the

door; down stairs she went, nor did she

slacken her pace till she found herself

i standing in the house of a lady in the

neighborhood. The poor woman- did not

recover from her fright for several days.

For the Harbinger.

SKETCHES OF A DAY IN THE SE

RIAL ORDER.

[NOTE.—The mark 0 signifies that the session

of the series to which it is affixed, is continu

ous, though their groups alternate periodically,

an arrangement already introduced in certain

branches of steam machinery where a loss 1
would result from stoppage. The mark A sig- ,

nifies continuity through the hours of the day ; g

V, through the hours of the night, and( through

half of the day hours. The letters A, B, &c.

stand for persons whom we shall follow through

their various groups.]

Suppose a day of May or October,

which will be nearest the average climate

ofthe earth, under an integral system of

culture, and the application of meteoro

logical science.

MORNING—

4— 5 Culinary Series 0.“

1st Breakfast Groups.

Series ofdomestic animals A.

i 

‘'In compliance with the cahalist attraction,

or principle of analysis, this series divides into

the several departments engaged in the prepara

tion of grains, vegetables, fruits, confectionnry,

beverages, and (during the first years of ap

proximative harmony) of animal meats; \vith ‘

the pivotal series of desserts, into which all the _

other classes of ingredients enter, which in the l

delicate and composite repasts of Harmony will '

acquire much more importance than at present,

whilst the superior skill required in their com

position, gives to their series the highest artistic

rank. Each of these series, in its own hall or

halls, provides a certain number and variety of

dishes, as preconcerted by the Distributive

Council, and proportioned to the demand. Tab

ular statistical registries, showing the relative

proportions of material required in the different

combinations of the dishes furnished, will ena

ble this proportion, after a little experience, to

be accurately adjusted. According to the de

mand for the dishes they prepare, some groups

of these series are single, giving but one ses

sion in the day; others multiple, functioning

during many hours, in which difi'erent sections

of the satne group alternate their sessions.

The short session, required by the attraction

for variety, facilitates the connection of each

branch of culinary preparation with its related

pursuits in the garden, orchard, vineyard, labo

ratory, and conservatory; essential to maintain

unity, and to interlock interests in the different

departments of consumption, preparation, con

servation, distribution, and production.

The Composite passion attracts the individu

als engaged in each branch, to form a group;

and act in concert; at once preventing the

waste and the collision of incoherent industry,

and establishing the social basis of industrial‘

attraction, unattainable by isolated effort. Anal- 1

ogous dispositions prevail in the other series,|

some of which we may develop in a future No.

 

\

A, Early Groups.

(Stable scavenger work. managed by by

drants, and other unitary mechanism.)

Series of Florists, A transition Groups 4

in service of Temple. who arrange and

adorn,aceording to the weather, the

external or internal Chapel, fur the

celebration of the Orisons.

Series of Hunt.f

Orisons, as the sun appears.

Series of the Saccrdoey.

Groups of Templar Music.

Groups of Templar Florists.

A B Representation, with appropriate sym

bols ofevery branch ofindustry, which,

in its production ofthe beautiful and

the useful, brings man into co-opcra

tion with God, through Nature.

51-2 A Breakfast for early Groups.

Series of \Vaiters, Ist Group.

Readers, Musicians, &c., according to

organization ofeach table.

B Series ofFlorists. Groups ofactive cul

ture A.

A Series of Vegptrihle Gardeners A.

Groups of Gatherers — transition to

kitchen, other Groups ofvarious cul

tures.

Series of Field Labor A 1st Groups.

Series of Mechanic Arts 0 lot Groups.

L1

7 B 2d Breakfast Series with their comple

mentary Groups of Waiters, due. as

above.

B Animal Series (Groups of Education,

(training to obey signals of a unitary

language.)

Series of the Forest A Groups of wood

cntters. Groups of picturesque ar

rangement.

Domestic Series. A Groups of chamber

work. ‘

Series Laundry A.

9 B Session of Medical Council,

Board of Health.

Group of Farriery.

Series Commercial A.

Groups Internal, agents of the store

house ofthe Phalanx.

A Groups External, importing and trans

porting.

Interval filled by alternate Groups inter

locking the Series described as per

sistent, and by

A Series Sybilline (. Groups studying phy

siology.

B Practical Psychology, or Neurology,

Comparative Psychology, or interpre

tation of hieroglyphic characters in

the universal analogies of the king

doms of nature.

2‘. - 3 Series Dinner.

A

Successive Groups, variously organized

at the scene of their laborin field or

shop; in saloons or under shade bow

crs; at large tables or small; com

posed of friends or of the members of

a single family circle at pleasure;

supplied according to order from the

unitary kitchen; with their supple

mentary Groups of Musicians, Read

ers, \Vaiters, &.c.

 

3 B Session of the Library and Gallery of

Fine Arts.

4 Scientific Exchange—Conference of

Chemists, Mathematicians, due.

5 Series Sibylline.

t To be explained in the next number.

 
Group Geological,

Group Mathematical,

Group of Natural History with Com

parative Psychology.

Sunset. Vespers.

Series Sacerdotal.

A 8 Groups Musical, Floral, and others

as mentioned in morning worship.

71-2B Evening Repast.

A Group of \‘l’aiters.

B Series of Drama,“ including opera, ta

bleaux, recitations.

A Dancing, and other gymnastic har

monies.

10 B A Social Exchange, wherein arrangements

for next day's industrial or other

Groups, may be formed or modified.

10 Li! Series of Observatory V.

Series of Patrol V.

Steam machinery and other series of

persistent character, alternating their

groups at periods, as above noticed.

8

Besides the Sybilline classes here men

tioned, there are in every industrial group

persons of the most catholic sympathies

and powers of expression, who attend to

visiting strangers, or to candidates for ad

mission ; these are the true schoolmasters

who teach as a favor the theoretical sci

ence to those already interested in its

practice.

Alfred has a strong attraction for ani

mals; this becomes the pivot of his in

dustrial tendencies, preserving a unity in

variety. It leads him out among the

early risers to the stable of his favorite

horses, in whom, through the endear

ment of kindly intercourse, he has devel

oped traits of superior intelligence and of

great psychological as well as practical

interest. He tatnes refractory creatures

by the eye charm, and it is through this

avenue that he has become interested in

neurology, a branch of transeendant sci

ence which has proved invaluable by its

development of concentrated will, virile

majesty,‘and beneficent impulse. His

pursuits of natural history, physiology,

and the practice of farriery, have grown

out of his pivotal taste, as natural co

rollarics where free scope and encour

agement was afforded. It has also deter

mined his transition into the agricultural

series towards the groups of the maize

and oat; a little sheaf of the latter he

wears as an industrial symbol at the Ori

sons and Vespers. To the attainment of

unity with nature through his industrial

tastes, A adds a social charm of friend

ship and ambition, for in several of his

functions he is associated with the little

hordes, from whose body he is a gradu

ate, with honorary distinctions, aud the

prizes allotted to the racers of his rear

ing have made him a man of no small

note. He also holds an oflice of profit

and trust in the commercial series, as

factor for the equine series of the dis

trier.

 

" See Note in next number.
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The rude and virile character of A‘s'for cvery character, taste and pursuit,'“Wbere with Wonk sense the chaste Mimosa

pursuits have developed acertain chival

ric and heroic vein, which renders him

rather a favorite with the fair. llis ses

sion in the garden at 5 L2, afl'ords some

very piquant passages de guerre with the

young belles of the Moss Rose, an

adjoining culture. We may here per

haps discover a clue to his presence at a

musical rehearsal about 1 P. M., and of‘

. l

Laura's rich color and her deeper tone as

their voices blend in the harmony. It is

natural enough to find A musical, not only

because the decided tone of his charac

ter craves such expression, but because

music is an agent of great importance

in the harmonic education of animals.

Dinner brings him into a pleasant family

circle, met by pure preference and attrac

tion. In the early hours of the after

noon, he reads to an admiring group of

little brothers and sisters, some favorite

work on natural history, with curious

commentaries “ qmz t'id'il el quorum pars

magna fuit,” and then takes a little pet

or two off with him into the field or

workshop; for A, like a true knight of

the saddle, wears the horse-shoe medal

on his industrial uniform. The evening

drama, where he enacts some Cossack

part, may engage him in a romantic

scene with the young lady before men

tioned,‘by whose chair he may have

waited at the evening repast; and the

social court before retiring, in the tone of

free expansion which characterizes the

evening hours, raises the charm of the

day to a climax. To-morrow, other vari-l

ations on the same pivot; and so may our“

young Centaur, not ignobly nor ungrace

fully,give his mane to the breeze through

the gallop of life.

B, is a physician,-—for we speculate

here on the first years of harmony, before

time sufficient has elapsed for the extirpa

tion of the germs of disease, by the true

medical science, which shall discover by

a well ordered collective experimentation,

impossible during the jar of individual

competition, those natural medicinal types

of all morbific miasrns, which are capable

of conveying them transiently into the

healthy body, and causing their expulsion

from the sick by the same efficient reac

tions excited against themselves.

Preveutive measures, such as a scien

tific cookery—free and integral ventila

tion —public baths—the novel stimulus

of comfort, a beautiful sphere and honora

ble position on the frame of Civilization's

jaded and brutalized labor hacks—the

exchange by the middle classes of their

stagnant monotony for a full-toned,

racy and varied life--and the rescue of

the rich from the thraldom of hollow and

heartless frivolity, where their own wealth

and state are their Worst enemies ; by the

free development provided by the Series

 

will indeed obviate the common excitingl

causes of disease. 'l‘hose n ho take cog}

nizance of their life's brightest seasonal

will understand the powerful influencel

towards high health of all our noble pas

sions, Ambition, Friendship and Love;

these may expect in the Serial order, an

almost daily gratification. Still, there

will remain a class of chronic predisposi

tions, rooted like fungi in the organism,

which will continue to require the physi

cian’s care; and during the first genera

tions of Harmony, his office will acquire

an importance altogether new, since he

may there aim at the radical extirpation

of those evils which he can now only

palliate or remove for a limo, in order to

make room for new ones.

In grubbing out old snags he will at

least see a possible end to his labors, for

the means of prevention are now placed

in his hands, and the great humanity

which, often under a cold impassive man

ner, has ever thrown this profession in

the vanguard of danger, where horror'

darkened thickest, wants no higher at

traction than the guarantee of a fair field i

of action, and possible success in its god

like toil.

The name, indeed, of Physician will

constantly tend to its first derivation from

plrusis, nature. His duties will comprise

positive sauatory provisions; calculations

of adaptations required by the ditfcreuti

temperaments; tnedical jurisdiction over

the stables, poultry yard and kitchen;

extirpation of soda, pearlash, and other

scelerata, accursed ingredients with

which our food is now poisoned; friedtk

grease, with flash of diseased nnimalsl

and adulteratcd wines, rt id g/nus omne.

The physician‘s province may be now de

fined_as Simple, negative, material, that

is—contention with physical evils. In

harmony it will rise, 1. To Composite,

bastard, positive,— or provision of posi

tive, physical, sanatory conditions, and

contention with negative, psychical evils,

or diseased souls of the first generations. i

2. To composite, positive, integral, orl

provision of absolute sanatory condi-i

tions, both physical and psychical.

\Ve return from our digressfim. It!

was necessary to apologize for introduc-l

ing the name of physician in a glimpse,

at harmonic life.

B first appears at the orisons wearing,

as a badge, a sprig of the aconite, chiefi

type of the class of inflammatory diseases 1

 

 

and acute neuroses, in whose cure he hasl

attained celebrity. The sprig may be

clasped by a symbol or a button, such as

an eagle contending with a serpent wound

around it.

After worship he repairs to his favorite'

garden spot plantcd in bait-ful beauty, in

divergent radii from a central mound,

 

stands,

From each rude touch removes her timid hands,

0ft as light clouds O'cr pass the summer gladc,

Alarmed she tromblr-s at. the moving shade,

And feels alive through all her tender form

The whispered murmurs of the gathering storm ;

Shuts her sweet eyelids to approaching night

And hails with freshened charm the rising light."

[We have placed the Mimosa in the centre,

because it types that excessive sensibility of the

nervous system so characteristic of the present

tea and cofi'ec-drinking social epoch, which,

suppressing the healthy manifestations of the

passions in highly organized crsons, to substi

tutc artificial excitement, pr isposel to neural

gia and other pcrvcrsions of nervous energy.]

“ All wan and shivering from the leafless gladc

The sad Anemone reclines her head,

Grief on her cheeks has poled the roscrttc huc.

And her sweet eye-lids dropped with pearly

de“.-li v

[in a coincidence with this character, the

Ancmone Pulsntilla in its medicinal virtues

causes and cures morbid states, cspeciall of

females, and connected with a soil. melancholy

weeping mood] '

" Sofa ’d on silk amid hcr charm-built towers

Her weed of Asptrodcl and Amaranth bowers,

Vthre sleep and silence guard thc soft abodcs

In sullcn apathy Papnver " nods;

Faint o’cr her couch in scintillating streams

Pass the thin forms of fancy and of dreams:

Froze by enchantmcnt on the Velvet ground

Fair youths and beauteous ladies glister round,

On crystal pedestals they seem to sigh,

Bend the meek knee and lift the imploring eye,

And now the sorceress bares her shrivelled hand

And circles thrice in air her ebon wand.

Flushed with new life descending statues talk,

The pliant marble softening as they walk.

With deeper sobs reviving lovers breathe,

Fair bosoms rise and soft hearts pant beneath,

With warmer lips relenting dnmsels speak,

And tingling blushes tinge the Parian cheek;

To viewless lutcs aerial voices sing,

And hovering loves are heard on rustling wing.

She waves hcr wand ngnin,—fresh honors scize

Their stiff'ninglimbs—thcir vital currents freeze,

By each cold nymph her marble lover lies

And leaden slumbcrs seal their glassy eyes.“

This garden, if we may judge from

the fond solicitude with which the Doctor

moves from plant to plant, is as dear as

the apple of his eye. No profane foot

dares intrude upon its precincts. Many a

dainty sccret has he wooed from nature in

this fragrant shade, while the humming

birds winnowed the air around, and

sprinkled hint with the Mimosa‘s salmon

colored petals. After some silent con

verse with his plants however, 116 would

sometimes fain unlock the gushing of rich

thought to some appreciating ear. \Vhat

rustling is that in the rose hedge'.l Chest

nut locks glance frotn their jcssamine cir

clet down a Parian neck, and the orbed

spell of a dark and tender eye meets his,

Ias an arch gesture, “the symbol rose

i held lightly to her lips, pleads admission

’ for this beautiful silence." A beck, and

lightly springing over the boundary line,

his favorite niece is clasped in his arms.

 

" Papaver, the Opium Poppy
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She shares that morning's watch withlchoiccst fruits crown the table and envi

the fresh flowers, and the lessons given}

thus in love, not only ray their lightl

through many a rose-hucd chamber of the,l

soul in its morning flush, but they may'

flutter with dove-like peace over the pil~

low of pain; for there are provinces of

medicine peculiarly woman’s, in which

man’s presence is an outrage upon delica

cy, and in which science is continually

baffled by the reserve and‘even falsehood,

which many even very intelligent women

will not scruple to practice, even at the

risk of life, and under the acutest tor

tures. B’s isolated gardening is not an

example of group culture, but an instance

of the elastic character of the Series,

which allows equally for the individual

and the collective industry, and pleasure,

and admits of all manner of transitions.

B breakfasts at 7 with his neice in the

Haydn saloon—a fancy bower where

they meet friends from a neighboring

Phalanx come to join in the early harvest

ing. From this time until 9 he is occu

pied with his patients or with the gazettes,

medical and other publications, in the

wing of the library set apart for them.

He assists at the medical conference at

9, where cases under treatment are dis

cussed, and the knowledge and sagacity

of the whole medical corps, if desirable,

brought to bear upon them. Unitary hy

gienic measures for the Phalanx are

also here discussed. The business dis-l

patched is likely to be the more satisfac-l

tory, that the dividend of the medicalt

board is paid, not in the direct, but in the

inverse ratio to the amount of illness in‘

the Phalanx annually. l

Between 10 and his dinner hour at l,

 

 

run it; the waiters are rohcd as Flora,

\‘ertumnns, l’oinona, Fauna, and other

classic figures, and the sweetest, freshest

music, from windharps, flutes, musical

bells and other instruments of an assorted

band concealed in the shrubbery, floats

around, overarching the golden hour with

tones from ultra mundane life that the

flower spirits love. Besides the joyous

ness inspired by material beauty and lux—

ury, and the tone of frank cordiality,

which springs from sympathy of pur

suit and interest, there is evident on every

side a tone of deeper and livelier feeling,

as of the heart‘s floodgates opening,

which may be due to the assistance of a

certain mystical corps, very important on

these occasions, who develop their cabal

istic propensities in the assortment of

characters according to sympathetic rela

tionships. \Ve have not appropriated a

special hour of session to this Psycologi

cal sect. They hate forms, and set meet

ings and argumentation, and are generally

invisible agents, seen only through their

effects. This isa use which the Series

will discover for characters now very

much undervalued, from our Tranccnden

tal dissectors, who pick you to pieces to

get at your experience, and discuss their

friends in a manner altogether shocking

to the sensibilities of the vulgar, down to

the old fashioned tea table gossip, who

enjoy their sandwiches and scandal with

a zest which ought long ago to have set

the wits of our philosophers to work to

discover its true employment.

Fresh from the inspiration of this

feast, B repairs at 3, when the Papillon

again claims its right, with some visitors
besides his specific duties, B ofliciatcs aslin whom his interest has been growing

a teacher in the class of Physiology, during the last tvvo hours, to the library

where his fair neice is again among hisland gallery of fine arts, whose chefs

pupils, composed otherwise only of those d’muvres the elevation and expansion of

who have sought him from attraction and feeling now attained lead them to appre

preference. It is a little band of enthusi- I ciatc with a truth and intensity possible

sets, such as Hahncmann formed aroundlonly in the full tension of life. in the

him while exploring the Materia Medica, vegetative existence which most of us

and whom he lets slip from time to time, ; now lead, art and nature alike are

as the game starts, in many a new and ishrouded, scaled and mute.

laurel clustered field of science. Thesel From 4 to 7 may be assigned again

are his intelligent bands, they are eagerth B’s scientific studies and professional

to show their gratitude for these tin-ldnticsl‘, since there exists in the operationsl

bought, unpnrchnseablc instructions, and ofthe mind naturally required by these, anl

it is to be strongly suspected that certain element~ of variety already organized,

kind offices are performed about the Doc- which precludes that attraction for changcl

tor's garden which would show, after all ofgronps and occupations occurring so fro-l

its affected isolation, that it was the nu- quontly in the material spheres of indus-l

cleus of a masked group. try. llis class of Natural History at 5

The Dinner to day at one is :1 Floral will be quite as much diversion as a scien

feast, given by the series of Florists inltiiic distribution demands. Seven brings;

their grounds where little round or ob us to the evening Vespers, where the prin-l

long tables with from five to fifteen seats l cinle of the Orisons is preserved, in allot-l

are clustered about an emitIOHC-T, wilting to each passional and industrial at-l

which, commanding a view of the whole, I traction its representation as tending to;

sit the Pivotal group with honorary mem- the divine Unity through some avenue of‘

hers. The most beautiful flowers and,licanty and use, whilst the tone of the

 

 

 

oral prayer, of- the music, and other

symbols, may change the spirit of as

piration which characterized the Orisons,

for the expression of attainment and rest,

of satisfied love, in the vcspers.

B enjoys with his family the evening

repast. During the evening he is carried

off by his wife to the Drama, where

Frank and Lucy, who have received a

Thespian promotion, are to make their

debut, and will be watching for Papa‘s

eye. All the children of the Phalanx

are ambitions to intervene in the dramatic

performances, and this spirit is encourag

ed by daily rehearsals in the measured

harmonics of music, motion and passional

expression, because they contribute in

the highest degree to give grace and con

fidence and refinement, and combined in

the hall of the opera hung with rich

paintings and flower-festooned, with the

harmonics of light, color and fragrance,

make this exercise a symbol of divine

harmony, interlocking it with the Church.

At 10 B strolls into the social courts,

where a knot of his young favorites

quickly gather round him, and carry him

quite away into their fresh buoyant exist

ence. The relations of the old and young

are in the Phalanx of a very piquant na

ture, since the attractions of interest

which bring them together coincide with

those of contrasted age, where accords

similar to the musical of the lst, 3d, and

6th, &c., reach a climax in the contact of

extremes in the first and the last octave

of ages between the patriarch and his

grandson or great-grandson.

The serial industry is now finished, and

this little world is rounded by another

world of sleep, where the voice of the

nightingale or mocking-bird singing to

the moon Within the crescentic area of the

l‘halanstery garden, some late, love

taught flute, or the billowy serenade,

alone, float through the dream-halls like

voices of guardian spirits.

To be Continued.

A FEW THINGS TO Avom. A bottle of

wine at a public dinner; a short cut when

you are in a hurry; metaphysics at five

o‘clock in the morning; walking between

two umbrellas on a pouring wet day; a man

who carries bill-stamps in his pocket book ;

“just another glass before you go; ” taking

a pot‘kct telescope or oranges to the Opera,

or asking for a bill of the play; sitting next

to the orchestra when they are playing one

of Halcvy’s light operas; going into a

church without a shilling; being the media

tor of a quarrel between a man and his wife;

bowing to a lady from the top of an omnibus;

and taking a new hat to an evening party.

llow To our on m THE WORLD. The

latc Mr. Tegg, the well-known publisher,

on being asked to what he chiefly owed his

success in life, replied, —- “ To three things :
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punctuality as to time, self-reliance, and in

tegrity in word and deed. ' In addition, how

ever, to these points,” said he, “ I have de

rived much advantage and comfort in life

from being deaf, as well as blind, to all cal

umnies and attacks. I have never cared for

what any one malignantly or, perhaps, fool

ishly said of me; neither have I been ready

to resent real or imaginary aflronts."

Miss MAnTrNEAU. The celebrated

Miss Hariet Martineau, whose arrival was

last week mentioned, reached Malta on the

16th ult., by the Peninsular and Oriental

Company’s steamer Ariel. Miss Martineau

during her short stay here, was visited by

many persons of distinction anxious to pay

their homage at the shrine of talent.—.Mal

t

ljust what it was that made him gang so often

'party dining at an inn.

visions apply it would seem, not only to cot- a perfection such as ear hath not heard,

ton and woolen factories, but to all kinds of eye seen, nor the heart of man conceived!

- - — Trtl/unr
mechanical business. '

 

IllNTS TO Luvvmts. Young lawyers

often enter the profession with the idea

that a knowledge of the law is all that is

_ _ trcquisitc for a high standing at the bar.

and 5"*‘Y so me ‘0 5°C one lame? l‘" he" Knowledge is undoubtedly power, bttt

part she had rather have the company ofone I we power necessary to convince a jury is

lad than twenty losses. quite different from that which ‘ comes it

over’ the Judge. it order to show that

A“ black is white, for instance, ina question

0 f -d student 'oined without invitation ainf law before me coin-t" a sprinkhng 0f

x m ‘ ’ J _ _ ’ such phrases as ‘ May it please the Court,‘

Af'l‘l‘ dim“;- he I ‘ Your llouors,’ ‘ \Vith great respect to

boasted so much of his illlllllll'S that one of the 1 m0 (Murry i The confidmwc of the com

party said, “ You have told us enough of munily in the Court,’ ‘ Learned adversa

what you can do, tell us something you can- ry,’ 0f 11 relllmncc mdhc ‘ Bmlks,’ When

no, do], ,, Faith," sum he, “I cannot pay I you are morally certain that no precedent

' is on record, will go farther towards gain

Lans AND LASSES. A Scotch peasant

girl said to her brother “she could no sect

Nor ABLE TO no EVERY THING.

ta Paper. my share of the reckoning."

A DIFFERENCE. COACH vrznstrs,

RAIL. The best distinction we ever heardi

between railway and coach accidents wus|

that of an old whip. “ If,” said he, “ youi

gets comfortably capsized into the ditch by.

the road side, there you are; but if you gets

blown tip by an engine, run into a cutting,

or off an embankment, where are you 7 ”

Lovrs Prirnrrrr-z’s Wrsnss awn Cann

ACTER. His Majesty rises in the morning

determined to regain at all price the English

alliance, in which for the moment he he

holds the sole guarantee of peace, and of his

dynasty’s surety. He passes the morn in

calculations, how the fragments of this

Wrecked alliance can be picked up and put

together. He foams at the rancour of Pal

merston, and weeps over the evanescent

friendship of Queen Victoria, who cannot

forgive that innocent pastime of the rape of

the lnfanta. He summons Dc Broglie; he

communes with Mole; he even sends mes

sages to Theirs. But not one of these saints

of the political calender can help him. He

then consults the English themselves, whee

dles Normanby, pokes the Hon. member for

Coventry, who grutlly refuses to get up a

French party for his Majesty in London,

[JFLast night was magnificent; such

a night as might follow after Nature’s

own Sabbath. The moonlight fell white

and soft as snow, making the hovel of

wretdhedncss beautiful as the palace

where wretchcdness it may be all the

more bitter seeks to cheat itselfby luxury l

.and show. From our window, in the

[fifth story, which like a watch-tower

looks out far above roofs and chimnies

and rows of masts,the whole City seemed

radient with beauty. All the foul sights

of the day had disappeared, and the
and' '5 a last resourcc’ l'e fees Brougham scene slept as if turbulence and sin never

The my?“ mind being quued at {he um" disturbed its peace. And yet, under that

inutility and hopelessness of all meditations , silver curmin, the tragedy which we

and efforts, the noon brings on the cold tit make of life was hurrying thousands of

towards Englamp He cannot win; mere. souls to its catastrophe; there the mer

fme he must hate. He cannot cajole; chant counted the gains for which he had

‘hererore he must cahmnme. And not I sold his heart, there the gambler watched

for his eaoer and trembliuo re ' there
even the editor of La Presse could pour °' ° p y' ’

_ _ _ in secret cellars, robbery and murder

‘0'"! more blue" “ml’cl‘allon of 3011" 311", plotted their midnight deeds; there, with

or indulge more dread and lengthy demon- breaking hearts, lonely women waited

strations of his ingratitude, villany, and utter for the husbands whom once they had not

woflhlessncss, man we King of me French. learned to doubt, and there in cheerless

when his Anglophobic fit is on.—Dail_i/
garrets children of want and misery

News.

  

longed for death to still the pulses that in

better days throbbed only with joy and

hope! So does man contradict Nature

and make a. mockery of God's bountyi

and his own soul! but, Courage! thou

brave, hopeful youth, glo\\ing with gcn~

WISE LEGISLATION. A law of New

Hampshire, which went into operation on

the 1st inst, provides that no child under fif

 

erous devotion to the good of thy breth

ren, and to Truth. Not idle is that visteen years of age, shall be employed in any

ion of the better future which comes tolmanufacturing establishment, unless such

ing your point than a perfect knowledge

of every fact in the case, or an acquaint

ance with the law which may have an

immediate bearing upon the question at

issue. The reason is obvious. Judges

do not wish to be troubled with references

to authorities, which they must look up

and comment upon in their decision.

They feel also when no authority is re

ferred to, that a perfect acquaintance with

the books on the part of the Court is im

plied, which is as comfortable to a Judge

as a. good dinner; or in legal parlance,

‘ when a lawyer talks turkey to a Judge,

he feels his oats ! ’

In addressing a jury, at quite diflerent

policy must be pursued. Always select

your man and talk to him. If he smiles,

you may venture a broad joke or a good

story. It makes no difference whether

your wit suits the case or not. Jurors

never listen to the application, but incline

to favor your side because you tell a good

story, and not because you can illustrate

a. principle thereby. 1f the facts do not

warrant. a strong appeal, the character of

the opposite party may remind you of

such a person in some play or novel, by

referring to which you are at liberty to

leave the facts of the case, and indulge

in half an hour's description of' the plot,

the portraying of the particular creation

of the author‘s brain, concluding with a

slight touch upon virtues in general.

The bar are under great obligations to

Shakspeare. Every plaintiff is generally

an logo, but it is unsafe to proceed any

farther, so as to call your client Othello.

That must be left to the imagination of

the 'ury, as no man wishes to be consid

ere black, which a reference to Othello

might imply. Shakspeare is also a great

favorite, because he opens a. wide field

for comment, and the young lawyer may

dwell for an hour at least upon the ‘ Bard

of Nature.’ The Bible may be quoted,

but that is a. dangerous practice unless

some juryman wear a white cravat, or is

known to be a deacon. Byron is seldom

Scottchild shall have attended same school under

a qualified teacher, for three months in the

year preceding; and also shall so attend

during every year of its employment until it

arrives at that age. And every child under

twelve must have attended school six months

in the year. -A penalty of fifty dollars is

imposed on every owner or agent of such

manufacturing concern who shall receive a

child into his employ without a sworn cer

. tlficate from some school teacher, that it has

attended school as provided for. Those pro

  

thee as it were in dreams. Not in vain i used except in Justice's Courts.

the lives and sacrifices, the heroic toils of_ may answer if you are hard pushed for a

the great and good, whose names man question: but never forget Moore and the

cherishes as a sacred treasure. Not in'days of ‘98, if your client happens to be

vain that Assyrian evening of old when, a hot headed Irishman. ln quoting, how

as now, God’s glory filled the sky, and | ever, one thing is of vast importance to
angels cried “ Peace on earth, Good Will I be remembered, that is, to introduce the

to men l ” Though the evil and sorrow author not by his real name, as ‘Shalt

of this great City seem to deny it, that I spcurc,‘ ‘ Byron,‘ or ‘ Moore,’ but as the

divine prophecy shall be fulfilled. \‘Vilh l ‘ Hard of Avon,’ ‘He who sung,’ ‘Ths

a magic more true than that by “'hlttlt‘lnspll‘titl writer,’ ‘ The Poet,’ &c.

night transmutes ugliness into beauty, the After finishing with the poets, you may

light of Love shall yet endow the whole I commence with the testimony. and sug

earth, humanity and all its abodes, with tgcst to the jury the illustration of the
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bunch of twigs, each of which may be

broken by a child, but bind them together

and they defy the strength of a man. In

circumstantial evidence this is very strong,

as showing how the testimony of many

persons is unimpcaehablc. The chain

also, formed of many links, is a familiar

illustration. \Vheu you have no idea

ready to express your emotions, clap your

hand on your breast, or walk towards the

jury, raise your arms and lower lllL‘lll

again. ‘ Unfortunate’ is a title which is

always used towards your client, whether

he is a swindler or has been swindled. ,

Various other modes of address may

be studied every day at the (lily Hall,l

from 11 to 3 o‘clock—N. Y. Mirror.

 
 

Humming”

SATURDAY, FEB. 13,
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contutnpt for otltcrs’ rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, rockli-srl adventure, and

commercial convulsions all holding to Illl‘ltl\'L‘Ii-"ll

the laborer and to render every condition instrnro.

Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

application of Christian ])Tlll(1l[\lt'!l, ot' Ulli\'\'|'.~';l|

justice and Universal love, to Mlt'lfll institutions,

to commerce, to business, to active life.

Dir. Cnansrso.

WOMAN’S TESTIMONY TO ASSO

CIATION.

Some writer in the Newhuryport Her- l

sld, taking his one from the magnani

 

 

mous New York Observer, recently put

forth a feeble and puei'ile statement, at-,

tacking Association, on the ground of itsi

moral tendency and influence. This has

called forth replies in vindication of thel

Associative order from twu women of that!

town, whose generous sympathies were'

aroused by the gross act of injustice, '

which they had witnessed. The Editor

of the Herald in referring to these com

munications, pithily remarks, “it is rath- .

er singular that our correspondent who,

took up the cudgels against the Fourier-'

isls on account of their conduct in rela

tion to women and children, should find

enlisted against him two ladies, both of

cultivated minds, and warm domestic at

tachments, and one of them a mother."

Not so very singular, after all. Many

of the most intelligent, earnesbmiiided

and refined women in this country are ar

dent advocates of Association. \thrcv

er the doctrines of Social Unity have been

announced, they have found their warm

est response iii the heart of woman. They

have been welcomed by her, with an in

telligent enthusiam, which nfl‘ords a beau

tiful testimonial to their character, and a

strong presumption of their truth. From

the first exposition of Social Science in

this country, it has made converts among

enlightened and devoted women. To their

efl'orts, their convictions, their example,

the cause is greatly indebted, for the rap

id advances it has made, and the strong

hold it is now taking on the public mind.

Nor is this at all surprising. No man

ever cherished a greater reverence for the

 

lthe ravings of the fanatic, the denuncia

female nature than Fourier. He saw the‘

degradation of woman by the present false

and corrupting relations of society; heI

was indignant at the meanness, duplicity,

and artifice with which she was treated ;i

he had the fullest faith in her capacity",

for self-government under a system of

truth, justice, and freedom; and he look-‘

cd forward to the complete cnfrauchise-‘l

ment of woman, the establishment of her

integral independence, as one of the most'

valuable fruits of the Combined Order.

‘lvcn his ,conjectures and speculations,

that have given so much offence, as to

what may be the possible relations of the

sexes, in distant ages of harmony, when

the earth is peopled with a new order of;

beings bearing the stamp of honor, puri- i

ty, elevation of soul, are founde on his1

lofty conceptions of the dignity of woman, l

and the position of freedom and independ~

ence, which she should hold in a true or

der of society. These speculations were

not set forth by Fourier as an essential

part of the theory of social unity. They

are not accepted, as such, by the Ameri

can Associationists. They have again

and again declared they take no responsi

bility in regard to them, and leave them

to stand or fall on tlieirown merits, as the

judgment of the true, the wise, and the

holy, in future ages may decide.

But they do, with one accord, contend

for a state of society, in which woman

shall not be tempted to barter ber afi'ec

tions for the sake of a social position, or

to gain a livelihood : in which she shall

be left free from all external embarrass

ments, to enter into the holiest relations

oflife, as the heart may dictate; where

marriage shall be a tie of sentiment be

tween souls, and not of pecuniary neces

sity ; where its spiritual aspects shall pre

dominate over the material; where it

shall expand the whole nature, and not

wither and crush it; and where, in fine,,

man shall renonuce the usurpation over\l

woman, which he has inherited from Bar-l

barism, and rejoice in her freedom, as de

signed by the Creator for the perfection

of the race. Association, moreover, own

templates a far more complete, thorough,

and ctiicient system of education, for chil

dren of both sexes, than is possible, un

der the incoherent, monotonous, and un

certain arrangements of the isolated house

hold. This education will elevate wo

man to an equality, aspiritual companion

ship with man of which the faintest traces

only are now visible, but which clearly

indicate the design of Nature.

It is no wonder, then, that the princi

ples of Association are so cordially re

ceived by many of the noblest women, of

whom society can boast. They will be

true to its spirit, and prove most efl‘ectual

advocates of its claims. We heed not

J

 

. favorably inclined to its reception.

tions of the bigot, the solemn whining:

of the bloodless hypocrite ; selfish impos

tors may belie and misrepresent our sub

lime doctrines, and gain credence with

shallow dupes; the plethoric conservative

may roll up his fishy eyes in horror of

our progress; and the “timid good " may

predict the downfall of virtue, from the

prospect of material prosperity ; but wo

iiiaii, faithful to the instinctive prompt

iugs ofthe soul, with the delicate intui

tion that is nearer the source of truth,

than the iron subtleties of logic, with the

prophetic assurance of a glorious future

for Humanity, receives with gladness the

science, that promises to realize her high~

cst ideals, and throws around it the pro

tection of her feminine nature, which has

power to awe and humble the ferocity of

savage beasts.

 

ASSOCIATION AND MEDICAL REFORM.

It is a noticeable fact, although by no

means surprising, that many of the most

distinguished advocates of progress and

reform in medical science, are also intelli

gent believers in the doctrines of Associ

ation. Indeed, as far as our information

extends, we believe that a large majority

of the seceders from the old school of

medicine, are either actual adherents to

Fourier’s theory of social science, or are

This

is the natural consequence of the mental

freedom which has led them to reject the

theories of medicine which find their sup

port in tradition rather than in experience.

If we once throw off the yoke of author

ity, as is justly said by those who cling

to it as their sole support, we know not

when to stop. It is certain, that a genu

ine emancipation of mind will conduct to

the complete liberty of nature and truth.

Medical reform opens the avenue to social

reform. The errors, duplicity, scientific

fraud, and legerdemain of the old system

of medicine, lead one to suspect the pre

sence of the same characteristics in the

old system of Civilization. Fourier him

self had so little confidence in the pre

‘vailiug medical practice, that although he

had several eminent physicians among his

friends, he refused to touch their drugs,

even to the last extremity. He points

out the great improvements, which would

result from the application of the unitary

theory to the science of medicine, and

predicts the time, when specific remedies

will be discovered for those awful diseases

which now bafile the keenest sagacity of

the physician. We have recently seen

an account of a new medical work, by

PERRUSEL, a French physician, entitled

“Truth in Medicine," which contains

many striking views concerning the unity

of the sciences, and the true laws of life.

The following passages which we trans

late from his work, will show the light
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he has obtained from the writings ofl natures, the same Worlds, the same intel

Fourier, while they present scientific'ligences. It was with great wisdom,

principles which we are sure will inter- that the priestess of Delphi always re

est our readers. plied to those, who demanded of her the

secret of the future, “KNOW 'ruvsizu'."

“ We do not hesitate to assert, with I It was, in truth, in this study, that dis

emphasis, that the same laws should pre' . covering the general law of direction,

side every where, and especially should the law of life, philosophy must necessa-t

lead Humanity, even by the roughestlrily hit upon the Law or UNIVERSAL

paths, and the most painful labors, tol UNITY or ATTRACTION, which alone can

the accomplishment of its destiny, wliich‘give the rule of direction, both for the

is Humour; this is a law of A'r'rrtac-:10\vest orders of beings and for the stars,

TlON and of Love, like that which was l which must be followed in order to arrive

discovered by Newton in the material and at either health of harmony.

mechanical world, and which has received

the name of AITRACTION. It is under limits, we shall show, how, by studying

the irresistible influence of this law, thatlaud comprehending the organization of

the Deity has established the creation, man, it is proper to conduct, in case of

that it is perpetuated in the difi'crcntttroublcs, exciteinents, or revolutions, in

kingdoms of nature, and that man, in his physical or moral organization, in or

particular, undergoes the successive trans- der to arrive, with the same deranged

formations, which we observe in his phys- elements, but restored to their normal

ical and moral constitutions. Instinctive- action, at that physiological unity, that

ly, perhaps, he conforms to the tenden- calmness, that peace, which is

cies for which he has an attraction; in- “HEALTH: for the organic man;

stinctively, perhaps, he obeys the facul- “ HARMONY; for the passiona], that is,

ties to which he is prompted by love; the intellectual and moral man;

but, in reality, it is under the dominion “ UNIVERSAL UNITY; for all beingsand

of this law, that he is developed, improv- all elements of creation."

ed, placed in true relations with his fel

lows, and finally, constituted the central

element of all human society.

“ All the sciences hitherto known,

chemistry, physics, natural history, math

ematics, astronomy, and so forth, are un

doubtedly worthy of our admiration, and

lead us to congratulate ourselves on the

superior rank which they enable us to

hold in the grand chain of beings; but

they are, in fact, only the corollaries of

another science, of another truth which

governs them, and which it is absolutely

necessary should be discovered, before

they can be fully comprehended them

selves.

“ Now this primary science is that of

an'susar. L'NtTY, that is to say, the

combination and fusion of all truths in

one; a superior, pivotal truth, the discov

cry of which, sought by philosophy in

every age, would give us the law of the

varied phenomena of nature.

“ Life, which is the object of physiolo

gy, is every where diffused, under a thou

sand diEemut forms, and circulates like a

pure and living wave, like a potent sap,

throughout the infinite net-work of all

orders of creation, distributing itself in a

serial, progressive manner, from the

most hidden mass, from the most infini

tesimal insect, to the most elevated being

in the graduated hierachy of the Uni

verse.

“Restricting our plan to appropriate

FOURIER AND THE THEOLOGICAL FAC

ULTY AT LYONS.

The Dean of the Theological Faculty

of Lyons, M. l'abhe Vincent, has lately

Association. In a report of the studies

pursued in the Theological department

of the University, M. Vincent takes oc

casion to speak of Fourier’s Work en

titled “ The Theory of the Four Move

ments,” and remarks that ‘.‘ it is the cli

max of all the absurdities of the present

age."

Lyons, thus replies to the Dean of the

Theological Faculty.

“The ‘Theory of the Four Move~

ments’ was published in 1808. The

science, of which this work explains the

fundamental principles, is of vast com

pass, and of peculiar difficulty. It rc

rnaiued for a long time, without attract

ing any share of the public attention.

At length, a few individuals began to

study it; their number gradually in

creased; and, at this moment, it reckons

numerous adherents, in every rank of so

ciety. It has converted distinguished

scholars, profound philosophers, eminent

practical men, and intelligent artisans,

agriculturists, and laborers. Journals

are devoted to its propagation in every

“The student of medical science, then, part of the world; a variety of publica

as well as the legislator, ought to derive tions bring it. within the reach of all de

the elements of their science from thelgrces of intellectual culture; it has its

same source, for they are both summoned l apostles, its public instruction, its treas

by their lofty mission, to direct the same ury, and rent-roll. Already it has given

 

come out in opposition to the doctrines of

birth to many important and valuable in

stitutions. It may claim the first concep

tion of the public asylums for children,

vand of agricultural colonies. In a moral

ipoint of view, the effects which it has

Iproduced, are no less remarkable. It has

lexerted a strong influence on the different

political parties; it has spread doubts on

the highest points of public policy, and

raised questions hitherto unknown. It

{has awakened new demands. It has put

lin circulation the words, Solidarity, Asso

lciulion, Organization of Labor, Emanci

pation of the Poorer Classes; and these

words are now even in the mouths of

kings. It is the subject of controversy

every day, and many, besides the Theo

logical faculty of Lyons, deem themselves

bound to refute it. Can it be imagined,

with any reason, that a doctrine which

has obtained such a position and develop

ment is only ‘ the climax of all the ab

surdities of the age! ’ ”

 

THE MOVEMENT IN BOSTON.

There never was greater interest in the

subject of Association in Boston, than at

this moment. The question of the true

organization of labor has long occupied

the attention of practical and philanthropic

men ; and the principles of social science

are beginning to attract the notice of

intelligent and cultivated minds.

The Lectures before the Boston Union

continue to be attended by a select and

very attentive audience, on which a deep

impression is obviously made by the pre

t scntation of truths, which to many of the

lhearers are now stated in a systematic

form, for the first time. We notice

among the audience, scholars, artists;

I professors, clergymen, lawyers, and doc

; tors, as well as others, which shows that

lhere as well as in France, the question

 

The “ Future," a liberal newspaper ofl awakens an interest among intellectual

men, who at least manifest a liberal curi

osity in regard to its character and claims.

We know that in many minds a spirit of

inquiry has been aroused, which will not

{be satisfied, without a thorough investi

, gation of the causes and remedies of our

lprescnt social evils. A more profound

lview is taken of the reform contemplated

by Associationists; its magnitude and

comprehensiveness are better understood ;

lits rigid scientific character is more fully

lappreciated ; and the earnestness and

devotion of its advocates create a pre

possession in its favor. We rejoice that

several leading minds among the young

lmen of Boston are deeply impressed with

l the truth and grandeur of the Associative

doctrines; and the time is not far 05',

according to all the rules of logical se

quence, when they will be found among

the most strenuous and enthusiastic ad

vocates of the cause.

The Lecture, week before last, by
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Mr. RrPst, presented a comprehensive

sketch of the principai incidents in the

life of Fourier, with a brief analysis of

the most important principles of social

science. It gave a full and emphatic

testimony to the intellectual greatness of

Fourier, his rare originality and inde

pendence of thought, his wonderful pene

traticn into the most recondite laws of na

ture, and the reverent, religious spirit, with

which he consecrated his life to the dis

covery and illustration of the social code,

ordained by the Deity for the Harmony

of our race. The Lecture was adapted

to inspire a deep respect for Fourier as a

man, and a thinker, and it is to be hoped

may tend to awaken attention to his

discoveries, among those who have hith

erto treated them with neglect.

After the Lectures, social meetings are

held by the Boston Union, at the houses

ofsome of the members. These, as may

be supposed, are ofa very interesting char

acter. They bring together the friends

of Association, make them better known

to each other, give occasion to much use

ful conversation and discussion, attd serve

to enkindle new hope in the accomplish

ment of the arduous mission to which they

are appointed. We trust no one will

absent himself from these reunions who

is able to attend them. Every friend of

the cause is heartily welcome, and the

presence of each is cheering to the hearts

of all.

The “ Religious Union of Association

ists " continue their meetian in the Hall

in Bromficld Street, under the direction of

Mr. Crrannmc. \Ve need not say, how

profound and true an interest is taken in

these services. They give fresh life to

our movement, open the deepest sources

of inspiration, and bind together the

hearts of the hearers, as with an electric

chain. No doubt many are present at

these meetings, who have no special in

terest in Association; many who are

almost strangers to the subject ; who are

attracted by the spiritual fervor and elo

quence of the speaker; whose experience

responds to the sentiments which he ut

ters; and who find the living springs of

their soul touched and swayed by his

words.

jection to this. \Vc are glad that such

should receive what good they may,

while others will be led to connect the

discussions of unitary science, with their

holiest convictions of the Providence of

God and the destiny of the race.

. On the whole, we have great reason

for congratulation in the present aspects

of the cause in Boston. We know the

disincliuation of men to look into new

truths, which are at war with their favor

ite habits of thought, the length of time

required to remove misapprehension and

soften prejudice, the patience with which

Of course there can be no ob-l

 

the Creator of the Universe waits for the '

accomplishment of his plans, and the like

patience, which is demanded of his earth

‘ly servants, in their warfare with evil;

and hence, we cannot but cherish a mod

est joy that so much has been already

accomplished in our own immediate vi

cinity, not without hope, that the way is

preparing for a more vast and beneficent

social revolution, than we now hardly

dare to dream of.

PITTSFORD, VOERMONT.

The following letter from Pittsford,

Vt., is very gratifying, as it shows the

lgood fruits of the lectures, established by

the American Union, and the zeal and

intelligence with which the cause is taken

up by our friends on the spot. The idea

of local meetings, conventions, and so

forth, is good. “’0 hope the example

will be followed. Free, familiar discus

sion in the school-districts of New Eti

gland, on the reigning evils of society,

would produce a. great effect, and prepare

the way for the remedies that. are pre

sented by Association.

“ Though surrounded with difficulties

and discouragements, our little Union has.

thought best to make a vigorous attempt

to propagate the doctrines of Associa

tion. For this purpose, we have. deter

mined to hold a series of meetings in the

difl‘erent school-districts of the town.

“He commenced these last week, and so

far have had very good success. The

school-houses have been well filled with

attentive and apparently highly interested

little audiences, and we are determined,

if possible, not to let the interest flag.

We expect by means of these meetings:

to get the subject of Association beforeI

the minds of most of the inhabitants of

the town, and hope to remove much of

1 the prejudice which exists upon the sub

ljectfas well as to bring some into the

‘field, to aid in the Herculean labor of

‘ cleansing this vast Augean stable.

“ We are not without positive proofthat

our efforts are taking effect. The Rev.

Mr. , our Congregational minister,

came out yesterday with ascrmon from

Mark xiii. 21 and 22, in which he took

occasion to anitnadvert upon many of the

causes which are now disturbing “the

[established order of things." Mormon

lism, with its ignorant leader, Jo Smith,

‘received the first notice, and as he ap

peared to think, ought to be studied as

'giving a key to other disturbing move

Pcrfectionism came next. Pro

 

 

 

 

 

ments.

fessor Bush took his turn, in connection

twill] whom, Swedenborgianism and Mes

l merism received some hard blows. But,

‘ there was another subject which deserved

notice in this connection; and that was

Fourierisrn. Fourier was an infidel ;
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and so were most of the leaders of the

cause, in this country at least. Some,

however, pretended to believe the Bible;

but all of them expected to make men

happy here in time, and happy in eternity

by means of merely material relations.

In regard to these relations we were told,

that the followers of Fourier differed

somewhat. Some were for a community

of property, others were for holding pro

perty in joint stock; but both aimed at

the same result,—-to make men happy in

time and eternity, by means of material

relations. After much in the same strain,

he closed his book, and looking round

upon his audience, finished his sermon by

repeating slowly and firmly: ‘Takc heed

lest you fall.‘ He forgot to make anoth

er quotation, and in his case a very

necdful one: ‘Prove all things, hold

fast to that which is good.’ That. we

are taken notice of thus in high places, is

proof to us that our prospects are flatter

ing.

“ “7e are to have a convention of As

sociationists in CLARENDON, on the third

Tuesday of February. In addition to the

business, and so forth, of an ordinary

convention, we intend making it a social

gathering. 1]? Your notice of the fact,

will enable those north of us to join us

upon that occasion.

“ After we have held all our meetings

in this town, attEnded the convention, and

so forth, you shall hear from us again.

And then, too, I hope to give you some

more proof that we are willing to sacri

fice of our substance to the cause."
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MISCELLANY.

For the Harbinger.

SKETCIIES OF A DAY IN THE SE

R I A L 0 R D E R.

(Concluded)

SERIES or near.

The Hunt of Harmony must not be

confounded with that of Savage, Bar

barous, Civilized, and other societies of

incoherence, which aim simply at the

carcass of the game, and are full of cru

elty in their means of attaining it.

They attain a bicomposite subversion,

by combining physical with moral torture

for the animal hunted, and lesion of pro

ductive industry with outrage of the sen

timent of Unity in the animal hunting.

The Hunt is an exercise in the gamut

of Ambition. It has been called mimic

war. It is in fact simply war between

man and his humbler fellow creatures,

whose residence he invades to destroy

them with his resources of strength, skill,

and stratagem, just as in his unbalanced

rapacity and conflict of interests with his

fellow man he invades and ravages the

territory of a neighboring nation, slaying,

scalping, torturing, enslaviug, levying

tribute, as the case may be, according to

the fashion of the time. The chase and

war, such as we have hitherto known

them, belong equally and essentially to

the reign of the Beast or of Incoherence.

Ambition, where interests are unhar

monized, aims to gratify itself at the ex

pense of another, and proceeds either by

the simple method of brute force, or by

simple fraud, or by the composite method

of force combined with fraud, and creates

a discord of the first, second, third, or

fourth degree, according to the number

of intermediate classes engaged in the

service of the stronger oppressing the

weaker.

This subversive hierarchy is now form—

ed in territorial ownership, by the rela~

tions of landed proprietor, agent or mid

dleman, bailiff, tenant, and horse or ox.

 

 

In War, by the relations of financiers

and stock-jobbers, and speculators, iner

cantile or political, who being the prime

though secret movers and only persons

whose interests are advanced, occupy,

like the landed proprietor or the hunter,

the first rank. 2d. Kings, ministers, and

parliamentary or other representative ma

chinery, tools of the first class, as the

land agent or the forest keeper is of the

landed proprietor. 3d. Oflicers, naval

and military, corresponding to the dog

trainers of the hunt; and 4th. Common

soldiers—cannon fodder, who correspond

to the bailiffs in the civil warfare or mam

mon hunt. and to the hounds in the hunt

of other animals by man. '

The Savage goes out to battle, pur

sues and kills his enemy and sometimes

proceeds to cook and eat him precisely

as other game.

This is the extreme of incoherence in

the series of human societies, and which,

in accordance with the law of the contact

of extremes, and identity of the first and

eighth notes of the octave, should present

a diffraction of the highest expression of

unity in the brotherhood of the race.

What can indeed be more complete than

the coincidence of the cannibal rites, in

which the Savage conceives that as he

eats, the virtues of the slain pass with

his flesh and blood into his own body;

and the most sublime expression of unity

in the sacrament of the Lord's Supper,

where Christ, the amphitnundane pivot,

whose hierarchy combines this world of

human spirits with that of those who

have passed the portals of death, says

when giving to his disciples bread and

wine: “This is my flesh and my blood;

eat and drink in remembrance of me,”

thus typing the incarnation of the divine

in the human, and confessing the bond of

humanity in the most sacred brotherhood.

In Barbarism, iVar and the Hunt,

losing the simplicity of incoherence, ac

quire a composite character, by aiming at

 

classes of their human or other fellow

creatures, but reserve the young alive for

slavery, as is also the custom of certain

tribes of ants. This is a composite de

velopment of Ambition, because it acts

alike on the bodies and souls, requiring

not only corporal possession, but submis—

sion of the will of the inferior to the su

perior. It is subversive because it de

grades the slave, destroying the uuity of

his being by the invasion of a foreign

will, and because it embrutes by the habit

of tyranny, and palsies by the temptation

to idleness, the master, who loses the

unity of his being, by outraging in him

self the )rinciple of justice. Thus have

many bar arous nations become emascu

lated, cruel and treacherous.

By the employment of jauissaries, &c.

in war,-—trainers, dogs, and hawks, in

the chase. Ambition receives other de

velopments of a mixed character; the

ends remaining the same, but the means

becoming composite by the leagues of

interest between the parties fighting or

hunting; partly through the harmonic

principle of attraction, partly through the

subversive one of compulsion.

Harmony, which operates by the tilti

tary principle of Attraction, whilst sub

stituting in the allied parties hunting, for

these mixed motives, composite sympa

thies of character and industrial taste;

must also operate by attraction on the

game hunted, on the human or animal

objects of the war or chase. It must

substitute for violence and treachery, shot

and snares, a magnetic or moral charm

combined with material interest or bait.

The Harmonians will not desire the flesh

of the dead animal, because they will

abhor all forms of cannibalism, as much

as we do that which some Savages prac

tice on each other. They will shudder

at the idea of making walking graveyards

of themselves. The killing and eating

of our fellow creatures must cease with

the state of moral incoherence of which

the living prey as well as the carcass; aslit is the expression, and with the perver

they no longer indiscriminately kill all .sion of our organic life which now craves
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the peculiar stimulus of animal flesh as a

compensation for the co-operative influ

ence which it should receive from the

nervous centres of our affectional life, in

the free play of those sympathies which

connect us in vital solidarity with our

fellow creatures. '

The appetite being simply the expres

sion of organic attraction, must. of course

share in its health or its perversion; and

the taste which new demands flesh, will

give place to a more exquisite apprecia

tion of savors in the present and future

varieties of grains, vegetables and fruits,

in their varied preparations and artistic

combinations, and in refined animal pro—

ducts, such as milk, with its delicate

cream, rich butter, curds, cheeses, blanc

manges, &c. 810. may enable us to con—

ceive of. '

Man will develop those frugivorous

habits which are common to his anatomi

cal structure with that of all the other

natural family of the cheirotberia, but

which it was necessary that he, as the

archetype not only of the cheirotheria,

but of the whole animal kingdom, should

partly relinquish during the periods of

incoherence.

The exalted sensibility of our organs,

external and internal, sensuous and senti

mental, connected with the habitual use

of a pure diet, has been observed by

—rmrrry; a'mrpre-emmflttly tn the case Of

Caspar Hauser, who is said to have recog

nized by the smell Homeopathic drugs of

the thirtieth attenuation. The vile smells

about our houses and even fields where

poisonous plants grew, distressed him

extremely, and he escaped this annoyance

by embruting his senses to the standard

of civilization, when in compliance with

the urgency of his friends, he forced him

self to eat flesh.

When the co-operative industry of As

vsociatiou shall surround us with the nat

ural and artistic harmonics of affection,

a delicate impressibility will be as con

ducive to our enjoyment as it may now

be the reverse in the conditions in which

the mass of the race live.

\Vhen every sense and every sentiment

shall find as many adaptations to charm

as they have now to disgust and revolt,

it. will be desirable that they should attain

the most acute sensibility. By a subver

sive adaptation, this material grossuess,

the expression of the spiritual darkness

and conflict of incoherence, saves us from

much of the torture which we should

sutfer from those outrages on our moral and

physical senses, which characterize the

lrabitations of man in that period. Ani

mal food, which stimulates the combative

and destructive tendencies in the human

as in the lower grades of the fame,

corresponds perfectly to the wants of in

coherent societies where the aim andlcighth.

 interest of each individual is to act onlexisting, as the

others as much as possible, and be acted

on himself as little as possible. In Har

mony, where universal confidence flows

from unity of interest, it will be desirable

that the life of the affections and intelli

gence should be uncalculating, spontane

ous and reciprocal in the highest degree;

a continual influx and reflux, a losing of

ourselves in all the consciousness of our

individual being to find ourselves again

refreshed and glorified in the being of

others“ These social conditions require

a pure and bloodless diet.

The Hunt of Harmony will then not

desire the death nor the carcass of its

prey. Rising to the composite in its

character, it will seek both the body and I

the soul or will of the creature, and as it

must be the harmonic composite it must

gain both by charm. It may be asked,

what the Harmonians, whose drudgery is

performed by machinery, will want with

the animal kingdom. The answer in

volves a deep psychological principle.

\Ve want to have as little as possible

to do with most species of the present

animal creation. Is not this equally true

of every individual in relation to the

greater number of characters around him!

ls not the range of individual sympathies

generally a narrow one! Certainly, be

cause the state of incoherence organizes

these dis-cords, — places men so constant

ly in positions which oppose their inter

ests to one another, that as habit in the

parent passes into structure in the child,

then are born full of antipathies; and we

find in society the sheep and the Wolf,

the skunk and the chicken, of which the

inferior types are the reflections in the

great mirror of nature. But the trans

formation and regeneration which the

Divine law of love brings into the indi

vidual soul of man and the collective soul

of humanity in organizing all the relations

of practical life according to its spirit, is

to be integral in its application, is to bring

man into unity with nature and with his

fellow man as well as with God, and

under its influence the animal and vege

table kingdoms which now, in corres

pondence with the vicious perversions of

our own passions and societies, yield

seven-eighth: of creatures which are use

less or hurtful to man, for one-eighth

which are useful or agreeable to him,

must yield harmonic creations which shall

give seven-eighths of the latter class to

one-eighth of the former. But God is

composite and not simple in his method

of action; the change must be reflected

not only in the relative numbers of the

dill'crent characters, but in the nature of

those which remain, exalting the useful

and harmonic characters, and modifying

 

Zebra and the Ostrich,

whose profitable relations may be readily

understood. Harmony of interests in the

animal kingdom is finally required by the

attributes of the Deity.

By the universality of his Providence,

which would be limited were the king

doms of nature excluded from internal

harmony among themselves, and with

their pivot, man.

By his distributive justice, which re

,quires compensation by harmonic devel

opment and relations during the ages

of unity, for the subversive development

and relations during the ages of incohe

rence.

By his economy of means, which, in

providing for the various attractions 0r

instincts with which he has endowed his

creatures, requires a social sphere in which

the greatest happiness may be attained by

interlocking their interests and multiply

ing the passional life of each creature in

its harmonic accords with that of other

beings, and especially with man, the piv

‘otal type and complement of all lower

natures.

By his unity of system, since other

wise there would be a law of harmony

for human societies and a law of discord

for inferior creatures.

These considerations are farther sup

ported —

by history and tanIllOI'l which refer us

to a period of peace and harmony in

Eden, the Paradise of innocence and ig

norance. In the first chapter of Genesis

it is said :

“And God said, Behold, I have given you

every herb bearing seed, which is upon the face

of all the earth. and every tree, in the which is

the fruit\of a tree yielding need 3 to you it shall

be for meat.

“And to every bcast of the earth, and to

every fowl of the air, and to every thing that

crccpeth upon the earth, wherein there is life, I

have givm every green hcrb for meat: and it

was so.”

No flesh meats either for man or beast;

and the omission to mention it here is

both technically and rationally equivalent

to a disapprobation or even prohibition of

them in the primitive ages of which this

chapter treats. '

By prophecy and aspiration, which in

the purest and most highly developed

souls, such as Zoroaster, Pythagoras and

Shelley, and in the more specific prophecy

of Isaiah and others, point to such an epm'll

in the future harmonics of innocence

and wisdom, whose law has been brought»

to our sentiment by Christ and to our in

tellect by Fourier.

By the law of the contact of extremes,

binding prophecy with history, which 1'6

quircs identity of character in the first

and last. points of a series. Thus the

 

beneficially the remaining exceptional iscries formed by the successive periods of

There are some species now lincohcrence, in their modulations through
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Savageism, Barbarism, Patriarchalism

and Civilization, required a last term dif

ferent from these to correspond to the

first term, Edenisrn. '

They are farther supported by the law

of progression, since Palaeology reveals

to us a period of animal development on

this planet whose incoherence was more

ferocious and gigantic in its character

than that which now exists, the age of

the megatherium and the Saurians,-

crocodiles of ninety feet long,—since

which time consequently the harmonic;

adaptations with the animal kingdoml

must have greatly increased, correspond

ing to the improvements which human so

ciety has made, and which point to fu

ture forms in which these harmonic rela

tions shall be still farther substituted for

those of incoherence. They are support

ed by anatomy, which shows us in the

progressive developments of the Foetal

brain those temporary characters which

are found permanently organized in the

fish, the bird and the mammal, and which

~ by their development into the co-operation

of a unitary life in the full grown child

foretype their natural tendency to harmon

ize in the progressive types of the animal

creations corresponding to them, and es

pecially to harmonize with man, since

they represent the different parts and pro

gressions of his nature, and he types the

whole of which they are developed frag

ments.

The hunt of the ages of unity requires

coincidence of interest between the hunter

and the animal hunted, which we can un

derstand when man instead of being the

tyrant and natural enemy of other crea

tures, creates around him a sphere of

beauty and delight in which the simpler;

races of animals will share, but which“

their own intelligence could not have of

fected. ‘

Fourier has calculated the character of'

war in Harmony, where the industrial

armies “ill go forth on the great (Salli-1

paigns of spherical interest, co~operating'

in benefiting their fellow creatures; in

carrying the reign of Love and Harmony

among Barbarous and Savage tribes, and

converting the earth to a garden of

beauty. The hunt then which, between

man and animals, corresponds to war be

 

employed in the hunt, and the material

charm of bait must be rendered composite

by the moral charm of characteristic af

finity on the two principles of sirnilitude

and contrast. In the first species of

charm lure creatures, of the same species

tamed, may be employed, as we now use

decoy ducks and decoy elephants. The

charm by contrast may operate by

the harmonic relation between the anti

types of the dog, falcon, and others,

and the creatures they pursue, a relation

precisely the reverse of the antipathies

existing during the ages of incoherence.

For the fire-arm, which intimidates,

wounds or destroys, may perhaps be sub

stituted among other things, musical calls

corresponding to the nature and sympa

thies of the creature. We already ob

serve the specific affinity between cer

tain indi\iduals and animals. The fol

lowing circumstance may give some idea

of the mysterious sympathy by which

animals may be charmed into submission.

In 1830, a skilful Veterinary Surgeon,

residing in Hudson, New York, had un

der his care a stallion so unruly and

vicious that he could he approached only

by securing his halter over intervening

bars. A boy three years old, was seen

one day, playing with him, pulling his

tail and trying to climb up his legs, the

animal remaining perfectly quiet. The

Surgeon trtnlr on the child unfl- nlm'ml

him in the manger, when the animal put

his nostrils to his face, and kept smelling

and snorting, with evident signs of de—

light. He was then led out of the stable

with the boy on his back, and instead of

leaping and throwing up his heels as

usual, he remained perfectly still, re

fusing to move out of a walk so long as

the boy was on him, and permitting him

self to be led by the halter by his charm

er. This singular intimacy lasted two

months, ceasing only when the horse was

taken away by his owner. A strange

gentleness seemed to have entered his

nature.

SERIES or DnAiuA.

\Ve must not confound the Drama of

Harmony with the Drama of Civilization.

In the analysis of the latter we find :

lst. In regard to the subjects represent

tween man and man, must undergo analo- ed, tragedy, the high drama, picturing

goos changes, and in either case, as we 1 the internal discord of man whose pas

have observed, the object must be effected ‘ sions destroy him in their conflicts and

by charm or attraction, the universal law t excesses, the fatal effects of rivalry and

in which the serial order is organized. ln‘hatrerl, disappointed love and foiled or

the methods pursued,which before caused mistaken ambition. In the lower de

a league of oppressors, we have now a grees we have a tableau of follies, the

league of benevolence among the hunters. ;stupidities and the frauds of the civilizee

Besides the human accords of Ambition, 1dissected and exhibited to the crowd who

Friendship, and Love, between the parties l laugh with the knave and laugh at the

and sexes which share it, we have the mix- fool. As to real manhood or womanhood,

ed accords between the hunters and dogs, they are conceptions which seem not to

falcons, &c., or their harmonic antitypesl have penetrated the thought of our stage

 

writers, or to have been considered by

them altogether too visionary for the

practical taste of the public; yet this is

not so entirely, for if you seek well you

shall find more true humanity in the city

or country in a day than on the stage

which ought to sublime and concentrate

it in a month.

Particular pieces are too far.- below

criticism to be mentioned, we find an

utter want of dignity and spirituality on

the stage of our day.

The Drama exhibiting the mimic

play of the passions and their social ef

fects, such is its legitimate character dur

ing the periods in which man‘s nature is

cramped and perverted to all manner of

vice and meanness; and the more truthful

the drama becomes to the lirtlencss of

the common life, the more depravirrg is its

effect, the more loathsome it appears to

our finer tastes, and the more severely it

draws upon itself the reprobation of the

church, which from its high spiritual ideal

justly condemns this life as one of utter

depravity, only making the serio-ludi

crous mistake of confounding the civilizee

with the man.

In the serial order adapted to our na

ture, in which the true and beautiful de

velopments of our passions, and the social

harmony created by them can only be un

derstood by their contrast with those of

the nrescut world turned upside down,

the drama, in correspondence, must ex

hibit the noblest and most lovely types of

character, whose passions, instead of be

traying them to their ruin and building for

them a splendid funeral pyre, will become

the wings of a spiral ascension through

developments of character now inconceiv

ably grand, to the lofticst destinies.

2d. The actors are now a class con

fining themselves to that business, being

merely actors, so that excluded from

those political and sot-in] positions in'

which the highest life is felt and acted,

they lack that sort of experience “hich

could enable them to give an adequate ex

pression to great dramatic positions and

sentiments, and rant away a pitiful bur

lesque of life, more paint, paste-board and

galvanic distortions. The lower castes,

they act only too well for the morals and

manners of the public, and have thus

brought upon themselves the condemna

tion of the church and of refined taste.

The actors of unity will be the same

on the stage and in real life, and their

imitative faculties will thus have rcceircd

the education of experience in the caste

they embody. This talent is widely dis—

tributed and very cultivable. Each will

find dramatic characters specifically 'relat

ed to his own, and it will be equally de~

sirable for the individual and‘ the public

that this sort of development slronld be

obtained by all who shall obtain the ap
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proval of the Thespian censorship or dis

tributive council. Children will be re

ceived into this as into other series, afteri

preliminary tuition, upon suitable evidence ,

of capacity, and there will be a great‘

number capable of filling some part with

characteristic excellence.

Any one who has witnessed or partici

pated in private theatricals, well knows

how much the charm is multiplied by re

cognition of our friends and acquaintance

in the characters, and the personal interest

we feel in their success.

The delicious emotions experienced by

the family of a lady, now the brightest

star of the American stage, on witness

ing her brilliant debut may be shared by

half the families of the Phalanx, since

now scarcely one genius in twenty gets

itself developed. A polite and practical

education, combining with the confidence

inspired by a sphere of friendly relations

of interest and character, will naturally

give birth to another species of acting

far more piqnant than the present; impro

visation, in which actors will show their

penetration into character by the positions

they create for each other, and their pow

er of meeting circumstances by sudden

and varied combinations, pliant to the hu

mor of the movement, and affording

boundless scope for sublimity, pathos,

humor, feats of grace and strength, and,

alerts diam“
, ,. e we

are too self-conscious for inspiration and

improvisation; the passional poverty of

our lives inverting the mind to prey upon

itself.

3d. The sphere of exhibition. In ac

cordance with the moral perversions

which are to be displayed, we have the

lights and foot-lights as they are called,

placed beneath the actors instead of shin

ing froin above like the sun, moon and

stars. They are so disposed here and in

other parts of the houseas to dazzle and

distress the greater part of the audi

ence, civilization requiring that discomfort

should always be the rule and luxury the

exception.

In connection with this disposition of

the lights, is the danger of fires, in which

many persons are burned to death. It is

by the narrowest escape, every night,

that the dancer or singer, advancing to

the very front of the stage almost in con

tact with the foot lamps, whose flame often

rises above the glass shades, do not get

the gauzy fabric of their dresses wrapped

in flames. As if at once to provide for

the greatest frequency of accident and

thirty minutes in squeezing through the

crowd every evening after the perform'

ance, and in the case of fire, which

spreads so rapidly among the combustible

apparatus of these places, would confine

the damage to property. This of course

is entirely incompatible with civilized

policy. The problem for the manager of

a theatre states itselfsimply thus : ‘ How

to get the greatest number of people into

the smallest space, with the least expense

of providing for their accommodation,

and the greatest certainty that all of them

pay at the door.‘ It is no more his in,

tercst to provide for the safety of their

lives than to protect their eyes from the

glare; to secure a pure, rcspirable air, or

a pleasant temperature by ventilation ; or

to select representations whose moral in

fluence shall be elevating and not de

praving. All these points are indeed

highly important to the manager as a

man and a Christian, but those relations

he settles at his church on Sunday; their

mention is highly impertinent on any

other day, and they become perfectly ab

surd in connection with trade and business

matters.

The civilizees. having no other chance

of development for the composite passion,

are drawn together in masses by its im

perious impulse, even in conditions of the

greatest discomfort and even danger, and

whinh Anmfinl‘ 11m .nlim man-“ion of flu“

individual sphere about which they make

I the more fuss in proportion as the condi

f tions of their lives preclude its enjoyment,

Ejudging of its value. by their want of it.

iThus our few places of public amusement

l

,arrangement becomes with the manager

, the absolute consideration. At the burn

iing of the theatre Royal in Quebec,

when it was announced that the house

i was on fire, all of course rushed at once

towards the door; any order of proceed

ing by successive detachments, leaving

ispaces between them which should admit

Lthe free and rapid motion of a run,

instead of the slow, shuflling press of a

crowd, although it would have allowed

them to escape in one-twentieth part of

the time, was incompatible with the ge

nius of civilization, since it would have

required the habit of concerted action

instead of the Iaissr: aller, “ every man for

himself, take care of number one ” princi

ple. In the press which took place, sev

 

 

are filled very easily, and cheapness of

sations of an inscrutable Providence,—

long faces, Obs and Ahs, citizens wear

crape on their arms for thirty days, mon

umcut engraved to the lamented dead,

theatre rebuilt on similar plan, and other

dispensations occur in their due time.

l’eople'are jammed together without

the slightest respect to the principle of

individuality or privacy, and except the

more fortunate eighth who can take a box

to themselves, are subject to all manner

of disgusts from proximity, bad breaths,

800. die. The stage boxes are in fact

the only situations in the house where one

can enjoy the composite luxury of seeing

and hearing well and having plenty of

room, pleasant seats and privacy at plea

sure by drawing a curtain. Some Euro~

pean theatres have improved in this re

spect.

There is scarcely ever a free ventila

tion, but the air is so close and stifling

that the pain and injury of breathing it is

worth more to a delicate person than the

pleasure of the best performance, a plea

sure indecd which it very much diminish~

es. Provisions seem also to be made for

generating in the shortest space of time

the greatest number of catarrhs, by the

‘change from this close, hot and rocking

air to the chill and the inclemencies of

the weather without.

The musical ear now comes in for its

,share of tortore,-for four and twenty

cats with crackers on their tails, would

make a very respectable substitute for the

alternation of scraping and catawauling

by the orchestra, and stamping, shouting

land squeaking by the audiences of four

out of five of our theatres.

Now it is not to be concluded from all

this that we go to the theatre because we

believe, like the Hindoos or ascetics, that

iself-torture is pleasing in the sight of

God, and that we shall purchase several

shillings’ worth of spiritual salvation,—

nor is it to be hastily considered that the

lungs of a civiliaee are so far perverted in

their function that carbonic acid gas and

hot vapor are more congenial to them than

pure air; that he likes to be squeemed;

that ltis nose is entirely adapted to foul

odors or his ears to false music, any

more than that a higher character of

drama would meet no response in his

soul. No, the very misery of man in

civilization is that he cannot change his

 

nature and adapt himself to all these

ieral were thrown down in the doortt-ay,iabominations, that he has aspirations

others stumbled over them, and befocm WhiClt he Bannm gratify because they Ye

they could rise, still more, until the’quire such collective co-operation as his

whole doorway was packed and wedged intelligence has been too small and his

 

the most serious consequences from it,

our theatres have generally but one, or at

most two doors of egress for the public,i

instead of having all the lower wall com- L

posed of folding doors which would ren-l

der it unnecessary to loss from fifteen to

tight with human bodies, which, by way 1 sentiment too brute to effect. We go to

of variety, got crushed and smothered to;lh8 theatres and other crowded places

death, while others within got burned. full 0f discomflms, because 0" Private

So things go. That is no worse than ‘ lives are so poor that we are glad on any

happens every day in some other manner-“terms to escape from them, and because

and some other place. Grievous dispen-ihere we have, however unsatisfactorily,
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the-only gratification of the composite

passion which civilization allows.

The drama is the natural pivot of the

arts, combining architecture, sculpture,

painting, music, the dance and other

forms of harmonic motion, with the mimic

life of the passions which give birth to

them all. In accordance with this prin

ciple, the drama of Unity must assemble

the most exquisite expression of all these

arts as the natural sphere in which pas

sion shall move.

It is here that the artistic strength of

the Phalanx will concentrate. A com

posite feature which has been introduced

in Paris and other cities, connecting the

hall of exhibition with gardens, where

the spectators may promenade, between

the scenes, will be easily developed,

since the groves and flower beds enclosed

in the area of the Phalanstery offer

a beautiful resource. In the summer

months the boxes for spectators may be

well arranged in the free air, the parti

tions being made by rose trees and such

shrubbery, and the tiers by platforms con

structed amid the boughs of the trees,

where fancy dresses, waving locks and

bright eyes glancing and retreating

through the half concealing foliage, di

vert the interlude with faery sports,

while the wind-harp swaying in the

breeze above answers to the orchestra be

low. .

Illumination to any desirable extent

can be effected by a. Bude or other light,

reflected down from above, or forwards

from behind the scenes. In winter the

ventilation may be conducted in the mode

now adapted in the British house of

Parliament, which provides a constant

circulation through all parts of the build

ing of a fresh and perfumed air of any

given temperature. _

All these, and many other provisions,

the series by its combination of means,

distribution of functions, unitary econo

mics, and integral development of ca

pacities, necessarily includes. These are

adaptations which we at once feel that

our attractions require, and in the true so

cial order of united interests calculated

upon these attractions, it would be just as

absurd to conceive of their disappointment

or restriction, as it would be in the false

societies based on incoherence of interest,

to expect their gratification.

Enoxwox'rrr.

anrvs AND “ BONNIE JEAN.” The

first introduction was somewhat curious.

The poet had attended a dance in Mauch

line, accompanied by his dog in place of a

fair partner, and in reply to some remark, he

said, " he wished he could get any of the

lasses to like him as weel as his collie did.”

A few days afterwards, when the poet was

strolling down the banks of a burn which

runs through a village, a lass, who was en

 
gagod in the bleaching green inquired “if

he had got a more loving sweetheart than

his dog yet." This was Jean Armour, and

this the first time of meeting betwixt the fu

ture husband and wile—Dumfries Cou

rier.

 

WAIT A LITTLE LorvGEn. Marriage

able ladies are now callcd “ waiting maids."

 

CLosr: ANALOGY. When the butcher

bird has secured a victim, it fixes the crea

ture to a thorn and then tears it to pieces

with its bill. What a picture of attorney

and client! — Punch.

 

P O E S Y .

BY crooner; wrrnsn.

W'n‘ttm while imprisoned in the Tower.

' I U I fl 5 .

She doth tell me where to borrow

(.‘omfort in the midst of sorrow,

Makes the ticsolatcst place

To her presence be a grace,

And the blackcst discontent:

Be hcr fairest ornaments.

In my former days of bliss,

Her divine skill taught me this,

That from every thing I saw,

I could some invention draw,

And raise pleasure to her height

Through the meanest object's sight;

By the murmur of a spring;

Or the least bough's rustling;

By a daisy, whose leaves spread

Shut when Titan goes to-bcd;

Or a shady bush or tree,

Sho r-nulA "ultra infirm: in mo

Than all nature’s beauties can

In some other wiser man.

By her help, 1 also now

Make this churlish place allow

Some things that may sweeten gladnesl,

In the very gull ofsaduess;

The (lull loneness, the black shade,

That these hanging vaults have made,

The strange music of the waves,

Beating these hollow caves,

This black den which rocks emboss,

Overgrown with eldest moss,

The rudc portals, that give light

More to terror than delight,

This my chamber of neglect,

“'alletl about with disrespect,—

From all those, and this dull air,

A fit object for despair,

She hath taught me by her might,

To draw comfort and delight.

Therefore, thcn, best earthly bliss,

I will cherish thee for this ;

Poesy, thou sweet’st content,

'I'hat e’er' Heaven to mortals lent,

Though they as a trifle leave thce,

\Vhose dull thoughts cannot conceive thee,

Though thou be to them it scorn,

That to naught but earth are born,

Let my life no longer be

Than I am in love with thee;

Though our wine ones call it madness,

Let me never taste ofglndness,

If! love not thy mad'st fits,

Above all their greatest wits;

And though some, too seeming holy,

Do account thy rapture, folly;

Thou dost teach me to condemn

\Vhat makes knaves and fools of them.

 

THE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,‘

snousn'ro

CONSUELO.

FROM THI FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND

Tmnslntcd for the Harbinger.

EPILOGUE.

If we could have procured, respecting

the existence of Albert and Consuelo

after their marriage, as faithful and min

ute documents as have guided us hitherto,

doubtless we could still have finished a

long career by relating to you their jour

neys and adventures. But, 0 persevcring

reader, we cannot satisfy you ; and you,

married reader, we ask of you only a

moment’s patience. Do not consider

this, either of you, a reason for blame

or praise as regards us. The truth is

that the materials, by\the aid of which

we could, as until now, have united and

arranged the events of this history, disap

pear, in a. great measure, for us, from the

romantic night which saw the union of

our two heroes hlest and consecrated by

the Invisibles. Either the engagements

entered into in the temple prevented

their unbosoming themselves to friend

ship in their letters, or their friends,

themselves initiated into the mysteries,

have, in times of persecution, judged it

best to destroy their correspondence; so

that we no longer perceive them but

through a cloud, under the veil of the

mmnle or under the mask of adents. if

we should trust without examination to

the rare traces of their existence which

appear in the manuscripts in our posses

sion, we should often go astray in follow

ing them; for contradictory proofs show

them both to us upon several geographi

cal points at once, or following certain

different directions at the same time.

But we can easily understand that they

voluntarily gave occasion to these mis

takes, being at one time devoted to some

secret enterprise directed by the “ Invisi

bles,” and at another compelled to with

draw themselves, through a thousand

dangers, from the inquisitorial police

of governments. “’hat we can afiirm

respecting the existence of that soul in

two persons which was called Consuelo

and Albert is, that their love kept its

promises, but that fate cruelly belied

those it had seemed to make to them

during those hours of rapture which

they called their midsurmncr night’s

dream. Still they were not ungrateful to

wards Providence, which had given them

that quick-passing happiness in all its

plenitude, and which, in the midst of

their reverses, continued in them the ini

rncle of love announced by Vl'anda. Un

der all their misery, suffering and perse

 

" Entered according to Act ofCongrels, in the

year 1841), bv Fluscrs G. Snaw,in the Clerk's

office of the District Court of Massachusetts.
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cation, they constantly recurred to that

secret recollection which marked in their

life as it were a celestial vision, a pledge

made with the Divinity for the enjoyment

of a better life, after a phase of labors,

trials and sacrifices.

Every thing becomes, moreover, so

mysterious to us in this history, that we

have not even been able to discover in

what part of Germany was situated that

enchanted residence in which, protected

by the tumult of htmtings and fetcs, a

prince, anonymous in our documents,

served as a point of rallying and as a

principal mover to the social and philo

sophical conspiracy of this “ Invisibles."

That prince received from them a sym

bolical name which, after a thousand at

tempts to divine the cipher used by the

adepts, we presume to have been that of

Christophorus, '(‘hrist—bearcr, or perhaps

also Chrysostomus, golden-mouth. The

temple in which Consuelo was married

and initiated they poetically called the

Saint Graal, and the chiefs of the tribu

nal, the lemplars; romantic emblems re

newed from the ancient legends of the

golden age of chivalry. It is well known

that, according to those delightful fictions,

the Saint Graal was concealed in a mys

terious sanctuary, at the bottom of a

grotto unknown to mortals. It was there

that the templars, illustrious saints of

primitive Christianity, devoted, in this

rm. “d 7.19 11"?"

cions cin which Jesus had used to con

secrate the miracle of the Eucharist when

he celebrated the passover with his disci

ples. That cup doubtless. contained the

celestial grace, symbolized sometimes by

the blood, sometimes by the tears of the

Christ, a divine liquid, in fine, a euchar

istic substance, respecting the mystical

nature of which there was no explana

tion, but which it was enough to see in

order to be morally and physically trans

formed, to be forever protected from

death and sin. The pious paladins who,

after formidable vows,‘ terrible macera

Itions and eXploits which made the earth

tremble, devoted themselves to the ascet

ic life of knights-errant, had for their

ideal the discovery of the Saint Graal at

the end of their peregrinations. They

sought it under the ices of the north,

upon the shores of Armorica, in the

depths of the forests of Germany. It

was necessary, in ordcr'to realize this

sublime conquest, to brave perils analo

gous to those of the garden of the Hes~

perides, to overcome monsters, elements,

barbarous nations, hunger, thirst, even

_death. Some few of these Christian ar

gonauts discovered, it is said, the sauc

tuary, and were regenerated by the di

vine cup; but they never betrayed the

terrible secret. Their triumph was

known by the strength of their arm, by

 

the holiness of their life, by their invinci

ble weapons, by the transfiguration of

their whole being; but they survived

only a short time, among us, so glorious

an initiation : they disappeared from among

men, as did Jesus after his resurrection,

and passed from earth to heaven without

undergoing the bitter transition of death.

Such was the magic symbol which in

reality was very well adapted to the work

of the lnvisibles. During several years;

the new templars retained the hope of!

rendering their Saint Graal accessible to

all men. Albert labored efficaciously,

without doubt, to propagate the funda

mental ideas of the doctrine. He at

tained to the highest degrees of the order;

for we have seen in some place the list of

his titles which would prove that he had

time enough to reach them. It is well

known that eighty-one months are neces

sary to rise only to the thirty-first degree

of masonry, and we are certain that a

much longer time was required to pass

afterwards the unlimited number of the

mysterious degrees of the Saint Graal.

The names of the masonic grades are no

longer a mystery to any one; but it

would not perhaps be unsatisfactory here

to recall some of them, for they depict

quite well the enthusiastic genius and the

fertile imagination which presided over

their successive creation :

Apprentice, journeyman and master

mon;secrcr1mrstcr mm peflect'rrmmvr,

secretary, provost and judge. English

master and Irish master, master in lsrael,

elect master of the nine and the fifteen,

elect of the unknown, sublime elect

knight, grand master architect, royal

arch, grand Scotchman of the sacred

lodge or sublime mason, knight of the

sword, knight of the east, prince of Jeru

salem, knight of the east, the west, rose

cross of France, of Herédom and of Kil

winning, grand pontiff or sublime Scotch

man, architect of the sacred vault, pontiff;

ofthe celestial Jerusalem, sovereign prince

of masonry or master ad uilam, naochite,

prince of Lebanon, chief of the taberna

cle, knight of the brazen serpent, trinita

ry Scotchman or prince of mercy, grand

commander of the temple, knight of the

sun, patriarch of the crusades. grand

master of the light, knight Kadosh,

knight of the white and black eagle,

knight of the phtenix, knight of the iris,

knight of the Argonauts, knight of theI
golden fleece, grand-inspector-inquisitor-i

commander, sublime prince of the royal

secret, sublime master of the luminous

ring, &c. &c.‘*
 

“Several of these grades are of different

 

creations and different rites. Some are per

haps posterior to the epoch of which we write. I

We refer the correction to learned lylcrs.

There have been, I believe, more than a hun

dred grades in certain rites. i

l

 \Vith these titles, or at least the great

er portion of them, we find others, less

known, attached to the name of Albert

Podiebrad, in a cypher less readable than

that of the free-masons, such as knight of

Saint John, sublime Joanuitc, master of

the new Apocalypse, doctor of the eterh

nal gospel, elect of the Holy Ghost, tem

plar, areopagite, magus, man’people,

man-'pontifl', man-king, new-man, &c.

We were surprised at seeing here some

titles which appear to have been borrowed

In anticipation from the illuminism of

Weishaupt; but this peculiarity was ex~

plained to us afterwards and will require

no comment for our readers at the conclu

sion of this history.

Through the labyrinth of obscure but

profound facts which relate to the labors,

to the success, to the dispersion and ap

parent extinction of the lnvisibles, we

have had much difficulty in following at a

distance the adventurous star of our

young couple. Still, by supplying with

a prudent commentary what is wanting,

the following is nearly an historical

abridgment of the principal events of

their life. The reader’s imagination will

assist the recital; and for ourselves, we

do not doubt that the best denouements

will be those which the reader will be

pleased to construct for himself, in place

of the narrator! '

it is probable that it was on leaving the

M Clan] that. Consuelo went to the

little court of Bareith, where the margra

vine, Frederick's sister, had palaces,

gardens, kiosks and cascades, in the

style of those of count Hoditz at Ros

wald, though less sumptuous and less ex

pensive ; for that witty princess had been

married without dowry to a very poor

prince ; and it was not loot;r since she had

had dresses the train of which was rea

sonable, and pages vwhose doublets did

not always display embroidery. Her

gardens, or rather her garden, to speak

without metaphor, was situated in an ad

mirable country, and she there allowed

herself the pleasure of an ltalian opera in

an antique temple, somewhat of the Pom

padonr style. The margravine was

quite philosophical, that is to say, Vol

tairian. The young hereditary margrave,

her husband, was the zealous chief of a

masonic lodge. ldo not know if Albert

had any relation with him, and if his in

cognito was protected by the secret of the

brothers, or if indeed he remained away

 

" For this reason the history of John Kreis

sler appears to us Hoffman’s most wonderful ro

mance. Death having surprised the author be

fore the terminatiou of his work, the poem ends

to different imaginations in a thousand different

forms, each more fantastic than the other. It

is thus that a beautiful river ramifies towards its

mouth, and is lost in a thousand capricious

streams among the golden sands of the sea

shore.
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from the court in order to rejoin his wife cidence; but Corilla‘s lynx-eye had upon earth, and that she could do nothing

somewhat later. Donbtless Consuelo had caught upon the brow of the tenor a pc

there some secret mission. Perhaps also culiar expression of satisfied vanity. lie,i

better than run away with him in order

to make her debut at Ilaymarket, in llan

to avoid drawing upon her husband the had failed in his passage of lfltl'l,‘ tlieidel‘s operas. Amelia had at first reject

attention which was every where fixed

upon herself, she did not live openly

l

l
I

court, absorbed by the intlisposition of

the young baroness, had not encouraged

with him in the earlier days of their the singer; and instead of cursing be

union. Their love had then doubtless all ' tween his teeth, as he always did in such , pair which he did not experience, she

the attraction of mystery; and if the

publicity of their union, consecrated by

the fraternal sanction of the templars, had

appeared to them sweet and vivifying, the

secrecy with which they were surrounded

in a hypocritical and licentious world was

to them, in the beginning, a necessary

aegis and a sort of mute protestation,

from which they derived enthusiasm and

strength. -

Many Italian singers at that period

charmed the little court of Bareith. Cor

illa and Anmleto appeared there, and the

inconsistent prima-donna burned with

fresh fires for the traitor whom she had

formerly devoted to all the furies of hell.

But Anzoleto, while he cajoled the ti

gress, endeavored, prudently and with a

mysterious reserve, to find grace in the

eyes of Consuelo, whose talent, increased

by so many secret and profound revela

tions, eclipsed all rivalry. Ambition had

become the dominant passion of the

young tenor; love had been stifled by

disdain, even pleasure by satiety. He

therefore loved neither the chaste Cou

suelo nor the fiery Corilla; but he kept

fair with both, quite ready to attach him

self outwardly to that one of the two

who would take him in her suite and as

sist hint to make himself known advanta

geously. Consuelo testified for him a

peaceful friendship, and did not spare

good advice and conscientious lessons

which might give an impulse to his talent.

But she no longer felt any trouble by his

side, and the gentleness of her forgive

ness revealed to her the absolute confir

mation of her freedom. Anzoleto did not

deceive himself in that respect. After

having listened with profit to the teach

ings of the artist, and appeared to bear

with emotion the advice of the friend, he

lost patience in losing hope, and his deep

rancor, his bitter spite displayed them

selves, unintentionally, in his behavior

and his words.

In the meanwhile, it appears that the

young baroness Amelia de Rudolstadt

arrived at the court of Bareith with the

princess de Culmbach, daughter of the

countess Hoditz. if we are to believe

some indiscreet or exaggerating witness

es, very strange little dramas then took

place between these four persons, Con

suelo, Amelia, Corilla and Anzaleto.

On seeing the handsome tenor appear un

expectedly upon the stage of the opera

at Bareith, the young baroness fainted.

No one thought of remarking the coin

 

cases, he had upon his lips a smile of

;ed with horror the idea of abandoning

iher old father; but at the moment when

Anzoleto left Prague, pretending a des

i had yielded to a kind of vertigo, she had

- . . l . .

triumph which was by no means equivo- fled With him.

cal. Her intoxication had not been of long

“Here,” said Corilla in a stifled voice duration; Anzoleto‘s insolence and the

to Consuelo, as she reentercd the wing,

“ it is neither you nor me whom he loves;

it. is that little fool who has just made a

scene for him. Do you know her? Who

is she l” \

“I do not know,” replied Consuelo,

who had remarked nothing; “ but I can

assure you that he thinks neither of her,

nor of you, nor of me."

“Of whom then, in that case'.l "

“ Himself, aI solilo ."f replied Consue
lo, with a smile. h

The chronicle adds that the next morn

ing Consuelo was called into a retired

grove of the residence to converse with

the baroness Amelia, pretty much as fol?

lows: “I know all!” said the latter

with an irritated air, before allowing Con

suelo to open her mouth; “it is you

whom he loves! it is you, unhappy

scourge of my life, who have deprived

me of Albert‘s heart and of his!”

“His, madam? I do not know —”

u no not. dihocl'n‘rlfly Annolueo It“

you; you are his mistress, you were so

at Venice, you are so still.”

“ It is an infamous calumny, or a sup

position unworthy of you, madam."

“It is the truth,I tell you. He can

fessed it to me last night.”

“Last night! 0! madam, what do

you tell me?” cried Consuelo, blushing

with shame and sorrow. Amelia burst

into tears, and when the good Consuelo

had succeeded in calming her jealousy,

she became in spite of herself the confi

dant of that unhappy passion. Amelia

had seen Anzoleto sing upon the stage at

Prague; she had been intoxicated by his

beauty and his success. Understanding

nothing of music, she had unhesitatingly

taken him for the first singer in the

world, especially as he had a remarkable

success at Prague. She had sent for

him as a master of singing, and while

her poor father, old baron Frederick, par

alyzed by inaction, slept in his arm-chair,

dreaming of bounds in fury and wild

boars at bay, she had fallen a victim to

seduction. Ennui and vanity had impell

ed her to her ruin. Anzoleto, flattered

by this illustrious conquest, and wishing

to make himself notorious by a scandal,

had persuaded her that she had the mate

rial to become the greatest cantatrice of

the age, that an artist's life was paradise

'Qc

brutality of his manners, when he no

:longer played the character of seducer,

had restored her to herself. It was there

fore with a kind ofjoy that, three months

after her flight, she had been arrested at

Hamburg and reconducted to Prussia,

where, at the request of the Rudolstadts

0f Saxony, she had been mysteriously

incarcerated at Spandaw; but the pen

ance had been too long and too severe.

Amelia had become disgusted with re

pentance as speedily as with passion,

She had sighed for liberty, the comforts

of life, and the consideration of her rank,

of which she had been so suddenly and

so cruelly deprived. In the midst of her

personal sufferings, she had hardly felt

sorrow at the loss of her father. On

learning that she was free, she had at

last comprehended all the misfortunes

which had befallen her family; but not

daring to return to tile canoness, and

fearing the bitter ennui of a life of re

Primam‘lR and lectures. she had imnlored

the protection of the margravtne of Ba

reith: and the princess de Culrnbach,

then at Dresden, had undertaken to con

duct her to her relative. In that philo

sophical and frivolous court she found the

amiable tolerance which fashionable vices

then made the only virtue of the future.

But on again seeing Anzaleto, she at

once experienced the diabolical ascendan

cy which he knew how to exercise upon

women, and against which the chaste

Consuelo herself had so many struggles

to sustain. Fear and sorrow had at first

struck her to the heart; but after her

fainting fit, having gone alone by night

into the gardens to take the air, she had

met him, emboldened by her emotion,

and his imagination excited by the obsta

cles which had arisen between them.

Now she- again loved him, she blushed at

it, she was terrified at it, and she con

fessed her faults to her former music-mis

tress with a mixture of feminine modesty

and of philosophical cynicism.

It appears certain that Consuelo knew

how to find the road to her heart by fer

vent exhortntion, and that she induced

her to return to Giant‘s castle, in order

there in retreat to eatinguish her danger

ous passion, and to watch over the declin

 

ing days of her aged aunt.

After this adventure, Bareith was no
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longer an endurable abode for Consuelo.

The stormy jealousy of Corilla, who, al

ways foolish and always good at heart,

accused her with grossness and threw

herself at her feet a moment afterwards.

singularly wearicd her. On his side An

zoleto, who had imagined he could

avenge himself for her disdain by feign

ing passion for Amelia, did not forgive

her for having withdrawn the young bar

oness from danger. He played her a

thousand bad turns, such as to make her

miss all her entrances upon the stage, to

take means in the tnidst of a duo to con

fuse her, and by his own aplomb to cause

an ignorant public to believe that it was

she who was in fault. If she had a

scene to play with him, he went to the

right instead of going to the left, tried to

make her fall, or compelled her to entan

gle herself among the supernumeraries.

These wicked tricks failed before Con

suelo’s calmness and presence of mind;

but she was less stoical when she per

ceived that he spread the most unworthy

calurnuics respecting her, and that he

was listened to by those idle great lords

in whose eyes a virtuous actress was a

phenomenon the existence of which they

could not admit, or which it was at least

too fatiguing to respect. She saw liber

tines of every age and every rank become

hold with her, and refusing to believe in

the sincerity of her resistance, unite with

Anzoleto in defatning and dishonoring

 

Persevering and faithful in art as in love,

she was never rebuffed, attd pursued her

career, always growing in the science of

music as in the practice of virtue; failing

often in the thorny pursuit of success,

rising often also by justly deserved tri

ttmphs, remaining, in spite of all, the:

priestess bf art, better than Porpora him

self understood it, and deriving constant

ly new strength from her religious faith,

immense consolations from the ardent

and devoted love of her husband.

The life of that husband, though par

allel with hers, for he accompanied her

in all her journeys, is enveloped in thick

 

cr clouds. It may be presumed that he

did not make himself the slave of his

wife‘s fortune, and that he did not give

himself up to the part of book-keeper of

the receipts' and expenses of her profcs-lto us.

Consuelo’s profession was more- Trenck or to \Vanda display to us thatstou.

over but little lucrative to her. The

public did not then recompense artists

with the prodigious mnnificence which

distinguishes our times. Artists were

enriched principally by the gifts of prin

ces and the great, and those women who

knew how to take advanlagc of their pn-‘

silion even then accumulated treasures;

but chastity attd disinterestedness are the

greatest enemies of the fortune of a

woman of the stage. Consuelo had

many triumphs of esteem, sotne of enthu

siastn, when by chance the perversity of

those immediately about her did not in

' Mas-Al»..me harm the

geance and ferocious spite.

These cruel and miserable persecutions

were bttt the beginning of a long martyr

dom which the unfortunate prima donna

heroically endured throughout her whole

theatrical career. Every time she mctI

AnZoleto, he occasioned her a thousand

troubles, and it is sad to say that she met

more than one Anzoleto in her life.—

Other Corillas tormented her with their

envy and their malevolence, more or less

perfidious or brutal; and of all these ri

vals, the first was still the least wicked

and the most capable of a good impulse

of the heart. But whatever may be

said of the wickedness and the jealous

vanity of the theatre, it was Consuelo’s

experience that when their vices entered

the heart of a man they degraded him

still more and rendered him more unwor

thy of his part in humanity. Arrogant

and debauched lords, the managers of

theatres and news-writers, also depraved

by contact with so tnuch pollution; fine

ladies, curious and fanciful protectresses,

quick to intrude, but soon irritated at find

ing in a girl of [Ital class more virtue

than they had or wished to have; finally,

the public“ often ignorant, almost always \

ungrateful or partial, these were so manyenemies against whom Liverani's austere

 

wife had to contend in uuceasing sorrows.

true public; but she had no triumph of

gallantry, and infamy did not crown her

with diamonds and with millions. Her

lanrels remained without a stain and

were not thrown to her upon the stage

by interested hands. After ten years of

l
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which originated them! The French

revolution replies with energy in the af

firmative. Still the European conspiracy

of Illuministn and the gigantic concep

tions of \Veishaupt also show that the

divine dream of the Saint Graal had not

ceased to agitate German minds thirty

years later, in spite of the dispersion or

the defection of the first adepts.

\Ve are informed by some old news

papers that the Porporina sang with great

eclat at Paris in the operas of Pergolese;

at London in the oratorios attd opetas of

Handel; at Madrid with Farinelli; at

Dresden with the Faustina and the Min

gotti; at Venice, at Route and at Naples,

in the operas and church-music of Por

pora and other great masters. ,

All Albert‘s proceedings are unknown

Some billets of Consuelo to

mysterious personage full of faith, of

confidence, of activity, and enjoying,

more than any other man, great clearness

in his thoughts, up to an epoch at which

authenticated documents entirely fail us.

This is what has been related, in a cer

tain group of persons nearly all dead at

this day, of Consuclo's last appearance

upon the stage.

It was at Vienna, toward 1760. The

cantatrice might be about thirty; she

was, they say, more beautiful than in her

early youth. A pure life, habits of moral

calmness and physical sobriety had pre

served her in all the power of her grace

and of her talent. Some beautiful chil

dren accompanied her; bttt her husband

was not known, though fame published

that she had one and that she had been

unchangcably faithful to him. P_orpora,

after having made several journeys into

labor and journeys, she was not morciltaly, had returned to Vienna and pro

rich than at the time of her departure ;;duced a new opera at theimperial theatre.

she had not known how to speculate, and

tnoreover, she had not wished to,-- two

conditions without which riches do not

overtake, in spite of themselves, laborers

of any class. Besides, she had not

boarded the often contested product of

her labors, she had constantly employed

it in good works; and in a life secretly

devoted to a constant propagandism, ber

resources had not even been always suf

ficient; the central government of the‘

“ lnvisibles " had sometimes supplied the

deficiency.

What was the real success of the ar

dent and indefatigable pilgrimage which

Albert and Consuelo pursued through

France, Spain, England and Italy?

There was nothing manifest to the world,

and I think we mttst refer to twenty

years later in order to find, by induction,

the action of the secret societies in the

history of the eighteenth century. Did

those societies produce more effect in

France than in the bosom of Germany

 The twenty last years of this master are

so unknown that we have not been able

to find the name of this last work in any

of his biographies. We only know that

the Porporina filled the principal part in

it with an undisputed success, and drew

tears from the whole court. The em

press deigned to be satisfied. But during

the night a check followed this triumph;

the Porporina received from some invisi~

ble messenger tidings which filled her

with horror and consternation. At seven

in the morning, that is at the moment

when the empress was to be notified by

the faithful valet who was called her

majesty’s floor-scrubber, (inasmuch as

his duty was to open the blinds, kindle

the fire and dust the chamber while her

majesty woke by degrees,) the Porporina,

having gained all the keepers of the

sacred passages by the power 'ofgold and

the force of eloquence, presented herself

at the very door of the august sleeping

chamber. '
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“ My friend," said she to the scrubber, 1 before witnesses, and that she could be a 1 sessions of the true heiress of Rudolstadt,

“ it is necessary that I should throw my- i great queen and a great woman even to

self at the feet of the empress. The life‘ her valet de chambre.

of an honest man is in danger, the honorj “ That is too much zeal! " replied she,

of a family is compromised. A great i with a smile that was at once majestic

crime will perhaps be committed in a few 1 and maternal. “ Retire and allow this

days, if] do not see her majesty this very ‘ poor weeping woman to speak. I am .

instant. I know till!!- you are incorrupti~ not in danger from any of my Subjects.

ble, but I know also that you are a gen-‘What do you wish, madam? But it is

erous and magnanimous man- Everyjyou, my beautiful Porporina! You will

one says so; you have obtained favorsruin your voice if you sob in that man

which the proudest courtiers did not dare , ner,"

to solicit” I “ Madam,” replied Consuelo, “ I was

“ Goodness of Heaven! is it yottjmarried before the Catholic church ten

whom I at last see once more, 0 my dear l years since. I have not a single fault

mistress!” cried the scrubber claspingilagainst honor with which to reproach

his hands and letting fall his feathenlmyself, lhnvelegitimme children whom

broom.

“ Karl ! ” cried Consuelo in her turn ; -

“thanks, 0 my God! Iam saved. Al

bert has a good angel even in this pal

I educate in virtue, I dare therefore—"

“ In virtue,I know," said the empress,

“but not in religion. You are chaste I

have been told, but you never go to

ace." rehnrch. Still, speak. What misfortune

“ Albert'.l Albert! ” returned Karl, 1has befallen you! "

“is it he who is in dangerl In that

l

l

l

“ My husband, from whom I have nev

case, enter quiCkly, signers. even though ler been separated," resumed the sup?

I should be dismissed, and God knows] pliant,” is now at Prague, and, I know

thatI should regret my place, for I can i not by what infernal machination, has

do some good in it, flfldl serve our h01y,been arrested, thrown into a dungeon,

cause better than I have yet been able to ‘ accused of wishing m mke a name and .

do elsewhere. But Albert! The em-ititle which do not belong to him; of

press is a good woman when she does not . wishing to despoil an inheritance; of

govern,” added he in 8- lOW Wicc- ,being in fine an intriguer, a spy; arrested

“Enter, you will be supposed to have

preceded me. Let the blame fall upon

those scamps of valets who are not wor

thy to serve a queen, for they tell her

nothing but lies."

Consuelo entered, and the empress, on

opening her heavy eyes, saw her kneel-‘

ing as if prostrate at the foot of her bed.

“ Who is that! " cried Maria-Theresa,

draping the bed-covering over her shoul

ders with an accustomed majesty which

had in it nothing affected, and rising, as

proud, as formidable in her night-cap and

upon her pillow, as if she had been seat

ed on the throne, with the crown on her

head and the. sword by her side.

“ Madam,” replied Consuelo, “ it is a

humble subject, an unfortunate mother, a

despairing wife, who, on her knees asks

of you the life and liberty of her hus

band.”

At this momerit Karl entered, feigning

a great surprise.

“Unhappy!” cried he, pretending

horror and fury, “ who has allowed you

to enter? ”

“I compliment you, Karl," said the

empress, “ on your vigilance and fidelity.

Never before did such a thing happen in

my life, as to be awakened with a start

by such insolence."

“ Let your majesty but say the word,”

returned Karl boldly, “and I kill this

woman before your eyes.”

Karl know the empress well ; he knew

,on this ground of high treason, and con

idemned to perpetual imprisonment, to

death perhaps at this moment.”

“ At Prague! an impostor! ” said the

empress calmly. “I have a. story like

,that in the reports of my secret police.

What is your husband’s name? for you

cantatrices do not bear the names of your

husbands.”

“ His name is Liverani."

" That is it.

grieved to know that you are married to

such a wretch. That Liverani is in fact

a chevalier d'industrie, or a crazy man,

who, owing to a perfect resemblance,

wishes to pass for a count de Rudolstadt

who died ten years since, as has been

ascertained. He presented himself as

such to an old canoness de Rudolstadt,

whose nephew he dares to call himself,

and whose inheritance he would certainly

have obtained, if, at the moment of mak

ing her will in his favor, the poor lady,

who had fallen into second childhood,

had not been delivered from his arts by

well-intentioned persons devoted to the

family. He was arrested, which was

right. I can conceive your sorrow, but

cannot remedy it. The trial must pro

ceed. If it be decided that this man, as

I wish to believe, is insane, he will be

placed in a hospital, where you can see

him and nurse him. But if he be only a

swindler, as I fear, it will be necessary to

restrain him a little more severely, in

 

Well, my child, I am=

 

a baroness Amelia, who, after some

youthful errors, is on the point of being

married to one of my officers. Ilike to

persuade myself, mndt‘moiselle, that you

are ignorant of your husband's conduct,

and that you are under an illusion re

specting his character: otherwise, I

should consider your importunities as

very much misplaced. But I pity you

too much to wish to humiliate you ; you

can retire."

Consuelo saw that she had nothing to

hope, and that by endeavoring to estab

lish the identity of Liverani with Albert

de Rudolstadt, she would render his

cause tnore and more unfavorable. She

rose and walked towards the door, pale,

and ready to faint. Maria Theresa, who

followed her with a scrutinizing eye, had

pity on her, and recalling her: “You

are much to he pitied,” said she to her,

in a more sympathizing voice. “ All

this is not your fault,I am convinced.

Be calm, and take care of yourself. The

matter shall be conscientiously examined;

and, if your husband does not wish to

destroy himself, I will so arrange that he

shall be adjudged insane. If you can

communicate with him, give him so to

understand. That is my advice."

“I will follow it, and I bless your

majesty. But‘without your protection I

can do nothing. My husband is impris

oned at Prague, and I am engaged at the

llllpP-t'lul them“: of Vienna. If your mu]

esty does not deign to grant me a congé,

and to give me an order that I may com

municate with my husband, who is oil

sccret—”

“You ask a great deal! I do not

know if M. 'de Kaunitz will be willing to

grant you that congé, and if it will be

possible to fill your place at the theatre.

We will see about it in a few days."

“In a few days! ” cried Consuelo, re

covering her courage. “But in a few

days it will be too late! I must depart

on the very instant! "

“ That is enough,” said the empress.

“Your persistanco will be injurious to

you, if you display it. before judges less

indulgent than I am. Go, mademoi

selle.”

Consuelo ran to the canon " ‘ " and

entrusted her children to his care, inform

ing him that she was going away, and

did not know the duration of her absence.

“If you leave us for a long while, so

much the worse!” replied the good old

man. "‘ As to the children I am not sor

ry. They shall be thoroughly educated,

and will be company for Angela, who

gets rather tired with me."

“Listen!” replied Consuelo, who

could not restrain her tears, after having

clasped her children for the last time to

that she liked to perform deeds of mercy Lorder to prevent his disturbing the pos— | her heart; “ do not tell them that my ab
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sence will be long, but know that it may i guard was placed about her house to pro-l

be eternal. lam, perhaps, about to un-ivcnt her escaping. She was attacked‘

dergo sorrows from which I may not re- by fever. She did not perceive it, and

cover, unless God performs a miracle in 1 continued walking to and fro in her apart

my favor; pray to him for me, and teach ‘ ment, in prey to a kind of distraction, and

my children to pray.” answering only by gloomy and fixed looks

The good canon did not try to draw to the irritating questions of Porpora and

her secret from her; butas his peaceful the manager. She did not go to bed,

and nonchalant mind did not easily admit and passed the night in prayer. The

the idea ofa misfortune without remedy, next morning she appeared calm, and

he tried to console her. Seeing that heiwent to the rehearsal by order. Her

did not succeed in restoring hope to her, voice had never been more beautiful, but

he wished at least to put her mind at rest she had absences of mind which terrified

respecting the lot of her children. “My Porpora. “O cursed marriage! 0 iii

dcar Berloni,” said he to her with an ac- ferual madness of love!” murmured he

cent from the heart, and striving to as- in the orchestra, banging upon his harpsi

sumc acheerful air through his tears, “if chord as if he would have broken it.

you do not return, your children belong Old Porpora was still the same; he.

to me, remember that !‘ I undertake would willingly have said: “ Perish all

their education. Iwill have your daugh- the lovers and all the husbands in the

ter married, which will make her more in- world rather than my opera! ”

dustrious. As to the boys, I warn you In the evening, Consuelo made her

that I shall make musicians of them.” toilet as usual, and presented herself

“ Joseph Haydn will share that bur- upon the stage. She took her place, and

den,” replied Consuelo, kissing the ca- her lips articulated a word—but not a

non‘s hand, “and old Porpora will still sound issued from her chest: she had

give them some lessons. My poor chil- lost her voice.

dren are docile, and promise to be intelli- The stupified public rose en masse.

gent; I am not anxious about their phy- The courtiers, who began to know some

sical existence. They will be able, s0me,thing vaguely of her attempt at fiight,

day, to earn their livelihood honestly. declared that it was an intolerable ca

But my love and my advice—you alone price. There were cries, shouts, ap

can fill my place with them.” plauses, at each fresh effort of the canta

de Trenck undertook, maintained and

lost, after many years ofstruggle. \Vho

would now know in France the details of

that iniquitous affair, if Trenck himself

had not taken pains to publish them and

repeat his earnest complaints during thir

ty years of his life? But Albert left no

writings. “’e shall therefore be com

pelled to refer to the history of the baron

dc Trenck, since he also is one of our

heroes, and his embarrassments will per

haps throw some light upon the misforh

tunes of Albert and Consuelo.

Hardly a month after the assemblage

of the Saint Graal, a circumstance re

specting which Trenck has kept the most

profound secrecy in his memoirs, he was

recaptured and confined at Magdeburg,

where he consumed the ten finest years

of his life in a horrible dungeon, seated

upon a stone which bore his anticipated

epitaph: Here lies Trenck; and loaded

with eighty pounds of fetters. Every

one knows the history of that celebrated

imprisonment, the odious circumstances

which accompanied it. Such as the an

guish of hunger which he was made to

undergo for eighteen months, and the

care taken to build a prison for him at

the expense of his sister, in order to

punish the latter by ruining her, for hav—

ing given him an asylum; his miraculous

attempts at escape; the incredible energy

which never abandoned him and which“ And I promise it to you,” cried the ca- trice.

 

She tried to speak and could not

his chivalric imprudences rendered of nonon. “ I hope to live long enough to see ; make a single word heard. Still she re

' avail'; his labors of art in the prison, the-thuMmi1-nui1rcd nmrdtrrg undead,“ thinking of

fat, and my leg is still strong. I am not I the loss of her voice, not feeling humiliat

more than sixty, though formerly thatted by the indignation of her tyrants, but

wretch of a. Bridget wished to make me resigned and proud as an innocent victim

old in order to induce me to draw my will. ‘ condemned to an unjust punishment, and

Come, my daughter, courage and health. thanking God for having sent this sudden

The good God is with honest people.” infirmity, which would permit her to

Consuelo, without troubling herself‘ leave the stage and rejoin Albert.

about her congé, caused post-horses to be! It was proposed todhc empress to put

harnessed to her carriage. But at thelthe refractory artist in prison in order to

moment of entering it, she was delayed make her recover her voice and willing

by Porpora, whom she had not. wished to ‘ ness. IIer majesty had been angry for a

see, anticipating a storm, and who waslmoment and the courtiers thought to

frightened at seeing her depart. Heigratify her by overwhelming the accused.

feared, in spite of the promises she made ‘ But Maria Theresa, who sometimes per

to him with a constrained and absent air, mitted crimes by which she profited, did

that she would not return in time for the I not like to make people suffer unnecessa

opera of the next day. “ \Vho thinks rily. “Kaunitz,” said she to her prime

 

of going into the country in the depth minister, “leta permit for depart‘ure be

marvellous chisellings which he succeed

cd in making with the point of a nail

upon pewter goblcts, and of which the

allegories and poetical devices are so

profound and so touching; '* finally, his

secret relation, in spite of all, with the

princess Amelia of Prussia; the despair

by which the latter was consumed, the

pains she took to render herself ugly by

a corrosive liquid which almost destroyed

her sight; the deplorable condition to

which she voluntarily reduced her own

health in order to avoid the necessity of

,marriage; the frightful revolution in her

character; in fine, those ten years of

desolation which made of Trenck a mar

tyr, and of his illustrious mistress an old

woman, ugly and wicked, instead of an

of winter! " said he, with a nervous

tremblin’g, half the effect of age, half of

anger and fear. “If you get cold, my

success is compromised ; and every thing

was going on well! I don‘t understand

you ! We triumphed yesterday, and you

travel to-day ! " -

This discussion made Consuelo lose a

quarter of an hour, and gave time to the

managers of the theatre, who were

already informed, to send notice to the

authorities.

and ordered the horses to be taken out.

Consuelo was requested to re~enter, and a

A picquet of hulans came}

 

given to that poor creature without fur-langel of gentleness and beauty, which

ther question. If her extinction of voicoishe had been and might have continued

be a ruse de guerre, it is at least an act of! to be in a state of happiness. f All this

virtue. Few actresses would sacrifice an ’ is historical, but is not sufficiently re—

hour of triumph to a life of conjugal membered in tracing the portrait of Fred

love.” Ierick the Great. This crime, accompa

Consuelo, provided with all necessary nied with gratuitous and refined cruelties,

powers, at last departed, ill as before, but i is an iuefihceable stain upon the memory

without perceiving it. Here we again of that philosophic despot.

lose the thread of events. Albert’s trial‘
might have been celebrated ; it was made I museums or Germany_

seem" It is Prnbable that it was Simi’ tLook in Thicbault for the portrait of the

lar, in its fundamental points, 10 the 8H“ abbess of Quedlimburg and the curious revela

which, about the same epoch, Frederick l tions appended to it

 

” There are some still remaining in private
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At last, Trenck was set at liberty, as] Without departing from his respect to-[at Prague, whither she had gone to be

is known, thanks to the intervention of,“ wards royalty, which was then an official 1 treated for an acute ophthalmia.

Maria Theresa, who claimed him as her

subject; and this tardy protection was

finally obtained for him by the cares ofi the cupidity ofthat great woman,a union

her majesty's chamber‘scrubbrr, the same

with our Karl. There are some very

curious and interesting pages in the me

moirs of the day respecting the ingenious

intrigues of that magnanimons plebeian to

influence the mind of his sovereign.

During the first years of Trenck's cap

tivity, his cousin, the famous pandour,

the victim of accusations more deserved

but not less hateful and cruel, had died

of poison at Spielburg. Hardly free,

Trenck the Prussian came to Vienna to

claim the immense property of Trenck

the Austrian. But Maria. Theresa was

not in the least inclined to surrender it to

him. She had profitted by the exploits

of the pandour, she had punished him for

his violences, she wished to profit by his

rapines, and she did profit in fact. Like

Frederick ll., like all great crowned in

tellects, while the power of her character

dazzled the masses, she did not consider

as faults these secret iniquitics of which

God and men will demand an account at

the day of judgment, and which will

weigh as much in one scale of the

balance as official virtues in the other.

Conquerors and sovereigns, in vain do

you employ your treasures in the building

of temples; you are not the less impions,

when a single piece of that gold is the

price of blood and of suffering ! In vain

do you subdue whole races by the splen

dor of your arms ; the men most blinded

by the prestige of your glory will re

proach you for one single man, for one

single blade of grass coldly broken!

The muse of history, still blind and on

certain, almost allows that thcre have

been in the past necessary and justifiable

great crimes; but. the inviolahle con

science of humanity protests against its

own error by reproving at least those

crimes which were useless to the success

of great causes.

The covetous designs of the empress

were wonderfully seconded by her prox

ies, the ignoble agents whom she had

named curators of the pandour's proper

ty, and by the prevaricating magistrates

who decided upon the rights of the heir.

Each had his share of the quarry. Ma

ria. Theresa thought she had secured that

of the lion ; but it was in vain that, some

years later, she sent to prison and to the

galleys the unfaithful accomplices of this

great plunder; she could not obtain the

completefulfilment of her wishes. Trenck

was ruined and never obtained justice.

Nothing gives us a better knowledge ofi

Maria Theresa‘s character than that part

ofTrenck’s memoirs in which he describes

his interviews with her on this subject.

Albert,

learning that she was in extremity, could

not resist the voice of his heart, which

cried to him to go and close the eyes of

his dear relative. He left Consuelo on

the frontiers of Austria and hastened to

Prague. It was the first that he had

rc-entered Germany since the year of his

marriage. He flattered himself that an

absence of ten years and certain precau

tions of dress would prevent his being

recognized, and he approached his aunt

without much mystery. He wished to

obtain her blessing, and to make amends

by a last testimonial of love and sorrow

for the abandonment in which he had

been compelled to leave her. The can

oness, almost blind, was struck by the

simple sound of his voice. She did not

account for what she experienced, but

gave herself up to the impulse of tender

ness which had survived in her both

memory and the activity of her reasoning

powers; she pressed him in her failing

arms, calling him her well-beloved Al

bert, her forever blessed son. Old Hanz

was dead, but the baroness Amelia, and

a woman of the Boahmer-wald who served

the canoness and had formerly been sick

7 . . . . .
,‘rehgion With patrrcians, he causes us to

iperceive the dryness, the hypocrisy and

‘of contrasts, a sublime and mean charac

iter, artless and crafty, like all fine souls

1subjected to the corruption of absolute

ipower, that anti-human cause of all evil,

ithttt inevitable reef against which all

noble instincts are fatally dashed and

ibroken. Resolved to dismiss the plain

itifl', the sovereign often dcigned to con

‘sole him, to give him hope, to promise

him protection against the infamous

judges who despoiled him; and at the

end, pretending to have failed in the

pursuit of truth and to understand nothing

in the labyrinth of this interminable suit,

jshe offered to him, as a compensation,

Ethe poor rank of major. and the hand of

,an ugly old woman, devout and gallant.

iUpon Trenck's refusal, the matrimonia

imaniac empress declared to him that he

was a presumptuous fool, that she knew‘

ino means of satisfying his ambition, and

“turned away to think no more of him.

The reasons which were given for the

confiscation of the pandour's propertyi

thad varied according to persons and cir

:cumstances. One tribunal had ducided nurse to Albert himself, were astonished

that the pandour, having died under theand terrified by the resemblance of this

,operation of an igoominious sentence,ipretendcd physician to the young count.

, was not capable of making a, will ; anoth- Still it does not appear that Amelia posi

I'er, that if the will was valid, the rights tively recognized him; we (10 not WM! 10

:of the heir, as a Prussian subject, were

|not so; another, finally, that the debtsl

of the deceased absorbed more than the

iinheritance, &c. Objection was raised

after objection ; justice was sold a thous

iand times to the claimant, and was never

granted to him.“ '

To despoil and prescribe Albert there

was no need of all these artifices, and the

spoliation was doubtless cti'ected without

so much ceremony. it was enough to

consider him dead and to forbid him the

right of resuscitating mal-a-propos, Al

Ibert certainly had claimed nothing. \Ve

Ionly know that at the time of his arrest,

the canouess \Vcnccslawa had just died

 

Uttlltivm llCl an accomplice in tho Piers-act»

tions which were so bitter against him.

\Ve only know that some circumstances

attracted the attention of that cloud of

agents, half magistrates, half spies, by

the help of whom the court of Vienna

governs subject nations. \Vhat is certain

is, that hardly had the canoness breathed

forth her last sigh in the arms of her

nephew, when the latter was arrested,

and questioned respecting his employment

and the metives which had brought him

to the bedside of the deceased. They

wished to see his physician’s diploma;

he had one in due form; but they die

putod his name of Liverani, and certain

 

 
 

" We will here recall to the reader, not to

recur to it again, the remainder of Trenck’s

history. He grew old in poverty, employed his

energy in the publication of an opposition jour

nal of quite an advanced character for the He had seen the Prince" Amelia only once

times; and, married to a woman of his choice, . for more than sixty years. On learning the

the father of numerous children, persecuted for death of Frederick the Great, he hastened to

his opinions, for his writings, and, doubtless ‘ Berlin. The two lovers, at first terrified by the

i also, for his connection with secret societies, he aspect of each other, burst into tears and swore

took refuge in France at quite an advanced old ‘ a 110W alibtiiifin. The Ibbelfi ordered him to

age. He was there welcomed with the enthu- I bring his wife. took charge of their fortune and

l sinsm and confidence of the earlier days of the ; Wiflhed to retain One Of the girl! With her an n

irevolution. But, destined to be the victim of] reader or governess; but she could not keep

ithe most fatal mistakes, he was arrested as a- her promises: in a week she was dead!

foreign agent during the reign of terror, and Trenck’e memoirs, written with the passion of

conducted to'the scaffold. He went thitherltt young man and the prolix'ity of an old one,

iwith great firmness. He had before seen him- i are nevertheless one of the most noble and

inelf flattered and represented upon the stage in . interesting monuments of the history of the

. . |
a melodrama which retraced the history of his , last century.

captivity and deliverance. He had saluted with

transport the liberty of France. Upon the fatal

cart he said smiling : “ This also is a comedy."

 

 

l
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persons remembered having met him else

where under that of Trismegistus. He

was accused of having exercised the pro

fession of quack» and magician. It was

impossible to prove that he had ever re

ceived money for his cures. He was

confronted with the baroness Amelia and

this caused his ruin. Irritated and driven

to extremity by the investigations to

which he was subjected, tired of conceal

ing and disguising himself, he suddenly

announced to his cousin, in an observed

téte-a-téte, that he was Albert de Rudol

stadt. Amelia doubtless recognized him

at this moment; but'she fainted, terrified

at so strange an occurrence. Thence

forth, the affair took another turn.

The magistrates wished to consider

Albert as an impostor; but in order to

give rise to one of those interminable

suits which ruin both parties, employés

of the same class as those who had de

spoiled Trenck succeeded in compromis

ing the accused by making him say and

maintain that he was Albert de Rudol

stadt. A long inquest followed. They

produced the testimony of Supperville,

who, perhaps in good faith, refused to

doubt that he had seen him die at Riesen

burg. The disinterment of the body was

ordered. There was found in the tomb

a skeleton, which it had not been difiicult

to place there the day before. They per

suaded his cousin that it was her duty to

contend with an adventurer determined to

no}: Ler- mum-.4.mew“

again permitted. The complaints of the

captive and the earnest appeals of his

wife were smothered under the locks and

tortures of a prison. Perhaps they were

ill and dying in separate cells. When

the affair was once commenced, Albert

could only secure his honor and liberty

by proclaiming the truth. It did no good

for him to renounce the inheritance and

wish to bequeath it on the moment to his

cousin; they determined to prolong and

embarass the suit; they succeeded with—

out difficulty, either because the empress

was deceived, or because she was given

to understand that the confiscation of this

fortune was not to be despised any more

than that of the pandour. In order to

succeed, a quarrel was sought with Ame

lia herself; the scandal of her former

flight was brought up, her want of devo

tion was remarked, and she was threat

ened with confinement in a convent if she

did not surrender her rights to a litigated

inheritance. She was obliged to do so

and to be contented with her father’s es

tate, which was much reduced by the

enormous costs she was compelled to pay

in a suit to which she had been con

strained. At last the chateau and do

main of Riescnburg were confiscated to

the profit of the state, when the advo

cates, the attorneys, the judges and the

 

 

reporters had obtained upon this plunder

mortgages amounting to two-thirds of its

value.

Such is our commentary upon this

mysterious suit which lasted five or six

years, and at the termination of which

Albert was driven from the Austrian

states as a dangerous madman, by the

special grace of the empress. From thisepoch, it is certain that an obscure andl

more and more poor life was the lot of

our couple. They recalled their young

est children. -Haydn and the canon ten

derly requed to give up the two oldest,

who were educated under the eyes and at

the expense of those faithful friends.

Consuelo had irrevocably lost her voice.

It appears too certain that captivity, inac

tion, and sorrow at the sufferings expe

rienced by his companion had again shak

en Albert’s reason. Still it does not ap

pear that their love had become less ten

der, their souls less proud, or their con

puct less pure. The Invisibles had dis

appeared under persecution. The work

had been ruined, especially by the char]

atans who had speculated upon the en

thusiasm of new ideas and the love 0ft

the marvellous. Persecuted anew as a

free-mason in the countries of intolerance

and despotism, Albert must have taken

refuge in France or England. Perhaps

he there continued his propagandism;

but it must have been among the people,

and his labors, if they bore their fruit,

made no display.

Here there is a great gap, which our

imagination cannot supply. But a last

authentic and very detailed document has

enabled us to find, towards the year 1774,

the couple wandering in the forest of Bo

hemia. \Ve wil'l transcribe this docu

ment as it has come to us. It will be for

us the last word respecting Albert and

Consuelo; for afterwards, of their life

and of their death we know absolutely

nothing.

To be Continued.

DESOLATION. The perilous position in

which we stand at this moment is one of

awful and solemn importance. In whatev

er direction we turn our eyes—upwards,

to the government and the landed proprie

tors of the soil—downwards to the starving

millions who perish— around us, to the un

cultivated fields and the lands untouched by

the productive plough, scarcely a hope

glimmers—nothing meets our gaze, but

the desolation of a country stricken to the

heart‘s core.— Cork Examiner.

BREAD. Men with vacant gnzc,a sure

indication that they have given up all hopes

of succour, may be seen wandering along

the public thoroughfares, (Ballina) and

women with livid lips and wan countenances

may be heard supplicating, in pitcous accents,

the charity of the passengers in behalf, not

of themselves, but of the famished and dy

ing children by whom they are surrounded,

whose cries for bread must pierce the hard

est heart that ever: beat in the breast of the

most insensith spectator of human woe.—

Tyrawley Herald.

THE Conorvans 'roo FEW. Death strides

on; the coroners in Mayo begin to be too

few to hold the inquests. “ Death by starv

ation," “death from utter destitutiou,” are

verdicts that have grown fear-fully frequent.

— .Nalion.

CHRIST BETRAYED.

BY ANNE c. Lvacu.

Eighteen hundred years agone

\Vas that deed of darkness done 3

Was that sacred, thorn-crowned head

To ashameful death betrayed,

And Iseariot's traitor name

Blazoned in eternal shame.

Thou, disciple of our time,

Follower of the faith sublime,

Who with high and holy scorn

Of that traitorous deed dost burn,

Though the years may never more

To our earth that form restore,

The Christ-Spirit ever lives,

Ever in thy heart He strives.

When pale Misery muter calls,

When thy tempted brother falls,

When thy gentle words may chain

Hale, and Anger, and Disdain ;

Or thy loving smile impart

Courage to some sinking heart;

\Vhen within thy troubled breast

Good and evil thoughts contest,

Though uncullsoioue thou may’st be,

The Christ-Spirit strives with thee.

When He trod the Holy Land

“'ith His small Disciple band,

And the fated hour had come

For that august martyrdom ;

When the man, the human love,

And the God within Him stnove,

As in Gethsemane He wept,

They, the faithless watchers, slept;

While for them He wept and prayed,

One denied and one betrayed.

If to~day thou turn’st aside

In thy luxury and pride,

\Vrapped within thyself and blind

To the sorrows of thy kind,

Then a faithless watch dost keep,

Thou art one of those who sleep.

Or, if waking, thou dost see

Nothing of Divinity

In our fallen, struggling race;

If in them then sect no trace

of a glory dimmed, not gone,

Of a Future to be Won,

Of a Future, hopeful, high,—

Thou, like Peter, dost deny.

But if, seeing, thou believest,

And the Evanch thou receive-st;

Yet if thou art bound to Sin,

False to the Ideal within,

Slave of Ease, or slave of Gold,—

Thou the Son of God hnst sold.

Tribune.

A TRUE PmEsT. Last Sunday, a Perth

minister, during his discourse to his flock,

 

made an attack on our national poet Burns,
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by saying “ that he did not hesitate to

name him, and assert that ho had sent more

souls to hell during his life than all the min

isters have been able to send to heaven since

his death.” This statement gave offence to

many of the more liberal and intelligent of

his congregation— one of whom, on arriving

at borne, took Burn’s Poems, and read to his

wife and family, " The Cottars’ Saturday

Night.”—Edinburg Eapress.

 

HEAR THE HERALD.

The New Yorlr Herald, next after the

Express, has been most vehement and

sweeping in its denunciations of every

attempt to revise the structure or organi

zation of Society, proclaiming that which

exists the perfection of human wisdom,

immediate dictate of Divine beneficence,

and stigmatizing as “Infidel,” “Agrari

an,” and so forth, the advocates of Social

Reform. Yet in the last issue of this

same Herald what was our astonishment

in stumbling upon the following passage

in a letter from its London correspondent?

“ The dreadful situation of Ireland, as

also of the Highlands of Scotland, and of

Belgium, (which latter country is said

'to be suffering from famine as badly, if

not even worse, than lreland,) is a terrific

demonstration that there is something

_RADtCALI-Y wrong in the Europmn syslernl

Qfsocicly and civilization. The suffering

of lrcland is not properly from famine;

in all these cases the use of the term is a

misnomer. Because there has been, and

even there is, an abundance of food in

Ireland ; it continues to be exported, as it

does also from Belgium; almost every

packet and steamer bringing daily loads

of fat cattle from the latter place. But

ibis portion

1full justice

 

the people, the mass of them, have no

means of procuring or purchasing this

abundant food, an thus they starve in|

the midst of plenty. Alas! what a terri

ble state of society, what hideous civiliza

lion, if it can be called civilization, where

the earth and its products, and the means,

of exchanging them, are cratht'red up and;

ogglomcratrd in the hand; and power of

comparatively few people, while the large

mass, whose labor produce: all that is cat

ohle and valuable, have nothing, when

they are willing to give up their strength

and labor, which is all the capital and all

the stock they have, in exchange for a.

small pittance of the food their toil has

reared; and their natural property and

capital (their labor) is so depreciated in

value, nay, is so worthless and so des

pised, that they cannot get even half a

daily meal in exchange for it. ls it not

frightful to contemplate? And this is a

taken to be quite a natural thing, as if it

was quite right, and very little notice is

taken of it, except to say that “ trade is

very bad.” But there is something quite

wrong,r in this, something quite unnatural,

some hidden rottenness in the State where
suchithings are. It is certain that all the

negro slaves in any part of the world

where they may be, are in a better con

dition, and actually receive more for their

labor than the suffering masses of Eu

rope do. “lith all their great boasting,

the moderns seem to come far behind the

ancients; for among the ancient people

of Rome, Greece, Assyria, Babylon,

Egypt, and so forth, such a thing as pau

perism (that is labor, willing to labor and

starving for want of employ) was not

known or heard of; nor does it proceed

from excess of population with the mod

erns, for the population was proportion

ately greater with some of those ancient

nations. Also in China, where the pop

ulation infinitely exceeds European coun

tries, panperism does not exist. This is

remarkable. it is only in Christian

countries where the Christian looks on

and sees his brother starve, and only

Christian English philosophers who,

complaining of the increase of men in a

not half filled world, have proposed to

prevent their production by preventing

the poor from marrying! There is

something radically wrong here, in Eu

rope, in the Christian distribution of

property.

economy, according to which every individ

ual in society who is willing to contribute

3/ work and labor, shall have

one to himself and frmrily, is

certainly not yet known or discovered.”

Yes, Sir; it ruts becn discovered : it is,

known; but Avarice, Selfishness, Craft,

lndolence and Heartlessness prevent its

consideration and acceptance by the

wealthy and the powerful. Such is the

real state of the case. But “there‘s a

good time coming.”-—- Tribune.

 

A Dmrocrurrc BANK. Vault— Moth

er earth. Exchonge—The transplanting

of the nursery and garden. Dcpusiis -— The

seed sown by the farmer. Discounts

Happiness, sobriety, and manly independ

The true system of political]

could not proceed. They were brought on,

one dish at a time, in exquisitely beautiful

China bowls.
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others' rlghts, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to lmpuverisll

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

ltcliofis to CONN“, and can only come from the new

application of Christian principles, of Universal

justice and Universal love, to sorial institutionl,

to commerce, to business, to active life.

DI. CHAIIIIIU.

 

UNION OF INTERESTS.

The world is ripening for a war be

tween the difi‘erent classes of society.

Nothing can prevent this, but the intro

duction of a social order, which shall

establish a. general unity of interests.

The question for Civilization is between

reform and ruin, organization and de

struction.

Both in this country and in Europe,

the suffering classes are awaiting to a

consciousness of their inalienable rights.

lThe Right to Live, the Right to the

Soil, the Right to Labor, are seen to be

ithe most sacred, the most imprescriptible

[ rights,— rights, without which, all others

'are only a delusion, a fraud, or a pre

tence. -

A conception altogether original, that

Of Social Right, has been called forth in

the consciousness of Humanity. The

Right to Live, the Right to Labor, the

Right to the Soil, which are only three

different expressions of the first of Social

Rights, are taking their place by the side

of the Right of Property.

The Right of Property alone has hith

erto been recognized in society. Proper

;ty has been elevated to the rank of a

sacred right by the rich, who in all ages

have made the laws. As to the Right to

 

 

 

Christian country, among people who

ence. Jissets— Smiling fields waving with Live' it has been recOgnized’ guaramied

a lgolden harvest. Liabilities— lndebled to v and orgamzed by no government What'

God alone who sends the sunshine and the { el'er- The Poori the masses! me legions

Dividends_fleahh_ wealth, and ‘ of the laboring classes, have thus far

possessed but one incontestible Right, the

Right to die in misery. At this moment,

property is safe in Ireland, while thous

ands are perishing from starvation.

The capitalists, by whom the laws

I have been made, have brought all the

rain.

honest patriotic bearts.— Young America.

Canvass Drum-2n. Arr officer of the

United States squadron in the Chinese seas

gives the following bill of fare at a large

Chinese dinner, to which he, with numer

ous other foreigners, had been invited :—

cali themselves Christians. who mus. by 11. Bird’s ...... amp. 2. M at, and with
illears of upgrgssllon 32"]. onlvelllousne?’:potatocs. 3. Hogs’ hoofs. 4. Mushrooms,

ave suceee e in a snag a tip or . ,, . _
themselves, till thereg is nothing left forlsmwc‘L 5'. Elm” “St snlnfl' 6: G'blfl

the multitude. Has not the capital ofysoulh 7- KltlcnllaSh- 5- “led “15h Pm“

lohor some rights, as well as the capital ' 1°83— 6- Ra! llflfllh 10- Tfl- 1L Sharks'

of gold and silver? Suppose a man with fins. 12. Fried ducks. 13. Dog stew. 14.

a thousand dollars in his pocket could not Stewm chickens, 15, Ham stew, ’16.

purchase with his capital a. piece of bread, pork stem 17. Fricd cum",me 18_

what an outcry would be raised at this;Pa,e of mm 19' Fauna of “gout 20_

depreciation of value! But when men,l

ayv lens of thousands of men Wm, am Ham stewed with pork. 2!. Sucking pig.‘

"wh- capilal, name|y' hbor, cannot pur-522. Snail pate. 23. Snail soup. I tasted

chase bread with this their capital, it is, the first dish, and became so disgusted that 1

resources of society to guard the institu

tion of property. They have created for

its defence, tribunals without number,

myriads of prisons, hosts of judges, ad

vocates, attorneys, jailers, sheriffs, con

stables; aud have even placed standing

armies at its service, in almost every

civilized country.

Every thing has been done for the

interests of Property; nothing for the

guaranty of Labor.

Now, the people can be deceived no
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longer, they cannot be made to believe in

the justice of a social system, in which

the laws have created an immense edifice

to secure the enjoyment of property,

while they have done nothing, absolutely

nothing to guaranty to the toiling masses,

the means qf sxrsrrs'c by labor.

If the Right of Property be sacred, as

we believe it is, the Right to live by

Labor is assuredly still more sacred.

The people are beginning to open their

eyes to this pregnant truth, both in Eu

rope and America.

This truth is of a. formidable character.

 

It contains the elements of tremendous

power. It would assume the most terri

fic aspect, and overthrow society frontl

top to bottom, if it should burst forth in

a revolutionary explosion.

All the revolutions of the past, the

political revolutions, the wars of con-'

quest or of religion, would be revolutions

and wars of rose-water, compared with

the wars and revolutions of which the

principle of property should be the

cause.

The Right to Live, the Right to Labor

has risen, and demands to be fully recog

nized, abundantly guarantied and organ

ized. Justice and Humanity insist that

its claims should be heard and satisfied. i

If property does not respect this claim, i

the struggle will commence that willi

bring woe to the World. The vital pro-'

blem of modern times lies then in the

establishment of HARMONY between thel

Right of Property and the Right to

Labor.

Is this Harmony impracticable! By

no means. Let us look at the subject.

The creation of social wealth requires

the twofold concurrence of Property or

Capital, and of Labor.

Production cannot take place without

land or raw material, cash advances, ma- l

chinery, interests of labor, every thing, in

short, included in the term Capital.

But capital remains unproductive until

it is fructified by the action of man, by‘

Labor. Capital and Labor, being the

two elements of Production, have each

their rights, in the wealth created by their

concurrence.

In the present social system, these two

elements are generally separate and hos

tile. Capital commands its own position ',

it gives law to Labor, uses it for its own

purposes, and allows it for wages, only

the smallest possible proportion of the

product. Labor, on the other hand, hav

ing no interest in production, performs its

functions in a careless manner, and renders

as little as possible to Capital. The Ia

borcr does not trouble himself for the

profits of the owner.

The great work-shop of social labor,‘

the fields, industry in general, are more

over, in a state of entire incoherence;

 

 

 

there is no order, no organization, busi

ness is a general combat, a war of uni

versal competition; the different forces

cross each other's path, mutually derange

and destroy each other, rival enterprises

interfere, and are both ruined.

If industry were organized, all the

forces of production well combined, the

amount of prod action would be enormous

ly increased.

\Vhat then is to be done! The an

swer is easy. We must substitute the

principle of order, of organization, of

harmony, for the principle ofincoherence,

of disorder, of competition, of war; we

must combine the interests of Labor and

Capital; we must ASSOCIATE them in

agricultural and industrial production; in

a. word, we must solve the problem of

the ORGANIZATION or Luzon by Assocu

TION; we must substitute the Combined

order for the Isolated order.

But how is the Associative system to

be applied to a whole country? A coun

try, whatever its magnitude, is only a col

lection of Townships. In order to trans

form a country, we must then transform

the Townships. Hence, the problem

consists in determining the organization

of the Associntvt: TOWNSHIP.

The Associative system being far more

productive than the Incoherent system,

the establishment of an Associative

Township would bring to our hands the

innumerable advantages of the Associa

tive system. Capitalists would obtain

from it large dividends; the laborer, shar

ing in the profits, would be filled with ar

dor, and labor, facilitated by machinery,

would be rendered attractive by a multi

tude of ingenious combinations. Closer

connected by a common interest, Capital

and Labor Would henceforth proceed in

harmony. The first Associative town

ship would be every where imitated like

the first steam-boat and rail-road. Agri

cultural and industrial Associations would

be formed with a rapidity in proportion to

the advantages of the new system; and

thus the problem of Associative organiza

tion of labor and of industry, resolved for

the township, would soon be resolved for

the county, the state, the country, and

ultimately for the whole world.

In this way, the great problem of mod

ern times, that of UNt'rv or INTERESTS,

would have received its solution, with

out combat, without shedding a drop of

blood, without overthrowing society.

Now, the Associative Township, is

nothing but the PHALANSTERY of the

Combined order. All, therefore, who

wish for order, justice, peace, the right

to labor, general Wealth, the happiness of

their country and of humanity, as well as

their_own, ought to devote themselves to

the strength and support of the Associa

tive cause.

 

SOCIAL IlE-OIlGANIZ.»\TION.-—i\'0. V.

One of the most striking and important

features in the creation of wealth in the

associated township, is the union of vast

economies in means, with the greatest

variety of pursuits. Indeed, it is only in

Association that economy can be se

cured—and'this may be urged, on the

grounds of philosophy alone, as evidence

enough in itself, that it is the diviner

appointed order of human society. Stu

pendous economy is one of the most

impressive characteristics of the divine

order, as is exemplified every where in na

ture. Nothing is suffered to run to waste.

The smallest fragments of matter and the

feeblest energies of sensation, afl'cction

and intelligence, are all gathered up and

distributed to some function in the great

mechanism of universal life. From the

simplest elements and efforts, are elabo

rated the grandest and most sublime crea

tions, the august pomp and circumstance

of life, the mysterious inspiration and

charm of beauty and the universal and

varied flush of joy and virgin love which

drapes the form of Universal Being.

God is a stupendous and rigid economist,

and nature attests the wisdom of His

arrangements. We do not witness here,

that mean, drivelling and parsimonious

economy, which draws the purse-strings

with a spasmodic tension, pinches the

pattern for a coat, and turns all colors to

a drab,--which casts a house, or the

temple of domestic worship, in the same

mould with the miser‘s ooh—distributes

comfort by the struck measure, and

knowledge by the ounce,-—an economy

which saves by the kernel, drop and

grain through stinginess in expenditure,

whilst it squanders by the bushel, barrel,

and ton, through an ignorant, wasteful,

incoherent, selfish, and unscientific mode

of production. No; Nature's economy

begins with the means and methods of

creating good, and by a right emplo‘y

tnent of these, secures the amplest abun

dance of blessings in all her mighty pro

vinces, and is munificent and godlike in

the distribution of them. Her method is

unity. Though her functions are infinite

in variety, they are nevertheless all co

ordinated to one central law, to one uni

tary purpose. There is no incoherence,

no loss of effort or of means. These

various functions are but parts of one

mighty plan; each one is assisted by

all the others. The cxcrescence even

of one becomes the pabulnm of life to

another. Look into nature and mark

this beautiful and universal economy!

There, the very losses, wastes, and

decay of one kingdom, become the condi

tions of development, perfection, and

beauty to another. And in the same

kingdom, that which would be a waste
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and loss, were nature‘s functions simple

and without variety, is turned to the

 

llimited to perhaps a single kind of soil,]rcquired.
Every farmer is now obliged

land from which must be grown the’to keep his own teams, horses and oxen,

highest account by the very variety and I several varieties of grains, grasses, and whether he has business to employ them

association of functions.

Every process and phenomenon in na

ture, whether it be the disintegration of

matter, concretiou or crystalization, or

the growth and decay of vegetable or

animal substance, disengages and sets

free certain elements, gases or imponder

able fluids which are not necessary to the

process itself, and which would be lost

were not the system of nature so econom

ically arranged, as to associate immediate

ly with that process, others that take up

and employ these waste agencies, and

without which they could not go forward.

Nature is not so extravagant as to estab

lish a special and separate laboratory for1

every process of creation, disintegration

and reformation, which she carries on;

but she associates all facts and phenom

ena by the law of universal and integral

unity, securing the greatest and most

composite results, with the simplest

means, and thus demonstrating that she

is not only a relentless economist, but

also that in every individual end, site or

dains co-operation to one universal or

social end.

Wherever and whenever we study na

ture, we perceive that the great princi

ples of order which distribute the bar

monies and economies of the materiultods of production has scarcely disturbedl

universe, foretype Association or Unity,

as the harmonic form of human society.

As in the former all things conspire to

one central purpose, as one common des

tiny summons the universal energies of

matter to complete the sidereal mission of

the globe; so if there is any truth in anal

|vegctables, despite the most miserable

i want of adaptation, some farms consisting

.of vast patches of rocks and mountains,

Ior of morasses and bogs, whilst others,

are almost entirely of a rich alluvial soil,

thus destroying all equality or justice of

proprietorship,—the domain of an As

sociation will lie in an unbroken province,

lwith each variety of soil and locality,

beautifully and scientifically distributed to

the production of whatever it is best

adapted to, so that while it secures the

igreatest returns in its harvest, this

unitary mode of cultivation and inter

mingling of a variety of cultures, such as

grains, grasses, vegetables, orchards,

vineyards and arbors, will immensely en

hance the beauty and scenic effect of the

landscape. The civilized mode of plant

ling all kinds of soils, with all kinds of

i produce indiscriminately, indicates a stu‘

ipidity, an extravagance and waste which

lcannot be found any where but in the in

coherence of civilized society. Nature in

 

ther wildest freaks, Would blush at the

intractablcness and folly of her human

children. Civilizees are so saturated

with the mean spirit of inverse economy,

namely, that of parsimony in expendi

tures, that this true economy in the meth

the muddy calm into which their ideas

have settled.

But let its specify some of the econo

mies of the unitary domain which would

be apparent, almo<t at first sight.

I. It would save nearly all the material,

 

t

 half the time or not. He tnust be able to

have the use of a horse when he needs

one, and the only way to be sure of

that, is to own one himself. If he has

but ten pounds of butter, cheese, or poul

try to sell, why he must have his horse

and wagon, for he may be ten miles from

market. Now an Association would do

its marketing by the tons, cargo, and so

forth, and a man and a horse could as

well convey a ton of butter as ten pounds.

The isolated farmer is a slave to his ani

mals, and a profound thinker, in view of

it, has said of the New England farmer,

that he is but little more than the

“groom of horses, and the cook and

chamber-maid of cows and oxen.” This

may not be a very polished, or strictly

etymological expression, but the idea is

very near tlte fact. It will appear more

and more as we proceed, how wasteful

our selfish and isolated interests are, and

that by the simple economies which the

combined order proposes, riches will

become universal.

TRUMBULL PHALANX.

\Ve are happy to present the following

“Report of the Productions and Im

provements of the Trumbull Phalanx for

1846," which we have received from the

Secretary of that Association. It will

be perceived that our friends bear their

testimony to the pleasure and advantage

of the Associative life, even in the rude

and imperfect forms which are all that at

lime and labor, WhiCh are no“? expended present can be realized. \Ve have never

ogy, any general destiny in the infinite in making and repairing diViSiOH fences- i pretended that the little attempts at Asso

mind to which all things gravitate; if the 1 Nearly every former spends sovel'fll ‘ ciation, now in progress, are able to illus

aspirations, attractions or passions of the I weeks yearly in the making and mendillg trate the character and effects of the

human soul are the fore-feelings, the har- l 0f fimcefl, whiCh answer no other purpose Combined Order: they are little more

bingers of the coming fact'; if love, co-op- i than that of lines of selfishness drawn be-I than spontaneous gatherings of friends,

eration, and that divine economy which , W00" him and his neighbor- The unitary ‘ inspircdwith a sincere zeal for an im

gleans up all the wasting and cast~otf domain could be fenced with durable \\'fllis,\proved order of society, full of faith in

elements of being, and commission them hedges, flfld 50 forlh, “'hiCh would rB-iGod, in Humanity, and in the Future,

to uses of beauty and comfort, then is;quire little or no repairs for generations,'but generally without adeqrtate science,

Unity the destiny of Humanity, and As- i with less eXpense, aye, with half the eX- without capital, without the material fa

sociation the only mode of reaching it. pense that the fences of an equal extent , cilities, which are essential to a complete

\Ve shall now proceed to state in of territory are now attended. The only‘realization of a true Social Order. But

plain dry detail perhaps, how Association fences necessary then, would be those in the humblest degree of Associated life

secures the same system of general required between the grazing and otherlof which we have had any experience,

economies which reigns in nature. Weilands. The labor and capital thus saved, them is an interest, a chat-m, a, con

 

 
 

shall show how the low considerations of

economics (if it be not profanation to

call any eternal, divine fact, low) can only

idevoted to sotne really wealth-creating

'purpose, would greatly augment the

lriclies of a community.

 

l

Again, thelproudest abodes of Civilization.

sciousness of approaching at least, the

true way, which cannot be felt in the

The

be realized in the combined order, and,beat|ty of the landscape would be greatlyimoral tone, the sincere, elevated affec

eontrast its methods with the \vastcfulness

and extravagance of the present order.

1. instead of the present numbers of

small isolated farms, Association would

offer one ample and scientifically distribut

heightened by the removal of so many

ugly limits, which constantly oppress one

,with the feeling of confinement and re

istraint.

l

I

tions, the freedom from the clutch-all

system, which prevails in common soci

ety, bind the heart to life in Association ;

and hence we rejoice in all the evidence

1 2. It would supersede the necessity and i of prosperity which we receive from time

ed domain. Each domain would consri-‘expense of keeping so many laboring ani-t‘to time, in the infant Associations that

tute a township. Instead of the presentlmals, as we are obliged to do nOW. Not are now struggling for existence, while

, . .
accidental division, by which one farm isfmore than one-tenth as many would boiwe watt in hope for the day when a

I
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Model Phalanx shall combine the strength '

of friends that is now scattered, and ex

hibit to the world a. splendid demonstra

tion of the truth of our principles.

wart of the Production: and Improve

ments of the Trumbull Phalanc, for

1846.

Power Looms,.. 875 00]

Repairs on Factory and Up er Works, 132 00

Production of Upper Saw Iill,...... 360 00¢

atu

  

  

 

  

do. Lower 627 00 i

do. Grist Mill,............ I ',

do. Tannery and Shoe Shop, 1,236 08 '

do. Clothing Works,.. . ... 1.50 00 i

do Carding “ ... ... 360 00

do. Blacksmith Shop,... . . 49 00

do. no Shop,............ 11200’

do. \Vagon Shop,......... llti (if)I

do. Bowl Machine,....... 33 00‘

Money received for sch001 teaching of

Members,-..........--... ..... 6300

90 tons of llay,. .. 360 00

do. Corn 10ddcr,.......... 8O 00

400 bushels of Wheat,... . . ... . . 250 00

300 do. ats,........ M00

100 do; Rye, . . . . . . 3700

100 do. Buckwheat, . . . . . . 33 33

2300 do. Corn, . . . . . . . . . . . . . 933 00

200 do. Potatoes, . . . . . 50 00

200 do. English Turnips . . 25 00

625 do. Ruta Baga,. . . . . 7B 13

w do. Beans,..... ... 18700

137 do. Onions, .... -..... 85 63

50 cords of Tim Bark,.. ..... 100 00

2 acres of Broom Corn,.. 25 00

ii barrels of Vinegar, .. . . .. . . . 18 00

,54- do Cider, . . ...... 5i- ()0

300 grafted Apple Trees, . .. . . '75 00 l

250 Peach Trees,. . . . . . . . . . - . . . . 87 50

Erecting buildings, putting up fences,

cutting cord-wood, putting to crops,

gain on cattle, hogs, kc.,and general

improvement of the Domain, . . . . . . . , - 00 ,

$9,119 63

—- C O NTR A .—

Loss by use of Wagons and Harneoses, 48 00

do. do. Farming Tools,. . . . . . . 13! 00

do. do. Saw Mills,........-... 25 00

do. do. in going to law and hunt

ingthieves,.......... 00.

Interest on Stock at six per cent.. 1,192 49 ,

515 05)

82 05

601 14

82,520 77 I

Leaving 36.698 86 to be divided among those .

who have produced this amount. The time

wrought by each having been kept, a dividend

of seventy-seven cents is declared for ten

hours' labor. B. Rosmas, Pres’t.

The Election having been held agreea

-bly to the requirements of the act of In

corporation, on the last Monday 'in.

December, the following Officers were'

chosen.

Moses Sacxn'r'r, President.

BEsJ. Ronmrvs, Vice Prcs’l and Trcas’r.

P. Born-res, Auditor.

Wu. F. Manors, Secretary.

N. C. Mzsxsn, Cor. Scc’y.

, Industrial Cmma'l.

\Vumum M. Cox, P. Bovrron,

'E. M. Econ-:s'ros, A. Crroncn,

Jouu Mantras, B. Rossias,

“Human \VEAKY.

Other Officers, not named, were also;

elected.

It is proper to state that having tried

the combined HOusehold system, or Gen

oral Boarding House, we have abandon

.Bd it entirely, and retreated to the separ

ate Household. This we are forced to do.

for want of 'sufficient means to give va-l

ricty and attraction to the common table,

' “ American Union,

bined system will be found preferable in

economy, ease and attraction; but we

have been taught by dear experience, that

without sufficient wealth, edifices, ma

chinery and knowedge of such establish

ments, it were far, far better not to at

tempt anything of the kind, but to take

every thing in its own order, the simple

and easy first, and not endeavor to secure

what can only be the result of years. A

Boarding House, however, is continued

by a suitable family for the accommoda

tion of the young men. It was found,

last year, to have cost forty-seven cents

per week, for men, for women and chil

dren less. '

The above report for the year gives an

idea of what we have been doing, and

what materials we are accumulating for

our future operations, and we can but say

in addition that we are harmoniously

united, living plain, common-sense lives,

and are persuaded that our continued pros

perity, that is, on the. whole, is a cheering l

indication that we have nothing to fear in

the future but our own nufaithfuluess.

N. C. Means, Cur. Sec’y.

Tnvanwu. PIIALANX,

Draccvillc, Ohio, Dec. 26, 1846.

o
'to great excess. The government gives every

lencouragemcnt to it. It is true that all the
 

NEW Bsorono, Mass. An interesting'

course of lectures has just been delivered i

Iin this town by the Lecturers of the|

” Messrs. ALLIN,

,Biusoass, Onvrs and RIPLEY. The lec

tures commenced on Saturday evening,

January 30th, and were continued at inter

vals during the week, until they were

closed on Sunday evening, February 7th.

The claims of Association were fully

presented in different points of view, and

judging from the profound attention and

;interest, with which the lectures werel

listened to, we cannot doubt that. a spirit

of inquiry has been awakened, which

will lead to important results. We found

many excellent friends in New Bedford,

deeply interested in the progress of soci

ety, and keenly alive to the present so

cial evils; and with their freedom of

mind and seal for improvement, we are

sure that they will embrace the principlesE

of Association, and find in them the

remedy for the miseries, under which the

actual social order is gasping for life.

We never visited a place for the pur

pose of lecturing on Association, without

being more and more impressed with the

importance of the movement for propa

gation that has beenv commenced. The

people are waiting for truth on the sci

ence of society. They are ready to re

ccive the doctrines of Associative Unity,

when presented in their true light.—

Thesa doctrines must be spread through

out the land. Let the friends of Associ

ation lose no time in organizing them—

selves for giving efficient aid to the work

of propagation. They are sufficiently

numerous, sufficiently powerful, to cause

the seeds of social truth to be scattered

 

and there is now universal satisfaction

with the present. arrangement. Without

doubt the time will come when the Com-l

from Canada to California. Let them be

 

up and doing.

View. no POVERTY_ IN Louoos. I am sor

to remark that the vice of drinking is carried

houses are licensed, but such a. traffic is there,

particularly in beer and gin, and so rofitable to

the publican, that ever third or ourth house

in business or crowd streets, courts, alle 's

l and hy-ways, appears to be an establishment or

| the sale of“ s 'pints.” Some of these places are

very showy, particular] at night, aided by the

glare of gas lights. The old and young, both

male and female, are their constant customers

from morning to night. With surprise 1 have

seen on several occasions young irls toss off

one or two glasses of raw gin, whic i, from con

stant habit, appears to have no momentary ef

fect upon their nervous system, although it

must ultimately abridge their lives of a quarter

at least.

it is said there are no beggars here, as the

law forbids it; but the objects of charity,

through one device or other, are innumerable.

In every street, at every corner, almost at ev

ery door, a bunch or two of " lucifers ” defies

the law. I have seen decently dressed men,

who have known better days, stand beyond the

curb, with a bunch of matches in one hand and

their hat in the other, with their heads bowed

down, without uttering l word, telling a sad

tale of their utter destitution.— Correspmtdence

of the Journal of Commerce.

   

BROOR Finn SCHOOL.
'l‘r-nt course of study in this School comprises

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

articular attention - to the modern European

anguagcs and literature.

l’upils of different ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial )ursuits, or are instructed in

the higher branches usually taught in the Uni

versity. -

The School is under the immediate direction

of' Mr. and Mrs. R1ri.r:v', assisth by experienced

tear-hers in the different departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental cars, and for older pupils who wish to

pursue a thorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a large semi

nary, it is believed that this School affords ad

vantages that are rarely to be met with.

TERMS—Fons DOLLARS a week for board,

washin ,fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc

tion in gnstruincntal Music and use of the Piano,

'l‘wvar-z DOLLARS a quarter.

Application may be made b' mail to

GEO {GE RIPLEY.

Brook Fam, W’cst Rozlm'ry, Mass.

February 1, 181-7.

\VES'I‘ ROXBURY RAIL-ROAD

AND OMNIBUS LINE.

LEAVES Brook Farm at 8, 93-4- A. M., and 4

P. M. Leaves the “ Toll Gate Station ” on the

arrival of the following trains from Boston.—

Dedham, 9 A. M.; Stoughtou, 11 1-2 A.M., and

4- and ten minutes P. M. ExceptM—Tliionday

morning leaves Brook Farm at 71-2; Saturday

evening leaves Toll Gate on arrival ofthe Ded

ham 51-2 train. N. R. GERRISH,

Feb. 1,1847. _ - Agent.
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MISCELLANY.

CORRESPONDENCE.

This letter, extracted from the private cor

respondence of an Israelite who has joined in

our Work, may be interesting to our readers, as

showing hopv the light which the Serial Science

throws over dark and disputed questions, recon

ciles the religious creeds of the earth by giving

to each that integral development which ena

bles it to meet, as on the summit ofa hill, those

which, amid the irregularities of the ascent, had

appeared to tend in opposite directions.

 

FEBRUARY, 1847.

For not having sooner replied to your

letter, I can only plead the preoccupation

of my best hours; for I have a conscience

about letter writing, which forbids me to

force anything when my mind does not

spontaneously seek outward to speak

with the object of affection. Iwill not

sacrifice you to-night for anything; in

deed if I lived as I know how to in all

things, and shall for the sake ofthe great

cause, I should find time and life for all

things. “ Ask, and ye shall receive.”

To work for the redemption of Humanity!

\Vhy is it not a thought and a passion to

kindle every fibre of one's being, and to

place us in such direct communion with

the Divine Source of Love, now striving

to incarnate itself in our race, that our

sympathies should be instant, penetrating

and universal for every brother and sister,

every object of nature'.l This love, this

grand idea, is thrilling through my life,

and revealing to me a new being in my

self, whose wings shall not be always

folded.

The day of the Redemption, prophesied

by Moses and Isaiah, is 90 longer distant.

The principle of its accomplishment lies

in these simple words, “Love ye one

another;" and this principle, working

age after again the growth of humanity,

has at last found the law of its embodi

ment in all the practice of life, conciliat

 

of the uriiverse; which first penetrating

matter formed the spheres and taught the

ordered movements of their orbits; which

clasped atom with atom; germed in the

beautiful series of the crystal and the

tree as it rose in each affinity, from the

simple to the composite; which binds

man to nature through sensation, to his

kindred races through affection, and to

the laws of universal order, the divine

mathematics, through his intelligence;

that Love whose ceaseless energy through

long ages has attuned in industry,

art, science, society, the passional notes

of this world-orchestra, is now combining

them for its serial harmonies. Combina

tion, co-operation, this is the key-note of

our age. Individual life is felt to consist

in its relations, its attractions through

which it may be manifested ; and that we

may be true to ourselves, these relations

must have their true order of harmonized

interests. It is not to a small class of

elevated minds that this consciousness,

these aspirations, are confined. Blindly

or wittingly, the age moves towards this

end. Even where the reign of incohe

rence, the kingdom of the Beast is tnost

desolating; as in Great Britain, where

now, as the European Times informs us,

“The cabins of the Irish laborers are

little better than charnel houses; where

the dead, uncared for, unburied, lie fes

tering by the side of the dying; where

starvation talks through the length and

breadth of its provinces, where the efforts

of government and of private benevolence

are alike unequal to meet the emergency,

and millions of people know not how or

where to brave the awful misery which

haunts them ; ”-——even in such places and

such'titnes, when the war of classes, of

capital and labor, producer and exchanger,

is carried to the point of absolute exter

mination; more awful in its methods and

effects than any other mode of war that

the earth has known, and thousands

starve that one may riot in excess ;—evcn

ing all interests,spiritualizing each sense,ihere, and pervading the most material

and incarnating each sentiment.

Divine Love which solves the mysteries

That i

I
relations of interest, do we find the prin

ciple of combination, preparing, in these

 
partial movements of masses and classes,

for a universal movement and combination

which shall interlock all interests. It is

in fact, the very feature of combination,

borrowed from a more advanced social

epoch by incoherent civilization to which

it is unsuited, that causes most of this

evil. The combinations of capital crush

the masses by the substitution of ma

chinery, diminution of the wages oflabor

and monopoly of the soil. The combi

nations of labor, irregular and abortive to

gain their ends, only exasperate by oppo

sition the classes in whom a sentiment of

humanity arising, might have softened

the rigors of their fate; or if by some

rare combination of chances, they suc

ceed, still farther retard social organization

by superficial changes in the ownership

of property, which leave untouched the

radical vice—incoherence of interests.

It is then the very evils of our time which

are most full of promise, since they at

once are caused by the partial embodi

ment of the principle of combination, and

urge most powerfully to its complete em

bodiment in our industry, our science,

our social life.

Let our nation farise, let our people

take the foremost part which becomes

their deep religious sentiment and their

penetrating intellect, in this great work

of universal redemption. They have said

truly that the simple spiritual kingdom

insisted on by the churches, was not the

kingdom, not the redemption which had

been promised to them; that it was in

fact an absurdity, pretending to separate

the interests of the two lives, on this side

and beyond the grave. This was not the

doctrine of Jesus. He prayed and work

ed for a kingdom of heaven upon earth.

The redemption of which he became the

chief mediator to his race, was to be ac

complished in the fulfilment by Humanity

of that law of love which he taught in

his life and sealed by his death; and if

he consecrated the trial and suifering

through which his disciples must strug

gle, it was only in relation to their end

and object, the establishment of a univer
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sal order of harmony and happiness on

the earth, incarnatiug love in all our

practical relations, and not as teaching

that suffering and privation were in them

selves pleasing- to God. This is the

grand mistake of the ascetics of all ages

and religions.

Man finds himself in a world full of

evils; where the desolating effects of his

own unharmonized passions are mirrored

back to him by nature in the parching

heat of summer and the deadly chill of

winter's blast, by the tornado and the

simoom ; the blighting frost that destroys

the cherished hopes of the year, or the

fell miasma that blighls life with disease,

dashing from the lips the cup of fruition;

where the Wolf and hyena, the venomous

serpent and the pest of insect myriads,

constitute around as within human socie

ties, a state of universal war! It is most

natural that man, not yet comprehending

his own mission —-his place as regent of

the planet, his power of redeeming the

-whole earth, of evolving harmonies from

all these discords by unitary co-operation

which shall substitute the principle of

love for that of brute incoherent force

in the social sphere, on which all others

pivot and depend,-—should see in these

evil dispensations, this war, famine, pes

tilence, and universal cannibalism, the

four great principles of equilibrium during

the ages of incoherence, the action of

Providence, and the will of God. They

are so, but only relatively to a stage of

immaturity, imperfect development, tran

sition by man from the state of crude

instinct, from the infantile harmony of

Eden or the Isles of the Pacific, to the

full exercise of his reason under the im

pulse of love, and the grand passions]

harmonics of the future, where the indus

try, art and science of a combined order,

shall realize for our senses. our affections,

and our intelligence, adestiny proportion

ed to their attractions. \Vith Moses, the

temporal and spiritual redemption are

linked in their true connection as body

and soul ; and Christ who came “ not to

destroy, but to fulfil," aimed to direct

mankind in the path of its accomplish

ment, by inspiring them with the religion

of love, the sentiment of brotherhood.

“The primal harmonics of Eden had

been lost by a Fall; physical and moral

evil had spread over the earth; pain and

poverty had subdued man. Whilst teach

ing to our nation the origin of evil, Moses

had announced its end; he had predicted

the return to grace, the term of the curse

and of the wrath of God; he had an

nounced the ultimate blessing of all the

nations, the Redemption. Moses estab

lished the unity of the Social with the

Religious law; he did not separate the

temporal from the spiritual kingdom to

 

Jesus, aiming at the epoch of harmony,

the union of men among themselves and

with God, implied in the attainment of

this splendid aim which should universal

ize happiness over the earth, the absolute

negation of the oriental doctrine, the per

manent fatality of evil here below; but

it is only the term foreseen, promised and

always expected by the Israelite, of the

temporary curse with which the earth

had been struck after the transgression of

Adam.” To the nation ofIsrael, to Mo

ses and Isaiah, the promise had especially

been made. Jesus, another of our nation,

comes to revive in men‘s hearts the con

dition of the Redemption, in showing to

those who were feeding upon husks and

forgetting the spirit of their law in rab

binical formulas, that it was now as ever

a glorious and a tremendous reality; that

the destiny of the whole earth for weal

or for “'0, was bound in their obedience

or rebellion to that principle in which all

the law lay contained,—‘Love ye one

another.’ “ Certainly that was as sensible

and as true as it was sublime, and we

must say that it was a divine word which

taught to men plunged in grossness and

corruption, bigotry and selfishness, that

the redemption of the world and the bap

piness of humanity depended absolutely

on the union of men, on their loving one

another. There is no obscurity, no mys

tery in this doctrine of Redemption.

You shall be ransomed from evil, and the

blessing of God shall descend upon the

earth when you shall have established

upon the earth the kingdom of God and

his justice. Here is no sacrifice of

reason to faith; no narrow and mystical

doctrine of a. Redemption purely individ

ual through the sufferings of Jesus Christ.

Jesus had not said that he came to ran

som the individual by his sufferings, but

to emancipate the world by his teachings.

He had not given as the condition of Re

demption, that the world should load

itself with one crime the ,more in slaying

him, but that humanity, in all its mem

bers, should fulfil the great commandment

of Love.”

The Atonement of Christ was not, as is

stupidly considered, the sacrifice of his

life either for humanity or for certain

elect individuals, nor the appeasing by

his merits or sufferings of the vengeance

of an angry God ; but it consisted in his

living in such unity with nature, with his

fellow man, and with the divine principles

of Love and Justice, as was possible for

an individual; and the Atonement, or

properly speaking, At-one-ment for hu

manity, was to be accomplished in like

manner, when their intelligence, devel

oped by the samc divine love of which

Jesus was a. mediator to his race, as

each of us maybe in his or her degree,

 

tions in conformity with that spirit over

all the earth.

Towards this end, religion is the sen

timent, the aspiration; but every religion

requires a. science and a practice; we

must have the trinity of the heart, the

head and the hands. A science is neces—

sary, whose formulas, adapted to love in

all its modes of development, shall enable

us to embody it in the practical Workings

of our industry, science and social life,

by the conciliation of all interests. This

science Fourier has discovsred and devel

oped. Its formula is the arborescent

series and the application to the passions

of the principles of musical harmony, as

is elsewhere explained. A practice is

necessary, and for that we look to the

establishment of a Model Phalanx, “hose

success will be the guarantee of a rapid

and universal extension, owing to that

property which is specific to the series, -——

demonstrated in all the kingdoms of na—

ture, from the stars to the insccls,--of

reconciling all interests and to obtain the

integral unity of the whole through the

infinite variety of the parts, of making

of every discord a germ of harmony, as

occurs in those of the contiguous notes in

music. Its arborcscent type enables it to

vary like its prototypes in the forest

growth, in conformity to the indications

of climate, soil, external sphere, or inter

nal character, national or personal, with

out ever losing the type of the series,

adapted to attractions and distributing the

harmonies. We now only wait the Mes

siah who shall lead our nation and hu

manity in the grand career of Harmony

which opens before us. Who he shall he,

as yet we know not; but this is certain,

that the individual man is the product

and expression of his age and its wants;

that no age which history records has

obtained the development or felt the need

of a grand comprehensive reform as this

age does; and finally, that to this age

has been revealed in its details the. sci

ence of a society, which by effecting in

its relations the absolute and permanent

conciliation of all interests, however vari

ous, without requiring first any change

in man's essential nature, but taking him

as he is and sacrificing nothing, has disi

covered to us the basis of Universal Unity

or At-one-ment.

What we have to do seems very clear.

Help ourselves and God will help us.

\Vork with all our heart and strength in

the paths which are open to us. Spread

the glad tidings, leaven the hearts of all

within our reach, and the truer we are to

our mission, the more will come within

our reach. Substitute for the old dogma

of evil and the curse, the message of

love, of hope, of joy. Support the pub

_lications, the lecturers, the teachers of

 

deliver the first to the principle of Evil. should organize social and industrial rela-l the new doctrine. Establish every where
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Affiliated Societies to the American Union

of Associatiouists. Such we have in

Boston, New York, Cincinnati, New

buryport and many other places within

the last few months. In Boston, we

have every week two meetings, religions,

social and scientific, which collect sub

scriptions, prepare conventions, courses

of lectures, and other means of promot

ing the cause. All that we want is an

intelligent hearing. For one who under

stands our principles and aims, opposition

becomes morally impossible, since they

are not on any point, partial, exclusive or

sectarian,4but in all, universal, inclusive,

and humanitary. Soon we shall be pre

pared by our numbers, our science, our

character, our means, to construct, to

organize attraction in the serial body of

the Phalanx, and to incarnate love in all

human relations. From the Phalanx it

will spread through the district, from the

district through the state, from the state

through the world and humanity; or,

rather, like the growth of the human

foetus, its foretype in analogy, it will

proceed at once from many points to

meet in a central unitary life, and all in

the full glow of animation; when the

heart throbs, and the veins fill, and the

brain with its double system of sensitiveI

and motor telegraphs is ready for its lord

the soul; then the Messiah, the Lord of

Humanity will appear and lead us to the

high destinies of the future. The future

is open to our inspired thought and will.

Let us now thank God that our life may

be consecrated to this work ; that we are

not doomed to trifle it away in the pover

ty of a frivolous egotism ; that time and

the life of earth have acquired for us a

new significance, an ineifable dignity.

Before five years have passed, not a vil

lage from Maine to Mexico must be with

out its Union ofAssociatiouists. Already,

with all the false reports and prejudice

which obstruct our beginnings, and when I

only three or four lecturers are out, we

hear, week after week, of some Union of

forty or fifty active members where a

few days before the deepest ignorance

and obscurantism reigned. Lecturers are

sent for from the distant South, and lyce

urns secured for their reception. A fer

ment is commenced such as has never

before been witnessed by man, and which

will never cease until humanity entire

stands transformed, regenerate and saved,

in the true image of its God. I have not

time or space at present to develop the

doctrine of the .ru/ir/arily ofthe race, upon

which all our hope and science pivots.

That will be for a future occasion if you

are interested in this. We have all a

natural instinct of it, which the teachings

of Moses, whose promises and threats

are all made to the nation and not to such

or such individuals, has confirmed to us.

Iliave now a more living and intelli

gent faith and interest in every part of

the Jewish religion, its principles, its

history and its forms, than i ever before

possessed; since what seemed doubtful

and obscure because it was partial and

fragmentary, hasjn the full sunlight of

Fourier’s mind become clear and provi

dential to me, as I see its relations with

the whole development of man’s des

tiny.

DEA'I‘ll BLOW T0 FOURIERISlL

“ The Herald has dealt a vital blow to

Fourierism by coming out. in its favor.

Now let the Evening Mirror say a. good

word for it, and poor Association will

kick the hucket.”— Yankee Doodle.

Not so, dear grandpapa Yankee Doodle!

Here is a bit from the Mirror, which is

“Fourieristic” to the marrow, and yet

Association has no idea of “turning

pale " at present.

 

“There are certain philanthropic fan

iatics in the world, who are trying to re

organize society, and so arrange human

affairs, that no man shall suffer for the

means of living, who may consider life

worth preserving. Such a proposition is

booted at by the rich and well-to-do, who

ldenounce it as atheistical and anti'christ

'ian; in proof of which they quote the

saying of Christ, “The poor ye have

with you always;" arguing therefrom

that an attempt to banish poverty from

lthe world Would be flying in the face of

Scripture. I do not remember to have

seen any better reason than this, for de

lnouncing the fanatics who claim that

those to whom God has given life has a

right to live; and that the constitution

guaranties to every one living under it

equal privileges. A man who has never

,knuwn what it is to want; who has never

been placed in the midst of a populous

‘and wealthy city, without a penny in his

pocket, and with heaps of money and

stores of luxuries all around him, can

never fully conceive the real meaning of

poverty. In the forest, on the ocean, or

by the sea-side, one cannot experience

that feeling of destitution which, want

,produces in the midst of a city, because

,there is no one to forbid the taking of

, whatever may be caught: there are nutsi

'in the forest, though they may be but.

acorns; there are shell fish on the sea

shore, and there are waifs on the ocean,

,which may he enjoyed without danger of

l

 

 

 

a prison. llut the city affords nothing to

{the stranger in want; every thing there

| has an owner: a straw cannot be picked

lupin the street without peril; whatever

lyou may have, you will be allowed to

keep, but you must not touch anything

you see, let your necessities be what they

may. In a large city it must often hap

pen that some unlucky victim of circum

stances will be destitute of the means of

sustaining life. His wants are immediate

and ‘pressing. He goes into the streets

and wanders through a maze of superflu

ous wealth, yet cannot touch even a grain

of corn. If he were drowning, a thous

land men would jump to rescue him, but

 

if he is starving, not a hand will be ex

tended to aid him; his rags excite no,

sympathy, his hungry looks bring him no'

bread. Society which has monopolizcdl

 

all the wealth, makes no provision for

him; the law does not recognize a man

in need. If he were dead, he would be

an object worth caring for; society would

provide him a shroud and a grave; but

living, she does not recognize him. The

law being framed by men who have nev

er known want themselves, they have

made no provision for such a phenomenon.

There are no convent gates to which he

may apply for relief; the churches only

supply spiritual food, and'the injunction

of the Master, “ Feed my lambs,” is in~

terpreted “ preach to them.” You may

have a Bible for the‘ asking, and tracts

without demanding them, but you can

apply no where for bread. All the phi

lanthropy of the age, all the rotesiant

ism, all the missionaries and liblcs, all

the reforms, and battles with might for

right, end at last in this: that a human

being without money, if placed in the

midst of a large city, has but two alter

natives before him—either to siarve or

to steal. A few starve, but a good many

steal, and a tenth part of the cost of put

ting the theives into prison, and the dead

into graves, tvould supply an asylum

which would have kept these wretches

alive and honest.”

 

SAINT VALENTINE. Yesterday being

Sunday, we presume to-day will serve

instead as the legitimate anniversary of

this rosy and unprejudiced old Saint. As

the morning sun gilds the windows, and

the Tribune is left at the doors, fifty

thousand unharmed litttle souls will be

twittering and flickering like swallows, in

palpitation for the fun of the day. Lucky

Saint, to be celebrated by all this high,

sparkling nonsense, this mimic carnival

of hearts and darts! Long days the note

of preparation has been sounding; the

boys and girls have extaticiscd and dog

gerelized their brains, or what serves

them in that capacity, and every spare

shilling has gone for pieces of gilt and

painted paper to put the results into.

To-day comes the grand discharge, the

first offshoot of aft-u dejuw that a month

won't see the end of.

There was a time when Valentine's

Day meant something. Thcn it was a

business of real lovers, and there was

earnestness under its delicate, shy dis

guise. Uood gracious! that's gone long

ago. Now nobody maka more than a

joke of it; we know a dozen young peo

ple of both sexes, who think nothing of

sending a flaming Valentine a-piece to as

many persons as there are days in the

week, and we take it that's the general

habit. A pretty commentary on the con

stancy of lovers now-a-days! We know

married people, too, who ought to be

ashamed of it, that get Valentines, and

that not from their own wives or bus

hands, full of sentimentality and delicate

distresses. We hate this modern degen

eracy, this miscellaneous and business

fashion. Send a Valentine by the penny

post, too'! Bah! Give us the sweet o d

days when there was a mystery about it,

when sly fate had a hand in the matter,

when lovers stole at dawn to be first at

the well-known window, and trembling

maidens waited for the familiar step; ah,

that was an age to live in! To be the

Valentine of that blushing truth and turn

derncss a man tnight bless his stars, but

to share the office with half a score of

copartners and never know who your

Valentine is after all, or to find out that

\
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it‘s Tom Smith or Job Jones instead of torrents, to question by

the blue-eyed or black-eyed girl you had

hoped, isn‘t Worth a copper cent, to our

thinking. But, however, we won't be

out of the mode, so here goes for a Val

entine to the whole feminine portion of

the human species.

Woman! these are earnest times,

Folly’s obsolete for \Voman,

Holidays and sportive rhymes

Cannot now forgot the Human.

Least of’all should’st thou forget,

Radiant though thou art with gladness,

How the whole wide earth is wet

\Vith the tears of hopeless sadness,

\Vith slaves’ and toilers’ bloody sweat

In sufi'cring grown desperate,r—

And how with soul poisoned to madness

Man is against his fellow set,

Daring God’s Truth and Right to hold

As valueless compared with gold!

On thee, Woman! is it laid,

On thy heart, 0 Sister, Mother,

That this weary we be staid,

And man wrong no more his brother.

Thine it is the germs to tend

Of the good that now is springing,

And thine inm0st soul to lend

To the victory Time is bringing.

And as thou beside the tomb

Whence the blessed Lord has risen,

\Vert the first in morning's gloom

To greet the Conqueror from the prison,

To this other grave anear

Whence awaking Man is starting,

Sholt thou stand with holy cheer,

Impulse, hope and power imparting.

Take the office, it is thine!

Speak thy noblest aspirations,

Girt with loveliness divine,

Guiding angel of the nations!

N. Y. Tribune of Feb. 1511:.

 

THE COUNTESS OF RUDOLSTADT,’

SEQUIL T0

C 0 N S U E L O .

FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.

Translated for the Harbinger.

A LETTER FROM PHILONJ'

T0

IGNATIUS JOSEPH MARTINO‘YIEZ,

Prqfeuor of Physics at the University

of Lemberg.

Carried in his train like the satellites

of a royal star, we followed Spar/nousi

through the precipitous paths and under

the most silent shadows of the Btehmer

Wald. O my friend! why were you not

there! You Would have forgotten to

gather pebbles in the silvery bed of the
 

" Entered according to Act ofCongress, in the

year 1846, bv Fnascrs G. Sruw,in the Clerk’s

otfice of the District Court of M " tts.

H’robably the celebrated baron de Kniggo,

 

 

   

known under the name of Philon in the order of

the Illumincs.

tlt is known that this was Adam \Veishaupt's '

 

and the bones of our mysterious progeni—

tor, lerra parens. The burning words of

our master gave us wings; we passed

ravines and peaks without counting our

steps, without looking at the abysscs

which lay at our feet, without seeking in

the horizun the distant resting-place in

which we were to find repose at evening.

Never had Spartacus appeared to us

more great or imbued with all-powerful

truth. The beauties of nature acted upon

his imagination like those of a great

poem; and through the lightnings of his

enthusiasm never does his spirit of wise

analysis and ingenious combination aban

don him. He eXplains heaven and the

stars, the earth and the seas, with the

same clearness, the same order which

presides over his dissertations upon law

and the dry matters of this world. But

how great does his soul become when,

alone and free with his chosen disciples

under the azure of the constellated heav

ens, or in face of the dawn reddened by

the fires, precursors of the sun, he clears

time and space to embrace at one glance

the human race in its aggregate and de

tails, to penetrate the fragile destiny of

empires and the imposing future of the

nations! You have heard in his chair

this young man of clear speech; why

have you not seen and heard upon the

mountain this man whose wisdom sur

passes his years, and who seems to have

lived among men since the infancy of the

world! -

Arrived at the frontier, we saluted the

soil which had seen the exploits of the

great Ziska, and we inclined ourselves

still lower before the gnlfs which had

served as tombs to the martyrs of ancient

national liberty. There we resolved to

separate, in order to direct our researches

and inquiries upon all points at once.

Calo' took the road towards the north

east, Ck-Isusfi towards the south-east,

atij followed the transversal direction

from east to west, and the general ren

dezvous was at Pilsen.

Spartacus kept me with him and re

solved to trust to chance, depending, as

be said, upon fortune, upon a certain

secret inspiration which would guide us.

I was somewhat astonished at this aban

donment of calculation and reasoning;

it seemed to me contrary to his methodi

cal habits. “Philon,” said he to me

when we were alone, “I do indeed be

lieve that men like ourselves are the min

isters of Providence here below, but do

 

' Doubtless Xavier Zwack, who was an aulic

counsellor and was exiled for having been one

i of the principal chiefs of llluministn.

tBader, who was physician to tho electrcss

nom de gncrre. (Jan it be really he who is dim-“ger, Illumino,

here referred to'l every circumstance leads us

to believe it

tMassenhanscn, counsellor at Munich, Il

lumine.

turns the veins ' you think I believe

  

   

 

that maternal Provi

dence by which we feel, will and act, to

be inert and disdainful! I have re

marked that you are more favored by it

thanI am; your designs almost always

succeed. Forward then; I follow you,

and have faith in your second sight, that

mysterious clearncss which our ancestors

in llluminism, the pious fanatics of the

past, so artlessly invoked.”

It really seemed as if the master had

prophecied. Before the close of the sec

ond day we found the object of our

search, and this was the manner in which

l was the instrument of destiny.

We had reached the border of the for

est, and the road forked before us. One

branch was lost as it ran towards the

low grounds, the other followed the gen

tle slope of the mountain.

“ Which shall we take? ” said Sparta

cus to me, seating himself upon a rocky

fragment. “ I see on this side cultivated

fields, mean cabins. We were told that

he is poor, he must live with the poor.

Let us go and inquire respecting him of

the herdsmcn of the valley."

“ No, master,” replied I, pointing to

the side-hill path: “I see on my right

craggy eminences and the crumbling

walls of an ancient manor-house. \Ve

were told that he is a poet, and he must

love ruins and solitude."

“Also,” replied Spartacus smiling,

“I see Vesper rising, white as a pearl,

in the rose-colored sky, above the ruins

of the old domain. \Vo are the shep

herds who seck a prophet and the mirac

ulous star goes before us.”

We soon reached the ruins. They

were the remains of an imposing edifice,

built at different epochs; but the vestiges

of the time of the emperor Charles lay

beside those of the feudal ages. It was

not centuries, it was the hand of man that 7

had recently presided over this devasta

tion. It was still broad daylight when

we climbed the bank of a dried ditch and

penetrated beneath a rusty and motionless

porteullis. The first object we encoun~

tered, seated upon the ruins at the en

trance of the courtyard, was an old man

covered with strange rags, and more like

a man of times past than a contemporary.

His beard, of the color of yellow ivory,

fell upon his chest, and his bald head

shone like the surface of a lake in the last

rays of the sun. Spartacus felt a thrill,

and hastily approaching him asked of him

the name of the chateau. The old man

appeared not to hear us; be stored at us

with glassy eyes which seemed not to

see. We asked his name; he did not

answer; his physiognomy betokened a

dreamy inditference. Still his Socratic

~ features did not announce the brutishness

of idiotism; he had in his ugliness that

certain beauty which proceeds from a
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pure and serene soul. Spartacus placed 1 He clasped my hand, and] felt his own

a piece of money in his hand; he carried

it close to his eyes and let it fall without

appearing to understattd_its use.

“ Is it possible," said I to the master,

“ that an old man totally deprived of the

use of his senses and of his reason can be

thus abandoned far from any habitation,

in the depths of the mountains, without a

dog to lead him and to beg in his
stead! ” I

“ Let us carry him away and conduct

him to some resting place," replied Spar

tacus. But when we undertook to raise

him in order to see if he could not sup

port himself on his legs. he made a sign

to us not to trouble him, by placing a

finger on his lips and pointing with his

other hand to the extremity of the court.

Our eyes were directed to that side; we

saw no one there, but immediately our

ears were saluted by the sounds of a

violin of extraordinary power and just

ness. Never have I heard any master

give to his how so penetrating and so

broad a. vibration, and bring into so inti

mate a. connection the chords of the soul

and of the instrument. The music was

simple and sublime. It resembled noth

ing I have heard in our concerts and

theatres. It carried to the heart an

emotion which was at once pious and

warlike. We fell, the master and my

self, into a kind of transport, and said to

each other by our looks that here was

something grand and mysterious. Those

of the old man had assumed a sort of

vague brilliancy which resembled that of

ecstacy. A smile of beatitude half

opened his pale lips and showed clearly

that he was neither deaf nor insensible.

All was silence after a short and ad

mirable melody, and soon we saw issue

from the chapel opposite to us, a man of

mature years, whose exterior filled us

with emotion and respect. The beauty

of his austere visage and the noble pro

portions of his form contrasted with the

deformed limbs and the savage features

of the old man, whom Spartacus com

pared to a converted and baptized farm.

The violin player walked straight to

wards us, his instrument-under his arm

and his bow passed through his leather

girdle. Broad pantaloons of coarse cloth,

sandals which resembled ancient buskins,

and a frock of sheepskin like that Worn

by our peasants of the Danube, gave him

the appearance of a herdsman or a labor

er. But his white and fine hands did not

indicate a man devoted to the labors of

the soil. They were the hands of an

artist, while the neatness of his dress and

the stateliness of his demeanor seemed to

protest against his poverty, and to be

unwilling to submit to its hideous and

degrading consequences. The master

was struck by the aspect of this man..

  
tremble. “It is he!" said he to me.

“I did not know that he was a musician;

but I recognize his face because I have

seen it in my dreams."

The violin player advanced towards us

without testifying either embarrassment

or surprise. He returned with a benevo

lent dignity the salutations we addressed

to him, and approaching the old man:

“Come, Zdenko," said he to him, “I

am going; support yourself upon your

friend.” The old man made an effort;

the musician raised him in his arms, and

bending under him as if to serve him for

a staff, he guided his tottering steps, ac—

commodating his own walk to his. There

was, in this filial care, in this patience of

a noble and handsome man, still agile and

vigorous, who drew himself along under

the weight of an old man in rags, some

thing more touching, if possible, than the

solicitudc of a young mother measuring

her walk by the first uncertain steps of

her child. I saw the master's eyes fill

with tears, and I also was agitated, eon

templating by turns our Spartacus, that

man of genius and of the future, and this

unknown in whom I felt the same great

ness buried in the shadows of the past.

Resolved to follow and to question him,

but not wishing to distract 'him from the

pious care he had assumed, we walked at

at a short distance behind him. He di

rected his steps towards the chapel

whence he had issued; and when he had

entered, he stopped and appeared to con

template the ruined tombs which the

briars and moss had invaded. The old

man knelt down, and when he rose, his

friend kissed one of the tombs and began

to depart with him.

It was then only that he perceived us

near him, and he appeared to experience

some surprise ; but no distrust was depict

ed in his glance, at once brilliant and

placid like that ofa child. This man ap

peared nevertheless to have counted more

than half a century, and his thick grey

hair waving around his face increased the

brilliancy of his large black eyes. His

mouth had an indefinable expression of

strength and simplicity. You would

have said that he had two souls; one all

of enthusiasm for celestial things, one all

of benevulence for men here below.

We were seeking for a pretext to ad

dress him, when, placing himself at once

in association of ideas with us, with a

naiveté ofextraordinary expansion : “You

have seen me kiss this marble,” said he

to us, “and this old man has prostrated

himself upon these tombs. Do not con

sider these as acts of idolatry. \Ve kiss

the garment of a saint, as we carry on

our bosom the pledge of love and of

friendship. The remains of the dead

are only a worn-out garment. We can

 

not tread it under our feet with indifl'er

once; we guard it with respect and we

separate ourselves from it with regret.

O my father! 0 my well beloved rela

tives! I know well that you are not

here and that these inscriptions lie when

they say: Here rest the RlllIUlSlUtIl-S! The

Rudolstadts are all erect, all living and

acting in the world according to the will

of God. Under these marbles there are

only bones, forms in which life was man

ifested and which it has abandoned to as

sume other forms. Blessed be the ashes

of our forefathers! Blessed be the grass

and ivy which crown them! Blessed be

the soil and stones which protect them!

But blessed, above all, be the living God

who says to the dead: Rise and reé'nter

my fruitful bosom in which nothing dies,

in which all is renewed and is purified l”

“ Liverani, Ziska or Trismegistus, is it

you whom I find here upon the tombs of

your ancestors?” cried Spartacus enlight

ened by a celestial certainty.

“Neither Liverani, nor Trismegistus,

nor even Jean Ziska,” replied the un—

known. “ Phantoms disturbed my igno

rant youth; but the divine light has ab

sorbed them and the name of my forefa

thers is effaced from my memory. My

name is man, and I am nothing more

than any other man.”

“Your words are profound, but they

indicate distrust," returned the master.

“Trust to this sign; do you not recog

nize it? ”

'At the saute time, Spartacus made to

him the masonic signs of the high

grades. '

“I have forgotten that language,” re

plied the unknown, “I do not despise it,

but it has become useless to me. Bro

ther, do not insult me by supposing that

ldistrust you. Your name, yours also,

is it not man? Men have never done me

any evil, or, if they have, I know it no

longer. It was therefore a very limited

evil in comparison with the infinite good

they can do to each other and for which

I feel obliged to them in anticipation.”

“ Is'it possible, 0 man of good,” cried

Spartacus, “that you count time as noth

ing in your notion and in your sentiment

of life! ”

“Time does not exist; and if men

meditated more upon the divine essence,

they would count centuries and years no

more than I do. What is to him who

partakes the nature of God so far as to

be eternal, so far that he has always

lived and will never cease to live, a little

more or less of sand at the bottom of the

clepsydra? The hand which turns the

glass may hasten or become stifl'; that

which supplies the sand will never stop Z"

“You mean to say that man may for

get to count and measure time, but that

life always flows abundant and fruitful
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from the bosom of God? Is that your

thought? ”

“ You have understood me, young

man. But I have a still finer demonstra

tion of the great mysteries."

“The mysteries'.l Yes, I have come

from very far to question and learn of

you.”

“Listen then!” said the unknown,

ohliging the old man, who obeyed him

with the confidence of a little child,'to

seat himself upon a stone. “This place

inspires me peculiarly, and it is here, by

the last fires of the sun and the first white

rays of the moon, that I wish to raise

your soul to the knowledge of the most

sublime truths.”

\Ve palpitated with joy at the idea of

having at last found, after two years of

searchings and inquiries, this magnus of

our religion, this philosopher at once

metaphysician and organizer, who was to]

confide to us the thread of Ariadne and'

enable us to find the issue of past ideas

and things. But the unknown, seizing

his violin, began to play with energy.

IIis powerful bow made the plants quiver

like the evening wind, and the ruins to

resound like the human voice. His mu

sic had a peculiar character of religious

enthusiasm, of ancient simplicity and at

tractive fervor. The themes were of a

majestic amplitude in their energetic

brevity. Nothing,

music, announced lauguor and revery.

It was like warlike hymns, and caused to

pass before our eyes triumphant armies,

bearing banners, palms, and the mysteri

ous signs of a new religion. Isaw the

immensity of the nations united under

one standard", no tumult in their ranks,

a fever without delirium, an impetuous

transport without anger, human activity

in all its splendor, victor in all its clem

ency, and faith in all its sublime expan

sion.

“ That is magnificent,” cried I, when

he had played with fervor five or six of

those admirable themes. “It is the Te

Deum of Humanity rejuvenated and rec

onciled, returning thanks to the God of

all religions, to the light of all men.”

“ You have understood me, my son! ”

said the musician, wiping away the sweat

and the tears which bathed his face;

“ and you see that time has but one voice

to proclaim the truth. Look at that old.

man, he has understood as well as you,

and has become thirty years younger.”

We looked at the old man whom we

had forgotten. He was erect, he walked

with ease and beat the ground in time

with his foot, as if he wished to leap and

bound like a youth. The music had

worked a miracle upon him ; he descend

ed the hill with us without wishing to sup

port himselfon any one. When his walk

became slower, the musician said to him:

in that. unknown

1

 
 

 

again for you the march of Procopc the

Great, or the benediction of the banner

of the Orebites'!” But the old man

made a sign that he still had strength, as

if he feared to abuse the celestial remedy

and wear out the inspiration of his friend.

\Ve directed our steps towards the

hamlet we had left on the right, at the

bottom of the valley, when we took the

road to our ruins. As we went on,

Spartacus interrogated the unknown.

“ You have caused us to hear incompara

ble melodies,” said he to him, “and I

have understood that, by this brilliant

prelude, you wished to dispose our senses

to the enthusiasm which fills you to Over

flowing, you wished to exalt yourself,

like the pythonesses and the prophets of

old, in order that you might pronounce

your oracles, armed with all the power of

inspiration, and filled with the spirit of

the Lord. Speak now then. The air is

calm, the path is easy, the moon lights

our steps. All nature sccms plunged in

concentration to listen to you, and our

hearts call for your revelations. Our

vain science, our proud reason will be

l

“Zdenko, do you wish me to play

:chain of the Carpathians.

 

humbled before your burning Words.

Speak, the moment has come.”

But the unknown refused to explain

himself.

“ What could I say to you that I have

not just said, in a more beautiful lan

guage? Is it my fault if you have not‘

understood me? You thinkthat I wished

to speak to your senses, and it was my

soul that spoke to you. \Vhat do I saylIt was the soul of the whole of humanity ‘

that spoke to you through mine. I wasi

truly inspired then. Now I am no longerl

so, Ihave need of rest. You would

experience the same need had you re

ceived all that I wished to make pass

from my being into yours.”

It was impossible for Spartacus to ob

tain anything else that evening. When

we had reached the first huts:

“Friends,” said the unknown to us,

“ do not follow me any longer, but comefl

and see me again to-morrow. You mayi

knock at the first door. You will be

well received every where here, if you

understand the language of the country."

It was not necessary for us to display

the little money with which we were

provided. The hospitality of the Babe

mian peasant is worthy of ancient times.

We were received with a calm obliging

ness, and soon with an affectionate cor

diality, when we were heard to speak the

Sclave language without difliculty; the

people here still distrust every one who

approaches them with German words in

his mouth.

We soon learned that we were at the

foot of the mountain and of the castle

 

of the Giants, and from the name, might

   

have believed ourselves transported by

enchantment into the great northern

But we were

informed that one of the ancestors of the

Podiebrads had thus baptized his domain,

in consequence of a vow he had made in

the Riesenburge. They also related to us

how the descendants of Podiebrnd had

changed their own name, after the disas

ters of the’ thirty years’ war, to that of

Rudolstadt. Persecution went so far in

those days as even to Germauize the

names of cities, estates, families and in

dividuals. All these traditions are still

living in the heart of the Bohemian peas

ant. Thus, the mysterious Trismegis

tus, whom we sought, is very certainly

the same Albert Podiebrad who was bur

ied alive, twenty-five years ago, and who,

rescued from the tomb, it was never

known by what miracle, disappeared for

a. long time, and was persecuted and im

prisoned, ten or fifteen years later, as a

cheat, impostor, and especially as a free

masnn and rosicrucian ; he is indeed that

famous count dc Rudolstadt whose strange

trial was concealed with so much care,

and whose identity could never be deter

mined. Friend, have confidence, then,

in the inspirations of the master! You

trembled to see us, from vague and in

complete revelations, run in search of a

man, who might be, like So many of the

lllumioés 0f the preceding formation, an

impudent chevalicr d‘industrio, or a ri

diculous adventurer. The master had

divined rightly. From some scattered

memoranda, from some mysterious writ

ings of this strange personage, he had

perceived a man of intelligence and of

truth, a precious guardian of the sacred

fire and of the healthful traditions of an

terior Illuminism, an adept of the ancient

secret, a doctor of the new interpretation.

\Ve have found him, and we know more

now of the history of masonry, of the

famous Invisibles, whose labors and even

whose existence we doubted, of the an

cient and modern mysteries, than we

have ever learned by seeking to decipher

lost hieroglyphics, or by consulting an

cient adopts, worn by persecution and

debased by fear. We have at last found

a man, and we return to you with that

sacred fire, which formerly made of a

statue of clay an intelligent being, a new

god, the rival of the savage and stupid

gods of ancient times. Our master is the

Prometheus. Trismegistus had the flame

in his heart, and we have derived enough

of it from him to initiate you all into a

new life.

The recitals of our good hosts kept us

long awake around the rustic hearth.

They had not cared for the sentences and

legal nttestations which declared Albert

de Rudolstadt to have forfeited, by an

attack of catalepsy, his name and his
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rights. The love they bore his memory,

their hatred of the foreigners, those Aus

trian spoilers who, after having procured

the condemnation of the true heir, came

to divide his estate and his chateau; the

shameful plunder of that great fortune,

of which Albert would have made so

noble a use, and especially, the hammer

of the demolisher destroying that ancient

signoral abode, in order to sell the mate

rials at alow price, as certain animals,

destructive and profaning by nature, must

needs pollute and injure the prey they

cannot carry away : this was quite enough

to cause the peasants of the Bwhmer

Wald to prefer a poetically miraculous

truth to the reasonable and odious asser

tions of the conquerors. Twenty-five

years have passed since. the disappearance

of Albert Podiebrad, and no one here has:

been willing to believe in his death, al

though the German gazettes have pub

lished it in confirmation of an unjust sen

tence, although the whole aristocracy of

the court of Vienna has laughed with

contempt and pity at hearing the story of

a madman who considered himself, in

good faith, a resuscitatcd dead man.

And now Albert de Rudolstadt has been

a week in these mountains, and goes to

pray and to sing, every evening, under

the ruins of the chateau of his fathers.

And now, also, during this week, all the

men old enough to have seen him when

young recognize him under his grey

hairs, and prostrate themselves before

him, as lit-fore their true master and their

former friend. There is something ad

mirable in this recollection and in the

love which these people hear to him;

nothing in oui- corrupted world can give

.an idea of the pure morals and the noble

sentiments we have met with here.—_

Spartacus is penetrated with respect, and

he is the more struck with them, because

alittle persecution we experienced from

these peasants confirmed our opinion of

their fidelity to misfortune and gratitude.

To be Continued.

 

GEORGE SAND.

The following discriminating notice of the

writings of Gannon SAN!) is from a recent

number of one of the leading critical journals

of England, the London Specwlor. After the

crude and flippant judgments which we are

compelled to hear pronounced daily on this

great analyst of the human heart, it is an agree

able surprise to find such a broad and liberal

view in a quarter from which we have been no

customed to look for so much dogmatism and

prejudice. If the “ virtuous republican " of the

Morning Post, who has displayed such a pious

zeal in protecting the morals of young men and

maidens in Boston from the contamination of

George Sand, “ever sees a number " of the

Sprctator, we commend the article to his espe

cial attention.

l ance,

George Sand‘s Works would have been

impossible, so virulent was the prejudice

against them in this country. An article

appeared in the Quarterly Review, on

French novels in general, in which.

while the whole were held up to exccra

tion for “ immorality,” special execration

was invoked for the writings of the lady

who chooses the pseudonyine of George

Sand. Her repute in England, at. that

time, might be called infamous. .There

was no bound to the expression of hatred ;

which, unsatisfied with facts, sought a

complement to its satisfaction in tables.

The events of her remarkable but imper

fectly known life were cited out with in

ventions; her eccentricities of conduct

suggested the idea of a monster, morally

and physically. These romances were

bandied about as a warrant to seal the

fatal judgment universally pronounced on

her works. Not that they were univer

sally read : most ofthose who condemned

would have resented as an affront the im

putation of being one of her readers; and

among some of the loudest, we know,

were those who took their opinion at se

cond-hand. But, by a fiction similar to

that which assumes every body to be fa

miliar with the laws of England, every

body presumed himself competent to join

in the outcry against the unknown author,

through a kind of instinctive knowledge

as to the drift of her doctrines. Since

that time there has been a great reaction.

Signor Mazzini wrote a counter-statement

‘in a monthly publication that has been

discontinued; more precise accounts of

'the author appeared in the H’rsnm'nslrr

Review, and more recently again in the

Foreign Quarterly Review, by a writer

whose disposition in her favor did not

prevent him from taking an English view

on the point of morals, and who was en

abled, by familiar acquaintance with the

text, and by discriminating tact, to put

the English reader in possession of a key

to the truth. To the bitter prejudice

succeeded doubt, then curiosity; and evi

dences of the altered feeling multiply.

Allusions to the writings of George Sand,

based upon more correct knowledge, oc

cur with increasing frequency in English

periodicals; the sale of her works in

motion is extensive; and the list of her

habitual English readers would exhibit

several names known to literature of the

discreetest. kind. There is at once a

growing desire to know what is this crea

ture George Sand, and a corres onding

desire to make her known to the English

public. Some months back, Frazer's

Magazine, a periodical whose licences

are seldom of a kind at which convention

al authority refuses to wink, published an

abridged version of a tale by the tabooed

author; we know that a beneficed clergy

man of the Established Church has been

engaged in translating one of her most

pleasing fictions; and finally, there is

tangible proof of the double disposition in

the enterprise before us.

What, then, is this writer, who is

about to be introduced to the English

public? \Ve will put the reply in as

plain and compact a shape as we can.

We cannot meddle with George Sand's

private life, further than to say, that be

ing the victim of a “ mariage de conven

” she was not of a nature to suffer

injustice with repining acquiescence, but

 

 

About ten years ago, such a specula

tion as publishing an English version ofi

left her husband, and became a powerful

writer against matches of interest. Some

of the stories current about her subse

I
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quent life are “ founded upon fact," but

they are mixed up with the most extrava

gant inventions. We know enough to be

conscious that we are ignorant of many

things essential to a true judgment upon

her as a woman.

it is not difficult to account for the ex

treme misrepresentation to which her

Works have been subjected in England.

With different standards, we in England

deem French works of fiction in general

to be immoral: no writer in France

avows his real opinions with more frank

ness than George Sand, sets them forth

with equal power, or owns less scrvility

towards conventional authority; hence,

among free writers, she is the most free;

and, by an easy confusion of terms, we

assume that among the licentious she is

the most licentious.

That, however, is a false conclusion in

more than one im ortant respect. Writ

ing not for English but for French read

ers, living in a French atmosphere, her

works necessarily partake of French

manners. But, like the productions of

all great artists, they rise above more na

tionality. Raphael's models were Italian,

but the creations of his pencil belong

rather to human nature at large than to

ltaly in particular; and so it is with

Sand. In many ways, the severest En

glish moralist would confess that her

writings are strikingly distinguished from

those of her countrymen, by their appeal

to the highest feelings of human nature

against conventional immoralities in

France. In the first place, she is emi

nently serious and earnest ; she does not

make light of: crime or injustice, or even

of bad taste, but never ceases to contend

for refinement and self-control. She

assails “mariages de convenance” on

account of theirvimmoral tendencies. It

is a mistake to suppose that she attacks

the institution of marriage, or advocates

absence of law in such matter: she at

tacks not the institution but abuses of it;

and she is the missionary of no theory on

that subject. In fact, he who sought any

positive doctrines in her works would be

disappointed. The English reader would

rather complain of the absence of posi

tive doctrine. It is one of our national

peculiarities, connected with our boasted

“practical sense," but in itself not al

ways very scnsihle, that we are impa

tient of the writer who exposes abuses

without having a system, out and dry, by

way of substitute for that which be con

demns. It is, indeed, a very serious

weakness in our character, which makes

us shrink efi'eminately from the exposure

of a danger 'unless we have the remedy

at band. George Sand is a militant

writer; she does denounce abuses, or

rather she illustrates their working; she

does not propound doctrinal or theoretical

systems: we may, in judging her by an

English standard, blame her for the omis

sion; but there is neither sense nor jus

tice,'while we do so, in falsely assuming

that she advocates St. Simonian doctrines,

or some such eittravagancics, when in

fact she enunciatcs nothing of a scheme;

making sort.

As Sand‘s writings are principally fie.

tions, in uhioh, as we say, her views

are rather illustrated than expounded di

dactically—set forth in action and dia

logue rather than preached by the author

-—it is not easy to extract from the mass

a definite formula which may be present

ed to the reader as the key to the whole.
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But it is not impossible to deduce some

clue from works by one who never writes

without a purpose, guided by broad and

much-considered opinions. “’0 set aside

for the moment all question as to the

soundness of those opinions, but will en

dcavor to collect for the reader what it is

that George Sand inculcates.

She finds a vast deal of misery in soci

ety, arising from two sources,-—- first, the

unsettled state of opinion on moral points,

involving the existence of conflicting and

incompatible laws; and secondly, a sacri

fice of high natural aspirations on a Pro

crnstean bed of baser artificial require

ments. Thus, in “mariages de conve

nance,” all the happiness of life arising

from the culture and satisfaction of the

affections is sacrificed to artificial and

comparatively sterile arrangements for

the combination of estates or the accumu

lation of wealth. Marriage is therefore

a prominent, but not the sole object of

Sand's strictures. Although she is a

worshiper of all refinements, and there

fore of those refinements which attend

high breeding, she finds that artificial

distinctions of rank defeat those purposes

of social refinement, by disregarding nat

ural elevation of character and intellectu

al refinement. . She paints true dignity as

being found among such of the uneducat

ed as trust in full faith to the promptings

of nature and the innate sense of what is

noble and good; also among the tribe of

“ artists”— using the word in its broad

est sense, to signify all cultivators of

liberal arts — because it is their vocation

to develop the natural aspirations and ca

pacities of human nature by a combined

exercise of intellect and feeling. The

Compagrum du Tour dc France furnishes

an instance and a striking trait of Sand‘s

generous earnestness: hearing of Agri~

cole Perdiguier’s effort to reform the sys

tem of compagnonnage, (a sort of free

mason tradesunion among the French

working classes,) she helped him with

pecuniary aid, and wrote a novel to show

how cooperation and the artistic feeling

ennohle the working man. All endeavor

must be frustrated which ltas not motives

that are true; and therefore she demands

as an essential to all real goodness, una

dulterated truth,— meaning by “truth,”

not that unattainable abstraction absolute

truth, but that which is true to conviction.

To that there should be thorough devo

tion at any price. Hence, in Jeanne, she

exalts the devotion of a simple country

girl who dies the devotee to an idle local

superstition, but is cnnobled by virtuous

simplicity and self-denial. Goodness

lacks the power of development without

strength: in 'Andre you see a well-inten

tioned young man who becomes the in

strutnent of dealing unhappiness around,

because his weakness of character makes

him yield to paternal authority and other

imposing influences, even for evil; and in

Simon you see energy ofcharactcr assert

ing and protecting what is good. Her

whole works inculcate that you must ac

cept life as you find it, mingling trials

with happiness; must unswervingly do

what seems to you, on profound and sin

cere conviction, right, and whatever most

conduces to evoke good; must pursue

that purpose at all hazard, and against all

obstruction—even, it is to- be inferred,

aginst conventional authority, where that

dictates what is bad; but that you

neither need nor ought ever to sacrifice

kindliness. Truth, justice, and love,

are the ruling objects and powers of her

ethics.

So much for doctrine, such as we have

drawn it by inference from the events and

characters of her books. These are

worked out with wonderful potency of

pen. Her description of persons, of

scenery, of action, is as vivid, as dis

tinct, as individualized, as Titian: the

persons take their place in the memory,

like Scott‘s, with real characters. It is

not, however to be supposed that her

manner is like that of Scott: she cannot

in the same way recall a history or a pa

geant; but she paints with equal force,

and more delicacy, when pure nature, hu

man or inanimate, is the subject. Her

style is musical, plain, direct, and power

ful. Addressing, be it ever remembered.

a French and not an English public, she

takes licences in the narration of inci

dents and love-passages which in Eng

land we hold it better to imagine than to

describe : but in that respect she uses far

more restraint than her native contempo

raries, or than authors in our own coun

try in the last generation; and, as we

have said. is never, like our own writers

Icvcn at this day, betrayed into levity, or

.the theatrical exaltation of that which

ishe knows to be worthless. Perhaps

some part of the misconception on this

lhead is derived from the fact that she

paints with such surpassing power, and

especially so paints emotion, that she

'seems to have gone beyond other writers.

, But her “immorality " must be sought

iin her doctrine rather than in her narra

,tive—in the drift of the events rather

than in the description. '

Many of George Sand's books are so

discreet, so freed from doctrinal or con

troversial points even by implication, and

lare so simply directed to illustrate the

power of goodness and kindness in cle

vating the soul and diffusing happiness.

that they might be placed in the hands of

_all. Such are the More mt Diable, the

‘Peche o'e Monst'm/r Antoine, (one of her

latest,) and several others. Some of her

books tend, and most powerfully, to un

settle opinion on subjects for which in

England we admit no dispute: all make

you think, all make a strong impression

-—-make you detest what is base, and

love what is sincere, generous, and kind.

We have heard as much said by persons

fully imbued with English Conservatism,

on those grounds; and we believe that

the last sentence expresscs pretty closely

the judgment to which the greater num

ber of her English readers would agree.

 

THE MARRIAGE or Lts'rz. A corres

pondent of the Cmtrrt'er ties Etata Unis

gives a romantic account of the mnrraige of

the great pianists, which is a very good

story, although it seems a little too romantic

to be strictly true. it is very briefly this:

Last autumn Listz was at Prague, where,

the day after his arrival, a stranger called

upon him, and represented himself as a

brother artist in distress, having expended all

his means in an unsuccessful law suit, and

solicited aid to enable him to return to Nu

remburg, his place of residence. Listz gave

him a hearty reception, and opened his desk

to get some money, but found he possessed

only three dncsts.

“ You see," said the generous artist, “ that

I am as poor as yourself. However, i have

 

'credit, and I can coin more money with my

piano. l have here a miniature given me

by the Emperor of Austria; the painting is

of little value, but the diamonds are fine;

take it, sell the diamonds, and keep the

money.“

The stranger refuscd the rich gift, but

Listz compelled him to take it,and he carried

it to a jewellcr, who, suspecting from his

miserable appearance, that he hznl stolen it,

had him arrested and thrown into prison.

The stranger sent for his generous bene—

factor, who immediately called upon the

jeweller and told him that the man was inno

cent, thnt he had given him the diamonds.

“ But who are you P" said the jeweller.

“ My name is Listz.”

"I know of no financier of that name.”

“ Very possible.”

" But do you know that these diamonds

are worth six thousand florins ? "

"So much the better for him to whom I

gave them."

“ But you must be very rich to make such

presents ? "

“ My sole fortune consists ofthree ducats !”

“ Then you are a fool.”

“ No. l have only to move the ends of

my fingers to get as much money as I want."

“ Then you are a sorcerer? ”

" I will show you the kind of sorcery that

l employ.”

Seeing a piano in the back parlor of the

jeweller's shop, the eccentric artiste sat

down to it and began to improvise a ravishing

air. A beautiful young lady made her ap

pearance, and at the close of the perform

ance exclaimed:

“ Bravo! Listz! "

" You know him, then 3 " said the jewel

lcr to his daughter.

“ l have never seen him before," she said,

“ but there is no one in the world but Listz

who can draw such sounds front the piano."

The jewellcr was satisfied, the stronger

was released and relieved. The report of

List: being in the city flew, and he was

waited upon and feted by the nobles, who

besought him to give a concert in their city.

The jeweller, seeing the homage that was

paid to the man of genius, was ambitious of

forming an alliance with him, and said to

him:

“ How do you find my daughter 3"

“ Adorable ! ”

“ What do you think of marriage?"

" Well enough to try it." _

“ What do you say too dowry of three

millions of francs?"

“I will accept it, and thank you too.”

" Well, my daughter likes you, and you

like her— the dowry is ready. Will you be

my son-in-Iaw ?”

“ Gladly."

And the marriage was celebrated the

week following.

 

A New Tr-rouou'r ABOUT ExPLosrvI:

Con-01v. We see by the Democratic Pa

cifique of Paris, that the European govern

ments are in no small trepidation about the

discovery of the new explosive Cotton. it

puts a terrible power in the hands of the
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people, which can be manufactured very

easily, and concealed in spite of police re

searches. The French government wished

to suppress it, but it found that it would have

to suppressp many materials—all kinds of

acids, cotton, hemp, paper, 8r.c., that it would

be impossible. Revolution will no doubt be

greatly facilitated by this invention, and it

comes at a time when reform ideas agitate

the masses more deeply than ever before.

The fact is that the kings and rulers of the

world will have to undertake the work 0!,

elevating peacefully the oppressed and misc

rable masses, or take consequences far more

serious than have heretofore fallen upon

them for the neglect of their duty. —./\'ew

ark Advertiser.

Goon. A great wug,on being introduced

to James, the novelist, exclaimed, “ What!

do I behold the real G. P. R. James, the

author of that prolitic novel which has ap

peared under so many names ?"

 

NON-COMMITTAL. An old lady being

asked her opinion of a neighbor, replied:

“ Why,[ don’t like to say anything about

my neighbors, but as to Mr. Jones, some

times I think — and then again I don‘t know

—but, after all, I rather guess he‘ll turn out

to he a good deal such a sort of a man as!

take him to be.”

   

' MUSICAL REVIEW.

BOSTON PHILHARMUNIC SOCIETY.

This Society held the third of its festi

vals, or musical “ mass meetings," on

Saturday evening, January 30th. Into

the inconvenient, music-deadening, and

soul-stifling, although spacious hall of

the Tremont Temple, every thing that had

ears was packed, as if under the deck of

some vast ship; and hundreds too, no

doubt, were there for the simple end of

seeing and of being seen, of being where

the world was. \Vhere it is known that

one thousand people will be, another

thousand finds itself drawn to them by

simple social gravitation. Music, danc

ing, churches, lectures, plays, each at

tracts its crowds; but the greatest of all

attractions is a crowd. The Philharmon

ic Society, having this to offer, can do al

most anything.-No; not every thing.

They cannot give such music as they

would ; they cannot play a Symphony of

Beethoven, without dismembering it and

introducinglittle songs between its several

movements; they cannot consult good

taste rather than the crowd. This is a.

misfortune, although the character of

their music has been gradually rising,

and it is really encouraging to know that

so much that is good gets brought before

so large a number, even by the question

able art of mingling it with much that is,

simply popular and bad. In such a

 

feel it (and they are many) to listen most

music is heard under great disadvantage.]great humanitary, heaven-sanctioned ac

We have said thus much of the audience, tion. It is not wonderful that this should

because that in these concerts is the prin have suggested to some listener his own

cipal feature, the very Hamlet of the3struggles in the search for truth, and a

way. new assurance that a glorious reward

The announcement of Beethoven’s “Pails his Sincere am] Perseve'lng asPM“

Symphony in C minor was certainly adimb But depend upon ll, lhel'e is "0

sign of progress. But its bringing nut‘iscepticism in this music'; it is all a most

this time, however excellent so far as the 1, believing aspiration ; the emotion from

orchestral labors were concerned, was}the firs‘ is deep and fun 0‘ fai‘h- sceP‘

accompanied by two great sins againstiticism, unbelief is not a thing which

the author and against true musical feel- “ mus“? Ca" express The emolionsi WhiCh

ing. The first we have already alludediwek “llemnce i" mHSict seek ll lhfie

to, The varinns movements were mt because they are so positive, and because

given consecutively, but at two long inter- l “'Ol‘dsr lhe langnage “f "‘5 doubling in

vals, one of which was filled wi‘h songs tellect, no longer serve their purpose.

and other pieces. This may have abridg. Beethoven once said, speaking of those

ed the tedinm of hearing a whomtnng three short notes which open the ,first

Symphony at once to those who feel no mm'elneml “ 8" 1mm"! F016 0! U10

meaning in it, and who consequently are do""-" I" ally “Sign is to be indicaled

not anxious to trace its thought through, 10 an audience beam? the)’ “5‘6" '0 ibis

or to continue its mood and receive of it Symphony, il- malld be “18! this text

8 tom] impression; but to those who do in harmony with this idea we once re

appreeiate 3, Symphony, to those fortcordcd, in an early number of the Har

whom alone such music ought to be at-iblngerv "l" iumSSi‘ms 0f lhls mus“?

tempted, it was very tantalizing. \Vorse i They were our Sincere impressmmv 8°

than that; it was very much like seeing 1] much so that reading them over serves to

the head, the body, and the feet 0f a,recall the music to us; and many others

statue at three separate times; it was‘wvith us felt the thoughts to be rather an

breaking up the grandest current of sen aid than an interference in the hearing of

timent and thought and mixing it with t “19 Symphony. But we should think it

things ordinary, and common-place, as in "my wrong ‘0 PUbliSh web alt-1955"",

our feverish and fragmentary dreams_ ‘ necessarily somewhat fanciful and some

 

 

' we beg ,he society ,0 have ,1 time mom l what individual, upon the programme of

faith in their great audience, either thatia P°rf°rmm°°v 5° 35 1° “impale "'9

they will tolerate and feel this noble inn-genuine and direct impression of the

sic. as a. whole, or that they will at least-music itself upon each hearer's own on

have respect enough for those who dojBOPhiSlicmed mind

What with these draw-backs, and what

devoutly and not interrupt a high hour’ with the difiiculty of fairly hearing and

though it be to them no more than [hevreceiving into us a great piece of music

 

crowd, and in such aplace, the best of

great organ or the sermon to a. child in

church.

The other sin was found upon the back

of the Programme, where it was gravely

stated as a matter of fact, which the lis

tener must bear in mind to guide him,

that this Symphony is “ expressive ofthe

anxious search after Truth, and the

doubts of the Sceptic.” This is merely

the conjecture of some one; and whether

plausible or not it does not. matter. To

state the thing thus literally was to lead

the audience to suppose that Beethoven

wrote the Symphony with that special'

end in view,—-a thing which no one is

entitled to assert. Various interpreta

tions, so called, have been suggested of

this Fifth Symphony; and they all agree

in one thing, that throughout the first

movement of the music, there is felt an

earnest, powerful yearning and striving,

as of the soul with some power that oh

structs its life; and in the Andante a

most religious state of clearness and of

reconciliation ; and in the triumphal

march of the Finale, a mighty certainty

and gathering up of inward strength for

iamid the deadening influence of that

great hall and crowd, where the full

swelling chords were choked and seemed

to come up, as it were, from under the

water, and where five hundred ladies’

fans were fluttering most restlessly

throughout the whole of that sublime

Andante, which ought to have arrested

and held fast, as if by magnetism, every

hand and every eye behind which there

was any soul of feeling; we were hardly

in a state to judge well of the perform—

ance. It. seemed to us, however, that

very little was wanting on the part of the

orchestra; at least, compared with similar

performances in Boston. We were per

suaded that it was a good performance;

only its eflect was drowned by these

unmusical circumstances. Frequently we

listened for some point but could not. hear

it at all; and yet by the'motions of the

musicians we could see that it was exe

cuted. The Allegro was taken, as we

thought, too fast; —- the common fault of

,all our orchestras. Beethoven was con

stantly lecturing his leaders on this mat

ter. It is true that the whole rate and
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standard of time has accelerated lately,

in perfect keeping with the restless char

actor of the age; we live fast. And it

is true that time is rather relative than

positive, and that the most rapid prestis

simo seems to glide on without hurry

when the tempo of our own nerves and

feelings and whdle system corresponds

Thus familiarity with any piece will

make what once was very fast, seem

very moderate. But to this etfect it is

essential that the thing be done with

perfect spirit, freedom and precision, that

there be certainty and calmness in its

haste. Hence the rule naturally sug

gested is this: that whereas a very per

 

fect orchestra of moderate size may take

a piece in very quick time ; yet it should i

be slower in the case of a large orchestra,

or of one which cannot play fast without

giving the sense of hurrying and scramb

ling in the individual parts to keep up

with one another. Moreover let no or

chestra attempt to play very fast, which

-is obliged to be merely mechanical in itsi

playing; in which there is not a pervad

ingfceling of the composition which dic

tates to every instrument, by a simultane

ous instinct, when to retard a little, andwhen to accelerate. No strict time

keeping by Maelzcl's metronome can

possibly produce a piece of music as it

existed in the composer's mind, or fail to

sacrifice its life and glow and meaning;

and consequently that swift rail-road

speed, which does not yield to all the

-varying impulsions of a controlling feel

ing, will express as little as a rapid loco

motive with a long train of dirt cars

after it.

We trust the Society will produce this

Symphony again, continuous and whole,

if only for the sake of the knowing

newspaper critic who thought so well of‘

the three “ Symphonies ” that were per- ‘

formed that evening. We trust the or

chestra will go on and nurture its own

excellent beginnings, till they shall be

thoroughly penetrated with the spirit of.

some of these great tone-creations and.

know how to give them out with feeling.

As to the audience and the fans, they of

course will have their own way, till they

are converted and made musical.

The next most important item iu the

list of performances was a Concerto of

Hurnmcl's, for piano forte and orchestra,

executed by the distinguished American

pianist, Mr. E. L. \VALKER. The orches

tra commenced alarmingly out of tune

with the piano; but as they warmed up’

and got on towards the obligato parts,

 

 

harmony was somehow restored, and the i

almost unlimited powers of execution.]

The clear, pure tones of his admirablel

instrument. came out satisfactorily in spite i

ofthe difficulty ofthe place. “is second

piece, which was without orchestra, the]

variations on “ Believe me, if all those]

endearing young charms,“ we could not

stay to hear, having already got sufli~

ciently exhausted by the crowd, and dis

tracted by the first half of the medley of

little hackneyed songs, which were scat

tered all along the concert as a “ sop to

Cerberus” by the Seguin company.

We were not even spared the everlasting

“ Marble halls,” it had, however, the

novelty of some pretty orchestral effects.

Mr. Frazer in the brigand's song from

Fm Diavolu, sang distressingly flat. The

voices of Mr. and Mrs. Seguin had all

their usual charm, and the Trio which

we heard was very sweetly sung by the

whole party.

BOSTON ACADEMY OF MUSIC.

The performance of Beethoven's Sev

enth Symphony on Saturday, February

6th, was the best performance of a Bee

thoven Symphony to which we have ever

listened in Boston. Certainly the orches

tra of the Academy have acquired new

life and energy. \Ve have never felt the

general audience so fully with us, in the

breathless interest with which we heard

one movement after the other, to its

close. The thing for once seemed fairly

brought out in its grandeur, and its beau

ty, and its power, and really to take pos

session of all souls who were within

hearing. This time we settled the mat

ter for ourselves, that this is by far the

greatest of those nine unrivalled Sym

phonies. It strikes a deeper chord in

the human soul than even the Fifth.

That was aspiration, followed by clear

vision, glorious resolve, and an ideal

triumph. This is realization; the ofi'er

ing up of a life in solemn cheerfulness to

the pure service of the Whole. Re

nounce and realize, seems to be the bur

then of its harmonies; or life in unity

with all things. A sublime renunciation

reigns continually in the very treatment

of its musical themes; especially in the

Allegretto quasi Andante, where several

times in the full tide of perfect utterance

and beauty the theme is suddenly cut

short by in few decisive chords, and yet

no loss of wealth or strength, or eveni

  

.unily in what comes after. The same:

thing too was observable throughout the!

vigorous Finale, which was made clear1

and life-like in the performance as we‘

ing one too much of the “ Downfall of

Paris,” were given as they should be;

and the whole thing moved forward like

a glorious creature in full symmetry of

life. That wonderful episode which

twice occurs in the midst of the playful

Scherzo, where the key changes from F

into D major, and the violins hold out on

A with a sort of trumpet tone, is perhaps

the subliinest thing in the whole range of

instrumental music. Never was such an

effect produced by such exceedingly sim

ple means; it is as if the whole heavens

suddenly opened, and the light of a new

world was poured in over all things. It

is the moment of highest religious ecsta

cy, fusing all hearts, in the midst of the

pure festivities of joy. “Heaven lies

about us in our infancy ; " and so too in

after life, it streams in upon us, transfig

uring all about us, as often as joy, fully

shared, reaches the self-forgetting point

and makes us children once again.

We have not time to analyze this Sym

phony, and translate it into thought.

And we have let too many newer and

less worthy matters occupy us since, to

find ourselves now able to do justice to

the glorious impression which it made

upon us at the time. It was a strength

ening infusion into our soul of souls. It

rested us,—it swallowed up the ennui

and distracting, superficial fancies raised

Iin us by all the minor medley of music

which preceded, by talking crowd, and

glaring lamps, and the whole day’s com

moo-place. It roused the soul to con

sciousness of those depths wherein alone

it knows repose. It put a stop to all our

foolish comparisons of lesser pieces, (un

natural necessity of critics!) to discus

sions whether this or that were good or

not, by presenting something which

leaves not an unoccupied corner in the

mind for such an idle question; some—

thing that drowns criticism out of sight,

and simply moves us and makes our

whole life greater, truer, deeper for the

time.

Thus, for instance, we were wondering

whether we did really like the new Over

ture of Auber, to “ Le Duc D’Olonne,"

before the Symphony began. But when

the Symphony possessed us, then we

owned again the perfectly impassable

gulf which separates the most ingenious

and brilliant successes of talent from the

great works of genius. Auber never

could possess us. Our life has not ac

quired a new weight by the addition of

his music. Yet his inventive fancy does

seem inexhaustible. Each new Overture

seems wholly new; turns up one happy

Concerto went on swimmingly, full of‘never have heard it before; all those fancy ‘after another, as readily as one

delicacy and grace and power. It was 3,‘little nervous accents in the commence-0f Eugene Sue-s long novels» We can

true classic composition, suchas we sel- 1 men; of the shun threads of melody, 1hear them, once or twice each, and find

dom get from virtuosos; and Mr. Walker which gave it from becoming a homely ‘ very exquisite amusement; that is all.

played it with irue feeling, governing his common-place melody and fmm remimLiOur first acquaintance among them, the
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Overture to Massanicllo, still seems to us of a rush “ so often as to destroy all itsl

the best of them, although we love the ‘ point. The second Solo,or rather Duett,l,

fairy revelry of Zanrtla. The Duclwas for Piano Forte and Violin, froml

D' Ola/me is of a bolder and more stirring Ilerz and Lafont, performed by Messrs. 1

character, and has a smart power of its Kcyzer and Mason. The gravity of the;

own. former was ill matched with the youthful

The Concert opened with Der Frey-:clasticity of the latter. Besides, the

srhulz. That again was great; and very ‘violin was flatter than the piano,and even

well performed. This overture has more 5 obstinately so upon sustained notes. Mr.

color than any that we know. Thetlllason played with spirit, precision, and

character of every instrument is brought apparent, case, although with a lame arm.

out With masterly discrimination- The l The celebrated French horn player, Herr

low, earthy, smothered sounds of violon- Doro, performed a sort of Concerto, with

cellos and bassoons and the clarinet‘s‘orchestral accompaniment, by Lindpaint

low octave in the first part; the golden ' ner, consisting of an Adagio, and Tema

flood of distant light poured in by the with variations and echo. He drew most

[001‘ French horns; the EquIiBile 80l0 0f‘ exquisite tones from his instrument, mel

the clarinet, which streams on gently like low, clear and true. His sustained notes,

a sweet little winding river through a and his crescendo and diminumdo were

wild and woody country, frowning with most artistically done. The Adagio and

gigantic rocks and pines, and rcflectsithc Echo parts were highly interesting

on its limpid surface the roseate clouds of‘ and in the true genius of his instrument.

 

 

of the country a little farther south ard

nearer to the barbarous States. u hove the

war spirit is more rife. We know that

he has altogether too sacred a regard for

the art, in which he is so distinguished,

to lend its sanction deliberately to such a

cause as never could inspire other music

than the grating sounds of hell.

But enough of this. His friends, im

pressed with his truly artist-Iike pouers

and chai'acter during his Visit a year

since, resolved that he should have an

opportunity to appear more truly himself,

and before an audience proportioned to

his merits. And the result was satisfac

tory. As large an audience as is ever

drawn out in Boston by a piano forte

Concert, were assembled.

Mr. Walker played four pieces: his

“ Fantasia on the Mermaid's Song, from

Oberon ;" his “ Rondo des Hirondelles ;”

his Variations on “Believe me, 81.0.,”

spring; the groaning trombones, fitfully

echoing the closes of the upper melody;

and the muffled, swarming diablerie that

like a smoke ascends occasionally amid

the clearer sounds; all is like a colored

picture. Then there is a supernatural

element in all of it, at the same time that

it seems the natural music of the loving,

tried, but trusting human heart. Der

Freyschutz was a pure gift of genius;

and Weber is becoming continually]

greater in our comparative estimate ofl

modern composers. That opera alone is‘

worth all that the new Italian school has

produced. In the performance of this,

overture, every point was satisfactory, if;

we except some want of clearness in thel

syncopated passage with which the quick

movement sets out directly after the first

tremolo; we seldom hear this given well.

And here we may as well say that the‘

orchestra in general, throughout the evo-1

ning, seemed well blended and propor

tioned, with the single exception of that

unmitigated drum. we cannot imagine

why it should make itself so prominent,

unless it has grown insolent with the re

vival of the war-spirit in our Christian

country.

So much for the orchestra. Several

songs and solos lent their variety to the

entertainment. The first, a Flute Con

certo, (pardon us, Signor Rametti !) wasa

most remarkable, and most laughable,

production, after the very pattern of “ C

Sharp's advice to his friend Phunniwistl,”

which we published more than a year

since. Such a composition! \Vhy it

was an elaborate, and tedious dc-composi

tion of the smallest minimum of a melo

dy, through a series of mechanical vari

ations, made on the principle of havingi

each contain more notes to the measurei

than the one which went before. It was,

skilfully played, but with adeal of fuss,l

and introducing that “ sky-rockety sort:

 

The variations, although what no other

man perhaps could do as well, only

proved that it was a thing not to be done

upon the horn, and not worth tloing if it, finish, spirit, rapidity and ease of execu

could be. Our former suspicion that thetion reigned through all his playing.

horn was never meant to be a solo instru- We do not wonder that his style has been

ment; that useful as its slow guod-natureicompared with that of IIerz. But Mr.

is in the orchestral commonwealth, it has; “’alker has far more enthusiasm and true

no vocation to be principal spokesman, was warmth. Hch is an impassihle, accom

now made certainty, by hearing this first plished man of the world, whom nothing

horn-player, as it is said, in the world. longer can excite. Sensitive, excitable,

Miss Rosa Garcia’s two songs, from,and delicately organizcd, Mr. Walker

Bellini and Donizetti, were marked bylthrovvs a great deal of genuine feeling

exquisite finish and good taste. \Vith into his performance, even when the com

buta moderate quantity of voice, she islposition is meagre in respect of thought;

the most refined and artist-like of all our-j and so he carries his audience with him.

singers. iA simple, child-like, cheerful love of na

__ titre, very much like Haydn's, seems to

, be his ins iration. This a ears in his

MR' EDWARD L‘ WALKER compositioiis, which othcrvSise have no

A complimentary Concert was given to 1‘ great strength of passion or depth of

this gentleman, in Boston, at the Melo thought. The “ Rondo des Hz'rmtdellcs ”

deon, on the 13th of this month. Pre-iis by far the best of them; and this be

vious to his performance before the Phil-“has retouched and deepened since he

harmonic Society, above referred to, helplayed it here a year ago. We cannot

had given a Concert, which from want of; think his forte lies in composition. Com

proper advertisement, was but very poor-jpose he will and must, no doubt; his

ly attended ; and though his playing was 1 temperament and organization lead to it;

in truth exquisitely beautiful of its kind,.but he has more of true musical sensi

the chill of an empty house proved too I bility, more of the power to feel, appre

much for it. \Ve should be glad if welciate and express beauty, than he has of

could attribute the absence of any number creative genius. Mr. Walker has the

of persons to the fact that one of hislpurest taste in music; there are very few

pieces, a very spirited and beautifulimen in this country whose musical opin

March in itself, bore upon the programme * ions and judgments are so discriminating

the title of “Grand triumphal March ofiand well-founded. He appreciates the

Monterey.” It surely seemed a desecra- classic masters, and he studies them. If

tion of high art, to make it minister to he could command a select and fitting

this popular madness, this fighting pseu- audience in some of our principal cities

tic-patriotism, this great shame of our another winter, and give a series of clas

nation. Music should not prostitute her sical soirees, in which the sonatas of Bee

heavenly voice to such an end. But Mr. thoven, Mozart, and Hummel, as well as

Walker, with the thoughtless, willingithc best works of Thalberg, Mendelssohn,

manner of a musician and a child, hadland Chopin, should be a prominent fea

yielded to the first person who suggested ture,‘we cannot doubt that he Would es

a title, and it chanced to be in a portion sentially serve the cause of music in this

and an “ Impromptu on Irish Melodie ; ”

besides the “ Dream ” of Wallace, when

he was encored. Wonderful delicacy,
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country, as well as his own fame. Let

him only do the best thing that he can do,

and every American must be proud of

him.

We should not omit to speak of his most

admirable instrument, made by Chicker

ing, under the artist's own superintend

ence, and which he has taken the greatest

pains to perfect in every part. There is

perfect evenness throughout its whole

scale of tones, and they are of a clear,

limpid, piqunnl quality throughout. The

“Harmonic Attachment“ was very ef

fective where any transition into a new

sphere, or dream-world, was intended to

be expressed. With all its delicacy, and

sweetness. it also gave out a wealth of

tone that filled the room.

Mr. \Valker was assisted by Mr. Doro,

the hornist, and by Mr. Lehman, who ac- I

companied the former skilfully upon thei

flute. Mrs. \Vatsun, from Philadelphia,

was the cantatrice. She is endowed with

a voice of great richness, sweetness and

power. Her accentuation is remarkably

perfect; her style free, finished, chaste,

but without much feeling, as it scemedi

to us. Her “ Una race pow fa," was

admirably done; and so was “John An

derson." But it seemed hardly necessary

to send so far for one who should only

sing these little hackneycd songs; espe

cially do we protest against such mawkish

caricatures of sentiment, as Dempster's

ditty upon 'l‘cnnyson’s “ May Queen ; "

and yet the audience encored it.

Another atrocity occurred at the open-,

ing of the Concert. The overture to

Der Freysc/tutz (heaven save the mark 3 )

upon the organ! Without color, with

out sharp outline, witltout gradation of‘

loud and soft, without any one true fea

ture of that glorious composition. St.

Cecilia must be grieved in heaven to see

this sublime instrument dragged into our‘

light medley concerts, and made to play

such antics, as it often is, as if it were a

mere fiddle or hand-organ. No, let it be

sacred to its own great style, the massive

choral and the lofty fugue,

“ Untwisting all the chains that tie

The hidden soul of harmony."

POETRY.

For the Harbinger.

THE LOVED DEPARTED.

Solemn as their voices dying,

Silent as the graves they lie in,

Tender as a mother’s yearnings,

Secret as a wife's heart-burnings,

Sweet as tears of the kind-hearted,

Are thoughts of the loved departed.

 

 

 
 

 

Now their aspects greet us cheerful,

Now with something and or tearful;

Still and mystic come their faces,

Hallowed by unearthly graces.

Welcome aye, whencevcr darted,

Visions of the dear departed.

 

When lenst looked for, come before us

These pure visions, to restore us;

When a sordid passion ’s scheming,

Vthn with anger eyes are gleaming,

Blessed be whatever started

Memories of the loved departed. E.Y.1‘.

~THE ARTISTS.

rnon scutr.u:n’s one.

From clay and stone the first Art humbly rose;

With still advances conquering it goes

The soul's unmeasured empire through;

And what discoverers have sought

And won within the land of Thought,

They have discovered, won it all for you.

The treasures, which the thinker has amassed,

First in your arms shall warm his heart,

When his cold Science, ripened into Beauty,

shall at hot

Become ennobled to a work of Art,—

When he upon a hill with you shall go,

And to his eye, in the mild evening-glow,

The valley-picture paint itself below.

The richer ye his quick look satisfy,

The lnfticr the spheres, through which ye

tempt his soul,

As by a magic spell. to fly,

And lose itself with rapture in the whole;

The wider every thought and feeling

Opens to the softly stealing

Melodies, in mingling play,

And beauty streaming in like Day—

The clearer order will he see

In forms no longer strevved promiscuously,

But blending in a World's harmonious plan,

That answers sweetly to the soul of man;

The lovelier secrets will he draw from night;

The richer grow the world, with which he grows,

The broader stream the sea, with which he flows;

'The weaker seem old Destiny's blind might;

The higher strive his yearning heart above;

The smaller he become, while greater grows

his love.

So lead him imperceptibly,

Through ever purer tones, and purer forms.

Through ever higher heights, and fairer charms,

Up the steep blossom-path of Poesy—

Till, on time’s ripest elevation,

Yet one more happy inspiration,

One poet-flight of the last Ern‘s youth,

And —hc will glide ittto the arms of Truth.

# i I‘

The dignity of Man

Into your hands is given;

0, keep it well!

\Vith you it sinks, or llfls itself to heaven!

The poet’s holy spell

But serves a world’s well-ordered plan;

Solt may it lead unto the sen

Of the great Harmony!

i to o it I

Let earnest Truth, if her own age rcject her,

Seek rest in song ;—the Muses shall protect her:

Then shall she meet the unbelicving sneer

\Vith glance, whence guilty spirits quail,

More tcrrihlc in Beauty’s vcil ;

Then shall she stand up in the might of Song,

And with avenging trumpet, shout her wrong

Into her persecutor's coward ear.

The freest Mother’s free-born sons,

\Ving yourselves upward, with undazzled gaze,

To highest Beauty‘s throne of rays!

Ye need not woo for other crowns;

The Sisters, who escape you here, have ever

dwelt

Around the Mother’s lap, and there shall Wel

come you.

\\'hat gentle souls as llcatttiful have felt,

That must be Exccllcnt and Perfect too.

On bold wing seek a lottier sphere

Above your narrow time-career,

That on your mirror clear may down

From far the coming century's morn.

O’er all the thousand winding ways

Of rich Variety

Meet ye at last with glad embrace

Round the high throne of Unity!

As into seven softer hues

Shivers the silvery beam of light;

As all the seven rainbow hues

Run back into the dazzling white;

So round the swimming eyes of youth

\Vith all your glancing witcherics play;

So flow into one bond of Truth,

Into one stream of perfect Day. ,

THE HAitBINGiiR. T
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0f modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for Ulhers’ rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless nchntttre, and

commercial convulsions nll tending to impoverilh

the lahnrt-r and to render every condition insecure.

Reliefis to come, and can only come from the new

application of Christian principles, of Universal

justice and Universal love, to social Institutionl,

to commerce, to business,'to active life.

Dn. Ctnnmso.

NATIONAL ERA—CHRIST AND ASSO

CIATION—DESTINY OF MAN.

The NATIONAL ERA, the new abolition

organ at Washington contains in its last

number a very courteous and kind notice

of a sermon preached by Mr. CnANivmo

iti Boston. It is from the Boston corres

pondent of that paper. After a few intro

ductory remarks he says:

 

“The speaker at \Vashingtonian Hall

was William H. Charming, who has

long been known as a zealous advocate of

human liberty. After reading a portion

of Scripture, he spoke for an hour or

more earnestly and eloquently. He dwelt

upon the special opportunities which the

world, at different periods, had enjoyed of

realizing the ideal of Christianity—the

seasons of refreshing, of revelation, and

outpouring of the Divine Spirit, which it

had suffered to pass, without permanent

benefit. The present time he regarded

as rttore full of hope and promise than

any which had ever gladdened the heart

of humanity. The light of a long pro

phesied millenium was kindling the

world‘s horizon. The age begetting a

faith without love, as well as that of

cold philosophy and eartltward-looking

skepticism, had passed away, and the

brotherhood of man, the paternal relations

of God, and the beautiful humanities of

the Gospel of Christ, were beginning to

be recognized as the foundation of a true

faith and a. holy practice. The world’s

heart had been touched and softened.

The literature of the age was no longer

sending and skeptical; it was becoming

reverent and devout, and at the same

time deeply imbued with the benign ele

ment of charity and good will to man.

The Holy Spirit was moving once more

upon the waters; a miracle was vouch

safed to us in this latter day. He closed

with an earnest exhortation to his hearers

,tu be “mindful of the heavenly vision,”
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to at in practice their faith in Provideneel

an Grace, and live the commandments of

the Beloved Son of God, who taught his

disciples to love one another, even as he

loved them.

“I was struck by the speaker’s culo

gium upon a class of men who have been

heretofore everywhere spoken against—

the poor Anabaptists of the Reformation.

He claimed for them the merit of having

seen clearly the truth which Luther and

Calvin did not always practically admit-—

that Christianity was intended to bless

this world as well as the next; that it

discountenanecd alike the spiritual despot

ism of the Pope and the temporal tyran

ny of Protestant nobles.”

He closes with the following, upon

which we have a few comments to make:

“ \Villiam H. Charming is well known

as a. disciple 'of Charles Fourier, and a

strenuous and sincere advocate of social

reorganization. His influence over his

friends and associates cannot but be of a

salutary kind. He clearly perceives that

the only hope of the world‘s redemption}

from its sin and sorrow, its publlc and so

cial evils, is in the Gospel of Christ—

the good tidings foretold by prophets and

announced by angels. There was a deep

significance in the remark of the cares]

lent Leigh Richmond, when he visited

the establishment of the philanthropic,

Owen, at New Lanark. Admitting the

benevolent intentions of its projector, he:

expressed his belief that the scheme would

fail, for ‘ there was no Christ in il.‘ "

 

 

We are very much pleased with the

general appearance of the National Era,

‘lcd to presume, inasmuch as Christ is to1 those which we object to.

  

because there was “ no Christ in» it,” where it costs nothing, loses half its di

which is the reason gmwly p," (on), bylvinity.H It is the fire that purifies from

Leigh Richmond and endorsed by the' fuss"

correspondent of the Era, then we are The remarks we have italicised are

The old doc

be found in cotton mills, that as to others trine is here brought up fully again that

which did succeed, the Christ was in the earth isa mere place of suffering, an

them. In the Lowell manufactorh-s, foriahode of wretchedncss, a valley of tears,

example, which flourish so well, and i in which man lives merely as a tempora

have enriched our capitalists, where our ry dweller; that he should clothe him

young women, our sisters in Christ and self in robes of mourning, go through

in Humanity toil lhirleen hours per dayl his trials, temptations, suffering, which

in a confined room, amidst the din of‘form his probation, with firmness and

machinery, and in an attriosphere loaded success, and keep his eye on the other

with cotton filaments, and sleep six inlworld, working exclusively for his own

a room in their boarding houses; in theseisalvation, with very little regard to the

factories, we suppose “Christ” is to be great interests of mankind. This doc

found, and in all his fulness, for the suc-l trine may do very well in times ofcomplete

cess is great and the dividends are large. social, political and scientific darkness,

\Ve have no doubt that the New Lan- when the sentiment of progress and the

ark factory was one of the most humanei hope of a better future had not dawned

that was ever founded. lf it failed, itlnpon the human mind. it inspired the

did so probably through its benevolent,sonl with patience and resignation, and

arrangements. \Ve all know that it re-iprobably without some aid of the kind,

quires great business shrewdness, ofteniit would not. have gone through the

canning, rapacity, selfishness and ester-{gloomy past, the sad period of the polit

tion, to succeed well in commercial and ical and industrial apprenticeship of Hu

industrial enterprises in present society. munity and its initiation into its destiny.

The rights of our fellow men, the “love But this doctrine at the present day, in

of the neighbor " have to be disregarded; which the 'glorious hope of a high and

and the less there is of the Christ in them, noble future for mankind on earth has

the better they succeed. How can it he been born, and in which the sentiment of

otherwise? The whole system of mod. progress has arrived at a state of self

ern lndustrialism is to get the most you consciousness, is a dead clog upon men in

their labors for its attainment, turns their

 

with the variety and ability of its edito- possibly can from your fellow man, and

rial matter; but we regret '0 find in ll'give him the least return. This is the

What- We are obligfll to can a kind 0“; exact inversion of the law of Christ.

cant, and What appears ‘0 "5 like lllei In the same number of the National

faded and tattered remnants of a strong : Era there is an article under the editorial

and rigid Old fanaliCism. WhiCh was very i head, which is still more strongly imbued

well in its day, and also in its way. 58-] with the same feeling. It is in answer

cause it was "0 halfway thing- “ye T9“ ! to Young America upon the Land ques

gret this tune as it comes from noblelmm, After expressing a general sympzb

souls. thy with the aims of those advocating the

The 185‘ remark, 79135"! to Leigh right of Man to the Soil, and the free

Richmond and Mr. Owen’s establishment, dom of the public lands, the Editor Ob

is of this character. The great name of serves;

Christ is thrust in every where, and

thmgsbof ‘dhe :Tlp‘eljt praczlcadl eigaéahcier be remedied? \Vhile our faith in the

“ma e1“ gc y l e Siam“ ° '1" progress of humanity is immovable, we

tianity. Let HS Show the error or "118, do not look for a millennium in the pres

and the mistakes which people commit ent order of tllintzs- SO long 35 "W1

by thus mingling spheres‘ ML Owcnisishall be born of woman, there will be

. V _ suffering, physical and moral, social and
estabhsmnem' at New Lanalrk “as 3 ml- personal, because there “ill be ignorance

ton manufactory and nothing more; it
("I

was conducted by Mr. Dale, Mr. Owen,lcircumstances and seasons. And there

and we believe, another gentleman. Mr. “’1'! always be “Pequalmes "f weal‘ht, "1'

Dale was a very practical and moneygtcllhgence, and influence, because minds

_ iwlll always differ in habitudes and pow

maktng man, who made a fortune out of§er_ This earth is the school, not the

the enterprise. Mr. Owen, imbued with I home, of man. He is a robationcr, not

a strong philanthropic sentiment, intro-lici Pe;m:lle:;o$‘h;el_glerif hell? "we"; ""

. ' . , ums one I , view an use
duced smile humane Impro‘emems ""0 them aright, will serve to develop and

the establishment. He founded a school discipline his “mm-e for a higher sphere,

 

“ But, to what extent can these evils

 

 

1] crime, accidents and vicissltndes of

feelings from the universal interests of

their race, and begets “another-worldly

selfishness ” which according to the law

of the contact of extremes, meets the

lowest and most extensive worldly sel

fishness of this earth, and narrows like it

the heart to the interest of the great

whole around us.

lf the Editor will prove to us that man

is merely a prohationer here upon earth,

we will prove to him that slavery is the

state of probation for the negro, and that

his efforts to free him are a thwarting of

the plans of God, who, if the Editor's

doctrine be true, has placed humanity on

our globe, not to fulfil some great destiny

of use to creation and securing happiness

to itself, but to battle with perils, temp

,tations and misfortunes, to be ignorant

l and criminal, to su'ffer physically, morally,

isocially and personally, and in so doing,

run the gauntlet of a frightful and hap

hazard probation in which nine-tenths, ac

cording to the assurance ofour divines, fail

under their trials, and sink into everlast

ling perdition, the reward of a miserable

existence on this earth.

This is a poor kind of philosophy for

 

for the children, did away with all cor- Faith, patience, self-denial, power of en-,reformers, and for generous men like

poral punishments and lessened the

hours oflahor. New Lanark was merely

a cotton mill with some humane and be-

uerolont arrangements. Now if it failed)

. i

duranee, energy of wrll— what were \ those who write for the Era_
. . . We would

man Without these ennohhng attributeszvise ‘hem m make a carer I t d f
But how are these to be acquired where u s u y o

thrre are no perils, temptations, prit‘altons,i'h€ Dem"? 9/ Ma" 0" Em'h- The?

misfortunes, to be hauled with! Virtuenwould soon discover, if they studied
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rightly, that God has assigned to man the

noblest function on the earth, the highest

trust. They would learn that He has

made him the overseer, the supervisor of

the globe and the kingdoms of nature

upon it; His vice-gerent, His providence

in this mundane sphere. They WOUlCl

see that man is the Reason of Nature,

the crowning Intelligence, which is to

maintain (when Humanity has discovered

and enters upon its destinies) perfect or

der, harmony and unity in her kingdoms.

and in all her forces;—that he is to

make of the globe a beautiful terrestrial

abode by his industry and his science,

cultivating and embellishing it universal

ly, (which he could do with the same ef

forts that he squandcrs in wars and other

pernicious pursuits) ; and that upon this

foundation of material beauty and harmo

ny, the embellished earth for his plat
form, heiis to establish a free and just

order of society, which shall give rise to

a sublime serial and social harmony,i

flowing from his moral nature fairly de-‘

veloped, cultivated and rightly directed,f

 
the domain, preserve the health and com

fort of the animals, and secure neatness

and purity in all the environments of

home. This generation deserves the

scourges of poverty and squalor, which

are consuming its peace, as a punish

ment for its intense selfishness. Think

of all the materials and labor thus saved,

applied to useful business, throughout ev

ery town in a nation! \Vould the inhab

itants of Scotland, Ireland, and Belgium,

be dying of starvation? \Vould the poor,

in every civilized country on the globe, be

compelled to live in mud hovels, to bur

row in huts, not as good as the holes

where the rabbits of England's aristocra-l

cy burrow? The horses and dogs of:

many a rich man in this country, enjoy

more luxury and more comfort, than the

poor human dog, (as society regards him)

who grooms them and feeds them.

4. The economies which have been

shown above to be practicable in Asso

ciation relative to out~houses, &c. will

hold equally of mechanic shops. The ex

pense thus saved in shops, applied to the

 

 

World's genius become a legacy of wo

to the people. The poor cannot buy them,

the rich can and will monopolize them.

Titus the right to labor is taken from the

masses, and by consequence the right to

live. Willa capitalist, or a corporation

hire four hundred women to spin wool,

when they can buy, at one-tenth the an

nual expense, two self-acting jcnuics,

with four or five hundred spindles each,

and which one little girl twelve years old

can tend, and spin more than a thousand

women on the hand wheel? \Vhat will

our shoe-makers do, when that French

boot-making invention becomes 'common,

and is monopolist by capital, which will

enable its proprietor to make boots at six

cents a pair! They must fall under it—

be thrown out of the business to which

they were bred, — and crowd other occu

pations now full to repletion, deepening

the strife of competition for labor, and

depressing wages to the point of starva

tion. The only hope of social salvation

for mechanics is Association. There ma

chinery will be a blessing to all, and

from the full equilibrated and harmonious‘ purchase and fitting of various kinds ofithere only can mechanical genius fulfil

play of those beautiful and noble faculties, l

affections and sympathies, which being:

derived from God, must be in his image,i

and which when perfected and developed

fully and rightly by man, and permitted

in a social order adapted to them, to

bloom in their purity, will make the

earth a reflex of heaven, and the social

life of humanity sacred and divine.

SOCIAL llE-ORGANIZATION. —i\'0. VI.

3. Another great economy of Associa-,

tion would be found in the small numberl

and superior style of its out-buildings,

barns, store-houses, stables, dtc. compar

ed with those of the incoherent township.

Three-quarters of the present number

could be dispensed with, and those which -

were really necessary, would have the'

advantages of suitable location, conven

ience, durability and neatness. What

could be more stupid and prodigal, than

to environ every farmer‘s house, and pri

vate residence of the rich, with a platoonof barns, stables, pig-styes, and hen-huus-l

.es, distributed in wretched confusion, in-'

convenient, shabbin constructed, and care

lessly managed. One would imagine that

they were made for the sole purpose of

creating that aromal quagmire which al

ways surrounds them. ln place of alll

this waste of material, and labor, in the

construction and care of these miserablei

appurtenances of rural life, the dirt and!

.foul odors which they engender, with one

.qunrter of their actual cost, the Associat

ed township would build a few large and

commudious out-houses, with the means

of easy cleansing and ventilation, which

 

Iit impossible for mechanics to employ la

l

machinery, would lessen the labor of

the mechanic one-half, while it would

enable him to accomplish four times as

much. Why do mechanics who attempt

business on their own means, use so few

labor-saving machines? The world is

full of them, and the registers of patent

ofliccs are yearly crowded with descrip

tions of new ones. First, because the‘

spirit of intense selfishness in modern so

ciety impels every inventor, either to sell

his invention to some one who gets it pat

ented, or he patents it himself. Second,

this gives them so high a price, that none

but large capitalists and corporations can

afford to use them. Third, this monopo

ly of the invention, and through it the ab

sorption of profits by capitalists, renders

bor-saving machinery to any great extent.

The blacksmith must forge his iron with

the hand, instead of the tilt-hammer; the

carpenter must use the fore plane, and

smoothing plane, instead of the planing

machine; the joiner must hew out his

timber with the broad axe,instead of saw

ing it out, in the power-mill; he must use

the chisel and mallet in place of the mor

tising machine,-the printer must pick

up type with his fingers, instead of us-;

ing the type-setter, unless he prefers be~ing journeyman to one of these automata ;because they have not the means of par

chasing these methods of labor. But in

the re-organized township, with its im

mense capital, economies, and concert ofI

action, all these prodigious powers couldbe employed to the mutual benefit of all.§

But alas! in the present social state, eve

ry labor-saving machine is a curse to the i

  

the mission which God has appointed to

it. The capital of an Association, with

its various artisans, will enable it to con

struct and employ every species of ma

chinery, which poverty forbids to the iso

lated mechanic. It would be applied to

all kinds of labor, and man, through his

powers of invention, Would make the ele

ments his servants, and the ministers to

his pleasure.

The distress which the invention and

monopoly of machinery already produces

among all classes of mechanics, will ere

long be felt by agriculturists. The same

obstacles which forbid the use of labor

saving machinery to any considerable ex

tent, by isolated mechanics, prevent

farmers also from employing it. There

are as many and important agricultural

inventions already brought out, as wuuld

render easy and agreeable all the severer

labors of farming, had farmers the means

of purchasing them. But they are costly

and therefore beyond the reach of most.

The Re-organizcd Township could make

any improvement available, however ex

pensive. But in the march of laissc:

faire, free competition or monopoly, the

larger number of farmers are destined to

become mere serfs, or tenants upon the

soil which they now call their own.

Probably the last form of corporate mo

nopoly, and the one which is about to en

sue, is that of joint stock agricultural

companies. Suppose companies of this

kind with immense capital should estab

lish themselves on the rich prairies of the

West, they could monopolize all agricul

tural labor-saving machinery, could cott—

trol the market of the world, monopolize

would at once impart an air of wealth to i laborer; and thus the bequests of the the soil of the continent, and subject the
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mass of agriculturalists to complete serf

dom, and thus establish a composite feu

dalism of spoliation upon labor, by com

merce, — and the deprivation of the right

to labor through monopoly. Again, we

repeat, Association would forestall all

these evils; and through economy of effort

on the one hand, by employing machinery

instead of mere manual strength, and

on the other by uniting the interests of

labor and capital, through just modes of

distribution, wealth and general happiness

would be indefinitely multiplied.

WOIIAN IN THE ISOLATED HOUSEHOLD.

The following letter comes from a

woman of strong convictions and earnest

desire for the success of the cause. We

welcome all such manifestations with the

greatest interest. To the aid of woman,

—as wife, sister, mother, do we owe much

of what we have been enabled to perform

for the Associative cause. Deep and holy

souls have we in our ranks among the

,women,--women who await with pa

tience, but with all eagerness, every ave

nue of egress from their fettered position,

which shall enable them to act efficiently

and from their freed woman’s nature.

That the electric touch will come which

shall unite all such, we have no doubt,

and all appeals, all practical efforts to

that end, we consider as our surest 'sign

of progress.

SISTERS or AMERICAZ—I am told

that your greatest objection to the domes

tic and industrial Associative principles is

the abandonment of the Isolated House

hold. W'ere it not that this objection

tneets me from many quarters it would

seem incredible to me. My life has been

spent equally between France, England,

and America. I have lived as a daugh

ter, sister, wife and mother, in the guard

ed or genteel circles of Society, as well

as sharing in the most humble life of the

backwoods of Ohio. Imperfection is the

only feature which I have recognized in

this life of the Isolated Household.

Nothing so enervates the human family

and stops more its progress towards its

noble destiny; nothing from which wo

man and her little children suffer more;

nothing which cries louder for Reform.

Let me then, dear sisters, call your

attention to a few of its inconveniences

for women, without regarding its effects

on the mind and physical character of all

the individuals whom it brings into contact

and absolute dependency on each other.

First, the Isolated Household takes

it for granted that the wife shall never be

sick, for her daily wants, as well as those

of her husband, depend entirely on her

hourly exertion. And although from her

delicacy of nature she is inevitably

doomed to it, yet, if her place cannot be

supplied, from want of means or by

friends, as is often the casein our back

woods, how long will not the poor sick

wife suffer? How much will she not

endure before she gives up the task, be

fore interrupting the pursuits of her hus

band, to take her place and take care of

her. \Vhat does she not suffer, when

‘home, which will achieve the most won

derful amelioration in our race and happi

ness. As well tell me that they prefer

Pandemonium to Paradise. If any of

our sisters can make such choice, I must

indeed pity them.

But we, sister Associationists, whose

eyes are opened, let us come forward and

assist with all our might those noble

 

prostrate on her bed she hears her bewil

dered husband among her little crying

children. And yet this is on'e of the

most common features of the Isolated

Household.

q Secondly, the Isolated Household

takes it for granted that the wife and

mother shall never want to enjoy the Sah-i

bath. On the Sabbath, she not only has importance to the welfare 'of our race?

as usual her every day duties to accom- \Vhat, not one mother, wife or sister,

plish, but to attend on the extra wants ofiaiding the champions of Association,

every member of her family, created by l when they are exerting all their faculties

the occasion, thus making the centre or to bring around an order of society which

pivot of a family which all should con- will restore man to his moral character, -

spire to free, the slave and drudge of the woman to her intellectual dignity, and

inferior members. If the Reverend Cler- the whole human race to plenty, comfort,

gy who preach to Christian congregations 1 security, harmony, and happiness! -—

in our backwoods, take the trouble to look Away with that cowardice of woman

at their hearers, they will see hardly who screens herself whilst she leaves

any among the females but bright,bloom- man alone exposed to all the brunts of

ing, smiling, young girls. Very few society. Come out, sisters; if you ap

pale, hollow cheeks, sunken eyes, care- prove, say so; if you disapprove, tell as

worn mothers are to be seen there. And l why. The human race is growing out

yet to whom should they more earnestly'of its infancy. It is time for its Mot/ter

preach than to these same care-worn to cease to be a child with leading strings.

mothers. Indeed, I could say of those She must have a mind of her own. She '

few who do attend, théy would havelmust express it and have a will to carry
done better not-ito have come at all; for,it out. Remember that the union of

if they knew the flutter, wrangling, irri-lwoman's moral and intellectual powers

tation, bad feelings which are the conse- with man's for the organization of a just,

quences of it, they would think as I do, equitable, and truly harmonic society, is

that the Sabbath day is very little sancti- I as necessary -as her physical powers in

tied by it. lthe organization of her offspring. To

JThirdly, the Isolated Household takes the want of this union you may attribute

it for granted, that the wife andiall the discordance, incoherence and con

mother will never want any relaxation or } fusion of the present societies, —they

change of scene; no wish to cultivate i are a kind of monstrosity having but one

her mind, no thirst for knowledge; for‘parent.

every moment of her life is in request for

the wants of those around her. If shel

takes a book, if she enjoys the conversa- Ennon CORRECTED. A foolish story

tion of a friend, something tells her that has been copied into several Boston pa

she will have to suffer for it. In fact, the l pers in regard to an Association in the

moment she enters the Isolated House-l West of New York, the failure of which

hold, every thing around her whispers to l experiment is taken as proof positive that

her that she has something else to dolthe principles of Social Unity are a de

than to gratify herself. lusion. Although the story is entirely

V If a comparatively few of our sisters, unworthy of notice, we perceive that a

escape this eternal drudgery, it is becauselcorrespondent of the Transcript has set

some other poor, needy sisters submitithe matter right in that paper, and we

themselves to it in their place. But still l shall see whether the other Editors who

there are taunts in the Isolated House- 1 have been eager to circulate the calumny,

hold for the rich and intellectual wife, as will be equally ready to publish its re

well as drudgeries for the poor one“ futation. The following is the article we

Is it possible that my sister-women .alluded to in the Transcript.

should prefer this hard, do-little, enslav
To m Editor 0H,“, TrmmpL

ing life, to the noble association of phy-l (6] remarked in your paper a few days

sical, moral and intellectual powers cou- Sim-e a" article copied in part from the

tcred as it were in one point, in oneiNew York Globe, headed a “Fourientc

philanthropists who are doing our work !

Yes, our own work! It is to womanv

that God has more especially confided the

Reproduction, Development and Improve

ment of the Human Race. Mothers of

Mankind! are we doing our duty, when

we are lukewarm (as if it were no con~

cent of ours) on questions of paramount
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Association," in which a little industrial

establishment in Clarkson, N. Y., is rep

‘reseoted as being organized upon the

principles of Fourier, and its failure set

forth as a practical demonstration of the

error of those principles. 1 am well ac

quainted with the establishment in ques

tton, and l assure you that not one of the

principles laid down by Fourier as neces

sary to the success of Association, was car

ried out there. It certainly is unjust to the

memory of the dead, and particularly of

the dead who, while living, devoted them

selves to the noble task of discovering the

means of improving the condition of their

race, to couple their names with under

takings, which did not fulfil in the least

degree the scientific laws laid down by

them.

“ An industrial Association, uniting ag

riculture, manufactures, household labor,

such as Fourier proposed, cannot be es

tablished without ample capital, and with?

out a thorough knowledge of the sriuu‘e.

of Association. At Clarkson, they had

neither capital our science. I do not

think they had $2,000, cash capital,

whereas, to secure success, a company of

men, thoroughly initiated into the Asso

 

ciative science, ought to possess a cash.

capital of $400,000. You might as well

condemn the steamboat as visionary, be

cause some of our red brethren on the

\Vestern prairies, untutored and unac

quaintetl with mechanics. had attempted

to build one with some scraps of old iron

and brass, and a few plank, and had

failed. Yours, A. B_”

 

BOSTON LECTURES. The Lecture on

the llth inst., by JOHN S. DiviciiT, was

an elaborate and scientific eitposition of

the grounds of Association in the spirit

ual nature of man. It gave a full and

clear illustration of the subject, and must,

have impressed every intelligent mind

the basis of the Associative movement,

and awakened a curiosity, to say the

least, to see still further developments of

the system.

The Lecture on the 18th inst. was by

ALBERT BRISBANE, on the practical or

ganization of the Phalanx. In the course

of the Lecture, two large paintings were

exhibited, representing the Domain and

Edifice of an Association. These paint

ings were received with the liveliest

demonstrations of pleasure on the part of

the audience. We are glad that they

have been prepared, as they are adapted

to reach many persons, who would

scarcely be influenced by abstract reason

ing or philanthropic appeals. The spec

tacle of the Material Harmonics of the

Combined Order, as exhibited in these

pictures, irresistibly suggests the Moral

and Passioiial Harmonics which will be

realized in a true organization of society,

and awakens the believers in Social

Unity to fresh enthusiasm for the diliu

sion of their great doctrines.

\Vsizitnv RENT. This is the name

given to the stated contributions from the

  

members of the Affiliated Societies and 'I think we may be able to disseminate a.

others to the funds of the American

Union. \Ve cannot press the importance

of this Rent too strongly on the minds of

our friends. Let every Associationist in

the country do his duty and we shall be]

‘able to spread our doctrines throughout

the land. \Vc shall soon give an account

of the organization of the Rent in

France, -—showing that our brethren of

the Associative School there, are as re

markable for their practical wisdom, as

for their deep philosophy. “is shall also

present some more definite details with

regard to a system for propagation in this

country. Meantime, friends, come up to

the mark, and remember that in these

days of the worship of a Money Trinity,

your gold, your silver, and your copper,

are indispensable proofs of your devotion

to the cause.

 

LECTURES IN New Your. We rejoice

to learn that the course of Lectures de

livered in Boston, is to be repeated in

New York, with additional Lectures from

H. H. VAN AMRINGE and PARKE Gon

wiu. Every Associationist in New

York will, of course, make a point of at

tending these Lectures, and we can pre

dict that those who are attracted to them

by a liberal curiosity, will not in any re

,spect be disappointed.

 

[Correspondence of the Harbinger]

ALBANY, Feb. 14,1847.

I have the gratifying intelligence to

announce to you of our having fairly or

_ _ _ _ , ganized a Society in this place, called the

With the profound principles which are at * “ Albany Group of Associationists,”

auxiliary to the American Union. We

have not as yet elected all our Officers.

W'hen this is done, we shall notify the

Union of our progress. Our present

Officers are as follows:

Cviws LANCASTER, President.

Bruce SHEPHERD, Vice President.

TAPPAN TOWNSEND, Secretary.

\Ve intend to hold weekly meetings for

lectures, and reading of the works on

Association. \Ve have introdticcd some

features of Guarantyism into our Consti

tution, whereby each member becomes

entitled to sick and funeral benefits, and

to the purchase of goods at wholesale

prices from the Society store, the capital |

of which will be obtained by the appro

priation of three-fourths of the initiation

fees.

Mr. Tanner, the Editor of the “Me

chanic’s Advocate,” has generously of

fered us the gratuitous use of two col

uinns of his paper each week, for the

insertion of such articles on the science

of Association as the Group may deem

best.

There is every indication of our soon

 

becoming quite a numerous Society, and

knowledge of the theory of Association

among a large number.

We should like to be informed, if pos

sible, when the Union will be able to

send some of its lecturers to us, and we

will make preparations to receive them.

Our Society expects quite an impulse

from those anticipated lecturers.

Trusting that the Empire State may

soon be able to point with a true apprecia

tion. to her glorious motto, EXCELSion,

Iremain, yours, &c.

—-_——_ 

I]? The Treasurer of the “ American Union

of Associationists" acknowledges the receipt

of Ten Dollars by the hand of Mr. W. B. Minot,

being the amount subscribed for the month of

January by the Associationists of Albany, in

aid of the [lecturing Fund.

Feb. 18, 1847.
  
  

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

THE course of study in this School comprises

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

iarticulur attention to the modern European

languages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed in

the higher branc ics usually taught in the Uni

versity.

The School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. RIPLEY, assisted by experienced

teachers in the different departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental care,_and for older pupils who wish to

pursue a thorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a large semi

nary, it is believed that this School affords ad

vantages that are rarely to be met with,

Tl‘ilihls—FOUR DOLLARS a week for board,

wasliing,fucl,lights, and instruction. Instruc

tion in Instrumental Music and use of the Piano,

TWELVE DOLLARS a quarter.

Application may be made. by mail to

GEORGE RlPLEY.

Brook Farm, lVeat Rorlrury, Mall.

February 1, 18117.

\VEST ROXBURY RAIL-ROAD

AND OMNlBUS LINE.

Leaves Brook Farm at 8, 93-4 A. M., and 4

P. M. Leaves the “ Toll Gate Station " on the

arrival of the following trains from Boston.—

Dedham, 9 A. M.; Stoughton, 11 1-2 A. M., and

4 and ten minutes P. M. Ezecptt'mt—Mondny

morning leaves Brook Farm at 71-2; Saturdnv

evening leaves Toll Gate on arrival of the De -

ham 51-2 train. N. R. GERRISH,

Feb. 1, 184-7. Agent.

THE 'HARBINGER

Is published simultaneously at New York and

Boston, by the BROOK FAitiii PHALANK, every

Saturday morning. Oflice in New York, Bun

oitss, STRINGER &, 00., No. 222 Broadway;

in Boston, REDDIIG 6:, Co., No. 8 State St.

TERMS.--TWO Dollars at year, or One Dollar

for six months, payable invariably in advance.

Ten copies for Fifteen Dollars.

 

  

i ~COMMUN1CA1‘IONS and RIMITTAFCES should

be addressed to the publishers in New York and

Boston. or to the “ Editors of the Harbinger,"

Brook Farm, West Roxbury, Mass.

[1? Single copies for sale at the Harbinger

Offices, No. 22‘). Broadway, New York, and No.

8 State Street, Boston. Price, 6 1-4 cents.
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THE DOCTRINE OF THE REDEMPTION,

AND THE RETURN TO THE CHRIS

' TIANITY OF JESUS CHRIST.

FROM THE FRENCH 0F VICTOR cossrnnnstt'r.

Translated for the Harbinger.

 

In examining the fatal dogma which

condemns the earth. and cxnludes it from

universal harmony, we would arouse the

attention of thinkers to a feature of devol

opment now manifested even in the hos

om of the Christian churches, in relation

to this dogma. Expressed with more or

less of force, we find it at the root of all

philosophical and religious conceptions

which have been unfolded on the earth,

and particularly in the old oriental world.

The fall of man, the anger of God, and

the curse of the earth, more or less gross

ly understood, have been the basis ot'eve~

ry theory on the origin of evil. Moses

deeply modified this ancient theory in his

promulgation of it to the Jews.

Jesus, in the institution of a new law,

always adopted towards the first the meth

od of absorption, rather than that of (le—

struction. The creed which Moses had

given to the Jews, admitted a develop

tnent incompatible with the original doc

trine of the East. In truth, the aspira

tion of Jesus for a time of Harmony, of

the union of men with each other, and with

God, bears in its magnificent realization,

an absolute negation to the oriental dog

ma of the permanent fatality of evil here

below; but it is only the foreseen term

promised and always expected by the

Israelite, of the temporary curse with

which the God of Genesis had stricken the

earth after the transgression of Adam.

The ministry of Christ, his command

of charity and love, revealed to llumani

ty the aim of its being ; but they sufliced

not unaided, to induce immediately the

reign of charity, oflove, of harmony up

on the earth, and (lay have not rficded it.

Jesus was not ignorant of this, he has not

spoken as ifin illusion on this point. He

 

 

of this world, that his time was not yet

come. The work of his word was to sig

nslize the aim of our attainment, and to

prepare the time which was to come ; a'

time characterized by the interchange of

love, an epoch of unity and social happi

ness. He trusted to thc fructification 0!

his word, to the logical power of his prin

ciple, to the impulse of his thought to

wards its end, in substituting hope and

love, for the old doctrine of the curse.

Thus, he busied himst-lfnot with cosmog

ony, nor with theology, but exclusively

with religious morality.

“ Love ye one another, love each other

nearly completed, and that the earth

should return to grace through the fulfil

ment of the law.

It is not surprising that the logical ne

ccssity for this transformation of the dog

ma should not have been then understood,

since there were difficulties historical, so

cial, and religious, certainly very great,

and whose causes are easily determinable,

when we have intelligently studied the

formative epochs of Christianity. “’e

here restrict ourselves to indicating, among

the concurrent causes of the fatal irra

tionality which we signalize, a political

reason whose influence is easily apprecia

ble. This reason is found in the position

as brethren, practice truth, justice and |of the new doctrine towards the power

love; thus shall ye do the will of yoor,.ii‘ the society in which Claistianity was

Heavenly Father, and deserve his bless

ing.” Such is the chief substance of

Christ's teaching.

But those who came after Jesus, and

whose efi'orts gradually constructed the

Christianity of History, understood not in

its purity the word and the thought of

their master. Their inferiority to Jesus

showed itself peculiarly, when from teach

ing the religious morality, which he had

entrusted to them, they would pass to the

ology, to cosmogouy, and to dogma.

They understood not indeed that to this

new morality, a new theoldgy and a new

dogma must correspond ; that if the an

cient law, the stern law, the cruel and

bloody law, had been transformed by Jo—

sus into a law of charity, service and

love, the transformation in the law re

quired a similar change in the dogma;

and that for the dogma of rigor, and ter

ror, for the dogma of the curse, forthe

dogma of an angry God, armed against

man, must be substituted the dogma of

hope and of love, the dogma ofthe bless

ing, of the harmony, and of the happiness

of creatures; of an all-good and power

ful God, who would realize by charm and

attraction, his concert with his creatures.

lf this conception lay too far from the'

old one, it must at least be announced in

to be developed.

Christianity, from the fact of being cop

stittzted as a Church, was naturally inclin

ed at first to avoid as much as possible too

unequal a strugole with the powers that

were, and, by distinguishing between the

kingdom of this power, and the kingdom

of the faith, to turn the edge of opposi

tion.

The kingdom of the powers that were,

being this world in its existing state, and

civil society; there was left to the new

doctrine only the spiritual kingdom and

the other world. Thus to gain the con

dition of internal development, the new

doctrine consented to reduce, to limit its

area of action. To remove the rational

fears of Cesar, they established a great

irrationalism; they stated as a principle,

that his power was not to be eocroachcd

upon, that the divine doctrine would not

overrule his kingdom.

But if the divine doctrine was the ab

solute truth, it mttst embrace all; ifthc

new doctrine was the law of God, it is

trifling, to say to the law of God, for the

sake of complying with some political,

human and transitory adaptation, “ Law

of God, this is thy allotted domain; Law

of God, this is thy boundary. Titus far,

and no farther shalt thou reach.” This

 

conformity with the idea of Jesus, that

the times of the primitive cores were,

limitation is incompatible with the nature

of God, for the Sovereign Master of all
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things would cease to be so the momentl

that anything should cease to be submit-|

ted to his law or will, which is absolute:

and unitary in its essence. This political ,

reason, combined with others still deeper‘

in their influence, then determined the doc

trinal separation of the temporal from the.

spiritual. From this time, and as a ne

cessary consequence, the world, which re

mained out of the law of God, and out of

the church of God, must have been, and

really was considered as the kingdom of

Satan. Satan remained a. reality in the

doctrine, he even became a more impor

tant reality than he had been in the pre

vious cosmogony, for the kingdom of the

earth was conceded to him in perpetuity,

and as a legitimate possession by Chris

tianity. Let us remark clearly, that it

had not been thus in the doctrine of Mo

ses. This doctrine established the unity

of the social law with the religious law,

and did not separate the temporal king

dom from the spiritual kingdom, to deliv

er the tcmporal to the principle of evil.

Thus the disciples of Christ, far from.

effecting upon the ancient dogma a trans- '

formation parallel to the new moral law,

as a consequence of the teachings of Je

sus, and announcing to the people the

approach of a. return to grace, retrogra

ded on the contrary to the dogmas of

strange religions. Instead of standing

with Jesus in advance of Moses, they

drew farther back even than Moses. Mo

ses in fact had given to the world the first

degree of initiation. The old religions

taught the people the existence of two

principles, the principle of Good, and the

principle of Evil, whose action on the

world was to be permanent. Moses sub

ordinatetl the Evil principle, he taught

that it had only a temporary and relative

existence, for he taught that the good had

ruled on the earth at a primal, paradisia

cal, happy epoch ; that the first harmonies

had been disturbed, but that they would

one day revive. Thus in giving to his

people the history of the origin of evil

upon the earth, Moses had announced its

end; he had predicted the return to grace,

the termination of the curse andv of the

wrath of Heaven; he had announced.

the ultimate blessing of all nations: in

short the Redemption.

. The earth has never been considered

by the Jewish people, as excluded from

the benefit of this Redemption, though a.

narrow interpretation had confined the

idea to its own triumph and dominion

over all the nations of the world.

if the dogmatists, the metaphysicians,

the theologians who came after Christ,

had followed in its purity the direction of

their master's thought, they would have

continued that transformation of the old

dogma commenced by Moses, by soften-i

ing the forms of the Mosaic dogma, byi

 

mingling with them more kindliuess,

more hope and love ; by announcing the

cessation of the wrath of Heaven in the

exact measure that the nations of the

earth should embody the spirit of the new

law; by teaching that the promised Re

demption should not be simply under

stood ofthe material rule of the Jewish

people over other nations, but of the es

tablishment of peace in the world, and

the fusion of nations in the union of

the great human family. No rupture

was _'0 be made with Genesis. Moses

had uh'fd‘cked the doors of the future by

the promise of the Redemption. Tradi

tion and the successive revelations of Mo

ses and Jesus, required them to enter this

magnificent path instead of subtilizing on

the doctrine of the Redemption, and mis

erably perverting it. The aim and aspi

ration which Jesus expressed, was that

men should live united amongst them

selves and with God by love; the ulti-.

mate epoch at which this aim should be;

realized, was the time invoked by Jesus ;

and the human society of this time, his

kingdom. It is clear that the Redemption '

of man, his return to grace, the return of

good, of harmony to the earth, and the

termination of the curse of God, couldi

and should be understood only ofthe time i

when the law of Jesus, the union of men

among themselves and with God, should

be realized by Humanity. In giving to

men as the law of God, that‘ they should

love each other as brothers, Jesus surely

did not understand that men would be

ransomed from evil, that the Redemption

should be accomplished simply in the fact

of ltis having spoken thus to men, and

having sealed his wnrd with his life. That.

would have been absurd. Jesus under

stood that the Redemption would be effect

ed, that man would be reconciled with

God when man (Humanity, and not such

or such an individual,) should practice

the law of God which he, Jesus, was come

to announce; and we repeat, that he was

not ignorant that the realization would

not immediately follow his word. He

knew that ages must elapse before his

kingdom could be of this world, before

men should universalize love among them

selves, before they could organize the

Unity of the human family, and as a con

sequence, Peace, Harmony and Happiness

upon the earth. Jesus announced to the

world the law of God,—evidently the Re

demption of the world could only result

from the accomplishment of this law by

the world. It could in no manner result

from the simple proclamation of the law,

it could only be an ultimate consequence

of the coming of Jesus Christ, angflccl

of his doctrine.

The doctors of Christianity, neither un~

derstanding the Words of their master,

nor the sense of his mission, instead of

 

 
‘ Founder.

teaching that the Redemption of the world

would be the consequence of the accom

plishment of the new law, the conse

quence ofthe reign of Justice and of Love;

taught that the act of the coming of Je

sus, and his sacrifice, had commenced,

terminated, accomplished the Redemption.

Jesus had consecrated with his life the

great desire of Charity, Justice and Love,

whose universal realization was ultimate

ly to effect the Redemption of the world.

The disciples, instead of attaching them

selves to the doctrine, to the word, to the

spirit, to the aim, to the lam; absorbed

in the Personalily of the Redeemer, and

not understanding that the Redemption,

according to the word and the thought of

Jesus, would result from thefulfilmcnt of

the low by men, would have it result from

theful/ilmsnl qflhe sacrifice by Jesus.

It is easy to understand how and by

what causes these errors introduced them

selves among the disciples of Jesus when

they had no longer their master to con

duct them, but it is not less true that these

capital errors germed early, that the doc

trine of Christ was soon changed by them,

and that the mysticism and the subtilty

of continuers too soon replaced the sim

ple and elevated reason, the divine good

sense which characterized the word of the

\Vhat could be more wise

and more beautiful than the doctrine of

the Redemption, such as it flowed from

the teaching of Jesus?

The primeval harmonies had been lost

by a Fall ; from this epoch, physical evil

and moral evil had spread over the earth,

and pain had subdued man. But a great

promise had been made to man and to the

earth, the lost harmonies were one. day

to revive. Man and the earth were to he

delivered from evil ; Jesus had come

to teach men the condition of the Re

demption, in teaching them that the anni

hilation of evil and the establishment of

good were linked with the general prac

tice of this great command “ Luve ye one

another.”

Surely, this was as wise and as true

as it was sublime ; and we must say

that it was a divine word which taught

to men plunged in barbarism or in corrup

tion, involved in the paths of selfishness,

that the Redemption of the world and the

happiness of humanity depended abso

lutely upon their union, on their love for

one another. There is here no obscurity,

there is no mystery in the doctrine of

Redemption. “ You shall be ransomed

front evil, and the blessing of God shall

descend upon the earth, when you shall

have eslahlrlshed upon the 00th the kingdom

of God and his juslir‘e. You hate each

other, you despoil each other by cunning

and violence. You war with each other,

individuals, classes, nations. You seek

by oppression and injustice, the posses
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sion of wealth and enjoyments. And I

come to announce to you that in doing

thus, you perpetuate the reign of evil on

the earth; for the earth will never be

freed from evil, and will not return into

grace with God, until you shall cause to

reign on it the law of God, by loving

each other." How sublime an admoni

tion, how luminous a revelation to the

gross and barbarous, or selfish and cor

rupted people who covered the globe! It

was saying to human energy, hitherto en

grossed in war and oppression, that it

was time to enter on a new course, by

turning to the side of charity and of jus

tice; and that the safety of humanity, the

happiness ofindividuals and ofnations, and

tlte blessing of God, would never be ob

tained by violence, but by love, by the

union of the members of the butnan fam

ily. Jesus, in announcing the law of

God, and the condition of the Redemption

and of the happiness of the World, then

presented to human intelligence, hitherto

absorbed in war, a now aim, and this aitn

was and is still the true aim. His mis

sion consisted in this. He gave the in:

pulse to the thought and to the heart of

tnan, he introduced man into the path of

Redemption, and he said to the Genius of

llumanity, in speaking of his kingdotn, a

kingdom to whose conquest he urged by

the manifestation of high powers, “ Seek,

and ye shall find ; knock, and it shall be

opened unto you."

Glory to thee, O Christ! Not only

because thou hast been the highest type,

the purest manifestation, the most com

plete incarnation of love; but also be

cause thou hast shown the way, pointed

the aim; because thou hast willed to make

known to the nationsI the holy and uni

tary conditionsofthe World's Redemption,

at an epoch when the only people who

hoped it, interpreted it in the narrow

sense of the subjugation of other na

tions by itself.

new law to the world, in pouring out

upon this world of corrupted conquerors

and debascd and suffering slaves, the

pure light of love, the sentiment of the

unity of the human family and of the

future realization of justice and union,

Jesus, far from breaking the religious

tradition, proceeded to the realization of

the promise, and opened the path to its

accomplishment. He did not wish to

break the ancient unity between the reli

gious and the social law. He wished,

on the contrary, to prepare the social

transformation required by the develop

ment of that law. This clearly results

from the essence of his doctrine, when

we distinguish in the preaching of Christ,

the relative precepts, precepts of int/unli

ale application, lrrrnsirnl consolation of

transient sufl'erings, from the absolute pre

cept and aim of the future.

Thus in bringing a

Nora. It is important to appreciate

this reflection, on which I beg the reader

to pause. Before the doctrine of union,

love and peace promulgated by Jesus had

received its further developments, found

its form, its ways and means of realiza

tion; before it had passed from potential

and spiritual into actual and social exist—

ence; before it had been universally

practised; before it had been incarnated

in humanity, which is not yet accom

plished, the earth could not cease to be

the desolated valley oftcars and pain; that

is certain. 1n bequeatbing his thought

to his disciples, in investing them with

the sacred but difficult mission of etl'ect

ing its development, in sending them to

preach this thought through the bloody

world, which it must purify and one day

transform, Jesus must arm them against

the great obstacles which they \vould

meet in the paths of the World ; he must

guard their feet against the stones and

the briars, their souls against afflictions;

must teach them to support inevitable

evils with courage, with resignation, with

that calm and holy power which germs

in every heart, that devotes itself to the

welfare of its brothers, and walks in the

ways of God; he must exalt the merit

which should piously bear the tribulations

encountered in the path of the law and

the doctrine, consecrate those sufferings,

and lastly, proclaim fortunate and elect of

God, those who prefer to suffer from

devotion to humanity rather titan shelter

themselves in the low pleasures of a

cowardly and degrading selfishness. Hap

py he who shall sufer in bearing my low.

And truly, are the not the fortunate and

the elect of the 0rd, who, with deep

resignation, either natural or conquered

by the will, amid all the tribulations

which come' upon them, devote them

selves entirely to the service of humanity

and the development. of God‘s law!

Could the happy and the elect of God

possibly be those creatures with human

faces, who like gross brutcs, have for the

only object of their all'ection, the only

aim ol‘~ their acts, their own person, and

their private interest?

Jesus must then foresee and predict

afflictions, consecrate resignation, consc

crate the sullcrings of those who should

walk in his law. But this con~ccration

of suffering, incidental to the fulfilment of

the law, to the tedious and difficult peri

ods preliminary to its realization on our

earth, could it mean as we have had the

singular folly to believe, that Jesus com

manded to love sutl'ering for its own

sake and as being in itself agreeable to

God? This consecration of pain, was it

not relative? Was it not consecrated by

its oljecl, the establishment on earth of

the law of God and the well being of

humanity, and is it not supremely absurd

to have mistaken the relulnw for the ab

solute, the transition for the lr‘rm ; to have

substituted the acressory for the prim'rpal;

finally, to have changed the doctrine of

Jesus, who conceived as his distinct

aim, the general establishment of good,

of justice, of union, of harmony on the

earth, for a doctrine which should at

tempt to universalize upon this earth the

love of pain and tribulation, and which1

should make the perpetual duration off

levil here below to be considered as willed

'by God and desirable to his saints?
l

  

Would Jesus have assembled men mi

realize the law of God and have pro—

scribed the universal bappiness which'
l

must result from this realiz‘ation'! Far

from being a sublime view, a high reve

lation, such a doctrine would not even

have had common sense. This it is

when we do not distinguish in the teach

ings of Jesus the relative from the abso

lute, we distort his idea, and attribute

to him a doctrine unreasonable and incon

sistent even to absurdity.

To be Continued.

 

[From the True Tocsin.]

THE ASSOCIATION MOVEMENT. Seve

ral years have now passed away since the

first impulse was given to the Association

Movement in the Jlnitcd States: and to

those who take an interest in the pro

gression of humanity, they have been

years of the deepest interest. When

Albert Brisbane stood up in the midst of

the ‘ Great Plague Spot‘ of our country,

and in defiance of the world announced

the divine scheme of CHARLES Format

for the practice of Cltl'lSlifl-n principles;

no one could have anticipated the rapid

succession of Associative eflorts that so

soon followed. At the first public meet

ing held in New York, for the purpose of

adopting measures for the better dissemi

nation of the principles of Social Reform,

at which a few assembled, no one could

have predicted that so soon the whole

country would be agitated, and multitudes

Would assemble to consider the propriety

of entering upon a new social state. At

first Brisbane and Greeley withstood the

odium and ridicule attached to the unpop

ular school of Fourier, (and nohly did

they maintain the right against fearful

odds, without hope of gain or reward,)

nor did they hope to see a host of Friends

immediately flocking around the standard

of reform they had raised over the shut

tered vessel of society. Scarcer more

Could they have expected than to nail that

flag to the mast—perish in defending it,

and leaving it for another generation to

shout victory over the selfish of the world,

and usher in that reign of peace and

equality. But in this they are disappoint

ed. Soon more converts to the doctrine

were made than could find room for ac

tion in mere theorizing. And, though

the leading spirits of reform earnestly re

nronstrating against. the premature at

tempts to l'(‘tlll('t‘ the principles of A >st-r-i

ation to practice, r-ovt-ral llllll rt't'ct't A sso

(‘iatiuns were organized, and lllll'llllrll'd to

go into operation. Here “as committed

a great mistake, seen and lZIlttt-ttlt‘tl at the

time, by those best acquainted with the

science of tire system. As Was predict

ed, these organizations generally fell

through, and with their failure many lost

their faith in the practicability of the

scheme, and the people generally have

settled down again under the fll‘lirt‘Srit'G

yoke of tho prrscnt sla't'. ol'social discord,

either preferring to sull'or an old evil than

to endure the toil of a transition to anoth

er state, which after all, they fear will

have its trials and sorrows. llut the

spirit of reform may not slnmlier. It

has been too eJTectually stirred, to sleep

at anv bidding whatever. And although

thorn-may scour to be an indillTJront-e in

regard to this or that reform, it is htcnnso

some other form of dovolnptttt-nl has oc

curred. All thr- partial reforms of the

day—all the efforts made to dzlltzso

('hristian principles. tend to and hasten

that period when Sr'l‘it'lv shall he hitBl-‘d

upon the eternal principles of truth, jus

tice and equality, and maintained by love
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and good will. Let every Associationist

bear this in mind, and labor, wherever

situated, for the advancement of those

holy principles and actions that lead to

this glorious result—ever watching the

progress of events, that when the time

comes for the full realization of the gold

en age, there may be one united, efficient,

successful effort made for the permanent

supremacy of the divine in man. .r. s.

 

L A BO R .

BY 'r. B. READ.

’thor, labor! ’ sounds the anvil,

‘ Labor, labor, until death! ’

And the file, with voice discordant,

‘ Labor, endless labor! ’ saith.

“’hile the bellows to the embers,

Speaks of labor in each breath.

‘Labor, labor! ’ in the harvest,

Saith the wheeling of the scythe,

And the mill-wheel tells of labor

Under waters falling blithe;

‘ Labor, labor! ’ groan the millstones,

To the bands that whirl and writhe!

And the woodman tells of labor,

In his echo-waking blows;

In the forest, in the cabin,

’Tis the dearest word he knows!

‘Labor, labor!’ saith the spirit,

And with labor comes repose.

‘ Labor ‘. ’ saith the loaded wagon,

Moving towards the distant mart.

‘ Labor! ' groans the .heavy steamer,

As she cleaves the waves apart.

Beating like that iron engine,

‘ Labor, labor!’ cries the heart!

You, the heart of man cries ‘labor!’

\Vhile it labors in the breast.

Hear the Ancient and Eternal,

In the Word which He hath blcst,

Saying, ‘Six days thou shalt labor,

On the seventh thou shalt rest!’

Then how beautiful at evening,

When the toilsome Week is done,

To behold the blacksmith’s embers

Fade together with the sun,

And to think the doors of labor

Are all closing up like one!

THE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,’

ssouet. To

C O N S U E L O .

FROM THE FRENCH OI" GEORGE SAND.

Translated for the Harbinger.

This is what happened: When, at

break of day, we wished to leave the hut,

in order to inquire for the violin-player,

we found a picquet ofimprovised infantry

guarding all the exits from our resting

place. “ Forgive us," said the head of

the family to me, calmly, “ for having

called all our relatives and friends, with

their flails and their sickles, to keep you

here against your will. You shall be

free this evening.” And we expressed ,50

surprise at this violence: “If you are
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honest people,” resumed our host, with allook' is angelic, and the sound of her

grave air, “ if you comprehend friendship

and devotedness, you will not be angry

with us. ~If, on the contrary, you are

cheats and spies sent here to persecute

and carry olf our Podiebrad, we will not

suffer it, and we will not permit you to

go out, until he shall be very far out of

reach of your attempts.”

We understood that distrust had come,

in the night, to these honest people, at

first so eitpansive with us, and we could

not but admire their solicitnde. But the

master was in despair at losing sight of

the hierophant, whom we had come to

seek with so much trouble and so few

chances of success. He wrote to Tris

megistus in the masonic cipher, telling

him his name, his position, informing him

of our intentions, and invoking his loyal

ty in order to free us from the distrust of

the peasants. A few moments after this

letter had been carried to the neighboring

but, we saw coming a. Woman, before

whom the peasants opened with respect

their phalanx bristling with rustic arms.

We heard them murmur: “The Zin—

gara! the Zingara of consolation I"

And soon that woman entered the but

with us by the signs and formulas of the

Scotch masonry, with a scrupulous se

verity. \Ve were much surprised at see

ing a woman initiated into those myster

ies, which no other has ever possessed,

so far as I know ; and the imposing man

ner, the scrutinizing look of this one in

spired us_&vith a certain respect, in spite

of the very evidently Zingara costume

which she Wore with the ease given by

habit. Her striped pettieoat,‘ her broad

cloak of reddish brown cloth, thrown

over her shoulder like antique drapery,

her tresses black as night, parted on her

brow, and fastened back with a blue

woolen band, her large eyes full of fire,

her teeth white as ivory, her tanned but

fine skin, her little feet and her delicate

hands, and, to complete the portrait, a

very handsome guitar slung under her

cloak, every thing in her person and cos

tume indicated, at first sight, the profes

sion of a Zingara. As she was very

neat, and her manners were full of calm

ness and dignity, we thought her the

queen of her camp. But when she in

formed us that she was the wife of Tris

megistus, we looked at her with more

interest and attention. She is no longer

young, and yet one could not say if she

were a person of forty worn by fatigue,

or one of fifty remarkably preserved.

Site is still handsome, and her elegant

and light form has such noble attitudes,

pure a grace, that on seeing her walk

,you would take her for a young girl.

'“firm the first severity of her features

was softened, we were penetrated by de

grees with the charm that is in her. Her

 

voice moves your heart like a celestial

melody. Whoever this woman may be,

the legitimate wife of a philosopher, or a

generous adventuress, attached to his steps

in. consequence of an ardent‘ passion, it is

impossible, on looking at her and hearing

her speak, to think that any vice, any

degrading instincts have ever soiled a

being so calm, so frank and so good.

\Ve were at first frightened at finding our

sage debased by vulgar ties. It required

but a short time for us to discover that,

in the ranks of true nobility, that of the

heart and understanding, he had met a

poetic lover, a soul sister of his own, to

pass with him through the storms of

life.

“ Forgive my fears and my mistrust,”

said she when we had replied to her

questions. “We have been persecuted,

we have suffered much. Thanks to

Heaven, my friend has lost the recollec'

tion of his misfortunes; nothing can now

trouble him or make him suffer more.

But I, whom God has placed by his side

to preserve him, I must be anxious for

him and watch over him. Your counten

ances and the accent of your voices i'e

assure me still more than those signs and

words which we have just exchanged;

for the mysteries have been strangely

abused, and there have been as many

false brothers as false doctors. We

should be authorized by human prudence

never again to believe in anything or any-_

body; but may God preserve its from

that extreme of selfishness and impiety !

The family of the faithful is dispersed,

it is true; there is no longer any temple

in which to commune in spirit and in

truth. The adopts have lost the meaning

of the mysteries; the letter has killed the

spirit. The divine art is misunderstood

and profancd among men ; but what mat

ters it, if faith persists in some few!

What matters it, if the word of life re

mains in deposit in some sanctuary? It

will yet come forth, it will yet spread

abroad through the world, and the temple

will perhaps be rebuilt by the faith of

the Canaanitish women and the widow’s

mite.”

" We come expressly to seek for that

word of life," replied the toaster. “ it

is pronounced in all the sanctuaries,

and it is true that itis no longer under- .

stood. We have commented upon it

with ardor, we have borne it in us with

perseverance; and, after years of labor

and meditation, we have thought we had

found the true interpretation. This is

why we have come to ask of your hus

band the sanction of our faith or the rec

tification of our error. Let us speak

with him. Obtain for us that he listen to

and answer us.”

“ That will not depend upon me,” re
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plied the Zingara, “ and upon himselfstill

less. Trismegistus is not always in

spired, although he lives entirely under

the chartn of poetical illusions. Music

is his habitual manifestation. llis meta

physical ideas are rarely lucid enough to

abstract themselves from the emotions of

exalted feeling. At this moment, he

could tell you nothing satisfactory. His

words are always clear to me, but would

be obscure to you who are not accus

tomed to them. I must needs give you a

warning. According to men blinded by

their cold reason, Trismegistus is insane ;

and while the poetic people humbly offer

the gifts of hospitality to the sublime

virtuoso who has affected and transported

them, the vulgar world throws the alms

of pity to the vagabond rhapsodist who

carries his inspiration through the cities.

But] have taught our children that they

must not pick up those alms, or that they

must do so only for the infirm beggar

who passes beside us and to whom Heav

en has not granted genius to move and to

persuade men. As for ourselves, we

have no need of the money of the rich;

we do not beg; altos debase him who

receives and hardens him who gives.

All that is not exchange must disappear

from the society of the future. In the

meanwhile God permits us, my husband

and myself, to practice this life of ex

change and thus to enter into the ideal.

We carry art and enthusiasm to souls

susceptible of feeling the one and inhaling

the other. We receive the religious hos

pitality of the poor man, we share his

modest abode, his frugal repast, and

when we have need of a coarse garment,

we earn it by remaining some weeks and

giving lessons in music to the family.

\Vhen we pass before the proud dwelling

of the chatelain, as he is our brother as

well as the herdsman, the laborer and the

artisan, we sing under his window and

depart without expecting any pay; we

consider him an unfortunate who can

make no exchange with us, and it is we

then who give alms to him. In fine we

have realized the artist's life as we un

derstand it; for God has made us artists

and it is our duty to employ his gifts.

Every where we have friends and broth

ers in the lowest ranks of that society

which would think itself degraded by

asking of us our secret to be honest and

free. Each day we make new disciples

of the art; and when' our strength shall

be exhausted, when we shall no longer

be able to feed and carry our children,

they will carry us in their turn, and we

shall be fed and consoled by them. If

our children should fail us, be drawn far

away from us by different vocations, we

should do like old Zdenko whom you

saw yesterday, and who, after having

charmed all the peasants of the countryl

 

for forty years, with‘his legends and his

songs, is received and nursed by them in

his last days as a friend and a venerable

master. With simple tastes and frugal

habits, the 10ve of travel, the health

which is given by a life conformable to

nature, with the enthusiasm of poetry,

the absence of bad passions, and es

pecially with faith in the future destiny

of the world, think you that one can be

crazy to live as we do? Still Trisme

gistos may perhaps appear to you de

ranged by enthusiasm, as he formerly ap

peared to me dcrangcd by sorrow. But,

by following him a little, you will per

haps recognize that it is the insanity of

men and the error of institutions, which

make men of genius and originality ap

pear insane. Now, come with us and

journey as we do the whole day, if ne

cessary. There will perhaps be an hour

in which Trismegistus will be in the

mood to speak of something besides mu

sic. You must not press him; it will

come of itself at a given moment.

Chance may awaken his old ideas. We

depart in an hour. Our presence here

may bring new dangers upon the head of

my husband. Any where else we should

not risk being recognized after so many

years of exile. We are going to Vienna

by the chain of the Bozhmer-Wald and

the course of the Danube. It is a jour

ney which I formerly made and which I

shall recommence with pleasure. \Ve

are going to see two of our children, the

eldest, whom some friends in easy cir

cumstances have wished to keep for the

purpose of instructing; for all are not

born to be artists, and each should walk

in life by the path which Providence has

marked out for him."

Such are the explanations which this

strange woman, urged by our questions

and often interrupted by our objections,

gave to us of the kind of life she had

adopted in conformity with the tastes and

ideas of her husband. We accepted with

joy the offer she made, and followed her;

when we left the hot with her, the civic

guard, which had been formed to stop us,

opened its ranks to let us pass. “ Come,

my children,” cried the Zingara to them

in her full and harmonious voice, “your

friend awaits you under the lindens—

'l‘his is the most beautiful moment of the

day, and we will have the morning pray

er in music. Trust in these two friends,”

added she, designating us by the beauti

ful and naturally theatrical gesture;

“they are ours, and wish us only good."

The peasants rushed forward after us

shouting and singing. As we walked,

the Zingara informed us that she and her

family intended to leave the hamlet that

morning. “ It must not be mentioned,"

added she; “ such a separation would oc

casion too many tears, for we have many 1

 

friends here. But we are not safe in this

place. Some old enemy might pass, and

recognize Albert de Rudolstadt under the

Bohemian costume.”

We reached the square of the hamlet,

a green lawn, surrounded by enormous

lindens which permitted to appear, be

tween their ancient trunks, humble cot

tages and capricious paths, traced and

worn by the feet of flocks. This place

seemed to us enchanted, seen by the

earliest rays of the oblique sun, which

caused the emerald carpet of the fields to

glisten, while the silvery vapors of the

morning folded themselves upon the sides

ofthe neighboring mountains. The shady

places seemed to have retained some of

the bluish clearness of the night, while

the tops of the trees were tinged with

gold and purple. Every thing was pure

and distinct, every thing appeared to us

fresh and young, even the ancient. lindens,

the roofs covered with moss, and the old

men with white beards who came smiling

out of their huts. In the tnidst of the

open space, where a small thread of crys'

tal water flowed, dividing itself and cross

ing under the feet, we saw Trismegistus

surrounded by his children, two charming

little girls, and a boy of fifteen, hand

some as the Endymion of the sculptors

and the poets. “ This is Wanda," said

the Zingara to us, as she presauted to us

the elder of her daughters, “and the

younger is called \Venceslawa. As to

our son, he has received the beloved

name of his father's best friend, he is

called Zdenko. Old Zdenko has a marked

preference for him. You see that he

holds my \Veuceslawa between his legs

and the other on his ltuecs. But he does

not think of them; his eyes are fixed on

my son, as if he could not be satisfied

with the sight of him.”

We looked at the old man. Two

streams of tears flowed down his cheeks,

and his bony face, furrowcd with wrin—

kles, had an expression of beatitude and

ecstasy, as he contemplated the young

man, this last shoot of the Rutlolstadts,

who bore his slave's name with joy, and

who stood erect beside him, one hand in

his. I could have wished to paint this

group and Trismegistus near them, gazing

at them by turns with an affectionate air,

while he tuned his violin and tried his

bow. “It is you, friends,” said he, re

plying cordially to our respectful saluta

tions. “ My wife then has been to seek

you? She has done well. I have some

good things to say to-day, and I shall be

happy to have you hear them.”

He then played the violin with even

more breadth and majesty than the even

ing before. At least such was our im

pression, become stronger and more de

licious by our contact with that rustic

memhly, vtlhich thrilled with pleasure
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and enthusiasm at hearing the ancient

ballads of the father-land and the sacred

hymns of former liberty. Emotion dis

played itsclf differently upon those manly

faces. Some, like Zdenko, transported

into the vision of the past, held in their

breath, and seemed impregnated with

poetry, like the thirsty plant which greed

ily drinks in the drops of a beneficent

rain. Others, carried away by a holy

fury at thought of the evils of the pre

sent. clenched their fists, and, threatening

invisible enemies, seemed to call Heaven

to witness their degraded dignity, their

insulted virtue. There were subs and

groans, frenzied applauses and cries of

delirium.

“ Friends," said Albert to us as he

concluded, “look at those simple men!

They have perfectly understood whatI

wished to say to them; they do not ask

of me, as you did yesterday, the meaning

of my prophecies.”

“ Still, you have spoken to them only

of the past," said Spartacus, greedy of

his words.

“ The past, the future, the present!

\Vhat vain subtleties!” returned Tris

megistus, smiling. “ Does not man carry 1

all three of them in his heart, and is not!

his existence entire within that triple mc

dium'.l But, since you absolutely require

words to depict ideas, listen to my son;

he will sing to you a canticle, of which

his mother has made the music, and my

self the verses." "

The beautiful youth advanced, with a

calm and modest air, into the midst of the

circle. You could see that his mother,

without thinking that she flattered a

weakness, had said to herself that, by

right and perhaps also from duty, it was

necessary to respect and acknowledge the

beauty of the artist. She dresses him

with a certain elegance; his superb locks

are combed with care, and the stuth of

his rustic suit are of a brighter color and

a lighter wcb than those of the rest of

the family. He took 08‘ his cap, saluted

his audience with a kiss sent collectively

from the tips of his fingers, to which a

hundred kisses, sent in the same manner,

replied with fervor; and after his mother

had preluded on her guitar with a pecu

liar genius, derived from southern climes,

he began to sing, accompanied by her,

the following words, which I translate

for you from the Sclave, and the admira

ble music of which they were also willing

I should note down.

i

THE GOOD GODDESS OF POVERTY.

A BALLAD.

 

“Paths sanded with gold, verdant

heaths, ravines loved by the chamois,l

greet mountains crowned with stars,,

wandering torrents, impenetrable forests,l

Istars shine for him more large and more

let pass, lot pass the good goddess, the

goddess of poverty!

“ Since the world exists, since men

were. created, she traverses the world,

she dwells among men, she travels sing

ing, or she sings working—the goddess,

the good goddess of poverty!

“.Some men assembled to curse her.

They found her too beautiful and too gay,

too nimble and too strong. ‘ Let us tear

away her wings,’ said they; ‘let us load

her with chains, let us bruise her with

blows, that she may suffer, that she

may perish— the goddess of poverty ! ’

_ f‘ They have chained the good gbddess,

they have beaten and persecuted her;

but they could not debase her. She has

taken refuge in the soul of poets, in the.‘

soul of peasants, in the soul of artists, in

the soul of martyrs, in the soul of saints

—the good goddess, the goddess of pov

erty!

“ She has walked more than the wan

dering .lew; she has travelled more than

the swallow; she is older than the cathe

dral of Prague, and younger than the egg

of the wren; she has multiplied more

upon the earth than the strawberries in

the Btebmer-Wald—the goddess, the

good goddess of poverty !

“ She has had many children, and she

has taught them the secret of God; she

spoke to the heart of Jesus upon the

mountain; to the eyes of queen Libussa

when she became enamored of a laborer;

to the spirit of John and Jerome upon the

funeral pyre 0f Constance; she knows»

more of it than all the doctors and all

the bishops—the good goddess of pov

erty !

“ She always makes the grandest and

most beautiful things that are seen upon

the earth; it is she who cultivates the

fields and prunes the trees; it is she who

leads the flocks, singing the most beauti

ful airs; it is she who sees the day dawn,

and who receives the first smile of the

sun—the good goddess of poverty!

“It is she who builds with green

bongbs the cabin of the wood-cutter, and

who gives to the poacher the sight of the

eagle; it is she who raises the most

beautiful children, and who makes the

plough and the spade light in the hands

of the old man—the good goddess of

poverty!

“It is she who inspires the poet, and

who renders the violin, the guitar and

the flute eloquent under the fingers of

the wandering artist; it is she who car

ries him on her light wing from the

source of the Moldaw to that of the Dan,

ubc; it is she who crowns his hair

with pearls of dew, and who makes the

 

clear—the goddess, the good goddess of

poverty!

“ It is she who instructs the ingenious‘

 

artizan, and who teaches him to cut stone,

to carve marble, to fashion gold and sil

ver, copper and iron; it is she who

makes the flax supple and fine as hair un

der the fingers of the old mother and the

young girl—the good goddess of pov

erty!

“It is she who holds up the hovel

shaken by the storm; it is she who hus

bands the rosin of the torch and the oil

of the lamp; it is she who kneads the

bread of the family and who weaves gar

ments for winter and for summer; it is

she who feeds and nourishes the world —

the good goddess of poverty!

“It is she who has built the great

chateaus and the old cathedrals; it is she

who carries the sabre and the musket ; it

is she who makes war and conquests; it

is she who collects the dead, who nurses

the wounded, and who hides the van

quished — the good goddess of poverty !

“ Thou art all gentleness, all patience,

all strength and all mercy, O goud god

dess! It is thou who unitest all thy

children in a holy love, and who givest to

them charity, faith, hope, 0 goddess of

poverty !

" Thy children will one day cease to

bear the world upon their shoulders;

they will be rewarded for their sufferings

and their labors. The time approaches

when there will no longer be either rich

or poor, when all men will consume the

fruits of the earth, and enjoy equally the

gifts of God; but thou wilt not be for

gotten in their hymns, 0 good goddess of

poverty !

“ They will remember that thou wast

their fruitful mother, their robust nurse

and their church militant. They will

pour balm upon thy wounds, and they

will make for thee of the rejuvenated and

perfumed earth a bed on which thou canst

at last repose, 0 good goddess of pov

erty!

“ W'hilc awaiting the day of the Lord,

torrents and forests, mountains and val

leys, heaths swarming with little flowers

and little birds, roads sanded with gold

which have no master, let pass, let pass

the goddess, the good goddess of pov—

erty ! "

Imagine to yourself this ballad, given

in beautiful verses, in a sweet and sim

ple language, which seems to have been

made for the lips of youth, adapted to a

melody which moves the heart and draws

from it the purest tears, a seraphic

voice which sings with an exquisite pur

ity, an incomparable musical accent; and

all this in the mouth of the son of Tris

megistus, the pupil of the Zingara, of

the most beautiful, the most candid and

the best endowed of the children of earth !

If you can represent to yourself, as a

frame, a vast group of manly, ingenuous
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and picturesque figures, in the midst of

one of Ruysdae'l's landscapes, and the

torrent which was not seen, but which

sent, from the bottom of the ravine, as

it were, a fresh melody mingled with

the far-off tinkling bells of the goats on

the mountain, you will conceive our

emotion and the inefl‘able poetic delight

in which we remained for a long time

plunged.

To be Continued.

For the Harbluger.

CANXIBALISM.

XNCOHERENCE OF MAN ‘VITH THE ANIMAL

CREATION THROUGH PEIH‘ERSION 0F HlS

ORGANIC LIFE AND SENSE 0F TASTE,

UNDER THE LAW OF SELl-‘lSllNESS.

Messrs. EDITORS :-—Allow me through

your columns to appeal to the taste and

conscience of our friends on a subject

which, though not new, has, I think, not

yet been presented from the true point of

view. It does not act so powerfully on

our sympathies as the great questions of

Legal Homicide, of Peace and War, of

Slavery, of the Freedom of our Soil from

speculating monopoly, of the Rights of

the Poor, or of Co'operative Industry,

which embrace all classes and all inte

rests. But although the evil of whiehI

would speak seems to lie nearer the sur

face, than those which the divine spirit of

those grand reforms is laboring to absorb

and to transform into their opposite goods,

in transforming their causative principle,

the universal incoherence of interests, into

the universal unity ofinterests ofa human

and a Christian brotherhood; it is one

which 'is as deeply rooted as any of those

evils in the chaos of ignorance and selfish

ness, the crude and early epochs of social

growth, not yet penetrated by that Divine

Love which seeks to introduce itself as

the transforming and regenerating prin

ciple of that civil society which must

clothe and embody it.

Cannibalism! Yes, the Cannibalism

of the United States, and the city of

Boston, in the nineteenth century. I

speak of that feature of the permanent

internal war. organized in our present

relations, by which man, leaving the

natural position of a frugiverous creature,

assigned to him by his anatomical struc

ture, and by his place in the families of

the animal kingdom, among the cheiro

theria, (creatures with grasping extremi

ties like hands,) which are none of them

carniverous by nature, has joined the

army of “ the Beast," and given to the

state of moral incoherence an expression

as graphic as it is horrible, in the habit of

killing and eating ltis humbler fellow

creatures. ' ‘

Every prevalent sentiment, doctrine and

custom, corresponds to certain periods of

 

humanitary growth,and is out of place and

untrue in others either too early or too

late. We must not seek in the dunghill

for the sweet and fragrant flower, nor ex

pect to find the aroma of the ripe peach

in the green and sour knob. This custom,

so universal, is the natural and inevitable;

expression of the antagonism of interest

which characterizes those social relations

in which the capitalist devours the labor

er, the exchanger the producer, and every

nation, class and individual, must struggle

against the rest, to preserve its own ex

istonce.

But, a new light has now risen upon

the world ; a law of Harmony has

been revealed; the intelligence of our

age is marching to organize that uni

ty of which Christ's life and teach

ings kindled the aspiration; thousands

among us are far advanced in spirit

beyond the actual customs, sects, and

institutions of strife z—Man, transform

ed, is to become the archetype of a

new creation, where the tiger, the viper,

the rat, and the bug,—every form in

which nature has mirrored the perver

sions of human character and passion and

their social effects, is to give place to

antitypes as beautiful and beneficent as

the passions and social results of a serial

order which conciliates all interests whilst

providing for each its highest develop

ment; spiritualizing each sense, and in

earnating each sentiment.

It belongs to the advent of this era of

redemption, and the aspiration for its ful

filment now so strong in many hearts,

that though not all men, yet a large class

and number, should afford in their lives

some foretype of the dawning harmonies

ofthe future, by purifying themselves from

that bloody expression of man‘s incohev

rence with nature, in the devouring of

his fellow creatures. The heart exults as

it feels itself borne on the mighty wave of

humanitary impulse, as the sea of love

flowing in from the spiritual world presses

on to a higher tide-mark on the sands of

time than any previous age has felt.

There are thousands whose lives Open

themselves to receive this tide in every

fibre of their being, and these must

join in giving to our social and organic

life, our markets and our tables, a more

harmonic and a less brutal expression;

must disdain any longer to make chamel

houses of their kitchens, grave-yards of

their stomachs, or to carry about like

walking tombstones, the brutal counte

nance of the slain impressed upon their

features.

I had at first intended to confine myself

to one abominable thing, the immense

consumption of pork,—-a practice for

which no plea of habit or constitutional

necessity can be sustained, since it is the

 

grossest, the least digestible, and the

most frequently diseased of all meats; is

known in the East as a source of leprosy

and other forms of scrofula, and exerts,

for all that we know to the contrary, the

same baneful influence here on those

forms of scrofula peculiar to our own

climate, where consumption dccimales

human life. The flesh of the hog has

been accounted unclean by the five great

religious dispensations within the_ range

of our history, the Jewish, the Magian,

the Hindoo, the Mahummedan, and the

Christian. Christ gave to it his general

disapprobation, as a violation of that Mo

saic‘law which he came “ not to destroy,

but to fulfil,” and his special reprobation,

by the casting out of the devils into

the bodies of the swine; an act which

speaks stronger than language. Let these

then who are not ready for an entire

change, at least cease to pollute them

selves with pork, as an abominable food

which fills their bodies with disease, w

incarnating these wandering demons, and

obstructing the soul's growth and action

through its material organization.

It is no privation, no asceticism that we

plead for. If the more exquisite appreci

ation of the savors of grains, vegetables

and fruits in their varied preparations and

artistic combinations cannot fullyootnpen

sate to the palate and the stomach, we

have still left numerous resources in the

preparations from milk and eggs, cheeses,

curds, puddings, &c., which, with or

without wine, in the hands of a skilful

cook, can supply to us any degree of

stimulus short of fever point.

To some of the clergy who advocated

capital punishment, it was once proposed

that they should olliciate as executioners

of the rite of hanging, as they deemed it

holy and pleasing in the sight of God,

and it was justly urged, that if they re

fused that oflice for themselves with her

ror and disgust, they had no right to

require or to tempt by pecuniary motives,

a brother man to contaminate himself

with it. Let every man and woman who

reads this, take it home to themselves in

its application to animals. If they do not

feel that the killing and eating of their

fellow creatures is repugnant to their

purest moral consciousness, let them

once he butchers for themselves; and if

they shrink from crushing the head of a

living or or driving a knife into the neck

of a sheep, flaying and dressing them,

let them not require those brutalizing

actions of their brothers and sisters.

It may be asked, if we do not eat these

creatures, will they not multiply until we

or they must starve; and are we not

supplying that natural provision against

this emergency, which God originally

made in the creation of the wolf and the

lion, which have fled before us!

Is not this also a beneficent provision,
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since while preserving always an amount

of life correspondent to the fertility of the

planet, it selects that life from the youth

and health of the animal kingdom, from

the season of pleasure, and spares it a

painful old age, embittered by neglect,

decrepitude and disease?

The characteristic of these questions,

whose objection will to many appear at

first sight unanewcrable, is that they

refer to a subversive equilibrium, which

combats one evil by another.

This is the character of compensation

during the epochs of incoherence, of

antagonism and conflict; in the natural

world, in the social world, in the spiritual

world ; ——ages, over which reigns an

inverse Providence, establishing hostile

relations of man with nature, whose life

he devastates and perverts by his mis

management of the earth entrusted to his

rule; of man with his fellow man, by

the external warfare of nations, and the

internal warfare of classes, castes, and

individual interests; and of man with

God, through his manifestation in nature

and in his fellow man, and by rebellion in

substituting the arbitrary legislation of

his own reason, of which the results

have in all ages been the vicious circle of

Poverty, Fraud, Oppression, \Var, De

rangement of Climates and Deterioration

of Soils, Generation of Diseases, General

Ignorance, Error anrl Prejudice,vUniver

sal Incoherenco and Duplicity of Action ;

for the divine government by Attraction,

whose permanent revelation and stimulus

has in all ages continually acted upon man

as upon the planets, the atoms of matter,

and the lower animals and social insects,

and which only awaits the organization

of the kingdom of heaven in the saute

serial hierarchy which distributes the bar

monies of their movements, to create the

passional harmonies of our society in the

triune sphere of, sensation, alfcction, and

intelligence; and from a basis of united

interests in co-opcrativc' industry, to

evolve results opposite to those vwhich

flow from the incoherence of human

legislation, namcly: Graduated Riches,

Practical Truth in all Relations, Efficient

Mutual Gnaranties, Equilibrium of Cli

mates and integral Culture of the Earth,

Integral Health, Experimental and Ind uc

tive Science and Education, General and

Collective Philanthropy, Unity of Action.

The equilibrium and compensation in

this latter period, the law of whose or

ganization has been discovered and devel

oped in its practical details and stands

ready for embodiment, is the balance

between different sorts of good, as that of

the first was the balance between different

sorts of evil.

During the‘ages of incoherence, in

which evil and suffering predominate, the

inverse Providence adapted to them,

 

shortens the lives of men and animals to

less than one-third of their natural period,

by means of war, famine, pestilence and

cannibalism.

The reproduction of the species main—

tains an inverse ratio to the perfection of

the individual, a law equally ascertained

and recognized in vegetable and in animal

life, in its application to the rose-bush.

the horse, or to man.

The wild flowers grow abundantly

from the seed, but the gardener often

fails to procure seed from his highly de

veloped and composite flowers. The

horse-breeder sometimes gets his mares

into such high condition that he must

stint their food, work them down and

positively ill use them, before they will

conceive. Salacity and the dominance of

the generative functions are always

found in connection with either a low

grade of human life, or a comparatively

lower state of the muscular force or the

spiritual life in the individual. The lion,

the horse, the elephant, and other noble

creatures breed slowly, and bring forth at

most twins; but the hog, the rabbit and‘

all those which are low and rudiments]

in the scale of development are propor

tionally prolific. The whole class of

ave: are more so than the mammalia, the

amphibia than the over, and the pisces than

the amp/tibia;

Individual development being stunted

and fragmentary during the periods of in

coherence, there results a constant ten

dency to excessive pullulation: amongst

the human race this is greatest precisely

among the classes to whom it is most

pernicious, the laboring poor, whose

hard fate precludes the varied resources

of passional life open to the rich, and pre

vents an equally integral development.

Malthus, seeing no issue from civilization,

was, from his point of view, perfectly

right in chanting the praises of war,

famine and pestilence, as the agents for

preserving equilibrium between popula

tion and subsistence during this subver

sive epoch. The devouring of animals

by each other, which answers the same

purposes in another sphere, is then equally

legitimate. -

In the harmonic epochs, on the contra

ry, which we can immediately enter by

organizing industrial partnerships embrac

ing all classes, and retributing by dividend

the three faculties of capital, labor, and

skill; distributing functions in minute

subdivisions according to capacity and at

tractions; operating in groups of spon

taneous formation, and interlocking those

groups by short sessions, which shall al

ternate the occupations and social com

binations of the individual, and connect

his interest with many'Others whilst at

taining for him the most integral develop

ment : — in the harmonic epochs, this do

 
velopment, extended to all classes of the

animal kingdoms through their connection

with man, constantly tends to bring the

number of births into equilibrium with

the number of deaths, and it is hardly

asking an undue confidence in the cor

rcctness of God‘s mathematics, to pre

suppose that at the highest point of devel

opment this equilibrium will be attained.

The second objection, in reference to

the superior quality of the life limited to

the youth and vigor of the creature, is

not sound, since the majority both of men

and animals are now cut 06‘, not at the

point between maturity and decrepitnde,

but in the very bud of youth. Besides,

in a true social order integrally adapted

to the nature of man, the decline of

years will be free from pain and de

crepitude; will be so clasped with love

and veneration in the long established

and strong rooted tics of social solidarity

to the heart of its large home, that its

green old age will be not the least plea

sant period of life to the individual, nor,

like the richly laden fruit tree of autumn

bending under the wealth of ripe and

golden experience, the least usent to so

ciety. We shall not then hasten to bury

our fathers, nor will the faithful creatures

with whom we have lived in the interchange

(ff friendly ofliccs be less welcome to their

life and its mjoymtnls.

To be Continued.

T0 POETS.

A LETTER FROM CARLYLE.

We are indebted to a Scottish friend

for an original private letter (now lying

before us) from THOMAS CARLYLE to a

young rclativc, a weaver lad (now of

this city) who, being addicted to verse

writing, had sent some of his effusions to

his eminent cousin for critical inspection.

Carlyle responded in the following letter,

so wise, so truthful, manly, “hole-some,

that he cannot censure our improvement of

the fortune which now gives it to the pub

lic through the columns of The Tribune.
Should he be disposed to uhjcct,iwe beg

him to consider that our country, even

more than itis own, has many thousands

of sanguine youth, who need precisely the

counsel given in this letter, and who will

hear and heed it from him sooner than

from any other. Here is the letter:

Read and profit! -— 'I‘rilnme.

Cur-:Lsm, Feb.2l,184-l.

Dear Cousin Alexander:

I have looked over your verses, and

am glad to observe that you possess an

intelligent mind, an open, affectionate

heart, and are heartily disposed to do

what you can for instructing and unfold

ing yourself. My very sincere wish is

that those good qualities may be turned

to account, and help to make you a use

ful man and effectual “doer of your

vvork ” in this world.

There can be no harm in amusing your

leisure with verses, if you find it an

amusement; but certainly 1 would by no

means recommend you to prosecute it in

any way as an employment, for in that

sense I think it can turn to nothing but
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an obstruction and a disappointment.

Verse-writing, notwithstanding all the

talk you hear about it, is in almost all

cases a totally idle alfair: a man was not

sent into this world to write verses— no!

if he finds himself called to speak, let

him speak, manfully. some “ Words of

truth and soberness; " and, in general,

leave the singing and verse-making part

of it, till the very last extremity, of some

inward or outWard call, drive him irresist

ibly thither. Nay, in these times, I

observe there is less and less attention

paid to things in verse; and serious per

sons every where find themselves dis

posed to hear what a man has to say, the

sltorlest way and the direrlcst — that is to

say, disencumbered of rhyme. l for my

share am well content with this tendency

of the world.

If you will prosecute the cultivation of

our speculative faculties, which surely

is highly laudable in all men, then l should

think it would be a much likelier method

that you addicted yourself to acquiring

real information about the things that ex

ist around you in this world, and that

have existed here: this, surely, must be

the basis of all good results in the way

of thought, speech or speculation for a

man. In a word 1 would have you em

ploy your leisure'in reading instructive

books, conversing with intelligent men,

anxiously seeking out such, anxiously en

deavoring to render yourself worthy of

such. in Harwich there must be some

ublic library, perhaps there are several.

would have you struggle to get admit

tance to one of these; perhaps that is not

impossible for you. To read even a few

good books, above all to read them well;

this is the clear way toward spiritual ad

vancement; a way that will become al

ways the clearer, too, the farther one

steadfastly perseveres in it.

But on the whole it should always be

kept in mind that a man’s faculty is not

given him in the long run for speculation,

that no man‘s faculty is so given him.

The harmony ofqu which Would fain

utter itself from you in rhymed verses,

how much nobler to make it utter itself

in rhymed conduct! in excellent, manful

endeavor to subdue the ruggedness of

your life under your feet, and every

where. make order reign around you of

what is disorder! This is a task all men

are born to, and all other tasks are either

nothing, or else branches of this.

\Vhether these hurried words will have

any light for you at present l know not,

but,‘ if my wishes could avail, you should

not want for guidance. ‘

Tell your good little sister to be very

careful of the Spring winds: Summer

will help her. Give my kind regards to

your fatherz—and, persisting with the

best insight you have, prosper well.

Yours, very truly, T. CARLYLE.

THEORY AND PRACTICE. While llllt

ing to Reidel the other day,on his approach

ing death by sentence of the law, a Clergy

msn, whose devotion to his master’s will

had led him to visit the unfortunate prisoner,

was dcscauting on the duties of charity.

Reidel heard him patiently for some time,

but at length observed: “ You say if you

haf two coat, gif one away to de neighbor.

Now you his coat and a cloak. l hafonly

'tls tam ole jacket; gif me te cloak." We

did not hear how the worthy clergyman

l
r

 

relished this practical application of his

preaching.-— Pittsburgh Journal.

 

[Ij’A certain celebrated M. P., making

inquiry concerning the origin of the word

“ Parliament," was gravely informed that it

was derived from two French verbs, name

ly, " Parler," to speak, “ Meulir," to lie.

[1? The following characteristic petition

was presented to the State Legislature re

cently, by Mr. Latham, of “'illiamstown:

“ To the Honorable the Senate and Home

of Representatives in General Court as

sembled : , _ I

“ The petition of John Tatlock, professor

of mathematics in Williams College. Your

petitioner is a subject of the Government of

Great Britain. He has taken up his abode

in this gondly Commonwealth, and has taken

to himself one of the daughters of the land,

to be his wife. The climate not being adapt

ed to the dwelling in tents, he needs a house,

and, being fond of husbandry, he wants a

spot of land where he may plant trees,

pleasant to the eye and good for food,and

where he may gladdcn his eyes and soften

his heart with the sight of the beautiful

flowers to which he was accustomed in the

land of his fathers’ sepulchres. Your 'peti

tioner therefore prays that your honorable

body would grant him the right to hold real

estate to the value of five thousand dollars;

and your petitioner, as in duty bound, will

ever pray.

“ God save the Commonwealth of Massa

chusetts. JoHrv TATLOCK.

" lViIliams College, Jan. 80, 1847."

 

Lannnoans AND Rest". Of all the

curses with which this city is infested, that

of high rents is probably the most frightful.

Thousands of hard-working people are driven

up town to get a place for their wives and

families to reside in, three or four miles from

their places of work, in order to avoid the

frightfully extravagant rents that have to be

paid by people down town ; and even at the

distance of three miles from the City Hall,

the rents are so high that a laboring man can

only afibrd to engage the part of a house.

The fact is, that the cramming into one‘

house of three or four families, is the cause

of more vice and misery, more suffering in

every way, sickness, debauchery, seduction,

assaults, and even murder, than all other

causes put together. Male and female chil

dren of from ten to eighteen years of age,

are frequently placed in the same bed-room

to sleep, without distinction, or a miserablel

curtain at the most is drawn across part of

the room. Parents are compelled to sleep in

the some room with grown-up daughters,

 

and the delicate feelings of female mode-ty

are broken down and destroyed. Quarrelsi

occur between women about the most trifling

things. A broom is left on the stairs, the‘

back door is left open, or the front door is

shut and locked when one of the husbands

is out late at night. A row and fight begino‘l

in consequence of this. The clothes line‘

are cut; the water in the cistern is used up, i

l

 

or ashes are left on the baclr stoop and trod

into the hull carpet. in short, tin-re is no

end of these annoyances. We hope and

trust that our fellow citizens will not in their

struggles to get houses, encourage landlords

in their universal game of robbery. And if

there is any heart left amongst landlords, we

ask them, for God's sake, not to raise rents

any higher. — Subterranean.

THE PEOPLE‘S SUNDAY

MEETING.

339 WASHlNG’ION STREET.

On Sunday last, :1 Lecture was deliv

ered by ALBERT Brussus, Esq., on the

subject of “Association,” or the new

Social System of Society as discovered

and taught by the celebrated French

philosopher, CHARLES Founisrt. Mr.

Brisbane commenced by giving a descrip

tion of society as it now exists. Ile drew

a vivid picture of the frauds of tradc, the

tyranny of capital, the tricks of the pro

fessions, the degradation of labor, and

the increasing poverty of the working

classes. Upon these various points he

dwelt at considerable length, and exhibit

ed a knowledge respecting them—their

causes and effects—which could only

been derived from a long and careful

study and observation. From this synop

sis, he passcd to the consideration of the

proposed remedy for all these glaring

evils. This remedy, he contended,

would be found in the system or science

of Association, as developed by Fourier.

The Social System which that great gen

ius discovered, is founded in all its parts,

said the Lecturer, in strict accordance

with the laws of man's nature. it edu

cates and developes thoroughly all his

faculties— social, mechanical, intellec

tual, scientific, moral and religious, mak

ing him, in all respects, as perfect and

happy as his nature will allow. in place

of social or domestic discord, it substi

tutes harmony; hanishes ignorance by

presenting knowledge in such a charm

ing light as to make study delightful;

improves the morals by mending the heart;

and institutes the only correct religion or

true love of God, that is, love to man

kind. it does all this. and much more,

from the legitimate workings of a mighty

principle which Fourier alone is entitled

to the high honor of discovering. This

principle consists in the solution of the

hitherto unknown problem of so organiz

ing labor of all kinds as to make it at~

tractive.

ATTRACTIVE INDUSTRY, therefore, is

the grand secret of Fourierism—tho

“open sesame” which discloses all the

charms of Association—the pivot on

“'lllCll every thing turns iti this new so

cial system. Under its magic influence,

labor becomes pleasure; the dark, dingy,

and unhealthful work-shop is transformed

to a light, airy, and elegant palace, fes

tooned and frcscoed with all the embellish

ments of art and genius; the workmen

are no longer subject to the dictation of

tyrannical masters nor the despotism of

capital, because they own the machines

with which they work, and the profits of

their labor are divided among themselves;

children are all well educated; Women

cease to be the slaves of the kitchen, be

cause cooking is done upon an improved

plan, and as the whole Association com~

poses but one family, the saving in

cooking in regard to time and money,
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will release women from the long and

toilsome drudgery to which they are now

I subjected; there will also be the choicest

fruits and vegetables growing in the gar

dens and the fields, with which to regale

the palate, the finest music, painting, and

statuary, to please the ear and the eye,

the most learned dissertations on science

to gratify the intellect. the best moral les

sons to improve the heart, and the incul

cation of the truest religious sentiment

for the expanding and uplifting of the

soul—in short, a true Association will

'give to man, Woman, and child, every

thing good and desirable. As the warm

imagination of the ingenious and enthusi

astic Lecturer revelled in these bright

scenes, we unconsciously forgot ourselves

for a little while, and thought we were in

Heaven, only that he placed it on earth,

where heaven ought to be. However,

this to our mind was no objection, since

as this world is our “summum bonum,"

we cannot but respect the man who la

hors to improve it. Whether the system

of Association, take it all in all. will pro

duce the reform in society, which is so

much needed, is perhaps questionable,

from the fact that it is probably iinpracti~

cable. But let every one judge of that

for himself. It is an important subject,

and is engaging the deepest attention of

some of the purest minds and best hearts

in the country, foremost among whom is

ALBERT Batsaaxc. We are not able, as

yet, to resist the conviction. that in some

things he was quite visionary, but we

must say, however, that in many thian

he was sound and practical, and that his

lecture, as a whole, was one of the most

able and interesting addresses on society

and its evils we have ever heard—Bos—

lon Ini'r'slignlor.

REVIEW.

Uni/y and Peace. A Sermon, preached

b/fore the Church oft/re Unily. Vibr

ceslrr, Jan. 10, [847. By Joan WEISS.

Preacher of the First Congregational

 
 

 

Church, Watettuwn. Published by

Request. Worcester: Elihu Burritt

& Co. pp. 19.

Long live the church in which such

wnrds as these are heard and taken to

heart! Unity and Peace would not be

far off, if the pulpit every where rang

out with tones as true and well-timed.

Could all the pulpits be brought up to the

mark, to one simultaneous volley, some

day, after this sort, it would change

commerce, it would change politics, it

would compel professing followers of the

Prince of Peace really to discover the

conditions by which unity and peace are

possible, and to seek unity even in those

obstinate material interests which thus far

resist the unity of spirit. But the pol

pits, we know, will not do this, except in

here and there a solitary noble instance,

like the present; because the church, as

well as the state, is the convenient and

pliant servitor of commerce, one of its

organized instrumentalities for the pre

servation of property and for securing

the respect that is due to it; and those

who pay dictate to those who pray.

 

Mr. \Veiss, in a style of remarkable

vigor, elegance, and poetic warmth as

well as wealth of imagery, unfolds the

great Christian conception of the Unity

of man upon this globe. He first reflects

that the varieties of nations, individual

character and position, are the indispen

sable prerequisites of harmony.

‘-' If we study the history of the different races

of men that have appeared, or still exist, upon

the earth’s surface, we shall find that, by being

distinct, they are able to repair each othcr's de

ficiencies : and that their separate traits, instead

of provoking to conflict and dissension, might

be made to effect a harmony : as a chord in

music is the result of notes that differ. Rightly

understood, all nature's difference would make

all nature's peace. It hardly belongs to our

present province to show, by example, how

those combinations might be effected; interest

ing as the research would be. Suffice it to say,

that each race preponderates in some respect.

and has something in excess which another race

has in deficiency. You will perceive, then, that

under a less artificial and more Christian social

system than the present, they would be brought

so near as to lend to each other—that is to say,

in practice, and for mutual growth and the pur

poses of life. And to some extent they would

actually blend, and catch each other’s traits : as

we see every day, in our own circle of observa

tion, the most obstinate and refractory natures

coming together and modifying each other, ac

cording to the laws of spiritual contact. In

such a system, there would be the truest division

of labor, each people doing, thinking, inventing

that which it found most congenial and appro

priate. But it is evident that such a condition

of things must depend upon co-opcration and

peace, whereas now we see jealousy, exclusive

ness and strife. The difl‘erent races seem to be

in irretrievable opposition; even cultivated na

tions stand upon their peculiarities, and look

coldly at each other over their frontier-lines of

river, sea, or mountain, and trust with difficulty

to the general points of union. Thus there is a ;

Weighty class of facts which seem to oppose the

scheme of universal harmony: and yet, all the

while, in the midst of the conflict and confusion,

many significant facts support the idea, and

lend a sanguine hope to the Christian thinker. i

The Bible prophecies still sound in his heart

and haunt his imagination, and he believes that

he may still expect ‘the unity of the spirit in‘

the bond of peace.’ ”

l

 

He then proceeds to indicate how easi

ly differences of religious creed, of lan

guages, and of old national feelings, will

accommodate themselves to the reform

ing law of Love, which seeks no other

unity but unity of essencn, with variety

of form.

What is this bond of unity!

swers:

He an

“It will result from asimple faith in moral

principles. A general harmony and co-opcration

must needs be based upon something which the

human heart, in all circumstances and diversi

ties, acknowledges to be universal, and forever

necessary. This cannot be anything which is

the product of the intellect, more or less on

lightened: whether it be creeds and theologies

—laws and institutions—customs and policies.

 

These melt with last year's snows on the Andes,

the granite peak which sustained them being

left bare and eternal. Thcy pass away with the

generations which conceived them for their

brief convenience. They reflect the mood of

the moment; they only serve to indicate how

high the tide of growth has risen. The intellect

of men will forever preserve this diversity of

action, just as their faces will preserve their

separate tones and features. But the great

scheme of the Beatitudes, the evcr-grccn exam

ple of Jesus Christ, the simple moral elements

of his mighty life, will build the platform of that

future unity, which no man ever dreamed with

a hope so glowing, or prophecied in words so

burning, as he who gave to humanity the means

for its fulfilment. There is nothing which the

human soul will ever lind eternal, nothing in

which capricious mortals ever will agree, except

the principles of a moral lifc. Give to all men

and races a pure moral conception of that life

of Christ, introduce its elements through the

intellect into the heart of humanity, teach them

that only kind of truth which sanctifics—and

they will rush together like kindred atoms.

Teach them that this common goodness is the

secret of common harmony, and all their diver

sitics will blend into a single form of moral life;

and the struggle and the intrigue‘and the great

ambition will be, who shall plant the standard

of God’s kingdom farthest in the van—who

shall bring up the most refractory races upon

the Christian platform, and into the generoul

current of Christian culture—who shall de

molish most distinctions—who shall soonest

effacc thcir noxious peculiarities. A clear con

ception of the Beatitudes alone, their vast ca

pacity, their exhaustive meaning, equal with the

soul itself, will surmount the barriers of all the

centuries, and fill up every creek and inlet with

the fertilizing tide. The State will be the world

--the Nation will beall mankind—the Church

of God will be builded out of human hearts,

which are made of one color, and are full of

one blood, and whose pulses beat with equal

motion beneath the shadow of the iceberg and

the palm."

This is all true. The inward spiritual

Law of unity is here fully stated; or

rather, its first principle, not its law of

application. The source whence unity

proceeds and which is unity, is stated ; but

not the law which regulates the distribu

tion of all things proceeding thence, and

harmonizes infinite variety. This moral

principle of unity, this omnipotence of

Love, as summed up in the Beatitudes,

has oftentimes been felt, and been the

burthen of muclt Christian teaching; but

why have the Beatitudes not passed into

the life and business of nations! why do

they fail to ultimate themselves in prac

tice! Because the old spirit of Anti

Christ, the old law of Force and Selfish

ness, has given to society its outward

mould, and all the business by which

men live, all that pertains to individual or

social economy, is still conducted on that

principle, separating men in spite of

all that conscience or the heart may

plead, and condemning every life, how

ever stirrcd with Christian aspirations, to

the poor practice of its daily circulation

in these false and narrow forms. Rivals

for bread, rivals for the mere privilege of
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living, cannot put in practice a great deal

of the law of Love; and competition

will drive out the Beatitudes until such

time as they shall exclude competition, by

the introduction of God's order into the

now chaotic and disorganized sphere of

industry and of material interests. This

is what they now demand, in order that

they may not always pass for impracti~

cable dreams, in order that their meaning

may not be always postponed to another

world: as if the harmony of another

world could ever compensate for the dis

cord of this world 5 But this demand the

sermon does not make. It simply urges

faith in moral principles. No doubt

they are strong enough to save the World ;

but a real faith in them, if it existed,

would be already taking the next step,

and asking how can society he organized

so as to admit the free play of these

principles. Truth and Love cannot pre

pare the kingdom of heaven upon earth,

without the application of some tnethod ;

between the cause and its legitimate re

sult, a middle term is needed, an ordering

wisdom and arranging science. Moral

principle prophecies the unity of all man

kind; its first work should be to seek the

science, and to determine the outward

form of that social unity. Else the tnen,

so—but why? Is it not, my friends.becausei

it is not anti-Christian? God forbid that the,

pulpit should ever meanly stoop to be national,i

at the expense of the Christ who is its chief]

corner-stone. God grant, my friends, that we,

at least, may have a sense of Christian honor,

nice enough to preserve us from such infamy,

and to keep us worthy of the religion we pro

fcss. For there is such :i thing as honor, dear

to the heart of a Christian, dearer than his life.

It was the impulse of honor known to the unre

sisting martyrs, in those times when the snap of

the fagot was more thrilling and eloquent than

the roar of cannon —whcn the column ofsmoke

resting upon the saintly head was the proudest

bnnner ever unfurled in the name of Right.

There is a Christian honor, and it is as far above

the honor of our self-styled patriot, as Christ is

hove Mars. The thought of it makes the very

soul pulse with emotion—as much sweeter and

more thrilling to the divinity within us, as the

peace-anthem of the angels was sweeter titan

the recruiting drum in our streets. This honor

is based upon holy love and renunciation; it

neither strives nor cries, it is not the voice of a

demngogue in the street. It comes to our

hearts, inspiring us with love of truth and eter

nal justice, nerving us to all sacrifice; and its

solute cannot be rolled from the hollow, blood

thirsty drum,--rather with the quick, solemn

beats of the laboring heart, and the rapid drop

ping of the overflowing eyes. This is Gospel

honor; these are the heroics of Christ and his

Apostles. It needs not the smallest crime to

establish its right, not one drop of blood to

moisten its roots. It is famous by no battle

7

 

Whose mm'al ins‘lncw are "'"Sl- ""3, Will ‘ field except that of the spirit, and hangs up no

continually keep lapsing from their faith, trophieg except in the heart, It, is commgn to

inasmuch as the actual is more powerful ; all nations, uniting them ‘like kindred drops,’

man the ideap The pulpit is always i not tearing them asunder in hatred and defiance.

warning inen to be good, to have faith,

and rely on principle; but it never hints

at the removal of organic social false

hoods, which make it a fatality that this

moral triumph shall find itself limited to

the church and the hour of service.

i'l‘his is the honor which endurcth all things

i rather than the judgments of God; too honora

ble to break the least of his commandments,

though the eyes of four hemispheres flash with

scorn; too truly great and noble to sacrifice a‘

3 single leaf of its Bible for the balance of power,i or the adjustment of claims. or for the sake of:

 

 

opposite topics, and throw light on all

questions, from the highest problems of

art or philosophy to the best method of

shoeing a horse. The three numbers

which have reached us hear the marks of

industry, talent, and very respectable

scholarship. The articles are written in

a creditable style and with an apparent

aim to do justice to all parties. We be

lieve the paper may be taken as a sin

cere expression of the opinions of its

writers, and not, as has been supposed

in some quarters, for the mere voice

of the publishers who advertise in its

columns.

Should any one however, look into it

for original or vigorous thought, he will

he badly disappointed. lts power never

riscs out of the respectable, and some

times sinks into the insipid. We confess

that we are surprised at its want of force

and substance. It has less character than

we thought we had a right to expect

from the namc of its editor. it seems all

the while as though it would fain be

something real, but had to yieldto influ

ences not altogether congenial, and be

what it is. Desiring at heart to look for

ward, it is compelled to look only side

ways and backwards, and so its eyes,

like all eyes askew, do not see very

clearly. It is conservative without any

depth of philosophy to give it weight.

It reminds us of an elegant gentleman of

good blood and breeding and handsome

clothes, but without a back-bone. It

gives you many good things, pleasing arti

cles, but it cannot take hold of you, never

compels your attention or leaves any spe

cial recollection in your mind. It is a

sort of handsome hybrid between the

This is criticism on the pulpit gene any Popular GM" of in! time- Chm“ ."e "'58 ‘ Past and the Present, without having the

rally ; and we can admire this sermon for

what it is, without finding fault with it

for what it is not.

Mr. Weiss next proceeds to what is

evidently the principal and immediate ob

ject of his discourse, and applies the les

son to our own times, refuting in a noble

and convincing manner the miserable

maxim which is now rife among our

rulers and so many of their clamorous

pseudo-patriotic followers, the maxim of

our “country, right or wrong ;.” and

that latest ear poslfaclo justification of the

war with Mexico, set forth by politicians

and demagogues, who seem to be won

derfully familiar with the designs of.

Providence,—that it is the destiny of

the Anglo-Saxon race, forsooth, to over

run this continent, and that all good pat

riots must volunteer, therefore, to help

Providence, even though it be by blood

and robbery. Let those who vapor so

much about national honor, read this

noble paragraph :

“lam perfectly itWarc that all this is likely

to be called unti-natinnsl. God grant it—it is

Iday between the false and the true honor; ye

Icannot serve two masters. Be on the side 0

God and virtue, for the very suite of the coun

try which has so proud and so pure a destiny to

accomplish. Represent the Gospel, proclaim

the Gospel, live the Gospel; for what shall it

profit our country, if it gain the whole world at

the expense of its soul 1 ”

l

The Literary “'orld. A Gazelle for Au

thors, RCGIILTS and Publishers.

This is the title of a new journal pub

lished in New York by Osgood and Co.,

136 Nassau St., and under the editorial

charge of Mr. Even-r A. Duvxmctr, the

accomplished caterer for the popular

press of Messrs. \Viley & Putnam. it

“is elegantly printed in imitation of the

London Athemeum, and seems sure of a

continued existence; being supported by

the great publishing establishments of

New York and Philadelphia. Its main

purpose is criticism, principally of books,

though it also takes notice of the fine arts,

not excluding music and the drama. in

,cach of these departments the editor has

iassistants competent to discuss the most.

 

 

distinctive qualities of either in any

i marked degree.

The special object of dislike to our

new cotemporary, seems to he a certain

indefinite something called Transcenden

talism, which from some indications, we

should think, was brought over from a

very foggy country, known as Germany,

by one Thomas Carlyle, and let loose in

England to the particular damage of a

Mr. Festus Bailey, an unfortunate gen

tleman who must be in a sad way indeed.

At other times, the critic speaks as if it

were a giant living in a cave, probably in

one of the hills on which Boston is built,

and sallying out from time to time to eat

young people, especially poets, who are

perhaps greener and tenderer than others.

However, as the World misses no chance

of giving it a shrewd cut, and as Mr.

Shakspeare Hudson appears to have en

listed his original and successful powers

in the same cause, the creature will no

doubt soon be done for and put out of the

way, though there is reason to fear that

the Carlyle above spoken of, us well as
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a notorious character called Emerson, on]

this side of the water, may die rather'

hard and protract the struggle.

Besides Transcendentalism, the critics

of the World have also heard of“ Fou

rierism," and of a set of misguided pco-l

ple who are deluded by it, and whose name '

is “ Fourieritcs." This does not how

ever, sectn to be so dangerous as the

other, for while Transcendentalism has

been gravely reprimanded on several

occasions, Fourierism gets the benefit

only of a vulgar sort of fling in the first

number, probably because it is not Worth

much, and is nothing more than a cheap

and easy subject to be smart upon.

But joking aside, we find nothing itt

this new paper to cause very high expec

tations of its future usefulness. It may

do something towards correcting bad

rhetoric, and even contribute to foster a

genteel taste in the fine arts. But this

is not tneat for these times or this coun

try. Book-making was a good trade

sometime ago, but its day is past; the

letter of Thomas Carler (O the Transcen

dentalist! ) in another column, presents a

good homily on that head. We want

something manlicr, more in earnest,

and more comprehensive. Superficiali

ties, no matter how fine, are not going to

satisfy this nation at present, and above

all, superficialitics of books,—tho skins of

skins. There may be a class of persons

to whom such a journal as the l/Vorld is

welcome; since we saw a person taking

notes ofa stupid sermon as it fell from the

lips of a stupid preacher, we have always

consoled ourselves with the reflection that

no class of minds need lack for appropri

ate food, and so we have no doubt that an

audience is ready for the work in ques

tion; but as for its making a mark upon the

times it will require the infusion of a new

life and spirit into it,——a fact which we

shall always be rejoiced to witness and

recognize.

The Supernafurah'sm of Ntw En land.

By J. G. \VHITTIER. New Yofit and

London: Wiley and Putnam. 1847.

pp. 71. (Boston, sold by Redding and

Company, 8 State St.)

This little book, forming the twenty

seventh number of the “ Library of

American Books," is an expansion of a

Magazine article written by Mr. Whit

tier several years ago. It is a lively,

gossiping account of some of the common

est forms of the old popular persuasion in

New England, of supernatural agencies,

both good and bad, but generally bad.

Stories of ghosts, of magic, and of witch

craft, are told in a rambling order, with

that power and beauty of language, and

 

with that humane and generous spirit

which are always characteristic of the‘

author. It seems to have been written,

from no other motive buta poet‘s mere

love of the romantic and the marvellous,

in whatsoever form; and the author hint

selfspeaks ofit as a pastime, an unbend

ing of his powers from sterner use. It

does not enter into the philosophy of

those popular forms of supernaturalism;

nor has it the completeness of a historical

essay. It is like a prolonged winter eve

ning's chat about old superstitions, which

draw a sort of ghostly spell even about

the rationalists and realists of this com

mon-sense generation, when they get to

talking about such things.

The author, however, narrates these

things not at all as a believer in them;

and consequently his ghost-stories, inter

esting and poetical as they are, cannot

have that life-like reality and earnestness,

that terrible simplicity which belongs to

ballads and supernatural tales in their

own proper age. The book is certainly

interesting and curious; and the narra

tive is interspersed with many choice bits

of poetry. partly of ltis own, and partly

from others, founded on the same tradi

tions. One of these, “The New Wife

and the Old,” is a masterly ballad for these

times, and makes one think of “Christa

bel.” His comments on what he relates

are mainly to the effect that there is a deep

vein of fatth in a supernatural world run

ning through/the history of the human

mind in all ages, and that practical New

England is by no means an exception;

on the contrary, he produces some tra

ditions, having their “local habitation ”

in New Hampshire and Massachusetts,

that are strongly in the genius of

Goethe's “ Erl-King,” Burger‘s “ Leo

nore," and many of the wildest and most

deeply poetic of the German supersti

tions. Mr. \Vhittier writes, though ttot

as an avowe'd and literal believer in

ghosts and charms, yet from a deep faith

in the supernatural; and to him, as to

every soul of any depth, the tendency of

the human imagination to create these

marvels is as interesting attd significant a

fact as the literal ghosts themselves could

be. Especially happy are his rctnarks

upon the retributive power of the imagi

nation in this form, where crimes have

been committed.

The most beautiful thing in the volume

is the following

"DEDICATION.

Dear Sister! while the wise and sage

Turn coldly l'l'otn rny playful page,

And count it strange that ripened ago

Should stoop to boyhood’s folly;

I know that thou wiltjudge aright,

Of all which makes the heart more light,

Or lends one star-gleam to the night

Ofclouded Melancholy.

Away with weary cares and themes ! —

Swing wide the moon-lit gates of dreams!

Leave free once more the land which teems

With wonders and romances!

Where thou with clear-discerning eyes,

Shalt rightly read the truth which lies

Beneath the quaintly masking guise

Ofwild and wizard fancies.

Lo! once again our feet we set

On still green wood-paths, twilight wet,

By lonely brooks, whose waters fret

The roots of spectral beeches 5

Again the hearth-fire glimmcrs o’er

Home’s white-washed wall and painted floor,

And young eyes widening to the lore

Of faery folks and witches.

Dear heart ! —the legend is not vain

Which lights that holy hearth again,

And, calling back from care and pain,
I And Death’s funercal sadness,

Draws round its old familiar blaze,

The clustering groups of happier days,

And lends to sober monhood's gaze

A glimpse of childish gladncss.

And knowing how my life hath been

A weary work of tongue and pen,

A long, harsh strifc, with strong-willed men,

Thou wilt not chidc my turning,

To con, at times, an idle rhyme,

To pluck a floWer from childhood’s clime,

Or listen at Life’s noon-day chime

For the sweet bells of Morning 1 ”

American Progress: A Lecture delivered

before the Young Men’s Mercantile Li

brary Associulion 1f Cincinnati, De

cember 8, 1846. By GAMALIEL Bar

Lev, Jr. Cincinnati: Edwin Shepard.

1846. pp. 24.

This pamphlet contains an excellent

account of the physical advancement of

this country, not omitting its growth in

other respects. It is written in a clear

style, and is animated by an earnest gen

eral belief in Human Progress. We

could wish for a more distinct understand

ing of the philosophy of the subject, but

any expression of faith in the fact is too

dear to us not to be gladly received for

what it is. There are many fields to

be reaped, and true workers must re

joice when service is done in any one of

1thetn.

 
 

POETRY.

For the Harbinger.

THE FATE OF WOMAN!

To bloom in loveliness,

Wearing new grace each day,

And in that roseate hour of life's excess,

Its richest gifts to sway—

 

To bind the myrtle-wreath

In triumph round her brow,

Muttering sweet spells with her sweet lips

beneath,

To make it firmer grow.

And then to see it fade,

Its White buds turned to stone,

Or, like that ancient torture-garland, made

A picrcing, poisoned crown.

“'ith faint and trembling skill

Then trying to revive

Those flowers celestial that, once drooped,

ne’er will

By mortal culture thrive.
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So, from the hopeless task

Shrinking in sorrow mute.

And learning from all lockers-on to mask

Her deep grief's bittcr root.

0, starlight, clear and stem !

O, moonlight, soft and tender!

Have ya no courage. as ye burn,

No sympathy to lend her?

No let her fade and die,

And on her pale, cold brow,

Receive more kisses than her smiles could

buy

In those past years of “'0.

Then in her young grave lain,

The mild spring morning weeps,

And drops o’er her his softest pitying rain

Where calm she sleeps!

What time her Loved of earth,

“'ith soon rekindling eye,

Is welcoming some new Love in its birth —

So passetli \Voman by!

X.

For the Harbinger.

THE FROZEN CASCADE:

on

THE BRIDE OF THE ROCK.

In beauty perfected, with lavish grace,

She casts herself about his rugged form,

With all her vesturc on of snowy white,

Nor lefi. one pendant out, one dropping pearl.

Could she be fairer'l Through her silver veins

The warm sun searches as for some weak spot, ,

But, with a pride refined, she smileth back—

“ I gave myself in beauty to this Rock;

Ancient he is, and reverend, and strong;

And I will fringe him with my snowy arms,

And lay my white cheek on his dark gray brow,

Nor ever melt for all thy beaming eyes! ”

X.

For the Harbinger.

WHY ARE POETS SAD!

Saiv’st thou e’cr the clean proportions,

Schemed in fullness of thy soul,

Marred to look more like distortions

Than the beauty of a whole?

Heard'st thou e’er poetic passion,

Music-wrought to thrill the heart,

Tamed by some insipid fashion,

Or by playing with false art'l

Halt thou ever, with the feeling

That the ill might have been stayed,

Watched a loved one, while was stealing

Death upon her like a shade l

\Vho thwartings such as these has bad,

May know why Poets of! are and

Poets’ lives are daily thwartings;

In their souls they hear such needs,

That to them are ceaseless smartings,

“’hat the world calls highest needs.

Music sings in their heart-stirrings,

That can find no earthly voice;

Life’s best actual forms are blurrings

To the beauty of their choice.

Man’s great sorrows, with heart-feeling,

Daily they in secret moan;

From their eyes are often stealing,

For man's woes. warm tears unknown.

N0 Poet 's be who can be glad,

IVith so much round to make him sad.

I. Y. 1'.
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ORGANIZATION IN FMINCE—CONSTANT

PROGRESS—VICTIM COXSIDERANT—

IMPORTANCE OF SYSTEl'lr—PERIOD

ICAL RENT. '

The progress of the Associative School

in France presents an interesting and in

structii'e subject of contemplation. Rare

ly has an attempt at political or social

reform been conducted with the order,

intelligence, compactness, and systematic,

practical efficiency, which characterize

the proceedings of the disciples of Fou

rier, in the country which has the honor

of giving birth to his grand discoveries in

Social Science. Aware of the dignity

and responsibleness of their position, con

scious of the hidden elements of power

which they hold in their hands, fully

impressed with a sense of the truth and

grandeur of the principles of Universal

Harmony which they have received, they

devote themselves to the accomplishment

of their mission with a wise, effective

energy, an enlightened enthusiasm, an

adamaniine firmness, and a spirit of gene

rous seleei'oiion, which could only be

called forth by a cause in which the

noblest interests of Humanity are so

deeply involved.

Relying on the certain, though it may

hold and glowing eloquence. His posi

tion and education as an ofiicer in the

French arriiv. have given him a familiar

liiv “llll lltt' details of businoss and

odors. a ('i‘ll.lil('l.i'llsl\‘t‘ knovh-dge of

society and lltt‘ viorlil, and an extraordi

nary practical energy ; while the suaviiy

and friendliness of his disposition, coin

hined with an inflexible vigor of will,

admirably qualify him for a post in vihich

so many complicated and delicate inte

rests are at all times to be consulted.

We certainly, do not know the man, who

Seems to be more clearly pointed out by

natural gifts for any Specific duty, than

does Victor Considerant to take the lead

in propagating the doctrines of Social

Unity, which are destined at no distant

day, peacefully to revolutionize the

world.

In connection with Considerant, we

may mention the names of Cantagrel,

Laverdant, Blane, Bourdnn, Duly, Bu

reau, Franchot, and Heunequin, who are

devoted to the interests of the Associative

cause, and who in various spheres, take

an active and leading part in the propa

gation of its doctrines. Nor should we

here forget the two earliest friends of

Fourier and his system, M. Just Muiron,

and Madame Clarisse Vigorcux, who by

the weight of their character and influ

ence, gave a profound impulse to the

movement while yet in its infancy, and

who now, with unabated zeal, with ever

ifresh enthusiasm and hope, at an ad

vanced period of life, are consecrated to

\the establishment of Social Order and

Harmony in the world.

The progress of the movement in

{France has been such as to justify the

I most sanguine hopes. Commencing with
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the necessity of a social transfiirmation,

and of the scientific value of the theory

of Fourier, in a sufficient number of gene

rous minds, of men capable of realizing,

by their intervention, the first model of

IIarmonic Society.

The means of action possessed by the

School are of two kinds, those furnisliedl

to the Centre, by the devoted partizans of

the Cause; and those made use of by the

Centre, and applied to increasing the life

of the School and to the expansion of the

Theory.

From 1832, five years previous to the

decease of Fourier, to 1843, the general

expenses of propagation were defrayed

by a small number of zealous disciples,

among whotn a single individual, Mad

ame Clarisse Vigoreux, holds an honor

able and conspicuous place.

In 1840, the first systematic attempt

for the collection of funds, was made by

the establishment of a society in the!

month of June of that year.

In 1843, a new additional Society was

formed with special reference to the pub

lication of the daily newspaper, called

“ La Democratic Pacifique."

The sale of Associative works amount

ed in 1843 to $2,000, in 1844 to $5,000,

and in 1845 to $9,000, without taking

into the account over $3,000, which

were received for subscription to the

“ Phalange,” a Monthly Review, estab

lished in 1845.

In 1845, an appeal was made to the'

friends of the cause, for regular, syste

matic pecuniary contributions, in aid ofi

the publications of the School, and the

general work of propagation. This was‘

the origin of the RENT, which has since“

been so successful in France, and which i

has reuantly been introduced, almost with;

enthusiastic acclamalion, among the ad-v

vocates of the movement in this country.

So rapid was the progress of this plan,

that the number of subscribers to the

funds of the School, which in 1813 was

only seventy-three, before the close of

the year 1843 amounted to eleven liun

dred.

“ The establishment of a Rent for the

service of an idea,” say our friends in

France, “ presents many incontestable ad

vantages over irregular and uncertain mn

tributions. In the first place, it is far

more easy to pay a fixed sum, by month-,

1y or weekly instalments, than to advance

the same amount at once; then the prin

ciple of a Rent gives an aspect of per

manence and determination to the cause, .

which adopts it; and finally, it strength

ens the Centre of action and direction,

by enabling it to decide on its rcgularl

outlays and expenditures, from the actual

amount of collections, that can be relied'

on.“

The gradual increase of the Rent will

 

  

lJuly 31st, 1816, it amounted to 99,784- francs,l

.francs, or $24,000 annually.

  

the following surn- { prostitution, notwithstanding a paid priest

may sanction the uninii, and give to what

be perceived from

mary.

March 22d, 1816, it amounted to 38,700 francs, is infamous find immoral in {he highes‘

divided “mung 437 ,ubscribem degree, legality and the sanction of pub

May 31st, 1816, it amounted to 97,029 francs, lic opinion. .

ditidedflflt°ltg1,3378lll‘lcribm- Let women of talent and noble senti

June 30th,1816, it amounted to 98,688 francs. l men‘s come forward and denounce this

divided among I'm “bsc'ibcn' whole system of female dependence and

divided among L479 sumcribem‘ I degradation ; let them show the oppressive

l ' I '

Sept. 25th, 1846, it amounted to 101,700 francs, i bunh‘ms under Which “Oman Struggles,

divided among 11530 subscribers, : the load which her delicate nature, more

_ s m iathetic and less corru ited than man's
The amount aimed at bv the French .y .l . . . I

' in civilized society, has to bear, let them

School, to place the work of propaga-I . _
. . . {do it earnestly, strongly, and they will

tion on a secure footing is 120,000, .
awaken a feeling, and call forth a res

ponse far more deep and universal than is

now suspected, and will start a movement

for which the world is ready and waiting

—l/ic emancipation of woman from ma

!u'iah'sm, dependence, and man’s usurpa

lion and coarse sot-crrrgnly.

To the Editor of the Boston Courier:

I have the highest respect for the Hon.

Horace Mann, and I think his Common

School Journal is one of the most valua

ble works published in our community;

and if it were taken and read by all

fathers and mothers, I believe the next

generation would be better for it.

But nevertheless, I must protest

against the prescriptive article, in the

number for February let, on the Vien

noisc dancers. It seems to me, Mr.

Mann takes an entirely false view of the

matter, and I did expect from a mind

capable of such wide views, something

greater upon this vetted question; and I

cartnot help thinking that it betrays a

view semen-hat one-sided with respect to

human culture.

I am not a transcendentalist, as this

term is used in our day, (though I hope

Progress, are urgently needed. Ifafcw I am one in the Coleridge sense). I

women of intelligence and noble souls ‘ “knowiedfle *1 law ""1 0f "15 individual,

would come forWard, and speak out fori and bmdmg ".18 whale race .m a commun

the rights of Woman for 'ustice fur her'gm‘d’ and “hwh Often requires a tempo

' J ' ' rary sacrifice of what is not really unlaw

education, we feel sure that a deep and ful; but, with much of the creed of the

wide response would come from all parts Puritansi I do "fit- like them, feel that

of the country.
' ART is to be cursed in an of its branch

Woman‘s nature has been too freely!

es, not even the art of ' crpsichore. I

_ _ _ ' believe that motion has its music, and

developed in this age to admit, Wlllwtll.

intense suffering the monstrous degrading

Vt'e thus perceive the broad and syste

matic provision, that is made by the As

sociationists of France, for the general

diffusion of their doctrines. [They leave

nothing to chance, to more impulse or en

thusiasm, to random effort, but by a judi

ciotis concentration of their energies, by

firm and comprehensive business arrange

ments, they are preparing the way for

the certain triumph of their cause, and

the elevation and advancement of Ho

manity.

TIIE VIENNESE CHILDREN.

We cut the article below from the Bos

ton Courier of the 10th tilt. It is written ,

by a woman, and contains many plain

truths, rarely spoken of, but which de

mand the deepest attention. We like

the general tone and spirit very much,

and we feel satisfied that Woman‘s la

bore, in the great works of Reform and

 

lthat this music is a desirable part of the

|

means of human culture. I not only

circumstances which are forced upon ; lhmk 'ha' every human hemg Is the more

_ perfect for knowing how to dance, but

hf’r' amof'g Olhers {he Selfish and mme‘ that the ballet, symbolic dance, should be

"ill 171371132931 “"1611 are b"! a barlel' exhibited for the delight and perfection of

and sale of the heart‘s sympathies for the'general mind: lam 'not content with

more material considerations, to find await"? ma" dancmg camcs "a. “when.”

,mme w esca e de e. I,“ ' b rd spirits, and prevents grosser bodily activ

' p ‘ P “L ce‘ 0 e 9 “fly, but I believe it is a. positive advan

clothcd and provided for by the money of rage to the mind, m 339 how the human

a man. The spirit of independence, of body can become the instrument to ex

self-reliance, which has been cultivated Effilssdfie“ by “5 motions" I ‘hef'flfi're

. . at e e. a earance on our s age 0 rese
so mmngl-Y 1" the New"? age' and m innocent liti‘le dancers, whose youth and

woman as in man, revolts in her soul at pusi'ion in a" respects, it was to be

the degrading dependence in which she is hoped, would preclude reflections, that

placed_ The", is no sphere opened mithe questionable character of many danc

her but marriage, the needle, the kitchen,
ing women had brought upon their art.

_ _ Madame Vi'eiss has gathered her little

and when these fail, and desperation over- mmp from fondling hospiuls, and the

takes her, prostitution. And many mar- i huts of the squalid poor. She has taught

riages, contracted from sheer necessity ‘hem '0 read "d “'I'ile' She leadles

and dependence, the soul sickening at aimem huw to make {alley (“05508; m'd'

_ in their housekeeping, for they always

comm“, Whmh ihe wan“ 0f the b0inkee house, how to provide themselves
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healthy for body and mind, and thus, in!

many ways, secures to them the means of

an honest livelihood; and though she

cannot secure these children to be all

good Women,---any more than if she

brought them up as children are ordinari

ly brought up,— she gives them a better

chance than if she had left them in the

squalidity from which she took them.

I understand that they love her, and that

she is very kind to them. The testimony

of the captain of the vessel which brought

them over, is very satisfactory on this

point, and their own happy, healthy faccs

tell the same story. At present, they

are out of harm's way, which is more

than could be said of them if they were

still in the suburbs of a large city, run

ning about the streets with vicious boys.

If forty-eight children in Broad Street, or

in New York streets, could be caught

up and secured several years, as these

children are, to industrious habits, away

from vicious scenes, I, for one, should

rejoice. I therefore can answer Mr.

Mann's terrible questions with per

fect peace of conscience, and feel that ll

am doing not only an innocent but a kind.

thing, in encouraging this beautiful dis-l

play of the genius of Madame \Veiss and

of the spirit of nations.

For the national dances which these

children exhibit to this Western world

have an historical interest, while the

poetical beauty of Madame Weiss‘s own

inventions touch higher chords. I wish

it were a permanent thing, and it seems

to me it would be a grand thing, to have

such customs and costumes of other na

tions, as could be represented in the bal—

let, as well as all the national dances

exhibited at the theatre. It might do

to correct the rudeness and vulgarity

which penetrates with us into all classes,

and characterizes the less favored to such

a. degree, that any tendency to elegance

among them is deemed, even by them

selves, an qfl'cclalion. Dr. Channing,

and others of our best moralists, have

lamented the grossness of habits and the

want of tasteful amusements, which

leaves so many to the excitements of the

grog-shop as their'only relaxation; but.

what hope can we have of anything like

elegant amusement, if the only organ furl

its introduction, namely, the theatre, is to'

he cried down as the gate of hell?

All honor to the Misses Fellowes, andL

whoever else will befriend the orphanl.

But who will assure Mr. Mann that all

the homes found for children will be hap

py, and make them good! What is this

life all around us, out oft/re l/rcalre. to

give it so great a preference! How

many children of all classes marry for

establishment, without half a heart!

How many sink into various kinds of

vice, (for there are various kinds) from

want of any means of subsistence but the

hardest labor! It is much more respect

able, much more righteous, to use one's

body to execute the beautiful ideas of

genius, making use of colors and their

own motions to express them, than to

sell one‘s body to a husband who has

never refined himself to the idea of love

in any elevated sense, which is done by

one half the women that make it hot

is called respectable society. et us

learn to classify 0a a higher and deeper

principle than we do. Let us cease to

damn, first to infamy, and by conse

quence, too often, to vice, all who are

devoted to any branch of the histrionici

 

 

 
lfaction, and we must say that we never

art. Let us, by taking a noble view of‘

it, make it an engine ofgreat intellectual, ‘

and consequently of moral good to the!

community, which will have it at alli

events; which would have it, even in the;

days of the Puritans, when the English;

theatre was the grossest. indeed, it has‘

been one cause of the evil that has con

nected itself with the theatre in this

country, that it has always been harrnedl

as sinful, and is too apt to be acknowl-l

edged sinful, even by those who attendi

it. It is so agreeable that its rrlelltls‘l

thoughtlesst yield the point that. it isl

only agreeable, and this, joined with the

popular notion that whatever is very

agreeable is wrong, has entirely confused

the general mind upon the whole mat

tcr.

Better views on the subject of the bal

let would alter and elevate the social po

sition of ballet dancers, and this would

be a moral safeguard to them, though 1

do not believe that this class, or any class

of theatrical performers, are much worse

than other classes of society; but only

their exposed situation makes all their

evils better known. There are various

vices; and different situations, perhaps,

merely vary their character, while the

arid vices go off with the palm of vir

tue! A Woman.

[Correspondence of the Harbinger]

New Your Leo-ruess. The regular

Course of Lectures on Association, was

opened in New York on Monday, the

22d of February, the birth-day of \Vash

ington ; may it become a still greater day

in our remembrancesl The day had

been a very stormy one, and a large audi

ence was not expected. But when the

evening came, the large room of the Ly

ceum was found to be well-filled with an

intelligent gathering of ladies and gen

tlemen. Every body seemed surprised

to see that so large a number of persons

had ventured out after so boisterous an

afternoon. Mr. Dana’s excellent dis

course on the Progressive Development

of Humanity was listened to with pro

found attention, broken only by the en

thusiastic applause which broke forth

from time to time. It gave great satis

 

heard a highly scientific topic handled

with more clearness and popular efi'ect.

The portrait of the leading traits of civi

lization was universally recognized to be

true, and its demonstration of the neces

sity of a new order of society told upon

every mind present. Mr. Dana will

doubtless be called upon to repeat his

lecture on another occasion. Next week

Mr. VAN Aamrsdrz, who by the way, is.

laboring strenuously in the cause of As

sociation, and the kindred subjects of

National Reform and Christian Union,

will address the people on the Existing

Evils of Society. The movement thus

begun, will have the best effect, in arous

ing the spirit of otir friends, and in

spreading the knowledge of our doctrines.

All that is wanted is a vigorous propaga

 

tion on the part of the Central Union.

The interest in the subject is daily in

creasing. Ten new members were added

to the New York Branch, after Mr.

Dana's lecture, and the weekly Rent in

creased nearly one dollar. And here let

us take occasion again to call to the minds

of our friends the high importance of the

weekly Rent. If anything in the way of

popular propagation is to be done, it must

be done in this mode. Five, or ten, or

fifty cents a week, is a small matter for

any individual; but in the aggregate, it

will be a. great deal. The O'Connell

Rent, which often amounts to five hun

dred dollars per week, is mostly contrib

uted in pennies. Our cause is infinitely

greater than ,O'Connell’s, and ought to

be prosecuted with more vigor. Let the

pennies come forth, then, on every side.

Surely fifty dollars a week is not too

much for our means! Can we not even

raise one hundred, and send our best and

most efficient lecturers to every town and

city in the United States!

[Correspondence of the Harbinger.]

' ,N.Y.,Fcb.20,1846.

l was much gratified to see in a late

Harbinger, several offers of $ 1,000 each

towards the founding of a Model Pha

lanx. As that is the consummation, of

all others, the most devoutly to he wished,

at present,I would devote my mite to the

same object. I could pledge for that

purpose, $250, to be furnished April lst,

1818, or even six months sooner, if

necessary.

A few weeks ago I finished reading

five volumes of Fourier's works, and

though I could have wished a smaller

proportion of“ introductions " and “ Pro

légoménes," I found in them an inex

haustible mine of thought. Fourier dif

fers from other men chiefly in this, that

whereas they float upon the surface of

things, he penetrates, with surprising

certainty, to their principles,—nothing

seems to escape his wonderful analyzing

and classifying power. Though he is

frequently not understood, because he

gives the results of his reasoning rather

than the process, there is none of that

looseness, that mistiness about him which

betukens that he does not himself clearly

comprehend that of which he speaks.

All my observation and experience go to

prove the truth of most of the principles

that he has brought to light. I find that

many or most of the improvements of

the present day, particularly those in

school books and educational processes,

are so because they are more in accord

ance (unconsciously, perhaps, to their au

thors) with those principles than the

more imperfect methods which have pre

ceded them.

In reading an account, the other day,
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In reading an account, tlte other day,

of the doings of the American Institute

in regard to an Agricultural School, Ii

was struck with the unwitting “ Fourier

ism " of some of the ideas broached. In

my experience as a teacher, (having tol

do with fifty or sixty boys,) I see con

firmations, every hour, of the truth of

the principles of Association, and espe

cially of the opinion that industry may be

rendered attractive.

\Vhat I-‘ourier says of the “ simple ”

and the ‘fcompoundf’ is of more value

than the Philosopher's Stone,—it has

furnished principles which I have ap

plied to some departments of teaching

with surprising success. In the volun

tary clubs of the scholars, in the read

ing parties of the teachers, I see rude

manifestations of those compound at

traclions which will produce such aston

ishing results in the groups of the serial

order. I

But though I am as well situated as

any civilizec, I am pained to see so much

wasted effort, to administer so much

fruitless, but apparently necessary coer

cion, to witness such trampling under

foot of the great passional and attractions]

laws of God. Thus, conscious that l

merely exist in this incoherent civilization,

1 long for the full life of the Phalanx, -—

that grand centre of all my terrestrial

hopes, that focus to which all my calcu

lations tend. Before I knew the social

science,l could contemplate no possible

phase of life with more than passing

approval,—the results of scientific re

search, the dogmas of sectarians, the

theories of moralists, the rhapsodies of

patriots, the philanthropic schemes and

unreasonable anticipations of simplistic

reformers, all gave but a momentary sat

isfaction, for as soon as followed tltetn
out I- found they all led tov the same\

vicious circle, the same dark labyrinth of

discord, in which man has been so long

involved—But with that science, rny

mind was satisfied, for it contained the'

solution of the great problem of life —it

showed how the God-created impulses of

man might be acted out, his aspirations

realized, his whole nature exercised,

developed, perfected, not by warping,

crushing or deadening, nor by clashing

or warring, but by that serial organiza

tion which should make the freest action

of all produce the happiness of each,

and every want, interest and desire act,

not in opposition to, but in cO-operation

with every other.

lshould like to see minute and detailed

plans of the manner in which the “ Model

Phalanx " would be first organized, the'

buildings constructed, and the various

material and other arrangements for com-l

mencing the industrial education of the‘

juvenile members. 1

 

 

 

Votct: or INDUSTRY. “e are glad to‘

learn that this spirited advocate of the

Rights of Labor, is placed upon a footingI

which wrl] secure its continuance at least

for one year. lt has done a brave work

in contending for a better organization of

industry, and we trust it will never weary

or languish in spreading light pefore the

people. We notice that some of our

contemporaries are disposed to read a les

son of good manners to the “ \'oice,"'l

but its sins, if any, are rather offences of:

taste than of temper, and should be par

doned to the excitement produced by the

advocacy of a noble btit neglected cause. ,

At arty rate, our political organs are not

quite immaculate enough in this respect,

to authorize them to throw stones at the

" Voice.”

We take the following from the Pros—

pectus of the “ Voice " recently issued,

and commend the paper and the cause to

the attention of our readers.

 

“In consequence of a deep felt regard ]

for the present and future well-being of;

our fellow laborers, and the urgent solici- l

tation of many devoted and strong-heart~

ed friends to Labor Reform, who have

pledged their aid and support to the un~

dertaking, the undersigned propose to re

sume the publication of the ‘ Voice ofl

Industry ’ and continue the same at least

one year from the issue of the next num

ber.

“ The paper is to be conducted upon

strictly INDEPENDENT PRINCIPLES, oppos

ing all prominent evils, social, political or

ecclesiastical, with that spirit which

knows no fear or favor, while in the path

of duty, and advocating all cardinal

truths with perseverance and sincerity of

purpose. ,

" In our labors we ask and expect the'

coiiperation and empathy ofthe true friends

to the Race—the honest Philosopher and

Statesman, the untrammeled and devoted

Teacher, the hardy Farmer, the Mechan

ic and Artizan—and last, but not least,

the toiling Operative at the Loom or

Spindle; these with many others, who

desire a better, and more rational condi

tion for humanity, in which Labor shall

receive its just rewards, and the Sons and ‘

Daughters of Industry occupy the posi

tion to which they are entitled, mtist put

their shoulders to the car-wheel of LABOR

Reroute—for as mind is practically

superior to matter, and Man, to wealth

and external circumstances,—poverty,

ignorance, crime and intcmperance will

disappear.

“ In addition to its leading objects, the

‘ Voice ’ will contain a summary of News,

Domestic and Foreign, and a. comprehen

sive synopsis of such Miscellaneous and

passing events as will be instructive and

profitable.

“ The large amount of reading which

will be furnished weekly through thci

‘Voice,’ and the improvements to be‘

made, require that the hitherto compara

tive low price should be raised; whichi

plan we hope will meet the approbationi

of all well-wishers to the prosperity ofi

the paper. All subscribers who have

paid in advance, will be furnished out

the amount of their payments at the for

mer rates; but hereafter the pecuniary

 

 
 

affairs of the paper will be governed by

the following:

“Taurus. Single copies, $125 per

Annutn. Five copies to one address,

$5,00. Strictly in Advance.

W. F. YOUNG.

MEHlTABl-E EASTMAN.

“Lowr-zLL, Feb. lst, 184 .”

IE? “ Mrs. Paulina Wright, of Utictt,

(‘The Tribune ’ editorially and with

much eulogism announces,) is about to

lecture, at Baltimore, as she has already

done at other places, on Anatomy and

Physiology. We live in a queer age and

a great country! ”-— I-errms.

If Mrs. Wrighthad made her appear—

ance before the public as a danscure at.

the Park or Bowery, or as the agent of

a company of patriots in pcticoats to pre

sent a standard, a sword, or a gold ring

to some valiant ‘Kurnel " or ‘ Capting,’

the Express would have recorded the fact

without a sneer—perhaps have extolled

her performance as an example of femi

nine grace and dignity; but that a woman

should attempt (in obedience to a de

ceased hushand's dying request) to en

lighten her own sex on a subject of the

highest importance to their own welfare

and that of the race, how vulgar! how

shocking! Will not some old granny

send the Express her smelling-bottle!

Quick, before it faints ! -— Mae.

[1? A Circular from the Non"! Amstuciuv

l't-IALartx, addressed “ To the Friends of Social

Re-organization," has been received, and will

be published in our next Number.

 
 

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

THE course of study in this School compriiel

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

particular attention to the modern European

languages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial pursuits, or are instructed in

the higher hrnnc cs usually taught in the Uni

verstty.

The School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. Rirutv, assisted by experienced

teachers in the different departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental care, and for older pupils who wish to

pursue a thorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a large semi

nary, it is believed that this School affords tid

vantages that are rarely to be met with.

TERMS—Foo“ DULLARS a week for board,

washin ,fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc

tion in Instrumental Music and use of the Piano,

Twzu'r: DULLARS a quarter.

Application may be made by mail to .

GEORGE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, “'crt Rozlrury, MUN.

February 1, 1847. '
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Attractions are proportional to Destinies.

The Series distribute the Harmonies.

 

FIRST SECTION.

ATTRACTIONS.

1. Unity, the Fundamental Principle.

The theory of Association is true sim

ply because it is true that Attractions are

proportional to Destinies. It is upon At

tractions that the great Social Architect

has framed the edifice of our terrestrial

destiny. In other words, the Phalanstcry

is made in the image of Man.

What constitutes the supreme science

of Fourier, is the thorough knowledge

of man and of his attractions. What

constitutes the discovery of Fourier, is the

Series, which is the mode of distribution

of functions, adapted to the human soul.

Fourier responded to the precept ol'

the Greek philosopher: Know THYSELF;

and, man once known, the true social

organization was developed to the sublime

thinker. '

Serial institutions are nothing, under

a certain point of view, but images of

man raised to dili'erent powers. For so

the law of universal analogy requires it.

[By difl‘rrenl powers, the writer means the

successive ramifications of the same series into

a greater and greater number of elements. Thus

we begin with Unity. This unfolds first into

'I‘hree primary elements, which are a series of

the first power. 'l‘hese unfold again into Seven

and Tn'ech, the numbers of the musical octave,

which Fourier calls indifl‘crcntly the series of

the second power; these unfold farther into

Thirty-two, the series of the third power, and

so on.' Now man is a series of elements,

whether we regard his passions! nature, the

series of motive springs, or impulses, or attrac

tions, in him; or whether we regard him as a

combination of physical members, bones, mus

cles, nerves, are; or whether we regard the

 
internal constitution of each of these. Every

thing in nature out of man, and every thing in

the contemplated serial order of society called

Asociation, takes therefore a form which is

one of the powers of that original series. the

type of all others, which exists in the passions]

or spiritual elements of mau.-Trtsttst..troit.]

This proposition of the necessary unity

between the motive spring and its mode

of action, between the passion and the

series, can cause no question in the

School. Besides we have not here to

demonstrate the truth of Fourier’s psy

chology. No one is a Phalansterian in

earnest, if he has not penetrated this sci

ence of the soul, and if he does not take

it for the basis of his doctrines and of his

ideas. W'e say further: whoever admits

the Phalanstery, whoever approves sim

ply the industrial organization of the

Phalanx, the same admits, by implication,

our psychology, since the Phalanstery is

but the mechanism essentially adapted to

the soul as it is described by Fourier.

i'I‘here are those perhaps, who say

they take the Phalanstery, but reject the

psychology. We will wait until it shall

be given, by some special grace, to these

indolent intelligences to ascend back from

effects to causes.

Others, we are aware, accept the Pha

lanstery only as an escellent transition.

These (we take a pleasure in informing

them,) do accept the psychology of

Fourier, whether they care about it or

not, whether they are conscious of it or

not. It is simply another Monsieur Jour

dain, who spoke prose without knowing

it. Would these provisional Phalanste

rians, then, admit provisionally our psya

chologyl Then it Would remain to know

whether a psychology can be transitory;

whether the human soul is radically

made over by successive substitutions, or

whether it is simply transformed through

a gradual process of amelioration, accord

ing to a uniform plan.

For ourselves, We should not know

how to get along with a provisional psy

chology any better than we should with

a French philosophy. We believe that

 

the soul is One in its essence and in time.

When once this soul is recognized in its

essential elements, when once the pas

sions have been analyzed in their double

[direct and inverse] action ; we shall have

the bases ofthe true philosophy, we shall

have the bases of social science, of de

finitive and settled polity.

It is understood then that we assume

as the first principle of all social truth,

of all order, the passionsl analysis pro

duced by Fourier. Let us see in general

terms what this analysis gives us.

1].

Man places himself in relation with

nature, by his senses; with the laws of

universal order, by his intelligence; with

his fellows, by his heart. The measured

ensemble [or blending in true proportions]

of these difi'crent forces, plnces man in

communion with God. But what is the

principal and inmost thing in man, what

constitutes the man himself, is the afl'ec

tive force. Man may be defined “ a love

served by the senses and by an intel

lect."

In the familiar language of all nations,

in the inspired word of poets, even in the

imperfect books of the savans, it is said

that the region of the heart, that the

heart is the focus of desires, of affec

tions.

The organs of the senses are all on the

circumference. The limbs part from the

trunk and tend to the lower sphere; and,

by the feet, which are the passive organs

of touch (as the hands are the active

organ,) we hold in a permanent manner

to the ground. On the contrary, the

focus of intelligence, the brain, placed in

the upper part, is as it were in contact

with the heavens. The heart is in the

centre of the human being. The organ

of light, the eye, lies close to the intel

lectual centre; but the vital warmth has'

for its focus the heart.

The human countenance, at once di

rected towards the heavens and command

ing the earth, sums up the entire man.

There the senses_ come together, there

Love is very Man.
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the forehead? rears its symbol of intelli

gcnce, there the sentiments shine forth in

all their power and their mobility. The

seat of the soul is still a subject of inves

tigation; assuredly, whatever may he the

post at which it concentrates its interior

action, its exterior manifestation is sum

med up in the face. There again it

must be remarked, the predominating

feature is the expression of the senti

ments; the affections of the heart, hatred

and love. sufferings and happiness, radiate

especially from the central portions of the

face.

Such is man. And it is the object of

this hasty picture to establish to the read

er's satisfaction, that without going into

any consideration of functions, simply

looking at external signs, at the way in

which his physical organization. is distrib

uted, what is central, what is principal in

man is the Affective part; it is sentiment,

it is Love.

III. Princip/rs the Cardinal Passions,

and their Correspondence will: the ne

cessary Functions.

Fourier, as every one knows, distin

guishes, in the first degree of analysis,

four sorts of love, which he names the

four Cardinal Passions.“ Let us assure

ourselves, by a succinct analysis, of the

reasonableness of these distinctions.

lf we cast a general glance upon hu

manity, what do we behole In the first

place a great mass. Do we wish to pen-r

etrate farther into this whole? Let us

analyze, distinguish, divide; let us seek

Variety in Unity. . v

, All the elements of the human family

have their reciprocal attachments. These

necessary tins we are about to deduce'

from necessary functions; the nature of

these attachments will be revealed to us

by the very conveniences and lituesses of

our terrestrial destiny.

Terrestrial destiny has three objects,

corresponding [0 the three spheres of hu-\

man activity. First, to develop and refine

the body, to cultivate and embellish the

globe, the domain of man, the body of

the planet. Next, to open and strength

en tha understanding, to acqhiro the inte

gral science which shall reveal to the hu

man mind the laws of universal life and

the wonders of the worlds. And in the

third place, to enlarge the heart, to per

fact it by love, to render the soul of

Humanity Worthy to elevate itself in the

scale of existences and to be united with

the Divinity. These three objects of

Destiny in their religious unity, are ad

mirably expressed by these simple and

sublime words of the Catholic catechism :

To SCI'L'U, to know, and to love God. Hap—

 

”“The sacred four, source of nature and

moch of the Gods.”—Prruanon.\s.

 

piness is added as a sanction to the ec~'produced four difl'crent modes of ties, or

complishmeut of this triple destiny, this. of affections.

triple duty.“

Thus: To live,—cultivating and refin—

ing the individual and collective body, il

luminating the mind, and perfecting the‘
. v . .

heart, —-in order thus to unite ourselves

with God.

The first term is undoubtedly the least

noble; but the culture ofthe soil, whence

he derives his nourishment, is for man

the most powerful of wants, of duties.

Moreover, all is so harmoniously connect

ed in the universe, that in interrogating

this material act of Destiny, we shall ne

cessarily see the spiritual life spring forth

from it.

What are the fundamental material

functions of the human race upon the

globe? There are two general ones:

1. Production, consisting in the culture

and government of the domain.

2. Reproduction of the species, in or

der that this work of administration may

be perpetuated.

Fourier qualifies these two functions as

major creation, and minor creation.

As soon as men want to act, they com

bine; and this first very general tie

which forms between them, takes no ac

count of sex or age. This tie is express

ed in language by the words companion

ship, fellowship, friendship. Among

companions, among fellows, among

friends, all is on a footing of equality;

the union is free and confused.

lf man wants to exercise his govern

ment with force for greater production,

the confused equality of the group of

friendship no longer suffices, and he dis

tributes himselfin sects and corporations;

ho organizes power. The human group

then takes another essential character.

Confused independence is replaced by a

hierarchy.

With these twn forms, friendly union

and hicrarchical- organization, man can

act and govern; but, that his administra

tion may continue, the reproduction of

the species is necessary. Then a new

tie intervenes; then, in the human mass,

free or organizer], you distinguish two

contrasted terms, the man and the woman.

Love comes with its acts of tenderness and

blind fanaticism, to unite these two ele

ments; and from their contact springs

soon another sentiment, a new attach

ment, that of the family, which wel

comes and adores the infant and prepares

him by education for the function of ma

jor creation.

Thus then, in correspondence with the

‘general functions of the species, we see

 

" The principle and rule of Duty reside on

tirely in the accomplishment of general Death

\

 

ny. The two terms, Collective Destiny andi

Duty, are the two poles, objective and subject- . movements; the material, the aroma], the or

live, of the same idea. ‘

These are in fact the four

passions which attach man to his fellows:

Friendship, Ambition, Love, and Fami

lism.

That the government of the domain

may reach its maximum of development,

that collective Humanity may be fitted for

its functions in the world of Humanities,

in the universe, just as the individual

man performs his functions in his terres

trial sphere; societies must be organized,

political Unity must be constituted;

men must be all fraternally united with

one another till they become as one; till

they feel the need of union with superior

beings and with God, and of perpetuating

themselves in an eternal life. This su

prcme tie, this universal and religious at

tachment, is Uivi'rY-istvt, the potential ac

cord of the four cardinal passions.

SECOND SECTION.

THE states.

I.

If Attractions are proportioned to Des

tiuies, it is evident that each of the cardi

nal passions bears in itself a certain type

of order. Since these passions embrace

all the mutual relations of men, it fol

lows with rigorous exactness that they

themselves determine the law of these

relations; and, if among the forces of

the soul they hold the rank of cardinals,

if they are the focus of the social life,

if they are the man himself, then it is

incontestible that in their natural require

ments we ought first to seek the princi

pal laws, the necessary conditions of es

sential order. In a word, if Attractions

are proportional to Destinies, and if the

Series distribute the Harmonies, then

these four passions, all and each, contain

and imply the forms ofthe Series, and it is

from their profound study that we must

demand the revelation of Harmony and

of Destiny.

The Series proportional to Love.

ll. Prinriples of the Four Kingdoms.‘

Laws of the DfSlTlf/LtliOlt ld‘EfL’lflt’Il/S in.

Nature. _

Fourier did not content himself with

the laws revealed by the human functions,

with the indications furnished in the anal

ysis of the soul; he also sought for con

firmation in the outward phenomena and

laws of Nature.

Let us follow the master in his rigorous

 

“ it is known, that shortly alter the publica

tion of his work of 1808, Fourier, taking a step

beyond established science, gave the Aroma! it

place among the great movements of Life, and

disengaged the Functional as pivot. Henceforth

we can no longer count three kingdoms in na

ture ; there are four, besides the pivotal or Hom

t'nul kingdom, which correspond to the four

ganic, the instinctual; K the passional.
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method, and, having analy'Lcd the four

passional groups, let us interrogate the

four groups of the terrestrial creation.

Let us seek in the kingdoms of nature

what are the apparent characters, the

forms which life afi'ccts; in short, what

are the laws of variety in these different

unities.

The substantial or rudimental state of

every kingdom, is a confused aggrega

tion of elements, such as is offered us in

individualited, every where married and

contrasted, measured, are stir-compound

ied, raised by their arrangement to su~

iperior powers, and Constitute, in their

perfect unity, the type of the created

order.‘

Each one may complete this compara

tive analysis of the kingdoms for himself.

to some general distinctions useful to our

We have been obliged to limit ourselves

the mineral. The elements, similar to

each other and similar to the mass, are

confounded without any relative superior

ity resulting from their composition and! N0“, we are 80h!!! to he? the made?

their arrangement. in the crystals ofl t" make of all these analyses 3 syntheSts

the game variety, the facets fun“ ‘ Let him sum up in his thought the char

among themselves constantly the same time“ 0r the hm" kthgdumsi the Proper

3ng|es, The mineral masses have "m ties and functions of the four cardinals as

organs; My (in analyzing the"), we find they are expounded in the books of Fou

them composed of integrant inolecules,lriet'v and especially hhdel' the film! Of

that is to say of parts distinguished from allalYSis Whitth “'6 have Chose" i let him

each other or individualized in an equal demand, moreover, 0f the mathemalical

manner, sciences, the properties of the conic sec

When science shall have penetraiedltions; and instantly analogy will exhibit

further into the animal-kingdom, when,to his eyes the successive forms which

the impondcrable fluids shall be better Variety “mic” in the great fhhdhlhemhl

known, we shall see every where dis-i Uhhies- He Will have hehlfe him,

played, in this domain, the principle of' taught at once by mathematics, by ha

duality. Already the observations which i ""6 ahd by the human Shh], the EBIIQTBI

have been collected upon “gm, hem, principle of the distribution of forces; in

electricity, authorise us to lay down the l “the? words, the PrihCiPlci the bases and

law of polarity as characteristic of the the difierem types or the Series

aromal movement. Here the parts in- Fourier has named several "10485 of

dividualiae themselves, and the mass; series:

divides into two organs or foci of at- Simple, COT/WWW, Mt";

traction, which are married or set op- Frw, Measured, Potential.

pusite to each other in symmetry or in But it is dimwll to find in his books a

contrast. methodical analysis and classification of

See now the vegetable rising from theih“ the ("fins 0f the Series- It seems

suil. On a principal stalk there opensithht he was Pleased to leave 0‘" minds

1 . . . . v
laterally a bud, then another on the op-ilh uncenathty "PU" this tht- w as

posite side; these are the branches bal- this a “IChIhthm of had humor 0" his

subject.

III. The Serial Types.

 

 

 

ancing each other on a common trunk. l part, as some have atlspcctedi 01' was,

Here we have a centre and two Wings. 1 there hht some PTOVidehtihl reason for

Frequently, in the tree, at a distaiice,ltliis premeditated lacuna? However this

the mass of the branches and the foliage l may he, Fourier. Whu brings all back to

seems to efi'ace the trunk; but, on closer PSYCholht-S’yi Who delhhhslt'ates every

observation. you can easily recognize thcttt’thh by adapting it “Mingle-any to the

predominant character, the pivotal prup- i l’hSShmhl tYPev"_ Fourier has hot aPl‘hed

any of this hidden trunk h is thisiostensibly this process to the demonstra

which equilibraies the branches_ [nltiun of his nomenclature of series. For

the vegetable kingdom, the different‘the TB“, in the thhhght Ufthe Master,

parts of the being, individuun-Led' maplthis nomenclature, although left incom

Iied, emu-aster], are balanced upon 3 plots, has not the less its scientific value.

pimp We may detect in it the reasons of func

In the animal unity, not only are the

 

 

. I i - > - ‘ ~ ' aparts tndwtduahzcd, married, opposed to i _ one mm’ "m"? enema] form" Changer

,1108 the supreme unity of human races among

c at as ' ib t d - b hu r tdandh em!" m e ' “t ‘ ey areilhcmsclves. On the plant, on the tree, the

measure ‘ i at 18 lo say' ihey are as- hranches and the roots are very dissimilar and

‘ variety. ln him, the elements assembled, ! tions; for it is even easy to refer hisfree,

i
measured, and polmlial series, to the two

' major elements together with the pivot of

the passional gamut. The modes which

correspond with the minor elements only,

are omitted.

This, then, is the Way, according to

.us, in which the table of the serial me

‘chanism must be filled out, and brought

into passional correspondence.

Friendship bears in itself the free se

ries, of which the dominant principle is

equality; where each unity is equivalent

to every other, where every individuality

|is equal to the others in the free and

confused mass. It is the circular group

of friends; it is the identity and non

arrangement of the integrant molecules

in the lump of earth; it is the constant

angle in crystals; it is the musical notes

without regular connection, the promiscu

ous sounds ofthe human voice.

Love bears in itself the series which

we shall call dual or contrasted, of which

the dominant principle is duality; where

all the parts attach themselves to two

foci of attraction, which form a contrast

and produce symmetry'. It is the ellipse;

it is the group of lovers; it is the two

poles of the aroma] movement; it is the

modes in music, the major and the minor,

with their accent and their contrasted

shades. ' _

Familism bears in itself the series

which we term balanced. The analogy

of the balance, which renders this term

clear and picturesque, indicates at the

same time that its principle is equilibrium,

and its type, two wings upon a pivot.

There is no better affective image of this

series to be found, than in some Holy

Family of Raphael where the infant Je~

.sus forms the equilibrium between the

tenderly inclined figures of Mary and of

iJoseph. We shall find its principle also

in the form of the plant, the tree; in

music, in the perfect chord, where tWo

notes pivot or repose upon a third. The

balanced series is a type of mechan

ism, already very fruitful; so too the

perfect chord is a stable accord and the

i basis of all muical harmony.

Ambition bears in itself the measured

series, where all the elements, determi

nate and classed, borrowing their value

' from their rank, concur to render promi

nent the pivot; where all obeys freely

the principle of a hieracby. —It is the

sect, the corporation, the political group,

strongly constituted ; it is the precise and

  

 

semhled and Pt" '"gmhet in 3 determi' ofindeterminate number; in the feet, the claws.

nate number, conjugated hierarchically ‘ the fins of different animal species, the fingers,

powerful organization of the animal,

where life, in its two great movements,

about a centre which stands out in the “mutation! "0' in number "hi "or! ahh'liS concentrated and summed up in those

strong relief.

in each s ecies are easilv counted b i . .
_ p ' ' y unitary plan of the creation, figure the roots and ‘

analysis, even by the eye. l i
_ _ i branches, are every where alike in their numbch

Mil" sums “P m himself all those laws i their articular distribution, and their general

of combination, all these conditions of 1 (mm,

. the hominal kingdom, the fingers, which, in the ‘1

The quammes, constant ; sibly also in their form. Among the species of} impormm moi, the bean and the brain ;

it is moreover the diatonic gamut, with

its two tetrachords, the one of three, the

other of four tones, and of which the

complete scale, in developing itself, brings
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out vividly a superior pivot, or the oc

tave.‘

Finally, the four cardinals, multiplied

in their forces by the three mechanizing

passions, give Unity-ism; and Unity-ism

bears in itself the paladin] series, of

which the principle is Unity, harmonized

integrality. — It is the integral chromatic

gamut; it is man, the compendium of

the world, the image of God; it is the

organized phalanx; it is humanity consti

tuted into one vast political family, hl1-

manity at peace with itself, governing its

globe by love, and communing with

Deity.1>

The reader will remark how naturally

spring from our analysis the sacred num

hers: I, 2, 3, 4, 7, 12, which serve as

the bases to the different serial types. If

we were anything of a mathematician,

we might develop here the analogy of

these numbers with the geometric types.

Let us sum up these analyses in a

table.
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" M. Vidal, in his book on the Repartitt'on of

Riches, wishing to demonstrate that all social

functions are equal in value and might to

equally rewarded, says: “ It would he as ab

 

be '.

To complete this study, we should

show how the series borrow their charac

ter also of the intellectual passions. In

each of the modes, in fact, the Mechan

izing passions appear, to play their capi

tal part. The Cabalist gives to the free

series the principle of distinction, of op

position; the Composite, that of accord,

of alliance to the dual series; the Papil~

Ion represents, in the balanced series, the

principle of alternation, of balance, of

equilibrium. All three of them inter

vene concurrently with the four afi'ective

springs in the measured series.

The qualities of simple, mil-rt and com

posite, often designated by Fourier, apply,

as we think, to the whole serial scale.

A free series may be composite : thus, a

double circle, such as is made in the

rounds of children, or in the figure of the

Mazurka. The chromatic gamut, doubled

by distinguishing the major and minor

semi-tones, is a composite contrasted po

tential series.

1V. Characters of the Potential Series.

Some persons, who have not pene

trated far enough into science by study

or by sentiment, have sometimes a ten

dency to think that the Potential Series,

the type of order sui generis, has nothing

to do with the principles of the other

series, and that it excludes the inferior

forms. From this idea, from this confu

sion results a double inconvenience. To

some, for example, who sympathize to

enthusiasm with the principle of equality,

the superior type of order, as thus com—

prehended, seems oppressive. Some uni

tary fanatics, only moderately enlightened,

encourage themselves thus wilfully to go

the whole length of individualism and

equality. Half-science is always full of

injustice and danger. Let us endeavor

then to establish more precisely the char

acteristics of the Potential Series.

The Potential Series is not an order

composed of elements entirely new; on

the contrary, it only combines in itself

the principles of all the others, which it

resumes in a superior unity.

In the scale of series, each degree

assimilates to itself the inferior degrees.

As soon as the molecular principle, in

the creation, is produced, — the principle

of individualism, of equality,—it be

comes a necessary part of all new move

ment. The principle of duality, which

characterizes the aromal movement, man

ifests itself in the vegetable kingdom
surd to discuss the utility, the social value of! _

different functions, as to discuss the utility of‘ under dlfl-e'cm mOdes: as "unk and Tom-1

La or Mi." The socialist writer, surely, is not absorption and resorption, sexual organs,

a musician, if he thinks to attribute an equal the waking and sleeping of plants, This

value and importance to all the notes of an

indeterminate gamut.

{We might, by doubling the pivot, name

here also the series of favoritism, where all

fixed principle is

broken by caprice.

progressive assimilation extends to the

whole scale.

The essential principles of the series,

conmdicted and an rule if they are isolated in the creations oft
7

human genius, remain unfruitful, and

 

Sometimes become hurtful. Apply them

in parallels, contrast them, interlock

them, alternate them, know how to com

bine them all in a strong unity ; in short,

employ them serially, and all and each of

them will appear to you endowed with a.

sovereign fecundity. But try to establish

a mechanism, a living organism with the

sole principle of equality, and you will

produce nothing but disorder; and yet

what an important part the free series

plays in nature !

Never imagine, therefore, that the free

serial type disappears in the Potential

Series. What are the notes, in the rut:

sical gamut of the third degree! What

are the hairs, the skin, the tissues, the

fleshy parts, the capillary vessels, in the

human body! They are nothing but

simple unities with relation to pivotal

functions, to organs. In the modern

theatre, which is quite a Potential Series,

do we not find the free series represented

and playing a very active part in the

gallery and the parterre!

The potential order, then, does not ex

clude any of the inferior elements; it

makes use of them all. It takes, in the

first degree, the units and the equalitary

mass; in the second, symmetry and con

trast; in the third, equilibrium; in the

fourth, precise measure and hierarchy;

and it is from the combination of all these

powers that it creates in itself the most

perfect Unity in the bosom of the most

extended Variety. Take away one of

these elements, and the Variety is di

minished, Liberty is restricted, the Se

ries is less supple, and from that time the

Unity, more severe and more oppressive,

is more and more threatened with disso

lution.

Before closing this chapter, let us

make one more remark.

'If we observe the human organization,

this little world, man, this image of God,

we find that the free and confused ele~

ments, that the parts which represent the

free series are placed particularly on the

surface of the body, scattered as it were,

at a distance from the ruling organs;

and, to all appearance, having but a sec

ondary interest in the great movements

of life. From this law of distribution we

might infer a veritable inferiority of the

free series compared with the others.

Nevertheless, a more attentive study re

veals the important office of even the

most superficial parts in the human econ

omy; let it suffice to mention the func

tions and the sensibility of the skin.

This phenomenon, in the general theory

of Fourier, is explained by the law of the

contact of extremes.

We shall have to take account, then,

of this law in all our researches, and in

all our works; we must not fear, in any

organization whatsoever, to give all its
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special importance to the free series; and

we must not be astonished if this term

of the serial scale offers points of con

tact with the pivot.

To be Continued.

 

TI-IE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,"

SEQUEL T0

C O N S U E L O .

FROM THE FRENCH 0F GEORGE SAND.

Translated for the Harbinger.

 

“Now, my children,” said Albert Po

deibrad to the villagers, “ we have pray

ed, it is time to labor. Go to the fields:

as for myself, I go with my family to

seek life and inspiration through the

forest."

“ You will return this evening?” cried

all the peasants.

The Zingara made a sign of affection,

which they took for a promise. Thel

two little girls, who understood uuthingl

of the course of time, or the chances of;

their journey, cried out: “_Yes, yes!”,

with an infantile joy, and the peasants'

dispersed. Old Zdenko seated himself

upon the threshold of the hot, when hev

had seen, with a paternal air, that hisl

godson‘s bag was provided with the fam-l

ily breakfast. Then the Zingara made

us a sign to follow, and we left the vil

lage in the suite of our wandering musi-l

cians. \Ve had to ascend the slope of

the ravine. The master and myself each

took one of the little girls in our arms,

and this gave us an opportunity to join

Trismegistus, who, until then, had not!

seemed to notice our presence.

“You see me rather absent,” said he

to me. “I am sorry to deceive the!

friends whom we leave, and that old manl

whom I love and who.will seek for us to

morrow in all the paths of the forest.—l

But Consuelo has willed it so,” added he, i

pointing to his wife. “She thinks umi

there is danger for us in remaining long i

or here. I cannot imagine that we can

henceforth occasion fear or envy to any

one. Who would understand our happi

ness? But she assures me that we draw

the same danger upon the heads of our

friends, and though I know not how, I

yield to this consideration. Moreover,

her will has always been my will, as

mine has always been hers. We shall

not return to the hamlet this evening. If

you are our friends, as you appear to be,

you will return at night, when you have

walked far enough, and will explain this

to them. We did not bid them farewell,

because we did not wish to afflict them;

but you will tell them that we shall re

turn. As to Zdenko, you have only to
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" Entered according to Act ofCongrcss, in the

say to him, to-morrow; his foresight ex

tends no further. Every day, the whole

of life, is for him Io-morrom. He has

cast ofl‘ the error of human notions. He

has his eyes opened upon eternity, into

the mystery of which he is ready to be

absorbed, in order there to resume the

youth of life. Zdeuko is a wise man,

the wisest man I have ever known.”

The kind of insansity with which Tris

mcgistus was affected, produced upon his

wife and children an effect worthy of

remark. Far from blushing at it before

us, far from suffering at it. for themselves,

they listened to each of his words with

respect, and seemed to find in his oracles

strength to raise themselves above the

present life and above themselves. I be

lieve that noble youth, who eagerly

caught every thought of his father, would

have been much astonished and highly

indignant, had he been told that they

were the thoughts of a madman. Tris

megistus spoke rarely, and we noticed

that neither his wife nor children urged

him to it without an absolute necessity.

They religiously respected the mystery

of his reverie; and though the Zingara

kept her eyes constantly fixed upon him,

she seemed to fear for him rather the

inconveniences than the ennui of the iso

lation in which he was placed. She had

studied his eccentricity, and I use this

lwot‘d in order not again to employ that of

insanity, which is still more repugnant to

me, when referring to such a man and to

so respectable and so touching a state of

mind. I have understood, from seeing

this Trismegistus, the veneration which

the peasants. (great theologians and great

metaphysicians without knowing it,) and

the people of the East bear towards men

deprived of what is called the light of

reason. They know that, when this ab~

straction of the understanding is not

troubled by vain efforts and cruel mock

cries, it may become an exceptional fac

ulty of the most poetically divine charac

ter, instead of turning into fury or bru

tishness. I do not know what would

become of Trismegistus, if his family did

not interpose as a rampart of love and

fidelity between the world and him. But

should he in that case sink under his

delirium, it would be an additional proof

of the respect and care which is due to

those diseased in his manner, and to all

the diseased of whatever nature.

This family walked with an ease and

an agility which would soon have ex

hausted our strength. The little ones

themselves, if they had not been saved

from fatigue by being carried, would have

devoured space. One would say that

they felt born to walk, as the fish to

swim. The Zingara does not wish her

 

has not completed his growth and his

voice has not undergone the crisis which

singers call the change. She raises up

on her strong shoulders those supple and

confiding creatures, and carries them as

lightly as she does her guitar. Physical

strength is one of the benefits of this no

madic life, which becomes a passion with

the poor artist, as the beggar or the natu

ralist.

\Ve were much fatigued when, through

the roughest paths, we reached a wild

and romantic spot called the Schrecken

stein. We remarked, as we approached

this spot, that Consuelo looked at her

husband with more earnestness, and

walked nearer to him, as if she feared

some danger or some terrible emotion.

Still nothing disturbed the serenity of the

artist. IIe seated himself upon a stone

which tops a barren hill. There is some

thing frightful in this place. The rocks

are heaped up in disorder, and continually

break the trees by their fall. Those

trees which have resisted, have their roots

above the soil, and seem to hold by those

knotty members to the rock which they

threaten to drag away. A death-like si

lence reigns over this chaos. The herds

men and woodcutters keep at a distance

from it with terror, and the soil is dug

up by wild boars. The sand bears the

foot-marks of the wolf and the chamois,

as if the wild animals were sure of there

finding a refuge against man. Albert

dreamed a long while upon that stone,

then he directed his glance to his children,

who played at his feet, and to his wife,

who, standing before him, tried to read

upon his brow. Suddenly he rose, knelt

before her, and gathering his children by

a gesture: “ Prostrate yourselves before

your mother” said he to them, with pro

found emotion, “ for she is the consola

tion sent from heaven to unfortunate men ;

she is the peace of the Lord promised to

men of good-will!” The children knelt

around the Zingara, and wept as they

covered her with caresses. She wept

also as she pressed them to her bosom,

and, compelling them to turn, made them

render the same homage to their father.

Spartacus and myself had prostrated our

selves with them.

When the Zingara had spoken, the

master yielded his homage to Trismegis

tus, and seized the moment to appeal to

him with eloquence, to ask light of him,

relating all that he had studied, all that

he had meditatcd and suffered to receive'

it. For myself, I remained enchanted at

the feet of the Zingara. I hardly dare

tell you what passed in me. This

woman might be my mother, without.

doubt; well, I know not what charm

still emanates from her. In spite of the

year 1816, bv FRANCIS G. SHAW,in the Clerk’s ,son to take the little girls in his arms, in ‘ respect I feel for her husband. in spite 0f

office of the District Court of Massachusetts.
lspite of his good intentions, so long as hel the terror with which the sole idea of
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forgetting him would have transfixed me

at that moment, I felt my whole soul

rush towards her with an entltttsiasm,illeaven has made you the organizer of

which neither the splendor of youth nor,

the fascinations of luxury have ever in-iynur work.

spired in me.

like this Ziugara, that I might consecrate

my days to her!

of despair, as if it had been revealed to

me that there is no other Woman for me

to love on the earth.

The Zingara did not even see me. Slte

listened to Spartacus; she was struck by

his ardent and sincere language. Tris

megistus also was penetrated by it. He

clasped his hand, and making him take a

seat beside him on the stone of the

Schreckenstein, “ Young man,” said he:

to him, “you have awakened in me all

the recollections of my life. I thought I

heard myself speak at your age, when I

ardently asked for the science of virtue

from men ripened by years attd experience.

I had determined to say nothing to yott.

I mistrusted, not your intelligence and

your probity, but the simplicity and the

fire of your heart. I did not feel myself;

capable, moreover, of retranscribing in a!

language which I formerly spoke, the

thoughts I have since been accustomed to

manifest by the poetry of art, by feeling.

Your faith has conquered; it has pro

duced a miracle; I fuel that I ought to

speak to you. Yes," added he, after

 

 

0! could I find a. woman down as well as to build up.

 

great proof of the reality of your mis

sion. Forward then, act and labor.

destruction: destroy and dissolve, that is

Faith is needed to poll

For my

self, I voluntarily withdrew from the

But I do not hope it, , paths itt whiclt you rush forward : I con

and now that I shall never see her again, i sidered tltcm evil.

. . l

there is at the bottom of my heart a kind

Doubtless they were

only accidentally so. If true servants of

the cause feel called to attempt them

again, it is because they have again be

come practicable. I thought there was

nothing to be hoped for from actual soci

ety. and that no one could reform it by

remaining in it. I placed myself outside

of it, and despairing to see salvation

descend upon the people from the height

of that corrttption, I have consecrated the

last years of my strength to act directly

upon the people. I have addressed my

self to the poor, to the weak, to the

oppressed, and have brought to them my

preaching under the forms of art and

poetry, which they understand because

they love them. It is possible that I

have too much distrusted the good in

stincts which still palpitate in men of

science and power. I no longer know

them, since, repelled by their impious

scepticism and their still more impious

superstition,I withdrew from them with

disgttst to seek the sitnple in heart. It is

probable that they tnust have changed,

have been corrected and taught. What

do I say? It is certain that this world

having examined him in silence during,has advanced, that it has purified itself,

an instant which appeared to us an age, i that it has become greater during fifteen

for we trembled lest this inspiration years; for everything human gravitates

Sllfiuld (1688" him; “ 3‘99. I l'BcoflJliZeIincessantly towards the light, and all is

l
you now ! I remember you ; I have seen:

you, I have loved you, I have laboredi

with you in some phase of my anterior

life. Your name was great among men,

but I have not retained it; I remember

only your look, your words, and that

soul from which mine separated itself‘

with difficulty. I read better in the fu

ture than in the past now, and future

ages often appear to me as glittering with

light as do the days which remain to me

of life under this present form. Now,I

tell you, you will be great also in this

age, and you will do great things. You

will be blamed, accused, calumniated,

hated, disgraced, persecuted, exiled.

But your idea will survive you under

other forms, and you will have agitated

present things with a formidable plan,

with immense conceptions which the

world will not forget, and which will

perhaps give the last blows to social and

religious despotism. Yes, you have rea

 

son to seek for action upon society. You ,

obey your destiny; that is your inspira-i

tion. This enlightcns me, What I have 1

felt when listening to you, what you have i

communicated to me of your hope, is a

bound together, the good attd the evil, to

rush towards the divine ideal. You wish

to address yourself to the world of the

learned, the patricians and the rich ; you

wish to level by persuasion ; you wish to

,seduce even kings, princes, and prelates,

hy the charms of truth. You feel gush

up within you that confidence and that

strength which snrmounts all obstacles

and renews the youth of all that is old

and worn out. Obey, obey the breath of

the Spirit! contintte and aggrandize our

work; gather our arms scattered on the

field of battle where we were van

quishcd.”

Then began a conversation between

Spartacus and the divine old man, a con

versation which I shall never forget itt

my life. For a marvellous occurence

took place. This Rudolstadt, who was

at first willing to speak with us only by

the sounds of music, as formerly did Or

pheus; this artist, who told us that he

had long since abandoned logic and pure

reason for pure feeling; this man, whom

infamous judges called insane, and who

consented to pass as such, making as it

were a sublime effort from charity and

 

divine love, suddenly became the most

reasonable of philosophers, so far as to

guide us ill the path of the true method

and of certainty. Spartacus, on his side,

showed all the ardor of his soul. 7 The

one was the complete man, all whose

faculties are in unison; the other was

like a neophyte full of enthusiasm. I

called to memory the gospel, in which

it is said that Jesus conversed on the

mountain with Moses and the prophets.

“ Yes,” said Spartacus, “' I feel that I

have a mission. I have approached those

who govern the earth, and have been

struck by their stupidity, their ignorance

and their hardness of heart. 0! how

beautiful is life, how beautiful is human

ity! But what do they do with na

ture, with life, with humanity? And

I wept a long while on seeing both my

self, and the men my brothers, and the

whole divine work the slaves of such

wretches! And when I had groaned a

long while like a weak Woman, I said to

myself: ‘ \Vhat prevents my tearing my

self from their chains and living free! ’

But after a phase of solitary stoicism, I

saw that to be free alone is not to‘be

free. Man cannot'live alone. Man has

man for his object. He cannot live with

out his necessary object. And Isaid to

myself: ‘I am still a slave, let me de

liver my hrothers.’ And I have found

nohle hearts who have associated them

selves with me, and my friends call me

Spartacus.”

“ I had indeed told you that you would

only destroy," replied the old man.

“Spartacus was a revolted slave. But

no matter. Once again, organize to de

stroy. Let a secret society he formed at

your call to destroy the existing form of

the great iniquity. But if you wish to

be strong, efficacious, powerful, introduce

the most you can of living, eternal prin

ciples into that society destined to des

troy, in order that it may at first destroy,

(for, to destroy, it must be; all life is

positive,) and that afterwards from the

work of destruction may be born that

which should be born."

“I understand you: you limit my

mission very much. However, small or

great, I accept it.”

“All that is in the designs of God is

great. Know one thing that should be

the rule of your soul: Nothing is lost.

Though your name and the form of your

works disappear; tltongh you labor trill:

oul a name, like myself, your Work will

not be lost. The divine balance is

mathematics itself, and in the crucible of

the divine chemist, all the atoms are

counted at their exact value.”

“Since, then, you approve my de

signs, teach mo, open to me the route;

what must be done! How must I act

upon men? Is it especially upon the
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imagination that I must operate! Mustl

l profit by their weakness and their in-‘

clination for the marvellous? You havel

yourself seen that good can be done with ‘

the marvellous ! " ‘

“ Yes, but I have also seen all thel

evil that can be done. If you are welll

acquainted with the doctrine, you will

know in what epoch of humanity we live,

and you will conform your means of aC'i

tion to your time." ‘

“ Teach me then the doctrine, teach\

me the method of acting, show me cer

tainty.” ‘

“ You ask method and certainty from

Sum qui sum, says the great book, the

Bible."

“ Yes, but do we know nothing more‘

of his nature? Has not God revealed to

Humanity something more? ”

“ The Christians say that God is three

persons in one, the Father, the Son, the

Spirit.”

“ And what say the traditions of the

ancient societies which you have con

sulted l "

“ They say the same thing.”

“ Has not this coincidence struck you?

Public and triumphant religion, secret

and prescribed religion, agree respecting

see also that each being having a name

in the divine thought is a species; rrmr

il cuncla jrula gurus suum et scrumlum

“first then is the peculiar

1 n

spate/n strum.

formula. of man

“ I understand you. You \tlsh me to

give you a formula of man analogous to

that of God. The divine trinity tnust be

found in all the works of God; each

work of God must reflect the divine na

ture, but in a special manner; each, in a

word, according to its species.”

 

“ Certainly. I will tell you the form

[ula of man. it will be a long while

.hefore the philosophers, now divided in

an artist, from a ma" “‘lwm men llflve‘the nature of God. I might speak to'their manner of seeing, will unite to

accused of madness, and persecuted under , you of the warships anterior to Christian- , comprehend it.

that pretext! It seems that you are in‘ ity; you would find the same truth hid

Still there was one who

leomprehended it, already many years

El'l'm‘; 85k 0f the philosophers, 0f ll18!den in their theology. India, Egyptdsiuce. He is greater than the others,

wise man.”

“ It is of you that I ask.

value of their science.”

I know the‘ three persons: but we will return to this

point. What] wish to make you un

lGreece, have known the one God inlalthough he is infinitely less celebrated

lamong the vulgar. While the school of

1Descartes loses itself in pure reason,

“ Well, since you insist, I will tell you , der-stand now is the formula in its whole making man a machine of reasoning, of

that the method is identical with the doc- ‘ extent, under all its aspects, in order to syllogisms, an instrument of logic; while

trine itself, because it is identical with arrive at what interests you, the method,lLticke and his school lose themselves in

the supreme truth revealed in the doc-L

trine. And, on thinking of it, you will

understand that it cannot be otherwise,

All is therefore reduced to a knowledgel

of the doctrine.”

Spartacus reflected, and after a mo

ment‘s silence, said: “I wish to hearl

from your mouth the sublime formula of

the doctrine.”

“ You will hear it, not from my mouth,

but from that of Pythagoras, himself the

echo of all the sages: O DIVINE 're

TRADE! That is the formula. It is that

which, under all kinds of images, of sym

bols and 'emblems, Humanity has pro

claimed by the voice of the great reli

gions, when he has not been able to seize

the organization, the polity. I continue:

from God, let us pass to man. \Vhat is

man i ”

“ After a difiicult question, you ask me

another which is not less so. The ora

cle of Delphos declared that all wisdom

consisted in the answer to this question :

Mon, know thysel .”

“ And the oracle was right.

from the human nature well~understood

that issues all wisdom, as well as all

morals, all organization, all true polity.

Permit me, therefore, to repeat my ques

tion to you. \Vhat is maul ”

“ Man is an emanation from God --”

“ Without doubt, as are all the crea

tures that live, since God alone is Being,

It is‘

ii in a Purely spiritual manner, “'illlou' absolute Being. But you do not resem

incarnation, without idolatry, such as it Me, I hope, the philosophers whom I

has been given to the revealers to reveal 1mm seen in England, in France, and

it to themselves.”

“ Speak, speak. And to make your

self understood, recall to me some of

those emblems. Afterwards you will

use the austere language of the abso

lute.”

“I cannot separate, as you would

wish, these two things, religion in itself,

in its essence, and manifested religion.

It belongs to human nature, in our epoch,

to see both together. We judge the

past, and, without living in it, we find in

it the confirmation of our ideas. But I

will make myself understood. Come, let

us talk, let no talk first about God.

Does the formula apply. to God, to the.

infinite essence. It would be faulty did

it not apply to him from whom it flows.

Have you reflected upon the nature of

God? without doubt; for I feel that you

carry Heaven, the true Heaven, in your

heart. \Vell, what is God i ”

“‘He is Being, he is absolute Being.

 

also in Germany, at the court of Freder

ick. You do not resemble that Locke,

of whom so much is said now-a-days on

the faith of his commentator Voltaire;

you do not resemble M. Helvetius, with

whom I have often conversed, nor La

Mettrie, whose bold materialism so much

pleased the court of Berlin. You do not

say, like them, that there is nothing pe

culiar in man to distinguish him from the

animals, the trees the stones! God,

doubtless, makes all nature live, as he

makes man live; but there is order in

thcodicy. There are distinctions in his

thought and consequdntly in his wnrks,

which are his thought realized.~ Read

the great book that is called Genesis, that

book which the common people rightly

look upon as sacred without understand

ing it; you will there see that it is by

divine light establishing the distinction of

beings that the eternal creation is made ;

'fiat hm: et facta est Itu. You will there

lsensation, making man a sensitive plant ;

i\vhile others, such as I could cite in

Germany, are absorbed in sentiment,

making man a selfishness for two, if rc

ferring to love, for three or four and even

more, if referring to the family; he, the

greatest of all, began to understand that

man was all this in one, all this

indivisibly. That philosopher was Leib

nitz. He understood great things; he

did not share the absurd contempt which

our age feels for antiquity and Christian

ity. He dared to say that there were

pearls in the dung-hill of the middle

ages. Pearls! lthink soindeed! Truth

is eternal, and all the prophets have re

ceived it. I therefore say to you with

him, and with an affirmation stronger

than his, that man is a trinity, like God.

And that this trinity is called in human

language, sensation, sentiment, knowl

edge. And the unity of these three

things makes the human tetrade, corres

ponding to the divine tetrarle. Thence

comes all history, thence comes all pol

ity ; and it is thence that you must draw,

as from an always living spring."

“ You pass abysscs which my mind,

less rapid than yours, cannot pass so

quickly," replied Spartacus. “ How,

from the psychological definition you

have just given me, does there proceed a

method, a rule ofcertaintyl This is what

l first ask of you.”

“That method easily proceeds from

it,” returned Rudnlstadt. “ Human na

ture being known, the question is to cul

tivate it according to its essence. If you

understood that. - unrivalled book from

which the Gospel itself is derived, if you

understood the Gmm's, attributed to Mo

ses, and which if it really comes from

ithat prophet, was brought by him from
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the temples of Memphis, you would

know that the human dissolution, or that

which the Genesis calls the deluge, has

no other cause than the separation of

these three faculties of human nature,

departing thus from unity, and therefore

from connection with the divine unity, in

which Intelligence, Love and Activity

remain eternally associated. You will

then understand how every organizer

must imitate Noah, the regent-rater; and

what the Scripture calls the generations

of Noah, with the order in which it

places them and the harmony it estab

lishes between them, will serve you as a

guide. You would find also, at the same

time, in metaphysical truth, a method of

certainty to cultivate Worthily the human

nature in each man, and a light to en

lighten you respecting the true organiza

tion of societies. But, I tell you once

again, I do not think the present time

made for organizing: there is too much

to destroy. It is especially as method

that I recommend you to attach yourself

to the doctrine. The time of dissolution

approaches, or rather it has already come.

Yes, the time has come in which the

three ' faculties of human nature will

anew be separated, and in which their

separation will occasion death to the so

cial, religious and political body. What

will happen? Sensation will produce its

false prophets, and they will extol sensa

tion. Sentiment will produce its false

prophets, and they will extol sentiment.

Knowledge will produce its false pro

phets, and they will extol intelligence.

These last will be the proud who will

resemble Satan. The second will be

fanatics ready to fall into evil as well as

to advance to good, without sure criterion

and without rule. The others will be

what Homer says the companions of

Ulysses became under the wand of Circe.

Follow neither of these three routes,

which taken separately, lead to abysses;

one to materialism, the second to mysti

cism, the third to atheism. There is but

one sure road to truth; it is that which

corresponds to complete nature, to human

nature developed under all its aspects.

Do not leave that road ; and for that pur

pose, meditate unceasingly upon the doc

trine and its sublime formula."

“ You teach me things which I be

fore had a glimpse of. But to-rnorrow I

shall no longer have you. Who will

guide me in the theoretic knowledge of

truth, and thence in practice? "

“You will have other sure guides.

Above all read the Genesis, and endeavor

to seize its meaning. Do not take it as

a book of history, as a. monument of

chronology. There is nothing so void of

sense as this opinion, which, nevertheless

prevails every where with the learned as

well as with the scholars, and in all

 

Christian communions. Read the Gas

pcl with reference to the Genesis, and

understand it by means of the Genesis

after having received it into your heart.

Strange fact! The Gospel is, like the

Genesis, adored and misunderstood.

These are great things. But there are

still others. Collect piously what re

mains to us of Pythagoras. Read also

the writings presented under the name

of the divine theosophist whose name I

bore in the temple. Do not believe, my

friends, that I would have, of myself,

dared to assume that venerated name of

Trismegistus: it was the ‘Invisibles’

who commanded me to bear it. Those

writings of Hermes, now-a-days dis

dained by the pedants, who foolishly be

lieve them to be the invention of some

Christian of the second or third century,

contain the ancient Egyptian science.

A day will come in which, explained and

brought to light, they will appear what,

they are, monuments more precious than’

those of Plato; for Plato derived his

science from them, and it must be added,

that he has strangely misconceived and

falsified the truth in his Republic.

therefore, Trismegistus and Plato, and

upon the great mystery.

number, I recommend to you the noble

monk Campanella, who suffered horrible

tortures for having dreamed what you

dream of, human organization based upon

truth and science.”

We listened in silence.

“\Vhen I speak to you of books,"

continued Trismegistus, “ do not believe

that, like the Catholics, I idolatrously in

carnate life in the tombs. I will say to

you of books what I said yesterday of

other monuments of the past. Books,

monuments, are the remains of life by

which life may and should be nourished.

But life is always present, and the eter

nai Trinity is better engraved in us and

on the face of the stars than in the books

of Plato or Hermes.”

Without intending it, I somewhat by

chance turned the conversation.

“ Master," said I to him, “ you have

just expressed yourself thus: ‘The

Trinity ls better engraved on the face of

the stars.’——" What do you mean by

that! I see indeed, as the Bible says,

the glory of God shine out in the bright

ness of the stars, but I do not see in

those stars a proof of the general law of

life which you call Trinity.”

“The reason is,” he replied, “that

physical sciences are still insufiiciently

advanced, or rather, that you have not

studied them at the point where they now

are. Have you heard of the discoveries

in electricity! Doubtless; for they have

drawn the attention of all educated men.

Well, have you not remarked that the

 

Read, ‘

savans who are so incredulous, so con

temptuous, when reference is made to

the divine Trinity, have come, with re

gard to those phenomena, to recognize

the trinity? for they themselves say that

there is no electricity without heat and

light, and reciprocally; in a Word, they

there see three in one, which they are not

willing to admit in God.”

To be Continued.

 

For the Harbinger.

CANNIBALISII.

PERVERSION OF HUMAN LIFE AND INCO

HERENCE OF MAN WITH THE ANIMAL

CREATION THROUGH HIS SELFISH APPRO'

PRIATION OF THEIR BODIES.

In the last number we stated the prob

lem, how to effect equilibrium between

population, human or animal, and produc

tion adapted to the wants of that life.

We applied to this problem the law of

dual development, inverse and direct. In

verse development is that period or state

determined by the principle of analysis,

the Cabalist, of the passional gamut,

which creates discards. The ultimate

reason of this principle and the state of

,temporary incoherence which it deter—

those who since their time have meditated , mines, seems to be the necessity of the

 

Among this 5 central or collective life—

1st. Of God, then of all the subordi

nate lives down to that of a planet, to ex

press itself in multitudes of individual

lives, and the necessity of each of these

fragmentary individualizations of which

the human race is one, and each nation,

family and person, smaller subdivisions,

to assert this individuality eccentrically,

to develop its own specific tone as a pre

liminary to recognizing its relations

through communion with other individ

uals ur races to the unitary centre, trunk

or source of its life.

Each musical note needs for a moment

to insist on its individual sound as dis

tinguished from the rest of the octave.

Each octave has its specific range which

must be distinctly recognized by the com

poser before blending its accords with

others in the complete scale ofthe instru

ment. The term or duration of this

preliminary period of incoherent individ

ualization is proportioned to the magni

tude and to the inertia of the sphere to

be harmonized. For the notes of a mu

sical octave, it may occupy a fraction of a

second; for the instruments of an or

chestra, half an hour; for the atoms of

a crystal, several minutes; for the crys—

tale of a mass, many hours, days or

weeks; for the organs of a unitary ani

mal life, several weeks or months of

foetal existence; for the individual lives

ofa race, many centuries; the trans

formations by death aod alternate exist

cnces in different physical and moral

spheres or conditions, being essential to
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develop their mutual affinities, and to de

termine their natural positions.

The earth has now been nearly six

thousand years engaged in preliminary

movements, under the analytical princi

ple “Every man for himself," and is

only now beginning in small nuclei to

obey the law of the Composite. -—

2d. Distributive principle. “ Ye are all

members one of another," by organizing

Synthetic combinations or industrial and

social series. \Vith us, as with the atoms,

it is the same attractions, whose blind im

pulse caused them to impinge upon each

other, which under the Serial law which

Fourier has announced to us, will deter

mine the harmonic grouping. Friend

ship,‘ among the aficctions. and music

among the sensations, are two levers

which belong peculiarly to the Compo

site attraction and through these it is en

lightening the other affections and senses

upon the combinations necessary to their

true interest and full gratification in di

rect development.

The ruling principle of the inverse

development of the Earth‘s life is selfish

ness, and its character, consequently, uni

versal incoherence of interests and or

ganization of conflict on every point in

which two races, classes or individuals,

share an attraction. friendship and music

excepted.

Our present subject is the application

of this principle of Selfishness and state

of incoherence to the attractions of Taste

and of Hunger. They here lead each to

appropriate to himself the bodies of oth

er creatures, as applied to other senses

they impel him to appropriate the results

of their labors.

The logical corrollary of a state of

conflicting interests, is repression of indi

vidual life, which for want of a genial

sphere of development is low in degree,

partial and fragmentary, few beings even

among the rich finding an outflow for their

passions and faculties.

“’e have observed as an absolute prin

ciple of nature through all the degrees of

her life in different animal and vegetable

 

" \Ve might add Love, but with this explana

tion. Love is a passion which in its essence, as

in all its effects, unites opposite or contradictory

characters. As it joins the opposite sexes, and

contrasted temperaments in its effects, so in its

elence it is the union of a material principle

the most absolutely exclusive, with a spiritual

principle the most expansive and emancipating.

Through the one object of Love, we are

brought into highest sympathy with the univer

sal life of nature and our race, yet, in epochs

ruled by the material principle, Love has been

a most fertile source of hostility. Thus is

Love shared as an agency between the Compo

site principle, and the Cabalist, which has hith

erto employed it as a chief cause of hoetile ri

valries, capable of being absorbed only by the

mechanism of the Pusional Series.

 

races, as well as among individuals, that

the reproduction of the Species holds

a constantly inverse ratio to the develop

ment of the individual.

Applying this law to the low and frag

mentary development of man and other

creatures during the state of incoherence,

we perceive that excessive pullulation

is its characteristic, and the increase

must be most rapid precisely amongst

those classes who, from the evil conditions

which repress their own life, are least ca

pable of providing for their ofl'sprinfl.

The inverse providence of this subver

sive epoch employs as its agents for ef

fecting an equilibrium between population

and production, war, famine, pestilence

and cannibalism, the results of man’s in~

coherence with his fellow man by false

sooieties, with the elements of nature by

false or insufficient methods of culture,

&c., and with the animal creatures, of

whom he constitutes himself the tyrant

and the fee. The equilibrium thus at

tained is far from implying an amount of

life equal to the possible production of

the planet, far even from the actual pro

duction; it refers to the present wasteful

modes of Distribution. The absolute

principle of equilibrium between birlhs

and deaths coincident with integral dc

velopmenl: calculated for the harmonic

epochs or normal conditions of the planet,

as the subversive equilibrium for the ex

ceptional periods of incoherence presup

Poses, together with refinement in the

qualin of life, its increase in quantity in

constant ratio to the increased productive

ness of the planet. Integral culture and

refinement of the soil and elements, will

give the conditions for integral develop

ment and refinement of its human and

other animal species.

From the same mathematical provi

dence which thus determines the ratio of

life to production, we should expect a

distribution of the different species of

that life in those relative proportions

most conducive to mutual well-being and

harmonic communion. This statement

appears to us to present a comprehensive

and integral solution of the difliculties

suggested, and to leave no pretext for the

resort to violent or fraudulent taking of

life by one creature from another. But

however sufficient to one who understands

the property of the Serial law to harmo

nize the life of the Earth, and who

has consequently integral faith in God,

there may be some who sympathize in

our aims and tendencies, and who under

stand how complete an expression of the

grossest incoherence and most brutal scl

fishness is presented by our devouring of

animals, who may fear that during the

ages and generations preceding the uni

versal establishment of Harmony on the

earth, and necessary to the progressive

 

refinement and full development of its

races, their numbers would increase too

fast, that it would not be safe yet to stay

the hand of blood. This is the same

class of objectors, who in the face of

most conclusive satistics, proving the in

crease of murders after capital punish

ments and their brutalizing effect on the

public mind, tell you they hold the gal~

lows in abhorence, but fear its suppres

sion as removing a check to crime. We

ask the objectors in either case to look at

the results of force and bloodshed as they

are now actually carried out, whether in

the destruction of men or of animals.

How does the former succeed in pre

venting crime, or the latter in preventing

starvation? Let Ireland answer.

Let us show the fallacy of those politi

cal economists who mistake the results of

a false and absurd distribution for those

of deficient production, and who con

found the actual production even from

our best cultivated countries with their

possible. Hear Malthns: “ A man born

in an already occupied world, his family

have not the means to support him, or if

society has no need of his labor, HAS so

near 'ro cum roon; HE is in nor su

PERFLUOL'S on THE EARTH; AND AT THE

ensue BANQUET or NATURE THERE is NO

noon roa nut. Nature commands this

man to bogone, and she will not be slow to

put this order inlo execution herself. Let

every one in this world be answerable to

himself andfor himsel ." So much the

worse for those who are superfluous on

this “are. We should have too much

to do were we to give bread to those who

are dying of hunger; who knows even

that there would remain enough for the

rich, population always having a tendency

to exceed the means ofsubsidence.”

Ricardo : -— “ By Iheforre of privation

the number of laborers diminish, and the

equilibrium is established. ’ ’

These words, it may be urged are those

of fiends, not of men, but we may re

member the old man‘s saying, “ Do not

be frightened my dear child, you will nev

er see anything worse than yourself.”

The fiends who have written those words

are considered to be sound, practical men,

and probably quite as humane as their

neighbors. Living in a sphere of utter

subversion of all true relations between

man and man, through the grasping sel

fishness to which incoherence compels,

they have simply looked at things as they

really are, and reduced to formulas the

principles expressed in them. For this

we should thank them; it is not those

who tell the world harsh and wholesome

truths of itself, in whatever style, who

are its enemies, but those Christian

teachers, who wallowing in the fat of the

land themselves, deny the Master, in

whose name they speak, and betray both
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thepresent and the future interest oftheir‘evident that the combinations of Serial]

race, by diverting human energy from

the aim which Christ had pointed to it,—‘

the embodiment of the law of Love in,

industry will secure to a much greater

amount of life, general wealth and abun~

dance, it follows that in the middle tertns

 

a fair middle term. The Arab gum

gatherer bears the heats of the desert on

five ounces of gum; the Canadian boat

man will consume fifteen pounds of

co-operative relations of industry and so- . between the two extremes, the proportion l flesh.
- .s - t i

cial bio, and attainment to universal

wealth and to happiness, as a conse

quence of thus founding the kingdom of

Heaven and Harmony upon the earth.

These are their racc's enemies, who

not content with acknowledging the law

of selfishness and incoherence as the per

manent principle of this world, thus con

signed by them to their Devil, seek to

carry the same incoherence through all

eternity, by holding out to selfishness the

bait of a private and individual spiritual,

salvation disconnected with the fate ofi

the earth or the destiny of their fellow

creatures.

Bytstatistics of one of the wealthiest,

healthiest, and most humane of old set

tled countries, Great Britian, we shall

see that Malthus and Ricardo are per

fectly just in their conclusions, if the

present state of things be as they sup

pose, normal and permanent, instead of

being exceptional and transitory. Re

ports from eight hundred and fifty-six

parishes gave as yearly earnings of ave

rage laborers employed in day, job, and

harvest work, £27 17$ 10!], and including

earnings of wife and four children, aged

14, 11, 8, and 5, £41 175 8d. Seventy

one parishes reported this inadequate for

subsistence. Colquhoun computes the

number of persons who were able to live

without daily labor, at only 47,000, or

with all the members of their families,

234,000 out of 18,000,000; while the

number of paupers, vagrants, and crimi

nals was 1,800,000, and in London and

other cities, one-third of the tvhole popu

lation.

ln lreland, for months past, whilst ship

loads of provisions were daily leaving her

ports, the newspapers have contained

regular bulletins of the deaths by starva

tion, and the pestilence incident upon it,

as destructive as the Plague or the Chol

era. These things are noticed in Great

Britain simply because they have not yet

been long enough organized there as

normal facts. In India, for centuries it

has occurred that a district might be de

populated by famine and the dead he

strewn around the walls of the neighbor

ing cities, without occasioning more com

motion than the destruction uf the last

swarm of ants.

 

If the divine mathematics determine for

the ages of selfish incoherence in which,

creatures prey upon each other, a condi-j

tion of general poverty,tcven to the point‘"

of starvation for the masses amid im

mense capacities for production, of which

their internal conflict prevents them from 1

availing themselves; and if it is equallyl

of supply to demand, of destiny to at-,

traction; the cessation of the curse andl

the beginning of the blessing, will be

effected in the precise ratio that men act

out Christianity in all their relations,

among themselves and towards the animal‘

creation, and substitute for the law of

force and fraud founded in selfishness,

the law of love and justice founded in

unity.

To fear that the amount of life upon

the earth can ever cxcccd her capacity of

production, is, like all that want of practi

cal faith in God which prevails during

the epochs of misery and moral subver

sion, equally a want of common sense.‘

It is just as sensible as if a hair on our

head should fall to pulling up and de

vouring the hairs around it front an ap

prehension that tnore hairs should grow

on the head than the head had room for.

The species and races of the earth are

the individual expressions of her collec

tive life, refitting itself through the va

rious modes of sensation, affection, and

intelligence, in the animal kingdom, and

through the attraction to unity or senti

ment of God, in the human race, con

necting itself consciously with the central

life of creation. The noxious and sub

versive life with which our planet now

abounds, is at once proof of its strength

and its disease; it is like the copious

eruption of pustules which cover the

psoric body of a stout child: the cure of

the disease is not by picking off the pus

tules or by setting the noxious creatures

to eat each other, but by determining a

healthy state of the child’s blood and ner- t

vous system, or of the earth‘s circulation,of running streams and magnetic currents, '

through an integral system of culture,,

regenerating the expressions of life by

transforming their sphere.

Having taken a bird’s eye view of the

actual, let us proceed to calculate the

possible.

\Vhat nttmbcr of men can be supplied

with the necessaries and comforts of life,

either by direct production or throngh ex

change, from the area of one square

mile?

A square mile contains 6-40 acres.

A moderate average produce in wheat,

whose yield is less than that of most

other grains, roots and fruits, is twenty

bushels to the acre.

For his subsistence a man requires an

average of two pounds of grain a day,

which when prepared and cooked will be:

very much increased. This is equal to

thirteen bushels per year.

This we presume will be allowed to be

 

 

At a yield of twenty bushels of wheat,

tltirtcen-twcnticths of an acre will suffice

for a man‘s food; he will want an equal

area for forest, another for buildings and

Courts, and another for meadow. Thir

teen-twentieths multiplied by four, equal

to two and three-fifths acres, which, as

the divisor of 040, gives 246 inhabitants

to the square mile.

Deducting one-fourth for unproductive

sites, there remains 185 1-2.

At this rate, Europe will support

1851-2 multiplied by 3,256,659 square

miles, area of Europe, giving 604,100,244

inhabitants, allowing to each individual

two and three-fifths acres of productive

soil or to a family of five persons, a lot of

thirteen acres.

But as even under the present very

limited advantages and imperfect adapta

tion of science to culture, wheat is pro—

duccd at the rate of 70 bushels to the

acre, and as the allowance of three-fourths

of the soil to forest, meadow, and domes

tic or manufacturing employments, will

secure to the remaining fourth the best

conditions of manuring, &c., and the ad

vantage of periodical rest in grass by al

ternation with the meadow; we may

justly calculate on this high yield of 70

bushels of wheat to the acre as capable

of being universalized over the three

foutths of good or readily improvable soil

of Europe, on which we speculate. This

reduces the area necessary for an indi

vidual's support to something more than

five-sevenths of an acre—70 bushels di

vided by 20 bushels equal to three and

one-half, multiplier of yield, and divisor

of two and three-fifths acres, which was

the former estimate. Three and one-half

equal to thirty-five-tenths, divided by two

and three-fifths or twenty~six-tentbs, equal

to twenty-six thirty-fifths, or something

more than five-sevenths of an acre to each

individual, or between three and four

acres to a family of five persons. At this

rate the area of a square mile will sup

port 1851-2, former proportion to the

square mile, multiplied by 31-2, equal

to 0491-4, which, multiplied by 3,256,659

square miles in Europe, gives 2,114,385,

854 inhabitants of Europe.

We note that this calculation, al

though taking in, as before, only three

fourths of the surface of Europe, em

ploying the terms 1851-2 to the square

mile, instead of 216, and though still

as before allowing only one~foutth of

the soil to tillage, retrcnchcs the family

lot from 13 acres to little more than 3

acres for each family,—a space quite sufii

cicnt for comfort and even luxury, inde
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pendent of associative combinations, but is concerned at least, and still we hovel

which presupposes the supply of fuel

from the coal bed instead of the forest,

and reduces the number of domestic ani

mals except under arrangements unknown

to civilization and incompatible with inco

herence of interests.

But as a large number of domestic an

imals may be subsisted from fodder or

leaf of the grains, the herbaceous stalks

of esculent roots and other alirnents

which are essentially connected with our

own table service; as the cornfield is, inde

pendently of its tribute to man, one of the

most active spheres of nature's life; as

the forest remaining on one-fourth of the

whole area furnishes a home and suste

nance to the wild creatures, and as a ro

tation of grain and vegetable crops isa

substitute for grass, the fourth given up

to meadow may be included in tillage.

This will double again the possible

population. After this point the propor

tional space demanded for houses, courts,

factories, &c., will have so far in

creased, that no farther developments

of population can be admitted without

speculating on domestic association of

many families, possible only in the Pas

sional Series. This order has indeed

been morally implied, all along, since un

der systems of incoherent interests, we

find the old countries deteriorating in soil

and climate, and capable of supporting

every year a smaller population in com

fortable conditions: admitting the estab

lishment of this order, we proceed to de

termine the physical possibilities of in

crease. The barren fourth of the

whole area, which, during the interval ne

cessary to raise the present population of

170,000,000 to the last term of 4,228,—

771,708, will have been undergoing a dis

integration of its rocks through the ac

tion of the elements, and the vegetable

growth upon them, and have become

covered with a soil which the increased

resources in animal manures may raise to

any possible degree of fertility, we are

now entitled to compute with the rest,

and it enables the last term to be

doubled, giving a population of 8,457,

543,416. Here is still left an entire

fourth of the country in forest.

Now, as trees bearing nuts and fruits

can be easily substituted for barren trees,

to the general advantage of human and

other animal interests, we may obtain an

additional supply of food, which admits

the last term to be again doubled, giving

16,915,086,832. But as corn, which is

equally nutritious with wheat, can be pro

duced in much larger amount to the acre,

 

three times or more, and root crops and

fruits in still greater proportion, the banana;

sixteen times, this term may be multiplied '

 

not touched the vast resources which new

applications of science, already discover

ed or discoverable, to agriculture, open

to the future. The highest amount we.

have calculated, still leaves Europe more

integrally forested, and more ornament

ally as well as usefully cultivated than at

present, and redeemed from swamp, des

on and morbilic effluvias, and secures to

the laborer abundance of the best quality

of food as the basis of the luxury and

other harmonies in which he shares.

To be Continued.

Tm: Pseuno-Sanv'rs or LIVERPOOL.

Lord Brougham, whatever may he thought

by some people, is still capable of talking

sensibly when he pleases. Witness the fol

lowing observations of his lordship's, deliver

ed by him recently, according to the Times,

on the occasion of presenting a pctltlon :—

" He had heard from Liverpool, that about

25,000 pauper: were receiving relief there,

only 3,000 of whom wore natives of that

town, the remainder being Irish, whom the

famine had driven over from their own

shores. He was informed, also, that there

were parties in Liverpool who had endeavor

ed to prevent the opening of the soup-kitch

ens on the Sabbath to relieve the wants of

these 25,000 persons: forgetting altogether

the example of their Saviour, who, when

his disciples were rebuked for plucking ears

of corn upon the Sabbath, declared that the

Sabbath was made for man and not man for

the Sabbath. He would venture to say

that those misguided zealots who would pre

vent the opening of the soup-kitchens for the

poor on Sunday, every one of them ate a

hearty dinner on that day, and that their

servants cooked it for them too. (A laugh)"

Spoken like the late Henry Brougham

himself. But these Liverpool sabbatists are

not zealots. A zealot is a religious enthusi

ast. Now, what is the religion of this klnd

of creatures? it is not Christianity; for that

teaches that it is lawful to do well on the

Sabbath-day. Their classification, as a sect,

rests wholly on certain externals; for the

must part very unprcpossessing. Their

countenance is bilious, and their voice nasal.

They rejoice in doggrel psalrnody. Their

conversalion is a species of sanctified slang,

interspersed with groans and other uncouth

noises. They have an ungainly habit of

turning up their eyes, and depressing the

angles of their lips. These are the grimaccs

which they make before men; there are

others which they indulge in when alone.

In private, they wink the eye; in the soli

tude of the chamber, they thrust the tongue

into the cheek. Their religion, in fact, is a

mere mask, and a most ueg one, but very

expressive. It has been said that their talk

about the observance of the Sabbath is mere

cant. It is worse than that. They are

ready enough to do evil on Sunday. They

scruple to open the doors of Charity on that

Fort rusAnv-ocarss or CAPITAL Perv

tsitMEN'r — Sir, in reading the narrative of

circumstantial evidences in your paper, I

was forcibly reminded ofu case which catne

under my personal notice many years since.

A schooner sailed from New York for

Charleston, S. C., with some eighteen or

twenty passengers. On the voyage some

bashed meat was served for dinner, and

While eating it, several of the passengers

became sick, and it was suspected that pois

on was the cause. The cook, a black man,

was suspected, and after charging him with

the deed, which he denied, the Captain

asked him to eat of the meat, which be'dc‘

clinctl. Some one or two of the passengers

tlicd. Wth the vessel arrived at Charles

ton, the cook was arrested and held for trial.

The mate of the vessel warnot to be

found, and no one knew him or where he

had gone. The rock was brought to trial.

A New England lawyer defended him. I

was present at the trial, and the only evi

dence against him was the fact that he re

fused to out the poisoned meat. All the

eloquence of his young attorney could not.

save him. He was found guilty and sen

tenced to be hung. I visited him in prison,

and heard him many times assert his inno

cence. He was allowed a minister of the

Gospel to visit him, to whom he asserted his

innocence in language so convincing that on

the scaffold be stated his firm belief that he

was innocent. I saw him hung, and the

last words he uttered I shall never forget.

“I die on innocent man," said he, in a

solemn and convincing tone, that seemed to

carry conviction through the spectators, of

his innocence, but nothing could save him.

Many years passed, and this scene buried in

the thoughts of those who witnessed it; but

[could never forget it. We all remember

the pirates who were hung in this city some

years ago. One of them was Gibbs, who

confessed that he was mate of that schooner,

put the arsenic in that mince-meat, and fled

on the arrival of that vessel at Charleston.

This is no fiction, but a melancholy fact,

and witnessed by the writer; and this is

one of the many instances of legal murder,

the result of circumstantial evidence.—— Bol

ton Whig.

 

REVIEW.

The Primary Phonoh/pir Rmrlrr : for {he

usrof Schools and- Families. Intended

as Inlrodudor Mac: in Analyzing,

Spelling, on Reading, for Children

and Uncducaled Adulls. By S. P.

ANDREWS and A. F. Both-z. Boston:

Gould, Kendall and Lincoln. 1847.

There seems to be a good deal of com

mon sense, if not of a deeper sort of wis

dom, in the method of this little book.

\Ve have no doubt that a child would

master all the monosyllables of our lan

guage by it, in a shorter time, and in a

way more encouraging and strengthening

to his mind, than by any of the spelling

 

 

again, giving more than fifty billions of; day; but they on not hegiulc m shut them, ' books or printers which we have known.

population easily subsisted, so far as food 5 — Punch. lFor in addition to the uniform and homo
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geneous mode of spelling and pronounc

ing, peculiar to Phonotypy, it arranges

the contents of our language (at least as

far as it goes, that is, through the mono

syllables) in such an order that familiarity

with one word is so much gained towards

the learning of the next, the points of

dilTerence between any two successive

words being always very few compared

with their points of resemblance or identi

ty. \Ve cannot, however, give a better

idea of its plan than by copying the prin

cipal portion of the Introduction:

“ This Reader, and those of thi series, which

will follow, are intended to lead the child, or

other learner, forward, by a strictly inductive

pathway, to an acquaintance with a. larger and

then astill larger circle of words, until he is

rendered completely master of that limited vo

cabulary, in its printed form, with which he is

already familiar in speech.

“To effect this, every monosyllablc in the

language has been examined. From the whole

number of those which begin with a vowel or a

single consonant,-all which it is thought are

in common use among children, both in cities

and in the country, at the ordinary age of learn

ing to read, have been selected, and are con

tained in the columns at the head of the read

ing lessons in this book.

“ These simple and familiar words of the lan

guage are then arranged as follows:—

“'I‘he first lesson consists of only eleven

words, which are the most common words of

the language, and which very small number—

it has been found by extensive experiments—

constitute, by their constant repetition in every

sentence, mic-fourth part of all the word: that

we utter when we speak.

“The learner has already frequently met with

all these words in the ‘Beginners’ Primerfl

but they are introduced here together, in order ‘

that he may at once become perfectly familiar

with them. He should he taught to know them,

so as to call each of them at sight, without

stopping to analyze or spell them, and before

proceeding to the second lesson. By this sim

ple means, the child will enter upon his tasks,

already knowing, as well as his teacher, every

fourth word that will meet his eye. This very

frequent recurrence of certain words has long

been observed, and advantage taken of it, by

short'hand writers. Is it not surprising that so

important a fact should never have received any

systematic application to the business of early

education?

“ The second lesson contains all the frequent

monosyllables which begin with a vowel sound,

arranged according to the order of the vowels

in the alphabet. The pupil should be well

drilled in analyzing these words, which, if well

done, forms an extremely pleasing and attract

ive exercise,— especially in class.

“ The third is a reading lesson, formed of the

words contained in the preceding lessons. If

any other words occur, they are those simple

ones with which the pupil has already become

somewhat familiar in the ‘ Primer.’

“The fourth lesson contains the common

monolyllables, beginning with p, which is the

first letter of the phonotypic alphabet. These,

again, are arranged according to the alphabeti

cal order of their vowel sounds. The fifth, a

reading lesson on the same : the sixth contains 1

the 11's; the eighth, a reading lesson; and mi

on, through the whole list of consonants in I

 

 

their alphabetical order. By means of this

arrangement, the child, in passing from one

word to another, down a column, has in reality,

so long as the same vowel continues to occur,

but one new letter (the final consonant) to

change, in order to form the new word from

that which he has last pronounced. These

final consonants follow each other also in the

successive order of the alphabet; so that every

word is not only easily analyzed and remem

bered, but may he referred to its precise place

in the column, so soon as the pupil knows the

order of the alphabet. This order will be

learned itself, incidentally, by using the book,

and without the objectionable effects which

result from teaching a fixed alphabetical order,

in the first instance. The alphabet itself, how

ever, has been placed upon the last page, for

the use of teachers who are not yet familiar

with it, and for the pupil himself, after he has

already learned to read."

Bella/ls and olhu- Poems. Ily Manv

Howr'r'r. New York: Wiley and

Putnam, 161 Broadway. pp. 270.

(Sold hv Redding and Co., 8 State

Street, Boston.)

Many of these ballads have long been

popular with children, and with those

who sympathize with children; and the

praise of those who cannot is not much

worth having. Collected in this form,

they cannot fail to meet wide welcome.

Manv Howr-rr‘s literary impulse was

first caught from the old English ballads;

become most natural for it to work after

the same tune. In her Preface she says:

“I have been all my life a passionate admirer

of ballad-poetry. Brought up, as a child. ins

picturesque. old-fashioned part of England, re

mote from books and from the world, and under

circumstances of almost conventual seclusion,

the echoes of this old, traditional literature

found their way to my ear and my heart. Few

books. excepting those of a religious and some

what mystical character, reached me; but an

old domestic, with every requisite for a German

MarrhmJ‘rau, who had a memory stored with

ballads, old songs, and legends, inflamed my

youthful imagination by her wild chants and

recitationl, and caused it to take very early

flights into the regions of romance.

“\Vhen I married, under circumstances the

most favorable for a young poetical spirit, the

world of literature was at once opened before

me; and to mark the still prevailing character

of my taste, I may say that the first book I read,

when I had my free choice in a large library,

was Percy’s Relics of Ancient English Poetry,

of which I had heard, but till then had never

seen. The first fifleen years of my married life

were devoted to poetry. My husband and I

published two joint volumes of poems within

the first few years of our marriage; and then,

giving vent to my own peculiar fancies, I again

took to writing ballads, which were published

in various periodicals of the day, and the favor

able reception they met with gave the utmost

encouragement.”

She also speaks of the “love of Christ,

of the poor, and of little children,” as

having always been a ruling sentiment of

her soul. No words could better describe

the prominent characteristics of her poe

 
try. It is all steeped in charity, spark

ling with innocent chcerfulness, and fra

grant of the woods and meadows. All

honor to the profound sentiment of pity

and respect with which she looks upon

the lowliest children of humanity! It is

a very true sentiment, although it has no

method, and is not philosophical. She

sees and feels the wrongs; she believes,

in obedience to a good heart and a pious

faith, that there will come redress; but

it does seem time that all poetry should

glow with a distincter vision; and that

the earnest study of the laws of universal

order, applicable to society as well as art

and nature, should recognize in Science

the very highest kind of poetry,the beauty

of perfect freedom found in perfect law.

we say this because Mary Hewitt is a

reformer; and we sympathize so strongly

with the glowing, generous aspirations of

all reformers. whether expressed in

“rhythmical verses or rhythmical ac

tions,” that we wish them to have the

strength which something positive and con

structive in the view of social Destiny

alone can give. Much of the purest and

most true-hearted humanitary poetry of

this day is at the same time the saddest, be

cause it wings its flight so into the vague,

and has not verified and found a pilot for

 

her mind was possessed by them “mil it;its aspirations in a science of the soul

which tells it what to hope. It almost

seems to us, while this great problem is

challenging as and while a solution of it

has been offered, which to say the least is

most imposing, that every mind's most

deep and most ideal part should be ab

sorbed in its investigation, and that there

should be no leisure to write poetry in

any of these common forms in which the

world has perhaps already done its best.

But it is a great thing to keep on

trusting the sentiments, the heart’s natu

ral instincts of goodness and charity in an

age so false, so governed by selfish inter

ests, and so fearfully relapsing into the old

law of “might makes right,” as this.

Only it is so difficult to preserve this sort

of trust; for most indeed it is impossible

while the system of material interests is

such that only by heartless competition

can one live at all; and while the brightest

visions of democracy, and freedom and

equality are constantly returning in the

old vicious circle and discouraging the

lovers of humanity. Something more is

sorely needed. We are grateful to

William and Mary Hewitt, and their gen

erous coadjutors in the “ People's Jour

nal" and the “ Howitt's Journal,” for

pleading as they do, so steadfastly the

cause of the oppressed. Our only hope

is that they will keep on pleading, and

enlist thousands more upon the same

side; and they must cotne to feel the

need of science, and to see that the study

can no longer be postponed of the true
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Laws of Social Order, and the true form

of Charity. .

in these poems there is great freedom

and ease of rhythm, a decidedly romantic

coloring, and a picturesque inventiveness

and power of fancy. \Ve agree however

with some of the critics of the day, more

fashionable than ourselves, and with

whom we have not always the pleasure of'

agreeing, in the opinion that ballad-writ

ing now is out of date, and that any suc

cess in it, beyond that of a mere trial of

ingenuity, is really out of the question.

The charm of the old ballads is their

stern simplicity, and the fact that they

were written by those who believed all they

wrote, however wild and supernatural,

and who did not merely indulge in fanciful

suppositions of such things. The bal

lad is the natural growth of a rude age,

which bears all the features of the age,

at the same time that it betrays the deep

poetic fire that is struck out from those

flinty forms of life wherin it is still la

tent, and which in spite of its oWn creed

of blood and violence and revenge, in

spite of all the superstition and ignor

ance with which it is identified and which l

it celebrates, gives promise of the bean

ty that shall be unfolded in better days

out of this, human nature, which is essen

tially a poet. A ballad cannot be written

now, which does not sound like an imi

tation, and show more of antiquarian

study than of live poetic fire.

“ THE HARBINGER.‘
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits nrc,l

contempt for other:’ rights, fraud, oppression, a:

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to impoverish

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

application of Christian principles, of Universal

justice and Universal Rule, to social institutions,

to commerce, to business, to active life.

Dn. Crus'rusu.

ASSOCIATIVE MOVEMENT IN FRANCE.

In the last Harbinger, we gave a brief

account of the Associative School in

France, and of the means adopted by it

for the propagation of the doctrines of

Social Harmony. We described the ori

gin and progress of the Rent, and spoke

of its importance as the necessary condi

tion of pecuniary firmness in the opera

tions of the movement. In a recent

number of the Democratic Pacifique, we

find an interesting article, which brings

up the history of the Rent to the present

time, and which we have no doubt our

readers will thank us for laying before

them.

 

“ At this time, last year, we carried

into effect. an important measure for the

development of our ideas of Association

 

and of. Social Organization.

“ \Vhether the partizans of the regen

erating doctrine which we defend before

the world, were still too few in number

to enable the principal organ of this doc

trine to live by the aid of its subscription

alone, or whether it was impossible for a

journal exclusively devoted to the defence

of great and beneficent principles, to be

sustained amongst enterprises undertaken

in the interests of capital and specula

tion, -—-it is certain, that it was only by

repeated calls upon its friends, that the

Associative School succeeded in founding

its daily organ in 1843, and in keeping it

up till 1845.

“ 1n the midst of the unheard ofefl'orts

of Journalism, to attract and retain read~

ers by means more or loss foreign to

political and social interests, the partisans

of the New ldea found it necessary to

 
 

l

 

gin; but no one can refuse to see in them a

proof of the intimate union, the vital soli

darity, which unites the friends of Asso

ciation and of the Organization of Labor.

" It was on the 10th of April last, that

we inserted in the Drmocratie Pacifique,

the last account of the condition of the

Rent of the Associative School. Since

that time, the subscribers to the Rent

have been kept informed of the progres

sive increase of the different. resources

which establish our system of propagation

on a solid basis, and which, at no very

distant day, must bring us to the practical

realization. We deem it right, at this

time, to acquaint all our readers with the

amount to which the Rent has attained;

we think they will be obliged to us for

the publication; for the tie by which we

are bound to them, although less inti

resolve on new sacrifices. In regard tolmate'than that which unites us with the

this point, as well as to the ultimatel subscribers to the Rent, still reposcs on :1

object of our endeavors, there is andlcommunity of principles and wishes

always has been the most perfect.una-l

nimity in our ranks. There had long

been sufficient proofs of devotedness

among us; and it became important to

reduce its exercise to method and system.

The idea of creating a Rent, which had

been previously announced, was brought

forward with decision and earnestness.

“ We attempted to organize it in the

first instance, in Paris. The immediate

result corresponding to our hopes, we

proposed the measure to our friends in

the departments. Our first appeal was

dated the 7th of February, 1846. it will

be remembered with what enthusiasm

our friends sent in their subscriptions.

On the 7th of April following, we an

nounced that the annual rent amounted to

101,479 francs, divided among 1,104 sub

scribers.

l
 

which give them aclaim to be made ae

quaiuted from time to time with the gen

eral condition of the affairs of the School.

“ lt is with the same views, that we

shall say a word or two of the operations

of the Associative Book-Trade. The

most effective means of gaining new con

victions to the cause, it is well known, is

the reading of Associative Works. The

best and surest sign of our progress and

our conquests must be looked for in the

movement of the Associative Library.

We stated, a year ago, that our Library

exclusively devoted to the publications of

the School, had sold in 1843, books to

the amount of 10,000 francs; in 1844, to

the amount of 25,000; and in 1845, to

the amount of 45,000. This year, the

amount of its operations reaches almost

60,000 francs. It must not be forgotten

“ Since that time, the necessary with- , that we have reduced the price of many

drawal of a considerable subscription, or 01" Publicallonfl, esl'ecmlly "ml or

reposing on operations that did not proveFOllYleHB works; 1101‘ that in 1846 “'9

successful, has diminished this amount by

the sum of 10,800 francs; this, however,

did not prevent us from announcing on

the 315i of August, that the total amount

was 100,549 francs, divided among 1,510

subscribers.

“ The subscription now (Dec. 97,

1846) amounts to 105,259 francs, divided

among 1,601 subscribers. The three last

months exhibit, in the increase of the

number of adherents, a remarkable pro

gress: already a great number of sub

scribers have advanced their proportion

for 1847, some have doubled the amount

of their subscriptions, and the greater

part have increased it a quarter, a third,

or a half.

“ We do not pretend that there is any

thing miraculous in this result; it can

astonish only those who are ignorant of

the lofty thoughts, the noble aspirations,

in which these sacrifices have their ori

l

 

l 

have published the greater part of these.

small works at a low price, in order to

spread the knowledge of the Associative

System to the widest possible extent.

We, accordingly, estimate that the work

of propagation, during this year, has re

ceived a development at least double that

of the last year. This is a statistical

fact, by no means discouraging.

“ But to what shall we attribute this

result? Principally to the subscribers to

the Rent. it is they, who by sustaining

the daily flag, have given to us the solo

eflicacious means of bringing our ideas.

daily before the world, of defending the;

School against the attacks of its advers»

ries, of constantly attracting attention to

our plans, our purposes, our publications.

“Can it be believed that without a

daily organ, every day provoking discus

sions, and finding echoes in the French

and foreign press, so many germs of pro~
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pagation Would have made their

ance at different points!

Pactfir/ue, that essential basis of all our

operations, that voice, without which

neither our successes, nor our hopes,

would have been sufficiently known to our

friends or the world,— has this journal

been false to the zeal displayed by As

sociatiunists both in France and abroad!

“ The subscribers to the Rent are not

confined to the support of the Democratic

PflClfilleL’; they secure the very existence

of the School; they develop the work

of propagation by aiding the operations

of the Library; in short, they hasten the

epoch of realization by every day enlarg

ing the circle of our conquests. The

subscribers to the Rent therefore, are, in -

every respect, the living columns of the

cause, its real and devoted supporters.”

NORTH AMERICAN PliALANX.

\Vc are happy to be the means of giving

a wider circulation to the following inte

resting document from the NORTH AMER

iclm Prunmx. We rejoice in the degree

of prosperity which has attended the en

deavors of that devoted band of Social

Reformers, and we trust the day is not

far distant, when they will be gratified

with the realization of their most san

guine hopes.

climate, and local position, enjoyed by

the North American Phalanx, are very

great; the success which has attended

their industry, and the elevated tone of

society that has been attained by them,

speak volumes in favor of their arrange

ments for the establishment of unity of

interests; and we cannot but hope that

they will be enabled to obtain every need

ed facility for the prosecution and com

pletion of their noble experiment.

The views set forth in this Circular,

with regard to the “ progressive develop

ment ofa germ, as the true divine growth

of the social, as of the individual mam”,h

are worthy of attentive consideration.

True vitality, however, it should be re

membered, is manifested in various forms.

Hence, while we wish well to the enter

prizes that are now on foot, in different

parts of the country, for the establish~

ment of Association, on a comparatively

small scale, and have been long devoted

to such an enterprise ourselves, we can

not resist the conviction that the time has

come for an earnest and efficient system

of propagation of the Associative doc

trines, with a view to a complete experi-‘

ment of a Model Phalanx. Nor is there

any essential antagonism between these

two movements. Every successful Asso

ciation, however limited and imperfect, is

a most effectual means of propagation;

while on the other hand, the extensive

diffusion of Associative doctrines through

appear-lout the country, is a necessary condition

The Democratic ’

The advantages of soil, -

 

of the permanence and enlargement of

practical attempts.

The North American P/ialmw to the

Friendsqf Social lie-organization.

[cincuaam]

FRIENDS .—This branch of the Reform

Movement has been in operation since theAutumn of 1843. It was commenced,

and has been continued by a small band

of persons from the middle walks of so

ciety, who were thoroughly convinced of

the necessity of truer, juster relations be

tween man and man, and between society

and individuals; and who have made,

and are making, earnest efforts to work

out their convictions in actual life.

We have, since our organization,

avoided public statements, and pursued:

the business of our enterprize in thel

quietest manner. We felt that our first

work was to solve the problem of true

Social Relations ; and that if our attempt

should prove unsuccessful, the fact would

become sufficiently notorious to do in

jury ; if we should succeed according to |

our intent, this fact Would also become;

sufficiently known. Our locality with itsE

advantages, our people with their eitpe-I

rience, would command such attention as,l

they would merit; and the progress ofi

humanitary doctrines in the public mind,l

and our consequent duty to ourselves and;

to the cause in which we are engaged“:

would be indicated by unmistakable‘

signs.

The first flux of the tide of Social

Doctrines swept over the land, producing

its legitimate effects. As was natural, a

reaction followed ; and for a year or two,

, Social Questions seemed at a low ebb. As

‘ is natural again, if there is the attractivel

1 force of truth in the ocean of thought on

these subjects, a reflux is coming; and

,this wave is evidently flowing broader,

;and marking higher in the social circle

than the first. What then is required of

[is who have a measure of experience in

practical efforts to live the doctrines we

advocate?‘

We have satisfied ourselves of the pos

sibility of Harmony in Association even

with our limited numbers, and under

more unfavorable circumstances than will

be likely to Occur again in any period of

subsequent progress; and that these re

lations are desirable because of many

social advantages and privileges, even at

the present imperfect stage, that are not

attainable in isolation. And we have

strong and abiding faith, that with in?

creased numbers and more favorable cir

cumstances, these advantages and privi

lcges may be greatly multiplied; and ul

timately a social organization perfected

that shall be a fitting embodiment of the‘

spirit of Christianity.

Again, then, what ought we to do?

Friends in whose judgment we repose

great confidence, are of the opinion that

the time ltas arrived to take measures for

another and decided step of progress, on

a more extended scale; and that the pro

gress portion of community should be

come better acquainted with our circum—,

stances, ottr aims, and our views. \‘Veé

entertain similar convictions, but it is

with great diffidence that We respond to

the call, and venture a formal public‘,

statement. A conviction that it is re-i

"quired, impels us, and we commence with l

i a general statement of

 

 

l

 

 

OUR CIRCUMSTANCES.

First of all. we feel deeply, the weight

of' the ever-increasing responsibility of

our position, the ever-increasing tax upon

our ability. Necessarily standing out

'with a degree of prominence as co-labor

ers in remodeling the social fabric, cor

recting hoary abuses, and rectifying er

rors that are organic, we fear that more

will be required of us, than is within our

ability to perform.

It is no light thing to undertake the

care of all human interests and the ad

justment of human relations, public and

private. social and individual: and it

should not be engaged in without the

gravest consideration, and the most de

liberate and heartfelt conviction that we

have the strength of purpose to devote

steadily, unceasingly, unsclfishly, our

entire energies to the work; for we feel

assured that we cannot serve two masters

in Association.

Our locality is healthful; our climate

is mild; we have a beautiful domain, full

of resources, in the heart of a fine fruit

district, and within a few hours travel of

the great Commercial Metropolis. We

have improved our domain with dwellings,

shops and mills, fences, fruit trees, marl

ing, &c. \Ve have forty adult members,

(twenty-four men and sixteen women)

and sixteen children under fifteen years,

which, with probationers and hired labor

ers, make up a resident population of

about sixty-five persons, exclusive of

some thirty non-resident stockholders.

We have an efficient industrial organ

ization, an excellent school, an agreeable

social circle, and a good moral tone; and

have arrived at our present condition,

through many trials and difficulties inci~

dent to the undertaking, and are willing

still to labor, and endure much. if need

be, for the sake of the right. To make

tnore rapid progress is in all respects de

sirable; and for this purpose, we need

more good members and more means.

OF OUR AIMS,

it is perhaps sufficient to say that we are

Associationists, and hence would organ

ize a fortn of society upon the basis of

Associated Effort, Unity of interests,

and Religious Justice; harmonious in all

its relations with Divine Law: in which

men may join in true Christian brother

hood, and be secure in the enjoyment of

their God-given rights; and in which as

a consequence, want, ignorance, vice and

misery, the clash of individual interests,

the warring of classes, and all forms of

injustice shall FINALLY cease; in which

a home with its comforts, and privileges

of social intercourse, education and refine

ment, shall be secure to all its members:

in which labor shall receive its just re

compense, and all the means of life both

material and spiritual shall abound with

out stint: in which woman shall be se

cure in the possession of her rights, and

elevated to the trite dignity of her nature;

and humanity be developed, individually

and socially, in all its powers, capacities

and affections, until it shall attain to the

perfect image of its Maker, and yield a

glad obedience to the requirements of Di

vine Law, in all sphercs of action. '

Are we equal to the work!

We hope to be instrumental in making

a suitable commencement. \Ve suppose

that. many generations will have sufficient

employment in perfecting institutions that

[shall be in harmonious relations with the
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Serial Law, which we believe to be the

organizing principle in all creations.

ouit VIEWS

Are that true Divine growth of the so

cial, as of the individual man is the Pro

gressive Development of a Germ; and

while we would not in the slightest de

gree oppose a scientific organization upon

a large scale, it is our preference to pur

sue a ntore progressive mode, to make a

tnore immediately practical and controla

ble attempt. The call of to-day we un

derstand to be for evidence: -

lst. ()f the possibility of Harmony in

Association.

2d. That by Associated Effort and the

control of machinery, Labor may com

mand the tneans not only of the comforts

and necessaries of life, but also of educa

tion and refinement.

3d. That the nature of the relations

we would establish are essentially those

of Religious Justice.

The possibilit of true Social Rela

tions, increased roduction, and the em

bodiment ofthe Religious Sentiment, are,

if we read the signs might, the points

upon which the question of Association

now hinges iii the public mind.

Because 1st. Man’s capacity for these

relations is doubted. ,

Because 2d. Production is an essential

and permanent condition of Life and

means of Progress.

Because 3d. It is apprehended that the

Religious Sentiment is not sufliciently re

garded, and provided for in Association.

Demonstrate that capacity; prove that

men by their own efforts may command

all the means of life; show in institutions

the truly religious nature of the move

ment, and of the relations that are to ob

tain, and the public will be converted fast

enough. Attractive social relations, a

true religions unity or practical Christian

ity. and the means of unlimited growth,

we regard as fundamental to the upbuild

ing of a true Social Order—the rock

basis, upon which, as means increase,

science may exhaust its resources iii an

folding relations and perfecting processes,

and art expend its treasures in beautify

ing.

in accordance with these views would

we proceed; receiving members as fast,

and only as fast, as they can assimilate

lto the body; inveting capital with that

prudential care, with such judicious out

lay, that while labor may have the neces

sary facilities to prosecute successfully its

industrial enterprizes, it shall not be tax

ed with idle capital in ttnproductive in

vestments; and providing according to

our ability, the means of moral and spir

itual culture.

FltlENDS,——- for the purpose of learning

your sentiments towards our movcmettt

after this expression, we subjoin s gener

al estimate of the means that will be re

quisite for certain purposes; and we soli

cit yonr co-opcration in the cause of hu~

man well-being, promising that to such

as take sufficient interest to inquire more

particularly concerning our enterprise,

the most definite information will be

given.

ESTIMATE.

It is supposed that about two thous

and dollars a year for several years can

be profitably eficnded in improving our

Domain by anures, Fences, Fruit

Trees, Fixtures, and so forth, say an ag

  gregate 0f......-.-...---I.. ........'310,000

To enable us to receive additional

members to any extent, we require a "I

1 new dwelling. Should there be encour

agement during the year that means

will be subscribed for this purpose,

measures will be taken to procure esti

mates. nnd a plan and spocificotions for

.1 suitable edifice, a section or sub-wing

of which, capable of accomodating at

least three hundred persons, should be

commenced during this or tltc coming

year. and would cost say.. . .. . .. . . .. . .. 10,000

\Vith increased numbers we shall also

require additional new Barns and Out

houses costing perhaps... . ... ... .. ... . .5,0(X)

 

Making an aggregate in round numbers of 25,000

to be expended within two or three years.

Our shops and mills also require exten

sion as ottr numbers increase, but cir~

cumstnnces will entirely control outlay

in this department. We shall also need

the means of more extended facilities of

education.

“fill you give this matter your serious

thoughts'.l in your judgment has the

time arrived to act, to make a more de

cided demonstration? Address,

The North American Phalanx, (Lewis

m'lle P. O.) Monmoulh 01., N. J.

Dorms, January, 1847.

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT.

Our Domain consists of 673 acres of

valuable land,-bonnded on two sides by

streams. There is estimated to be from

4,000 to 5,000 cords of wood upon it, a

considerable portion of.whieh is valuable

timber and it is worth for fuel standing

$ 1,50 per cord.

There are upon it in places of can

access inexhaustible beds of rich Mar.

The original cost was... . .. .. . . .. . ...814,GX)

It was purchased under favorable cir

cumstances and is esteemed by good

judges to be worth at a moderate val

uation, twice the original cost. There

have been improvements made upon it

by the addition of Dwellings. Shops, and '

Mills. Out-Houses. Fences, Fruit Trees,

Morling, and so forth, to the value of

oven-..........................--....12,000

\Vbich, with Teams, neat (Tattle, 'l‘onls,

Implements. and other Movable Prop

erty amounting to—say,................6,000

 

Make an aggregate of asscts of. . . . .. . .8321!»

There has been paid of the purchase

tnonev 5.5060, the re "mining mortgage

is in friendly hands and no trouble from

this source is approbended.. . . . .. . . . .. 419,“)0

There is also due to individuals for

moneys advanced nearly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “2,500

Making our entire indebtedness.. . . .. . .311 ,500

THE ll'lllTlNGS 0F GEORGE SAND.

ART. iv. 05‘ THE CHRISTIAN EXAMINER

FOR MARCH.

\Ve are induced to notice the above Re

view, both because the most important of

the translations to which it refers made

their first appearance in the Harbinger,

and because Associationists are especially

addressed by the Reviewer.

we shall make but few remarks upon

the general style in which the Review is

conducted, though our objections to its

manner and spirit are very decided, and

our sense of the injustice done to George

Sand is very great. The Reviewer as

sumes, without knowledge, we believe,

the truth of all the vulgar reports re

specting George Sand‘s previous life, and

on this bases many of his censures. He

[denies George Sand’s competency to dis

 
 

 

cuss so high and holy a question as that

of marriage, and would have it left to

purer and nobler spirits. It may be an

swered, that. spirits of a lower order

invariably give place to those ofa higher,

but, that when the latter do not occupy

a great field of labor, they must not ex

pect it to remain untouched. If they

deprecate the manner in which any work

of reform is carried on, they must them

selves adopt a better one, one more effi

cient. Until then, their objections are

futile. George Sand does not pretend to

be a teacher, she is but a questioner.

She calls upon those who feel themselves

competent, who claim to know the secrets

of the All~wise, to give true and fitting

answer. The Ret'icwer's slttr upon

questioncrs is frivolous, to use no ltarsher

term. The World will question, so long

as a large portion of mankind sulfur

under the burden of false social institu

tions, and will question to some purpose ;

the answer will come; God grant the

solution may he one which will not re

quire a heavy penalty for the willing

ignorance of those on whom the advan—

tages of science have been lavished.

The simplicity with which the Review

cr brings forward his panaccas for the

correction of prevailing wrongs in the

relation of the sexes, Would excite a

smile, were it not that individuals too

generally shelter their own responsibility

under the cover of sttch truisms. But he

shall speak for himself:

“ And for the correction of prevailing

wrongs,-—wrongs that we by no means

ignore or under-estitnate,— practically

we need a few simple remedies, not much

enlarged upon in the Dudevant philoso

phy. One is a greater simplicity of life,

bringing marriage within the means of a

greater number of persons, without

wounding pride by the necessity of a

meagre establishment. Another is a

more responsible and Christian action in

the fhrming of connections by young

persons on their own part and on that of

their interested friends. A third is such

a change of public opinion as will fix on

the husband who is guilty of infidelity to

his marriage vows the same stigma of

disgrace that is the inevitable portion of

tltéatlulterons wife. A fourth is a reso

lute disposition, in both parties, whenever

the beginnings ofdissatisfaetion appear,

to extinguish them, and rekindle affection

bv voluntary acts of self-sacrifice and

kindness. And lastly, above all, this

faith planted in all hearts, that irregulari

ties and capriees of passion in the mar

ried are not the uncontrollable giants that

George Sand and her associates represent

them_them to be, but things that can be

controlled. and must be, under penalty of

social and personal ruin,—things not to

be cured by the detestable, mean, de

bauehing doctrine of a ‘ change of object,’

but by a small portion—every strong

minded man and woman knows how lit

tle and how attainable — of self-command,

by useful occupation, temperate living,

and a Christian culture of the thoughts

and affections of the upright soul."
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According to our Reviewer, then, the

only means required, are the putting

down of luxury all over the face of the

earth, the restoration of mankind to a

more simple style of living, and the trans

formation of all men and women into

upright and self-denying Christians.

This, though so simple and easy to thel

Reviewer’s mind, we fear George Sand

would not look upon as an answer to her

questions any more satisfactory titan

those she may have already received.

The failure of eighteen hundred years of

earnest will on the part of the truest and

purest souls which have been nur

tured by the doctrines of Jesus, is a les

son not to be rejected when we endeavor

to reform social abuses.

We do not undertake to defend George

Sand’s life, of which we know no more

than the Reviewer, nor her writings,

though we believe their general effect to

be good, and that they would be invari

ably so, were they viewed by all as what

they are, pictures of abuses which must

be known before they can be cured. \Ve

are firm believers in the necessity of the

manifestation of all errors and evils.

These pictures may be revolfi'ng, disgust

ing; but what good surgeon ever turns

his head from a patient because his dis

ease is revolting? this should only excite

hitn to more earnest endeavors to find

and apply the remedy. Moreover, George

Sand writes for the people, and the peo-l|

ple know the truth of her pictures.

Milton's Treatise, which our Reviewer

brings into comparison so disparaging to

the works of George Sand, is read but

by a few, his prose works are seldom

seen and are almost forgotten. George

Sand's will never be; they are one of

the eflicient means new at work to rouse

mankind to a sense of the evils which lie

at the basis of our social miseries.

in his pleased contemplation of the

thousands of happy homes to be found

among our New England hills, the Re—

viewer, though he does not entirely wink

out of sight, barely glances at the sinks

of corruption, the abysses of misery

which are every where under our feet,

and which are constantly swallowing up

the inmates of those “ happy homes."

He. has not inquired, perhaps, how

large a proportion of our population have

never known such homes. The results

of such an inquiry would more than

startle him.

His address to the advocates of Social

Reform, before referred to, is as follows :

“ Brethren, there are those in our

community, thoughtful, Working, sym

pathizing men and women, who are look

ing, not with a. prejudgment oftentempt,

but with sober solicitude, and with the

candor that seeks to be enlightened, upon

your noble endeavors. Oppressed with

a painfuliconviction of the wrong tenden

 
cies in our civilization; pained by the'

falsitics that cover up injustice and foster

vice in the present social condition;

knowing well how contradictory many of

our institutions and customs have become

to the Christianity that is now eighteen

centuries old, and was announced by

Jesus of Nazareth, bringing deliverance

to the captives, healing the broken-healt

ed, and preaching the Gospel to the

poor; perplexed, yet longing to act;

with no bigoted snbservicnce to old ways,

but distrustful rather, and seeking better

methods, with faces towards the East,—

these men and women are pondering the

thoughts that your voices utter, and are

awaiting anxiously the results which

your experiments shall unfold. Do not

disappoint them and injure truth, by a

hairbreadth's departure from the straitest

code of morality. Do not make the

adoption of your peculiar theory an apol

ing new problems. M. Laverdant first

distinguished himself in this way in the

criticism of the Fine Arts; and now he

turns to that most practical and utilitarian

theme, of Property, which by the light of

his true unitary method, becomes as in

teresting and beautiful a theme for

thought as Poetry or Music. The

grounds of Property are here sought in

the essential social springs or loves of the

human soul; and four modes of acquiring

property, corresponding to the four social

passions, Friendship, Love, Fatnilism, and

the Corporate sentiment, are shown to be

legitimate and to demand the recognition

of a true society. The introductory por

tions of the article also contain one of the

clearest expositions ever given of the

"g? for laXll)’ i" the @lhll'al creed, orlmetaphysics of the Associative philoso

derelictions in life. Do not fall into a

kind of social antinomianism. Do not

seize and adopt with avidity authors that

favor ‘yonr scheme, unless they are also

elevated to the level of your own purity

of aim. Do not weaken the sanctions of

stem virtue: nor remove responsiblencss

fromindividual souls to institutions, cus

toms, or that vague, vicarious agent

called society. Do not impair the rever

ence, which no spiritual mind can ever

willingly see abated. for the benign reve

lation of the Father's love in his Son.

Do not compromise the great amelioration ‘

you have at heart, by a heartier devotion

to party or plan than to the new kingdom

itself, which all good efforts shall help to

establish, the kingdom of purity and

peace, freedom and love, righteousness

and faith, the everlasting kingdom of

God."

\Ve, who do take upon ourselves that

name, and who are humbly and trnstingly

striving to clothe with a fitting body the

spirit of universal brotherhood, as preach

ed by Jesus, are always ready to receive

exhortations addressed to us in a friendly

and co-operative spirit. But we are in

clined to distrust those exhortations which

have little or nothing of encouragement

in them, but seem rather the objections

of self-appointed censors, who show their

interest in no other way than by telling

us: ‘ Friends, if you succeed, we will

acknowledge the truth of your doctrines;

but until then, excuse us; we will stand

aloof, look with calmness and self-com

placency upon your efforts and your

struggles, and hold you responsible for

every deviation from the path we think

you ought to follow.’

[[F We would invite the particular at

tention of our readers to the article on

“ Property,” which we commence trans

lating from “ La Phalange” on our first

page. It is written by M. D. Laven

nltu'r, one of the ablest and most original

expounders of the Social Science in

France; one too, who gives the best

proof of the sufficiency of Foorier‘s key

to universal Science, in the use he puts

 

it to in unlocking new spheres, and solv

phy.

 

Constant and exclusive devotion to more

physical necessities degrades man to the

rank of an animal.
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MIgCELLANY.

THE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,’

SEQUIL TO

C C N S U E L O .

FROM THE FRENCH or ozone: sann.

Translated for the Harbinger.

(Concluded.)

He then began to speak to us of nature,

and the necessity of referring all its phe

nomena to one general law. “Life,”

said he, “is one; there is but one act of

life. The sole question is to understand

how all particular beings live by the

grace and intervention of the universal

Being, without, on that account, being

absorbed in him.”

I should have been delighted, on my

own account, to have heard him develop

this great subject._ But for some time

past, Spartacus had appeared to give less

attention to his words. It was not that

he did not take an interest in them; but

the tension of the old man’s mind would

not last always, and he wished to im

prove it by bringing him back to his fa

vorite subject.

Rndolstadt perceived this kind of im

patience.

“You no longer follow me," said he

to him; “does the science of nature ap

pear to you inapproachable in the manner

in which I understand it! If you think

so, you are mistaken. I place as much

value as you do upon the present labors

of savans, turned entirely to experiments.

But, by continuing in this direction, they

will not form science, they will form only

nomenclatures. I am not, moreover, the

only one who believes this. I knew in

France a philosopher whom I loved much,

Diderot, who often cried out, respecting

the heaping up of scientific materials

without a general idea. ‘This is at

most the work ofa stone-cutter, but I see

neither edifice nor architect!’ Know

then that sooner or later, the doctrine
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will have to do with the natural sciences;

we must build with those stones. And

then do you believe that the natural phi

losophers can now-a-days really under

stand naturel Despoiled by them of the

living God who fills it, can they feel it,

know it? For example, they take light

for matter, sound for matter, when it is

light and sound —”

“Ah!” cried Spartacus interrupting

him, “ do not think that I repel your in

tuitions respecting nature. No; I feel

that there can be no true science but by

the knowledge of the divine unity and of

the perfect similitude of all phenomena.

But you open to us all the paths and I

tremble at the thought that you will soon

be silent. I could wish that you would

enable me to take some .steps forward in

one of those patlisf’

“ Which I " asked Rudolstadt.

“It is the future of humanity I think

of.” Y

"I understand; you would wish me

to give you my utopia,” returned the old

man smiling.

“ That is what I come to ask of you,”

said Spartacus, “your utopia; the new

society which you bear in your brain and

in your bosom. We know that the soci

ety of the Invisibles sought for and

dreamed of its basis. All that labor has

ripened in you. Let us profit by it.—

Give us your republic; we will attempt

it, so far as it appears realizable to us,

and the sparks from your altar will begin

to move‘fhe world.”

“ Children, you ask of me my dreams,”

replied the philosopher. “ Well, Iwill

try to raise a corner of the veil which so

often conceals from me the future. It

will perhaps be for the last time, but I

ought to attempt it to-day; for I have

faith that with you all will not be lost in

the golden visions of poetry.”

Then Trismegistus entered into a kind

of divine transport; his eyes shone like

stars, and his voice bowed us like a hur

ricane. During more than four hours he

spoke, and his speech was beautiful and

pure as a sacred hymn; from the reli-l

 
gious, political, and artistic work of all

the ages, he composed the most magnifi

cent poem that can be conceived. He in

terpreted all the religions of the past, all

the mysteries of the temples, of the

poems and of the legislations; all the

efforts, all the tendencies, all the labors

of anterior humanity. In those things

which had always seemed to as dead or

condemned, he discovered the elements 05

life, and, from the darkness of the very

fables, he made to shine the lightnings of

truth. He explained the ancient myths;

he established in his lucid and ingenious

demonstration, all the bonds, all the

points of contact of the religious among

themselves. He showed us the true re

quirements of humanity, more or less un

derstood by the legislators, more or less

realized by the people. He reconstructed

before our eyes the unity of life in hu

manity, the unity of doctrine in religion;

and from all the materials scattered in the

old and new world, he formed the bases

of his future world. At last he caused

to disappear the doubts of continuity

which had so long stopped us in our

studies. He filled up the abysses of his

tory which had so terrified us. He un

rolled in a single infinite spiral the my

riads of consecrated bandages which eu

veloped the mummy of science. And

when we had received with the quickness

of the flash what he showed to us with

the rapidity of lightning; when we had

seized the aggregate of his vision, and

the past, father of the present, stood be~

fore us like the luminous man of the

Apocalypse, he stopped and said to us

with a smile; “Now you comprehend

the past and the present; is there any

necessity for me to show to you the fu

ture! Does not the holy spirit shine be

fore your eyesl Do you not see that all

which man has dreamed and desired of

,snblime is possible and certain in the fu

ture, for the simple reason that truth is

eternal and absolute, in spite of the weak

ness of our organs to conceive and pos

sess it? And yet we all possess it by

hope and by desire: it lives in us, it ex
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ists from all time in humanity in the state

of germ awaiting the supreme fecunda

tion. I tell you in truth, we gravitate

towards the ideal, and this gravitation is‘

infinite as the ideal itself.”

He spoke again; and his poem of the

future was as magnificent as that of the'

past. I will not try to translate it for

you here: I should spoil it, and one

must be one‘s self ufi‘der the influence of

inspiration in order to transmit what in

spiration has uttered. I shall perhaps

require two or three years of meditation

to write warthily, what Trismegistus told

us in two or three hours. The work of

the life of Socrates was the work of the

life of Plato, and that of Jesus has been

that of seventeen centuries. You see

that I, unfortunate and unworthy, must

shudder at the idea of my task. Still I

do not give it up. The master does not

embarrass himself with this transcribing,

such as I wish to make it. A man of

action, he has already drawn up a code

which contains, from his point of view,

the whole doctrine of Trismcgistus, with

as much clearness and precision as if he

had himself studied and examined it all

his life. He has assimilated, as by an

electric contact, all the intelligence, all

the soul of the philosopher. He possess

ductions 0f the poetical logic of the phi

losopher. All was simplified and summed

up, as if by magic, in that mysterious

alembic of our master‘s practical under

standing.‘

Still he was not yet satisfied. Trisme

gistus seemed abandoned by his inspira~

tion. His eyes lost their brightness, his

body seemed to sink, and the Zingara

made a sign to us not to interrogate him

any further. Yet, ardent in the pursuit

of truth, Spartacus did not listen to her,

but pressed the poet. with imperious

questions.

“ You have depicted to me the king

dom of God upon the earthfi said he to

him shaking his chilled hand; “ but Je

sus has said: ‘ My kingdom is not yet of

[his lime," for seventeen centuries hu

mauity awaits in vain the realization of

his promises. I have not been raised to

the saute height as yourself in the con

templation of eternity. Time presents to

you, as to God himself, the spectacle or

the idea of a permanent activity, all the

phases of which reply at all times to

your exalted feeling. As to myself, I

live nearer to the earth; I count centu

ries and years. I wish to read in my

oWn life. Tell me, prophet, what I have

 

es it; he is master of it; he will make;

use of it as a politician; he will be thel

living and immediate translation, instead

of the tardy and dead letter which I pro-'

pose. And before I have accomplished

my vvork, he will have transmitted the;

doctrine to his school. Yes, perhaps.

before two years, the strange and myste-l

rious words which have been uttered in

this mountain will have cast their roots.

among numerous adepts; and we shall

see that vast subterranean world of secret

societies, which now moves in darkness,

unite tinder a single doctrine, receive a

new legislation and recover its action by

being initiated into the word of life.

bring to you this so desired monument,

which confirms the foresight of Sparta

cus, which sanctions the truths already

attained by him, and which enlarges his

horizon with all the strength of an in

spired faith. \Vhile Trismcgistus spoke,

and I listened greedily, fearing to lose a

sound of those words which produced on

me the effect of a sacred hymn, Spartacus,

master of himself in his exaltation, his

eye on fire but his hand firm, and his

mind still more open than his car, was

rapidly tracing upon his tablets signs and

figures, as if the metaphysical conception

of this doctrine had been presented to

him under the forms of geometry.

When, that very evening, he recurred to

those strange notes, which had no mean

ing in my eyes, I was surprised to see

him use them to write down and put in

order, with incredible precision, the de
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to do in this phase in which you see me,

what your words have effected in me,

and what they will effect in the age

which commences. I do not wish to

have passed through it in vain.”

“ What matters it to you that which I

know! ” replied the poet; “ no one lives

in vain; nothing is lost. No one of us

is useless. Let me turn my eyes from

that detail which saddens the heart and

contracts the mind. I am overpowered

with fatigue at having thought of it a

\ moment.”

“ Revealer, you have no right to yield

to exhaustion,” resumed Spartacus with

tenergy, endeavoring to communicate the

fire of his glance to the vague and already

‘dreamy eye of the poet. “If you turn

1away your sight from the spectacle of

‘ human misery, you are not the real man,

the complete man of whom an ancient

said: ‘ Homo sum, cl niltil humani a me

alimum puto.’ No; you do pot love

men. You are not their brother, if you

are not interested in the evils which they

suffer at every hour of eternity, and if

you do not seek the remedy in the speedy

application of your ideal. O unhappy

artist, who does not feel a devouring fire

consume him in this terrible and delight

ful search 1 ”

“ What then do you ask of me?” re

turned thc poet, moved and almost irrita

 

* It is known that Weishaupt, eminently an

organizer, used material signs to sum up his

system, and that he sent to his disciples his

whole theory represented by circles and lines

on a small square of paper.

 

 

ted in his turn. “ Have you then the

pride to think yourself the sole workman,

and do you believe that I attribute to my

self thc honor of being the only inspirer!

I am not a diviner; I despise false propit

ets, and have for a long time contended

against them. My predictions are rea

sonings; my visions are perceptions ele

vated to their highest power. The poet

is quite other than the sorcerer. He

dreams with certainty, while the other

invents at random. I believe in your

action, because I feel the contact of your

power; Ibelieve in the sublimity of my

dreams, because I feel myself capable of

producing them, and because humanity is

great enough and generous enough to

realize a hundred-fold and in mass, what

'ever one of its members has been able to

conceive alone.”

“ \Vell,” said Spartacus, “it is the

destiny of that humanity which also stirs

in my bosom, and which I bear in me

with more anxiety and perhaps more love

than yourself. Au enchanting dream

veils from you its sufferings, and I touch

them shuddering at every hour of my

life. Ithirst to appease them, and, like

a physician at the bedside of an expiring

friend, I would rather kill him by impru

dence than let him die without assistance.

You see, I am a dangerous man, a mon

ster perhaps, if you do not make of me a

saint. Tremble for the dying man, if

you do not put the remedy into the hands

of the enthusiast. Humanity dreams,

sings and prays in you ; in me it suffers,

cries and laments. You have opened to

me your future; but your future is far

off, whatever you may say, and it will

cost me much sweat to extract some drops

of your dictamen for the wounds which

are now bleeding. Whole generations

languish and perish without light and

without action. I incarnate suffering

humanity ; I, the cry of distress and the

desire ofsalvation; I wish to know if my

action will be fatal or bencfrccnt. You

have not so turned your eyes from the

evil as not to know that it exists.

Whither must we run first? \Vhat must

be done to-rnorrowl is it by gentleness,

is it by violence that we must combat the

enemies of good? Remember your dear

Taboritcs; they saw a sea of blood and

of tears to be crossed before entering the

terrestrial paradise. I do not take you

for a diviner, but through your symbols I

see a powerful logic, and a magnificent

clearness: if you can predict with cer

tainty the most distant future, you can

more surely pierce the veiled horiaon

which limits the extent of my sight.”

The poet appeared to be the victim of

intense suffering. The sweat ran from

his brow. He looked at Spartacus by

turns with terror and with enthusiasm; a

terrible strife oppressed him. His wife,



 

horrified, encircled him with her arms, I with the tyrants of the world!

and addressed mute reproaches to our

master, by looks in which Was depicted,

nevertheless, a respectful fear. Never

have I felt more strongly the power of

Spartacus tltan at this moment, when he

overpowered, with all his fanatic will of

uprightness and of truth, the tortures of

this prophet contending with inspiration,

the sorrow of that suppliant woman, the

terror of their children and the reproach

es of his own heart. I was myself trem

bling; lconsidered him cruel. I feared

to see the beautiful Soul of the poet

broken in a last effort, and the tears

which shone in Consuelo's eyes fell bit

ter and burning upon my heart. Sudden~

ly Trismegistus rose, and, repelling both

Spartacus and the Zingara, motioning to

his children to remove, he appeared to

us transfigured. His glance seemed to

read in an invisible book, vast as the

world, written in characters of light upon

the vault of heaven.

He cried :

“ Am I not man.7 \Vhy should I not

say what human nature demands, and

what it will consequently realize! Yes,

I am :nnn ; therefore I can say What man

wishes, and what he will effect. He

who sees the cloud gather can predict the

lightning and the hurricane. I know

what is in my bosom, and what will is

sue from it. I am man, and am in con

nection with the humanity of my time.

I have seen Europe, and I am acquainted

with the storms which growl irt her

bosom. Friends, my dreams are not

dreams: I swear it by human nature!

Those dreams are dreams only in corn

parison with the present form of the

world. But which has the initiative,

spirit or matter"! The gospel says: the

Spirit Nowclh where it lisleth. The spirit

will blow and will change the face of the

world. It is said in Genesis that the

Spirit blew upon the waters when all was

chaos and darkness. Now, creation is

eternal. Let us create then; that is to

say, let us obey the breath of the Spirit.

I see the darkness and the chaos! Why

should .we remain in darkness! Veni

Creator ,Spirilus .' ”

He interrupted himself, and resumed

thus:

“Is it. Louis XV. who can strive

against you, Spartacus ! — Frederick, the

disciple of Voltaire, is not so powerful as

his master.-— And ifI should compare

Maria Theresa to my Consuelo. But

what blasphemy! "

He interrupted himself again;

“ Come, Zdenko! You, my son, you

the descendant of the Podiebrads, and

who bear the name of aslave, prepare

yourself to sustain us. You are the new

man: which side will you take! \Vill

you be with your father and mother, or

 

 

the strength, new generation: will you

confirm slavery or liberty! Son of Con

suelo, son of the gipsy woman, godson

of the slave, I hope that you will be with

the gipsy woman and with the slave.

Otherwise, I, born of kings, I renounce

you."

He added : _

" He who should dare to say that the

divine essence, which is beauty, good

ness, power, will not be realized upon

the earth, that man is Satan.”

He added moreover:

“ He who should dare to say that the

human essence, created iii the image of

God, as says the Bible, and which is

sensation, sentiment, knowledge, will ttot

be realized upon the earth, that man is

Cain.”

He remained some time mute, and re

sumed thus :

“Your strong will, Spartacus, has

produced the effect of an incantation.

How weak are those kings upon their

thrones. They think themselves power

ful because all bend before them. They

do not see that which threatens. Ah!

you have cast down the nobles and their

armed men, the bishops and their clergy,

and you think yourselves very strong!

But that which you have cast down was

your strength; it is not your mistresses,

your courtiers and your abbés who will

defend you, poor monarchs, vain phan

toms. Hasten to France, Spartacus;

France will soon destroy. She has need

of you.

you wish to take part in the work.

France is the predestined among the na

tions. Unite yourself, my son, to the

elders of the human race. I hear re

sound in France these words of Isaiah:

‘Arise, be enlightened; for thy light is

come, and the glory of the Eternal is

descended upon thee, and the nations will

come to thy light.’ The Taborites sang

that of Tabor: at this day, Tabor is

France.”

He was silent for some time. His

face had become radiant with happi

ness.

“I am happy," he cried; “glory to

God! glory to God in the heavens, as

says the gospel, and peace upon earth to

men of good will ! It is the angels who

sing that; i feel like the angels, and 1

would sing with them. What then has

happened! I am still among you, my

friends; I am still with thee, O my Eve,

0 my Consuelo! these are tny chil

dren, the souls of my soul. But we are

no longer in the mountains of Bohemia,

upon the rttins of the chateau of my

fathers. It seems to me that I breathe

light and that I enjoy eternity. \Vho

then of you said, just now : 0 how beau

tiful is life, how beautiful is nature, how

Haste", I tell you, hasten, if
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the tyrants have spoiled all that. Ty

rants! there are none any longer. Man

is equal to man. Human nature is cont

prehended, recognized, sanctified. Man

is free, equal and brother. There is no

longer any other definition of man. No

more masters, no more slaves. Do you

hear that cry: Long ll't‘c' the rtpulih'r?

Do you hear that uumbcrless crowd

which proclaims liberly,fralernily, equal

ity? Ah! that is the formula which,

in our mysteries, was uttered in a low

voice, and which only the adopts of the

higher grades communicated to each

other. Then there is no more room for

the secret. The sacraments are for all

the world! The cup to all the World!

as said our fathers the Hoesitcs.”

But suddenly, alas! he began to weep

hot tears:

“I know well that the doctrine was

not sufficiently advanced! There were

ttot men enough who carried it itt their

heart, or comprehended it in their mind!

“What horror! ” continued he. “ War

every where ! and such a war! ”

He wept a long while. We knew not

what visions pressed before his eyes. It

secured to us that he again saw the war

of the Hussites. All his faculties ap

peared troubled ; his soul was like that of

the Christ upon Calvary.

Isufiered a great deal at seeing him

sufl'er so much ; Spartacus was firm as a

man who consults oracles.

“ Lord! Lord!” cried the prophet,

after having long wept and groaned,

“have pity upon us! “"45 are in thy

hands; do with us according to thy

will! ”

As be pronounced these last words,

Trismcgistus extended his hands to seek

those of his wife and son, as if he were

instantaneously deprived of sight. The

little girls came, quite frightened, to

press against his heart, and they all re

mained intertwined in the deepest silence.

The features of the Zingara expressed

terror, and young Zdenko interrogated

with afl'right the looks of his mother.

Spartacus did not see them. Was the

vision of the poet still before his eyes!

At last he approached the group, and the

Zingara mode to him a sign not to arouse

her husband. His eyes were opened

and fixed before him, whether he was

sleeping after the manner of the somuam

bulistsl or saw slowly effaced on the

horizun the dreams which had agitated

him. After a quarter of an hour, he

breathed deeply. his eyes became ani

mated, and he drew to his bosom his

wife and his son, whom he kept there

long embraced. Then he rose and made

a sign that he desired to resume his jour

ney.

“ The sun is very hot for you at this
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hour,” said Consuelo to him; “do you'also, friend, hold yourself ready for the

not prefer to take the siesta under these

trees? ”

“ The sun is good," replied he, with

an ingenuous smile, “ and if you do not

fear it more than usual, it will do me

great good." Each resumed his burden,

the father the travelling-bag, the young

man the instruments, and the mother the

hands of her daughters.

“ You have made me sufl'er,” said she

to Spartacus; “ butI know that we must

suffer for the truth.”

“ Do you not fear that this crisis may

have evil consequences? " asked I of her

with emotion. “ Let me follow you

still further, Imay be useful to you.”

“Be blessed for your charity,” re

turned she, “but do not follow us. I

fear nothing for him but a little melan

choly during a few hours. But there

was in this place a danger, a horrible re

collection, from which you have pre—

served him by busying him with other

thoughts. He wished to come here, and,

thanks to you, he has not even recog

nized the place. I therefore bless you in

every manner, and wish for you the op

portunity and the means of serving God

with all your power.”

I retained the children to caress them,

and to prolong the moments which fled;

but their mother took them from me and

I felt as if abandoned by all when she

bade me farewell for the last time.

Trismegistus did not bid us farewell;

he seemed to have forgotten us. His

wife implored us not to distract him.

He descended the hill with a firm step.

His face was calm, and with a kind of

happy gayety he assisted his beloved

daughter to leap over the thickets and the

rocks.

The handsome Zdenko walked behind

him with his mother and his younger sis

ter. We followed them for a long while

with our eyes upon the road sanded with

gold, the road wit/tout master of the for

est. Atlast they were lost behind the

firs; and at the moment when she was

about to disappear the last, we saw the

Zingara raise her little Wenceslawa and

place her upon her strong shoulder.

Then she hastened to rejoin her dear

caravan, alert as a true daughter of B0

hemia, poetical as the good goddess of

poverty. "

And we also, we are on the road, we

walk forward! Life is a journey which

has life for its end, and not death, as is

said in a material and gross sense. We

consoled as well as we could the inhabi

tants of the hamlet, and left old Zdeuko

awaiting his lo-nmrrow. \Ve joined our

brothers at Pilseu, whence I have written

to you this recital, and we are about to

depart on other quests.
And do youl

journey without rest, for the action with

out fainting: we go to triumph or to

martyrdom ! “

FINIS.

The “Home Journal” publishes a

'number of Valentines which were read in

a literary circle in New York; among

them is the following:

TO HORACE GREELEY.

“ Enthusiast,” " Drcamer,”--such the names

Thine age bestows on thee,

For that great nature, going forth

In world-wide sympathy ;

For the vision clear, the spirit brave,

The honest heart and warm,

And the voice which swells the battle-cry

Of Freedom and Reform !

Yet for thy fearless manliness,

\Vhen weak time-servers throng —

Thy chivalrous defence of right,

Thy bold rebuke of wrong—

And for the flame of liberty,

Heaven-kindled in thy breast,

Which thou hast fed like sacred fire—

A blessing on thee rest'.

They say thy spirit knowcth not

Its time of calm and sleeping,

That ever are its restless thoughts

Like wild wavcs'onward leaping.

Then may its flashing waters

Be tranquil never more,

They are “' troubled ” by an angel,

Like the sacred pool of yore.

Douems JERROLD. But Jerrold‘s

“ Weekly Paper ” is the Leviathan among

the fishes floundering in the great sea of

modern thought. On the twenty-third of

this month, he enlarges it to thirty-two

pages folio, one-third beyond the original

size, and the utmostlimit permitted by the

stamp laws. The price remains at six

pence as before, and he makes the addi

tion in consequence of the favor of the

public, as his New Year’s otfering to the

people. Let every good man rejoice that

Douglas Jerrold has found a public anx

ious for his thought, and finally devoted

himself to them and social reform. So

cial, because every modified statute, and

creed, and custom, is but a step in the so

cial advancement of mankind. W'ho bet

ter than Jerrold to enter the Augean sta

ble, or the Sysiphian field! A man of

the people — grown up from humble ori

gin, and sympathizing with all that is

beautiful and true in humanity. Heaven

shield the “ Hugh McNeils" from the

plenitude of his mighty ire— the Ecclesi

astics who defile their purple and fine lin

en, from his “ Church Mouse ” — Corpo

rations and corruptions, from his “ Gog

and Magog," and all pestilent men and

women from “ Mr. Nutts in the Barber's

Chair! " Jerrold has, to my mind, the

most enviable reputation of all the labor

ers of the London Press. His character

is unspotted, his heart big, warm and pure,

and his SOUl eloquent against wrong. No

matter how high the quarter, he draws

 

“ Martinowiez, to whom this letter was ad

dressed, n distinguished savant and enthusiastic

 

 

 

illumine, was beheaded at Buda in 1795, with

several Hungarian lords. his accomplices in at

, conspiracy.

sudden and bold lines between beauty and

the beast ; Christ and the Princes of this

world. He strips off the tinsel from dev

ils, who by antiquation (permit the phrase)

have become saints or idols.

Jerrold is a powerful writer, and a va

ried one. He does a giant task, and

earns his wreath by real sweat of the

brow. He is at home with Church, State,

and general society alike. Those who

have seen him for a moment only, could

not believe that in such an 1Esopic speci

men lurked so many brave and beautiful

thoughts. \Vith his round shoulders,

stooping gait, gray hairs and tremulous

pace, he looks fitter for the mendicant

than the prince; but when his deep eye

twinkles, and his high brow is uncovered,

there is no mistaking the man. I said he

wrought a giant task—look at the quan

tity and quality of matter in his “ Week

ly Paper ”-— his “ Monthly,” and his

“Shilling Magazine,” to say nothing of

his labors upon Punch, and in other quar

ters. With the splendid story of “ St.

Giles and St. James "—the “ Hedge

hog Letters "—the “ Barber's Chair "

1<lpistles—“ Gog and Magog‘s ” disser

tations, and those inimitable nibblings of

his “Church Mouse,” beside some half

dozen plays all in progress at once, with

a public crammed to satiety almost with

wit and novelty, demanding that these

shall not flag from the high mark he has

set—and you will not wonder that his

head is grey at forty. Every thing he ut

ters, too, is kind as well as thoughtful.—

Tribune.

 

FROM ritr. rnnncrr or vrc'ron. consrnmun'r

Translated for the Harbinger.

THE DOCTRINE OF THE REDEMPTION,

AND THE RETURN TO THE CHRIS

TIANITY OF JESUS CHRIST.

(Continued from p. 195.)

The doctrine of Jesus, aiming chiefly to

establish peace and prosperity amongst

men by spreading the ideas of justice, of

charity, of devotion to humanity, which

alone could conduct the human mind to

the ultimate realization of that great

thought, founded a religiousfailh, which,

far from opposing the genius of humanity,

its attractions and its native tendencies,

was in the most perfect harmony with

them. Far from seeking to debase man

to humble his reason, to demand its sac

rifice, and thus to break the unity of life

in its two highest manifestations, affec

tion and intelligence, the faith of Jesus

raised man, purified his heart, exalted his

mind, favored the growth of Humanity in

all its powers, and married itself to the

highest reason of which it was the living

word. Yes,reason and faith fully agreed

in the doctrine of Christ, in his religion;

nothing was more rational than his teach

ing, nothing required so small a sacrifice

of reason to faith. Has it been thus

with the different religious doctrines

which have been after him constituted

in his name, and which have formed and

still form the divided branches of Chris

tianity!
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Such was, in its purity, its simplicity,lses and resulting from \the thought of

and its grandeur, the thought of Christ

and his doctrine. It was the faith of the

World‘s redemption, the faith of Human

ity’s salvation. This thought was too

bread for its times and too strong for the

intellects which received it; for hardly,

alas, had Christ paid with his life for

his love to humanity, when the good

sense of his doctrine was obscured by

ignorance and subtlety, and the high and

complete view of the redemption of uni

versal humanity by the universal incarna

tion. of love in Humanity, abandoned for

some narrow and mystical doctrine of a

redemption purely individual through the

suflerings of Jesus Christ. Ah, Jesus

Christ had never said that he came to

ransom the individual by his sufferings,

he had said that he came to ransom the

world by his doctrine. He had never giv

en as the condition of redemption that the

earth should load itself with one crime

more in causing him to die; he had said

that this condition lay in the execution, by

all the members of Humanity, of the great

command “ love ye one another,” to the

sanction of which be sacrificed his life.

We must here forbear to dwell upon

the causes of that change which so soon

denaturalized true Christianity, that to

find it pure in the gospels, we must al

ready consider the state of mind of the

writers, and the inferiority of their point

of view to that of their master.

The characteristic trait of this inferior—

ity is generally found in the substitution

ofmysticism for good sense; hallucinations

and subtleties for the elevated, calm and

simple reason of the primitive doctrine.

It was soon declared that the promise

was accomplished, that the redemption

had taken place through the sacrifice of

Jesus; and since disorder and evil con

tinued still to desolate the earth, this

redemption must then be taken in the

narrow and mystical sense, of a salvation

purely individual and spiritual concerning

the other world, to the exclusion of this

one whose role had devolved upon Satan.

Matter and Spirit were arrayed in a hos

tile duality, the oriental dogmas were

rc—ernbodied in definite formulas, and the

doctrine of the two principles, the Per

sian mythology and the Platonic theory

which was derived from it, infected the

doctrine of Christ and darkened its pure

and clear - waters. Contempt of the

world became the foundation of the re

ligious law ; sufi'ering was made a virtue,

proclaimed as being essentially pleasing

to God; and human nature was con

demned in the greater number of those

attractions which have been given it by

God to work out its terrestrial destiny.

Thus was the bond of the temporal with

the spiritual broken, the social and reli

 

Jesus, destroyed. Thus was the chain

of the tradition sundercd, and the Doctrine

made the enemy of Humanity’s develop

ment; confounded with strange notions,

which were older than Moses, it led to

the great heresy and the great inconsist

ency which have unhappily prevailed

among all Christian sects.

All the churches have, in fact, broken

the primitive or Mosaic traditions, sub

mitted to the yoke of strange doctrines,

and borne contradiction within their sane

tuaries; for all have condemned, in the

name of God, the idea of happiness on

the earth, at the same time that the real

thought of Jesus, germing within them,

guided humanity to realize the conditions

of its happiness and its terrestrial salva

tion, (as well as that of ulterior lives,)

by realizing and universalizing on the

earth, the conditions of justice and of

Love. Strange! Christian Priests taught

and still teach, 1st. That we must love

suffering in itself, and beware of seeking

happiness on the Earth, and, 2d. That

Christianity is the only religion which can

establish and secure peace, prosperity,

and the well-being of the nations.

Thus two contrary forces, two diver

gent thoughts, two incompatible tenden

cies lay in the Christianity of the

past; the real work of Christ, who de

veloped the tradition and urged Humanity

into the plain path of its Redemption, and

the heretical work of Christian theolo

gians who broke the tradition, condemned

human nature, and those relations with the

world which are grounded in man's ma

terial structure, as the industry, art and

science developed by his sensations, and

the gratification of his wants through

the resources of nature in her various

kingdoms. Man was forbidden to march

to their conquest.

The history of human progress and

the development of human power during

these eighteen hundred years, and espe

cially during the three last, is the history

of the struggle of Humanity, according

with the principle of Jesus, against the

obstructions imposed by that dogma which

we must call the Christian, since it has

been the doctrinal foundation of the

Christianity of the Part, though it be the.

very denial of pure Christianity, of the

doctrine of Jesus; a doctrine essentially

genial to the development of Humanity.

The Christianity of history having sub

mitted to a strange heretical principle

which was directly opposed to the genius

of Humanity and to the impulses which

urge it. to the throne of the world, and

still being unable to deny Moses and

Jesus, not only imposed upon itself a

perpetual doctrinal contradiction, hut en

genders also a monstrous practical cou

gions unity, established in the law of Mo-] tradiction which could not fail to under

I

 

mine the authority of the Church. For

how could the people remain always re

spectful spectators of the contradiction

between the acts of the Church, ofitstem

poral invasions, ofits luxury, of its riches,

of its practical cupidity, and ofits Words,

its theoretical anathemas against the

goods of the world! The Church having

accepted a principle contrary to human

nature, could not avoid, whilst itself

served by men, to protest by its acts

against its principle. In sound logic, the

Bishop, to be legitimately the spiritual

chief of his diocese, ought to be the poor

est man in it, and the Pope should be

scandalized if in all Christendom there

be found a men more destitute and hum

ble than himself.“ There has then al

ways prevailed in the Church a flagrant

discrepancy between acts and principles,

to such an extent that the supreme Pon

tiffs of the religion which condemned the

vile goods of this world, have shown

themselves so greedy of their acquisition

as openly to barter for them the goods of

the other world. This contradiction was

a permanent scandal which could not fail

morally to weaken the Church and to

prepare its downfall.1'

The religious heresy which we signal

ize, produced then two great contradic

tions in the Church and in the doctrine.

 

" Some months after my first communion, the

bishop of our diocese made a tour to administer

to his firld the sacrament of confirmation. He

came to our town with a train, lacqueys, an

equipage. It was a novel spectacle. Next day

he officiated and preached us a splendid sermon

on the contempt of the goods ofthe world and

the necessity of loving poverty, humility and

sufferings, in order to gain heaven. Despite my

fervor, the contradiction between the sermon

and the train of the prelate, scandalized me,

and caused reflections which did not greatly

predispose me for receiving the sacred unction.

These reflections of a child of ten, are those

which the people have made, and they have

done more to undermine the authority of the

church in the popular mind, than the theoretical

discussions of philosophers of which the church

has so bitterly complained.

i It is now generally believed that Rome no

longer trades in indulgenccs, or at least that

this game is quite broken up in France. It is a

great mistake. Lately a person in high place

talking familiarly on this subject at the Vatican

with a Cardinal of the Court of Rome, said to

him, “ However, Monseigneur, if you nil] issue

indulgences, this commerce at the present time

can be of no great consequence, especially in

France.” "Undeccivc yourself,” replied the

Cardinal, smiling. “ Your France yet given us

more than a million a year for indulgnwn; and

you could not believe,” added he, “ the number

of family revolutions and of unknown crimes to

which this sum corresponds.” I bear witness_

to this answer, which happily allows us to think

that if Route still raises profits on her indul

genccs, she at lc'tst exact: the confession and

repentance of the crimes which she absolvee,

and no longer grants spiritual impunity for sin!

and crimes yet to be committed. There ha.

their been progress made.
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lst. Fundamental contradiction of the

principles with each other.

2d. Scandalous contradiction between

acts and words.

And the capital contradiction, of a

doctrine at war with human nature, with

the tendencies of Humanity and its ge

nius, so that the religion founded upon

this heresy closed against man the road

of progress which it ought to have open

ed to him. Our aim is not here to blame

what has been done. we must consider

the times and circumstances, and we can

not deny that there have been great minds

and great hearts among those who have

most zealously embroiled human intellect

in these errors. But these errors have

not the less involved deplorable results.

If Christianity had been a pure, logical,

broad and comprehensive growth from

the doctrine of Jesus, the human mind,

descending the majestic course of an im

posing traditiun whose source remounted

to the origin of the world, might, un

der the combined power of reason and

faith have advanced under full sail to

wards the promised redemption, towards

its destiny of glory and of Harmony.

But in mixing with itself a contradictory

principle, and a dogma opposed to the

genius of man and to his development,

the doctrine paralyzed instead of awaken

ing human intellect, misled, in place of!

guiding it, and introduced into its own

blood a fatal leaven of corruption. Thus

it is easy to see how this fatal principle

whosc danger the church itself could nev

er see, prepared the success of Protes

tantism and of the modern Philosophy.

In the contradiction between acts and

professions, Luther and his partizans

found a fair entrance for the lover of

Protestantism which crumbled such

large stones out of the Church. Protes

tantism nnhappily was a work of revolt,

a work without sight of a positive future,

and not comprehensive. In its reaction

against the worldly pomps and the scan

dalously illogical luxury of Rome, Pro

testantism established a naked, cold, color

less worship, founded an abstract fanati

cism, and pleased itself in a Puritan strait

ness and nartowness, which darkened

with all its pride and hatred against

Rome, the sad, sombre, lugnbrious dog

ma of the world‘s curse.

Protestantism has doubtless aided rea

son to free itself from the old authority

by a revolt unhappin become necessary :

but considered in itselfand dogmatically,

it is very certain that it has been only a

work of dissolution and of strongly retro

grade tendency. ' Philosophy has also

 

" Inasmuch as it carried out further that di

vorce of Spirit from Matter whose at-onc—ment

was taught by Christ, and gave over more ab

solutely to evil the kingdom of this world and

0f the lenses, which Christ in his mediation he

been in its turn a work of dissolution, bu!

Qf an ultrogradc or progressive tendency.

Philosophy, without seeing the future

clearly, without religiously afirming to

man that he is made for a determined

destiny, for a pre-eatablished harmony,

without bringing him a new doctrine,

i without giving him full and strong faith

that God calls him to take in hand the

government of the world in order to

universalize there Peace, Order, Attrac~

tive Industry and Happiness; phi

losophy has raised the condemnation

which false Christianity had cast upon

the world. It has grown proud upon the

conquests of man, it has urged him in

the paths of science and ofthe arts, it has

applauded the developments of his power,

excited his strength, emancipated his rea

son, glorified and kindled his genius.

It is clear that the movement of the

modern philosophical spirit, as we look

down upon it from a higher point, is a

reaction of the genius of Humanity, not

against the Christianity of Jesus, but

against the heretical and anti-human doc

trines of his successors. And in truth,

with what can the Church reproach this}

spirit? for returning eighteen hundred

years to find again the pure doctrine of,

Jesus, or for preserving in Christianity,

what Jesus had given it, whilst reject

ing the impure alloy of fatal or absurd

dogmas which for eighteen hundredi

years have tarnished the lustre of the

Master‘s imperisbable thought? Who in

our age have preached against true,

Christianity, against the principles of

Christ, against the doctrine of Peace,

Love and Union of the human family

which he has brought upon the earth,

which he told us was all the law and the

prophets, and for which he died upon the

cross? Nonel—The doctrine of true

essential Christianity, of the excellence

of Peace, and of the union of men with

each other and with God, is to day spread

among all civilized nations, and will one

'day be recognized by all yet groping in>

‘the darkness of Savageism and Barbar

ism. But what does not exist to-day,

i what never has existed, and the object for

iwhich all religions men must strive, is

'the application of the idea, the realiza

tion of the aim, the establishment of

practical Christianity.

In theory, in profession of faith, doubt

less our society is Christian, since it re-

cognizes and accepts the excellence of the

doctrine of Jesus.

In practice it. is far otherwise, the idea

of Christ reigns in the world of ideas.

It has penetrated minds, and philosophy

ihas contributed to this result; but this

i idea of Christ governs no social relations,

 
 

 

tween Spirit and Matter came to redeem and

consecrate, by incarnating in its practical rela

tions, the principle of Love.

 

 

and is not in the slightest degree incar

nated in facts: our society honors it but

does not obey it. Nothing is less astou

ishing than that it should be thus, since

up to our own times, Christian Catholics,

and Christian philosophers themselves,

have known no other tendencies to practi

cal Christianity than simple moral exhor

tations addressed to the individual; ex

hortations, whose impotence is proved by

the echricnce of ages, and which should

they inundate the world for thousands of

years to come, would have no 'more prac

tical elfect than they have bad hitherto,

so long as the socialform shall continue

to put the inlcreats and passions of mm at

war will: each other. It is irrational, it is

mere folly, to remain always in the unin

telligent routine of this barren moraliza

tion of the individual ; to address always

and only the,individual, as if the social

circumstances which pervert the individ

ual, which give a false direction to his

passions. and whence the whole evil

arises, were absolutely nothing. Is there

a stranger chimera, a more unreasonable

Utopia, than to expect the good of uni

versaliziug individual virtue in social cir

cumstances whose nature is to stifle

virtue and to generate crime, where vice

has always been the rule'and virtue the

exception, where virtuous men can scarce

ly manage to live together and to un

derstand each other”! But, great God,

the experience has now lasted a long

time; and they are all absurd enough,

these eternal moralizers, to have been'

pouring copiously their moral waters, for

so many centuries, into tubs full of holes,

without having been able to understand

that the condition remaining the same,

they would never be able to fill them. If

this manoeuvre were only ridiculous we

might console ourselves, but we must

observe that this futile labor has so long

prevailed that it has taken away the very

thought of useful labor: all effort being

vainly employed to moralize and to re

moralize individuals in the hope of bring

ing them to good, we have not thought of

attacking the evil at its origin, that is, in

the social constitution which engenders it,

which turns to evil the passions and

innate faculties which another order of

things would turn to good. Thus faith

in the efficiency of the vain words of an

impotent moralism, has deceived intelli

gence and prevented it from attending to

its work. To realize the thought of love

and of union, we must create social

institutions; we have hitherto created

only sermons.

If we seek the cause of this fallacious

direction of human intellect, we shall

find it still in the fatal influence of the

dogma of the contempt of the earth, and

of the affairs of this world.

How, in fact, under the action of this
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dogma, whose whole energy was em

ployed to detach man from the earth,

could he recognize that the arrangement

and organization of the things of the

earth was the capital question of the

reign of Harmony upon the earth, the

absolute condition of the establishment of

good, of the accomplishment of the law

of Jesus? Jesus had indicated the aim,

the religious union of the human fam

ily,--the task of human intelligence was

to discover the social institutions capable

of realizing this union, and now the dog

ma, teaching that we must abandon and

despise all that concerns the earth, en

closed in the narrow circle of a vain

individual morality this great thought of

Christ, which could only bear fruit under

the condition of leading intelligence to

discover a true organization of the inte

rests of this world !

“To have shown how the doctrine of

Jesus, which should lead intelligence to

state and to solve the problem of social

destiny, has been struck barren by the

adulteration of strange dogmas, whose

influence, deceiving the mind, carried it

away from the field of social inquiries, to

plunge it in idle, selfish, barren, and

mystical contemplations, or to cast it into

impotent systems of individual moraliza

tion. We have shown how these dog

mas were, with all their authority over the

mind of the people, opposed to the march

of Humanity towards the conquest of its

terrestrial destiny,—and how that mind,

impelled by the instinct of its development,

had little by little discntangled itself from

the meshes of these dogmas, by throw

ing ed" the authority of the church

which imposed them. As the church re

fused to raise the condemnation which it

had cast upon the world, it was inevitable

that the world must end by divorcing

itself from the church.

This divorce, accomplished in the ideas

of modern society, has been registered

by philosophy. Every candid and un

prejudiced man will attribute this separa

tion to the obstinacy of the church, in con

tinuing the obstruction, the dogmas intro

duced into Christianity after the time of

Jesus; since the modern mind, in freeing

itself from the church, has retained the

principles promulgated by Jesus, and has

propagated them with ardor, though up

to our own day, it has not known how to

realize the social transformation which

could give them life, and incarnate them

in humanity.

Let us not fear to say it, this divorce

of the church from the world, this revolt

against the authority whose vast net-work

and imposing unity governed Europe,

has been in itself a great evil; for if

such an authority could have understood

that its task was not only to withdraw

but to conduct Humanity entire to its

glorious destiny; if it had known how to

preserve its dominion over the mind of

the people, always marching at their

tread; great evils, deplorable struggles

and long delays might have been spared.

Our age would not have undergone the

tortures of scepticism, the cruel pangs of

the combat between faith and reason,

authority and intelligence,—the genius

of revolutions would not have shaken the

nations and laid waste the earth. Doubt

less we shall attain unity despite this

intestine war of ideas, and these armed

schisms of human intelligenccs; how

much happier and more beautiful how

ever Would it not have been, that Hu

manity, warned by the word which has

resounded for eighteen centuries, and

knowing through this word the aim of

its attainment, should have marched di

rectly in close ranks, and rallied under

the banner of a single and potent author

ity for the conquest of its terrestrial des

tiny,‘ which is its legitimate and har

monic dominion over the world. But the

past is past, and only the future remains

to us. On, then, for the future l

TobeContinued.

r-‘ttonl rm: FRENCH or “LA PHALAKGE.”

Translated for the Harbinger.

OF PROPERTY. AND THE VARIOUS LE

GITIMATE MODES OF ACQUIRING IT.

 

Attractions are proportional to Destinies.

The Series distributes the Harmonies.

 

THIRD SECTION.

PROPERTY.

I.

We shall now apply the principles just

explained to the question of Property.

Man is the monarch of creation. To

him the earth has been entrusted; the

soil and its riches are his property. In

this great Unity, we have to seek Vari

General Principles.

 

" The Genesis of Moses is all full of this

idea. that the terrestrial destiny of man is the

government of the earth. It is expressed in the

most forms] and conspicuous manner in the 1st

chapter, where alter having furnished the earth

with its animal and vegetable creations, God

makes man in his own image, and gives him

authority over all the created kingdoms. Man,

made in the image of the God who reigns in

the heavens, and who governs the harmonics

of worlds, can only fulfil his destiny in reigning

over the earth and presiding over the harmony

of the things of this world, whose care is con

lidcd to him. Far from its being the will of God

that man should neglect the earth and abandon

the care of things entrusted to him, the will of

God is that man,displaying his intelligent activ

i ity, should establish and maintain in the domain

I of his empire the luv: of order and of harmony

l which God establishes and maintains in the

 

some souls from the grip of the devil,iking.tom of the Heavens,

ety. When we consider this general

term of property, the earth, it is evident

that we shall find nothing like individual

appropriation. The entire globe is di

vided into empires, kingdoms, provinces,

communes, which are distributed among

races, nations, phalanxes or townships.

This first degree of distribution is in

some sort the skeleton of property in hu

manity.

Let us go down into the commune or

township; there, we still admit that the

immovable soil belongs to the Species

represented by the Phalanx, which is a

perpetual being.

Upon this domain, cultivated in a uni

tary manner, it is man‘s mission to de

velop life and riches; man incessantly

appropriates to himself physical nature.

And God has given him an immense at

traction for this function of appropriation,

which is at once the recompense of labor,

the incitement to a new activity and the

source of creation: the means of enjoy

ing and the means of producing. Ap

, propriation,— that is the whole industrial

man.

Treasures evermore increasing, then,

are brought forth by the power and

genius of man. It is in this movable

mass that we have to seek Variety ; it is

in this element of things produced, of

fruits, values and immaterial riches, that

we have to seek by what laws the indi

vidual acquires, what part returns to him

in the general creation.

Property has been defined: “That

which is proper to each one, that which

belongs to one to (Ire r'a‘r'lusiun of olhers."

This definition is narrow; we do not ac

cept it. we shall say in terms more

general: “ Property is what belongs to

man.” It will instantly appear how im

portant the shade that separates these two

definitions.

Every man ought to be, every man is

a proprietor. Assuredly this great neces

sary fact should have its fitting laws,

should translate itself into institutions.

“To limit ourselves here to a discussion

on the primitive manners of acquiring,

on the principal modes of participation in

the social riches.

Since the right belongs to all, these

modes must be such that they shall never

constitute a privilege for some to the

detriment of others; and, on the other

hand, they must guarantee an exercise of

the right as extensive as the legitimate

desire.

What principles shall guide as in de

termining these modes of participation‘.t

Shall we have recourse to the analysis of

actual facts in order to conclude that

these facts are wrong! Shall we PXCL—S

to shipwreck certain true principles “tilt

their \icious application? Shall we set

out with an a priori of civilized wisdom!
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Shall we invoke vague principles, as‘

justice, fraternity, and so forth, princi

ples so poorly understood even by those

who have the best intention? Shall we

arrange things according to reason?‘

But we have the reason of M. Portalis,‘

.the reason of M. Guizot, of M. Passy, of

M. Troplong, of M. Laferriere, of M.

Dupin, of M. Agnies, of M. Prudhon, of

M. Vidal, of M. Pecqueur, of M. Cabet,

without counting those of other countries,

without counting the dead. Which

reason is right? (Quelle raison aura rai

son? )

In truth, in this world of simplisls, we

should be almost sure of wandering from

confusions into confusions. Let us ad

dress ourselves to a higher quarter. Let

us recur to fixed principles, to universal

lawa. To all the reasons of the reasona

ble and of the reasoning, in my opinion

it is better to prefer the science of man.

I leave to those who are more fortunate

the sphere of abstract and mathematical

proofs, and confine myself to the domain

of the active faculties.

Where shall we find a better principle

of analysis than in the bottom of the hu

man sonl! What surer guide to regu

late human relations than the nature of

man himself? We have established, as

an incontestible axiom, that social institu

tions can only be the image of man him

self, one as to the unity of his being,

various as to his different springs. Just

institutions, we have said, are the me

chanisms adequate to the soul‘s forms of

activity, and they are necessarily anal

ogous in their principles to the principle

of the forces whence they emanate.

We have seen that in the first degree of

analysis, Love (the source of all social

relations) has four special modes of

action ; and we have shown how to each

of these modes of action there corres

ponds a species of series, from the free

mode to the potential, which combines

and synthetizes.

Since property is the industrial man,

if there be economy of means and unity

in the laws of the living world, the

modes of participation in the collec

tive social wealth must correspond

to the forces of the soul; in other

words, if Attractions are proportion

al to Destinies, and if the Series dis

tributes the Harmonies, the institutions

of property must agree with the cardinal

passions, and the modes of appropriation

must be based upon the series.

ll. Manners of Acquiring, corresponding

_wilh the Ncressory Functions, will; the

W'anls and Rig/us of Man.

mama stones.

\Ve say that there exists a manner of

acquiring, a mode of participation, which

 

corresponds to Friendship and which is

 
 

based on the free series. The reasons of

necessary functions, and the supreme

law of fitness, go to confirm this a priori.

That man may live and fulfil his desti

ny, it is necessary that he be placed,

from the day of his birth, in the condi

tions of a full development of his organi

zation and of all his faculties. That is

incontestably the will of God.

Let us carry ourselves back to the day

of Creation. Tradition, reason, science,

all indicate that the first men appeared

upon the globe in the fulncss of_ their

powers. A true representation of man

implies a series of contrasted ages, since

in no other manner could each find his

own functions. Thus, at the moment

when the children of God were left to

themselves, they found themselves, for

the most part, provided and brought up.

This education exceptionally completed,

although elementary, was the divine lega

cy of Adam.

And let it not be said that this great

anthropogenic fact contains simply a les

son for fathers, that it offers the type of

family duty and nothing more. Assur

edly, the just God, in his universal provi

dence, had, with one unitary breath,

developed all the forces, all the faculties,

all the vocations, of which the germ was

deposited in each creature. To this all

powerful inspiration, each note of the

human scale, equally impregnated, re

turned a different sound; but each re

sounded in all its intensity and in its

perfect purity. Each character found

itself harmoniously developed at one

burst.‘ How, then, can we suppose that

the Creator wished man to expect here

after his integral development from the

divided, contradictory, feeble impulsions

of the individual family! No, God does

not wish that the aid given to man, in

order to be efficacious, should be thus

strown about at random. In committing

to man the direction of social movement,

God designed his own place to be Worthin

supplied, and it is not from him that this

miserable shiftlessness and monstrous in

equality proceed, which now preside ever

the rearing and education of children.

Nevertheless, after so many centuries of

errors and of sufferings, society seems at

last to be deciphering the sense of the

divine mystery ; the children of the poor

are adopted, (witness the public nurseries

(creches) and halls of asylum,) the prin

ciple of gratuitous unitary education is

proclaimed. But how far still from com

prehending its mission is the university,

which every year has itself solemnly

addressed as alma parens.’ How very

moderately Catholic and Christian it is!

How little do its cold and narrow lap, its

literal lessons, take the place of the

paternal and maternal care at once, in

which the first human beings were all

nourished, of that vivifying breath by

which the earth saw Adam spring forth

in his power and in his beauty l

Every one then should be able to take

freely around him whatever is necessary

to this essential want of development

which makes him man. Material and

spiritual nourishment; an education such

that the body may attain its full growth,

such that all the sentiments may be ex—

panded, all the faculties developed, all

the vocations called out; and finally, the

means of interchanging these sentiments,

of applying these faculties, of rendering

useful these vocations, the instruments of

labor : -- here is the minimum which so

ciety owes to all its members, here is the

first right of every one. This is the

principle of Communism.

It will be seen that we go further than

certain communists who, in their embar

rassment, not daring to proscribe proper

ty, define it : “ The right of the individ

ual to the thing exclusively produced by

himself." Man, in a harmonic society,

appropriates to himself, by right, as we

have just shown, every thing that is

indispensable to his normal development,

without there being any account taken of

his part in production, and even before

he is able to produce anything. And

more than this: even after a man has

completed his education, after he has

acquired the rank of citizen,‘ he still

finds opportunity to glean at liberty, to

appropriate to himself a certain quantity

of common things, which society leaves

strown about, as it were, upon its sur

face. It is the extension of the right to

the minimum; it is the principle of tole

rance written in this verse of the gospel :

“ And it came to pass that the Lord went

through the corn-fields, and his disciples

plucked the ears of corn and did eat.”

Such is the first degree of participa

tion, the first manner of acquiring, which

rests absolutely on the principle of equal

ity, and corresponds to Friendship.

Among friends, every thing is common.

This is appropriation in the confused

mode. Let us see whether this principle

of equality, so just and so necessary in

its origin, can continue to control exclu—

sively the act of appropriation.

Suppose man, under a unitary integral

education, developed according to the

designs of God ;——what next? The un

folding of the soul is perfect, its exercise

 

 

" Hugh Doherty says that Adam is nothing

but a swarm of colonizers from the upper

worlds. This hypothesis, which the laws of

analogy render Very rational, is equally favora

ble to our proposition.

 

" We need not state that we wish to be

understood as speaking here of woman, as well

as of man, and that in Harmony, the rights of

citizenship, election, government, 6rc., pertain

to both sexes.
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is free; it is then the Creator who pro- Science to determine the limits in thislthat he produces to the community.

Every where, to ourjorder of facts, to produce the special this manner of disposing of property, weceeds to speak.

attentive reason, inequality displays it

self. Equality was in the first place

necessary in order that man might pro

duce himself entire; and from the bosom

of this equality immediately springs hie

rarchy. Physical beauty, intellectual

power, moral grandeur, every thing is

different, and every thing distributed on

a progressive scale. All these forces,

when you come to put them in action, to

apply them to the creation of riches and

the government of the terrestrial life,

produce unequal results; their works

have different values; Thus, in human

labor, the co-operation of some is more

productive than that of others.

There is in this superiority, no doubt,

the sign of a celestial gift, and conse

quently more responsibility and loftier

duties; but, with the responsibility and

duty, should there not also be a greater

recompense! W'ill any one pretend to

quote the authority of seminaries and

academies of moral and political sciences,

and oppose to us the exclusive doctrines

of humility and abnegation, referring

men to heaven to seek there a remunera

tion refused to them on earth! Certain

ly, we will not permit these simplistic

advocates of equality to refer us to these

pitiable errors, under the pretext of a

social ideal. Responsibility, then, to the

most productive, to the most able; but

so too a proportional recompense: and re

compense in the two spheres, material and

spiritual, riches and glory; for so the

law of Unity requires.

To what do labors lead, directly and

indirectly? To production, to appropria

tion. Out of this mass of wealth pro

duced, each will have therefore (besides

the minimum) a part proportional to what

he has contributed, to what he has done;'

and this part will be awarded to him by

the judgment of his peers; his right

will be measured and determined practi

cally by election.

Here then is the second right of man

in regard to property ; here is the second

manner of acquiring, which corresponds

to Ambition, to the measured series.

This mode is the hyper-major ; this right

is the fruit of the capital act of the

material administration of the globe, of

creation, and it is consecrated by the free

election of the series, by justice itself.

In the ratio of the superiority of this

source, and of this sanction, more ex

tended prerogatives are due to it. So,

when the question shall arise for Social

treatise upon property, it will perhaps bei

necessary to remember the principle uli‘

e! abuti, and to award its recompense to

the right of appropriation hyper-major.

umon MODES.

We know then now, the natural and

just basis of a double right of individual

appropriation. It is understood that each

individual takes in the first place, freely

and equally, what is necessary to his

normal development; and that each, be

sides this, having a right to a share in

the production to which he has contrib

uted, receives from his peers a remunera

tion proportional to his general share in

the productive forces. The minimum

and the proportional retribution, analo

gous to Friendship and Ambition, are of

the major order. Are there not other

sources of appropriation'.l Let us look,

continuing to analyze the wants of man

and the rights which correspond to these

wants.

lf man appropriates anything to him

self, evidently it is in order to use it; if

he gains anything, it is to dispose of it.

Will he make what he possesses only

serve the satisfaction of his physical and

intellectual wants, his individual fanta

sies and pleasures? Will he not know

how to make some use of it outside of

himself. Will his right of disposing of

it be simple, or will it be composite? In

this World of Harmony, where all is

leagued together to realize unity, will

there be division, schism between the in

dustrial and the affective man'.l In a so

ciety whose creed is Love, will the capi

tal act of the appropriation of physical

nature be of no profit for the heart'.l No,

property should be an instrument of col

lective and of individual accords, mate

rial pleasures themsclves concurring in

the union of souls. Man has a need

of giving, of expanding over his fellows

the treasure of his riches as well as the

treasure of his affections. Man there

fore can transmit what belongs to him,

can alienate the acquisitions of his right

of property. Let us see what will be the

natural modes of alienation, of transmis

sion. By this digression we shall come

more easily to know what are the two

manners of acquiring of the minor order.

In Harmony, the child, exercising in

the superior or religious function of

Friendship (Little Hordes) abandons all "

In

find the universal character which we

have remarked in the appropriation of the

minimum. These two modes spring

from the cardinal passion of Friendship,

of which they reflect the properties.

We see, it is like an exchange, an ad

vance between childhood and the state.

The state makes advances, for which it

is remunerated afterwards. Childhood

takes and lets who will take; it satis

fies its own wants and consecrates its

right of alienating to the support of

Unity.

In the group of Ambition, in the

series of repartition, where all receive

what is proportionally due to them, each

one freely gives up one part of his own,

which goes to make up the budget of the

Regency. '

There are two other manners of dis

posing, and consequently of acquiring,

which we shall qualify by the term

minor. These belong especially to senti

ment, they connect more directly with

individualism than with unity-ism. One

is donation. “ To give is to love," said

an amiable and sincere philosopher; “ to

receive, is to learn to love. ln delicate

souls, it is loving already, and that deep

ly." The gift has the spontaneousness

of Love; it is a want more of the hyper

minor group than of any other.‘ A lov

er would like to have the disposal of the

whole world, that he lnight give it away.

It is in like manner the property of the el

lipse, that every thing which sets out from

one ofits foci is referred to the other; that

between the two every thing reflects and

divides itself with a vivid impulse. —— The

other manner of acquiring, which springs

from the right of using in a composite

mode, is inheritance. Just as man trans

mits his blood, his intelligence, his soul,

so it is a want and a happiness to him to

bequeath this other part of himself, his

property.

But it will be objected, to accept a leg

acy, a donation in the combined order, is

to leave free field to fantasies, and to

unjut caprices; it is to encourage avar

ice with some, narrow and blind affections

with others. There is a larger way than

 

were admitted in Association. As it is, they

take only the smallest part, which does not

prevent each of their members from gaining the

first lots in other occupations; but, true to

their character of congregation, of unitary

philanthropy, they have for a statute the indi

rect ‘ r‘ of riches, and devotion to the re
 

" Let us remember that all, in the phrsaeol

 

" This is the principle of Fourier: Propor

tional Reparh'tion to Capital, to Labor and to

Talent. Thil principle is found mutilated and

perverted in the Saint-Simonian formula: “ To

each according to his capacity, and to each ca

pacity according to it: work."

 

ogy of ...v. ‘, always understands an excep

tion. Here are Fourier’s words about the retri

bution of the Little Hordes : “ Although their la

bor is the most difficult from the want of direct

 

attraction, yet the Little Hordes receive the

lowest remuneration of all the Series. They

would not accept anything, if such a rqfiuali

pugnant functions which they exercise as a

point of honor.”

" It is a rare thing that one ruins himself for

his friends, his corporation, or even for his

children: but nothing is more common than a

man committing such follies for his mistress,

especially than a woman sacrificing every thing

to her lover or her husband.
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this of deriving from the spirit. of proper- l spends, throws away, destroys; the other]

ty a profit for the heart. Let every man ‘

return all that he possesses to the State : "

is not this an exercise of the affective

passions! This is giving oneself away,

surely, this is expanding oneself over the

bosom of the great fraternal family,

ferences and unmcrited favors. —— We re

ply, if property, once recognized, accrues

entirely to the state, we see not where

there exists for the individual the free ex

ercise of the right of disposing of it.

The individual will have the right to do

his duty, the right to be obliged to give

to the universal, to transmit himself por

force to all his brothers—No, no. You

cannot mask by empty words the priva

tion of the individual right. It is neces

sary to me, to myself, that my sponta

neity, my whole liberty should be pre

served. lwish to be able to dispose of

what is mine in favor of all, if it suits

me; in favor of some, if it is the desire

of my heart; and if it is my pleasure,

even enthusiastic impulse and blind fanta—

sy shall be the reason and the measure of

my gifts. Since “human nature is

good,” since “reason was not made to

contradict in us the propensities which

lead us to form the very legitimate desire

of happiness,"f by what right can you

deny, contradict, repress the pious attrac

tions of familism and of love, the charm

ing attractions of favoritism? .

You wish inheritance done away with,I

because, in our false state of society, the

miser guards to the last day his useless

treasure, and would bury it with him in

his tomb. True science is that which

knows how to turn to good, forces which

are perverted or injurious. Avarice

transformed, becomes a precious social

faculty. There are amongst human

characters, in their relation with created

riches, two types, both essential.

 

" Morelly, whom the communists seem to ac

cept as their master (so far as a communist can

recognize any superiority,) Morclly says in a

concise way: “ 'l‘hcre belongs to man of the

products of his industry only the part which an

1151-15; the rest belongs to humanity.” A sin

gular mixture this of materialism, cgoism and of

universal fraternity !

fMorelly, M M. Vidal, Villegardellc, and all

the communists. The Saint-Simonians also ac

knowledge these just bases.

 

One ‘

 

saves, collects, In other

words, it is the spirit of progress and the

spirit of social conservation; it is radia

tion and absorption. \Vith the first

character, impatient to use a thing, inces

PFCSGI'VBS.

vsantly in quest of new things, every thing

without the inconvenience of little pre-' would be squandered, every object would

disappear before exhausting its useful ser

vice; there would be no handing down.

The other type forms happily the equili

brium to this.

does not believe that any one can save

things and take care of things as well as

himself. In Harmony, these individual

characters will extend also to collective

unitios. There will be Phalanxes cele

brated for their spirit of order; there will

be others skilful to consume brilliantly,

and famous for prodigality; and such a

collector or amasser of treasures in the

Isle of France, not finding around him an

heir worthy of his genius, and mistrust

ing the spendthrift ardor of the Creoles,

his compatriots, will choose for his lega

tee the illustrious Phalanx of Fourmis,

or of Judea.

But shall we stop at the uncertain ob

jections of civilized reason, when the

commandments of God are echoed in our

hearts? It is a law, a law of universal

life, which condemns these tendencies to

exclusive equality, to confused unity; it

is Attraction. God does not wish that

every heart, with equal passions, shall

contain an equal love for all ; for he has

placed in our souls the Cabalist and the

Papillon with Favoritism; God wishes

the free and flexible fraternity of friend

ship, the elective ardors of love, the

determined affections of the family, the.

hierarchal ties of ambition, the poten

tial exercises of the successive degrees of

Unity-ism; and not the compound com

munism of souls, the stifling of life in

mere identity. Social institutions, there

fore, should permit man’s natural prefer

ences to manifest themselves in all things,

if these institutions profess to realize so

cial destinies proportional to attractions.

The Series, which distributes the harmo

nies,‘ commands that we should expand

our possessions as well as our soul in

varied and hierarchal modes, min the

serial mode.

 

" Here let us make an important observation.

We must not believe that every Series distrib

utes every harmony. \thn Fourier makes usc

of thc general terms Series and Attraction, in

these two sacred propositions: the Series dis

tribute the harmonies; Attractions are propor

tional to destinies; he means to say integral st

traction, the series par excellence, the series of

This is evident from the following

phrase in his Inst manuscript published in La

Phalonzr: “\Ve come to nothing by studying

theji're series; the whole secret of nature is

concealed in the mr-Inmrul series; they are the

only echoes of the lawn of Unity."

The pure conservative '

Attraction is so for from attaching us

Ito the ideal of Communism or of Saint

‘ Simonianism, in which all things are con

founded in the mass, or in power, that

when we interrogate the general fact and

the sentiment which inspires it, we re

mark this: that the spirit of disposal or

of alienation follows, since it is in the

minor order, an inverse progression to

that of the principle of Unity, which

draws all towards the pivot; that each

individual has a particular attraction to

rob himself in favor of the beings who

are nearest to his feelings. In a general

formula, we may distribute the want of

disposing by legacy and by testament, ac

cording to the following decreasing scale :

DONATION: lovers, children, friends, sect;

the State.

TESTAMENT: children, lovers, sect, friends;

the State.

Admirable foresight of the Supreme

Organizer, who does not permit' Unity to

absorb the individual, and who derives

perfect order from the equilibrium of the

two forces, the centripetal and the centri

fugal. And so ought Science to encour

age the attraction of the heart, instead, of

oppressing individual liberty.‘ In the

state of social subversion in which hu

manity has lived thus far, it has required

the compclle intrare, the law of constraint

in all degrees to protect the principle of

Unity; in Harmony, on the contrary,

the savans will be continually occupied

with seeking delicate combinations to

balance the universal and enthusiastic ac

tion of Unityism by the action of favor

itism, to sow the surface of social life

with the charms of surprise and of capri

cious fancy.

PIVOTAL moon.

We have counted four manners of ac

quiring and of disposing: two major,

more especially determined by reason, by

the principle of order; and two minor,

particularly inspired by sentiment and by

liberty; all together realize justice.—

These modes of participation in the social

riches: the minimum, donation, propor

tional retribution, and inherilanre, corres

pond to the cardinal passions, Friendship,

Love, Ambition, Familism; and to the

serial types: the free, the dual, the

measured, and the balanced. -

It remains to find a manner of acquir

" Victor Considcrnnt said one day: “If indi

vidual appropriation, if inheritance and donn

tion did not exist, it would be necessary to in;

vent them in order to perfect ocial harmony."

This property of a harmonic bond, which capi

tal possesses in Association, has been expressed a

thousand times in the most formal manner by

Fourier, It was altogether gratuitous therefore

tin M. Vidal to write: “Fourier he not, like
I the Saint-SimOnians and other socialists, broken

'opr-nly with capital and inheritance. He httl

t We need not say that we do not defend the

right of age, the spirit of caste, the privileges of

education and other monstrous forms of inheri

tance. which patriarchalism has handed down

to civilizatiop. In view of the actual abuses,

M. Eugene Sue has reason to exclaim: “ In

heritance, that great iniquity!" But the illus

trious socialist writer has too much justice to

condemn aprinciple on account of the abuses

which have been derived from it. As well con

demn possession itself; as well prescribe thcl

spirit of family from which the whole evil pro

coeds,

series.

circumvmtcd them, he has turned them, render

l ing them in some sort nuclear in thefutura."
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ing, a mode of participation, having the

pivotal character and corresponding to

l

Unity-ism, and to the potential series.

This central source, from which each

may draw and appropriate to himself in a

unitary mode, is the Associative 'l‘rea

sury. From this focus of public riches

descend over all the members of the

Phalanx the right of property under its

pivotal form. The unitary mode of ap

propriation consists in each one‘s taking

part according to his degree, in the means

of enjoyment concentrated in tlte Phalanx.

This unitary participation, by virtue of

the law of contact of extremes, offers re

lations with the minimum. The Com

munists, faithful to their principle of pro

miscuous equality, so mttch so that they do

not seek to distinguish things from one

another. have not failed to confound all

things under the name of common gonds:

houses, streets, theatres, museums, cities,

libraries, ball-rooms, horses, equipages,

furniture, jewelry, canals, routes, rivers,

laboratories, fétes and solemn galas, &c.

To them, all this is identical, and all the

members of association share in all these

goods equally and identically. This is an

error, and with a little attention, if we

are guided by principles of order and

harmony, we shall easily distinguish the

things which society abandons promiscu

ously to common use, the museums, li—

braries, laboratories, rail~roads, public

squares, Etc. &c., from'tltings equallyi

accessible to all, but of which the whole:

society finds it just and useful to hierarch

alize the enjoyment, so to speak. Thus,

in Association, lodgings in the Phalans

tery, places at the theatre, and at festivi

ties, horses, equipages, the when and par-*

aplternalia of honor, the banners, every

thing which we now call the furniture

and jewels of the Crown,— all these

things will be occupied and assigned ac

cording to an order of legitimate prece

dencies, in proportion to each one’s re

cognized rights to functions, grades, so

cial honors and favors.

Thus, then, the public revenue is, for

each one, the source of a unitary proper

ty. There is established, at the centre,

a composite movement, a double har

monic vibration: the Regency receiving

from the diverse and always free contri

butions of the whole a considerable por

tion of the wealth produced, which in its

turn it transforms into means of enjoy

ment, and places at the disposal of the

whole. The Treasury of the Phalanx,

how is it constituted, of what elements is

it formed'.l from what sources can this

appropriation, governed by the Regency,

proceed, if it be not from the very same

which nourish individual appropriation?

The Regency, that is to say tltc Phalanx

considered in its collective permanent

unity, takes, receives, like an individual,

 

a proportional part, and enriches itself by

donatiotts and by legacies. The minor

modes, as we have said, are not the most

productive for the State; the Treasury

accrues principally front the products of

labor freely abandoned by childhood. and

from the impost freely voted by all the

citizens in the series and general assem

blies. These four modes of appropriation

which form the public revenue, have, no

doubt, at this pivotal degree,their particu

lar character; but they are analogous with

the individual manners of acquiring; like

them, they correspond with the four car

dinal passions; or to state it better, the

public revenue itt its unity, the Treasury,

corresponds to Unity-ism, and, like it,

it sums up in itself the four fundamental

terms of the Potential Series.

To be Continued.

From the New York Tribune.

TllE SUFFERINGS AND WRONGS OF

IRELAND.

AN AMERICAN LADY.

DUBLIN, Feb. 1, 1847.

It is to the lrisltmen and lrishwomen

of New York, I would speak in behalf of

your bleeding, dying country, where you

drew your first breath, and spent your

young laughing days. Hear, lirar, for

God's sake—for Christ's sake, and for

your brethrcn‘s sake, lunr, I pray. You

ltave heard the sad wail across the Atlan

tic that hcr land is laid waste, and that

her long, long oppression has at length

filled up the cttp of her miseries. It is

FULL—it is running over. Hundreds are

dying by the highway, in the fields, and

in their cabins. Yes, many who have

begged for work in vain. Some who

have obtained it, have been so exhausted

that they have died at their work, because

the prudcttt could not pay them till Sat
urday—perha 9, till two weeks’v work

was done. \ou may know of Cork,

Kerry, Galway, Mayo—Connaught, Con

omore, and Donegal,— may look across

the Atlantic, and see them lying on a pile

of straw, the dead and the living together;

some lying five days unburied, because

they could not procure a coffin and sheet

to wrap tltetn in—because the living

were in a state of dying, and could not

go out—and because no one went in to

inquire for them. One poor man took

the corpse of his wife on his shoulder,

after site had been five days dead, and

carried and laid her upon a tomb—stone iii

the graveyard. A poor neighbor went

in, and alone dug her grave, and put her

in without coffin or shroud. Surely the

dogs of Prince Albert might look ottt

from under their costly monument and

yelp at such a burial as this.

BY

I read in the New York Tribune ofthe,

meeting at Tammany Hall for the relief

of lreland, and had a portion of this letter

previously prepared, and Would now say,

that the hope of shaming the aristocracy

of the country, by sending relief to the

poor of Ireland, is as vain as to hope the

Queen will lay aside her trappings, and

visit the cabins of Ireland, attd eat, drink

and sleep as they do. 1 know tltc aris

tocracy of lreland : they are not capable

of shame. Could you hear them talk as

l1 do now—yes, even note—when the

dead are about them, who have “ reaped

idoutt their fields for nought," and have

died because the petty wages they pay

itltcm cannot sustain life at the enormous

price of food. Slmme a Government that

,will give men tenpcttce a day for labor,

|when lntlian meal is 2s 1011a stone, and

voften 3s English money. Sim/1w a noble

man, with a pack of hunting hounds,

chasing some timid deer over mountain

.and glen, while fifty or a hundred starving

mett are digging ltis ditches, draining his

bogs, and laying out his pleasure grounds

,for the shameful reward of eight or ten

'pencc at most. Slmme the surpliccd

clergyman with a living of some thou

isands a year, and who pays a trusty ser

vant from four to six gutncas a year!

Talk ttot of shame to any such! You

who have lived in lreland under their

despotism, may tell the Americans better.

1 would not be understood that the

aristocracy and gentry are doing nothing

in self-defence. They are blustering a

little because now and then some starving

group, grown desperate by positive star

vation, have ruslted upon a bread-cart and

carried away its contents; and the deli

cate, nervous ladies are thrown into

spasms to see that American women go_

into the filthy garrcts in Dublin to seek

out the suffering. They should not dare

do such a thing! Yet they will some

times call at my lodgings and leave a

bundle of old musty, cast-off, ragged gar

ments to be given to the destitute.

The Quakers, too, are doing something,

and doing it quite efficiently. at least, so

far as investigation goes. The Presbyte

rians in Belfast have, many of them,

dotte nobly, especially the females. But

with all that has been done, with all that

iwt'll be done, thousands—yes, thousands

will be neglected and (lie. And in con

clusion allow me to say, On—up—this

moment, and do wltat you can ; wait not

for Government; wait out for hard hearts

to be softened, but pttt on the whole ar

mor, muster all your forces, call upon the

servants who are getting 15, 20, and

£25 a year, to do alittle; tell them to

take the ribbons from their bonnets, the

trimmings from their dresSes. if they can

do nothing else; tell thetn here are ser

vants who have worked for two and three

pounds a year, now deprived of that, and

going from door to door asking bread.

One who has a home to visit ltas walked

three miles every other day to get a ltttle

stir-about and piece of bread to sustain

life, attd every time she calls I can see an

evident change for the worse. Tell your

children that in the cottntry where their

fathers lived, the children are crying for

bread and cannot get it. And be sure, if

you send money, be careful to whom you

entrust it; put it into no paid commis

sioner's hands, give it to none who want

pay for their time; money is a tempting

article, and the man or woman who would

not rejoice at being made the happy a1

moner of their gifts to the dying, without.

reward, is not fit to be entrusted with it.

Some of you at least, have friends in

Ireland whom yuuwt'ell know; to them

i you might entrust. it. Excuse tltelength,

but I ask no excuse for the rest of this.

Iliad l the tongue of an anch I could tell

.you things that my language cannot ex

press. -

l 1 had intended to let you off, but how

,can l, the constant din of these poor la.

iborers under my window, pining and

  

 

 

/
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starving, is sounding in my ears, and the

scenes are so dreadfully appalling in ev

ery quarter, you must hear a little more—

for to whom shall I speak, for even the

abolitionist here has so long breathed

this corrupting atmosphere of aristocratic

principles that though he blusters much

on freedom and equal rights, of “ giving

to all what is just and equal," he, like

the slaveholder, has his salvo at hand.

When you talk of higher wages he tells

you this is not his fault; you must put it

upon Queen Elizabeth and Cromwell,

who apportioned the lands to the drum

mers and soldiers as a reward for demol

ishing the temples of Popery, while he at

the same time may keep his carriage with

every attendant and every comfort if not

luxury about him, and will not, does not

pay a servant, comparatively speaking,

anything; he skulks behind these plun

dering marauders as the slaveholder does

behind the piratical slavers who first

brought the negro from Africa and entailed

slavery as a curse upon their fathers. If

you go to the religious, wealthy Protestant,

who holds the “ keys of this bottomless

pit," he tells you—ah, it is just what

might be expected, their laziness and dir

ty religion has brought on the curse; and

when you go to the poor starving laborer,

he uncomplainingly says, “ We must be

content with what Almighty God gives

us—he may send us something to-mor—

row.” In truth I have heard this answer

so much from lips that I knew must be

soon silent forever, that its Christ-like

patience and keen rebuke is scathing to

my heart, and should you hear that they

have arisen like hungry wolves to seize

upon the snugly walled flocks and herds

of the rich boasting shepherds, wonder

not—call them not blood-thirsty and sav

age—because this long century-heated

boiler has exploded at last.

Whoever has studied the character of

the Irish must know that they have quick

perception of justice; when that is meted

out with kindness. a ready response is

given. “ Keep them down," says Gov

ernment, and their own aristocracy echo

it. We must “Ireep them down,” or

they will deluge the island with blood.

So says the slaveholder,—if we give

them their rights they will destroy us at

once. And pray tell us the time when

and the place where the Irish, as a people,

ever had their rights! tell us, who can,

what they might be if an equal standing

were given them among the nations of

the earth and every shackle were broken!

But I must not preach— but I will expos

tulate, I will plead for poor abused Ire

land so long as God gives me breath—

mock and taunt who may. Yes, did I

know my country would scout me back

should I ever reach its shores—should

they say, Go back to the people you so

.love, I would say, amen. Yes,I would

cheerfully go back, and in some humble

mud-cabin sit down and hear the hearty

welcome, and the “ God love ye kindly,"

with a cheerful heart. I know what I

am saying; I have travelled over every

county of that beautiful Island but one;

I have travelled in sunshine and storm;

by night and by day; will: money and

without money; in company and alone,

and never was an unkind word or even an

unkind look manifested by the laboring

peasant or poor of any kind, but, “ wel

come, welcome, lady, to our humble cab-l

in, and sure ye‘re a stranger.” When I

said, I am an American stranger, “ wel

come, thrice welcome,” was always the

response. The poor laborer in Ireland

looks to America as his only hope, his

last hope. Whenl have spoken to one

who might be cracking stones by the

way-side, and asked him the price of his

toil, he answered tenpence or a shilling,

as the case might be, seldom raising his

head to answer, but as soon as I used my

password “ American stranger,” his harn

mer instantly stopped, his head was raised,

the welcome given, and the addition of

“Ah, America‘s the place, it is there

they give the mate, "tis there they give

the wages," generally accompanied with

an apology, “I thought by your tongue

you was English.” This told the story.

And shall I hold my peace when five

millions of such a people are in a state of

cruel pauperism—yes, starvation and

death, many of them? No! let my

tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth,

when it shall forget to plead for poor Ire

land. I will be more enthusiastic still,

and say if there is a people on earth

who pro-eminently and justly claim the

sympathy, the admiration, and the love of

mankind, it is the Peasantry of Ireland.

Give me three cheers for that across

the Atlantic, ye Irishmen who hear me!

Once more shall I add that I can now

look into many of those cabins on the

sea coast and in the mountains, where

they have shared so heartily with me the

potato, and can see them dying by star

vation—yes, dead, and lying days without

a burial. And new, again', awake and

keep awake.

  
 

POETRY.

For the Harbinger.

B U R N S.

l Quivering with strength, from earth he springs :

l Defiant shouts his strange voice rings.

. Gazing afar, like some lone tower,

His nostrils panting restless power,

His big eyes darting eager fire,

With rustic band he strikes his lyre.

 

From the long sleep, so dreamless slept,

Scotland, like a roused laggard, leapt.

Rolls the clear tide of a new song

Through her heart's channels, void so long,

High swelling now, with lively heat,

To sounds so earnest, stirring, sweet.

With quickened pulse, each bosom hears,

In tones that shift from mirth to tears,

And where, too, clarion notes are pealed,

Its inmost feeling bright revealed.

A nation's face, thus freshly wrought,

Beams with a smile of joyful thought.—

Few years had past, since first was heard

That fiery heart’s awakening word;

Its mighty throb, that warm life sent

To million hearts, and with them hlent

In rapturous unison, is still;

Tranquil so soon in Death’s pale chill.

\Vasted 3 by soul-spru ng griefs outworn;

By proud heart-struggles inly torn ;

Disconsolrtte, despairing, crushed;

Before his time, in misery hushed ;

Great Burns went early ’mongst the dead,

His eye still gleaming thoughts unsaid.

 

Could he have had but half his due;

Had half was felt and done been true;

His generous soul had then been soothed,

And tiinelier his last pillow smoothed.

 

 
Traduced, banned, poor, he died heart-broken ;

The noblest Scot that e’er has spoken.

He whose large will, if matched with power,

Had rained all gifts in ceaseless shower,

\Vho did give gifls, but by those given,

Endowed to bless the earth by Heaven,—

Thoughts to enrich all time to come,—

Earned his poor bread by guaging rum.

A noble man, divinely strung

For all the virtues he has sung,

Finds wrenched by lies into divorce

From good, man’s pith, his feelings“ force;

Is driven to the tavern’s stench,

His brotherly yearnings there to quench.

Instead of honors, condescension;

Instead of peace, hot, coarse contention;

’Stead of high work, fit for great souls,

He had the low, slow toil of moles;

A victim of the falsehoods strong,

That make of men a scrambling throng.

Passions in him were lashed to madness,

That might have been a well of gladness;

Sources ofjoy, turned into sadness;

His very goodness into baldness :

A strong man, bound in the world’s lies

And multiform hypocrisics. E. Y. 1'.

For the Harbinger.

FROM GOETHE.

WANDERER’S NIGHT SONG.

Thou who dost in Heaven bide,

Every pain and sorrow stillest,

Him whom twofold woes betide,

With a twofold solace fillest,

0! this tossing, let it cease !

\tht means all this pain, unrest?

Soothing Pence!

Come! 0, come into my breast.

SWEETNESS OF SORRO\V.

Dry not up, dry not up,

Tears of eternal love!

Ah! even to eyes that are but half driod,

How desert, how dead, the world to them seems !

Dry not up, dry not. up,

Tears of unfortunate love! E. Y. T.

   ETHE HARBINGER.

SATURDAY, MARCH 2b, 1847.

 

 

of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others‘ rights, fraud, opprcsion, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions nll tending to impoverilll

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Reliefis to come, and can only come from the new

application of Christian principles, of Universal

justice and Universal love, to social institutions,

to commerce, to business, to active life.

Dn. Urnlmrrw.

THE SEVEN SCOURGES.

The beauties of our Civilization are

rapidly unfolding themselves in strong

contrast with our Christian professions

and ideals, our boasts of educational, in

dustrial, scientific and political improve

ments, in a way that bids fair to force

attention to the Social Problem upon all

thinking minds. Famine allover Europe,

predicted a year since and yet not pre

vented, speculated upon by commerce at

the same time that it doles out something

in the way of charity; war with Mexico,
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a. war of aggression and of conquest, [slavery while war remains; nor poverty‘v necessarily involved, there was yet pour

. . l

conducted on the avowed principle of

Might makes Right, by a young Republic

which has enthusiastically assumed upon

itself the responsibility of the world's

hopes for freedom and for social justice

and well-being; increase of pauperismt

every where; increase of crime; party

spirit and the climbing up of profligate

selfishness into places of power and hon

or, which (alas! for the world) retain

power long after they have lost honor;—

these things, growing worse and worse,

in spite of legislation, in spite of educa

tion, in spite of theology, morality and

philosophy, are fast convincing the sin

cere well-wishers of humanity, the real

friends of progress, that a new examina

tion of the laws and grounds of progress

must be entered into; that every thing

hitherto attempted by the collective wis

dom of man, in the way ofinstitutions, is

a failure; and that the evils we contend

against continually reproduce each other

because we have not touched their

causes.

Who that reflects on all these things,

can see a way out of them by any of the

existing maxims and institutions of soci~

etyl Who is not ready to exclaim:

Society is somehow afflicted with a radi

cal, organic disease; the fault is in the

system and not incidental on the surface;

we may abate the outward expression of‘

it here and there in spots; we may make

the cutaneous eruption disappear and the

whole skin look fair; but We only drive

the poison in, and there it lurks awaiting

the first opportunity to show itself, just

as in the physical system of the individ

ual, where the scrofulous eruption appa

rently cured in the mother, reproduces

itself in full malignant vigor in the child,

WILLIAM HENRY CHANNING has been

preaching before the Religious Union of

Associationists, in Boston, a series of

discourses on the permanent evils inhe

rent in 'the present system of society, on

the basis of what Fourier calls, the scum

permanent scourges; namely: Poverty,

Fraud, Oppression, Carnage, Derange

ment of Climates, Artificial Diseases,

and Vicious Circle. It is the tendency of

our whole system of society, of the soci

ety called Civilized, the main-spring of

whose industry is free competition, and

whose law is incoherence of interests, to

reproduce all these continually ; and it is

the tendency of these all to keep repro

ducing one another. They are the mon

ster broods of civilized duplicity, of the un

natural union between theories offreedom,

of justice, and of love, and the material

arrangement whereby selfishness and iso

lated interests become the rule and prac

tical necessity of all men. In vain to

crush the seven heads of such a hydra

one by one! You cannot extinguish

hody of the globe, by the ruinous neglect

or worse than neglect of cultivation and

improvement which the earth's surface

gets amid the conflicting interests of

races and of individuals. Were the

Christianity of this age practical in man‘s

collective action ; wore the spiritual aspi

rations which have found such beautiful

politics, the whole material arrangements

and forms of society; were production

and distribution and consumption only

organized, instead of being the theme of

barren or time-serving speculations, as

they have been with the Political Econo

mists; were there any such thing as

unity of material interests as a pledge

and basis of that vainly talked of spiritual

unity of the Church; then would these

seven scourges turn to seven blessings,

instead of them we should evermore re

joice amid these angels : Plenty, Justice,

Freedom, Peace, Equilibrium of Climates,

Wholesome Atmosphere, and Escape

from Social Incoherence and Duplici

ty, in constant progress towards Harmony

and Heaven. The seven sconrges pivot

upon Universal Duplicity and Egoism, or

Error and Selfishness: the seven bless

ings pivot upon Universal Unity and Co

operation.

The inspiring and profound discourses

of Mr. Channing have led us to recur to

these, most fruitful topics, and to feel

 

‘more forcibly than ever the completeness,

vthe deep~searching satisfactoriness, and

larbitrary in Fourier's serial classification

lof these radical vices of society; his

‘ clear and palpable analysis of Civilization‘s

had blood, and the settled causes of its

corruption. We wish it were possible to

report those discourses, instead of ours -

rily grazing these great topics, as we

must do now. Each discourse was in

itself a compact and exhaustive essay

upon one of these evils, piercing and lay

ing aside prevalent sophistries, and going

straight to the bottom of the philosophy

of the whole matter; clear, humane, and

and exhaustive method; and the plain

common sense by its well-arrayed support

of facts and applications.

 

detail and statistics, which such an etfort

expression in literature and in a few lives!

and circles, ultimated in the business, thel

5the absence of every thing fanciful or'

 

practical throughout; satisfying the heart . ble and diseased, Wilh scarcely

by its earnestness and eloquence and np- enough to sustain itself through a few

preciation of every genuine sentiment on miserable years.

every side; the intellect by its strict logicjlfl man a desire of wealth; every human

l

abstract discussion, and all the variety of|

l

while there is competitive fraud ; nor can i ed over the whole the beauty of holiness.

you set the climates right, or rid mankind It was all sacred utterance; it lifted the

of those foul pestilences which sweep soul in devout feeling without abstracting

across whole continents, while woods are. us from this earth, and it addressed the

stripped and streams dried up, and greatlconscience through the understanding.

morasses and sand deserts are suffered to. It is matter of serious regret with all who

break out like plague-spots, all over the heard the sermons, that they were not

written, or that they were not instantly re

ported for wider circulation ; for, though

the audience was numerous and always im

portant in point of character, yet it seem

ed like expending upon a few what was

really meant for the hearing of all the

most intelligent and humane persons of

Boston, and the whole land. Possibly it

may yet be in the power of their author

to engross them in a more permanent

form; that they may make a book,

which would be most important in our

means of propagating the associative doc

trine; or at least that they may contrib

ute some solid essays to the pages of this

journal. For the present we shall con

tent ourselves with barely indicating the

ground which the preacher went over,

without aiming at completeness, and in

fact discussing the matter in our own

way after his suggestion, which is all

we can do.

First in the series is Poverty, which

occupied one entire discourse. After re

futing several prevalent sophistries re

specting evil generally; as the idea that

evil is necessary, and intended by divine

Providence for man, upon this earth,

that it is indispensable as discipline, and

that virtue could not be without it, the

preacher defined Poverty to be the priva

tion of the means and conditions of excr

cising one’s faculties and realizing one's

own life. It is a moral evil therefore, as

well as a physical. For the affection:

and the mind require certain material

conditions, in a word require to be in har

mony with the material world through

the pure exercise of all the senses, or

they quarrel with their sphere, become

inverted and turned inward, selfish, mor

bid, false and foolish in their action. It

is the summing up of all misfortunes;

to be poor and without the means of food

or clothing or shelter, is to be dragged

down to earth, body and soul, and made

attentive to more physical necessities, to

cease to afl‘ord any generous outflowing

of kind thoughts and acts, to lose health

and strength and cheerfulness, till in

fact generations in poverty are born fec

life

Nature has implanted

instinct calls for it; in vain does the pul

pit, in vain does philosophy couuscl ab

Wirh all theistineuce, and extol poverty as a bles

sing, so long as every parent is most

anxious at the same time to inspire an efl'cc
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tual love of gain, a love that shall beinarrow to fit men to make money; if it States.‘ But how vain to try to do it

I

strong enough to set heart and mind and

strength in action for this end, in his

child. \Vhat are the causes of Poverty?

 

l

:cerned) of him it blesses; and for the

 

be very good, it stands much in the way

(so far as outward prosperity is con

The first cause, doubtless, was insuffi- toiling millions, education is a nominal

ciency of production. In the earlier privilege, because they have no time forl

 

  

away, while the whole tendency of our

social system, of competition and the

unorganized pursuit of wealth and con

sequently power, is still to reproduce

slavery. There can be nothing but nom

it. Charity, of the public kind, is but a f inal freedom, short of free Association inages, the arts and appliances of industry i

did not keep pace with the increase of heartless thing, whose best type is thelattractive labors, where a sphere is open

population. In the savage state therelalms-house, a mere device to save society to every talent, and where the laborer

was collective poverty.

organized succeeded to mere savage inco

herence, might made right, the stronger

used the weaker, and compelled him to

produce for him; the few were wealthy

As society more i

l

lthcre out of the abundance which is

much trouble from the poor; and'privatcysharcs the fruits of every enterprise in

charity but gives a little comfort here and

lheapcd up by the system which continu

lally tends to sink the multitude in deeper

which he in any way cooperates.

Next came War, the philosophy of

which was very profoundly entered into.

In the very nature of a finite being re

and the many poor. Still even in these degradation. Association of interests, l sides the property of resistance, of repul

ages’ so long as there was recognized de- then ; the right of every one to labor in sion. By this it proves its individuality,

pcndcnce of the many on the few, thcyifln attractive sphere; justice to labor,'it proves itself a being, a distinct whole.

were in some measure cared for. For Capital and Skill, Which are UK) threel'l‘his is the centrifugal force which coun

civilization was reserved the spectacle oflproducers; organization of industry and ,‘ terhalanccs the centripetal in the moral

poverty and misery increasing while there 1 of" all life's relations on a basis of mutual l world. But that it may counterbalance

is more than production enough to make co-opcration, according to a divine law of' it, that there may be peace and harmony

the Whole population comfortable; and order answering to the very springs of and beautiful co-operation between all

even where there is the greatest amount 1 life and action in the human soul 1 ——tl\i8 ' finite beings, that their decided individu

of political freedom, where industry is

free and no man can be forced to labor for

another, still competition turns the whole

increased activity against the interests of

the many, and reduces liberty to the mere

liberty of starving. And to aggravate

the evil, all this happens while the wants

of every human being are greater than

ever before, while education and improve

ment of arts, and so forth, make the

. . . l
standard of living, the terms of admis

sion to social equality and respectability,

higher for every one.

extent of the evil.

portion of the habitable globe is yet on

civilized, yet in the lowest savage degra

dation, and consequently sunk in poverty.

Civilization occupies but a small part of

the earth; and even there, in its most ad

vanced nations and cities, where there is

the greatest amount of productive skill‘

and total wealth, the mass grow poorer

day by-day. What a failure, surely,

of the real destiny of the hnman race!

So much of life, and faculty killed

by this cold frost! so many heaven

quickened natures, which should be all

intelligence and love and beautiful

activity and harmonious co-operation,

checked in their growdi like green and

gnarly fruit that never ripcns! It is

sheer blasphemy to think of this as the

design of Providence. '

The great source of poverty therefore,

is free competition and the incoherence

of material interests. \Vhile these con

tinue, religion cannot persuade the pow

erful to be just, any more than it can per

suade all men that it is really a good

thing to be poor. Government cannot

prevent it, for government and legislation

are ohiclly‘occupied with the schemes of

commerce and of manufacture, and con-~

trolled by those who control these ave

nues of wealth.

Consider too, the,

By far the greatestl

Education must be veryl

l is the only problcm for philanthropy, this

lthe only clfcctual cure of poverty.

i This is no abstract of the discourse,

lbuta mere statement of its field and prin

lciples. \Ve shall not attempt to say

yeven as much of the second, which was

an analysis of all the forms of Fraud,

engendered in the same way in our false

society, which makes it for the interest

of each one to deceive when he can do so

with impunity. There are frauds politi

cal, ecclesiastical, literary, scientific,

commercial, and in every sphere of hu

man activity; but more especially in

commerce, which rules all.

Oppression formed the next subject.

A profound and philosophical analysis of

Liberty was the starting-point, and per

fect liberty was shown to be one with

perfect law. The principle of life is

Love. God is Love; and the liberty of

God consists in the perfect expression

and active transmission of his love

through infinite systems and varieties of

created beings. The freedom of man

consists in living out a life of harmony

with himself, with others, and with God.

The law of his life is love, and love

must be free in order to be love.

loses his individuality without freedom;

and unless each individuality is fully

asserted first, they ca'nnot form aliving

harmony. Freedom therefore, as a con

dition of love, as a condition of true

obedience to the divine laws of harmony.

But how has it been in our actual soci

eties! Always by the principle of con

straint has it been attempted to secure

order. The various forms of Oppression

were reviewed; ecclesiastical tyranny;

the oppression of woman by man; the

oppression of nations by rulers; of the

slave by the master; finally, of labor by

capital. The strongest type of the whole

is slavery, like that in our Southern

 

l
Man"

alities may not destroy but only heighten

and enhance the Unity, there must be a

plaw of distribution among them; the

lseparatc and otherwise conflicting notes

1 must be combined according to some deep
Iscience of Harmony, and then there will

be perfect Variety in perfect Unity. In

[human history, war and conflict, the in

'coherent assertion of individualities, has

always beenthe prominent feature. Some,

too, consider this a necessity. But what

is War! It is the subversion of order,

the opposite of Heaven; it is Hell. In

L war, the highest virtue of a man consists

‘ in his complete abandonment to the most
I ferocious passions; his merit is measured

by his destructiveness. And yet it has

nourished certain noble virtues; manly

endurance, promptness to meet every

exigency, sacrifice of ease and safety,

and braving every danger, and so forth.

lThe force of character called out in it,

1the energy combined in its strong organ—

ization, if applied to any good end, to

production and improvement, instead of

to destruction, would work miracles upon

the earth. It 'is for the want of a true

science of society, which shall reconcile

all interests, and create an equilibrium of

all these individualitics, that \Var, in

some form, is continually breaking out,

and that this veritable Hell has become

adopted and provided for among all no

tions as a permanent institution.

The different kinds of war were then

reviewed: religions wars, wars of con

lqnest, &c. dtc. And the sermon ended

with a very solemn consideration of our

own duty in the case of this foul blot

upon our national honor, this violation of

all our best professions, the war with

Mexico, which combines in itself all the

worst features ofevery war. The speak

er urgcd it as our duty to demand of Con

gress the withdrawal of the troops. And
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as to War in general, he said, let us not‘

seek to secure peace by conquest, or by

extensive military provisions in time of

peace. Rather let us dismantle everyl

fort, and disarm every ship of war, andi

take the peaceful attitude. But then this

non-resistance, to be a virtue and to be

etfective, must be more than a mere pas

sive principle. We must at the same

time use the positive means of peace;

we must labor for that universal associa

tion of interests, for that true organization

of industry, and establishment of just

relations between labor and capital, with

out which there is antagonism still in all

the minutcst ramifications and in the very’

smallest veins and life-blood of society,

since trade and business, as now carried

on, are only a more civil form of warfare,

the merchant being what the soldier

was.

The last discourse, after treating inci

dentally the evils of Dcranged Climate

and Artificial Diseases, both resulting in

great measure from the Want of unitary

cultivation of the globe by man, went

into a very complete exposition of the

Circle of Error in which Civilization is

confined, showing how all the above

evils reproduce each other, and especially

explaining the Vicious Circle of the four

sciences, which undertake to guide Man

namely, Theology, Philosophy or Meta

physics, Morality, and Politics. Of this

we must take another opportunity to

speak.

COOKERY.

\Vill there ever come a time when men

will cease to be ashamed of that act of

their lives which nothing could induce

them to forego'! Pseudo-moralists, and

would-be-spiritualists, sleek probationers

in this world for another, warriors in a

hopeless crusade against matter and the

flesh, are actually ashamed of eating, of

the act by which we sustain life: they

think it very material, grovelling and

carnal, to expend thought on the satisfac

tion of the palate; and call it proof

enough that Fourier‘s science is a hum

bug, that he has applied it with such nice

care to the gastronomic wants of man,—

a pretty matter for sublime Science to

descend to! And yet these " virtuous

lovers of philosophy and black broth,"

do actually make it the great business of

life to provide for these same grovelling

wants. Respectable piety over its own

loaded tables, descants upon abstemious

ness, and rolls up its eyes in horror at the

mention of the “ gastrosophic intrigues ”

of high Harmony; by far the greatest

part of all the business occupation of the

human race, concerns directly or indirect

ly the production of food; and in every

respectable and virtuous Christian family

. , i
one or more sisters of the human family:

 is isolated as a mere kitchen drudge, con- I nette or new-mown hay transports one

doomed to ignorance, social degradation into new spiritual states. 80 too with

and a life of petty worldly details, that‘tlavors; they are correspondences with

this decent tnoralism may have leisurc,spiritual facts. The flavors we combine,

and good spirits to discourse in this in-l harmoniously or otherwise, in- our daily

consistent wise. meals, have much to do with our inward

Now it is a sad thing, and it must give tone of feeling, with the harmony or dis

the devils pleasure, that all these noblcicord of our minds.

aspirations of the human soul, that alll The passion for eating now is entirely

this high sense of the dignity of human unorganized and unrefined; it is gross

nature, should uniformly wear this blush . and promiscuous; as if we were to jum

of shame; that our soul's prayer should : ble sounds together without law or se

be so ashamed of our life‘s duty. There

seem to be but two ways of deliverance.

Either to give up eating altogether, and

live on air: or so to harmonize and dig

nify the labors and the pleasures which

pertain to this vulgar act of feeding, that

they shall be as spiritual as speech or sa

cred chants, or vital acts of piety; that

they shall he acts of the soul, using the

hands and senses for its instruments and

channels of communion with the soul of

all things. The first is manifestly im

practicable; if there is to be harmony, if

the soul is to rid itself of shame in thisl

life, it must be by the latter course.

The question then is: need the senses

war against the soul or trouble and ob

struct the higher life'.' In all their modes

of exercise we know they do not; on

the contrary they minister to the soul.

By them we are placed in harmony with

nature, which is a harmonic revelation of

the wisdom and the love of God. The

green fields and the blue skies, the song

of birds, the fragrance of flowers, are as

essential to the support of any good sen

timent or thought in us, as bread is to the

body. The same sounds, which in Mu

sic make a harmony expressive of thc

soul‘s best sentiments, produce but jargon

unless properly combined. And so with

colors. Here are instances of the use

and_misusc of two senses. Under proper

conditions they do minister directly to the

soul. God certainly intended that it

should be so with all our senses; and

more especially so with the sense of

Taste, with the passion for food, which

is the very earliest instinct that declares

itself in the infant, and which exercises

more power over early childhood than all

other motives: does not nature plainly

indicate therefore that in this appetite lies

hid a very powerful means and stimulus

of the whole cducation'.l Are we not to

seek to utilize this sense, to make it re

llection, in the hope of music. But to

the mind of Fourier the law of harmon

in this, as in all other spheres, became a.

I\vorthy end of study. And the law in

all spheres is the same. Harmony is

always the result of graduated varieties,

combined in trite accords, so that variety

makes up unity. Human characters, and

human tastes for food, are distributed in

graduated scales of variety, precisely

' corresponding to similar scales of variety

Iin flavors, odors, colors, and so forth.

iTo refine and spiritualize the act of cat

ing, therefore, there must be more and

not less attention given to it; the various

shades of taste must be consulted; such

variety, both ofsubstances and of modes of

preparing them, must be brought within

reach, that every taste shall find its own,

and every character, and every sentiment

,find faithful correspondence in this most

imaterial and yet most essential exercise.

A hint is all that we can throw out.

Again, Fourier converts this appetite,

thus refined and harmonized, by a proper

serial distribution of the means of grati

fication, into a vast lever of productive

industry. The passionate fondness for

certain shades of variety in any plant or

vegetable, forms of those who agree in

it, a natural group devoted to its culture,

and who will emulate the groups that

cultivate its rival shades; and thus the

whole amount of production is increased,

while the quality of each species and va

riety is continually refined. So too in the

cooking and preparation of food; rival

methods will prevail; and all this indus

try, thus parcelled out and connected in

every instance with the special tastes of

individuals, will become ATTRACTIVE.

This point gained, the other evil now

complained of in our civilized apparatus

for sustaining animal life, will disappear.

That is, the necessity of making kitchen

drudges of one half of our sisters. The

l 

l

l

 

 

l
 

lined, harmonious, exquisite and select in : attractive labors which pertain to the

its perceptions and its choices, so that itlpreparation of each variety of food, will

may find out correspondences with the‘draw all more or less into active particiQ

whole spiritual and intellecual nature in l pation. None will be monotonous slaves

its food; instead of vainly trying to sup- to it; each will engage in that special

press it and by that means only make. part of the functions which interests him

ourselves still more its slaves! or her; groups of the like-minded, groups

Nature is all a hieroglyphic of the of friends by true affinity, will, by the

moral world. The senses are our means law of correspondence, be brought to

of reading it. The fragrance of migno-lgether in pleasant alternations :x' thus,
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cheerfulness, friendship, intelligence, sci~

ones, will find sphere in these now falsely

despised occupations; all will be workers

and all will be sharers of its results; all

will serve and all will celebrate the feast.

We hope to pursue these hints more

worthily at some future opportunity.

 

Lsc'runss 0N ASSOCIATION. Our no

tice of the second lecture of this course

has unavoidably been postponed till this

morning. It was delivered on Monday:

evening last, by Mr. H. H. VAN AM

ntttos, and was attended by a large and

intelligent auditory. The speaker con

lidered his subject, which was “ The

Evils of Existing Society,” under the

five following heads: let. The degrada

tion of the Laboriiig Classes. 2d. The

hostile relations of Capitalists. 3d. The

defective and perverted education result

i‘rig from present social relations. 4th.

aste of present society. 5th. Anarchy

of our existing societies. Mr. Van Ain

ringe first laid down the proposition that

labor is the foundation of all national

prosperity, and that in proportion as the

laboring class becomes degraded, the

safety of free institutions is endangered.

He then traced the history of labor for

the last two or three centuries, and

proved from authentic documents, that

notwithstanding the great advance in the

means of creating wealth which has

taken place, the condition of the laborer

has, during this period, been undergoing

 

a steady and alarming deterioration. He

showed clearly how the gigantic powers

with which science has furnished man,i

for the purposes of productive industry,1

have been made to promote the interests i

of capital to the injury of the laborer,

against whom the iron siiicws of these

giant competitors wage a constant and

fearful warfare.

Mr. Van Amringe next proceeded tot

consider the hostile relations in which

capitalists are placed towards each other,

by the system of free competition, and

showed how this state of things must

result in the prostration of the weaker

capitalists and iii the entire extinction of

middling classes, leaving in society only

the man of vast wealth and the penniless

laboring mass.

The defective education of large num

bers follows-so inevitably on the degrada~

tion of the laboring class, that it is hardly

necessary to enlarge upon that point, but

he showed clearly that the present organ

ization of society leads to the imperfect

education of all classes, even the most

fortunate. The all-prevailing hostility

of interests stimulates into a morbid ac

tivity, in almost all men, some of the,

loWer tendencies of our nature, such as.

selfishness, avarice, perverted ambition,

and so forth, while it weakens the highei'l

sentiments, such as benevolence, love ofl

truth, justice. He illustrated this viewl

b reference to that wall-known law of

More, by which those faculties in com-i

mon use become strengthened while thosewhich reman inactive are enervated orl

destroyed.

Mr. Van Amringe then glanced rapidlyl

at the waste entailed upon us by the pre-.

sent system of isolated households, and'

the monopoly of the soil thence resulting. 1

He next proceeded to consider the gene/

ral incoherence and anarchy conseqiienti

upon the hostile attitude in which indii‘,

 

i set in motion efficient instrumentalities by which

.rspidly, firmly, widely. Let new members be

iUnion should form an exact estimate of the

 
 

secrate to it,- what time and efforts we resolve

to give to advance this cause of peace, unity,

and-universal good. How many Associationiltl

there are, who could easily pledge $100, $50,

$10, a year, for three or five years to the pr0po

gation of Associative doctrines. And are they

free not to do it? How many Associationists

there are, who could subscribe $1,000, or 8500,

or $100, towards the formation of a Permanent

Fund. the income of which might be devoted

to the diffusion of our views, while the prin

cipal should go to form a Capital for some Prac

tical Trial, when the American Union should

determine that the time had come, that the

place was found, and that means and men an

thorized the step.. “'ho is ready to promise a

yearly or a triennial contribution, or to subscribe

to the Permanent Fund 7 \Vho is not. ready to

do something efficient?

Now let this matter be taken in hand prompt

ly and resolutely, with the spirit becoming thoae

engaged in ii Universal Reform,—which prom

ises to radically cure the chronic maladies of

society, and to make Man whole again,— which

seeks to establish upon earth a Heavenly Order,

— which ofl'ers to the world no vague hope, but

definite Science,—aud which commends itself

to the good-sense of the most practical.

Let each Affiliated Union, let each Associa

tionist, contribute the best counsel and ampleat

pecuniary supplies, at the coming Anniversary.

Where Delegates cannot be sent, and indi

viduals cannot attend, letters may be addressed

to the Union.

By order of the Executive Committee.

W. H. CHANNING,

Domestic Corresponding Secretary of the

American Union of Amciatiom‘sk.

March 15, 1847.

vidiials are placed towards each other by

the diversity of their interests. He then

adverted to the improbability that an all

wise Creator has placed the human fami

ly on this globe without sufficient provi

sion for the support of them all, and

pointed to Association as the divinely

appointed order of society through which

man is to attain universal peace, plenty,

and happiness. '

The lecture was marked by many pas

sages of a high order of eloquence, and

Mr. Van Amringe took his seat amid the

hearty applause of his hearers.— Tri

b11710.

_-__——

THE ANNIVERSARY MEETING

or THE

AMERICAN UNION OF ASSOCIATIONISTS

\Vill be held during Anniversary \Veck, in the

City of New York 3 and it is important that the

Affiliated Unions should prepare in season to

send their Delegates, and that Associationists

should make their arrangements to attend.

The occasion is a momentous one. The

American Union of Associationists mu'st this

Spring mark out distinctly a plan of Operations,

and determine upon the most expeditious and

economical mode of diffusing our doctrines

throughout the nation, and of making ready for

the practical embodiment of our principles.

For this end, the advice of the moat devoted,

wise and energetic friends of the movement is

needed. This must be in the strongest sense

of the words, a business meeting; where all im

portant points of policy may be thoroughly

discussed, and measures agreed upon, which

being the result of the best collective judgment

of the American Union, shall be found worthy

of the devoted support and earnest aid of every

Asssociationist. The next year should be as

active :1 one, as the means and men at our com

mand can possibly make it; and it is necessary

therefore to form a clear nd precise estimate,

in advance, of all our resources. We have to

determine upon the number and character of

our publications,—to lay out the most promis

ing fields for our lecturers,—and especially to
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BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

TIIE course of study in this School comprises

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

articular attention to the modern European

languages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed in

the higher branches usually taught in the Uni

versity. _ ‘
The School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. RIPLEY, assisted by experienced

teachers in the different departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental cure, and for older pupils who Wish to

pursue a thorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a larfle semi

nary, it is believed that this School affords ad

vantages that are rarely to be met with.

TERMS—Fons DOLLARS a week for board,

washin ,fuel, lights, and instniction. Instruc

tion in Instrumental Music and use of the Piano,

'I‘wr;t.vr. DOLLARS a quarter.

Application may be made b mail to

GEO {GE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, West Rorburg, Mon.

March 1, 1847.

WEST ROXBURY RAILROAD

AND ()MNIBUS LINE.

Lnsvss Brook Farm at 8 and 98-4 A. M., and

2 and 4- P. M. Leaves the “ Toll Gate Station "

on the arrival of the 9 and 11 1-2, A. M., 3 and

6, P. M., Carl from Boston.

N. R. GERRISH,

March 1, 184-7.
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to secure active co-operation among the Aili

liated Unions, so that all Associationists may feel

that they are working in concert for definite

objects, and that they are living members of

One Body.

It is emphatically recommended, therefore:

1st. That each Afiilinted Union should at

once meet, and consult us to the plans which

may seem best for advancing our cause most

added; let contributions be increased; let zeal

and determination be strengthened; let the

wants and opportunities of respective neighbor‘

hoods be carefully considered. Every Afliliated

 

W'eckly Rent which it can raise, and be pre

pared to offer at the Anniversary Meeting a

Pumas: of the amount which it will contribute

for the year, or for a term of years, to the funds

of the American Union. We must secure at

least Fifty Dollars a week, and twice that sum

if possible; and if each Union will do its part

energetically, we cannot fail of the means for a

brilliant success. \Vliat Assooiation will pledge

$20, $10, $5, a week for three years ‘!

2d. It is recommended, that each Association- -

ist should consider what he or she can do tot

help on the movement,—- what sacrifices we are

ready to make for it,— What means we will con
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MISCELLANY.

FROM 'rnr: salmon or “LA l'llAl.A!\'GE.”

Translated for the Harbinger.

OF PROPERTY, AND THE VARIOUS LE

GITLlIATE MODES 0F ACUUIRING IT.

 

 

Attractions ,areproportional to Dcstinies.

The Series distributes the llarmonics.

 

(Concluded)

SUMMARY

l.aws are the necessary relations springing

from the nature of things.— MUNTPZSQL'HZU.

\Ve believe that human nature is good.

and that there is unity in the laws of uni

versal order. To find out social institu

tions of divine origin, therefore, we have

examined the nature of man, his destiny,

his functions, his wants, his attractions;

we have analyzed the springs of his ac

tivity, that is to say his passions, their

characters and their properties.

.From this study of man we have de

dnced the essential types of order, we

have methodically determined the princi

ples and forms of the Series.

To confirm these deductions, we have

looked to the kingdoms of nature for the

laws of the distribution of forces, and we

have found these laws conformed to the

characters of human groups and to the

properties of the mathematical types.

Then applying this mode of investiga

tion to the question of property, we have

sought what modes of appropriation have

naturally sprung from necessary func

tions. These functions, as well as the

attractions of the heart, have taught us

that in the matter of participation in the

social riches, order results from the Series.

And thus docs Unity shine out in all

things.

In the question of appropriation, Sci

ence, supported upon solid bases, upon

divine reasons, gives the following con

clusions:

The globe belongs to the entire human

species. The landed property of the

township belongs to the entire Phalanx.

The wealth produced is all that can be

 

appropriated. Appropriation seeks four

modes, two major and two minor. Of

the two major modes, one is confused,

based on the principle of equality, which

is the minimum; the other is regulated,

based on the principle of hierarchy,

which is relribulion proportional to capital,

to labor, and to talent. After man has ac

quired riches, he uses and disposes of

them freely, according to the attractions of

his heart. From this right of alienating

result the two minor modes of acquiring

property, donation and inheritance. Fi

nally, man participates in the public rich

es by drawing, each according to his de

gree, from the associative treasury, which

accumulates in the hands of the Regency,

and in conformity with the general will,

after the same modes which nourish indi

vidual appropriation. In other words,

we will say, man acquires:

that he may have power to act

In the in proportion to his wants.

major mode, for having acted—in proportion

to what he does.

in proportion as he is loved.

in proportion as he loves.

In the

minor mode, ;

Man acquires: from the common

wealth, which abandons and awards; from

the individual, who gives and bequeaths.

Man acquires as a brother, as a member

of a group, as an object of love, as a son

and heir; and finally as a citizen.

Friendship abandons freely to every

one what he wants;

Love gives with tender entrainment

and blind fanaticism;

Familistn bequeathes affectionately, but

with deliberation;

Ambition awards with reflection and

according to the law of strict justice.

Unity-ism distributes according to the di

vine laws: ECONOMY or MEANS, DISTRI

RUTH'E JUSTICE, t'NlVERSALlTY or room

osucs, UNITY or SYSTEM. The adminis

tration of the public Treasury has for its

function to balance the two terms of ac

quiring and disposing, and also to balance

the individual and the unitary modes of

action (the me and the neighbor), terms

and modes of action which it sums up in

 

itself; for the Reginsy is nothing but a

being which receives and transmits eter

nally.

Let us here recall the analogical tabla

already presented, only adding the modes

of appropriation.

IlfodnofPar

lict'putimt. retribution..
Treasury...

Principlu.

Symmetry....Donation.....

SerialModes.

trusted..

Balanced.....Equflibrium...lnheritance...

Measured.....Hierarchy....Proportional

Potential.....Unity........Associative

".
a.

Music.I

Chord“
(ittmut.. Garnut.....

Kingdom.ConicSection.Numbers.

55

Such then is the ensrmlilc of our sys

tem of appropriation of the social riches.

What is wanting in this system'.' Can

you mention a legitimate desire which it

does not satisfy! And yet upon this

question of property, the Associative

School is continually misunderstood and

calumniated. By Some it is accused of

wishing to annihilate all rights; others

Friendship....llincral.......Circle........l(themonad).'l‘heNote....Free.........Equality......Minimum.....

Lora.....Aromiil.......Ellipse....(thedyad)...TheModel“.Dual,orcon

Familism.....Vegetable....Parabola......3(thetrinity).Theperfect

Ambition.....Animal.......llyperbola....3plus4......Diatonic

Unity-inn....Hominal......Cone.........3times4-.....Cbromatic

 

affirm that it tends to perpetuate all privi
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leges. Which shall we credit? On both

sides rash judgment is formed, and the

School is condemned without a hearing.

That we should be calumniated, in the

name of order, by people who are fright- ‘

ened by every thing new, and who have

never opened a book of Fourier, is easily

conceived; but that the doctrines should

be . misunderstood by the enlightened

friends of progress and of liberty, is

strange and deplorable. The author of

De la qurtition des- Richcsses is certainly,

of all writers not Phalansterian who have

judged the theory, the most kindly dis

posed, we might say the most sympathiz

ing. M. Vidal has read through from

beginning to end the Treatise on Univer

sal Unity; M. Vidal lives in old relations

of intimacy with several Phalansterians;

and yet M. Vidal does not understand the

associative theory which he allows him

selfto judge and _to condemn in the most

friendly manner in,the world, We shall

proceed to prove in two words how far

this writer is still from having penetrated

the theory.

M. vidal has comprehended so well

the formula. of capital, labor and talent,

that hegseems’ to have seen in it the entire

basis of participation in the social wealth

in Harmony. One must have read very

slightly to be ignorant that this is only

one of'the tnodes of appropriation, the

hyper-major, analogous to Ambition, and

that this formula. applies only to the re

partition frecly voted in the series, and
proportional to the directiproductive agen

cy of each citizen. Does not Fourier

speak at every page oflegacy, of donation,

of gratuitous education, of the proportions

al minimum, of unitary enjoyments fur

ished by the Phalanx? Certainly. Why

then keep fighting windmills'.I Why op

pose to us the gratuitous education of

children, and free access to theatres, to

museums, to libraries, to laboratories, and

all these marvellous things of Common

ism— which many Communists have per

ceived for the first time—in Fourier?

Why write these phrases, which we can

not take seriously? '

“Tun LABORER (in the Associative

system) will have to live upon the gencrosi

ty of the "Hi, and submit to the humilia

tion of receiving alms. And thus we

shall see misery, servitude, prostitution;

yes, hatreds, crimes, vices and scourges

without number. . . . Capital continual

ly detaches from the mass of the collect

ive riches a portion which it will never

restore to the community; it creates an

hereditary class of idlers who live upon

their income; it diminishes by just so

 

much the number of l’t'iborers, it charges

the support of this unproductive class to‘

the laboring class. . . . I maintain that‘

the most intelligent, the most able, they

most capable has not a right to deprivel

the feeble or the incapable and to take the of the equilibrist, this is not serious an

lion's part himself; Imaintain that theialysis.

strongest owes his succor to the weak

est, the most intelligent to the most inert.

Intelligence and capacity, intellectual

force, should not give a man the right to

ear-plot! his fellow man, any more than cor

poreal force or the power of gold. . . . .

We shall have wars springing up (says M.

Vidal) between men who lived in peace, as

soon as we undertake to divide men into

separate categories, to malre some first and

some last, to judge, to class, to numer

Always there will be cross

es of self-lov‘e, humiliations, and wounds

incurable! . . . . If you attempt to cre

ate shares, and if the shares are to be in

the ratio of capacity, then will each,

from self-love, from vanity, lay claim to

the largest: one will claim it in the

name of his talent; another in the name

of force; another perhaps will demand

equality, and discord will soon arise.

The moment the question of sharing is

raised, Association is broken up; there

is no longer one simple interest, the inter

est of all; face to face you have particu

lar interests; there is the meum on the

one side and the lawn on the other, and

between them war! . . . . So true is it

that there are" other relations possible

besides those of equality! ”

individuals.

To complete this picture of the pro

found critic, we should have to cite still

twenty passages about the hostility of

classes in Harmony; passages in which

the laboring classes are opposed to the

capitalists; in which it is said that “the

Phalamtes have never any excess of pro

duction above their own general wants,”

and that “ they have nothing to sell to

strangers and no profits to realize,” and

that “the objects produced or created

have no value,” and that “it would be

absolutely necessary that each should

spend his whole dividend in the course of

the year,” and a thousand other absurd

ities. Especially should we have to no

tice the ingenious calculation from which

it results that an individual, who should

advance ten millions in the year 1850 for

the foundation ofa Phalaustery, would find

himself in the year 2020, merely by the

accumulation of compound interest, the

proprietor of the sun.

\Ve might ask our distinguished critic

if it is rational, if it is sane to apply to

Association,calculations which, even in

our society of privileges, can be only

child’s play. What! It is in a family

of a thousand ties that you suppose these

fantastic accumulations of capital possi

ble! Verily, these are but the flaw pas

 

* 'l‘he misprint which we reproduce from the

itext is charming. “is can imagine it done

treacherous-1y and on purpose by some intelli

gent correctcr of the press.

 
But our quotations \vill amply sufiice

to cdify the reader. “'e ask if they can

be legitimate judges of the theory, who

cannot see in the minimum, in proportion

al repartition, in the Treasury of the Re

gency, in donation and legacy, any guar

anties against the divisions of society in

to castes, against the crploilatian of the

laborers by the rich; who have no sus

picion of the effects of the organization

of labor, of the serial mechanism; who

know nothing of the properties of va

riety and of engrenage or interlocking in

the functions and in series,—and yet

they demand of us what would become

of the feeble and the infirm! Have we

not the proportional minimum, that in

creasing social dowry, which is extend

ed to the feeble and to the sick who are

placed on the same footing with children 1 °

Have we not, in the budget of the Pha

lanx, a chapter especially consecrated to

religious wants? Finally, do you not.

feel, if you have the instinct of love in

your heart, that in Harmony it will be

the feeble and the infirm especially who

will be the objects of pious tenderness,

and who will find themselves adopted and

loaded with gifts and legacies? Thus,

individuals will share with the State the

cares and watchful providence of devo

tion.

But it is objected : if there is room for

any preference in retribution, it is to

good will that it is due. Do you suppose

then that good will is counted for nothing

in the Phalanrt'.l Do you think that the

most painful labors, other things being

equal, will not be paid the highest! As

suredly it is not the product which we

talk of recompensing here, but it is in

reality devotion. It is true that Fourier,

distrusting the power of the material mo

tive, confides to the disinterested ardor of

the Little Hordes the most repugnant

necessary duties. Fourier often omits

the pivot in his analyses. When he

says: Retribution to capital, to labor and

to talent; that is to say, to the three

spheres, passive, active and neuter, the

pivotal sphere is necessarily understood.

This,doubled, gives two new agents of

production, namely, devotion and the

charm of favoritism, of which account is

always taken in voting the distribution of

profits. It may seem strange to the

communists that, in the retribution pro

portional to production, we still leave

room for favoritism. He answers with

common examples. Have you ever to.

 

‘ln vain will civilization attempt to realize

justice in the repartition of wealth, so long as

it does not recognize the minimum The min

imum is the necessary basis; without it, done

tion and inheritance are, as we have said, social

iniquitics.
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ken a voyage at sea? Have you ob

served the group of sailors at the ropes?

One of them uses his voice, and his ca

denced song, which diminishes somewhat

his own elfort, helps essentially the ef

fort of the whole. Have you seen, iii a

group of laborers, some gay companion,

some Pique- Vinaigre, losing his cum

time and strength in his recitations

and his songs, but animating the group'

whose industrial enthusiasm grows with

their gayetyl This is the element of fa

voritism, which they will never fail to

turn to good account in Harmony.

These questions of repartition will be

a charming study, and they will afford

occasion, in the series, in the courts, in

the council of the Regency, for very de

liberate and very beautiful operations,

which will require the especial co-opera

tion of woman in politics. We should

like to know what political part the wo

men in Community will find to play in the

question of repartition ; but doubtless this

is an indiscreet question; the commun

ist authors never occupy themselves with

women except to otfer them the prospect

of a year’s imprisonment for some infi

delity. (M. Vidal, p. 384.) Civilization

is less severe; it remembers better the

tolerance of Christ.

We should like, in our turn, to discuss

the theories which they oppose to ours.

But where cart we take hold of these in

tangible bodies? There are as many

Communisms as there are Communists.

Shall we take that expounded by M.

Vidal, and in which be communes with

M M. Villegardelle and Louis Blanc, in

voking as their patron saint, Morellyl

What confusions and contradictions !

The Morellian church speculates about

native kindness. It thinks that “self

love is the motive which urges us to

good," and that “ reason ought not to

contradict in us the propensities which

lead us to happiness.” By this it means

" to base order upon destiny, which they

say is happiness; to give complete satis

faction to all the natural wants, moral

and physical, in the individual and in

the species.” Moreover, the Morellian

church proclaims the principles of Unity.

“ Psychology ” it says “ and physiology,

instead of repelling and excluding each

other, are the complement of one another.

Between philosophy (the science of mor

al wants) and social economy, there

should be relations and intimate connec

tion. Economy has for its object to ren

der the satisfaction of the moral wants

and moral faculties possible. There

should be an a priori identity between

beauty, truth, and justice, and where this

identity does not exist the scheme is

bad."

Certainly, these are excellent princi

ples; but wait till you have seen the

end. The first care of these Communists l system of Fourier. Fourier organizes

is completely to forget their principles. l labor and industry ; they have not thought

Thus, we see that the laws for the union of such a thing. Fourier, in this organi

of persons are not the same as for tholzation, at once learned, delicate and im

associution of productive forces. (p. 383, l posing, utilizes all our physical and moral

'384) Thus the principle of the hie- wants; they, in the absence of all me

rarchy,judged excellent in the repartition

of spiritual goods, is rejected as detesta

1ble in regard to material goods. Ambi

tion, in the major mode, (love of glory) is

good; ambition, in the minor mode, (love

of riches) is bad. (p. 369, 373, 374, 379) '

;ln organizing their social ideal, they dol

not for a single instant consult destiny

land the moral and physical necessities

I

 

of man. So far from that, they only!

think of contradicting nature, or the will‘

of God revealed by attraction and by lib

rerty. They recognize and proclaim the

truth that men are naturally unequal int

iforces, in faculties, in wants, in works;

and yet say they should be equal in ac

quired rights. \

Finally, we seek in vain in their sys

of the soul, for agreement of institutions

with our physical and moral wants. in

place thereof, we find a plenty of max

ims borrowed of Fenelon, of Seneca, of

cnercena'as libidines: and this truly re

freshing little passage about costume:

“ In these days, all men, from the prime

minister to his lowest clerk, are made

equal in a saloon by the monotonous uni

[formin of a black dress; the robe no

longer makes the monk. It will be quite

anal/or matter in Association, when all

Imen brought up together, living side by‘

side with one another, shall know each

other perfectly! People will no longer

be appreciated according to their dress;

rich robes will add nothing to the worth

of individuals, and create no illusion for

any one. The associates will adopt an

elegant and convenient costume; thry

will make luxury consist in the extreme of

madness, in conforming to the current

taste; ridicule will do jusliw lo the exqui

sitcs and incrayab/es.” Here is some

thing to edify the artists! \Vhat a part

must art play in the system of common

ism!

One mnst read the third, fourth and

sixth chapters of the third part of M.

Vidal's book, if he would see to what the

ideal which they oppose to us reduces it

self. It is nothing less than complete in~

sufficiency. Of any system whatsoever

of organization, there is not a. word said.

Yet it would seem as if the mechanism

would need to be perfected by those who

retrench one very important motive of ac

tem for unity, for respect to the passions;

Spinoza, about contempt of riches, el ad:

chanism, retrench the motive of person

lality, of property and the love of riches

at one‘s own disposal. We say: inter

est, honor, pleasnrc, duty; they say:

duty, honor, fear. We are, as Fourier

says in some of his sublime bursts of en

thusiasm, the aduomles of the twelve pas

sions; they reduce the five sensitive pas

sions to a competent allowance, to the mod

est habit in black, and to the black broth

of perfectibility; they diminish the force

of Ambition by half, disdain Love 8nd

Familism, shut the door upon the Cabalist

and the Papillon, and treat Favoritism as

the inspiration of the devil. The. model

par excellence which they would offer us,

is the civilized family and the manners of

the actual household. (p. 351 and 379:

opinions of M M. Vidal and Louis

Blane.) But as they are very properly

aware that family tenderness does not

lSllfilCC in the social mechanism, they de

lcide to introduce in the gentlest manner

possible the compel/e inlmrn. And they

must necessarily come to this, since they

admit the hypothesis that labor may not

become attractive. On every page we

find this means in reserve, this principle

of constraint. “ In an emergency, it is

said, the associates will be subjected to

the recruiting law. They will decree,

that every citizen, from cighteen- to twen

ty years, without exception, shall be

bound to serve in the corps of public

utility.” O inflexible logicians! here

then we have the bottom of the bag;

here the “ Committee of Public Safety "

shows the tip of its ear, and under your

mantle of socialism, we can fancy that

we see the sincere but stern figures of

Robespierre and Saint~.lnst.

Meanwhile we cannot refuse our sym

pathies to the Communists, for they

have a true devotion to the poorer clas‘

ses.‘ They are men who live almost ex

clusively in Friendship, and who never

feel at home except nitli the idea of fra

ternity and the principle of equality.

Pure republicans, starting from the same

principle, tend, no doubt, to the same re

sult in Communism. Their mistake is,

having adopted the sacred motto : libr't‘ly,

 

 

" M. Vidal, whose ill-founded criticisms and

narrow doctrines we have unimadverted upon.

is otherwise a distinguished, erudite. impassioned

writer, the most energetic adversary whom the

lpoliticnl economists have encountered since

;Fourisr. He knows very well how to combat.

 

' ' . even know ositive.lllvnyhe‘hfrelibdo or can not pbe "n ,error when he addresses himself to that. For

y w or i - l
_ _ T l the rest. he will have rendered a true service to

dared “uracnve- (P' 367 8' Pasnm') o l the Associative School, in forcing it to develop

resolve their doubt on this point, they id”, whichiril not every one [hglknow‘ h,"

iwish to wait for an experiment of the to seize precisely in the books of Fourier.
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equality, fraternity, to subordinate every

thing to the second term, and to neg

lect the first, which, philosophically,

speaking, is the most important. From

their point of view, they doubtless are’

inspired. It is undeniable that the first,

 
 
posed directly the association of individ

uals, then capital, the supreme element

of discord, would not have existed, the

series would have distributed the harmo

nics ! ” (Same work, pages 453 and 455.)

\Ve are truly grateful for this kind ad

 

in proportion to its development, could

only find their principle in these es

sential forces of the soul. The differ

ent modes of appropriation, successively

engendered in the great historical peri

ods, had then their necessary correspond

end to be attained, the minimum, corres- , vice, but we cannot change the principle 1 once with the cardinal passions.

ponds to equality, and Fourier has not?

forgotten, in his highest order of supreme l

combinations, that our planet corresponds:

to friendship. But in the mechanism ofl

the distribution of wealth, to restrict onc-l

self to this, is to dream of an order in

complete, oppressive, and unstable, since

it is overlooking the demands of the two

minor and the hyper-major passions.

You seem to see a .universal fellowship,

an immense circle where all hands are

joined, where the electric spark runs in a

living chain, but where the hierarchal rc-|

lations of ambition, where the prcferenccsI

and most intimate tonderncsses of love,i

and the embraces of the family are not

counted. Since some power is necessary,

they have decided to place it in the cen

tre of the fraternal circle, isolated, severe

and full of rudeness. Do you not feel

how destitute of charm this puritanical

world Would be, and how irksomeness,

ennui, coldness, vvould penetrate very

quickly into this monotonous round,

where art and love and fantasy find noth

ing to do?

If you push the principle of equality

alittle rigorously, it leads to absurdity;

it is what occurs with every simplistic

principle, and for this reason it is just to

say: Ericess is injurious in every thing.

But you may push the Series to the end,

to the utmost limit, and into the infinite;

still it engenders only order; you will

never derive from it anything but Unity

and Harmony.

In a word, the Communists are simply

this: people who are weary of the pro

scnt evils, and who seek to escape from

them by the way which seems to themthe

shortest and the easiest. M. Prudhon,

without insisting otherwise upon the

absolute value of his principles, frankly

avows that he wants to make an end of

them; others have not the same frankness,

or, making to themselves scientific illn

sions, they qualify their notion of a so

cial ideal, after taking care to pocket the

difficulties of the problem. At bottom,

they have meditatcd so little upon the

reasons of things, that they will tell you,

for example: “The Communists would

willingly accept the Phalanstery, but on

the condition of modifying the respective

rights of the associates and of distribut

ing the products in some other way;”

that is to say, the Phalanstery without

the series, without unity. They will tell

you moreover: “ Ah! if instead of pro

posing the association of men and of

things, the disciples of Fourier had pro

 

of the Series at the will of our own

gratitude ; we cannot make the Series to,

be other than it is. Unhappily we are

not permitted to return courtesy for

courtesy to the Communists, for a peremp

tory reason: it is because the only thing

which positively constitutes their school,

the simplistic love of equality, excludes

the Series.

Let us sum up in a few words the

Communist idea of appropriation. This

idea almost entirely absorbs three terms

out of the five which constitute the soul

in its cardinal character; it only specu

lates upon friendship and unity-ism, and

(what is more) it overlooks the inverse

pivot. Does one of the four necessary

passions singly produce Unity! Can

you make musical harmony with do, Do

(octave,) as well as with do mi sol st' Do,

without counting all the other notes of

the gamut, the passional correspondences

of which we have not discussed! Thus

the Communist idea, in its’organization,

leaves room only for the free series and

for a bastard sort of potential series.

The Communists affect us very much

like children well-disposed and intelligent,

who, playing with the cone, turning it

round and round, have remarked indeed

that it forms a unity and that it rests upon

a circular base, (which is more than their

papas, the political economists, had sccn,)

but, inexpert at analysis, they have not

thought to cut the cone and to investigate

its interior properties. Their science,

altogether juvenile, stops at the sur

face.

The Associative School does not fear to

front the difficulties of problems. It does

not evoke the fallacious image of an

equality impossible, and oppressive even

if it could be for a moment realized. It

consults sentiment as well as reason; it

satisfies complete liberty as well as per

fect order, Individualism as well as Unity

ism. In short it founds its whole theory

upon nature and upon the soul.

One final objection remains to be con

sidered. If you accept donation, inheri

tance, individual appropriation, the pri

vileges of favor, and so forth, what is

there that is new in yonrdoctrinei— We

shall reply (and let our word be heard by

those who cry out that there is nothing

new under the sun,) we shall reply:

There is nothing new in this world, except

it be Integrality, or the free, large, intelli

gent acccptation of the supreme dogma

of Variety in Unity.

Humanity, creating to itself institutions

Edenism had its first sketches of Her

mony, where no doubt the social institu

, tions gave combined satisfaction to all the

lpassions. ln Savageism, society sinks,

‘through want of industry, into an unlim

i ited Communism with regard to territory ;

lhut with exclusive appropriation of the

fruits harvested'and the animals slain.

Soon,'as society tries to settle down and

subdivide its elements, man wishes, be

fore he dies, to perpetuate his force and

substance; hence inheritance and legiti

macy and the right of age: this is the

conservative, traditional principle, which

constitutes Patriarchalism. From inheri

tance and from the right of the first

occupant, which appears when human

activity takes the land by main force,

results the abusive concentration of riches

in the sole hands of the Barbarian chief

tain, who, alone rich and alone master,

gives exclusively to his favorites, accord

ing to the attraction of his heart and his

own good pleasure. Finally, Civilization

attempts to apply the principle of propor

tional retribution; it organizes a false

hierarchy. Each of these periods bor

rows the institutions before established,

modifying them according to its own

character; but the harmonic repartition

is as yet far from being realized: divi

sions of men into castes, servitude, slave

ry, hired labor, such are the conse

quences of these false, incomplete and

oppressive systems. Civilization, in spite

of the influences of Christianity, has

often only legalized all the anterior

abuses, in consecrating them by the pre

tended reasons of sacred rights. Have

we not seen this very year an assemblage

of important men, very civilized and very

Christian, call in question and take away

in part from the poor the right of glean

ing, raking, picking up and appropria

ting, — those vestiges of the right to the

minimum, which Barbarism and Patri

archnlism had rcspeetcd‘.I

Seeing this, these brave liflle barrier, as

it were, of social science, plunge forward

with audacity, protest against abuses and

against the principles which cause them,

blaspheme against the passions as the

first sources of evil. In short, they see

no other way of trinmphing over the

present false system of property, but by

overturning property itself, riding rough

shod over principles, and mortifying the

human soul. '

But the genius of Fourier has illumi~

nated the world. The sovereign science

tells us: The forces, the springs of the
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soul, are essential, and always the same; to exclaim, in a tone of surprise, “Islbody bent to an angle of forty-five de

only the manifestation, only the modes of

this activity vary. To misunderstand orl

repress the passions, the principles of all

activity, of every idea and of every form,

is madness; the only wise way is to

make them useful. The institutions of

properly which the world his thus far

produced, are faulty; they must be trans

formed so that they shall become har

monic instead of continuing oppressive;

but do not reject the principles from

which they emanate. They are the nat

ural sources of truth. If you would

realize harmony, the kingdom of God, do

not forget any one of the fundamental

passions, do not suffer any right to sleep.

You will have order and happiness, if

you know how to apply to your terrestrial

government, unitcrsalily of providence

and unity of system, those essential attri

butes of the divine power. \Vould you

know the modes of appropriation, seek

them in the essential principles of the

passions and conform them to the series.

The manners of acquiring practised in‘

the forms of society which have existed

thus far, are false merely by their exclu

siveness and by. excess, the necessary

consequence of simplism. Bring these

different modes together and combine

them in an equilibrium and in a hierarchy;

and you will have the natural system.

Integrality is unity, is harmony itself.

Such is the mission of science : to de

stroy not principles, but their abuses ; to

transform, to perfect, to render unitary.

This mission is religiously accomplished

by Fourier and by his ,School. The

question of participation in the social

riches, we resolve, then, by the unitary

combination of all these modes: the mitt

imum; retribution proportional to capital,

to labor and to talent; donation ; inheri

tance; and the Associative Treasury.

In other words, as faithful interpreters of

Attraction, seeing man revealed to us in

his cardinal passions, Friendship, Love,

Familism, Ambition, Unity7ism, we can

not solve the social problem of appropria

tion otherwise than by the series, which

arrives at UNITY only by the harmonic

distribution of VARIETY.

D. Lavnnoax'r.

SKETCIIES 0F CHARACTER—N0. I.

BY noses.

HORACE GREELEY.

Who is there that does not know IIor

ace Greely, either personally or by repu

tation? and who that ever saw any body

that began to be just like him? Many

there be that have the same apparent

physical confirmation, he being a middle

sized man, decently tall, with the usual

complement of limbs and features; yet

Horace Greeley is Horace Greeley and,

nobody else. To see him at his editorial

table at work — for he is a great Worker,

 

that Horace Greeley that does up things

in the Tribune in such style? " Yes,l

friend, that white-haired, bald-headed,l

near-sighted, seemineg " little old man ” ;

is Horace Greeley, the editor of one of;

the ablest papers in America. “He?

looks verdant,” does he! Well, myl

friend, it can’t be denied he has a verdant

look withal at times, but you can’t

always tell how fara toad can jump by

the looks of his tail. And if you insist‘

upon it. that Horace Greeley is “ green ”

you will, I’m very sure, find that you.

have been most cgregiously taken in.

No, no, friend, lIorace Greeley is not

green, he is not, in fact, what he seems;

not that the editor is deceitful; no, no,

a plain, blunt, honest man is Horace

Greeley; but his looks will lie, at times,

not the'oditor, mind. To see the real

Horace Greeley in a state of develop

ment, you must see him speaking, when

deeply interested in some great subject;

then it is “ he appears,” as it were, from

behind the curtain, uith all the gas let

on; and you look vainly for anything

green about him as did my uncle Toby to

find anything in the widow \Vadman‘s

eye. At such times, that baldness, so

suggestive, at other times, of senility.

becomes all at once a part of one of the

most expressive countenanccs ever at

tached to a mere human, and the few re

maining hairs so redolent, as it were, of

the same fact, suddenly become endued,

“each particular hair,” with wisdom,

power and truth; and then those teeth of

his,—-\vhiter than the whitest you ever

saw, evidently all unknown to the vile

Virginian weed,—— give a beauty to his

expression such as ladies call “ altogether

lovely.”

As a public speaker, Horace Greeley

is not so “conune il foul“ as many who

hold the public ear; being near sighted,

he holds his notes close to his nose, and

makes use of no gestures, or any of the

trick of oratory, to captivate the fancy,

but goes on in a plain, straight-forward

manner, to the point, which, to those to

whom manner is every thing, is shock

ing; but to those who prefer the sub

stance to the shadow of things, he is one

of the most interesting of speakers, com

manding the serenest attention of,his

audience, even on the driest of subjects.

As a writer and an Editor few surpass

him. And the influence of his pen on

public morals, and so forth, is felt

throughout the length and breadth of the

land.

Horace Greeley is known as an inde

pendent Whig — his paper being devoted

to the dissemination of “ Whig princi

ples; ” but the great substratum of his

nature, which underlies all else, and

which is constantly welling up in him

and spreading forth, fertilizing and im

proving the hearts of his friends and fel

low beings, is the great doctrine of Asso

ciation— which, when rightly understood ;

and practised, will swallow up all more!

partyisms, and unite the world in one‘

great family of Gml-and-man-loving be

ings, seeking not who shall be greatest,

but who shall be kindest.

In short, Horace Greeley, though at

times a “ wee bit uncuuth,” especially

when walking in the streets encased in,

that venerable whitish surtout of his

with his trousers half way up his legs

a world too small—shuffling along, as hel

 

lr

grees, and a “ shocking had hat” on,

withal, is a gentlemen and a scholar,

a friend of his race, a faithful laborer in

the vineyard of humanity. Long may be

live and remain undaunted by the scoffs

and sneers of knaves and fools—the

good and the wise will ever appreciate

him.— C/rronotype.

PROM run rnrza'cu or vrcrou conswruun-r.

' Translated for the Harbinger.

'l‘IIE DOCTRINE OF THE REDEMPTION,

AND THE RETURN TO THE CHRIS

TIANITY OF JESUS CHRIST.

, (Continued from p. 123.)

The result of the war between doc

trines and human nature can at this day

no longer be doubtful. By deeds, and

in real and practical life, society has

advanced beyond doctrine. Industry,

(Science, Art, &c.,) develop themselves

energetically, and he who should now in

imitation of the fathers of the Desert or

the monks of the middle ages, pass his

life in inflicting upon himself maceratious,

privations and voluntary sufferings in the

simple hope of pleasing God and of gain

ing good notes for the other ,world; he

who should thus seek suffering for the sole

merit of suffering and the selfish aim of

his individual salvation, would seem to

constitute in our society of the nineteenth

century a. very curious anomaly. Doubt

lcss there are yet persons who think

they do a meritorious work by imposing

upon themselves at certain epochs cer

tain privations; but these feeble conces

sions, this vain homage to a doctrine

whose sceptre has passed away, serve to

show more sensibly its actual weakness,

since with some exceptional moments

these some persons surround themselves

with all the comfort which their tastes

crave, and their position admits. I see

indeed that you fast at Lent, but I

do not see you abandon your interests,

give up your property in the things

of this world and repulse the advan

tages of fortune, that is to say the

pomps of Satan. Spite of your fasts

and your austerities, Isee you as sharp

after your right to the things of this

world as they who do not fast and who

wear no sackcloth!

1f the real and practical contempt for

the goods of this world, if love and the

sincere unaffected preference of poverty,

humiliation and suffering, constitute an

essential command of Christianity, an ab

solute condition of salvation, it is certain

there exists not to day in society, a

single man of sound mind, either Catho

lic or Protestant, who is a Christian, and

who acts in such a manner as to avoid

Hell. And in truth, the more we are dis

posed to veneratc him who iniposes on

Horace Greeley is—you would be aptidoes, when in deep meditation, with bisihimself privations with the noble aim of
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assisting his brothers, of pleasing God,

by the sublime combination of chari

ty with sacrifice, the more we should

pity a poor dupe who creates for himself

useless sufferings in the idea—(cast

ing on God the odinm of a. cruel

selfishness if it were not madness,)

that this useless suffering pleases the

Creator and conciliates his favor.

You have thundered against the idola~

tors who offered to their gods, thinking

thus to merit their favor, the blood of

human victims, and unfortunates that

you are, you have preserved and refined

this detestable principle, by proclaiming

that the holocaust of all human miseries

was the most agreeable offering to our

celestial Father, full of goodness and

mercy.

With what aim then do Catholics and

Protestants continue to plead a superannu

ated dogma? \Vhy their obstinacy, so

fruitlesst and so awkwardly still to as

sociate with the truths of Christianity,

accepted by the modern mind, and propa

gated by philosophy itself, a cause that is

lost, hopelessly lost; principles hostile to

the development of society, which socie

ty no longer wants and to which it will

certainly pay no attention'.l In the midst

of this movement which urges all forces

towards industry, (whose essential ten

dency is to produce, to enrich, to pacify,

and which only awaits a suitable organi

zation to place Humanity in possession of

all those material, moral and religious

goods which it is called to enjoy,) in the

temples, where the clergy itself delights

to heap all the coquetries of art, all the

seductions of luxury; and emanating

from those chairs, sculptured, painted,

and gorgeously adorned, we hear voices

which scold in the name of God, against

the goods of this world; which thunder

against the cnjoymcnts of industry and

prosperity, against the pumps of art and

luxury, and anathematize in elegantly ca

denced phrases, this world, which they

persist now, as in the time of the cata

combs, in calling the kingdom of Sa

tan! Whatthcn! My expression is not

strong enough, if] say that you submit to

the yoke of the World; to be true, I

should say that you worship the world,

that you deck for it the altars in your

temples; your temples themselves be

long to it, and these temples which you

have raised for it, where you keep up

with care its magnificent Worship, resound

with vain maledictions which your empty

eloquence pours upon it with a puerile

‘pride. What signify such sermons in

such temples, and why do you take plea

sure in thus vilifying yourselves, and in

compromising by inconsistencies solemn

ly ridiculous, the teachings which Christ

has left to man, and the doctrine of

which you ought to be the purest and

 

most intelligent organs! In their bare

and desolate temples, Protestant preach

ers preserve at least a semblance of logic,

since the Protestant temple does not pro

test like the Catholic temple against the

words with which its vaults resound.

Mark well that we do not ask you

to satisfy logic by transforming your

temples and uniting yourselves with the

Protestants, but by transforming your

doctrine to the practical spirit of your

Master.

We are not ignorant that the contempt

of the goods of this world, affords many

fine texts for sermonizing, and that peri

ods of smoothest flow may be very easily

constructed on this reprobation. That is

.certainly a chief reason why our preach—

ers so delight in it. There are such for

tnidable antitheses, such fine dramatic ef~

fects in this matter. These effects are

however somewhat stale, they wear the

air of collegiate magniloquence, they be

long more properly to easy literature, to

eloquence manufactured to order. Rhe

torical display oughtin no case, especially ,

in the pulpit, to pervert reason and good

sense. Now there is no reason in preach

ing incessantly to a society, commands

which we know that it is perfectly decid

ed not to practice, and which we are per

fectly decided ourselves not to obey ; and

there is no good sense in associating the

religion entrusted to our defence with an

idea which we well know to be finally

lost. In good faith, can our preachers

and puritan writers, Catholics or Protest

ants, suppose that they can be taken in

earnest; that at their call society is going

to abandon industry, to absorb itself in

empty speculations, and stop working to

subject itself to discipline'.l In good

faith, do these gentlemen even desire

that we should consider them serious,

that we should carry out their theories,

and do they wish that their eloquence

should lead every one to detach himself

from the world, and thus to abandon

work, production, industry, the arts, and

all that is necessary to life, to strength,

to riches, and to the progress of society?

What society would be possible, if con

sistently with the absurd doctrine of

the contempt of this world and its goods,

man should cease all association of his

activity and his intellect with this Earth

by whose beneficent fecundity we live?

Strange! the prescriptions and doctrines

of these gentlemen, literally executed,

would dissolve, would ruin society. If

we were all perfect in their fashion, our

generation would perish in fasts, in ma

cerations and in misery, and not content

with its painful, slow and pious suicide,

it would be careful to produce no gene

ration which shonld succeed it, for abso

lute continence, as their doctrines inform

us, is more pleasing to God than even

 

unions legitimated by the marriage sacra

ment!

Ministers of God! the laws of God

about man are written in the nature of

man, in the normal attractions of his soul

and in the organs of his body. If God

willed that we should fulfil laws opposite

to the laws of our being of which he is

the author, and in view of which he has

created our organs and natural attractions;

if he mused us to desire, and gave in ur

gnns to accomplish; and al the same

time he did not wish the accomplishment of

who! he causes us to desire, and punished

us for it, he would be either the most

foolish of beings, or the most hateful of

tyrants.

Endeavor then, if you wish your

brothers to respect your teachings, if you

would gain a legitimate influence over

them, not to make God fall into despica

ble contradictions; for by these contra

dictions we shall not recognize you for

true interpreters of the Divine reason.

If you remain inferior even to the reason

of the age, you who ought to enlighten

it and guide it, the reason of the age

will pass you with the smile of a just

disdain, and your power, which rendered

intelligent and propitious to the world,

might yet revive glorious and grand,

will perish. See you not that in preach

ing suicide to the Daughter of God on

the earth, to Humanity, which has

grown and which feels her strength, yon

destroy yourselves!

It must be said to the Church, as to

the State's authority: “ you cannotsnb

due or reduce the World, you cart only

govern it; but you can govern it only

under the condition of recognizing and

of understanding its real life, the ac

tual life of society, and of adapting

your laws to its material and spiritual

development. What iftbrough blindness

or obstinacy you retrench yourselves

within the worn out, false and impotent

forms ofa past, past without return!

Your temples shall be like empty tombs

in the midst of an active and populous

city, ‘and new temples, which will be the

temples of the living, shall rise beside

the tombs of the dead; for religion, that

hiin and imperious instinct of great hu

man nature, cannot pcrish ; and societies,

in religion as in politics, conclude by tak

ing satisfaction when satisfaction has been

withheld from them. Would it not be

better that a transformation, necessary,

inevitable, determined by the highest

growth of Social Life, should develop

itself under the old authority, than, con

trary to that authority, or beside it and

without its aid? Why then obstinater

lessen your influence by persisting to

speak to the men of our time, a lan

guage which is no longer ours, a language

foreign to the reality of things, to the life
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of society; or which only recognizes it I with the sacred fire committed to your

in thundering anathemas, grotesque from charge, and why to day is the flame ex

their solemn impotench ” tinct? Had society refused you any

The society of this day is not a monas- l thing necessary to the fulfilment of your

tcry of the twelfth century; yet you

Speak as if it were or might become

such. Thus while you remain in this

shadow world of your own ideas, the

real world advances, lives, acts, well or

ill, but without you, without your con

currence, without your influence, without

even listening to your sermons; or if by

chance, by caprice, from fashion, or for

pastime, it listens to one, it says: this

preacher is eloquent, that preacher im-lworks!

ministry; society, which was delivered

without reserve into your power!

You cast the fault upon the spirit of

rebellion, on the scepticism and perversi

ty of modern times. Ah! how can you

fail to see that you answer by the very

fact which accuses and condemns you!

VVhencc has it sprung, this spirit of scep

ticism and perversity of which you

speak? Is it not the child of your

You have possessed society en

provises badly, the other is talented; andltire; you have held it entire in your

after praises or criticisms, it returns to

real life, to its business. Surely an ef

fect which scarce required these ghostly

offices, “Ne Deus intersit nisi dignus

vindice nodus.” Better no religion than

this lifeless and unheeded mummery.

But you reply, “the evil is here, that

the age is without religion." Hold!

these words in which you accuse the

age, condemn yourselves, for they

raise a formidable why that falls back

on you with all its weight, and crushes

you.

Why 'is the age without religion'.I

\Vill you say that man is born no longer

needing religion, without the instinct of

God or the faculty of worship? No;

for the babe whose eyes open on the

light of our own day difl'ers not in its

human essence from that which ex

pressed the same life five hundred years,

one thousand years, or twenty ages ago.

Surely not ; for the need of religious sat

isfaction is such that it now conducts into

your temples inen who have no faith in

you, but who finding not the reality for

which they hunger, try to feed upon

shadows. \

Why is the age without religion! Be

cause you whose office was to sustain,

to cultivate, to develop religion in so

ciety, you have failed in your duties.

You have neglected your task. Strange,

above all things, that you should be the

accusers who say, “ The age is wil/tuul

religion!” The sacred fire is extinct!

The college of vestals to whose charge it

was confided and who have smothered it

or let it go out in their hands, appear be

fore the Roman people. Is it with the

sad and contrite air of the accused, the

guilty and the suppliant, that the vestals

present themselves! No, verily, it is

with an arched neck and an accusing

voice that they challenge the people and

condemn it, saying, “ The sacred fire is

extinct .' ”

Catholic Church !—yes, society is

without religion, and it is for this that

society calls you to account, for to you it

was entrusted to feed the religious senti

ment in its bosom. \Vhat have you done

I
 strong grasp for ages. You took the

generations on the day of their birth; you

marked, u'iI/t your sign, the children of

men before they were pressed to the

breast of their mother, and under your

authority they have gone down to the

grave. The grave! Your authority ex

tended mysterious, terrible, omnipotent.

beyond the grave itself, and entered

Eternity! No act of life, no one es

caped you either in this World or in the

other; you fashioned to your will the

spirit of the shepherd's child and the spirit

of the Prince. The meshes of your rule

encircled the palace with the cottage, and

covered the earth. Catholic Church ;

you have wielded alone the most fortni

dable power which ever existed, for you

alone have realized for your principles, 0

system of instruction, unitary and univer

sal; and still in this day, when the Uni

versity, which besides, accepts your teach

ing, gives to a few hundreds of the hu

man race in France its special education,

you give yours to thirty two millions of

children. And it is after having thus

hold, ruled, possessed, reared, governed,

the whole of society for ages, that you

come to complain of the actual results of

irreligion, and to recriminate on the world

for escaping from you! These results

are imputable only to yourself, and if so

ciety escapes you, notwithstanding the

absolute rule you have held over it, it is

because your sway, which should have

been propitious, happy, and maternal, had

become insufi‘erahly heavy, burdensome

and hostile. If you had cherished the

life and the development of Humanity

over which you had all influence, all

authority, and wuoss CHILDREN wane

aeanun nv YOU, why and how could Hu

manity rebel against you? If, in each

epoch, you had represented its highest

truth, uses, intelligence, why and how“

could you have lost your influence? For

you were omnipotent, and the spirit of

revolt, of insubordination, and of individ

al pride, with which modern generations

are now saturated to the very bone, was

not then hatched. -

Church! why are your children turned

'against you'! The philosuphers have

been your sons and your pupils.

Church! you have chosen not to ad

vance with the march of Humanity; you

have chosen not to raise your barbarous

dogmas, either by adapting them to pro

gress, or by leaving them to oblivion and

passing onward with modern intelligence.

You have chosen to barricade the road

with your dogmas. You have chosen to

hold, to the nations of polished, industri

ous and learned Europe, advanced in

power, refined in sentiment, developed in

intellect, no other language than that by

which in earlier ages you subdued the

gross legions of the Goths, the Huns and

the Vandals. You will say neither more

nor less, nor in any other style, to the

French of to day than to the Franks of

Clovis or Merovius.

To this you reply : “ Therein is our glo

ry, for truth is essentially _the same in

all times and in 'all places, and cannot

vary at the sport of circumstances.” The

principle is just, but that does not show

the justice of your application of it.

Truth does not change; the mathematical

truths discovered by Pythagoras, Plato,

Euclid and Archimedes, are certainly

as true to-day as when these Geometri

cians discovered them. So with the

moral law proclaimed by Jesus; but if

constancy is one of the characters of

truth, it does not follow that an error be

comes a truth by the obstinacy‘of a cor

poration to sustain it unchanged. Man

being made to know and to love truth,

when a truth is revealed to him and he

has understood and accepted it, he pre

serves it pure and unchanged in the

treasury of his knowledge. The evi

dence of the truth thus acquired does

not lessen for him in the ratio that his

intellect develops; on the contrary, this

evidence only spreads in the race.

When a thing is true, Humanin can

no! (case to understand its lrulh in be

coming more enlightened,- thus the geo

metrical truths above mentioned, and the

moral truth of the principle of Jesus

Christ, shine to-day in the freedom of

human consciences, with a light as pure,

even purer or fuller than at the epoch

when they were first acquired. As to

the doctrine which made holiness consist

in despising the earth and renouneing the

world, up to a. certain epoch you were

able to believe in it, and to cause its ac.

ceptance as an act of faith, through the

prodigious and legitimate influence of

your superiority over crude and ignorant

people, and because at that epoch dark

clouds totally obscured human destiny.

But your ohstinacy in still retaining an

error which the human mind abandons,

 

and which you think you owe to your

past course and to your pretensions of in

lfullibility, to preach as you preached it
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ten and fifteen years ago, certainly proves

the fitcdness of your pretensions, but not

the ground of the doctrine in the free cun

scicnce of man. Now it is only the con

stant assent of free conscience to the idea

which can be a real evidence of its

truth.

Here is the difference between the true

and (he false. You have confounded

with the principle of Jesus, strange and

heretical doctrines. For a time you

made men accept all together. After

wards, as the human intellect, that noble

child of God, has grown and cast off its

shackles; it has understood more tho

roughly, it has assimilated with more

vigor, the principle of Jesus, because

this principle being a truth, was adapted

to this intellect, of which truth is the

essential alit'nent. But whilst the princi

ple of Jesus rose, shining with more

vivid lustreg'it the conscience of man, the

false dogmas which had been mixed with

it, and, which fora time had been illu

mined‘ by the reflection of its pure

light, have paled and darkened. And

now behold how the principle of Peace

and of Love, which has victorioust

freed itself from the chaotic and mys

tical barbarism of the middle ages, now

rejects this impure alloy of former

religions, this muddy stream of Platonic

metaphysics, Cosmogonies, and Egyptian

and Oriental god-nurseries, with which the

Fathers and Doctors, distended with them

previous to their conversion to Christiani

ty, have deluged the doctrine of Jesus.

The modern mind, while preserving the

conception of Jesus, the excellence of

peace, of love, of the union of men

among themselves and with God; while

repelling heretical doctrines, especially

that. of the eternal and fatal curse of the

Earth, of the anger and vengeance of the

Creator against his creatures, and the ex

piation by proxy of their transgressions;

advanced visibly towards the conception

of a beneficent power who wills the hap

piness of Humanity, who permits to it

the grandest and the most beautiful hope;

who calls it to fulfil upon the Earth amid

the legitimate enjoyments devolving on

its rank, the glorious task which falls to

it in the eternal evolution of Harmonies,

while gaining in and through this Work,

a development which conducts it to still

grander ulterior destinies.

The modern mind, advancing towards

this new faith, glowing with the purest

light of hope and of love, has proceeded t

to separate the sound grain of Jesus from

the chaff of strange doctrines. it has

expelled the national errors which had

entered almost as soon as the strong arm

of the present Christ no longer resisted

their invasion. ln obeying these im

pulses, human intelligence, far from re

 

pudiating Jesus, evidently returns to his

 

very thought, to pure and primitive

Christianity. And it returns, not to ban

ish this great thought into abstract,

sterile and mystical regions, as did for-i

merly the Greek Philosophers converted

to Christianity; not to exclude it from

actual and real life ; not to send it away

from the world in which we are, by con

fining it to that in which we yet are not;

not to ask of it. only asimple and falla

cious task of moralizing the individual,

impotent amid the depraving social con

ditions in which he is placed; but to

organize social conditions adapted to this

thought of union and of harmony, capa

ble of realizing it on earth, of incarnating

it in Humanity.

Our earth, as all the spheres that peo

ple the firmament, is a child of Heaven,

and floats itt its fires and its light; it is

called with its humanity to take part in

the paradisaical concert of the eternal

harmony of worlds; this is the faith

which is about to replace the false, decep

tive and fatal dogma of the earth exiled

from Heaven and accurscd of God.

This new faith : it is the golden chain

that will soon reclasp Earth to Heaven,

Humanity to the Universe and to God.

We have elsewhere proved the logical

sequence of the thought of Christ:

towards the fundamental principle of his

doctrine, it is what the young tree, ar

rayed in its rich green, and blushing with

odorous blossoms prophetic of delicious

fruits, is to the seed whence it sprang.

Thus, we should gladly recognize and

proudly proclaim that absolute and polar

truth, which far from any risk of perish

ing in the conscience of Humanity, as

that conscience is expanded, strengthened

and enlightened, grows always more po

tent and more luminous; whilst the er

rors which have been added to it, this

conscience sooner or later expcls. Hu

man intelligence is like a winnowiug fan

and a sieve. The fan and sicvc may re

ceive stones and dust with the good

grain, but the sieve separates the stones,

the fan blows away the dust, and the

good grain remains at last without mix

ture and without loss. These operations

are often tedious. The toil of humanity

iii the troubled anarchy of subversive

epochs is not acontinuous progress. It

is often interrupted to he resumed at long

intervals, but at last it breaks to the light

through prejudice, difficulties, obstacles

of every kind, and the soldiers of the

truth should be always of good cheer, for

if they prove once unequal to their task,

even if they fail again and again, their

cause will one day triumph, and that ulti

mate is for them absolute success.

To be Continued.

INHUMANITY IN AN ENGLISH Contra".—

PROPERTY us. was RIGHTS or NATURE.

'l wo httls children of the ages of six and

 

isevcn, neitherpf them four feet high, sort

land daughter of 8 poor working man, by

the name of Lee, living at Cliingford, irt

Essex, having in all ten children to sup

port, were detected in the act of stealing

‘somo turnips, having picked up six, over

land on which cattle had been feeding for

, weeks. The stomachs of the beasts had

lrevoltcd so much at these turnips, from

ftheir frozen and rotten state, that the far

mer resolved to plough them in his land,

iand did on the Monday following actually

i do so. Not one of the six turnips exceed

ed the size of a goose's egg. The little

starving innocents were ponnccd upon‘by

the foreman of the farmer, first taken to

Chittgfurd-grcen to the lock-up station to

look for an ofliecr of police, a distance of

one mile; then conveyed by the ofiicer

and foreman to Waltham Abbey, a fur

ther distance of five miles, to look for a

magistrate; but not finding one, were

brought back to Mr. Preston, the repre

sentative of our Sovereign Lady the

Queen, another distance of three miles,

before whom the foreman swore the six

turnips were worth 3d, and that he de

tected the children stealing them. Good

turnips are selling at 4:] per bushel iii the

parish. The defence set up by the chil

dren was, “ They were hungry, and had

not anythingJ to eat, and the cattle had

left them.” pon this evidence, as to the

act and value, the representative of sove

reignty fitted the children, with debt and

costs, .Cl 10.: (id, or iii default, fourteen

days' imprisonment in llford Jail, for be

ing detected pacifying their hunger with

six small diseased turnips, value the

smallest possible fraction of a farthiug.

Mr. Daniel E. Stephens, a gentleman

who communicates this information, visit

ed the cottage in which the family lives,

‘at the foot of Chingford-hill. and ascer

tained their destitute state. In order to

liberate the children from jail, the parents

had been obliged to dispose of their effects

to meet it; not a particle of furniture was

to be seen in the house or cottage; the

man, his wife, and ten children were all

lying on the floor, with remnants of blan

kets and horse cloths to cover them. if

the committing magistrate had done his

duty—if he had possessed the feelings of

a parent, instead of sending the poor chil

dren to jail, he would, after having heard

their pitiful, soul~harrowing talc. have

sent them home with an annful of bread

and cheese, and directed the parish ofli~

cers to afford the father and mother, and

all the other children, some substantial

assistance. We envy not his feelings,

nor the feelings of the hard-hearted

wretch who caused the children to be ap

prehended and convicted. This is one of

those cases of oppression in the rural dis

tricts, which tends to alienate the smac

tions of the poor man from the rich iridi

vidual—which makes the peasant an

incendiary, and converts him into a de

mon or a rufiian.— London. ll'eekhy Dis

Patch.

And we would add, that these, and

their consequences, are among the natur

al results of the false system, which re~

gards rights of property as superior to

the rights of nature. The property con

tained in those refuse turnips was consid

ered as entitled to more consideration at

the hand of the law, than the natural

right which had been given these starv

ingr children by the Almighty God—the

'right to eat rather titan die. Here are

1 two grants or contracts—the one impart
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ed by God to his creatures for the protec- l poph-‘tgy or cannibalism into universal ' average of life is cut down to a fraction

tion of human life, and the other contrived

by man for the protection of human‘prop

erty. It is small wonder that the latter

should be held paramount in an earthly

court.-- N111. Police Gazellt‘.

For the Harbinger.

CANNIBALISM.

PERVERSION or HUMAN Lire AND meo

HERENCE or MAN WITH 'rttr: ANIMAL

CREATION THROUGH nis SELFlSll ammo

PItlATlON or THEIR aontss.

(Continued from p. 219.)

Like all other questions of practice,

this must be considered, lst. On the

ground of its absolute justice or conform

ity with the principle of Love, which is

the common term between God, man and

nature, connecting man with all that is

higher and with all that is lower than

himself, and the violation of which

towards the lower spheres, places him

out of relation with the higher.

2d. 0n the ground of adaptation or

lfavor, since if it is desirable that the by the inverse providence of famine, dis—

lower creatures should come into har-jease, war, and cannibalism.

lmonic relation with man, it is ranch more] 'l‘hcsc ends are all violent, but it can

iso that this harmony should prevail bc-[not be said that God then kills the crea

tween the varieties of his own species, ofl tures; becausethis era is precisely that of

which the Caucasian, being the chief, exception to his Providence, an epoch in

variety, ought to eat the Mongolian, the ‘ which his will is not yet done on the

'Malay, the Negro, and the Australian. earth nor his kingdom come; a state sim

‘But as Unity must be internal as well asi ply of preparation, of immaturity and

‘cxtcrual. it would result that we should . transition, in which the attractions which

not only like the cannibals eat the [Iltflll-l‘he has distributed, are. clashing, in the

hers of other nations or tribes, but thatlahscnce of the Serial order for which

ithc members of the same society and of they have been calculated. In reference

the same family should eat each other;itu the other deaths which terminate the

iand as unity must apply to the individ-Entttural period of old age, analogy in

. on] as well as to the society, it would be duces us to consider that in conformity to

necessary that each individual should eatlthat law which “ binding nature fast in

_himsclf, an exploit often mentioned by ’ fate, leaves free the will.” they may all

Mr. Grimwig of Oliver Twist memory be transitions just as absolutely willed by

in regard to his head, but which history the being who dies, as any of the minor

idocs not record that any mortal has yet | transitions which vary his present form of

accomplished upon his whole body. But‘existcnce.

ifit is evidentlythe extreme ofincohereucel If we have willed strongly the night

expediency, which is relative to epochs that men should devour each other, is it

of development, the usages which are "0* equally a dcgwe 0" illCOhel'cnce that

natural to one age being unsuin m,they should devour their humbler fellow

another; for example, the combinations creature“

of means to attain a common end, is a.

mode of action at variance with ihe‘taste is precisely the exceptional clause

I

l

before, to wake at a certain hour, we do

so, albeit we are not conscious in our

sleep of the motives which have deter

mined that volition; and we even experi

This sort of unity through the sense of once a decided struggle or reluctance to

wake, in the moments which precede full

principle of incoherence, and thereforeiconftrming the general law of Unity, ef-‘OODSCiuusness; a struggle less in degree,

unsuitable to civilization and me oihei-ifected through the other senses, the af- but perhaps identical in character with

societies which are based (in [bag princi_:rccll0118, and the distributive attractions. I that which precedes the greater transi

ple. Hence, though it is borrowed from

a higher and more advanced social period,

 
Consequently, in these subversive epochs tion between the two lives. This reluc

When the exception becomes the rnlg,‘tttucc is common to all transitions; habit

_guammccism, we find ii prudumive in ' it is almost the only relation left whereby. gives a certain attachment to even the

civilization ofimmeuse evil, concentrating | mil" (1008 habitually Willi-e himself ‘0 his 1 m0“ PilinruI Places, ('ccupatl‘ms’ and as"

the means of life in the hands of the few, 'fullow creatures. In Harmony new de

creating great monopolies, and delivering

the masses to dcstitution by the combina

tions of capital. Its action on the other

pole of society is not less disastroii5;,kingdotns of nature which do not now

there it combines the laborers in abortivelexist; but already have we not in the

struggles against the government of capi- horse, the cow, the dog, the dove and

ml, forfeiting by opposition the sympn- many others, perfectly intelligible rela

thies which Would seek to improve their tions of high utility and delight to us,

lot, and pulling the noose tighter around Which do not imply the eating of these

their own necks. In the rare case of creatures. TheTartars,the Chinese,aud

successful rebellion or revolution, it still other nations whose incoherence in other

farther postpones, by temporary and su- relations of life is worse than our own,

perficial changes in the ownership of do in correspondence cat the horse and

property, the great day of universal re- other animals which we spare.

demption which awaits the race, when Oly'ection. Death must come to all.

the principle of love shall have penetrated God kills all creatures, and Man as God's

and interlocked all classes. vicegerent or special providence on the

On the first or absolute ground, it is earth, may justly act likewise at his dis

objected to the disuse of animals as food, cretion.

athat man, as the pivot of creation, should Answer. 1. Is it strictly true that

bring into relation with him all the infck God kills all things? The correct state

rior creatures, and that unitary relations meat seems to be thus :

through the sense of taste and organic Alfcreatures have their terms of birth,

assimilation would be deficient, were they growth, maturity, decline, and transition,

not to be eaten. determined in the mathematics of nature;

Answer. This argument proves too

much.

 

l

l 

sociations; it often requires a violent

velopments of our senses and spiritual effort of the “ill to break away from

powers will create a thousand points ofithem, the attraction being to the new

relation with the Animal and the other places, occupations, or associations, to

which the transition conducts us, but not

to the act of transition itself.

Thus it cannot be properly said that

whether at the natural or the premature

term of life, God kills any creature; the

premature transitions belonging to an

epoch of inverse providence, resistance

and rebellion to attraction, the unitary

expression of God's will; and the natural

transitions being probably in conformity

with the predetermination of the creature.

2. Admitting the unproven statement

that God kills all creatures, it does not

follow that man as his vicegereut on the

earth should possess the right to kill.

The right to manage an estate committed

to an agent, does not imply the right to

injure it, to sell it, or otherwise put it

out of our regency, which man does to

the animals when he kills them. If God

meant to invest man with the right of

taking life, the ulterior term of transition,
and during the periods of ascending and I we should expect that proceeding in that

If adaptation to their sense ofidcscending subversion or incoherenceias in his other acts by the composite and
l .

taste, were essential to the harmony ofi corresponding to the infancy and the old not by the simple method, he would have

living creatures in a general unity, it . age of the planet, when destinies are not
I

likewise invested him with the power of

would be'necessary to recall anthro-fproportioned to attractions, the naturalggh‘iug the citerior term of transition,
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birth. This would restrict the right ofiand to his relations with the life of un

killing to the father and mother. But‘tnre. God having distributed to no crea

man cannot determine for any creature‘ture an attraction to being killed or to

the natural periods of birth, growth, ma- I have any injury executed upon it, it be

turity, and decline, and his interference comes necessary that man in taking life,

with the order which God has pre-estab- should always operate by force or by

lished in nature, is a violence, an outrage fraud, the methods of Barbarism and of

to his attraction to unity, for which he,Civilization, which are utterly incompati—

suffers the reproof of his conscience, the'ble with Harmony.

sen/intent of unity. Thus the unsophisti- As the vicegerent of God on earth,

cated, unimbruted child, sufi'ers an agony man's duties are limited to the provision

of terror and grief at the sight of a butch- i for each creature in its natural connection

ery. its instinct will not understand how 1 with him, (a connection predetermined in

the calf or the lamb it has fondled and l the sympathies of his character and the

sympathized with in all the gushing ten- uses of his industry and pleasure,) of a

derness of its young nature, that finds sphere of being and of action, whose

a friend in every thing that lives, composite charm shall more than com

can be a natural object of food, and peusate to the creature for its simple wild

destined to the harmonics of the palate. liberty, in the same manner as the com

The moral outrage which it now wit-lposite liberty and pleasures of the pas

nesses, is often its first significant and sioual series more than compensate to the

profound initiation into that Hell of moral , human savage and attract him into its

and physical incoherence,in which,drawn ' order. All the details of this provision

with irresistible force as a blood globuleilie within the compass of man's discre

into the circulation, healthy or poisoned, tion, and within the laws of mutual at

of the great Humanity, it is destined tol The killing and eating of the
itraction.

lose the pure glory of its soul, to toil, to I creature, is like the forbidden fruit excep

struggle and to suffer. This violence, tional in the garden of Eden. He may

this outrage, is perfectly consistent with do it, but in so doing he commits a com

the inverse providence which, during the > pound outrage on 'unity, subjects it to the

crude ages of excessive pullulation con- haser material principle in his nature, and

nected with imperfect or depraved indi- thus forfeits his pivotal position as har

vidual development, preserves the equili-‘toonic sovereign of nature through the

brium between population and production power of love.

by means of famine, disease, and canui- [n the primeval development of animal

balism; but it is perfectly inconsistent life on this planet,before it was sufficient

with the direct Providence or establislt-ily refined for human life, we find in the

meat of the divine order co~ordinated to'Megatheria, the Saurians, &c., sentient

the attractions of all created life, which ‘masses one hundred feet long, chiefly re

preserves an harmonic equilibrium by the ‘ markahle for their enormous destructive

balance between births and deaths conse-‘ powers, which necessitated habits of social

quent upon integral development. isolation; and for a thickness of Skill pre

The consistency of the action with the 1cludiug the finer varieties of tactile sensa

methods of Providence, is thus relative; ' tion, which announced adaptation to arude

but the character of God and the attrac- external sphere. Appetite, the organic

tion of unity in man which relates him to‘or assimilativc attraction, seems to have

this character, being absolute and always then been supreme, the chief expression

the same in the ages of subversion and in which the principle of Love, struggling to

those of harmony alike, the act of killing ‘ incarnate itself in matter had attained.

must always be a wrong and'an injustice, As greater refinement in the products

“ Thou shalt not kill." Of this wrong, of the earth, in the atmosphere, in the

man is always admonished by the sting magnetic currents of the earth' nervous

of his conscience, the sentiment qfthc unity ' system, admit the development of higher

he has outraged, which never fails to say beings, creatures, theformula of whose life

to him upon the act, “ Cain, what hast is always aspiration to their creative sourre

thou done with thy brother? " until after through mutual communion, began to find

the anguish of repeated violation it has in the wealth of sensation and affection

become palsied. in their various branches, nobler and

It is not here simply aquestion of life sweeter forms of communion than that

and death, it is a question of discord or through the sense of taste, which re

of harmony, of love or of strife. It is quires the sacrifice of one being to the

the physical and moral conflict, both in- gratification of the other.

ternal and external, within man's own \Ve have now man upon the earth, and

breast and between him and the animal, the new creation of Eden, and we re

which must precede the taking of life, or mark distinctly in the first chapter of

which can be avoided only by treachery Genesis, the exclusion of the former de

and fraud; that determines the character structive tendencies. It was meet that

of the action to be false to man's soul upon the birth of its royal child, the earth
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should enjoy a jubilee, a suspension of

strife and of bloodshed; and that the

serene, angelic infancy of that human

blossom which enclosed as a young fruit

the passional harmonics of our approach

ing future, should be reflected by all

nature, and mirrored back from all that

lived and loved, upon the young humanity

as it slept or sported upon its mother‘s

breast. Then is the law of a new and

bloodless communion spoken to the crea

tures. '

“And God said, behold, I have given you

every hcrh bearing seed which is upon the face

of all the earth. and every tree in which is the

fruit of a tree yielding seed; to you it shall be

for meat.

“And to every beast of the earth, and to

every fowl of the air, and to every thing that

crecpeth upon the earth, wherein there is life, I

have given every green herb for meat: and it

Wilfl SO.

“ And God saw every thing that he had made,

and behold, it was very good."

Eden anticipated harmony, as a key

note occurring in the commencement of

the series of Human societies upon the

earth, which denoted the general charac

ter ultimately to prevail. Tcr-Ihing, cor

responds in the individual child, to that

painful development in the young race, of

industry, which prepares the nourishment

of society, or the material wealth for pas

sional assimilation and distribution, as the

teeth prepare the material for organic

assimilation and distribution. Both are

painful periods of transition, one fraught

with discord in the organic life of the

child, the other with discords in the so

cial life of humanity. The fretfulness of

the child, Humanity, is attended with on

pleasant results fur its companions, its

animal playmates for instance, which it

delights in killing and eating. Before

teething, the sportive joyousness of its

serene vitality foretyped the coincidence

of destiny with attraction, the success of

the matured man; as the Adam of Eden

that of Humanity. It soon passed.

The flower falls and leaves the sour and

imperfect fruit,—the flush and the fra

grance of that flower of Love departed

with the infantile fulness of a life cra

dled in earth's abundance: the free out

gushing of affection in the primeval Se

ries shrank before the returning frost and

east wind of poverty, marring the spring,

and left the human fruit slowly to grow

under the law of a sterner development.

Man fell providentially, necessarily:

but he fell drawing the earth back with

him into that hell of discords whence

we now seek to extricate ourselves.

With what assurance can we pray for

deliverance from conflict and return to

harmony, with hearts imbrnted by cruelty

and murder; and hands recking with the

blood of our fellow creatures!

To be Continued.
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REVIEW.

Posthumous Trat-ts, now first translated

from the Lulin of Emanuel Swedenborg.

By Jmss Jotm Gama WILKINSON

London: William Newbury. Boston:

Otis Clapp.

 

We desire once more to repeat our ex

hortations to the scientific and thoughtful,

with regard to the writings of which

another portion is here communicated to

the public. We may be suspected of

extravagance by those who are not. ac

quainted with the mind of Swedenborg,

or who are accustomed to think him

nothing but a religious enthusiast; but

we are none the less assured that there

are no writings on scientific subjects in|

existence, with the single exception of,

those of Fourier, which evince so deep

and broad an insight into the nature and

laws of the Universe, or lay down so

stable a foundation for science. \Vithout

agreeing to every one of their conclu

sions, we say then, that they are not only

helps, but indispensable helps to every

seeker after true knowledge and wisdom;

and still more, we are convinced that

without the Method which they involve,

the idea with which the Age is in travail,

and with which individuals are more or

less distinctly affected, the idea of a

Synthesis, or Science of Sciences, a Phi

losophy of First Principles can be nothing

better than an abortion. Nor is this all ;

not one of the now incomplete sciences,

can be freed from the uncertainties, con

tradictions, and controversies in which

they are all in some degree involved, ex

cept by the adoption and wise use of the

(same Method. This is a point on which

we mean to take some suitable opportu

nity of enlarging, and meanwhile we

cannot too earnestly urge those who are

in the way of such things to look and see

if it be not so. 1

The tracts above-named, had previously

reached us in the Latin edition under the

title of Opuscula Philosophica. prepared

from the original 'MSS. by the same

learned, diligent, and eloquent friend to

whom we are indebted for the translation.

They seem to be, as far as we have been

able to examine them. the first sketches

of what the author partially or wholly

accomplished in his larger works. To

such as are unable to procure those

works, they will afl'ord some knowledge

both of the vastness of the territory he

traverses in them, and of the Method we

have spoken of. The two Numbers of

the translation which are before us, treat

of “The Way to a knowledge of the

Soul,” " Faith and Good Works,” “ The

Red Blood,” “The Animal Spirit,"

“ Sensation, or the Passion of the Body,”

“The Origin and Propagation of the

 

Soul,” and “Action.” The remainder

of the Opusoula will be contained, we

should think, in one more number, or at

the most two. In Boston, they can be

obtained of the publisher, and in New

York of John Allen, 139 Nassau Street.

For quotations, we must content our

selves with the following from a note by

the editor, which contains as much truth

as could well be got into the same num

ber of words.

“ As the body is constructed beforehand with

express reference to all the natural actions that

the individual will ever have occasion to per

form; so nature, and the human organization

considered as a part of nature and a mutable

subject of the providential series, are construct

ed with a foregone reference to all the states,

arts and requirements, that humanity, as a cre

ated thing and a compound individual, can pos

sibly imply. The world then, in its fundamental

conception, contains a promise of the apron,

gratification of every good natural afl‘eclion,

every true natural thought, and every just am

sual want in its minutes! detail, and in its m

liresl compass. Neither the body nor the world

are in themselves hindrances, but on the con

trary means, to fulness of satisfaction and uni

versal competence, Querilc e! Inveniett'a."

\Ve must not omit to add that these

Opusculo are the first fruits of the Swe

dcnborg Association of London, whose

formation we noticed some time since.

We understand that it still has volumi

nous and important MSS. to lay beforeI

the world as rapidly as it finds possible.

 

MUSICAL REVIEW.

MUSIC IN BOSTON.

The season, so far as it regards the

operations of the larger musical societies,

is about closed.

I. The ACADEMY has given the last of

its six concerts. It was a stormy night,

and the audience small, but, as is usual

on such occasions, musically considered,

more select and more appreciating than

when fair weather tempts out fashionable

crowds. \IVe arrived late and thereby

lost the overture to Zumpa, (which we

are as well pleased to dispense with, as we

should be with the glaring gas-lights of

our concert-rooms;) a lively and some

what quaiut song of Donizetti's “ 11 so

greto per esserfeh'ct'," sung in English by

Miss Rosa Garcia, who always sings with

taste; Mr. Keyzer's violin Solo (the

same which we have already noticed, on

the theme “le Desir;") and, what we

most regretted, the performance by Mr.

William Mason of a couple of De Mey

er's pieces on the piano forte. “’e en

tered in time for a duett on the English

Horn and Clarinet, by Signor Ribas and

Mr. Ryon. This was a very pleasing

performance. There is a singular charm

about the whole family of reed instru

ments. The Car Inglese or English Horn

seems to complete their quartette by add

 

ing a tenor homogeneous with the soprano

of the clarinet, the alto of the ohb'e, and

the bass of the fagotto or bassoon. No

other wind instruments have nearly so

much feeling; and there is a pastoral and

rural character, a quaint simplicity in

their sounds, which carries one to the

lwoods. Signor Ribas seems perfectly at

,home upon this tenor oho'e; Mr Ryan

’plnyed the clarinet in a chaste, clear

!style, and the whole thing was in truth a

very agreeable disappointment after all

,our unpromising experience of solos on

1‘ wind instruments. A Duett from Coppo

,la, by the Misses Garcia, was sang very

sweetly ; and Auber's Overture, Le Duc

D’ Olonne, wound up the first part.

Then came the good old friend, the

Symphony of Beethoven in C minor, the

Symphony which above all others has

really got domesticated in Boston.

Save alittle heaviness and rigid uni

formity of time in the first movement, it

was admirably played. We somehow

missed the passion which should vent it

self in that fitful movement; we were

not moved by it as we sometimes have

been. But on the other hand the

Scherzo, in three-four measure, introduc

‘ing the grand march, was brought out

with more life and energy, more real

zest, and made to tell more powerfully,

than ever before where we have listened.

The Academy, notwithstanding it has

brought together what on any other occa

sions would be esteemed good audiences,

must still have made a losing business of

it this winter. it takes “mass mcct

ings” to sustain concerts on this scale.

May some good St. Cecilia interpose and

not permit the only institution to which

Bostonians have been able to turn for

great orchestral music to be taken from

them. Imperfectly and far from general

ly as Symphonies by Beethoven or by

Mendelssohn are appreciated, still here is

a fountain of good influence in its degree,

which might be raised indefinitely, and

which we would not have closed unless

there is a better and a truer thing all

ready to take its place.

2. The PHILHARMONIC Socin'ry also

have closed their "festivals," making

rathera brilliant finale. They too had

not the Symphony in C Minor, (their

second public performance of Sympho

nies,) and admirably was it played; ex

cept that it was played piece-meal as be

fore, the different movements being sep

arated and the intervals filled by other

miscellaneous music. The story of the

“ sceptic,” too, was not left ofl‘ from the

back of the Programme. We must men

tion these things as ofl'en'ces against good

taste, whether the Philharmonic Society

are right or not in thinking such means

necessary to the securing of so large an

audience as is needed to support concerts
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upon so large a scale. Thus far how

ever, there has been progress. They be

gan some winters since with a brass

band; to this succeeded an orchestra,

which could play overtures; at last they

give us a dismembered Symphony, of

which each separate part is played well

and also well appreciated, certainly toler

ated and apparently enjoyed by a suffi

cient majority of the great audience to

give it the sanction of the whole.

Another winter let us hope another step;

and that the musical susceptibilities of

the crowd will have grown to be at least

patiently receptive ofa Symphony entire.

Should it chance to turn out that the

Philharmonic Society should be left the

only purveyors for the public in the line of

great orchestral music, it certainly will be

sad to sink below the standard which the

Academy now for several years has set,

and which ought still to rise.

To come now to the other performan

ces; the great attraction of the evening

was the voices of Signora Pico and Miss

Julia Northall. Singly or together,

these two singers-always are most wel

come. Pico seemed in better voice than

ever, and the large and generous and

heart-felt style with which she poured

herselfout in the duett from Semiramide,

and in her arch and impassioned Spanish

Song, was a satisfaction worth remember

ing. The earnest, childlike, pure, good

manner of Miss Northall, and her sweet,

although not powerftil voice (at least in

such a place), contrasted finely as the

Soprano to Pico's Alto. Among the

many good things which were sung, we

must mention as the gent of the evening,

her singing of the Ave Maria of Cheru

bini, which is in the deepest, tenderest,

and chastcst style of religious composi

tion, and made exquisitely beautiful by

the orchestral parts. Mr. \Villiam Ma

son performed a fantasia of Her: upon

the March in 010110 with great clearness,

freedom and elegance of execution,

though not with the infallible precision

which usually marks his playing. On

being called out he gave De Meyer's ver

sion of the celebrated horn quartette in

Saniramide, in a style of less imperial

mastery of course than that peculiar to

Leopold himself, but nevertheless which

did good justice to the piece, extremely

difficult as it must be. Solos and duetts

on clarinets, obo'es and English horns,

by Messrs. Kendall, Ribas, and so forth,

beautiful enough in their way, made out

the remainder of the entertainment It

was on the whole one of the most sutnp

tuous musical banquets which have been

set before the public.

 

3. The lIANDEL AND Havnn Socru'rv,‘

who have intrinsically the highest claims_

of any society in Boston to the publici

patronage, (since they deal entirely inI

the highest on! r of combined vocal and

instrumental music, in the Oratorios of

Handel, Haydn, Neukomm, Spohr, Men

delssohn, and so forth,) have attempted

nothing new this winter, but have alter

nated between Sampson and Moses in

Egypt,- both deservedly favorites, though

so opposite in character.

In Sampson, the principal tenor part

has been sustained quite creditahly by

Mr. Jones. The splendid voice of Miss

Stone has also found excellent sphere in

some of thg great songs of this Oratorio,

especially in the trumpet. song of tri

umph: “Let the bright Seraphitn.’_’

The choruses were magnificent; and

though of coursesthe success of the per

formance, requiring as it did the combi

nation of so many elements, was various

on different evenings, yet no appreciating

listener who heard it repeatedly, or in

deed only once and that the worst time,

could have failed to receive a deep im

pression of the sublimity, the strength

and beauty, and the great humanity of

this tone-edifice built up by Handel. It

is worthy of Milton‘s words. Then the

orchestral parts :— we could listen to the

introductory Symphony, strange as is its

style compared with modern instrumental

music, many, many times before we

should exhaust its beauty; the nervous

energy of that fugued passage never fails

to give a shock of exquisite delight;

and the wind instrument passages are

beautiful as the meeting of many wa

ters.

The Handel and Haydn Society make

their finale for this season with a few

more performances of “ Moses.” Christ

mas was allowed to pass without the

usual honor of the performance of Han

del’s “Messiah.” This was a serious

disappointment to those who have the

most religious love of music. \Ve had

thought that the “ Messiah ” had grown

too deeply into the souls of all the truly

musical ever to be laid entirely on the

shelf in favor of any novelties; that its

performance once a year, at least, would

be regarded a time-hallowed institution,

and a part of the best education of each

generation growing up.

’ POETRY.

For the Harbinger.

F ROM GOETH E.

PROVERBIAL.

Much already thou hast done,

\Vhen habit of patience thou hast won.

     
 

 

How pat would all things be and nice,

if we could only do them twice.

Thy chestnuts, if too long they burn,

All into coals are sure to turn.

To sweetly remember and finely to think,

In testing of life at its deep inmost brink.

—_._____

“"ho right will do, nlway and with zest,

Let him harbor true love in thought and breast.

“'hen lik’st thou best to stoop ?

A spring-flower for thy love to pluck. A '

Who ’5 he who Fortune’s highest palm has won ‘!

Who joyful does, and joys in what he’s done.

Divide and rule,—strong words indeed ;

But better still,—unite and lead.

Flee to the furthest bound ; go where

The smallest frontier cabin reaches :

\Vhat boots it thee? thou findest there

Tobacco still and evil speeches.

Let me do, it is my best,

Aye some end pursuing.

The rich heart, it cannot rest,

Alway ’twill be doing.

At first hand,

Understand,

What 'tis the world takes ill of thee :

It asks not soul, it asks civility.

Who quick resolves doth make,

He’s brave and bold, I cry;

He jumps into the lake,

Out of the rain to fly.

)1. t'. 'r.

“or iiiitiiINGEit. “

SATURDAY, MARCH 27,1847.

 

 

or modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

routempt for others’ rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions nll tending to impuverish

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

i Reliefis to come, and ran only come from the new

lapplicazlon of Christian principles, of Universal

justice and Universal love, to socinl institutions,

to commerce, to business, to active life.

Dn. CHAIIIIU

SOCIAL SCIENCE.

Examine our boasted Civilization. Let

this great day of free governments, and

free trade, and labor-saving machinery,

and multiplied wealth, and universal edu

cation, and diffusion of Christianity ex

plain some of its inconsistencies. Con

trast its noble aspirations and its dear

illusions, its arts, its knowledge and its

piety, with its systematic selfishness,

with the increasing misery and degrada

tion of the masses, and with the gigantic

spectre of Commercial Feudalism, which

stalks upon us, in spite of schools and

churches, dictating to God‘s prophets

hoiv much truth it will be safe for them

to preach, and whispering to God’s peo

ple to beware how they attempt to prac

tice, and making us all insincere precisely

in proportion to our knowledge. These

tendencies, it may be said, bring their

remedies, or rather, suggest the thought

of remedies; and several common-sense

schemes of reform, as those relating to

the distribution of land, legal regulation

of hours oflabor, and so forth,-—schemes,

necessitated by the times, we can review

with hope, yct ending with the confession

ithat when all is done it will only make
t

lthe demand more urgent for doing some—
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thing more, for a reform that shall be

radical and universal. Great things are

the conscience and the common-sense of

this age doing; there are plenty of well

meant and often promising experiments,

devices, fragmentary efforts to improve

society : —- but as yet no Social Scicrux'.

Protestantism fails; education fails; free

government fails; tratles’ unions, char

tism, working-men’s parties, land reforms

and moral reforms fail; Christianity it

self, the only life-sustaining gospel of

Love, is thus far practically a failure.

These all mean well, but as yet they

have not mastered the science of con

ditions, and they beat the air with ran

dom efforts.

In the midst of these things comes

CHARLES FOt'RIER, offering the key to

Universal Science, and claiming to have

used it, with demonstrative certainty, in

the unlocking of one sphere of its appli

cation, in the. solution of the problem of

individual and collective destinies, and in

the clear construction and verificatiofi of

the formulas of Social Science.

Social Science! — It is evident that it

must be nothing less than Universal Sci

ence. For Association promises to place

man in true relations with himself, his

fellows and with every thing; and the

social science which shall do this is most

justly named, as Fourier named it, the

“ Theory of Universal Unity." In fact,

the only proper definition of Science, is

unilary knowledge. It is that kind of

knowledge which sees all in each, which

beholds in each thing the same laws and

principles that reign in every other,

which looks every thing into unity with

every thing else, which goes straight to

the centre of all facts and finds them one

in essence although many in their mani

festation. Much has been called science,

which is no science at all; familiarity

with certain isolated facts and phenom

ena, reduced, it may be, to some regular~

ity, but yet unconnected with all other

knowledge, is not science. Not till the

separate sciences so called, become affili

ated and knit into one, do they deserve

the name of science. The facts which

have been observed and analyzed in vari

ous departments, the classifications which

have been made, are all convenient and

well enough, but superficial till man finds

himself in them; and it is all fruitless

knowledge which does not tend to bring

man into living unity with all these

things, which does not practically enrich

his life, increase his happiness, meet his

afl’ections, and offer him congenial phere

and correspondence, wherever he may

turn his eyes. To know a thing, is to be

not only familiar with it, not only so

quainted with some of its properties and

relations, but to see the ground and final

cause of all its characteristics in their

 
correspondence with this very soul which i

sees them.

The key totsuch a unitary science is oi

true analysis of Man. Man the Micro

cosm, or world in little, is the first word of

philosophy. The heavens, says Sweden

borg, are in the form of Man. Man was|

created in the image of God. Man takes!

up into himself all that is under him, and

is as it were the compendium and crown

of nature. How can he obtain kuowl-,

edge of aught that is without him except ‘

there be something corresponding in

him‘.I Hence the principle of universal

analogy, which constitutes the sole pos

sibility of Science. This is commonly

esteemed a very suspicious kind of argu

ment, an unsafe source of evidence ; it iSl

thought to please and inflame the imagi-l

nation, and mislead the reason into beau

tiful but rash conclusions. And yet we

say it constitutes the sole possibility of

science; it is by analogy that every thing

has been learned thus far; and the first

hint which multifarious facts afford us of

a common Law pervading them, is by

analogous and coinciding manifestations;

There is nothing ‘unfoldcd in one part of‘

nature, that is not indicated in a different,

but corresponding dialect in every other;

there is no sentiment expressed by sounds

that does not translate itself into colors;

no secret taught in any sphere that doesi

not repeat itself through all spheres in

the Universe; and the whole inward his

tory of man, of human loves and human

thoughts, of all our subtlest affinities and

inmost prayers, is typed and mirrored in

continual de-gradation throttgh all ordersi

of material facts below us. Now the

first of all analogies, is the analogyl

which holds between all outward things

and the spiritual nature, or the soul of‘

man.

Again, Universal Science, proceeding

by universal analogy, never idly specu

lates, nor thinks to satisfy the curious

intellect alone; a practical and human

end inspires it; it is but the exploring

eye and ordering wisdom of that great

impulse which man is, -- the impulse to

be one will: all things. It seeks the hap

piness of man, and the fulfilment of his

destiny. The happiness of man resides

entirely in his unity with all things.

Where ought is strange, or uncongenial,

or seemingly unrelated to him, tlterc is

man not at home, there is he miserable;

there is he, in so far, not himself. So

long as any thing is not ours, we are

poor ; so long as any sympathy is denied

us, we are solitary : —— we are to have all

and enjoy all by bonds of living unity

with all. This and not less than this is'

what the human heart demands, and what

it sends its-purveyor, Science, out into

the wide universe to seek for, that it may

verify its own fore-feeling and attraction

 

 

 

for its universal home. The whole pos:

siblc of science, the science of Universal

Unity, lurks therefore, in the study of our

selves, because our radical, innate desires

and tendencies were calculated for nothing

short of Universal Unity; and we might

know all' things, could we only know

ourselves. The world has been put back,

who can tell how many centuries, by a

want of real practical faith in the essen

tial unity of system in the universe,

though every one asserts the truth of it

in the way of vague generality. A mis

erable scepticism, eking itself out by a

foolish creed, has comforted the intellect

ual conscience of the times gone by, and

shuts out knowledge from the most part

even now. The belief in accident, in the

possibility of anything promiscuous or

exceptional, which is a negative belief,

on the one hand, and the belief in super

human and miraculous interference on

the other,—these two have made out

one creed, the creed of darkness, and

have discouraged man from seeking his

true destiny. But the name of accident

will be driven from the world, and mira

cle will be brought down from heaven,

and all things made transparent with its

everlasting and indwelling presence, when

our natural faith in universal unity shall

lhave strongly stood and looked all things

into order, and become a science. And

the beginning is the science of Man : the

grounds of social and all other sciences

lie in the spiritual nature of man.

How has man been studied! They

have talked \tiscly of his carnal and

his spiritual nature, of the “ half dust,

half deity” in him, and have stretched

a gulf of impassable metaphysics be—

tween the frowning shorcs of Spirit and

of Matter: —fruitless distinction ! —since

the essence of the one and of the other

alike transcends our comprehension, and

after all, we only know them apart as we

know Heat and Cold, both measured by

the ame thermometerz—baneful dis

tinction, fatal to thought’s progress!—

since it disturbs the axis of the mind's

eye by a blurred duality; bars all exer

tion of the mind's first instinct, that of

Unity; and hides the Invisible behind

those glorious works which, inasmuch as

they proceed from Him, should be his

clearest revelation.

How has man been studied? Meta

physically. The forms and processes of

thought have been enumerated ; the cate

gories of Aristotle and of Kant have

been announced; the intellectual con

sciousness has been turned inside out,

and all that passes in the mind when

occupied with things of time, or of eter~

nity, or with itself, has been most criti

cally noted down. The metaphysicians

have studied man as if he were an Intel

lect, and nothing else, with nothing in
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the world to do but look and think, and':

 

steadfast gravitations and affinities, which

watch the wheels of his own thinking. ‘constitute his nature, and determine his

Useful enough, we grant it, in its way.

It is a great question that, for instance,>

between Idealism and Empiricism: but“

men, we apprehend, are born empirics

and idealists, and so will stay irreconcila

ble, so long as they are isolated think

l whole destiny. This was the work rc

served for Fourier.

lsucorsnors T0 AFFtLtATED SOCI

ETIES.

The branches of the American Union

8T5, and "0‘ each mher's complement aslof Associationists in different towns and

(hers i" a SUlldary and harmonic lirehcities, are already numerous. To ensure

Once united thug, ("we Placed in "ueltheir healthy and efficient co-operation;

positions, and the idealism of the one (0 make all their separale energies con

will become so practical, and the materi- : verge effcctually to (me operative centre,

alism 0f the other “'i“ become 5" t5PM" from which also they shall each receive

"a"! lllal it Will mall" very lime WhiCh ; reciprocal impulse and encouragement, it

i8 Which- Iis important that each one acquire a

Intellectual philosophy, or criticism of: Smmg individual vimliiy first; that, it be

the knowing Powers, has led» "0 down, | a living thing, radiating life from its own

10 much. Blll What has if taught "8 Of centre, and warnying its own sphere.—

manls dcsmlyi “’th has ii added to ‘ These unions, it is true, are formed spe

man's powerSl Perwplimw Qf cognililm cially for the propagation of the Associ

and inluiliuns of PU"! T808011, d" "OI avail ‘ ative doctrines. But the unity, the devo

mtwh When a man i5 $141"ng ; and mum tion necessary to this cannot sustain itself

divine philosophy will not perSuade 1'- agreat while, unless some practical, ma

lover he is whole, without his other half. [ieria] bond of interest be married “'ill]

How man thinks: is a question worthlihe merely spiritual bond of a common

some pains to SWIG :— but Wle (1005‘ faith and object. To realize Association

man do, in spite oniis thinking, what will

he have, and what will be the end of it:

are questions of a far more vital conse

quence.

Again, how has man been studied?

Moralistically, or ethically, if you please.

He has been placed between temptations

on the one hand, duties on the other, and

viewed wholly in that light. Something

has been said about the affections, and

something about the passions, about sen

timent and principle, instinct and reason,

license and obedience. The sense of

Duty has been analyzed, with attempt to

find the origin and foundation of what

we call moral obligation; and one noble

writer, at least, has found it in the sense

of unity or harmony, which counsels or

forbids with stronger, sterner, sweeter

 

voice than utilitarian calculations, or blind

selfish passions, or any other lower and

less universal motives, which are not

commissioned to say: Thou must, thou

oughlest .' but only, it isfor thine interest,

and so forth. But what is beautiful, and

right, and binding on a man to do, is not

ascertained so easily, until the necessities

of his nature and inalienable charac

ter are first known, and his true destiny

is read in a. clear recognition of those

springs and tendencies and faculties

which God has given him to meet that

destiny with.

in a Word, then, the study of Man, oft

the man proper, has been singularly

neglected amid this “ piling of Ossa upon

Pclion” of philosophies, both old and

new. For there has been no analysis of

the motive springs of action in a man, of

 

the implanted tendencies which make

him what he is, of the strong directions,I

at these small centres is not possible.

But every approach in practice to the As

sociative idea, which can be introduced

with safety and in a naturally progressive

manner, seems absolutely desirable. Let

every“ union ” adopt among its members

all such mutual guarantees, however

small and partial, as it finds practicable,

and thus knit continually stronger ties

between them.

In the first place, why should not every

‘afliliated local union incorporate into its

plan the principal features of the “ Pro

tective Unions," so called, which are

fast spreading over the country! The

economies of collective wholesale pur

chases, and of the common store, Would

be a material benefit to all concerned, and

serve to nourish the Associative idea and

spirit among them, as effectually perhaps

as lectures, readings, and contributions to

the fund for propagation ; always suppos

ing these to go on as before.

the guarantee of aid in sickness, of intel

lectual and educational privileges, as

reading-rooms, classes, &c. , merits consid

eration. Our friends in Albany have al

ready set us the example in this. Will

it not be adopted, as soon as the details

of the plan can be matured, in Boston, in

New York, and in all the local unions!

It would be the surest pledge of perma

nence and strength. it would be the first

germ of Combination, of Harmony of in

terests instead of incoherence, which

might go on indefinitely expanding and

embracing one by one the various rela

tions of life; the first step taken in a se

ries of gradual guarantyism, which

should force nothing forward in an on

timely way, but avail itself of every

Then too -

opening to gain a stronger foot-hold. To

common purchases might by and by suc

ceed to some partial extent common en

joyments, common domestic economies,

and finally common productive industry.

These would vary, of course, according

to the circumstances of time and place

and characters. But as far as they went

they would be temporary advantages,

proving the principle of Association, and

at the same time enforcing the demand

for a fairer field for its full trial.

Again, these little circles from the first

should be social, friendly. They should

be more than business meetings. Conse

quently, they should naturally begin, in

their day of small things, with securing

at least a room, commodious and agreea

bly furnished, with means of hatmnny

for ear and eye, if possible, which should

be sacred to their friendly reunions;

where they might meet at any time for

conversation, reading, music or other social

entertainment; where an Associative and

true sphere might be formcd.

This step taken, must inevitably lead

to others, if there be any living tie of

faith and friendship among the members.

The demand would ere long be felt for

something like an Associative club-house.

A number of families and single individ

uals, putting together a part of the sums

which they must separately spend in

order to live at all, might institute some

common centre of society and elegance,

impossible in the narrow quarters of any

one of them isolatedly; and the person

or persons gifted with the truest spirit

and genius of hospitality might preside.

This would be another step.

Presently these families would find it

for their interest and happiness and soul‘s

good, as well as for the good of the

Cause universally, to which their souls

are most devoted and by which most

nourished and exalted, to carry the idea

of the Club House even farther, and con

lcentrate yet more of their living. They

might erect a common hotel, spacious and

properly distributed, combining many

economies and many means of social

luxury, and live together somewhat after

their own minds even in the heart of the

Babel of a great city. The odious fea

ture of domestic servitude would vanish ;

honor would attach to the free and cheer

fully shared services of friendship. And

thus there would be association, and conse

quently greater individuality and freedom

than civilization offers, in all that relates

to the consumption of wealth. There

would only then remain the incoherence

in business outside the family. the inco

herence of isolated and competitive pro

duction; but the remedy will have been

growing clearer and nearer by every

thing thus realized inside.

Let every one take up and follow
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out these hints. If only the first step be Association offers an easy, practical solu‘ l sadness and anxiety weave around them

practically taken, will not the inventive tion of one of tile most vexed questions their drapery of gloom.

energies of every one, once turned in thisl

direction, he constantly discovering newv

guaranties, new economies, new combi

nations of interest and skill in industry,

by which the harmony will become more

and more complete, —as complete, that

is, as it can be short of the full organiza

tion of the Phalanx.

Harmony of course would not be pos

sible with such litnitcd and partial ar

rangement, if the question were of man

kind iu general, or of the promiscuous

population of any town or city. But We

are speaking of the devoted friends and

pioneers of the Cause, of the soldiers of

Universal Unity, of those who are united

already, or who shall be united, by the

consecration of their lives to this great

hope of Humanity; of those who have

selected each other by this principle, and:

who have in themselves an element of

Harmony which is valid even amid gene

ral discord, namely: devotion, or the

Unitary Passion.

 

SOCIAL RE-ORGANIZATION.—N0. VI.

(Continued from page 175.)

5. We have offered hints upon a few

of the sources of economy in Association

which the reader can follow out at his

leisure; but there remain a few promi

nent points which we will specify, and

then leave this part of our subject at his

disposal. The re-organized township

would secure most important economies

in general business transactions. As the

township is now organized, each family

carries its own wares and products to

market, and makes its own purchases,

which, for the township, must be attended

with an aggregate eXpense, many times

greater than it Would be in an Associa

tion, where exchanges would be effected

and purchases made upon a grand scale,

with small cost of money, time and per

sonal effort. Wholesale purchases, made

by the township, would save the profits

now absorbed by retail merchants. A

small number of agents could make all

the exchanges and purchases, and thus

entirely supersede the necessity of mer

chants as a class. There is nothing in

the present social order more false in

principle, or in practice, more oppressive

to the masses titan our system of trade.

The function of the merchant is one of

real service, in so far as it is a medium

of exchange between producer and con

sumer; but in the existing order of so

ciety it becomesspoliation. The chan

nels of exchanges are so beset with mol

titndes of agents between the producer

and consumer, that ere a commodity has

reached the latter, its cost has greatly in

creased without any increase of its value.

 

There humanity

of political economy, namely, that ofjus- ‘shivers in garrets, or creeps into cellars

tics in commerce, or of equilibrium be—iaud dog-holes, for a mean shelter from

tween production and consumption. Buntho weather, whilst a true and divine

we have neither the time nor ability to Economy, offers to it a home of comfort,

go into the general subject of political joy and beauty.

economy. We wish only, to suggest The Genius of Universal Unity throws

some of the advantages which the re-or- the pearl of wisdom to the race; but

ganized township will possess, over theithey'like swine trample it under their

present incoherent one. feet. Associationists urge them to accept

6. Perhaps the sphere in which the the virtue and the happiness and the

economy of Association is most conspicu~ abodes of comfort and beauty offered

ous, is that of the Unitary Household.th them, in place of their present

The blending of three hundred farms in ' misery. \Ve do not say that this misery

a unitary domain, and of divided and is found in all isolated households, but

conflicting labors into mutual and co-op- that the exceptions are few, whilst we

erative industry, will demand association affirm that all men should dwell in pal

of families, and the Unitary House, or aces; that Heaven designed it and can

Phalanstery. As the Phalanstery is the well aflord it. Are they not worthy of

home of the social man, it should offer to it? Is it not the right of those who cre

him befitting conditions for the gratifica- ate all wealth, who rear palaces and em

tion of all the demands of his nature. bellish them by their genius and their

Here he meets and welcomes friends. toil, to enjoy them? Is God unjust that

Here he spreads the festal board, and he does not will it? Is not-the ultimate

passes the wine-cup of general joy. destiny of man sublime enough to war

Here kindness, sympathy, courtesy, and rant these claims for him, and our affirms

the general love of man, are awaken- tions of what are his rights and privi~

ed and developed. It is here that leges, here and to-day'! Providence

Love forms its sacred ellipse, into which seeks to elevate man to this exalted con

only the happy two may enter. Here dition, which is denied him only, because

the bridegroom brings his fair love to her he coutemns the laws of universal unity.

bridal palace, here he sees her sur- The road to it lies through unitary inte

rounded by the charm of elegance, and rests, co-operative industry and economy

adorned with gems and festoons, and of means: this last we come to con

all beauty brought and laid at her feet. sider—

Here the ambitious, the noble champion 1. In place of three hundred isolated

of industry comes to regale at the ban- houses, for the accommodation of as many

quets prepared for him, to receive the families, the Phalanstery will rise in fair

homage and honors which his genius and proportions, combining grace and dura

his worth command. bility of structure, with order and con

And here too the parent gathers with- venience. Here, each family will be pro

in the sacred parabolic curve, the objects vided with a suite of apartments, where

of his deepest love and his keenest solici- retirement and seclusion may be as guard

tude. Here are his children born, nur- ed as under the present domestic regime.

tured, and trained, and enter upon the ca- This manner of building will secure, at

reer of noble distinction! What then far less expense, more comfort and ele

ought the home of man to be? What genes to the families, than can be obtain

grandeur in architecture, what beauty in ed under the existing method. The

embellishments, what profusion and deli- same general economies which may be

cacy of luxury, what provisions of com- secured by unitary industry and cum

fort to the senses, of joy to the affections, metce, belong also to the unitary house~

and of. beauty, variety, and science to the hold.

intellect, should it not afford. It should 2. Three hundred isolated families re

bc the very temple of Art and Beauty. quire fuel for at least nine hundred fires,

But do we see such generosity and boun- and must have as many grates or stoves.

ty displayed in the isolated abodes of pre- This computation supposes only three

sent society? They are incompatible fires to a family. Instead of using these

with the nature of man and his attrac- unpleasant appurtenances, the Phalan

tions, and can offer no circumstances in story would be warmed throughout'all its

harmony with them. They are the re- apartments, by a few large furnaces, or

treats of poverty, misanthropy and low by steam, and at less than one-fifth of the

desires;_of care, petty rivalries and jeal- expense now incurred. if a steam sp

ousies; of sensuality, unaspiring igno- paratus were employed, the expense of

rance and degrading toil; the nurseries of warming would be but slight, for the

selfishness, dark suggestions and despair. mechanic shops and factories containing

Ugliness and deformity scowl from the the steam engines, would be situated in

solitary windows of these ebodes; and one wing of the unitary dwelling, and
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the same method of heating might be,

there adopted, which is now used in

warming factories. Many of our largest

manufactorics are warmed with simply]

the escape steam from the engines, in

 

 

THE ANNIVERSARY MEETING

0? THE

AMERICAN UNION OF ASSOCIATIONISTS

\"ill be held during Anniversary W'eck, in May

next, in the City of New Yonlc; and it is im

   
 

thorized the step. \Vlio is ready to promise a

yearly or a triennial contribution, or to subscribe

to the Permanent Fund l “he is not ready to

do something ellicient'!

Now let this matter be taken in hand prompt

volving only the extra. cost cl'a few yards ! pom", that the Amy,de Unions should pm. ly and rcsolulcly,with the spirit becoming those

of leaden conduit. i pare in season to send their Delegates, and that ' engaged in a universal Rer‘ll'mr—whkh Prom

3. Instead of three hundred kitchens, Associationists should make their arrangement-Bil“?s to radically cure the Ollwllic mlladifil 01'

ill constructed and badly managed, the'

Phalanstery will provide a few large and

well-furnished kitchens, with apparatus so ,

arranged, as to save nearly all the toil’

which the three hundred kitchen drudgcsl

are now compelled to perform. The labor

of fifty persons would accomplish as much '

as that of the three hundred now does.

We do not here make any account of the

economy in health, which would result

to the whole Phalanx, from the application

of science to cooking. ’

4. Instcad of the present unhealthy

and repulsive labors over the wash-tub,

the Phalanstery would furnish a conve

nient laundry, where a small number of1

persons could perform the washing for|

the whole Association.

Civilizees boast of their estimation of

woman ; but the savage does not impose

a more degrading service upon her, than

the domestic drudgery of the kitchen

and laundry. It is a very common no

tion, that woman has some importance in

society, and that the general elevation of

humanity has some relation to her condi

tion and rank. But we are very sure

that the civilized household is opposed to

her elevation and freedom. It necessarily

makes her a prey to care and excessive

toil. But Association offers to woman

refinement, freedom, and that pivotal po

sition in society which God has assigned

her, whilst it does not remove her from

her natural sphere of domestic presiden

cy. It alone offers her the true conditions

for independence and social happiness.

Lscrnaas IN LOWELL, MAss. We are

happy to learn that arrangements have

been made by the LOWELL UNION or As

socurmnrs-rs for a course of Lectures

in that city on subjects relating to Social

Reform. The first Lecture was deliv

ered on \Vednesday evening, the 17th

inst., by ADIN BALLOU of Hopedale, and

lectures are expected, we understand, in

a subsequent part of the course from

Messrs. S. P. Annnsws, W. H. CHAN

NING, J. S. Dwron-r, Gconcs RIPLEY,

and HORACE GREELEY. This course is

intended to be ofa popular character, and

we doubt not, will command a general

interest, not only among the friends of

Social Reform in Lowell, but in the pub

lic at large. The good example of our

friends in Lowell will be followed, we

trust, by others, Let the believers in a

brighter future for Humanity act with an

energy worthy of their exalted faith.

 

to attend.

The occasion is a momentous one. The

i American Union of Associationists must this "" wthll 06B"! to the “mild "0 “2‘19 hope, but

Spring mark out distinctly a plan of operations,

and determine upon the most expeditious and

economical mode of diffusing our doctrines

throughout the nation, and of making ready for

the practical embodiment of our principles.

For this cud, the advice of the most devoted,

wise and energetic friends of the movement is

needed. This must be in the strongest sense

of the words, a business meeting; where all im

portant points of policy may be thoroughly

discussed, and measures agreed upon, which

being the result of the best collective judgment

of the American Union, shall be found worthy

of the devoted support and earnest aid of every

Asssociatiouist. The next year should be as

active :1. one, as the means and men at our com

mand can possibly make it; and it is necessary

therefore to form a clear and precise estimate,

in advance, of all our resources. “'e have to

determine upon the number and character of

our publications,—to lay out the most promis

ing fields for our lecturers,—und especially to

set in motion efficient itistrurncntalities by which

to secure active co-opcration among the Affi

liated Unions, so that all Associationists may feel

that they are working in concert for definite

objects, and that they are living members of

One Body.

It is emphatically recommended, therefore: '

lst. ’I‘hat each Affiliated Union should at

once meet, and consult as to the plans which

may seem best for advancing our cause most

rapidly, firmly, widely. Let new members he

added; let contributions be increased; let zeal

and determination be strengthened; let the

wants and opportunities of respective neighbor

hoods be carefully considered. Every Affiliated

Union should form an exact estimate of the

Weekly Rent which it can raise, and be pre

pared to offer at the Anniversary Meeting a

PLEDGE of the amount which it will contribute

for the year, or for a term of years, to the funds

of the American Union. We must secure at

least Fifty Dollars a week, and twice that sum

if possible; and if each Union will do its part

energetically, we cannot fail of the means for a

brilliant success. \Vhat Association will pledge

$20, $10, $5, a week for three years '.'

2d. It is recommended, that each Association

list should consider what he or she can do to

help on the |novement,—- what sacrifices we are

ready to make for it,— what means we will con

socratc to it,- what time and efforts we resolve

to give to advance this cause of peace, unity.

and universal good. Ilow many Associationists

there are, who could easily pledge $100, $50,

310, a year, for three or five years to the propo

gation of Associative doctrines. And are they

free not to do it'! How many Associationists

there are, who could subscribe 81,000, or $500,

or $100, towards the formation of :1 Permanent

Fund. the income of which might be devoted

to the diffusion of our views, while the prin~

cipal should go to form a Capital for some Prac

tical Trial, when the American Union should

determine that the time had come, that the

 

society, and to make Man whole again,— which

seeks to establish upon earth a Heavenly Order,

definite Sciencc,-—and which commends itself

to the good-sense of the most practical.

Let each Affiliated Union, let each Associa

tionist, contribute the best counsel and amplest

pecuniary supplies, at the coming Anniversary.

chere Delegates cannot be sent, and indi

viduals cannot attend, letters may be addressed

to the Union.

By order of the Executive Committee.

W. H. CHANNING,

Domestic ('orrespmtding Secretary of the

American Union of Associationisll.

BosToN, March 15, 1847.

   
 

*hROOK FARM schooL.

Tm: course of study in this School comprises

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

particular attention to the modern European

anguagcs and literature.

Pupils of difl'ercnt ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or
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[Correspondence of the Harbinger]

ASSOCIATION —- NATIONAL REFORM—

FREEDOM OF THE SOIL.

\VHEELING, Va., February, 1847.

~The principles which we Association

ists profess have no connexion whatever

with the Rappites, the Shakers, the

Zoat'ites, or the Community system, either

in their internal government, or profes

sions of Faith. Our Associative move

ment is designed to be a universal broth

erhood, open to all classes, all sects, all

parties; and in regard to our practical

operations, when the time shall come for

a decided demonstration, our motto shall

be, one for each and each for all.

We thus aim at a total subversion, in

time, of the present false and unjust state

of society; false because it obliges, or

rather compels the mercantile man to use

all manner of fraud, cunning and false

hood in the disposal of his goods; and

unjust to the working man, because it

puts machinery in direct competition with

his labor. and leaves him only the right

to starve, thus reducing him to the condi

tion of a mere slave, and making his ap

pellation of a freeman or free citizen,

worse than a jest, an insult.

It is not pretended that such an impor

tant moral reformation can be brought

about all at once; it is not in the nature

of things that it should; it must be the

work of time. But if it can be accom

plished, no matter as to time, and we

maintain that it is practicable; surely such

a truly benevolent movement is at least

worthy of a trial.

Yet there are among us, some well-in

tentioned men who cling to the idea that

the human race is so radically bad, that

all hope for the better this side the grave

is visionary and useless. How poor that

mind must be which can only trace the

dark outlines of human nature! how

cold that heart that can see our fellow

man, even the most depraved, sunk in

 

the mire of sin and misery, and fancy est and never did.

 

him too bad for salvation. To say that

man is so wretched and has all along

been so, that there is no hope for him,

exhibits the most miserable despair.

But, thank Heaven,there are yet left

amongst us some good and holy men

who are determined that this truly bene'vo

lent scheme shall betried, and that at no

distant day, and thereby prove to the

world that the wisdom and majesty of

God have not created man in vain.

Those wishing information as to the

practical details of this great plan of

Reformation, are referred to a pamphlet

by Albert Brisbane, and published by

U. P. James, Walnut St., opposite the

College, Cincinnati; price only eighteen

cents; also a work upon the same subject

by Parke Godwin, twenty five cents,

same store. Both these works will am

ply repay for perusal, even were it for no

other reason than to satisfy curiosity.

Public attention here at present has

more a leaning to the National Reform

movement, which seems more to the

taste than Association; and no wonder.

Indeed there is something plausible in

their reasoning, too. They consider as

as the vanguard, and themselves the rear,

or something like Father and Son.

Their mode of reasoning might be re

duced to dialogue shape, thus:

“Father. I tell thee what, my dear

son, in all your strivingsI you never will

do any good in your present isolated po

sition. You and your brothers and sis

ters had better come home and join me

in the Associative movement which I

have been so long projecting.

“ Son. No objections, father; but

where’s the land which you propose to

locate upon? You know that you have

none.

“ Father. 0, but I am trying to en

list the sympathies of the Capitalists in

our favor. You know that it will be for

his interest as well as ours.

“ Son. 0, pshaw! father; the Capi

talist don‘t believe one iota of your

scheme. He does not see his true inter

He has been all along

grasping at a shadow. Happiness is out

of the question. He is blindfolded.

How much better that the public lands

were free to all, as they should be, and

ultimately shall be; we Would then have

something to join you with, father; we

would all join you to a man. To trust to

the Capitalist is like leaning upon a brok

en reed.

“Father. But, my son, you mistake.

All Capitalists are not alike; there are

some honorable exeptions; men who are

now ready and willing to come forward

to assist its in our real model Association.

But you forget, my son, we must have

all the Capitalists with us ultimately;

they are all our brothers in Christ, how

ever blind they may now be to their true

interests. It would be highly nncharitable'

in us, in opening the gates of Heaven, to

thrust our fellow man back. No; our

benign system is to include all without

exception: all shall come into the sheep

fold.

“ San. I have no doubt of your be

nevolent intentions, father; but this much

I know, that the great majority of Cap

italists look upon you as a dreamer.

Neither have I any doubt of there being

some honorable exceptions. As for the

great majority, they say it’s too good

news to be true. And there the matter

stands. Nor will it be believed until

your model Association is in operation,

and then the Capitalists will be at your

service; not till then. By that time the

pttblic lands will be in the possession of

the rightnt owners—all the people—as

intended by the great Creator. \Ve then

need care nothing about the Capitalist.

He, as well as every one else, will he

forced into Association. “’hat cottld one

solitary individual do upon 160 acres

of land! Nothing. Very few would

he found to ape Diogenes.”

The above is a specimen of our Na

tional Reform logic. But this fearful

chasm betwixt labor and capital must be

filled up. lt has unhappin been too long

in existence.

 

We have had an adjourned meeting
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about Ireland. I did not attend. I knew

all they had got to'say and resolve upon,

namely, to give poor Ireland unolltcr

mouthful, but still to keep her in the

some state of degradation. Innderstantl,

however, that there was an attempt made

by one or two persons at the meeting to

show up the cause of suffering in that

unfortunate country, and also a remedy ;

but this was considered out. of order, and

voted down, of course,— such an assem

bly did’ut convene to talk of causes.

How long, it may be asked, will the

people of the present day continue to

scrape at the surface of the evils that

afllict humanity! Why be qfraid to look

at causes! Does it not betoken the most

despicable want of moral courage? Yet

 

spirit of inquiry existing in many minds give a few reasons why this is a suitable

in these parts, which is willing to re- place, and the present a suitable time,

ceive truth, come from what quarter itland so forth, which I hope you will duly

may. There is a strong desire for a consider, and not attribute to me any un

change in the present order of things due partiality, for it is the good of the

:prevailing, and a great consciousness that 0111186 I 889k, Without Tererenoe to our

woful evils and shocking injustice exist feeble movements in Ceresco. The fol

] think there are lowing are some of the advantages of

immense numbers throughout the North- lhe above lOCiIll""-—

ern States, and a considerable number at 1- A" uncommonly healthy sllua‘lonr

the South whose principles bear a. very I subject to no periodical diseases, or west

close resemblance to those of the Editor of‘ em fevrl'fh

the New York Tribune, and who are great. 2- hs vicinity ‘0 lhe great cnnl'lcoting

:admirera of his character. There is no I lllOI'ttlIgllrJl'O Of. the waters of thedoubt that among this class Mr. C‘rreeleylsiSlPl’i 3'“! ""3 Lakes! being 10" mllBB

has distributed much good seed, which from 1h“ FOX Ylvcl" Wthh it! also the

will prove in the harvest to have fallen in ‘ markel ("1' Oblal'llng Pine l'lmbel' l" 9!

good soil. The present and future (lc-tChanr'le f"? Pmdlme and the Pmd'":Ls 0f

 

throughout society.

 

 

this is the ninfleelllh century; and welfenders of the doctrines of Fourier will

live in a Christian country, too! Ireland i find, as they proclaim their great truths

has been much in the some state for lhei in different sections of the country, that

last filly years, and yet we won‘t look at Mr. Greeley, through the Tribune, has

the root of her 0\'ils.-—why? becauselgone before them, like John theBaptist,

these same evils come too near our own | preparing the way.

door? This is the secret of ‘the whole I am time that hand of lecturers which

affair; it might disturb the present order

of society in this country: there's the

rub! There‘s a mighty problem staring

us in the face for a solution. It must be

solved, and that shortly, whether we will

or not.

[Correspondence of the Harbinger]

' RELIGIOUS IIOSTILITY.

MILO, Me, March, lfil't'.

I find among many of the Congrega

tionalists in these parts, the most uncom

promising hostility to the cause of Asso

ciation. They assert that it starts

wrong; it emanates from man, and it is

bound to come to nought. Thcy' main

tain with a resolution that borders on ob-:

stinacy, “that all causes for the improve

ment or happiness of man must originate

in the Church, must be managed by the

Church or it cannot succeed; that there

is no possible way for society and the

world to be regenerated but through the

regenerating effects of religion on indi

viuals." l have put to them the ques

tions, whether the discoveries in relationl

to the uses to which steam is applied, the

magnetic telegraph, the art of printing,

the mariner‘s compass, a republican form

of government, trial by jury, and all the

mechanical discoveries recorded in the

patent office at Washington, originated in

the Church; in the vain hope of getting

an admission by which I might. prove that

 

lyou send out will awaken a vast interest

:in the casue of Association. I am re

ljoiced at the respect they appear every

where to meet. lonly regret that they

,have it not in their power to go through

the length and breadth of the land, and

never cease till they had delivered a

course of lectures, and established socie

ties in every city and every village in the

lUnion.

 

For the Harbinger.

J'MODEL PHALANX IN THE WEST.

I

Donors or rm: Wisconsin PHALAIX,

Cnnssce, \\'is., Feb. 8, 1847.

Messrs. Em-rons : —I have watched

with deep solicitude the m0vements of

the American Assnciationists for some

time past, toward the formation ofa Mod- l

el Phalanx, and am highly gratified tor

see evident signs of its speedy commence

ment. Decming it the duty of all friends

of the cause to freely discuss every thing

connected with the establishment of such

an institution, and having learned with

much pleasure that the speedy commence

ment has been unanimously agreed upon,

the next subject is its location, which will,

when determined, have a great. influence

over the investments to be made. i was

also much pleased to see you advocate the

location in the “Fest, for I think we can

obtain capital more readily to invest inl

property in the “fest, where the propertymust rise in value under most circum~l

 

 

 

society has been benefited in an extraor-‘Smnces’ than in the East where it is a].

diuary manner by disc0veries with which ready too high, But my object is more!

lhe Chuml' had "mth to do- Bl" all especially to introduce to your notice the‘

my 9‘11"“ availed "Mlllng- They haveidomain of the \rVisconsin Phalanx as oi

nailed lhell' flag to ""9 mash and: Ylghl 0" suitable place, and to urge it upon youri

wrong, they are determined that it Shall attention, hoping a. suitable committee

never POI'HC down by their consent. But will duly examine this and many others:

notwithstanding this, there is n liberallbefore a sclccrion is made, I propose to

mechanic's shops.

8. A rich and easily tilled soil, unen

cumbered with stone-except in quarries,

which will produce in abundance all the

varieties of fruit and grain which are pro

duced in the Eastern or Western states.

4. Ample quarries of lime—stone,

building-stone, sand and clay in the vicin

ity of a beautiful location for a Phalan

stery.

5. An ample water-power for the prac

tical purposes of a complete Association.

6. A sufficient charter or act of incor

poration for all joint stock purposes, be

ing procured for the purpose of an Asso

ciation, and a favorable public opinion

through which the name could be altered

or amended if necessary.

7. Seventeen hundred acres of land, to

gether with improvements and personal

property, amounting at a very low esti

mate to about thirty thousand dollars,

entirely unencumbered, nearly all of

which is in the hands of the true and de

voted friends of the cause, and is perma—

nently invested without any desire or ex

pectation of the owners ever to withd;aav

or dispose of the same.

8. Improvements made with reference

to the wants of an Association and nut

Isolation, very few of which would be

found badly adapted to the wants of a

Phalanx in the commencement.

9. A small band of devoted friends

with three years practical experience in

an attempt at Associative life, who with

a very few exceptions are devoted men

tally and physically, in person and proper

ty to the cause, and who have not taken

hold of the plouin to look back, but are

pcrsevering with an eye single to the end

in view.

10. A location in the centre of an or

ganized township where a‘ flourishing

Association would continue to have (as

we now have) a monopoly of the voters

in the town, owing to the large prairies

which in part surround us and which fur

nish ample pasturage for our flocks but

I not suitable locations for isolated t'arms.
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ll. The construction of many tempo

rary and necessary works in which we

Call me thy laurel! thy victorious crown!

“’reathed in unfailing glory round thy name.

 

cannibals. There is but a prejudice, we

say, with M. Glei'zes, that separates us

have already sustained much of the ne-lBreathelowtomeeach pure,enrapturcd thought,!rr°m those “'ho del'uur $30!! ("heft nut

cessary loss, and also an organized band

of devoted pioneers ready to go on with

renewed energy on the reception of addi

tional means and members, the former of

which is much needed to develop rapidly .

our system, but without which we shall

continue our course onward as hereto

fore.

12. A strong desire of many members

of the Wisconsin Phalanx to participate

in the grand effort for a Model Phalanx,

believing their experience would be of

use to the cause.

l3. The small amount of means re

quired to secure sufficient additional

lands and water-power for the largest

practical Phalanx.

\Vhile thus thy Inns my trusting heart eu

twine;

' Call me by all fond meanings love hath wrought,

But 0, lanthis! ever call me thine !

The Literary "'orld.

 

For the Harbinger.

CANNIBALISM.

PERVE'RSION OF HUMAN LIFE AND INCO

HERENCE OF MAN “7111! THE ANIMAL

CREATION THROUGH HIS SELFISH APPRO

PRIATION OF THEIR BODIES.

(Continued from p. 250.)

 

In seeking the will of God upon any

lpoint of human conduct, we must study

! the three forms of revelation.

Truth is revealed to the soul of man in

is that prejudice in our favor. Far worse

than the simple and direct privation of

[human life which the cannibal feast re

‘quires, are the slow torments turning life

into death and all its beauty and glory

into the miseries of Hell, which men iti

flict on each other as their moral prey.

The highest aspiration of the human

,sonl is for unity. In the recognition of a

iceutre whence all the varied forms of life

;around it derive their being, is implied

ithc perception of a possible convergence

and harmonic tendency of the peripheral

lives; and the sentiment which prompted

to that recognition and perception cannot

.be satisfied until it has embraced in its

[circle of love all the degrees of created

 

“- An “grimlth disnlc‘ or country modes which correspond to the threeime‘ m repose at 135! m the bosom of

where the mechanical labor of an Asso

ciation will not for a long time come in

competition with civilizccs, and where

most mechanical labor can be made profit~

able.

15. A location well adapted to the

growing of wood and raising of stock.

16. Exeellent spring-water, so situated

that it can be carried without applying

force to the third or fourth stories of

buildings.

17. A surrounding settlement with a

prevailing sentiment strongly in favor of

our cause, of this location and institu

tion.

18. Out of reach of the corrupting in?

finances of large cities.

The foregoing are some of the reasons

for calling your attention to this place. I

hope to hear from other locations, both in

the West and East, let us hear all sides,

and then decide and act with promptuess

and decision and the object will be ac

complished. \V. CHASE. '

LOYE'S I’LEAlJING.

a! Ina. MARY A. nzwrr'r.

Speak tender words, mine own beloved! to me—

Call me thy lily—thy imperial one!

That like the Persian, breathes adoringly

Its fragrant worship ever to the sun.

Speak tender words,lest doubt with me prevail—.

Call me thy rose! thy queen rose! throued

apart—

That all unheedful of the nightingale,

Folds close the dew within her burning heart.

For thou'rt the sun that makes my heaven fair,

Thy love, the blcst dew that sustains me here;

And like the plant that hath its root in air,

1 only live within thy atmosphere.

Look on me with those soul-illumined eyes.

And murmur low in lovc’s entrancing tone—

Methinks the angel-lute of Paradise

Had never voice so thrilling as thine own!

Say 1 am dearer to thee than renown,

!manifestations of light to his eye in the

imaterial sphere. Refraction, Reflection,

i and Diffraction."

 

of Unity which connects the soul with

1the central life of all, and the specific

lattractious or passions] colors into which

,the ray of Unity is decomposed. Man’s

i soul is a prism which refracts the rays of|

ldiviue truth, and being endowed with self

leonsciousuess, it may discover its law by

Ilooking deeply and fearlessly into itself.

1 \Ve have an internal consciousness of the

| fitness or unfituess of any action to our be

ing. This branch of revelation the Friends

among religious sects have most distinctly

I recognized. Were it possible that a

tchild cradled in love, allowed freely to

lexpand its affections, could for the first

itime witness or perpetrate the violent,

Idealh of an animal, without horror or re

‘morse, then would the taking of life be

sanctioned by the light of Divine truth re

fracted in the conscience of man. If, on

the contrary, butchery in all its forms and

with all its accessories is repugnant to:

{our moral consciousness, sullied even asT

lit is in the physical,‘moral and social:

strife of civilization, and perverted in so

many by the irritation of chronic disease ;

if still we instinctively shrink from blood

and attach a sort of Cain mark to the

l butcher, so that the popular sentiment has

[sometimes forbidden him to participate in i

criminal jurisdiction ; if the mistress sick

ens in passing the place where her C(ltlkj

ieXecutes her orders for dinner, and the

! child indignantly weeps at the death ofits

playmate; if, as] have known, the very

infant cries at the sight of a creature.v

dead or wounded, we may be sure there,

is some foul wrong, some plague spot,

in the economy of our tables.

 

We are

 

l
|

l

l

l
" Sec “Religious Question,” by Hugh Do

lst. Directly, through the sentiment!

O -

Conflict, in all its forms, belongs to the

crude ages of Fetichism and Polytheism.

ilt must disappear precisely in the ratio

that men realize the meaning of that for

,mula, now only a formula to so many,

the Triune God.

Such is the verdict of moral or spirit

ual refraction on this subject. Shall we

proceed to unfold the analysis'.'

Ambition, in its true development,

leagues inferior with superior: it is out—

raged in man, the chief of creation, by

any violation of his beniguant sway over

his subjects, by any employment of fraud

or violence; by all that opposes his will

to theirs, and which in conquest without

attraction, converts the king into the ty

rant.

Friendship is outraged ; for there is no

*animal on which man now preys, which

is not capable of attachment to him, and

most of them habitually manifest it on

the slightest encouragement. Children,

in whom friendship is the dominant sett

timent, reciprocate this, and feel the out

rage upon it in the death of their favor

ilcs.

Love, Love which (‘prttttlS to throw

iover all creation the charm of the one

‘beiug in whom its life is rapt, with what

'infinite tenderness does not Lure greet

the bird upon the bouglt, singing beside

its mate; Love, on whose ravished eye

the secrets of the forest, of the waters,

of the air, are bursting with the purple

light of a new creation; will you ask

Love to be your butcher?

But ifthe Chief'sheniguant providence,

and the Friend's genial sympathy, and

the Lover‘s refitted sentiment, refuse the

knife you offer them, will you ratht‘r

stick it into the ox that returns from

ploughing your globe. or the new-short:

lamb that gambols at your feet, because

 

My praise more treasured than the world's ac- hmy_ m La mining, and A", 14, of Hui-“n. ‘ you are all the children of the good God 2

claim ;
lgcr, Vol. ill. Is it the still nearer and tenderer relation
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of our mother earth whose breast hasl

nursed you, that will nerve your hand to

strike'! Strike, then; let it fall. You

have hurried for one creature the term of

transformation; you have struck out of,

nature one phase of existence. Had you ‘

destroyed a race, a species, their place

would quickly be supplied at the great

banquet. What then have you harmedll

\Vhy that mysterious revolt within you?

that consciousness of outrage that rises

to arraign you; why that sigh which

seems to ascend from the violated earth

to lose itself in the infinite of space

and of being? “ Take a sand from the

shore, take a drop from the ocean; less

than sand, grain and drop, in man‘s

planet, one death and one crime. On

the map trace all oceans and search out

every shore; more than seas, more than

lands in God’s balance, shall weigh one

death and one crime.”

Now roll the carcass beneath your

foot as it struggles in death, that the

blood may flow free; flay it while the

hide is soft and the carcass warm and

rocking; quarter it, see how your dog

laps its blood; why not out while it is

yet fresh and quivering with life, — thus

prey the lion and the eagle ; they disdain

your stale corpse, tender with incipient

putrefaction ;—but you have no tusks,

no claws, no beak; nature has omitted to

provide you with an apparatus for tearing

the fibre, nay more, after you have by art

supplied this deficiency, you still want

the scissors teeth to cut and comiuute

such food; true, therefore, you must

wait till the maceration of decay aided

by your cook, shall have reduced it with—

in the range of your masticating and

digestive powers. At last, these prelim

inaries are accomplished ; you have made

a savory meal, you have appropriated,

you now assimilate the body of your

fellow creature, your subject, your

younger brother in nature. Now, count

your gains ; for the calm, equable circu

lation, the cool, clear head, the quiet

energy, the gentle recognition in all their

delicate shades of the rights and positions

of others, the fraternal communion with

all the life of nature and Humanity, you

have a fevered flush, a restless, com

bative sense of power lasting only during

the temporary excitement, craving its

repetition and sinking almost to utter

helplessness if denied, and which is at

best an overbearing concentration in your

oWn personality, with the wish to make

all others in some manner subject to

you.

I have unconsciously drawn the national |

character of John Bull and his race, thel

greatest flesh-eaters upon the earth, de

cidedly classed among the fem- by their

 

hawk-like habits of universal appropria

during the periods of subversion, gained

them the most conspicuous position, and

the widest sway. There is no people, on

the other hand, more afllieted by general .

indigence, crime, and the evils which

grow out of the conflict of selfishness;

none perhaps among those whose general

development brings them into comparison,

who with a smaller exception, fail to at-,

tain the higher social and spiritual life.

Organic Reflection.

Life is the sum and measured series

formed by three collective branches of

attraction, the Sensitive, Affective, and

Distributive, which place man in external

relations with material nature, with the

passional life of his own or other races,

and with the arbitral principles of Anal

ysis, Synthesis, and Alternation, by which i

all harmonies of movement are distributed

in their series.

But this conscious life with its attrac

tions, is the development of an internal,

organic, and physical life known to us

only through its results, which, though

bound in the same frame and in a paral-i

lelism of well or ill-being from the cradle

to the grave, yet never comes within

the sphere of our consciousness, other

wise than by the diffusion of the sense

of touch in an obscure degree through

tissues which thus communicate the sense

of their general health and vigor, or their

disease in the varieties of pain and de

pression.

This Organic life, which must precede

the Sensitive and Affective in the order

of time, is nevertheless, a reflection of

them. The apparent paradox will be

explained by the analogical relation of

the root of the tree to its branches. From

the appearance of the branches in the air,

we may infer the form of the root under

ground, in which the same type is ob

served, whether the pivoting tap root of

the bare straight pine, or the peripheral

extension of the spreading oak; both

yielding an obscure and rudimental re

flection of the arborescence above. Thus

are the branches of the passional tree re

flected iu the organic and physical life.

There is a special refraction of the pas~

sional principles in each kingdom.

“ \Ve observe a foretyping of friendship

and of love, in the diflerent specific affini

ties of basic elements in compounds

called idea or urels, and of bases with

acids forming the ales and ties.

“ The mineral families are well known

to chemist, such as the chlorine group,

chlorine, iodine, bromine, fluorine, and

so forth; and those based on simple con

tignity, to the mincralogist, who discov

ers veins of ore by the presence of other

minerals not always possessing either

affinity of character, or tendency to com~

binc, with the metal in their neighbor

 

hood .

“ Ambition, considered as the source of

order and degrees, is manifested in the

regularity of atomic and crystalline com

binations; in the catalytic influences by

which bodies operate changes by their

simple presence, and without combining

with others, as in the conversion of cane

into grape sugar by the presence of sul

phuric acid; in the hierarchy ,of the

acids from carbonic to sulphuric; and in

the upward striving of the atom, in the

successive combinations uhich lead it

from mineral to vegetable, and from veg

etable to animal life; whilst through all

those varied and contrasted combinations,

it ever co-operates, either blindly or wit

ingly, incoherently or in composite order,

in its analysis or its synthesis, with tho

Arbiter of attraction, in a sphere prede

termined towards universal unily in the

harmonies of creation."

In the vegetable kingdom, Friendship,

the presiding influence in the industrial

groups of the Phalanx, and the dominant

passion of childhood, rules in the sphere

of the leaf where it organizes the free

Series, indeterminate as to numbers; hav

ing no pivotal group, and preserving

simply the arboresent type of distribution.

Here, as in the industrial groups of the

Phalanx, the work is pcrformed;~—the

respiration, the digestion and assimilation,

the commerce with external nature

through which the life of the tree is con

tinued and enlarged, and here reigns the

principle of equality.

Now May brings on her balmy wing it

subtler essence. Lovc pervades the plant,

opening sweet buds and blushing flowers,

and within the bridal sanctuary of their

luxuriant petals, clasps in its charm the

sexes of the plant, while all the fragrant

air betrays their secret.

Next in the summer of Ambition, we

find strength, development, order; the

skeleton frame of the wood grows firm

and dense; the bark in its several layers

with sap vessels ascending and descend

ing, and glands, are now distinguished.

To each series of root, branch, bark,

leaf, flower, and fruit, its appropriate

function, its respective rank, its position

in the grand parade at purple morn, or

golden sunset, or the beam of noon.

“ In Autumn shines God’s bounty unconfined,

And spreads a common feast for all that lives.”

Faces of rosy children now laugh among

the apples and upon the nut trees, and

gather in their baskets the legacy of the

year. Leaves have worked and flowers

bloomed ; order has brought success and

crowned itself with wealth, and life now

passes into the seed of a. new genera

tion.

This is the reign of Familism.

The distributive principle of Analysis

has presided over mechanical and func

tional distribution, over secretion in the

major branch of absorption, and the minor

of elimination of the several departments,

absorbent, secerneut, circulating or ex
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cretory, in the common function of a

leaf, flower, or fruit group.

The alternating principle has deter-'

mined the successive changes in which|

unity and integral development has been‘

evolved from transitions in the function

and position of each part, and of each

ultimate molecule as it follows still the

stronger affinity. The whole excretory‘

 

The minor principles, Love and Famil

ism, presiding over the reproduction of

the species, whose laws are subtraction

and division, determine in the organism,

the sexual and maternal functions, and

rule in the minor organic industry of the

reproductive organs, contained in the in—

ferior or pelvic region, with the exception

of the mammaz, to which are assigned a

sphere of functions is a sequence on its, position in the nobler or thoracic region;

action. Unity has combined all in an in-ityping the dignity of the maternal func

tegral life, from which they issue anditions and their specific adaptation to the

into which they tend.

These principles in the animal organ

ism, recognized by Physiology and Phre-,

nology, have classified the structuresi

adapted to the conscious functional at-l

tractions of the soul.

The distributive principles maintain

here, in a wider sphere and intenser

action, the same orders of functions as in

the vegetable. The alternating is more

sensibly developed in the periodicity of

motions.

The cardinal passions determine in the

organic economy, as in the social industry

of the Phalanx, two modes; the major,

which tends to increased production, so

cial or individual nutrition and integral

development; and the minor mode, which

tends to donation, division or elimination,

and to the reproduction of the species.

Incoherent societies are characterized by

prevalence of the minor mathematical prin

ciples of subtraction or division; the minor

modes of industry, gain by donation as in

marriage or inheritance, or by the loss of

others, as in the exchange of false com

merce, which, without adding anything

to the general wealth, takes from pro

ducer and consumer: by the minor pas

 

sional principles, the sexual and familism:

highest feminine development.

The same distinction obtains within

the organism as within the society, be

tween the affective and distributive

spheres,—the distributive pervade all,

they reside in the tissues, mucous, se

rous, glandular, &c., of which the or

gans are composed,-—the afi'eetive, in the

integral life of the organs themselves.

The Cabalist determines alike in the

mucous follicle of the lung, or the mo

cous follicle of the intestine, secretion;

hut in the long, an organ which places

man in relation with the aerial sphere,

and over which Ambition presides, the

secretion is of oxygen; whilst in the

bowel, an organ which places man in

relation with the earth and its products,

and over which Friendship presides,‘ the
 

" In connection with this, we observe the

sense of taste, the avenue of the digestive sys

tem, peculiarly associated with the passion of

Friendship. The table is every where the altar

of hospitality, and the centre of friendly rela

tions. Even where human unity is most com

pletely broken; with all savage and barbarous, as

Well as civilized nations; amongst the Ishmael

ites of the Arabian desert, whose hand is against

every man and every man’s hand against them ;

—to out together is a seal of good faith and of

brotherhood; and there is no more melancholy

by deterioration of the individual, and ex- |, sign of our social incoherence, than the violation

cessive pulluladon. In me i of this sentiment at the tables of our hotels and
individual i _

organism during this period, we occipm 1 boarding-houses, where strangers eat together

_ _ I , Without speaking. A sacred instinct of nature

and the pelvw 'egwn Obtam ‘ dispropor' i establishes towards those we eat with, a claim

“(male 36‘“th lhe animal "inure dom' ‘ of good will and mutual service. To gentle

inates over the moral and intellectual, and and simple, to the peasant or the lord, the

irritations of the reproductive apparatus, , student in his college rooms, or the Indian in

convert for numbers the brightest and ‘ hh‘ he“? the hm ‘hhughl that a friend °" “

freshest years of you“, into such wrelcth stranger suggests as he crosses the threshold of

. the homestead, is to get him something to eat,

edness' that ‘he hideous cruelty or ‘hm' and the best they have. It is true, that where

Sic‘han king Who Chamed his hung i aristocratic notions prevail, Ambition embraces

captives l0 dead corpses, were a luxury~ ‘ the table in its sphere of etiquette, but not more

compared Willi the conscious death than every other place of meeting; not more

within them, ‘ than in the simple act of passing through a door.

The major principles, Friendship and I: :0": Kb: ll-ttble-‘istrllehe‘l and. 2:2:th i“

.. .- ~, - ‘tao ricnsni ecomany ai:
Ambmon’ presiding over pmducnw m- ‘ assorted in otherprespects. Tli)e table, anllpall

' . . l
dustry and development, Whose 13‘“ are l departments ofindustry connected with it, in the

addition and multiplication, determine in ; knchen’ the garden, M,” will hm“, be more

the organism the functions of nutrition : elevated in the social order, than those ofother

and circulation, and rule in the major I branches of domestic industry, of the loom or

organ“: indusuy of the lungs, heal-t, , the mechanic arts; arid in the culinary industry

Momach’ and digestive organs, located in as in others, whether in reference to the internal

l ‘h d u er abdomen w ether I constitution ofthe group or to the impulse com

" '8 omx an pp ’ g ; municated to it by the attractions of the table,

 

wuh those, Phnions or the cerebm sPinal ' we find friendship, lociality, the dominant prin~

3nd Bangllomc nervous syswms mounted , ciple. Clara likes to make a syllabub or a dish \

with them in function. of inaccaronns because they are favorites among ,

secretion is chyle. Thus the distributive

principles simply characterize the pro

cesscs of each passional group or organ

in its specific functions.

\thn we shall have discovered the

classification of the products of the natu

ral kingdoms by the passional principles

which preside over their creation, we

shall by their correspondences with the

different organs of our souls and bodies

be enabled to discriminate without a

groping empiricism, the articles of food

most conducive to the development of

each, and the medicine adapted to the

cure of its diseases. This will complete

 

her friends of the rose bower or some other

table groups; she may become quite distin

guished in the fine arts of the kitchen, may be

chief of a series; but that will he incidental.

Friendship, sociality, and the charm of the

function in itself, are the true moving springs.

The sentiment of friendship and not that of

ambition, evidently develops itself at the table.

\Ve can draw little inference as to ambition,

front the mode in which hospitility is exercised,

whether one dish or twenty are set before us,

whether simply or exquisitely prepared. It is

the sphere of right which seems peculiarly!»

belong to ambition. It is in decorations. insignia,

parade, badges, medals, banners, that it asserts

itself, from the robes of the monarch, the uni

form, epaulettcl, crosses of the general, from

the dress of the gentleman, the huckster, the

convict,—that we infer at a glance their res

pective rank in the social scale. The regal

characteristic of the eagle. is an eye that turns

nndnzzled to the noonday sun; of the lion and

his brother potentates of the cat tribe, that their

eyes finsh fire in the dark. These, with the

mane and the crested plume, the majestic

motion and the soaring flight; afterwards the

roar and the piercing scream of their voices, are

the signs of their rank and sovereignty, and

least of all what they feed upon or how they

eat it. Finally,we confess that without wishing

to detract at all from the importance of gas

tronomy, gastrosophy, and their allied functions;

nay, with all the sympathies of a gourmand for

the harmonics of the palate, we cannot allow to

their relative developments in Harmony a rank

which would justify their afiiliation with ambi

tion, and the petite pairs of the Babylonian

campaign (Unite lth vol.) have lain for the last

eighteen months undigested on our stomach.

The more development we have of our affec

tive and spiritual life, the less we care about

eating. The excitement! of the table and the

pleasures of taste are a sort of pi! all", to

which we are driven like the drunkard for want

of a higher life. The finest races of the earth

and the finest lives every where, are by no

means those in whom the sense of taste domi

natcs, but whose eating is of the simplest char

acter. We shall certainly seek in Harmony a

pure and beautiful food; we shall recognise as

a legitimate and honorable sphere of industry

all that is connected with it; but the higher

harmonics of the other senses in the sphere of

sound and color and motion, with the fine arts

which spring from their marriage with the effec

tive passions; and the social diversions them

selves, must, while they exalt and render com

posite the charm of the table, absorb our pre

sent tendencies to gorniandizing and cannibal

ism.
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the science of Homoeopathy. \Vc cannot

here pursue this subject. It suffices to

have shown the existence of the passion

al principles in the organic life out of

which they spring. We are now pre

pared to understand the meaning of Ur

ganic Refraction, and shall expect that a

diet in the attainment of which the four

cardinal passions of the soul ore pert-cried

and outrage/1, should produce. in its assim

ilation. corresponding porversions and dis

eascs in the organs of our bodies over

which those principles respectively preside.

We discern, then, in these parallel and

concomitant existences, the conscious lyi

and the organic lifi», a unitary essence, a

unitary law qf development.

It remains to apply in practice to the

sphere of organic life, the principles

which our consciousness reveals to us in

that of sensitive and affective life.

Of the attractions which constitute our

conscious life, we feel that in proportion

to their energy is their resistance to all

forces which oppose or disturb their pre

sent state, and their tendency to react in

an opposite direction when the control

ling force is removed; whilst conversely

every surfeit or excess proportionally

diminishes the energy of the attraction.

In some extracts, in the third and fifth

numbers of the fourth volume of the

Harbinger, from an unpublished Thesis,

we have shown this law to be common to

all the spheres of attraction —- Physical,

Organic, Sensitive, Affective and Distrib

utive. Among the sensitive passions, we

habitually recognize that privation of

their normal stimuli, as of light, sound,

savory food, odors; increases their sus

ceptibility to those impressions; whilst

blindness, deafness, loss of taste, &c., to

a greater or less extent, follows on the

exposure to light, sound, &c., too in

tense. \Ve may follow this through the

tninuter shades of the varieties of stim

uli, as in the green spectra which come

before the eye when fatigued by red.

\Ve need hardly here apply this obvious

law to the Afl'cctive passions, but refer

to the article above mentioned, where the

principle is more fully exhibited in its

connection with the dual law of direct

and inverse development.

 

The elasticity of life, and the corro/Iury

qf reaction against disturbing forces, is

the basis of Christ's principle to “ resistl

not, but to give the coat to him uho'

would take the cloak;" of the hommo-‘

pathic principle, that diseases are curedi

by agents capable of determining similarl

morbid states; or of the universal formula

for the removal of moral or organic ten

dencies, to operate by absorbent substitu

tion. ,

This principle applied to the organic‘

life on the question of diet, determines|

the highest health and power of endur-|

ance to result from a food which, while

adapted in its varied and delicate savors

to gratify the refined palate and determine

harmonics in the sphere of taste, shall be

nutritive without exciting or disturbing

the normal state of life.

By the following table from Tiede

mann’s Physiology we find the nutri

ment much less in the same amount of

animal than of vegetable food, though

Liebig and others have ascertained that

in both, this nutriment consists in the

same proximate principle, proteine.

Nutrimcnt in 1,000 parts of

Mutton, . ......"_’98

Bcefi...... ".2130

Beans, ..-.....il70
  

Sole,....-.....2l0 Altnunds,. . . . . .656

It is, then, from stimulant principles

added to the nutritive, and determining

temporarily a greater tension and rapid

ity of our vital functions, that the sup

posed greater nutritive power of animal

food depends.

Now what does daily experience and

common sense teach us on this point? Are

our muscular forces in requisition, are we

on a journey, or felling a tree, or plough

ing when the dinner hour is announced?

If we would preserve the state we then

have attained, and continue without incon

venience the same exertion; shall we

succeed best after a stimulating meal of

flesh, which from its stimulation requires

a greater quantity to satisfy us and a rest

of several hours for digestion, or after a

meal of bread and fruits! The latter

does not change our state, but simply

supplies the material for forming blood

and tissue, and leaves the nervous system

undisturbed, conscious of its real re

sources, neither excited nor depressed.

Thus also with the student solving a

problem; with the lover, whose senti

ment is vividly active; their instinct de~

termines a simple analeptic nourishment.

It is only when the sense of health and

vigor, and the wish to continue the exist

irtg state gives way to a sense of disease

and debility, and the wish to change the

present state, that the morbid appetite

craves flesh or other stimulants. From

personal experience we may proceed to

general facts. What does national re

fraction or the condition of life in the

large classes of mankind whose diet is

the most exclusively vegetable teach us

on this point?

In this country the vegetable eaters

are so few that it is difficult to institute a

fair comparison. The health enjoyed by

a Christian sect of Philadelphia, one of

whose tenets is the sacredness of life, and

who have enjoyed exemption from cholera

and other epidemic and endemic diseases,

is worthy of notice. It is not only the

finer, the more spiritual qualities of life

whose health we find connected with the

abstinence from flesh. Are the millions

of European laborers who can get no

meat, less or more robust than the thou

sands of wealthier persons who eat it?

Amongst our Indians, the finest specimens

of manhood are found in the Comanche

nation, which, as l have been informed

by a gentleman who lived several years

in that wild region, subsists almost ex

clusively on parched wheat and the fruits

of the soil. Lewis and Clark make sirn~

ilar mention of the Ricaras. The nations

of Typcc, amongst others of the Pacific

Islanders to whom mariners have long

agreed to award the prize for a glorious

physical development we are informed live

on their fruits and vegetables, using meat

very seldom, at their anniversaries or

other great festivals. Melville, who took

advantage of their chief's liberality to

feed his scrofulous leg on pork, had cer

tainly a good opportunity of observing

this.

Such is, however, by no means the

uniform character ofthe Pacific Islanders.

It is especially among the Marquesas and

Wellington Islands, who excel all the

rest. Their food consists of the bread

frnit, banana, cocoa nut, yam, &c., the

delicious natural products of the soil.

We refer to “ Lamb’s Reports — Manners

and Customs of all Nations," or, as the

English copy may not be easily procura

ble, to the extracts which Mr. Graham

has made, in the fifteenth and sixteenth

chapters, second volume, of his “Lec

tures on the Science of Human Life."

We find the “Laplanders, Samoidcs,

Ostiacs, Tongooses, Burats, Kamtsca

doles, in northern Europe and Asia; the

Esquimaux in the northern, and the na

tives of Terra dcl Fuego in the southern

extremity ofAmcrica; ” (the whole range

of climate in which prejudiced physiolo

gists have insisted on the necessity of an

imal food, and where the people live al

most entirely upon it,) “the smallest, the,

weakest, and least brave people of the

globe.” We may rank with them in a

better climate, the New Hollander, who

likewise does not cultivate the soil.

In a climate scarcely less rigorous, we

find the Russian, nourished on simple and

coarse vegetable food, among the most

robust of the human race. In other lati

tudes we may contrast the superior or

ganization of the beautiful Circassians,

those flowers of Asia, whose country is

itself a garden; with their not very dis

tant neighbors, "the hideous Calmucks,

who devour indiscriminately every ani

mal they can kill.”

 

“ The peasantry of Lancashire and

;Cheshire, whose food is potatoes and

Zbuttermilk, are celebrated as the hand
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somest race in England.” The lrisli,| “it is well known that among the she was hungry and benumbed with cold,

notwithstanding their squalid poverty and ‘

the inihruting labor to which they have,

been subjected for so many generational

are, in spite of whiskey, still among the:

finest races of the globe. 4

lo the torrid zone, and among the in

tense heats of the low Mexican coast,

there still remain descendants of the

native raccs now broken to labor, of

whose Herculean powers I have heard a

sea captain who had traded there for log

Wood, speak with admiration. They

would come a distance of twelve and

fifteen miles from their houses to the seat

board, wurk through the day as porters,

carrying loads of five or six hundred

weight, and return home to their families at

evening. Their food was maizs and water.

The history of the athletic games of

Greece affords us some interesting facts

on this subject.

bravest and most hardy and enduring

soldiers that composed the army of Na

poleon in his wonderful career, were

those who had all their lives subsisted on

a coarse vegetable diet. ‘ The Polish and

Hungarian peasants from the Carpathian

mountains,’ says ayoung Polish noble

man, ‘are among the most active and

powerful men in the world: they live

almost entirely on oatmeal and potatoes.’

The Polish soldiers under Buonaparte

and looked so downcast! The snow

flakes fell on her yellow hair, which

icnrled so preilily round her neck, but she

did not. heed that.

The lights shone out from all the win

dows, and there was such a delicious

smell of the roast beef in the street; it.

was New Year's Eve, and she thought

of that!

She sat down in a corner between two

Ihouses; the one stood a little more for~

ward in the street than the other; and

drew her legs up under her to warm her

'self, but she was still colder, and she

would march forty miles in a day and durst not go home; she had not sold any

fight a pitched battle; and the next morn- . "laml‘esr or 8‘“ a Single fimhing! Her

ing be fresh and vigorous for further

duties." '

Let this answer these objectors who,

because the era of Harmony is not yet

arrived, fear that they shall become too

sweet tempered, too much like little

babies, to get through their civilized

fighting in a creditable manner; that they

will not be able to make their mark upon

father would beat her; and it was also

cold at home, they had only the roof di

rectly over them, and there the wind

iwhistled in, although straw and rags

were stufi'ed in the largest crevices.

Her little hands were almost benumbed

with cold. Ah! a little match might do

some good, durst she only draw one out

lof the bundle, strike it on the wall, and

lwarm her fingers. She drew out one

,match! how it burned! it. was a warm

 

“ The re itnen ofihe earl tr ninasia " .
” sRomnguw . t d ly?yl . d fl ’ ‘he. t. If. H t l d .t b ’clcar flame like that of a little candle,

y , nsis e . on y o .( rte gs, ir ime. ley expec ° . ° 1 y , When she held her hand round it; it was

nuts, fresh curds, boiled grain, and a the help of beef, they are leaning on em strange tight!

coarse sort of bread. They were for-‘ broken reed. We feel some compunction The little girl thought she sat by a

hidden to use wine, and required to ob-rin soiling the pages of the Harbinger large "u" 5m“ wnh brass balls on the

serve the strictest contine l ] 1 With these niilitar heroes and of seem-l ; me fire burned so nicely and
I I nee' n a erl. y l ’ _ warmed so well! Nay, what was that?

times, when, together With other corrup- y, ing to pander for a moment to that cring-lThe lime girl Bh-emhed out her feet to

tions which had grown up between them, i ing spirit which glorifies such miserable l warm them, too; when the flame went

flesh had come to be generally used, its‘ perversions of human energy in this, the ‘8‘!" the “as? vhamsgedh Shea “thmm a

. . . . ‘ . . . ins
effect was so manifest upon their mental . nineteenth century. When human desti- unwmim‘ m er- an _ “m er. “

. . _ _ lstruck, it burned, it shone, and where

powers that the stupidity of the athlete, ny was all obscured, and the prejudices‘h18 hghl fen on the wan it became as

became proverbial.” lof education placed the highest virtue in transparent as _crape ; she looked direcily

The heroic eras both of Greece and'snccessful conflict, then these things hadlmo the Pom“, "rile"? she waged gm'sz

. . l . .. , ‘ r . k -Rome, that of Israel anarching to 115;!llell'legllllnai8 place. The finest devel- :(‘Iugggrxli'glégpgsstzg tzmgnifhigégdrais

promised land, and of Persia in the reign;opments of character often occurred illi'laid out, and covered with a shining

of Cyrus, are all characterised by the‘war, and therefore we must allow thelwhite cloth and fine porcelain service.

nobler elements of the wari'ior‘s charac- l What “'35 all" more Splendidi lhc £0039
prevalence of vegetable diet. ,

“Cyrus, who raised Persia from an tcr to illustrate those organic habits

obscure, rude colony to one of the most’which, being founded in the essence of

powerful and splendid empires that the the soul, must, in all ages, tiwst conduce

world ever saw,-—who performed more") manly energy and to pussiunal as well

extraordinary marches, fought more bat— , as physical development.

tles, won more victories and exhibitedi To be Continued.

more personal prowess and bodily power

of effort and endurance than almost anyi

general that ever lived, subsisted from

childhood on the simplest and plainesti

diet of vegetable food and water; andt

his Persian soldiers who went with him It was so terribly cold; it snowed, and

through all his career of conquest, and the evening began to be dark: it was

shared with him all his hardships, toils “15° ,1“ 1““ 6"el'i".g i" the Ye“, NP“

and dangers,_whh whom he was able ‘ \ear s Eve. _On this_cold, dark evening

_ _ _ _ a poor little girl went into the street With

to march thousands of miles in an incredi- bare head and naked fee[_ I; is true She

bly short time, and conquer armies double had shoes on when she went from home,

the number of his own, were like himself, bul- "f What use were way! They were

trained from childhood on bread, cresscsivery large Shoesfl her mum“ _hm| la“

d u d ,l I d! d worn them, they were too large , and the

an “Merv 3" 5m“ Y a “"9 w {he little one lost them in hurrying over the

same abstemionsness even in the hour of street as two carriages passed quickly by.

victory, When the luxuries of capturediflne shoe was not to be found, and the

cities lay in profusion around them. The l Other a boy ran. away With’ saying that

lho could use it tor a cradle when he had

)mmorfal sparla“s_°r'1hermopylmi “'el'e',cliildreii himself. The little girl now

from infancy nourished on the plainestiwent on her small naked feet, which

and coarsest, vegetable ahmem ; and the were red and blue with cold; she carried

R - - - _ a number of matches in an old apron, and
oman army m the permd Of the" great ‘held one bundle in her hand. No one

est valor and gigantic achievements, sub- had bought of her the who|e day‘ no (me

niated on plain and coarse vegetable food. I had given her a farthing. Poor thing!

THE LITTLE MATCH GIRL.

A Christmas Story.

BY THE DANISH POET, ANDENSON.

lsprung oil" the dish and waddled along

:tlie floor with knife and fork in its back;

‘it came directly up to the poor girl.

Then the match went out, and there was

only the thick cold wall to be seen.

She struck another match. Then she

sat under the most charming Christmas

trce; it was still larger and more orna~

mental than that she had seen through

the glass door at the rich merchant's, the

last Christmas; a thousand candles

burned on the green branches; and mot

ley pictures, like those which ornament

the shop windows, looked down at her.

The little girl lifted up both her hands,

then the match was extinguished, the

many Christmas candles rose higher and

higher; she saw that they were bright

stars: one of them fell and made a fiery

stripe in the sky. “Now one dies! "

said the poor girl, for old grandmother,

who had alone been kind to her, but who

was now dcad, had told her that when a

star falls, a soul goes up to God!

She again struck a match against the

wall, it shone all around, and her old

lgi'andiiiother stood iii the lustre, so shin

ing, so mild and blissful. “ Grand

mother," exclaimed the little girl, “ oh!

take me with you! I know you will be

[Zone away when the match goes out,

llike the warm stove, the delicious roast

igoosc, and the delightful Christmas

itree! ” and she struck in haste the whole

remainder of matches that was in the

bundle; she would not lose sight. of
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grandmother, and the matches shone with

such brilliancy that it was clearer than in

broad daylight. Grandmother had never

before looked so pretty, so great; she

lifted the poor little girl up in her arms,

and the flew so high, so high, in splen

dor an joy, there was no cold, no hun

ger, no anxiety; they were with God.

But the little girl sat in the corner by

the house, in the cold morning hour,

with red cheeks, and with a smile round

her mouth, dead, frozen to death, the

last evening of the old year.

New Year‘s morning rose over the

little corpse as it sat with the matches, of

which a brindle was burned. But no one

knew what beautiful things she had seen,

in what splendor and gladness she had

entered with her old grandmother into

New Year’s Joys.

not! 1‘"! FRI-INCH or vic'roa consmmurv'r.

Translated for the Harbinger.

THE DOCTRINE OF THE REDEMPTION,

AND THE RETURN TO THE CHRIS

TIANITY OF JESUS CHRIST.

(Concluded from p. 24-8.)

The human intellect, after having ac

cepted false, absurd, fatal dogmas about

God, the world, man and destiny, revolted

against them and against the authority

which imposed and still maintained them.

So long as it had a serious contest to

sustain, it expended its activity in fight

ing; but after the victory, the human

soul is left without doctrine, without

religion, without a superior and directing

idea, without faith. Then hungering for

its noblest, its sublimest nourishment,

society has uttered painful groans; feel

ing the worm of scepticism gnawing at

its vitals, it has understood that religious

faith was as necessary to the spirit of the

social man, as bread to the body of the

individual.

The conservative rear guard of the old

doctrines rojoice at this spiritual famine.

Not conceiving its meaning, they augur

from it a return to the spirit of the past.

Some light or weak characters; men

who have got tired; literary butterflies,

novelists and journalists, catching at reli

gion and philosophy to gild their triviali

tics; thoughtless young persons, struck

with the beauties of Christian art, whose

key our age has found,-visiting the

past in their imagination, in love with

beautiful Madonnas and romantic legends,

have supposed that our society was going

in all simplicity back to the faith of the

middle ages. Such conclusions are un

founded,--evcn childish. They have

seen one wave retreat, but far from re

turning to the past, the social tide has

but begun to rise. Mind having shaken

off its old yoke and paused a moment in

simple negation, now recognizing the ne

cessity of a faith, and seeking a position

which will certainly not be that of the

twelfth century, evidently continues its

 

course towards the idea of the future, far

from returning to the dogmas of the past.

Man, after a prelude to his taking pos

session of the earth by a decisive demon

stration of his strength, his intellect and

his industry, cannot resume that blind,

insensate creed which debased the earth.

He still hesitates, but he will soon need

the intelligent and luminous faith which

unites him with Heaven.

The clear and brilliant idea of man‘s

destiny, such as we disclose it, has not

yet enlightened, and does not dwell in all

minds; but the future ineontestahly be

longs to it. Already, earnest spirits turn

to the social question, and foresee the

reign of freedom, harmony, happiness,

upon the earth.

We deny not that much timidity, nu

merous prejudices, trouble and contradic

tion yet prevail; but it is not less evident

that we turn to the side of the light, and

the great proof we have to give of it is,

that even in the bosom of the Protestant

and Catholic churches, we begin to under

stand that the doctrine of Christ has been

perverted in its application; that fa.

from having exclusively for its object the

exceptional salvation of the individual in

the other world, its chief object is the so

cial Salvation of Humanity in this world,

as well as in other lives. We recognize

at last that Christianity can only be re

stored to its primitive grandeur and paw

er, on condition of accepting this inter

pretation which shows the gospel as the

primitive source of every fruitful view

of the amelioration of society. How

many such intellectual tendencies are

shown in laical society, which without

wishing to depart from the conquests of

philosophy, would attain a religious idea

agreeing with reason and with its still

vague presentiments upon the future of

humanity ! Nothing is more natural, but

what is remarkable, is that this religious

movement now stirs the ranks of the

clergy, whom a new spirit penetrates.

And was it not indeed impossible that a

body so numerous as the clergy, includ

ing many members full of light, of hiin

virtue, and of true aspiration, should re

main entirely behind, and never follow

the march of society‘s progress? This

idea also germs and opens in its bosom,

that to replace the Church in its true po

sition in the mind of the people, she

must be presented not as denying and

condemning the world, but as announcing

and promising to it the laws of God and

the fruits of justice, of liberty, of peace,

and of happiness, with which they alone

can cover it. Many priests, Catholics

and Protestants, especially in France and

Germany, and already even in England

and the United States, understand then

that the essential character of all religion,

and so much more that of the religion of

'Jesus, should be to assemble or to bind

men together, and consequently that far

from sccluding itself from the world, and

from society, religion should fecuudate

the World, and expect its own develop

ment from the sociality in which it merg

‘es, and of which it is only and can only

’be the culminating and synthetic fact.

Unhappily, the depositaries of authority

are in the ecclesiastical body, precisely

. the men who understand least the tendon

cies of the modern mind. Their repug

nance to the social transformations which

,the times command, and which the

Tgenius of humanity will soon accomplish,

iare so strong, that doubtless the official

lchurch will leave to the world the first

step in this movement of peaceful organ

ization which is to realize the thought of

Jesus, and whose accomplishment should

have been its own task. We must not

ghowever accuse too much; the Church

. has been unintelligent, she has ceased to

1march before the people, she has taken

refuge and shut herself up in the past,

and left the new spirit to form beyond

her precincts and without her aid. She

has desired that all should remain in

slalu quo, and has pronounced a general

anathema against all transformation.

This is true. But on the other side, the

innovating spirit has long been only disor

derly and revolutionary; philosophy has

only made heaps of ruins, and the nations

are yet saturated with the terrible sol

vents with which she has ruined and

overthrown altars and thrones.

Thus despite incontestably progressive

tendencies and desires, Philosophy, for

want of having clearly and distinctly con

ceived the destiny of man and recognized

the regular and peaceful avenues to it,

has only known how to inaugurate the

revolutionary spirit. And it has so firm

ly soldered the idea of revolution to

.that of innovation, that it has persuaded

powers and peoples, that the revolutionary

Iprinciple and the principle of social pro

gress are but one and the same thing; so

that the masses are empassioned for revo

lutions, and the the outraged powers are

disposed to rear up against all that pre—

some a character of innovation and of

progress. Though this unhappy spirit of

revolution has in latter times lost much of

its power, in proportion as the ideas of

organization and the principles of the

true social science has gained ground ; it

. is yet strong enough to keep up a blind and

,deplorable hatred in the field of subver

isive politics. Besides, and it is on this

point that we must especially enlighten

public sentiment, and place it on its

,‘guard; now that social science begins to

‘spread in the world, the revolutionary

spirit seeks to turn to its own profit the

force of associative arguments to denatu

=ralize its essentially peaceful character,
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to distort the principles of social harmony I torch, the genius of progress. We must testant, and the philosopher are called to

to the sanction of discord and of war. , present this beautiful 'genius to the pee-{unile; has been for the church only a

Thus we see writers blinded on one side i pie, to the church, and tothe king ; hold- ‘ subject of scandal, and fear, has provoked

by revolutionary prejudice, and by the ing in' her hand the olive branch and theia retrograde reaction in the established

political feuds which our fathers have be- vine wreath ; invoking the accomplish- powers; has disturbed society, and drawn

queathed to us, but which we should now ‘ ment of Christ's law, and repeating his upon itself even the pity of philosophy.

have the wisdom to repudiate, and forced anathemas against violence, destruction, Philosophy,the vanguard ofsociety, which

on the other side to confess the power ofl and war. From your position you could now repudiates the spirit of dissolution,

the great principle of Association re- , make the church hear, and formally con- t and which understands that the time has

duced to form by Fourier; seeking con-'fess, that retrograde paths are false astcome to reorganize and to construct, had

trary to the very essence ofthis principle, . well as those of revolutions; that the welcomed the first expression of the

to make a. revolutionary ferment. They i benefit of the promise was not limited to 1 Christian priest in favor of social progress

assume to energize the struggle of class- l the other life ; that this earth belongs to t and the future; but they repelled it with

as and interests which are now contesting, i God, is fit to receive his laws, and that, ‘ disdain, when they saw it attempt in its

in the very name of the idea which at , like Heaven, it must manifest his good-{confusiom to rekindle with the gospel, a

last brings the means of connecting and nose, his Providence. And if the church fire extinct under the ashes and cinders

uniting them. But ought this reasoning had been slow formally to accept this; of the past.

to surprise us in an age where the 'Gos your words gathered by the World, would But because it was not greatly under

pel, whose fundamental thought we shall 5 have borne good fruit; but for that, they , stood, but on the contrary, forgotten and

not dispute to be the elevation of theimust first be intelligible. If we insist onlcompromised; this high alliance of the

principles of peace, of charity, of theithe particular fact in question, it is be-ltwo noblest expressions of the human

 

union of men among themselves and , cause it peculiarly illustrates this associa

with God ; when the gospel of Jesus, we tion as false and inconsistent as it is fatal,

say, is ransacked every day as an arsenaliof the principle of social progress with

of revolution, when even a priest. potent l the revolutionary principle. A noisy re

in word, but of a weak, vacillnting, volt, a strange union of the gospel with

wandering and feverish intellect, has | the most violent and most subversive doc

cast into the astonished world the name triucs; an apocalyptic, dithyrambic, in

of him who has been the most per- which the poorest and stalest common

feet expression, the purest emanation of, places of the press were rejuvenated in a,

love, as a terrible signal of overthrow, ‘ style which rose to the forms of the put-t

vengeance and extermination. I

 

est poetry, and which falls to the most vul-I

Ah, surely, these inconceivable, these,gar melodramic decimation; I work of

monstrous alliances of the sacred princi- sound and fury, of philosophy and mysti

ples ofthe union and happiness of men, cism, of love and hatred; has retarded

with the bloody doctrines of the genius of' and compromised the happy movement

revolutions; this insensate transformation which worked in the bosom of the church

of the angel of social progress into a de- ] herself, and which prepared the concilia

 

soul, does not less constitute at the pres

ent period of intellectual growth, the chief

'task of those spirits who rise to general

views of philosophy and religion. This

alliance, we say it without fear of decep

tion, will never be fully rectified until af

ter the grand transformation which will

inaugurate the union of order and liberty

on the earth, which will realize Harmony

as a great whole in the facts of humani

tary life. It is only from actual Harmony

that the marriage of Reason and Faith,

will emerge radiant and clear to every

mind and heart.'

All eflort however to unite these two

powers, all labor aiming at social devel

opment, far from opposing the fundamen

mon of ruin, are not made to enlighteni

then, our to calm their disnrdered pas-i

sions, nor to convert the social powers to

the cause of the progress and the happi

ness of humanity, which is however their,

cause also, unless we refuse to count

them in Humanity.

And you, who leaving the austerities of,

the cloister, suddenly intoxicate your,

selves upon a liquor which has now ceas-i

ed to turn the heads of ripe men; what

would not have been your glory if you

had been equal to the high mission which

was offered you? if you could have sacri

ficed the fame, however great, but vain

and fleeting, of a barren revolt, to the

unfolding and utilizing of the spirit which

appeared in the ranks of the church; if

in place of seeking to harness Jesus to

the bloody car of revolution, you had

shown this church, over which you had

then so much power, that the gospel of

Jesus called Humanity to the peaceful

paths of great social amoliorations, and

promised to the future, justice, liberty,

and happiness! Priest of Christ, and

apostle of Humanity, you must combat

and conquer this error which has subdu

ed you ; this ignorant and barbarous idea,

which arms with a sword and burning

 

tion of two great and still hostile mani

festations of human intelligence, Reason

and FAITH.

Many members of the clergy whose

thought, preoccupied with the social sal

vation ofhumanity, had begun to under

stand that wealth, liberty, popular happi

ness; finally that real progress, with all

its power and its earthly glory, far from

being condemned by the word of Christ,

‘ on the contrary, truly developed it. Many

of those men whom the spirit of the fu

ture touched, and warmed, and whose in

fluence might have linked the future with

the past, have started with fright from

the past. Beholding this bloody and fu

rious expression, it seemed to them that

if the Levite converted to progress, was

himselfdrawn to sacrifice to the revolu

tionary principle, and to consecrate his

gospel to it; this word of progress must

only be a fatal temptation, and conceals

within itself, revolt, madness and destruc

tion.

Thus what might have been the har~

binger of peace, the mediator between the

past and the future, and of that alliance

in which, completing themselves under

the banri'er of God and Humanity, the yet

hostile doctrines of the catholic, the pro

tal thought of Christianity, is demanded

by it. Real progress far from revulution?

ary, is constructive and peaceful in its es

sence ; through science, experience, and

ATTRACTlON ; not by tumult and violence,

society must enter the splendid career

|of its happy destiny. Every Work con

!ceived in this wise and conciliating spirit,

must clear the road to the realization of

social harmony, a road still choked up by

prejudice both old and new.

It is only by restoring to the doctrine of

Jesus its pure and primitive sense, by ac

counting for its efficient influence over

the modern mind, by connecting with it

the idea of progress, liberty and develop

ment, on which the philosophy of our

i time has arisen, that we can see the

chain which binds the present to the past,

the future with the old promise.

It seemed judicious to prelude explana

tion of the mechanism of social Harmony,

the comprehension of which will initiate

 

" Humour AND llarrrrressanz'nrz ENDS

or BEING: the conception of Harmony alone

can solve those philosophical and religious prob

lems, which hitherto have been but Gordian

, knots ;—and the meaning of these solutions

can only be felt by those who share in the real

! ized llarmonv.
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general appreciation of the religion aodl

philosophy of the past and present; the

preface of this book of human destiny,

whose seals have been broken by the ge

nius of Fourier. If we wish on both

sides to abandon errors, which no one can

any longer seriously defend, we shall

perceive that the christian religion is

founded on a tradition and on a promise,

and that philosophy, based on an obscure

perception, rather instinctive than scien

tific, of humanity‘s development, unites

and agrees with it in the command of

justice, and in a great nesms, that of hu

man unity and happiness. Now Fou-I

rier‘s conception enables us to secure, by'

ATTRACTION itself, the execution of tliel

command, and at last to realize the greati

desire. If, then, we are asked how this

conception is bound with the past of Ho

manity: we answer, the accomplishment

of the ultimate fact grows from the dc

sire which has invoked it, from the prom

ise transmitted.

Men of good faith will now soon see

that far from unjustly condemning all in

the past, we wished, on the contrary, to

show the idea which crowns and illu

mines the past, and while opening the ra

diant era of harmonic epochs, allows us to

be just to all earnest effort; proving that

truths now mingled with error and nur-i

tured on hostile soil, when they grow:

and unfold, under the sun of Harmony,

will interweave in a friendly bower their

branches, their flowers and their perfumed ‘

fruit. Catholicism will fully satisfy the;

principle of Order or of Unity, which itg

'has bravely defended on the earth. Phil- !

osophy will— find full satisfaction for thei

principle of Liberty and of human devel-l

opment, which has been the main spring.

of its contests: both in no distant day

will hail in the law of Harmony discov-l

ered by Fourier, the realized aim of Je~

sue; the answer to the question stated to ,

human genius in that Gospel where it is:

written, “ See]: first the kingdom ochaven ‘:

and its righteousness, and all these thingsshall be added unto you. Seek and yel

shall find, knock and it shall be opened un

to you.”

Besides, as we have said, this full, in

 

  

 

us into the faith-of the fulllferb}: this I which relate to it have no

,in all orders of their relations, resemble

 
 

real importance

except so far as they prepare elevated in

tellects for the knowledge and reception

of the economical and industrial part of

Fourier's conception. Fourier and his

intelligent disciples have never dreamed

and never can dream of founding in so

ciety anything like a religious sect.

The aim of their efforts at propagation

is to obtain a decisive experiment of the

Serial order applied to a purely industrial

organization, and which will remain en

tirely subject to the civil lawI to the moral

law, to the political and religious law, of

the country in whose bosom it shall be

executed; let this country be France,

Russia, England or Turkey, and the

religion the Roman Catholic, Greekt

Christianity, the Protestant, or the Mn-i

hommedan.

 

To reform the conditions of'

industry and of labor ; this, we repeat it,

is our aim, our only actual effort. Let

Humanity, after this reform, which will

be the solid basis of its immense future

progress, of its glorious ulterior develop

ments, modify and transform the civil

laws, the political laws, the religious

laws, which belong to its actual states,l

which are its more or less happy expres

sions, and essential concomitants.

That the customs of the future will,

very distantly the Past and Present, we“

do not doubt; we should think it mad

nose to doubt it for a moment. But these

ulterior transformations of customs, of

laws, of public faith, which may be fore

seen anrl predicted, belong to the ulterior

intellect and will of Humanity. Thus

they belong to the domain of speculation,

and cannot now be more.

We hope that these explanations will

suflice to prevent any candid mind from]

misunderstanding the character of the

doctrine which we propagate, and the na

ture of its criticism. Our dortrinc acrqits .

society as it is, with its customs, its faith, i

even its prejudices. It seeks only to ac-i

quire the credit necessary to apply the'

organizing principle to industrial ea'plora-:

tion under given conditions. And when!

it criticises society and the actual law, iti

is not to excite to theirbrutal subversion ; 1

for it is not only its profession, but the

 

has especially dwelt in his works, have

thought that he allowed himself to be

diverted from the path of Truth by aban

doning his thought too entirely to the

principle of Liberty. It is an egregious

error. The principle which rules in

Fourier's conception is not the principle

of Liberty, but the principle of Order.

we must be blind not to see it. How

does Fourier legitimate a priori the prin

ciple of the liberty of the Human soul!

It is by sustaining himself on the high

idea of order, which exacts that God

should not have placed 'in the heart of the

intelligent creature commissioned to rep~

resent him on the Earth, passions innate

ly and essentially bad.

And how does be legitimate a posterior:'

the principle of this liberty? It is by

presenting a social mechanism in which

all the energy of the passions turns to

good and engenders an admirable order.

ls it an attack upon the principle of order

to prove that the means of the most per

fect order, of Unity, of Harmony, is lib

erty itself, developed in given conditions;

whilst the constraint'which excites to

resistance and to reaction can only be a

sign of disorder! Let it then be well

understood that this theory which accord

ing to Fourier‘s own expression, bears

the name of the Tnsonv or UNIVERSAL

UNITY, is in the first place, although

announcing to Humanity the full and en

tire development of LIBERTY, a doctrine

of ORDER; that; in theieyes of Fourier

and of those who know how to under

stand him, it is even the consideration of

Onnea or of UNITY, which constitutes

the higher legitimacy of liberty; and

that in every state of society, the neces

srrv or LIBERTY, however legitimate in

its source, must still remain subordinate

to the NEUESSITY or ORDER. The trans

cendaiit beauty of Fourier's conception,

which gives to it the absolute character

of Science is, that precisely in organizing

relations by the principle of natural order,

it effects in society, the most perfect order

THROUGH the most absolute liberty.

 

From the Christian “'orld.

BOSTON LECTURES.

I must confess to some astonishment

tegral, intelligent and complete Faith, result of its very principles, that the that even in this busy, money getting

which will satisfy every desire of tlie'character of real progress is to proceed 329; """e P6750!"J have "0‘ "1an "Side,

human soul or which {he difierent z the path of attractive transformation, it) listen to‘thevwords 0f the earnest band

sophic and religious doctrines, have been and not by that of subversion. The wise 0f rermmels’ “ho have been seeking m

. . , ,proinulgate their doctrines amongst us

hnheno only fragmemn'y and CXCl"31ve'ma" Observe! the "CBS 0f "16 bad 13W; i this winter, especially as they profess to

expressionsz—this Faith, which will be , he may even criticise them sharply; but have a science of society which, by a

the "litre of gratitude and of love for‘he submits to this law until it is replaced “"8 “manna?” "f lab“. “"111 enabge

humanity, arrayed in its unity; the high by another, so long as it is the law of the e‘er) m‘" a" may “"man J 5"» “ 0

. . . . . _ _ _ _ ‘ pursues a course of attractive industry,

and living synthesis ofits social harmony, society in which he lives. 'lliere are , to become the possessor of wealth sllflici

Wlll rise spontaneously from that bar nuiiibers, who not having thoroughly un- cut to surround one with all the luxuries

mony as the earth's choral anthem. derstood the conception of Fourier, andi‘If “re' Sm]! "lei" Vic‘fvs are “lined

Until then, the religious question must remaining dazzled before the theme so,to 50mg confidemuun’ m mesa days

be strictly confined to the province of

i _ _ _ 1when the fearful condition of our fellow

' _ _ _ lnovel as that of Passional Attraction, iii 1i,eings in lrelamp Scouand’ Beigium'

mind and of science, and the discussionsI the development on which this great man &c., must irresistibly lead humane and
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thinking men, not only to meet the pre- I phecy, that are five years have passed,‘self with beauty which his soul craves,

sent exigency, but to seek to penetrate no lecture-room in this city will,hold the and thus to come into unity with nature,

and remove the cause of this wide spread i earnest seekers for this gospel of great‘to live in true relations of fatnily lore,
misery. ljoy. friendship, reverence, in unity with man,

This systematic course of lectures, The branch of the Religious Union of- fwd by J‘W; am! Peace: and ‘ha'lksglvmgi

before the Boston Union of Associationw Associationists residing in this vicinity, 1" “""y “uh (’"d- _

ists, has been attended by a select and hold their public meetings, conducted by Th“ Permahem "WT-‘1" of “clay

intelligent, though not numerous, audi- “'illiam Henry Chauiiing, at \Vashing- are "0“ cons'dered sabbafh an“ 53b“

ence; and it is quite evident that the tonian Hall, on Sunday afternoons. A bil'h- “79 “'f’uhl have “Pd a word on

clear and candid eitpnsition of their doc- I steadily increasing and eagerly attentive ihe Ia“ i“? dlscnllrses 0" Prue Freedt'm

trincs given by the various lecturers, all “ audience listen with delight to these truly and "‘9 Ph'los"i‘hy or “I”, b‘“ “’9 MY"

men of high culture and distinguished , Wonderful discourses, but we hat-e looked already trespass“ "'0 large]? we WI“

ability, has vvon for them a respectful j in vain in any of your city papers for any ""ly addv 6’0 and '“YGT- T

hearing, and excited a strong desire fur'report of them, which Would be doubly

further knowledge. The most beautiful valuable, inasmuch as we learn they have

s irit of Christian charity has pervaded i never been written. \Ve have never list

 

 

 

a l these lectures. Whilst depicting with , ened to so eloquent a man. He seems a

unsparing hand the evils of the present * transparent medium through which God‘s.

social state, and its still more terrible truth flows to his people. He gives youi

tendencies, they have never failed to t not words merely, but life—not images:

speak with true brotherly love ofallclass‘ of beauty merely, and just sentiments,

es of society, all of whom, rich or poor,'and noble aspirations, but brings before.

cultivated or uncultivated, of whatever i you realities, terrible, sublime ; and leads‘;

rank, color, taste, they seek to unite in yotl, in their august presence, to cast]

one harmonious whole—variety in unity i aside the toys with which you have been

—not a monotonous and monstrous equal- ’ trifling, to grapple with great truths, and

ity, a sameness which God never meant to make them your own. One is made

should exist upon the earth—but an i to feel that he is a man standing in the
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()l‘ modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others‘ rights, finiid, oppression, ti

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

coinnn-reinl convulsions all tending to inipovt-riv-li

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

applicntion of Christian principles, of Universal

Justin) and Universal love, to aorinl institutions,

]to CUIIIIIIL‘YCt‘, to business, to active life.

DI. Crnivinim.

 

iCUNDiTlON AND PROSPECTS OF THE

ASSOCIATIVE CAUSE — HISTORICAL

GLANCES—PRESENT DEMANDS.

The Associative Movement in this

equality of opportunity for developement, presence of his peers, of spirits, and of

for integral education, for unfolding into , God. with a solemn work before him, a

complete and harmonious individuals,‘ mission to fulfil,—- and wo to the unfaith

which surely the present state of society ful! Reverence for the past, and hope

permits us not to be. Their work is emi- for the future, are his characteristics.

nently one of construction, not of de- He seeks to do exactest justice to all‘cmmu,y has auained the poi“, of ad_

struetion. They demand not of men to who have gone before, accepting and . . .

disguise all that the memories of the past,blendiug the essence of the tltictrines,'ance_me“t Wh'c'h‘ It. ll“ succeeded m

has made sacred to them; they ht" 83y, ‘ which they have taught, and which in . TBflt'llln2, by the lhdlndual, unconcened

“ aid us to carry out our idea, and when their corruptions seem so contradictory. zeal and devotean“ of it; advocates,

you have looked on the practical result, This is a church of a new era. Item,“Ier man by any svstemafic or ,mimd

do as you please about following us." ,speculative doctrines seem to be a rever-l . .‘ 'Fulton had but to build one steamboat, i cues for woman; a belief iii the solidari- i elffnm for “8 promouonf 1' owes "3 p0

and lo! ere many years, the whole seas ty of the race, not Only in ",6 union of sition before the public to the force of

are covered with them. The lecturers, those now existing on the earth, but with private cnnvictions, and not to the usual

have spoken of Man's destiny on this those who have left this plapot,and those machinery of pany organization. In_

earth, have traced his progress from t who are yet to come; one life flowing in— y d d . . ,d h I

Edenism, through the various stages of to and animating all, of which Jesus isi ee] " '5 ae_om ' at any. "uns' Pos

Savagism, Patriarehism, Barbarisin, Div-'the Head, and his consequent co-opera- sessmg eve" m a°°lnpamuvely humble

ilization, up to the present time, and its , tion and influence, and that of all spirits, , degree the profound importance of the

:enldencies, andhfiudbbut corpjparatli‘vhely who aredsver‘near, guai'lding and gsidilngtAssociafive dockincs’ have remained for

ttte ro ress as een ma 8- 6 us accor in oour Wt iiigness to e e t . '. .have slitegshed the life of Charles Fouriy-iiby them; finwavering faith in the abid-t?0 ‘ong afi‘m' ,“lihouf an emPOdlmem

' some visible institution, or Without aner, truly a man of genius, worthy a name ‘ ing presence of God, who in placing man i m

in Fame’s temple by Newton‘s side, or- upon this earth and surrounding him1elaborate and efficient rrangement to se

even higher, as the law of social attrac-| with beauty, doomed him not beforehandicure ,0 them a genera] currency and ye

tion is of so inuch greater importance toito the punishment of a Tantalus,-—_ gavetcep‘ion. These doctrines have fastened

the race. 'lhen followed an analysis oft him not longings never to be 8i]5fi€d,\

man, showing the grounds of association,desires never to be fulfilled, condemned; hemselves "Po" "0 small number of “'1‘

in his spiritual nature, and a sketch ofihim not to a life with suffering for its prejudiced minds, with a tenacity in pro

the practical organization of society, illus- t law, with joy for its exception, for could : portion ,0 their significance and compre

trated by a beautiful_ picture ofthe Phalw we look on such a being and call him Fa- I hensiveness; me), have irresisnbly com_

anstery and Domain. An instructive'ther! A confidence that as God has, . . ,

and deeply interesting lecture on Integral clothed the lilies of the field, and cared i “landed we “55‘3"! “f hbeml and “"em'

Education completed the course, in which i for the sparrows, and given to each in gent men, Who have made them the sub

most happy allusion was made to theiseet, reptile, fish, bird,animal,attractionsijecg of calm and rational investigation;

Viennese dancers, whose sports amid the proportioned to its destiny, that he hasnhey have amused mumde ,0 a deeper

sheaves and flowers would be repeatedidone no less for man. As he has made‘ . . , . . .

as a natural conclusion of their joyous him a social being, he has designed forlfa'"h m (“{d and a mme "'8?ng hope

toil by children, for whose future one him, on this planet, of which he is the,for Humanity; but they have "0! as yet

would have no cause for foreboding. crowning glory, a true order of society,icompelled their adherent; to adopt a

We wish we could repeat the beautiful 1 in which all his nature may be so harmo- t broad and emciem "stem for we“, uni_

description of the picture which followed i niously unfolded, that his every act in its; 1 . 'Wh I
this lecture, and the glowing words of} blessed influences on all around shall call versa propagauon‘ ' _ _a'even '6 energy

prophecy and hope. In all confidence do i forth a Te Demo, and angels thus behold- and enmesmcss 0f lhdlvldualfli the"! has

we say, no lectures have been given this ing Christ‘s law of love carried into each been no concentration, no unity of action,

winter, more worthy of attention thanidetail and relation of life, may sing in no comparisun of counseh, no recipmcal

these. For that science is unspeakably 1 higher, louder, deeper strains, “ Glorv to . .
. . - . . - ' 3 -the most important which shall bring God in the Highest, and on earth peaceimfluence bemeen “me pond'“g 8'6

man into unity with nature, surrounding ‘ and good will towards men." A convic- men"; and hence the movement has

him with all material harmonies; intuition that this state is to be obtaian by a ' been characterized by inequality, uncer

nnity with his race, making of one faini~ true organization of industry, by which i mimyy inwherence, and cunscquem was“,

1y all the children of the earth; into unt- i man, relieved from his crushing cares, and of ower

ty with God, revealing to him the lawslguaranteed a support, shall, by followingf p ' _ Y

of perfect order and so of perfect free-this God~given attractions, be enabled to The f"""“""" or ‘he AMERICAN LNION

dom. Fervently do we re-echp the pro-fearn for himself wealth, to surround him- \or ASSOCIATIONISTS in May, 1846, was
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with a view to the correction of the evils

just enumerated, and to the establishment

of a complete and efficient system for the

propagation of Associative truth. That

was a most important step, considered in

its bearings on the progress of the cause.

It was an approach to the Unity, which

is the foundation of our movement, as

well as the aim of our endeavors. It es

tablished a rallying point for the scattered

friends of Association throughout

land. It was an attempt to produce

strength by concentration. Since that

time, although it has labored under great

disadvantages,-—- destitute of the means

to give full efficiency to its organiza

tion,—- unable to command the exclusive

services of those who were entrusted

with its management,— and suffering, in

fact, for want of a local habitation, a fu

miliar, well-provided unitary home,—it

has given an impulse to the cause, such

as it never before received. It has sent

Lecturers to different and distant parts of

the country, who have usually made a

profound impression wherever they have

gone,--formed affiliated Unions, which

now present the germs of future strength

and progress,—- established the principle

ofthe RENT, and made it popular,—pro

vided, by means of its two principal affil

iated Unions, for elaborate, scientific

courses of Lectures in Boston and New

York, from the ablest advocates of Asso

ciation in this country,—- and indirectly,

at last, occasioned the very important

religious movement in Boston, which is

conducted by \V. H. CHANNING with

such signal ability and effect.

But the time has now come, we are

persuaded, for more concentrated and

efficient action on the part of the Ameri

can Associationists, in order to promul

gate more widely the heavenly doctrines

of Social Harmony, and to secure their

reception to such an extent, as will an

thorize a practical experiment of a Pha

lanx, on a scale of sufficient magnitude

to command the attention of the public,

and provided with the ample and com

plete resources necessary to a successful

result. This is called for by the present

state of the public mind, which is grow

ing more and more sensitive to the evils

of our existing social organization, and

anxiously seeking a remedy ; the materi

als for broad and systematic action are

ready; favoring circumstances beckon us

to go forward; will the friends of Asso

ciation now unite their resources for the

accomplishment of the work?

We will briefly indicate the conditions

for the efficiency and vitality of the

American Union, and for conducting the

promulgation of Associative truth, in a

manner worthy of the sacred cause.

We bespeak the mature reflection of

our friends upon the suggestions we shall

make, and trust that the free and impar-‘ducted, would at once form an efficient

tial interchange of opinions and views,~'and attractive centre of influence. It

will lead to agreement of purpose andywould draw around it the talent and

the.

unity of action. '

1. The AMERICAN Umort should es

tablish a CENTRAL OFFICE for the trans

action of business, the meetings of thel

Executive Committee, and the generall

focus of publication, and lectures. At'

present, the Union has no centre, no

head, and of course, no systematic, uni~i

tary action, and comparatively, no effi-‘

ciency. Its ofiicers are distant from each "

other, living in different places, with‘

slight means of communication, and pre

cluded, by their very position, from

prompt, vigorous, combined action. This ;

Central Office should maintain a constant ‘

intercourse with the Affiliated Unions,

correspond with the leading Association

ists throughout the country, and form a

depositary for statistfial facts, intelli

gence, books, drawings, models, &c. &c.,

illustrative of the theory of Association.

It should be the place of meeting for the

Executive Committee of the Union, and

a general unitary centre for the reunion

of all the friends of Association. From

this office, should emanate the publica

tions of the Union, the correspondence of

its ofiicers, and the communications, by

lectures and otherwise, which it is indis

pensable to keep up with the affiliated

societies.

2. The affairs of this office should be

conducted by at. least 'rwo OFFICERS of

the Union, designated for the purpose,f

and EXCLUSIVELY nevo'ren to its interests‘

and operations. Under the present ar

rangements, the Union is unable to com

mand the exclusive services of any of its

officers or agents. Its business is con

ducted by men, whose titnc is principally

devoted to other pursuits. it is often.

felt, that the labor given to its interests,

is in fact taken from important personal'

concerns which cannot be neglected with

out injury. Hence, it wants the careful,

steady, vigilant supervision, which it

would be wholly unreasonable to demand

from those who can bestow upon it only

the portions of time that can be gained;

from urgent, private occupations. It'
. . . l

tmperattvely demands the servrces of one

 

 

intelligence which are ready for action in

the Associative cause, but which now,

through want of concentration, of defi

nite, practical aim, and of the opportunity

for unitary action, are comparatively

wasted.

3. The publication of the Hummers

should he assumed by the Union, and

proceed from this Office. Hitherto, as

our friends well know, the Harbinger has

been a labor of love, on the part of its

Editors and contributors. Not a dollar

has ever been paid for the original matter

which has crowded its columns. Of

course, the conducting of the paper has

been necessarily entrusted to men who

were already engaged in other business,

and burdened with other cares. It has

never received the free, unoccupied, lei

surely attention of its Editors. The in

,terest with which it has been welcomed

by the friends of Association, is owing

more to the importance of its subjects,

than to the ability with which they have

been discussed. This arrangement should

continue no longer. The present Editors

deeply feel, that under existing circum

stances, they can neither do justice to

themselves, nor to the cause. They

know that the Associationists in this

country have the pecuniary and intellec

tnal ability, to establish a weekly paper

on a less precarious foundation. The

time has arrived, they are fully persuaded,

for this to be done. At present, this

must be the grand pivot in our system of

propagation. Nothing can effectually

supply its place. It must be the medium

of communication between the centre and

the circumference; between the Parent

Union and its Affiliated Societies; be

ltween the scattered believers in an ap

proaclting social redemption, throughout

the land. In connection with the Central

Office, which we have suggested, the

Harbinger would at once he provided with

efficient additional support. it would

have the services of at least two men

whose whole time and thoughts were

consecrated to the movement; and in ad

dition to the voluntary corps of contribu

 

man to conduct its extensive correspon- l, tors with which it is now favored, would

deuce, to keep up a constant intercourse i draw within its sphere whatever of intel

with affiliated societies, to answer in- ligence or ability, could be found devoted

quirics for information and demands forlto Association, in the place where its

lecturers, and in short, to watch over the location should be fixed.

action of its machinery, in order that it' Besides, the Harbinger, the publication

may operate in the most vigorous and of cheap tracts, monthly or semi-monthly,

should be undertaken, consisting either of

 

beneficial manner. Equally necessary,

original essays, or of such articles that

principal function should be the superin-i

periodicals, and the general management ! pose.

are the services of another person, whose ‘

ihad previously appeared in the weekly,

tendence of publications, the editing ofias might be deemed suitable to the pur

of' the literary and intellectual department A Monthly Magazine, of a cheap,

of the movement. An Office, thus con- popular character, or one devoted to the
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discussion of the higher branches of So-gin the columns of the Harbinger. Thelgoing on, and that most rapidly, under

cial Science, is a desirable element in thei present is a pivotal time in our move- : all this outward discord, duplicity, preju

ment, and demands the collective wisdom ‘I dice and meanness of our modern life.system, and might be commenced as soon

as circumstances should warrant the un

dertaking. '

4. The coxrnvunrron and ENLARGE

MENT of the present system of Lee

Turuzs. We have new four or five able,

earnest, and eloquent advocates of the

Associative doctrines, who can devote a

portion of their time to public lecturing,

and two of whom at least, should be

kept constantly in the field. The suc

cess of the Lectures, under the direction

of the Union, has hitherto been of the

most encouraging character. They have

aroused public attention, softened preju

dices, awakened a spirit of inquiry and

reflection, and fastened conviction on the

minds of numerous intelligent and earn

est seekers after truth. The work which

has thus favorably commenced, should be

vigorously followed up. The Associa

tionists of America owe it to their coun

try and to Humanity, to spread the

knowledge of their doctrines, wherever

the heart of man throbs with hope in the

coming of a brighter age of truth, free

dom, love, unity and happiness.

5. Essential to the accomplishment of

the foregoing sketch, the \VnsnLv RENT,

now subscribed to the funds of the

Union, must be increased, and founded on

a basis sufficiently secure to authorize ex

tended operations. Including promises

and pledges from various friends to the

Cause, we may estimate the Rent to be

depended on for the purposes now de

scribed, as amounting to fifty dollars a.

week. It is calculated that for the sum

of one hundred dollars a week, the plan

could be carried out in detail, with every

guarantee of success. We believe that

the necessary sum can be realized. No

general appeal has yet been made. No

definite plan has been before suggested.

We present it now, without any formal

action on the part of the Union. We

trust we have not exceeded the bounds of

propriety in stating clearly the condi

tions, which after much consultation

with the leading friends of the Associa

tive movement, have impressed them

selves on our personal convictions, as es

sential to wide and efficient action.

The whole subject will come up for

consideration at the Convention in New

York in May next, which for interest and

importance, we trust will not be in

ferior to any public Associative meeting

that has preceded it. We repeat our

summons to the friends of the Cause,

to bring the aid of their best counsels and

influence to this Anniversary, which

should be made the starting point for op

erations, that shall terminate in the jubi

lee of Universal Harmony.

Meanwhile, we invite a free discussion

 

of the most enlightened minds and dc-l

voted hearts." I 1

FOURIER AMONG THE CARDINALS.

One of the surest signs of the progress!

of a doctrine, and that it is really proving ,

itself true, is to see its principles claimed i

by others while repudiating its name and i

that of its first discoverer and proclaimer. i

Such is the case with many of the princi-i

plcs of Association; they are advocatedi

in various forms by many, who are care-i

ful to declare that they “do not mean]

Fourierism," and who would not fori

their dear lives identify themselves in the

slightest degree with such a heresy. Es

pecially is it evidence that a thing is tak

ing root in the mind of the age, and be-|

coming an element and an influence which

i must be respected and eonciliated, when l

we see the Catholic Church lay claim tol

it; for it is part of the consummate policy

of that powerful organization, which has

always studied well the springs and ob

stacles which it must touch and which it

must avoid in the interests and convic

tions of men, in order to secure power,

to claim every moral principle and every

suggestion of reform and progress, which

it cannot crush, but must conciliate, as a.

discovery of its own, which dates back

centuries. '

In the following article from the

Democratic Patifilue, we have an illustra

tion of this. It appears that the new

Pope's counsellors are recommending to

the Church the expediency of adopting

and guiding the great humanitary move

ments of the day, as being the very es

sence of true Catholicism, and things not

to be left wholly in the hands of heretics.

\Vhatsoever must be, whatsoever is de

creed by providence to take place in the

ages, is theirs, forsooth; for, they are

the holy Catholic Church Universal.

we do not feel, however, that the prayer

and counsel of the good priest, quoted in

the article below, smack altogether and

solely of policy. There seems to be an

earnest and sincere tone pervading it, a

genuine love of humanity. The senti

ments are great, and uttered with true

feeling ; and if this mighty movement off

the times towards a truer realization of'

man’s destiny is not. only politically recog

nized, but actually felt in such a quarter, I

it is verily one of the strongest evidences‘

that the crystalizing process of the ele

ments of a new and better era is actually

 

 

" In order to prevent misapprehension, it

should be stated that the suggestions advancedin the preceding article, are not to be regarded ‘

as expressing the collective opinion of the Edi

tors of the Harbinger, but only the individual

convictions of tho writes—0. B.

ROME AND SOCIAL PROGRESS.

The news from Rome, published this

day in the Rappel, appear to confirm all

that has been said of the kindness of

heart and largeness of heart and mind of

which Pius IX. is continually giving

brilliant evidences. M. l'abhe Clavel,

the principal editor of that paper writes

thus frorn Rome. After having pro

nounced an euloginm on Father Ventura;

“ It is not astonishing," he adds, “that

Pius has chosen Father Ventura in pre

ference to all others, to preach the exer

cises of the sacerdotal retreat, to the

regular clergy of Rome during the jubi

lee. These exercises were attended by

four thousand priests of all orders, among

whom were a great number of Jesuits.

This is the first time that we have seen

the exercises of St. Ignatius preached

at Home by a monk of any other religion

than that of the Jesuits, who are a very

great majority, and in possession of the

finest establishments. This circumstance

has produced a great sensation among

the people as among the clergy.

“The words which are attributed

throughout all Home to Father Ventura,

on the occasion of his first visit to Pius

IX., are remarkable for eloquence, energy

and truth :

“ ‘ Most holy Father,’ said be joining

his hands in snpplication, ‘ we pray the

good God that he will deign to inspire

you with the consciousness of your

strength, and put it into your thought to

place the Holy See at the head of the

great movement which‘is now operating

in the world, with the applause of all

generous hearts, for the social regenera

tion of the nation. The reign of brutal

force is passed, that of intelligence and

progress now shows itself on every side.

If there are heretics it is because we are

not good Catholics enough; if we are

really religious, there will be none impi

ous; if we proclaim the spirit of liberty

according to the spirit of God, there

will be no more revolt against authority.

“ ‘ When Luther began to preach re

form, carrying away a part of Europe

ifrorn the Holy See, be lead the people

astray, but he had possession of a magic

word. The Holy See alone can give

true liberty, and re-establish with the

banner of progress a permanent social or

der in the world. Paul III. saved

France, Spain and Portugal to the Holy

See, when he convoked the council of

Trout, whose first session was entitled

de Reformatione. This was the strongest

dike ever opposed to the heresy of

Luther. Holy father, let us accept in our

age the magic words with which the
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revolutionists cradle the hopes of the which have belonged to Catholicism for

people, and let us grant to the people these eighteen hundred years.’

their realization, then shall the will “The modern Romans witlt Pius IX.

of God be done on earth as it is ingare nearer to a wise progress than we

Heaven.’ ” think in France.”

Here M. Clavel shows the Pope We accept with joy the hopes which;

preaching extempore in the midst of the these facts raise in us. If society was“

assembled people, and receiving the ac-znever before in a tnore fearful state, so

clamations of an enthusiastic crowd; then too, never ltave there been more symp

he undertakes to show all the advantage l toms of regeneration in the world. Never

which the alliance of France and tbeihas the leaven of progress fermented

with more power. All minds everyHoly See would secure to Europe and

where are on the road to progress, andthe Christian world.

“ Rome and France united by the , from all points of this domain of intelli-v

Catholic ideas which distinguish their in~ 1gen'ee, men are beginning to forefeel and

habitants, have only to underStaud each i to salute the hour of universal reconcilia

other to determine the regeneration ofltion and accord.

the World. The moment will arrive

when this will be so ; but probably there

will still be found some perverse spirits,

who will arrest the fruits of this desira

ble union by scattering prejudices on the from a devoted friend to Association in

one side or the other, which can only Boston. They are important as showing

subside with the light of truth. Such is the tendency of the times towards differ

the result which it becomes the press aslellt forms of Guarantyism,—-a 1'65"“,

well as the pulpit to advocate, softening predicted by Fourier, long before there

the difficulties of circumstances instead 1 were any indications of its approach, in

of augmenting them. the aspects of society. His far-seeing

“ The eminent men about Pitts IX. \ genius penetrated into the hidden laws of

who share with him the solicitude of the'social progress, and enabled him to an

Holy See are perfectly convinced of this. nounce, with prophetic insight, the ap

Accordingly we are not surprised atLpearance of social phenomena, which, at

their moderation and at this disposition-the time he wrote, were concealed in the

of mind which leads them to adopt with obscurity of the future. We rejoice in

ardor moral good wherever they find every attetnpt to establish social guaran

it. Their Christian tolerance is analo- ties. We welcome, with honor and grat

gous to that of God, which Opposeslitttde, the faithful pioneers, who have

only an indomitable patience to the evil i opened the way for their establishment.

which cannot prevent it without a greater 1 They will unscal the eyes of men, more

evil. ‘ and more, to a perception of existing so

 

GU ARANTYISM.

\Ve publish the following suggestions

 

“ \Vho would believe that there exists

at Route a temple devoted to the Protes

tant worship, where the English and

other persons of distinction attached to

this faith, who go to Rome on public

business, or for their health, may meet in

perfect liberty! The government of the

Pope is paternal.

“ It was with no less astonishment that

we observed in the apartments of a

prince of the church a full length portrait

of Fourier by the side of those of Fene

lon, of Bossuet and of the late duke of

Orleans. This association of such dill‘er

 

eial enormities, enable them to see the

waste, confusion, extravagance, attd an

tagonism of the civilized organization,

and stimulate their hopes of an era of

harmony, material abundance, human ele

vation, and social joy.

“ Association, I can assure you, is doing

a_ great work in this city in a thousand

ways not realized by its prominent advo

l cates,—is being adapted as far as possible,

‘to things as they now exist. Nothing

demonstrates this more fully than Protect

‘ive Unions, which as you are aware areL

 

 

“ Besides, the tnoney obtained by initia—

tions attd assessments is not sufficient to

purchase advantageously. The 9th divi

sion, located at Boylston Hall, is the most

successful, best regulated, and contains

as intelligent and high-minded men as are

generally to be found. Their store is

open from 7 A. M. to 10 P. M.; they

have selected individuals to transact their

commercial affairs who have had experi

ence and are well qualified for their situ

ations. This is of the greatest import

ance, yet prejudice so governs some

Unions that a. member would be ejected if

he should assert that those who acted

commercially, should be men acquainted

with mercantile affairs, and should have

some such knowledge and good business

tact. Joint-stock stores should be encour

aged by Associationists, even though it

should .go against their own interests, as

being adapted to society as it now exists,

as the first step towards what can be ac

complished by co-operation,-— making the

people realize that they are indirectly

plundered and robbed,-— that the religion

and the politics which predominates is

not that of humanity, but of forestallers;

that the highest state of human happiness

can only be attained by a scientific indus

trial organization.

“ Yours for Association, E. w. r.”

SOCIAL RE-ORGANIZATION.—-N0. VII.

(Continued from p.

LABOR.

We have hitherto attempted only the

common-place arguments in behalf of

Association. They were such as we

might drop into the ear of any Midas.

We thought there might be somewhat

said, with advantage, to those who are

not skilful in dealing with abstract

thought, and scientific technicalities, but

who nevertheless have done good service

in the world, with an humble, brave and

quiet use of common sense, and whose

claims had been hitherto in some sort

overlooked, in our earnest zeal to get our

great theme well before the learned and

thoughtful men, who dispense to us law

and science. But all that we have thus

far done, is, so to say, merely introductory

ent personages, inspiring us with a curi- growing numerous in our city and to what we have to urge on the fruit

osity to know the opinion of the learned through New England. They are not ful topic of Labor.

and judicious Cardinal about the works of

the founders of the Associative School,

he answered with the tact and character

istic of the Italians; ‘good is every‘

where when we know how to discover it. 1,

In France the parties are too exclusive,

and instead of adopting the good idea of

 

 

what they should he in every town, yet'

they go to practically demonstrate whati

can be gained by co-operatiou. They

are not, I say, what they should be, be-I

cause in place of them there should be!

joint-stock stores, where, any person by;

purchasing a share, no matter what color, i

It seem to us that

the mightiest riddle which the “ Sphyux ”

has ever put, is this of Labor. Associa

tiouists have not been slow to perceive it,

to answer it rightly, and to make their an

swer signalize the Eternal Verity which

underlies all the rubbish that mad-men

have piled up, in this bedlam called civil

adversaries raised up with the liberty of,occupation or profession, would have al ized society. ,They have summoned to

l .

the press, they spend their energy in try-ilegal right to its advantages; whereasfthe task the best energies of human

ing to refute their absurdities. Theseipersons who now seek for admission, hands and hearts, and the clearest ken of

are in Fourier susceptible of application voften are black-ballad. because of theiriscience.

in favor of the suffering classes, butibirth, color, or occupation.

They have removed the rubbish,

land peered keenly through all the fog
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realm of guesses and pretended philoso-‘

phy, into the heart of Universal Order, and

Science has spelled in their ears the solu- t
tion of the puzzle, so long fatal to man. I

The celestial significance of labor is

rendered. Its sphere has been marked,i

its conditions defined, its demands de-f

clared; its present miseries have beenI

fathomed, and their causes have been:

probed and dissected tn the marrow; andi

the method of reinstating it in the pus-E

session of its rights, of restoring its pris/

tine health and vigor, that it may fulfil its

mission in joy, and receive the homage of

universal Man, has been unfolded before

the eyes of this generation. The rightsl

of the sinewy and dejected toiler, are, at

last, well decided in that court whence

there is no appeal,—that of Scientific

Justice. Chanceries, and King’s Bench

es, Parliaments, Congresses and Cham

bers of Deputies, have often decided

against the laborer. Wise men, grave

philosophers, cunning statesmen, and sa

gacious economists, have as often render

ed alike verdict. It is not new to hear

them blasphemously dogmatize about the

necessity in nature of glutting the men

ster War with the lean bodies of hungry

men, because forsooth, these hungry men

want corn. They tell the poor man that

love, wife, family, are not for him ; that

the providence of Society and of Nature

does not extend to him; that Nature has

no seat for him at her banquet, nor Soci

ety at its feasts of joy. They can legis

late for the benefit of rabbits, and the

precious foxes, and make room for them

and furtush them meat in due season;

but for the laboring man there is, they

say, no hope of plenty, nor even of com

fort. His skilful hand hangs idle and

hunger-paralyzed by his side, and his

eager eye looks around for work, and his

feet grow weary in the pursuit; whilst,

all the time, his heart is beating the Dead

March. Earth woos him to her lap, and

to participation in her bounties, but yet

these oracles of wisdom tell him that

earth mocks him, nature spurns him, and

society abhors him as an intruder. Take

these blasphcmies for truth, and who will

say aught for Heaven’s Justice'.l Nearly

one third of the population of civilized

countries are starving and in nakedness,

shivering out their prayers for clothes,

whilst granaries are bursting with corn,

and ware-houses are plethoric with goods.

And yet, with all their efforts, our cun

ning statesmen cannot contrive to open

these treasuries to the people. The Irish

population are starving, whilst Ireland

- I
sends cargoes of wheat and beef to dlS~l

 

 

  

of bushels of surplus wheat, to starving l upon this planet, without the solution of

Frenchmen, and grow rich in the traffic. 1 which question they could not propose

The cry for alms comes from Ireland and i any true scheme of general prosperity.

SCUllillldi ‘0 "8 “muss "18 “alt‘rsr mid ‘ Their boasts of democracy, free-trade, ta.

wc dispense our charities by ship loads, ‘ ritls, and ofthe protection of labor, while

in ready response; yet thousands are they sell it in the market,—the protec

sufi'eting from hunger among ourselves. tion oflabor, by leaving it at the mercy of

And tltus between the English landlord'sl protected capitol, means nothing “(m-.3.

demands for rents; the Belgian, French, : days, but how to ride the people in such

American and British speculator's schem- a way, that they cannot tell who rides

ing to make fortunes out of national ca- them, The democrat, stands next to the

lamities; and the straining of the philan- , people, and in the commencement, of his

thrnpists in each country, to save the career is with them, but thclustof power

sufferers in others; the poor in all, seem seduces him, and soon people, country,

inevitably doomed to perish. What is ' integrity and even party, are flung at the

the prospect here at home! In the best feet of personal ambition, “ The Whig,”

of times, thousands in our cities can at as an eminent man has said, "is but the

most but live. Now, in this general Democrat, gone to seed."

scarcity throughout Europe, and the But the forfeit of this unsolved riddle

consequent draining off of all our surplus is not paid in starvation alone. There

corn and wheat, with a failure, in manyihnngg to it an nwi'ul tale of unexplored

places, of the potato crops, and the great crime. Society is recking with corrup

rise in the cost of all these articles, from ' tion, and fostering with the most loath

unusnal eXportations, how can the poor,tsome diseases, which have their origin

here Kl home, escape Suffering? many in the very falseness of its arrangements.

have been unable to obtain work during‘Look upon that slow, trudging, taciturn

the winter, and the demand for it, is not' man, His brow is intelligent enough,

now nearly equal to the supply- the seat of no mean intellect, -—irt his

Ah! here is the grand 860ml, 0f lhiB eye a look of kindliness still lingers, and

universal national misery. The people hope once played in clear shinings over

cannot get “'Ork- There are more thl'k- his countenance; a sentiment of honor

erB yearly, and proportionally less work once stirred his soul, hutnanity welled up

to be dime- lnlenset' grows the darkness in his heart, his hand was ready to suc

Of this ChthS- The Visage or F318 grows cor distress, and the words of love were

sterner and more rigid. Thousands and . once musical on his tongue; but over all

thousands with nerve and skill, whiclt this once manly beauty, is now the slimy

would render them illustrious, could they i trail of the serpent, and his speech is the

find opportunity, mope around in despair. hiss of scorn, and the work of his hand is

’Tis the saddest sight the angels look up- ' crime. Society arrayed itself against him.

on,—the spectacle of nations of strong ‘ It would not give him bread. When he

men, intelligent and anxious to work, naked for work that he might gain bread,

where there i8 work enough Whitih ought i it denied him that also. His proud soul,

to be done, and all that is necdful to work turned in terrible despair within him,

with, starving like dogs by the way, or I re-acts in awful hate upon Society. Does

staggering sullen and ghastly in the ex- i society think to escape the penalty of its

pectution of starvation. But this is llultcrime,in the outrage ofthat maul Justice

the condition of Ireland alone. It infestsl is not balked, though sometimes delayed.

the whole structure of civilized society. The retribution will be according to the

The world‘s work is done up years in ad- i aggravation. Yon blazing city, where

vance, and now are thousands of men na- i rioting demons polre the fires, attd mad

ked and starving, for lack of opportunity revolt assaults the sanctuary of woman

 

to draw even a dog-cart. Every spindle

of the jack, every click of the loom, every

effort of mechanism, only entrances the

difficulties. The ingenuity of the artisan

to create, has transcended the wisdom of

the legislator to distribute. The united,

wisdom of our Solons, is not sturdy

enough to grapple with the problem, how

to apply the opportunities and means of

production, to the collective well-being of

society. It is easier for them to contrive

how to get men shot in war, than how

tant English landlords. Belgium stag-{children may be born to plenty. The

gcrs, like a smitten man, because the truth is, they have no science, and hott

 

hearts of her laborers are faint with hun- , esty or honor does not abide with them,

ger, whilst Belgian merchants, speculat- 5 long. They have never inquired what is

ers and f'urcstallers, despatch thousandsihuman destiny, or the function of lllani

hood and private love, and plunder riots

atnong the boarded treasures, proclaims

that justice has summoned society to an

swer for the wrongs of this trampled man,

and his thousand compeers in suffering

and in crime. ’Tis not in bold revolt

only, this scorner of men is found, but the

crimson traces of more secret deeds, tell

that him, whom nature had cast in a noble

mould, society has fashioned for “ trea

sons, stratagems and spoils.”

Could the dark lanes of our cities be

questioned of all that is done therein, and

could they but count up to us the wretch

ed brothol-hags, thieves in all shapes,

sexes, and disguises, and unfold the cans

es which dragged them to those condi
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tious, what accusation would they not

bring against society? \Vhat a sorry

compliment to its providence!

there not go up an array of testimony be

fore that Judge, to whom all disguises

are transparent, against our vauuting civ

ilization, which would bring before its

guilty imagination, the hand, writing its

MENE, mass, TEKEL, on the walls of

Heaven? '

 

MATTAPOISETT UNION OF ASSOCIA

TlONlS’l‘S.

Organized Alarch 19, 1847.

Twenty members, and will soon have as

many more. Officers:

Hr.va Burs-row, President.

N. C. STURTEVANT, V. Presidrnt.

J. D. Sron'rsvxsr, See. and Trca’r.

 

NE\V BEDFORD UNION OF ASSOCIA

TlONlS'I‘S.

Organized March 19, 184-7.

Officers:

EDWARD LINTt)N, President.

NATHAN B. Girr‘onn, V. President.

CHARLES H. Corns, Secretary.

lsaurr C. Rn, Treasurer.

About twenty members.

 

Monet. Puanaux. We insert in an

other part of our paper a communication

from the President of the Wisconsin Pha

lanx, stating the advantages of that loca

tion as the scene for a grand experiment of

Associative Industry. lt will be perceived

that the facilities for a successful prosecu

tion of their enterprise, at the command

of that Association, are numerous; they

confirm us in the opinion, which we have

always cherished, that they are in pos

session of the most important elements of

prosperity; and we cannot doubt for a

moment that their career will be onward

and upward, until they gain a conspicu

ous position in the eyes of the world, as

an example of the benefits, arising from

Union of Interests, and Organized ln

dustry. At present, however, we must

repeat the conviction which we have often

expressed that the immediate function of

the American Union is the establishment

of an organic centre for the diffusion, il

lustration, and defence of Associative

Truth. The public must be made fami

liar with our doctrines; the country must

be awakened to an interest in our princi

ples ; we must gain the attention and con

fidence of men of wealth, men of intelli

gence, men of practical skill; and when

a devoted band shall be gathered, ready

to consocrato life, strength, and fortune

to this sacred cause, the hour will have

arrived for the establishment of a Pha

lanx, on a large and liberal scale, provid

ed with resources that cannot fail to en

sure success. Meantime, every enter

prise now in operation should be strength

cned as far as possible; nothing should

he suffered to languish through neglect

l

 

or want of sympathy; and when the day'

comes for an enlarged experiment, the

Would ' location, the method, and other details

must be decided by the collective wisdom

of all concerned.

 

THE ANNIVERSARY MEETING

or THE

AMERICAN UNION OF ASSOCIATIONISTS

\Vill be held during Anniversary Weck, in May

next, in the City of New Yuan; and it is im

portant that the Affiliated Unions should pre

pare in season to send their Delegates, and that

Associatiouists should make their arrangements

to attend.

The occasion is a momentous one. The

American Union of Associationists must this

Spring mark out distinctly a plan of operations,

and determine upon the most expeditious and

economical mode of diffusing our doctrines

throughout the nation, and of making ready for

the practical embodiment of our principles.

For this end, the advice of the most devoted,

wise and energetic friends of the movement is

needed. This must be in the strongest sense

of the words, a business mcnling; where all im

portant points of policy may be thoroughly

discussed, and measures ngrced upon, which

being the result of the best collective judgment

of the American Union, shall be found worthy

of the devoted support and earnest aid of every

Asssociationist. 'l‘lic ncxt year should be as

active 1: one, as the means and mcn at our com

mand can possibly make it; and it is necessary

therefore to form a clear and precise estimate,

in advance, of all our resources. \Ve have to

determine upon the number and character of

our publications,—to lay out the most promis

ing fields for our lecturers,—und especially to

set in motion efficient instrumcntnlitics by which

to secure active co-operation among the Affi

liatcd Unions, so that all Associationists may feel

that they are working in concert for definite

objects, and that they are living members of

One Body.

It is emphatically recommended, therefore:

1st. That each Affiliated Union should at

once meet, and consult as to the plans which

may seem best for advancing our cause most

rapidly, firmly, widely. Let new members be

added; let contributions be increased; let zeal

and determination be strengthened; let the

wants and opportunities of respective neighbor

hoods be carefully considerod. Every Affiliated

Union should form an exact estimate of the

I‘Veckly Rent which it can raise, and be pre

parcd to offer at the Anniversary Meeting a

PLEDGE of the amount which it will contribute

for the year, or for a term of years, to the funds

of the American Union. \Ve must secure at

least Fifty Dollars a week, and twice that sum

if possible; and if each Union will do its part

energetically, We cannot fail of the means for a

brilliant success. \Vhat Association will pledge

$20, 310, $5, a Week for three years?

2d. It is recommended, that each Association

ist should consider what he or she can do to

help on the movement,- what sacrifices we are

ready to make for it,—- what means we will con

sccrate to it,— what time and efforts we resolve

to give to advance this cause of peace, unity.

and universal good. How many Associationists

there are, who could easily pledge $100, $50,

$10, a year, for three or five years to the propo

gation of Associative doctrines. And are they

free not to do it? How many Associationists

 

there are, who could subscribe $1,000, or $500,

or $100, towards the formation of a Permanent

Fund, the income of which might be devoted

to the diffusion of our views, while the prin

cipal should go to form a Capital for some Prac

ticnl Trial, when the American Union should

determine that the time had come, that the

place was found, and that means and men an

thorizcd the step. Who is ready to promise a

yearly or a triennial contribution, or to subscribe

to the Permanent Fund 1 Who is not ready to

do something efficient? ‘

Now let this matter be taken in hand prompt

ly and resolutely, with the spirit becoming those

engaged in a Universal Roform,— which prom~

iscs to radically cure the chronic maladies of

society, and to make Man whole again,— which

secks to establish upon earth a Heavenly Order,

— which offers to the world no vague hope, but

definite Science,-—and which commends itself

to the good-sense of the most practical.

Lct each Affiliated Union, let each Associa

tionist, contribute the best counsel and amplest

pecuniary supplies, at the coming Anniversary.

\Vlierc Delegates cannot be sent, and indi

viduals cannot attend, letters may be addressed

to the Union.

By order of the Executive Committee.

\V. H. CHANNING,

Domestic Corresponding Secretary of the

Anuricrm Union of Aswct'ationisb.

Bos-rox, March 15,1847.

 

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

'l‘rn; course of study in this School comprise!

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

particular attention to the modern European

nnguagcs and litcraturc.

Pupils of different nges and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed in

the higher branches usually taught in the Uni

versity.

The School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. Rirurr, assisted by experienced

teachers in the different departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental care. and for older pupils who wish to

pursue a thorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a large semi

nary, it is believed that this School affords ad

vantages that are rarely to be met with.

TERMS—Four: DOLLARS a week for board,

washing, fuel,light.s. and instruction. Instruc

tion in Instrumental Music and use of the Piano,

TWELVE DULLARS a quarter.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, “'ent Rozbury, Mass.

March 1, H347.

\VEST ROX B U RY RA 1 L-ROAD

AND OMNIBUS LlNE.

LEAVES Brook Farm at 8 and 93-4 A. M., and

2 and 4- P. M. Leaves the “ Toll Gate Station "

on the arrival of the 9 and 11 1-2, A. M., 3 and

6, P. M., Cars from Boston.

N. R. GERRISH,

March 1, 1847.
Agent.

THE HARBINGER

Is published simultaneously at New York and

Boston, by the Bnoox FARM Pnaunx, every

Saturday morning. Oflice in New York, Bun

onss, STRINGER 5:. Co., No. 22? Broadway;

in Boston, Rennisc 8:. Co., No. 8 State St.

TERMS.——TWO Dollars a year, or One Dollar

for six months, payable invariably in advance.

Ten copies for Fifteen Dollars.

COMMUNICATIONS and REMITTANCl-IS should

he addressed to the publishers in New York and

Boston. or to the “' Editors of the Harbinger,"

Brook Farm, West Roxbury. Mass.

[[F’ Single copies for sale at the Harbinger

Offices, No. 222 Broadway, New York,s.nd No.

8 State Street, Boston. rice. 6 1-4 cents.
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LETTER 0N 'SUCIAL PROGRESS.

OAKLAND, Clinton (70., Ohio,

Nov. 21., 1816.

A few weeks since, a friend in Cincin

nati handed me for perusal, your circular

addressed to the friends of Association

upon the basis suggested by Fourier.

The reading of this, inspired me with the

desire, which I now attempt to indulge,

to communicate with you. To my mind

it is very clear, that the almost unim

aginably vast and comprehensive labor of

effecting human regeneration, will re

quire the co-operative efforts of all who

perceive the work to be necdful and

desirable, from the highest and most

lofty intellect, to that of the most hum

ble. I burn, then, to add my mite, and

if I can comprehend my own mental con

dition, have not a selfish wish or motive

to hinder my being used either in life or

death, to advance the salvation of my

race. If you can credit that such is the

state of my mind, you will wonder not

that I mourn over the isolation in which

I now labor for the grand object, nor that

I attempt, as in the present instance, to

strike down the barriers which interpose

between me and those whose object is

the same, difl‘ering from me only in the

means which are employed. The amount

of attention I have been able to give to

the doctrines of Charles Fourier and his

followers, as promulgated by the latter,

has convinced me that the measures to

which they direct, are totally inadequate

to accomplish the end in view, and in

fact, completely subversive of it.

I read in the history of mankind, a

perpetual struggle with adverse circum

stances, and perceive in all the institu

tions, civil, ecclesiastical or social, with

which men have surrounded themselves,

however adverse these evidently may be

lo human well'being, but the results

of misdirected benevolence. Humanity,

throbbing with ceaseless desire for a bet

ter condition, but unenlightened as to

 

the consequences of her efforts to obtain

it, has wrought out. in these the greatest

obstacles to her present advancement. It

is not the motive which prompts to an act,

or originates an institution, which gives

the character of beneficence or injury to

the consequences of that action or insti

tution; but it is the measures by which

the object is sought to be attained. Even

negro slavery, to us a perfect piece of

diabolism, had its origin in a benevolent

feeling for the aborigines in the West

Indies. Earlier still, the preservation of

individuals as chattel slaves, was doubt

less intended as a humane relbrm of the

practice of killing prisoners of war.

The object of civil government, is to

benefit the individual by guaranteeing his

rights; but its effects are exactly the

reverse, and for the reason that men pos

sess no right to govern each other, must

inevitably thus operate so long as it ex

ists. Ecclesiastical organizations are in

tended to bring man into true relations

with his Creator, but lead him into the

opposite, by amusing him with imaginary,

speculative opinions, and induce him en

tirely to overlook those laws enstamped

by the hand of Deity upon his own con

stitution. The temperance reformer ar

dently labors to benefit his fellows, by

exciting conscientionsness against the use

of stimulating drinks, whilst by precept

and example, he inonlcates the innocence

and propriety of indulging in stimulating

food. The abolitionist nobly devotes his

energies and his means to the annihilation

of chattel slavery, at the very time, mo

nopolizing land and selling his fellow

men their lives, whom he compels to pay

him for the privilege of tilling the soil;

or rendering them purchased slaves by

his share in the competition ,of capital

with labor, — and then employs the pro

fits of their toil in his benevolent efl'ort to

 
 

emancipate the negro. Look which way

,we will, and we can but witness the

lattempts of benevolent men to benefit

lthoir species, which, partial, and at vari

ance in some direction with the immuta

lble laws of nature, become obstacles in

 

 

the way ofhurnan progression, greater or

less in proportion to the truths they em

body; for the larger the share of truth

combined with error, the greater sanctity

the lattter must possess in the eyes of the

multitude. Here, then, in our aspirations

for the welfare of our kind, is a point at

which it becomes us to pause, and seek

to understand the reason for the failure of

so much laudable efi'ort, before we give

shape to the measures by which we aim

at the same undertaking. \Vithout more

knowledge than has guided those who

have preceded us, the past shall be but

the type of the future, and our efforts to

redeem Humanity but add to the burdens

under which she now agonizes.

You perceive I take for granted we are

agreed that men now sustain false rela~

tions which render them unhappy; that the

measures to which they generally look,

are, and must be, unavailing; and yet

that man is a being capable of a higher

and happier condition than the present,—

for all of which assumptions 1 am war

ranted by the fact of your public and

assiduous labors to change those relations.

United in deploring the evil, is it imprac

ticable for us, by availing ourselves of

the experience of the past, and knowl-.

edge of the present, to be joined in our

pursuit of the remedy?

. C O Q 0 ‘

Hence the authority for the command

prol‘cssedly acknowledged to be obligatory

by all Christendom, yet practically as

widely held to be nugatory, “ Thou shalt

love thy neighbor as thyself." To hold

property for the use of the individual or

Association, which is denied to others,

is equally incompatible with this law, alt

legcd to have been taught by Moses and

by Jesus, and to the natural law ofa

perfect unity of human interests, as light

is with darkness. And as a violation of

the physiological and mental laws, either

by the individual or his ancestry, is the

cause of all the physical and mental

disease in existence, so the violation of

the social law by the attempt of men to,

have separate interests, (social reformers
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and all,) is the cause of all tlte social evil 7 which is it? If the error be mine, show

or disease which afflicts human society. I it to me that I may not waste a life which

" ' " ‘ ' ' |ought to be given to co-operation with

It is only by a discovery of those laws i you. Ifyours, cease from all expedients

which a power above ourselves has im- and compromises, and return to asimple

primed upon our constitutions, and ntadeiobedience to those laws of your being,

imperatively binding on all men alike, ‘ whose protection, or whose penalty, you

and by teaching these by word and life, i must inevitably enjoy or endure.

more especially the latter, that any real Before you receive this, it will have

progress to a better condition can be‘been three years that] have made the

 

\sensible of mistakes in the latter.

made. Attempts at partial Reform only

change the phase of the evil, and all his

tory shows that etery attempt to compro

mise with error, no matter how small the

germ of it introduced into human institu

tviews, which I have here attempted to

ieitplain to yott, the rule of my life. In

‘that time I have foregone entirely the

system of equivalency, and of holding

lindividual property. Practising exten

tions may seem, prepares for it an ascen- i sively as a physician, I yet endeavor to

denfiyt "19 greater, in proportion as itsltench by my life and conversation, obe

opportunity for it in the outset, appeared ‘ (lience to physiological law, so far as un

the least. If to a mind like yours, tolderstood, as a prevention better than all

cite evidence of this were necdful, suf-lremedies for disease, taking no pecuniary

ficient WOttICl it be to point to the Cousti- 1 compensation whatever, Lnboring during

tution of the United States; but Idoubt

not you will agree with me, that a ma

jority of its framers and those who adopt

ed it, expected it to secure the blessings

recited in the preamble, and had not the

most distant idea its results would prove

as they have done—exactly opposite.

Ardeutly desirous, not only to compre

hend and fulfil the right myself bttt to

assist others also to arrive at a knowledge

and practice of the truth, I have contem

plated with much interest and anxiety for

several years, the movements of others

who perceive a change needfttl in human

relations, and have set themselves to

work ottt its accomplishment. Those

Community movements in which the in

itiative was taken by John A. Collins,

John O. Wattles and others, seemed the

oretically to embody the nearest approxi

mation to what I believed to be truth, but

the very first step, in every instance, of

these proposed reformers, was a violation

of their own professed principles, and of

course I was unwilling to co-operate.

These have had their ephemeral exist

ence, and are all at an end. Several As

sociations, founded in part or wholly on

the doctrines of Charles Fourier, have

shared the satne fate here in the West.

I perceive by the circular alluded to, that

your zeal, and that of other friends, is

still active and directing your labors in

their previous channel. I have as much

confidence in the unity, the unselfishness

of your motives as my own, but one or

the other of us (if not both) is itt error.

Either my intellect is clouded, and I am

mistaken in my belief that all the inter

ests of all the human family are one and

inseparable, and that any action aimed at

achieving a separate interest for the indi

vidual or Asstciation, by violating an

immutable natural law, must produce evil

instead of good, or you err in your efforts

to organize Pltalanxcs, with an interest

separate from the rest of mankind. Now

i all proper opportunity as an agriculturist,

I endeavor to demonstrate that the law

vof labor is as imperative as any other

physiological law, and its fulfilment as

necessary for the complete development

.of man physically and intellectually; and

also to discover, employ, and teach, the

I most productive methods compatible with

that increased productiveness of the soil

iwhich the probability of an increased fu

I ture population renders it a duty to attend

|to. The surplus agricultural product is

.given without equivalent to tltose who

need. The land upon which we live

comprises 60 acres, supporting my moth

;er’s family and my own. Ifthis be called

‘a monopoly, an individual property, I say

to all, my rights here are no greater than

others—they are equal only—am here

in possession—think it is necdfnl for the

isopport of those upon it,—if you think

differently, aet your pleasure. Ipay no

tax on it; deny all allegiance to, and

claim no protection from civil government

whatever. Such articles as we do not

produce for ourselves, and need, I‘ask for

of those who have, with the distinct un‘

derstanding that no compensation is of

fered, or to be expected. Generally

these requests are cheerfully granted and

a kindly anxiety exhibited by neighbors

and acquaintances to seek out what they

suppose may be our necessities, with

very many offers which we have no oe

easion to accept. This, briefly, is the

life by which I attempt to preach Social

Reform. I have faith that by it, all

which is necdful will he obtained, and if

it. is not, it is better to suffer wrong than

to do it. Its influence apart the world is

no more, apparently, than that of the rain

drop to increase the depth of the ocean ;

lhut it is all that I have and of course all

that I am responsible for. As a part of

the great chain of causation, however, by

- which the future is to be shaped, I cannot

doubt that it will operate while men cott

 

 

 

 
 

tinues to exist. No claim for infallibilit y

in opinion or perfection of practice is set.

up. Acknowledging the possibility of de‘

 

, lusion in the former, my investigations are

constant, with the desire to discover error

which may exist, and conscious ofa want.

ofpcrfect knowledge of allthe laws of my

being and their exact unity,I am often

To

compare opinions with those whose mo

tives are the same and whose labors are

diverted towards a similar object, is so

desirable that Iltave ventured to claim so

muclt of your time and patience as will

suffice to read and reply to this. If

agreeable to do so and you can find pri

vate opportunity to forward to the care

of C. Donaldson, Cincinnati, 0., (for I

make no use of the mail,) I shall get it in

the course of time. To any or all per

sons coonected with your movement like

ly to feel interested, this is equally ad

dressed. Afi'eetionately your friend,

A. BROOKE.

FROM THE FRENCH.

Translated for the Harbinger.

THE GREAT MEN OF GERMANY.

Some time since, I visited a German

who had been living in Paris for nearly

six years. Addressing his son, a lad of

thirteen years, in German; I was sur

prised to hear him answer in good

French. “Pardon me, Sir, papa does

not wish me to speak his language ; he

says ‘I shall appear better if I speak

I“renclt.”’ “How is this," said I to

the Father; “ do you not wish your sort

to speak your mother tongue! " “ My

friend,” replied the worthy man, in an

earnest tone, “my son has the misfor

tune of being endowed with imagination.

All forebodes that he will be sitnple

enough to content himself with this gift.

That will be of little use to him in

France; of this\I am convinced; but I

would rather wring his neck than make

a German author of him.” This man,

thought I, is as well acquainted with

Germany as M. Henri Heine. But as

this eccentric notion of his appeared to

me to be the last word of an entire the

ory, I pretended to combat in order to

lead him to eitplain it.

“ Sir,” said he, “I am acquainted with

the Germans; as for Germany, there is

no such country, unless you admit that

the custom house officers represent Ger

many, poetic, literary, and artistic.”

"Go on,” said I, “I am listening to

yon.,,

“ When God ” said he, “wishes to

punish a dissatisfied soul, he gives him a.

good dose of imagination, a strong mind,

well balanced, great delicacy of senti

ment, desire for expansion and soci

ety, and the German for his mother

tongue.”
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“ And Goethe,” said I, “ was not he

happy, rich, admired, and overwhelmed

with gloer "

“Goethe,” replied he, “is but a

seeming exception, for he did not escape

the common fate of German genius.

Observe what he says himself in .his me- i

rrroirs: ‘Born of the people, reared by

chance, the victim of difl'erent systems of‘

education, abandoned to himself and to

the incidental influences of his surround

ings, swayed by prejudice towards a for

eign language and literature, wasting his

titne at inferior labors, and abortive at

tempts; in short, exercising his strength

without direction, impressed when it is

too late by what he should have done;

led astray by a public without taste, who

swallowed the bad with the good; en

couraged only by some superior minds

scattered here and there without a centre,

the German writer arrived at the age of

power just at the time when the cares for

hitnselfand family obliged him to devote

himself to vvorks most useless and un

worthy, and produced with the greatest

difficulty those works to which he would

have wished to devote himself exclusive~

ly.’ And some lines farther: ‘In my

youth 1 offended by my errors, in mature

age by my seriousness. \Vltatever Idid

l was always alone.’ "

“And France," said l, “ does she not

number some noble Victims, sttch as Gil

bert, Moreau, Malfrlatre and Elisa Mer

coaur'l ”

“ Sir,” said he then to me with a face

illumined by a holy glow of indigttation,

“do you know the number of German

geniuses, who during the last half centu

ry have perished in misery at hospitals,

at triad houses, or by suicide? The Ga

zelle d’Augslm/rgh numbers twenty.

But without citing all those favored un

fortunates who have succumbed in the

struggles against the meannessess and

the cruel indifference of the German pub

lic, let us speak a little of those who

rose in the combat. Lessing, the great

Leasing, author of ‘ Nathan the Wise,’

of ‘ Emilie Galotte,’ of ‘ Minna de Barn

helm,’ of ‘ Laocoon,’ atrd of many other

master-pieces, was forced to become a

clerk to gain his living. One day the di

rector of a theatre requested him to write

a play. His answer was that of Gen.

Cambronne at Waterloo. He died in

poverty, cursing the German nation.

Schiller sold the clothes from his back to

publish lThe Robbers,’ and went to

Stuttgard with but twenty-two cents in

his pocket. Schiller, after having pro

duced the ‘ Robbers,’ ‘Fiesco,’ ‘ Cabals

and Love,‘ was refused by a servant girl

he loved, because he had no trade; that

sublime poet would have perished in

want without the friendship of Goethe.

Goethe procured for him a professorship

 

of history at the University of Jena, With

a salary of 3,000 francs per annum, and

notwithstanding the favor of the gen

erous Duke of Weimar, the poet com

plains in a letter of never having had the

sum of 1,000 francs to enable him to visit

Paris and look upon the sea, the sea

which he has so poetically described,

without'ever having seen it. On the

other hand, Cotta earned by his works,

two million francs and the title of Baron.

This same publisher paid him at first

thirty five francs, and later three louis

per proof sheet.

“Mozart, the incarnate revelation of

music, was appointed chapel master and

received 1,500 francs salary after having

produced four master-pieces. Mozart

loved bttt two things in the world, his

Constance, whom he ran away with, and

Champaigne. Often to procure a bottle

of wine he was obliged to beg or to play

in society. See the notices of his life by

his dear Constance. At his death, he

left debts to’the amount of 3,000 francs.

llis enemies instantly reported at the

court of Vienna that Mozart, the drunk

ard, (this word was used) was 30,000

francs in debt. The emperor, upon that

calumny, refused to pay them. it was

not till his ttnhappy widow was made

acquainted with the anger of his Imperial

Majesty, and had on her knees protested

that her Worthy husband had left debts to

the amount of only 3,000 francs, which

she promised to pay by copying, that the

emperor assured her an annuity of 800

francs. Ah, Sir,” cried my noble Ger

man, closing this little sketch of Mozart,

“ you must now hear me to the end.

“ The miseries of German geniuses

would fill a volume. You are acquainted

with the biography of Beethoven, anoth

er striking illustration of my theory.

But let us pass to characters not so well

known. Hear what Herder, the great

philosopher, s'tid. ‘ln contemplating my

country and its geniuses, it appears to

me that I am wandering in a churchyard

among living skeletons.” Hoelderlin, the

friend and schoolmate of Hegel and of

Schelling, after having pttblished two vol

umes of lyric poems and different trans

lations from great Greek writers, was

forced to teach a school for support.

Harrassed by love and want, he lost his

reason at the age of thirty-two years, and

remained in that state to the age of

seventy-six. The lunatic hospital is the

only asylum for German poets. There,

at least, they are sure of their daily

bread. Hear what he says of Germany.

‘ No people are so harassed as the people

of Germany. One finds there, artisans,

priests, thinkers, but no men; nothing

holy but is profaned; nothing great but

is degraded. lts studious youth are full

of love, poetry and hope; but observe

’ living.

 
them seven years after having left the

University. You will find but phantoms,

sombre and cold. One thltld imagine

that the German sun filled with decaying

poisons the last blade of grass which

there promised to blossom.’ Hoelty, the

minstrel, and very soul of love, gave les

sons for six francs per month to gain his

He died young. It was said that

be poisoned himself. The life of Burger,

the author of ‘ Léonore,’ is a perpetual

combat between love, poverty, and perse

ctttion. He hardly anticipated that fifty

years later his poems would decorate in

freseos a royal chateau.

“ Schubert,great musician,still greater

poet, the first in Germany who sang of

liberty and brotherhood, even before the

French Revolution, was imprisoned for

sixteen years in a room four feet wide by

three long for having written a poem on

titled ‘ The Tomb of Princes.’ It was in

that room that Schiller, still young, visit

ed him, lamenting with him the fate of

being a German. I saw that horrible

prison suspended between the heavens

and the earth on Mount Asperg, having

but one grated window. The govern

ntent of Wurtenrburg caused it to be

newly plastered in order to efi'ace all the

inscriptions in verse of the poet prisoner.

I there shed tears of indignation, and

swore hatred to all our oclnro tyrants, il

lustrated by the meannessess of their

faithful subjects. The great poet traced

his sufferings with the hand of a master.

He forgave his persecutors. “'hen he

had finished his biography he ltad lost his

reason.

“ Grabbe, whom I know myself, and

whom I have seen at Frankfort with

shoes down at the heel, and holes in his

coat, is the author ofthe ‘ Duke of Goth

land,’ pronounced by M. Tieck a work of

the first order; of ‘ Don Juan,’ and

‘ Faust; ’ of ‘Frederic Barbarousse of

Cendrillon,’ and of ' Henri Vll.,’ as well

as of many dramas, which, although very

eccentric in their style and little adapted to

the German stage, are the productions of

a man of genius, given up to all his own

untamed vehemence. The unfortunate

Grabbe literally died of lt‘unger in 1835,

at the age of thirty-two years. Ephrain

Moses Kuh, original antlror, profound

thinker, committed suicide. Lenz, the

friend of Goethe, died in poverty at the

house of a shoemaker in Moscow. Su~

phie Albrecht, the poetical frtt-ud of

Schiller, died at Hamburg, deprived of

the necessaries of life. The author,

Souneburg, blew his brains out. De

Kleist, the author of‘ Katclwrr of Hell

broun,‘ and of tbe ‘ Prince of Hamburg,‘

two pieces which yielded more than a

million to the publisher, and a great num

ber of charming novels also, blew his

brains out. Lessmann, the novelist, hung
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himself, between Leipsic and Wittem

birg, on. a tree under which Luther was'

buried. Enk von der Burg. monk and

poet, to whom are attributed the dramas

to which the nephew of the count Munch

Bellinghausen has got his name, has

just drowned himself in the Danube.

link was the professor of the young

count. After his death they found at his

house the rough copy of two dramas;

‘Griseldis,’ and ‘The Child of the Des~

ert,’ which have made so much noise on

the German stage. The young count

alone received the glory. Since the

death of Enk, the nephew of the presi

dent of the diet, with the aim to reinstate

himself, has endeavored to produce anoth

er play, but it has been every where put

down without the least opposition.

“Alexandre Fisseher died in misery

at St. Petersburg, also Von Haupt at

Paris. Raimund, poet and actor at the

- same time, the author of so many en

chanting pieces, full of humor and pro

found philosophy, blew his brains out.

Louise Brachmann, a delightful roman

cer, threw herselfin the Elbe near. Halle.

Gunderode, the nun, the friend and teach~

er of Bettina, a delicate and sentimental

poetess, who published her poems under

the fictitious name of Tyan, stabbed her

self. Charlotte Stieglitz, a superior po

etess, wife of an indifferent poet whom

she loved but could not admire, also

stabbed herself in 1835. Only yesterday

the German papers announced that count

Nicholas Lenau, the lyric and epic poet,

about to be married to the daughter of a

Senator of Frankfurt, had just been taken

to a mad house ; there is no hope of sav

ing him.”

I listened, absorbed in the most painful

reflections.

“ Ah,” cried my friend, “ those who

become crazy are not the most unfortu

nate.”

“ Well,” said I, “to what cause do

you attribute so much misfortune? ”

“The causes are numerous," an's

Wered he. “Just see; genius exists

every where,bnt there is not every where

the sun to unfold its flowers and ripen

its fruits. You cannot cultivate genius

with money. \Vhat it needs is love,

overflowing love, love always. Glory is

nothing but the apothcosis of admiration,

and admiration is love. But that im

pulse of the heart, those flashes which

spring from the soul to enlighten an en

tire people and carry it even beyond the

poet and the genius, you find only in

France. The French people are natur

ally a dramatic people. In the heart of

the German people there is only asmall

lyric vein giving forth but few drops of

amber. In France the poet is loved; in

Germany he. is feared and condemned.

To say of a man in Germany: He is aA

genius, is to declare him ‘ good game,’

’as they used to say, Come on, he is a

Jew. There exis'ts one being in Ger

many who sympathizes with the poet, but

as unhappy and as much enslaved and

tyrannized over as be. That being is

the German woman."

ALEXANDRE WEILL.

 

For the Harbinger.

CANNIBALISM.

PERVl-‘RSION 0F numn LlFE AND meo

HERENCE or MAN wrrn THE ANIMAL

CREATION 'rnnoecn nts SELFISH APPRO~

PRIATION or 'rnem BODIES.

(Continued from p. 5363.)

In the last number, we considered the

Divine law on this subject, as that law is

refracted by the soul of man. \Ve took

first the verdict of its collective senti

ment, then proceeding to its analysis,

that of the four cardinal Affective pas

sions, and then we considered the reflec

tion of these passional principles in the

organism of man, under the head of or

ganic refraction, concluding by the con

history of classes and nations. In look

ing from the individual point of view,

this collective experience will fall rather

under the head of

Rf'fler/imz ,

consciousness.

is the law and isolation the exception,

and that among the carnivore, isolation is

the law and social aggregation the excep

tion.‘ This coincides with the domi

nance of the social character among the

vegetable-eating savages, whose freedom

from industrial oppression allows us to

judge of their natural tendencies.

It results from a double cause : 1st.

The greater space necessary to sustain

the carnivora. A life which it has re

quired several years to develop furnishing

them only the meal of a day, their num

bers in each grade of the animal king

dom, must bear but a small proportion to

those subsisting on the products of the

soil. A Laplander cannot live in com

fort unless he owns a herd of more than

a hundred reindeer, and occupies as much

space as twenty or thirty men living by

agriculture. The carnivorous habit re—

quires large uninhabited tracts of coun—

try. The Iudisns of America could never

multiply so as effectually to populate the

 

' This exception falls almost entirely upon

 

those creatures which are the hieroglyphics of

subversive Friendship, such as the Dog genus.

firmation of individual experience in the'

 

 

country, whilst continuing their preda—

tory habits.

In connection with the present rapid

increase of population and the insufiicient

territory left to the people by the monop

olies of landholders, this becomes a point

of vast importance.

2d. The appropriation of the bodies of

other animals to our own, literally organ

izes in the character, which is the spirit

ual expression of that body, the spirit of

oppression, of conflict and incoherence.

Ofa life sustained by violence and treach

ery, fraud and force are the natural ex

pressions. Our devouring of animals and

our isolated and competitive industry

and households, or organic cannibalism

and industrial cannibalism, are naturally

affiliated. They act and react upon each

other.

Man becomes a beast of prey, and the

social league of human brotherhood, (per

haps the infantile series of Eden,) is

broken up; each like the wolf or the

tiger makes his lair apart. No sooner in

seeking to regain his lost purity, does

man renounce the habit of prey, than he

feels the necessity for higher forms of

social life than are consistent with the

parcelling and incoherence of interests

and with the superficial and coarse rela

tions in which the greater number of

souls now dragging out their purgatorial

Which is the manifestation of God's1 term, gland go their narura| bm'hers_

Will in nature, 01’ w speak more definite- 1 They need a communion of spiritual life

ly’ in all Spheres ememal ‘0 our SOUL‘as a substitute for the gross and bloody

communion of animal life which they

Among me indica‘lons drawn from lllis i have left below them. They need to feel

smirce, ""3 "105'- Pmminem feature istthe tide of Divine love flowing through

1hi$,-lllat among the granivomus and them and into them in a free, a holy

Frugiml'mls creatures, 50cm are’grets’mion‘communion, unchecked by any thought

of violence, by any chance of antago

nism.

The ideal character, during periods of

social and organic incoherence, is an in

dividualism, never forgetting its own

personality, the dignity of etiquette which

builds between itself and others an iron

palisadc, highly polished, finely carved

and glittering with brass knobs,—ad

mitting through its fret—work some

glimpses into the garden it surrounds,

but impassable.

Of Harmonic society, the tone must be

a continual influx and reflux of being,

sweet and free as the life of nature,

where among great friendly trunks,

whose branches overarch a swat-d of wild

flowers, the joyous song-birds glance and

chase each other through the sunny foli

age.

Here we are led to speak of the more

refitted and exquisite sensibility of our

various organs, developed under the use _

ofa vegetable diet, which thus multiplies

and intensifies our relations with nature.

But this is properly a branch of refrac

tion, and as Ihave no new facts on the
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subject, I content myself with a. reference

to Dr. Lamb, Graham, and others who

have elaborated it more especially in this

point of view. See also the life of Cas

par Hauser. It is among the compensa

 less such fond is first prepared by cook-y

ing." (Page 73, Vol. 1.) The light of

refraction from man’s own organism, and

that of reflection from the structure of

the lower creatures most nearly approach

tions of subversion that the want ofliug him’eqmuy condemn and deny them

development Md Editwllfm Spares ‘15 liteihis carnivorous habits, and signalize

tortures which we should otherwise ex

perience from the discords and villanous

outrages of all beauty and harmony,

them as' one of those perversions into

which he has fallen during the moral and

physical disease incidental to the infancy

which surround us alikc morally and of his race upon the planet

physically. Happy in their stupidity, There is another and the most interest

the mass of our race pass through lireting species of reflection which it will be

without observing,without any more deti- necessary entirely to omit It is that

"ii-9 conscmusness um" 3- 5°“ 0f nighl'mvhich should correspond to spiritual or

mil-1'9, or ""3 Teal Cllul'llclel' of “'hill» istpassional attraction. To obtain its ver

doing around “mm, of What they are‘dict, we should need that communication

doing themselves.

This stupidity, torpor of soul and

Benser 15, however, inl"Jilllmlible “'Mllwo are excluded by the quarantine under -

progress; we must sufl'cr, we must appre

ciate, before we can attain anything high

er. This is no time for a little more

with higher orders of life, and with the

inhabitants of other planets from which

which the earth lies during its period of

disease and subversion.

The light of Divine truth flows first

Sleep and a Hula more Slumber- Theidirectly into the soul of man, in his at~

brutal antagomsm 1“ “hell we 11"e 15 tractions and native instincts, so that he

insufl‘erablo. When we have organized

Christianity upon the earth, let who will

preach contentment. \Ve cannot now

spare any faculty of perception, any sen

timent of the evil about us.

Returning from this digression, we

observe in the animal kingdom not only

the general characters of the granivora

and carnivore, but family characters such

as among those of the mammalia, the

cheirotheria, including the bimana and,

quadrumana of Cuvier, to which man be-‘

longs by the analogies of his anatomical

structure. These creatures, in their natu

ral state, subsist on fruits and on vegetable

products, although like man they are ca

pable, through a perverted education, of

carnivorous habits. Man has behind, the

grinding teeth, fitted for the comminution

of grains and roots, and not the scissors

teeth of the carnivora; before, the cut

ting teeth of the frugivora and those

imay become by studying them a law

[unto himself. (Refraction.)

2d. God speaks to man through

nature or the life external to his con

sciousness, which through the avenue of

isense is reflected on his soul, and afi‘ects

i him through a sympathy based upon uni

|versal analogy, which connects him with

'the earth as the pivotal expression of its

ilife. (Reflection)

3d. There are special revelations

which correspond to the diffraction of

‘light. If a ray of the sun entering

ithrough a crevice into a dark room, fall

‘ upon some object which stops it, a shad

dow of the prismatic colors will be flung

llfrom that object, thus presenting amid

|the darkness a spectrum of the develop

‘ ments which light undergoes in what we

i may call its material incarnations.

I Thus amid the darkness of the past,

the divine truth streamed in upon the

diffracted light of revelation shines for

called canine are also or this U'Pe- He souls of prophets, and created round

has none fit for tearing raw flesh, and the them “1,310 in which were visible the

grinding motion of his jaw results from 3.‘colors of Passional harmony in the far

development of the pterygoid muscles

peculiar to the granivora, and essentially

differing from the vertical motion which

corresponds to the scissors teeth of the

carnivore. The length of his alimentary

canal is again characteristic, and confirms

the former analogies. Cuvier, impressed

with these facts, speaks thus in his

“ Regne Animal.”

" Man appears formed to nourish him

self chiefly on roots, fruits, and the sue.

culent parts of vegetables. His hands

make it easy for him to gather them; the

i future.

Of such difl'ractions, anticipations, re

velations, which have been made to dif

ferent nations at difl‘erent epochs, We

iknow but few. Of those few the .ludean

religion, the Hindoo and the Magian, es

pecially treat of this subject. The Hin

doo religion proclaimed the sacredncss of

life. It presents in this as in other

points claims upon our respect. There

is no religion which ‘has moulded pro

foundly so large a population for so long

a period and amid all those incongruities

 

shortness and moderate strength of hisiand abominations with which it has been

jaws, the equal length of his 'wninelfilled by the falsehood of priestcraft,

teeth with the others, and the tubercularlthore will be found germs of rare truth

character of his molars, permit himland beauty which the future will appre

 

many millions of the human race, and

its word is against cannibalism in all its

forms.

The Magian religion which still num

bers many vntaries in the Eastern coun

tries, is, whother we credit history or the

lives of its believers, one of the purest

and noblest expressions of Divine truth

which the earth has received. Alone,

for many centuries, since their first emi

gration to India the Parsees have main

tained amid intestine wars and oppres

sions on every side, inviolate peacetwitlr

out slavish submission. There is one

partial exception where they joined an

oppressed nation and assisted in the vin

dication of its liberties against an in

vader.

This beautiful faith so kindred to that

of Christin its morality, and whose influ

ence on the practice of life may well call

a blush to the face of Christians; this

faith which, searching with childlike wis

dom into the mysteries of nature, saw in

the all-animating Sun the body of God,

has condemned as offensive to God the

violent death and the mutual devouring of

his creatures.

3d. The Judaso-Christian. \Ve have

already in the [Bib No. quoted from

Genesis the original declaration of the

Divine will on this subject. Afterwards

when the Israelites wandered in the

wilderness, undergoing in the sublime

temple of nature a lustration from the

servile and civilized habits they had con

tracted in Egypt, so that standing before

God in their manhood, they might set. to

the nations the example of a people re

deemed in unity and marchingr to the ac

complishment of its terrestrial destiny,—

at this time when, 'if ever a manifestation

of special Providence existed, it existed

for Israel, we observe as one of the con

ditions of their regeneration, a vegetable

regimen. Not only was this necessitated

by the conditions in which such a journey

must have been perforated, but we find

them when depending more directly -on

the Lord for their daily bread, supplied

with manna. VVe'rcad that it was only

when in the hardness and rebellion of

their old pea-version they were turning to

the flesh pots of Egypt, that with an ex

pression of rebuke and displeasure, the

quaiis were sent as a temporary adapta

tion to their weakness. This reminds us

of the miracle recorded of Jesus in the

great draught of fishes. we are not

here to question the truth or authenticity

of what ave find in the Scriptures.

Such as they are, they have served a pur

pose, and we would simply remark that in

all revelation there is an important dis

tinction to be made between absolute

principles which are true essentially, and

 

neither to graze nor to devour flesh, -un- f ciatc. Such as it is, it contains whatever practical adaptations to times, men, and
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, circumstances which are true only inci

dentally. The excellence of a religion as

of a political code, and its truest claim to

our respect and confidence is the combi-I

nation of these two elements. 'It must be

intelligible and adapted to those it is

given to, with all their meannesscs and

perversions: it must not require too

much of them, or it will accomplish

nothing, and yet its essential principle

must shine above the mists of its age‘s

error and prejudice, a beacon to all na

tions and all times, and confirm itself in

the conscience of Humanity as that con

science gains force and intelligence. It is

thus with the doctrine of Love, bound

less universal Love enfolding every crea

ture in the circle of its charity. Vio

lence, bloodshed are ablinrent to its very

nature. It is an insult to question it on

such a subject. This statement appeals

to the instinct, to the sentiment of the

Christian. It is not a subject for argu

ment—How oould Christ have been a

butcher?

When from law and ordinance we turn

to prophecy, the light of diffraction is

very clear upon this subject. Soaring in

the luminous ether of inspiration, the

coarse and discordant facts of the present

subversion ceased to hamper the spirit of

the seer ; through his liberated conscious

ness, the real nature of man, the genuine

aspiration of the soul of his race, speak

and proclaim themselves: there is noth

ing unnatural in prophecy. A prophet

is a man of deep, catholic, liberated

sympathy, and he prophesies truth in

his ecstatic moments, because, “ At

tractions are proportional to essential

Destinies.”

The aspirations and desires of man are

prophetical of their fulfilment in a period

of humanitary growth which, in compari

son with the years of evil and disap

pointment, will bear the ratio of the es

sential to the exceptional destiny.

“The wolf also shall dwell with the lamb,

and the leopard shall lie down with the kid', and

the calf and the young lion and the fatling to

gether; and a little child shall lead them.

“ And the cow and the bear shall feed; their

young ones shall lie down togethcr: and the

lion shall cat straw like the ox.

“ And the sucking child shall play on the hole

of thc asp, and the weaned child shall put his

hand on the cockatricc’s dcn.

“ They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my

holy mountain : for the earth shall be full of the

knowledge of the Loan, as the waters cover

the sea.”

The vulgar argument on such passages

considers their sense only as mystical, as

figurative. They are really symbolic in

this sense, that their terms of language

are inadequate to do more than suggest to

the imagination the full meaning of the

prophet. But if common sense is to have

anything to do with the interpretation of

l
 

prophecy, and if prophecy was meant to

guide and to encourage man, not to mock

and tantalize him, then the mystical signi

fication must imply the truth of the lite

ral, and be so far coincident with it, that

men of plain understandings, not initiated

into the mysteries of priestcraft, shall

find a true meaning in the prophecy, so

far as it has any meaning for them.

This prophecy must remain incompre

hensible until we penetrate the secret of

nature, universal analogy, which recog

nizing man as the pivot of Creation, and

all lower types of the natural kingdoms,

as mirroring his passions and their social

effects, finds in the tiger or the rattle

snake only pictures of social vice, which

upon the harmonic development of the

passions on a foundation of united inter

ests in the Passional Series will be re

placed by their harmonic anti-types, as

beneficent in their character as the pas

sions of Nero or a Borgia, transformed

by the influence of a true social sphere.

The literal sense of this prophecy is the

body of its mystical sense, as refined and

purified organisms, and not foul carcasses

supported by cannibalism, and filled with

the germs of animal putrefaotion, are

the bodies in which souls, attuned to

passional harmonies, can fitly express

themselves.

To be Continued.

 

TO MY DAUGHTER LILY.

av raiur PENDLETON COOKI.

Six changoful years are gone, Lily,

I Since you were born to be

A darling to your mother good,

A happiness to me.

A little shivering, feeble thing,

You were, to touch and view,

But we could see a promise in

Your baby eyes of blue.

You fastened on our hearts, Lily,

As day by day wore by,

_And beauty grew upon your cheeks

And deepened in your eye;

A year made dimples in your cheeks

And plumped your little feet,

And you had learned some merry ways

\Vhich we thought very sweet.

And when the first sweet word, Lily,

Your wee mouth learned to say,

Your mother kissed it fifty times

And marked the famous day.

I know not, even now, my dear,

If it were quite a word,

But your proud mother surely know

For she the sound had heard.

\Vhen you were four years old, Lily,

You were my little friend,

And we had walks and nightly plays,

And talks without an end.

You little ones are sometimes wise,

For you are undefiled;

A grave grown man will start to hear

The strange words of a child.

\Vhen care pressed on our house, Lily,

Pressed with an iron hand—

 

 

I hated mankind for the wrong

\Vliich festered in the land;

But when I read your young, frank face,

Its meanings sweet and good,

My charities grew clear again,

I felt my brotherhood.

And sometimes it would be, Lily,

My faith in God grew cold,

For] saw virtue go in rags,

And vice in cloth of gold:

But in your innocence, my child,

And in your mother's love.

I learned those lessons of the heart.

“'hich fasten it above.

At last our cares are gone, Lily,

And peace is back again,

As you have con the sun shine out

After the gloomy rain;

In the good land where we were born

We may be happy still,

A life of love will bless our home,—

The house upon the hill.

Thanks to your gentle face, Lily!

Its innocence was strong

To keep me constant to the right

\thn tempted by the wrong.

The little ones were dear to him

Who died upon the Rood —

I ask his gentlc care for you

And for your mother good.

 

FLORENCE VANE.

av rmmr PENDLE'I‘ON cooirn.

I loved thee long and dearly

Florence Vane ;

My life's bright dream and early

Hath come again;

I renew in my fond vision,

My heart’s dear pain,

My hope and thy derision,

Florence Vane.

The ruin lone and hoary,

The ruin old,

\Vhere thou didst hark my story

At even told,—

That spot —the hues Elysian

Of sky and plain -—

I treasure in my vision,

Florence Vane.

Thou wast lovelicr than the roses

In their prime;

Thy voice excelled the closes

Of sweetest rhyme;

Thy heart was as a river

Without a main.

\Vould I had loved thee never,

Florence Vane!

But fairest, coldest wonder,

Thy glorious clay

Lictli the green sod under—

Alas the day!

And it boots not to remember

Thy disdain -

To quicken love’s pale ember,

Florencc Vane.

The lilies of the valley

By young graves weep;

The pansies love to dally

Where maidens sleep 3

May their bloom, in beauty vying

Never wane,

Where thine earthly part is lying,

Florencc Vane.
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For the Harbinger.

RESULTS OF CIVILIZATION.

Great Britain contains land to the ex

tent of 51,000,000 of acres; 33,792,450

acres tilled, and 17,207,550 acres untilled.

Population, 18,000,000, souls and bodies.

It is customary to reckon population

only as souls; for this there are two rea

sons: 1st. The soil being all preappro

priated by a class of landholders, who, in

Great Britain, form between one-twelfth

and one-thirteenth ofthe people, and who

have full legal right to drive the rest into

the sea, if such course should seem most

conducive to their interests,—it would

be inconsistent to consider the people as

having bodies, while no provision exists

for feeding and clothing them. 2d. The

mass, being reduced to laboring machines,

the natural existence of their souls might,

be forgotten or denied in consequence of

the suppression of all chances for their

development, were not the fact thus for

mally asserted in the census.

The area of Great Britain stands to its

population in the ratio of two acres

tilled, and one untilled, to each individual.

McCulloch gives the income of Great

Britain at £300,000,000, a ratio ofeighty

threc dollars to each individual. Out of

5,124,926 heads of families, there are

3,135,939 eugagcd on the soil and in

manufactures, besides those in handicrafts

and retail trades, which make the last

number 4,460,136. The total income of

these, more than four-fifths of the whole,

is estimated at £133,721,315. Deduct

ing only one-third of this for the profits

of retail trade, would leave for whole

number of producers of all classes,

£99,157,544, or about $37 per year to

each person; so that if the whole profit

of the producers were averaged amongst

them and that of the non-producers like

wise, each producer would gain one-fourth

as much as each non-producer. This

however, Would give a very imperfect

idea of the actual distribution. In Great

Britain, out of 18,000,000, there are

only

127,(IJO persons with an income from £5 to 200

 

22,0“) "' “ “ '200 to 1,000

3,000 “ “ “ 1,000 to 5,000

6(1) “ “ “ above 5,000

Colquhoun computes persons able to live

without daily labor, at 47,000; or, with

their families, 231,000 individuals, and

16,800,000 living from hand to mouth.

This makes no allowance for stoppage of

work, so common since the almost daily

intervention of new machinery, whose

power increases much faster than the

population, and which now in Great

Britain, equals the labor of 600,000,000

men, and could perform ten times the

work required of it. The number of

paupers, vagrants, and criminals there, is

 

1,800,000, or one-tenth of the whole

census; causing a tax for the support of

crime and pauperism, which, being fixed

chiefly upon the necessaries of life, falls

principally upon the poor, operating in a

compound method to multiply the panpers

and criminals: 1st. By taking from the

laborer already scarce able to exist, the

means of living ; thus aiding disease and

moral palsy from exnessive toil and priva

tion, in crippling him for self-support.

2d. By setting a premium on impotence

and crime, since the disabled and the

criminal are exempted from that suffering

for the necessaries of life, which destroys

the honest laborer.

Parliamentary statistics on the yearly

earnings of average laborers obtaining

average employment in day, job, and

harvest work, with all advantages except

parish relief, gave from 856 parishes,

£27 27: 10d; and including the earnings

ofa wife and four children, aged fourteen,

eleven, eight, and five, adding £13 1115

1011, equal to £41 14s 8d. Seventy-one

parishes reported this sum inadequate for

subsistence. it gives about £7, or nearly

$35 a year, to the individual, coinciding

with the above calculation, from other

data. This continually falls. The

wages of hand-loom weavers was re

duced in 1835, to one~third of their wages

in 1815. (See lleport of House of Com

mons in 1835.)

From 1797 to 1804, a weaver could

earn ‘26s 8d per week, equal to 100 lbs.

flour, or 826 lbs. potatoes, or 55 lbs.

meat; average 281 lbs. of food. In 1834,

wages had gradually fallen to 53 6d per

week.

This fall of wages, consequent upon

industrial competition, tends, in the vi

cious circle of civilized industry, to in

crease the number of laborers employed

in those branches. The laborer engaged

in them, generally knows no other busi

ness, or finds all preoccupied by more

skilful hands. Absolutely living from

hand to month, he would starve while

waiting a chance, or going through the

necessary apprenticeship, supposing him

possessed of enough moral energy to at

tempt it. Thus fixed, and wages falling,

he cannot live by himself, therefore mar

ries, and he with his wife manage to sup

port themselves on their joint earnings.

The children are early trained to the

same employment, no other lying open,

so that when a family consists of five

persons, and two of the children are

above eight years old, their joint weekly

earnings will amount to 12 or 14 shillings

per week. $ 1 32 per week for five per~

sons, gives 26 cents and 4 mills each, and

for a day's support, 3 and 3-4 cents.

They require the services of their children

early, and even if they could spare them,

have no means of bringing them up to

other employment.

 

Mr. Jelinger Symons, comparing the

results of labor in Great Britain with

other countries, gives us the following

table:

France In En

(‘r Br'l- gland.

gium. "

First class mechanics, 1‘13 6!! 205 0d 3.! 4d

Second “ “ 9 0 1-1 0 2 0

Farm laborers, 6 6 10 0 l 4

S innin factor do. Q
:10n,\§0m811,£ cliild’n £6 3 w G 2 "

We subjoin details of the weekly ex

penditure of some of the most. industrious

and frugal of the working families in the

neighborhood of Coventry, in the year

1839. Family of five persons, man,

wife, and three children, earning fourteen

shillings per week.

House:cnt,....................--......2;0d

ll-cht.coals,... . . . . . . . . . ............l 0

1 lb. candlel,...........................0

Soap, soda, salt,. .....0
  

Illilk,1 pint each day,... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..0

Flour, 1 1-2 stone, with yeast and baking,.4

This will make 27 lbs. of bread, and at

3 meals a day, is only 4 oz. per meal

—cucli person.

Potatoes,21lbs..... . . . . . . . . ............0

Sugar, 1 1-9. lbs..

Tea or cofi'ec,............-.............0

Bacon, bullock’s liver, or other coarse meat,1

Clothes, haberdashery, drc.. . . . ... . .. . . . .1

  

..................1

 

Total,................l~1s0d

The bed consists of a bag of straw,

and for their clothing, this class depend a

great deal on friendship and charities.

This expenditure implies the management

of a good house-wife in the families in

which it was registered.

Out of the residueof this fund, amount

ing to £0 Us 011, tlre provident laborer is

to husband for times of sickness, of fail~

ore of work, for the nursery, for setting

his elder children up in the world, for

books and papers, music, amusements,

for education, for the attendance of di

vine worship, and for coffins and funerals.

And if these are not sufficient motives to

the poor to economize their surplus

income in the Savings Banks provided

for that purpose, they have the exhorte

tions, persuasive or indignant, and the

excellent advice of their wealthy neigh

bors.

So incorrigibly vicious, however, is the

character of the poor, that despite all

these conditions, so eminently favorable

to the practive of virtue and Hindoo

Christianity, they act with such disregard

to the welfare of their families and the

scandal of their fellow citizens, that the

outlay in drunkenness, after every allow

ance for reasonable convivinlity, is above

fifteen millions a year, throughout the

kingdom; the poor rates amount to four

millions, and the annual cost of punishing

and repressing crime, to more than ten

 

" Difference in favor of England, after adding

one-third for greater cost of f00d.
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millions more,—items which equal the

whole interest of the national debt.

It might be supposed that the gradu

ated diminution of wages of which we

have spoken, would have a salutary el-fect

‘on this spirit of licentious extravagance.

On the contrary, however, the number of

individuals charged with serious offences

is in England five times greater than it

was thirty years ago. In Ireland it is six

times, and in Scotland twenty-seven

times. In Glasgow, nearly 30,000 per

sons are brutally drunk every Saturday

night, and every twelfth house is a grog

shop. In Dublin, 60,000 of these im

provident wretches had past in one year

through the fever hospital, having got

sick with the most perfect recklessness of

the public expense. It has been consid

ered fabulous when narratives of life in

India have represented the pariahs as

feeding upon putrid carcasses; but the

papers which now reach us by every

steamer, in their regular bulletins of the

application of Malthusian principles in

Ireland, removing the surplus population

by starvation, show such facts there as of

frequent occurrence.

In Liverpool and Manchester, chief

commercial and manufacturing centres of

England, where the gigantic enterprise

of production and exchange bring the

four quarters of the globe under tribute,

and the elevating influences of civilization

are seen in all their refinement, we find

this depraved class inhabiting dark, damp,

confined, ill-ventilated and dirty cellars,

39,000 in Liverpool, and 15,000 in Man

chester, being one-fifth and one-eighth

respectively of the population of those

places,-—thus increasing the mortality

by fever, 35 per cent.

“ The advantages of free trade, now so

much insisted on as a panacea, are in

creased cheapness and increased demand

from extended markets. Manchester

possessed all the advantages in this re

spect that free trade could give to any

town or country. Improvements in ma

chinery by Watt and Arkwright, and

peculiar advantages of situation, opened

to it the markets of the world. It im

ported raw material from India, manufac

tured it, sent it back, and yet undersold

the Indian who works for two pence a

day, in his own market. Improvements

in machinery enabled one man ‘-to do

the work that it had required two hundred

men to do before; and here one would

think, that if the extra produce were di

thrown out of employment by the extra

productiveness of the machine obliged

him to work the same number of hours,

and to be satisfied with nearly the same

rate of wages as before. The extra

number of pieces produced, went to the‘

warehouse of the capitalist, and by re

‘ducing them in price, he forced them over

the markets of the wurldt The reduced

price occasioned an increased demand.

.Capital flowed in that direction; mann

factnrers and merchants rnultipled and

grew rich, and the number of hands em

ployed, instead of being ultimately de

creased, was increased until it reached

the number of about 1,200,000; With

whose couditidn, Parliamentary statistics

have made us but too well acquainted.”

Here is an extract from Dr. Kay‘s re

port on the Factory System.

“ The population employed in the cotton

factories rises at five o’clock in the morning,

works in the mill from six till eight, and returns

home for half an hour or forty minutes to break

fast. This meal generally consists of tea or

coffee, with a little bread. Oatmeal porridge is i

sometimes, but of late rarely, used, and chiefly '

by the men; but the stimulus of tea is pre-l

ferred,tmd especially by the women. The tea ‘

is almost always barl, and sometimes of a dele

terious quality; the infusion is weak, and little

or no milk is added. The operativvs return to

the mills and workshops until twelve o'clock,

when an hour is allowsd ‘for dinner. Amongst

those who obtain the lower rate of wages, this

meal generally consists of boiled potatoes. The

mess of potatoes is put into one large dish;

melted lard or butter is poured upon them, and

a few peiccs of fried fat bacon are sometimes

mingled with them, and but seldom a little

meat. The family sits round the table, and

each rapidly appropriates his portion on a plate,

or they all plunge their spoons into the dish,

and with an animal eagerness satisfy the crav

ings of their appi'tite. At the expiration of the

hour they are all again employed in the work

shops or mills, where they continue until

scvcn o’clock, or a later hour, when they gen

erally again indulge in the use of tea, often

mingled with spirits, accompanied by a little

bread. The population nourished on this ali

merit in crowded into one dense mass, in cot

tages separated by narrow, unpaved, and almost

pestilential streets, in an atmosphere loaded

with the smoke and exhalations of a large man

ufacturing city. The operatives are congregat

ed in rooms and workshops during twelve hours

of the day, in an enervating. heated atmosphere,

. which is frequently loaded with dust or filaments

of cotton, or impure front constant respirationw

I or from other causes. They are engaged in an

1 employment which absorbs their attention, and

iunremitlingly employs their physical energies.

“They are drudgcs who watch the movementsfl

and assist the operations of a mighty material,

forcc,which toils with an energy over llflCOn-i

  

 

 

nutrition. Having been subject to the prolong

cd labor of an animal—his physical energy

wasted, his mind in supine inaction—the arti

zan has neither moral dignity, nor intellectual

nor organic strength to resist the seductions of

appetite. His wife and children, too frequent

ly subjected to the same process, are unable to

cheer his remaining moments of leisure. Do

mestic economy is neglected—domestic com

forts are unknown. A meal of the coarsest

food 'Is prepared with hcedlcss haste, and dc

voured with equal precipitation. Home has no

other relation to him than that of shelter—few

pleasures are there—it chiefly presents to him

nsccnc of physical exhaustion, from which he

is glad to escape. Himself impotent of all the

distinguishing aims of his species, he sinks into

sensual sloth, o'r revels in more degrading licen

tiousncss. His house is ill-furnished, unclean

ly, often ill-ventilated, perhaps damp; his food,

from want of forethought and domestic econo

my, is meagre and innutricious; he is dcbilitat

cd and hypochoudriacal, and falls the victim of

dissipation."

“ The City of Glasgow exhibits so extraordi

nary nn example, during the last fifty years, of

the progress of population, opulence, and all

, the external symptoms of prosperity, and at the

same time of the utter inadequacy of all these

resources to keep pace either with the mom] or

spiritual wants of the people, or provide ade

quate funds for the alleviation of their distreu- -

es, that it is deserving of particular considera

tion.

“ It appears from Dr. Acland’s admirable Sta

tistics of Glasgow, that Population, Custom

Ilousc Duties, Harbor-Duos, and Post-Office

Revenue of the City, have stood, in the under

mentioned years, as follows :—

Ymrs. Population. Cuslom-Hmue

1770 31.000 Duties.

1801 83,769 £1124 in 181?.

1831 202,425 72,053 17 4

1839 290,000 468,074 12 2

Years. Harbor Dan. Post- Office.

1770 £1 to 010 £33,711

1804 3,319 16 1 23.328

last 2020618 5 35,012

1839 45,237 16 10 41,527"

In the seven years from 1830 to 1837,

the subscriptions for internal charities

were' £114,800. £20,000 besides were

levied annually for support of poor, in

addition to private charities, but have

proved as nothing to balance the progress

of destitntion and suffering inherent in an

industrial system which, based on com

petition of interests, organizes incohe

reuce and waste. Glasgow exhibits, says

1 the able and indefatigable Dr. Cowan:

“A frightful state of mortality, unequalled,

perhaps, in any city in Britain. The prevalence

of fever presents obstacles to the promotion of

social improvement among the lower classes,

and is productive of an amnunt of human mis

ery credible only to those who have witnessed

it. ((‘owan’s Vital Statistics of Glasgow, p.

14.) The extraordinary progress of mortality

vided fairly between the capitalist or “ions of fatigue. 'Thc pcrscvering labor of the I Which has, as already shown, declined frow 1 in

owner of the machine, and the operative, , operative must rival the mathematical precision, ' 41 in 1823,'to l in 21- in 1837, while the annual

them was plenty of mnm for me improve- i the incessant motion, and the cxhaustless power i average mortality of London is about 1 in 30.

ment of his condition.

his leisure! No. Were his wages in

creased for doing two hundred times more

But did it increase l
of the machine. Hence, besides the ncgativci

. results, the total abstraction of every moral and

l .

l intellectual stimulus, the abacucc of Variety, "

| banishment from the grateful air and the ebccr- ,

and over all England 1 in 51, affords too melan

choly a confirmation of this observation. And

the following is the account given of the Glas

gnw poor by a very intelligent observer, Mr.

than he did before? Noi 0" for a very i ing influences of light, the physical energies ‘ Symondr. the Government Commissioner for

shon- ‘I'imci r"! we competition or “1080 I are exhausted by incessant toil and imperfect j examining into the condition of the hand-loom
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wo-ivcrs: 'The wynds in Glasgow comprise I under the advantages of a cool, insular!capitalist, result from the want of Chris

flucmm'w'p‘ll‘flnmn °r “0".” 15,200 T303003 position, has etl'ected the immense re-itian love to push the first principle to its

P°"°““ “"8 ‘1'!“ch “mm o a n )"n sults ” which, when we consider the pro- l ultimate and legitimate end, in co-opera

of lanes, out of which itumbcrless entrances d , l _ I i I 1 _ > _ , _

lead in“) mm" square comm, each with a dung, .UCllOH' are so at turn )le , when we con- tive partnerships including the operative

hm rec-king in the ccmm Revomng u was sider the producer, so deplorable. Utter- : with his labor and skill in the dividends

the outward appearance of those places, i was i ly incompatible, under its present condi- which would thus identify his interest

little propsrcdl‘orthc filth and destitution with-Itions. with the firm foundation of publiclwith the general profits. The second

in- I" mm" or we“ |°dgl"8_ mm“, (“sm‘fl “‘ | prosperity, and even with the security of principle, the division of labor “ which

“'ght’) we found a Whole h" °_r hum“ bemgs l property to the limited class of its pos- ‘ now reduces the operative to the rank of

littered along the floor, sometimes fifteen or

jsessors, now regarded by the masses as a wheel or a lever, a mere appendage or
twenty, some clothed and some naked; men,‘ _ , u _ _ _ _ .

women, and childrm‘ hnddled Pmmkcuomb. their natural enemies, its obvioiisten- machine, temporarily filling the place

ingest,“ Their bud consisted of a lay“ orl dency is to create immense wealth in one ' which mechanical science may soon out»

musty straw intermixed with rugs. There was part of the population, antl increased 5 ply by a. spring, and in whom human na

gcnefally “"16 0" "° furniture "1 W‘s“ Place“; numbers in another; to coin gold for the ture is something superfluous ; ” is sim

l'h" "’1" “ml” 9" c""‘l°‘_" “’“h‘ fire] Thc'v' master manufacturer, and multiply chil- ‘ ply the application to industry of the

m.“ and pmsmlmoucoilsmme'.8“an mum.“ dren in his cotton mills; to exhibit a serial principle of ANALYSIS. In order

ot the revenue of this population. No palllSl _ , , _ .1. h d I} ‘ d h _

mom to be mum to purge ms Augcnn'ilfltlel'lllg increase in the exports and m- to coast inlet 0 eve opmuit an appr

pandemonium; this nucleus of crime. filth, and Pans 0f the empire, and an augmemmio" Hess or me pmduce' “fill me perfecnon

pestilence, existing in the centre of the sccond as appalling in its paupers, its depravity, , of the products, we have only to com

city of the r-mpirc.‘ " and its crimes.” ' plete the Distributive Trinity to which it

“of a“ mo eff-ecu which the ngre" or The causes of this unhappy contrastlbelongs, by the two other terms which its

civilization produccn,therc is none so deplora- are sufficiently Obvious, and their cureivery name SUEQGSls—SYNTBESIS and

ble as tho degradation of the human character abundantly simple. It is not necessary ‘ ALTERNATIQN.

Which arises from the habits 0f the manufactur- that Great Britain should manufacture Continue the division of labors, it is a

ing classes. The assemblage of largrc bodies of one yard of do“, the less_ It is not "9. l fertile, a beneficem principle, Extend it

m? '“ one place? the do” °°"h.“°m°m .m cessary that the merchant prince or man- to the spheres of flaricuhurul and domes

Whiclithcynrc subjected; the promiscuous in- I, _ b h M b d _ d fttici dus‘ _ b “1 mt , e i] 0 “action

tcrcourse of the sexes at an early period oflil'e; u aetmmg “on _8 on e eane 0 . " ry’ u e mm ’ l .on

and the dcbasement of intcllect which arises one dom" or the" fortunes- Ill‘gm'en “Hill the comm" am! allmcuvenesa or

from uniforinity'oi' occupation, all conspire to'they may be indeed, mere results of sel- l their workshops and other spheres of

l

 

 

degrade and corrupt mankind. Persons unac- fish power, fraud and accident, which labor, the formation of social groups in

quaintcd with the manners of the lower orders constitute as social robbers and Swindlers, every function; and when you have thus

in "19 81'“! manufacturing chi" °f Brim", those who have coined them directly or conquered the desolating feature of isola

can. form no.3dcquam conception of me habim indirectly from the lives of their brothers ' lioni remember lhm “'8 Ball, “'ilh 3“ “5

which prevail among them. In (.rlasgow, atl _ , _ I . . . .

this moment, (mm!) there are 3000 public and aisle“ m humanity, degraded and harmonics sensuous find-500ml, Wlll tire

boom among 390p,” persons included in 53” perishing in the industrial treadmill. But 1 at last; 1113‘ God, I" having crealed ma"

(DOl‘amilics; being nearly one public-house for what purpose Would be served by a dis Wllll many senses! afl‘ecl'ionsr racnhles

every 20 families. The number or inhabited tribution: by a change in the possessors‘and organs, has expressed his will that

houses is about 30,000, so that every tenth of property; Are umse who now sufl‘er they should all be developed by action;

tht3 is “pme'ia'Cd ‘°_ "l9 s"|°_°r sPll'il'I ‘1 ! mosty less 5e1fis‘h than those who enjoy and that this result can only be attained

proportion unexampled, it is belcivcd, in any ‘he Proms or their labors! would notiby periodical ailernahon,_ The function

other city of the globe. This number has men 1 _ _ , .

from 1,600 since the year 1821, though not more lhelr fill-St a“ on findmg themselves P05“ Tefnams consmm'_ Rad] work proceeds

mm 140,000 mu], have been'during the same i, sessed of power, he, to thrust below them “illh lhe regularlly or a mathematical

period, added to the population. Scasonl of‘linto the position from which they havclluw. and yet- with the enthusiasm of nov

adversity lead to no improvement in the habits ‘ emerged, the weaker! And must the"; ; elty and passion ; for each individual of

of these workmen; the recurrence of prosperi- ; not alwnym in Tegfid 10 capacity in a its alternating groups, drawn to it by his

ty brings with it the usual attendant of protli
given direction, he a weaker class! idiscriminating preference] excited in it by

gacy and intcinperance‘. Ten or twenty work-I ‘Vm‘m social be the - y n ,socia] s -m am and directl ime e t d '

men are more or loss intoiiicated cvcry Satan, , _ _y gamer )y w ‘ . y p . y y r a. e m

at “oristtr‘ruitaz: ‘1?”RXZL‘SMZL‘FJZ\ZZ.I§“'“’ “ by a
W I!) can l an! ,IB 000 err coiivertc in- z u ‘ 7 '

to ardentspirit: The same individuals who, a 1 should substitute in its high places, for a i And as under the present system based

year before, were reduced to pawn their last class in whom habitual wealth has devel- on constraint or want, it is the interest of

'hl’eds °f furniture m P'°°‘"° "bSiS'c'mci oped taste and refinement, and habitual the capitalist that the wretched conditions

"CHEW! ‘hmw .aWflY‘fl'fi surplus earnings °l', power genemsity, the coarse demarrngiic ' of the laborer's life should drive him in

more prosperous times in the lowest (lobauche- . . a ‘ l - - -

'y. The warnings or religion, the (“Cum or! whose force or cunning, all unrelievcd by , his competition for. bread, to accept the

prudence, the means of instruction, the lessons ' gracc' “nel'aswned by lhe bah“ 0f defer' i lowcm wages fur his “'"rkt so under the

or ndvcrs'ity, are alike overwheinmd by the once to the sentiment of his peers, will ‘Christian organization of industry, the

passion for momentary gratification. It seems require the softening influence of time i interest of the capitalist, drawing the in

the peculiar effect of such debasing employ- through generations,t0 conceal its hithOllSjcomO on his investment from the same

"Pan", ‘° "'1‘!" fhc Con‘ll‘l‘m "f me“ Precfl' i barencssl The chasms left by an earth
pmfit whence the operative receives his

trying fluctuations of“ condition, and the most ‘ flowers at fir“ des'myed ; bl" who woum selfiSh p.01.“ 0f we“, equally “uh mat of

famlimprovidence of chamctcr'" yinvoke an earthquake to his assistance in . genercsuy, the gfellefll Profit of the la

,laying out a garden? In Great Britain l bereft Whose 125i" "meets his own

“It has been the national policy o'f_or elsewhere, the secrets of success in As each department of labor becomes

Great Britain for the last century and a production have been (to-operative combi- f productive in proportion ‘to the attraction

half, to encourage, by every means in itsl nations and the division of labor. Ilcrihy “'hiflh "19 [\"l'w'l'm or the groups

power, the manufacturing industry of itsldistrcss and her danger, the misery of‘sll‘ccted to it is determined, it bccomcs

-P°°-P]°- This Ponc)’, Slendin pursued | the operative and the insecurity of diegimmediately the interest of the capitalist,
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or rather now of the collective society

which has become the capitalist, to create

attractions in all spheres of productive

labor. The conditions of health, so on

important to him while the cost of human

force was reckoned by the same standard

as that of steam or powder, and when

thousands of unemployed half-starving

wretches stood ready to fill the gaps left

by death, become now, realities of high

importance. The principle of social

groups associated with larger interests,

here also intervene to demand and to con

secrate, in all labors, substitution for the

little dens of dirt and nuisances, or the

hot, reeking factory, by large and well-=

ventilated apartments supplied with every

facility from the proximity and combina

tion of many machines, and adorned with

all that tends to exalt and endear the

function to the laborer. Such Would be

statues, painting, &c., representing, as

the saints and heroes of the order those|

who had most. distinguished themselvesi

in such a branch of industry. All the

processes employed in the different afiili

ated branches here represented, would

also, speaking to the eye, unfold their

natural contraction, and tend to generate

sympathies among the groups of a com

mon series, embracing all labors, from the

culture of the raw material to the last

finish of a fabric. The contiguity of

smiling fields and gardens, the earolling

of birds, and fresh, flower-laden airs, are

all here, connected with the operations of

a vast partnership industry embracing the

farm with the household; and now in

this living unity with nature and with his

brother, Man, entering the career of his

glorious harmonic destiny, comes to feel

himself also in unity with God. His in

dustry has now become the type of the

industry of creation; and all nature,

from the planets to the atoms, and through

all the degrees of created life, presents

herself filled with beautiful analogies and

hieroglyphics that render every act of life

a poem, and a prayer visibly and audibly

answered by the Divine soul repeating

itself in ours and reflected by nature.

Osee how from Association and the

Divine Series, inefl'able beauty and good

flow through all things, and change this

wretched, poor, discordant life into a rich,

heavenly music! In there so little love

upon this planet, that the means of chang

ing a hell into a heaven, so simple that

the instinct of every true heart discovers

them,—a principle announced by Christ

and elaborated through all the forms of

its practical application by Fourier, should

lie barren for the want of a few hundred-j

clear heads and true hearts, and a paltry 1

sum of money for its practical trial!

To be Continued.

 

 

Attractions proportional to Destinies.

[From Chamber's Edinburgh Journal.]

VISIT T0 RAGGED SCHOOLS IN LIVER

POOL. '

The establishment of what were called

“ Ragged Schools” in London, lately

induced several benevolent and influential

gentlemen of Liverpool to organize a few

schools of the same kind in that town.

Subscriptions Were accordingly made, a

managing committee appointed, rooms

hired, and saleried professional teachers

elected. Operations were commenced in

July 1846. The schools for boys met

every evening (except Saturday and Sons

day), from seven to nine o’clock; and for

girls on the same evenings, from half

pust six to half-past eight o’clock. There

are now in operation two schools for

boys, containing one hundred and thirty,

and two for girls, containing one hundred

and forty pupils. A few notes of visits

lately paid to these schools may perhaps

he of interest to our readers. It must be

premised, that as yet the schools can only

be considered in their infancy, and have

been planted only in one quarter of the

town.

pends upon the success of the plan, and

the liberality of the public.

It was not an easy matter to reach the

first school to which I was directed. At

length I discovered it at the end of one

of the streets leading to the docks, and

in the midst of a locality suitable for its

humane operations. A low building,

without windows to the street, through

the door of which gleamed bright light

was the school. The interior was rude

and rough, and the walls were little more

than a shelter from the weather.

The floor was flagged, the bare bricks

whitewashed, and there was no ceiling,

the room being lighted during the day by ‘

skylights in the roof. A few seats and

desks ranged in the room accommodated

the pupils, about seventy-five in number;

a small stage was erected for the teacher;

and at one end of it an extempore form

had been made by placing a rough board,

with its ends resting on empty barrels, on

which several boys were seated, practis

ing writing on slates. There was neith

er fireplace nor stove in the room, but it

was well lighted by gas, the heat of

which combined with the respiration from

the pupils, rendered the air most un

healthy.v

It was indeed a “Ragged School."

Cold as the night was, many of the boys

wore neither shoes nor stockings. The

clothes of many were in tatters, and had

evidently had several owners before com

ing into the possession of their present

wearers. A few were in fustian dresses

that had long ago lost their whiteness in

the workshop. The faces of several

were very dirty, and their hair hung in

tangled masses about their ears; but out

of the dirt and disorder gleamed bright

piercing eyes, whose lustre nothing ap

peared to dim. Many had evidently

come to school with “ new-washed ” eve

ning “ face," but not one came “ creep

ing like snail,” or unwillingly. The

boys were of all ages, from six to seven

teen, and were all busy and cheerful.

There was only one exception. This

was a strong wild lad, of about fifteen,

who was resting his head on one of the

benches, apparently asleep. He was

dressed in a wide jacket of rough blue

flannel, his hands and face were unwashed,

Their extension of course de-, _ .

the books, laying them aside, and then

 

 

his head a remarkable development of

Combativeness and Destructiveness.—

This lad wrought in a foundry, and the

teacher described him as the most trouble

some pnpil—a self-willed, mischievous

buy, whom it was a relief to see doing

not/ring. Still, this lad had received a

little smattering of knowledge. He was

in course of being “broken in,” and

might (such things have been) become a

rough, energetic engineer on some line of

railway not yet “ provisionally register

ed.” However, here he was reposing on

the (look, under the master’s platform,

while an advanced class of about eight or

ten boys, collected around him, were

reading from Chambers’s “Simple Les

sons." The lesson was a short account

of the life of Mungo Park, and was read

in a very passable manner. The answers

to the questions put to the boys showed

how attentive they had been to the sense

as well as the words. The lesson being

finished, the master was about to collect

the books, when he was called away, as

he often necessarily was, to another part

of the room‘. It was interesting to ob

serve that the boys, instead of closing

teasing each other as some would have

expected, still continued to read, but not

aloud; and when the master came back,

the books were given up with the great

est reluctance, each boy retaining his as

long as be possibly could. The books

seemed to have opened up, a new World,

and appeared to convey a pleasure as in

tense as it was rare. One boy in this

class who was very intent on his book,

was as “ dusty as a miller," and I found

that he was a baker’s boy, whose daily

employment for some years had been to

'go out with bread and do other drudgery

in a baker's shop. Here was another

attentive lad, with blackened face and

horny bands, who had been attentively

listening to the story of Mungo Park,

and who told the teacher, as he left

school, that he could not attend during

the following week, as he wrought in a

foundry, and was then required to take

'his turn. with many others, at night

work. The teacher said that he had

many such pupils.

The school closed at nine o'clock, and

at half~past eight o'clock the books,

slates, &c., were collected and put away.

The boys all took their seats in front. of

the master, who read to them from the

platform a portion of the life of Benjamin

ranklin. It so happened that on this

evening the teacher concluded the story

of the life of Franklin, the same space on

several previous evenings having been de

voted to the rest of the life. The teach

er took care to make the narrative as

simple as possible, and make a practical

application of the events in Franklin‘s

life to the boys assembled, with the view

of giving them encouragement not only

in their studies, but likewise in their va

rious occupations in life. It was really

pleasant to notice the attention that pre

vailed among the boys, and the eagerness

with which they drank in the narrative.

Questions that were put to them elicited

answers that showed they well remem

bered what had been told to them before.

The greater number of these boys were

engaged in labor of some kind during the

day, and they were asked, in connection

with Franklin‘s life, if they liked to

work? Only one buy, another apprentice

and a phrenologist would have found inlin a foundry, answered “ No.” But on
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being questioned, he could give no reason

for his answer, and advantage was taken

of the_circumstance to give a short and

pointed lecture to the school on the use

fulness and hoiiorableness of labor. A|

short hymn was then sting, in which alli

the boys joined and the school closed. ,

The room in which this school mctl

was, shortly after my visit. required as a

soup-kitchen, and the boys were removed I

to another room in the same quarter of

the town. Later in December I happened

to pay a visit to it also. The room was,

used during the day as a girl‘s school,

and was more convenient and comfortable, i

though not so large, as the first. it

could not accommodate all the boys, and a

desk and seats had to be placed in the nar

row lobby by which it was entered, to re

ceive an advanced writing-class. ()n en

tering, two boys whom I had seen in the

school at its old room sprang up, and

asked me to decide which of their copy

books was the better written, both being

quite proud of the progress they had

made. In the room itself there was

scarcely space to torn—boys reading,

boys writing, boys calculating on every

side. From this school I passed to

another containing about forty hoys, all

of the same class as was found in that al

ready described. Here the teacher was

engaged with a class which was reading‘

a poetical description of a country life;

and so completely iown~brcd and ignor

ant were nearly all the boys, that the

teacher was required to give an explana

tion of many of the unknown things til

luded to in the lesson. The boys were

most attentive, and read the lesson over

and over again with great delight. In

one corner I noticed three boys, the old—

est about twelve, and the other two prob

ably three years younger. Not one of

the trio had either shoes or stockings;

their dresses were all most ragged and

torn; and evidently belonged to the very

lowest class of the population. ‘The

force of “ raggedncss" could no father

go.’ One had a pencil in his hand, with

which he pointed out to the others the

names of the letters of the alphabet— an

office that he performed with great pridel

and glee, in spite of his ragged clothes.|

His two pupils were all attention, andi

went over the names of the letters quitel

glibly. All the other boys were either

writing on slates, or solving questions in

the simple rules of arithmetic. One boy,

about fifteen, was very vain ,of his pro

gress, but he could not solve a question

in multiplication. Though this lad was

not at all dexterous in arithmetic, his ‘ ed

ucation’ had evidently been very exten

sive, for he was extremely sharp and

‘ wide awake.’ His employment during

the day was to carry out ‘ bottled porter '

from a dealer to his customers.

Leaving this school, i proceeded to that

for girls, which is kept in an airy room,

well lighted and heated. Two girls'

schools have been established, both of

which were obliged to meet in this room

for a time, as the school-room of one was

required for those boys who formerly met

in that which is now the soup-kitchen.

The girls were singing the closing hymn

as I entered. There were nearly one

hundred present, the majority being un

der fourteen years of age. Many were

very young. They were much cleaner

and neater in their appearance than the

boys, and their conduct was far more or |

derly and quiet. At least one-half of}

 

 

 

them were without bonnets, and many

had no shoes or stockings. The employ

menls during the day of a great number

of these girls are selling sand and wood

chips in the streets. They attend Willi

considerable regularity, and tWO or three

of the older girls have made stiflicient

progress to entitle them to become moni

tors. The girl’s classes are conducted by

female teachers. and kept altogether

separate and distinct from those for boys.

A few other Ragged Schools have

been opened in connection with some of

the places of worship in Liverpool. v

Speaking generally, the pupils in these

schools seemed to be careful, attentive,

and diligent in their lessons, and their at

tendance is as regular as can be expected.

The schools have now (.l'an.) been open

ed without any interval for a period of six

months; and many boys as well as girls,

have attended during the whole time.

Their attainments at entrance, as

might be expected, were found very

meagrehand it has been necessary to

teach many their letters. The amount of

instruction given in such schools must of

course be small; for with such numbers

of idle, undisciplined boys and girls,

what can even the most iron-bodied, rind

earnest-hearted teacher do'.l Still, these

schools are doing very good work. They

descend to the very depths of society,

and carry some glirnmerings of light into

the most benighted part of the popula

tion. They tame rudeness, and implant

habits of decency and order. and that in

itself is a great object. They create a

taste for knowledge, which will remain

with the pupils through life. It will be

years before the fruits of the Work are

seen; but while many men of eminence

have acknowledged themselves greatly

indebted to the instruction received in

charitable institutions, we may yet hear

men declaring that they owe their distinc

tion to the work which they began while

ragged boys in a “ Ragged School.”

  

“LITTLE PAUL.”

“ Sister and brother, wound their arms around

each other, and the golden light came stream

ing in, and fell upon them locked together."

' " “The golden ripple on the wall came

back again, and nothing else stirred in the

rooni.—” Dombey and Son.

BY J. BAYARD TAYLOR.

Through the curtain poured the sunlight

\Vith a sudden gush ofjoy,

\Vliere, upon his bed of weakness

Lay the dying little boy.

On the rising uirs of Evening

Balmy sounds of Summer came,

And a voice amid their music

Seemed to call him by his name;

And the golden waves were dancing

On the flooded Chamber wall —

On the sunny hair of Florence

And the brow of little Paul!

As the sunset’s tide receding,

Ebbed again into the sky,

Passed the faint hue from his features

And the lustre from his eye ;

As if up the may surges

Of that shining river‘s flow,

\Vcnt his spirit to the Angel,

“'ho had claimed it long ago!

Fonder still, and full of yearning,

Seemed to come her gentle call,

And the throb of life grew fainter

In the heart of little Paul.

 
But the fond arms of a sister,

Like a link around him lay,

Clinining back his fluttering spirit

To the love which was its stay;

And his own weak arms were folded

In a clinging dear embrace,

Till his cheek and dewy forehead

Rented gently on her face.

Slowly sank his weary eyelids ;

One faint breathing— that was all,

And no more the kiss of Florence

Thrilled the lips of little Paul!

Through his childish world, he wandered

Like a stranger, still and loiic,

For the depth of Manhood's feeling

llad within his bosom grown.

Yet the love whose meek entreaty

In his patient features smiled,

Gave at last the sainted Mother

To the happy cherub child! -

Sad and silent through the chamber

Crcpt the shadows up the wall ;

Cold against the check of Florence

Grew the cheek of little Paul!

N. Y. Tribune.

FEMALE “Moss. The talk about the

low wages of females in Boston is all

gammon—girls can have good wages if

they will labor—it is next to impossible

to hire competent and faithful females to

do household work here, at any wages;

and if, by chance, you obtain one of this

description, she is so indifferent about

performing her duties in a manner agree

able to the wishes of her employer, and

so unreasonable in her requirements and

arbitrary in defining her own particular

line of work, that it is impossible to sub

mit to her exactions long—Post.

ll" the employers — however dignified—

would now and then take hold of and do

some of their own household work, show

ing by their example how well and cheer

fully it ought to be done—if the lady,

for example, would occasionally make a

bed, sweep a room, clean the knives and

forks, or take a turn at the wash tub and

ironing table—they would find no diffi

culty in hiring help at a fair price, and

making it stay. But the lady, in niocty

. nine cases out of a hundred, does nothing

else than teach her hired girl to “ define

her own particular line of work," by the

powerful influence of her own example.

She is as careful not to touch any of the

work, that deserves to be called such, as

if it were infected with the pestilence.

She, to empty slops 0r sweep the side

walk! Why, it would spoil the girl !—

It would put high notions in her head and

there would be no living with her. But

this is a small mistake, any how. It is

the Declaration of Independence that

spoils American girls. It puts such high

notions in their heads that they will not

work for any body at any price, to be or

dered hither and thither like mere slaves.

They will do anything for those who

do not feel above them, or do not regard

menial service as a degradation, and know

enough about work, to be satisfied when

it is well done. That is to say, they will

doso when they have been educated to

work. But the misery of thousands of

American girls is, that they have been

educated to nothing. They do not know

how to sweep a room or cook a dinner,

and hence whatever experiment they

make of household labor, under genteel

employers, is very unsatisfactory to both
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arties. The girl probably would gladly

earn, but her employers are either too

proud or too ignorant to teach her. So

she quits, accepting a. genteel scolding as

a warning not to be so caught again.

We have no doubt that the “suffer

ings" of many housekeepers “ is intoler

able," but the remedy is in their oWn

hands. If they do not know how to do

their own work, let them at once hire a

first-rate domestic at a special extra price,

and take lessons of her. When they

have acquired this most useful of all arts,

they may hire almost any one, and by

taking hold occasionally, when not other

wise particularly engaged, and helping

themselves, they will secure very cheer

ful and efficient help from their “ help."

Kind words in an employer will go fur

ther than dollars. A helping hand along

with a watching eye’will do still more.

\Ve do not expect a minister to preach

well for us unless he is praised— will a

girl rub the knives clean if she is never

commended l —- Clara/tolype.

A REAL CONVERSATION. “ Sir,” said

a poor, ragged, and rough-looking man,

upon whose countenance traces of sorrow

and extreme suffering were visible, to an

individual whose sleek and seemly ensem

ble betokencd plenty and happiness;

“sir, I am famishing. \Vill you give

me the means of procuring food and a

night’s lodgiugl ”

“Go along, my man, I have nothing

for you. You can go to the alms-house,

I suppose. I'll give you a line to the

Alderman."

“ Sir," said the poor man, “ I'd rather

not go to the alms-house. Ionly desire

a temporary relief. I expect work in a

day or two."

“ 0! well, scratch along my man; you

agine."

“ I am absolutely starving. I am sure

you won‘t miss a quarter of a dollar."

“ Bless my soul, do you think I gather

my money from the trees! Go along

don't be pertinacious; now, do take

yourself off, there’s a brave man."

“You owe me money, sir; I would

'not remind you of the fact, sir, only that

thunger makes me desperate."

“Owe you money!” exclaimed the

sleek man, stepping back a pace or two

—“ You are mad.”

" No; seven years ago I worked for

‘you. You failed.”

“ O! ah! an old score. 0, that's

quite another matter. Did it ever strike

1you that I had taken the benefit of the

Act—gone clear througltl creditors are

am more now! can’t touch me!"

“ Yet sir, I earned that money by hard

‘labor. You reaped the benefit of that

ilabor,— are rich, while I am the poor

wretch you see. You owe me that mon

-ey, sir, in spite of all bankruptcies."

“ I never do anything illegal. What

is legal is honorable. The law says I

don‘t owe you a cent.”

“ Honor says you do; and of the two,

honor generally tells more truths than

law," said the tncudicaut, evidently dis

'pleased.

“ You are getting wearisome. \Vill

you be kind enough to step out of the

way? ”

“ You call yourself a Christian! ”

“ I am a Christian, I flatter myself—a . Buffalo, and received it back from thence . "f em)“

deacon. "

 

I I .er it had been executed, and forwarded,

are not so badly off as one would im-i

“ You are esteemed a pious, honest,

trustworthy gentleman l”

“ I am as good a one as can be found

in the whole religious community.”

“ Then the dominion of the evil one

can boast of purity when compared with

such communities, and the society of

thieves is cemented by more real honor.

Your respectability, honor, piety, and

justice, are comprised of broadcloths and

fine words, and go no farther. Keep

your money; l’d starve before I'd touch

a copper of it."

Some years ago the above conversation

actually took place in Broadway, near

the American Museum. A short time

ago, the mendicant —- now a stove dealerl

in business —-amployed his oppressor, re-l

duced to want, as a porter, and after dc

dncting the amount of the dishonorable’

bill from his wages, when he had earned

the amount of the bill, generously pres

scnted it to the fallen Pharisce. This is

an absolute fact; Every day of life teems

with such remarkable transactions and

singular reverses. Retributive justice

sooner or later overtakes the evil-deer,

and the ingenuity of man knows not how

to avert the merited and never-failing

punishment.—N. Y. Sun.

 

Tm: MAGNETIC TELEGRAPH. The fol

lowing anecdote was related to us by a

gentleman who was himself cognizant of

the facts.

An extensive store keeper of Milwau

kie, on the Western shore of lake Mich

igan, was in New York in November,

and gave a largo order for goods, to his

merchant there, and left town the same

day, on his return home. The order as

handed in, was laid on the desk, and a

few days after, inquiry was made, wheth

when none of the clerks knew anything

of it, or had seen the order, nor was it

recorded in the order book, and after the

most diligent search could not be found—

no time was left, to write to Milwaukie,

and obtain a. reply, as the navigation of

the lakes and the canal, was about closing,

and the house was much annoyed at the

circumstance, particularly as it was for

an old and Ivaluable customer, and the or

der was for his whole winter stock of

goods. One of the partners, however,

recollected that the party had a brother

living at Buffalo, with whom he probably

might remain for a day or two, on his

route home, and he at once went to the

Telegraph office—sent a message to the

one living in Buffalo, to inquire if his

brother of Milwaukie was there—in a

few minutes the answer was back, “ yes,

but is about embarking in the steamboat,

and his baggage has already gone on

board.” “Request him to come to the

Telegraph otfibe ”— in three minutes the

answer was back, that in consequence of

the first inquiry, he was already at the

office—he was then informed that his

order had been mislaid and requested to

send it again— he had a copy of it in his

pocket, and at once by the Telegraph

advised the New York House, “my or

der to you was such and such articles and

in such and such quantities"——in thirty

minutes after the New York partner en

tered the Telegraph office, he left it, with

a. verbatim copy of the original order,

which he had in that time sent on for, to'

 

-tbe distance between the two placesI

being 450 miles—in twelve hours after

the goods were all packed, and actually

on board the steamboat on the way to Al

bany and arrived safely at their destina

tion before the navigation closed—this

may be called annihilating time and dis

tance.—N. 0. Bulletin.
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or modern civilization, the nntural fruits are,

l‘onlelnpl for others' rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to inipuvcrisli

the lahorcr and to render every condition insecure.

Rulicfis to come, and can only come from the new

application of Christian principles, of Universal

justice and Universal love, to social institutions,

to commerce, to business, to active life.

Dn. Crumvlivu.

'l‘lIE DIFFERENT MODES 0F ACTING

0N SOCIETY, AND THE CLASSES

TllA’l‘ REPRESENT THOSE MODES.

\Ve publish to-day a part of a letter

from Dr. Brooke of Ohio. \Ve sympa

thize strongly with any man who at

tempts to carry out in practice his convic

tions, and thus protests against that al

most universal duplicity of action, which

reigns at present between theory and

practice, between our intimate opinions

and sentiments, and our daily deeds.

While we agree with the Doctor in

what should be the fundamental character

of human life, namely, consistent action,

we disagree with him in his theory and

in the manner of effecting a Social Re

form. To explain this, let us state the

different modes in which men can act

upon Society, and the different directions

which the individual can pursue to aid

the great work of Reform.

We are both agreed that a Social Re

form is necessary, is most urgently de

manded. The populations of the world

lie weltering in blood and misery, in ig

norance, dcstitution and degradation. In

justice, tyranny, fraud and infernal hate

stalk abroad over the earth, and rule in

satanic concert.

From the earliest periods of which

history preserves the records down to the

present time; from the Eastern shores of

China to the far \Vcstern bounds of Ore

gon, we see with some slight modifications

the same social falsencss, the same princi

ples governing the world, the same results

as to misery and human degradation.

This proves that the evil is collective

and universal; that Mankind have not

discovered their destiny; having not dis

covered the true laws of Society, and

being in ignorance of them, that they

have necessarily established their difl'er

ent social organizations upon a false

foundation. Mankind are out. of the true

track; they are moving onward in false

routes; and emerge out of one labyrinth

ignorance and discord, to

plunge into another.
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The remedy must be an integral and uni

versal one. It is no less than this: it is,

first, to determine the Darling of Human

ity on this earth, and, second, to discover the

laws of Universal Orr/er 01' Harmony, by:

which mankind collectively, in all their'

 

interests and relations, are to be govern- ‘ shadow.

ed. The laws would form the basis of a

true Social Order, which would direct‘

humanity to the fulfilment of its destiny. i

Acting under obedience to those eter

nal laws which govern the harmonics of‘

the universe, man would be governed by

perfect justice, out of which would flow

the full expansion of his individuality,

his complete development and his liberty,

and hence his unity with the wisdom that

called him into existence.

Fulfilling his destiny, he Would fulfil

the designs of God; he would act in

unity with Him, and this co-operation

with the centre of the love, wisdom and

power of the universe, would necessarily

guarantee to him, in a finite and abridged

form, the knowledge, the joys, the truth,

the elevation of the Deity itself.

When we contemplate the mighty

work of leading mankind from out of the

infernal routes which they are now pur

suing, of placing them upon the right

track, by discovering their destiny, andl

the laws of a true Social Order, we see‘

clearly that it. cannot be done by any

partial or incomplete means; an integral

and universal reform, that is, a Socrat.

REFORM is necessary. It cannot be done

by attacking partial evils, nor by individ

ual reforms, yet these may be valuable

agencies, if properly applied and proper

ly understood in their relation to the

great universal work. If a man for ex—

 

 

thcy are in Europe. Industrial tyrannyille should discipline the heart to philan

of Capital will become as crushing as‘thropic devotion; he should direct‘the

ever has been political tyranny of old,§cnergies of his intellect to the discovery

and this of itself, without taking into‘of the laws of universal Order; and he

account the influences of other evils, will i should render himself capable by practi

be sufficient to render democracy a mere ‘ cal studies and experience to realize in

practice the science he acquires.

\Ve say then that to effect permanent They who operate in one of these

and universal good, which includes all spheres alone, must necessarily operate

kinds of temporary and partial good, men | partially, and fragmentarily, and all par

must undertake an integral and universal tial and fragmentary operations can lead

reform. If there are men in this age I to no permanent and universal results.

ready for this great and comprehensive Let us now examine the spheres in

work, Humanity and the age are which some of the reformers and some of

ready for them ; all the elements, politi- | the influential classes in society are act

cal liberty, the development of industry,:ing. A few examples will enable the

and so forth, are prepared, and await the , reader to classify them all and judge for

comprehensive mind and action that can i himself of the nature of the various re

direct the movement. if the men are form movements of the age, and the poli

wanting, then Humanity must posponc its ‘ cy of those classes.

hopes for another generation; all the! The Temperance Reformer, for exam

signs however seem to indicate that in ple, seeks to abolish drunkenness by ap

this or the coming age, the time will cer-i pealing to the sympathies of men, by

tainly appear, Reform has now been the l arousing their feelings against the vice,

order of the day for the more atlvanceditlgttlnst the encouragement of it in any

nations ofthe globe for the last seventy or way, either by manufacturing the liquor,

eighty years; men have been trained into y or selling it, or using it. He thus wish

the Work, and if there have been children I cs to destroy this terrible vice by the

in reform, there certainly will be the force of moral persuasion and exhorta

grown men in the same, for Humanity is tion.

one, and the individuals grow in power - The Temperance Reformer operates in

and wisdom with its growth. the third mode, that is, in the sphere

Let us now proceed to examine thegof sentiment. He should operate also in

different modes in which mtin act upon‘ the Second mOde; he Sh‘mld Blud)‘ mall

Society. This will show us the spheres Ii and analyze the causes of drunkenness; and

in which the difl'erent classes of re instead of attacking the {fleet alone,

formers, and classes of men, who exer- i should attack the cause also. It would be

cise any influence upon Society, are very easy for the intellect to see among

operating. other sources of this Evil:

1st. Man can act upon society materi- 1st. That the present system of soci

ally or in the sphere of Industry. We ety so oppresses the hope of man, or by

ample ceases eating meat, in order to de- I can organize Labor, and the material ba- , reverses and accidents so outrages or des

sist from cruelty to animals; if he ceases sis of joint property, and in so doing, we 1 troys it, that many being under the in

to drink fermented liquors to forward the .

cause of temperance; if he aids in ele

vating any one class, he does a work,

which may be prompted by the noblest,

feeling, and yet this partial good, effectedin the midst of universal falseness is soon

cngulphed in it, like a drop of pure

water in a foul sink.

The good effected in one generation or

century, is swallowed up in another, and l

a new work is to be begun, again to be

destroyed when accomplished. Even

the great work achieved by our Revolu

tion of ’76, which led to the establish

ment of a republic on this new Continent,

together with the abolition of so many

gross abuses and evils of the old politi

cal system of Europe, will in a century

more be completely nullified, because the

political reforms were engrafted upon a

false social system. Poverty, industrial

tyranny, ignorance, crime, and the degra

 

can aid powerfully the progress and ele

vation of the Race.

2d. \Ve can act intellectually by dis

covering the laws of universal Order or

Harmony, which govern the universe,

and are revealed to us in all its known

harmonies, from the planetary down to

the musical, and we can apply them to

Society, of which they form the only true

and natural basis.

3d. Vt'e can act spiritually (through

the heart or affections) by the exercise of

philanthropy, by a noble devotion to Hu

manity, and perfect integrity to the great

interests of the Race.

The integral reformer should act in

these three spheres and combine them

all. He should apply his intellect to

seeking for the laws and principles of a

true order of society; and he should

fluence of depressed or crushed hope,

seek for relief in the excitement of li

quor, opium, and so forth.

2d. That the present social order with

, its dead monotony, its voids and staleness,

loffers man no outlet, no satisfaction to

the ideality and imagination, and thus

leads many beings in whom these feelings

are strong, to seek for an artificial enthu

siasm and exaltation in the excitement of

intoxication.

When the intellect had completed the

analysis of the causes of drunkenness, it

would then be seen that a social reform is

absolutely necessary to prevent effectual

ly and universally for time present and to

come this terrible vice. Drunkenness

can never be done away with wholly in

present society. The labors of the tem

perance men will necessarily be partial,

 

possess the practical knowledge, which incomplete, so long as they act only in

would enable him to realize them in ln- one sphere, that of Sentiment: they

 

dation of the masses, will be as great and i dustry, and social institutions generally. must add the other two in order to render

appalling with us, as soon as we have Thus the integral reformer should act ' their efforts thoroughly efficient.

a thick and over abundant population, as , morally, intellcctually, and materially. The Peace Reformer wishes to abolish

\
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war by moral suasion, from pure philan-l

thropy. He acts in the sphere of Semi-t

ment alone. He should analyze the change the whole system of labor, and unity, reform society collectively.

which are the commencement of a rcvo-ifect in men individually a “change of

lotion in industry, that is destined to‘lieart," and thus by reforming men by

They

causes of war,—0f the conflict of na-lcontrol the future condition of the masslare very industrious in this course of

tions, and seek to establish unity of inte- of the population.

rests in the place.

the preponderance given to commercial means of transportation and conveyance,

and industrial interests in the present age l exchanges of products, and so forth, and

has tended tovdiminish war. Extend this will organize them upon principles of

and add other elements of concord, and ,tyrannical co-operation, or false joint

war can be made to cease forever. Let ‘ stock association. This will be the Com

the Peace Reformers operate in the two ; mercinl or Industrial Feudalism, of which

other modes, and they would then make ‘ we so often speak, and which is to con

tlieir action integral and universal. stitute the next phasis of human society,

The esteemed friend who writes us, is unless arrested by a social reform.

acting in the third mode, in the moral This class is operating in the first mode

sphere. From a sentiment of justice and ‘or sphere — in the material or industrial.

from regard for the rights of other men, | But as it operates from selfish motives,

he will not hold property, monopolize the 1 its action is subversive, and the new

earth, and so forth; he will not obey l industrial system which it is building up,

what he believes unlawful government, 1 will be false, rapacious and oppressive in

and hence will not pay taXes. He thus 1 the extreme. It is evident that the large

resorts, to cure the evils of society and‘capitalists of New England alone, who

reform it, to individual tuition based 0" 3 are now establishing their vast manufac

sentiment of strict duty and justice. And , torics, could, if they were animated by a

yet, in the beginning of his letter, he strong love of Humanity, by a sincere,

l

1

This class is nowlaclion, but do not the past centuries of

Thethingis possible; monopolizing the soil, machinery, credit,5eXperience prove that it is inefficient!

Are the men of the present day more

moral than they were centuries sincc'!

No doubt the Church performs a great

and important work. It is the only sci

ence, the only philosophy of the Infinite

and Invisible, which the great majority of

mankind have presented to them, but it

cannot do what it aims at accomplishing,

namely, the regeneration of the world,—

so long as it restricts its action to one

single sphere. The Church, to operate

efficiently upon mankind, must unite in

its action the two other spheres. it must

realize Christianity practically in society,

in its industry, commerce, and so forth ;

but to do this, it must discover the mech

anism of a true Social Order, the scien

tific principles of which, shall be in unity

with the philanthropy and divine love

proclaimed by Christ.

says that the imperfect or false institu

tions of the past are but the results of

misdirected benevolence, and that benevo

lence alone cannot affect the good. The

motive is of but secondary consequence;

it is the measures by which the object is

sought to be attained, which decides upon .

its beneficence or injury. By his own

statement, he condemns, in our opinion,

his course of action. His mode of ope

ration is partial, individual, and mainly

negative. However high and noble the

sentiment which animates him, it can

produce no important results. If he

would act in the other two modes, start-1

ing from the strong feelings of human

justice and right, which now govern him,

he might accomplish a great deal. Let‘

him employ his intellect to ascertain:

whether Fourier has or has not discov-l

cred the laws of universal order, which

he claims to have done, and which he

calls the “ Series,” and if he has not,

then let him endeavor to aid the work of

discovering them, and then of applying

them practically, and he will see that the

influence which he could exercise upon

the great flood of social falseness, which

now sweeps over the earth, will be much

greater than the single raindrop upon the

ocean.

Let us glance at the sphere in which

some of the influential classes in society

are operating. The most influential and

powerful class in our American civiliza

tion is composed of large capitalists,

bankers and merchants. They are the

men who are now acting the most power

fully upon society. They are organizing,

for example, those vast joint-stock manu

factories, which are exercising so much

influence upon the laboring classes, and

 

 

 

l

devotion to the elevation of the laboring The Church is operating in the ex

classes, effect a true Organization of In- trcme opposite mode to Commerce and

dustry, and redeem the masses from pov- ‘ Industrialism : it is operating morally and

erty and ignorance, and all the evils tolt'ndiuirlually, and in many respects in a

which they give rise. But they would , high and benevolent manner; while the

have to act in the two other spheres; latter, is operating materially and (of/cc

thcy would have to become philanthro- liver/y, but in a subversive and selfish

pists, and seekers for the principles of aispirit. Thus they stand on the two ex

true Industrial Organization, or what isltremes of tho social movement, but ac

the same thing, encourage the discovery l cording to the law of the contact of ex

of such principles. 'tretnes, they meet, and harmonize very

Why have the capitalists, bankers and well.
I

merchants so much influence in present' The Church and Commerce go hand in

society, more than any other class,— hand; they form an alliance which is

the clergy, politicians, for example? lt;certainly anything but holy; for modem

is because present society is essentially Commercialism and lndustrialism are rife

material and industrial in its character. with ovcrreaching, fraud, selfishness, ex

We live ina money-making, trafficking, tortion, usury, bankruptcy, monopoly,

scheming and selfish age, and the classiadulteration, materialism and duplicity of

that is acting and modulating in the 1 action, and the Church, if it were true to

spirit of the times, is the influential and its real character and mission, Would de~

powerful class. As the age is a material nounce this whole modern system of sel

one, so the action and policy of the men fish and material commercialism, as the

that represent it, are material and selfish ; l “ mother of abominations "—as the per

and as they are guided neither by devoted | verting and misdirecting influence, which

and philanthropic sentiments, nor true is leading the world into a new phase of

social principles, they are groping their E subversion and degradation. Truly, she

way sclfishly and blindly or by instinct, is getting the nations drunk in an insane

and are organizing an oppressive and and selfish thirst for fortune; she is

rapacious system of Industry, which, inaugurating the worship of mammon,

when fully carried out, will bring the and is generating the blackest selfishness

mass of the people under the yoke of a that has ever yet disgraced the world.

new dcspotism,——that of Capital,-— The University, the men of science,

which will be found as diabolical as was are operating in the second sphere—in

the despotism of the sword in the earlier the intellectual. They are engaged par

phases of civilization, and which still tially and fragmentarin in the great field

reigns in those countries, like Russia and of Science, and are directing their efforts

Austria, which have not yet emerged empirically to the sciences which accident

from these phases. or good fortune reveal to them, and

The Clergy are operating in the third which they pursue isolatedly. As they

mode. They are endeavoring to reform are not animated by a high and generous

morally individuals. They work to cf- pliilanthropy; as they have no humani
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tary compass to guide them, they are which is to combine the three modes of

directing their efforts in almost everylaction, and by the power of this union is

direction but the great cchtral and impor- , to conquer the spurious Civilization, with

tant one — namely, the discovery of So- 1 its infernal brood of evils that now gov

ct'al Science, which would lead to the or- erns the destinies of mankind!

ganizatio'n of a true order of society, We cart say, without presumption, that

and the social redemption of mankind.l,tbe ASSOCIATIVB Movsmtzs'r, however

While on the one hand, they are analyz- ‘ humble it may now appear, combines the

ing with the microscope the smallest , three modes, and seeks to operate under a
molecules of mineral organization andlthrec-fold impulse. The men engaged in

the most minute animalculac, or on the,the movement may be more or less im

othcr, are prying with powerful tele- perfect in one or all the modes,—as phi

scopes into the vast expanse of the uni-llnnthropists, as men of science, and as

verso, they have entirely unnoticed thelpractical men,-—but the Theory shows

social condition of the sulfering and dc- the necessity of the union; it holds it up

graded millions of their fellow creatures, constantly, and gradually it will enlist

and the social falsencss which reigns men, powerful and capable, if those new

around them. Man and SOCicty are tOO engaged are not equal to the work, in

distant in interest from them to occupy ‘ the three spheres, and thus it will secure

their attention; the discovery of a new the triumph oftlte great Reform to which

planet is 0f more importance than the the Associative Doctrine is devoted.

condition of a starving nation. Their To show plainly that the Associative

minds not being attracted, from love tolmovomont combines the three modes of

Humanity, to what should be the fifsllaction, let us glance at the motives and the

object of all studies,— the happiness and l course pursued by the men engaged in it,

elevation of mankind,—they have not First, they have given proofs of dew.

been led to investigate the laws (If SOCi- tion, and sincere devotion to the great

ety, and have not yet discovered the sim- I cause of human elevation. Many have

pie but great truth, that there is unity of'

system in the universe, and that the same

laws which govern the heavenly harmo-i

nies above, govern the social harmonics

on earth below. cause is a true humanitary one.

Commerce, the University and theK Second, they have sought and are still

Church, unite the three great modes of seeking to the best of their abilities to

Action,——-thc material 01' PraCIiCfll, thcidiscover and understand thoroughly the

intellectual or scientific, and the moral orl principles of Social Science, and the

BOCifllt—but as they act separately and ,‘ laws by which the universe in its har—

isolatedly, fragmentary and incoherently,ln|onies is governed. They know that

they produce inefficient or subversive re-lnothing can be done without a clear

suits, a babel of confusion and error, i knowlede of the taws of sucia] Omani“.

called “ Civilization.” Thus they

The Material eletnent, operating iso- are laboring in the intellectual sphere,

latedly, becomes selfish or diabolical ; the

intellectual, abstract and sephistical ; the

Moral, ascetic, mystic, fanatic and big

oted.

Society, under the influence of these

three powers, acting confusedly, often

antagonistically, presents the strange

medley which we behold every where

surrounding us, poverty, fraud, vice,

crime, brutality, ignorance, false theories,

social and political sophistry, party and

sectarian conflicts, bigotry, hypocricy,

asceticism, fanaticism, and general selfish

ness and duplicity of action.

If these three passions would combine

and operate together,— developing, coun

terbalancing and explaining each other

reciprocally,— they would soon discover

the means of changing the whole state of

Society, and of redeeming socially the

whole Human Race. But they are divi

ded by too many antagonistic principles

and interests to permit this, and society

must be tossed about between them.

Where is the great integral Reform

 

 

 

toiled five years without aid, encourage

lment, or reward of any kind. Here we

find the philanthropic element. The sen

timent at the bottom of the Associative 

ltion, and of universal order.

I

lectcd, at least so far as regards social

science, that they consider it their pivotal

mode of operation. They know that be—

nevolence and philanthropy may lead

men astray, may lead them often into as

much error as selfishness, if there is not

science to guide them. Those senti

ments are noble impelling forces, but act

ing alone, they are blind. The intellect,

with its science, is light, is vision to

them, and hence the absolute necessity

of a clear knowledge of the social laws

which should govern mankind, to direct

.the philanthropic labors of those who are

striving for the general redemption of

Humanity.

Third, the Associationists know that

the science of society when discovered

must be realized in practice in Industry,

government and other relations of men.

A theory which remains such, and is not

cultivated, is an abstraction; it can never

be understood by the great majority of

, men, and cannot exercise any general in

 and this sphere has been so entirely neg-‘

tluence. Besides, the practical embodi

ment of a doctrine is the touch-stone, the

eountcrrproof, by which to judge of its

truth and value. The Associationists

consequently wish to make a practical

trial of their principles upon a small

and limited scale; they call, they labor

for such a trial. They wish not only to

test them in practice, and thus demon

strate their truth beyond doubt or eavil,

but they wish to exhibit them in such a

way to the world, that the world can un

derstand them, and thus be converted

to the great idea of a better Social Order

and a higher destiny for man; and be

directed rightly to the realization of it.

The advocates of Association endeavor

to acquire the knowledge and experience

in industry, and so forth, which will

,enable them to work wisely and efficient

ly in the practical sphere of realization,

,when they shall obtain the means of

ifounding the first Model Association.

Practice must go with theory. A true

theory may be wrecked from want of ex

perience and skill, and the wisest practice

can efl'ect nothing good without truth in

‘theory.

Thus the Associationists are seeking

the highest good of humanity, by the

discovery of the laws of universal Order

(by which God governs creations, in all its

departments, and without a knowledge

and the application of which it. is vain to

attempt to reali'Le harmony and unity

anywhere or in any sphere,) and by ap

‘plying these laws to and realizing them

. practically in the industrial, political and

lsocial relations of mankind.

We leave impartial thinkers to decide

whether there is not lntegrality and

Universality in the doctrine of Associa

tion. The men may be wanting to com

prehend it fully and carry it out, but the

truth is there and by holding it up con—

stantly, the men will surely be attracted

to it; the time of triumph cannot be far

distant.

 

 

AMERICAN UN ION—ANNIVERSARY

MEETING —- AFFILIATED SOCIETIES.

It is proposed to open the Convention

of the AMERICAN UNION, in New Yonir,

at 10 o’clock, on Tense.“ of the An

niversary Week. This Convention,

which is intended strictly for business and

consultation, will be continued for at

least three days, and it is earnestly hoped

that Delegates will come prepared for

long sessions, and for exclusive attention

to the important questions that will be

presented to the meeting. It is expected

that on the evenings, during the session

of the Convention, there will be public

meetings of a popular character, adapted

to interest a. wider circle than the actual

members of the Convention. The prin~
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cipal lecturers and speakers in the Asso

ciative movement will undoubtedly be

present on this occasion, and we venture

to predict, that the meetings will he ofI

sufficient interest to reward the greatest

trouble in attending them.

The members of all Affiliated Unions

are ex: oflicio members of the Parent So

ciety, and will be entitled to seats in the

Convention, as such, whether formally

appointed delegates or not, by their re

spective Unions; although it is hoped

that in order to secure as full an attend

ance as possible, every Affiliated Union

will choose one or more delegates, and if

necessary, provide for the expenses of

 

ing shame will rest upon us if it be neg- I secrzite to it,— what time and efforts we rcsnlve

lected. Let not this opportunity pass

,away without fruitful results. Let all

good and true men, who believe in a bet

ter future for Humanity, to be introduced

by the Combined Order, who have faith

in the nature of man as created by the

i Deity, and in a divine social creed adapt

ed to that nature, bring their best wisdom

and energy to the deliberations of this

occasion.

   
V'I‘llE ANNIVERSARY MEE'ldg-(i 7

OF THE

,AllERICAN UNION or ASSUCIATIOXISTS
l

lWill he held during Anniversary \Veek, on

 

their attendance. We know that BostoanUESD“, May 1",], in me City of NE“.

Will be fully represemed 0" lhis occaSlun i Yottx; and it is important that the Afliliatcd

but we trust every Affiliated Union in I Unions should prepare in season to send their

New England will see that its delegates! Delegates, and that Associationists should make

are present; and_we earnestly hope that "1°" “fraugellwms ‘0 ill-‘9'“!

our friends in ,he imerior of New Ymkfi The occasion is a momentous one. The

. . . \merican Union of Associatiotists mu‘t thisPennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, and slill,‘_ . . . I ° .

bprtng mark out distinctly a plan of operations,
further South, will not fail of giving thel

Convention the aid of their counsels.

Especially will it be grateful to meet the

friends who are actually engaged in the

practical experiment of Association in

different parts of the country, and we

believe they will not find it time lost to

participate in the deliberations of the

Convention.

Among the subjects that will be pre

sented to the attention of the Union, will

no doubt be the establishment of a Cen

tral Oflice,— the support of an organized

system of publication,— the maintenance

of Associative lectures throughout the

country,—the means of communication

with Affiliated Societies, and with Asso

ciationists both at home and abroad,-- the

increase and security of the Weekly Rent,

—-and the methods of practical organiza

tion at a future day.

The question, we presume, will be de

cided at this Convention, whether the

Associative School in this country is to

rest satisfied with the desultory, isolated

and incoherent efforts which hitherto it

has put forth, or whether it will adopt

measures for an efficient system of unita

ry operations, which shall secure it a

land determine upon the most expeditious and

lcconomical mode of diffusing our doctrines

throughout the nation, and of making ready for

the practical etnboditnent of our principles.

For this end, the advice of the most devoted,

wise and energetic friends of the movement is

needed. This must be in the strongest sense

of the words, a business meeting; where all im

portant points of policy may be thoroughly

discussed, and measures agreed upon, which

being the result of‘ the best collective judgment

' of the American Union, shall be found worthy

of the devoted support and earnest aid of every

,Asssociatitznist. The next year should be as

‘ active :1 one, as the means and men at our com

rnand can possibly make it; and it is necessary

‘ therefore to form a clear and precise estimate,

in advance, of all our resources. We have to

,dctermine upon the number and character of'

‘ our publications,—to lay out the most promis- _

ling fields for our lecturers,—and especially to

‘ set in motion efficient instrumentalities by which

'to secure active co-operation among the Affi

liated Unions, so that all Associationists may feel

‘that they are working in concert for definite

jobjccts, and that they are living member! of

\ One Body.

' it is emphatically recommended, therefore:

lst. That each Affiliated Union should at

once meet, and consult as to the plans which

irnay seem best for advancing our cause mast

,rapidly, firmly, widely. Let new members he

iaddcd; let contributions be increased; let zeal

 

- - I a l

Wide and wind progress, and Ewe "- that and determination be strengthened; let the

STRENGTH which is the necessary result ‘ wants and opportunities of respective neighbor

of VITAL mum: 3an NATURAL mmAleA- hoodsbecarcfully considered. EVery Affiliated

TION.

We can hardly over-estimate the im

portance of this Convention to the Asso-'

'ciative Cause, and hence, as we believe,

to the cane of Humanity. As disciples

of the doctrines of Social Unity, which

though grossly misrepresented and pro

foundly misunderstood, are every day

attracting more and more of the public

attention, and winning new advocates

among the most enlightend and sincere

friends of reform and progress, we have

an urgent duty to perform; and everlast'

Union should form an exact estimate of the

"Wkly Rent which it can raise, and be pre

pared to offer at the Anniversary Meeting a

PLEDGE of the amount which it will contribute

for the year, or for a term of years, to the funds

of the American Union. We inust secure at

least Fifty Dollars a week, and twice that sum

if possible; and if each Union will do its part

energetically, we cannot fail of the means for a

brilliant success. W'hat Association will pledge

8‘20, 310, $5, a week for three years 1

2d. It is recommended, that each Association

ist should consider what he or she can do tol

help on the movement,-— what sacrifices we are

ready to make for it,— what means we will eon

 

 

 

to give to advance this cause of peace, unity,

and universal good. How many Assuciationistl

there are, who could easily pledge 8100, 850,

EIO, a year, for three or five years to the propo

gation of Associative doctrines. And are they

free not to do it'l How many Associationists

there are, who could subscribe $1.000, or 8500,

or $100, towards the formation of 1! Permanent

Fund. the income of which might be devoted

to the diffusion of our views, while the prin

cipal should go to form a Capital for some Prac

tical Trial, when the American Union should

determine that the time had come, that the

place was found, and that means and men an

thorized the step. \Vho is ready to promise a

yearly or a triennial contribution, or to subscribe

to the Permanent Fund 1 Who is not ready to

do something efficient?

Now let this matter be taken in hand prompt

ly and resolutely, with the spirit becoming those

engaged in a Universal Reform,— which prom

ises to radically cure the chronic maladies of'

society, and to make Mari whole again,--- which

seeks to establish upon earth a llcavcnly Order,

— which offers to the world no vague hope, but

definite Science,—and which commends itself

to the good-sense of the most practical.

Let each Affiliated Union, let each Associa

tionist, contribute the best counsel and amplest

pecuniary supplies, at the coming Anniversary.

Where Delegates cannot be sent, and indi

viduals cannot attend, letters may be addressed

to the Union.

By order of the Executive Committee.

“7. H. CHANNING,

Domestic Corresponding Secrelary of the

American Union of Aswcialiortt'sta.

Bosrotv, March 15,1847.

 
   

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

'l'ttr. course of study in this School comprises

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

particular attention to the modern European

languages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed in

the higher branc res usually taught in the Uni

vcrsitv.

The School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. RtPLl-Jv, assisted by experienced

teachers in the difl'crcnt departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental care, and for older pupils who wish to

pursue a thorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a large lcmi

nary, it is believed that this School affords ad

vantages that are rarely to be met with.

TERMS—Fons Dona as a week for board,

washin ,fucl, lights, and instruction. Instruc

tion in linstrumental Music and use of the Piano,

TWELVE Dormans a quarter.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE Rll‘LEY.

Brook Farm. W’eat Rorbury, Moss.

March 1, 1847.

\VEST ROXB URY RAIL-ROAD

AND OMNIBUS LlNE.

SUMMER annanomu-m'r.

Lawns Brook Farm at 7 and 9 A. M., and

1 3-1- and 5 P. M. Leaves the “ Toll Gate Sta

tion" on the arrival of the 8 and 11 1-2, A. M.,

31-? and 6 13,1). M., Cars from Boston.

N. R. Gnantsn,

April 5, 181-7. .4521“
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Boston, by the Brtoort Fan! Pennant, every

Saturdray morning. Office in New York, BUR

mzss, errtrn'mzx & Co., No. 222 Broadway;

in Boston, Rr-tnnrso & Co., No. 8 State St.

1‘ERM5.—'.|‘W0 Dollars 5|. year, or One Dollar

for six months. payable invariably in advance.

'l‘cn copies for Fifteen Dollarl.
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MISCELLANY.

For the Barblnger.

CANNIBALISM.

ruvrnsiou or HUMAN LIFE AND meo

Hlnrrivcs or MAN WITH 'rm: sum“.

CREATION THROUGH ms SELFISH nano

PHIATION or "ruins BODIES.

(Continued from p. 278.)

Objection. All the motives and ac

tions of subordinate creatures being taken

into account by the general providence in

its system of universal compensations, no

evil can come from any change or cessa

tion of present existence imposed by one

creature on another. 0

Answer. The general providence is

made up of the particular providences.

Through the incoherence of our planet

and its consequent incapacity for harmon—

ic functions, God, and the whole creation

wherein he lives, must suffer in their

degree. \Ve see that the earth actually

lies in quarantine; that we are excluded

from communication with the other plan

ets and stars; that, except the moon, our

satellite, which probably shares our evils,

and the sun whose light and heat is to

our material life what God's love and

truth are to our spiritual life, and which,

therefore, cannot be withdrawn consis

tently with any manifestation of life;

the heavenly bodies move in their dis

tant orbits, all silent for us, or from

the midnight sky shaming our vulgar

lives as “music pours on mortals its

beautiful disdain." Is this not an admo

nition to us of evil?

That a system of compensations exist

is undoubted. Thus we cannot suppose

that God or the planets, which have at

tained to Harmony and which have so

many resources of passional sympathy

left to them, even during the absence and

disgrace of our earth, pass their time in

useless lamentations for us.

The principle of compensation applied

to this earth, consists at present in the

substitution of one sort of evil for another

sort of evil, and the grand compensation,

 

 

which we are left to work out by incar

nating love in our practical relations, is

that of the periods of Harmony with their

blessings, for the periods of incoherence

with their curses. To assert the preven

tion of evil from the action of one crea

ture on another is simply to deny that

evil has any existence. The denial is

true in its essence, or so far as it means

that what we call evil is merely a condi

tion of imperfect growth, foreseen by

higher powers; but the word evil is, in

its ordinary sense, significant of a tre

mendou fact, to wit: that we are filled

with disease, moral and physical, and

this evil, resulting from the incoherence

and conflict of attractions, though con

templated by the inverse providence of

the brute ages, the harmonic order must

avoid in all its branches (of which that

of the relations of man with the animal

kingdom is one of the greatest) as fatal

to man and displeasing to God.

Oly'eclion. Granting that the devour

ing of animals is an evil, a state of

conflict and incoherence, it is one from

which we cannot escape by any plan of

diet; since in every breath of air or every

swallow of water, we destroy millions of

animalcular lives, the intensity of whose

existence being often in the inverse ratio

of their magnitude, may be an evil in so

far as the compulsory transformation of

life is ever one, incalculably greater

that of the few animals which we inten

tionally kill.

Answer. This reasoning is fallacious,

simply because it recognizes the relations

of animate life during the ages of inco

herence as their permanent state, and not

in their true light of imperfect or perfect

ed adaptations to the mutual injury of

creatures in which the disorder of the

pivotal life, humanity is mirrored. These

involuntary relations of man to other

creatures are in perfect accordance and

consistency with his voluntary butcheries,

and the immensity, the infinitude of the

evil which this view opens to us, only

urges more strongly the peremptory ne

cessity that man should at once change

 

the whole system of action on this planet

by substituting, in the relations controlled

by his will and from which the rest indi

rectly flow, the law of love for the law

of strife.

As a single instance of this indirect

relation, we may cite the peculiar preva

lence of this insect and animalculte con

flict in the muddy waters and the humid

air of our swamps, where, living in the

fever miasm, they seem to incarnate in

their venomous stings the demons of the

pest. One who has seen or felt the mos

quito fever of Mexico will understand

this.

In the integral and harmonic culture of

the earth, the local spheres of this con

flict will give place to rich, waving fields

and smiling gardens.

\Vhen we reflect on the immense influ

ence of man for good or for evil, to

change the soil, climate and atmospheric

conditions of the sphere, by his manage

ment of land tillage, the forest, and the

distribution of the waters, it will appear

a most natural corollary that the types of

life dependent on these conditions should

change with them. This reflection is

confirmed by the analogy of the soil and

the waters of the earth to the solids and

fluids of our bodies: as the phenomena

of our nervous or dynamic and sensitive

existence change with the health or the

lesion by accident or poison of these

solids and fluids, so should we expect the

manifestations of the earth’s dynamic

and sensitive life in her animal existencee

to change with the health or disease of

her solids and fluids, and we should ex

pect this change to be not partial but

integral.

To comprehend clearly the principle on

which this depends we must realize that

the passional principles determine corres

ponding creations. The passions eternal

ly cause. Creatures and things are

their fugitive effects and manifestations

in which such or such a phase of the

Creator's life is manifested. Let us use

a few illustrations. Why do one and

one make two‘.l What is the cause of
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which the principle of addition is an ef

fect? To bring this into a concrete and

intelligible form, we must allow the unit

one to represent an individual power,

such as that of a man. In given out

ward conditions we find a man capable of

exerting just so much force, muscular or

mental. Say his strength is equal to

raising a weight of three hundred pounds.

Now if he has occasion to lift one of six

hundred pounds he cannot accomplish it

under the same physical conditions any

more at the second or the twentieth trial

than at the first. Whilst one remains

alone, no process of addition, multiplica

tion, subtraction or division can exist,

any more than the passions of friendship,

ambition, love, or familism, can act with

out objects to draw them forth. To the

first unit, say Robinson Crusoe on his

island, bring another unit, which we will

call his man' Friday. Now if Robinson’s

perigua weighs six hundred pounds and

he can raise three hundred pounds, and

Friday three hundred pounds, how shall

Robinson succeed in getting his canoe

launched? Why, let him and Friday try

together, you answer; add one to one

and you have two, add three hundred to

three hundred and you have six hundred.

Good, but how will Robinson cause or

determine this addition 1 The passion of

Friendship, the co-operative principle

must first develop itself between him and

Friday. There are many degrees in its

accords, but unless some one of them ex

ist, Robinson and Friday will continue

always distinct units, and the perigua

will never get launched. Friendship then

causes or creates the rule of addition.

Now let the Spaniards come to Robin

son's island. By saving their lives and

treating them kindly, he first establishes

with them relations of friendship; then

as numbers increase and a necessity arises

for some order and system of action he

becomes the natural chief of their little

group; Ambition, the source oforder and

degrees, manifests itself, and as one ofits

effects Robinson finds his force multiplied

by that of the associated family.

Of the minor Passional principles

every one recognizes at once that Love is

the great maker of presents. It renders

the miser generous. In Genesis it is il

lustrated by opening the side of Adam

and taking out one of his ribs whereof to

form Eve; and its physiological expres

sion is not less striking. Love always

determines donation or the subtraction

of something from oneself or ones pro

perty.

Division is the effect of Familism, the

property with the personal and moral

qualities of the parents divided among

the children.‘

" In the tables of Fourier we find Subtrac

tion connected with Familisut, and Division with

 

Thus the four rules of arithmetic are

essentially determined by the four cardi

nal passions. Laverdaut in his beautiful

analysis of Property has developed this

subject, showing the cardinal passions as

the serial principles. We have illustrat

ed in No. 17, the causation of phe

nomena in the mineral kingdom and

in the vegetable and in the animal organ

isms by the Passional principles.

It seems a very wide step from the

creation of the rules of arithmetic to the

creation of dogs and lions. They do not

apparently lie in the same field of anal

ogy.

But analogy is universal. In the arti

cle referred to, we alluded to the applica

tion of the four rules of arithmetic as the

principles determining the processes of

our organic life, the basis of passional

and spiritual development.

As one or another cardinal passion and

_ . . . l

the mathematical principles and serial‘

character which flows from it predomi

nate in such or such a living type, it be

comes a creation, if we may use the ex

pression, of that passion. Fourier con

siders the planets as holding with each

other in the seasons of eternity, aroma]

relations, which generate on each its soo

cessive creations. According to the pas

sional principle then dominant, its purity

and its intensity, will, as in the analogous

phenomena of human generation, be the

character of the creation resulting.

Whatever be the agency it is certain

that in proportion as the nature and pro

perties of animals and vegetables are re

vealed to us by observation, experiment

and sympathy, we find in them the strong

ly marked types of the passions and tem‘

pers which have presided over their crea

tion as clearly as our own children pro

claim the characters of their parents and

the truer or falser conditions of their

union. The dog, for example, is very

clearly a living expression of the passion

of Friendship, the horse of Ambition,

which have presided over their creation.

The different species and varieties ofdogs

will type different species and varieties of

Friendship which have determined them.

Now of all the passions in all their

branches, we observe this general law,

that evil in its two forms of defective

development and perverted development

results from their collision or conflict,

and that good, in its two modes of inte

gral development and harmonic develop

ment results from their accords. Given

a sphere of incoherence, of unorganized

industry and social relations, you have

resulting, all forms of disease, falsehood,

deformity and misery, grave in proportion

to the intensity of the passions. Given

a sphere of organized interests, variety in

Love. Either there is some inadvertence in his

text, or 1 do not see straight myself.

unity, and you have resulting, all forms

of health, truth, beauty and happiness, in

the same ratio to the intensity of the pas

sions. This is the law of direct and

inverse development. The first is the es~

sentia], the last the exceptional condition

of a planet or a race. Now it is evident,

that the planet has been hitherto in a.

rudimental and infantile state. It is only

on the smaller part of its surface that the

land or solid tissue is yet formed. Im

mense deltas and marshes with their alli

gators and other crude monsters still

remind us of the pre-Adamite world of

the Saurians, when after the crust had

sufficiently cooled to permit the condensa

tion of its waters, the whole became a

prolific mud. Earthquakes, volcanoes,

and the irregularity of climates, winds,

&c., render many regions so inconvenient

and unsalutary for man, as to be scarcely

compatible with his existence, and among

the species of vegetable and animal life

now existing, we find only the germ of

harmonic relations in asmall exception,

just as in human society the passions of

man produce harmonies and tend to the

collective social interest only in a small

exception. God, in assigning to man the

regency of terrestrial movement, has del

egated to him an immense influence, a

greater power than he claims, than he is

yet prepared to believe in, --the power

of giving, to nature the signal of new

creations, transforming and regenerating

their evil into good. In fact, man already

co-operates with nature in the work of

creation. She produces classes and or

ders, but he determines species and varie

ties. Thus, in the mineral kingdom,

man from zinc and copper, creates the

compound mineral, brass, and thus many

other compounds of similar character

among the metals. Man creates a whole

genus of visual accords with the earth in

the manufacture of transparent glasses,

mirrors, lenses, microscopes, telescopes,

&c.

To attain this, it is necessary that man

should ascend through the three subvers

sive societies, the Savage, the Babarous,

and the Civilized. The savage can make

no glasses: when he develops his indus

try to that point, he is no longer a

savage. Thus in the vegetable and an

imal kingdoms, the savage simply takes

all as he finds it, and subsists on the usu

fruct of the earth. The civilized man

becomes initiated into the science of

causes, and in his hot-house or his farm

yard, by grafting, budding, or peculiar

methods of culture, or by applying the

law of reproduction, he creates new

varieties of roses, peaches, eabbages,

pigeons, dogs or horses.

Does it not then commend itself to our

reason, that man, by rising three degrees

lhigher in the social scale, through Guar
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antyism and simple Seriism into Passional

Harmony, should attain the power of tie

termining new orders of creatures as now

new species and varieties!

\Vhile human unity is broken, and

man's efforts are isolated or fragmentary,

expending his noblest energies in wars

and Works of waste, destruction and con

flict, he remains a mere child upon the

planet, and nature seems to scorn at his

petty struggles to surround himself with

a moderate comfort. Climates and sea

sons deteriorate, and soils become barren

under his ignorant and exhausting cul

ture, and the proudest conquests of his

civilization sink country after country into

wastes and deserts. Babylon, Greece,

Rome, the nations of America, both

North and South, whose ruins, buried

under masses of forest, betray their for

mer splendor, while their very names are

lost : — is not the voice of God heard in

the silence of (heir desolation, withering

with his curse the present forms of social

incoherence, which bear within their bo~

sum the same germ of death? \Vhat tri

fies has man effected! The poles still

lie locked in ice. Over burning deserts,

the star of day flings his fierce radiance

like the gleam of the angel's sWord,

warder at the gates of Eden after Adam

was expelled. The isthmuses of Panama

and of Suez, a few miles wide, obstruct.

the Eastern and the Western passes, and

compel the navigator, in his little sea

prison to a dangerous passage of many

months in order to double the stormy

capes of the South. The ostrich, the

zebra, the elk, the bison, almost seven

eighths even of those creatures of the air,

the earth and the waters, which even at

present possess natural relations of util

ity to man, know him yet, only as their

enemy; while the elephant, noble type

of an anterior race, refuses to reproduce

his kind, in the slavery of the treacherous

and degraded socion among which he

stands with his truth and honor as a

living reproach. To the vegetable king

dom, which he fences out from him with

a barbarous jargon of botany, be is almost

an entire stranger. After a few flowers,

ministers of the angels which still remain

to him, and some grains and fruits ne

cessary to his existence, man finds him

self surrounded by secret foes, and dreads

in every berry, almost in every touch, a

poison. His attempts to avail himself of

their powers as medicines, still, during

the periods of incoherence, result in

seven-eighths evil as the smallest calcula

tion, and serve only to shorten and embit

tcr with new forms of suffering the

wretched life of our civilized invalids.

With all nature it is scarcely more than

the vulgar material relations that he real

izes. He does not sympathize with other

creatures, he does not enter the charmed

sphere of their life, and so rest his fe

vered head in trusting affection on the

breast of his mother earth. Thus our

present incoherence with nature is com

pound: first, by the hostility of seven

eighths of her life in its various forms,

and secondly, by want of sympathy and

comprehension of seven-eighths of the

qualities of the rest.

For this compound of ignorance and

evil during the subversive periods which

reflect in nature their own incoherence,

IGod leaves man to determine the substi

vtution of the beneficent creatures which

lshall harmonize with his own life and

l with each other, and which shall sympa

lthetically initiate him into secrets of na

ture from which he is now, with some

slight exceptions, excluded.

The science of universal analogy dis

covered by Fourier is a diffraction of this

harmony.

It is by forming true social and industrial

combinations, that man is to give to nature

the signal for her harmonic creations, in

which this planet, transformed and pnri~

fied by an integral culture, will become

capable of higher communion than ever

hitherto. The maxim of integral devel

opment “ we must be our own before we

can be another‘s” may be applicable to

planets as well as to men and women.

There is scarcely anything possible to

man amid the waste and collision of indi

vidual operations; there will be scarce

anything impossible to the unitary combi

nations of a society, whose interests are

Christianized. Amor rinci! omnia.

To be Continued.

 

 

_ll0MESTEAD EXEMPTIONS.

Many of the opponents of the constitu

tion make this the ground of their oppo

sition. They contend that it is fraught

with more mischief than was contained in

Pandora‘s box. They say it is a “ new "

measure, and of course a dangerous one.

They reason on the position taken by a

learned English bisop of bygone times,

“that an old error is worth two new

truths." But is this principle so very

new as these sticklers for antiquity con

tend? As they have great veneration for

“authorities,” let us give them some

names in support of these measures,

which have generally been supposed to

carry some weight.

Says Jeflerson -—“I set out on this

ground, which I suppose to be selfievi

dent, that the earth belongs in usufruct

to the liVing."

Blackstone aflirms —“ There is no

foundation in nature, in natural law, why

a set of words on parchment should con

vey the dominion of land.” This is good

common sense. _

Paley declares-“No one is able to

produce a charter from Heaven, or has

any better title to a particular possession

than his neighbor.”

The affirmation of Gray is equally in

point: “ The earth is the habitation. the

natural inheritance of all mankind, of

ages present and to come; a habita

 

 

tion belonging to no man in particular,

but to every man; and one in which all

have an equal right to dwell."

To the same efl‘ect are the words of

. Mr. .laques: “ What are the rights which

men are entitled by the laws of nature,

or the gifts of the Creator? The declar

ation of independence has already named

some of them; that is, life, liberty, and

the pursuit of happiness; to which I will

add, an equal right to the earth; and

other elements, all eqally indispensable to

the existence of men.”

Said Mr. Charming: “The remedy I

propose for the increasing pauperism of

the United States— is the location of the

poor on the lands of the far West, which

would not only afford permanent relief to

our unhappy brethren, but would restore

that self—respect and honorable principle

inseparable to citizenship."

President Jackson proposed the same

thing in his annual message, 1831. “ To

afford every American citizen of enter

prize, the opportunity of securing an in

dependant freehold, it seems to me best

to abandon the idea of raising a future

revenue out of the public land.”

Said Black Hawk, when asked to sell

out his country : “ My reason teaches me

that land cannot be sold. The Great

Spirit gave it to his children to live upon,

and cultivate, so far as is necessary for

their subsistence; and so long as they

occupy and cultivate it, they have the

right to the soil; but if they voluntarily

leave it, then any other people have a right.

to settle upon it. Nothing can he sold but

such things as can be carried away.”

The Great Spirit gave the earth to

man, to the race, not to the favored few;

and a portion of it is the birthright of

every man. If so, then for the govern

ment, in its legislation, to deprive any

part of their just inheritance, is down

right usurpation.

Says Burlamaqui: “ They are all in

habitants of the same globe, placed in a

kind of vicinity to each other; have all

one common nature, the same faculties,

same inclinations, wants and desires.

Man finds himself naturally attached to

earth, from whose bosom he draws what

ever is necessary for the preservation and

conveniences of life."

We repeat, that a man has a right to

live, and to be upon the earth; he has

a right to breathe the air, to a free use

of light and water; he has equally a

right to share the products of the earth;

and hence be has a right to a portion of

this earth on which to rear those pro

ducts. These are natural rights. But

without entering into a discussion of

these, let us meet the objections of the

opponents of this measure. The first

and foremost in the catalogue is, “, it will

keep out capital ; ” but how. no man has

told us and no man can tell. We sincerely

believe the reverse of this will prove

true; for whatever tends to secure to

labor its full reward, must tend to the in

crease of capital among the masses.

What is capital but an accumulation of

the products of labor! Capital is created

by labor; and without labor, money itself

is of no account; it is as valuelcss as

pearls upon the desert, which can furnish

the lost traveller neither bread not water.

But how is it to keep out capital'.l

Why, it will destroy confidcrtce. But

how? Is confidence between man and

man founded in the right of the one to

turn the other into the street, with a de
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pendent family? Is this the basis of

confidence and eredit’.l We think not.

The Indians of our forests are trusted by

the trader on a different principle, and the

Arab of the desert is trusted by the mer

chants of the caravans, and the instance

of a failure of one to redeem his promise,

cannot. be found. It is our opinion thatl

the knowledge that our fundamental law

secures a man in the possession of his

homestead, and that whatever may be the

vicissitudes of fortune, there is no law

that can turn his family into the street and

make him a vagabond, will be one of the

greatest inducement to emigrants.

The principle of exemption has ob

tained in every State of the Union. The

only question now is, are we going a step

too far? The community requires of an

individual that he shall be able to support

and educate his family. If he cannot do

it under existing laws, he will violate

those laws by covering up his property.

Have not. the community a right to say to

the creditor, if you trust a man you do it

on that portion of his property which is

not necessary for the support of his fam

ily! If you trust him beyond that, it is

at your own risk; we will not allow you

to reduce the family to beggary. Laws

for the collection of debts without ex

emption, are nothing but licensing in

triguing individuals to reduce the bal

ance of community to starvation or sla

very. They are laws to make men dis

honest. No system ever devised by man

can be imagined more demoralizing in its

influences than that which strips a man of

his all, and turns him and his family out

as vagabonds. Such laws men will re

sist, say what you will, and do what you

will. \Ve envy not the man who can on

force such laws, or see them enforced

without emotion, though done according

to law and in the most approved style of

legal proceeding.— Milwaukie Courier.

Mreran Scnooa. By invitation we

attended in the Park on Saturday, an

exhibition of the boys of the Episcopal

Institute of Stapleton, Staten Island.

They were some twenty-five in number,

from ten to seventeen years old, dressed

in military uniforms, and all, except a

few who were too small, armed with car

bines and bayonets. Their evolutions

Were conducted by their military teacher,

Capt. F. L. Hagadorn, though the prin

cipal of the school, Rev. T. Towell, was

also in attendance. They were reviewed

by the Mayor, and went through their

exercises to the apparent gratification of

the spectators generally.

For our own part, we confess that we

could not view them with pleasure. War

is too horrible, too revolting in itself, for

one who knows the whole ofit to feel any

unmixed satisfaction even in the splendor

of its peaceful displays. A holiday pa

rade becomes a sad spectacle, when we

reflect that the soldiers whose music,

dresses, banners and movements are so

orderly and beautiful, carry deadly wea

pons in their hands, and that the

whole end of their organization is the

destruction of men. At the sight, the

thought of gory fields, mangled bodies,

men striving in murderous combat, and

all the devastation and horror that follow

in the course of war must rise in the

mind. But when we see children armed

and trained in imitation of this terrible

 

evidence of human depravity, the exhibi

tion is even more painful. \Vhy should

the young mind he riiade familiar with

this worst of all scourges that afflict the

earth, and habituated to the thought of

armies and battles! To our judgment,

the pursuit of a soldier would be the last.

that a judicious parent could wish his

child to be taught, or that a Christian

minister could appropriately teach. We

know that national wickedness and sel

fishness sometimes compel men to the

field of carnage and that it is thought

necessary in the present state of the

world for some to learn the trade of arms,

but for the associations of children to

have any connection with that awful busi

ness seems to us worse than desecration.

All that is attractive about war may

and should be retained for good purposes.

Especially the charms of music, of dress

and of measured movements, should be

introduced in the education of youth.

“is have no doubt that these things may

be adopted in schools with an efl'ect on

the health and progress of their pupils of

which few persons have any conception.

But they should be connected, not with

the inhuman glories of war, but with the

peaceful triumphs of such useful indus

try as is adapted to the strength of chil

dren. When that is done, it. will be

possible to behold them with unmingled

delight. — Tribune.

PITTSBURGH.

av 12. M. SIDNEY.

As some vast heart that high in health

Beats in its mighty breast,

So, to and fro, thy living wealth

Throbs through the boundless \Vest.

Thy kcels the broad Ohio plow,

Or seek the Atlantic main;

Thy fabrics find the Arctic snow,

Or reach Zahara’s plain.

Toil on, huge Cyclop as thou art,

Though grimed with dust and smoke,

And breathing with convulsive start—

There‘s music in each stroke!

What if the stranger smirch and soil

Upon thy forehead sees 1

Better the wealth of honest toil

Than of ignoble ease!

And yet then 'rt beautiful — a queen

Throned on her royal sent!

All glorious in emerald sheen,

\thre thy fair waters meet.

And when the night comes softly down,

And the moon lights the stream,

In the mild ray appears the town,

The city of a dream!

[From the New York Herald]

LETTER FROM EUROPE.

Paars, February 27, 1847.

THE aouasr: 0F PARIS -— STOCK-JOBBING —

ROTHSCHILDS— CAPITALISTS— FASHION

-- ROYALTY.

Yesterday I sallied out, about two

o’clock, in a fine bracing air, from the

rue de Rivoli, and wended my way along

a succession of short, crooked, narrow

streets, leading directly north towards the

Boulevards. I entered that gay prome

nade, which looks for all the world like

Broadway, nearly opposite rue Lafitte,

where the Rothschilds have their splendid

hotel and banking-house. It is rather a

dark, narrow street, slightly descending

 
to the north from the Boulevards, and

then rising towards the Place St. Georges.

Along side of rue Lafitte is the celebrated

street called the (‘lurussre d‘Anlin. Both

streets and the immediate neighborhood

form the banking district of Paris— those

new lords, leaders, and sovereigns in

modern society, vthich the beggary and

borrowing propensity of European gov

ernments have created per fns aul mjfas.

Rothschild‘s house, or hotel, is a most

splendid palace, the furniture alone cost

ing nearly half a million of dollars.

Their banking-house is contiguous, and

consists of a number ofoffices, or bureaux,

English, French, German, &c. The

chiefof the house is Baron de Rothschild,

who holds his title from some stray Ger

man potentate. There are several other

Barons and Baronesses, old and young,

male and female, who not only hold a

distinguished position in the fashionable

world of Paris, but are the elders, priests,

kings, and lords of the “remnant of Is

rael ” throughout Europe. The Baroness

de Rothschild gives the most splendid

parties and routes in Paris; and has a

private box at both the Italian and French

opera, next door to the King‘s box, and

within smelling distance of royalty.—

They are my bankers in Paris, and I,

therefore, contribute my per centage to

keep up the state and grandeur of the

modern kingdom of Israel. Accordingly,

I mounted the white stone steps, wound

my way round the offices, got into the

English bureau, and procured a fresh

supply of a few thousand francs, from

the polite, benevolent Englishman, with

the short face and agreeable aspect, who

presides in that department, and who al

ways puts me in mind of Addison's de

scription of himself in the Spectator. I

also purchased a couple of tickets for a

lottery given for the benefit of the poor

children of Israel in Paris, who are yet

waiting patiently the coming of the Mes

siah.

The air and incidents, in the palace of

the great banker and chief of modern

Israel, filled my imagination with stocks,

premiums, differences, consols, rentes,

exchanges, gold, silver, brokers, bankers,

cheats, shaves, swindlers, rogues, tailors,

and all sorts of things which congregate

in the exchange or Boursc, anciently

called by the four holy evangelists, the

“temple of Mammon.” I accordingly,

under the influence of the ether or nitrous

oxide gas of money-making, directed my

way to the Buurse, or ’Change of Paris,

where the stock-jobbers con regate in

thousands every day. I passe along the

Boulevard: as far as rue Vivienne,

then to the Place de la Bourse, where

stands one of the most beautiful temples

ever erected to Mammon, or to any other

ancient or modern god. Imounted the

steps, I entered the vestibule, I penetrated

the interior. Here I found nearly, if not

over five thousand men. all crowding

round a circular enclosure in the centre

of the great ball. This enclosure con

tains about fifty or sixty brokers, or agent:

a'e change, who are all hallooing and tran

sacting business at the top of their voices,

in a style somewhat similar to that in the

Exchange of New York, but with a far

more energetic and vociferous energy of

manner. Besides the crowd of thousands

of stock-jobbers in the great hall below,

the galleries above contained many hun

dred spectators who did not mingle in _tho

fray of speculating, jobbing, getting rich,
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or losing every thing, but merely looked

on the fun below. It looked like a mag

nificent gambling house. where every

face seemed to be concentrated on one

purpose, and utterly reckless of every

other thing. Under the Corinthian col

umns to the left, stood the great bankers,

financiers, capitalists, and gamblers of the

age. Every second man in the crowd

seemed to have a small memorandum

book in his hand, in which he noted

down the ideas as they occurred, or the

contracts he had made. The fifty bro

kers, enclosed in their circle in the centre,

and guarded by the police, were talking,

shouting, gesticularing, at the top of their

voice and height. It was one single, un

adulterated, eternal buzz, almost rising to

uproar, and very much resembling the

noise made in the tower of Babel, when

the great confusion of tongues took place,

and the stock-jobhcrs were first scattered

over the earth. 1 could only distinguish,

je prends—je (IOHIUI— jc prends—je

donne—je pro/ids —jc (lo/inc, to the end

of the chapter.

Such is a brief but faint picture of the

Buurse, or ’Change of Paris, which may

be considered the centre of the moneyed

operations of Europe. It is a vast insti

tution, born and brought up in the midst

of modern civilization, and now regulat

ing and controlling governments, dynas

ties, kings, princes, parties, factions,

fashion, society, religion, manners, and

follies of all kinds, and sizes. The

Bourse of Paris consists of fifty or sixty

brokers, or agents de change, each of

whom give from five to eight hundred

thousand francs for the privilege of outer

ing. In connection with the Rothschilds,

and a few other large capitalists, they are

the richest persons in Paris, or on the

continent. In fact, they are the modern

and civilized nobility of Europe. There

are a few—a very few, of the old n0

blesse of old France, who have considera~

ble estates, but the day and generation of

these antique Christian barons, are passing

away as fast as the waters of the turbid

Seine under my window, are now rush

ing on to the sea. The finest dinners,

the greatest routes, the most splendid

balls, the most recherche soirees, are now

allowed to be given by the financial or

moneyed class of society—the financial

barons. Not even the entertainments of

the foreign ambassadors, or those of the

Due de Ncmours, the future regent of

France, are considered more choice, more

splendid, more fashionable, than those of

the great financiers—particularly the

Rothschilds, and some others. Yet the

financial lords and barons have two sets

of society—those of their customers

who bank with them, compose the cheap

circle; those of the diplornatists, princes

and great equals, form the higher-priced

or select circle of acquaintance. The

first are called the one-eight-per-cent

balls, or the balf-per-cent soirees, or the

three-eights-per-cents dinners, according

to the rate charged the guests in the final

liquidation of their cash accounts. The

- American banker's parties are called the

half-per’cent balls, and are considered a

cheap and efficient instrument of trade,

as well as of hospitality and of fashion.

The present condition of the Bourse is

not so excited as it was a year ago. The

amount of transactions in fancy stocks,

or railway shares, was then probably

double or uadruple what it is at this

moment. robably, then, about ten

thousand eager speculators were daily

trying to shave each other, and to get

rich suddenly by the exercise of their

wits. Now, only five thousand can be

seen daily. The present tide of stock

jobhing was first introduced into the Paris

Baurse by speculators from England, Bel

gium, and Germany. The French make

good soldiers, good dancing-masters, good

surgeons, good orators, good saints, good

philosophers, good tailors, but they are

at indifferent stock-jobbers, middling

merchants, and only tolerable financiers.

Nearly all the best bankers of Paris are

foreigners—Germans principally, with

the Rothschilds at their head, and a hun

dred and fifty thousand of all creeds at

their tail. The English and Germans

introduced the first excitement in railway

stock-jabbing, on the Paris Bourse, and

many were the poor Frenchmen, from

the peer to the penny-a-liner, who were

caught in the mania, and entirely stript

of every thing in the world, except their

sins, their sentiments, and their last pair

of breeches. It is supposed, and has

been stated in the Chamber of Deputies,

that the English and German speculators

took away last year. the sum of $80.

000,000 or 400,000,000 francs, in the

difi'erences in railway and other shares.

One English stock-jobber was mentioned

to me, who came over from London, last

summer, with £50, and in six weeks

bagged $500,000.

Another great source of speculation in

Paris, has been the sudden rise of real

estate in certain quarters since the revolu~

tion of ’30. Many have got rich in New

York, by a similar plan. It is stated that

the Rothschilds, made alone, by this spec

ulation, about three millions of francs in

a few weeks. An American broker, for

merly known in “fall street, ten or fif

teen years ago, but who has been living

here since, has made a considerable for

tune by speculations in real estate here,

and now occupies the position in fashion

able society here, by his soirees, which

Col. Thorne formerly did in the Faubourg

St. Germaine. in fact, the system of

getting into the highest fashionable soci

ety here, is very simple and very scien

tific. It is just as easy as getting a

mutton-chop cooked for a franc, and two

sous to the garcun -- cash down always.

Take a splendid hotel, fill it with fine

furniture, attentive servants, and capital

cooks. Give a carte blanche to any of the

|stray countesses, duchesses, or princess

es, either of the old or new regime, who

are floating about in all directions here,

and you can at once create a fashionable

circle of the first quality and highest

pretensions. You have nothing to do but

to pay up and he laughed at—to settle

the bills every week, and be ridiculed by

those who visit you.

The rich men, here, are very numer

ous, but I have seen no catalogue of

them, as We have in New York. The

firm of Rothschild is estimated at 5516,

000,000, or eighty millions of francs, but

there are some even richer. This is the

estimation on ‘Change, but how accurate

it is, no one can tell on this side of the

grave. Such shrewd philosophers be

lieve, that all the leading financiers of

Europe, are living on credit, as much as

the various governments, kings and prin

ces are —they say that their real proper

ty consists only of houses and furniture—

that all the rest is credit, without capital

or real money. The aggregate public

  

debt of Europe, is about five thousand

millions of dollars, the annual interest on

which is about two hundred and fifty

millions of dollars. This latter sum is

taken yearly from the industry of the

Working classes, in the shape of taxes,

and paid away to the fund holders, who

are nearly all an idle, refined, luxurious

race. In addition to this vast drain on

industry, there is the vast class of gov

ernment officers, from sovereign down to

soldier, who also live in idleness, and

consume nearly as much, without contrib

uting anything to actual production.

Here is an annual drain upon Europe of

$500,000,000 or more, which has been

created under the genius of finance, aid

ing and assisting the existing govern

ments in their wars, pageants, and other

movements of the system of society. In

the meantime, during the last thirty

years, the different populations have been

increasing, till in certain portions of the

continent, such as Belgium, France, and

Ireland, the means of subsistence is una

ble to support the people of particular

districts. This new crisis of human so

ciety has been hurried on by the failure

of the potato. The prospect ahead is

worse than the realities of the past.

Europe, hereafter, will annually require

an itrcreasing quantity of food from some

other country, to supply the growing de

ficiency. This can only he got from

America—from the United States—

frtun the great Northwest of the Union.

Go to work, therefore, plant corn, and

sow wheat, for the period has come when

the accumulated wealth of a thousand

years—the gold, silver and jewels of

Europe must cross the Atlantic and take

up their residence in the great West.

During the last three thousand years, the

precious metals and stones of the world

have travelled from the East to the

West— from Hindostan to western Eu—

rope. This law of movement is pro

duced by the laws that regulate the

elements of population, industry, civiliza

tion and luxury. The great movement

has begun to cross the Atlantic, and

nothing can stop it, till all the wealth

of Europe that is portable will find a

home in the great Republic of North

America. Their gold, their silver, their

jewels, their precious stones, their works

of art, will all emigrate to America, .and

nothing will be left but their empty vau’lts,

their old churches, their grey palaces,

and their immense and hungry popula

tron.

THE SEARCH.

BY JAMES RUS§ELL LOWELL.

I went to seek for Christ,

And Nature-seemed so fair

That first the woods and fields my youth enticed,

And i was sure to find llim there:

The temple I forsook,

And to the solitude

Allegiance paid; but \Vinter came and shook

The crown and purple from my wood :

His snows, like desert sands, with scornful drifi,

Besieged the columned-aislc and palace-gate;

My Thebes, cut deep with many a solemn rift,

But epitaphed her own sepulchred stat-e:

Then I remembered whom I went to seek,

And blessed blunt Winter for his counsel bleak.

Back to the world I turned,

For Christ, I said, is King;

So the cramped alley and the but I spurned

As far beneath his sojourning:
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’Mid powerand wealth I sought,

But found no trace of Him;

And all the costly offerings I had brought

\Vith sudden dust and mould grew dim :

I found His tomb, indeed, where, by their laws,

All must on stated days themselves imprison,

Mocking with bread a dead Creed’s grinning

jaws,

\Vitless how long the life had thence arisen;

One sacrifice to this they set apart,

Prizing it more than Christ’s own living heart.

So from my feet the dust

Of the proud World I shook;

Then came dear Love and shared with me his

crust,

And half my sorrow’s burden took.

After the world’s soft bed,

Its rich and dainty fare,

Like down seemed Love’s coarse pillow to my

head.

His cheap food seemed as manna rare;

Fresh-trodden prints of bare and bleeding feet,

Turned to the hcodlcss city whence I came,

Hardly I saw, and springs of worship swcct

Gushed from my cleft heart smitten by the same:

Love looked me in the face and spake no words,

But straight I knew those foot-prints were the

Lord‘s.

I followed where they led,

And in a hovel rude,

With nought to fence the Weather from his head,

The King I sought for meekly stood;

A naked, hungry child

Clnng round His gracious knee,

And a poor hunted slave looked up and smiled

To bless the smile that set him free;

New miracles I saw His presence do,

No more I knew the hovel bare and poor,

The gathered chips into a woodpile grow,

The broken morsel swelled to goodly store :

I knelt and wept; my Christ no more I seek,

His throne is with the outcast and the Weak.

National Anti-Slavery Standard.

 

Mus. Bureau’s RETURN To run STAGE.

 

In Jerrold's \Veckly Newspaper the fol

lowing account is given of Mrs. Butler's

first night at Manchester, on her return

to the stage:

“ There never has been known such

 

excitement about play-going before in

Manchester. All the places in the thea-‘

,tre were secured days before-hand, and

the box-office was in a state of siege and

not to be neared with impunity. Of

course the house was full to the ceiling,

and the whole thing came off with the

greatest enthusiasm ; and it takes a great

deal to warm up a Manchester audience:

in general they are too lazy, or too im

passable, to applaud much; but to-night,

they were under ml feeling, and Mrs.

Butler must have been gratified by the way

they received her when she first came on.

It was the expression of genuine sympa-l

thy and kind feeling for the woman, and

had nothing to do with the entertainment

they looked for from the arlislc and the

actress; it was a spontaneous testimony

to herself alone, and could only have

come from a very unsophisticated audi<

ence. She had chosen “Julia,” in the

' Hunchback,’ for her rte-appearance. In

 

all the passionate parts she was very

strong, and the tones of her voice wentl

to one’s heart. I never saw her before,

but] can fancy that, in all essential re

spects she must have gained considerably

since her retirement. There was a finish

 

 

and self-mastery in her most passionate

scenes that no young Woman could have

had. All her power was under her own

control, and she worked with it most ar

tistically.

“I dare say in point of personal at

traction she may have fallen off; she is

very thin, and looks as if in bad heath,

but the want of physical beauty did not

strike one; whatever she has lost in that

way is quite made up by the element of

passionate knowledge which pervaded

every movement. Suffering dims a wo

man’s beauty; but no woman's genius

can be matured or fully developed until

she has had her whole soul molten with

in her, and her very life \vell nigh

wrenched out of her by suffering. It

made me shiver to think on all the life

that must have been melted down and

gone to make her acting to-night. Her

appeal to Master \Valler to stop the mar

riage was almost fearful; it was like a

flash of lightning, showing the depths of

passionate helplessness and recklessness;

desperate possibilities in a woman's na

ture, that no written words can convey,

and certainly no Sheridan Knowles ever

uttered. for he is a deal too decent and

respectable in all he writes, even to indi

cate beyond the mark. If people will

always keep an eye on their own respec

tability, verily they have a reward of

some sort; but human nature is not re

spectable, and will not reveal its power to

conventionality. The whole play turns

on such a straining of conscience that all

the distress and passion seem like trying

to make fireworks without gunpowder,

much safer, but dreadfully unstimulatiug.

“ There was a very clever man to sup

port her as Master \Valter, but she could

not well have been more unlucky in her

lover, Sir Thomas Clifford. He was is

desperately good looking man, and be

tween his gentility and good looks, he

seemed terriby hampered how to take

care of them both; he was afraid of dis

turbing the stagnant symmetry of his face

b ' the least ripple of feeling. The peo

ple nearly brought the house down with

applause. As Mrs. Butler proceeded,

though she did not show it in her acting

the least in the world, she was so ex

hausted in the end that she could hardly

stand when called before the curtain.

l was close to the stage, and could

see it."

 

 

d MUSICiiLiiniviEW. I

THE ITALIAN OPERA IN NEW YORK.

The company brought out from Italy

by Signor Sauquirico, in the beginning of

the winter, have been performing steadily

in Palmo’s opera house, and after the

accomplishment of one long. “season”

with very marked success, have just en

tered upon another which will last for

eighteen nights. They appear to have con

fined themselvcs within the rather monoto

nous range of the modern Italian opera,

with the single echption of one perform

ance of Rossini's Barber, giving nothing

 

but Dunizetti, Verdi, Coppola, and so'

 
Verdi‘s I Lombardi, which was only an

aggravation, to be sure.

From the latter opera, of course, we

only got a general impression of the

style of Verdi. It is altogether a new

style for Italian music 1-— we were about

to say a new development of Italian mu

sic; but that it hardly is, for what is pe

culiar to it, is rather the result of elaborate

study and calculation; a judicious impor

tation ab ea'lra, rather than the develop

ment ofa native germ in its oWn way. It

is distinguished by full and bold harmo

ny, by new and startling modulations, by

very elaborate orchestral accompani

ments, full of obligate parts for separate

instruments, and passages in which they

chase each other in a very interest

ing manner and withdraw attention

from the voices which they should ac

company. The vocal parts seemed full

of strength and emphasis, but heavy, on

inspired and wanting the sweet, tender

melody, which compensates in some de

gree for every other want in Donizetti.

As we admired the rich accompaniments,

we were continually wondering what they

had to do especially with the song, on

less it were to substitute instrumental ef

fect for the want of vocal. It seemed to

us that Verdi, feeling the weakness and

mere sentimentality of Donizetti, Merca

dante and the rest, who have set the

style of modern Italian opera, had been

actuated by a laudable ambition to infuse

into his country‘s music, something of

the strength and depth of the German.

This he has done rather from calculation

than from native inspiration, (at least, so

we judge from the little we have heard of

him,) and has thus produced a result not

unlike that of the French Meyerbeer,

who can produce any quantity of (find,

but cannot inspire. We happened to go

in perhaps at an unfortunate time ; it was

just at the death of the young prince of

Antioch in the arms of his beloved, the

daughter of the Lombard chief of the

crusaders. He becomes a Christian in

his dying hour; and the scene is fol

lowed by a vision which appears to the

Christian maiden, of the angels singing in

Heaven, and her lover in the midst of

them, represented bodily up there in the

clouds as a knight in full armor! The

music of this celestial chorus is anything

but celestial. It is tame and heavy, as

any congregational New England Psalm.

But the chorus of Crusaders, Pilgrims,

and so forth, following, is full of strength.

We should not venture to eXpress these

hasty impressions about Verdi, formed

from such a fragmentary hearing of one

only of his operas, together with a few

songs from others, were it not that we

forth. We had an opportunity a few find these impressions confirmed by ex

wecks since to hear them in Lucia (Ii cellent judges who have become more

Lammermuor, and in the last part only of
,thoroughly acquainted with him. The
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musical World of course is divided on the

question of the merits of this young com

poser, who is said to be the founder of a

new school of dramatic music in Italy.

We still cleave to Rossini, so far as Ital

ian opera goes; while we would not give

one good German “ Don Juan," or

“Der Freyschutz,” or “Fidelio,” for

the whole of them.

Lucia we were so fortunate as to hear

entire; and it was a satisfaction. There

is more strength in its music than is

usual with Donizetti. The Quintettc

near the middle, introduced by the Duett

of Tenor and Bass, admirably sung by

Benedetti and Beneventano; and the Tenor

Aria at the close, “ 0 bell’ alma inamo

rata,” are noble themes and full of depth

and passion; well worthy of the expan

sion which they have received in Liszt’s

stupendous Fantasia for the piano, which

has spoken to many in this country in its

true power from the hands of Leopold De

Meyer. The “ Ravenswood" of this

opera is said to be the great part. of

Signor Benedetti. And we mustyjoin

with all the World in praise of this ac

complished Tenor. He is an artist, both

as a singer and as an actor, entirely in

capable of any meretricious and cheap

effects, wanting neither feeling, good

taste, our fine culture and consummate

style in addition to the wonderful beauty,

strength and compass of his voice. He

is a genuine Tenor; his voice is warm

and rich and clear, and ascends with per

‘fect ease to C in Alt, and even dwells

there, swelling and diminishing the notes

in that high region, so that they have as

much characteras any notes in the most

ordinary range. His recitative is wonder

fully fine; the manner in which he

leaves each note, especially in rapid artic

ulation, gave us a new idea of what

beautiful utterance is. Signor Beneven

tano has a magnificent Bass voice, which

he sports with like a child, revelling in

great powers of execution, without per

fect finish or deep feeling. The Prima

Donna, Signora Barili, possesses a very

refined, clear, beautiful voice, especially

in the highest notes, which she manages

with consummate skill; and altogether as

a singer shows a true style as the result

of thorough and judicious study; but she

is doomed forever, one would think, to

'the limited effects of a. passionless and

mechanical impersonation of characters.

Pico, the contralto of the troupe, had no

part in this opera, which we really re

gretted, as she has soul enough to

cover many a deficiency in mere execu

tion.

‘ The orchestra, though numbering in its

ranks-many of the first musicians, as

Rapetti, Bouchcr, &c., was liable to the

common charge of being too obtrusive

and of drowning many of the vocal ef

 

fccts, without enhancing the beauty of its

own effect.

In an elaborate article in the Demo

cratic Review, entitled “Music in New

York,” we have seen full justice, as we

fancied, done to all the co-operators, vocal

and instrumental, in this opera, and need

not therefore undertake a minute'criticism

of our own. We trust the success of

this company, by no means remarkable in

any of its elements, if we except the

Tenor, will lead to the permanent domes

tication of the opera in New York, and

in due time in all our cities.

MORE CHAMBER CONCERTS IN BOSTON.

The friends of Mr. WiLLIAM Kavzan,

the leader of the Boston Academy's or

chestra, have lately arranged a couple of

concerts of Chamber Music for his bene

fit. They took place at the rooms of

Mr. Chickering. We were present only

at the first, which was attended by an

audience which must have been gratify

ing both in point of character and num

ber, and which, we trust, was significant

of solid benefit to the deserving artist.

The music was exclusively for stringed

instruments, Quintetts and Quartctts,

with the addition of a violin Solo. This

seemed to us at first an unfortunate ar

rangement; we could not but lament the

want of a Trio with piano, (one of the

grand pianos of Chickering,) or the intro—

duction. (which would have been practi

cable enough) of one of Beethoven's

Sonatas for the piano; or say, of one of

Beethoven‘s Sonatas for piano and violin,

instead of that “ Carnival ” Solo which

Mr. Kcyzcr was so obliging asto play

when a portion of the audience called for

it. This Would have enriched the pro

gramme; but as the thing went on, we

confess we were fully reconciled to the

arrangement as it was. The concert was

 

unique, and in all points strictly classic,

only excepting that “ Carnival,” whichl

came in, to be sure, after the concertI

properly was over. I

The selection was admirable. First oi

Quintette from Beethoven, a reproduction ,

in that form by himself of portions of his;

famous Septuor. The Violoncello part;

was'strengthened by the addition of a

double-bass, and, all the other instru

ments being ctlectivc, the whole made

out a rich and powerful combination; and

the impression of the music was indeed

sublime. Mr. Kcyzer's violin, upon the

leading part, was all that could be de

sired ; it discoursed with feeling, energy,

and good taste ; and constantly suggested

the right. degree of light and shade,

crescendo and dtlninuendo, and so forth, at‘

least, to one who is not disposed to be

over critical. The first reflection of all

present, after the musical transport itself

 

was over, was: \Vhat an oversight on

the part of the Harvard Musical Associ

ation, whose Chamber Concerts were

held in the same room, that they engaged

the screeching, obtrusive, egotistical,

morbid, feverish and Tarantula-like violin

of Blessner, to conduct this same other

wise admirable Quartette, when one so

much more satisfactory might have been

had! In Quartette playing, Mr. Keyzer

seems to fill his truest sphere, rather than

in controlling the impetuous forces of an

orchestra (and we make this remark with

hesitation, considering the success of the

last Symphonies this winter at the Acad

emy) or in the fantastic fire-works of a

modern Solo. His school is classic: he

is an accomplished musician, at home in

the Works of the great masters, and can

well afford not to be a virtuoso, which is

not necessarily a higher character.

The next piece was one of the most

characteristic Quartettes of Haydn, frdl

of his brightest and his deepest moods;

played with spirit, with precision and

with nnity. Then came amost celestial

Andante from a. Quartctte of Mozart’s:

which the audience could not let pass

with a single hearing. Bathing your

senses in its most fluid, warm and love

inspiring melodies, you became all soul,

and the world one perfect element of

love. It was like a disembodied, pure

existence, like being caught up into a

celestial state; and yet not disembodied,

except of the unnatural clog of this

false mortal body; it was rather like

inhabiting a perfect body, true and pliant

to the least motion of the spirit, in a

world entirely harmonious. As its last

faint chords floated away, and as it were

aloft, our spirits with them, we would

gladly have closed our eyes and known

no more of conscious life that night.

But. other good things were in store.

The second part of the concert consist

ed, first, of a Quartette of Beethoven,—

that admirable one in A major, op. 18,

containing the Andante (hrrtabile, with

five variations; a perfect master-piece in

respect to the intellectual treatment of I.

simple theme, developing as it were an

inexhaustible meaning out o a very sim

ple accidental suggestion. This was fol

lowed by a violin solo by Mr Key-zer:

the variations on “ Lt- Dcstr," by Pech

atsek, with Quattette accompaniment. it

was well performed, hut would have been

more beautiful before that exquisite An

dante of Mozart, which seemed the natu

ral close of an inspired evening

We trust these elements of a true and

efl'eetive Quartette, once brought to

gether, will warm each other into an en

thusiasm, which will be permanent; and

which will create warmth in an audience

which can reciprocate it and sustain it.

We hope that Mr. Kcyser and his Quar
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tette associates are as well pleased with

one another, as their audience were with

all of them, and that they will keep open

a refreshing fountain of such music here

after, for the benefit of all who love to

bathe therein enough to do their part for

its support.

It will be seen that we did not go to

this concert with a criticising spirit, but

glad enough of such an opportunity to

bathe our wearied soul and senses in the

renovating music of the great masters,

and to share the sympathies of a genial

and‘delighted audience. If there were

faults in the performance, there was

enough of the true spirit of music to

throw them into the shade, and to trans

port us as we wished to be in spite of

them. Oh! when shall life answer to

this prophecy of harmony in music!

 

,Le Pas der Fleur-s. Dmer by the cele

brated Danscuscs Wen/wires. Music by

Mansrzea. Boston: Published by

W. H. Oakes and for sale by E. H.

Wade, 197 Washington St., and at all

the music stores.

Le Pas des Moixsonneurs, <51. d-c. By

MARETzr-tx. Same Publishers.

Les Pelils Danrcuses Quadrilles. By

MARETZEK. Same Publishers.

Le Pas Hungrois (lea Drnpr'aur.

by A. ADAM. Same Publishers.

Whoever has enjoyed the exquisite

spectacle of the little danseuses from

Vienna, is more indebted than he was

aware, perhaps, to the equally exquisite

music, which seemed not merely to ac~

company, but actually to mould the form

of all their beautiful combinations. You

have but to hear the music of the

“ Flower Dance,” to see it all transacted

in your mind again; each separate move

ment of the melody dictates and seems to

anticipate the very figure and step by

which it is followed. Such perfect unity

and correspondence between two arts we

have seldom if ever before witnessed.

We know not who MARETZEK is; but

we think these little compositions place

him at once at the head of all the makers

of dance-music. Strauss and Labitzky,

even, are obliged to yield the palm. His

music is the very genius of the dance,

in its 'purest and most ideal conception.

It’s movement is as graceful and as facile

as the waving of the blossom-laden

boughs in a warm summer day; and it

is as fragrant. So innocent and child

like too; and yet so dreamy and poetic.

It accommodates itself to every idea as

readily and as perfectly as the imitative

propensity of children full of genius.

We hope that all these pieces by

Maretzek will be published. The music

to the “ Hungarian Flag Dance," bears

another name, that of the dramatic com

poser, ADULPH A DAM. It is of a bolder,

ltatelier and at the same time quainter

Music

 

character, as befits the subject; opening

with a dignified Polonaise, followed by

an energetic dance in two-four measure.

It is extremely beautiful in its way,

though in a different genius from the mu

sic of Maretzek. How much of the mu

sical suggestion as well as the choregraph

ic invention, in all these dances, has been

due to the gifted Madame “’eiss, we

know not. But doubtless, her fine taste

and fertile imagination have known well

how to use the peculiar talent of each

musical composer for her purpose. The

music and the dance, in every instance,

seem to have been born together; the

music to be the soul and subtle essence,

flowing out into the body of the dance.

We have deemed the publication of

these rare things of their kind, although

so unpretendiug, to be worthy of mention

among the notabilities oftrue musical art.

We trust every one, who has any love for

music, and who wishes to reproduce to

himself from time to time that exquisite

and soul-refreshing spectacle of the

Flower-Dance and the Sheaf-Dance and

the rest, will procure a copy of this mu

sic. The whole secret of every beautiful

step, figure and combination seems to re

side in its strains, which are the perfec

tion at once of simplicity and of art.

For a few shillings you buy a cordial to

bring youth back. The taking, fascinat

ing character of these little melodies,

will doubtless give a first impulse to

many young pianists, and win them to

study, by pure attraction. ‘

 

A New Se! of Glcnmm-y VVallzes. By

RICHARD S. “'ILLIS. Boston: Oliver

Ditson, 115 Washington St.

These pretty things have been lying

upon our piano for some weeks. Occa

sionally we have tried them over; always

with a pleasant feeling of their graceful

ness, and yet always with a disappoint

ment when we find them only reproduc

tions in another form of such Glenmary

waltzes as Mr. Willis used to write at

least four years ago, before he went to

Germany, in order to perfect a talent in

the true atmosphere of music, and under

the present influence of the most gifted

and most learned masters. \Ve do not

know that we are to take these for evi

dences of what the student has been do

ing there in all this time, amid such glo

rious opportunities. Perhaps they were

merely written to order, and to sell; and

perhaps faithful execution of the order

required them to he as closely like the

first Glcnmary Waltzes as they could

be without being the same. Perhaps the

young composer has the faculty of di

vesting himselfof every trace of German

study and of German influence; of ab

solutely concealing and ignoring all the

fruits of a well-used artistic apprentice

 
ship, and of going straight back to the

style he had four years ago at the first

summons of the same audience. This

may be possible; and yet we cannot

easily conceive how any man can write a

music so unlike his present self.

These waltzes, it is true, are not with

out their own peculiar grace and ele

gance. They have the merit of simplici

ty and freedom, as if they flowed very

naturally from the fingers' ends :— light,

cheerful, innocent, but not distinguished

by any wealth of ideas or depth of feel

ing;— not profoundly original

spired. Occasionally there is a happy

thought introduced, and occasionally a

passage of richer harmony, or a bolder

modulation than any you might meet be

fore in the same author. There are six

of the Waltzes, and, to fill out the sheet,

a Quick-Step, which is entirely common

place and trivial. But, as we said be

fore, we shall not judge of Mr. Willis,

either as to native talent or artistic pro

gress, by these little things. Indeed,

they may have been written before he

went to Germany.

3min?

UHLAND.

BY WV. A. BUTLER.

or in

  

 

It is the Poet Uhland, from whose wrenthingn

Of rarest harmony, I here have drawn,

To lower tones and less melodious brcathings,

Some simple strains of truth and passion born.

His is the poetry of sweet expression,

Of clear, unfaltering tune, serene and strong;

Vthre gentlest thoughts and words in :00. pro

ccssion,

Move to the even measures of his song.

Delighting ever in his own calm fancies,

He sees much beauty where m0st men see

naught,

Looking at Nature with familiar glances,

And weaving garlands in the grove: of thought.

He sings onouth,snd Hope, and high Endeavor,

He sings of Love, (oh crown of Poesie !)

Of Fate, and Sorrow, and the Grave. for ever

The end of strife, the goal of Destiny.

He sings of Fatherland, the minstrel‘s glory,

High theme of memory and hope divine,

Twining its fame with gems of antique story,

In Suahian songs and legends of the Rhine;

In Ballads breathing many a dim tradition,

Nourished in long belief or Minstrel rhymes,

Fruit of the old Romsnce,whose gentle mission

Passed from the earth before our wiser times.

Well do they know his name amongst the moun

tains,

And plains, and valleys of his native land;

Part of their nature are the sparkling fountains

Of his clear thought, with rainbow fancies

spanned.

His simple lays on. sings the mother cheerful

Beside the cradle in the dim twilight;

His plnintit'e notes low breathes the maiden

tearful

With tender murmurs in the ear of Night.
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The hill-side swain, the reaper in the meadows,

Carol his ditties through the toilsomc day ;

And the lone hunter in the Alpine shadows,

Recalls his ballads by some ruin grey.

Oh precious gilt! oh wondrous inspiration!

Of all high deeds, of all harmonious things,

To be the Oracle, while a whole Nation

Catches the echo from the sounding strings.

Out of the depths of feeling and emotion

Rises the orb of Song, serenely bright,

As who beholds across the tracts of ocean, ,

The golden sunrise bursting into light.

Wide is its magic W'orld,—-divided neither

By continent, nor sea, nor narrow zone;

Who would not wish sometimes to travel thither,

ln fancied fortunes to forget his own 7

HYllN TO THE SUN.

FROM THE GREEK 0F DIONVSIUS.

Mute be the skies and still —

Silent each haunted hill,

And valley deep!

Let earth and ocean's breast

And all the breezes rest—

Let every echo sleep !—

Unshorn, his ringlets bright,

He comes, the lord of light,

Lord of the lyre.

Morn lilts her lids of snow,

Tinged with a rosy glow,

To greet thee, glorious sire.

Climbing, with winged feet

Of fiery coursers fleet,

Heaven’s arch profound ;

Far through the realms of air,

From out thy sunny hair

Thou pourest radiance round.

Thine are the living streams

Of bright immortal beams,

The founta of day!

Before thy path careers

The chorus of the spheres

With wild rejoicing lay.

The sad and silver moon,

Before thy gorgeous noon

Slow gliding by,

Joys in her placid soul

To see around her roll

Those armies of the sky.

Literary W’orld.
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0! modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others’ rights, fiaud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions nll tending to impoverish

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

application of Christian principles, of Universal

justice and Universal love, to social institutions,

to commerce, to business, to active life.

Be. Cusss'rrlu.

CELEBRATION OF FOURIER'S BIRTH

DAY IN BOSTON.

The Festival of the Boston Union of

Associationists, on the evening of the 7th,

in honor of the birth of CHARLES Fou

lusn, will be remembered with delight by

all who had the good fortune to be present.

The numbers whom it drew together,

 

and the real sympathy with the occasion,

as well as pleasure in each others‘ com

pany which they all manifested, may

well be counted among the most cheering

symptoms of the times by the friends of

Association. We suspect there has been

no such significant expression of a grow

ing interest among the best elements of

society in our cause, of an attraction

among them towards the sphere of those

whose life it is to advocate and serve

this great idea, as was awakened by this

simple and spontaneous, yet beautiful, re

fined, and really brilliant festivity. II

was at first intended to confine it to the

immediate circle of the Associationists,

comprising the members of the Boston

Union. the friends at Brook Farm, with

a few invited guests who were known to

entertain a deep sympathy for our object.

But the interest was found to be so gene

ral, and such was the demand for tickets

to accommodate those who really seemed

to have a. moral claim to participation in

this feast, that, instead of the forty or

fifty originally contemplated, the party

amounted to a hundred and fifty or more,

half of whom, at least, were ladies; and

many applications had to be declined.

ldle curiosity, or the more desire to have

a “ good time,” may have been the only

motive with some; but there was every

evidence ofa sincere and respectful sym

pathy with the spirit of the occasion in

almost if not quite all who were present.

The place of meeting was the elegant

and spacious suite of balls upon the second

floor of the building occupied by Messrs.

Allen and Cumston, piano-forte-makcrs.

The two outer halls served for drawing

rooms; and on entering the main ball

you were surrounded by almost a miracle

of beauty, considering the simple means

and little time expended in its decoration.

But the enthusiasm of a great idea, the

religious unity of a circle of brothers and

sisters now for several years devoted to

this cause, made willing hands, which

were guided by refined tastes, and sup

ported and doubled in their strength by

the spirit of co-operation, and every thing

went on as if by magic in the arrange

ments. The work was all planned and

done, the hall adorned, the tables spread

and viands served, by those who gave and

who enjoyed the feast. It. was a festival

of associative labor; and its chief success

is due to those refined and noble-hearted

women, who cherish the social and reli

gious life of our good cause in Boston.

The company assembled at about seven

o‘clock in the evening. The first half

hour was spent in social congratulations

and in examining and admiring the beau

tiful and symbolical adornmenls of the

room. At one end of the hall, tables

were spread in a crescent form, loaded

  

bouquets, and some in pots,—roses,

orange-trees, and so forth, amid whose

fragrant luxury rose the busts of Robert

Burns and Socrates. At the opposite

end of the hall stood one of Chickering's

magnificent grand pianos, kindly volun

teered by its fair owner, whose artistic

performance of some of the most ex

pressive and most diflicult compositions

of Schubert, Mendelssohn, Liszt, and

“fold, at intervals during the evening,

sunk deeply into the souls of them that

listened. The walls and pillars and

chandeliers were festooned with ever

green ; the spaces hung with banners on

which were inscribed mottoes in honor

of Associative Industry and Universal

Unity. On the side opposite the win

dows, stood the busts of Milton, Pythag

oras and Dante, and on the end wall over

the piano, that of Dr. Charming, whose

birth-day also was the 7th of April.

Over him was an image of the cruci

fixion, and as its counterpart, over the

table loaded with material harmonies, a

lyre with seven strings of seven colors,

the emblem of full harmony and joy, as

is the first the emblem of that sacrifice

and self-denial by which alone the aspira

tion after perfect harmony can truly ex

press itself in the periods of social inco

herence. Opposite Pythagoras, was

placed a full length portrait of Foumsn,

in a sitting posture, “ a most truly digni

fied person, of deeply reflective features."

We felt a glad surprise, a peculiar thrill

as at discovering a sudden harmony,

when we beheld Pythagoras and Fourier

face to face. The earliest Greek phil

osnphers have been much ridiculed for

the simplicity of their notions, for the

childlike manner in which they confound

ed spirit with matter in their studies, and

sought the principle of life, some in air,

others in water, others in fire, and so

forth. But we have always felt that

they obeyed the first and truest impulse

of good common sense, and that they

were nearer being on the true track

which should lead to a solution of the

world's enigmas, than any of the meta

physicians, empirical or transcendental,

who have come after. They knew by

instinct that the spiritual and material

should be found to be essentially one.

Pythagoras, especially, was the first who

caught a flickering glimpse of the pro

found philosophy of numbers, now com

pleted in the “measured series” of

Fourier. Pythagoras conceived the

thought that the seven planets formed a

musical octave by their intervals from

one another; and there might be found,

we doubt not, by any one who would

investigate the remains of the old Gre

cian, a remarkable sympathy of genius

and of method between that earliest

select spirits from almost every class,,\vith fruits and flowers, some in vases asilhinker and this latest, Fourier. Was
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not the former a diffraction or foreshadow

ing of the other? But this is digression.

We will complete our description of the

scene by quoting from the Editor of the

Chronotype, himself one of our honored

guests: “ What with the flowers and

fruits, and the never-to-be-forgotten mu

sic—what with the sublime men of the

past whose outward manifestations were

there, and the heroic and eloquent men

and lovely women of the present, of all

ranks of life, who were there, the whole

scene was one of deep significance and

joy. There was a delightful wholeness

and completeness in it, speaking of it as

a sample of life and happiness. The

whole spoke, lectured, preached with a

hundred-fold voice, so that individual elo

quence even might be excused for stam

mering in its presence.”

The exercises of the evening com

menced with the singing, by the quartette

choir of the Religious Union of Associa

tionists, of the Gloria from Mozart’s

Twelfth Mass, music which is filled with

the very religion of joy. Then came‘

dancing for a short hour, accompanied

by graceful Quadrille music on the piano,

a moving spectacle in either sense. At

half past eight, coffee and other refresh

ments were distributed ; and the cheerful

confusion of this operation was again

quelled by music, a soothing chorus from

the Semiramide of Rossini, followed by

an exquisite piano-forte performance,

when the President of the evening,

-VVilliam Henry Channing, invited the

attention of the company to some appro

priate remarks. He spoke of the signi

ficance of the occasion, expressed the

common sentiment of Associationists to

wards Fonrier, as one of the greatest

men who ever lived; and, pointing to the

busts and pictures round the room, said :

“ therefore have we wished to place him

among his peers.” He then proceeded l peaceful as the strains of music waked

to justify the presence of each of the

great historical persons, whose sculpturedlcharm, and of itself was occupation

forms adorned the place, closing with

Fourier who nave the solution of the

problem of their lives, alluded to the

various emblems which invited the eye

on every side, to the harmony of soul

and sense expressed by all the arrange

ments, to the varied character of the

entertainments as symbolic of the true

life which should be to all in a true state

of society, where every act and every,

relation will be beautiful and holy, and

closed with inviting all who had any

speech or sentiment to offer, to do it

freely. He was succeeded by Mr. Rip

ley, Mr. Allen, Mr. S. P. Andrews, and

others. Various toasts and sentiments

were volunteered, among which absent

friends were not forgotten. The Asso

ciative School in France; our friends in felt more strongly than ever, that where

New York, convened there at the same I the Associative faith is deep and real and -

 

 

.tone of social life, perhaps, than every

hour and for the same purpose; the

friends in Philadelphia, met not for festive

commemoration, but for the serious busi

ness of organizing a Union of Associae

tionists; the friends in Cincinnati and.

other places were duly remembered.

Music, consisting of choruses, the more

jubilant portions of one of Haydn's mass

es, songs of the highest kind of senti

ment, like that song of songs, the Adelaide

of Beethoven, and classic compositions

for the piano were interspersed through

out the evening. But it was hardly a

time for speech-making; the evening was i

too rich without it. People were too

much absorbed by the social hilarity of

the occasion, to give close attention to

any train of thought, and they preferred

to drink the spirit of the scene. Neither

were we without our annoyances. A

ball above us was occupied by some!

boisterous assemblage of dancers, who

kept up such thunder over head as almost

drowned the voice of any speaker, and

contrasted like the chaos of civilization

with the social harmony and beauty that

prevailed below. They danced as if they

would come through the floor; and on a

speaker‘s pleasantly alluding to this new

form of competition, some one wittin

suggested: “they will soon all be with

us." It was an annoyance, and causedg'

some confusion, but it did not spoil our

evening; we had only a smothered con

sciousness of it, as we have of a continu

ous tooth-ache at times when the mind is

preoccupied with beautiful and intense

thoughts and hardly heeds the crying out

of the flesh.

Fruits and ices were passed round be

tween ten and eleven and another short

dance brought the festivities to a close.

The social atmosphere, as pure and bean

tiful and fragrant as those flowers which

bloomed about us, as harmonious and

to time, was thefrom time great

enough to every one. It was a truer

had been struck in any party in the city,

or anywhere exeept in some of the small

Associative families, which have suc

ceeded in a social way if not in a pecun

iary. Freedom, unaffected gaicty and;

mutual good will, refinement of feeling

and of manners, and indeed a cheerful

and religious sentiment, reigned through

out; and there were persons from all

conditions in life brought together.

There was something in every face

which seemed to say: " It is good to be

here, to be with persons whose business

and whose sbcial pleasures are inspired

by so sublime a hope as are the business

and intercourse of these persons.” We
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a matter of frequent communion with

a few, it cannot fail to be attractive and

to win the sympathies of the best minds

and hearts around them. May such cen

tres as the Boston Union of Association

ists speedily be formed in every place;

and may woman every where as there, ce

ment, and consecrate the Union by her

gentle, purifying influence!—We part

ed, wending our ways toward our several

homes, in_one of the sweetest mildest

nights of our uncertain spring, and be

neath a heaven streaming with auroral

splendors, as if in recognition of our

JOY

VERBAL DISTINCTIONS.

socis'rv.

This word, among other different ac

ceptations, sometimes signifies lhe collec

tion of individuals who live in Society;

sometimes, the condition of Society.

This last acceptation is the most frequent

in questions of social reform. The con

founding of these two senses often occa

sions a sophism. For instance, writers

make use of the just and prevailing idea

of the respect which the individual owes

to Society, (that is, to the mass, the ag

gregate of his fellows,) in order to hold

up to public opprobrium those men, who

are accused of attacking, of outraging,

of wishing to overthrow Society, (the

word used in the mixed and vague sense,)

whereas it is the ardent love of Society,

(the collection of men,) which prompts

these last-mentioned persons to present

their criticisms and accusations against

Society, (a given form,) which they wish

to advance, by amelioration, to a more

elevated and more happy state. Take

another example. The proposition is

stated: “ Man is good, Society alone is

bad.” The opponents at once raise the

cry:~ “How can it be maintained that

Man is good, and that Society, which is

only a collection of men, is bad? If the

sum total is bad, the elements of which

it is composed, must be bad also."

Whether the original proposition be true

or false, it is evident that this mode of

refuting it, is only asophism growing out

of the double meaning of the word Soci

ety. A well-constructed language would

render such sophisms impossible.

ASSOCIATION.

The exact or scientific Idea of Associ

ation, involves the intimate union ofthree

ideas, the idea of order, the idea of liberty,

the idea ofjuslice. The Associative Life

presupposes that the persons associated

combine their forces, their functions, and

their labors, in a unitary system, (order,)

—that this combination is voluntary, and

not forced, (liberWJ—aud finally, that

the fruits of the common labor are divided

among the associates, according to a.

known rule, adopted by themselves, as
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being in accordance with the idea which

they have of the rights of each in con

nection with all, (justice.) These three

conditions belong together: it is evident,

in fact, that if an individual deems him

self injured in his rights, he will incline

to withdraw from the common labor, or

his dissatisfaction will introduce the ele

ments of disorder. The free, voluntary

co—operation in the common labor, accord

ingly, imperiously demands the condition

of justice.

lt will be seen by this definition, tltat

the Associative Life being a positive, and

clearly determined state, it is not strictly

accurate to use the term Associative, as

is often done, as synonomous with the

generic term, Society; for the present

order of society is very far from having

realized the Association of its members.

Still, we can say, that this state of soci

ety, presents, in comparison with any

other given state of society, a realization

more or less advanced, if we agree to

designate in this way an approximation

more or less close, to the true order of

Association.

We are to understand by the Associa

tive School, the School which has for its

object the science of Association, and the

general realization of the Associative or

der. ‘

monsc, muons!" MORALITY, &c.

There are few vvords of which the mean

ing is so vague, so capricious, so mani

fold, as those belonging to this family, or,

which have been so strangely abused.

The root. of these words is mos, mores,

—manners,— that is, the aggregate of]

admitted customs, and ideas, and of es—‘

tablished prejudices on the subject of,

social relations. The Word moral then,f

in its primitive sense, signifies, that

which is conformable to manners, and on

the other hand, immoral signifies that

which contradict: am! wars against man

ners.

Soon another sense is added to the!

 

first, the word moral is used to denote

the sum total of the faculties, in virtue of

which, man enters into affective or intel

lectual relations with living beings, with

the universe, and with God. In this new I

sense, the word moral is no longer in an

tithesis with immoral, but with rnntcrial,

physical: Thus we speak of the physical

and moral nature of man, of his moral

faculties, and so forth.

Finally, the word moral is made to as

sume a third sense by the effect of that

sophism which is coeval with the crea

tion, by virtue of which every age re

gards its own general prejudices, its

ideas, its manners, as absolute truths, and

its social condition, as the most elevatedi

and advanced degree of human suciety.

It is thus, that the ward moral, which

signifies, that which is confurntuhlt' to man

 

ners, (to received ideas, to social beliefs,

to the prejudices of a given epoch,) has

soon taken an absolute signification, and

been made to characterize that which is

con/hrmrtblc to good.

This union of the absolute sense and

the relative sense in the same word, was

calculated to strengthen the sophism from

which it proceeded. Titus, every new

truth which in the order of philosophi-t

cal, moral, and social ideas, contradicts

received prejudices, customs, and ideas,

has at every epoch been taxed with im

morulily (in the absolute sense), as soon

it was presented to the world. It is thus

that the Christian doctrines were accused

of immorality by the philosophers and

priests of Paganism, and that a multitude

of ideas, which science and philosophy

have caused to be adopted, and which no

one any longer disputes, were, at their

first appearance, the means of arousing

fierce tempests against their authors or

their promoters. ‘

The word Morals, considered some

times as the Science, sometimes as the

prescription of that which is Moral, must

needs assume a vague and indefinite

sense, like the adjective Moral. Thus,

men often speak of morals, when they

should say, my morals, our morals, such

a system of morals. “ Morals prescribe

this; morals forbid that. Such a doc

trine is at war with morals.” Of what

morals do they speak? There are the

morals of the ancients, the morals of the

modems, the morals of the East, the

South, and the West,-and each of

these systems of morals is so indefinite,

that it is itself divided into a thousand

forms, often contradictory, varying with

times, places, philosophical schools, re

ligious sects, and presenting a thousand

different lights and shades.

Even in the bosom of the most inflexi

ble orthodoxy, of Catholic orthodoxy

itself, we may count every variety of

morals. The morals taught by St. Paul,

in their transcendental, mystic, and al

most exclusively idealist tendency, are

very different from the broad, living, af

fectionate, and strongly realist morale of

Christ. We find in the bosom of ortho

doxy, a Stoic school of morals, a Platon

ic, and an Epicurean; we find there the

morals of the ascetics, of the Stylites, of

the Trappists, the morals of the absolute

renunciation of the world, of the absolute

condemnation of all pleasure, of all en

joyment; then the morals of moderation

in the enjoyment of pleasures; then the

tender and ultra sympathetic morale of

certain mystic schools. The very world

ly morals of the Jesuits are combated by

the strict and austere morale of Port

Royal and the Jansenists; and between

these extreme degrees, we find a thous

and opinions, a thousand contradictions

concerning what is permitted and what is

prohibited, that is to say, concerning

the very foundation of morality, concern

ing what is good and what is evil.

If we wish to give to the Word llforal

the sense of conformable to Good, and to

regard morals as the science which has

for its object the production of good, we

must clearly comprehend that a system of

Murals cannot be established, except

1. When it shall have defined its obi

,jcct, Goon, and given a certain criterion

to distinguish what is good from what is

out or from what is inl/ijfcreut, and to

measure the degree of Good and Evil :

2. When it shall have determined the

most (flicacious means for realizing Good,

and diminishing Evil in human society,

instead of confining itself to the impotent

and deceptive verbal prescription of do

ing Good and avoiding Evil.

THE LIBERATOR.

We find in the last number of tho

Linsna'ron a noble article upon Reform.

There breathes throughout it a spirit of

universality, a sacred respect for MAN,

(who has so long been crushed, and ren

dered subservient to prejudices, political,

theological, and so forth, and to arbi

trary institutions devised by limited hu

man reason,) and an earnest demand for

absolute freedom of thought and speech,

which will carry a thrill to every true

heart.

We make a few extracts to show the

general character and tendency of the ar

' ticle. .

“FREE Srsccn mo FREE INQUIRY.“

Since the commencement of the nine

teenth century, the Spirit of Reform has

1been developed in 'a shape, and to an ex

tent, unlanown to all preceding ages—

Roform, not pertaining merely to local

abuses or wrongs, not marked by degrees

of latitude and longitude, but making

MAN the object of universal solicitude,

aside from all considerations of party,

sect, education, condition, and clinic-—

Reform, not for the overthrow of any

one particular evil, but for the removal of

all those burdens and disabilities under

which mankind are groaning in agony of

spirit—Reform, not animated by the

spirit of revenge, not armed with wea

pons of steel with which to cleave down

tyrants and usurpers, but relying for its

success on the utterance of truth, and the

enforcement of right, — on the weakness

of injustice, and the cowardice of crime

—— Reform, to the conservative, timid and

faithless, never so daring in its aspect,

and unhallowed in its purposes, as now;

to the believing, the true-hearted and

clear-sighted, never so serene in its spirit,

disinterested in its design, and beneficent

in its operations.

" ‘ The poor crushed bondman hears it, and up

springeth

To burst his shackles, and once more be free;

And shouts aloud. until the echo ringeth

o‘er the far islands of the Eastern sea.

The faithful lover of his race rejoices-—
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'I‘he champion girds his gleaming armor on —

The seer saith, “ Gun speaks in those earliest

voices ;

Earth's fearful battle-field shall yet be won'. "

Each hallowed martyr of the ages olden,

Leapeth forjoy within his darkened grave,

And new-born poets wake with voices golden,

To chant the glorious actions of the brave.

O'er earth it rolls, like gathering pcals ofthunder

And nations rise from slumber on the sod, 7

And angels list, all mute with breathless wonder.

Its echo in the living soul of God!

O'cr every radiant island of creation

The music of that swelling pool is borne;

Land bears to land, and nation shouts to nation,

The war-cry of the age— Raroaat ! Ra:

romu ! '

“ All things are interrogated as to

their origin, intent, tendency, and lawful

ness, without much regard to their anti

quity, or the authority with which they

are clothed. The cry is every where

heard for free speech and free inquiry,

that Right may prevail, and Imposture be

put to flight. It is beginning to be seen,

that not only are these the best weapons,

but that no others may be innocently used

against Wrong. Revolutions are to be

wrought out by reason, not by brute

force."

I O i i O Q

“ Talk not of this or that subject being

too sacred for investigation! Is it too

much to assert, that there is but one ob~

ject beneath the skies that is sacred—

and that is, MAN? Surely, there is no

government, no institution, no order, no

rite, no day, no place, no building, no

creed, no book, so sacred as he who was

before every government. institution, or

der, rite, day, place, building, creed, and

book, and by whom all these things are

to be regarded as nothing higher or bet

ter than means to an end, and that end

his elevation and happiness; and he is to

discard each and all of them, when they

fail to do him service, and minister unto

his necessities. They are not of heaven,

but of men, and may not, therefore, re

ceive the homage of any human being.

Be assured that whatever cannot hear the

test of the closest scrutiny, has no claim

to human respect or confidence, even

though it assume to be sacred in its ori

gin, or given by inspiration of God, but

must he .treated as spurious, profane,

dangerous.”

It is impossible to vindicate MAN, his

inalienable and supreme rights, more

strongly than it is done here. If

the writer would take but one step more,

he would come upon our ground.

We say, analyze NTAN, and see of what

he is composed. You will find that he is

composed of a certain number of original

and fundamental faculties and passions,

and to which we give the name of At

tractions. Man is the synthesis of

which these attractions are the compo

nent elements, the constituent parts.

These attractions were given to men by

God; they are the focus which both

impels and invite him on to fulfil the

destiny assigned to him by the Deity. It

is these original and inherent attractions

which we declare sacnao, absolutely

noon, and which are the voice of God

 

constantly speaking to us, and through us.

“’6 demand for them absolute respect;

we demand that the institutions, laws and

customs of society —-that is, society as a

whole, shall be adapted to them, and that

they shall not be compressed, repressed,

suppressed, perverted, misdirected, and be

made to lend in a thousand false ways to

suit monstrous social orders, like Civiliza

tion, Barbarism, Savageism, &e., and

absurd social institutions, established by

kings, tyrants, ignorant legislators, pre

judiced theologians, and others holding

an usurped authority, in the past.

The only measure and standard of all

good and all truth are the original attrac

tions in man. The only absolute guide

that we can consult and take, are these at

tractions, for they are as we said, the im

pelling power implanted within us by

God, are His orders, commanding us

where to go, and the paths to follow in

this great road of life on earth.

But while we proclaim the absolute

goodness of human nature, a declaration

which contradicts so many reigning pre

judiccs and opinions— we must make an

accompanying statement, to render the

truth complete. Simplistic, one-sided

statements are always false: compound

statements only are true.

The attractions implanted by God in

man then are true and good; but these

attractions are subject to two modes of de

vclopment or action—one of which is

true, the other false ; the one harmonious,

the other discordant; the one direct, the

other inverse. And it is not the attrac

tions or active forms in man which are

alone subject to this dual or double ac

tion; all the active forces in nature are

subject to the same law. The notes of

music for example are absolutely good

and perfect in themselves, and yet they

may produce discords, if falsely acted

upon ; and the discords are in direct pro

portion to the fulness and completeness of

the harmony, which those notes can pro

duce, when properly played upon.

A hundred instruments of music will

produce a higher order of harmony than

a single one, and at the same time a far

more discord. Flowers or oderiforous

shrubs generate in their true organic

life, delicate and healthy perfumes : in a

state of decay, or inverse action—

or technically, counIeT-mot'emenl, — they

generate noxious and unhealthy odors.

The more complete the organization of a

thing, the higher and more perfect are all

its manifestations, in its true organic

state, and the more false and discordant,

in the opposite state, that is, when in an

inverse or subversive action. Thus the

body of man is far more complicated and

beautiful, and capable of far higher mani

festations than a tree, and yet when de

prived of life and in a state of corruption,

 

it is also for more loathsome, and the

subversive action far more complicated.

Now as the notes of music, the chemi

cal atoms, the electrical forces, and all

other active agents and powers in na

ture, engender discord, corruption and

other subversive effects when misdirected

or falsely acted upon, so the attractions

or passions in man, the active, living

forces, which constitute his very being,

engender moral discord and corruption

when they are perverted, misdirected,

undeveloped or misdeveloped, or falsely

operated upon in any way,—as they

have been so constantly and flagrantly by

the savage, barbarian and civilized soci

ety.

We consequently must separate the

efi'ects of the passions from the passions

themselves; we must distinguish between

their harmonies or natural action and

their discordant or unnatural action.

We must not judge human passions as

we now see them, all perverted and mis

directed, developed in their lower de

grees, as they are under the influence of

the present social order, where '

Slavery, (chattel and industrial,)

\Var,

Indigence,

Fraud,

Oppression,

Universal Selfishness,

riot in their satanic concert, and sway the

existence of nine-tenths of mankind.

If we take the Attractions in their

present perverted state as our guides, as

the standard of truth, as the original

principles upon which the Social Organi

zation should be moulded, we shall com

|mit the wildest errors and plunge into a

labyrinth of falseness. We must sep

arate, we repeat, the perverted develop

ments of the passions from the passions

themselves, and learn how to study them

in their original and primitive nature.

When we understand that nature, then

really all we have said of their absolute

goodness is strictly true, then they are

our divine guides, the revealers of the

will of God.

To show still more clearly this difl'cr

ence between the true and the false ac

tion of the passions, let us contrast a few

of their developments. We find in man

ATTRACTIONS. m-zrutsross.

Friendship, Hatred.

Benevolence, Malcvolence.

Charity, Calumny.

Mercy, Revenge.

Dignity, Baseness.

Love, Antipathy.

Philanthropy, Misanthropy.

Expansive liberality, Selfishncss.

When the repulsions and antipathics

are developed in Man—by the false ac

tion of society, by sobering, by unbal—

anced development, by oppression and

ignorance or other causes - he is then an
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inverted image of a true man, as false as

he could be good; he is a depraved being,

if we wish, as the theologians call him,

and we must study him as an inverse

mage, to comprehend the real nature of

the human soul.

The great error of philosophers and

theologians, is to judge Man as they now

find him, and to take the present false

and perverted development of the human

passions as their normal, permanent, and

only development, -- hence as a manifes

tation of the true nature of man, and to

condemn human nature in consequence as

INHERENTLY dqirat-ed and visions.

Let the Editor of the LIBERATOR ana

lyze Man, and proclaim the goodness of

the moral forces or attractions of which

he is made up, and we shall unite upon

the same ground.

We make a few more extracts.

“ Of all the reformers who have ap

peared in the world, —-whether they

were prophets, the Son of God, apostles,

martyrs or confessors,—whether assail

ing one form of popular iniquity or anoth

er,—whether impeaching the rulers in

the State, or the teachers in the Church,

—not one of them has been exempt from

the charge of dealing in abusive lan

guage, of indulging in coarse personali

ties, of libelling the characters of great

and good men, of aiming to subvert time

honored and glorious institutions, of

striking at. the foundation of the social

fabric, of being actuated by an irreligious

spirit. The charge has ever been false,

malicious, the very reverse of the truth;

and it is only the reformer himself who

has been the victim of calumny, hatred,

and persecution. His accusations are de

nied, his impeachments are pronounced

libellous, simply because the giant iniqui

ty which he assails has subdued to its

own evil purposes all 'the religious and

political elements of the land, and every

where passes current as both necessary

and reputable. Of Jesus it was said—

‘ This man is not of God ; he,keepeth not

the Sabbath day,’—‘ He is a blasphemer;

he hath a devil.’ 0f the apostles it was

said—‘ They are pestilent and seditious

kllows, who go about seeking to turn the

world upside down.’ And Paul declares

that they were treated as the ‘ otl'scouring

of all things.’

“ The chief priests, scribes and phar

isees, with the rabble who cried out,

‘ Release not this man, but Barabbas,’

and ended by crucifying Jesus between

two thieves, are gone, with all their

official splendor, their religious authority,

their brutal rufiianism, their power to

kill. We fear them not; we read the

woes pronounced against them by the

faithful Nazarene, and feel no indignation

at his strong language; we regard that

generation with abhorrence. So, too,

they who hunted, like wild beasts, the

reformers of the 15th and 16th centuries,

are crumbled to dust, and we stand upon

their ashes, and brand them freely and

bravely as a race of cowards and perse

cutors. Why should we not! We have

no trade at stake; our reputation is not

in peril; the fires of Smithfield are

quenched; we are living in the nineteenth

century, and dead men cannot harm us.

 

But what are we doing in regard to the

impostures, the crimes, the wrongs of

our own times, and our own country?

Are we grappling With them, with

anything like the boldness of those

whose sepulchres we are proud to build,

whose memories we almost adore? Are

we striving to do for posterity what

they did for us. and thus honestly dis

charging that‘ great debt? Or are we

basely bowing the knee to a corrupt pub

lic sentiment, hurrying with the multi

tude to do evil, and leaving those respon—

sibilties which God has imposed upon us,

to be met by those who shall come after

us? If not ourselves acting as the moral

pioneers of our times, what are we say

ing of those who are willing to be made

of no reputation for Truth‘s sake, and

who are receiving a share of the persecu

tion that was meted out to Jesus and his

disciples? Are we joining with the en

slavers of their fellow-men, with design

ing priests and profiigate demagogues,

with the infatuated and lawless mob, in

raising the cry, ‘Fanatics! madmeu!

traitors! infidels! '

“ If so, how much better, then, are we

than those old Jewish murderers of our

Lord, who built the tombs of the proph

ets, and garnished the sepulchres of the

righteous, and said—‘ If we had been in

the days of our fathers we would not

have been partakers with them in the

blood of the prophets?’ To them the

language of Jesus was -—‘ \threfore ye

be witnessess unto yourselves, that ye

are children of them which killed the

prophets, and of you shall be required all

the blood that has been shed, from the

blood of Abel unto the blood of Zachari

as.’ If we are treading in their foot

steps, if we are as recreant to truth, as

false to right, as hostile to liberty, in our

day, as they were in theirs; if we are

unwilling to suffer in our reputation or

worldly prosperity, to look tyrants and

impostors serenely in the face, and bid

them defiance while we unmask them;

if we ask, concerning those who are per

ishing, or grinding in the prison~house of

bondage, ‘Are we our brother‘s keep

ersl ’ then may we not sing the praises

of Christ as our exemplar and guide, nor

profess to honor his apostles, nor pretend

to be animated by the love of God. We

must be associated—nay, if we perse

vere in such a course we shall be associa

ted hereafter by posterity—with those

whom we now admit were the enemies of

their race.”

Q D O Q Q Q

“ The history of the world presents no

period so interesting or so sublime as the

one in which we are called to be actors.

It furnishes scope for the noblest ambi

tion, for the exercise of the mightiest in

tellect, for the indulgence of the most

philanthropic spirit, for the achievement

of the most bencficcnt purposes.”

THE FAMINE IN IRELAND.

The condition is horrible, as words

can describe it; nothing can convey to

those who are surrounded with the com

forts of life, and who are exempt from

the physical torments and mental anguish

of starvation, any adequate idea of the

state of things that there exist. \Vhen

we read the descriptions of gigantic, of

desperate misery and we which come to

 

us, would it not seem that the whole

world should rise up and pour in upon

this stricken nation the means of relief!

Would it not seem that there should be I

natural feeling, some solidarity between

nations, and that when one was crushed

to the earth, the others should come to

her relief, and raise her up!

But no, nothing of the kind takes

place; the different classes in Society

give a passing thought to the subject, and

throw such alms as can be spared without

being felt, and the nations pay no atten

tion whatsoever to a starving sister.

Look at our own, for example, and see

the policy she pursues. But before

speaking of it, let us make an extract,

describing some of the scenes which are

taking place in Ireland, and which will

bring the subject more home to the feel

ings of the reader. The account is by

Ernst: BURRITT, which of course is ex

aggerated in no particular.

“ The first habitation we entered in the

Castlehaven district was literally a hole

in the wall, occupied by what might be

called, in America, a squatter, or a man

who had burrowed a place for himself and

family in the acute angle of two dila i

dated walls, by the roadside, where lie

lived rent free. We entered this stinted

den by an aperture about three feet high,

and found one or two children lying

asleep, with their eyes open, in the straw.

Snob, at least, was their appearance; for

they scarcely winked while we were be

fore them. The father came in, and told

us a pitiful story of want, saying that not

a morsel of food had they tasted for

twenty-four hours. He lighted a wisp of

straw, and showed us one or two more

children lying in another nook of the cave.

Their mother had died; and he was

obliged to leave them alone during most

of the day, in order to glean something

for their subsistence.

“ We were soon among the most

wretched habitations that I had yet seen,

far worse than those in Skibbereen.

Many of them were flat-roofed hovels,

half buried in the earth, or built up against

the rocks, and covered with rotten straw,

seaweed or turf. In one, which was

scarcely seven feet square, we found five

persons prostrate with the fever, and ap

parently near their end. A girl, about

sixteen, the very picture of despair, was

the only one left who could administer

any relief; and all she could do was to

bring water in a broken pitcher to slalte

their parched lips.

“As we proceeded up the rocky hill

overlooking the scene, we encountered

new sights of wretchedness. Seeing a

cabin standing somewhat by itself, in a

hollow, and surrounded by a moat of

green filth, we entered it with some diffi

culty, and found a single child, about

three years old, lying upon a kind of

shelf, with its little face resting upon the

edge of the board, and looking steadfastl

out at the door as if for its mother. t

never moved its eyes as we entered, but

kept them fixed toward the entrance. It

is doubtful whether the poor thing had a

mother or father left to her; but it is more

doubtful still whether those eyes would

have relapsed their vacant gaze, if both of
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them had entered at once, with everything‘

that could tempt the palate iti their hands.

No words can describe this peculiar ap

pearance of the tarnished children. Nev-i

or have I seen such bright, blue, clearI

eyes, looking so steadl'ustly at nothing.

I could almost fancy that the angels of

God had been sent to unseal the vision of

these little, patient, perishing (‘rcnturt's to,

the beatitutlcs of another world; and that'

they were listening to the whispers of un-.

seen spirits, bidding them ‘wait a little

longer.’ ’

“ Leaving this, we entered another

cabin, in which we found seven or eight

attenuated young creaturt's, with a mother

who had pawned her cloak, and could not

venture out to beg for bread, because she

was not fit to be seen on the Streets.

“ Hearing the voice- of wailing from a|

cluster of huts further up the hill, wc pro-i

ceeded to them, and entered one, andt

found several persons weeping over that

dead body of a woman lying by the wall,l

near the door. Stretched upon thei

ground, here and there, lay several sick;

persons; and the place seemed a den of

pestilence. The filthy straw was rankl

with the festering fever. Leaving tbisl

habitation of death, we were met by a

oung woman, in an agony of despair,

because no one would give her a coffin to .

bury her father in. She pointed to al

cart at some distance, upon which hisl

body lay; and she was about to follow it

to the grave; and he was such a good

father, she could not bear to lay him like

a beast in the ground ; and she begged a

coffin, ‘ for the honor of God.’ While

she was wailing and weeping for this

boon, I cast my eye towards the cabin

we had just left, and a sight met my

view which made me shudder with hor

ror. The husband of the dead woman

came staggering out, with her body upon

his shoulders, slightly covered with a

piece of rotten canvass. I will not dwell

upon the details of this spectacle. Pain

fully and slowly he bore the remains of

the late companion of his misery to thel‘

cart. We followed him a little way off,|

and saw him dcposite his burden along

side of the father of the young woman,

and by her assistance.

“ As the two started for the graveyard,

to bury their own dead, we pursued our

walk still further on, and entered another

cabin, where we encountered the climax

of human misery. Surely, thought I,

while regarding this new phenomenon of.

suffering, there can be no lower deep,

than this, between us and the bottom of

the grave. On asking after the condition

of the inmates, the woman to whom we

addressed the question answered by tak

ing out of the straw thrce breathing skel

etons, ranging from two to three feet in

height, and entirely nakrd. And these

human things were alive! If they had

been dead, they could not have been such

frightful spectacles. They were alive,

and, wonderful to say, they could stand

upon their feet, and even walk; but it

was awful to see them do it. Had their

bones been divested of the skin that held

them together, and been covered with a

veil of thin muslin, they would not have

been more visible. Especially when one;

of them clung to the door, while a sisterl

was urging it forward, it assumed an ap

pearance which can have been seldom

paralleled this side of the grave. The ef

fort which it made to cling to the door,

disclosed every joint in its frame, while,

 

 

the deepest lines of old age furrowcd its}

face. The enduring of ninety years of

sorrow seemed to chronicle its rer-old ofl

\vo upon the poor child‘s countenance.

I could bear no more; and we returned

to Shibbercen, after having been all the

afternoon among those 8iNl(lt‘S of misery. I

On our way, “(3 overtook the. cart with,

the two uncoilined l'H)(il('S. The man anti

young Woman were all that attended;

them to the grave. Last year, the l'uner- i

a] of either Would have called out hun-‘

dreds of mourners from those bills: butl

now the husband drove his uncoffinedl

wife to the grave without a tear in hisl

eye, without a word of sorrow.”

A half a million of dollars was asked

of the United States to aid in alleviating

this awful suffering, but it was declared

unconstitutional to award it, an innova

tion, a dangerous precedent, and this,

that and the other, so no aid was lent.

Titus all bond of union, all ties with a

sister nation, were denied upon the

ground of unconstitutionality. Thus a

Constitution, a mere work of human in

genuity, and not a very brilliant one

either, is placed above every considera

tion and sentiment of justice, charity and

humanity. It puts us in mind of the

pious Brahmin, who could not aid or

touch a suffering or dying Pariah, be

cause, being of a higher Caste, he could

not come in contact with him without

being contaminated. The reason is dif

ferent, but founded upon about as nat

ural a foundation and' also about as

human.

At the same time, the United States

can spend a hundred millions of dollars

and wage war upon another sister nation,

and send troops to destroy her cities and

cut the throats of her sons. Thus in this

19th century, it is sound political policy,

it is constitutional and moral, upon some

slight pretext, to revenge and destroy one

country, while it is just the reverse to

aid another when the supplications of

starving men, helpless women and chil

dren, go up for relief.

When we behold the callous indiffer

ence of the nobility of Great Britian and

Ireland,—- we say callous indifference be~

cause they do not do a hundredth part of

what is in their power, anti their hearts

are not touclicd,— when we see the total

absence of all sympathy between nations

in such a dreadful crisis, and feel the

degree of utter selfishness and duplicity

of Social action that reigns, we look with

loathing upon this inhuman and brutal

society, and we ask what else it can be

considered than a SOCIAL HELL. It is

all heaving, festering, fermenting with

war, servitude, oppression, indigence,

and fraud, and on viewing this infernal

scene, we feel deeply impressed with the

necessity of sweeping the whole thing

from the face of the earth, and establish

ing a new Social Order in its place.

 

Nothing short of a Tat/it'll, Social erorm

can meet, it seems to us, the gigantic and

an ful evils of the times.

OUR LECTUREHS.

We Wish \t'e'had the time to give a full

account of the success of our Lecturers,

since the very favorable impression which

their lectures made in Newburyport.

Their success has not been less in any

other direction. In all places which they

have visited, they have been listened to

with interest by large and attentive audi

ences, and many have responded to their

labors by a hearty and sincere co-opera

tion. In Anicsbury the result of their

efforts has been truly encouraging. The

members of one church in that place have

almost wholly adopted the principles of

Associative unity: not as a church, but

as individuals. They see in Association

the beautiful faith of Christianity made

real in deeds, the idea of brotherhood

actualized in society. They have a min

ister who has long been known in the

ranks of Reform, and was one of the

earliest Associationists in New England.

\Ve doubt but that he will be instrument

al in the thorough indoctrination of the

citizens of that town in the faith which

leads to works of love and co-operation.

We sincerely trust, that his efforts in

this wise, conjoined with those of another

minister in Newburyport, who is one with

him in religious fellowship, as well as in

the earnest conviction of the truth of the

Associative doctrines, will together, cre

ate the same convictions in the minds of

the whole surrounding community. In

Amesbury a large and flourishing Union

was formed, numbering at first, about

fifty members.

In New Bedford, there have been giv

on two series of lectures, which resulted

in the awakening of a deep interest

among many of the best classes of its

citizens—and in the assurance on their

part, that they would contribute generous

ly in aid the movement; also in the form

ation of a Union of true and active

spirits.

At Mattapoisett, the happiest success

attended the lectures of our friends. The

result was very similar to that at Amos

bury, and among the same class of friends.

The most influential and best persons of

all classes listened with eager joy; and

by their active co-operation in the work

of Association have demonstrated the

depth of their convictions and the strength

of their interest in the labor to which hu

manity summons them. A very good

Union among the friends was also formed

here.

We might speak of many other places

where lectures have been given with like

good results, but we pass them by, to
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speak a Word of the hopeful work lately Norton 'ro AFFILIATED Usioss. The

begun in Providence and throughout.“Boston Union of Associationists" rc

Rhode Island. Messrs. Channing, Bris- spectfully request the Secretaries of the

bane, and Orvis, have recently spoken to l various local Unions, to communicate to

the citizens of Providence, with the most them, through their Corn-spending Sec

cheering effect. The audiences weretretary, Mr. FIIFIHUIK‘K S. Cltlitt'l‘, any

really the largest and the best selected,istatistics which thny may from time to

which it has yet been the lot of our Lee-itime be able to furnish, touching their

turers to address onafirst visitto any city. formation. the names of their otlicers,

They were appreciating audiences, evi

‘ the following piece ofremarkable radical

ism from the last number of the Nolr'ra

AMERICAN REVtr-zw!
 

, “ Let us now cast a cursory glance at

the work which remains to be wrought

in coming ages, and in which we trust

ithat our own will begin to bear part.

“ First, the practical skill, which has

I almost exhausted its resources in the ma

terial world, must apply itself to the re

dently there to hear for themselves, candid

ly, what the advocates of Association had

to offer on a subject which claims the at

tention of many of the best minds, both

in Europe and America. The result was

whatwouldhaveheenattaincdeverywhere neighborhoods will be thankfully

At the close ccived: and especially notices of anyupon minds thus disposed.

the amount of their weekly rent, the de- i organization of human society. That the

grce and kind of interest manifested inisJucml Eysmm 19 0‘" "f Pm" '3 only “’0

 their movement by the people around

them, and so forth. Statistics also re

specting the condition of labor, wages,

pauperism, and so forth, in their various

re

of the lectures it was proposed to have|symptoms of guaranty-ism or combina

another series of lectures, or a Conven

tion, for a further investigation of the

doctrines of Association. Arrangements

have been made accordingly and we shall

soonvsee a number of our most eloquent

and popular speakers, addressing the

intelligent citizens of Providence, more

at length, on the theory and plan

of a Scientific order of Society. We

cannot forboar mentioning the cour

teous manner in which the editors

of the various papers of that city

spoke of the lectures. They by ’no

means assented to the doctrines, but they

evinced the high-minded and generous

bearing which always distinguishes gen

tlemen and the genuine friends of public

virtue and human progress.

From all we can learn, we regard

Rhode Island as one of the most promis

ing fields of labor open to our lecturers.

There are among its inhabitants many of

the noblest and most uncompromising

friends of Reform, and whose minds are

a fit soil into which to commit the seed of

Social Unity. We trust that our lectur

ers will be sustained in their labors in

this State and elsewhere. Friends! are

you aware of the wide and general de

mand for lectures on all sides? Our lec~

‘turers are exhausting themselves with

excessive toil, and yet they cannot do

one half which needs to be done. There

ought to be at. least twelve earnest, devot

ed and eloquent men constantly in the

field. But that cannot be without the

means of support, which are greatly

lacking to those already engaged. Theirs

is eminently a labor of love. Shall they,

and enough more to make up the twelve,

becompctently sustained! Friends! re

member your high trust, and the signifi

cance of the cause to which you have

given your adherence, and come up to

the Anniversary of the American Union,
to be held iniNew York, prepared to dol

the work which this occasion will d6“;

Be not lukewarm in a work of‘

such magnitude as this which is com-'eloqucnt gentleman then proceeded to tract the sun.”

mand!

mitted to your charge !

 

tion of interests which any where make

their appearance both among Association

ists and others.

A TESTIMONY. If all our moralizing,

philosophic editors, who are the oracles of

popular opinion, were as friendly to their

race, as candid and as sincerely prone to

seek the truth, as the editor of the Bus

ton Chronotype, we should hear more ex

pressions like the following. Hear what

he says after returning from the Fourier

Festival :

“ We do not know enough of Fourier

to be counted among his disciples, we are

sorry to say it. Over his Cosmogony, as

translated in the Harbinger, we have

laughed, to see him striding at his ease

through worlds of thought supposed to

be beyond human ken; but his view of

the nature of man, which lies at the

foundation of his plan for a new organi

zation of society, appears to us to be as

fully established as the laws of gravita

tion, andby the same sort of testimony.

It is said that all experiments to realize

his views have proved failures. What of

that! All the antagonistic plans have

been a thousand times more thoroughly

tried, and have proved failures. Look at

Ireland ; look at Mexico; open your eyes

any where. Society, on the lshmaelitish

principle, is a dead failure. Just so far

as that principle and not Fourier‘s is pro

ceeded upon, all is ruin. Christianity it

self is a total failure, so for as it is a plan

of saving souls for a future life, without

saving both souls and bodies for this.”

 

Bans! We are surprised to hear that

the Post Master General is so short of

bags, when the House of Representa

tives could have furnished him with such

a number, “ as good as new.” which had

never contained anything but wind.—

Yankee Doodle.

A STRAY IDEA. At the Associative

celebration on Wednesday evening, Mr.

S. P. Andrews arrested the attention of

the large and brilliant company present

and inquired if any one had lost an idea,1

for that one had been found, and he

would like to discover the owner. The

read, in a distinct and emphatic voice,

{obvious Here are the vast masses of

'superfluous and unproductive wealth;

i there the crowded ranks of the suffering,

the starving, the degraded, the enslaved,

for whom no healing or restoring influ

ence has ever gone forth. These are the

valleys to be exalted; those the moun

tains to be brought low. War, still the

scourge of a guilty world. must be put

away, and the principles of peace, for

bearance, equity, and good faith brought

down to the details of domestic and social

life, and thence, (for it can be only

thence) infused into the machinery of

governments and the counsels of nations.

Grovelling toil, both among the sordid

rich and the hunger-driven poor, must be

made to relax its demands and to equalize

its burdens, so that in all classes of so

ciety the mind and heart shall claim their

rights and have their dues,-— their suffi

cient space and means for culture and en

joyment. These ends are not, as we

suppose, to be reached by any violent

convulsions, outbreak, or revolution. On

the old Jewish temple was heard no

sound of axe or hammer; still less will

there be on the tabernacle of God, as its

stakes are planted, and its curtains spread

over the regenerated earth. For hflt'f.‘ we

the slightest faith in Fourivrism, or in

I any of the plans for creating a social ma

l chincry which shall more arighl by its own

[1!iomcntum. We do not believe that

Providence ever meant that human insti

‘tutions and arrangements should produce

|the highest results by their own inde

,pendcnt and self-adjusting action. It is

essential to our best moral discipline, that

ithe bands, wheels, and pulleys of the so

icial machine should be constantly liable to

be thrown out of gear and out of play, and

ishould thus need weights of our own addi

tion and compensation of our own device,

—the incessant and vigorous exercise of

our best powers of mind and heart.”

 

The italics are ours, and mark the to

‘tal and amusing unconsciousness of the

‘learned reviewer as to the authorship of

the grand idea which he had had the

good fortune to pick up in.the street.

The sentences following the italic; still

more clearly show that he might have dis

claimed the slightest acquaintance with

Fourierism as well as the slightest faith

in it. It is just as if a man had said,

“ the planets all revolve around the sun

in slightly elliptic orbits obeying the

same law of force which governs the fall

of a stone upon the surface of the earth,

yetI have not the slightest faith in the

Newtonian theory. Ido not believe the

}sun attracts the planets any more, in pro

portion to its size, than the planets at

0, acute and learned re

Sic 00: non vobi: may be re

 

viewer !

r
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posted in regard to the dollar you re

ceived for the whole page we have quoted

above, except the two-thirds of a line

which contains your modest disclaimer of

faith in Fourierism.— Chronolype.

INSURANCE aeauvs'r SICKNESS. Among

the numerous applications for incorpora

tion which have occupied the attention of

the Legislature during this session, there

have been several for the charter of Health

Insurance Companies. The design of

these institutions is to insure their cus

tomers (on their paying a small sum per

annum) a certain sum per week duriltg

any incidental sickness throughout the

term of one year; the rates of premiums

to be regulated by tables similar to those

used in the life offices, and every claim

for sick-money being vouched by the affi

davit of a respectable physician. In the

bills before the House, it is stipulated

that the profits shall be divided among

the stockholders and the insured: the

dividend to stockholders never to exceed

ten per cent.; the terms and conditions

of the policy to be subject to the approval

of the Governor and Council: and there

are a number of other restrictions and

guards which are: believed to render the

charters safe and acceptable. The gen

eral design and plan of these Companies

strikes us very favorably. They will be

specially valuable to the laboring and

poorer classes of society; and if they are

'udiciously managed, they must prove

ltighly beneficial to those whose income

is limited and dependent on daily labor.—

Tmodler.

AL'rtncn TIMES. In the year 1671,

on the second reading of a bill in the

House of Commons for building a bridge

over the Thames, at Pntriey, after a num

ber of members had delivered speeches in

ridicule of the idea, Sir Henry Herbert,

just before the House divided, rose and

said: “ I honestly confess myself an en

emy to monopolies. I am equally op

posed to mad, visionary projects; and I

may be permitted to say, that in the late

King’s reign, several of these thought

less inventions were thrust upon the

House, bnt were most properly rejected.

If a man, sir, were to come to the bar of

the House and tell us that he proposed to

convey us regularly to Edinburgh in

coaches, in seven days, and bring us back

in seven more, should we not vote him to

Bedlam? Surely we should, if we did

him justice; or, if another, that he would

sail to the East Indies in six months,

should we not punish him for practicing

on our credulityl Assuredly, if we

served him rightly.” The journey from

London to Edinburgh is now accom

lished is something like twenty-four

ours, or about seven times the speed

that was thought preposterous in' 1671 ;

and, no doubt, when a railway communi

cation is opened through, it will be per

formed in fifteen hours—Noth British

Railway Journal.

DouoLIts JERROLD, speaking of rail

roads, says : —- Wordsworth poured forth

his indignant spleen lest \Vindermere and

Rydal should be degraded by the pre

sence of a thousand holiday folks freed

from the steaming hives of Lancashire,

to enjoy one day with God’s beautiful

works, among the lakes and mountains of

 

,of the American Union, shall be found worthy

. mand can possibly make it; and it is necessary

Cumberland—astonishing obliquity in

one so gifted. His great human heart,

instead of growling, should have expand

ed with the thought that thousands by

the aid of steam, would in one day's

emancipation from loom and anvil, gain

health, strength, and wisdom, as they

luxuriated among that glorious scenery,‘

which has so long inspired his lofty muse

and fed his poetic fancy. 'l'hat their

good would be his immortality. Thous

ands would be induced to read his Works,

who theretofore had hardly heard his

name. Let us hope that he has become

wiser, as the peers have: but these are

of the past ; let us look at the present.

 
 

THE ANNIVERSARY MEETING

or THE

AMERICAN UNION OF ASSOCIATIONISTS

Will be held during Anniversary Week, on

Tuasnav, May llth, in the City of New

Yuan; and it is important that the Afl'iliated

Unions should prepare in season to send their

Delegates, and that Associationists should make

their arrangements to attend.

The occasion is a momentous one. The

American Union of Associationists must this

Spring mark out distinctly a plan of operations,

and determine upon the most expeditious and

economical mode of diffusing our doctrines

throughout the nation, and of making ready for

the practical embodiment of our principles.

For this end, the advice of the most devoted,

wise and energetic friends of the movement is

needed. This must be in the strongest sense

of the words, a business meeting ,- where all im

portant points of policy may be thoroughly

discussed, and measures agreed upon, which

being the result of the best collective judgment

of the devoted support and earnest aid of every

Asssociationist. The next year should be as

active a one, as the means and men at our cont

therefore to form a clear and precise estimate,

in advance, of all our resources. We have to

determine upon the number and character of

our publications,—to lay out the most promis

ing fields for our lecturers,—and especially to

set in motion efficient instrumentalitics by which

to secure active co-operation among the Alfi

liated Unions,so that all Associationists may feel

that they are working in concert for definite

objects, and that thcy are living members of

One Body.

It is emphatically recommended, therefore:

1st. 'l‘hat each Affiliated Union should at

once meet, and consult as to the plans which

may seem best for advancing our cause most

rapidly, firmly, widely. Let new members be

added; lct contributions be increased; let zeal

and determination be strengthened; let the

wants and opportunities of respective neighbor

hoods be carefully considered. Every Affiliated

Union should fortn an exact estimate of the

"'cckly Rent which it can raise, and be pre

pared to offer at the Anniversary Meeting a

PLEDGE of the amount which it will contribute

for the year, or for a term of years, to the funds

of the American Union. We must secure at

least Fifty Dollars a week. and twice that sum

if possible; and if each Union will do its part

energetically, we cannot fail of the means for a

brilliant success. What Association will plcdgc

$20, $10, $5, a week for three years 1

2d. It is recommended, that each Association

iat should consider what he or she can do to

 

' gation of Associative doctrines.

help on the movcnicnt,- what sacrifices We are

ready to make for it,—— what means we will con

sccrate to it,-—- what time and efforts we resolve

to give to advance this cause of peace, unity,

and universal good. How many Associationistl

there are, who could easily pledge 8100, 850,

$l0, a year, for three or five years to the propo

And are they

free not to do it'l How many Associationists

there are, who could subscribe $1,000, or 85(1),

or 31(1), towards the formation of a Permanent

Fund, the income of which might be devoted

to the diffusion of our views, while the prin

cipal should go to form a Capital for some Prac

tical Trial, \vhen the American Union should

determine that the time had come, that the

place was found, and that means and men an

thorized the step. “’ho is ready to promise a

yearly or a triennial contribution, or to subscribe

to the Permanent Fund 1 Who is not ready to

do something efficient 1

Now let this matter be taken in hand prompt

ly and resolutely, with the spirit becoming those

engaged in a Universal Reform,- which prom

tses to radically cure the chronic maladies of

society, and to make Man whole again,-— which

seeks to establish upon earth a Heavenly Order,

— which offers to the world no vague hope, but

definite Science,—and which commends itself

to the good-sense of the most practical.

Let each Affiliated Union, let each Associa

tionist, contribute the best counsel and amplelt

pecuniary supplies, at the coming Anniversary.

\Vherc Delegates cannot be sent, and indi

viduals cannot attend, letters may be addressed

to the Union.

By order of the Executive Committee.

W. H. CHANNING,

Domrslic Corresponding Secretary 111' Ht:

American Union of Association's“.

Bos'rou, March 15, 1847.

   
 

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

'l‘rtr. course of study in this School comprises

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

articular attention to the modern European

languages and literature.

liupils of different ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed in

the higher branclien usually taught in the Uni

versity. _

The School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. RirLav, assisted by experienced

teachers in the different departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental care, and for older pupils who Wish to

pursue a thorough and exact course of study,

without the uaual confinement of a lar e semi

nary, it is believed that this School ordl ad

vantages that are rarely to be met with.

TERMS—Four: DOLLARS a week for board,

Washing, fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc

tion in Instrumental Music and use of the Piano,

Tvanvl-z DOLLARS a quarter.

Application may be made b mail to

GEO {GE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, W'est Rorburg, Mass.

March 1, lBl-7.

\VEST ROXBURY RAIL-ROAD

A ND OMNIBUS LlNE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Ln/tvtts Brook Farm at 7 and 9 A. BL, and

1 3-4- and 5 P. M. Leaves the “ Toll Gate Sta

tion " on the arrival of the 8 and II 1-2, A. M.,

3 1-2 and 6 1-2, P. M., Cars from Boston.

N. R. GERRISH,

April 5, tan. 455:.

THE HARBI'NGER

is published simultaneously at New York and

Boston, by the BROOK FARM PHALAtIx, every

Saturday morning. Office in New York, BUR

cnss, Srnrrmrn 6r. (70., No. are way;

in Boaton, REDDING 8:. Co., No. 8 State St.
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The Doctor thoughtfully shook his

head. “So,” said the Chapel-master,

impetuously, as he sprang from his seat,

“ Bettina’s catarrh is actually to prove

serious? ”

The Doctor tapped the floor three or

four times quite softly, with his Spanish

cane, took out his snnfl" box and replaced

it without sniffing ; looked upward fixedly

as if counting the rosettes on the curtain,

and-coughed harshly, without speaking a

word.

Then burst forth the Chapel-master,

half beside himself, for he understood

"this pantomime of the Doctor, as clearly

as if he had uttered in living words:—

A bad, bad case—I know not how to

counsel or advise. I am as completely

frustrated in my attempts as that Doctor

in Gil Blas of Santillana.

“ Speak it out plainly! " cried he, an

grily. “Do you mean to say that this

simple hoarseness, which Bettina brought

upon herself by the careless manner in

which she wrapped her show] around

her, as she left the church, is to cost the

young girl her life."

“ Not exactly,” said the Doctor, while

he again took out his snufl' box, this time

actually snifling; “ but the probability is

that during her whole life she will never

sing another note.”

The Chapel-master clenched both hands

in his hair, till the powder flew all around

him, and ran up and down the room cry

ing, as if mad:

“Never sing again? never sing again‘.l

Bettina never sing again? Give up all

her magnificent canaonets—her wonder

ful Boleros and Seguidillas, that stream

from'her lips like sounding flower fra

grance'.l Never again hear from her a

pious Agnus or consoling Benedidus?

Oh! oh! no Misererc, that purified my [advanced in years and has worn his hair]

I

 

soul from every earthly stain, from all

wicked thoughts, and opened upon me a

whole rich world of pure spiritual themes?

You lie! Doctor, you lie! Satan tempts

you to deceive me. The church organist,

who has felt for me the most bitter envy,

since I brought out that astonishing Qui

("l/is, which has delighted the world, has

bribed you to this. You seek to plunge

me in despair, that I may throw my new

mass into the fire; but if he thought the

plan would succeed, you shall find to the

contrary. Here—here I swear it, Betti~

na’s solo, (and he struck the marble

table till every thing on it rattled,) shall

be as magnificent as ever; she shall sing

again her high notes, as clear as a bell.”

The ()lupcl-master seized his hat and

was going out, but the Doctor held him

back, saying, in a soft, low voice: “I

honor your praiseworthy enthusiasm, most

esteemed friend, but 1 really do not ex

aggerate the case, neither do I know the

organist, and this is simply the fact.

Since Bettina sang the solos in the Gloria

and Credo, ikthe mass, in the Catholic

Church, shc been troubled with this

sclfsame lioarseness, and

times lost her voice still more, so defying

both my art and me, that, as I said before,

I fear she will never sing again.”

“ Well, then,” said the Chapel-master,

resigning himself to his despair, “give

her opium -—opium, and continue to give

it to her until she sinks gently in the arms

of death; then will she sing no more, for

she will live no more. She lives only

when she sings; she exists but in song.

Most worthy Doctor, do me the favor to

poison her—the sooner the better. I

have connections in the criminal college;

lstndied with the President, in Halle;

he was a great bugler— we blew together i

the Bizinien, in the night time, with an

obligate chorus of little dogs and cats

chiming in. No harm shall happen to

you on account of this honorable murder;

but poison her—poison her.”

“ He is,” said the Doctor, interrupting

the sputtering Chapel-master, “already

has even at

powdered for a long time, and though

still distinguished for music, concerning

this matter would be a coward. Such a

sinful murder and death-blow is not so

lightly spoken of. But sit down quietly

in this comfortable arm-chair, and listen

to what I have to say to you'i”

The Chapel-master answered in a whin

ing voice: “\Nhat shall I hear now?”

at the same time, however, taking the

seat.

" Bettina‘s case," continued the Doc

tor, “ is indeed singular and remarkable.

In speaking, she has the full use of her

organs; one can hardly think it a common

disease of the throat, for she can give out

very clearly some musical tones; but the

moment she attcmpts‘a high note, an in

comprehensible something seizes her,

which, though neither sticking, pricking,

or scratching, nor anything else which

is affirmative, proves a diseased principle,

so that every attempted tone, besides

being impure and thick, is short and

husky, and suddenly vanishes. Bettina

herself compares her situation to that of

one in a dream, who, vwith the fullest

conviction of power to fly, vainly strives

to move at all. This morbid, negative

condition mocks my art, and renders all

the usual remedies unavailing. The foe

thatI have to encounter, like a bodiless

apparition, evades all my blons. In that

point. Chapel-master, you are right, for

Bettiua's whole existence is in song ; one

can only think of this little bird of Para

dise as singing. It is through her imagi

nation, which continually incites her, that

her song, and with it herself, is sinking

away; and lam very nearly conviuccd,

that her ill health is owing to this con

tinued mental excitement, which renders

my art useless. She is, as she acknowl

edges, of a very sensitive nature, andI

have thought, for this month past, like a

iship-wrecked person, who now snatches

fat that splinter, now at this, and grasping

[ at every means, yet after a while becomes

idismayerl, that Bettina‘s n hole illness is

Imore psychical than physical."

“ Right, Doctor," broke in the wan
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dcring Enthusiast, who all this time had

been sitting silently in the corner, rubbing

iris hands together. “This once you

have hit the right point, most excellent

physician! Ilettina's diseased state is

the physical etIEt-t of a spiritual cause,

but on that account all fhe worse and

more dangerous. I, I alone, gentlemen,

can explain it all to you.”

“ \Vhat shall l hear now! ” again said

the Chapelsrn-astcr, in the same whining

voice as before; and the Doctor drew his

seat nearer to the Enthusiast, and gazed

upon him with a singular smile on his

face. The wandering Enthusiast glanced

upward, and commenced, without looking

at the Doctor or Chapel-master.

“ Chapel-master, l have seen a many

colorcd butterfly who had encaged him

self between the strings of your double

clavichord. As the little creature ilulter

ed delightedly up and down, he struck

with his bright winglets now the upper,

now the lower strings, which breathed so

softly, so gently, that only the nearest

antl most accustomed car could distinguish

the tone and accord, til] at last the fragile

thing appeared to swim in the oscillations,

as on soft heaving waves, which seemed

to be produced by him. But it happened,

Inetism, where he will dismount and takel “ Quietly, gentlemen, quietly,” said

:l)rmkfnm," lthe Enthusiast. “ Now comes a matter

l “ Pence, pence, my wise Doctor,” said i of thCl, that I can vouch for, holding my

;.the wandering Enthusiast. “ Revilc notiWilfihcmft 88 fl jest, nm‘flll'smndingt

:things that you,struggle against them “which sometimes falls heavily on my

you will, must yet acknowledge with hu heart—Illa!- 1, "nac‘lualmed “llh Beflinar

lmility, and highly respect. Have you | Without wish or intention, may have ex
inot yourself said that Ilettina's illnesslel'dsed (“’9' he? ll'ls Power, by mean! 01'

i was produced by a spiritual cause—or, 1 spiritual influences“ 1" "18 manner or I

fathpr, is only a Spiritual disease; " lconductor, I mean, as in the electric cir

“ But what has Bettini to do with the l '3le “ile "'9 Sh‘mk Passes from one '0

unfortunate buflerflyl" broke in thelthe other, without any volition of their

Doctor. own-"

“If one," continucd the Enthusiast, “Heyday!” Cl’le‘l lhe Dacml't “ 588

“ would attempt to sift it, dividing all to haw the I'ObbY‘hcrse bears-away ils gnl'

'a nicely, weighing each little grain, inla"! rider-H

Would be a labor that would extend itself' “ But lhe smrlt'r the SwIS'r" i'lleIT‘IPmd

Y most tedionsly. Let the butterfly rest in I “"3 Docmr

‘ the Chapel-master’s clavichord. And be-l “ Y‘m have almi‘dy memloned‘ ChaPal‘

sidesv say yourgelf' Chnpehmaster’ is it , master,” continued the Enthusiast, “ that.

not a genuine misfortune that most holyi Bellini!“ "161715! lime She 105‘ her Wife.

.music has hpcnmc an imam-,1] pan of "mi had been singing in the Catholic Church.

{conversationl This glorious gift will heQY‘m remembered that fills happened on

, dragged down into common, every-day l Filmer day] 1113! 3'91"- You were dressed

r life. Instead of. dwelling, as before, in . l“ 3'0!" dark “hes "f bomb and 18d that

'the holy distance, even in the wondrous film'le mass or Haydllls in D flal- A

Heaven-realm, tones and melodies have Y‘mngt gracefully dress“! maiden sang

lstrayed down to us, till we have thei [he SWIM", and ye! did "0" Sing it

“hole mane, fairly by ,he hand, and wholly; near her stood Bettina, who,

know exactly how many cups of tea the, Will! a wonderfully Slmngi full voice,

You know that Ithat a more strongly touched string vi- ; snpmnoy hm,- mnny ghssas of wine ,hei poured forth the Solo.

brated, as if irritated by the wings of thei Bass mus, drink, in 0rd,“. m.comc to ,he, myself sang the Tenor. The Sand":

merry flutterer, so that wounded, it scat-H180essary oxahminm I knnw we" that had commenced. A thrill of the deepest

tered around its variegated flower dust. i it aids a duh, who, $9,710,] win, ,he "Dealevmton vibrated through me. A distur

Yet still the butterfly continued to flit>spim of music, pmmise whether whh;bance behind me caused me suddenly to

about, with its joyous murmur and song, earnest devomm Bu, ench miserable, * turn round, and I saw, to my great as

till the string wounding it more and more I ornnmcmed‘ “verhmdod‘ I _ _ Pshawr I.l0rll8llm8fll, Bettina seeking to press

sharply, it at length silently sank into the , Wm M, vex myselp wth I was here ‘i through the rows of musicians and sing

apcrture of the sounding board." i135, year! Hem,“ was exam), in the same i ers, to leave the choir. ‘ Are you go

“ What Would you have that say lOLCOndilion_ She was, as one may say, ing!" asked I. ‘It is high time,’ she

me!" asked the Chapel-master. ibewhched_she couhl do nothing “.i,h_ replied very kindly, ‘that I should repair

“Fiat appliralio, dear sir,” said the out ,em I, became a necessary ingre,h_|to the church of , where I have

Doctor. ten, of a Spanish mmance‘ an Rahal, cam promised to sing in a cantata, and I must.

“ I did not ln'en‘l an especm aI‘l’ncn' zonet, or even the little French love-songv i also practise two tluetts before noon, that

tion,” said the Enthusiast. “I actually} sown, rumour. 5,0“ which she so afié“ I I must execute this evening, one at the

heard the above-mentioned butterfly play sung_ I feared. indccd‘ that ,he pomltea party at , and the other at tho

upon the Chapel-master‘s clavichord. ] ,child would drown herself and he,- glmh little supper at . Shall youbc there!

only wished to convey in general an idea. ous wk", in ,he sen of mm“ ate, that she There will be two choruses from Handel‘s

that then came to me, and so tolerany ' Poured dnwm I, happened not so; hmlhlessiah, and the first Finale to Figaro’s

introduce whatl would say of Bettina's 1 ,he Chum“,th draws “who wedding.’

illness. You know the whole, but look\ u “7th hammmhhe ; u cried, a, once, “ As we spoke, the full accord of the

at it as an allegory written in the Album ‘, ,he Doctor and ,he (rhnpchmasten Sanctus sounded forth, and the frankin

of a wandering virtuoso, It seems to mei u seev (hm, Sir," confimmd the Emhw , eense rolled in blue clouds through the

as if nature had surrounded us with aisiast’ “we hum. "PM", is enmely, asiroof of the church. ‘Knovr you not,’

claviehord of a thousand strings, upon i one may snv‘ enchanted, or hewilched ;!said I, ‘that it is sinful! that one does

whose strings we play, believing its tones and, hard as' i, ,8 fm. me to confess it, IInot g0 unpunished, who leaves the church

and chords to be vnluntarily produced,,acknowledge thm ]__I' alone, am lheiduring the Sanctus! You will never

and are often wounded to death without | wizard whn has accomplished this hadising again in the church! ’ I said it in

knowing that an unharmoniously touched ‘ Work; and now_ like a dahhlcr in magic, ljoke, and knew not how savagely my

string has given us the fatal blow.” icannm umh, WI“,l I have done_n 'words sounded. She turned pale and

“ Very obscure!” said the Chapel-l “Nonsense! nonsmseg and we shileft the church in silence. From that

nmsmr' r here, with the utmost patience, and allow mmem “he '03! her mice-H

“Oh! ” cried the Doctor, laughing, ourselves u, he mysfificd hy the irony of. During all this time, the Doctor sat

"only patience. He will sit upon his ,his mismtam," exclaimed ,he D,)c|U|-,|\\‘illl his chin resting on the head of his

hobby-horse, and take a gallop through 3pringing up. icane- He femallted silem’ b"! "'9 Chad"

the world of forebodings, dreams, spirit- 04 Th ,hc D0,." “hh you i H mud [he I el-rnaster exclaimed, “ Wonderful in

ual influences, sympathies, idiosyaeraeios, Dncmr, u The camslmphe g the cams. deed! very wonderful ! ”

81.0., till he arrives at the station of mag ,tropho!" “Indeed,” continued the Enthusiast,
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“ at that time, I had no especial meaning

in my words, and I-did not connect Bet

tina‘s loss of voice with the occurrence in

the church in the slightest degree, But

now, sinceI returned here, and learned

from you, Doctor, that Bettina had ever

since suffered from this miserable illness,

it at once reminded me of a story which]

read many years ago in an old book, which

I will relate to you, for it is a graceful

and touching tale."

“ Tell it,” cried the Chapel-master;

“ one may find a good subject for a fine

opera therein."

“ Do you know, Chapel-master," said

the Doctor, “if you can set dreams, fore

bodings, and magnetic cases, to music,

you may be greatly helped, for so the

story will turn out.”

Without waiting for the Chapel~master

to answer, the wandering Enthusiast

cleared his throat, and with loud voice

began:

“ The camp of Ferdinand and Isabella

of Arragon spread itself out to a vast ex

tent before the walls of Granada.”

“ Lord of Heaven and Earth ! ” burst‘

forth the Doctor, interrupting the story

tcller,—" beginning there it would not

end for nine days and nine nights, and I

must sit here and let my patients sufi'er.

To the dcvil with your Moorish talc! I

have read Gonsalvo of Cordovrt and lis

tened to Bettina's Seguidillas,— but this

Basta—all that it's fit for, is . . . . .

Adieu.”

The Doctor quickly sprang out at the

door, but the Chapel-master remained

quietly sitting, whilst he said:

“ It will be a tale about the wars of the

Moors and Spaniards, as Iobscrve ; about

which I have languished to compose

something. Wars, tumults, romances,

processions, cymbals, chorals, drums, and

kettle-drums—ah, yes, kettle-drums—

these can all be introduced. Go on, most

worthy Enthusiast; who knows what val

uable seed-corn this wished for story may

cast into my mind, and what giant flowers

may spring therefrom! "

" You are now Chapel-master,” an

“The camp of Ferdinand and Isabella

of Arragon spread itself out to a vast ex

tent before the walls of Granada. Vainly

hoping for succor, and daily shut in more

and tnore closely, the faint-hearted Boab

dil was discouraged. He was bitterly

hated by the people, who in mockery

called him the Little King. and found

only a momentary confidence in offerings

of the most bloodthirsty cruelty. Ever

.iu the degree in which cowardice and des

pair seized on the inhabitants and army of

battle, filled the Spanish camp. There

was no need of attack. Ferdinand con

tented himself with besieging the walls,

and repulsing the attacks ofthe besieged.

These little skirmishes appeared more

like joyous tournaments, than severe bat

tles; and after them they collected the

dead, and celebrated their decease, with

all the pageantry of the church service,

as if for holy martyrs. Isabella lived re

tired in the camp, where she had caused

to be erected, in the midst, a high Wooden

summit of which waved the banner of the

It was arranged within as a mott

astery and a church, where the Benedic

tine nuns daily held divine service. The

Queen, with her followers, accompanied

by her riders, came each morning to hear

the mass which the confessor read, and

the nuns sang together in the choir. It

happened one morning that Isabella no

ticed a voice, that, with wonderful bell

like clearncss, drowned all the others.

The song was listened to, as the des—

ponding warbler listens to the nightin—

gale, who, Princess of the woods, sur

passes all the other tribes. And there

was something so foreign in the pronun

ciation, so peculiar in the whole style,

CI'OSS.

 

her life. Isabella seemed greatly sur

prised, and observed that her followers

were seized with the same astonishment.

She at once anticipated that some strange

,Granadtt, faith in victory and delight in‘

building, with many towers, from the.

  

that it was evident the singer was unac-iShall return to Grilnado.’

customed to church music, and perhasz happened. 0h! QHPCII, lhul Zillcmfi was

now sang in a mass for the first time in i "909in by US into the Convent.

 

was the more zealous, therefore, to de

stroy this nest of sin. Already were the

works taken, already were the women,

imprisoned during the battle, carried

away, when an unexpected reinforcement,

notwithstanding a brave defence, over

powered him, and drove him back into the

camp. The enemy ventured not to fol

low him; therefore the prisoners and all

the rich booty remained his. Among the

female prisoners, there was one, whose

incousolable grit-f, whose despair, excited

the attention of Don Aguillar.

“He approached the veiled one, uith

friendly words, but in her grief she had

no speech but music. She took a cithern,

suspended by a golden band from her

neck, and played thereon a romance that

moaned in profound sighs, heart-rending

tones, the seperation from the beloved,

t'rom all lifc's joys. Aguillar, deeply im

pressed by the wonderfol tones, concluded

to send back the prisoner to Granada.

She prostrated herself before him. whilst

she threw back her veil. Aguillar cried

out, ‘ Art thou not Zulema, the light of

song in Granada? ’ It was indeed Zule~

ma, whom Aguillar had seen when Am

bassador at Boabdil's Court, whose won

derful music had stink deep in his breast.

‘ I give you your freedom,’ said the Gen

eral. But the worthy father Agostino

Sanchez, \vho marched forward, cross in

hand, exclaimed, ‘Remembcrcst thou,

my lord, that when thou settust this pris

oner free, thou doest her great injustice;

for thou returnest her to idolatry, vthen,

perhaps, with us the grace of God may

enlighten her, and she may be received

into the bosom of the Mother Church.’

Aguillar answered, ‘ she shall remain

with us a month, and then, if the Spirit

of the Lord prevails not with hcr, she

And so it

At first

she yielded entirely to her inconSolahle

grief; but soon \tild and mournful music

was heard, and then heart-touching ro

mances, which filled the whole convent,

and over all, the outgnshing of her clear,

awered the Enthusiast. “ It would be too

much like the opera, thence it would hap

pen that rational people, whom the mu

sic would effect like a strong dram, though

one now and then might enjoy it in small

doses, as a cordial, would pronounce you

mad. But] will tell it you, and you may.

fearlessly act upon it at your pleasure—

occasionally throwing in accords."

The writer feels himself obliged, before

copying the story of the Enthusiast, to

say to the worthy reader, that for brev

ity’s sake, when he would point ont‘I

where the Chapel-master comes in, with!

his accords, instead of writing— “ I-Icrel

speaks the Chapel-master,” he will sim-i

ply say —- The Chapel-master.

 

adventure was going on, for the bravei

General Agpillar, who had joined her,hell~like voice. It happcncd one night,

train, caught her eye. Kneeling in thclthat we sang togctlicr in the church,after

oratory, his eyes Wore fixed upon theImidnight, the wonderfully beautiful Ora,

choir, with an expression of most fervent, I, which that high ""15th "r sung. Ferrl‘m,

intense aspiration. As the mass “'fls‘hiltl taught us. 1n the bright light I olt~

ended, Isabella went to the chamber of served ancma standing in the open door

Donna Maria, the Priorcss, and inquired ‘ way of the choir, quiet and thoughtful,

about the strange singer. ‘Will you, O‘gflziltg upon us “ith earnest look. As

Queen,’ said Donna Maria, ‘call to mind we in cUHPIQS ll?"- llle “Mir, lell‘ml

that for a month past, whilst Don Agnil knelt and sang before an image of the

lar has sought to overthrow the outwmks l Virgin. Since that day she has sung no

and conquer Granada, that the walls, sur- ‘ romanccs, but remained still itt inward

rounded by a magnificent terrace, haveicontcmplation. Soon she sought to re

served as a place of pleasure. Eachjtrall, upon her deep voiced cithcrn, the

night the wanton song of the heathen‘lchorals which we sang in the church,

from that enticing syren voice, sounded and the-u Would sing them in a low, gett—

. . l > -

lover into our camp, and Don Agutllarjtlc voicc, St'trlilllg to remember the words
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of our hymns,and pronouncing tltem with

strange beauty in her foreign tongue. I

marked well that the spirit of the Lord,

in mild, coofiding tones, spoke to her in

music; and that her heart was open to

His grace. Therefore [sent to her the

sister Emanuela, mistress of the cltoir,

that she might fan the glimmering torch

toa flame; and thus it happened, that in

holy song the faith of the Church has

been enkindled in her. Zulema. has not

yet been received through holy baptism

 

difficult to me, for I rttn the danger every

moment of jumping away at the very

right point.

“ It happened one day tltat the Queen, 1

accompanied by the noble generals of the t

camp, went towards the church, to heart

the mass, as usual. A miserable tattered

beggar lay by the gate, whom the halher-I

diers sought to remove, but be half raised }

himself, then threw himself down, how]

ing, so near the Queen that he touched

lter in his fall. Aguillar sprang angrily
l

higher, and spreading far and wide,

seized upon all “liltit‘l its reach, and in a

short time the whole of Isabella's rich,

beautiful camp lay in ashes. The Moore,

in full confidence that the misfortunes of

the Christians would give them the victo

ry, ventured with a considerable force

upon an an attack. But never was there

more brilliant repulse than that by the

Spaniards, who, led on by the triumphant

tones of the trumpets, returned crowned

with victory to their fortifications, where

into the bosom of the Church; but weibefore her and kicked the beggar from'Queen Isabella ascendedthe throne which

shall permit her to join our choir, and so-hcr path, who tttrned and half raising I had been erected in the open air, and

devote her wonderful voice to the glory his body cried : ‘ Trample on the snake,— 5 gave orders that on the site of tlte burnt

of religion.’ The Queen now understood i trample on the snake, and he will sting 1 camp, a new city should at once be built,

what passed in Aguillar's mind, when he 1' you, it may be, to death ;’ then touching 1 thus shutting to the Moors in Granada

yielded to Father Agostino's remon- the strings of his cithern, which was con- ' that the siege wuuld never be raised.”

strance, and did not send Zulema back tol

Granada, but placed her in the convent,

and rejoiced greatly at lter conversion to

the true faith. In a few days, Zulema

was baptized, and took the name ofJulia.

The Queen herself, the Marquis of Ca

diz, Henry of Gusman, and the Generals

Mendoza and Villena, were the witnesses

of this holy act. One would have be

lieved that Julia‘s song would ever have

risen higher and truer, in proclaiming the

glory of her faith; and so it actually

happened for a. short titne. But soon

Emanuela remarked that Julia often de

parted from the choral, in a strange man

ner, intermingling foreign tones. Often

suddenly would break the hollow sound

of a deep voiced cithern through the

choir. The tone was like the resounding

of the storm, rushing through its strings.

Then Julia would become restless, and it

frequently happened that she would intro

duce a Moorish word ittto the Latin hymn.

Emanuela warned the novice steadfastly

to withstand the fee; but inconsiderater

Julia heeded this not, and to the anguish

of the Sisters, often sang, when even the

earnest, holy chorals of the old Ferrera

were sounding, light Moorish love songs

to the cithern, which she had newly at

tuned. W'onderfully sounded then the

tones of the cithern, that often rushed

through the choir, high and sharp, similar

to the shrill whistling of the little Moor

ish flute.”

THE CHAPEL~MASTER. “Ffat/Ii picco

Ii—Tbe octave flute. But, dear sir,

there is yet nothing, really nothing for

the Opera. No exposition,,and that is

the main point,-—though the deep and

high voice of the cithern has touched me.

Do you not believe that the Devil is a

Tenor? He is as false as the Devil, and

therefore does every thing in falselto."

THE Es'rut'smsr. “God in Heaven!

you grow wittier every day, Chapel-mas

ter. But you are right. Leave to the

devilish principle all over high, unnatur

al whistlings, pipings, &0. But to re

 

ldenly filled the whole Church.

ocalcd beneath his rags, it sent forth a

shrill, wailing, piping sound, that seized

all with an unearthly terror, and drove

them back. The halberdiers removed the.

loathsome apparition, saying: "I‘lte|

wretch is a prisoner, a frantic Moor, whol

by his tnad jokes and his wonderful cith-’

ern-playing amttses the soldiers in tliei

camp.’ The Queen went on, and the,

mass began. The sisters in the choir:

sounded the Sanctus, bttt as Julia with,

powerful voice burst forth, Ple'ni suntl

cmli glurin fun, there trailed through thel

Church a shrill tone frotn the citltcrn, and

Julia suddenly closing the book sought to

leave the choir.

“‘What. wouldst tltou do'!’

Emanuela.

“‘Oh,’ said Julia, ‘ hearcst than not

the mighty tone of the Mastch there by

 

asked

jects into tlte Theatre . .

Tut-z CHAPEL-MASTER. “If one were

only permitted to introduce spiritual sub

. . Already

have I brought tnyself into difficulty with

the dear public, for introducing here and

there a bit of choral; else would this

Julia. be no bad part. What do you

think of the double style, in which they

can intermingle, first the romance, then

church music! Some charming little

Moorish and Spanish songs 1 have al

ready prepared; also the bcsieging march

of the Spaniards, which is not. bad, and

l have contrived to melo-dt'amatise the

commandment of the Queen; but how to

arrange the whole together, Heaven only

knows! Bat go on with the story. \Ve

must hear again from Julia; it is to be

hoped that she was not burnt."

TUE ENTHUSIAST. “Did you know,

him, Willi him, must I Eillg!’ flttd shelChapel-master, that that city which the

turned towards the door, bttt Emanuela

spoke with deep, earnest, haughty

voice :

“ ‘ Sinner, wouldst thou profane the

service of the Lord, that tltou takest his

praise upon thy lips, whilst worldly

 

thoughts are in thy heart? VVouldst

thou fly from hence?

power of song in thee; silent are the|

wonderful tones in thy breast, which thel

Lord enkittdled in thee.’

“ At Emanuela's words, as if struck

by lightning, Julia sank to the floor.

“ As the nttns were assembled at night

time, to sing the Ora, a thick smoke sud

Soon the

flames hissed and crackled through the

walls of the wing of the building, and

reached the convent. With much diffi

culty the nuns succeeded in saving their.

lives. Trumpets and horns pealed

through the camp, arousing the soldiers

from their first sleep; General Aguillar,

with singed hair and half-burnt clothes,

left the convent where he had vainly

sought to rescue the missing Julia, of

whom no trace could be found. Tlte sol

 

diers fruitlessly combated against the,

Spaniards, thottgh enviroued by the

Moors, built in twenty-one days, is still

standing, and is called Santa Fe? But

whilst Iturn upon you such an unceasing

flood of words, l am losing the solemn

totte, which alone befits so solemn a sub

ject. I wish you would play to us from

Broken is thell’alestrina's Responsorien, that now lies

open upon tltc desk of the Piano."

The Chapel-master complied with his

request, and when he had finished, the

Enthusiast went on :

“ The Moors did not cease to annoy the

Spaniards, in manifold ways, during the

building of the city; despair drove them

to acts of astonishing boldness, and the

contest went on'more earnestly than ever.

One day, Aguillar, with the Spanish out

posts, attacked a Moorish sqyuadron, and

drove them back to the walls of Granada.

He turned back with his troops, and halt

ing near the first fortification, in a myrtle

wood, sent on his followers, and resigned

himself to his earnest thoughts and sad

recollections. Julia stood livingly before

his mind’s eye. Often, during the battle,

had he heard her voice resounding; now

complaining, now lamenting, and, even

turtt to the tale, that grews ever moreifirc, which, upheaving itself higher andlat this very moment, it seemed to him
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that there rustled a strange song—half

Moorish love tale, half Christian church

music—through the dark myrtles. Then

there rushed suddenly forward a Moorish ,
rider, in silver armor, on a. light Arabian l

steed, into the "wood, and immediately

there whistled a spear close to Aguillar's.

head. He sprang with drawn sword

upon his foe, as the second spear flew,

and remained'plunged deep in his horse's.

breast, who, smartiug with pain and an

guish, reared himself on high, so that

Aguillar, to avoid a heavy fall, was

obliged to swing himself quickly from his

side. The Moor raised himself, and

struck with his crescent blade at Aguillar’s

uncovered head. But he dextrously par

ried this death blow, and returned it so

powerfully, that the Moor barely saved

himself, as he almost fell from the horse.

In the same moment, be pressed his

horse close upon Aguillar, so that he

could not give a second blow, and rising,

drew his dagger; but before he could

plunge it into his enemy, Aguillar, with}

 

giant strength, had seized him, drawn but in a mnmcm; the worthy 01d man,:l.l18y quickly closed.

'stormed the house, and they rained arhitn from his horse, and dashed him ring

ing to the ground. He knelt upon the

Moor‘s breast, and, grasping with his

left hand his right arm so forcibly, that

he remained motionless, drew his dagger.

Already had he raised his arm to plunge

it in the Moor's throat, when he sighed

out deeply, ‘Zulcma ! ’-—Chilled to a

statue, Aguillar had no power to fulfil his

intention.

“ ‘ Wretch ! ’ exclaimed he,

natne did you utter? ’

“ ‘ Strike ! ’ cried the Moor, ‘ you kill

one who has sworn death and destruction

to you. Yes! know, treacherous Chris

tian, know that it is Hiehem, the last of

the race of Alhatnar, from whom you]

stole Zulema. Know that that tattered“

beggar, who with the demeanor of a

maniac, sneaked around in your camp,

was Hie-hem. Know that I succeeded,

in that gloomy prison, in which you con

signed me to the light of my own

thoughts, to set it on fire, and to rescue

Zulema.’

“ ‘ Zulema—Julia lives! ’ cried Aguil

lar.

“ Then laughed out the Moor, shrilly,

in fiend-like scorn —- ‘ Yes, she lives; buti

your bloody, thorn crowned idol has with

execrable magic surrounded her. and all

the fragrant, glowing bloom of life is en-,

veloped in the pall of the frantic women,

that you call the brides of your deity.

Know that all music in her breast,I

breathed upon by the poiSonous breath of

the Saminus, is dead. All the pleasure,

of life is gone from me, with Zulema‘sl

sweet songs; therefore kill me—kill me, l

that I may take no revenge on you. You

have already robbed me of more than

life.’ Aguillar relaxed his hold upon ‘

‘ what

  

 

 

,thought that she has heard my Spanish

 

Hiehem, and raised himself slowly, tak

ing up his sword from the ground.

‘ Hiehem,‘ said he, ‘ Zulcma, that in holy

baptism has taken the name of Julia, be

came my captive in honorable, open war

fare. Enlightened by the grace of God,

she renounced Mahomet's contemptible

service, and what you, traitorous Moor,

call the bad magic of an idol, was a

temptation of the devil, which she could

not withstand. Do you call Zulcma

your beloved? so is Julia, converted to

the true faith, the mistress of my

thoughts and of my heart; and for the

glory of the true faith will I meet you in

open battle. Choose your own weapon,

and meet me according to your own cus

tom.’

“ Quickly Ilichem seized his sword and

target, and when Aguillar released his

hold, he staggered back, roaring aloud,

then threw himself upon his horse,

which had remained standing near him,'

and sprang ~away at a full gallop—

Aguillar knew not how to understand it,

 

Agostiuo Sanchez, stood behind him and

said with a smile, ‘ Did I frighten Hieh

em, or the Lord who dwells in me, ‘and ,

whose love he seems! ' l

" Aguillar repeated to him all that he

had heard concerning Julia, and they

both recalled the prophetic words of

Emanuele, as Julia, seduced by Hi-‘

chem’s cithern, all devotion dying with

in her, left the church during the Sanc

tus.”

Tue CHAPEL-MASTER. -— “I think no,

more about the opera, but how shall I set

to music the conflict between the Moorish

Hiehem, in his silver armor, and the

General Aguillar. How can one make

them sally forth better than Mozart has

done it in Don Giovanni? You know,

however, in the first place .”

Tar: Wasoaame ENTHUSIAST.—“ Si

lence, Chapel-master. I must now bring

this long tale to a close. Still, various,

things occurred, and it is necessary to

collect all your thoughts; the more so

that I still think of Bettina, who puzzles

me not a little. I cannot escape from the

tale, and it seems to me as if she must

be listening outside of that door. This

thought, however, must be all pure fancy.

But to go on :

“Continually beaten in all the skirm

ishes; pressed by daily, hourly increas

ing famine, the Moors at last found

themselves necessitated to capitulate; and

in festive pomp, amid the thunder of the

artillery, Ferdinand and Isabella marched

into Granada. The priests had conse

crated the great mosque as a cathedral,

and thither marched the troops, to thank

the God of Hosts, in the devout Te Deum

 

Iaudamus of the solemn mass, for the

glorious victory over the followers of

Mahomet, the false prophet. It is impos

sible to tell the difiiculty of suppressing

the ever newly outbursting rage of the

Moors, and to restrain the divisions of

tronps, who from the darkest streets

skilfully attacked the already excited

procession, as it wound along the main

read. As Aguillar, at the head of a di

vision of foot, marched along the high

way, toward the cathedral, wherc the

mass had already commenced, he felt

himself suddenly wounded in the left

shoulder by an arrow. At the same mo

ment a band of Moors started from a

dusky arcade, and attacked the Christians

with despairing rage. Hiehem, at the

head, rushed upon Aguillar, who, but

slightly hurt, hardly felt the pain of his

wound, and dextrously parried the pew

erful blow, at the same time striking

Hichem dead at his feet. The Spaniards

pressed franticly on the treacherous

Moors, who soon fled, shrieking, and took

shelter in a stone building, whose door

The Spaniards

rows upon them from the windows.

Aguillar ordered firebrands thrown in

upon them. Already the flames streamed

from the roof, when, above the thunder

of the artillery, a wonderful voice sound

from the burning building, Sonatas—

Sanclus Dominus, Dcus Sallnolh. ‘ Julia!

Julia! ' cried Aguillar, in inconsolable

anguish. At this moment the door

opened, and Julia, in the dress of the

Benedictine nuns, stepped forth, singing

with strong voice, Sanclus—Sanrtus

Dominus, Dcus Sabaolh! Behind her

followed the Moors, in a bending atti

tude, with their hands crossed upon their

breasts. The Spaniards, astonished, fell

back, and between their ranks Julia

marched on with the Moors towards the

cathedral, singing as she went, Benedic

lus qm' vault in nomine Domini. Involun

tarily, as when an angel descends from

Heaven to announce the blessings of the

Lord, all the people bowed the knee.

Stepping qhickly, with clear eyes direct

ed to Heaven, Julia stood before the high

altar, between Ferdinand and Isabella,

singing the mass, and performing the

holy ceremonies with fervent devotion.

As the last sound of the Dona nobis

paccm died out, Julia sank lifeless in the

arms of the Queen. All the Moors who

followed her, converted to the true faith,

were baptized that very day."

As the Enthusiast ended his tale, the

Doctor entered with much bustle, striking

his cane upon the floor, and crying

angrily: “There you still sit, telling

your mad, fantastic stories, without re

gard to those in the vicinity, and making

people sick."

“Tell me what has happened, my
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dear sir," cried the Chapel-master, quite for six months to get the salt out of him? ! in

terrified.

“ I understand it perfectly,“ said the

Enthusiast, very composedly. “it is

nothing more nor less than that Bettina

has heard‘our conversation. She went

into the cabinet there, and knows all."

“You have," sputtered the Doctor,

“,by your lying tale, you frantic Enthusi

ast, poisoned her sensitive mind—

rrrined her with your foolish trash; but I

will be even with you for this deed.”

“ Honored Doctor,” said the Enthusi

ast to the enraged man, “you grow

warm, and do not think that Bettina’s

mental disease demands a mental remedy,

and that perhaps mystory . . .”

“Enough, enough,” replied the Doc

tor, very temperately. “ I already know

what you would say.”

“ It is good for nothing for an opera,

but it produced some strange sounding

accords." So murmured the Chapel

ntaster, whilst he seized his hat, and his

friends followed. '

When, three months after, the wander

ing Enthusiast, who had cured Bettina,

who, with magnificently clear voice, had

sung Pergolesi‘s Slflllfll Mater, (though

not in a church, but in a large sized

room,) full of joy and ecstatic rapture,

kissed her hand, she said, “ You are not

quite a wizard, but sometimes of a nature

a little perverse."

“Like all enthusiasts,” added

Chapel-master.

the

 

For the Harbinger.

CANNIBALISM.

PERVERSION OF HUMAN LIFE AND INCO

HERENCE OF MAN “’lTl'l THE ANIMAL

CREATlQN THROUGH lllS SELFlSll APPRO

PRIATION OF THE"! HODlES- I

(Continued from p. 291.)

Objection. Death is not feared by the

ox, the sheep or the fowl ; they have not

like man a terror of it. The idea of

being eaten made the life of Melville, the

author of Typee, uncomfortable during all

his stay on the island, in thy midst of

pleasures far purer than those of civiliza

tion, although there was little apparent

ground for fear. But we find no signs of

disquiet or apprehension in the creatures

which we fatten for the slaughter-pen

until the death-struggle commences.

Answer. The conflict of a death

struggle, evitable only by some species

of fraud, is in itself sufficient to condemn

the taking of life; but the preceding as

sertion is more plausible than true.—

“'ould an ox or a fowl endowed with the

faculties of reason, be able to appreciate

the uneasiness of Melville or any other

 

I .things and not things for men, will still

candidate for the honors of a cannibal

mble, for “him, as we have been inform- ! the operative man and the operative

ed, an European rs sometimes stall-fedlhnrse or ox are in many places weighed
,

.

THE HARBINGER.

Certainly not, since the sympathy be

tween the different species of animals is

not sufficiently refined to allow one to

judge of the moral state and sentiment

of the other, unless when life is stirred,

up from its deeps to its intenser move

ments. The fear, the agony of animals,

when about to be killed is evident enough,

-—it is almost human in its fierce or de

ploring expression. The cry, the shriek,

the tear, the convulsion, all rcmonstrate

 

with man against the cruel, the impious,

the unregal, unfraternal act. How far!

they may have been previously afllictedi

by the anticipation we cannot very truly;

decide, because our conflict with them

precludes the mutual understanding by

magnetic sympathies and intelligence of

each other‘s language, in which [many

individuals have lived with their dogs,

and which we may expect, from general

analogies, to be possible to man with

the whole animate creation. There

are some, however, as the bull and

cow, which leave us no room to doubt

their sentiment of our mode of proceed

ing toward them. I once saw a cow set

on by bull-dogs and slaughtered in the

street before my father‘s door; and for

several days after, as the ranging cattle

passed that spot they would smell and

snort, and paw the earth with every sign

of indignation for many minutes.

Objection. Animals are simple crea

tures. They have not like man complex}

relations of industry and affection. Noi

manufacture, no commerce, no tillage,

ceases in consequence of their death—

no family weeps, no friends regret their

loss.

Answer. It is very true that no other

animal compares with man in his power

and influence on the earth, except in

some local tracts of Africa and South

America, the white ant. The 0}; wears

no broadcloth or lace, in whose produc

tion hundreds of his race have been flayed

of comforts and necessaries, and toiled

out a sad, miserable life. The beaver

keeps no warehouses, where thousands

of bushels of grain lie rotting in a time

of famine, in awaiting a still higher rise

of price. The industrial relation of the

animal is limited to enjoying the yield of

its maternal soil. 1f the bird carries

in its flight, or the buffalo in his range,

the seeds of choice grains, or fruits or

beautiful flowers, to replant them in a dis

tant spot, they deserve perhaps no credit

for such services, since they are quite un

premeditated.

The argument of industrial value, ad

mitting its basis that men are made for

not bear scrutiny, since the services of
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the same scale, and not unfrequently ;

if we may judge by their treatment, the

horse is considered the more valuable life

of the two. A case of collective starva

tion such as now afflicts Ireland, has never

been known by any animal that is em

ployed in civilized industry, except man.

But it be considered that the civilized

operative does not possess a soul, a posi

tion virtually taken by our laws and so

cial customs which provide no means for

its development, and by our system of

mechanical industry, which confines him

to aposition in which he merely repre

sents a wheel or a lever, and in which a

soul is altogether superfluous,——if it be

1 considered that the operative is already in

dustrially and morally devoured by the

capitalist, and that his body is only not

served upon the table because it would be

tough, lean and ill tasted, an objection

which does not in the same degree apply

to the ox, which is one or two degrees

higher than the operative in the scale of

valuation; then it is necessary to bring

the industrial character of animals into

comparison with that of the capitalist and

the higher classes of society. Different

animals will present very different points

of comparison. The beaver, for instance,

builds him very comfortable houses and

villages, to which those of our poor will

not compare at all in relation to the re

spective exigencies of their lives. Many

species of the ant dwell in commodious

cities, either subterranean, or elevated in

cones, or in the interior of trees.

Their work is performed with great

system and efliciency, constancy, enthusi

asm and success. They have preceded

us in the embodiment of an attractive in

dustrial and social code, they not only

guarantee themselves by foresight against

the deficiencies and inclemcncies of sea~

sons, but they construct covered street

galleries, in which warm and secure, they

can traverse a grove in all directions.

They keep other species in passional or

aflective domesticity, who perform the

labor of the society in moral relations

and physical conditions far superior to

those enjoyed by our own hired or en

slaved laborers. Their treatment of do

mestic animals, the aphides for instance,

which they milk as we do cows, is like

wise excmplary. They enjoy their serv

ices through the establishment of sympa

thies which we have not yet succeeded in

creating, not only in the tame or domes

ticated state, in which they stable them

warmly under ground with suitable provi

sion of succulent roots; but also in the

wild or natural state, seeking them in

their free pasture ground upon the leaves

of plants; and in the imixt state, when

leaving them to feed in locations conven

ient to their social home, they build

around them walls of cement to prevent
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their straying, or to protect them fromlattain to Harmony, either composite'the ltcat melt their thitt warren partitions,

the birds. harmony like the ant, or simple like changed the form, neglecting the econ
The fifth volume ofthe “ Family Libra- ‘ the beaver, or to savage happiness, ‘lomy of the wax for tlte more important

ry” contains inafew pagesamostintetest-Lthe highest which is compatible with un- consideration of solidity. In the neigh

ing resume from the works of Huber and ' organized societies, and which is enjoyed I, borhoud of tlte sugar-houses, finding

other naturalists of the highest standing, ' by the Cantancltc and the Islander of the ‘1 abundant provision for the year, she

which prove in tlte insect world very high i South Seas. So much for the sanction of ceased altogether to accumulate honey,

attainments in industry, and not only cannibalism by the industrial inferiority and has turttcd plundercr like the wasp,

those which like the construction of the of animals. ithus evincing that her mathematical

bee‘s comb have been unreasonably ob-i One of the obstacles to our recognition propensities remain subordinate to a com

jected to frotn their mathematical accura-tof the rights of animals, of the lights mon sense, capable like our own of

cy and uniformity, but many obviously of which each in proportion to the develop- recognizing the fitness of things and

a. progressive character, and varying just ment of its passions and faculties pus-'choosing its sphere of action. Witlt

as muclt as the dwellings and the ittdus-lsesscs to life, liberty and the pursuit of how much tnore reason might not the

try of the different human nations, in dif- , happiness, isthe singular prejudice which , bce have retorted the stigma of blind,

ferent tribes, and even in different soci-ihas so widely prevailed in relation tuiilISllflClltal organization, on Sir Isaac

eties of the same species. itheir instinct. Among learned and sim-lNewton, who, in providing an entrance

It will be urged that the question ofi ple alike, the candid naturalist and the ‘ for his favorite cat and kitten, cut a big

Cannibalism does not include the insect pure and loving heart ltave evcr protested , hole in the door for the cat and then be

vvorld. It is false, for in many countrieslagainst the barbarous fiat which rcduccsiside it a little hole for the kitten! Of a

various species of insects are used as food , the animal to the rank of a machine, j number of other animals, facts have 'been

by man, and amongst others the ant, and , endowed with mere sensation, and blindly observed, showing their power of adapt

among the 3"“ lhe lemmesi 1* Spectesiimpelled to its ends by some externalliug methods to circumstances, in the

which has exhibited the most distinguish- , force, The exact geometry of the bee in same way that amongst ourselves would

6d ["0va 0f BOBifll and industrial elevR-iher hexagonal cell, which corresponds'bc considered the most decisive proofs of

tion. But if all animals do ttot like the with the most elaborate mathematical cal- t intellect.

am, "‘6 bee, the hem", &¢- &¢-, Orgall- ‘ culations, in containing the greatest area; The beaver, whose strng tendencies

in SOCiEUCS, and develop 3 81831 indlls- with expenditure in the least material; is L to social life, with his industry and me

try; it is notthe less true that all providclofien adduced as a striking instance oflchanical skill, have made his habits so

for themselves a sphere of contposite:biind, uncalculated routine, for the verylintercsting a study; gives up all when

luxury, including health, 0|” internal hflf-I'sage reason, that the bees always build experience proves that his honest toils

many, and wealth 0" enema-l harmonyjso, and always have built so withoutiscrve only to guide the cupidity of the

with nature and each other, in a manner any mistakes or deviations—as if the ex- ; trapper to his destruction; seeks safety in

“Mill! however crude and incomplete, is istettce of a faculty of measurement or ‘_ solitude, and in France and those parts of

Yfl f3! SUPBTiUl' 10 that enjoyed by H1051 , calculation ought to be established by its our own western country where it has

men reputed wealthy, who are really failures to attain its results, instead ofibeen much molested, builds no more

very poor, since they sufi'er at theiby its success. dams. '

same lime from disease, and Tram Pri- Applying thislogic to man, we shouldi Birds, in the location of their nests

“lion 0f many Ohjwls 0f daily dOSire infer of an accountant whose balance-land the material of which they are com

both in material and in social condi- sheet was always just, or a locksmith,poscd, vary in different places or even in

liOIIB- whose bolts always turned truly, that he i the Same til-168,50 35 best w {Him the

This is a bicomposite subversion andjr-ould not calculate or mechanize at all,!conditions of safety, convenience, and

poverty suffered by the greater number'but was merely an instrument. Call theicomfut'l

even of the rich, and which Ought tfilhce's geometry, if you will, a more ef- Ittachaptcruponinstinctin thesixteenth

make lhem "IUCh 3531:1de ‘0 flPPIOPYlMe l fect of organization : can you prove that‘ section of the first volume of the Zoono

to themselves the bodies of animals of Euclid 0i- Archimirlgs to have been tnia, Darwin, among some of the most

which live so much truer to nature, and I any less 50! Both are known equally curious and interesting researches in the

in which the aim of God for the ltarmunyiby their effects or results. If the onelrccords of our language, gives some de

and happiness or his creatures i8 "OW 80, necessarily implies consciousness and v0- tails from which we shall extract the

much better fulfilled. If the subversiveiiition, why not the other? Is not the following:

Plil'iOd 0f the 1115! five thousand yeflfstconscionsness and volition ofall creatures “In the trees before Mr. Levet's
wore the permanent destiny of this platt~ naturally limited by their specific attrac- I house itt Lichfield, there are annually

e‘tlhelife Of a" 11m; adue“, 01' almost tions, and subordinated equally to thezncsts built by sparrows, a bird which

any creature that we cut, would be more superior consciousness and volition of the usually builds under the tiles of houses

valuable b0"! POShively and negatively, integral life of which they are parts? or under the thatch of barns. Not find

than the life of man; more valuable to it-iAs to the special application to the bee, I ing such convenient situations for their

$le for the lmrmfinif‘S it enjoys, 10 Olhet'ithe common ttotion that the fortn of the'jncsts, they build a covered nest bigger

creatures for those which it contributes to I cell is the same with all bees attd in all ‘ than a man‘s head, with an opening like

furnish, and to God as more faithfully ac- times, is one of those careless and un- : a mouth at the side, resembling that of a

complishing hi5 Will 0" the earth, and , founded assumptions with which our nat- magpie, except that it is bttilt of straw or

assuring his happiness “5 me great centre i oral history abounds. How long tlte bee 1 bay and lined with feathers, and so nice

of harmonies. Instead of a bicompo- has built, a hexagon, we confess ourin managed as to be a defence against

site subversion, no animal undomesticated ! ignorance, and yet we are probably as both wind and rain."

lives habitually in more than a simple wise on this point as those who will tolll A letter frotn Reverend J. Darwin,

subversion, since though it be an Enemyyou sltc was observed to build thus byiauthenticatcs a similar fact of rocks,

to other Creatures. it remains a friend 10 i Noah or by Adam. That the bee always ' which after some high trees, their usual

itself, and enjoys the health natural , builds a hexagon, is false, for bees which resort, had been cut down, removed to

to its organization, while many animals were taken to the \Vest Indies, finding the church, and built their nests on tth
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outside of the spire, on the tops of the

windows, whose projection atforded con

venient room.

White, in his Natural History of Sel

bourne, page 59, gives a curious account

of the subterranean nests of jackdaws,

the (corona monedula.) which not finding

the towers, steeples and high roofs,

where it usually builds in England, suffi

ciently numerous, had taken possession of

forsaken rabbit warrens.

The swallow of India, which furnishes

to the Chinese their edible nests, explor

ing a new field of industry, collects for

that purpose a glutinous substance from

the waters.

The birds of India exert more artifice

in building their nests, on account of the

snakes and monkeys. Some form pen

sile nests in the shape of a purse, deep

and open at the top; others with a hole

in the side; and others, still more cau

tious, with an entrance in the very

bottom, forming their lodge near the

summit. But the taylor bird will -not

even trust its nest to the extremity of a

tender twig; but makes one more ad

vance to safety, by fixing it to the leaf

itself. It picks up a dead leaf, and sews

it to a living one, its slender bill being its

needle, and its thread some fine fibres;

the lining consists of feathers, gossamer

and down: the weight of the bird is

three-sixteenths of an ounce, so that even

with its eggs and young, it may swing

securely in its aerial cradle. Those birds

that are brought up by our care, and

have little communication with others of

their own species, are very defective in

these arts. They not only construct

their nests awkwardly, but scatter their

eggs in various parts of the room or

cage, and seldom produce young ones,

till by failing in their first attempt, they

have learned something from their own

observation. The habit ofselccting for

their nests, materials of the same color

as the site they build in, which screens

them from their enemies, is a fact which

belongs to this category.

“The cuckoo, in imitation of these

mothers who are too refined to suckle

their own children, is well known to dis

pose of her eggs in the nests of other

birds; yet, in some parts of England,

she builds a nest, batches and educates

her young. Two instances of this were

observed by the Rev. Mr. Stafford of.

Glosop dale, near the peak of Dcrbyshire,

and by Mr. Wilmot of Morley, near Der

by, who watched one of them from the

laying of the eggs to the time that the,
young were fledged, and thought herl

more attentive to her young than any

bird he had ever observed." In the modes

of procuring their food, in their migra

tions, in almost every detail of their lives, .

a close observer detects great variety in]

 

\

the conduct of difibrent individuals of the

same species, -—a variety, increasing in

the ratio of its development in the scale.

The crow, among its ingenious re

sources,.has discovered the palatable fia

vor of shell fish. “On the northern

coast of Ireland, a friend of mine saw

above one hundred crows at once preying

upon muscles. Each crow took a muscle

up into the air twenty or forty yards high,

and let it fall on the stones, and thus by

breaking the shell, got possession of the

animal. A certain philosopher (i think

it was Anaxagoras) gathering shells along

the sea shore, one of these unlucky birds,

mistaking his bald head for a stone,

dropped a shell fish upon it, and killed at

once a philosopher and an oyster.

“ Our domestic animals that have some

liberty, are also possessed of some pecti

liar traditional knowledge. Dogs and

cats have been forced into each other‘s

society, though naturally animals of a

very different kind, and have hence learn

ed frotn each other to eat dog grass

(agreslis canina) when they are sick, to

promote vomiting. I have seen a cat

mistake the blade of barley for this grass,

which evinces that it is an acquired knowl

edge. Mr. Leonard, a very intelligent

friend of mine, saw a cat catch a trout

by darting upon it in deep, clear water,

at the mill at \Veaford near Lichfield.

The cat belonged to Mr. Stanley, who

had often seen her catch fish in the same

manner in summer, when the mill pool

was drawn so low that the fish could be

seen. 1 have heard of other cats taking

fish in shallow water as they stood on the

bank.

“Many ofour shrubs which would other

wise afi'ord an agreeable food to horses,

are armed with thorns and prickles, as

the holly, hawthorn, goosebery, gorse.

In the extensive moorlands of Staflbrd

shire, the horses have learned to stamp

on a gorse bush with one of their fore

feet for a minute together, and when the

points are broken, they eat it without

injury. The horses in the new forest in

Hampshire, are affirmed to do the same,

by Mr. Gilpin; which is an art other

horses in the fertile parts of the country

do not possess, and prick their mouths

till they bleed, if they are induced by

hunger or caprice to attempt eating gorse.

“ A dog, whose natural prey is sheep, is

taught. by man not only to leave them

unmolested, but to guard them; and to

hunt, to set, or to destroy other kinds of

animals, as birds or vermin; and in some

countries to catch fish, in others to find

truflies, and to practise a great variety of

tricks. Is it more surprising that the

crows should teach each other that the

hawk can catch less birds by the superior

swiftness of his wing, and if two follow

him till he succeeds in his design, that‘

 

they can by force share a part of the

capture? This I have formerly observed

with attention and astonishment.

“ The accurate Mons. Adanson, in his

voyage to Senegal, observed on the river

Niger on his way to the island Griel, a

great number of pelicans. ‘ They moved

with great state like swans upon the

water, and are the largest bird next to

the ostrich. The bill of the one I killed

was more than a foot and a half long,

and the bag fastened underneath it, held

twenty-two pints of water. They swim

in flocks, and form a large circle which

they contract afterwards, driving the fish

before them with their legs. When they

see the fish in sufiicient number confined

in this space, they plunge their bill wide

open into the water and shot it again with

great quickness; they thus get fish into

their throat-bag, which they eat after

wards on shore at their leisttre.’ “I

Zlfigralions. It is on these occasions

that the energy and the intelligence of

animals is peculiarly developed; that it

must combine tradition and experience

with a sublime courage, with a true cal

culation of its resources, with characters

fitted to command and lead, and capacity

in the rest, of intelligent obedience.

The conditions of the problem are

numerousz—lst. The disadvantages of

the present location and of the approach

ing season, must be duly appreciated.

2d. Attraction for a change being gene

rally demonstrated, there must be faith in

the existence of the new desired places

and climates, and in their power of reach

ing them. This implies faith in God, in

an overruling providence who proportions

attractions to destinies. It matters not at

all that the swallow, the bison, the squir

rel, or the salmon, write no metaphysics

or theology; they have faith in God, and

in the mathematical justice of his provi

dence. \Vithout this and its implied co

rollary of“ attractions proportioned to es

sential destinies,” they could not migrate

any further than food and other sensible

attractions lay immediately before them.

Every creature that combines the faith,

'the traditionary knowledge, the intelligent

calculation of circumstances, and the ap

titude to command and obey, implied in

the act of migration and its antecedents,

proves in itself the dominance of the spir

itual over the material element, and its

right to a future existence. Their mode

of life, hitherto pursued, must submit to

an entire change. Vast unknown tracts

of land or sea must be traversed. Expe

rienced guides must be selected, the dan

gers of the elements and of the attacks

of hostile tribes must. be braved, unity of

plan and direction must be steadily perse

vered in for many days and even weeks,

at the same time that the exigencies of the

day are provided for. When you have
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said that all this is done by a necessary

instinct, what have you explained? Why

obscure our minds and deceive our hearts

the races of the animal kingdom meet

Then in the

,efl'ort to refine upon the shados of mean

here on a common ground.

 

l
of other nightingales." We remark s.

great disparity in the song of our own

mocking-bird. The intelligence and the

by such unmeantng sophlstry! The factst ing, unloldntg the series of sounds, fig-lsentimcnt both of men and other crea

remain the same, and there is no clue to| ores and motions co-ordinated to each l titres are evidently very much cramped

their meaning, but. that of Universal

Analogy, which always infers from simi

lar effects similar causes. These crea

tures are under no necessin thus to toi

grate, except in the more abstrnse sig

nification of necessity] under which all

action whatsoever falls. The proof that

no special necessity exists, is, that the

same species migrate in some countries

and not in others; that in the same place

some individuals migrate and some re'

main, and that the direction of their mi

gration changes in different years and

conditions. The swallow is said to re

main all the year round near the sources

of the Nile. In cold climates it has

the choice of migrating or becoming

torpid, and numbers have been frequcnt~

ly found in banks of earth, and in

caves, in this state, from which they

have been revived by the warmth of

a fire. “The calculations of birds of

passage, though generally true, are not

unerring, since from having overrated

their strength, or by distress of weather,

they have been seen to drown by thou

sands in the sea, or settled on ships quite

exhausted with fatigue. Others have

arrived .in countries where they were

never seen before, either exploring, or

having mistaken their way, or driven by

storms, thus evidently subject to the

same hazards that man undergoes in the

execution of his artificial purposes."

The Quail, the Chafiinch, the Hoopoe,

Chatterer, IIawfinch, Cropbill, Kingdove,

Stare, and others too numerous to be

mentioned here, have been observed by

Mr. Pennant and other naturalists, to mi

grate only partially and at uncertain times.

It is a matter of common observation, that

these migrations are preceded by large

public assemblies and vociferous councils,

and that the body is marshaled by a leader

and sentinels. In Tartary and in Texas,

where horses run wild, this is seen on

a magnificent scale.

'In every animal as in man, we must

distinguish the faculties into two classes:

organic aptitudes or instincts, and special

passion, the creature proceeds according

to the special type of its own ll"lllE.—-—

l

\Man USPS one tnnthotl of articulation“

tEach other creature has on(' "ulti'ufllh‘tlt

1except through tln-ir actions, can the dogin energy, modulation and vurivty to the

degree and mode of its passional develop

ment.

All are capable, to the extent that they

sympathise with other creatures, of learn

ing their language. Man is capable of

learning that of all inferior creatures, and

each inferior creature such parts of hu

man language as correspond to that part

of man’s nature of which it is the special

hieroglyphic. Passion or attraction be

ing the sole motive power or expres

‘sion of God's will in his creatures, no

language of any sort. can exist but

as the expression of some shade of pas

sion. In proportion as the passions are

intenser and more direct in their manifest

ation, will the language be more readily

and universally intelligible.

In accordance with the perversion and

ycompression of the passions which ob

ltains during an epoch of incoherent inter

lests, is the confusion of Babel which now

ireigns in artificial language; rendering

i that of each creature for the greater part

lunintclligiblc to any other creature; that of

ions nation of men to other nations, even

,that of every individual man intelligible

lonly to a limited number of sympathetic

minds. \Vhen we consider how little we

really understand of each other, we shall

be more ready to concede to the language

of animals an expressiveness which we

I have not yet penetrated.

This language is much more an ac

quired development than we generally

suspect. “ Rabbits, in the cold climates

where they burrow in the earth, as they

cannot easily articulate sounds, have to

give the alarm to each other by thumping

on the ground with one of their hinder

feet, thus producing a sound that can be

heard a great way by animals near the

‘surface of the earth.” “The dogs in

[the Island of Juan Fernandez never bark

l - ‘

,ed until some European dogs were put

 

 

 

 

developments upon this basis consisting among them, and then they gradually be—

of knowledge and refinement acquired‘igan to imitate them, but in a. strange

by education. God, in the distribution of. manner at first, as if they were learning

attraction, determines the first. Man and , a thing that was not natural to them.”
other creatures co-operating with God, i (Voyage to South America by Don G.

evolve the second. For example in lan- Juan and Don Antonio d‘Ulloa. B. 2,

gnage. The tones of love or of artger,',C. 4.) European dogs carried to Guinea

the expressions of any strong passion in i are said in three or four generations to

sound, countenance or gesture, are at l cease to bark, and only howl like the dogs

once intelligible through an organic sym- native on that coast. Kircherus men

pathy: not only do men of all countricsi tions that young nightingales that are

whose language is entirely different, un-l hatched under other birds, never sing

derstand each other, but infants and all! until they are instructed by the company

 

 

in expression by their organic structure in

its present low or brute condition. How

many human beings long to utter them

selves in music and cannot! How little,

or the elephant express of their concep

tions! The dogs proves indeed how

readily he catches the whole gist of a

conversation on subjects within his own

sphere of interests. Some Bevis or Mai

da has fallen under every one‘s notice.

Examples illustrating the deliberate adap

tation of means to ends, of tentative ex

periments, of goods attained after suffer

ings of the opposite evils, and of strug

gle to success through failure, might fill

tnnre books than the earth could contain;

for they would not be isolated instances

here and there, but the consecutive histo—

ry of every individual creature that exists.

Philosophy has imbued us with the most

singular prejudices in regard to the whole

subject. We grope in the darkest mate

rialism, which like a cataract shuts our

eyes to the grandeur and beauty of life.

What a disclosure, when we shall wake

up some morning and see in every fellow

being an immortal soul, filled with in

finite capacities, with divine aspiration—

somc morning when humanity shall un

derstand itself, and brothers and friends

so long separated and falsified, by the

tyranny of incoherence, shall fall into

each others arms with tears of joy and

reconciliation.

As to our humblcr fellow creatures,

each of which types some special devel

opment of the passions and characters

harmonized by the Serial mathematics,

the basis of their rights lies here: that

whatever faculties they possess, call them

instinct, sentiment, propensities, attrac

tions, what you will, are their own, just

as much their own, a privilege and a con

sciousness to them, as what we have is

OIH'S.

To be Continued.

A New Anvocrrs or FOURIERXBM.

The Express of Wednesday contained the

following:

“ Invnranre against Sickness. There is

a bill before the Logislature of Massachu

setts for the incorporation of Health In

surance Companies, The design of these

institutions is to insure their customers

(on their paying a small sum per annum)

a certain sum per week during any inci

dental sickness thronghout the term of

one year. This strikes u: as not being a

very bad idea.” ~

It is consoling to see such a paper as

the Express unconsciously endorsing the

very principles that it is generally so rab

id in abuse of. The Express was prob:

ably not aware that the plan of mutull
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insurance against sickness is nothing but

a piece of “ Fourierism.”—— Tribune.

 

O'Cossstt.

Mr. O’Connell is exhibiting physical de

cay to an extent not anticipated by his

friends, or even medical advisers. vIn the

House of Commons he speaks in so low

and feeble a tone, that it is perfectly dis

tressing to listen to him, and think what

a fine, round, sonorous, jocund voice was

his but a few years ago. He is said to

be sufl'ering from a disease of the heart,

and no doubt the same has been accelera

ted lately by the unhappy division in the

repeal camp. I know that the conduct of

Mr. Smith O‘Brien and the Young Ire

]anders have caused him much anguish.

His mental powers have lost none of their

vigor; his speeches reading as powerful,

and unctious as ever.— Cur. Juur. Com.

POETRY.“

For the llarbinger.

THE VILLAGE GIRL.

Under the icicled wintry boughs

All cheerily on worked she.

“ In the dear God’s love and tender smile

How fair is the earth to me ! ”

Thus merrily sang she as she walked

And musingly to herself she talked,

“ In God’s sweet smile and his love so free,

How dear is the earth to me! ”

 

 

Day after day in her father’s house

How heartily on toiled she;

O ne'er could child to a father‘s want

More lovingly faithful be.

Her arm was strong and her hand was brown,

But its touch through love was soft as down.

And still she sang as sings the bee

At its summer toil unceasingly,

In God’s sweet smile and his love so free,

How dear is life and the world to me'.

In the light of a passionate dream,

\‘Vildered, wildered, wandered she,

Her Childhood’s angel was by her side;

Ah me that her eyes might see'.

But the true soul wakes, the temptcr iled,

The angel straight to her bosom sped,

And cheerily by her father’s side

She sang in her maiden hope and pride,

In God’s sweet smile and his love so free,

How dear is life and the world to me !

In the golden Autumn’s softening light

Still cheerfully tottercth she,

Widowed and childless, withered and old,

With fourscore tired years and three ;

Her voice is broken, her lips are chill,

Yet with nature's voices chime they still,

As her hand from her worn stuff she raises,

And as in her girlhood, heaven still praises,

In God's dear smile and his love so free,

How blessed is life and the world to me !

a i.

DITHYRAMBIC.

BY GOETHE.

Never, believe me,

Appear the Divine ones,

Never alone.

I am sorry to say that“

 

Scarce have I Bacchus, the wakener of joy, ,

They're coming, they’re near us,

The Deities all,

\Vith Gods is now filling

The poor earthly hall.

Soy, how can I take

Child of the earth here,

Guests from on high 7

Grant me, like you, ye Gods, deathloss to live!

\Vhat offering for you bath a mortal to give 7

Up to Olympus, 0, help me to fly ‘.

Joy dwells only

\thre deities sup;

0, fill me the nectar,

O, reach me the cup!

Reach him the cup!

Pour for the bard,

che, pour free '.

Sprinkle his eye-sight with heaven’s bodewing,

That the Styx, the detestcd, he may not be view

ing,

But one of our own may suppose him to be !

It gushes, it sparkles,

The fount of the skies!

How peaceful the bosom!

How radiant the eyes '.
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others" rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless :thi-uture, and

commercial convulsions all tending to iinpnwrish

the laborer and to render evt-ry condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

application of Christian principles, of Universal

justice and UniVersal love, to social institutions,

to commerce, to business, to active life.

Dn. CHANNINU.

 

CELEBRATION OF FOURIER’S BIRTH

DAY IN NEW YORK.

The Seventh of April was celebrated

in New York by a larger number of per

sons than usual. The course of Lee

tures on Association now going on in that

city has increased very 'considerably

the ranks of the Cause, and a good pro

portion of our friends were gathered to

gether on this occasion. At about half

past six in the evening, the company sat

down to a modest but elegant dinner at

a hall in Houston Street, with that en

thusiastic veteran, F. GRAIN, Esq., as

Chairman. After the repast had been en

joyed, Mr. Grain introduced the more pe

culiar business of the evening, in some re

marks full of feeling and spirit, of which

we unfortunately have no copy. Their

main purport was gratitude in the recur

rence of a day so rich in glorious recollec

tions, and so full ofprophetic hopes. Af—

ter the applause elicited by Mr. Grain’s

brief speech had subsided, Mr. DANA, in

behalf of the Committee, rose to read the

regular toasts. After briefly alluding to

the unexpectedly full attendance, which

he said was to be regarded as a happy

omen, and expressing the conviction that

in the progress of the cause we should in ,

due season not only see the day greeted

But Love is there also, the laughing young boy; i by large and enthusiastic crowds of

I'hrebus. the Loru'ly, consents to make one. i friends, but should see laid wisely, deep

 

' ly and immovany the foundation of that

Social Order discovered by him who had

made the day immortal, which, when

complete in its beneficence would draw

the whole human family around the table

of its daily abundance. Mr. Dana then

went on to read the toasts, which we give

in their order together, although between

them there were frequent interludes of

speeches and conversation.

\Ve had hoped to give full accounts of

the speeches generally, but owing to an

unfortunate indisposition, Mr. O. Dvsn,

the famous phonographic writer, through

whose skill and kindness we are enabled

to present the following reports, was un

able to write, except during a part of the

evening.

1. The Memory of Charles Fourier.—-Thc

Thinker, the l’hilanthropist, and the Christian;

who, like Le Verrier, has discovered a new world

by the power of a sublime calculus,—a world

of Beauty and Justice and Truth and Joy, which

shall be the indestructible inheritance of every

human soul, and in which the whole human

race, co-operatiug zealously for the highest

welfare of each other, will exhibit a Harmony,

now but imperfectly typified in the Harmony of

. the Spheres.

‘2. Our Friends in Europe and America.—Now

Celebrating the birth-day of the immortal genius,

who has given the Science of Universal Unity

to mankind : may its observance kindle them to

a more cordial sympathy with each other, and

more determined efforts for their suffering fel

low-men, that the birthday of regenerated Hu

manity may soon be celebrated by all the dwell

crs upon our planet, who, circliu their hands

around the globe, in sincere and raternal com

munion, shall sing their grateful praises to a.

common Father, for the fruits of a redeemed

Earth,for the shower and sunshine of a genial

Heaven, and for the overflowing blessing of a

true, Christian Society. .

3. The Rsfonnera.—\Vho in various spheres

are striving to correct the evils and wrongs that.

iulicre in our modern Civilization, men and

women animated by a holy zeal in behalf of

their convictions, and a sleepless devotion to

the good of Humanity: may their hands be

made sure, their hearts strong, and their judg

ment wise; and may the ends they seek soon

be attained in the birth of that social unity in

which the best energies of man will no longer

need to be expended in the removal of Evil,

but can do their appropriate work in the creation

and dissemination of Good!

4. A Free Soil,and the abolition QfaU Monop

oly of Land—The greatest and most compre

hensive political question now before the people

of this country: may the period soon arriva

when Truth and Justice shall triumph in this

matter; when we may have the satisfaction of

knowing that the public domain of a Free Na

tion can no longer be prostituted to the selfish

ness of unprincipled gamblers and speculators.

The Earth is the Lord’s; let his children be

joint tenants, and not one defrauded of his

birthright, a foothold upon the soil.

5. The Organization ofLaban—The question

of questions for the nineteenth century, demand

ing the thoughts and sympathies of the best

minds and the best hearts, the world over; for

when Labor shall once have been organized, the

reign of Universal Peace, Plenty, Order, Hap

piness. and Religion, will have commenced, and

the Kingdom of God, so long since rophesied

by Sears, so earnestly desired by 100d Men,

and so constantly raved for by all Churches, be

established upon t eEnrtb forever.

6. Mutual Martina—The practical form of

true human brotherhood, now gradually extend

ing through societ by means of Odd Fellow

ship, Mutual Life nsurance, Mutual Insurance

against Sickness, “’orkiu Men’s Protective

Unions for the purpose 0 furnishing goods to

their members at wholesale cost, dtc. doc. Thin

tendency not only justifies the wisdom of Fou

 

Rirttt who foretold it.but is one of the strongest
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evidences of progress in the world. God speed I

the time when Mutual Guarantees shall become

universal, knitting all men together in the bonds

of common interest and positive charity.

7. The Scientific Discoveries and Inventions 0/"

the Present Time—The Steamboat and Rail-i

road, transporting persons and the products ofl

industry from place to place with a rapidity and '

certainty never before dreamed of, and bringing i

the inhabitant: of remote countries into near!

and friendly intercourse; the Magnetic Tt-le-;

graph, annihilating space, and in the twinklingi

of an eye conveying intelligence to the ends of‘

the earth. “'ho, in view of these wonderful,

achievements. does not feel that nothing in the !

way of Good is impossible to Human Energies !

’

the brilliant and profound discourse of

Mr. Ripley, upon the life and character

of Fourier, that all attempts of a similar'

character on my part, have been anticipat

ed. Besides, perhaps the best homagei

that we can pay to the memory of thati

great man, is to stand in humble silence,

before him, for he is greaterthan we are, '

and as the German poet beautifully says,

“ “'hcn the greater appear I

Let all inferior hold their tongues.” [Applause] !

along by this tempest of revolution and

destruction, he was calmly working out

the grand principles of a constructive

philosophy, which should prove adequate

to the wants of a world, which should

cover and meet the ,wants of every one

of God’s creatures upon earth. He had

no sympathy with the destructives of his

era. \Vhile others were pulling down he

was building up. He was raising, for the

future, that glorious edifice which was to

3. Domestic and Agrimurumi Associalilm__ Yet the occasion demands that we should [ comai" “‘5 “"018 0r Humanilyi “16 1838!

The profoundly significant terms by which the ,‘

Combined Order was originally distinguished by :

its illustrious discoverer,— Association,— in

which the individual completes himself by union i

with his brethren, and man gains the full scope I

of his powers; the design of the Divinity in his

creation; the goal of the great im ulses wnrk-f

ing through the ages 5 the end 0 the noblest

tendencies of the present time, as Well as of all

our own hopes and labors ;—-let us again renew

our pledges of devotion to the highest interests

of Humanit in its career to this blessed and

foreordaine condition!

9. The birthright of every child

that is born into the world,—an education

which shall develop every power, moral. intel

lectual, and ph sieal, to its highest and most

harmonious per ection, till every member of our

common brotherhood shall be able to cn'oy

ever blessiiw of existence, and stand be ore

his ellow, and in the presence of his Maker, in

the noblest sense of the word, A MAN.

10. The Integral Independence of "'omwn. —

With a right to the control of her own property

and person ; with an equal opportunity with all

for acquiring and enjoying the means of exist-l

ence, and the free develo ment of her faculties,

\Voman, no longer the s ave of Man, will be

come his refiner, his consolation, and his friend

I]. The Armies of the Future.— Not devoted

to destructive and ensanguined War, always

horrible and always wicked, but organized to

go forth as the trained'bands of Industry, to

execute magnificent national enterprises binding

distant continents together, to conquer wild

wastes by peaceful cultivation and diffuse abun

dance und blessedness among every people.

May the time soon come when nations s all

learn no more the awful discipline of murderous

conflict, devastating and blasting the earth, but

when every sword shall be beaten into a plough

share, and every s car into a pruning-hook;

when every hill shal be cut down, and every

valley exalted, and Humanity shall go forth in

glory to make straight the highway of the

0rd!

12. Arl.-—'I‘he expression of Wisdom and

Goodness in forms of eternal Beauty, its refining

and elevating influences should be extended to

all men, to soften the asperities of nature, and to

encircle every walk of life, even the huniblest,

with a radiant and glorious Ideal.

l3. UNIVERSAL UNITY.

After the toast in memory of Fourier

had been read, Mr. Goowrs, being called

upon by the chair, rose and said:

I had supposed when 1 took an interest

in the cause of Asscciation, that my vo

cation would be to engage in a forlorn

hope. But I find that this evening, I am

called upon for a different service. I am

to speak in reply to the toast just read,

which is the easiest to speak to, which is

so full in itself, so suggestive, so inex

haustible that the very babe and suckling

might say something at least upon it.

You have listened to a sentiment to the

memory of Cnaauzs FOUIUER. I shall

not undertake on this occasion, to eulo

gise him or to give his history. You

ibles that may be raised against him,l

say something, and I will say a fewi

words out of the abundant treasure ofi
words and feelings, that are in myi

heart on the subject of Charles Fnu-,
rier. One thing at least is certainzi

iIIow great soever may be the quib

 

ginnumerable as may be the ~objec

tions, that may be supposed to exist, to

his character and his system, one thing I

say is certain, that he was an original,

self-dependant, providential man. He

was original in the time of his appear

ance, original and singular as to the na

ture of his discoveries, and I hope that

he will prove himself to be as original

and singular in the influence that he is

destined to exert upon the opinions andi

habits of society. I have said that he is

original as to the time of his appearance.

Consider it, gentlemen, when did this man

arise? Let me carry you back a few

years, to the time when destruction and

desolation was the order of the day—

when minds, universally, seemed to have

been thrown into a wild chaos of turmoil

.and strife; when old systems, having no

longer a support in the faith of men,

‘ were going to decay, when new systems,

iexciting wild and extravagant hopes

I were just taking root in the public, when

all was tumult and agitation and conflict,

when, in fact, there was no system, no

order, no stability in society. It was

lthe period of the French Revolution.

iMen were mad with excitcnients, and

governed by the wildest impulses.

While this strange whirlwind of passion

was deepening, and sweeping on, and

carrying all things with it, there sat in a

lonely chamber, in an obscure village of

France, a young man unknown to

fame, without ancestral ’honors, without

grounds, as many would have supposed,

j for personal distinction, alone in his gar

iret, no, not alone, for he had with himv

his own itnmortal thoughts and God.

,[Great applause] This young man to

whom I have referred was then meditat

ing and thinking, was, I may say, in the

ibirlh-throes of a mighty system of truth,

i which was utterly opposed to every thing

ithat had preceded it, and destined to a

i world-wide influence for good.

i That young man was Charles Fourier;
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as well as the greatest. [Applause]

Fourier, then, was original in the time

of his appearance, he was original in the

nature of the system which he brought

forth, and I may add, that he was origin

al further in this respect, that he propos

ed not a temporary or partial reform for

this evil or that evil which he saw or

fancied he saw, but that he proposed a

remedy for all evils, that his object was

the good of all humanity, that his desire

was to produce no temporary satisfaction

for temporary wants, but the satisfaction

of all the great eternal desires of the

soul as it was created by God.

He was original in the means by which

he arrived at his discoveries, as he was

original in the discoveries themselves.

The manner in which he was led to the

great truths, which he has revealed to

the world, is known to you all. His

heart seemed to be oppressed by the

‘falsehood, the injustice, the duplicity,

the oppression, the carnage that every

where prevailed. He was sensitive to all

of these, and in his loneliness, his sym

pathy, he prayed to the universal Father,

that it might be revealed to man, how he

could escape from this awful wilderness

of a world, in which he wandered like an

outcast.

The first great thought of Fourier was,

that the whole of society had been organ

ized, or rather, that the whole of society

had proceeded without organization, upon

the plan of universal selfishness. Can

this be correct? Is it the destiny of man

upon earth, that he shall be, from his era

dle to his grave, a denizen of a valley of

wo, a sufierer in all his relations with

his fellow beings! Can this be truth!

Fourier, relying upon his conviction that

there is a God of wisdom and of good

ness at the head of this Universe, said

emphatically, “ No. This is not the

world that was fitted up by an all-wise

and loving Father for the abode of his

children. This state of things is not a.

result of God's providence, it is not a di

vine, a celestial result." [Applause.]

“ God,” says he, “is the same

throughout creation. \Vhen I

gate the natural world, I find the most

beautiful design there; when I enter the

moral world, I find the same capability

have so recently heard, at our lectures,;i,nd While his compatriots were drivenrfor harmony, but alas! all is confusion

. . /
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and discord. Is society alone shut out which distance has not weakened and

from the cares of the Divinity? No. which time cannot destroy. we belong

God has composed a social code for man, to them and they to us; we are their

and it must be discovered if man would 1 friends, because, seeing the evils and cor

be in unity with God, wtth himself and i ruptions of' Humanity, they have at the

with external nature." [Applause];

This was the task that he undertook mi

perform, and l am prepared to litilltllllltl,‘

against all 11:l.t_-rs'tri--s,thnl he has dis-i

covered that node. liy the principle of‘

attraction and the law of the series, he

points you to every object in creation,

and shows, that ‘attractions are propor

tional to destinies,’ in all cases, that the

whole material world is subject to this all

pervading law of attraction, and that

every creature is under the influence of

the same force. If, then, to every ob

ject in creation, in every sphere of ex

istence, these laws are applicable, why:

are they not applicable to society?

Among a thousand other things, Fou

rier has been accused, by his opponents,

of a want of religion. But in my esti

mation his system is the most. pre-emi

nently religious one, that was ever pro

posed to the human mind,—religious in

its origin—religious by the means by

which it proposes to carry itself out, and

religious in its results. It was religious

in its origin, because Fourier wished to

ascertain the divine law in relation to so

ciety. He did not say, what shall I

imagine or invent, but, ‘ what is the law

which God has made? ’ [Applause.]

It is equally religious in itself, because

it requires the good of the whole of Hu

manity. It will be religious in its re

sults because it proposes to unite all men

together as a band of brothcrs, children

of the same father, moving on to the

same eternal destiny, bound to each other

by ties the strongest that the human

mind can conceive. Religion in the ety

mology of the word is to unite, Religio,

to bind together. This is the instinctive

conception of the human heart of what:

is called religion.

 

  

some time been able to open their eyes to

the truth, to apprehend “hat and where

is the remedy. and, more than that, to

devote their host energies to making it,

accessible to all men.

In Paris, the number of Associationists

who assemble annually to celebrate this

day is something like eight hundred, more

or less. They are now probably about

breaking up, the day there being much

more advanced than with us. They have

doubtless enjoyed an evening of enthusi

asm, ofjoy, iii the successes of the past,

and of mutual refreshing and encourage

ment for the future. That party, as they

pass forth from the hall of festivity, pre

sents, in some respects, many striking

contrasts. It is made up of men from all

ranks of life. Every grade and class of

society has contributed to it. It has

brought together men of official dignity,

men ofscience, generals, scholars, artists,

poets, exiles from fallen nations. There

is the noble, whose breast is decorated

with orders and crosses; the soldier,

whose sole mark of his achievements is not

the splendid tokens of his rank; the savan,

.whose name is insignia enough, side by

side with the artisan who has no other

distinctions than that he gives his life in.

silent toil to the world. [Applause]

It would, perhaps, be invidious to men

tion particular names in this convention.

Our love and admiration are, at the mo

ment, given rather to the collective unity

of the French Associationists than to the

chosen and select few among them.

They are all dear to us. We hold them

and their labors in the recesses of our

hearts. The fidelity, the zeal, the pa

tience, the universal and unselfish devo

tion of their means and their minds to the

when we call them “ our friends."

plausc.]

Of our friends in Boston, who are at

this moment engaged in services similar

to those for which we are here united, I

icnnl'ess that I cannot think without a

sense of envy. Their festivities are at

tended by ladies as all festivities should

be. but as ours, by our misfortune, not by

[AP

tour fault, are not. Besides the senti

ments and speeches proper to the occa

sion, they are cheered by that magical,

that refitting sympathy which flows from

the presence of Woman. Their enthu—

siasm gathers a new glow as it is reflected

frotn the features of beauty which the

same enthusiasm has heightened. ln

dancing and in music they find an expres

sion for the feelings of the heart which

|is denied to us; but let us hope that

another year may see us equally favored,

and may show that in New York, also,.

the doctrine of Association has awakened

in more than a few cases, that generous

atid beautiful devotion so peculiar to the

loftiest, the most delicate and most fasci

natirtg character of \Voman. [Applause.]

But, to return to our former train of

thought. Vie are bound to our friends in

America, and Ispeak particularly of those

in Boston, as that is the place with which

we are best perhaps acquainted, notonly by

the supreme tie of devotion to the cause

of Humanity but. by a common language,

comnton origin, and all the relations of

nationality and neighborhood. But be

yond this, we know them personally, and

know their worth and their services. Or

rather, I should say that we know some

of them, for they are increasing so rapid

ly in that quarter that we have a certain

strange, though grateful satisfaction in

feeling that we cannot at any time be

sure we know them all. To many of us

they are connected by the relations of

warm, personal friendship; to me, cer—

tainly, by a long and endearing inter

 

It is union, common-tcause, must command our warmest ap-lcoursc, the fruits of which, if I can ad

ion; and when this communion is made'probation, must excite in us a deep andiequately manifest in my life and action,

universal, we have the formula of Fourier, ‘

unity with nature by co-operative indns-‘than this; may they excite in us al

try, unity with man by harmonious civill

relations, and, unity with God by a uni-}

vernal, integral worship. [Great ap

plause.]

I

Upon the toast to “ Our Friends," Mr.

DANA spoke as follows :

 

I cannot allow this sentiment to passl

by without a few words. When wel

speak ofour friends, as we have just‘

done, we use the words with no merely?

ordinary meaning. They are not our,

friends by the simple tics of common re-i

lutionship. Many of them, whose names?

womost honor and cherish, are personal- t

ly unknown to us, but yet we instictivelyl

know that there is a bond between usi

lasting affection. May they do more

noble and undying emulation ! May they

arouse us to go and do likewise! [Ap

plause.] Let us be worthy to be called the

brethren of such‘ laborers in the field of

Humanity. Let us prove that the all

conquering, electric inSpiration, which

has stirred them to such efforts and such

successes, which has enabled them to es

tablish the cause in France as we see it

established, has been bestowed on us also.

That is an electricity more potent, more

resistless than any material magnetism;

it is the highest electricity of the soul,

and it is because it thinks and radiates

through them, because it flows through

them as through its natural channels, that

we feel more than an individual sentiment

| rtot I alone shall be fortunate. [Applause]

With some of those friends it was my

privilege for years to stand shoulder to

shoulder in a desperate crusade in which

it was not our fault that we were beaten.

We did our best in that protracted and

difficult struggle, and when the time

came we retreated from the field. We

were beaten, but the truths for which we

contended were not. They were only

confirtned and elucidated by all our ex~

pcrionces. \Vhat was hope, was for us

changed into conviction; what was con

viction, became certainty immovable.

Out Of our feeble and ignorant efforts we

perceived clearly the true nature of the

enterprise, and if we were vanquished by

circumstances we only learned from it

how all circumstances can surely be made
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to contribute to future triumphs. Nor'God-giftcd genius who saw through the

anal ready to believe that our efforts in black and hellish chaos of stupidity, de

themselves were useless or were wasted, coil. and crime, in which society has beeti ,

abortive though they may seem. I have ‘so long plunged, and predicted that there

too deep 3 faith in the vital ellicacy of was a sun to arise which by its powerful

truth to believe so. They were spent rays would dispel the noaiuus vapors of

sincerely for the noblest of ends. Thatta false civilization, and scatter far and

seed once planted is eternal, let cornellwide the blessings of a higher order of

what frosts and mildews there may. lt ‘society. I

springs perennial up to the throne of And now, my friends, Fourier said that

God from whence its life still issues,-— when all humanity should be united upon

yes, and though cast forth by the hand of this globe, that the sun should pass the

a child, it shall yet spread aloft its ma- equinox and commence its new reign up

ture branches in strength and beauty and on earth, the whole race, united phalanx

glory, and all the tribes of men shall restlby phalanx in one grand brotherhood

beneath its shade. [Applause] from the north pole to the south, would

No matter for all failures. \Vhat are stand hand in hatid and chant a. chorus of

such failures to the great movement of universal unity. As if to fulfil the an

llnmanity, what to the power and oer-inonncctnent, even now the stin in all his

tainty of God‘s serene and all-embracing carccr meets with the cities and villages

lawsl Failures are only temporary; where this day is celebrated. [Applause.]

they come from some error or defect ofl It is but ten years since that great old

ours, and the part of true wisdom is, with man went down into the grave, and al

no thought or feeling of discouragement ready wherever the sun goes, there are

to put them to use; not to be conquered places where his birth day is celebrated

serviceable in our own triumphs. Let us

have faith, living arid inspiring faith in

the truth, and we have triumphed already,

or rather the truth has triumphed through

us. I trust that here in _New York we

have this faith, this devotion. Itrust it

will be kindled and fed this evening. So

we may have the assurance that our weak

and obscure efforts contribute more di

rectly perhaps than even the labors of

better and greater men, to the Future of

Humanity. Yes, my friends, we may

ourselves do something to that great end.

\Ve may co-operate immediately with the

inmost impulses of the age. It can need

no other summons than to be aware of

the fact for us earnestly and solemnly to

resolve in this behalf to be and to do the

utmost that is possible, so that we may

in truth be named the friends, not only

of the Associatiouists of Paris, of

France, of Boston, and of all other plac

es in this country and in all countries,

but of all men upon whom the sun rises

and for whom the common air of heaven

is poured around the globe! [Applause]

by them, but to lead them subdued andl

|

After Mr. Dana had concluded, Mr.

BRISBANE rose and remarked as follows:

Mr. Chairman: I will add a few words

to what my friend has just said. Tho

Seventh of April is already celebrated in

nearly all the great cities on the globe.

It is celebrated in one hundred towns in

France, in Algiers which belongs to

France, in Germany, in Brazil and Chili;

in the far island of Madagascar, and stillfarther India, in all these regions and

these places this great cause of Associa

tion has gained its friends. Thousands

of hearts in these places are grateful to

the great, and daring, and patient, and

 

by full and happy hearts. Was it not

then a prophecy! It was indeed, and it

gives me much gratification to offer in

conjunction with this little band a testi

mony of thanks for the birth of the great

genius who uttered it.

Mr. RYCKMAN replied to the third toast.

He gave a history of the manner in

which he was led to enlist in the ranks

of reform. He had had his attentiott

turned to the condition of society by wit

nessing the manner in which the lands

out west were picked up by unprincipled

speculators. He brooded upon it till he

determined to be a reformer. He began

to agitate for the freedom of the public

lands. At length he came to New York

for the purpose of getting up something

more radical. \Vhen he had exhausted

all his means, he made the important dis

covery that some one had been teaching

higher doctrine and more of it. A cer

tain Charles Fourier had discovered the

reform of reforms, which was nothing

less then Association. He found that it

embraced the principles of his reform.

He found a band of persons trying to do

all the good they could, and he engaged

with them. Mr. Ryckman went on to

speak of his experiences in the way of

reform and the conclusions to which he!

had been led. He drew from life the

ideal of a true reformer. His speech, of

which we have no notes, was received

with the liveliest expressions ofapplause,

and when it. was understood to whom he

was alluding in his description, the audi~

ence broke forth into enthusiasm for the

gentleman named. '

l

 

Before the reading of the fourth toast, I

the following note was handed in from!

Mr. Grazer.“ who was necessarily ab-i

sent. Mr. Greeley‘s name was received

with cheers, which showed how deep a.

hold he has here as well as elsewhere

upon the heart of the people.

To the Party now celebrating Ute Birthday of

Fourier:

Faiexns: Feasts are for the prosper

ous, the successful, the honored ; for the

conquerer returning crowned with laurcls ;

hardly for the weary soldier who pauses

on the verge of a doubtful battle-field to

count the overwhelming numbers of the

adverse host, and feels that in all save

Truth and Good the odds are immensely

against him. Unwell, intensely occupied,

and not particularly inclined to feasting,

I shall be obliged to deny myself the

pleasure of your company this evening,

and the only regret this causes me arises

from the apprehension that perhaps some

friend may be among you whose enjoy

ment may be lessened by my absence.

In case any such should name me to you

this evening, please accept this as my

apology for non-attendance, and unite

with me, if you think proper, in this sen

timent :

The Earth and those who would gladly live

by cultivating it,- Whut God has joirted to

gether let not Man put asunder.

l

Yours, truly,

Homer: GRt-IELEY.

New Your, April 7th, 184-7.

Speeches were made by Mr. Bursa/ink

and others on the toast to Association,

and on some of the other toasts, but with

the following single exception, no notes

were taken. .After the toast to the Ar

mics of the Future, Mr. GuDWIN rose

and said :

Mr. Chairman: If no other person in

tends to speak, in response to the toast

just read, I will beg leave to offer a few

thoughts‘whieh it. has awakened in my

mind. It is a pertinent toast. lts spirit

hits our times externally and our present

condition internally.

The war with Mexico, in which we

are as a nation at this time engaged, is

about as justifiable a war, perhaps, as

most wars that have been waged. I

think very few wars, if any. are justifia

ble. We are at war with Mexico. “’0.

send down our fleets and our armies to'

annihilate hcr cities, to blot out her vil

lages, to slaughter her sons and daugh

ters, to spread desolation over her plains

and to fill her homes with mourning and

anguish. ls this the course that we

should pursue towards that unhappy

people!

Since the beginning of her career as a

republic, through all the phases of her

singular existence, from the character of

her people, from inherited political evils,

and perhaps, from causes lying far back

of these, Mexico has been a distracted
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nation. Sad, indeed, is her history. and buoyant with hope, was writing

Anarchy has reigned in her councils.,home to his family, and recently-married

fraud and corruption have administered I wife whom he had left there, and while

her laws. Revolutions and convulsions' he was thus writing, pouring forth from

and carnage have marked the cycles in his heart the thoughts of love and tender

her life. And shall we, who are strong ness for one, whom he fondly hoped once

and prosperous and proud, shall we addlmore to clasp to his bosom,—a ball,

to her misery, her degradation! Is thislhurled from an engine of death without

the part of a wise and magnanimous na- the city, came sweeping in its murderous

tion'! Suppose you should see a stout, course through the room and across the

well-fed and well-dressed man in thegtahle, and blotted out, with his own

streets beating a poor, half-famished,rag_ ! heart’s blood, the words which, in obe

ged, sickly boy. What, think you, dience to the dictates of that heart, he

would be your feelings towards the man ! had penned to his young bride. This

\Vhy, if you are human, you would say i also, is to me, a stirring incident of war. _

he had acted a most despicable part, and I have read, too, of one who has occu

your bosom would swell with indigna-lpied high stations in the hearts and the

tion against the base perpetrator of suchladmiration of his country, who has, in

an outrage. [Applause.] ’ his old age, retired from the busy scenes

Ido not so much regret the loss of the of public life, to his beautiful home in

money squandered in this Mexican \var,ithe West, there to spend his declining‘

as I do that loss of self-respcet—of true ' years in peace and quietness. He has

national dignity, of the feeling of univers-‘been followed thither by the heartfelt

sal benevolence, which will be the ineri acknowledgments of his countrymen, and

table consequence of this war, or of any ' the blessings of a grateful people, by the

other war in which we may engage.

Our hearts and minds are filled with ru

mors of this conflict. Every day we are

looking with the intensest anxiety for

fresh news from the field of battle. We

are waiting to hear how our troops

deported themselves in the murderous

strife, what towns have been battered

down, what cities destroyed, what vil~

lages laid waste. And as we read the

glotving descriptions of desperate con

flicts that tell of thousands slain, our,

hearts leap joyoust within our breasts}

our countenances glow with delight, and

we give vent to our exultation, in public

dinners and celebrations and bun-fires

and illuminations. This is the feeling

which all wars produce, — the feeling of!

inhumanity, the feeling of utter and total

depravity, which is their inevitable re

sult. When we read the description of a

battle, of the long-drawn lines of oppos

ing forces, of the spirited charge—the

repulse — the renewed onset -- the shout

of encouragement and the answering yell

of defiance—the desperate struggle—

thc victory,— we share in our feelings all

the glories of the field. But there are

more stirring incidents in war, than

these.

At the sacking of Montercy, I think it

was, a Mexican girl, young, and beautiful

as a gazelle, was engaged in carrying

water to the soldiers of the American

army. \Vhile this angelic creature was

respect of two hemispheres. In the

midst of all this excitement, he learns

that his last, his dearest, only son, on

whom he centered all his affections, to

whose future he looked for the consum

mation of his own aspirations, is suddenly

cutoff; gone, gone forever! I refer to

Mr. Clay and his son,—— another strong

incident!

Iread, too, this afternoon just before l

icame to this meeting, how a member of

some regiment, I believe from Arkansas,

had been deprived of his life. and how

the regiment rushed out in hot blood, and

sacrificed the lives of some twenty or

thirty Mexicans. The officer who went

, to quell the excitement found assembled a

company of females, who demanded of

him their husbands. They cried: “ You

have slaughtered our people, you have

desolatcd our cities, and would you now

take from us our husbands! ” “ Alas! ”

said the officer, “I am afraid they are all

dead, let us go and see.”

arrived at the place of carnage, they

found a little child kneeling by the side of

one of the dead bodies, and endeavoring

to Wipe the blood from the face of the

.corpse; and when they asked him,

1“ Child, do you know that person? ” he

replied, with tears streaming down his

,clteeks, “ Yes, Cavalier, I think it is my

father.” These, to me, are the stirring

lincideuts of war!

,\ Yet war having been so universal,

 

When they,

thus engaged in her work of mercy and there must be something in it attractive

of love, suddenly she was cut down—land true to human nature. But it is not

swept from time t0 eternity, by a balllthe shedding of blood. It is not the love

from the American army, to whose suf-‘of carnage, which has led men to thrust

ferings she was administering. This, to the dagger into each others hearts. No,

me, is one Of the Stirring inctdcnts 0f it is not this. It is the parade,the music,

war. \ ,the opportunity for distinction; it is the

A Mexican soldier at Vera Cruz, young , conquering of difficulties ; it is the over

coming of some vast opposing forces

which gives us a consciousness of our

own strength. Here is the secret of

war’s infatuating power. Now, can

not this great power hc applied ad

‘vanlagcously to peaceful and humane

purposes! The sentiment to which I am

speaking says it can. Fourier is not one

of those critics that look only at the

worst features of a question. He con

templates justly and profoundly whatever

he examines. Fourier says that even

war has its use. But his war, is the war

of industrial armies upon deserts such as

prevail in Africa, or upon boundless for

ests like those of our own country.

These are objects which he would oppose,

and he would send forth his legions pan

oplicd with implements from the magn

zine of Peace, to conquer these obstacles,

and not to ensanguine the plains with

human gore, not to send hundreds of

thousands of men to death. Fourier

thinks all men are brothers. Mexicans

or Englishmen, Americans or Russians,

it matters not what clime may have given

them birth, each one is connected with

lthe other and with all; but the rugged,

fstern, unfriendly forces of nature, he

[Would conquer. And I most sincerely

believe, that in the conquests of these

Vindustrial armies, there will be opportu

nities for afar nobler and more glorious

excitement, than Napoleon, Alexander,

lor even Gen. Taylor ever experienced.

_ [Great applause]

 

The subsequent sentiments and the

remarks upon them, were received with

satisfaction by the company. In the

l course of the evening several songs were

lsung, among them that noble lyric of

lBurns's, “ A man’s a man for a‘ that."

Upon the final breaking up of the party,

the sky without was found to be alive

with a magnificent Aurora Borealis, the

most appropriate natural illumination for

the evening of the day on which the dis

coverer of social harmony was given to

~ the World.

 

ANOTHER \l'URl) 'TO OUR FRIENDS.

The ANNIVERSARY Mam-mo in New

YORK, announced in another colntnn of

the Harbinger, will take place in about a

fortnight from the date of this paper.

No Associationist, who can make his

arrangements to attend this Convention,

should fail to be present. Every mem

ber of the American Union, every friend

of a social reform on the principles of

attractive industry, unitary interests, and

passional harmony, should spare no pains

to be enabled to participate in its deliber

ations. We need the combined strength,

the intelligent counsels, the glowing

isympathies of the numerous and increas

;ing band, now scattered throughout every
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circle of society, every walk of life, ev

ery variety of position and employment,

who have become convinced that the

present structure of society is essentially

false, that it is based on principles at

war with the divine order, that it coldly

neglects the dearest interests of humanity,

and that nothing short of a thorough in

tegral reform,—-a reform, established on

the unerring love of Providence,—a re

form, which takes its character from a

true, scientific analysis of the nature of

man and a reverent study of the designs

of God, cart bring temporal salvation, the

fulfilment of their destiny on earth, to

the millions, who are now oppressed,

degraded, downtrodden, in slavery to

their own perverted passions, stained

with the pollutions of vice, and crushed

by the stern, relentless, and bloody

mechanism of universal antagonism.

The sentiment of human wrong is now

widely diffused; it is burned, as with lot

ters of fire, into many a brave and devoted

heart; and a prophetic unrest announces

that the era of social justice, harmony,

truth, and love, is drawing nigh. Let

those who share this cheering faith meet

each other in counsel, and prepare for

action. Let no one think to cherish his

convictions in secrecy, as intellectual

speculations, as favorite fancies, as un

fruitful and lifeless formulas; but let

them be made to bear on the great work

of advancing and elevating Humanity!

The possession of a. vital truth is in itself

an imperative summons for its application

to the largest uses. There is no reason,

no apology for delay. The times arel

  

ripe for action, society is groaning for_

redress, the white fields wave their invi

tation to the sickle of the reaper, and the

harvest of humanity is mature for the in-‘

gatherintr.

We call on the friends of Associative

Reform, in their individual as well as

their collective capacity, to make the

needful and suitable preparations for this1

Anniversary. By all means, let every

Afiiliated Union hold meetings for consul

tation. Let them consider the best

means of advancing the Reform in their

own immediate vicinity. Let them note

every encouraging indication. Let them

employ their best efforts to increase the

number of their members, and to enlight

en the public mind on the principles of

the Associative Order. Let them adopt

the wisest methods to enlarge the sub

scription to the Weekly Rent, and to

secure its prompt and faithful collection.

The success ofour great cause essentially

depends on the strength and energy of

the Affiliated Unions. \Ve need a centre

of movement to give method and harmo

ny to our operations; but the life-blood

of our enterprise is to be found in the ag

gregate of members, who compose the

 

 

Affiliated Societies. Let there be a free

circulation from the centre to the circum

ference and from the circumference to

the centre, and our movement will show

the vigor of health, and the beauty of

symmetrical organization.

We have stated on a former occasion,

the subjects which will necessarily occupy

the attention of the Convention. We

would briefly recur to them again, in

order to point out to our friends in the

Affiliated Unions, the absolute importance

of their co-operatioo with the purposes of

the Convention. It is for them to decide,

by their enlightened concurrence in the

measures suggested, and their readiness

to make the necessary sacrifices for their

accomplishment, whether the system of

Associative Science, the laws of social

harmony, shall be powerfully and worthily

presented to the American people, or

whether the sublime discoveries of the

greatest genius of tnodern times shall

pass into temporary oblivion, through the

unfaithfulness and inefi‘iciency of those to

whom the sacred deposite has been en

trusted.

A weekly publication, at least, is es

sential to the work of successful propaga

tion. Nothing short of this can meet the

exigencies of the occasion. A daily

paper in New-York, as in Paris, would

be a highly important engine. It would

act on the public mind, by its constantly

recurring appeals, with the certainty and

effect of a natural, uniform agency. Since

the establishment of the daily Democrah'e

Pactfique in France, the movement has

attained a stability, a compactness, a.

vigor which give it no humble influence

in the formation and guidance of public

opinion. Its power is every where felt,

and we may add, it is every where re—

spected. It has gained the position of a

leading authority in social affairs. Its

reputation depends on its scientific char

acter, its humanitary spirit, and its wise

application of Associative principles to

the discussion of popular questions. It is

the central organ of the Associative

School in France,—& School, which as

our readers well know, combines its full

share, to say the least, of the scientific

depth, freedom of mind, elevation of pur

pose, and brilliant eloquence, that are to

be found among the scholars and philan

thropists of the French metropolis. But

we, in this country, are probably not pre

pared for such a publication at present.

The obstacles to its permanent establish

ment are too great to be be surmounted

in a moment. The time will come for it,

no doubt, but that time has not yet come.

We must be content to wait, and work,
- u i

tor a season, w1th hnnibler instruments.

But a weekly paper is of vital importance

to every operation.

pcnsed with itt any department of our

 

It cannot be dis~ito this duty.

movement. The Harbinger, then, must

be placed on a permanent footing, with

such modifications as may be thought de

sirable or necessary. Provision must be

made for its ample support. Its editorial

charge must be entrusted to bands not al

ready burdened with other cares, but de

voted entirely to its columns, or pursuits

directly connected with its interests.

The four volumes which are now almost

completed, contain a copious depository

of Associative truth; they have made a

deep and favorable impression; but the

value and importance of the succeeding

volumes can be immeasurably increased.

It belongs to the American Union, which

has adopted the Harbinger as its organ,

to make the neednt arrangements for

this end; and the Associationists, in all

parts of the country, should lend their

aid to its accomplishment.

Scarcely of less importance is the

maintenance of the system of Lecturing,

which has been so successfully com

menced. The public mind is full of

curiosity on the subject of Association.

‘ its noble, hnmanitary aims are respected

by the best minds. Its methods are more

justly appreciated, in proportion as they

are correctly understood. Its spirit is

gratefully welcomed by many hearts into

which it has breathed new life. The

people, who have been ntost deeply im

bued with the sentiment of reform, who

have looked forward with fervent, aspir

ing hope to the realization of social jus

tice, are beginning to perceive that the

cause of the prevailing evils of society

are to be sought for beneath the surface,

and that a total change in its fundamental

principles is essential to a permanent and

effectual remedy. They are wearied of

philanthropic declamation, however beau

tiful and imposing. They believe that

something more is necessary for the

social redemption of man, than bitter

denunciation of his vices, or austere ap

peals to his sense of duty. They see

that with the existing practical arrange

ments of society, no general harmony,

no actual union of interests, no universal

co-operation of man with man, is to be

expected. They know that any such

hope could only grow out of ignorance

or presumption. Hence, the cordial wel

come with which they receive the lee

turers on Association. Hence the res

pectful attention, the candid criticism, the

profound interest, and in many cases, the

glowing enthusiasm with which they lis

ten to their expositions of social harmony.

Now, this work must he sustained. The

i very thought of permitting it to languish,

is treachery to our cause, treachery to

Humanity. We are fortunate in the

men who are ready to devote themselves

Their admirable qualifica~

tions for apostles of social truth to the
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people have borne the test of experience.

They challenge esteem and good will

wherever they go. With a spirit of en

tire devotedness to social reform, they

ask not for wealth, or position, or popu

larity; but are content to throw them

selves upon the great heart of Humanity,

and trust to their zeal in its cause even

for their necessary subsistence. On no

pretence whatever, should the services off

those devoted pioneers of our movement,

Messrs. ALLEN and Onvrs, be withdrawn

from the field, in which they are now

performing such a heneficent work. Dis

interested, indefatigable, energetic, ac

quainted with the world and skilful in

affairs, with powers of action and en

durance such as few possess, experienced

in the various reforms of the present age,

devoted for life and death to the glorious

cause of Association, and gifted with

uncommon powers of argument and elo

qoence, they should be sustained in their

most praise-worthy endeavors, with all,

the resources at. the command of the‘

movement.

But essential to every thing, and the

pivot of every thing, we repeat it, and

shall not cease to repeat it till we see it

in operation, is a Central Office and Agen

cy of the American Union. We do not

now touch the question of its location.

“To do not consider its internal arrange

ments. These details can be decided on

at a future day.

plishmcnt.

 

CLARENDON UNXON or ASSUCIATIDNISTS. '

The following notice has been accident

ally dclayed. !

At a meeting ofthe “ Clarendon Union -

of Assmriatiunists,"v Auxiliary to the,

American Union of Associationists, thel

following officers were appointed :

\ViLLun D. Marian, Prrridrnt.

antvn \VEEKS, Vice President.

CHARLES Wconriousl-z, Secretary.

Mrs. L. L. \Vooonousi-z, Treasurer.

of Associationists” acknowledges the receipt‘

or the following sums:

18 Mar. Messrs. Donaldson and Co., Cincin

nati, by hand of \V. H. C.. .5100 GO;

1 Apr. Brandon, \l't., Affiliated L'nion,... .5 "Di

5 “ Mr. Hine, anrytown, N. Y...- ...1 00‘

10 “ Mr. A. Anderson, Waterbury, Ct...3 00 1

April 20, m1. 1
 

l

l

TIlE ANNIVERSARY MEETleor 'rnn ‘

1

AMERICAN UNION OF ASSUCIATIOXISTS

\Vill be held during Anniversary Week, on

lTucsnav, May 11th, in the City of New

iYoRK; and it is important that the Afiiliated

' Unions should prepare in season to send their I

l Delegates, and that Associatiouists should make '

. their arrangements to attend.

The occasion is a momentous one. The

American Union of Associationists must this

 

 

 

[11? The Treasurer of the “American Union

until you witness its triumphant accorn-ipttred to otfer It the Anniversary Meeting}

PLEDGE of the amount which it will contribute

for the year, or for a term of years, to the fundl

of the American Union. We must _secure at

least Filly Dollars a week, and twice that sum

if possible; and if each Union will do its part

energetically, we cannot fail of the means for a

brilliant access. \Vliat Association will pledge

5‘20, 810, 35, a week for three years?

2d. It is recommended, that each Association

ist should consider What he or she can do to

help on the movement,— what sacrifices we are

ready to make for it,— what means we will con

sccrate to it,-— what time and efforts we resolve

to give to advance this cause of peace, unity,

and universal good. How many Associationistl

there are, who could easily pledge leO, 550,

510.:1 year, for three or five years to the propo

gation of Associative doctrines. And are they

free. not to do it? How many Associationistl

there are, who could subscribe $1,000, or $500,

or $100, towards the formation of a Permanrgt!

Fund. the income of which might be devoted

to the diffusion of our views, while the prin

cipal should go to form a Capital for some Prac

tical'l‘rial, when the American Union should

determine that the time had come, that the

place was found, and that means and men au~

thorized the step. “’ho is ready to promise a

yearly or a triennial contribution, or to subscribe

to the Permanent Fund'l \\'ho is not ready to

do something etficientl

Now let this matter be taken in hand prompt

ly and resolutely, with the spirit becoming thoce

engaged in a Univcral Reform,—which prom

ises to radically cure the chronic maladies of

society, and to make Man whole ngain,—which

seeks to establish upon earth a Heavenly Order,

—- which ofi'ers to the world no vague hope, but.

But. the Union must i Spring mark out distinctly a plan of operations, . definite SCiEIIcev—and “'hiCh commend! me".

have a home, a centre of movement, a , and determine upon the most expeditious 'nd ‘ lo the SOOd-Fense Of the "105‘ Prac'imll

focus of light and warmth, or it will

become a mere name, a nullity. There

must be energy and devoteduess at the

centre, and energy and devotedncss at

the circumference, or we can have no

permanent, vigorous action. The time

has fully come for the Associative

strength in this country to organize itself

in a manner which shall disarm or defy

opposition. \Ve are in possession ofa

system of truth, which embodies the sci

ence of the Universe; we have a clear,

definite conception of the practical ob

jects which we wish to ccoinplish; we

have had the experience of many years

in the practical application of our princi

ples to social life; we have a faith,

bright and radiant as the noon-day sun, in

the truth and value of our system; and,

we wish now to prepare for its realiza-i

tion by n well-ordered experiment, thati

shallconvince the world.

Come on then, friends, one and all.

Join heart and hand. You are all

needed. You all must act. You must

all be ready for exertion and sacrifice.

Never did such a cause before appeal to

the human heart. if you are faithful to

your convictions, faithful to your meansi

of action, faithful to the dearest hopes

of Humanity, you will take this vast work

in hand, and give yourselves no rest,

leconomic-il mode of difl'using our doctrines

i throughout the nation. and of making ready for

i the practical embodiment of our principles.

For this end, the advice of the most devoted,

1 Wise and energetic friends of the movement is

needed. This must be in the strongest sense

of the words, a business meeting; where all im

portant points of policy may be thoroughly

discussed, and measures agreed upon, which

1 being the result of the best collective judgment

tof the American Union, shrill be found worthy

] of the devoted support and earnest aid of every

Asssociationist. The next. year should be as

active :1 one, as the means and men at our com

mand can possibly make it; and it is necessary

therefore to form a clear and precise estimate,

in advance, of all our resources. We have to

determine upon the number and character of

our publications,—to lay out the most promis

ing fields for our lecturers,—and especially to

set in motion efficient instrumentalities by which

to secure active cit-operation among the Alfi

liated Unions, so that all Associationists may feel

that they are working in concert for definite

objects, and that. they are living members of

One Body.

It is emphatically recommended, therefore:

let. That each Affiliated Union should nti

once meet, and consult as to the plans which

may seem best for advancing our cause most:

rapidly, firmly, widely. Let new members be.

added; let contributions be increased; let zeal

and determination be strengthened; let the

l wants and opportunities of respective neighbor

hoods be carefully considered. Every Affiliated

Union should form an exact estimate of the

i "'eekly Rent which it can raise, and be pre

 

 

Let each Afliliatod Union, let each Associap

tionist, contribute the best counsel and amplcst

pecuniary supplies, at. the coming Anniversary.

Where Delegates cannot be sent, and indi

viduals cannot attend, letters may be addressed

to the Union.

'By order of the Executive Committee.

W. H. CHANNING,

Domestic Corresponding Secretary of the

American Union of Aswcialionish.

BOSTON, March 15, 1847.

WEST ROX- B U RY RA 1 L-ROAD

AND OMNIBUS LINE.

seamen Altititivcnrss'r.

Leaves Brook Farm at 7 and 9 A. M., and

1 3-4- and 5 P. M. Leth-s the “ Toll Gate Sta

tion " on the arrival of the 8 and 11 1-2, A. M.,
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itiscELLANY.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

Messrs. Eotrons:—The interior circle

of the Associative movement must neces

sarily become a tower of observation as

well as a centre of action, and I have

sometimes thought and would now ven

ture, even at the risk of being considered

intrusive, to suggest that the time has

come when there might be introduced

into your paper with great advantage, a

department headed “ Signs ofthe Times,"

where every week should be noted down

whatever intelligence could be gathered

of every movement, however feeble, in

the direction of Universal Unity.

I have been led to these reflections

recently, by accidentally discovering,

through the aid of a valued and intelli

gent friend, the new growth ofavigorous

moral, intellectual and artistic life in the

retired and to us comparatively u'nknowtt

Island of Cuba. 1 say unknown, for

what do we know of the interior life of

its inhabitants, and of those secret pro

cesses, silently but surely going forward

there, which are creating under its'cor~

rupt slave institutions and its degraded

church organization, an order of men and

women who will be in every way pre

pared to meet the highest action of our

age, and stand side by side with its

leading spirits.

Every day brings to our ports vessels

laden with the luxuries of this delicious

clime, and every day of this inclement

season takes some drooping invalid from

our unfriendly shores to breathe in new

life with its balmy air. Occasionally

some intelligent traveller describes the

manners and customs, the external life of

its people, and gives us glowing descrip

tions ofits rich vegetation, brilliant birds,

gorgeous flowers, and the nightly glories

of its tropical firmament. For some, it

is a brilliant garden ; for others, a luxu

rious hospital; but never have we heard

until now, (though others may have been

 

 

more fortunate,) that this “ Queen of the

Antilles" was rearing in her court,

knights and pages, poets and heroes, and

heroic poets, who would be ready at the

first signal, to enter the lists of the cham

pions of Humanity.

This garden of the West“ set in the

silver sea," is a garden of song, not the

song of the troubadour, nor the lay of

the lover; but of manly, heroic strains,

such as would find their response in every

true English and American heart.

There is no exeiting and wide field of

action in Cuba for her more manly sons;

no public assemblies where they can

pour out their intellectual and moral

power in strains of fervid eloquence, and

where perhaps is always to be found

man‘s most legitimate sphere. N0 oppor

tunities for the cultivation of the fine arts

exist there, and even if they were fre

quent, men who are burning with an

ardent zeal for liberty and bursting with

aspirations for the regeneration of their

beloved home, could hardly avail them

selves of them. Their fervid zeal could

not be repressed within the walls of a

studio.

Silent they cannot be, and every hour

sends forth some solemn appeal from

their hearts to the beating hearts of all

true men throughout the world. The

half that is in them they are not per

mitted to utter, and what they have

uttered has often cost them life and coun

try, or has been visited upon them with a

severity which has driven reason from

her throne. ,

The oft-told tale. of the young ltalians,

who, for the slighest expression of an

aspiration for liberty or a sense of their

country‘s wrongs, are thrown into Aus

trian dungeons, or banished forever from

their homes, is repeated here year after

year, till every poet of Cuba becomes a.

hero or a martyr, calmly and manfully

clinging to his muse, though she leads

him to the dungeon and the stake.

“ And what does the muse inspire into

the hearts of these her children!" it

will be asked. The state of their be

 

loved country and the condition of the

world, demand the deepest earnestness;

and God, in his goodness, has never

failed to grant to the age, those pirits

who could satisfy its wants. From our

knowledge of the poetry of Spain, we

should say that it passed from the form

of the heroic ballad and knightly lover‘s

lay of the middle ages, to the artificial

sentiment and language which are found

in the courtly verse and ingenious phrase

ology of which Calderon and Lope do

Vega were masters; and from this, de

generated into the graceful and easy, but

superficial and somewhat sensual modern

poetry of love, of which Melendez Valdez

may be considered an illustration; varied,

however, in all these stages, occasionally,

by religious hymns and sonnets of pro

found feeling, for specimens of which,

we, in this country, are indebted to our

most accomplished poet. But none of

these forms of poetic thought and senti

ment has been adopted by the Cuban

bards. The universality of men who are

living in presence of a great idea, and

are inspired with a high hope, makes the

form of their thought universal too ; and

their poems literally translated, might be

mistaken for those of any country, so

free are they from nationality ; and they

could only be recognized as Spanish, by

a deeper mellowness of coloring, and a

touch of more enchanting grace, than our

English bards, with all their richness and

strength, have ever yet attained.

We find in these new poets a profound

and tender recognition of all the relations

of life; adeep humanitary sentiment; a

rejection of the conventional as such;

with a very delicate perception of the

truth and beauty which lies guarded under

every minute decorum of social life; a lov

ing sympathy with nature and a minute

observation of its details are every where

perceived; as recognition, too, of “the

soul of goodness in things evil," the

diviuest action of our nature, when it

springs from its large sympathies and not

from merely intellectual perception. “’6

also find in them a true reverence for
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woman, and very earnest appeals to her

higher nature.

If asked from whence these island

poets drink their inspiration, we should

say from nature‘ and their own true hearts,

but not from the deepest and holiest

fountain of life. There are occasionally

to be found among their poems very sub

lime addresscs'to the supreme Being, but

as to one apart. The degraded state of

their church and the degeneracy of its

sublime rites into tawdry forms, have

robbed them of those golden links which

connect the divine in so many subtle re

lations with the human. They are yet

ignorant of the fresh and vigorous cur

rent of life which is flowing through so

many channels into their holy mother

church, and which will one day so reani

mate her great heart, that its beating willi

be felt to the most remote extremities ofi

her maternal domain. Of this we no-|

where find among their poetry the faint

est premonition. They do not love her

enough to pray for her restoration, and

have no ideal of her future radiant love-j}

liness, nor any sense of the deep signi

ficance of her magnificent ritual. All

this is to come! and yet how much is to

be respected that truthfulness which pre

vents them from availing themselves of

the rich and varied imagery, which the

external of the church so abundantly of

fers, when it has ceased to touch their

hearts!

We know not even the names of all

these Cuban bards; many we know only

by name, and we are ignorant of the

order of precedence they take in their

native land. Many of their writings

have found their way to this country by '

stealth, and some are of a nature that

could never have seen the light in Cuba;

but like the god from whom the Grecian

fable would tell us they have sprung, they

have sought out a friendly and retired

corner where to be born. Some of the

best are only circulated in manuscript.

The three poets whom, perhaps in our

ignorance, we should place first are .lusé

.Iacinto Milanes, Heredia, and the bum

bler though more well known name of

Placido. His deep-laid and almost

barbarous schemes of revenge upon the

oppressors of his race, which met with

the penalty of a disgraceful and untimely

death, have not destroyed the sympathy of

the best hearts in his country and our

own, for the victim of institutions which

breed revenge; and his songs are on the

lips and his name engraved upon the

hearts of the noblest youths in his native

Island.

Placido was the poet of passion;

IIererlia of feeling, Milancs of reflection.

 

They represent to us music, painting and

sculpture. Calmly and sweetly abovi: ,

the others stands Milanes, reverent-i

 
 

ly and deeply probing life to its

centre; but pouring the oil of his gentle

nature into every wound he lays bare.

His profound plans, organized by a

genius so rich, lead back the memory to

the immortal Tasso ;) his fate also having

been much the same, though without the

egotism of its cause.

tranquilly suffering, thoughtful countc

trance can we detect the elements of a

disordered reason! Surely not in the

traces of undisciplined passion but only

in those of too tender a. sensibility.

ilercdia, “the poet of Niagara,” with

his warm gushing life, died in exile, and

with him must end our three-fold tragedy.

During a residence in the United States

in the year 1825, Heredia published at

Ncw York a collection of pieces, a trans

lation of the most celebrated of which we

take from Longfellow's “ Poets and Poe

try of Europe.”

“NIAGARA.

“ My lyrcl give me my lyrc'. my bosom feel:

The glow of inspiration. 0, how long

Have I been left in darkness, since this light

Last vilited my brow ! Niagara!

Thou with thy rushing waters dost restore

The heavenly gift that sorrow took away.

“ Tremendous torrent! for an instant hush

The terrors of thy voice, and cast aside

Those wide-involving shadows, that my eye!

May see the fearful beauty of thy face!

I am not all unworthy of thy sight;

For from my very boyhood have I loved,

Shunning the meaner track of common minds,

To look on Nature in her loflier moods.

At the fierce rushing of the hurricane,

At the near bursting of the thunder-bolt,

l have been touched withjoy; and when the sea

Lashed by the wind, hath rocked my bark, and

showed

Its yzfivning caves beneath me, I have loved

Its dangers and the wrath of elements.

But never yet the madness of the sen

llnth moved me as thy grandeur moves me now.

“ Thou fiowest on in quiet, till thy waves

Grow broken ’midst the rocks; thy current than

Shoots onward like the irresistible course

Of Destiny. Ah, terribly they rage,—

The hoarse and rapid Whirlpools there!

brain

Grows wild, my senses wonder, as I gaze

Upon the hurrying waters; and my sight

Vainly would follow, an toward the verge

Sweeps the wide torrent. \Vavcs innumerahlc

Meet there and madden,—waves innumerable

Urge 0n and overtake the wnvcs before,

And disappear in thunder and in foam.

My

“ They reach, they leap the barrier,—the abyss

Swallows insatiable the sinking waves.

A thousand rainbows arch them, and woods

Arc deafened with the roar. The violent shock

Shutters to vapor the descending sheets.

A cloudy whirlwind fills the gulf, and heaven

The mighty pyramid of circling mist

To heaven. The solitary hunter near

Pauses with terror in the forest shades.

“ \tht seeks my restless eye'! Why are not

here,

About the jaws of this abyss, the palms,—

Where in hisl

: Ah, the delicious palms,-—tha.t on the plains

Of my own native Cuba spring and spread

'l'beir thickly foliaged summits to the sun,

And, in the breathings of the occan air,

- Wave soft beneath the heaven's unspottcd hluc '!

 

, “ But no, Niogara,—thy forest pincs

i Arc fitter coronal for thee. The palm,

: The efi'cminnte myrtle, and frail rose may grow

ln gardens, and give out their fragrance there,

Unmanning him who breathes it. Thine it is

' To do a nobler oflice. Generous mind]

Behold thee, and are moved, and learn to rise

Above earth’s frivolous pleasures; they partake

Thy grandeur, at the utterance of thy name.

“God of all truth! in other lands I‘ve seen

Lying philosopher, blasphcming men,

Questioners of thy mysteries, that draw

Thcir fellows deep into impiety;

And therefore doth my spirit seclt thy face

In earth’s majestic solitudes. Even here

My heart doth open all itself to thee.

In this immensity of lonelines,

I feel thy hand upon me. To my ear

The eternal thunder of the cataract brings

Thy voice, and 1 am humbled as I hear.

“Dread torrent, that with wonder and with

fear

Dost overwhelm the soul of him that looks

Upon thee, and dust bear it from itself,—

“i'henco hast thou thy beginning? \Vho sup

plies,

.\ge after age, thy unexhausted springs?

\tht power hath ordered, that, when all thy

weight

Descends into the deep, the swollen waves

Kine not and roll to overwhelm the earth?

D it It i l 1 Q it

“ Never have I so deeply felt as now

The hopeless solitude, the abandonment,

The anguish of a loveless life. Alas!

How can the impassioned, the unfrozen heart

Be happy without love? I would that one,

Beautiful, worthy to be loved and joined

In love with me, now shared my lonely walk

\ On this tremendous brink. "l‘ were sweet to see

lIerdeart'ace touched with palencss, and become

More beautiful from fear, and overspread

\Vith a. faint smile while clinging to my side.

Dreams,-—dretltnl! I am an exile, and for me

There is no conntry and there is no love.

“ Hear, dread Niagara, my latest voice!

Yet a few years, and the cold earth shall close

Over the bones of him who sings thee now

Thus feelingly. Would that this, my humble

verse,

Might be, like thee, immortal! I, meanwhile,

Cheerfully passing to the appointed rest,

Might raise my radiant forehead in the clouds

To liston to the echoes of my fame."

In order to make known to our readers

the merit and rich genius of Jose Jacinto

Milancs “cl escritor Matanzero,” we

extract the following passages from an

Introduction, by his brother, to a volume

_ of his works recently published in Ha.

vana.

“In the year 1837 there was published

in Havana the Aginnaldo Habancro, and

in it appeared for the first time, among

various names of known celebrity, that

.of Milanes, a clerk in a counting house

gin Matanzas, who without having pub

‘lished anything in the periodicals of the

lday or out of them, had written various
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poems, many dramatic Works and a greati

variety of lighter pieces. Born in a cor

ner of Cuba, educated in a poor primary

school, the peculiar taste which he from

childhood evinced for literature and par

ticularly for the Spanish literature of the

seventeenth century, was certainly re

markable. Living in a country purely

commercial and agricultural, without his

tory or monttments, where science and

the fine arts were just beginning to ap

pear, where nature is poetic and abounds

in scenes of wonder, where the intellectu

al movement which is unfolding in Eu—

rope and its accompanying incidents ar

rive with all the exciting prestige of dis

tance, Milanes was'inspiretl with the

noble enthusiasm of accomplishing a

great social mission, and possessed of faith

and hope, selected for the subject of his

songs a moral or philosophical idea,

which, unfolded in a style attractive and

intelligible to every class of persons, car

ries with it constantly a direct or indirect

purpose of utility or instruction.

“ At other times, filled with a senti

ment of melancholy common to reflective

minds, he abandoned himself to lamenta

tions, sad, though never destitute of re

ligious hope, and wandering with solitary

step along the fresh shores of the sea, or

leaning on his elbows over a bridge, be

there poured out, in his most harmonious

strains, the affluent stream of his sublime

sadness. The distinguished poet of

Spain. singing in the midst of the tumult

of a court, excited by its daily prosperous

or adverse events, admirably reflects in

his Works, that condition of the moral

and political crisis, where no idea is fixed,

and where sensations vary at every mo

ment. The Cuban poet, selfinspired,

in a quiet society of normal life, and

where literature never meets the artistic

existence of Europe, insulates himself in

domestic retirement and there strengthens

his reflections—concentrated in a circle

ufinvariable principles—which although

diversified in a thousand ways, neither

corrupts nor changes them.

“ Concerning the incidents of his pri

vate life, which have given an interest to

his sufferings, we cannot and would not

fail to respect the silence which he has

imposed on them. It is sufficient to say

that in his laborious youth and the per

fection of his works, there is seen the

constant use he made of his intellect for

his country’s good, in what he wrote;

his life was always a succession of stain

less deeds directed only to the increase of

though some vulgarly attribute them to

physical infirmity, and name

them the diseased susceptibility of sages

and poets.”

others

FROM THE FRENCH 0F VICTOR CONSIDER.\NT.I

Translated for the Harbinger. '

INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION.

“ To say that Labor is not the destiny of man,

is to deny the evidence of experience.

“To say that Labor is the destiny of man.

and that it cannot become a source of happiness

for him, is to calumniatc God.

“ There are then two laws of Labor :—The

law of Constraint, proceeding from human ig

norance ; the law of Charm and Attraction,

which is of divine revelation.

“ In consequence, two results t—Miscry or

Wealth ; Oppression or Liberty. "— Clarisse

Vigouretu.

DETERMINATION OF THE NATURAL SOCIAL

MECHANISM—SERIAL LAW.

CHAPTER I.

General tendencies to the Group and to the

Srrics.

“\Ve must listen to nature; we must take

nature for our guide. Nature is wiser than our

wisdom. — The Philosophers.

“ “’hat is the meaning of this respect which

the philosophers affect for nature? If they be

lieve that nature ought to be consulted in tho

study of man and of social destiny, how will

they prove that Attraction makes no part ofl

human nature, and that we may study men with- '

out studying passional attraction, of which they

have not said it Word in their hundred thousand

systems.” — Fourier.

 

“ Approach and join our joyous troop."—

Mussel.

We are about to study theoretically the

formation of the social sphere, and seek

for the natural bases of organizations for

its labor and its functions. “"e must not

confound this question, entirely general,

with that of the best mode of establishing

the first or experimental Phalanx,—a

special question nhich we shall treat of

in its place. We are here then face to

face with the fundamental problem— The

determination of the mode of employment

for the collective activity of tnan.

Then since the Phalanx is the elemen

tary social workshop, this general pro

blet-n first particularizes itself under the

following enunciation.

Being given a populnlion offour Inm

dred associated families forming a Plta

lanx on a can/on held as stock by them,

and prcpared, as it has been said previous-;

lg]; to determine llteform of an industrial '

organization adapted lo the tastes, for

the inclination: of the laborers, prairitling'

for the free development of all llu'ir imli-l

vidual faculties; capable in a word of l

spreading charm and attraction over their

labors.

 

 

 

his good name.

" To men of an enlarged intelligence”

This statement of the question leads us

directly to a singularly important an-l

operations as they please. should prefer a.

separation which should isolate them

from each other, this one alone in a

field, that one alone in a work-shop, as

the greater number of civilized labor

ers are to-day. Certainly you cannot

suppose that. This single fact of the It'

bcrly of individuals placed in social

spheres, reveals to you then that the

Group or voluntary reunion of a certain

number of laborers would naturally be

substituted for the isolated mode in all

functions which can be adapted to it,

that is to say in all the functions of ac

tive industry in agriculture, manufacture,

the household education, science, the

fine arts, &c. The industrial organiza

tion of our society, upon the narrow basis

of the family, is then entirely contrary

to the first aim of nature.

Nature intpcls man to large assemblies

,whcre she has provided for the employ

ment of his activity, the play of his fac

ulties, the development of his warm

and noble afli‘ctinns. Civilization traces

around man a narrow circle of selfish in

teresls, it shuts him up in the centre of

this circle, and when he is well shut up,

duly bound, the chain around his neck, to

his trade, to his function, to his solitary

work, then morality intervenes to preach

to this poor ‘isolated slave— Vilhat!

Love of work. Yes, she dins in his cars

that he ought 'to love work! How shall

we qualify such an absurdity as this?

Thus you see this principle of separa

tion, whose highly pernicious influence

perverts the whole social economy of

Civilization, extending its effects to the

employment of human activity. “'e find

it in the relations of active industry giv

ing up man without grace or mercy to

the mortal ennui, to thc imbruting ntony

of isolation. This fundamental principle

of subversive societies, which subjects

man, king of the earth, to the gnawings

of misery, obstructs all IIIUVGIIN’III of his

inclinations and facultios. extending na

ture on a procrnstean bed, and mutilating

man himself as well as preventing the

creation of riches, and the hirtlt of the

material elements of well being; and

drying the sources of production. And

you see the principle of Association and

the great and fertile provisions which flow

frotn it, wonderfully coincide on the con

trary with the development of affinities,

with the play of affections and faculties,

with the exhaustion 'corporanvc ant to

cial passions, which can only open amid

great linmanitary assemblies. of which

the first elements are the groups.

But before proceeding to consequences,

of frank soul and noble heart, to all those ‘ swer, an answer which condemns abrupt- l we ought first to legitimate by solid

who know the worth of a pure intellect , 1y, from the first stop, the whole indns- ‘ proofs what we have said of the tendency

and to what extent a generous nature]

may be wounded, his sufferings will notl

trial system of civilization; for you can

not think that the laborers of the Pha

 
of nature to the Gttour—a word strictly

technical in passinnal science, and which

appear an incomprehensible mystery, al-llanx, perfectly free to organize theirlwe must from this time accept as such;
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we_ought still to study the phenomena‘ical colors, you see subdivisions corres

manifested in the formation of the groups

and in their points of contact. These

demonstrations and studies are so easy

that they consist solely in knowing how

to observe and see clearly what passes

every day under our eyes. Would we

recognize the laws of these natural im

pulses'.l Let us examine them in spheres

where they are not chained and sup

pressed.

II.

“The elements tend to unite. This disposi

tion increases or diminishes in proportion to

their natural atlinities.”— Ch. Bonnet.

At the ball—Ispeak not of the cold,

icy, stifl' ball, of the ball such as civiliza

tion often gives us, and which is one

of its disgraces;_ where the young man

when he conducts his partner to her

seat has exchanged with her two words,

the engagement and the acknowledg

ment; where three women, sitting side

by side, have for the whole evening not a

word, a nod, a smile for each other; a sad

constrained assembly where ennui seizes

on every soul, and shows itself in every

figure through their masks of impassibil

ity; I speak not of that, but of a gay

and joyous ball, animated and alive,

where no one is cramped by etiquette,

where every one knows his circle, where

all feel at case: In such a soiree you see

the company naturally and very quickly

distribute itself in different groups.

Some in the card-playing saloons press

around green carpets of ecarle and other

lively games by the side of more quiet

tables, where ladies of a certain age and

grand parents have their games of whist

and boston; others drawn into the sa

loons, where the orchestra resounds,

“here ladies shine with diamonds and

flowers; mix with the crossing figures of

the country dance, or rapidly whirl away

in the giddy movement of the waltz and

gallopade. Here it is a little knot which

reviews the ball and criticises. There

they prattle literature, and farther on,

they grow warm in politics.

ls supper served? The mass again di

vides; and each to take his place, seeks

the neighborhood of those whom he

loves, of those with whom he desires to

form a relation ; and thus, and always in

 

ponding to the shades of opinion pro

nounce themselves, and each deputy rank

himself in the subdivision which ex

presses his shade; and in this further

subdivision, he takes his place beside

those whose individual characters he pre

fers, beside his plililirnlfricnds,—-a com—

posite exprcssiou, which very well indi'

cates the double force of the affinity

which generates the group.

Thus the particular atfcctions or aflini

ities of character, and the sympathies of

opinion, or aflinilics of industry,-ifl

may be allowed this application of the

term,—naturally determine the formation

of GRot'Ps, their classification, their hie

rarchy. .

These Gnot'Ps, distributed in a hie

rarchical scale, ascending and descending,

wings and centre, form a Serums, already

much more regular in the Chamber than

in the assembly of pleasure; because the

Chamber is a periodical assembly, where

sympathies and antipathies of opinion and

character have time to dcvclop themselves,

are better knewn, better appreciated.

In the colleges and large boarding

schools, you see already the same ten

dencies revealed, and still their natural

impulses conduct more or less confusedly,

according to the facilities afforded by the

sphere, young persons and children, as

well as grown men, to the constitution of

groups, and the affiliation of the groups

in series, whether in matters of opinion,

of studies, or labors, or in parties of

pleasure.

It is especially in hours of recreation,

that the tendency shows itself frankly,

because then individual attractions are

not restrained by forced divisions, and the

despotism of regulations.

Look back at your school or college

days, and you will recollect, that hardly

out of the 'class and the school room

walls, hardly escaped, given up to itself,

to the air, to the sun, in the great play

ground, the collegiate pnpulation immedi

ately formed into different classes. The

first division, that which is so little arbi

trary that nature gives it every where,

and within which the rest form, is that

which corresponds to the scale qfages.

Every scholar, in fact, in every numerous

a free sphere, the groups form naturally i establishment, belongs always, as authen

through allinities of reciprocal adaptation, tically as a soldier to his company, to the

by elective affinities. Examine an as- ; class of the large, or to that of the small,

sembly of another (haracter, a political ‘ or to the intermediate division: and these

assembly; a chamber of deputies. You first divisions still accept regular_ subdivi

will find again under an entirely different sions, which have their special names in

tone, the same effects; you will recog- the college slang.

nize the same tendencies. \Vithin or without these classifications

It is at first a division into three very 1 according to age, the friends, the towns

distinct bodics,—the canrm: and theimen unite in divisions and subdivisions,

two wings — the right and the left: then ! forming bands, and private cliques. These

in each of these three great divisions, categories, determined by ages, charac~

which answer to the three principal polit- ters and positions, do not otherwise hin- , nor child, no person whosoever, could b.

 

 

der the mass from distributing itself for

games into new GnouPs, into new St:

MES. Here is the place reserved for

marbles. It is neatly cleared, squares

are traced, holes dug, and parties organ

ized,—there they play at mumble peg-—

further on at ball—there are the two

camps of prisoner‘s base; and every

scholar joins a side, enrols himself in a

camp, uniting himself to the comrades

whom he loves, avoiding those whom he

loves not, and choosing the games which

suit his taste and which display his

strength and his skill. Thus matters go

in all the numerous assemblies which are

not fettered by disciplinary regulations,

monastic or othersfispecially where at

traction can develop itself freely,—and

this, whatever he the ages, characters,

sexes, positions and ranks.

The division into Series, Groups and

Sub-groups : -—this, then, is what nature

suggests to man; this is the proceeding

which she indicates, and to which she

indiscriminately urges all the individuals

of the race. lfthis aim of nature is now

more strikingly evidenced in the plays of

children and exercise of scholars in their

moments of freedom, than it is in the

relations of the fathers, it is because the

children are nearer to nature than the

fathers, and because the civilized adminis—

tration has not yet created for them those

narrow interests, and those habits of iso

lation which separated (mores/e) labor

forcibly imposes on the greater number of

its functionaries. From all these known

facts, and a thousand others of the same

character, you have the right to deduce

without the possibility of its being con

tested: that every condition of labor

which commences by placing man in a

position antipathic to his nature, and

compulsory, having as its inevitable ef

fect to create rcpugnance for work—the

mode of employing human activity in the

separation which isolates the laborer — is

false a priori, and condemned by prac

tice; that if we would offer to man condi

tions of labor, capable of attracting and

charming him, we must first avoid the

necessity of isolation, and speculate on the

power of assemblies, on the formation qf

Gnours and SERIES. Thus, as a general

principle, every one in the Phalanx aflili—

ates himself to the groups whose charac

ters please him, and whose labors please

him.

This full liberty in the mode of em

ploying human activity, draws after it the

opening and the development of voca

tions or capacities, an immense question,

a question hitherto hardly suspected, and

which at present we restrict ourselves to

indicating. Do we not feel, indeed, that

amid an organization similar to that which

we begin to study, neither man, Woman
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forced to embrace a condition, a trade, con

trary to his will. Birth, position, cir

cumstances, no longer impose anything.

lldAN is freed from the yoke of THINGS.

You have the choice: all the series, all

the groups are open to you. You may

enter every where as a candidate, be

admitted every where on fulfilling the

conditions of your examination; nothing

compels you to enrol yourself in func

tions which are foreign to your tastes.

And thus, from infancy every one applies

himself to labors towards which he feels

himself drawn by his natural aptitudes.

It is the vocation which conducts to the

function.

Now, you do not suppose that services

The sciences, which formerly, in the

dark ages, formed a confused assemblage

of afcw truths mingled with many er

rors, have been divided and subdivided in

proportion as they have been established,

and as the human mind has extended its

domain. Phenomena, whose existence

some centuries since was hardly sus

pected, as those of electricity, now for

nish numerous branches, of which each

demands special studies and special men.

The further we advance in the field of

discoveries, the ntore we shall be con

vinced, that as all is connected in the

system of nature, so all our knowledge

should be classed in genealogical or seri

al order. The arts besides, exact also

will be worse conducted, for being colt- analogous divisions and classifications.

fided to characters which have rcspcetive-fl‘hcre is nothing in this which is not

ly taste and vocation for them. And as l known and commonplace.

nature has not made men alike in tastes, Thus all in the creation, in the domain

in faCUIties! l" Opinionsi and in “Gallons, of human activity and intelligence, is

we may be assured 0f finding in an subjected to this serial law,—a supremo

assortment of eighteen hundred charac-llaw, without, which, order, harmony and

ters, material for the construction of all‘lhe unity of the universe would be but

the Sean-:5 whose functions will belwords Then, if all objects on which

necessary or useful to the Phalanx. Weiman is called 1,0 exercise his physical

shall resume this question lfller- activity or his intellectual energy, are

Thus. with some exceptions and spe- arranged and classified in Settles, from

cial adaptations, work of every descrip-llhelr very germ, man must, also accept

lion is 616°“le in the Phalanx by this SERIAL form for the arrangement and

numemus groups, composed 0f seem‘ies‘classification of his labors, under penalty

or members, Wlumm'lly assemble‘l by a lie ! of placing himself in revolt against the

of 353mm", and by a common Preference l natural order, of placing himself out. of

for the function of the group. This.th Universal Unity, of operating in a

labor, selected frotn free choice, becomes l disorderly system on the creation, and of

thenceforth as pleasant as it is sad and 1‘ lhus missing the path and the act of his

repugnant in the loneliness of separation; destiny,

for gayety, attraction and joy arise inevi- And if all this is "as, the passional

tably in "umem‘ls assembliest we“ :18- organism of man must have been predis~

sorted by reciprocal adaptations posed for this SERIAL form; and man

“I. must have been urged by nature to dis

_ tribute his activity in a method parallel to

“ It seems to me that the Eternal \Vtsdorn . . . .

could only prescribe what was suitable to the the. natural distribution of the objects on

nature 0 unmet“! It In“? have ("111le "S which this activity was called to exert

laws to the being winch It had creatod.”— itself.

Spurzheim.

Now ma, we have recognized in man It will doubtless appear superfluous to

a certain order of minds to insist upon
the tendencies to the Gnour and to the .

Snares, as general passional facts, it is the value 0f Whal' ‘Ye have J“? de"el'

oped. A whole social systetn is there,
easy for us to understand that the su- 4 _

preme intelligence must. have saturated and an“ “0" a syslem 0‘. human (ireauont

but a system thought by God, wrlled by
our nature with these two tendencies. '

Man, in fact, being called to conduct his God, and stamped by him on the face of

all the worlds.
terrestrial domain to act upon his globe _

l , Sum total. This chapter, as a whole,

to LABOR, he must have been predisposed _ _

to acermin law of work __mherwise’ God has shown us that the general condttton
9

would be inconsistent. Now, all creation

is classed in serial order ; the three king

doms, the animal, vegetable and mineral,

divide and subdivide into classes, orders,

genera, species, varieties, tenuities, &c. ;

so that we are compelled in studying

them, to catalogue and arrange them in

Gnomes and SERIES of Gnocrs, as they

are in nature. This classification bears

the name of Natural Method.‘

 

common sense, very doubtful, since the relation

of sirnilitude which forms the basis of such

classifications, ranging togethcr, for instance, all

animals of the cat tribe, all of the horse tribe,

is not the basis of the Group or Series such as

we find it in nature, except among the few ani

mals which form industrial or domestic associa

tions. The group which the naturalist or the

painter recognizes, is one exemplifying con

trasts, as between the bird, the tree and the

insect, the horse and the grass, 6m. — groups of

adaptation, and not of oo-opcration.- Ta.

 

 

"‘ A word whose application is, however, in the

 

l

l
 

of industrial attraction is the performance

of Work in GROUPS arm SERIES or

GROUPS,—tlle natural method, which

has been directly revealed to us by the

play of the elective Oflintlics.

Let us now study more closely the

special conditions of attraction, to arrive

at the precise determination of this for

ntula.

To be Continued.

RELIEF roe Mexico. The distresses

of Ireland have quickened the sensibilities

of men. Want there, has brought out

a wealth of kind feeling here. It is im

possible too that this philanthropy can be

limited. Hence the wish has been ex

pressed to furnish relief to the starving

poor of Mexico. \Ve have heard com

parativcly little of the internal condition

of that country, but enough has reached

us to make it sure that invasion and civil

disorders have accomplished in a warmer

lone nearly what an unpropitious nature

has done in Ireland. In the last de

spatches from Gen. Taylor, we find that

many of the retreating army of Santa

Anna were perishing from starvation.

A country traversed by armies, groaning

under forced contributions, wasted by

violence and prostrated by fear, can be

no fit habitation for man, woman or child.

Those who are tied to the soil, endure all

the \vretchcdness of want and danger of

famine, besides the other uuutterable hor

rors of fire, sword and violence. Here

is a call for help on our own continent.

These starving poor of Mexico have also

another claim upon us. Their misery is

chiefly the creation of our own govern

ment. Our government has let loose

upon them the bad passions of men,

trained and organized so as to sweep

down every defence of virtue and inde

pendence. While Christian Europe is

compelled by its own destitution and de

pendenee upon this continent for food, to

look on in silent. horror at this enormity,

the famine which man has made, proceeds

just as the famine which God has made

goes on in Europe.

Are we powerless to act in this matter?

if so, here is another strange element in

our position toward Mexico. If our gov

ernment, on its own responsibility, has

produced great sufl'ering in Mexico, are

we therefore as individuals precluded from

relieving those who are in want and dis

tress? Are the relations of our human

nature suspended by what our profligate

rulers have done or can do? Yet the an

swer is generally made that to give a crust

of bread to a poor Mexican is giving “ aid

and comfort to the enemy,” and comes

under the definition of treason. If this be

so, we tnust steel our hearts against all

accounts that tnay reach us of misery that

we can neither prevent our government

from inflicting, nor be allowed to alleviate

as individuals. If not, is there not work

for all to do!

Most men to whom this at-tion has been

suggested have shrunk from their inter

pretation and from the penalties of treason.

They ltave been unwilling to entertain the

idea ofa halter in connection with feeding

those whom our government is bent

upon torturing. They are wise perhaps,

but give to us the simplicity and fervor of

Woman. It has been suggested by more

than one gentle spirit that the women

take this matter in hand,—that they stake
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their innocence and helplessness against

God grant that this may be done, if not

tiow, are long.

selves of a part of the responsibility of

this infernal violence. Be just before you

are generous.

this country, if ever paid, will require

generations to do it. Who will take a

step in this matter 1 -— C/rroriulype.

TllE ll'URKlN'GllEN’S PROTEC

l'll'E UNION.

This enterprise for ameliorating the

condition of the poor and producing por

tion of the community, has ceased to be

a mere speculative theory, and settled

down into a real winner of fact.

The Union already numbers twenty

Divisions, mostly in Massachusetts and

New Hampshire, and containing in the

aggregate over twelve hundred members;

which number is rapidly augmenting.

The Union is governed and regulated

by a Supreme Di\isiun composed of del

egates from the several Subordinate Di

visions, in the ratio of one delegate to

every twenty-five qualified members, and

holds its meetings quarterly.

As we have several times stated, one

of the prominent objects of this Union is,

to purchase the necessaries of life, food,

fuel, clothing. and so forth, at wholesale

prices, thereby saving the enormous pro

tits which now fall into the hands of

speculators and exchangers, and which are

so great at times, as to actually render

the poor laboring mart incapable of pro

viding a comfortable subsistence for his

family; throwing him into the control of

the capricious, or upon the charities of

the world, without education, and that

manly independance so essential to hu

man happiness and virtue. This is ac

complished by combining the available

funds of each member so as to purchase

their goods in large quantities. and at

seasonable times, which is done through

a “ Board of Trade,” appointed by the

Supreme Division for this purpose, and

throuin which the ditferent Divisions

transact most of their mercantile affairs,

entirely upon the rash sysmri. Indeed,

the whole business of the Union is c'on~

ducted strictly upon this principle; there

by avoiding an evil of no small magni

tude. '

The practicability and advantage of

this institution must be apparent to every

reflecting mind. By it the poor man may

be enabled not only to provide more com

fortably for the physical wants of these

dependant upon him, but, also to furnish

them with educational mcaus— means ofv

developing and perfecting the immortal

mind and fitting themselves for lives of

usefulness and honor. Taking this view

of the subject, we look tipoii this institu

tion as a great means of bettering the

\Ve may thus rid our-

Now if this is but. albeginning, whatlland. Of all the men engaged, under

all barbarous laws, and send help to the|inay not reasonably be echcied-when the any name. in reforming society, _where

wretched victims of our war in Mexico. scheme becomes more general and ma- will you find one who l't’Jl'IOPS in the

jtiire? When its operations shall become

eitieiidedl And when instead of hun

idreds, its members shall number thous

ands, and the combined energies and ex

ibrought to bear upon this object?

‘ ell, already, has two Divisions, numbering

nearly two hundred members; each

Division having a store under successful

,opcration; and the results of which have

5 thus far been hieg satisfactory. We feel

ya degree of confidence and pleasure in

lreeommending this institution to the

,workingmen and women of this city, he

llieving they may be much benefitted if

{they will make proper use of the advan

tages it offers. physically, intellectually,

and socially. Those however, who would

have no higher object, in joining such an

‘association, than dollars and cents, may

find some things uncongenial; such,

, therefore, we should advise not to be over

anxious about enlisting, for we want men

and women of principle, heart and soul—

those who look beyond the mere pecuniary

advantages of the institution, to the final

good and elevation of humanity, and use

them as "waits to this great and good

cud.— Voice of Industry.

VICTORY.

Who huzzas, who rejoices, who illu

minates at the victory of one prize fighter

over another?

humane and more rational than the Mex

ican War. That war is one of agression

on our part. without an object. A prize

fighter wins the stakes. He may live

and flourish on them. Vt’e have taken

Vera Cruz. No corn will grow there.

We dare not hold it a month for the yel

low fcver. If we were to take all Mex

ico, so much the worse. We know not

what to do with it. We shall go to

splinters and to “old scratch,” settling

the question what shall be done with it.

Why rejoice then at victory! Defeat

would be more profitable to us. Retreat

Would be more honorable. Yet thous

ands of all parties, who cannot give the

sign of a reason for it, will rejoice and

glorify, and play the gander over the fall

of Vera Cruz as if hidden treasures had

lbeen discovered. But shameful and dis

gusting as this joy is, it is not so univer

sal and unmitigated as it Would once have

been. In the light of other times, the

lightning nerves of the land, if they had

been strong then, would have set the

country iitto one universal and simultane

ous shout. it is a thing of late and bet

ter times for people to wish or dare not

to rejoice at victory. Tons of thousands

'now in all parts of our country view an

,uuiicccssary, not to to say an unjust war,

iwith uriutterahle disgust and horror, and

,ihey are our most valuable citizens, too.

|Tbey are the men of genius and moral

 

 

Yet a prize fight is more‘

i 

l

The debt to Mexico from perieiice of these thousands, shall bc'cess in destroyin

Low- of joy to him.

 

condition of the Working people, or at power. They are the men who are busy”

least, ofgreailv mitigating the depressive irt reconstructing society, building up all

tendencies of Labor, and finally leading'good institutions and customs, and tear

it to seek onta permanent rune/lg]. Tlie'ing away bad ones; men who are at

weekly trade of the Union is about flVGIthl’k With no selfish aim, but heroically,

thousand dollars, which at the low esti- laboring for the good of all now and here

niztie of ten per cent. on the usual inodeslafter, rescuing the poor discouraged

of purchasing goods, would amount tolbroiber front the Circeun cup, preaching‘

liveihuiidred dollars per week saved to freedom for the slave, lightening the la-lv

the members, or the snug little sum of bur of the smothered operative in the fac-l

twenty sir thousand dollarsa year. Thus tory, slaving oft" from our young andl

it Will be seen that. the Union, although happy country the land monopoly which

in its infancy, is doing no mean business. _ has cursed Great Britain and starved lre- l

 

victories of our abused arinyl He may

rejoice that no more are slain. He re

joices at every sign of humanity and for

bearance in our Generals. But their suc

Mexicaiis is no cause

t will be time enouin

for him to illuminate when peace is de—

clared.

Mexico is back half way to the dark

ages. She has been baptized in blood,

brought up in robbery and murder. She

is poor and proud, yet not without a. dis

position to come forward in the march of

national greatness.

It seems a horrible thought. that all the

science of vihich we have been boasting

for half a century, and all the health

which steam and machinery have created

for us should be concentrated upon the

infernal machinery which is to thrust poor

Mexico further back into darkness. in

God‘s name “6 ask is there to he no such

thing as Washingtonianism among na~

tions? That would have forgiven Mexi

co her debt, would have reasoned patient

ly and borne abuse. That would ha\e

made her a presentof a railroad or too.

That, whatever precautions it might have

taken to resist any hostile attack, would

have taken all possible care to conceal

from her any appearance of hostility. it

would have felt none. It Would have

praised every effort to do right. It Would

have made all but the tyrants of that un

happy country the admirers of the United

States. It would have gained a. victory

worth illuminating for.

As to the victories of Palo Alto, Re

saca de la Palrna, Monterey, Buena Vis

ta and Vera Cruz, one would fain draw

the pail of everlasting darkness and ob

livion over them. They are hideous

phantoms that belong to past centuries.

Who is there, of the most game-cock

instincts, that Would not, if he could,

roll back the scroll of President Pulks

war to Corpus Christi, and save the ten

thousand brave but thoughtless young

men who have died of gushes, and bullet

holes, and fever on mud couches! Do

you say, we have convinced the World of

our strength! Who in Europe, who in

Americapdid not know that we could do

all we have done, provided we ware fools

enough to pay for doing it! The im

provements in science have made success

in war a mere question of money. The

deepest purse is sure of victory. If you

will pay $100,000,000 you can easily

buy science enough to whip a nation

which can pay but $ 10,000,000.

Conquering and keeping conquered, so

that the worm you trample shall not

writhe and sting you, is another thing.

Science has yet learned no way to do

that. \Ve may spend another hundred

millions to conquer a peace with Mexico

and after all have to beat clear back

where we began and do it by kindness.—

Cliranolype.

 

STRANGE ITEMS. It is estimated that

the amount annually expended in New

York city for cigars is not. less than

$730,000. It is also said that 17,000

sacks of sawdust are annually consumed

in London alone, for sloflirig dolls.

 

An exrihange thus advertises: “Two

sisters want washing.” We hope they

may get it.
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Transcendentalism ill this, although we?

,accept his own positive conclusions with
REVIEW.

,nll our heart. But first we will extract

Ollllines (2/. a Philosophifal Argll'm’"! 0" i the passage in which he sums up in his

' ' l . .Ilie Infinite, and the Final Cause oflusmfl succinct and {"8th way, the

Crealion; and on the Inlerraurse be-- ,

hm" the Soul and the B",/y_ By . whole history and sum of Transcenden

EMANUEL SWEDENBORG. Translated , talism :

from the Latin, by JAMES Jons GARTii’

\VILKINSON, Member of the Royal Col-i “ Now what is Trancendentalisml It

lege of Surgeons of London. London: had been argued by Bishop Berkeley in

William Newbery, 6 King Sireet,lhis ingenious Dialogues, that what we

Holborn; Boston: Otis Clapp, Schooliterm the world is after all but our OWn

Street. 1847. pp. xxx. and 160. sensations, and that given the totality of

We have here another 818 am volume these sensations, we have no need of an

g ]ouiward universe. His logic was ac

fl'om lhe swe‘ienborg Assmmlinn i" l cepted as irresistible by ‘ thinkers ’ in all

London, who are rapidly presenting tomouutries, and at all events no counter

the world the philosophical works of that 1 statement hating the "witness. portabil

llty and plausible character of the Bish

profound thinker, in a style of permanence , 0p.e scheme‘ was made m the time or

and “WW Which Shows “'i‘h What a I has been made up to this hour. lfithe

reverence every trace of his mind's work- principle of the Dialogues were true, the

ings is regarded_ The It oumlms on the 1 Irish metaphysician had demolished the

' - 1, - o - Ivalidity of the external universe; and in
Infi‘me’ were (mgmany PUhhSth by g so doing had achieved a triulnpll for scep

Swedenbol'g in Latin, in 1734, mgeu'erltieism which implied clearly enough

with the Opera P/lilusopllim el Minerall'afthose other victories that it was after

. . . . l ~ - .
of which the Pnnczpla forms the first‘w‘"ds ‘0 gal" 1" {he hands Qf Datfid

volume It seems to have been wrian ‘ Hume and his continental admirers and

. . . SUCCESSUYS.

afiel' the P"_""P'”: and may be regarded “ The Scotch meta hysician took the

as intermediate between that and the matter up where the ishop left it, and,

Economy quhe Animal Kingdom, both ofv as it is supposed by learned philosophers,‘

which works are now in English in a proved.thm' the law.“ (cause m'd 656ml

' . . . . was without foundation in the nature of

style uniform With this now belore us.
‘ things, and was but a prejudice, useful

Of course those who have become "Ilenougll in common life, but not valid in‘

any degree familiar with Swedenborg's philosophical argument; I'- Was there-l

geneml mode 0f thinking, Wm find lheml fore the glory of this thinker, that he had

. re ealed or rather dis roved all real co
bner essays run or moround Md pmfim' lieision in man and natpilre, and made of

ble observation; interesung and wages the universe an incoherent nullivcrse, a

tive, if not exhaustive of the silliject,?WlliI'l 0f 9061i"! sequencesi and *1 delll'i‘

. t , ). 7which of course they cannot be. 'I‘hcylons Lhasa ofl‘m'

. . . “ At this stage his own countrymen

rather point out the difficulties of the pro-, Raid and others, ’very properly rejected

blem, and indicate "16 only ""6 melhOdlhis whole theory, centre, antecedents,

of gaining light upon ii,than attemptaiconscqueuts and all, as a useless and

complete philosophy “re do no, p,.e_‘|fruitless thing, one of the entities over

the number requisite for mankind; and
some to criticize them here, but silnply,,hey beumk themselves w common sense,

recommend them to the thoughtful reader. as an asylum {mm monstrous ratiocina.

The students of such things are few, and l tions. and a heavy check to absurd prin

such only as have an irresistible attrac-iclplcs Tldl‘i‘llncmzwns' ONo'hso we con'

. - . tluenta ll user are. n is contrar
tion to.search into the heart 'of things.i(;ermanypprod“éed a mind, in the persjd

There 18 "'9 same deep T811210"! b36k~iof Immanuel Kant, that thought it worth

ground to these, as to all the speculations While to accept this progeny of scepti

of Swedenborg; and their distinctive and 1 Cisgni lb?” §elf'c°ndemn?g by. “8 mm?!

. . ion to we it grave consi oration, a 051
Pom hoPeru} have 18 ‘hm they are 8p"- tive foi-zm, and a. life-long educationpandi

“"31 and mechanical 3‘ "me! “13" they development. It grew up into transcen-z

ever strive to read one law in all the ob- dentalism, a system worthy of its seed,i

jects of the senses and of the inmost and filremlyferpemating the, Powers andi

souL qualities of its parent scepticism.

“ The point of Transcendentalism was‘
“ o - -Ihe Imm‘luclm'y Remarks b) “withts, that whereas the arguments against

 

 

 

 

 

fended beyond it. For instance, we have

a right to say that the universe has a

cause in God, if we thereby mean that

such is the way in which our minds are

obliged to think; but if we further mean

that our propositioll is an outward or ob

jective fact, independent of our oun

minds, we become guilty of an inconse

quence. It is true that we have the idea

of God, but how do we prove that there

is a real object existing out of us, corres

ponding to that idea; that there is a God

as an outward or inward object of reason!

May not God he only the pruritus of our

own uneasy faculties!

“ lit a word, the upshot of Trascenden

talism was, to regard all sensation,

knowledge and thought as subjective,

and to make the individual believe all the

manifestations of God, nature or human

ity which are made to his mind, as so

many presentations of his own being.

In this way each man becomes shut in the

case of an opaque and impenetrable self

hood, which not only absorbs and des

troys all outward truth, but makes l't im

possible to have any confidence ill the ex

istence of our brother man. To accept

these consequences is the manner in

which Transcendentalism has answered

scepticism!

“It will easily be seen that on the

foregoing principles Transcendentalistn

utterly ignores all those rcnsoniugs

which are based upon the truth of out

ward nature, and that it shows a long

list of subjects of which the investiga

tion is declared ‘impossible.’ Never in

fact. did any one man proclaim so many

things ‘impossible’ as Immanuel Kant:

to limit the human faculties was his

glory; to accumulate impossibilities was

his science. Theology was impossible,

and ontology especially was impossible;

and indeed scarcely anything possible

was left, saving nonentity and termin

ologv.

" Thus metaphysics, after dreaming a

While in Berkeleyism, became rambling

and delirious ill Home, and sank into

confirmed idiocy or Cretinism in Kant,

Who, to the false movements and func

tions of past scepticism, gave a correse

ponding false organization or body, and

endowed the monster with a power of

propagating it: kind, and filling the

world with a lineage of abominable in

ventious.”

Now we do not think it just to charge

upon Transcendentalislu, (whose distinc

tive feature is the recognition of innate

ideas aad a. necessity of the mind for be

lieving in more than the senses furnish

any notion of ab mh‘a,) a merely scepti

cal tendency. Kanl, it is true, does not

.prove the objective reality of things; he

Translator ” should be read by every one ‘, the possibility of our seeing an external ; considers all such proof impossible. He

who is at all interested in the philosoplli-llllvm'dv are unanswerablei ,lel 0‘" wm'l‘lloonfines himself within the sphere of

cal tendencies of the times. In a few] 6 freely conceded w comm or our OWH‘I’sychology, and leaves Ontology alone,

d d , b] _ _ lBanflllUlIS, valid for us, though not for} - .

clear an I a mira _y written pages, thlslitself; “me and space being i forms 0“All that can be demonstrated,accordlug to

Introduction contains the most pertinentiscnsc,’ true of tnan, though not of ob-lhim, is that we, by the rery constitution

and thorough criticism upon modern Phil-llec's- Flmhel‘morei “5 lhe law "f ""56 of our nature, by the very forms of

osophy which we have ever seen. Its ob- 1 and. eflect' and several other fundnmg'llal thought inseparable from our every act of

. . . ‘ inOUOHS, are found to have no abidingl , .

Ject is to show the relation of bwedenhorg . place in the surfaces or sensminn' Tram consciousness. must see things so ; that

to the prevalling or Transcendental sys-lscendentalism says here again, ThPSGlSUClt and such things are realities 10 us,

toms of thought, and to save him from be-lltlws‘ are "19 {Prms 0" thoughl' ""9 furland that we abnegate our very identity

ing read and considered from any such point i the undersmnd'l'g’ ‘hm'gl' "m for Oblems’ i when we suppose them not real. One al

. ‘V , and therefore you may fairly declare that! . .
of View. e cannot feel that the writer! ready a sceptlo may find confirmation per

_ I they are valid within the circle of that

does full Justice to what has been called,faculty, but not to be predicated or de-ihaps in this, and doubt more strongly
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than ever before, whether anything ex

ists. But Kant, it seems to us, assumes

that the objective reality of things is

above proof, and not that they have no

objective reality. He limits philosophy

to the only province which to him seems

practicable for it, to the ascertaining of

the laws and forms of thought, assuming,

not the unreality, but the existence of ob

jects corresponding with these forms.

And certainly, it has been the effect of

the transcendental movement, so called,

in modern history, to nourish and to save

much faith in higher things; it has been

the antidote to scepticism and to low

utilitarian materialism. It has kindled

enthusiasm, poetry, heroism, the love of

liberty, of beauty, of mankind, of God.

The warmest and most hopeful side of‘

human progress has been more or less

identified with it, so far as it would go.

But in these last words begins its proper

censure. Transcendentalism stops short

with the vague and unlimited; it shrinks

by an habitual tendency from any positive

system; it is afraid of mathematics,

afraid of mechanism, of orders and de

grees; positive organic method, such as

reigns in nature, it is reluctant to accept

into life. _

And here Dr. W'ilkinson criticises it

fairly. Transcendentalism, having burst

the bonds of the old materialism, ought

to have gone farther and reconciled the

material with the spiritual. It wanders

in the vague, it hovers impracticable over

the whole field of life, alighting no

where, for the want of a science of cor

respondences, a doctrine of Universal

Unity. It has dwelt so long upon the

idea of the shaping mind, that it has

come to regard the mind as all, its ob

jects nothing. It strives to forget that

the individual soul is but a part among

parts in a perfect whole ; andthat “ every

intellectual faculty is likewise a sense,”

having realities corresponding to it. We

quote again :

" Thus much we feel it necessary to

say to the readers of the Oullines, in

rebuke of that exceedingly artful charge

of materialism which the metaphysicians

are so prone to make against all real

views of the soul; in which views, as we

said before, we fear it is the commanding

reality that is repugnant, and not the

materialism. For if the human mind is

conversant with the gross bodies, forces,

properties and things of sensation, as it

undoubtedly is; and if there is nothing

in the higher faculties corresponding in

palpable reality to sensation: if the un

derstanding and the reason have no real

but only a formal validity in their ideas

and conceptions; then how fearful the

weight and preponderance of the- five

senses.l They have all things on their,

side, with no counterbalance whatever.g

If, however, as we maintain, all the intel

lectualjbczillics are likewise senses, and if

world, then there is some hope of anlthat it is extremely difficult to discuss it

equilibrium between the inner and thelwithout falling into truisms which it

outer man. In moral battles, reason may

have sense with it as well as against it,

and in hours of despondency, faith may

find comfort in the endowment of sight.

‘ Q ‘ . U U

“The failures of philosuphy in the

above respect, have in truth a simple

root, and one which it is not difficult to

discover by the light furnished in the

writings of Swedenborg. Neglect of

facts, internal and external, as the basis

of certain very ordinary inductions,—

this neglect, which Bacon came to signal

ize in his own day, is the source and

cause of the shortcomings of metaphysi

cians ever since. 1. As a principal

error, man has not been steadily regarded ,

asa finite being; and consequently the’

investigation of forms, which is a path of'

fruitfulness, has been superseded by ai

barren quest after unformed matter, and

ldisembodied life; both of which are ne

nessarily inappreciable, and finitely

speaking indeed, are non-entities. 2.

God has been regarded otherwise than as

given in revelation and experience, and

consequently philosophical theology has

had no basis and has had no progress.

3. Nature has been limited to the pheno

mena presented to the senses, because its

internal parts, like the human powers,

have been considered divine and infinite,

and consequently occult ; in other words,

nature has been emptied of series and

degrees, and principles have consequently

been deprived of their legitimate un

broken connection by similar means with

efiects and ends. These are some of

the reasons for which philosophy has re

mained a blank, with much pretension on

its side, and small human usefulness."

The writer is especially severe upon

the main occupation of our impracticable

philosophers, which is the “study of

their own consciousness.” It is a merit

ed rebuke, and too good to be passed by.

“ Yet we may, without deeply investi

gating the moral estate of the church,

observe one fact with respect to the

intellectual constitution of philosophy,

which will go far to account for its inertia

and incapability ; we mean the lymphatic

temperament it manifests; the lazy atti

tude in which it performs its tasks; the

easy-chair study of its own consciousness

as the grand book and volume of instruc

tion. The poor Iiindoo, gazing into his

navel for a resolution of difliculties and a

comprehension of mysterious things, is

worthin engaged in comparison with

those who are occupied year after year in

‘ probing their consciousness.’ The only

fact of which they are thoroughly con~

scious in their introspections, and which

might be usefully recorded and remem

bered, viz., their flat ignorance of them

selves, is, alas! not written among their

discoveries. But what profit is there in

studying aconsciousness which does not

involve among its conscious elements the

knowledge which they seek? Or if it

does inVolve this information, then the'

information is already obtained, and there

is no need to seek it. We must be sore

ly perplexed indeed when we do not

know our own minds. . . . . .

“ The notion of eliminating a philoso

 

their objects are real, outward, forcible

and impressive, like those of the visiblel

phy from the analysis of consciousness,

is so profoundly, so intimately absurd,

seems ridiculous to enunciate. The

office of man is far other than at

any point of his life to bring him

self to a stand-still, that he may exam

ine his own wheels and mechanism.

The fact of motion, of action, of will, is

the grand human potency, and this fact is

necessarily abrogated to the last degree,

and as far as may be, unnoticed, during

the pretended examination of conscious

ness. The business of life, and especial

ly of philosophy, is to alter and enlarge

and improve the human knowledge or

consciousness; by no means to fix its

limits at any given or any possible stage.

A philosophy which seeks to rivet a par

ticular consciousness as a boundary upon

the human mind, is the organon of a

preposterous conceit, and Would consis

tently nip childhood in the bud, prevent

all improvement, and deny the possibility

of education. Yet such a philosophy is

the inevitable growth of that false view,

that man is not finite but infinite, that he

‘ is a life, and not a recipient of life.

“ Had the latter point been thoroughly

acknowledged, we should then have had

before us a creation and a subject in

which every thing.was knowable; a uni

verse of forms generating qualities, and

adapted to uses, which was the object of

science and organic philosophy in all its

departments, from Theology to Cosmog

ony. On the other hand, the denial of

form to the mind and soul, and the conse

quent tacit predication of infinity of both,

has made knowledge cease with the sen

ses, and the surfaces thereof, and has,

in point of power and intelligence, finited

man‘s reason in many respects to a de

gree much below the instincts ofanimals.

In theology the same cause has degraded

the Christian below savage tribes. and

made the consolations of that Gospel

which brought life and immortality to

light, incomparany inferior in reality and

distinctness to the poor lndian's belief in

the Great Spirit and the happy hunting

fields.”

 

In the passages which follow, (and we

need not apologize for being liberal in

our quotations,) are many things which

may be said of Fourier with not less jus

tice than of Swedenborg. Indeed, they

are said of the whole tendency of the

age, and of the workings of God’s truth

in the minds of this generation. Let

those who neglect the social problem,

from the feeling that it involves too many

mechanical considerations, that there is

too much mathematics in it for the mind's

poetic liberty, and too much of the posi

tive and definite for the soul that loves

the infinite and that would look down on

circumstances ;-let those who continu

ally say, “ consult your own soul,cherish

the soul, meditate on God, and be all

sufficient in yourself, and let society and

circumstances come round as they will;

but do not begin at the wrong end; do

not begin with setting the material right

first,” read and ponder well. There is

more hopeful speculation in these para

graphs than in a whole library of meta

physics.
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“The reader will see at the firstlpreponderance of something over noth

glance, that the work before us has a ing.”

mechanical tendency, and aims at a real- ‘

ity of knowledge on the deepest subjects, “ The first grand fruit of the mechan

stich as the moderns themselves, oftenical spirit, is the infusion of industry into

accused as they are of a mechanical the soul of philosophy. For what is

spirit, would scarcely venture to hope for, now required of philosophy’.‘ Simply

even in the sciences of chemistry and this, that it. shall be the Science of sci

pliysics. Yet on account of this veryycnces. The mechanical spirit insists that

tendency, we augur that it has a function l philosophical teachings shall be equally

in the busy World, and will be acceptablehefinite and real with the facts of the

to its true citizens. It tells us not to he senses, and the texture of positive knowl

ashamcd that we ‘live in a mecliauictilicdge. No utnbilical contemplations, no

age.’ The laws of mechanics—do not non-sense, have the slightest power with

they, too, come from the infinite? hilly‘lhe student who has acquired positive

there not be superlative perfection inLknowledge in other departments. lf phi

lhem as well as in any other laws! So losopliy has “ no assets," it must work

long as the laws of the soul are un-iand acquire. It must till the ground of

known, how shall we be certain that thelcreation, to produce the noblest crop of

deeper analogies of mechanics are not,all, which nature will acknowledge and

those very laws‘.l Let us then look for'claim as her own production. lts results

a moment at the privilege we enjoy, inImust not be contrivances, or inventions,

that we are among the first to ‘live in a or wooden systems, but juicy fruits,

mechanical age.’ which have absorbed the choicest dew of

u Remark at the outset, that [he q,ms_ the sciences,_and embodied it in forms of

tion at present is not between the age of‘ hmhlyv hrhhaml)’ real beyond compel“

gum and we age of mechanics_ werellmn, and big With utility.l And when

we still living, an undiseased igreneration,‘ever Phil“?th "mum's ‘ thOSS'hlei’ 1‘

fresh from otir Maker’s hands, in liis' mus? Shhmh do be "fined as a forward

gpn-ious primeval when“), home in mental, usurping the dress and name and

pure and most perfect love in the celeslial I functions of another, and its education

warmth ofcrcation; reading the Word on-pmhs' "commence at ‘he hehhh and

ly in the Works; suckled by the maternalih‘ ‘he WPrkShhp or the sc‘ehces' I"

earth, or fed with nectared fruit, in quick l §h"rlt Phlh’sf’PhY mus‘ ‘ehCh l" h‘am‘

anticipation, by [he obsequious "wading; and discern the nature of man

brotherhood and sisterhood, wedded love, from hls extended hmrkst from the ehure

and family nearness, the unfailing prn- hOdY as the Pl‘Y81"¥"0m_Y or ‘he 50"],

mise of a heavenly society; space notlfrom the great frame of nature as the

putting asunder those whom God had I meaps to an end, and the analogue of hu

united ; _we|-e we still enduring in thiSImanity, from revelation as a divine fact

original estate, the“, can be no quesdonland enlargement of nature; from the

how superfluous would be the officious'h‘gheSt Powers Which the hhmh" mlhd

ministrations of an; and with what has yet attatncd,_consulcred_ as means to

we||-foundcd composure we should re_ a further elevation. It Will then have

pug" fm. onrselves the influences m. sometlitpg tangible to present, which _‘a

offers of a mechanical age. lint this'meChamcal age ’ cah handle, ahd ,‘he 'h'

first, estate has gone. and it is ,heltcllectual months \villolfer-their yield of

laziness of phi|usnphy to regret it precious grains, each in his season. _ln

That sensuality which was once the fall,i‘h's case ‘he schinces themsaves’ ,“mn‘

has become the floor of a new heaven'lterruptcdly supplied from the fountainsof

and henceforth the natural man is infinite. . docmhei _Wl|_| be but philosophy in its

The conditions are inverted. Natural ‘ Iowa," d?r“'a“9hst ahfl,w'h carry "'5 whe

truth has become the basis of all truth; and "3 lhro'm'hg sle ‘0 lhe, humble“

the necessary foundation of sociay; am.l‘door, down to the very limits of the

mechanical truth is the ultimo ratio senscs' Thencehonh ph'lusophy c?"

of natural {with The questiom than, never fall; for to attetnpt to shake it,

has between mechanics, and rude, un_‘W0llld call forth not gowned disputants,

skilled adaptations: between the casual but hhmhh him"? m "5 herence' For

and ignorant gratificmion of animal wlirit, after all, is true philosophy, but

wants, and the steady maintenance and ‘he _rhh""hl m?“ to ‘9“ “.hbohhded

heahhy expansion of me of the sou1:‘charity, the quick-eyed intelligence of

between occult qualities in the sciences,ibr°‘herly love; 5* ‘hlhg apprec'hme m

abstractions in philosophy, and porten_;one form OTHEHOIIIBI' by all the dwellers

tous mysteries in theology, on the onelhlmh earlh'

hand; and definite objects of all degrees} We trust that these extracts will in

on the other: between the affectionsi -

reduced to blind instincts, and separated duce many to get the buck and read me

by the chums of space and "me; andllntroduction for themselves. And we

the same affections intelleciunlizci], anddmpe that we shall hear from Dr. \Vilk

combined naturally, and hereafter moral-'inson more at length upon the same a".

ly, into an indissoluble society, which the im (mam themes There is no wri‘er

laws of creation, equally with the influ-l p . ' -

ences of the spiritual world, tend to per- 0f Enghsh’ as we funcy' hem“ quahfied

petuats for ever. In a word, the dispute lo "83-1 "tem

is between mechanics as an exponent of

the inward sphere and an indication of

the future time; and metaphysics, haug

ing in middle air over the fruitful earth,

bewailing a superstitious past, dreaming

of an unlikely future, and in the mean

. . pp. 24.
time leaving the present to the conduct of - - -

the abused spim of mechanics_ The ThIS‘ is the first of a series of Tracts,

imue is as certain as the triumph of the object of which will be to lead to a

capacity over incapacity, or as the truer understanding of Swedenborg,and,

Q G O I .

 

No. I. Letter toTrade for the Times.

New York: Puba Swerlenborgian.

1847. (Sold by Otis Clapp, Boston.)

lished by John Allen, 139 Nassau St.,l

if we may judge from this present num

ber, to show the strong practical bearing

of his thought upon the great movements

of humanity. As they have taken the

anonymousform, we do not feel at liberty

to state who are to be the writers, and

what the range of topics which they have

sketched out for themselves, so far as it

Ihas been intimated to us; although if

|\VB might do so, we should excite high

hopes in not a few readers. \Ve‘give

theiii hearty welcome, and believe them

timely.

This “ Letter to a Swedenborgian ”

betrays strong marks of consanguinity

with the Introduction to the Oil/lines

above noticed ;—the same tendency of

thought; the same vigorous, quaint,

complete expression: the same fearless

originality blended with the same beauti

ful reverence. And this is iii a manner a

counterpart of the other. That was

written to guard Swedenborg from the

false medium of impracticable modern

philosophy; this, on the other hand, to

' guard him from his friends, to administer

i a wholesome caution to those who are so

prone to Surcdmiborgianize themselves

and him. It is a rebuke to the sectarian

exclusiveness of the so called New

Church, and takes for its motto the noble

words of Milton: “I fear yet this iron

yoke of outward conformity hath left a

slavish print upon our necks; the ghost

of a linen decency yet haunts us.” it

tells the members of the New Church

that they entirely mistake Swedenborg

when they suppose him to intimate any

thing about a Church in any exclusive

sense of the word. “The Church,”

says chdcnborg, “is a MAN," and it

involves therefore every rightful element

lof human life. By the Old Church he

‘ meant the ronslituled social order of Chris

tendom, and by the New Church there

fore the perfecl social order which shall

unite all human interests and relations in

the bonds of perfect unity and love.

Formerly the Church, before its unity

was shivered into fragments, was some

thitig more than a mere theological insti

tution, and did regard the interests of

this life, binding all ranks and classes to

I getlier, and at least recognizing, if not in

ithe wisest manner fulfilling, its duty of

parental watchfulness over all human be

ings. In the middle of the last century

the Old Church died. Scctarianism pre

vvailed; doctrines and creeds took the

place of living charity; the church threw

off all responsibility for the present well~

being of men; the principle of laissez

fairs and competition ran away with all

that there was good in the new birth of

liberty, and now there is no church; for

there is no universal bond of charity.

 

“Our idea of the church is a very

meagre and mean one. It is that of a
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wise organized, meeting together ott1social evils which now abounds,—Surev

Sundays for public worship. ' Abstract; precursor of tlteir speedy disappearance!

public worship, and on reduce thet—and witnesses in our legislative halls,

church to nonentity. t is with us anlin our scientific and literary assemblies,

institution for public Worship, destitute‘how the popular heart warms to every

alike of civil and political significance, avowal 0f manly or charitable sentiment;|

possessing no shadow either of govern- who in short that witnesses the new birth

mental or magisterial influence. It isa which faith and hope and charity now

thing as much divorced frotn the ordinary find in every breast, and sees its divine

interests and life of humanity, and hence ground and warrant in the universal truths

from heaven, as the institution of Free»,

masonry, being wholly set apart to the'

advocacy of our interests beyond the

grave. As at present constituted, it is;

the citadel and shield of individualism, orl

the selfish principle, to the maintenance

of which all its legislation is addressed.

It wholly ignores all questions of political

and social reform, or if it does recognize

them at all, it is only to stigmatize their

gathering urgency with the name of ‘ in

fidelity.’ But if ‘infidelity’ do the

church‘s proper work; if it receive the

infiowing truths of heaven, and apply

them to social practice; if it prosecute

the relief of human wo, and the conquest

of human wickedness; if it affirm every

assured conviction of the intellect, and

every innocent hope of the heart; then

what is there to hinder ‘infidelity’ be

coming the true chorch of God? Is God

a respocter of persons! Does He care

for names! ’

‘ i i i . .

“ To ascertain then whether the church

any longer performs its mediatorial func

tion, and so remains the church, we have'

to inquire not what Swedenborg or any

one else says of it, but how it uses the

universal truths of which it is the depos- 1

itury, whether for its own aggrandize

ment, or for the benefit of the common

life of man? We have to inquire how it

stands related to human progress, or what

are the prevailing influences it sheds forth

upon the nations! If its influence be to

foster every improvement of the common

life of humanity; if it cordially welcomes

every addition to the sum of human com

fort, and labors to give it diffusion; if it

develops every truth of science and every

method of art, whose effect is to equalize

the enjoyment of human life; if, rejoicing

to stand in the van of humanity and to be

the channel of heaven‘s best gifts to

earth, it postpones all question of its own

revenues to the grand question of the

redemption of the race from ignorance

and sin, then no one can doubt that it is

a true church, blessed both of God and

man. But if it enact an exactly contra

ry course to this; if it accept no truth in

science or art but what makes for its own

glory; if it exalt its own dogmas into the

standard of opinion for the race; if it

monopolize to itself every advance of hu

man invention, and become a miserable

trader in the bounties of Providence,

 

.but strength lies no longer in numbers,

 

seeking always to make the rich richer,

and the poor poorer; if in short, in every!

pr‘acticable way, it deny the universal,

love and providence of God, and claiming

thereupon the allegiance of every other:

people. then can one as little doubt that‘

it is a false church, accursed both of God

and uian."

o o a a u o

 

i

“I speak with no unrightcous warmth. 1

Who in view of the light which is pour-i

ing into the world at every inlet, and in-I

citing men to an ardor of philanthropic;

inquiry and action such as they havel

never before felt; who that beholds thel

of the church, can help glowing with

shame and indignation, to see those truths

systematically perverted from their heal

ing and legitimate purpose, which is the

upbuilding of universal humanity, into

the exclusive service and glory of the old,

and, to all human ends, worthless secta

rianism? ”

The true Church, then, must identify

itselfwith all forms of human progress.

It is the ideal of the true state of human

ity, of men in perfect spiritual unity with '

one another through love, which is the

constant signal of God‘s presence. Now

there cannot be perfect spiritual unity

among men, while any portion of mati

kind is left ottt, while there is any exclu-,

siveness. The Universal Unity of the

race, materially, intellectually, socially,

spiritually, this, and nothing short of

this, satisfies the idea of a true Church.

 

l

l

“ For spiritual Christianity has always

disdained territorial limitations, and the

true Church of Christ consequently, as

Swedenborg shows, has ever been co

extensive with the human race. Whoso~

ever lives a life of charity—l do not

mean a life of altnsgiving, nor a techni

cally devout life, but a really humane life,

by the conscientious avoidance of what

ever wrongs the neighbor— is ipso farlo,

a member of that church, though be him

self have never heard the name of Christ.

In a. Word, true humanity constitutes the

Church of Christ, and every thing else is

‘ more leather and prunella.’ This senti

ment is getting a wide and deep accept

ance of the human mind, and any sect

which arrogates to itself another basis, is

sure accordingly to reap an increasing

harvest of ctintempt and obloquy. A sect

may increase numerically, as the Romish

and several of the others are now doing,

but in truth. The strength of a sect is

to be computed now, not by its numbers,

but by its relation to human progress, by

the measure of its recognition of the en

larging sphere of the human mind. Only

in the degree itrwhich it allies itself with

the legitimate activity of the human fac

ulties, only as it strives to keep in view

the ever widening horizon of truth, is it

strong. For truth alone is strong, truth

as the instrument of human good. It is

becoming stronger than all men, and the

sects of the old world accordingly, once

so formidable to its dominion, are now

rapidly losing their power to injure its.

feeblest follower. in this new world, we

may say they are already totally impotent.

The common life of humanity disowns

them all. They exist among us wilfully.

or as a fruit of the competitive spirit, and ,

riot of an honest natural necessity. They

represent the conflicting individual opin

ions. not the calm and unitary sentiment,

of the nation. They belong to the old

 

times, when rank was every thing, and

man nothing. Their meaning is personal.

not. human. They are the machinery of

sect, not of religion.”

We close with one more long extract,

which fully accords in spirit with all that

we have thus far been cndeavoring to set

forth, in our more feeble way, respecting

the nature and destiny of man. There is

a most tnanifestly “ Associative” ten

dency in this whole essay on the Church.

It is Fourierism in the sense which alone

does justice to the thought of Fourier.

It does not postpone the true life of man

into another world; it does not. deal with

mere theology, but seeks to make the

actual present life religious, and to give

a social body to Christianity. \Ve sin

cercly trust, as intimated below, that the

future issues of these Tracts may shed

light upon the question: How is this new

condition of humanity to be actualized!

“If history makes any one universal

afiirmation, it is this: that the grand dis

turbing element in human affairs, the one

great obstacle to the Providential evolu

tion of human destiny, has been the spirit

of individualism, the spirit which prompts

man to aggrandize himself at the expense

of the cotnmon wealth. And if history

makes any one promise accordingly more

prominent than another, more instinct

with divine truth than another, it is this;

that this disturbing influence shall yet he

tranquilized, and individual aggrandize

ment be brought into strictest harmony

with universal well-being. I conceive

that no person can read history, unin

fluenccd by private ends, without finding

this promise at its very dawn, much more

along its middle progress, and most of all

in the events which now indicate its rapid

fulfilment. Look at the whole Providen

tial history of human nature, at those

events which separate the human life from

the animal, and compel the instinctive

belief of a majestic and elevating Provi

dence in human destiny. First you see

individualism in man softened by subjec

tion to the family—and next the tribal-—

bond ; the patriarchal order being the

earliest social form known to the race.

Afterwards, as population increases, you

see it still further mitigated by subjection

to the municipal bond, the individual

being brought into unity not merely with

one family or tribe, but with all the fami

lies or tribes of one town; which is the

ancient civilization, or the era of Athens

and Home. And finally you see it still

fttrther modified by subjection to the na

tional bond, which brings the individual

into unity not only with all his fellow

townsnien, but with all his fellow coun

tryinen. This is our present civilization.

Thus you see the individual unit expand~

ing successively into the family and tribal

unity, into the municipal unity, and finally

into the national unity. Its great final

development into the unity of the race, is

what remains for us to see; that develop

ment which shall make all the nations of

the earth one society, or one united fatn~

ily, when a man shall love and serve not

his own nation merely, but all the nations

of the earth, when in a word his sympa

thies shall flow forth towards every

brother of the race, purely according to

the good that is in him. Lot on good

man doubt this consummation ; the divine
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existence istberuby doubted. All history

yearns for it. The whole course of l’ruv

idcnce ensures it. Who that traces the

beautiful Providcntial order by which the

individual rises into the brother, the

neighbor, and the citizen, can doubt that

the crowning rise shall as surely be seen;

that, namely, whereby the individual,

having already proceeded from the brother

to the neighbor, and from the neighbor to

the citizen, shall from the citizen rise into

The rush—rise into unity with all his

race, giving to all men an equal regard,

because all have the same divine parent

age, and the same divine destiny.

lthe other nand, most definitely affirms ' harmonizes the profoundest truths of rea

lthc question. lt declares this regenerate ‘ sun with the central fact of revelation."

‘condiiion of [immunity to be the distinc- \ _
,tit'e promise of (Ilitistianity; to be that 7' l>fl_

vinevitable implication of the truth of thel, *llIiSICAL REVIEW.
“Divine Humanity, and to constitute an,l
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ecy is inw'ardly radian; mm in emu, , past history has involved self-denial; but!
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of the church claims no root beyond theIll denies nu [act of man's spiritual de

must superficial and variable ground of flit-’nsiun- it accepts in all its length and

the imaginative faculty, and utterly dis~lbnfinll the hurt (if Belt-love. But it re

claims the suppurt of the serene and uni- l Wtwtles all this historic experience with
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the imiierighnbla interests nf moi-81h)“ or i unmanageable fact. of self-love with the

the fulfilment of the divine ends in hu- unimpeded operation of divine lawszl

 

in the arrival of tlte troupe from Havan

na,—a troupe in every way more com

plete and more effective, except that it

contains no Benedetti. They are seven

ty-three in number, having their own or

chestra, their own choruses, scene-paint

er, costumer, &c. &c., a splendid ward

robe, besidcs upwards of a dozen solo

singers. The New York Herald says of

them :

“ The prima donna is Ln Signorina Fortuiititrt

Tcdesco. This lady has enjoyed a very great

European reputation, from her performances at

Milan, Vienna, Genoa, Turin, and so forth, and

we have no doubt that her standing as an ar

tiste will be by no means lesscncd here in New

York. The next lady is La Signora Luiga Car

anti, the primn donna. She, also, has a very

high European name. Signorn Sofia Marini is

the contralto and prime. donnti, and Signorn

Teodolindn Gcrli is the comprimaritt. Signorn

Efdigl, second douna. Of the tenors we have

ISignori J. B. Severi, Natale Perelli, and our

old friend Peruzzi, whom we welcome back to

New York. Guiseppo Premontesi, second ten

or. Luigi Vita, primo basso baritone assoluto.

Pietro Novelli, primo basso profondi assoluto.

Luigi Bataglini, primo banso. Pietro Candi,

basso comprimario. The Orchestra comprises

some most admirable performers, and will be

led by Signor Luigi Arditi, who, we are sure,

will become a favorite in this city. The per

former on the double bass is Signor J. B. Bot

tnanity' iinperativcly demand the cstab- Willi lite grei“ ""ds 0f creative love and mums and he" undouPtedly the lilo“ magnlfi'

“shmem or a new church, which buing wwdmm h perfecuy hamwnises we law cent performer on that instrument in the world;

based upon the deepest intuitions of the of self-love in man, with the law of uni- l “l leash "eh i" the °Pini°n "f Rossini we

reason, shall also put itselfin harmonious versal hive in God. It does not bid thei

relation with the laws of divine Proviqnatnrul mind revoke all history in orderl

dance, as revealed in the principles ofi ll) l‘Cfl-Stifilld t0 pl'llllfll CElC‘Stliil (IUlldl'

natural order, tthtiSZ il reproduces tittse celcsltal condi

" How this new condition of humanity lions themselves, in. natural forms. It no

is to be actualizcd, is a question which lilting“ “all! ""3 inward "I wait at the

do not propose to discuss with ynn_ l'expens'e of the outward or actual; it

hope however that the future issues ofl PWWS me one in be an every way fit and

these Tracts may shed much prnhnhln'indispensable exponent, basis and cnnti

lighr upon it, The question resulves nent of the other. It does not bid us

itselfinto this : whether itfnlls within the blnflh for our pit-st history, any more than

scope of divine power la createa cirluotu 10" 110W blush for the intstaltesand th

race upon the earth. The titular church I inlnnss 0f your infancy; it" ll PYUVBS

takes the negative side of this question. every evenl- Of history 10 have been 

lt allirnis that self-denial is of the essence it necessary means towards the ne

of virtue; that man can not be good tt'iztlizationv on _earth, of the perfect

without it; and that any attempt of thelorder which Is only truly realized

 

Divine consequently to institute a virtu-iln heaven. Right “action is the crown,

ous progeny on the earth, a progeny in , and end of all individual culture; or an;

whom interest and duty, pleasure and indiVidu-al growthiu goodness and truth.|

conscience, shall perfectly harmonize and $0 the subjection of nature to distinctly

prompt to like issues, must necessarily human uses, or to apertect social method,!

prove fallacious. In short, it denies theiln lite crown and find of the dlt'lne be-I

glorious kingdom which the Scriptures'nlgnlly towards the human t‘ttt'it-i.v It IS'

predict for the Christ on earth, and in-l henceforth the open secret of Providence. l

sists that the work of redemption is per- ‘ In short the new'church affirms the_d_i-‘

petnally, and of its own nature, incom-ivmely wedded unity ot matter and spirit,

plete. The new or spiritual church, nn,conciliates nature and regeneration, and,

cannot now specify all the performers in the

orchestra, which is made up of thirty-two per

sons. We would merely say that it in as com

plete aband as could beput together in this

country. The whole of this large troupe is un

der the sole direction of Signor Frederico Bad

iali, who has come on with them from Havana,

and besides fills the part of tenor and compri

mario. Signor Badiali is the immediate agent

of Signor Marti, of Havana, and this company

has been selected by him in Italy, with the

greatest care."

Our paper goes to press so early that

we can only notice in this number their

opening performance in the Howard

Athenieum, which was on Friday, April

23d. The house was full and the recop~

tion most enthusiastic. The piece select

ed was “ Eriiani,” and gave as favorable

an opportunity as one could wish to make

his first acquaintance with the music of

Verdi. The plot of this opera is absurd

and painful, worthy indeed of the gro

tesque genius of Victor Hugo, on one of
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whose productions it is said to be based; tcrrancan scpnlchrcs, and Carlos visiting indistinct depths of base, as to impart a

and yet it furnishes many effective situa- the tomb of(‘harlemagnc, while the elec- .drowsy heaviness in spite of the inces

tions and a strange complication of pas-i tors are met to choose an emperor. Helsant emphasis.

sions in which a composer, so ambitiously ' has heard of a conspiracy to take his There is no overture, but an Introduc

original, finds scope. It is simply this. ' life and keep him from the crown. The tory Adagio movement by the orchestra,

The proud old Castilian noble, Don Ruylconspirators enter, among whom are Sil- of much solidity and grandeur. The

Gomez de Silva. (Basso, Signor Novelli) va and Ernani; they draw lots and it is I first half a. dozen bars, a solemn and om

is about to marry his beautiful niece, El decided that Ernani shall be the person inous passage for brass instruments sup

vira, (Prima Donna, Signorina Tedesco) [ to kill the king. Just then three cannons I ported by a tremolo accompaniment, seem

who detests him and loves Ernani (Tm-{announce that Carlos is made emperor;lto hint the point on which the whole

are, Signor Perelli). Ernani, a pro-1the electors enter with pages bearingthe

scribed noble, appears in the character of crown ; the conspirators are arrested,

a bandit, and finds a still more powerful t Ernani comes forward and announces

rival in his affection for Elvira in the per- ' himself to be Don Joan of Arragon, and

son of his hereditary enemy, Don Carlos, l is doomed to die with the rest; but at the

king 9f Spain, afterwards the emperor i intercession of Elvira, the emperor grants

Charles V. (Bari!onc, Signor Vita).—la general pardon and gives the lovers to

On the eve of the nuptials, Ernani getsleach other. In the fourth and last act,

admittance to the castle of Silva as althere is a masquerade, followed by a

pilgrim, discovers himself, says that his happy meeting of the lovers in bridal

band is routed and himself pursued, and array, in the midst 'of which the fatal

begs protection, which the old knight; horn is heard thrice, and Silva appears

hospitably grants him and retires withlbreathing vengeance. Nothing will sat

his followers. Ernani is thus left alone'isfy him but the life of his victim, spite

and Elvira steals back to her lover, whoiof all the cntreaties of Elvira; Ernani

reproaches her with unfaithfulncss, butldies, Elvira falls upon his body broken

she declares that he had been reported ‘ hearted, and the curtain drops.

dead, and shows a poniard which she had This is absurd. enough, and perhaps

snatched from the king who had offerediwe have wasted words in telling it; but

violence to her in a previous scene, and between the love of Ernani, the old Cas

with which she had resolved to savetilian honor and revenge of Silva, and

herself, if it came to the worst, from

the odious union with old Silva. While

they embrace each other Silva returns,

full of jealousy and rage, and demands a few unconnected, inconsistent actions.

revenge; but at this moment the arrival The music is certainly very original

of the king and his forces in pursuit of‘ and effective throughout; the melodies

the robber is announced; the sentimentiare new, ingenious, and their beauty

of honor prevails over every other con-lgrows upon you; and yet we cannot be

sideration in the old Castilian, and he convinced that it is the melody of feeling,

secretes Ernani, intimating at the same I that it is the natural and spontaneous pro

time that he saves him up for his owniduct which Italian melody usually is.

private revenge. The king is surprisedi'l‘he recitative is characteristic, chaste,

to find the castle armed, and charges the distinct, vigorous, abounding in octave

old man with rebellion and with llarbor-lcadences, and evinces some of the best

ing the robber. Silva refuses to give'art of the composer. But in the concert

him up, but offers his own life rather. ed pieces lies his forte. The Finale,

The castle is searched in vain, and finally Septctte and Chorus, to the first act, is a

the king carries ofi' Elvira as a pledge of' wonderfully harmonious complication of

the old man's loyalty. Silva then calls voices and motives; and in the Finale of

Ernani forth, ofi‘ers him his choice of the third act, with the chorus, “A Carlo

two swords, and tells him one of them Magno,” the splendor of the music was

must die; Ernani refuses to fight Withioverpowering. This was so admirably

him, tells him that he has a more power- given as to call forth an irresistible en

ful rival than himself in the love of Elvi- 5 core, much to the credit of the audience

ra, namely, the king, and thus a new and ' who are not prone to encore anything but

fiercer jealousy breaks out in the old man. songs. The opening chorus, of robbers

Ernani offers to conduct Silva's forces carousing and promising their aid to their

and surprise the king and deliver Elvira; leader to snatch Elvira from the arms of

the old man accepts the proposition, on‘ Silva, is spirited and wild and full of

condition that he shall still have his beauty. All this is sustained by the

revenge on him. Ernani gives him a richest and most elaborate orchestral ac

hunting horn, and tells him that when- companiments; every passage which ad

ever he shall sound three notes upon it,!mits of it is crowded with harmony;

his life shall be in his hands; and in this chromatic modulations abound; and there

strangely complicated relation of the par- is so much movement in the lower re

ties, the second act ends. After a long gions of the band, the intervals are so

interval, we have a scene among sub-lulled with notes even down in the most

 

range of passion, though the monarch is

represented with no character at all, only

 

 

 

 

 

the ambition of Charles, there is some.

 tragedy pivots, for they occur twice

again, ones where Ernani gives the born

to Silva, and again where Silva presents

the pledge and claims his life. A simi

lar passage connects the overture with

the tragical conclusion of Mozart‘s Don

Juan, though we should not think of com

paring the two operas. This Introduction

was admirably executed and gave us at

once most perfect confidence in the ad

mirable orchestra of the companyf Nev

er have we heard the instruments so well

proportioned and so perfectly blended

and subordinated to the total efi'cct; es

pecially never have we heard the brass

instruments so well managed, and they

come in for a large share of duty in Ver

di's scores. It was loud, vigorous play

ing, yet never ofi‘ensively so; it had

enough of light and shade, while you

could' rely upon unfailing promptitude

and strength. The collective quality of

tone was very satisfactory; no weak,

ambiguous, half-formed sounds; there

was a smart,‘kcen quality in every note,

which we liked ; they seemed to bite well,

as we say of acids. The violoncello had

some obligato passages, which were giv

en with excellent feeling, the double bass

was admirably distinct (and, by the way,

shall we not hear this great performer on

some occasion which may display his in

dividual art?) ; the oboes too were beau

tiful; but in so good an orchestra you do

not notice single instruments, and this is

their greatest praise.

The prima donna, Signorina Tedesco,

has a. mezzn SOPHHIO voice of great beau

ty. Her style is perfectly chaste and

finished, never over-strained or ambitious,

but equal to any demand where power

and pathos is wanted. She is full of

soul and feeling, and leaves nothing

wanting; beautiful in person, and accept

ing applause with a most unstudied

grace. The public were made captive

by her at once, and will remain so, for

there is no mere superficial charm about

her art. Her opening scena, where she

appears musing upon her absent lover,

and to the congratulations of her maids

on her approaching union with Silva, re

plies that she loathes all speech which

does not concern Ernani, is one of

exceeding difficulty, and yet the air, so

artificial and elaborate in itself, became

pure nature in her beautiful delivery.

Signor Perelli, the tenor, has a voice
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of great warmth and purity and flexibil

ity. It seemed somewhat efléminate at

first, as does the whole organization of

the man,——a very different thing from the

masculine strength and volume of Bene

detti ; — and yet almost as charming in its

way. It is a sympathetic voice, always

best when blended with others; and

never have we heard so marvellous a

quality of tone produced as in the pas

sages in which he sings in unison with

Elvira; it seems not two tones, but one,

as hard and yet as glossy as hardest dia

mond; and by the way this opera abounds

in passages in unison or octaves; Verdi

blends voices as he would instruments in

an orchestra. Perelli throws himself

most heartily into his part, and by his

free and graceful movement and chaste

earnestness, he grows upon you contin

ually. Such a Tenor is an invaluable

element in any opera. In the lovers' du

etts the harmony between these two sing

ers was such as we have never seen upon

the stage; it was such music and such

love as you were not ashamed to hear,—

high and sincere art. The Baritone hasa

manly and firm voice, and is a very ac

complished singer; only there is a cer

tain hardness and lack of flexibility and

shading, and he does not seem to lose

himself in his part. But of the Basso,

Novelli, in the character of the old Silva,

we cannot say enough in praise. It is

not the most remarkable voice we have

heard; but we have never heard a bass

voice so well managed, so perfectly con

trolled and subdued to feeling throughout

its whole range. He is a consummate

actor too; and the music of his part

seemed suited to him ; the sadness which

runs through it, notwithstanding all its

pride, is most alfecting: and how expres

sive the tones with which he supplicates l be a mere parade and holiday Convention,
.

the king not to compel him to violate his l but an earnest business meeting, which that.

 

siasm of the first night will continue, and l SOCIAL RE_0RGANIZATION._NO_ vul

that the visit may be prolonged or repeat

ed. Having such a company, one cannot

refrain from uttering the wish that Stlltle‘ The time to look the great question of

of the greater operas may now be brought Labor in the face is fully come. It is the

out, that it may not be altogether Verdi i question upon which all reform, and the

and Donizetti; but that Don Juan, or permanency of individual rights turns.

Figaro, or the Sum'mmide of Rossini, 1 It is the only basis of order and stability

may not be thought too good to waste i in our social institutions. All other ques

upon us. tions in comparison fade out before it, as

. _ .. t c c . ldo the stars in the blaze of day. Talk

iliowever much we may, about alms

" ‘ " houses, work~hoiises, paupers’ asylums,

184% houses of correction, out-door relief and

..,_ .-_ benevolent associations, they all amount

...‘.3.i.:;.".":;:'.zitzrirmstiitacit?'::.,::::::.:tt '0 nothing—m only Back-d0” Reef»

gambling spirit in trade, rt'rltlrss adventure, and at, which justice had been turned out, long

COIIIIIII'I’t‘llll convulsions all ti'iidiiiL' to lllllant‘I'lrll . . . .

[littllitltbfr'f and to render ow ry condition insecure. i berm'e ‘hese drtvelllng Gila-Hues were

‘.‘.:'.'.:i:.';::: firm.at.it:",::::li;;;;11::' ’.',;f“li‘.ll‘i.“.‘;?.'i I handed out at the from door- It is not a
justice and [Yniwrsal love, to social. institutions, i time to administer what Carlyle calls

to commerce, to business, to active llfl‘. _ , _ ,

Dn.Cm~m.-oi. Morison's Pills. It is time to do away

, , w , , , , with quackery. All these miserable nos

COML' TIUN m NE“ YORK trums are deceptive and fatal palliatives.

Do NOT FORGET 1° SEND DELEGATES' The diseases of society are still operative

and taking newer and more alarming

types, as civilization numbers up its cy

cles. A burning shame it is, that the

leading journals of Europe and America,

in this hour of we, teem only with dis

sertations upon tariffs, and “Pauperism

and its Treatment,” instead of manfully

meeting on its true grounds, the great is

sue, which Humanity is making up, be

tween Capital and Labor. W0 to that

nation which falls to read wisely the les

son which Providence is striving to teach

this age.

The March number of Blackwood's

Magazine contains an article on “ Pauper

ism and its Treatment,” prefaced with

the formal statement that the writer does

“ not propose to institute an elaborate in

,quiry into the causes of paupcrism.”—

‘Of course he would not be suspected of

i Quite other motives impel him.

(Continued from p. 270.)
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At the risk of seeming to harp contin

ually on one string, we would again re

mind the friends of Association, and es

pecially the Affiliated Unions, wherever

such have been formed, that the Anniver

sary meeting of the American Union in

New York is close at hand, commencing

on Tuesoav, rut-z ll'ru or MAY. Those

Unions which have not already appointed

delegates, it is hoped will not fail to do

so within the coming week. 1fthe cause

is to go on with vigor; if clear and set

tled plans of action are to be agreed upon

and entered upon; if there is to he unity

and system and mutual understanding in

our efforts 'for these coming years; then

it is of the utmost importance that the

Associationists of all ports of the country

should be represented there. It must not

 

plighted hospitality to Ernani, his own must not break tip without results, any It seems that there are in England and

enemy! How terrible too his fiendlike

revenge in the last scene!

Quartette is indeed admirable.

The chorusses were prompt, precise

and expressive, except that the female

chorus was too feeble. In all the tutti

passages, the tenor sounds predominated

vastly over the soprano. But the charm

of the whole thing was, perfect co-opera

tion and proportion. Every thing was

precisely done, every part filled; solos,

choruses, orchestra, all conspired to one

effect, with an habitual case and certain

ty; and we may say that it was the first

time that such a thing was ever witnessed

in a musical or a dramatical performance

in Boston, or perhaps to the same extent

in this country.

YVe shall speak further of Verdi’s mu

sic when we have heard it more. \Ve trust

this rare visitation of artists will not be

thrown away on Boston, that the enthu

The whole out a verdict.
 

more than a jury can be discharged with- Wales 1,470,970 persons receiving relief,

of whom 1,255,646 receive out-door re

lief, leaving 215,325 dependent upon the

providence of Government. But this is

evidently a great burden, and the object

of the writer is, to show how the system

of out-door relief may be extended, so as

to relieve Government of the burden

which threatens to crush it. It is only

an attempt to systematize pauperism, the

last great labor of political economists,

which can be no longer deferred nor ig

nored. To institute an inquiry into the

causes of pauperism, with a view to their

removal, would be too formidable a work

for the disciples of Smith, Ricardo and

Malthus. It would be .to introduce fa

thers to their own monstrous offspring.

All those whose hearts and minds are

working separately in this cause, must

come and lend us their best sympathy

and their best wisdom. There must be

such a number of the most devoted, most

intelligent, and most trusted friends of

the cause present, that all the questions

of policy concerning publication, lectures,

centralization, raising of funds for practi

cal trial, and so forth, may be entrusted

respectively to the best committees—the

best which the country can afford. Let

the friends only rally this time as the

time demands, and the next year shall

witness progress in our movement.

Those who cannot appear in person, must

forward their suggestions in writing. It would show them that the dark cloud

The annual election of Officers will of pauperism which threatens to envelop

then he held, a matter in which every,in revolution and destruction, the whole

Affiliated Union should be interested. lof civilized society, grows out of the mo
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The cracking of whips, the blowing of

. , . . . horns the pranciuo horses the hustle ofl
(‘ ‘ . i l l " a '

comp liltic him! labor, in place of a direc v: passengms and p‘mers. and the cum,

Pmprlemrshll) in lulu“- and in "'9 hulls "l l sciousncss of the long dreary distancel

labor. Such a discovery would explode ' they had to go, exercised an enduring in-|

the thousands of volumes of learned fiucnce upouthe imagination and memory

- - - - lo the outbful observer. Now ‘1 sohta~trash, which has been dignified With the r y . ’ ‘ , r

vry slow coach may he sometimes seem,

mle "r P°lllical 9‘30""in bu‘ Which islln those days, all the outlets of the mc-l

no more an approach to a true science of, tropolis presented similar scenes. Tth

Putirical Econumy‘ ma" as‘rntogy was u, call to remembrance the business trans

the science of Astronomy. But our wri- 9cm] m muse “"mel'uus‘dflrmf' "l(l_l“h‘l

. . _ liooed, square-galleried inn-yards , and

mi could “0‘ eaglly appr‘laCh h's sub1"Clt‘rellect upon the hundreds who have becni

and treat it pathologically, as he profess- thrown out of bread. The high-roadsl

es ,0 do, whhou, suggesnng some “f we and the way-side inns are now forsakt‘ui

influences which hm,e cremed such an and silent. These remarks are not made

1 . _ f . . h merely to show that there is an analogy

a firmmg euem 0 Palmer‘s?! m l 8 between the several districts and employ-l

midst of the most opulent nation on the ments iii the metropolis, and those of thel

globe. He no doubt looks the difficulty Country. If this were all, not another;

to the bottom, in his private speculations

 

 

 

on the high north road.l:is high, and talked as familiarly of the

  

‘oltl fainilit-s,’ whose mansions we from

time to time lcft behind us, as if the e\il

days were not approaching. our attention

was arrcsrcd by the approach of a suite

of carriages with out-riders, advancing

rapidly from the north. An air of unu

sual hustle had been observed at the last

wayside inn. A waiter had bccn scen

\\ith a napkin on his arm, not merely

waiting for a customer, but evidenily ex

pecting one, and of a class much higher

titan the travelling bagmen: and this was

a solitary way-side inn. \Ve soon learn

ed that thc cortége belonged to the Duke

of The coachmau added, with a

vcucration which referred much more to

his gracc's practice and opinions than to

his rank,—-‘lle always travels in this

\vay,-—lre is determined to support the

good old plans; ‘ and then, with a sigh,

continued, ‘lt's of no use—it's very

good-natured, but it docs more harm than

good; it tempts a lot of people to keep

open establishments who had better close.

It's all up.’

"It is not necessary to pursue this

matter further. Nor is it required that

vrc should follow these unlortunates who

have thus been thrown out of bread, or

speculate upon their fallcn fortunes.

Nor nncd we specially remind the reader,

that this is only one of the many changes

which have come upon us during the last

quarter of a century. and which are now

taking place. Space will not permit a

lull exposure of the common fallacy. that

men soon change their employmeuts.

As a general rule, it is false. The great

extent to which the division of labor is

carried, effectually prevents it. Each

trade is divided into a great many branch

cs. Each branch. in large manufactories,

is again divided. A youth selects a

 

\vord would be written. But it so hap-i

. ens that the com torisnn all'ords an or-'

and percewes the rmnedy; bl" he laCks l Bortunitv which caiiuot be passed over.'tlle manlllless “1 deflflre ii; and coolly referring to the changes which are going

enters into a. pathological analysis of pati- on in the world; and forcibly reminds us,

perism, to discover thereby a substitute :2“; 5:121];aigeinrli:2€l;i;:hf;fdgrfl

. . a o_ u z . i c it
fin the work-house’ wmch ls ever-v Where under foot. and forgotten. it is ,Wllli the

""POP‘llarvand emel'ed only as a his" Te‘ miserable beings who are in the last pre

sort. Nay, it is on the very feeling of dicainenr, that poor-laws have to do."

aversion towards the work-house, that heI f ' " ' ' "
tropes to base the success of his scheme “ rlhe F'Oimhmenv ‘he wards“ "'8 “H

for whim" relief But hear what he lets, the htrrsc-chpcrs, the liarnoss~mak-‘

' _ _ |crs, the farricrs, the various workers in

Bays “P‘m the causes of I’aullensm m i the trade of coach-builders, and the ci'owdl

England: of tatterdcmalions who performed all sorts.

of oflices,-—whcre are they? The in-l

“ Let us steer otir course along the si- quircr must go into the back streets and .

lent ‘ highway,’ the Thamcs, and makelallcys of London. He must search the[

inquiries of the few sailor-looking inculrccords of benevolent institutions; andl

who may still be seen loitering at the‘ he must hold frequent converse with those

several ‘stairs; ’ we shall learn that ‘ who administer parochial relief. But his _

not many years since these narrow oot-ispliere must riot be confined to the me-il’m"l'h- “Ml by hm"? filial!“ f'm" day

lets were the marts of a thriving em-,

ployment, and that there crowds of indo

pendent and priviliged waterrncn plied

successfully for fares. These places are,

now forsaken, and the men have lost their,

occupation. Some still ply; and the cryy

at a few stairs, of ‘ Boat, your honor! ’,

may still be heard. Others have been‘

draugbted into situations connected with

the boat companies, which support them.

during the summer months. A largel

number swell the crowds of day-laborers,l

 

tropolis. Let the reader unroll his library , l" flayrjn ‘he same man'l'lllalm", l"? 36'

map of England, and devote an entire (llm'es- "l "‘9 CUMSBIMYGM-‘ft l") "mm!"

afternoon to the study of it. Trace the ‘lmafy degree "f Sk'll 3"" lilc'llly 0f 13!

higb-roads with a pointer. Pause at ev-lPCttllon- _He works on, until llle l'enfld

ery town. and at every stage. Refer m l of youth is nglllt'tillig to wane; and then

an 0],] hnuk "f mads' and m a mum m,,d_ his particular division, or branch oftrade,

crn conveyance directory. Let memorylls 5‘1P9'$°d"‘l- 1” n "f" elf-F" "‘3‘ 'l'9

perform its office: reflect upon the crowds very habits he has acquired. his verysktll

of persons who gained a subsistence from am] Emmy "] "'9 "PW "bwle‘e halldlc'afl

the fact that yourselves and many others ‘ mum “‘F'al‘mnmm hm] for Performing if"!

were obliged to travel along the liiglrroad ("her kmd “f lubm" "'“Ch less compe‘ll‘g

on your way froth London to York. There|“"h "1058 Who have acquired the, same

who frequent the legal quays, the sulfur- (were inn-keepers, and waiters, and cham Skill and f“fillly in ‘lmse 0m" bm'mhes

auce vvharves, and the docks. And the1

test, unfitted by their age or habits tol

compete with laborers accustomed to the|

other fields of occupation, sink lower and l

lower: sustained for a. time by the help-

ing hands of comrades and old patrons,l

but at last obliged to seek a refuge at thei

beriiiaids. post>hoys arid ‘boois.’ Thenim' “M198!”

there were hosts of shop-keepers and

tradesmen who were enabled to support

their families decently, because the stream

of traffic flowed through their native

towns and villages. Take a stroll to

Hounslow. Its very existence may be

traceable to the fact that it is a convenient ‘

The causes of poverty are the saute in

every civilized nation upon the earth.

The same antagonism between capital

and labor, where capital always gets the

lion's share, and keeps labor ever upon
parish workhouse. Death also does hisl

art. At Paul's \Vharf stairs, a fewlsrage from London. It was populous and

inches above high-water mark, a few thriving, and yet it is neither a town, a.

shrubs have been planted against the riv-' parish, nor a hamlet. Enter the bar of

er wall—and above them is a small one of the inns, and take nothing more

hoard, rudely cut, and on it are inscribed aristocratic than a jug of ale and a bus

tliese words,——‘ To the memory of old 1cuit. Lounge about the yard, and enter

Browny, who departed this life, Augustlfreely into conversation with the super

26, 1846.’ Let us stroll to the coacli|annuated post-boys who still haunt the

oflices. Here again we see a greatlspot. You will soon learn, that it is the

change—great to the common eye of the l opinion of the public in general, and of

public, who miss a rare show, and a still I the old post-poys in particular, that the,

greater one to the hundreds and thousands! nation is on the brink of ruin; and they

of human beings whose subsistence de- i will refer to the decadence of their native.

pended upon the work done at these spot as an instance. The writer was

places. A few years ago, the reader‘travelling, not many months ago. in thel

may have formed one of a large group of counties of Rolland, Northampton, and

spectators, collected at the ‘ Peacock ‘ at' Lincoln; and while in conversation with

islington, to witness the departure of the the coachman, who then held up his head.

 

the jackalfs share.

\Ve have no intention of reviewing the

article from which we have made these

extracts, and we make these quotations

because they are just what we should

have said; but have the advantage of be

ing found in a Magazine of long and

wide celebrity. They show also. that

there is but one opinion among intelligent

people the world over, as to the causes of

poverty. The London Times uses this

ominous language. “ Labor and wages,

population and wealth, have suffered a

ping divorce, and must now be recon

ciled." There is no evading such an
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issue, and all attempts to patch up the years. What say our political savans at‘address so good audiences as those of

old institutions of Paganism, in this age this? What think they of their exposi-lProvidence—good in every respect; the

of science and Christian reform, will heltions of economy, with which they havelseed of a higher life, we are confident,

abortive, and the more calamitous as they so long contented themselves? ls it real- has not in this instance been cast upon

are persevered in. It is seen that some- ' ly the only business of the political econ- I a stony or barren soil, btit upon ground

thing more is wanting to social harmonymmist to devise means forthe production which is warmed with the sunshine of

than merely to produce wealth, and thath wealth? Then is the collective hap- heaven, and refreshed by ils early and

there is a difference between national piness of a nation a subject wholly be- later rains. We. are confident that the

wealth and national happiness. ‘yond its province. But the idea is out, i fruit will be abundant, and wholesome.

That nation cannot be prosperous how- i that a "Mimi is truly great, only as ilsi The meetings were attended by several

muchsoever it may produce of wealth,lmemh@rs are really happy, and that po-iof the most distinguished and eloquent

which permits a monstrous injustice in litical science is of little WOI’lh, if it does‘ advocales Of our dflclflllest “‘llose words

the distribution of it, ——a distribtttion I not sum up as rhe end of all science, art fell with the authority of truth, and the

which robs the laborer of the fruits of his " and labor, the collective well-being of hi;- foree of prophecy, upon the understand

toil; dooms him to perpetual ignorance: manity_ Can wise men suppose that alings and hearts of those who listened.

degrades him to the condition of an ani- nation may despise the relations of man i Mi“. Ripley made 3. "108! happy speech

trial; which uses his services whilst it to man as brothers, the unity and soli- on the first evening, showing in a spirit

despises his function, and narrows con- dariry of human destiny; that wlmlefof genuine conciliation the cause of so

tinually the horizon of hope for his club-masses of mankind may be steeped in cial wretchcdness, of harrowing anxieties,

dren. \Vhat avails the enormous pro—,povei-ty, ignorance, brutality and crime, unrest and ennui on the one hand, and of

ductions of British industry, whilst tlittqnd slill that naiion coniihiie prosperous ignorance, degradation, and sensuality on

lazy robber, in bloated wealth, is dyingiaml secure. They shall yet see, tharlthe other, and of outrageous fraud and

of ennui on the one hand, and the indus
with poverty and wretchr-dness come dis- l crime every where. On the next evening

trious artizan is haggard with want on’eases, vrhich do not, confine themselves m:Mr. Brisbane gave. a most caustic and

the other? Out-door relief, ragged i rhe victims’ in whom society has generap searching analysis of the present social

schools and burial societies—what do ed them, but that like the plagues 0f,systcm, showing that it had its origin in

they signify, so long as justice demands Egypt lay their direst strokes upon those ‘paganism, and was established at the

wealth, the advantages of universities who feel most secure. The malaria of founding of ancient Babylon, Persia and

and a full life or joy for all? is iticrime and impurity, come up from thoselEgypt- His remarks were severe in the

enough that the humble laborer gets hislsinlrs of pollution to infect all, even the‘extrcmc, and so pungent, that few audi

mess of cold, out-door porridge, and a most pure and hallowed. The Divine ences notmorethoroughlyacquaintedwith

hole in the ground six feet by two when Economy distributes among all the sor- l the principles of Association, than most

he dies! ls England happy with her rows, afflictions and woes of mankind,lcan be supposed to he, would hardly have

2,000,000 tattcrdemalions arid the reflec- and provides, that there shall be no real ventured a further lleflrlng- But 0n

tion that all these but yesterday were to joy for any, until it can be shared by all. lthe third and last evening, the hall was

the nation her cunning right-hand of in- The. results of civilization show, thatlfilled with a larger audience than at any

dustry and art! Looks England for there must be a radical reform in the‘prcvious meeting. Mr. Brisbane made a

prosperity and security, whilst this terri- ethics of economists. It is shown too, in l brief exposé of the practical organization

ble tragedy is from year to year acted the revelations of Social Science, in thelof an association, illustrating it by his

over on the stage of her wide empire? aspirations of humanity, in its travail of fine painting, and cnndlldEd by 3 recapit

Ah! no. These ill-hurling times of mul- we, and by the one sidcdness of lifeiulation of the leading views which had

tiplicd machinery, contrast sadly with the every where. Labor must be elevated, been presented in the course of the meet

liappy days of Merrie Old England, respected, rewarded; and willing hands‘ings. Mr. Channing then closed witha

when there was work enough for all, and must always find opportunity for cmploy- . briefhut most earnest and eloquent vindi

generous pay besides. In those days, ment, and meet encouragement in rccciv-ication of the goodness of human nature.

 

 

when landlords lived at home, and ex- ing the full fruits of their labor. He made a masterly statement ofthe phi

pended their means among well-paid —-—— losophy of depravity; he analyzed it and

servants, when they travelled in their LECTURES IN PROVIDENCE, laid bare the causes, every where operat

own carriages, followed by a long train The Matures which we spoke of week ing in society to produce it; contrasted

0" allendumsi —e1'e railroads had SUPP-I'- before last, as so auspicioust begun in _‘ the Perveflillg influences or Prescm SOCie'

seded these “ good old customs,” when Prmidcme’ were must successful). term. I ty with those more beneficent ones which

there was demand for ostlers, carriage ihaied last week our strongest expec-lAss<)ciati<in would offer, for tempting

and harness makers, out-riders, footmeu, [aligns have been more than reahzed, 1n forth the better tendencies of the soul, by

inn-keepers, servants, chamber-maids and no cliy in New England have we had so I surrounding all humanity with congenial

“boots;"——was not England more numerous,sglecg’intelligent and imeresg-lsplteres of activity, from infancy to

prosperous and happy than now? Were ed audiences_ The choices; individualsmiper age. Mr. Channing’s remarks

"0‘ her People belief PmVlded rm, and from all classes were our constant and in-lwere vely brief, bl“ F0 (“omilnclng and

were they not more virtuous! Then the reresied auditors—the staid conservaiive l eloquent, that he took his audience with

hand-loom and spinning wheel sufficed to of “law and order," ihe busy politician'lhim as willingly as if they had been a

clothe all the people; and the Weaver the observant editor, the shrewd practical l pleasure-party, seated in their light boats,

received 26-! for weekly lfll'JOI’,—- business [115"], as we" as the devoted re. and his breath were the breeze that bore

equal to 100 lbs. of flour, or 826 lbs. of former from all ranks, and wnman “‘0’ them on the way of their desires. Mr.

potatoes, or 55 lbs. of meat: average, with all the devour)“ of hei- naruie, andEChanning closed with a statement of the

291 lbs. of food. In 1834, wages had the refined delicacy of her character, alliobjeets of the American Union of Asso

fallen to 5.: Bda week. were there, to hear, to examine, and to ‘ ciationists, and proposed the formation of

Crime has increased five-fold in Eng-Imlemre, even when they forebm-e to 35-:an affiliated Union in Providence. The

land, six-fold in lrelttnd, and twenty- sent to all that was said, “[6 repeat, it’lform of a constitution was then read.

seven-fold in Scotland, within thirty I scarcely ever has it been our pleasure toLSomc twenty-five persons gave in their
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names, and a committee was appointed to

take measures for completing the organi

zation. On the next evening, a meeting

was held, and a Union formed, numbering

over thirty members. This by no means

includes all who are interested in the As

sociative movement in the city of Provi

dence. There are many more who will

join the Union, but who could not meet

on that evening, and still others, whose

sympathies and means will not be wanting

to sustain the cause in Providence and

elsewhere.

\Ve cannot speak in too high terms of

the profi'ers of hospitalities to our friends

by the citizens of Providence. They

were cordial and substantial. We were

struck with the singular and noble frank

ness of the Abolitionists of Rhode Island.

They are really the people whom we

should expect to find engaged in the abo

lition of slavery, and not of that alone,

but of all forms of wrong that debase and

crush humanity. They are men and

women, who have been trained to think

profoundly, and to act nobly. They

seem to us the least sectarized of almost

any band of reformers which it has been

our fortune to meet with. Their eyes

are injured to 'the blaze of truth, and

they do not blink at new manifestations

of it. They welcome good from every

where, believing that all earnest men

have more or less of it. Whoever labors

for the elevation and redemption of hu

manity in earnest and sincere faith, has

their deepest sympathies and hearty co

operation. Hence many of them, are

among the most active and enthusiastic

believers in the Social unity of the race,

and the practicability of an order of soci

ety based upon its recognition. We owe

them many thanks, and feel united to

them by ties of sincere friendship; and

we trust that this is but the introduction

to a long and friendly co-operation in the

work of integral reform.

 

PROVIDENCE UNION OF ASSO

ClA'l‘IONISTS.

Organized April 17th, 1847.

Numbering about thirty members. Officers:

\VILLIAM Cnacs, President.

P. W. Fennrs, Vice Presidenl.

Jons L. CLARKE, Secretary.

Jossrn A. BARKER, Treasurer.

 

Wisconsin PHALANX. Benjamin

Wright, who was for one year President

of the Alphadelphia Association, is now

the President of the Wisconsin Phalanx.

He has been with them nearly a year.

So have some of his family. He lately

returned to this State for the purpose of

removing on the rest of his family. \Ve

had the pleasure of making him a visit

during his stay. We were muclt pleased

and encouraged with the intelligence he

gave us of the success and circumstances

of the Phalanx. \Ve converscd more

with him than we could put in type in a

week. Our experience in Association on

abled us readily to understand each other, PLEDGE 0f the “"10qu "hid! it “'i“ “Onll'iblne

and the same school of experience ena- for the year, or for a term of years, to the funds

bled us to understand the location Ofiof the American Union. We tnust secure at

those rocks and shoals on which so many ‘, least Fifty Dona" a week, and twice that sum

Associations have wrecked before they ‘if POSS-Me; and if each Union will do its part

have fairly Cleared, “‘9 harbor 0f the“ y energetically, we cannot fail of the means for a

early emitence‘ “ a were glad ‘0 learn lbrilliant success. What Association will pledge

that the l halanx had nearly passed these 820, 8,0, $5, a week for three years,

rocks and shoals, and was fast making its. 2d. h is recommended'mm each Asmciatiom

way into the broad blue ocean of success. i_

 

The members for a few years longer will ist should consider what he or she can do to

be compelled to submit to the disadvan'

tages incident upon first settling in a new

country. But let them persevere, and be

careful about taking in additional mem

bers, and he sure they are the right char

acters, of small families, and a proper

supply of ready capital, and soon they

will he possessed of competence, with

all the comforts and pleasures of Associa

tion. They have plenty of excellent

stone and lime close at hand, for building.

Their grist mill is nearly ready to run.

A great unity prevails among the mem

bers, and they were represented as en

joying life in Association.-—— True Tucstlt,

Ann Arbor, Illicit.

   
 

THE ANNIVERSARY MEETING

or THE

AMERICAN UNION OF ASSOCIATIONISTS

\\"ill be held during Anniversary W'eck, on

TUESDAY, May llth, in the City of New

Yuan; and it is important that thc Affiliated

Unions should prepare in season to send their

Delegates, and that Associationists should make

their arrangements to attend.

The occasion is a momentous one. The

American Union of Associationists must this

Spring mark out distinctly a plan of operations,

and determine upon the most expedition: and

economical mode of diffusing our doctrines

throughout the nation, and of making ready for

the practical embodiment of our principles.

For this end, the advice of the most devoted,

wise and energetic friends of the movement is

needed. This must be in the strongest sense

of the words, a business meeting; where all im

portant points of policy may be thoroughly

discussed, and measures agreed upon, which

being the result of the best collective judgment

of the American Union, shall be found worthy

of the devoted support and earnest aid of every

Asssociationist. The next year should be as

active :1 one, as the means and men at our cout

mand can possibly make it; and it is necessary

therefore to form a clear and precise estimate,

in advance, of all our resources. \Ve have to

determine upon the number and character of

our publications,—to lay out the most promis

ing fields for our lecturers,—and especially to

set in motion efficient instrumentalities by which

to secure active co-operation among the Affi

liated Unions, so that. all Associationists may feel

that they are working in concert for definite

ohjccts, and that they are living members of

One Body.

It is emphatically recommended, therefore:

lst. That each Affiliated Union should at

once meet, and consult as to the plans which

>may seem best for advancing our cause most

rapidly, firmly, widely. Lot new members he

added; let contributions be increased; let zeal

and determination be strengthened; let the

wants and opportunities of respective neighbor

hoods be carefully considered. Every Affiliated

Union should form an exact estimate of the

“’eckly Rmt which it can raise, and be pre

pared to offer at the Anniversary Meeting a

 

elp_on the mOvement,— what sacrifices we are

1 ready to make for it,- what means we will con

I sccratc to it,— what time and efforts we resolve

to give to advance this cause of peace, unity,

and universal good. How many Associationists

ithere are, who could easily pledge 8100, 850,

| SlO, a year, for three or five years to the propo

gation of Associative doctrines. And are they

free not to do it? How many Associationists

there are, who could subscribe $1,000, or 8500,

or 3100, towards the formation of a Permanent

iFu-nd, the income of which might be devoted

,to the diffusion of our views, while the prin

l cipal should go to form a Capital for some Prac

! tical Trial, when the American Union should

ll determine that the time had come, that the

place was found, and that means and men an

thorized the stcp. \‘Vho is ready to promise rt

yearly or a triennial contribution, or to subscribe

to the Permanent Fund '! “’ho is not ready to

do something efiicient 7

Now let this matter be taken in hand prompt

; ly and resolutely, with the spirit becoming those

! engaged in a Universal Reform,- which prom

l ises to radically cure the chronic maladies of

I society, and to make Man wholc again,— which

socks to establish upon earth a Heavenly Order,

— which offers to the world no vague hope, but

definite Science,—and which commends itself

' to the good-sense of the most practical.

Let each Affiliated Union, let each Associa

tionist, contribute the best counsel and amplest

pecuniary supplies, at the coming Anniversary.

\Vherc Delegates cannot be sent, and indi

viduals cannot attend, letters may be addressed

to the Union.

By order of the Executive Committee.

W. H. CHANNING.

Domcxtil: Corresponding Secretary of the

American Union of Associatiom'rh.

Bosron, March 15, 1847.

WEST ROXBURY RAIL-ROAD

AND OMNIBUS LlNE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

LEAVES Brook Farm at 'l and 9 A. M., and

1 3-4- and 5 P. M. Leaves the “ Toll Gate Sta

tion ” on the arrival of the 8 and 11 1-2, A. M.,

3 1-2 and 6 [-2, P. M., Cars from Boston.

N. R. GERRISH,

April 5, 1847. Agent.
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DEAR. Sins: The~ Associative Doc

trines, cheering and inspiring, as they are

to the soul, have yet a penalty attached

to their knowledge. The poet says

“ when ignorance is bliss, ’tis folly to be

wise,” and were the present state 01‘

society permanent, it might be a misfor

tune to have a view of that beautiful and

enchanting prospect which Association

presents of the possible condition of Hu

manity on the earth. The glorious

ideal which so delights the imagination

makes the hideous aspect of civilization

doubly repugnant to the feelings.

This mighty city, this far-famed Em

porium of Commerce with its enormous

aggregation of Wealth, Industry andl

Talent, how miserably are these means

of happiness perverted and wasted!

The terrible and dcsolatiug ell'ccts of

 

free competition, of the incoherence and

antagonism of pursuits and interests. of

industrial slavery, are here seen in all

their horrors. The characters which

such circumstances naturally produce

here abound in all their defo‘rmity, in all ‘

their intense selfishness. 0 how hard

beartcd, how devoid of every sympathetic

and generous emotions must be these

Capitalists, who can look unmoved upon

the awful miseries which surround them

and give no aid, not even a word of en

couragement to those who are struggling

and hoping for a better state of things!

Such moral monsters are nevertheless the

legitimate oli‘spring of the principles

that now govern social relations.

How true a type of civilization is the

architecture of this city! The .eye

which looks for beauty and harmony is

vpained with ugliness and disorder; here

a splendid palace for the idler or the mere

exchanger of the products of labor,‘

there a dirty hovel for the creator of.

wealth; wood, brick, stone, all ordersi

and styles of architecture, jumbled to-,

 

 

its neighbor's. Yet amid this mob of

dwellings there are not wanting corres

pondences to the indications which soci

ety now furnishes of the coming of the

Combined Order. The. block in William

Street called \Vashington Buildings,I

which is built on a uniform plan is really

refreshing to the sight, and exhibits

most palpably the advantages resulting

from following the Order of nature, Va—

riety in Unity. 31‘

The Lectures on ‘Asociation have

been well attended, anil listened to with

the greatest interest, and must have cott

vinced every candid mind of the neces~

sity and practicability of Social Reform.

The one delivered by Horace Greeley es

pecially, commended itself to the com

mon sense of the audience. It is an hon

or to our City that we have such a man

amongst us, and so noble and humane a

paper as the “ Tribune,’ which still PUP,

sues “ the eren'tenor of its way," des

pite the pitcons and impotent howlings of

the “ Observers," “ Couriers ” and

“ Expresses.”

The Anniversary of the American

Union of Associationists is looked for

ward to with much interest and hope. 0

that each believer of our doctrines would

now come forward with determined zeal

to prosecute the great work. Let us ex

pect great things, attempt great things,

and this year may witness a mighty

impulse given to the cause of Humanity.

The National Rel'ormers are much

elated by the result of"dur'municipal

election, their influence having elected

our M'ayor and Alms-Huuse Commis

sioner, the former nominated by the

\Vhigs and the latter by the DemocratsJ

They are tnin a noble body of men, and'

enter with their'whole soul upon the vin-'

dication of the “right of man to the

 

soil.” The signs of the times plainly"

indicate their approaching success.

Yours in the cause of Humanity.
t
l

.l. G. F.

i “I? " V '1}; ;r, ‘, -,,.~ _;.
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Ether}; sort of fashion. rth u DEMOCRAT“: Hurlqu

’ Stone blocks are types of perverted Emu- Translated for the Harbinger.

CORRESPONDENCE hum" cub Muse “flying ‘0 rise above Crutcow AND CONSTAN'HNOI‘LE. The

brutal suppression of the little State of

Cracow, has been a flagrant violation of

the principle on which the rights of mod

ern nations rest. Since the treaty of

Westphalia, the principle has been re

cognized that one St'ate should not destroy

another, but that they should all concur

towards the equilibrium of Europe. To

maintain this principle the European

States combined against Louis XlV., and

against Napoleon.

This principle was at first laid down

only for the States of Christendom. Al'

terwards, when the 'Mahommedan States

entered the movement of the modern

uorltl, it was necessary to place them

under the same aegis, and the more so as

their invasion and division threatened to

excite interminahle wars. The integrity

of the Ottoman Empire was then pro

claimed, and this second principle, though

of later announcement, became not less

essential to the harmony of nations and

the peace ofthe world. Its guardianship

extended over Constantinople, the two

Straits of the Bosphorns and the Dunla—

nelles, Smyrna, Egypt, Syria, the Isth

mus of Suez, and all those geographical

positions, too important for any liiuropcan

power to have their exclusive possession.

The principle of the integrity of the Ot

toman Empire, eilccled a concert of action

amongst the European nations in Oriental

all'airs; and from this concert resulted

equality of rights, an equalin not less

favorable to the States of Europe than to

the progress of'the Eastern countries.

These tendencies were trulyconl'orma

ble to a great social policy. They appear

to have been appreciated and acted on by

M. Gnizot, in the Convention of 1841, on

the neutrality of Straits. They should

have been extended to all the parts of

the Ottoman Empire, since they were so

many guarantees for the protection of in

ltercsts and the maintenance of general

peace. , »

At the present time, the principle of

i

O
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the independence of States, has just been

trodden under foot. by the three courts of

the north. No general State treaties any

longer exist to regulate the affairs of

Europe. We have now only private in

ternational arrangements. The treaties

of 1815 have been destroyed by‘the very

powers who had imposed them upon

Europe. The only common bond re

maining among the Christian nations, is

a compact made in virtue of the principle

of the integrity of the Ottoman Empire,

a compact recognized by Turkey, 13th of

June, 1841, which declared the neutrality

of the Straits of the Bosphorns and the

Dardanelles. it is a. remarkable fact,

and one which justifies the prophetical

genius of Fourier, that it is through the

East, through Constantinople, that the

European powers arewnow linked with

each other, in the midst of the rupture of'

treaties and of all the principles of inter

national rights.

But will the three northern powers,

who have not respected the independence

of States, respect the integrity of the

Ottoman Empire! Will the existence of

Mussulman States he more sacred in their

eyes than that of Christian States?

Having tom the treaties of 1815, will

they pause before the compact of the

Straits? Or will they not rather proceed

to divide among themselves the Turkish

Empirel Will they content themselves

with nsurping some of its provinces?

vVll'ill they dare to fix the fate of Con

stantinople? 'Will it be allowed to

them ?

' The projects of the northern courts are

not. officially known. If such exist, they:

will take care not to let tltern escape be-'

fore the train of their realization is laid.

in any case, we may conjecture that the

East will first feel the consequences of

the confiscation of Cracow. \Ve add the

following curious revelations contained in

a correspondence from Constantinople,

addressed to the Semaphora of Mar

seilles.

“ \Ve have been informed at Constanti

nople, that a Greek Phanariot, M. Razis,

who receives a pension of 4,000 Russian

rubles, with honorary distinctions from

this government for his previous services,

and who combines the functions of first

Dragoman to the Belgian embassy with|

those of Interpreter to tho Porte, had!

drawn up a plan for the division of the

Ottoman Empire, which, rejected by the

last Minister, M. Titow, has been accept

ed with signal favor by M. Oustinow, his

successor in office. This fact had been

known for two months, when its intelli

gence was received by the Porte through

the columns of the Leipzic Gazette, sent

by the internuncio of Austria. Here the

plan was presented in all its details, with

all the changes to which it had been subs

 
 

mitted, together with the author's name.

In substance it ran thus: Constantinople,

Smyrna, and the Dardanelles, were to be

constituted free ports. Moldavia, “Fal

lachia, and Servia were to form a. princi

pality to be assigned to the Duke of

Lcuchtcnberg, son-in-law of the Russian

Emperor. Bulgaria and Romelia should

belong to Russia; Bosnia, Albania, and

Arzrugan, to Austria; Egypt and Syria

to England; Tunis nnd Tripoli to France,

besides the sanction of her Algerian con

quests. The Porte, moved by this dispo

sition of its territories, immediately or

dered the translation and sent copies oft

the plan to the five powers above-mcn- i

tinned. The idea seems to have been to

 

POLAND—VALIDITY or Tara-rtzs BE

TWEEN THE S'rnono AND 'rns WEAK.

The cup of bitterness for Poland is now

full. The republic of (Tracow has been

suppressed by a stroke of the pen by the

European powers, Russia, Prussia and

Austria, in the face of the most formal

stipulations signed by these powers, as

well as by England and France. The

treaty of Vienna, of 1815, contains the

following Articles :

“Article 6th. The city of Cracow

with its territory is declared in perpetuity

a cily,free, independent, and slrit‘lly neu

lml, under the protection of Russia, of

Prussia and of Austria."

“ Article 9th. The courts of Russia,

make as much noise as possible in orderlof Austria and of Prussia, engage to

to sound the disposition of Russia. Whatirespect and to cause to be respected

gives more weight to the presumptive g through all lime, the neutrality of the free

evidence against this court is, the recent,city of Cracow and all its territory. No

presentation of some superb jewelry to‘ armed force shall erer be introduced into

M. Razis, the author, from -the prime it undrr anyprelence whatsoerer."

Minister.” It would seem, however, according to

Thus the plan has been Welcomed by a note in the Augsburg Gazette, thatthe

him, sent to the cabinet of St. Petersbnrg, , absolute powers had only constituted the

published by a German journal underlrepublic of Cracow as an experiment,

censorship, and finally communicated by and had taken no pledge except to each

 

.solves the property of their wards!

the internnnoio of Austria to the Porte

itself, which appears disturbed and wishes

explanations. May not this project be a.

trial balloon, a means of preparing public

opinion and diplomacy? May it not be:

one of those rnanoruvrcs by which a great!

deal is proposed in the view of realizing!

a partl And after the publication ot|

such a project. of complete destruction oil

the Ottoman Empire, may not Europe:
and the Porte consider themselves fut'tu-i

nate if the plunder is restricted to some

provinces? Here are the sequences of

the usurpation which the three courts of

the north have just committed on the little

State of Cracow. It is a confiscation oi‘

the feebier States of Humanity; it is a|

collective conquest of those countries'

which Europe should protect. It is a

robbery upon the weaker members of the

human family. Unfaithful, guardians,

the Christian nations divide among them;

 

Without any other pretext than their

ambition, they would violently impose

their civilization on people whom they

know not how to govern! As if the

laws of our present civilization were per

fect enough to apply to entire Humanity!

Finally, such a project is but a retro

grade Utopia. To have mentioned-it will

suffice; but it may serve to measure the

abyss opened through the confiscation of

Cracow. It may serve to show how far

we may go when we have entered the

path of conquest and brutal force; when

we have violated the sacred principle of

the independence and the fraternity of

nations.

 

other. An audacious lie,—-since En

gland and France likewise signed that

treaty, and have the right to watch over

its execution in all its details as a ques~

tion of European equilibrium.

 

DECLARATION on THE CKNTRAL PoLtsn

('Iostattr'rsta. The republic of Cracow

has ceased to exist. The treaties of

1815 are brutally violated. The last.

vestige of Polish nationality has disap

peared through a monstrous usurpation.

When the hands of the oppressors tear the

compact imposed by the oppressors them

selves, it is not only to the Gotrernmenls

of civilization that such a violation of all

rights dictates sacred duties; nations

have also theirs. The silent indignation

of all honest men is not enough; it is an

energetic and unanimous protest which

should answer the rapacious grasp of

despotism, and warn it that if the justice

of nations sleeps for a time, it. has sooner

or later a terrible awakening.

Cracow is now an Austrian city. The

three powers in partnership have accom

plished their last crime against Polish

nationality; but this crime has reani

mated throughout Europe, the indignation

excited at long intervals by the division

of 1772, the reactions of 1831, the mis

fortunes of March, 1840; and now more

than ever, have we hope in a future for

our nation. Cracow cannot now be re»

stored without raising all Poland, whose

final ruin has been so audaciously prtr

claimed in the face of all Europe and

especially of France, which has sworn

by the organ of its three great powers,

that Polish nationality should not perish.
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The republic of Cracow, that last cen

tre of the country, a hearth where her

embcrs yet feebly glowed, still alarmcd

the powers: they fling its ashes to the

winds. It remains still proven that the

treaties of Vienna, on which the equili

brium of Europe had been declared finally

to rest, were mere words, a fiction which

had long ceased to deceive any one.

Austria, Russia, Prussia, for whose ben

efit these treaties have been concluded,

show, in being the first to violate them,

what value Europe can attach to national

pledges. Poland, with the national, in

dependent institutions promised to her in

an article of the treaties of Vienna,

would have caused great annoyance for

the last sixteen years to the powers in

partnership; and so, after the revolution

of Warsaw, the Czar hastened to tear

the constitution of Poland. Cracow pre

served in its bosom all the traditions of

its lost country; and so, after having

strangled in blood the last cry of inde

pendence, the three usurpers now hasten

to annihilate this last vcstige of Poland,

which a. capital article of the same

Viennese treaties still called a free city.

To the future no alternative‘is now

possible. Either Absolutism or Liberty

must reign in Europe.

But this is also the cause of all people.

It is the cause of justice and of liberty.

The Central Polish Committee cannot

and will not keep silence before this new

iniquity with which the northern powers

have defilcd themselves! In the name of

justice and of liberty, in the name of the

nations, it joins its protest to that of the

whole civilized world.

 

BEAUTIES or-‘_ Crviuzen WAR—AT

TEMPTBD Porsoxtivc or" 5,000 MEN. The

news from Lisbon runs, that Saldanha, a

military commander in the civil wars, has

just committed an action as abominable

as criminal. Three sergeants, bribed by'

him, had been sent as deserters to Santa

rem, with a commission to poison the

bread of the troops there and to set fire

to the powder magazine. One of the

were waiting for a supply of bread,

which they expected to receive from the

authorities, Some were lame, many al

most dead with the most loathsome dis

eases, and all of them presenting the ap

pearance of famished savages. They

consisted of men, women, children and

dogs, and the picture they presented was

indeed melancholy in the extreme. — Ga—

zette and Times.

 

CANNIBALISM.

PERVERSlfiN OF HUMAN LIFE AND lNCq'

HERENCE OF MAN \VI'I'H THE ANIMAL

CREATION THROUGH HIS SELFISH APPRO

PRIATION OF THEIR BODIES.

(Continued from p. 313.)

We have spoken hitherto of faculties,

of intelligence; but it is not on these

that the claims of the animal to our sym

pathy, to our respect, chiefly rest; these

are but the means, the tools, and not the

essential life. It is not because our fel—

low creature thinks and plans and exe

cutes, that our love should go forth.

towards him and sacredly protect him

from violence, but because he loves and

requires love; and because our Heavenly

Father is in all and loves all, proclaiming

this from moment to moment in the fact

of its existence. The passions and affec

tions of animals have never been denied;

but they have been no more appreciated

than their intelligence by the mass of

mankind.

Every one who has the slightest ac

quaintance with woodland life, will have

felt his sympathies enlisted in the love,

the heroism, the tenderness and the strife

that fills nature, and proclaims the omni

presence of passion, unitary in its es

sence, though dual in development. Let

us listen to one of nature's priests, to

Audubon, the savant, the poet, and the

woodsmnn, whose name will be dear to

us while the grass grows, the waters

flow, and the birds sing. Audubon,

whose paintings and whose words, fresh

as the dew, bright as the dawn, delicate

as song, multiplied by the secrets of art,

willinspire with the love of nature, the

Cherubims, the Seraphims, the Lyceans

 

scoundrels having exposed the plot, the.

two others have been arrested, and an

inquest having proved the existence of

arsenic in 5,000 rations, the baker and

two sergeants were immediately'shot,

and the rations destroyed.

and Gymnasians in the Harmonian Choirs

of American Phalansteries.

“ Here is the Brown Thrush, which the

plate represents defending his nest from

a snake.

“ Reader, (you who have shot and bag-.

 

The Santarem bulletin announces this

horrible news. Saldanha doubtless wish-I

ed to profit by this disastrous moment to!

attack Santarem and cover himser wilh

glory. i

 

l

A MOL'RNFUL AND var NOT llNESUitLi

PICTURE, was presented in the Park, op-l

posits the Aims House yesterday morn—j

ing. Scattered on the grass and sidei

walk in that vicinity, were about one hun-Z

dred and fifty miserable paupers, whoI

ged, broiled and eaten this little songster,)

look attentively at the plate before you,

and say if such a scene as I have attempt

ed to portray, is not calculated to excite

the compassion of any- one who is an ad

mirer of woodland melody, or who sym

pathises with the courageous spirit which

the male bird shows as he defends his

nest and exerts all his powers to extricate

his beloved mate from the coils of the

 

rile snake which has already nearly de

prived her of_ life. Another male of tht.I

same species, answering the call of des

pair from his fellow creature, comes

swiftly downward to rescue the sufl‘erers

With open bill he is already prepared to

strike a vengeful blow at the reptile, his

bright eye glancing hatred at his foe.

See a third grappling with the snake and

with all his might tearing the skin from

his body! Should this alliance of noble

spirits prove victorious, will it not remind

you that. innocence, although beset with

difliculties, may with the aid of friendship

extricate herself with honor! The birds,

in the case represented, were greatly the

sufferers. Their nest was upset, their

eggs lost, and the life of the female

in imminent danger. But the snake was

finally conquered and a jubilee held over

its carcass by a crowd of thrushes and

other birds, until the woods resounded

with their notes of exnltation. l was

happy in contributing my share to the

general joy, for on taking the almost ex

piring bird into my hand for a few min

utes, she recovered in some degree, and I

restored her to her anxious mate. . . . .

No sooner has the bird reached its des

tined abode than whenever a fair morning

occurs, it mounts the topmost twig of a

detached tree, and pours forth its loud,

richly laden and highly melodious song.

. . . . Ah! reader thatl could repeat to

you its several cadences, all so full of

sweetness and melody that one may im

agine its last trill as it dies on the ear,

the careful lullaby of some blessed mOth

er, chanting her babe to repose; that I

could imitate its loudest notes, surpassed

only by those of that unrivalled vocalist

the Mocking-bird. But alas it is impossi

ble for me to convey to you the charms of

the full song of the Brown Thrush; you

must go to its own woods and there listen

to it. . . . . . During the period ofcoutt

ship, the male often struts before the fe

male with his tail trailing on the ground;

and while perched and singing in her

presence, agitating his‘ body with vehe

mence. . . . . . The young begin their

musical studies in autumn, repeating

passages with as much zeal as ever did

Paganini. By the following spring their

full powers are developed. . . . . They

are easily domesticated ; so gentle ” (says

Audubon of one of his pets) “did this

bird become, that when ] opened its cage

it would follow me about the yard and

the garden. The instant it saw me take

a spade or hoe, it would follow at my

heels, and as I turncd up the earth would

pick up every insect or worm thus ex

posed to its view. I kept it for three

years; it slept. usually on the baclr of

my chair in my study.

“ During the period of incubation, the

male is heard from the top of a neighbor

ing tree singing for hours at a time. It
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ascends to this pinnacle by-leaping from ' pointed, he rises towards the black wal

branch to branch, and selects several‘nut trcc, under which, during many a

trees for the purpose, none of them more ‘ summer's heat, the mowers have enjoyed

than one hupdretl yards from the nestsr; both their repast and their mid day rest.

Its song over, it dives towards its favorite I now see him, not dcspondiug as' you

thicket. Both male and female sit on tho may suppose, but vexed and irritated.

eggs. Their mutual attachment, and‘See how he spreads his tail, how often

their courage in defending their nest, are he raises his body, how he ejaculates his

tion, flying in small flocks or even some

times singly. At this season the beauty

of their plumage is much improved, their

movements have acquired more grace;

their manner of flight and all their mo

tions when on the ground, evidently

showing how strongly they felt the pas

sion that glows in their bosoms. The

well known to children living in the

country. They resent the intrusion even

of man, assaulting him and emitting ai

strong gutteral note, resembling Idmi,‘

lchai, accompanied by a plaintive tom,

and continued till the enetny retires.

Should he carry off their treasure, he is‘

sure to be followed a great way, both

birds continually crossing his path, and:

bestowing on him the rcproaches he so

richly deserves.”

The Zlfeadow Lark. “How could I

give the history of this beautiful bird,

were I not. to return for a while to the

spot where I found it most abundant, and

where the most frequent opportunities

occurred of observing it! Then, reader,

to those rich grass fields let us stray.

“"6 are not far from the shores of the

Jerseys; the full beauties of an early

spring are spread profusely around us;

the glorious sun illumines the creation

with a flood of golden light as he yet

lies beneath the deep; the industrious bee

is yet asleep, as are the birds in bush and

tree; the small wavelets break upon the

beach with a gentle murmur; the sky is

so beautifully blue, that in seeing it, one

fancies himself near heaven; the moon

is about to disappear in the distant \Vest;

'the limpid dew drops hang on every leaf,

bud and blossom, each tall blade of grass

.bending under the weight. Anxious toE

view nature at her best,I lie waiting in"

pleasure for the next moment :—- it has

come; all is life and energy; the bee,

the bird, and the quadruped, all naturei

awakes into life, and every being seems

moving in the light of the Divine coun-z

tenance. Fervently do I praise the God'

who has called me into existence, and

devotedly do I pursue my avocations;

carefully treading on the tender grass,l

until I reach aseat by Nature‘s own hand i

prepared; when I pause, survey, admire,

and essay to comprehend all, yes all

around me. See, the Lark arrived last'

evening! fully refreshed, and with a ho

som overflowing with love towards herv

who has led him thus far, he rises from

his grassy couch, and on gently whirring

pinions launches into the air in the glad

hope of finding the notes of his beloved

{all on his ear.

“ Females are usually tardy at this early

season. The male is still on the wing;

his notes sound loud and clear as be im

patiently surveys the grassy plain be

 

 

p

 

 

neath him. His beloved is not ihel'e'iht'etlk up; the females first separating,

surprise, and loudly calls for her whom

of all things be best loves“ Ah! there

comes the dear creature; her timorous

thudcr notes announce her arrival. Iler

matc, her beloved, has felt the charm of

her voice. Ilis wings are spread, and

buoyant with gladness he flies to meet, to

welcome hcr; anticipating all the bliss

prepared for him. \Vould that I could

interpret to you, reader, as I feel them,

the many assurances of friendship, fideli—

ty and love, that at this precious moment

pass from the one to the other as they

place their bills together and chatter their

mutual loves! the gentle chidings of the

male for the sorrow her delay has caused

him, and the sweet words she uses to

male is seen to walk with stately meas

ured steps, jerking out his tail and then

closing it like a fan in the hands of some

fair damsel. Its loud notes are ntore me—

lodious titan ever, and are now frequent

,ly heard, the bird sitting the while on the

branch of a tree, or the top of some

tall weed of the meadow.

“ We to the rival who dares to make

his appearance! Nay, should any male

come in sight, he is at once attacked, and

if conquered, chased beyond the limits

of the territory claimed by the first pos

sessor. Several males may sometimes

be seen engaged in fierce conflict, al

though these frays seldom last more than

a few moments. The sight of a single

calm his ardor. Alas, it were vain tol female 910006 changes their occupation,

attempt; I have listened to the talk it is

true; Ihave interpreted all their happi

ness, but I cannot describe it to you.

You, reader, must watch them as I have

done if you wish to understand their

language. . .

“ During its migrations, which are us

and after her they all fly'as if mad. The

female exhibits the usual timidity of her

sex, that modesty without which even in

meadow larks, she would probably fail of

&finding a mate. As he flies towards her

2 uttering the softest of his notes, she

tmoves 05‘ in such a manner that her ar

 

ually performed by day, it rises above/idem admirer often sccms doubtful wheth

the tallest forest trees, passing along in | or she means to repel or encourage him.

loose bodies, and not unfreqnemly i“ At length however he is permitted to go

flocks of from fifty to one hundred indi- ! nearer, 1° express by his song and COUT

viduals. At such times, its motions are tcons demeanor the strength and constan

continucd, and it merely sails at intervals 1 ry Of his PRSShm- She accepts him 118

to enable it to breathe and renew its ex- I her lord, and in a few days hOlh 3Y6 588"

értions, Now afid then one may be seen busily searching for an appropriate spot

making directly towards another, chasing in “'thh ‘0 1‘91" their len‘l A! the

it. downwards, m- horizomnlly, away from 1 foot 0f some tuft 0f ittll strong grass you

the group, uttcring all the while a sharp ! find "16 "95% A "my is scmped m" of

querulotts note and keeping up the pttr- the ground, and i" ll is Plum1 aquantity

suit for a distance of several hundred“ @355, film)“ T0015, and other milie

yimls, when it suddenly abandons it i rials, circularly disposed so as to resemble

Both birds then rejoin the flock, and the,an me“: around “'thh leaves and lhe

party continue their journey in unitbilillh‘vs 0f the surrounding grasses are

When flocks, thus travelling, spy a fa- mailed mile‘hel' 5" as '0 60‘"?! and co"

vorahle feeding place, they gradually ceal it. The entrance admits only one at

descend and alight on some detach atime, but both birds incubate. . . .

ed tree, when, as if by one accord, These birds are unremitting in their at

each individual jerks out its tail, springs igmion towards 63c}! Olherv and i" lhe

on its legs, and utters a loud soft call care 0f their offspring; and While the

note. They then tly successively to the.female Sitsi the male not only supplies

ground, and immediately proceed in her with food, but constantly comforts

search of food. An old male now and her by his song and the watchfulncss

then crects itself, glances its eye around

with anxious scrutiny, and should danger

be perceived, does not fail to inform his

party by emitting a loud rolling note;

on hearing which, the rest of the flock

become alert and hold themselves in read

iness to depart.

" At the approach of spring the flocks

which he displays."

These extracts may enable us to form

some slight conception of the richness of

life, when, instead of forcing the animal

creation to know us as their tyrant or

their foe, we shall multiply ourselves by

genial sympathy in their loves, their

families, and all their interests and pars

sions. It was not necessary to cite

 

His heart allno-‘il- fails him, and disaP-EThc males thcu commence their migra—rsltecial imil-anccs 0f the dePLiO" 0f alli
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mals to their mates or their young. There

are but few species from the bear to the

ant, who have not been known to sacri

fice their lives to their affection. The

ant, even when out in two whilst employ

ed iii removing its young nympha- to a

place of safely, has continued with its

head and two forelcgs to accomplish its

task of paternal love.

Love and Familism, the two minor

cardinal pasions pervade and dominate

in the present animal creation. There

are not wanting, however, numerous

examples of Ambition and of Friendship.

The carnivore generally include the types

of that subversive ambition, seeking indi

Vidual interest at the expense of the col

lective, which obtains in otir own so

cieties. The elephant is one of those

exceptional typcs_of which the principle

is honor, and the passion usefulness. He

is even capable of sacrificing himself to

a point of honor. “ Take away that lazy

beast, and bring another,” said a super

intendent of an lndian shipyard, where

these creatures are employed to force

large vessels into the water. The ele

phant instantly rcdouhlcd his exertions,

fractured his skull, and died on the spot.”

It has been asserted that the elephant

will not reproduce his species in confine~

ment, and we have incautioiisly repeated

this in a former number. Ifind on more

careful investigation that it is not true;

that the expensiveness of the creature

has discouraged their breeding in the

poverty of our present societies; but. so

soon as this objection shall be obviated

by a more integral system of culture and

increased production, the same excellent

results may be anticipated with the elc~

phant, that we have already attained in

the artificial varieties of the horse adapt

ed to otir different purposes.

In his wild or domesticated state alike,

the horse presents us with a type of noble

emulation or harmonic Ambition. It has

been observed that those wild horses

which excelled in the race, in leaping,

and those feats which hunters witness in

the wild prairies, became the most gentle

when domesticated. The most admirable

order and discipline is found among the

vast herds of their peaceful squadrons;

and those trained in the subversive ar

mies of man, have been known, in case

of an old disbanded regiment, to form in

regular line of brittle and rush upon each

other with fierce neighings, fighting des

perately till nearly all were killed. They

possess to a high degree, the sentiment

of chivalry. Horses the most unman

ageable, recognize the courtesy due to

woman, and often behave with perfect

gentleness with their young mistresses,

when they allow no one else but the

. groom to approach them.

Obedience, deference, and the spirit of_

 

usefulness, which flow from true Ambi- ' have recently arrived from Europe give a
~ I s a v i _

tion, the source of order and degrees, are 3mm melandmly “Wm” Pr File" 5'15"

l - fr w u nil ' h: 1- .4 H .m a'lngS. prard of eighty individuals, al
nn y mum (_l C ~l _“ '0' ,L‘ " lmust dead with the ship fever, nerc land

ivarm, empnssioned friendship, ltt't‘lttlfiti‘cd from one ship alone, while twenty.

man estrangcs himself so much froiu‘seven of the cargo died on the passage,

l , ' \

mher animnis_ The Am}, {pets i, We"Hand were thrown into the sea. 'lhey

and o d )x we freeman Ur mr we“ , were one hundred days tossing to and fro
8 (LS_ _ ‘ ‘ _ ”_’ upon the ocean, and for the last twenty

whether white or Indian. 'llic child stdays “mi,- on|y food cmsisled of a few

friendship with some dog, kitten, or'ounces of meal per day, and their only

squirrel, forms one of his happiest epochs, {Li-"9" ‘F‘lspbmli'fmh “IN” the cllou‘lshj—

. . 1 ie ri \tic tiese co esuerand initiates him into the great brother-i "use es ‘ p p

, _ _ are brought upon themselves, for they

[mud or “awre- rhe frlcn‘lsml’ "r the have no business to Icairel/icir coimtrt willi

dog and of the lion, are friendships onto1 an! at [[081 a sufficient quantity nod to

death. A volume might be filled woollen-(111mwlfllwui/“Hgllwrawgef’

th instances in which the survivor hasl h smkes “5 mm “us same Express
_e ‘ , _ '_ , g has often marveled why people who can’t

Pmed away 1" desllalr- Th‘s m the case i find employment here don‘t hetake them

of the lion may be accounted for by theirselves somewhere else, where work is

utter absence of all other sources of sym-lfll‘;i [‘0 be abrlldm!‘ and wages hlg‘hi

- - an tiat paper ivcs III a state 0 perpe u

pmhy am.‘ Opinmunwes 0f Wham“, 6“ I al astonishment that any body could wish

pansuin, in his confinement; but the dog],o render Land more easily anainablo

which has followed his master to the:i,han it now is, when there are lots of it

grave, has rejected for him voluntarily 1" lel’lggmfli Ngmllll‘l‘lmhllfliand lheg‘m‘

- _ , go sari s, to e in amost any o'w.
pron-era! Sy'i'pmhy .and md' as “ell dsl And now, when the famine-stricken perish

the gratification of his sensual appetites. i of fever and smrwliun i.“ their deg cram

Cast in the mould of friendship, it isiell'orts to reach their Promised and,

Wm, him we cuiminming and piyomllllifiy are coolly told that they “have no

- - - ' lust/teas to leave their country without a
s h religion. He l W ’ . . .p: 55:3'9‘121)’ C’ f0“) 8 1" outisothciency ol food,” die. Alas! what

a s i . We mu“ be “"derSde ‘ have they ‘ business' to do, then, unless

here to speak of the noblcr species, and ' it be to die? -—- Tribune.

of those in whom the sentiment has been

developed by opportunity. There is so

. . . . F H 'tt's Journal.little friendship of this character among [ mm on 1

men, and so much of poor and selfish

friendship, that we must, in the hiero

glyphic correspondence, find this also

repeated in the crowd of vulgar dogs and

their trivial attachments, which are not

the less their dominant passions, how

ever slightly developed.

But it is not only the simpler accords

of friendship which nature continually

presents to us between individuals of the

GEORGE SAND.

It is not difficult to account for the neg

lect which the works of the great female

igenius, known by the assumed name of

'George Sand, have received in England

tip to the present time. They were first

introduced to the notice of English read

ers some years ago by a writer in the

thrlcv-ly Revictr, vrho stigmatized them

as every thing that was immoral. The

outrageous critique referred to, was doubt

less, in a great measure, instigated by

 

same or different species, but also the

higher social accords which unite them

in large societies. Some of these, as

moss or me salmon’ {he hemng’ the theFrcnclilTltra- emocratic party,where

swalloW, the "Wk, "19 Plgc‘mi “'3 5hcel‘i . as her English Reviewer wrote for the

the dog, the horse, and elephant, being‘Ultra-Tory section of our community, it

merely social aggregations which, how- was 5‘s)!" l° fiery hgl’ “"rgm‘gs am] fle;

- ‘ unce er ie on er e convenienever superior to those we have yet zit-ino ’

_ , _ _ garb of morality and virtue. As the

tained, by their internal peace and their “mks of George Sand were “mum in a

unitary spirit, are still crudc; organizing foreign language, and were hence inac

no industrial ctr-operation. Others, as Fesiible ‘0 ‘lhc gleadt '“njfffly‘ "f will“:

1 i conr-anasisoomuimoie. or me am’ hee’ “.asp' beavgr’llilsl‘iitlsamtling yiis to takelour opinions

prairie dog, have advanced to organize ready formed from me reviewers’me an,_

more permanent and definite societies, cle in the Quarterly succeeded for a time

not only attaining peace, but a certainli" mbOUing her “'"sti “M 01052"! {he

degree of harmony. The approximationslcyesi “'5' and hearts "I “'6 Lngmh

. . i reading public against her. _

to the different forms of the series, as, l, is evident, however, ,h,“ the Judg_

one or another passional principle pro- | ment so dogmatically pronounced against

dominates, opens to the student of natural 1 this Witter is 00“ '0 be “versed, for She

history a new field of very high interest, l5 ab‘m' ‘0 have a fa" llcarmg am“? “5’

. . in an English translation of her works,

in the future rcseaichcs which shall be|
_ _ which will bejndged according to their

made in the habits of these creatures. real merilswtlic people, not the (Inner

To be (‘ontinur-d. |ly critics, being the judges. A more

I generous expression of opinion, however,

has of late characterized the press in

speaking of the works in question; and

many who before censured without cause

political feeling. For party spirit was

fierce and unscrupulous in those days—

iiiucli more than it is now; and George

Sand having earl identified herself with

 

PAt'PER lmiioiiirios. The Express

of Saturday says: “The paupers whol
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or merely because others did, are now

the warmest in their praise.

\Ve must, for ourselves, state, in limin

tte, that having read the works of George

Sand, we are not prepared to defend ev- , husband. and handed over to a M. Dude

ery work or every sentiment published by ‘ vant, with whom amariage dc ranzrennncc,

She has herself expressed a wish as it is commonly called in France, was

that some even of her most brilliant writ- concluded.

What great pro-:ance are the custom among the higher

gressive writer has not often wished the‘classes throughout France, half of their

her.

inga were unwritten.

same thing. But shall we set the seal of

banishment on every writer who, at the

outset of his career, has made false steps,

and published works, which in the matur

ity of his character and genius he would

fain recall! . Then, we must at once batt

ish from our libraries the works of some

of the very highest names in English

literature. '

But there is deep wisdom and instruc

tion in even those early works of George

Sand, which have been considered the

most objectionable. \Ve do not say that

they are fit for indiscriminate reading by

youth. To understand them, one must

have endured much sharp and bitter ex

perience of the World. [‘0 sympathise

with them thoroughly, one must have

suffered in the tenderesst part of our na

ture—in the affections. There is, in

her early works, a piteous and prolonged

wail of agony—a breathed anguish of

the tortured heart—a desperate strug~

gling of a wronged and outraged nature

—a succession of pictures of fearful so

cial misery and torment, which we look

upon as a kind of mental aliment not to

be placed before the young and pure in

heart, who have never known such sor

rows as the writer herself has endured.

But when we recognize in these writings,

as the thinking and observant mind can

not fail to do, the indignant protest of

a noble woman against a false and vicious

system,— a woman who has suffered, in

her own person, the worst of what she

depicts, is it not right, we ask, that such

things should be known, were it only as

the first step towards a remedy, and as a

means of awakening society from the in

difference with which it has heretofore

been accustomed to regard such mon~

ltrous wrong and injustice.

To understand the works of George

Sand, and to fully appreciate the deep

lessons which they teach, it is necessary

that their readers should first know some

thing of her history, and the events, the

trials, and sufferings of her past life; of

which her earlier works may be con

sidered as forming, through fictitious

characters, one long and vehement con

fession.

The married name of George Sand is

Madame Dudevant—her maiden name

is Aurore Dupin. Royal blood flows in

her veins; for her grandfather, by the

mother's side, was the celebrated Mare

chal Saxc, the son of Augustus 1]., of

Poland. Her father, M. Dupin, was a

soldier, one of the aides-de-camp of Mar

shal Murat, and died on the field of battle,

leaving his child Aurore an orphan, at an

early age. She inherited a considerable

fortune, and being left under the care of

her grandmother, who exercised little re

straint over her, she began early to devel

op that independence of character, and

decided intellectual bias, which were (less

tined to exercise so important an influence

over her future history. She was brought

up in a fine old country house, in the pro

vince of Berri, the wild and beautiful

scenery of which she afterwards depicted

 

with such marvellous effect in her numer

ous works.

At the age \of' seventeen, Aurore

Dupin was by her friends provided with a

These mariages de conven

marriages being mere business transac

tions between families. They proceed

upon the supposition that woman is sim

ply an article of barter; and while the

fortune and estate of the contracting

parties are carefully enough estimated,

such things as heart and soul have little

or no consideration in the matter. The

young woman is handed over to the hus

band sclccted for her, with the goods and

chattels, of which she is regarded as but

a part — she expecting protection, and he ‘

requiring absolute obedience. Aurore

Dupin was young and beautiful; M. Du

devant was old and ill-favored. During

some part of his life he had been a sol

dicr, and like all old soldiers he enforced

strict discipline in his household.- Ser

vants, dogs and horses trembled at the

sound of his voice. lie was dull and

prosy, emotionless, but impatient of con

tradiction, fond of money and personal

comfort, ignorant and without sympathy

for his kind, and though just according to

the letter of the law, he was arbitrary

and tyrannic as a despot.

To such a man was united for life, by

an arrangement in which she had no

part, a young being, warm, affectionate,

high-spirited, and full of sympathy; en

dowed with a great heart and soul, and

with the very highest capacities for hap

piness. There could be no sympathy or

love between such natures: and there,

was none. The living body hound side

by side to a corpse, could scarcely pre

 

sent a more revolting picture. The soul .

of the woman must have been Weighed

down by a perpetual load of misery.‘

Where the wife sought affection, she;

found indifference; where she craved

sympathy, she met with contempt. She

could be neither soul-mate nor help-mate

to such a man.

Eight years did this pair live together,

during which time Madame Dudevant he

came the mother of two little children,

Solange and Maurice, the society of

whom formed her chief solace in her

misery. She sought occupation also in

 

the relief of the sufferings of the poor of

her neighborhood, by whom she was re

garded as a general benefactor. She

supplied those who needed them with:

food, clothing, and medicines. But this}

could not relieve the tortures of her own .f

heart; and the crisis of her fate had now -

arrived. There are limits beyond whichi

nature refuses to be violated. In indi-l

viduals as in nations, there is always a

point of rebellion and revolt. At the

very same time that the people of Paris

were rising in rebellion against the deal

potism of their rulers, did this long suf

fering woman in like manner, after long]

strugglings, rise up against the despotism

of her husband. She revttltcd, and quit

ted her married home, in the year “30,

leaving every thing behind but her chil

dren, whom M. Dudevant would not al

low her to take with her, unless on con

dition of surrendering to him almost her

whole fortune, some five hundred thou-I

sand francs. To preserve her indepen-l

dence and her children, she gave up this

money to him. She went straight to

Paris there to commence writing for her

own and her children's bread, under the

assumed' name of George Sand.

Here, then, we have the origin and

the secret of George Sand's writings.

After a life of experiences so bitter as

hers have been, “ rose-water ” romances

were scarcely to be expected from her.

The barbed arrow was still rankling in

her heart, and she spoke what she felt,

in Words of bitterness and agony. The

deep wrong inflicted on her ardcnt nature

cried aloud for redress. The monstrous

wickedness of the system by which she

had been victimized, she found reproduc

ed on every side, in cases similar to her

own. Hence the vehement social scep

ticism, the fierce irony, the defiant scorn,

with which she assailed existing systems,

in her earliest works— affording indica

tions of a great mind, unsettled, desolate

and wretched, and of a great heart torn

and bleeding from the bitter experiences

of life. Such are the leading character

istics of Indiana, Valenline and Lelia.

These compositions we must regard, in

no small degree, as the eloquent though

painful confesssions of her own life and

experiences.

It has been too hastily inferred, that be

cause Gcorgc Sand has poured out the

whole hatred of her soul against mercen

ary marriages and marriages of conven

ience, she is therefore the enemy of all

marriage! The authoress herself pro

tests against such a misconstruction. In

her Letlres d’un Voyager—to us the

most interesting of her Works as preg

nant with the most exquisite descriptions

of scenery and character, the finest criti~

cisms on poetry and art, and as affording

the closest insight into the inner life of

the writer, she thus exclaims—

“ Oh God, how sweet had been indie.

soluble ties, if a heart like my own had

accepted them ! Oh no! I was not made

to be a poet; I was made to love! It is

the unhappiness of my destiny, it is the

hatred of others, that has made me a

traveller and an artist. l---- l wished to

live the human life. I had a heart; it

has been mm with violence from my

breast. They have left me only a head

—— a head, full of noise and grief. of hor—

rible recollections, of images of moum

ing, of scenes of outrage . . . . . . And

because in writing tales to gain the bread

they refused me, the recollection of m

misfortunes has crossed me -— because l

have dared to say that there are beings

miserable in the married state, by reason

of the weakness ordained for the wife, by

reason of the infamics that society covers

with a veil, and protects with a mantle of

abuse,-— they have declared me immoral,

they have treated me as if] were the

enemy of the human race.”

It must be confessed that the subjects

of George Sand's earlier works are al

most forbidden ones in this country. By

a kind of general consent, we turn from

the consideration of that feeling or pasion

which forms the key to the social happi

ness of the great majority of human be

ings. Love—the primal necessity of the

highest natures, and the great business of

woman’s life—is excluded from all ra

tional consideration, by parents and edu

cators; and the bcsoin d'afmer is left to be

gratified according to whim or accident in

most cases, or, as in that of Aurora

Dupin, to be sacrificed to the mercenary
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arrangements of guardians and fortune

hunters. it is rare, however, that we

find protests so eloquent as her's against

the barbarilics of such a system, and

pictures so agonizing of the phases of :1

F0

_unsatislied. thwarted. and violated. Such

representations as these are generally

regarded by us as “ immoral; ” for we

are a marvellonsly moral people, great

worshippers of propriety: and though

thousands of miserable wrecks of woman

hood may be daily seen cast about our

streets, the victims of man's inhumanity

to the sex, we cannot yet persuade our

selves that it is necessary to do anything

further than to shut our eyes perverser

to the facts, and to go on comforting our-,

selves with the assurance that every thing

is provided for as it should be, and that

we are, in all respects, a strictly moral

and proper people. It was only right

that a poet, a philanthropist, and a wo

man—one of the most dceply wronged

of her sex—should startle us from our

apathy iii this respect; not by delineating

pictures of illicit love and matrimonial

infidelity, to make us feel toleration for

such sins, but by furnishing us with re

presentations of actual existences, to

make us start from such conditions with

aversion and disgust. And it is a gross

mistake to confound George Sand with

the depraved writers of the Balzac, Janin

and Sue school; for she never makes

vice beautiful—never rewards crime—

never strews roses over corruption; vir

tue is by her always surrounded with

the glory of art, and the blessedness of

well-doing is represented as the highest

aim and reward of life.

To award to George Sand her proper

meed of praise, and to palliate those de

fects in her writings to which (in common

with those of every voluminous writer)

they must in some respects be subject,

we ought also to take into consideration

the period at which she commenced to

write. It was a time of great social

transition, when society was in the throes

ofa political revolution. A fearful spawn

of literary abortions, wild and unnatural,

were being cast before the public. The

literature of Erance struggled in a fer

menting chaos of mingled beauty and

corruption. The fictitious works then

published exhibited a disregard of nature

and truth, and were altogether defective

in a generous faith in the good and the

beautiful. At the same period, an habit

ual violation of the moral laws of our

nature prevailed to a fearful extent in the

social relationships of life. There were

multitudes of sufferers front this latter

cause; among whom was George Sand,

who, breaking her cruel bonds, seized the

pen and began to write for her subsist

ence. lt was scarcely to be expected,

that, with a soul struggling under grief

and trials of the heaviest kind, she should

have remained calm and pure as an an

gel. _

passionate. Her faith in human good

ness had been rudely shaken, and the

most daring scepticism in existing social

institutions was provoked in her mind.

Still after the good and the true in man

and in nature, her great heart had long

ings infinite. In the works we have

already named, she poured out her soul

and vented her indignation. Then came

the period of reaction, of repose. Out of

a faith in ruins, the seeds of good and

assion, over which she herself had so‘l

rig brooded in secret —- a passion in her

1

iof truth struggled again into being.

The unquiet tossings of her troubled

l mind subsided, and hope, faith, and char

‘ity regained the ascendent-y iu hcr char

lncter. _A now phasis in her history

opened to view; and she now showed

that, besides the poet's “ hate of hate,

and scorn of scorn,“ she had also “ the

love of love.” Nothing can be more

earlier and the later writings of George

Sand. They exhibit a rapidity of de

velopment and progress in the mind of the

writer almost unexatripled in literature.

Her later works exhibit a catholiciiy of

sentiment—a purity of feeling—a synt

pathy with the great and the good—a

faith in the true—and an earnest devo

tion to the cause of human progress—

|unequalled, certainly not exceeded, by

[any writer of modern tithes. In the

Lwllres d'un Voyageur, Andre, Jilnuprat,

Spiridion, Le Cnmpngrpm du Tour de

have George. Sand's true genius fully dis

played—and the representation exhibited

of a mind in a state of gradual develop

ment and progress towards good —a pro

gress which is going on even while we

are writing these lines.

George Sand, we have said, has a

warm sympathy for the well-being and

advancement'of the mass of the people;

and though belonging to the aristocracy

by birth, she is sincerely attached to the

democratic faith. She is closely allied

by esteem and friendship with Pierre Le

roux, L‘Abbe Lammenais, and other men

of the same views; and devotes a large

different: in tone and tendency than they

France, and Le Muniur rl’Angibau/t, we,

but as a daily dweller in the homes ofthe

industrious and hard-working. Not less

truthfully and beautifully does she say,

in her qutlisilely simple story of Andre,

that, though “ they tell its Poetry is dy

ing, Poetry cannot die. Had she but for

place of sojourn the brain of one human

being, there would still be ages of exist

lonce before her; for she would issue

from thence, like the lava from a volcano,

and strike out a path for herself amidst

the drearicst realities. Though her tem—

ples be overthrown, and false gods wor

shipped among their ruins, she is still an

immortal as the perfume of doctors, as

the glory of the heavens. Baniahed from

the high places of society, and rejected

by the rich—shut out from the theatre,

the church, the academy—she “ill take

refuge with the citizen and mechanic, and

she will interiningle herself with the

simplest details of their daily life.

Weary of uttering a language which the

great no longer comprehend, she will

murmur in the ear of the humble, words

of affection and sympathy. And, in

Germany, has she not already descended

Ainto the cellars of the tavern! has she

inot sat at the spinning-“heel? and cra

dled in her arms the infants of the poor?

,Are we to count for nothing all those

'living souls who possess her, who suf

fer and keep silence before men, but

iweep before the Almightyl—solitary

voices, which surround the earth with an

luniversal harmony, and are united in

lheaven—wanderiug gleams, which re

iturn, I know not to what mysterious star,

perhaps to ancient Apollo‘s self, to de

 

portion of her time to the advocacy ofiscend again and again upon earth, and

the interests of the people, in the columns i nourish the divine and never-dying flame!

of the Revue Indt'pendunlc, of which she i if she produce no more great men, can

is a joint_ proprietor with M. Leroux.

She was also a regular contributor to La

.Mondc, when that journal was under the

direction of M. Lammeiiais. And George

Sand has not only an earnest sympathy

with the mass of the common people,

but also a thorough knowledge of them.

She depicts the life and character of the

daily laborer with as much force and truth

as she does that of the petit-maitre of

the aristocratic class; and the common

flower-girl as faithfully as the grand

dame of the Revolution. She is as much

at home in hitting oil“ the character of

Murcasse the ratcatcher in lifuupral, as

in sketching the frivolous, niaudlin Mar

quise de Raimhault in Valentine.

works constitute a series of consummate

studies of character, life-like, breathing,

Her .

not she still produce good oneti'.l \Vho

can say that she shall not, in another

generation, be a gentle and bencficent

ldeity, and occupy the throne of the doubt

and despair by which ours is held fast!

‘ " “ ' Before we can doom Poe—

try to death— before we can carry her on

her bier—we must tear up from earth

the lust lingering flower of which a

Genevieve makes her nosegays. For

|she, too, was a poet.-—Bclieve me,

ithere are, in'the depths of the most

‘lsombre ruins, among the ranks of the

least fortunate, many existences which

are wound up without having produced so

little as a sonnet, and which are still

glorious poems.”

Her latest published works exhibit

George Sand‘s progressive mind at work

 

She was excited, indignant, andl

natural. Her deliciously drawn Biancnlupon a new subject; lit-110‘ 00-0|>9rflllve

Aldini in La Dr'rniere Ablini: the rough i efforts among the working classes for the

old veterans of the Imperial army in improvement of their general condition.

Jacques; the picturesque beggar Cadoche,'Slie would lift labor from a position of

and the generous and healthy man of the degradation, and make it the commander

people, Grand Simon, in Le Mcunier instead of the slave of the world. She

d’Angi'bauIl; the vain and heartless nor-[earnestly and eloquently preaches the

ace, (a kind of moral inountcbank,) inggreat gospel of Work. This forms the

the novel of that name; the simple and‘leading idea of one of her last and best

devoted Jeanne; the strong-hearted and " Works, Le i'lfviunier d'Angz'hauIt. George

aspiring Pierre in La Compngnon; the}Sand has no respect for any industry but

'strong-headed and practical Cardonnet in i that ofa beneficent kind; the destructive

iLa Per/1e de ill. Artloine ;—all these are ; industry of the warrior has no charm for

1pictures, perfect in their kitid, and exhibit‘ her; and unlike her countrymen and

a wonderful knowledge of character and . countrywomen, she is not dazzled by the

iacuteness of observation. [false glory, por does she idolize the car

] A prominent feature in the more recent l “389 "l AHBOlE‘nn- 5d“? "UP-"5 the

‘productions of Georgc Sand, is her love , word ,“ {Irwin a§'aPPlled w “"1" “ (le‘

land reverence for Art, which she regards l Slrucuve maul'me‘

1as one of the great .huinanizers of man. “ Call them what you please,” she

, it is not as a merely sickly exotic in the 3 says in one of her Ldlrrs d'un liiyagntr,

lhalls of the great and the luxurious thatfi‘good men are the only men whom 1

‘she recognizes the true mission of Art,§esteom, for whom I have any afl'ection,
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and whom I would wish to register in

the calender of human greatness. I

1 should enrol there the hutnblest, the

most ignorant, from the Abbe of Saint

Pierre, with his system of universal

cc, to Father Enfantin, with his ridicu

ous dress and fantastic Utopia; at] those

who, to some abilities, have joined con

scientious studies, patient retlections,

sacrifices or labors destined to render man

better, or less wretched. I should be

indulgent to those errors, to the mean

nesses of our condition, more or less

prominent in them; I should forgive'

their many faults, as was done to Magda

len, if they had loved much. But those

whose intent is cold and haughty,- those

lofty men wlto build for their glory and

not for our happiness,— those legislators,

who empurple the world and oppress the

people to gain an extended territory, and

there erect immense edifices,-— who are

moved neither by the tears of woman,

nor the starvation of the aged, nor the

fatal ignorance in which the children are

reared; those men who seek nothing but

their personal grandeur, and who fancy

they have made a nation great, because

they have made it active, ambitious, and

vain themselves,—l _disown them; 1|

erase them from my tablet; I inscribe our!

cure in the plau- of Napoleon.”

Such is the truly Christian philosophy

of George Sand‘s later writings; such,

in her own words, are the principles she;

is now zealously engaged in inculcating. [

It would be beside our purpose [0 enteri

into any critical notice of her several\

works, or to point otit, what is now gen!

erally admitted, the beauty and brilliancy

of her style. A juster appreciation of

the writings of this great women, is now

rapidly extended among us ; the last evi

dence of which was the admirably writ—

ten critique in the Spec/ator of a few

weeks back, by one evidently thoroughly

acquainted with the subject. At some

future time we may take an opportunity

of adding to the above rapid sketch, in

which nothing has been attempted be

yond an indication of the variety and

power of the genius which is now,

through Miss Hays’s able translation, on

the eve of enriching our stores of litera

ture.

 

 

Errccrs or Wan. Warburton, in his

 

passage up the Nile, relates the follow

ing incident :

l

light labor, from which they 'ran smiling

ly to watch our boat as she glided away

from a spot which, to this moment, ap

pears to me to have realized all that poets

feign of the Golden Age.

“In little more than a fortnight we

returned, and passed by that little isle

again. Hell let leose could scarcely have

wrought a more fearful change than that

which presented itself; the cottages were

blackened with reeking ruins; the palm—

trees were cut down, the gardens tram

pled down and strewn with many a

corpse, the dry corn burned to the

ground, the gentle natives all gone, and

replaced by a fierce soldiery, who prowled

about this harvest of misery, as- if in

search of further gleanings. Boats were

passing to and fro, busily conveying the

little wealth of the islanders to the en

campment on the main land, and return

ing with the horses and camels of the

invaders to eat up- the standing crops.

And what was' become of the inhabi

tants'! those whom I had almost envied

as I passed them by upon my desert way!

The men were, for the most part, slain,

and the less fortunate were outcasts 0n

the desert or the mountain ; the children

were sold into slavery, the women be

came the prey of that ferocious soldiery

whose arms now gleamed from every

dark rock round; and that graceful-girl

with her father—where was she? Our

blood boiled with indignation ; we cursed

the Pasha, his bloody policy, and the

fiends who ministered to it; and asked

Mahmoud if he did not blush to belong

to the same race» as the authors of this

desolation; he shook his head, and said

‘it was all God’s will! ”’

 

If? The new Port: is decidedly a char

acter. So says the Journal of Commerce.

He has issued directions to have the Pon

tine marshes drained, with a view to the

cultivation of rice. On the occasion of

the election of a new Colonel of the

Roman Civic Guard, his Holiness in

quired, if there was any objection to his

becoming a candidate for the office.—

Captain Cacciari, to whom the question

was addressed, replied that there was not,

and the result was, that Pope Pius 9th

is Colonel of a regiment of his own

troops, and may possibly leave off, on

some review day, his triple crown, to

mount a cooked hat and feather!

Monsrsun Tonson AGAIN. The Tri

“ As the river broadened, there ap-ibune of Monday says Mr. Albert Bris

earcd an island which would have been'; bane would give :1 Lecture that- evening

eautiful anywhere, hm, here was aion the “ Practical Organization of Asso

glimpse of paradise. Palm.gmves waved ciation,” and that it would be illustrated

over peaceful villages, green lawns were* by a “ s'plendid picture, ten feet by four

 

speckled with flocks and herds, luxuriant 199"» of all Associative dwelling andi

cornfields we're parked off by light pal-l

ings, melon gardens ran along the river'!‘I

buildings connected with it, and a portion

of the surrounding domain.” Why will

verdant border, which was decked withlnot these pure and devoted philanthro-l

their golden fruit and flower; groves of"?iSts give PS 3 Pracncal Illu§tralmn "‘5

the lote-tree and acacia sheltered the the" beanllfin syswmrby 0"""8 one of'

blossoming bean and lupine from the sun,

and the whole scene scented full of peace'

and gentle prosperity. As we slow]

their “ Associations! " t would, no

doubt, at least gratify some of those who

have been made victims of this scheme of: ye“;

i

glided past this Eden, the inhabitants”le and del\15l""-'_ Btilfalo CWT“ Allv- !

came to the water‘s edge to gaze upon!

the strangers; little children, hand ini

[ITOur Buffalo contemporary is on

fair in its requirements. The only mark

ing by their infatuation. Many warnr

nests have been thus feathered.— Rorbts

ler American.

15’ The Editors of these two papers

are both perfectly aware that- Mr. Bris

bane has uniformly and' carnestly- protest,

ed against every attempt to cstabhsh- a

“Fourier Association” with any such

pecuniary and other means as have ever

yet been provided for that purpose. Over

and again has Mr. B. reiterated that it

would be_madness and folly to start with

out an assured capital of $200,000,.

while no attempt has ever yet command

ed at its outset a tenth. of that sum, nor

a sixth of it during its entire progress.

Every attempt, moreover, has been cm

barrassed by the necessity of taking

members unsuited to the pioneer stage of

Association, for the sake of the pecuni

ary means they might furnish wherewith

to make head against pressing wants.

\Vitb what fairness or decency, then, is

he assailed as above?

The insinuation about the way “ many

nests have been feathered " demands a

word. Since 1840 we have known Mr.

Brisbane as unsparingly devoting his

time, his best energies, his pecuniary re

sources, to the cause of Association. He

has capended‘for it some thousands of

dollars—all he could command—often

subjecting himself to personal privations

by so doing. During all this time he has

not made, nor sought to make, one dollar

by or through Association. He has nev

er expected nor desired any ultimate pe~

cuniary advantage therefrom. lie is now

in Boston, we believe, giving his time

and spending his own money for the

Cause. And if the sacrifice of his life

to-day would ensure its speedy triumph,

we have not a doubt that his life Would

be joyfully rendered. Have his Buflalo

and Rochester defamers,evinced a self

saerificing, unwearicd devotion to Human

W'ell-being such as to entitle them fairly

to sneer at such a man? Be his faults

many and grievous as they may—say

even that his views are mistaken and

pernicious—and still, is there not some~

thing in such efforts, such devntedocss,

which should command the respect of

tire manly and generous 1—- Tribune.

Goon Movsusu'r. \Ve understand

that the Manufacturing Companies of this

city have resolved to allow three-quarters

of an hour for breakfast, and the same for

dinner, to the operatives. Heretofore

they have had three-quarters of an hour

for dinner during the months of May,

June, July, and August, and only halfan

hour during the other eight months of the

and half an hour for breakfast the

year round. — Lowell Fourier.

   

There are supposed to be 75,000 Jews

hand, almost too small to grasp the oth-iof wisdom ever exhibited by Brisbane in the United States—in New York

er; an old man, With fiowrng beard and and his associates, is in keeping out ofttltere are about 12,000—in Philadelphia

patriarchal robes, was leaning on a grace

ful girl, whose unveiled limbs displayed a

 
the“Fourier Associations.” Surely, it‘2,300, and in Baltimore 1.800. The

is enough that they preach others into,WhOle number in the foiir quarters of the

model 0f symmetry; the few other pco-‘this folly. One kind of philanthropy con-iglobe is supposed to be nearly seven

pie whom we saw were employed in some ; sists in making fools of others, and profit- j millions.
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mun u DEMOCRAT": run—mun furnished Ireland the tribute which he lav-ifhtc of these occurred at Dromoyle,

Tmmmel, Mme Harbin!“ ied on her. The English government has, King's county, in the house of M. Shan

' ' ordered a Committee of Succor; it has'non.

ANOTHER PEASAI‘T “ AR“ idistributed money and commanded works. “ Lately, in the county of Westmeath,

In the Sixteenth century, when the 1 Before he 16th of December, it had spent 2 the family of Mr. Robinson, a respectable

spirit of reform stirred in all hearts, a'in this effort nearly six hundred thousand i former, was quietly seated at his hearth

vast revolt of the peasants against theidnllars per week. The sum is certainly. in the evening, when seven men pre

Feudal nobility was organized in different i large, and the English manufacturers com~ ‘. sented themselves: they asked for money.

points of Germany. Great Britain is plain much, but the result is scarcely felt. . Mr. Robinson was in bed ; they pushed

now threatened with a similar war, butillunger, misery, disease, continue to de-into his chamber; he rose hastily and

one that will be more terrible and morc'cimate unhappy Ireland. The Englishitried to defend himself. They ill treated

radical, for the German peasants had only ijournals still contain each day details'him» alld he Wmdd perhaps have been

to suffer from the oppression and inso- I more and more harrowing, and the Irishiltilled, but for the heroic conduct of his

lence of their tyrants, whilst the peasants 1 papers keep a permanent bulletin of daughter, who, knife in hand, protected

and Irish laborers have besides to avenge ‘ famine always filled. Legal charity and the life of her father and killed one of the

themselves for the misery and the famine 1 private charity are forced to :tvow their assassins. The band retired, carrying

to which their families are condemned. 1 impotence to master such ascourgc. Such | away two muskets and some pistols."

Under the yoke of the British aristoc- i pangs and miseries have at last exasper-l What is the attitude assumed by the

racy, fertile Ireland, the Green Erin of‘ ated their souls. Crushed by force, the ‘ English government before these facts?

the poets has been changed and dcterio- i Irish seem decided to appeal to force. \VhB-l eifiCieni answer It! these 00m

rated. The soil has there lost its fertility, ‘ The pacifying voice and the expectant plaints, which have swelled into threats?

and the human race its strength and itslmeasures of O'Connell are now withont'iA cabinet counsel is held and it is de

intelligence. lan echo. The money returned to theicided that there shall be sent to Ireland,

Reduced to a scanty and unvaried nour- 1 peasants is employed to purchase arms ; illew troops, artillery, cannons. Thus

ishment, the Irish have felt their physical immense quantities have been brought \ one hit-If Of Ireland is to he dECImflied, ‘9

energy diminish; obliged to labor fori from England; there are not enough gunilfiafih the Other half how to live upon

strange masters, for proprietors whom mills to furnish and repair the old oncsinothing. They are going to destroy the

they know only through their exaction of; which are sent there from all quarters. .surplus population to allow the remainder

the greater part hf their products, theirfThe government has endeavored to re-‘to exist. This is the last resource of

courage has deserted them, and if the soil f vive an old proviso, which while allow civilization ; when a. knot seems difficult

had furnished them unfailingly with the , ing every Irishman to carry arms, per-ito untie, it cuts it; when a force per

food to which English philanthropy had i mits suspected persons to be diam-med ; tplexcs, it annihilates it. The cannon and

accustomed them, the potato, perhaps theibnt attacks of an alarming characterithe scaffold: such are the two modes

landed aristocracy might have seen its“1 against proprietors and property are noti which it employs for the cure of social

dream fulfilled; perhaps the Irish would the less frequent, Min-den; are commited evils. When the half of the population

have fallen to that state of intelligent ma- ‘ in open day’ in the streetsnf towns, with- ; shall have perished by famine or grape

chines, moving and functioning by them-font, the discovery of their perpetmmmishot, they Will say order reigns in Ire

SGIVCS in conditions provided, which 365 Bands traverse the country to hinder the lfllld. l.”le solitudinem faciunl paccm IP

cording to IIIG doctrines of POIIIICBI BCOII farmers from Paying the rent oftheir lands, ‘pellanl.

omy, would be the ideal of the laborer. i Proprietan who present themselves tni In the patriarchal families, the number

But the soil itself has sickened, the po— , claim their rents, are nssnssinnted, Even of the children was the sign of n house‘s

tato crop has failed; and the populationi‘thnse who pay their taxes are not, re-iprosperity. How is it that we have

deprived of all other nourishment, are dy- , spected, but accused of making commnn ‘ come to consider as an evil the multipli

ing with howls of distress. England hasicanse with the proprietors, An extract cation of human force? How is it that

then awaked, some of her agents have from the correspnndence of the London i an animal or amachine isacause of riches

penetrated among this population, and ‘ Standard, will give an idea of the ean while a man is a cause of poverty!

their heart has smitten them at the sight i pemtion of the Irish population againstl The absurdity of the result sufficiently

of its misery; they have not seen with-5mg proprietors; iproves that society is in a false path.

out shuddering, all those families huddled} “ A man living at Coolincm-ney, had i To find human population too numerous!

pell mell in infected stables, on damp his hnnse invndnd by armed pemns,ito be reduced to decimate it for want of

straw, in darkness, and in the midst of aiwhopillaged every thing, and on depart-jthe means of feeding it! does nothing

vitiated air; without food, withoutling, kindle a fire in which “is nnfnr-‘then remain to be executed on the earth!

clothes, without fire; shivering with ' innate perished. ()n a high road in the Are there then no unexplored regions, no

cold, Willi misery, with typhoid fever, or _ same county, 3 proprietor who was can-y- heaths 10 be planted, no mountains to

still oftener with that disease which they ing home his money from a hog snle,‘cover with forest, no bare coasts to pro

call famine fever. The authorities have i wns stopped, robbed and murdered, ltect against the sapping of the waves!

been questioned; it has been known thati " The conductor of the mail from 1381- All these marshes which exhale fever

in certain parishes as many as nine per-llyshnnnnn to Athlnne, has been stopped, and death, may adorn.themselves with

sons a day had died for want of food, : knocked down and left, (or dead, In the beneficent harvests. All the rivers which

without counting the much greater num-icnnmy of Lntrim, a battle has been useleser lose their wealth in the sea,

ber of those who slowly perish by thanking!" between the police and mmed;might fecundate countries and double

terrible diseases incidental upon famine. men, who were going to attack the house , their crops. Reforesting, would temper

Then, though not till very late, they have of: n proprietor near Cloone. After some the inclemency of our winds. A more

thought of aiding these unfortunates.islinrp shooting, the police charged with‘intelligcnt culture would quadruple the

But an evil which dates its existenceiihe bayonet and took two of the robbers.iprudtlcts of the fields. Man has the

by centuries, is not to be cured in a, Bands penetrate into houses, and there‘globe to cultivate, the atmosphere to pur~

few months and by ordinary remedies.,often fight bloody battles, when the pro-yify, scourges of every description to

O'Connell has consented to return to| proprietor and the domestics are armed. icombat, means of communication to es
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tablish between nations, a. thousand titr

known sources of wealth to open in soi

cnce, in agriculture, in industry. Half

of tlte earth is yet uninhaltilcd, all is to

be done, and yet society complains of a

superabundance of hands.

No, it is not that the hands are too

numerous for the work, when we see tlte

Irish perish and the Flemish and so many

other populations atrophicd by slow fam

ine,--wheri we see so many unfortunates

reduced to rob, or to implore a prison in

order to live; it is not the too great pop

ulation that we must accuse, but the false

organization of a society which has not

the knowledge or the will to utilize the

forces at its disposal,-—that civilization

which, in the drunkenness of its glory,

obstinately shuts its eyes to the sufferings

and the miseries to which it gives birth.

But let it beware! The sufferings of

Ireland are one of the prernonitory symp

toms,—a mine is dug beneath its steps,

which will blow it up if _it does not itself

take the initiative in reorganization. The

sufferings of Ireland _are the consequences

of the bad organization of property and

industry. All remedies will be impotent

until they shall attack the evil at its

source.

MUSICAL REVIEW.

THE ITALIAN OPERA IN

FIRST WEEK.

 

 

BOSTON.

“ Ernani” was repeated on Monday

and Tuesday evenings of last week, with

increased applause. Indeed no opera

ever made so great an impression in this

city. The Tedesco extended and con

firmed her empire over cognost'mli and

over simple. Some complain that she is

not a. greater actress; and in truth we

felt during the first part of the piece that

her action was not continuous and entire;

 

audience: there is a perfectly Italian,‘1.ctti follows rather tamely after Verdi.

Anzoleto-likc abandonment to music in If anything was-needed to convince us of

him; his whole fornt thrills with it; and his weakness, we had it now, and to

lthat upward floating gesture with both,satiety. There is a good duett for So

arms spread out above his headfwhich a , prano and Tenor, and another for Baritone

certain stifiitess of the hand makes only‘and Bass in the first act; and there is a

quaint, seems like an aspiration of hislmost admirable and religious quintette in

whole material nature to blend with the ‘ the last act. For the rest, it is the same

cthcrial sounds and soar up with them to indolent and uninspired indefinite expan

their home. The Baritone, Signor Vita,,sion of one sentimental vein of melody,

sang witlt more warmth than before, and E whose conscious weakness c0vers itself

we feel that we did ttot then do justice up in seeking to borrow strength from 3

either to his rich metallic voice, or to the most noisy orchestral accompaniment.

soul that animates it. The Basso never This is never the sin of Verdi. His or

fails. There was but one deficiency, and chestrs is far more powerful, and yet it

that was in the female chorus, who are l never interferes to drown the voice, it

 

tinto one continuous web of harmonieslas an artist;

thin and weak of voice, and utterly me- never stifies, but creates effects.

,chanical in motion, raising first one arm Several new vocalists were introduced

i then the other, simultaneous as the “ pre- t in this. Signora Caranti de Vita, the

Esent arms" of a platoon of soldiers. iprima donna, has more of the shrill

Verdi‘s music wins our respect. Thellt‘rcnch quality of voice than Tedesco;

weakness of Donizetti-istn and merc'she throws herself into her character

modern Italian sugary sweetness it has: with a great deal of impulse, but is never

entirely put away. It is fullof strength. Iso lofty and cannot create the same en

lls melodies, so far, wear well. Itslthusiasm. Signora Sofia Marini, as the

harmony fills and satisfies the car. And young Savoyard, Pierrotto, has a remark

yet We cannot speak of harmony as hislable Contralto, and sings with frank and

distinctive excellence, in the same senseftouching simplicity. Signor Battallini,

as when we say that of the Germansthe buffo of‘the company, is good, but

generally. Compare him with Beetho-inot surpassing. Signor Vita, as the

van. In the latter every thing is woven father of Linda, still rose in estimation

his acting in the scene

from first to last; the fugue principleiwhere he rejects his daughter, was al

predominates, and that is the very soul of‘ most perfect. Novelll was again the

unity in art; the different parts are born Bass, and admirable always. There are

together, and are evolved from one unisnns occasionally in this opera too;

another, as branches germinate from one but not brought in with Verdi's art ; nor

stock. Verdi's harmonies, rich and does Perelli's voice blend with this prims

broad as they are, seem either added to donna's in a unison with near the same

the melody to enrich it, or coolly laid as effect; as with Tcdesco's in Ernam'.

a foundation to rear the vocal structurelMore and more are we impressed with

upon. His great art, therefore, is thelthe wealth of resource, combined in this

art of eyed,- he combines every thing company. Is it too good a thing to

with reference to the best effect, conse- hope, that it may hold together!

cutive or simultaneous. Nothing is ever

 

lost; one part does not cover up another; La Cappicieuse Grande valse pour 16

she seemed sometimes to think her part ; and each prepares what follows so that it'
was ended when site had delivered herselfI is sure to strike. And surely his effects

of a. cavatina or a song. Yet she rose in are magnificent; the splendor of‘ that

earnestness, and power as the plot pro- finale to the third act is only enhanced by

grassed, subdued and chaste as a general repetition. Nor cart wo sympathise with

habit, yet equal to any demand of pas- the comphining about Verdi's “everlast

aion; and in the last scene, where sheting unisnns."

rus'hes between Silva and his victim, both I

voice and manner were almost sublime. l hear it; but this writer understands its

In music we must judge of acting by a use; he uses it only as a painter

musical standard. The opera will notiwnuld pure while, only where there is

admit of as intense and individual acting i the richest mingling of all colors, deep or

as the spoken drama; that chaste subor-lgay, around it; and it marks the bold

dination of part to part and to the getter-l ness of his genius, that being wealthy,

al unity of effect, essential to all music, i he can resort to such simple means to

forbids each single figure to be too salient heighten the effect. of wealth. The uni

or dazzling. The live “ repose " of Art son of Tedesco and Pcrelli in that finale

is purchased only at this cost; and in the i will long haunt us.

opera, it. must be remembered, ac

- a
With ouwr-much-ness, as we commonly

Unison is tame and weak I taste,

 

l
t

On “"ednesday and Friday, Linc/a (1i ‘ brightness, beauty and variety.

Piano Forte. Par Witttinr Mason.

Boston: Oliver Ditson, 115 \Vashing

ton St. pp. 5.

We have examined this graceful and

rather original little production with

much pleasure. It is composed in good

with' more than the ordinary

knowledge and command of harmony,

and by its freedom from mere commou~

places proves its author's familiarity with

and preference for the higher styles of

music. _lt scents to us to lack warmth,

and has the appearance of being some

what studied,— which last, however, is

a good quality in a young composer who

has talent. Not steeped in any deep

sentiment, and having hardly the irresis

tible fervor of a waltz, yet. it has vigor,

Mr. Ms

tion is the secondary thing, and music} Chamounr'a: was given, which we only son has very rightly named it, “ Ln (‘ap

the principal. heard the last time, when the house was . ncreuse: " in HS conception it is rather an

The Tenor, Perelli, still grew upon the l notso full as before, proving that Doni ingenious fancy, than an inspiration ; but
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it is wrought out with no little art, and is

indeed highly creditable to the young

pianist, who is rapidly mastering all the

difficulties of the New School writers,

while he sits with becoming reverence at

the feet of Bach and Beethoven. This

promises something; and we watch each

step of the fulfilment with interest.

The Past: An Air willt Varinlinns.

Dedicated to the Memory of Leupold

Herwig. By JOHN Savvitnn Wiuonr.

Boston: Published for the Author by

William H. Oakes, 107 Washington

Street. pp. 5.

This is the composition of a youth of

fourteen, who by carrying newspapers

and by giving lessons in music, has nony

supported himself and earned for himself

the Piano Forte, by the aid of which he'

cultivates his talent. It is a simple, pen

sive, pleasing air, in three-four meas

ure, in D flat, of two short strains; fol

]owed by a third strain in which the

movement is changed to six-eight. The

theme is then played as a duett by the

left hand, with a florid variation for the

right. A second variation opens with

extended intervals of tenths, for thumb

and little finger in the right hand, while

the theme in the left hand is broken and

made to respond to a deep bass on the

accented parts. This does not describe

the piece, but may give some idea of the

amount of art and knowledge of musical

effects displayed in this youthful effort.

It is all properly composed and harmo

nized, and gives promise of still better

things. Among other things, it abun

dantly proves its author qualified, so far

as general knowledge of music goes, to

teach; and we take pleasure in recom

mending him to young beginners.

POETRY.

For the Harbinger.

LOVE UNFULFILLED.

The bud that was, a full rose grew

And lost its sweet condition;

How quick exhalcs the drop of dew

\Vhich sparkles on fruition!

  
 

 

The bridegroom triumphs in the bride

Just life-long to him bound;

But truer loves there by his side

And purer one: are found.

One heat: within that young man's breast

Who would in vain be gay,

Who at her feet laid his heart’s best

One blighted summer’s day;

The love of the rejected one

Who parts with her for eye,

And sad and powerless looks on

At that tumultuous joy.

One beams from out the mother‘s eyes

In soft prophetic tears,

That hint at all life's mysteries

Told by the passing years;

 
Their bridil happiness doth glass

Her own fair v tnished youth -

Yet well she knows no love can pass

A mother’s, in its trutli!

’Twas Lreathod with no such solemn vows

Before no solemn priest.

th mortal homage aye allows

That unvowed love the best.

For 'tis all made of snerifice,

And rains in blessings down

Upon that child, another's prize,

That pearl, no more her own.

So, still the Love that doth renounce

Seems the most worth caressing,—

More pure and holy we pronounce

Resigning than possessing.

Say, why is this, yo angels bright,

Who still in circling glarlncss

Reap all your joys without a blight,

Your loves, without a sadness I

The deep sky is ‘twixt me and you,

I scarce can hear for distance,

Yet something fioateth down the blue

From your serene existence.

“ ’Tis Man's own selfishness that mars

The joys he roughly serveth;

Onr finer touch their May-bloom spares,

And thus their bliss preserveth ! "

I,

Q

METAMORPHOSIS 0F PLANTS.

FROM GOETRE

Thee perplexcs, Beloved, the intertangled con

fusion

Of this flowery throng, which in the garden ‘

thou seest;

Many the names you must hear, and ever one

after another

\Vith its barbarous clang crowds itself into

' your car.

All in their forms are kindred, and yet no one y

like another;

So this Wonderful choir points to a half‘

hidden law,—

Yes, to a holy enigma.

Beloved,

Happily teach thee the word, which will un

riddle it all!

Study it now as it grows, and see how the

plant. ever changing,

Step by step carried up, forms into blossoms

0, could I teach thee,

and fruit.

Out of the seed it unfolds itself, so soon as the

fruitful

Earth’s still fostering lap letteth it forth into

life, ,

And to the soft-wooing light, the holy, eternally

moving,

Quick the opening leaves' delicate structure

commits.

Singly slept the germ in the seed; an embryo

fore-type

Lay, ens-ripped in itself, curling up under

the shell;

Leaf, and root, and bud, half-formed, and all

without color;

Thus the kernel lo dry safely protects the‘

still life ;

Then it flows trustingly upwards, trusting the

delicate moisture,

And soon lifteth itself out of its mantle of

night.

But what shows itself first is always a simple

formation ;

Thus may we among plants always distin

guish the child.

Soon a following impulse lifts itself upward,

repeating,

Joint upon joint bullt up. ever the earliest

form;

Yet not always the same; for constantly chang

ing its lignre,

Opens out, as you see, ever the following

leaf,

More spread out and indented, and cut into

points and divisions,

Which. half-grown, heretofore slept in the

organ below.

And so reaches it first its highest determined

completion,

Which in many a tribe thee to astonishment

moves.

Varioust ribbed and jagged, on the juicy, exu

berant surface

Seems the fulncss of life free and unbounded

to be.

But here Nature holds, with powerful hands,

the creation

Back, and to perfectcr shape soflly inclines it

to grow,

Now more sparingly lends she the sap through

slonderer vessels,

And the delicate plant’s finer formations be

gin. _

Now the forth-putting edges draw themselves

quietly backward,

While the rib of the stalk builds itself solidly

out.

Leafless, however, and swift, upspringa the deli

cate flower-stem.

And a miraculous sight fills the beholder with

joy.

Round in a circle there place them, in number

exact, or uncounted ;

Leaflets, the smallest one first, next to that

likest itself.

Gathered close round the axle, now opens the

sheltering calir,

And to full beauty and height let out the

gay-colored crown.

So shines Nature complete in all her fulness of

glory,

As, in regular rise, limb upon limb she dil

pliys.

Ever thou marvell'st anew, so soon the stem,

with its blossom,

Over the changing leaves’ delicate Icaa‘folding

rocks.

But this beauteous show now a new creation

announces ;

 

Yes. the soft-colored leaf feeleth the hand of

the God,

And together draws itself quick: the tenderelt

forms now

Lean together in pain, seemingly made to

unite. -

Lovineg now they stand, the beautiful couples,

together:

See, in numerous crowd, ranged round the

altir, they wait!

Hymen hovers this way, and streams of exqui

site odors,

Borne on the generous breeze, breathe a new

life all around.

Now distinctly swell at once the germs without

number.

Germs of the swelling fruit, soft in the moth

erly lap.

And here N'tturo concludes the ring of her

 

; infinite powers;

, Yet a new one at once links itself on to the

! tut,
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Thai, unbroken. the chain through "Idle" time prompting energies, the active impulses, words that holy, central passion for unity

may be lengthened,

And the whole made alive, like the one part

we have seen.

Turn thee now, my Beloved, and look at the

motley confusion:
Now, no longer perplexed, you may look on i

as it waves.

Every plant but announces to thee some law

everlasting;

Every blossom, it speaks plainer and plainer

to thee.

If thou dccipherest here the holy writ of the

Goddess,

Every where witness the same, though in

a different formI

Creeping, loiter the grub, the butterfly busily

hasten,

Man kcep moulding himself, changing his

natural form! ‘

O, bethink thee then too, how, out of the germ

of acquaintance,

Day by day between us mutual interest grew;

How, in the depth of our hearts, Friendship re

. vealed its full power;

And how Love came last, bringing the blos

soms and fruits.

Think, what manifold hues and shapes, now

this, now another,

Nature in quiet unfolds, and to our feelings

imparts.

Now enjoy thyself fully to-day! for holy affec

- tion

Strives for its highest fruit, strives for conge

nial tastes,

Similar views of all things; that, through har

monious insight

Firmly united, the pair thus the true heaven

may find.

 ‘ THE VHARBINGERIT

‘SATURDAY, MAY 8, 1847.

 

 

Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others’ rights, fraud, oppression, a

Inmbling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to impoverish

the laborer and to render every condition inst-cure.

Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

application of Christian principles, of Unlvr-rsnl

justice and Urtii'ersal ltrvc, to social institutions,

to commerce, to business, to active life.

DI. Crunnrnu.

THE GROUNDS OF ASSOCIATION IN

THE NATURE OF MAN.

We. propose now to resume the course

of thought which we commenced a few

weeks since under the head of “So

crar. Screams.” We have said that at

the basis of social as of all other science,

must lie at true accountof Man; and that

 

which determine the character and con-,

duct and position of a man; in Other;

lwords the springs qf life in us, their;

3 force, their number, their direction. IIe ‘

uttered the first Word of all true philoso

phy: A'r'rnscrrorv. The fall of an ap

ple had suggested to Newton the great

, Law of material attraction. So too Fou

irier, speculating on the enormous price

i which an apple had acquired in Paris, by

ipassing through so many hands between

,the producer and consumer, was led into

i his searching criticism of commerce ; and

Efrom that to the idea of attractive and

|associated industry; and finally to a

clear assertion of the complement of

Newton’s doctrine, of the great law of

Attraction, as the universal force not on

ly in the material, but also in the spirit

ual world.

By this statement the old false dualism

between Mind and Matter is abolished, and

Universal Unity becomes a clear, intelli

gible thought. Attraction is the main

spring of the Universe. Attraction is

the vital energy of Deity. It is but say

ing in another dialect that“ God is Love.”

The great fact of the universe is this:

that nothing exists singly. in and for it

self; nothing completes its being in it

self; but each relates, refers to others,

ilives beyond itself, and finds its own life

and meaning only in the fulfilment of such

-relations. So much attraction, so much

ilove as there is in any being, so much

lenergy and so much life, and no more.

lW’hat is Love in the sphere of the soul,

is Attraction in the sphere of nature; one

land the same principle translated into

different spheres, of higher and lower

degrees. The attractions of gravitation,

which hold the great globes balanced in

their orbits, are the loves of the planets ;

in the cohesive attraction of particles in

bodies, we have the loves of the atoms;

and in chemical affinities the still selector

loves of kindred elements, which seek

their complement in one another. It is a

shallow and a false philosophy, which

supposes man existing first, a complete

and independent substance in himself,

and then subject to the accident of

certain leanings and attractions towards'

 

 

 

""15 far amid allthe,sY5‘emsimelaPhYSi' this and that. It is the attractionsl

cal and theological, which have affected towards this and that, which consti

the World's thought and conduch “ there } tute the man ; these are his very essence;

has been "0 allalYSls or “’18 moms springs j these are his nature; and we know noth

of action in a man; of the implanted ! ing of him until we know these.

tendencies which make him what he i8; The Human Soul, then, in its undividg

Of the strong dll‘COllOllS, steadfast gravita- ; ed and integral actian’ is one centrallions and affinities which constitute theiiane, or aspirafion after unity with all

movement of his nature, and determinc‘things,
Its central, inmost wish, and

his whole destiny. This was the work 5 Prayer, and spring of action, is the desire

reserved fl" FUllFier-fl Ito be made one with all, — a. unitary, uni

He fiI'SI llltdBI'YO‘tk Pl Scientific and 6X- ’ versal attraction. From this centre radi-,

haustive analysis of the Human Passion-5, ‘ ate a determinate number of more spe-l

 

parts at its source, and flows off in separ

ats streams; which are :

1. The passion for human sympathies,

in their four spheres hereafter to be

mentioned.

2. For harmonies of sight and sound,

and all the senses. _

3. For measured series and perfect

distribution of varieties in all these

spheres, so that they may make up unity.

The passions are essentially good; for

they are the expression of the attraction

of one part of a perfect system (the

soul of which is God) to another; they

seek only harmony. The very nature of

a passion is the desire to be united, to

reach the end for which it was made, to

find its counterpart and correspondence.

The love of God lurks properly in every

impulse of our nature; that is what the

impulse wants, and what it means,

could it only explain itself. In a false

state of things, in a period of social in

coherence, it may mistake its way; dis

appointed and repulsed, this which was

love may turn to hate. But Hate is only

the inverse exercise of Love. All the

passions, and all the forces in the world

are subject to this duality of movement;

to the direct and the inverse, the harmon

ic and the subversive, the true and the

false development. Each was calculated

fora certain Order, in which all its ac

tion must be harmonious; but, that order

failing, as in the fierce times of savage

individualism, and in the present disor

ganized and anarchical competition which

controls the material interests, and

through them the whole social and moral

relations of life, these very cravings after

good become disturbing and conflicting

elements; our best desires and impulses

to create good are put upon their self

defence, and thus is all their action re

versed. In a false choir, the voice

which is most true only increases the

discord. In such achaos, falsehood is the

avenue to success; and success of some

sort must each have. Let the Divine

Order of society establish itself; let hu

man societies reflect that beautiful har

mony and concert of the solar systems

which now shine to our reproach; let it

be so arranged that virtue, peace and no~

bleness shall be the sole conditions of

success and honor, and every native ap~

petite of man will instantly become a

most devout promoter of the universal

good.

All this has Fourier summed up in his

first great axiom:

A'r'rsacr'rons ARE PROI’ORTIONAL T0

Dssrmms.

That is: the destiny of every soul,

the end for which God breathed the

breath of life into it, is that it may occu

bY Which he meal“ the Mullet-ions, thefcial Loves, called Passions; or in otherlpy a certain place in the great whole
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of being, where and where only it will

contribute to the harmony of the “hole,

and live in perfect unity with all; and

the solo compass which can guide each

to that place, is the attractions, or the

passions, which constitute his restless

ness in this false state, because they will

be such perfect rest in the true order.

“he take now for our text the second

axiom of Fourier:

THE SERIES ms'rninr'rr: THE Harmo

mes :

and we proceed to unfold this total, inte

gral attraction, this unitary Love, which

we have called the Soul, into the various

special loves or passions which converge

in it. \\’e apply the prism to this pure

white beam, and see what colored rays

are blended in its composition.

“ Few questions have been more in

volved,” says Fourier, “ than that of the

analysis of the passions. There is no

agreement about their number; still less

about the classifications of order, genus,

species, and so forth. Some, puzzled

how to establish these distinctions, and yet

wishing to sketch the problem of classifi

cation, reduce them all to two primitive

branches, Ambition and Love. Others,

the better to ehi‘lle this difficulty, admit

only two modes or exercises, which,

according to the Encyclopedie Mclhorlique,

shall be Desire and Fear.

“ The ancient Encyclopedia refers them

to two sources: Pain and Pleasure; in

other words, what we call duality of

action. All these guesses prove that

they are wrecked upon this problem.

“ We see analysts who are willing to

admit some twenty passions, and others

some fifty ; but setting out from no fixed

rule in the classification by genera and

species. Others seem to think it more

judicious to declare at once: Our passions

are in number infinite.

“\Vhich are right! None of them.

Here is the secret of their uncertainties :

they are ignorant that the passions are

distributed like a tree) which, commenc

ing at the trunk or pivot, gives off divi

sions and subdivisions that are progres

sive in number. The trunk of a tree, or

centralfasres, gives at the first degree or

echellon, three orfour primary branches ;

‘these, subdividing, give at the second

eohellon, a dozen secondary branches;

these in their turn, give at the third

echellon, tertiary branches, of which the

number will be at least thirty ; and if we

go on numbering still higher powers of

subdivision, we shall find the fourth con

sisting of about a hundred branches, the

fifth of three orfour hundred, and so on.

G i Q Q Q Q fi

“ Now the passions must be classed in

'the same manner, according to the degrees

of a generating scale, ordegrees of pow

mrs ,(puissancicls) , which, {proceeding from

  

secutivcly.

Q i O i i I

“The analysis of the passions ought

therefore to ramify as follows: N trunk;

1st. classes: 2d. orders; 3d. genera;

4th. species; 5th. varieties; 6th. dimin

utives; 7th. tenuitics; N minimities.

“ This division may be named' the po—

!enlial scale, or scale of powers: that is‘

to say, the Passions of Order, like Ambi

tion, Friendship, &c., will be of the

second power; the several branches of

Ambition, as Avaricc, Cupidity, &c.,

will be Passions of Genus, or ofthe third

power. The series of these subdivisions

will compose the scale of potential de

grees, which should always be graduated

as far as to the complete octave.

“ Every passion has its scale of shades, '

which must not be confounded with the

scale of powers.

0 O O I i O

“ To initiate ourSelvcs into the alpha.

bet of science, it is first necessary to

study the distribution of the passions:

they are not of an'indcterminate quantity,

like the branches of a tree ; they have a

fixed and invariable number in all their

degrees. Thus the Pivot or trunk is one,

the Soul, or Passion of Unity; There

are three passions of Class; twelve pas

sions of Order; 82 of Genus; 134 of

Species; 404 of Variety, &c., &c.

Q Q Q ' I ‘

“ It may be asked why I designate the

passions thus by a fixed number in their

various echellons, instead of variable

numbers, as 3 to 4, 10 to 153, 32 to 36.

“ This is as if one were to ask me

why a man who writes in verse, puts,

only a fixed number of syllables into

each line, while he who writes in prose

puts more or fewer syllables at will into

each line and phrase. Just so in the

passional system, there are two arrange

ments, the measured progression and the

free progression. Certain objects are

subject to the measured progression, like

the passions, colors, music; and their

divisions are by seven and twelve. Thesie

are the principal distributions of the

measured order. Nature, like our lan

guages, has her prose and her poetry.

The passions being the noblest thing

there is in nature, they are distributed by

measured series and fixed numbers, in

each of their echellons or powers. It

does not follow that this fixed number

shall prevail likewise in the series of

shades; but the fixed or measured num

ber holds most rigorously in the primor

dial divisions. Thus we see, the effects

of motion, like music, colors, and so

forth, which are emblems of the passional

subdivisions, are distributed in a fixed

number, or a measured series.

  

“ In the general system-of nature there

 

are seven times as many free as there

are measured series, just as in literature

there is much more prose than poetry.

‘ Q Q I Q I

“ The material world being, in all its

details, the hieroglyphic of the passions],

God tnust have created emblems of the

passions, for all their degrees. For ex

ample, for the second division, of 12‘

passions, we have a beautiful material

emblem, which is Music, limited to 12

sounds; and for the third division, of 32

passions, we have a very beautiful mate

rial emblem, which is our planetary sys

tem (Ionrbillou) composed of 32 globes;

and in the 32 teeth of the human jaw.

In speaking of the planets, we do not

count the pivotal piece, or sun; and in

the teeth we do not count the os hyoides;

just as in music we do not reckon the

thirteenth sound, which is in unison or

‘ pivotal with the first.”

\Ve have quoted thus at length, be

cause there is matter in these paragraphs

which will save some definitions as we

proceed. The substance of it is, that

the soul, or unity of the love~principle in

man, divides and subdivides into various

scales of Passions, which are always of

a fixed number. And from this the

meaning of his axiom: The Series (lis

tribute the Harmonies, is doubtless clear

to every one. This serial distribution is

now to occupy us.

The first division, as we have seen, is

into Three. Man finds himself related,

1. To external nature; 2. To his fellow

man; and 3. To Love itselfpto the ab

stract principles of Order, or what Fou

rier calls the mathematics of God ; while

it is by the harmonious blending of these

three relations that he becomes truly

related to the Source of Being, face to

face with God himself. “That grand

collective impulse, which we call life, the

primal stock or trunk of Unity-ism, root

ed in God, sends 08‘ one great arm in the

direction of the senses and material na

ture; another in the direction of human

sympathies; while a third, more mysti

cal, but not less unmistakable, points

away to the omnipresent laws and prin

ciples, ‘ which shine aloft like stars. ’ ”

Here are three main tendencies, which

with Unity the pivot, exhaust all our

relations. The first may be called in

general the passion for Luxunv, which

is but another name for unity with God

through the material world, and through

the pure and healthy exercise of every

sense. The second is the passion for

SOCiETY, or for conscious communion

with other souls, seeking God through

love of man. The third is the passion

for ME'ruon on DISTRIBUTION in all things,

which seeks a Snares in all, thns recon

ciling endless Variety with perfect Unity.

The tendency of the first is to Material
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Harmonies; of the second to Groups"

and of the third to Seri 's.

Before procerding to the next stage oi

subdivision, lt-t us dwell sonittuhzit upon

this number 'l‘hree. “'hy Three and no

more? Because this is the first analysis

in nature. Every whore prevails this

tritie distinction. A trinity of pt'lflt‘iplt’s

makes tip Unity. And because it is in
theivery nature of our mind or Intellect

to see things so, to make a three-fold and ‘

exhaustive classification “horever it

looks. A corresponding di\isiou holds in

every department of life, in every art, in

every subject of inquiry. This triple

keen blade passed through each and all

when thought began. It is the primary

analysis of the universe, which the Mys

teries of the Church have carried even

into the inmost nature of the Deity.

There is nothing mystical about it,

however; it is very simple.

sider, you will find that three processes

exhaust the powers of thought; three

operations are the whole of Science.

The mind is always engaged either in

combining, or in analyzing, or in foraging

for new facts which it may combine and

analyze. Synthesis, Analysis and Obser

vation: these are the mind's whole meth

od. And, since there is unity in all

things, these, also. are the method of the

Divine Mind, and constitute the three

presiding Fates or gciiii of order, in the

distribution of all things from the first.

Every subject of thought conforms to

this three‘fold deruand of thought. This

three~llild'ldemaud of thought is: first,

for Unity; secondly, for Variety, or es

cape from Unity: and, thirdly, for grad

uated scales of dilfcrence, or progressive

series of Varieties, .whereby they return

into the bosom of Unity.

In all things there are an Active, a

Passive, and a Neuter principle. These,

in the grand discreet degrees of being,

are God, Matter, or the created universe,

and Law. In man, they are lleart, or

If you con

\Vill, Sensation or Act, and Intellect ory

Thought ; by the first he is related to all

other conscious beings, and through all

to God; by the second he is related to

the material world or nature; by the

third he is related to the impersonal Rea

son, to the abstract everlasting principles

of Order. Three things cvermore deter

mine man: his owii will or impulse;

outward limitation or circumstance; and

tho pert-options of reason and conscience,

or the law of order. The first is from

within him, Character, Destiny; the sec

ond is from without, below him, Necessi- and

ty: the third is above hiiti as well as

within him, Law.

 

l the mathematical

i

 

l

all this? It may be summed up in tlicseltions and all the shades of differences

terms: llniiy, Variety, and Series; or

butter still, pfil'll'lPSZ CENTRALIZATION,

'l‘iutastriox, DISTI‘IBI'TIU-N. From these

three laws, or forms of the Divine Mind,

tloiv the primitive distinctions of being

into Spirit or God, which is the element

of Unity; Matter, or God manifested,

which is the element of Variety; and

Law or mathematics, the neutral mediat

ing element. From them, too, flow the

three discreet degrees or spheres of life,

by Swedeuborg termed Love, \\'isdom,

and Use: the trinity in man's nature, of

Soul, Mind, and Body. And these ar_e

mi'rrored in the three material forces:

the centripetal, which binds all together;

the centrifugal, which flees monotony and

seeks all manner (if-individuality: and

which,

whether in close chemical affinities, or in

grander groupings of vast suns and plan

ets, mediate between these opposites and

make the infinitely many, one.

We see that these divisions always

answer to a three-fold direction of the

Scirnltfic Passion, so to say, or what we

called above, the passion for series and

rli'slrfiuliun, in man. Besides our afi'ec

tions, which seek social, spiritual harmo

nies; and lit-sides the impulses which lie

behind each of our five senses urging us

to material harmonies, we are also urged

by certain iutgllectual impulses or neces

sities of the mind, which we may call

Passions ten, corresponding to. the three

laws just described. \Ve cannot content

ourselves, speculutively, unless these de

mands are satisfied; we must be com

bining; and we must be separating and

discriminating ; and we must be renounc

ing for new spheres incessantly. Practi

cally it is the saute “illt us. In our oc

cupations, in our pleasures, in our social

relations, these three Fates preside: (I)

The first one says we must have enthusi

asm, or the joy of unity, flooding all dis

tinctions out of sight; the inspired rap

ture which comes from the happy union

of characters and circumstances; the

crowding of as tnucli life as possible into

one moment; the glorious realizing sense

of one-ticss. when sights and sounds and

fragrance mutually translate each other

so fast as to seem one sense; when all

the juices of lites myriad leaves and

branches converge and flow. as it were,

into one crowning flower of complete joy.

(2) Instantly, however, is all this re

versed by the “and of the second fate.

and we betray as strong a trick of rivalry

difference-seeking; find ourselves

prone to discriminate and notice every

proportions,

Here are o/Iraclionilittle distinct shade of' peculiarity, and

each to each and all to one; dir~ergence,,criticise and refine forever, as it" resem

or tendency to fly apart into distinct iudi~

viduality; and finally, Progressive Order, ‘ but clogged all life.

 

blance and agreement had no right to be,

(3.) At the same

which are possible in any one sphere, and

ue renounce and turn our backs upon it,

seek to begin anew and change the scene

entirely, to alternate and, as it were, mod

ulate into some new key. Between gen

l .

erous enthusiasm 0n the one hand, and

severe criticism on the other, fiits this

volatile fuiry, fanning both their fevers

with cool “ing, and by these seeming

capriccs restoring the great balance. It

is from the co-operation of these three

instincts and of the laws which they in

volve, that all beauty and order result in

the kingdoms of nature, in social rela

tions, in industry, and in all the arts.

Having thus seen by what principle the

first division of the soul into three primary

branches of attraction is made, we pro~

ered to the next subdivision and behold

the three unfolded into twelve. The at

traction to material harmonies or luxury

resolves itself into five sensitive passions,

acting through five senses. The attrac

tion to society or groups, seeks groups of

Friendship, groups of Love, of Family

and of Corporate honor, or Ambition.

The attraction to Series furnishes what

Fourier calls the three Distributive, Me

chanizing, Regulating Russians, the Com

:post'le, or combining tendency; the Cabal

kisl, or discriminating ; arid the Papillon,

‘ur alternating z-fanciful and uncouth

terms, which cover a world of meaning.

 

I.

These relate man to external nature.

Their end is Luxury, summed up in the

two terms of internal luxury, or Health ;

ealernal luxury, or Wealth. The senses

crave material harmonies. The ear

craves harmony of sounds; the eye har

uiony of colors, the taste harmony of fla

vors, and so on. All these are most es

sential avenues to man's true spiritual

destiny. Without this harmony with

nature how can lie attain to unity with

God, one of abuse constant manifesta

tions, to say the hast, is outward nature!

This senses are an abused tribe; they

have been outlawed as the enemies of the

soul, and a mark set upon them as the

emissarics of the Arch-Tempter. And

as the world now is, their tendency is

doubtless in the majority of cases to mis

lead and degrade. Yet even now we

have instances of what a spiritual and re

finiug power the senses might exert, with

proper cultivation. Ifthe sense of Taste,

of Smell, were as scientifically perfected

' as the ear and the eye; if their scale of va

rieties and doctrine of accords and mod—

ulaiions were as well wrought out as

those of music and of painting, would

they not speak to the soul? “That per

lson is wisest, gentlest, most devout,

l whose senses are best developed and re

Tne FIVE SENSITIVE Passross.

 

or Series. What is the essential fact in“ time,thirdly, we weary of all the combina-lfined. Mark how much the shutting of
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one of these avenues tends to unhnman

ize and to impair the finer graces of char

acter; how blindness, or deafness, makes'

man coarse and harsh, instead of spiritu

alizing and refitting him by the denial of

a sensual pleasure.

what first stimulate to labor. Man must

produce in order to eat. And it is not

hunger, it is the sense of taste, which

first suggests the seeking of food. It is

not a mere necessity, it is the anticipa

tion of a pleasure.

design the act of eating to be wltolly un

accompanied with taste! Because this

pleasure was essential to the true desiiny

of man. And so with all the other

senses. It is by them that we become

acquainted with the qualities of outward

objects, and enter into a certain sympathy

or comrnuuiott with them, through pleas

ure. Outward objects, termed collective

ly nature, are one of the revelations of

God. It is by harmony with these, in

other words, by the pleasures of Sight,

Taste, Hearing, &c., that we become

receptive of this Revelation, the revela~

tion of Beauty, or the Divine in the outer

most of the three spheres of being."

But we need not expatiate upon this

portion of the subject; for it has been re

peatedly and fully treated in earlier nont

bers of the Harbinger. (See especially

Volume 3d, pages [72 and 189.) \\'e will

take up the second branch, which gathers

together in itself tlte four Social or Af

fective passions, in the next number.

 

A WOMAN'S CALL TO “'(lliEX‘.

SISTERS AND Farr-mos : -—-Pcrniit me,

as one of your number, to address you

with the request, that you will not allow

any trifle to prevent your presence at the

exceedingly important Convention of As

Sociationists, commencing in New York,

on May 11th. Come to that meeting,

and come ttot as more passive recipients

of the light there to be ditfused, nor sim

ply to cheer your brothers by your syru

pathy, but to aid by your counsel, your

wise suggestions, your quick perceptions;

come as active co-operators with them in

a work whose responsibilities you.equally

share. Never did a holicr cause than

Association call on woman to shake oh"

the paralysis with which long ages of

subjection have benumbcd lter, and with

cautiousncss and humility,—retnemher

ing her untried strength, neverthe

less, with unshrinking firmness, waving

over her head the banner of Purity and

Christian Love,—tn join the onward

march of Humanity.

O! my sisters, with this world-wide

hope swalling in our hearts, with faith in

a science of society based on a profound ,

knowledge of human nature, and convic

tions as immutable as our belief in God,

that He has ordained for this planet :1

The senses are'

\vlty did not Giu'

 

reign of Peace, Love and Joy, cart we be

content to he engrossed by our little cares

—ust‘ful though they may be in their

degree! Can we be contr-nt with only

hirldtrtg our brothers an earnest God

speed, while we withhold front them

the better benedictions of (to-operative

acts'! Doubtlcss, many a heartfelt prayer

will be proffered by those too closely

enthralled by civilized bonds to es

cape front them for a season; but to

those who are free, 1 Would say:

“Come, let us look each other in the

face, clasp each other by the hand, grow'

strong in the strength of all. Let us

seek in the lull of weightier matters

some opportunity for private communion,

organize some plan of action, of friendly

correspondence among ourselves, which,

by a free interchange of plains and opin

ions, of thoughts and feelings, shall rean

imatc us all, and unite its firmly, by the

strong tie of friendship, into one living

body laboring for one end." And what

bond can equal that of devotion to such

a cause! Is not the name of “associa

tionist" an open sesame at once to our

hearts? \Vould that the time had come

when each claiming that holy title should

ever wear some appropriate symbol. as a

pledge to all the world of his profession,

still more as a stamp of. zeal set upon

one's self of dcvotedncss to the woik.

In the coming struggle, shall we not.

need a close interlocking of all ottr forces,

to withstand the shock of the mighty

oppoéition which out rush against “=1

Standing on the shores ofthis Old World

of civilization, with its waste deserts and

ruins behind us, afar ofl" blessed “ islands

of the innocent" beckon us. The Fu

tore is sure—it is ours. Let its not

shut our eyes, however, on the dimly

disct‘rttcd rocks which lie between, the

deceitful whirlpools which threaten to

engulf us; but,joyfully singing in con

cert, that ottr ears may be deaf to the

syrcns \tho would draw us to their

homes, let us sail steadily forward to the

fertile isles ulhich we believe our Father

has destined for the abode of His children

upon earth. Yocrt SISTER.

DEFINITION OF THE WORD “PASSION,”

AS USED BY THE ASSOCIATIVE

SCHOOL.

The profound ignorance in which man

has been left concerning his own nature

by all the philosophers (an ignorance

which arises from the fact that none of

them have made the human passions the

subject of serious investigation) has

caused this word to be abandoned to the

greatest variety of acceptations. \Ve

will examine a few of these, without

stopping to consider the more minute

differences. '

Tito nord Passion sometimes signifies

a sentiment, strong or weak, gentle or

violent, any ruovi-invnt whatever or even

,a simple state of the soul. Thus fear,

hope, joy, melancholy. sadness. curiosity,

anger, hatred, and the like, are called

Passions in all dictionartcs, in philosophi

cal Works, and in the language of the

World.

Sometimes the word Passion involve.

the idea of violence. It is used to ex

press only the excess of passional move

ments. In this sense, we hear it. said,

“ His love is excessive, it is a perfect

passion. Love, ambition, are passions,

but friendship is only a sentiment."

Sometimes the word Passion is taken

only in a bad sense, as in this phrase:

“ Instead of calming hatreds, of uniting

the hearts of men, the press seeks only

to inflame the passions.” Or in this:

“ He is a man abandoned to all the pan

sions, to every vice.”

Once more, Passion is used to signify

life, warmth. “This poem, this pic

ture, this character is cold, without. life,

without passion." The word Passion is

also employed as synonymous with the

word' love, taken in its most general

acceptation; “ a passion for the arts, 3

passsinn for the good, the beautiful, the

just. the true," and the like.

\Ve might state a multitude of other

different acceptations of the same word.

The multiplicity of these acceptations,

the vagueness and even the contradiction

t’tnany of them, clearly show, what we

have just pointed out, the profound dark

‘ ness which has hitherto prevailed on the

 

inature of the passions, and consequently

on the nature of man.

FOURIER, who was the first to make a

'scientific study of human nature, consid

:ered in its passional aspect, has rescued

‘the word Passion from the vagueness of

its ordinary acceptations, and given it it

precise, definite sense. By the word

jPassion, Fourier understands exclusively

' the ronsli'lumtJendutcies of Beings, or the

~springs of acliun inhtrcn! in. their very

tna/urc, and characterizing their peculiar

l life. Titus the Human Passions, are the

primitive and naturalfurces which produce

Ihe free and spontaneous activity of the

Human Being, and 'wltich make him

what he is, considered as a free and ac

tive Being.

it, accordingly, we give this general

definition to the Passions, as the constitu

ent and peculiar active force: of each

Being, we may establish a priori that the

Function, in accordance with the nature

of a Being, has for the condition of it:

accomplishment, the development of all

the virtual activity of that Being that is

to say, the full and harmonious develop

ment of all his passional capabilities and

energies. Hence, if the accomplishment
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of the natural function of it Being is

called the Destiny of that Being, it ful

lOWs that the Passions, the Attractions, or

the essential rorutitulire Forces, are pro

portional to flu: essential Dcstinies of Do

We will add, that as the happi-l

ness of all Beings depepds on the accom- '

plishment of their proper functions, on|

the realization of their essential Des

tiny, the law of the function of a Being,

the law of the duty of a Being, the law (fi

the happiness of a Being, the law of thci

exercise or of the development of the Pas

sions of is Being, are all expressions ab<

soluter identical in reality, and cones-i

pondiug only to the different points ofi

view, in which we consider one and the}

same law, the natural or providcntial lawy

of the Being.

mgr.

mechanism which should direct all their

activity to the accomplishment of'good.

The bad faith of the adversaries of Fou

rier translate this idea, as follows :

“ Fourier logitimates all the passions (in

the vulgar sense of the term, comprising

all ercesses, all crimes» and wishes that

every one may be able, without obstacle

or restraint, to assassinate, to pillage, to

murder, to plunge into all visas, to aban

don himself with impunity to all imagina

ble disorder and depravity." Although

some

the translation

thought which is given to the public, by ,

almost all his adversaries.

An example like this, shows the kind

objects, and that they are living members of

One Body. ‘

It is emphatically recommended, therefore :

1st. That cnch Affiliated Union should at

,oncc meet, and consult as to the plans which

i may seem best for advancing our cause most

lrapidly, firmly, widely. ‘Lct new members he

,uddcd; let contributions be increased; let zeal

:and determination be strengthened; let. the

j wants and opportunities of respective neighbor

i hoods be carefully considered. livery Afiiliatcd

Union should form an exact estimate of the

H'cekly Rm! which it can raise, and be pro

pttrcd to offer at the Anniversary Meeting a

timcs presented in terms which dis- ! Prensa of the amount which it will contribute

i guise the deception, this is none the less ‘ fbr the year, or for a term of years, to the fund;

of Fourier's leading of the American Union. We must secure as

least Fifty Dollars a neck, and twice that sum

,if possible; and if each Union will do its part

' energetically, we cannot fail of the means for a

f brilliant success. \Vhat Association will plcdgc

i of weapons. which can be found and 5 390, 310, 55_ a week for time year-=1

The general law which presides over which in fact are found by ignorance and| 2d. It is reconimended,that each Association

the distribution of tho Functions of the ‘ bad faith, in the employmcng of terms, to 7 int should consider what hc or she can do to

Destinics, of the Attractions, of the Pas

sions of Beings, is therefore nothing else

than run LAW or UNIVERSAL onosn, “F,

UNIVERSAL urn, that is to say, the grand

object of human knowledge and particu

larly of philosophical and religious,

knowledge. ' _

In the works of. Forums and of thei

Assocnvrrvn SCHOOL, the woi'd Passion

therefore has a precise, scientific sense,

and one which has nothing in common

with the vague and contradictory signifi-;

cations of this word in ordinary lan

guage. Thus, for example, anger, pride,

inlemperancc, envy, avarice, fear, in a

Word, all the excesses, all the vices, “I

the bascnesscs, to which the name passion

is applied in common language, are by

no means Passions in the scientific lan

guage of the Associative School.

In this language, according to the deli

nition that has been given, the Passions

are no more excesses and vices than a

murder is the force of the powder with

which the w'eapon of the murderer was

loaded. This is well known to all who

have studied the writings of the Associ

ative School with a moderate degree of

attention and intelligence.

Still, (could it be believed if we had

not such frequent examples of the fact?)

it is on the use of the wretched equivoca

tion, which ascribes to the word passions,

contrary to the sense of the scientific

definition, the vulgar sense, which in

cludes the most odious vices, the most

abominable excesses; it is on the employ

ment of such a shameful deception, that

the opponents of the doctrine of Fourier

have not hesitated to found the greater

part of the attacks which they have di

rected against his system.

Fourier maintains that all the Passions

which our imperfect languages attach,

without any precision, all manner of dif

ferent ideas.

\Vonirs ON Assocu'riou. A full sup

ply of the works of the French Associa

Etionists, including the writings of F011

ricr, Considerant, &c., has been reeived.

They are for sale in New York by \V. H.

Graham, Tribune Buildings. A list of

them with their prices will be given in

next week’s Harbinger. '

  
 

THE ANNIVERSARY MEETING

or run

AMERICAN UNION OF ASSOCIATIONISTS

Will be held during Anniversary Week, on

Turzsnnv, May 11th, in the City of New

York, at Lyceum Hall, Broadway; and it is

importan't that the Affiliated Unions shodld pre

pnrc in season to send their Delegates, and that

Associationists should make their arrangements

to attend.

The

American Union of Associationists must this

The occasion is a momentous one.

. Spring mark out distinctly n‘plnn of operations,

and determine upon the most expeditions and

economical mode of diffusing our doctrines

throughout the nation, and of making ready for

the practical embodiment of our principles.

For this cud, the advice of the most devoted,

wise and energetic friends of the movement is

needed. This must be in the strongest sons

of the words, a business meeting; where all im

portant points of policy may be thoroughly

discusscd, and measures agreed upon, which

being the result of the best collective judgment

of the American Union, shall be found worthy

of the devoted support and earnest aid of every

Asssociationist. The next year should be as

active a one, as the means and men at our com

mand can possibly make it; and it is necessary '

:oi-iss, r rnmoxn 6: Co., No. 222 Broadway;therefore to form a clear and precise estimate,

in advance, of all our resources. We have to “'

determine upon the number and character of

help on the movement,— what sacrifices we are

ready to make for it,—— what means we will con

sccrate to it,— what time and efforts we resolve

to give to advance this cause of peace, unity,

and universal good. How many Associationists

there are, who could easily pledge $100,‘1)0,

510, a year, for three or five years to the propm

gation of Associative doctrines. And are they

free not to do it? How many Associationists

there are, who could subscribe $1,000, or $500,

or $100, towards the formation of a Permanent

Finid, the income of which might be devoted

to the diffusion of our views, while the prin

cipal should go to form a Capital for some Prac

tical Trial, when the American Union should

determine that the time had come, that the

place was fbuud, and that means and men so

thorized the step. \Vho is ready to promise a

yearly or d triennial contribution, or to subscribe

to the Permanent Fund 1 \Vho is not ready to

do something efficient 7

Now let this mutter be taken in hand prompt

ly and resolutely, with the spirit becoming those

engaged in a Universal Rcform,—which prom

ises to radically cure the chronic maladies of

society, and to make Man whole agaiti,~— which

seeks to establish upon earth a Heavenly ()rdcr,

— which offers to the world no vogue hope, but

definite Science,—and which commends itsqlf

‘ to the good-sense of the most practical.

Let cach Affiliated L'ninu, let each Associa

tionist, contribute the best counsel and amplcst

pecuniary supplies, at the coming Anniversary.

\Vhere Delegates cannot be sent, and indi

viduals cannot attend, lcttcrs may be addressed

to the Ulion.

By order of the Executive Committee.

W. H. CHANNING,

Donesta'c Corresponding Secretary of flu

Amm'ican. Union of Associationiuts.

Bos'rmt, March lb, 1857.
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1 for

our publications,—to lay out the most promis- ' Ten copies for

Boston, by the Buoox Faust Pusan“, every

Saturdnv morning. Office in New York. Bun

Boston, Rantirrm 8:, (ion No. 8 State St.

Trams—Two Dollars a year, or One Dollar

six months, ayable invariably in advance.

iftecn Dollars.

' - l ‘ "' iR‘ T st-holdin fields for our lccturcrs,—nnd cs cctall ' tot (ION-“UMF-"mh’m" "m 7‘“ F" b “
5 of n fl-cipm in _,mn"_“hl~t- )pb “1)- h ' be addressed to the publishers in New York and

se mm m o, l b _ ' ' lu's y "a iBoston, or to the “Editors of' the Harbinger,"

to secure active co-opnration among the Afh Brook Farm, West Ruxbnry, Mu“.

liated Unions.so that all Associationists may feel i i

that they are working in concert for definite}

(using the word in the scientific sense,

as denoting the active faculties of the hu

man soul) are good, that is to say, are

'of a nature to be made useful in a social
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iiiSCiiLLANY.

FROM THE FRENCH or vrcron CONSIDERANT.

Translated for the Harbinger.

INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION.

(Continued from p. 325.)

CHAPTER II.

Minute Subdivision of Labor.

“ Confidence, friendship, charm, will be the

more vivid as the labors are more minutely

subdivided, applying each individual to the func

tions in which he excels and which he pre

fers."—Fourier.

 

I.

To depict to ourselves a Phalanx, we

should conceive that each department of

work has supplied the frame of a Series

and that all these frames are filled :—

that is, that in each general Series, dis

tinct Groups of laborers have undertaken

the care of the species, the varieties, &c.,

so that the details of all industry and of

all functions are thus distributed among

the Series and the Groups. And now,

what Would you do? What do you

know how to do? What do you like to

do! What are you fit for? You want

places, here they are, choose. The

choice is a noble one: Arts, Sciences,

Instruction, Administration, Manufacture,

Agriculture. Every function you can

name, every branch of human activity

here offers a career to you.

Is it agriculture in which you would

engage? It is open to you. Or per

haps you would not like as at present to

have a whole farm to superintend, labor

ers to watch, a load upon your hands?

You object to the labors of the fields and

meadows; nothing about harnesses and

beasts of burden pleases you. Well,

then, leave fields and meadows, harness

and cattle; think neither of corn nor

forage nor stables; leave them and be

not uneasy, they will be cared for. The _

orchards attract you, you would take,

pleasure in the culture of fruit trees.

 

\Vell, enter the series of the orchard.

Yes, but cherry and plum trees have no|

charm for you, apple trees still less: your

favorite is the peach. Inter the peach

growing Series. You have amongst

We recognize that here, as in all things‘

the nature of man perfectly coincides and

harmonizes with the adaptations of rea

peaches a favorite species: then enrol Iaon. You have listened to Nature, you

yourself in the group which devotes itself‘ have been willing to follow out her most

especially to that peach.

Have you now sufficient range or lati

tude? Do you think this enough to sat

isfy freely your tastes and caprices‘! 0

no, for you find it tedious to weed, to

plant, to clean the trees, to attend to the

preservation of the fruits. . . . \Vhat you

like, is to graft, and you have great skill

in this operation. You take pride in it.

Enter then a group of your favorite

peach, and in this group a sub-group of

the graft, and proceed to exercise your

skill in grafting in twenty other groups,

whose pursuits and characters possess a

charm for you.

This perfect liberty in choice of func

tions, explained thus in a branch of agri

culture, extends to all other branches;

and you readin see that to gratify indi

vidual tastes and the intentions of nature

which has given these tastes, we must

not only divide labor into Series and

Groups, but make within each group

itself, a subdivision of functions, so that

each may engage in whatever he is most

fit for.

Are these arrangements anything else

than the very expression of the facts

which develop themselves in a free

sphere? Is there any arbitrary system

here! Arbitrary system and fixed idea!

There are five hundred ignorant pcdants

who every where distort with these terms

the discovery of Fourier.

II.

“The effect of the division of labor is a

greater development in the productive powers

of industry—more skill. activity and intelli

gence in the manner in which it is new applied

and directed in all branches."—-Adam Smith.

We accept, then. as a general rule of

classification and of organization for social

labors,—a rule required by reason and

by nature,—the serial subdivision of every

kind of labor among different groups.“

 

" The division of the groups into subgroups.

delicate impulses, her slightest hints, her

last caprices. She has led you by the

hand and has shown you as her law of

organization this serial law and its ramifi

'cations.

The study of natural impulses and the

frank acknowledgment of vocations, of

tastes and preferences, have supplied us

with the formula, integrally applicable to

all works, of that celebrated principle of

the Division of Labor, so enormously

productive,—a principle that civilized

industry can only apply to a single

branch, that of manufiictures, and these,

to the great'disadvantage of the laborer.

In summing up this chapter, we must

understand that this minute subdivision in

the group is the true guaranty of the

individual independence of the laborer,

and of the free development of vocations;

since it permits each to give himself up,

not only to the functions, but to the de

tails of the functions, for which he has

taste, aptitude and will. The group

which has undertaken a function and

within which each subgroup has charge

of some one detail, is a body composed

of parts which concur freely in a common

is well exemplified by the mauu-uvre of a coin

pany of boatmcn.

The establishment of a bridge of boats is

complicated by many dotuila,—the service of

the boats, the cordnge, the anchors, the beams,

one. Now the company divides into detach

ments, attending to each detail, and all these

detachments carrying on together their particular

affair; the whole work proceeds with a magical

unison and rapidity. And when two bridges are

thrown concurrently, and there are spectators

to whom they desire to show their alertness, the

activity of the mnnmuvre and the whole execu

tion surpass all description. Those who have

seen or practised the operation of which I

speak, will well understand the division into

groups,nnd the importance of this division of

,the functions in the whole work. l'nfortunnw

: Iy, I cannot give this as an example of a sponta

neous effect.
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action, rival each other in zeal, and draw force, they become superhuman, power- physical or inlellcrlualfacully of man with

each other passionately on in powerfull

Each, alert in the},collective accord.

ful, like faith, to move mountains.

In this part of my task, in which I aim

the aim of producing a. given result.

Whether the result of the act be produc

task he prefers, relies on his neighborslto construct the serial mechanism pieceitive or not, useful or hurtful, matters not

for all other cares. The individual sup-iby piece, I invite a severe criticism of my 1 for the definition ; the act does not the

ports himself on the mass; they all sup- argument on the part of the reader; for'less constitute labor. The Danaides la

port each other, concentrate, close ranks if we forbid ourselves every thing arbi-lbored. The civilized world labor often

in the group, and excite each other to,trary and imagined, every thing notilike the Danaids, and for a result still

action. Afl’cction links them, contacti

warms, the identity of the common aim

fuses them together, the sentiment of

union electrifies the mass. The collee

tive accord vibrates in every breast to

unison, and an enthusiasm to which every‘

obstacle yields, bursts forth in the strug-g

gle. Be it a work of peace or a work of]

war,‘ whenever the different parts ofa,

body act in concert in a manreuvre, and‘l

execute, each with zeal and passion, his

particular part in the whole ; —whenever

special or individual actions merge simul

taneously in a unitary whole, upon the

same centre, the general convergence

produces accord, enthusiasm enters the

mass and transports it. It is a law, it is

necessitated, it is irresistible and innate :

Man is made so from one pole to the

other; the coldest spirit cannot abstract

itself from the influence of the great

accords which arise amid a mass com

posed of harmonious parts.

Now the first manifestation of this;

general fact of enthusiastic fascination

develops itself in the group, when all the

subgroups are in concert.

But if you suppress contact, and de

stroy the play of the different pieces; if

there is no longer in the execution, that

promptitude resulting from the integral

combination of all the partial and simul

taneous actions; if you place the laborer

in the conditions of civilized industry ; if

he is isolated, overburdened by all the

details of the work, obliged to execute

successively, slowly, without the emula

tion of persons connected with him in

interest; without assistance and without

support, — then all this disappears. En

nui and disgust replace enthusiasm and;

joy. Labor becomes again tedious and

painful.

 

founded in fact and reason, and very de

cidedly avowed by nature, we will not,

on the other hand, allow the right of

facing about from a whole after admitting

all its details. See, I use no artifice; I

forewarn you henceforth that if you ac

cept the partial sums, you will not be at;

liberty to refuse the total. This being‘

but strict justice, let us proceed.

CHAPTER III.

Allcrnulion of Functions.

“ God has well made all his works.”

“ If the sessions of the Series were pro

longed to twelve or fifteen hours, like those of

civilized operatives, who from morning to even

ing embrute themselves in an insipid function,

without any diversion, God would have given us

a taste for monotony and a horror of variety.”—

Fourier.

“ The happiness of the elect consists in this,

that God, being infinite, they find in beholding

him,joys eternally new.”- St. Augustine.

l.

“\Vcll! Mornlists, if you would have men

love work, learn how to make work lovable.” —

Fourier.

If you would have man love work,

then make industry an attraction, a pleas

ure and a charm to him; provide that

each shall have to do what he likes best,‘

and do it as he likes, and with whom he

likes best. Let your method of distribut

ing labor be no other than what results

from the natural impulses themselves.

ls it in itself a great pleasure to dance,

to galopade, to chassczl No, it is in

itself an insipid and fatiguing exercise.

You will catch no young girl, however

mad for balls, dancing by herself in her

chamber. Well, then! Let an orches

tra sound! Let there be a fine hall,

young cavaliers, elegant dances, and you

shall see more than one lady and gentle

man dance the entire evening. Isolated,

As a last analysis, the result of thiszthey would not have danced at all. The

Chapter has been to introduce us intoldanee is still the same thing, but the

the group of divided labors, which “cl-accessories are changed. It is the ball,

recognize as the demand of individuallthe group is formed; sympathies are

liberty, as the aim of nature and the firstlestablished, life awakes, animation in

special condition of industrial attraction. ,creases, and pleasure like fire kindles

We have shown that the minute division from motion and contact. Civilization has

oflabors, with the concentration of simul- taken such effectual measures to banish

tancous effort in the laborers towards a‘frorn labor every cause of pleasure, that

common end, generates the great ac- I in our language, labor and trouble, (peine

cords of identity which move and em-lel truvail,) have become perfect syno

passion masses, strikes them with enthusi- , nymes. This, however true in relation

asm for their work and creates ardent ? to the barbarous or civilized sphere, ought

impulses which no obstacle can resist. not to be accepted absolutely.

These accords grow in intensity with the First, to define the real sense of the

passiomrl masses on which they act, and word labor, let us say that this word

when they attain a certain degree of. logically represents the actualion ofetwry

 

more pitiful; for it Would be better worth

while to pour water into empty tubs than

to occupy 800,000 men and 200,000

horses in laying waste provinces, burning

harvests, demolishing villages, setting

fire to cities, and in mutual slaughter.

in mechanics, to measure the work of a

water course, of a machine, we deter

mine that the machine and water course

supply force, without inquiring to what

end this force is employed. But just as

good machines are those which derive

the most useful effects from their motive

force, in the same way, good societies are _

those which direct all work towards pro

duction and towards the malimrun of pro

duction. And as production is only in

tended to supply the needs of man and to

create enjoyments for man, these enjoy—

ments should not have to be painfully and

joy/ess/y attained. That is, Labor ought

to be rendered Attractive.

Thus the characteristic of a good social

order, is the general organization of pro

ductive and attractive labor. Now that

labor,—the employment of activity, phys

ical and intellectual, may become for man

a synonym of pleasure, is it truth of

which every one has had a thousand acci

dental proofs in the course of his life.

And here I shall not speak of the joy

of the artist in the conception, manage

ment and birth of his work. I shall not

speak of the loves of the savant, who

pursues his discovery through long solita

ry nights, forgetting to eat or drink.

These are certainly cases of enthusiasm

and passion. But it would be argued

that these are exceptional natures, and

exceptional labors, and as matters go

now, the argument would be just. I will

take peasants for my examples, and with

the passing remark, that if we most gen

erally refer to operations of the household

or of agriculture, it is because, independ

ently of their generality and their im

mense importance, the idea prevails that

many of these labors are essentially and

in their very nature painful and repug

,nant. Industrial attraction, then, once

l proved in the functions of the household,

[of agriculture, of mechanics, we shall

easily admit the extension of the charm

to labors of the sciences and fine arts.

This will be conceded aforlr'vrr'. If, on

the contrary, our examples were chosen

Efrem the latter sort of labor, we should

1 refuse to draw conclusions from them to

1 others.

Thus we speak of agriculture.

  

For
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the peasant, who walks by his cart all

day long, bare-footed, in the cold mud, or

alone in his field, beating his lean and

toil-worn oxen — for the peasant, the day 3

is certainly rude and dismal, and his‘

work repulsive. Rude also is the dayi

and repulsive the labor for this poor man, !

isolated in the midst of his master's vine

yard; his face bent towards the earth

which he digs from daylight to dark.

Yes, but let the season of the reaping, of

the harvest home, of the vintage, come

round, and see how his days become fes

tivals. See in the plain this line of young

men with sinewy arms, who march

abreast, sweeping into the cradles of their

scythes, rows of green grasses, and

shearing the meadow; then behind them

the hay-makers, with their white forks

and rakes turning over the hay, raising it

into winrows and into heaps. All here

is alive, gay, animated. They laugh,

they sing, and the more numerous they

are, the more quickly and energetically

the work proceeds. \Vhen the wagons

come to be loaded, all the laborers crowd

emulously round them ; fathers and sons,

boys and young girls; and it is wonder

ful how quickly these joyous loadings are

executed. Whoever knows the customs

of the country, has observed this as I

describe it, for I have more than once

taken the scythe of the reaper, the fork

and rake of the hay-maker.

And the vintages! At the time of the

vintages in Comté, the mountain popula

tion descend in numerous gangs of men,

women, and children. The migration

extends over the whole line of the Jura,

and mingles the people in each Canton,

during the harvest time, with the dwellers

on the soil. The groups distribute them

selves in the vineyards; they place them

selves in a line two paces from each

other; there is one who leads the band ;

each has his basket, gathering as he

walks before, and throwing into the car

rier’s pannier. \Vhen the'hill-sides are

invaded by legions of vintagers, men and

women, boys and girls, under a fine Sep

tember sun, all is living and moving

there, and sounds of song and laughter

are borne thence on the breeze. The

citizens, ladies and gentlemen, come there

for sport, and often take part in the work.

 

The children are transported, and if they

can get a knife and a basket, will \vorki

bravely for whole hours. And I can as-g

sure you that these are festivals. For”

the vintages, like the harvest and reaping,

are seasons of labor in numerous and joy

ous assemblies.

Will it be said that it is the nature of

the Work, the satisfaction of harvesting,

of gathering in,—-when the harvester,

the hay-maker, and the vintager, work

for others and not for themselves? I

 

have seen peasants, compelled by a. levy

of the commune to repair the roads,

come up much dissatisfied and cursing

about it; for we know that this sort of

work, which only interests the whole

commune, is very ungrateful to the sove

reign people of our villages! Well, I

have seen the discontent vanish, the ill

humor melt away, and a free, coarse

merriment spring up by enchantment

from the contact of the group.

Here is a final argument: Break the

groups, separate the two sexes among

the reapers, haymakers, and vintagers;

disperse the laborers to great distances;

isolate each, make each do every thing

by himself, and then you will soon see

whether they still laugh and still sing;

whether the day will pass lightly, and

whether the work will not suddenly be

come sad, dull, and repulsive.

II.

Ennui was one day born of uniformity.—

Boileau,

Labor is the destiny of man, and God

cannot have attached a curse to the desti

ny of man whom he has created. There

are then two laws of labor; one is dull,

sad, selfish, isolated, compulsory labor;

the other is joyous and free labor, con

centrating at the same focus numerous

sympathetic efforts, full of life and of

passion. To which of these two laws of

labor does God urge man by all the im

pulses of his organization, by all the

attractions of his nature? to the first or

to the secondl .

If our false society entltrals us so com

pletely in its meshes, that it prevents us

from obeying those impulses of our being

which draw us to the law of pleasure

and of charm, then cease to say that God

in destining man to labor, has ordained

for him a. destiny of tears and misery;

since we do not obey the will of God re

vealed by the attractions which he has

placed in us. They constantly indicate

his will to us; they clearly teach us his

law. Why do we kick against the

pricksl

Man has been so predisposed to labor,

that we see him languish and drag out

his life devoured by ennui, when he is

unoccupied. \Vhat is there in the World T

more sad. more wearisome and heavy,

more insufferable to himself and to others, !

than a man perfectly devoid of occupa

tion? Man tends to labor; children,

women, the rich, even kings delight in

creating for themselves studies, labors,

occupations. Louis XVI. was an able

locksmith ; Louis XV. cooked at Triauon

for whole days together, and it was far

from being the worst of his work. Every

day you see men quite independent from

their fortune, take pleasure in turning, in

joinery, in tending their gardens, pruning,

 

lgrafting, gleaning; you see women pas-1

 

sionately devoted to flowers, assiduously

cultivating them themselves. A thou

sand accidental facts prove, I repeat it,

that occupation is a necessity for man,

and that work may become pleasure,

work of the hand as well as work of the

imagination and of the mind.

Yes, yes, accidental facts, but purely

accidental, for—

Well, do we sustain the position that

civilized industry is well organized? And

do we not condemn it precisely because it

presents only exceptional examples of

attractive labor?

Very true; this you doubtless prove,

that in certain circumstances labor may

awaken pleasure and be joyfully perform

ed. But this is good for a day, for an

hour. Impose on your amateurs a labor

continued and imperative, a work lasting

throuin the whole day for every day of

the month and every month of the year,

for all the years of one’s life, a func

tion —

Ah! you recognize then that a long,

imperative, continued work, a work such

as you speak of through all hours, through

a whole life,-- you recognize that such a

work is a chain around the neck, a stone

in the shoe, a weight upon the chest, a

punishment. You recognize that pleasure

can last only a limited time in one occu

pation. Well, then, in all simplicity and

good faith—

It is your own conclusion. \‘Ve must

lint nail one man for life in his office,

another in his- field, another to his joiner's

bench, another to his desk; the man to

the thing, as we now do_

A fine dramatic piece which lasts four

hours, “cruise the spectators; if it lasted

six hours they would be wretched. If

the doors of the theatre were closed, and

it was attempted to impose this pleasure

on them for eight hours, for ten hours,

there would be a commotion, a fierce

storm in the building. And when it is

thus recognized that a pleasure which

lasts too long becomes insupportable,

odiousfcan we not understand that this

leaden yoke of continuity under which

the head af the lahorer is bent, must ne

cessarily render his labor repugnant, and

that we must break this yoke so that the

man may rise? Ah, it is too strong!

lt is not labor in itsell'that is repulsive;

it is that mortal monotony to which our

absurd organization of labor has married

labor; it is the marriage of motion and

life to immobility and death : permit then

the divorce.

If you go to the Barriers some'Suuday

evening, you will see much dancing in

the places of amusement. Examine and

select the most inveterate dancer there,

some stout porter of the market-place per

haps, or the dock, gaining three francs a.

day by carrying on his back sacks of three
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hundred pounds weight. Propose to him

the same sum to come and dance for you

alone in your chamber, twelve hours a

day, six before noon, six after. I wager

he will prefer his customary work at the

port or market. In any case, if he accept

one day, he will not recommence the

next.

If long, solitary, continued sessions are

mortally wearisomc in industry and in all

things, listen to the voice of nature, and

conclude with her that useful work can

only become a pleasure on condition of

being executed in numerous assemblies,

and in short and varied sessions. It is

thus that matters proceed in the Phalanx.

“"hen the Groups have terminated their

sessions, of two hours long at most, in

ordinary cases, their members divide,

separate, and go into other Groups, with

which they are affiliated, to engage with

new associates in a new session, as short

as the first. Thus contrasted pursuits

succeed each other, serving as mutual

recreations. Nothing is more agreeable

after asession of science, after listening

to a professor for an hour and a half, or

having filled oneself that station, than to

go and mingle with one’s friends in the

orchard, with the ladies in the garden;

to weed, to clear, to cut, to water, or to

graft with them.

There is, then, in Harmony, no gar

dener who gardens all day, obliged to

know and to execute the thousand de

tails of his 'trade; no farmer who always

tills the soil; no joiner with his plane all

day in his hand, nor shoemaker with

his awl, nor retailer with his yard-stick,

nor clerk of an office with his pen.

No; all industry, all labor, afi‘ords di

visions aod subdivisions, Series and

Groups; and each, according to his

tastes, vocations. desires, talents, and

faculties, is enrolled in the Groups and

Series which attract and seduce him, and

whose management and connections offer

a thousand varied themes for the employ

ment of his activity, a thousand different

modulations for the development of his

affections and passions. Compare this

life of the Harmonian with that of the

working legions whom misery and civili

zation, two good sisters! shut up for life

in industrial gaols, or spew upon the

streets of cities and the main roads, with

out being able to afford them even this

civilized work, while hunger obliges

them to beg through the world. Associ

ated labor operates, then, in Groups, and

the Groups exercise in short and varied

sevsions.

Thus we have exposed, in this Chapter,

the second condition of Industrial At

traction, introduced in our formula: the

principle of alternation in labors, occupa

tions, pleasures.

To be Continued.

. p'v'n'F

{RISE AND FALL 0F nus COMMERCIAL

| MUNICIPALITY 0F~AMBELAKIA.

| AMBELAKIA was, perhaps, the spot,

.amid all the rich recollections of Thessa

,ly, which I visited with the greatest

interest : and, but for the lordly mansions,

;tbat still overlook the Vale of Tempe,

the traveller might doubt the reality of a

lstory which a pears almost fabulous. I

lextract from Jeaujour’s “Tableau du

ICommerce de la Gréce," published at the

commencement of this century, the de

tails he has preserved respecting it, in as

far as they are confirmed to me by the

information I obtained on the spot.

“ Ambelakia, by its activity, appears

rather a borough of Holland than a vil

|lage of Turkey. This village spreads,

‘by its industry, movement, and life, over

the surrounding country, and gives birth

to an immense commerce, which unites

Germany to Greece by a thousand

threads. Its population has trebled in

fifteen years, and amounts at present

(1798) to four thousand, who live in their

manufactories, like swarms of bees in

their hives. In this village are unknown

both the vices and cares engendered by

idleness ; the hearts of the Ambelakiotes

are pure, and their faces serene; the

slavery which blasts the plains watered

by the Peneus, and stretching at their

feet, has never ascended the sides of

Pelion (Ossa); and they govern them

selves, like their ancestors, by their pro

toycros (primates, elders,) and their own

magistrates. Twice the Mussulmans of

Larissa attempted to scale their ronks,

and twice were they repulsed by hands

which dropped the shuttle to seize the

musket.

“ Every arm, even those of the chil

dren, is employed in the factories; whilst

the men dye the cotton, the women pre

pare and spin it. There are twenty-four

factories, in which, yearly, two thousand

five hundred bales of cotton yarn, of one

hundred okes each, are dyed, (6138

cwts.)—-This yarn finds its way into

Germany, and is disposed of at Buda,

V'enna, Leipsic, Dresden, Anspach, and

Bayreuth. The Ambelakiote merchants

had houses of their own in all these

places. These houses belonged to dis

tinct associations at Ambelakia. The

competition thus established, reduced

very considerably the common profits;

they proposed, therefore, to unite them

selves nnder one central commercial ad

ministration. Twenty years ago this

plan was suggested, and in a few years

afterwards it was carried into execution.

The lowest shares in this joint-stock com

pany were five thousand piastres (be

tween 6001. and 7001.,) and the highest

were restricted to twenty thousand, that

the capitalist might not swallow up all

the profits. The workmen subscribed

their little profits, and, uniting in socie

ties, purchased single shates; and, be

sides their capital, their labor was

reckoned in the general amount: they re

ceived their portion of the profits accord

ingly, and abundance was soon spread

through the whole community. The

dividends were, at first, restricted to ten

per cent., and the surplus profit was ap

plied to the augmenting of the capital,

which, in two years, was raised from

600.000 to 1,000,000 piastres, (120,-,

000].) r

“ Three directors, under an assumed'

firm, managed the affairs of the com-l

 

 

pany; but the signature was also confided

to three associates at Vienna, whence the

returns were made. These two firms of

Ambelakia and Vienna had their corres

pondents at Pestc, Trieste, Leipsic, Sal

onique, Constantinople, and Smyrna, to

receive their own staple, effect the re

turn, and to extend the market for the

cotton-yarn of Greece. An important

part of their trust was to circulate the

funds realized, from hand to hand, and

from place to place, according to their

own circumstances, necessities, and the

rates of cxchange.”

Thus the company secured to itself

both the profits of the speculation and

the profit of the banker, which was ex

ceedingly increased by the command and

choice which these two capacities cave

of time, market, and speculation. “’hen

the exchange was favorable, they remitted

specie; when unfavorable, they remitted

goods; or they speculated in Salonica,

Constantinople, or Smyrna, by purchase

of bills, or by the transmission of Ger

man goods, according to the fluctuations

and demands of the different markets, of

which their extensive relations put them

immediately in possession, and by which

the rapid turning of so large a capital

gave them always the means of profit

in .g‘r‘ Never was a society established upon

such economical principles; and never

were fewer hands employed in the trans

action of such a mass of business. To

concentrate all the profits of Ambelakia,

the correspondents were all Ambelaki

otes; and, to divide the profits more

equally amongst them, they were obliged

to return to Ambelakia, after three years’

service; and they had then to serve one

year at home, to imbibe afresh the mer

cantile principles of the company.

“ The greatest harmony long reigned

in the association; the directors were

disinterested, the correspondents zealous,

and the workmen docile and laborious.

The company’s profits increased every

day, on a capital which had rapidly be

come immense. Each investment real

ized a profit of from sixty to one hundred

per cent.; all which was distributed, in

just proportions, to capitalists and Work

men, according to capital and industry.

The shares had increased tenfold.”

The disturbances which succeeded to

this period of unrivalled prosperity, are

attributed, by Beaujonr, with that pro

voking vagueness that substitutes epithets

for causes, to the “surabandance dc

richessc," to “assemblers lumullueuses,"

to the workmen’s quitting the shuttle for

the pen, to the exactions of the rich, and

to the insubordination of the inferior, but

still wealthy orders. To us it may, on

the contrary, be matter of surprise that

such a body could exist, so long and

so prosperously, in the absence of

all judicial authority. The infraction

of an injudicious bye-law gave r'ne

to litigation, by which the commu

nity was split into two factions. For

several years, at an enormous expense,

they went about to Constantinople, Sal

onica, and Vienna, transporting wit

nesses, and mendicating legal decisons,

to reject them when obtained; and the

company separated into as many parts as

there were associations of workmen in

the original firm. At this period the

Bank of Vienna, in which their funds

were deposited, broke; and, with this

misfortune, political events combined to
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overshadow the fortunes of Ambelakia,lcominercial history of Europc,of ajoint part of the rest of the nations were

where prosperity and even hope, were stuck and labor company ably and eco- plunged in barbarism, or btit just emerg

finally extinguished by the commercialtnomically and successfully administered, ing from its gloom. In this wonderful

revolution produced by the spinniiig-jen-lin which the interests of industry andjand mysterious kingdom we find the care

nice of England. Turkey now ceased to'capital were equally represented. thlof the Iawgiver exerted to establish, in

supply Germany with yarn: she became i the system of administration on which itho first instance, a system of equality, if

tributary for this, her staple manufactiire,lall this is ingritfted, and the rights here l not of community of property. And to

to England. Finally, came the Greek enjoyed of property, proprietorship, andlprovitle against its being infringed upon

Revolution. This event has reduced, succession,-—foundations of the political | in subsequent time, we find that Sesostris

Wilhi" the same PBYiOd, '0 3 State 0f 38 structure,—are common tothe thousand divided among his people the whole ex

complete desolation, the other flourishing‘ hamlets of Thessaly, and to the Ottoman tent of the land of Egypt, bestowing up

townships of Magnesia, Pelion, Ossa, Empire. Here is to be sotighttheroot, and on each man a lot of equal size, upon

and Olympus. Even on the oppositelfound the promise,of the future fruits, the which an equal tax was imposed. Alnd

heights of Olympus, across the valley ofv germs of which exist, although they lie such was the care and impartiality

Tempe, Rapsana. from a thousand inert in the bosom of those primeval map which guided the counsels of this great

wealthy houses, which ten years ago itttutions which have not yet, in the East, monarch, that the ravages of flood and

possessed, is now, without being guilty of‘ been extirpated by legislation, or trodden tempest were enough,_ when the loss was

either “luxury” or “tumult,” reduced down by faction. duly certified, to gain for the‘ sufferer

to ten widowed hearths. ButBeaujour’s Ambelakia, however, is not a, solitary thereby a proportionate exemption from

praise is as little merited as his censurciinstance of the prosperity of united com- taxation. Would that a similar spirit

is ill~deserved. “Here,” says he, menial and manufacturing enterprise: i'prevailed in the councils of the extraor

ttspring up anew grand and liberal ideas, Aivali, in Asia, is the counterpart of dinary man by whom Egypt is at present

on a soil devoted- for twenty years to‘ Ambeiakia, in Europe. It owed its ori- governed! that a desire_to render equi

slavery; here the allele"! Greek CharaO-lgin to the enterprise of a Greek priest,,table the system of taxation, rather. than

ter arose in its early energy, amidst the who, at the close of the last century, on. i to exact the utmost fartbing from his im

torrents and caverns of Pelion (Ossaz) mined a til-man {mm the Puma Nolpoverishcd subjects, was the policy of

and, to say all in a word, here were all- sooner was this petty village withdrawn Meheinit Ali! I trust that we may look,

the talents and virlues of ancient Greece from the authority of the local Governor, ‘ iii the government of his successor, for

born again in a corner of modern 'l‘ur-land_rende|-ed immediately (lepefldem on‘that parental care which the circumstan

 

 

key.”

Had an old commercial emporium; had

a conveniently situated sea‘port, or a pro

Vincial chief town, possessing capital,

connections, and influence, extended thus

rapidly its commerce and prosperity, it

would have been cited, and justly so, as

a. proof of sound principles of govern

ment; of public spirit, intelligence, andi

honor. What, then, shall we say of the

character of the administration that has

elevated an unknown, a weak and insig

nificant hamlet, to such a level of pros

perity? This hamlet had not a single

field in its vicinity —- had no local indus

try—had no commercial connection —no

advantage of position — was in the vicin

ity of no manufacturing movement -~was

on the track of no transit commerce—

was not situated either on a navigable

river or on the sea — had no harbor even

in its vicinity -- and was accessible by no

road, save a goat’s path among preci

pices. Its industry received no impulse

from new discoveries, or secrets of cheni

istry, or combination of mechanical pow

ers: the sole secret of its rise was the

excellent adjustment of interest, the free

election ofits officers, the immediate con

trol of expenditure, and, consequently,

the union of interests by the common

pressure of burdens, and the union of

sympathies by the smooth action of sim

ple machinery. In fact, here might the

imagination enrich itself with new com

binations and cflects; by which, escaping

from the frivolity of the age, it can enter

into, and comprehend the causes, of that

wonderful prosperity and administrative

science, to which the human race seems

to have attained in its earliest days, as

indicated in the ruins of Nineveh and of

Babylon, and in the institutes of Menu.

Ambelakia supplied industrious Ger

many, not by the perfection of its ma

chinery, but by the industry of its spindle

and distafl'. It taught Montpellier the

art of dyeing, not from experimental

chairs, but because dyeing was with it a

domestic and culinary operation, subject

to daily observation in every kitchen;

and, by the simplicity and honesty, not

the science of the system, it reads a

lesson to commercial associations, and

holds up an example unparalleled in the

l ,he sultan, man the municipm organim. 1 cesiundcr which his government has been

Ition revived in all its purity and vigor. lhcllleved, may have prevented in his c1158.

Cultivators, artizans, traders, flocked and that under it, the great nauirai

from the neighboring country; the olives I advantages of Ifigypt may be allowed to

of the surrounding plains were converted [false her "I the" rogUlm' results to some

into soap, and spread, by their vessels, , lhlhg llke her ancient station anwlig the

throughout the Archipelago; their mo- l hatlonsf'f the earth

rocco leather rivalled that of Janina ;! The "lfluehce or Egypt was "9‘ sh‘“

their silk that of Zagora ; and wealth, ra- i, in producing an 6569! 0" the legislation

lpid in its increase, equal in its distribution, l of ahllq‘mj— Matchlally dme'mfl ‘9 Wh

and instruction ardently sought and uni- .‘Zlous SthlIOhS, as "1 lhe 13“ (hfllvel'ed

versally extended, belied here again the l by M0595 ‘0 we Ismthes, fr"!!! that by

him] of European laws and opinion onltvliicli in spiritual things the peopleiof

inan’s intellect and honesty. -“ A true Lgypt were may“, _\\'0 {my perceive

creation of commerce and industry," ob. in its social and political “willlllttitts a

lservcs M, Ba|biy “this little republic proof of that Wisdom ot the Lgyptiane

had rapidly become one of the mnsg in- in which Moses was so pro-ctiiineiitly

dustrious, most commercial, and best reg- lean)“; “(6 may $08 With What Jealous

iilated (Foliage) towns of Ottoman Asia_ and impartial care the lands of Palestine

But its numerous maiiufactories, its tan- were ‘11"de among the Whille hf llfhel

neries, its oil-mills, its beautiful cullege' according to the number of their families:

.its library, its printing establishment, its ‘ how IF “"15 lml’usslblei lflwhilly 1"- leash

lfine churches, its housea7 and 36’. t0 alienate them; hUW provision “’88

loot) inhabitants, have digappeared during made when poverty or other circumstan

ces compelled their temporary alienation,lthe war of the resurrection of Greece.” _ _ _

;Such have been the wide-spread and de- for the" he'ng resmre‘l “'- a fixed l‘ermd

to the original possessors or their de..solating eflects of a revolution conceived

1by philanthropy, consecrated by religion, Sofihdahlsi hhw the Pct'l’le Inmruuy

‘lhailed by freedom. and adopted by dime. Withston the threats and blandisliments

ImacY i _ Spin} Qf the Ea“, by I): [In/u, of those in power before they would as

sist, by surrendering their hereditary posiharl. .

sessions, in the aggrandmcments of in

aristocracy unsanctiotied by the divine

law, which recognized only that of worth

and oflice; how in one notable instance a

son of Israel expiated with his life his

bold refusal to become a party to the

alienation of his estate, and died the

death of a blasphemcr and traitor on

false accusation for having boldly said, in

answer to the insidious attempts of the

blood-thirsty, grasping tyrant of his

country, “ the Lord forbid it me that I

should give the inheritance of my father

unto thee.”

In the far-famed island of Crete the

organization of society, under the laws of

the monarch philosopher, Minos, proceed

ed to a length which, had its description

been found in the pages of tlie Alrilrmlis,

or Iilopia, would have beeiilpronounced vi

arts, philosophy, and religion, of such a sionary and extravagant. 'o idlers were

large proportion ofthe world, was already permitted in Chile; "118‘ 3""9, 0' agrl'

a settled kingdom on the fertile banks ofl culture occupied even the highest aristo

the bounteous Nile, while the greaterlcracy. A common nursery, a common

 

 

(IO-OPERATION.

,‘SPEECH OF THE REV. R. LARKIN, DELIVER

ED AT THE RECENT SOIREE OF THE

LEEDS REDEMPTION SOCIETY.

The Rev. E. LARKIN, after some intro

ductory remarks, spoke as follows:

My object will be to trace the history

of the co-opcrative principle; to trace it

through the annals of the past, the re

Words of the present, and, in imagination

only, perhaps, but in imagination which

a confidence in the goodness and sound

ness of the principle will justify, to look

for it in the prospect of the future.

In thus tracing it, we may, I think,‘

commence with that antique period of

leivilization when Egypt, the cradle of the
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education, a common table, evinced the

co-operative principle in full and vigorous

existence; and though the country was

encumbered by the unhappy institution of

slavery, which, as a political institution,

seems to have been inevitably and insepa

rably linked to all the political systems of

ancient times, still the slaves were kindly

treated; and the primitive equality of all

men was recalled by an annttal feast,

when the positions of masters and serv

ants were reversed, and the latter were

waited on by the former. The judgment

of antiquity upon the policy of Mines

seems to have been so favorable as to find

no adequate mode of manifestation short

of placing him among the three infernal

judges—and making him the apportioner

of the eternal destinies of mankind in the

world beyond the grave.

But to leave the Old World for the

New. In one nation of the South Amer

ican continent has been found the principle

of co—operation in full and perfect working.

Among the people of Peru, the system

of common property prevailed when the

Spaniards discovered and invaded their

territory. Their lands were divided into

three portions, one for the service of re

Iigion, one for the maintenance of the

state, the third and largest share was par

celled out among the people. “ Neither

individuals, however, or communities,”

says Robertson, the historian of America,

“ had a right to exclusive property in the

portion set apart for their use. They

possessed it only for a year, at the expi

ration of which a new division was made,

in proportion to the number, the rank,

and the exigencies of each family. All

those lands were cultivated by the joint

industry of the community. The people,

summoned by a proper officer, repaired in

a body to the fields, and performed their

common task, while songs and musical

instruments cheered them to their labor.

By this singular distribution, as well as

by the mode of cultivating it, the idea of

a common interest and of mutual subser

viency was continually inculcated. Each .

individual felt his connection with thosci

around him, and knew that he depended

on their friendly aid for what incrcase he

was to reap. A state thus constituted,

may be considered as one great family,

in which the union of the members was

so complete, and the exchange of good

offices so perceptible, as to create strong

er attachment, and to bind men in closer

intercourse than subsisted under any

form of society established in America.”

It is sad and sickening to turn from

the account of the happy simplicity of the

Peruvian people, to that of the horrid

crueltics inflicted upon them in the|

name of Christianity and civilization, butl

really from the lust of conquest and the

thirst for gold. But in the retributive

justice of Providence the injuries of Peru

have been fearfully expiated by Spain;

and the devastation of her fields, the

plunder of her temples, the murder of

her Incas and her priests, the dissolution

 

of the early Christians were originally

members. He then proceeded.]

Here was a really Christian common

wealth, a true redemption society, before

the establishment of the Christian reli

gion, and its doctrines of redemption for

soul and body in this World and the next.

No wonder that when the religion of love

came, and its principles of love to God

and man were promulgated, so many

from among this Jewish party of the Es

senes, whom we have proved to have

been already imbued With such a consid~

erable portion of the Christian spirit,

should have joined the ranks of the new

religionists, and assisted in carrying out

the principle of association which Christ

ianity adopted and sanctioned, and the

introduction of that state of things in

which it is joy and duty at once to bear

one another’s burdens, “more blessed to

give than to receive; " in which the test

of discipleship was made, to sell all and

give to the poor—that is, to throw the

proceeds into the common stock; in

which all things were had in common,

and the first professors of which “sold

their possessions and goods, and parted

them among the believers, according as

every man had used.”

Corrupted by its intercourse and con

nection with the world, Christianity lost

its distinctive character of self-denial,

self-devotion, and community of property.

In the monastic orders, those, however,

survived; and still survive, indeed, but

coupled with so much that is to be de

plored, as checking and cramping the

best energies and highest aspirations of

man, and rendering impossible the dis

charge by him of the sacred duties of so

ciety and citizenship, that we can only

regard them as preserving, through the

appointment of Providence, thc princi

ciple of association from extinction, until

the time shall come for its complete de

velopment, and its application to all the

relations and exigencies of life.

But we have, in our own day, and in

our own land, an example of the success

of the associative principle carried out by

one of the monastic orders, which I do

,not think it right to pass over without

separate notice. In the forest of Charn

wood, about twelve miles from Leicesterq

a colony of Bernardine or Cistercian

monks have settled themselves; and there,

amid the dreary wild, in a cold and repul

,sive region and climate, have, under the

strictest and severest rule of monastic

discipline, succeeded by dint of hard and

unremitting but combined labor, to render

some 250 acres of the worst land, per

haps, in England, fruitful and promising

to such an extent, as to encourage the

best hopes of those who have faith in the

power of the soil to maintain, under a

proper system of culture and an equitable

distribution of its products, the numbers

that Providence has placed upon it. I

visited this interesting monastic establish

of her band of brothers, and their ruth

less slaughter, and hopeless captivity,

have been repaid by the humiliation and

corresponding sufferings of their Spanish

tyrants. as Well in South America as in

their native peninsula.

the truth of the associative principle. I

ited by my venerable friend, Mr. Morgan,

.with whose labors in behalf of assocta

tion many of you must be well acquaint

[After noticing the successful endeav- adv and “‘0' I regret l°_s"“et 18’ as I

r‘h J -t v P M I. ,learn by recent letters received from Italy,
0T8 o c esm s m aragnay' ‘ r' ‘f‘r' suffering from the severe affliction of par

k'“ advefled '-° lhe Essen“, I Jewmhlalysis, at Florence. I feel assured that,

sect, of which, as it is supposed, many;if his life be spared to hear the account

lment a few years ago, and was much,

lstruck with the proof afl'orded thereby of,

may mGIlllOll lllill. the monastery W88 ‘13-; of their conduc‘ in this
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of this night‘s meeting and procecdings,

it. will cheer him in his loneliness, and

lighten, if not tend to remove, the visita

tion which lies upon him.

We have thus traced the associative

principles through the annals of the past,

and seen its working in the present— but

the future is what we have to do with.

The resolution I propose speaks of the

evils of poverty which are so glaringly

apparent, and so inconsistent with the

vast amount of riches and luxury in the

present age. I trust your society will

become one of the means of redressing

those evils in the present, and of provid

ing against their recurrence in the future.

In this resolution is pointed out the fear

ful discrepancy that exists hetwcen the

amount of wealth produced and the

amount of that which falls to the share of

the producers. This discrepancy must

be evident to any one who does not shot

his eyes and ears as he walks through

the streets of this. or any other town of

similar extent and wealth; but view the

storcliouscs piled with costly goods and

the luxury of every kind enjoyed by their

owners, on the one hand-and the pin

ing poverty, wretchedness, and, in some

instances, starvation of many of the pro

ducers on the other. These things I

have seen here and elsewhere, and feel

ing that there is in them, and in the

system of which they are the parts,

much that is radically wrong. I feel

that I should not he doing my duty as a

Christian minister, if I did not urge you,

to the utmost of my power, to reuse

yourselves from an apathy which alone

permits the tolerance of such a system,

and carry forward the rinciples of the

Redemption Society. t must be too

much to hope that so great a change as is

necessary to rectify the wrong that exists

can be instantaneous or even rapid; but

it is something to begin, and above all to

begin well. From the way in which you

who support the Redemption Society

have begun, from what you have already

accomplished, I feel persuaded that you

will go on in despite of all opposition;

and that each annual soirec will show

that you have laid the foundation of a

system for which your children and your

children’s children will at a future day

rise up and bless you.

[The reverend gentleman rctired amid

enthusiastic cheering.]—Pwplcs' Jour

nal.

For the Harbinger.

CANNIBALISII.

PERVERSION or HUMAN LIFE AND INCO

mznsrvcs or MAN WITH 'rmc list-at.

CREATION THROUGH ms serisa APPRO

PRIATION or "rumn BODIES.

(Continued from p. Ml.)

Objection. Animals have no future to

be compromised by disturbance of the

natural current of their life. No heaven

or hell awaits them as the consequence

They have

no moral responsibilities ; no repentance;

no atonement to make. In depriving

them of life we simply determine a mo

mentary vacuum in sensation, which a

fresh life from the egg or the womb

quickly comes to fill.
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Answer.~ Supposing these assertions

proved, they do not invalidate in any man

ner the essential fact that life can only bcl

taken by conflict, under the law of force

and not the law of love. Besides, the'

disturbance of the natural order of the

creature’s life is an aggression upon it,

and an impertiuence towards the arbiter.

of life, none the less whether the creature

does or does not preserve, after death, its

specific or individual life. But the prop

osition cannot be proved. It can be sup

ported by no analogies. Every reason,

on the contrary, which teaches the per

manence of our own existence, applies

also to other animals. They own, like

ns, various branches of sensation, of af

fection, and of distributive faculties,

though most of them are cruder and less

developed than ours. How far they pos

sess the sentiment of Unity, of the prin

ciples of immutable justice, we cannot

fairly judge, because the tenor and re

sponsibilities of their lives differ from

ours, and because our sympathy with

them is too limited to allow us to judge

of sentiments whose manifestation in

ourselves is of a mystical nature.

These are, however, facts which, if

recorded of a man, We should say were

proofs of such a principle. The dog,

for instance, locked accidentally in his

master’s larder, is recorded to have

starved to death rather than touch the

game which hung before him; and when

the master, who stood between him and

God, entered again on his return home,

the dog crawled up to him, licked his foot

and died. Is this not conscience'.l The

animal then, possessingjn difl'erent de

grees and combinations all the essential

faculties and sentiments of the human

soul, is a sort of imperfect, partially de

veloped man, and should pass through

progressive existences until it attains to

humanity, or to some corresponding de

gree in the scale of being. Here we are

met by the assertion that animals do not

progress, and that this constitutes precise

ly the distinction between them and man.

To this we must again urge that our

sympathy with the life of animals is not

sufficient to constitute us judges in this

matter. Their mode of progression may

not lie in the building of palaces, rail

roads, and steamboats, mechanical char

acters, which appeal to the eye, but

which we cannot show would add in the

slightest degree to their happiness; and

we should have some difficulty in proving

that up to this point they had to our own.

These phenomena only indicate the striv

ing after communion, which will continue

to bafile its until, through an order con

much truer to their nature, and they en

joy much more such degree of commun

ion as they are fitted for, and through

which all true or spiritual progression

comes. It would be quite as hard to

prove by any observations, the fact of

progression either moral or material,

among some tribes of savages upon the

earth, as among other animals; and the

attainment they have actually made ini

relation to the wants of their being, isl

in comparison with the more intelligent

animals such as the ant, bee, beaver, and

so forth, altogether despicable. Finally, >

the whole argument is a palpable absurd

ity, from the great and universally recog

nized capacity of animals for education.

Their mechanism of progression is ab

solutely the same with our own. Sensa

tion, perception, reflection, passion, and

consequent action: Memory determining

habit; that habit remaining as a scaffold

ing for the next acquisition; the habit

confirmed organizing itself iii structure,

and bequeathing its .results to the next

generation. Thus we find setters whose

parents have been highly trained, some

times go through the evolutions of the

hunt with accuracy when first taken out

into the field. The animal has then by

analogy with man every right to expect

the continuance of his existence, and the

distributive justice of God owss to him,

as to us iii our variods degrees, compen

sation in the virtues and blessing of a

mature and harmonized existence for (the

various forms of evil and perversion

shared during the crude epochs of in

coherence.

They have also their diseases, their

vices, their torments, as the naturalist

well knows. Hunger and thi-rst, the in

clemencies of the seasons, the annoyance

of vermin, the fear and agony of beenm-i

ing a prey to their natural enemies, in-‘

ternal conflict among their own speciesl

They do not always live in paradise, as

some simple persons suppose.

 

Objection. Death is to other animals

dreams before full waking consciousness ;

or to the passage from one industrial

group into another in the functions of the

day. It is true that we have no attrac

tion for the transition in itself, but only

for the consequence of the transition, the

business or pleasure of the day; the

pursuits of the new group. \Ve have an

attraction for life, inasmuch as for the

pursuits and gratifications in which life

passes; and as the stimulus of each at

traction is diminished by its gratification,

that of the next in order, whether of a

period in the day's life or of a periodical

life in the soul‘s existence, will dominate

and determine the necessary transition.

That of death at the natural period of

old age we have considered as predeter

mined by the mathematics of nature, and

in probable accordance with the predeter

mination of the creature itself, as we may

predetermine on going to sleep the hour

of waking. Both these conditions are

obviously violated by the violence com~

mitted on one creature by another, which

cuts life short in the midst of its natural

term and while the attractions to the pur

suits in which it passes are in full vigor.

In the two preceding numbers we have

confined ourselves to the defence of the

rights of animals to life, liberty, and the

best conditions of pursuing happiness,

and to showing the basis of those rights

in their intelligence, affection and suscep

tibility of progress, of enjoyment and of

suffering, in modes and degrees analogous

to our own. Because we have shown

that the distinctions hitherto made are

false, it does not follow however that we

recognize no distinctions between man

and other creatures except external form.

Unity of system, universal analogy, and

the correspondence of function to struc

ture presuppose in the spiritual nature of

animals a distinction from man, and an

inferiority to him conformable to their

differences and inferiority in structure.

The distinction of the spiritual nature

follows as logically from the distinction in

as to us, simply a state of transition ; and 1 organization, as the existence of a spirit

the fact that no animal has an attraction 1 ual nature follows from the existence of

for it proves nothing, since, as you have,an organization. The separate existence

already shown, transitions are essentiallyiof either is unknown to the experience

exceptions to the law of attraction. lof titan, a thing impossible distinctly to

The answer to this has been substan- conceive of, and therefore an essential ab

tially included in others. Death we con-,sttrdity. The most striking distinctions

sider a transition required by the law ofiof the human body are the extent of its

progression and that of attraction, foritactile and sensitive surface, and conse

 

ciliating all our interests, we have incar-‘

nated love or attraction in all our social

relations. The lower creatures violate

this law much less than we; they liveI

the animal as for man; but the determi

nation of the period of this transition be

longs toa higher wisdom than ours. If

it is hastened by violence, the struggle of

the victim and the remorse of the slayer‘

prove it an evil, “an interference with:

the order of nature in which all evil con

sists."

We may consider death as a transition ‘

point corresponding to the interruption of;

 

‘ quent development of the sense of touch,

obscured in other creatures by their hair

or fur, or feathers, and stimulating man

to the creation of fabrics, and to the im

provement of climates and seasons.

2d. The development of the claw or

foot into a hand, in which the tactile fac

ulty reaches its greatest delicacy, and

which becomes the agent of a fabrication

impossible to most other creatures.
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3d. The formation of the shoulder and

hip joints, which do not easily support

the body in the horizontal posture, but

are adapted to the erect position.

4th. The deficiency in man of a provi

sion arresting the force of the circulation

through the carotid artery, in conse

quence of which other animals are not

equally subject with man to sudden and

violent rushes of blood to the brain, to

which the horizontal posture peculiarly

exposes him. These considerations may

be summed up in two facts :

1st. The superior necessity and the

facility of fabrication, presupposing in

man superior development of the discrim

inating and constructive faculties.

2d. The necessity and facility for

assuming the erect position, which, look

ing naturally upward to the stars, presup

poses faculties and sentiments calculated

to bring him into relation with other

spheres. These deductions are justified

by our consciousness and experience.

In applying the converse of this state

ment, there results to the animal races

in general:

1st. Essential inferiority in industry.

2d. More limited restriction to the

sphere of the earth.

In connection with the last remark we

observe that man alone possesses the

secret of using fire. Fire or heat, the

essential condition of animation in the

material world, is the correspondence of

Love, the principle of animation in the

spiritual sphere. The ancient magi ex

pressed this in their worship of the sun.

Man then, through his use of fire, as

through the development of his religious

sentiment, comes into unison with God in

a higher degree than other creatures,

and therefore stands as a natural mediator

between them and God. This position

once understood, the reciprocal duties and

relations between man and other creatures

follow clearly enough. As he co-oper

ates with God in the development; of the

earth's life in her various kingdoms, so

are they to co-operate with him. As

God ever urges man to the accomplish

ment of his destiny by the permanent

revelation and stimulus of attraction,

never using any other approach to com

pulsion than the misery inherent on its

 

 

conflict or suppression during the period

of our collective rebellion, which in neg‘:

let-ting all research for the Divine socialf

code in relation to which all passions and i grace of faculties not possessed by our

characters have been predetermined, or- selves, and in which we shall complete

ganizes their perversion or suppression the powers of our own being, when we

and our consequent misery by an arbitra- have domesticated and educated them,

ry legislation; so is man to rely entirely just as in our rule over the mineral king

on the influence of attraction on other dom, we develop the powers of our sight!

animals, addressing himself only to the.

love principle in them, providing that

they shall find it for their interest and‘

regent of terrestrial movement, and ex-:

erting upon them no other compulsionv

than the privation of that superior en-I

joyment and development which they are,

capable of attaining under his influence.This brings us to the consideration of

two questions :

lst. \Vhat are the uses which man will

desire of animals?

2d. \Vhat are the methods by which

he will appeal to their attractions?

The question of uses divides into the

two heads of material and spiritual. In

both these aspects uses will be founded on

this principle in the nature of animals:

that they present the special develop

ments of some of those faculties and

passions which man combines in a more

integral manner, thus becoming hiero

glyphic letters and words of the passion

al language, the Book of nature.

The Dog is now useful to us by his

special development of the sense of

smell and of the passion of friendship;

the Horse by that of his locomotive facul

ties, his strength, speed, and the noble

emulative spirit, which in all his vari~

eties, from the dray-horse to the racer,

spends its life even to the last breath in

the ambition of use or glory.

The Camel, and the Ostrich, and the

Reindeer present analogous adaptations to

other climates and regions. The Dove,

a creature in which Love is the predomi

nating principle, bears in a flight rapid as

Love’s messenger should be, the per

fumed billet under his wing. In these

days, when Love is enslaved to mammon,

this bird in correspondence has become

the merchant’s messenger, and carries

news of stock. For information of a

mercantile or political character the

greatest publicity will be desired in Har

mony, private speculation being impossi

ble, and the magnetic telegraph and other

like means will be employed. But Love,

whose privacy is sacred in its very es

sence, will reclaim the service of the

carrier dove. Titus the general cast of

the harmonic creation, as now the excep

tional one-eighth, must possess some

special adaptation by its organization and

habits to the uses and affections of man.

The principle of contrast, it will be per

ceived, enters so far into this adaptation

of uses, that they depend on the posses

sion by the animal of faculties or rice

by the manufacture of glasses, mirrors,

lenses, &c.

him as monarch of the earth and general}

 

The success already attained in the,

 

horses, cattle and dogs, by study and up

plication of the laws of generation and

cross breeding, augur the happiest re

sults for the extension of this science in

connection with that of adapting the dif

ferent sorts of food to the determination

of desirable faculties and organic develop

ments, of which the bee now avails her

self to change at pleasure a neuter into a

queen.

\Ve ought here to consider the mag

netic relations existing between men and

animals by identity of principle in their

nervous systems. This is composite,

combining a material with a spiritual re

lation.

The material relation is that of the

physical magnetism which animals as

well as men and women impart to each

other, partly in the ratio of their life and

health, and partly in that ofa special

nervous sympathy existing between them.

A brutal use has been made of it in re—

storing those perishing with cold, or

after drowning by folding about them

naked the warm reeking carcass of a

dog or horse, thus combining nervous in—

fluence with high temperature and moist

ure. There are many who have realized

a beneficial influence on their health

from the habitual presence of fine ani

mals. The magnetism of the horse has

no trivial share in the advantages

of horse-back exercise. Delicate chil

dren should be encouraged to keep the

large Newfoundland dogs, and even to

let them sleep in the same bed.

We may consider this relation as the

reciprocal circulation of nervous influ

ence, physical as is the electricity we re

ceive from the earth.

Every animal is doubtless capable of

exerting a physical influence of this sort

specific to itself, and varying in degree

and efficacy with the temperaments, indi

vidual or national, with which it is brought

into relation, and with the degree of inti

macy which exists between the man and

the animal.

we may find in this not only a valua

ble medicinal agent, but the source of a

richer and more composite state of normal

health. The spiritual relation above re

ferred to has been very beautifully recog

nized by Wordsworth in his White Doe

of Rylstone.

To be Continued.

[Correspondence of the Christian Register]

THE REV. DR. SPRING.

New Yonrr, April, 184-7.

I said in my last, that the preaching of

this gentleman and of his school, fails to

awaken and array the humane and merci

ful sensibilities of our nature in behalf of

the atflicted, vicious and destitute. I of

course did not mean that there were no

individuals in Dr. Spring's and kindred

Churches, who felt a warm interest in the

pleasure to serve him, and acknowledgeimany new and superior varieties ofiimproventent of society. I dare say
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there are. It is of the Church as such

that I speak,— of the Church as moulded

by the system of religion preached there.

And I repeat that this want oflively sym

pathy with the great movement in favor

of depressed, suffering hmanity, is char

acteristic of Dr. Spring’s Church and of

all others similarly trained.

This follows naturally, from the fact

that the preacher never brings before the

minds of his people, the actual condition

of society as it exists among the very

poor, the very depraved and suffering of

our fellow men. Indeed, from my

knowledge of Dr. Spring's habits, I sup

pose he is not himself well informed re

specting the vicious and impoverished

classes. I presume he seldom if ever

sees the inside of an aims-house, a hospi

tal or a prison, that he rarely explores

the lanes and alleys, and dens of vice,

and garrets of poverty that abound in his

vicinity. I suspect he does not often fol

low the laboring man to his home, after

he has toiled from twelve to fourteen

hours at the most severe and exhausting

work, and, sitting by his side with a heart

full of sympathy, inquire into his circum

stances, and devise means of lessening

his toils. If there are in his Church any

seamstresses, who sit plying the needle

from early morn till long after midnight,

to earn enough to buy bread to save them

from famishing, or medciue for a sick

mother, it is not a common thing for the

pastor to come in to speak some cheering

word, and suggest some method of alle

viating the condition of poor over-worked

and ill-paid Women,—-women who receive

from fourpence to sixpence for making a

shirt, and in proportion for other articles.

These are not the topics that should take

up the time and thoughts of a Doctor of

Divinty. He has enough to do in pro

pounding and explaining the origin of

evil, the doctrine of original sin, of total

depravity, and man’s uttcr inability. He

is bound to show his people what Origen

and Augustine and Calvin believed and

taught; but as to meddling with any ex

isting disorder, except the single one of

heresy, he deems it quite uncalled for.

It is not to be Wondered at, that under

such preaching the people learn very lit

tle, and are taught to feel very little the

immense social evils that are oppressing

the multitudes in the lower walks of life.

Such is the state of feeling in Dr.

Spring’s and kindred Churches, that if

that clergyman should for a number of

Sundays together, earnestly call the at

tention of his people to the privations and

sufferings of the poorer classes, to the

wrongs and oppressions and heart-break

ing griefs to which the widows and orphans

are exposed continually, and to the temp

tations, dangers, and stinted means of the

thousands of toiling women in New

York; and should he with all the warmth

and pungency which the case demands,

insist upon his people doing their whole

dut to these unfortunate classes,l have

no oubt the utter strangeness of such a

strain of preaching would produce the

most excited and violent surprise; andt

probably not a few would suspect their

minister of mental derangement. Not

that there would be anything incongruous

to the Gospel in such preaching, for the

apostle says that pure religion before

God is to visit the fatherless and the wid

ow in their aflliction,-— but simply be

cause it would be what the people arci

now entirely unused to.

 

preaching fails to approach.

 

It is in such Churches as this of Dr.

Spring's, that such contempt, ridicule

and abuse are poured upon every move

ment and suggestion, having in view any

amendment of our social organization.

There seems to be a perfect horror of

any change from the present Working of

the social machine. The New York Ob

scrver, which may be considered the or

gan of that type and grade of Orthodoxy,

is constantly on the alert to detect and

punish any symptom of discontent with

things as they are. Its custom is to

brand all such with the name of the Fou~

rierites. The slightest movement is a

plunge into the system of that reformer ;

and then great care is taken to make the

impression that his system is the synonym

of every thing had, licentious and atheis

tic. The effect of all this is to strengthen

Fourierism in this city. As I said be

fore, there are multitudes who are dissat

isfied with the many evils that adhere to

our present social system, and who be

lieve that great improvement is desirable

and practicable. When these find the

Churches indifferent and averse to any

improvement, and when they find them

selves denounced for entertaining desires

and hopes, which they are conscious

originate in good will to man; it is not

to be wondered at if they forsake the

Church for the Association and the Pha

lanx. This process is going on constant

ly in this city, under the influence of that

so-called orthodoxy which shudders at the

thought of progress, and which finds all

its models of perfection in the dusty folios

of the fathers, and the fine-spun creeds

of Reformers and Synods in the 10th

century.

I know very little indeed about Fou

rier, and can neither praise nor condemn

his systcm intelligently. But I believe

“ a better time is coming," and is greatly

needed. I believe a great proportion of

the vice and crime, poverty and wrctch

edness now prevalent might have been

prevented ; and that much might be done

to banish the evils that every where af

flict us, and to introduce a comparatively

high degree of peace, content, virtue, in

dustry, economy and happiness; and I

am of opinion that the Christian Churchl

and ministry ought to, and might be em

inently instrumental in bringing these

better times to pass. It is the great ob

ject for which the Church and ministry

exist in this world. And if, both by pro

cept and example, they should set forth

the law of love in all the beauty, loveli

ness and force of a living excmplification

in all the pulpits and sanctuaries of the

land, and in all our intercourse with God

and our fellow men, that renovation of

society which we desire would be com

plete. But to remedy any evil we must

first discern it and appreciate it ; we must

think upon it in all its bearings, and call

the attention and engage the influence of

others in its removal.

must bring all the energies of a benevo

lent, humane, and merciful religion to

bear specifically and directly upon the

particular cvils which prevail.

All this, in my judgment, Dr. Spring's

The history

of his Church year after year, is a record

of births, baptisms, marriages and deaths, v,

of sermons on the full of man, of origi

nal sin, decrees and the like; not of or

phans and widows visited, relieved and

made happy, of poor and needy people

rendered comfortable, of prisoners minis

And finally we.

tered to, reclaimed and saved; and such

like achievements of divine beneficence.

The pastor has published a number of

volumes, but none of them that I have

seen, have dwelt upon the evils to which

I have referred, or suggested any specific

methods of counteraction.

Truly yours,

 

CRITO.
 

MUSICAL REVIEW.

SECOND WEEK OF THE OPERA IN BOS

TON ——1’ACINI’S " SAFFO.”

Pacini and his music have been un

known in these new regions of the musi

cal world, while Bellini and Donizctti and

Auber and all the latest fashions have

crossed the ocean almost as soon as born.

We share the general ignorance about

him; all we know is, that he reigned a

little earlier than Rossini, that he was

fond of classic subjects, and that he is

said to have been a townsman of Bellini,

who doubtless studied him with some

enthusiasm, as touches of similarity here

and there between “Safl'o” and the

“ Somnambnla " would seem to testify.

Whatever may be the accredited standing

of Pacini in the musical world, we must

confess to a purer, deeper satisfaction

from the three representations given last

week of his “ Saffo," than we have yet

obtained from any of the more modern

operas, Italian or French. The music

as a whole has all the repose and all the

unity which befit a Grecian subject ; it is

not overstrained; single airs and passages

do not stand out and fasten themselves

at once in the memory; or if they do

stand out, it is in “bold relief,” not

boldly without relief, as is so oflen the

case with the brilliant popular novelties;

every thing throughout is with a sweet

severity subdued to the reigning senti

ment and thought of the whole. And

yet it is not for want of originality, of

vivid beauty, and of unusual wealth both

of vocal melody and of most quaint and

exquisite instrumental accompaniments,

beautiful alike in figure and in color, that

it seems so calm and that the whole so

swallows up the parts, as they go by you

like the undulations of the ocean. On

the contrary, a second and third hearing

convinces you that it is from beginning to

end a series of wonderfully fine crea

tions; song after song, and chorus after

chorus, is so beautiful, so novel, so pro

nounced and clear, that you think it

your’s forever; and yet the next has

such fresh beauty as to quite obliterate it

from your mind, although the effect of

course survives. And there is the purest

warmth in all this melody; it is as full of

sentiment as Bellini, with far more pith

in it and more variety.

The orchestral parts deserve especial

ilnotice. There is not an unmeaning pne

, sage from first to last : scarcely a passage
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which could be called in any way com- humanity, in Sappho, dashes its own life'the contralto, is Climene, and appears

mon-place; and yet nothing obtrusive or

noisy, or in respect of composition, over

wrought. It was an exquisite pleasure

to listen to them principally, and lose

yourself in their enticing fiow.

almost in the heart of it one night, direct

ly behind the leader and the double bass,

(for by a wise arrangement these two ex

treme parts of the harmony are brought

together in this orchestra, with the violins

surrounding and completing the inner

circle,) the sensation was as fine and as

absorbing as that of leaning over the

stern of a boat and gazing into the ever

varierl yet perpetual flow of waves; and

nothing was lost of the total meaning and

effect of the opera by this, so perfect was

the unity. Much of the credit is due of

course to the admirable composition of

this orchestra. W'ith an excellent leader;

with the best contra-bassist living, as it is

said, whose single bass, so clearly formed

in its whole range of tones, gives more

support to this powerful hand, than three

or four have yet done in our Academy

orchestras; a single Violoncello also, of

most finished and expressive tone; a

sufficient preponderance of clear and racy

violin tones; and just enough of wood

and brass; there is a proportion, a rich

blending and unity of effect,-—a strength

obedient always to expression, and a pre

cision and delicacy of execution in what

they do, which is a new revelation to

Bostonians.

To return to “ Satfo; ” the delight it

gave us makes us distrust reigning fash

ions more than ever, and sadly suspect that

many other good things have been buried

up by more pretending novelties. YVe

feel more desire now to know “ Niobe,”

Sitting _.

out against the pitiless rock of a conser

vative priesthood. The piece has three

acts.

The first is called the “ Olympic

Crown.” The orchestra commence with

a smart, triumphant strain, while the

curtain rises disclosing a retreat which is

Olympic games.

Alcandro, rushes in as from the circus,

full of rage, and meets the chief of the

Aruspices, Hippia. He tells how Sappho,

,admired “of all Greece, was reciting a

[poem about a lover who took the fatal

‘ leap, and how she then appealed, inspired

; with generous indignation, to the people:

i “ Barbarians, how long will you tolerate

superstitions which sanction such inhu

manitiesl How long will you live in

fear of a cruel pricsthoodl”—where

upon the people rose and drove the

priests out from the circus. Alcandro

threatens the vengeance of his deity;

land in this strong part, Signor Batagliui's

twarm and powerful baritone established

him at once as one of the truest artists of

the corps. Yet even here, as throughout

the play, Alcandro’s rage involuntarily

alternates with struggling tenderness; he

sings of how his heart has always

yearned to Sappho, how dear her voice,

how pleasant her inspiration and her ge

nius, and so forth; and in these two

contrasted strains we enjoyed some of

rthe finest music of the opera. Phaon

enters, the lover of Sappho, (in the per.

son of Signo Perozzi, the new tenor,

 

 

and other productions of Pacini, than we whose hard, distressful voice is anything

do to gratify hopes long deferred of hear- , but Perelli's; and yet there was an

ing many a renowned opera of Rossini or

Bellini.

The story of Sappho is an admirable

one for an opera, and worthy to inspire

both poet and composer, as it has done in

this case. Indeed, the ltalian poem here is

achaste and glowing work of art in itself,

I more truly classic, as it seems to us, than

anything which we have read by Metas

tasio. It is the common story of Sappho,

throwing herself from the rock of Lemon

dia for love, connected in a very artistic

and probable manner with the supersti

tious rites of Apollo, according to which

criminals threw themselves from the

sacred rock to expiate offences against

the god. There is the true tragic motive

in the story as here conceived; the trag

edy which essentially is permanent in

human history under whatever form; it

is the conflict of genius, of the true na

tive human impulse, with the organized

conservative spirit of the age. Here

genius, which is but another name for

|.earnestncss in his impersonation which

ideserves respect); he is jealous of the

imusical ambition of Sappho, who ab

lsorbed in her artistic triumphs, seems

Lalienated from him. Alcandro increases

this feeling by telling him that Sappho

of his first love to Climene, his own

daughter, and persuades him to return to

her and marry her. Then follows a

scene between Phaon and Sappho (Te

desco), in which he rudely rejects her

though she passionately asserts her love

and faithfulness. Lisimacho (Badiali,

whose weak tenor in “ Eruani”; was

here suddenly transformed into a noble

bass) and the chorus of Grecians from

the circus enter and announce to Sappho

that she has won the crown. She is

moment forgetting Phaon, who will not

be reconciled.

The second act

Climene and Phaon.

is the Marriage of

Signora Marini,

 

loves Alceon, a young poet, reminds him i

elated, would rush to the circus, for a,

supposed to be within hearing of thcjto the nuptials.

circus, where all Greece is met at the,them here called down tempests of ap

The chorus is heardlplause each night; the rich and ready

celebrating the triumphs of Sappho. contralto of Marini blended in sweet con

Presently, come sounds of tumult and trust with Tedesco’s voice.

confusion; the high priest of Leucade,‘ 

l

 

seated among her maids, who sing their

congratulations in a quaint and niiive

chorus. Sappho enters, a grief-stricken

wanderer, to consult the priest : Climene

receives her affectionately, informs her of

her nuptials, bids the maidens clothe her

in her most costly robes, and invites her

The duett between

The former

is more and more a favorite ; though her

voice is singular, swelling in volume at

the bottom and the top of its register, but

spindling away to almost nothing in the

middle. Then comes the nuptial scene,

of great splendor, in the temple of Apol

lo, the sacred incense burning on the

altar, priests and citharistre ranged on

either side, choruses of Grecian men and

women in the foreground. The marriage

is performed, when Sappho enters splen

didly arrayed, to sing the nuptial strain

she promised; but seeing Phaon to be

the bridegroom she is thunderstruck;

recovering a little she sings to him that

splendid strain, one of the finest in the

piece, the words of which have enough

of wild grandeur and passion to have

come from an old tragedy of Eschylus :

“ Ai nume, a crude, at mortali, 77 chiexi

Iag'rimando cfc.” “ Weeping to the gods

and men have I sought thee, cruel one.

O'er mountains, valleys, rivers, seas,

haveI fled, calling upon thy name—l

have found thee; thou shalt not be

another‘s! Oh never! If destiny has

written this, destiny shall cancel it! "

This is a subject for a Schubert to com

pose a song to. But the music of Pa

cini rose to the demand. In a sudden

frenzy Sappho overthrows the incense;

> when the priests and all the chorus break

out in denunciations of pious horror, sur

rounding her with threatening gestures.

The finale here is magnificent ; equal in—

deed to the “ Sommo Carlo” in “Er

nani,” and (what is remarkable) making

asimilar use of unison. In truth the mo

sic as well as action of this whole scene

is very great. The festive strains of

orchestra and chorus in the first part of it

were of suppassing beauty. Tedesco

sang and acted with great power, and

looked the part to perfection.

The third act is the “ Fatal Leap.”

First a solemn scene amongst the priests,

in a forest before the sacred cave, where

Sa‘ppho kneels penitent and takes the

vow to expiatc her ofl'ence by throwing

herself from the rock. The will of the

God is consulted and found inexorable;

the deed must be done. Lisimacho final

ly discovers to them that Sappho is the

lost daughter of Alcandro; and the

gloomy, terrible music gives way to
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warm gushing strains of recognition with

parent and sister. Al‘candro would fain

have the sacrifice suspended, but the

priests demand it. Phaon supplicates,

would join her fate, but all in vain.

There are three great songs in this finale:

Alcandro’s, reproaehing himself, in which

Batsglini almost outdid himself in the

depth and strength of passion which he

infused into his voice; the nuptial song,

which Sappho, taking her crown and

eithara, sings as in a trance for Climene,

with its exquisite orchestral accompani‘

meats; and her farewell song before she

ascends the rock to take the leap.

\Ve have barely hinted the things we

would have said about this admirable

performance, and must here leave the

most unsaid for want of room, but hoping

to return to it some future time.

  THE I—IARBINGElij—u

SATURDAY, MAY 15, 1847.

 

 

Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for othv-rs’ rights, fraud, oppression,a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tendin to impuverish

the laborer and to render every con ition insecure.

Beliefis to come, and can only come from the new

application of Christian principles, of Universal

justice and Universal love, to social institutions,

to commerce, to business, to active life.

DI. Crusxnm.

A LETTER TO JOSEPH MAZZINI

0N Tm:

DOCTRINES 0F FOURIER.

 

MY Dean Sm :——I have recently read

an article of yours in the People‘s Journal

for March, in which you undertake to

misconccived what you write about, and

present it in a false, unjust, and odious

light.

Ithink you in error on a great many

forward —- but I will confine my attention

to three of the most important.

I. First, you have mistaken, according

to my interpretation ofit, the fundamental

object of Fonrier‘s philosaphy. You say:

was the end of human life ——pnin, a sign

truth —intercst, the great lever of re-or

ganization. But more capable of prob

ing an idea to its last consequences, than

of elevating it, by purifying it, to its

highest power, to its original source—

strong in detail, weak in all that regards

the conception of the unity of humanity

—destitute of science, disinherited of all

poetry of heart, incapable of feeling all

the human race—he finished by seeing

only the individual in this world, by

adoring liberty alone, by laying down to

himself, as the only problem of life, the

means of giving to the individual full and

entire satisfaction. It matters little that

he has continually spoken of unity, and

that he has inscribed as a motto at the

head of all his works that law of attrac—

tion which was reduced to a formula by

Newton, and the possibility of the appli

cation of which to the phenomena of the

social world had been revealed to him by

St. Simon. His unity will be found,

by every one who examines his doctrine

to its foundation, to be nothing but the

 

I to all men. His attraction is not, as it is

for us, a sign that God has placed in our

hearts to teach us that only by the bar

‘ monizcd labor of the whole great human

points—in fact in nearly all that you put

“With him, (i. e. Fourier) buppincss

of error—pleasure, satisfaction, a sign of

that is sacred in the collective progress of

application of his theory of the individual

’gratifying them.’ Later on he will tell

F you that ‘ it consists above all in the pos

session of riches.’

“ ‘ After all, are not riches the means

which guarantee to the individual the

liberty of satisfying his desires? ’ And

from step to step, from consequence to

consequence, Fourier, fascinated, blinded,

by his thirst for happiness, the only end

which he recognizes in our earthly ca

reer—and by the worship of his idol

liberty, the only instrument that he

knows by which man may attain it—

arrives at discoveries, at rules of social

management, which his disciples, less

bold, endeavor to make us forget;

which I have not read without a blush

upon my brow, and which I could not

I transcribe here without pollution.”

Now, I have not so read this profound

and remarkable thinker. I should say

that his End, in all his speculations, was

rather Justice than Happiness. He de<

inominated his system “ The Theory of

I’Universal Unity," and its leading design,

as the name imports, was the investigation

and establishment of the laws of Unity in

every sphere of existence, material, intel

lectual and moral, but especially in the

social. Fourier held that God governs his

whole creation, in its least as well as in

.its greatest parts, by one immutable and

universal law, which was first to be

{sought for by man in the material world,

and then be applied to society.

Law seems to have been a supreme ob

:ject of inquiry with him, as few writers

‘hnve ever existed who insist so strongly

upon the necessity of conforming all

, things to the divine will, as it is variously

i reflected by nature, by man, and by revela

  

 

 

 

discuss the theory of Fourier. I have ; family towards an end superior to its ae-stion. God is one, he says every where,

read it with mingled feelings of surprise,

sorrow, and mirthfulness ; with surprise,

because I had anticipated something very

‘tual life can we comprehend and apply

our law: it is for him but a means and a

 

I'of a social mission, of the duly of moral

necessity of present pleasure. The idea,

pend man, in order to obey and be like

lGod, must also be one; one in his own

lsonl, one in his relations to Nature, one

different from a man of your reputedtpmgression, and consequently of an au-‘in his intercourse with his fellows, and

sympathies; with sorrow, because thel'horilyi is enurely fowlgn ‘0 Fourlcr- one with his Father in Heaven. And it

tone of your remarks is not that of a

candid and impartial inquirer, while you

do gross injustice to the memory of a

great and good man; yet with mirtbful

ness, because some of your mistakes (to

call them by no worse name) are so ut

terly wide of the mark, and so ludicrous

that, do all I could, it was impossible for

me to refrain from laughing. I trust you

will forgive me this slight irreverence.

If] were disposed to be ill-natured,

however, I should say to you that you

had placed yourself on the horns ofa

very old and very awkward dilemma;

for if you understand the system of Fou

rier, you have wilfully perverted it; and

if you do not. understand it, you have

maligned what you are ignorant of, so

that in either case you can be made to

occupy a position which no true and

Christian man would envy. But as I am

a charitable man, and somewhat used to

all sorts of stupid and malignant misrepre

Ie has nothing which represents it in

the edifice constructed by him with such

minute and laborious care. He has no

reality of government: his omniarchs,

his kings, his emperors, his goddesses,

are mere phantoms—a simple satisfac

tion given to the passion of ambition.

He knows no religion. ‘Philosophers

have always sought social good in admin

istrative and religious innovations:’ he

applies himself, on the contrary, to seek

it only ‘ in operations having no connec

tion whatever with these matters, by in

dustrial modes.’

, politicians and moralists (disciples of the

uncertain sciences, as he calls them, the

nonsense talkers of Bentham) the last

hour has sounded.’

. “\Vhat remains, then, for the basis

of his society! What is left to this

man, who, in the intoxication of what he

calls his discovery, deprives himself, in

humanity'.l There remains for him hap

piness, the happiness of the individual;

and do you know what he understands by

 

He has no ideal oliexplain.

virtue to pursue: he tells you that ‘for variety of objects in the physical world,

I was to produce this oneness that Fourier

ilabored and lived. The constant, “ irre

‘pressible desire of his heart was to dis

cover in nature the unitary law by which

her magnificent harmonies are effected,

‘that he might apply the same beneficent

principle to the arrangements of human

i society."

If you ask, what is meant by this

Unity of which we speak,I will briefly

We see, amid the countless

Ethat they all eo-operate to the same end,

tthat they Work together in beaatiful har

mony, and though so infinitely various,

tnever conflict, and when they counteract

leach other, only do so to produce a more

, perfect equilibrium. This sameness of

l

the delight of his heart, of a“ that hagdesign and result in Nature is what we

been hitherto the subject of the labors oflcall the Unity of Nature. In music we

{speak of it as Harmony; in the moral

iworld, as Conscience; in society, as 01'

happinessg r Happiness consists in hav_ 5 der; in the mathematics and positive sei

sentation, I will simply say that you have 1 ing many desires and many means of, ences generally, as Law ; and in the in
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dividual man, as Integrity. These terms could make a law, the direct effect ofllaWs of Unity, in every sphere, should

all mean pretty much the same thing;;which would be the production of sufl'er- have 0mmth after all. the "105‘ impor

and when it is said, therefore, that the‘ing among his creatures? And, as the}ant question or all—1h“ "‘0 lhe Unity

highest aim of Fourier's philosophy is to ' essence of Love is to impart itself to 1 0" Humilnil)‘, is one 0f “16 mos! m“Pen

accomplish Universal Unity, it is equiva- - others, to diffuse its own fulness of felici- i dous and clll'ious Phenomenal 0" record

lent to saying that his aim is to establishlty and composure, he mus; desire thatit is playing Hamlet with the part of

the perfect Integrity of the human souliuniversa] happiness of his creatures_ v Hamlet left out toa charm.

and the perfect Order of human society. 1

His ruling and regulating principle is the i

Conscience, or that longing, which is‘

universal among men, for what is abso

lutely just and true and good, in all de

partments of thought and feeling and

external relation. He is utterly opposed

to every falseness, to every meanness, to

' duplicity and selfishness in all their forms,

both outward and inward; and the de

mands of his system can only be satis

fied, so far as individuals are concerned,

by the most transparent sincerity, the

most rigid honesty, and the most disinter

ested devotion to the good of others;

while, as it respects society, it requires

complete order in the arrangement of

even its minutcst particulars, the strictest

justice in the distribution of its functions

and its rewards, the fullest education,

physical, intellectual, and moral, of all

its members, and the loftiest religious.

discipline and refinement.

Yet, I will confess that Fourier speaks'.

of Happiness as a fundamental and uni

versal desire of Mankind, and often uses‘

the term “ Universal Happiness ” as con-'

vertible with Universal Unity. But those

who comprehend his system know very.

well that there is no contradiction here,

but on the contrary, a beautiful consisten

cy, which explains some of the hardest

problems of the old metaphysics. \Vhen

we shall come to discuss his view of Hu

man Nature, this will be made plain to

you; but at present let me state the fol

lowing distinction. The aim of Fourier‘s

system is Universal Unity; its means the

universal law of distribution, which he

calls the Series; and the result, when

thistaim shall have been carried out by.

these means, will be universal Happiness.

His objerl is the establishment of social

Justice and Truth ; his method, the serial

organization of society; his gfi'ert, social

well-being and well-doing. \Vhat he de

mands of us is to re-organize our indus

trial relations; in return for which, he

promises us the highest happiness, both

as individuals and a whole. The reason,

therefore, why he sometimes uses “ Hap

piness" and “ Unity ” as convertible

terms, is, that he regards them as com

mensurate; he believes that if men \vonld ,

conform to the divine laws of order, or

in other words, be virtuous, true men,

they would be happy, and in a true state

of society, happy just in the degree in

which they should conform. Do you not,

believe the saute, sir! Do you be

lieve that the Deity, whose being is Love,

 

 

But as he is also Infinite \Visdom, asi

well as Infinite Love, he has made this:

happiness conditional upon the observance .

of Laws which represent that wisdom.

And here let me remark that when

Fourier speaks of Happiness at all as an

End of human action, it is not individual

pleasure he refers to, but the collective

Happiness of the whole Race. It is

true, that he promises the individual the

highest pleasure, but only as the result

and on the condition of his complete self

devotion to the good of all his fellowi

men. The pursuit of merely individuall

objects, the search after solitary and ex

clusive enjoyments of any sort, Fourier

condemns as of the very essence of sel

fishness, falsehood and wretchedness.

His conception of Hell, is of a state where

individual ends are followed without re

gard to others, and his conception of

Heaven, of a state where the individual

finds his satisfaction and true life in con

tributing to the most exalted good of his

fellows. You have said that Fon‘rier had

no idea. of Humanity as a whole, but the

fact is that he is the first man in the an

nals of history who has demonstrated the

solidarity of the human race by a positive

and unanswerable science. He is the

most decided and strenuous opponent of

“individualism " that I ever encoun

tered ; for the reason that he does not be

lieve that a man can ever find himself by

pursuing himself, that in such a case he

does not live as a man at all, only as an an

imal, a brute, or at best, a very distorted

and imperfect man, the veriest fraction

and caricature of a man, and that he can

not attain manhood in any real sense, ex

cept in and through his love and obliga

tions to his brother men about him. In

fact, Fourier has a very firm faith in

what Christ said many years since, that

one by “losing his life should find it ; ”

that by completely sinking himself in the

good of others he would reach his own

highest good.

As to Fourier's having no idea, then, of

“the unity of humanity,” of “the col

lective progress of the human race,” and

no “ science,” as you charge, the blunder,

ifblunder it be and not a willful perversion,

is egregious. The very things, the want

of which you impute to his system, are

what be supposed, as all his disciples af—i

ter him have supposed, to be its funda?

mentals. That four or five large volumes,written during some forty years of in-t

credibly laborious and patient rcscarch,i

with the single object of ascertaining the |

 

Poor Fourier must have been singular

ly self-deceived, and a great many thou

sands of his readers must have been de

ceived by him, if this question of the

unity of Humanity was not the begin

ning, the middle, and the end of all his la

bors. He imagined atleast that he had

no other object in all his investigations.

Indeed he was so deluded on this head .

that he constantly maintained with no lit

tle vchemence that his special and provi

dential mission was to demonstrate scien—

tifically the single point which his learned

critic charges him with having wholly

neglected. He claims for his discover

ies emphatically the characteristics of the

highest Science; first, because they rest

upon a positive principle which is capable

of explaining all the individual facts that

come under it; and second, because it is

sustained by the analogies of all other

positive sciences. They are at any rate,

intelligible, logically-consistent and mu

tually-dependent throughout; where

nothing is arbitrary or capricious, but all

is definite and fixed; which are coinci

dent with the laws of Divine proceeding

in every sphere, as we can prove; con

stantly confirmed by new analogies as

science in general cxrends its researches,

and throw a flood of light upon a thou

sand questions rclating to the destiny of

Humanity, and of the elements that com

pose it—men and nations—which have

heretofore been thought exceedingly ob

scure. If such results do not show some

science, then Ido not know what science is!

Again: perhaps the most beautiful

part of these discoveries, relates to what

you say he is “ incapable of feeling—the

collective progress of the Race.” Of all

speculators upon human History— and I

think I have read the most eminent of

them, either French, German, Italian or

English—Fourier is the only one who

has given me a clear and-comprehensive

knowledge of the laws of Humanitary

Development-the only one who has made

History an organic thing, in which the

parts are explained by the whole and the

whole by the parts. He not only traces

the general progress of society, from its

earliest dawning in Eden, down to its

present state of civilization, but he un

folds with astonishing accuracy and beau

ty of analysis, the characteristic features

of each period and the necessary laws of

every change, and is even enabled by the

great law of Development which he has

discovered, to predict its future phases,

for many, many years to come. I am
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the more confident on this last point, be

cause I know that Fonrier‘s books, Writ

ten many years since, do foretell precisely

events and movements that are just now '

occurring in society. Nor is this strange,

in itself, when we consider that Fourier

shows, what is directly contrary to your

charge, that Humanity is a living whole, ,

—a great unitary organism, in short, the l

Grand Man, subject like the individual i

man to a regular process of growth from

infancy to old age, according to a fixed‘

and ascertained law of growth,— which

he propounds. I have not space to un

fold it here, but commend his works to

you for confirmation, and when you shall

once have read them you will be more

able to speak intelligently on the subject.

If your criticism, however, simply

means that Fourier was too much in the

habit of looking at the progress of humani

ty from the intellectual side of his system;

that he does not open himself sufficiently

to the good there has been in all ages

springing like a well of life, prompting

the noblest hopes, and filling the soul

with the noblest anticipations; that in

his keen pursuit of analysis he dwells ra

ther upon the mere laws of Humanitary

Movement than upon the great Humanita

ry Spirit, the Divine Inspiration and Life

that has ever been working in and through

this movement ; and that he was to some

degree insensible to the exalted and disin

terested traits of certain good and beauti

ful souls who have at all times illustrated

the Ages; if you mean simply this, I will

agree with you; but then I find an excuse

for him in the fact that his mission seems

to have been chiefly scientific, so that he

was compelled in the nature of the case

to confine himself mostly to the sphere

of Law and external organization. To

say that his system omits Humanity alto

gether is doing it a radical injustice.

II. Again : your representation of

Fourier’s views of Human Nature is pro

vokingly unjust—indeed, I may say

that your statement makes him teach pre

cisely the reverse of what he does teach.

I will copy your words:

 

 

“See here then, Fourier, who takes

upon himself—urged, i will neverthe

less say, by the love he bears to his fel

low-man — to resolve the problem of life.

He feels truly that man cannot be born

to suffer eternally, and that his law once

accomplished, happiness must be his des

tiny; but, destitute of the religious senti

ment, and not believing in the progres

sion of our being, except here below,

Fourier has only this earth in which to

accomplish human destiny, and attain to

happiness. Placed between the collective

and individualinterests, shall he choose

the first for the basis of his labors!

Others have already done so. By their

experience and his own genius, he com

prehends at once that he must, by taking

their basis, arrive, sooner or later, at the ,

absolute triumph of authority, at the}

 

violation of human liberty. This liberty

is sacred to him; he will preserve it at

any price; he adopts, then, for his start

ing point the interest of the individual.

Nevertheless, he needs for his guidance

a clue which shall attach him at some

point to man's nature, a philosophical

principle, a positive test or criterion of

truth. Where shall he find itl There

are three things, three lives, if I may so

express myself, in man. There is that

by which he unites himself with human

ity, and holds communion with it—his

participation in rollu'lii'e life, his place,

his value, in the history of our race;

there is that by which he holds commun

ion with himself, sometimes, mayI say,

with God—his self, his individuality,

his conscience; there is lastly that by

which he holds communion with the phy

sical world—his body, his instincts, his

wants, his appetites and desires. It is

evident that in adopting for his criterion

lthe first of these three manifestations of

human life, he must at once find himself

driven to that universal will, that author

ity which he repudiates. Shall be then

take conscience as his clue? But what

is the conscience of the men who sur

round him, and whom he wishes to ren

der happy, if it is not the production of

that education which they have derived

from the previous labors of humanity, of

the medium in which they have been liv

ing! What is their self (individuality,)

if it is not the result of influences belong

ing to the corrupt epoch which Fourier

condemns to die? It must be neces

sary for him, in order to discover the

inspirations of individual conscience pure

from every influence, to go back beyond

the period of history, to the commence

ment of our species, to approach precise

ly that time when the individual hardly

developed at all in his moral nature, only

reveals his self (individuality,) by his

sensations. And what will this pro

cess leave him but the third human mani

festation—the body, sensation, the ca

pacity of pain and pleasure! There he

stops. He is obliged to do so. He mu

tilates man by taking from him head and

heart, and then sets himself to study and

anatomise what remains. He finds under

his scalpel, wants, instincts, appetites:

are they not, then, the key to the inten

tion of the creating power? He throws

a disdainful glance over the world's his

tory; every where, in all times, he finds

the animal propensities at work; and

every where, in all times, legislators,

moralists, and religions assuming to en~

chain, repress, and mortify them. ‘ Be

hold,’ says he to himself, ‘the capital

error. They annihilate a work of God,

and they deny an eternal element of hu

manity!’ His own indignation is a ray

of light for him; his world is discovered!

‘ I have destroyed,’ cries he, ‘ twenty ages

of political imbecilily;’ and he takes the

appetites of man for a. guiding principle

in his researches. He does not ask him

self if these propensities are anything but

instruments which do not act by them

selves, bnt which depend upon a superior

power, and which produce good when

directed by self-devotion, and evil when

directed by selfishness. He does not see

man, the mind, above, claiming his exclu

sive attention. He takes the means for

the end and the starting point at the same

time, and he says to himself: ‘Man is

an. animal with certain propensilics, or

rather Iltosc propensities cotulilulc (In: man :

 
(hey are sacred; our mission consists in.

wring them full and entire satisfaction.’

[here you have, in effect, the whole

theory of Fourier; ‘ It confines, itself,’

he says, ' to utilizing the desires, such as

nature gives them, and without seeking

to change them in any respect.’ That

said—all is said. The Otaheitanism of

Fourier is but an affair of detail easily to

be foreseen. Every thing is allowed,

every thing is legitimate, in this world

abounding in impurity, without educa

tion, without moralization, without a

common faith, without martyrs, without

an altar, and without a God."

There are so many errors here that one

is at a loss where to begin to expose

them. The most vital, however, is where

you make Fourier resolve man into a

merely sensual creature. That you may

see how false this is, I will state Fourier’s

real view of Man. It is, that man is an

immortal Soul, whose very essence is

Love. He is an ever-active, irrepressible

Spirit, Affection, Passion, whose life is

received directly from the Lord, and

whose predominant tendencies are to im

part himself to every thing around him,

and to unite himself and nature to the

great Central Source of Being. But as

man stands in various relations to objects

external to himself, his soul has been or

ganized with several subsidiary afi’ections

(or Passions) to bring him directly in

contact with these external relations.

Thus, he is related with the material, and

he has five sensitive passions to connect

him with it: he is related to his fellow

man and he has four afl'eetive passions to

connect him with man : he is also related

to the abstract principles of Justice, or

Law, and he has three intellectual im

pulses to connect him with these; and

finally he is related to God, and he has

one grand, all-embracing affection—the

religious sentiment—the pivot and re

sumé of all the rest,— which connects

him in and through all the rest to the Di

vine Spirit. This analysis will be better

nnderstood by means of the following

table, which Fourier frequently employs:
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Now, of this analysis. several things ciples, which are God and mathernaticalfbe regulated, disciplined, harmonized into

are to be observed. (1.) That Fourier.

so far from taking tlte sensual nature of

man only into the account, makes him

pro-eminently a being of social and rcli-l

gious affections. (2n) That he expressly|

subordinates the sensitive passions, not

only to the intellectual, but to the affec

tive and the religious. (3.) That, in

stead of proposing an indiscriminate and

general gratification of the sensitive man,

he emphatically condemns it, dwells upon

ntere material gratifications as debasing

and false as it respects the individual, and

the great mark of duplicity and degrada

tion as it respects society. In truth,

Fourier’s severest criticisms of past soci

ety are founded upon the fact that the

material nature of man has governed the

spiritual, while his highest and tnost glori

ous anticipations frottt his own system, are,

that it will discipline and refine the gross

er appetites, by physical, intellectual and

religious culture, into a beautiful obedi

ence and a harmonious co-operation with

the noblest powers of the soul. Iwill

quote a few words from him on these

heads. “ \Ve call the seven spiritual pas

sions noble, because they come from God

and the Mathematics; we call the sensitive

passions ignoblc, because they come from

the material or passive principle. But

the employment of the material, or ofthe

action of the senses has nothing ignoble

in it, when coincident with harmony and

the will of God. The senses become ig

noble when they govern, as in past soci

ety, where they have given the reins to

the grossest appetites, and transformed

man into afcrocious beast, capable of any

crime, if stimulated by the love of gold

and hunger.” Again: “Civilized and

barbarous man thirsts for wealth attd the

gratification of the senses. It is true

that poverty constrains him to it; but

whatever may be the cause of the vice,

it exists, and nothing is good in social

movement, except that Ononn which

gives the predominance to the seven no

ble and spiritual passions, derived from

God and mathematical justice,— an Or

der, which does not demand the extinc

tion of the five senses,— which, on the

contrary, will exact their full develop~

ment, external and internal; Harmony

consisting in the general development of

the twelve passions, but with the suprem

acy of the seven spiritual, more noble than

the material.” Again. “ In order that

Geod may prevail, to the exclusion and

compression of Evil, it is necessary that

God and mathematicaljustice should be

united for the subjection of matter, a

principle which produces evil, whenever

it governs exclusively, whenever the soul

is subjected to the empire of Sense. Good,

or perfect harmony, depends upon the alli

ance and supremacy of the two noble prin

 justice," or in other words, the supretn-I

acy of God and his righteousness. “The

only way to salvation and harmony is to

cause the seven spiritual passions to dom

inate in all relations," &c., &c. In

short, unless this doctrine be the radical

doctrine of Fourier's system, then it is
the greatest jumble of absurdity and con- i “That then!

jPaternity, or a noble Ambition?

accordance with the eternal principles of

Justice and Truth, and the all-controlling

will of God. Consult the table above

.and consider the question for yourself,

sir! Should any of the senses be anni

.hilated'l Should Frienship, or Love, or

No !

W'hy, the subversive and

tradiction that a sane mind ever put to-lfalse action of these passions,—when

gcthcr. You see, then, how completely

you have reversed the teachings of the

man you profess to judge.

But, doubtless. you have been misled

by the fact that Fourier talks a great deal

about the necessity of \Vealth and Luxu

ry, and makes frequent appeals to the

self-interest of men. I think, myself,

that in his anxiety to impress his princi

plcs upon the minds of his selfish attd

sensuous generation, he has given more

prominence to certain external aspects of

his system than he ought to have done ;i

but the cause and effect are alike tempora

ry and accidental, and do not change the

intrinsic character of the system. \Vhat

Fourier means when he insists upon the

accumulation of Wealth, is simply that a

man must have the material means, be‘

fore his passions can be harmoniously

developed. Of what use, he asks, is a

fine ear for music if you have no instru

ment wherewith to cultivate its sense of

the harmony of sound? How can you

train the grosser appetite of taste into

sources of refined pleasure, if you have

no means of procuring the requisite deli

cacies of food? Wealth, or the posses

sion of the external object of each

passion, is one condition of its exercise,

and health is another, so that without

these there can not be any true integral

enjoyment of the blessings of existence.

Men, stink into the abysses of Poverty—

as so many are in present society—can

not attain a true physical development,

and are in danger of immersing their

whole spiritual natures in brutal degra

dation and crime. The possession of

some degree of atllucnce, then, on the

part of society, is a condition indispensa

ble to its improvement. But it is only

a means, —not an end; and so Fourier

regards it throughout his writings.

Perhaps, too, you have been misled by

Fourier’s frequent assertions that the

Passions, (the Afl'ections, as we say,)

should not be suppressed, but gratified to

‘ they have been subverted and tnade false

i by wrong influences, -—- should be con

verted into a true, healthful and har

monious action. If Taste has made a.

glutton and a. drunkard of a man, let not

i'l‘aste be rooted out, but let it be refined

‘into a purer sensation. lf Love has de

|generated into lust, let it be raised by the

‘ power of physical attd religious education

. into the divine and ennobling passion that

lit is in its own nature. Because horrid

isounds and discords salute our ears at

Ievery turn, shall we condemn Hearing,

‘ or shall we apply science to the discipline

and regulation of sound, till it has be

.come a glorious and exalting Art, like

lthe music of Beethoven! Here, then, is

l the explanation of the whole of Fourier‘s

I imputed “ sensualism.” He would raise

every sense frotn a more brutal and un

restrained appetite for gratification, into a

purified and harmonious afi‘ection—in

the same way that Hearing has been

educated and exalted by subjecting it to

the laws of science and converting it ittto

an agent of the highest sensuous and

spiritual good.

1 say educated, because, though you

state that Fourier’s system makes no

provision for education, this part of his

theory has forced itself upon me with

peculiar impressiveness. He has un

folded, with the extremest minuteness,

the principles of a routine of education,

which, could it be carried out in our

present incoherent societies, would be

universally hailed as superior to anything

in that line yet attempted. It is nothing

less titan a system of universal and inte

gral education,—universal, in the fact

that it proposes to embrace every child

born into the world,-—integral, because

it comprehends every faculty of the man,

physical, moral and intellectual. It would

begin in earliest infancy, with the train

1ing of the hand to industrial skill, the

body to athletic and graceful exercises,

i and the senses to the highest Arts. At a.

 

the fullest extent. Yet, what does he more advanced period, it would combine

mean by lhifl? That men should give arpractical with theoretic instruction, in

loose reign to all their propensities and every department of knowledge; and at

appetites? Far from it,-—far from it,;every period of life, it would surround

indeed! He means that these passionsithe human being, not only with schools,

are a P3" and parcel of the soul itself,;libraries, laboratories, museums and gal

ever-active springs of action, immortal i leries, but with the most fervent spiritual

sympathies and desires, which can no incitements and the noblest exhibitions of

more be suppressed, than the soul itself, practical disinterest-cdness and charity.

which they constitute. They can onlinou will find, sir, several hundred pagefi
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devoted to the subject in Fouricr’s trca-I

tise on Universal Unity—so that I say1

no more here.

Ill. Finally, you seem to me to have

fallen into another gross and astonishing

error, when you say that Fonrier‘s theo

ory overlooks religion,— which you truly

represent as an cletnent indispensable to

the success of every popular movement.

If I supposed for one moment. that Fou

rier’s system of Association was incon

sistent with the teachings of Christianity,

or that it would not lead to the profound

est religious efi'ects, I should reject it

utterly as a plan of Reform. But for-.

tunately, I look upon it, both in its origin

and tendencies, as one of the highest and

grandest expressions that has yet been

given of the spirit of Christianity. There

may be, in the details of it, or in the

abstruser speculations connected with it,

some questionable principle, but the sys

tem fundamentally, is not only consistent

with religion, but is, as I believe, the;

veritable embodiment of the religion of!

Jesus. It is a matter of history, that,

Fourier was led to it by a very deep reli

gious conviction — a perfect and immova- i

his faith in the goodness and justice ofi

God, and in the universality of His provi- i

dence, which,caring for the least sparrow ‘

that falls, and numbering the hairs of a'

head, has also pre-ordained the laws of a

harmonious and true society. His argu

ment to show the necessity of a Divine

Social Code, is one that neither you nor

any other critic can answer—so precisely

logical is it—so resplendent with the'

soul of goodness. \Vhen you shall have

once read it, there will no longer be a

doubt in your mind that God has pre

scribed au Order for society, in the strict

est conformity with thc laws of the

Universe, and then your duty will be, as

Fourier during his whole life felt his to

be, to investigate the whole of Nature

till this all-important Onor-m should stand

revealed. For external as Fourier was

in the structure of his mind, he never

yielded his confidence in God, never

wavered for a moment in his conviction of

the supremacy of Goodness and Truth.

Whatever errors time may discover in

the results of his thought, it will show

him in an ever-brightening light as a

sincere, earnest and conscientious seeker

of the Divine Methods.

Nor was his patient, noble search with

out its most glorious reward. The dis

covery of the laws of universal distribu

tion, in every sphere, crowned his fidelity.

He has been selected, as we believe, in

the course of Providence, to present

to Humanity the true organization both of

Church and State. It was his mission,

at the close of the Eighteenth Century—

when the old system of despotism and

force was brought to a convulsive end, — L

 

 

Lest and strongest upon his followers, this

at the beginning of the Nineteenth Cen~

tury, when a new system of Love is

obviously arising out of the ruins—to

unfold to tnen the great Constructive and

Organic Laws of the Universe, which,

when applied to society, will Work out

the long desired result of general Plenty,

Peace, Union and Brotherhood,—when

Liberty shall be conciliated with Law,

and Collective Order with Individual ln

dependence; and when Christianity, now

nowhere carried out into all the relations

of life, shall manifest its divine spirit in

every external institution and in every

s0cial arrangement.

_ The disciples of Fourier, sir, are de

cidedly of opinion that Christianity is not

possible as an institution, except upon

the principle of Association. In the ear

liest church that was formed, when the

impulse of the Divine Master was fresh

principle was spontaneously adopted, and

the Church will never regain that first

love, will never acquire true unity of

spirit, until she is willing to embody her

philanthropy and her devotion in an ex

ternal unity of Action and Life. At'pre

sent, the Body of the Lord is broken into

ten thousand fragments: Christians are

not “ members of one another; ” do not

“ bear each other’s burdens; ” the Church

is not " a whole Body fitly joined togeth

er, and compacted by that which every

joint supplieth," as St. Paul expresses it

in Ephesians iv., 16. Site must be one

in interest as well as in feeling, before‘

she can realize her divine Ideal. She

must organize her members into a vast

league of co-operative, mutually-support

ing brotherhood, wherein each shall labor

for all and all for each, and if one suffer,

the others shall 'suffer with him, that the

whole may be perfect through Love.

Now, the Association proposed in the

doctrine of Fourier, is precisely this es

sential plan of Christian Unity and Love.

It would carry out into the minutest de

tail of business and social life, the great

law of Mutual Benevolence and Aid. it

would have men work for each other in

the spirit of perfect truth and good will.

The evils which infect the whole of mod

ern society in such prodigious and awful

numbers,— the “ wars and fightings ”

among the members of the Church, spring

from the general selfishness which is

taught and inwrought into human nature

by the concentrated and mighty influences

of all our social arrangements. It is not,

as some bigoted theologians teach, that

human nature is so radically depraved as

to he incapable of any good; it is not that

Providence frowns upon every effort for

human amelioration, for blessed be the

God revealed to us by Jesus Christ, HE

is ever ready to flow into our hearts and

minds to sustain the least endeavor to

 

 

wards good; but it is because the social

medium in which men breathe is so false

that the spirit of goodness is sufl'ocated

and choked to death, as if in mephitic

air. No soul can exist, whether it be of

one man or the Grand Man, Humanity,

without a Body to exist in, and a purified

atmosphere to inhale. The mistake of

your moralists and preachers, -—your

Carlyles and others, is, that they think

men can live without a. body, or an ex

ternal medium, and think they can make

great internal and spiritual advances

without manifesting them in the external,

material and social spheres; yet it is an

incontestahle fact that from the days of

Cain to these days, which are so Cainish,

not a single acquisition has been made in

this way.

Now, this is what Fourier was sent to

do. Taking Christianity for granted,—

conceding that the spirit of religion is

already knocking at the door of Society,

what social form will best illustrate and

carry out all its requirements and dic

tates? Is it the present system of War,

Fraud, Oppression, Vice and Selfishuess,

or is it another system of Peace, Truth,

Justice, Benevolence and Unity‘.l This

is the whole question !

There are several other points raised

in your criticism, to which it is scarcely

worth while to reply. Some ofthem are

so entirely foreign to the subject that I

have tortured my ingenuity to discover to

what parts of Fourier's system they could

possibly relate. Of this sort is your rig

marole about “ the decimation of popula

tion,” and so forth.

Your allusion to the Hell-Broth scene

in the First Part of Faust is adroitly in

troduced; but there is another scene in

in the Second Part, which is even more

impressive, and perhaps quite as appro

priate to this discussion. It is at the

close,where Faust, who typifies Human

ity, after exhausting the pleasures of

sense, of science, and of trade, and finding

them all bitterness in his mouth, is arrest

ed by the sound of busy multitudes work

ing in Unity, with their spades and shov

els, upon the Earth. Then, the grand

thought comes to him, as the end of all

his struggles, that Redemption can only

be procured by co-operative labor, which

shall reconcile nature to herself, and

place a free and harmonious people, for

endless generations, upon a Free and

Cultivated Soil. With his vast accumu

lation of Wealth, he sets the millions at

work in subduing and beautifying the

land, and in building a safe home for All:

Then, for the first time after so many and

so protracted strivings, he exclaims, “ O

tarry awhile, ye moments ye are so

Fair! ” Good spirits from every age and

realm rise up to greet his ransomed soul,

and hail with seven-fold hymns of glori
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ous rejoicing the birth of a New Day,

the advent of heavenly, universal Love.

But in the midst of these swelling and

ecstatic aspirations of song, there is One

Figure who stands, scotfing and snccriug,

and upon whose ears each note falls like

so much lead. It is Il/Iephistophelcs, the

more critical Intellect, the destructive

radical, par excellence, whose narrow

and malignant nature can find nothing

in these beautiful hosts but a bit of of

fensive charlatanry. “They are devils

all,” he says, “though in masks.” I

hope sir, you see the application.

Your obd‘t servant,

 

P. G.

PRINCIPLES OF ASSOCIATION.

The following well-digested summary

of the leading practical principles of As

sociation, is from Mr. GREELE\"S last

article, in his controversy with the Courier

and Enquirer. Is there a wise or benev

olent man living, unless bound under the

dominion of the deepest prejudice, who

would not wish them the largest success?

“Midnight draws upon me, and the

last words Pe'mll'ed me in this diSCUSSIOR I distinct and exclusive as well as common

are now to be penned- LEI "16 barely apartments, cultivating one common do

re-state in order the positions whichIhave main, and pursuing thereon various

endeavored to maintain during its pro

gress, and I will calmly await the judg

ment to be pronounced upon the whole

matter. I know well that nineteen

twentieths of those whose utterances

create and mould Public Opinion had pre

judged the case before reading a page

with regard to it, that they had promptly

decided that no Social Reconstruction is

necessary or desirable, since they do not

perceive that any is likely to promote the

ends for which they live and strive. Of

these, very few will have read our arti

cles, they felt no need of your arguments,

no appetite for mine. Yet there is a

class, even in this modern Babel of

selfishness and envious striving,

more in our broad land, who are earnestly

seeking, inquiring for, the means where

by Error and Evil may be diminished,

the realm of Justice and of Happiness

extended. These will have generally

followed us with more or less interest

throughout; their collective judgment

will award the palm of manly dealing and

of beneficent endeavor to one or the

other. For their consideration, I reiter

ate the positions I have endeavored to

maintain in this discussion, and cheerfully ‘

abide their verdict that I have sustained

or you have overthrown them. I have

endeavored to show, then,

“ I. That Man hasa natural, Godgiven

right to Labor for his own subsistence

and the good of others, and to a needful

portion of the Earth from which his phy

sical sustenance is to be drawn. If this banished, and general content, good will

be a natural, essential Right, it cannot be ‘ and happiness New“,

|
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still i

,deemed too young, too unskilled, or too

 

=thcir Creator designed them—that labor

justly suspended, as to any, upon the in-l

terest or caprice of others; and that So

ciety in which a part of mankind are per

mitted or forbidden to labor, according to

the need felt or fancied by others for‘

their labor, is unjustly constituted and

ought to be reformed.

“2. That in a true Social State, that

Right of every individual to such Labor.

as he is able to perform, and to the fair

and equal Recompcnse of his Labor, will

be guaranteed and provided for; and the

thorough Education of each child, Physi

cal, Moral and Intellectual, be regarded as

the dictate of universal Interest and im

perative Duty.

“ 3. That such Education for All, such

opportunity to Labor, such security to

each of a just and fair recompense, arc

manifestly practicable only through thel
Association of some two or three hun-l

dred families on the basis of United inter

ests and efforts, (after the similitude of

a bank, rail-road or whale-ship, though

with far more perfect arrangements for

securing to each what is justly his;) in

habiting a common edifice, though with

branches of mechanical and manufactur

ing as well as agricultural industry, and

uniting in the support of education, in

defraying the cost of chemical and philo

sophical apparatus, of frequent lectures,

&c. &c.

“4. That among the advantages of

this organization would be the immense

economies in land, food, cooking, fuel,

buildings, teams, implements, merchan

dize, litigation, account-keeping, &c.

&c., while, on the other hand, a vastly

increased efficiency would be given to

the labor of each by concentration of ef

fort and the devotion to productive indus

try of the great numbers now employed

in unproductive avocations, or who are

inefiicient to be set at work under our

present industrial mechanism.

“ 5. That thus associated and blended

in interests, in daily intercourse, in early

impressions, in cares, joys and aspirations,

the rich and poor would become the

brethren and mutual helpers for which

would be rendered attractive by well

planned, lighted, warmed and ventilated

work-shops, by frequent alternations,

from the field to the shop as urgency,

convenience, wearincss or weather should

suggest; and that all being workers, all

sharcrs in the same cares and recreations,

none doomed to endure existence in a

cellar or hovel, the antagonism and envi

ous discontent now prevalent would be

 

while famine,

homelessness, unwilling idleness, the

horror of bankruptcy, etc. would be un—

known.

“ These, hastily and imperfectly con

densed, are my positions, my convictions.

I believe that Christianity, social justice,

intellectual and moral progress, universal

well-being, imperativer require the adop

tion of such a Reform as is here roughly

sketched. I do not expect that it will be

immediately effected, nor that the ap

proaches to it will not be signalized by

failures, mistakes, disappointments. But

the PRINCIPLE of Association is one

which has already done much for the im

provement of the condition of our race;

we see it now actively making its way

into general adoption, through Odd—Fel

lowship, Protective Unions, Mutual Fire,

Marine, and Life Insurance, and other

forms of Guarantyism. Already commo

dious edifices for the poor of cities are

planned by benevolence, unsuspicious of

the end to which it points; already the

removal of panpcrs from localities where

they are a grievous burthen, to those

where they can substantially support

themselves, is the theme of general dis

cussion. In all these and many like

them I see the portents of “ a good time

coming,” not for the destitute and hope

less only, but for the great mass of our

fellow-men. In this faith I labor and

live; share it or scout it as you will.

Adieu ! u. o.”

 
 

[1? The Treasurer of the “ American Union

of Associationists ” acknowledges the receipt

of One Hundred Dollars from the Cincinnati

Union. Fruscrs Gm. SHAW.

May 3, 1847.

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

The course of study in this School comprises

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of‘ New England, with

particular attention to the modern European

anguagcs and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed in

the higher branches usually taught in the Uni

versity.

The School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. Rrrrmv, assisted by experienced

teachers in the different departments.

For young children who are deprived of' pa

rental cnre, and for older pupils who wish to

pursue a thorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a large semi

nary, it is believed that this School afi‘ords ad

vantages that are rarely to he met with.

TERMS—Faun DOLLARS n week for board,

washing, fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc

tion in Instrumental Music and use ofthc Piano

Twrmvr: DOLLARS a quarter.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, I‘l'esl Rozlmry, Mm.

March 1, 184-7.

\VEST ROXBURY RAIL-ROAD

A ND OMNIBUS LINE.

counts ARRANGEMENT.

Lmvrzs Brook Farm at 7 and 9 A. M., and

l 3-4 and 5 P. M. Leaves the “ Toll Gate Sta

tion "on the arrival of the 8 and Il HE, A. M.,

3 1-2 and ti 1-2, I'. M., Cars from Boston.

N. R. GERRISH,

April 5, it'll-7. Agml.
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We have been considering, for two

Sundays past, the 1*1'rw which we should

take of human life, and the end at which

we should aim. And what has been said

sums itself up in a Word: man’s destiny

and duty upon earth, considered collec

tively and individually, are, the overcom

ing of Evil with Good. But the state

ments which 1 have thus far made, were

necessarily somewhat superficial; and I

shall to-day, therefore, ask you to go

more into the heart of the whole subject

of Evil.

I know of no occasion more suitable for

such a discussion than this of Easter

Sunday; for it is consecrated to the

thought of the omnipotence of Good;

and its whole meaning is the resurrection

of Good out of Evil, and its ascension to

reign forever with God, in the blessedness

and glory of his peace. Easter Sunday,

made sacred in the hearts of Christians

by the memory of the resurrection!

Easter Sunday, which so exquisitely at

the same time typifies the returning pre

sence of the sun and the awakening of all

the powers of nature, and which thus

outwardly and inwardly symbolizes the

everlasting youth, the ever-g rowing youth

of the spirit.

If any one should be present who

stands upon the extreme rational ground,

--who feels that Christianity, in its doc

trines, its forms, its creeds, and its cus

toms, has been a tyrant in the world, and

is still oppressive on men’s minds,——and

who, taking the attitude of the iconoclast,

wishes to break down all tradition to the

ground before him and leave the world

clear for a. new temple, I ask him to

pause and see how in his own heart he

 

could afi'ord to spare such a symbol as

this day is, of the freshness of immortal

life, of the return of joy brightened out

of sorrow, of the manifestation that God

never leaves his “ holy one,” the cause

ofjustice, truth, humanity, to see corrup

tion. Take what view you please of the

gospel narrative, what a demonstration

is it of the power of the human spirit,

that the Christian Church has kept ever

green such a symbol 5 Suppose that the

faith which this day typifies is a product

of human imagination,—that it has no

foundation in past events,—that there

never was a resurrection : still, the mere

fact, that for generation after generation,

men have found in this festival such a

source of refreshment and life to their

spirits, gives proof that the vision which

they have cherished is prophetic of a re

ality.

, This very day, as it has been passing

over the earth, has witnessed a series of

most touching scenes, of the opening of

hearts beneath its influence too beautiful

for even scepticism to overlook and push

aside. And let me, as the introduction

to what I have to say, out of the thous

ands and tens of thousands of such cases

which this day has seen in Europe, in

this country, and in all lands where Chris

tianity is known, bring before your imagi

nation one or two. The first shall be

of a bereaved mother, who this morn

ing twined a fresh garland and hung it

upon the cross that stands at the head of

the little mound which holds her child.

She had a confiding heart in her virgin

simplicity, and gave that heart wholly up

to one who basely abused the trust, and

slighted, neglected, forgot her, and turned

her out, lone and helpless, into a hard

and pharisaical, a hypocritical and intole

rant world. In hcr shame she knocked

at her parents’ doors, but those doors

were closed; she looked around in city

and country for sympathy, but met with

scorn; and the cloud of despair passed

over her spirit. Her child was born, and

it seemed to her, that in the response of

 

man might think of her, she had a pledge

of God’s mercy; and from that hour the

eclipse passed by. Yet out of her very

sorrow, a blight had fallen on her child

from the first, and it faded and wilted

away, and became an angel before it was

a man. Then it was, that amidst her

grief sanctified by the consciousness of

unworthiness, she found a joyful hope

spring up from the very fact that a being

so pure had for hours, weeks, months,

on this earth loved her, and in this Easter

day has she soon the promise of a path

way brightening and brightening forever

upward to a heavenly home.

“ With an anch at the doorway,

\Vhite with gazing on God’s throne,

And a saint’s voice in the palm tree singing,

All is lost and won."

We will pass to another scene which

has happened on this earth to-day ; and in

the sight of God, how unspeakablv more

rich are these scenes than we can see

them to be! A husband to-day, in the

early spring morning, went out to gather

the snow-drops that bowed their white

heads around the grave of his wife. He

was a man of genius, impulsive, way

ward, ungoverncd in character; and God

sent him a chosen friend, wise, meek,

gentle, to stand by his side and counsel

him; to cheer and refresh him in hours

of despondency; to raise him up when

fallen in sin; to be to him a sign of the

peace which he fimud not in himself.

But she was taken; and alone and undis

ciplined in will, he found himself thrown

out into life more conscious of weakness

than ever; but still on this Easter day,

he has felt in the very memory of past af

fection a pledge that he is not and shall

not be alone, but that“ the spirit wan

ders free, and waits till he shall come."

And another scene has been passing

too to-day, very different from these.

Around the monument of a man who had

passed his prime in excellence, in wisdom,

in power, in distributing freely the riches

of the spirit which God had bestowed

upon him, in walking through life so as

its innocent joy to her affection, whateverlto give to his fellows in some degree
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the ideal of humanity, useful, blessed,

and happy, have gathered a band of his

disciples, saying to one another, “ We

have lost his counsel, lost his example,

but is he not still with us? Can it be,

that he has forgotten the world he so long

labored for? Can it be, that he does not

yet strengthen those in whotn he took

such deep interest?" And on ‘this

Easter day they feel a perfect assurance

that the light of his usefulness is not

quenched, that the bonds of his strong

affection have not been sundered, that the

tie which bound them to him still holds

indissolublc, that he has but led the way

to a larger scene of study and action, and

that they are to meet again.

These images have led us onward,

nearer and nearer to reflections more pe

culiar to this day, reflections connected

with Jesus himself. Let us think for a

few moments, on the different aspects of

his life. The first view that was taken

of it, while he was here upon earth, the

view seemingly presented by himself,

was that he had come to establish visibly

and at once a kingdom. The chosen peo

ple, appointed to good, elected by God,

cared for and‘led by him, and now op

pressed, must they not be redeemed in tri

umph? And is not this the chosen Christ

to prepare the way and establish God’s

reign among the nations? But he dies by

violence, and then comes the thought of

a new kingdom. Jesus is the risen Christ,

he is the ascended Messiah. His power

is in the spiritual world. He is ruler in

the universal empire, that is to widen and

grow strong as the ages speed on, and to

gather under the influence of its power,

all people, till the world shall know, that

he is the vicegerent of God and the

expounderof his law, by the realization

of a truly divine life throughout man

kind. This thought has come to men.

It connects itself with Jesus. Call it a

dream, or believe it to denote a reality, it

is still a fact, which cannot be denied,

that tens of thousands of human hearts

have this day felt, amidst the endless

variety of life’s afflictions, that an elder

brother, who, moved by love to God and

man once bore the cross, is with them,

and that the power which he came to in

troduce, is actually established, and that

its influence is to go onward, onward, until

the earth is restored to more than its ori

ginal beauty. And so the thought of the

kingdom of Heaven is transformed at

length into the idea of an ever-\t'idening

reign of life, truth, love. flowing down

from the spiritual world upon the human

race, binding all men together into one

vast whole, reforming their relations,

softening their manners, regulating all

rights, establishing universally the rule

of justice, peace, good-will, of mutual bc

neficeuce, co-operation, and humanityX

 

expressed in every deed of individuals

and states.

And thus are “'0 led, in the last place,

to look at what this day typefies to one

whose feelings are not easily touched,

who has few sympathies with the Chris

tian church, and who takes merely the

view of this day, which a philosopher or

sage of any land or age might take.

To such a one this Easter day is a symbol

of the resurrection of the power of good,

from amidst all evils, from beneath all pres

In the associations of this day he

sees how love again uprises wherever it

is trampled down ; and many a man and

woman, who doubt in regard to the inter

pretations which Christians have given of

the facts of the life of Jesus, yet see in

this day a symbol of victory, assuring

them that no word of truth was ever

spoken, in ages however distant, which

shall not be echoed and re-echoed again

and again, till what was the bosom

thought of one, becomes the public

faith of the human race, till tens of

thousands of hearts receive the quicken

ing influence of a single pure and earn

cst hope, till it re-shapes and renews men

in the original form of divine love from

which it first flowed forth. The immor

tality of goodness, the impossibility of

destroying what has God’s life in it,—

this is Easter the symbol of to all men

forever.

And thus, my friends, 1 have endeavor

ed rapidly to recall to you the various

classes of thoughts and feelings which

this day suggests. One might enlarge

upon them to any extent, butl have mere

ly meant that these thoughts should serve

as a vestibule.

porches of entrance. But 1 would lead

you now into the inner temple, that we

may how our spirits before the signs of

the ministry of God, even through evil;

that a contemplation of the omnipotence

sures.

of good in overcoming evil, may bring“

us to a new and more earnest consecra

tion of our whole life to his service.

That beloved prophet of Nazareth,

drawn by a rude soldiery before a world

ly ruler, and amidst mockery and insult

given up to a brutal death! is there in

human history a type more wonderful of

the tremendous scope of the power of

evil? It is awful to consider the free

sweep which the infinite Being permits

to evil. It is the very universality of

evil which prevents our feeling its mys

tery more, and this is the first point I

would ask you to think upon, its actual

universality.

You go among the rocks where fossil

remains repeat the tale of a myriad years,

and there you see before you the types of

innumerable creatures of all varieties of

size and strength, who by flood, or fire or

by some mode of violence, have ended

There are yet other|

l

 

their lives in pain. The earth is truly one

great charnel-house, where every form of

existence has been buried in destruction.

Who knows, that there ever yet was

a creature upon the face of this earth,

I care not whether animal or vegetable or

even mineral, (or is it not an assumption

to say that sensation is not universal?)

which has not had its share, more than

its share, ofpain. In no single spot, in no

single realm of existence has there been,

is there one creature, however minute its

powers, liovt’cver brief its experience,

which has not borne its load of evil.

Not only is this true, but look next if

you please at the ilrIcnsi/y of evil, an

intensity increasing just in the degree

that a creature ascends in the scale of

existence, an intensity proportioned to

the amount of its powers, and the com

plication of elements in its character. in

the mere fact, that an intelligent and

sentient creature lives in time, there is a

necessity, merely by the fact of this ex

istence, that it shall to a certain degree

suffer. It sufl'ers in anticipation, by

restless cravings; it suffers in the in

stant of joy by the consciousness of an

ideal for transcending the reality; it suf

fers in memory by looking back upon

what it once cherished. But in saying

this we are looking only at success.

When you come to think of failures, of

the excess of bereavement, disappoint

ment, shortcoming; of the complication

of suffering which every where surrounds

us, in the relations of body and soul, of

temperament and character, of reason

and affection, of individual and social

life, of private fortune with public for

tune, and see how every where outward

evil and inward evil aggravate each

other, the amount and intensity of evil

actually experienced becomes incxpressi

bly awful. Evil means suffering and want,

means conflict and. separation from other

beings, means perplexity and doubt, means

selfishness and moral struggle, and just in

proportion to the power of latent good in

a creature is the necessity that in some

of these forms it shall experience its

share of evil.

And when finally we think how

immense is the range in time, space,

degree, which Providence opens to

it, how overpowering is the conception

of the possibilities of evil. The old

dogma of a kingdom of spirits of

darkness, corresponds, perhaps much

more nearly than we at the present day

are inclined to believe, to a great reality ;

and heaven and the angels there, with

their long experience, alone can know

how monstrous have been in the everlast

ing past the wrong and no summed up in

individual and collective existence. May

there not have been, may there not some

where yet be, a spirit of superhuman intel
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ligencc and power of will, of most subtle

and pervading influence, who, making

himself a centre, has rebelled against

Supreme Good, and sought to turn

worlds and races to his own uses'.l \Vc

may find in the long experience of the

future, that there is a much more sub

stantial basis than most men are now

ready to admit, in the ancient doctrines

of the great battle going on throughout

the Universe between the Hosts of the

Good and the Hosts of the Evil.

we have thus glanced at the univer—

sality and {intensity of Evil. “And now

31,,10me one step nearer, and say "His ab~

solutely necessary, tltat Evil, tltus uni

versal and intense, should be; that there

is no possibility of avoiding it in any of

its forms. Let us consider this point.

The mere existence of one finite crea

ture, is, in a just sense of the word, an

evil, from the fact that it is limited and

dependent, that it has an interest which

is partial and not universal, but limited

and confined. But more than this, Isay

again, that in the mere existence of a

series of finite individual wills, of per

sons who can produce effects upon one

another and upon other creatures, there

is involved a probability amounting to a

certainty, that such beings will eacli in

turn become selfish and isolated, that

they will be thrown into conflict, and so

' be sources of evil to themselves and to

each other, to whatever is below them,

perhaps to modes of being above them.

And this arises from the mere fact that

these beings are finite, and so finite that

they limit _and influence each other.

Their interests are complex; their de

sires are variously divergent; they be

come rivals and foes; and thisjust in the

degree in which they are inexperienced,

uninformed; undisciplined, absorbed in

themselves by joy or by pain. In the

mere formation of a creation consisting

of individual beings, each of which must

be a centre [0 Use! , God foresaw then the

absolute necessity of evil, evil in each

of the kinds I have spoken of, of sufi'er

ing, strife, injustice, selfishness.

But more than that; these finite be

ings, inasmuch as they are finite, exist

‘for the very purpose of connecting them

selves with other beings, of blending

their own centre with other centres.

Every species of creatures is a unity in

variety. Intelligent spirits exist for the

sake of society. But society can exist

only upon condition that the law of it is

known. If that is known, the aim and

_ end of the spirit who is born a member

of it is known. Thus it has a unity in

itself, by standing in unity with its kind.

But in establishing for itself a law of

right, universal, impartial, harmonious,

every society, with all its members, must

undergo evil, ignorance and inexperi

 

ence, dcspondency, doubt, delay, con

flicts and war.

I say, in the last place, looking at the

creation of finite centres in its relations

to God, as the infinite Centre, it is abso

lutely inevitable that there shall exist, in

the connection of individual with individ

ual, of society with society, of races with

races, by the mere want of mutual loyal

ty and love, the want of concert and

co-operation, the want. of ttnity of spirit,

in persons and nations and races, an oppo

sition to his will. That is to say, in the

mere fact of a finite creation, intakes,»

absrilute necessity, inevitatl“i‘?" "'“m‘

that there shall be sin, the evi. .0 e If!“

Very briefly have I thus run over a

subject that one might expand into vol

umes; and we have been led to this

result; that in the mere creation of finite

existences, complex in their nature, re

lated to each other variously, and all and

each related to the Infinite Being, evil in

all its forms, natural, social, moral, is

necessarily involved.

And now my friends, for what end is

this evil permitted! Have not all these

thoughts proved to us the Divine end?

That end is reconciliation, atonement,

peace, harmony, beauty, justice, love,

joy. God's end is to unite all creatures

together, all creatures to Himself, in uni

versal good. '

Thus the statement is complete of what

is most central in the philosophy of Evil.

We have seen its nedessity, its mode of

origin, its end.

And now I wish to lead you to the

thought of thoughts, a thought so deep,

awful, grand, that one may well hesitate

to put it into words. And the best men

oftentimes, from profound reverence,

have hesitated to speak it. But I do not

see that we have a right thus to be silent.

Not to express this thought is to belie

the heart and the intellect. I ask, then,

with profoundest awe, \Vho is the great

sufferer? and the only answer possible is,

Gon. If out of His infinite love the infi

nite Father made finite creatures, seeing

the necessity of their suffering and their

struggle, did He not from everlasting to

everlasting, in the depths of His disinte

restedness, purpose to restore them?

Is not His sympathy as large as his wis

dom? Is not the power which flows

from Him the expression of this wisdom

and love? In His afl'ection, knowledge,

and energies, is He not then in the midst

of all existences, bound up in experience

with them, sharing their destiny, co-ope

rating with them! Or rather, do they

not all live in Him? And would the

creature be subjected to what the Creator

would not willingly hear! I do not, of

course, my friends, mean by any such

statement, to utter the contradiction of

 

but] do mean to express the belief that

God is truly one with his creatures in

sympathy, knowledge, experience, and

that there is no type in human affection

sufficiently strong to represent the depth

of affection, the constancy of love of the

Infinite Father.

If this be true, how does God stand in

relation to evil of all kinds in His crea

tures, to suffering, strife, sin! From

everlasting to everlasting, in one attitude

only,—-the overcoming of evil with

good. The less of evil the better; the

sooner evil passes the better. It exists

"no necessarily from the isolation yet mutual
M II 1'

dependence ofindividual‘finite existences,

of existences designed and destined by a

voluntary co-operation to find peace.

And therefore is His energy forever

directed to restoration, reconciliation,

unity. In the birth of Hope in every

intelligent soul, does he give a pledge of

final atonement. Hope cannot transcend

God's purpose. The idea of good in us

is only the gleaming in of His eternal

light. There is no power of love in us

greater than infinite benignity. Nay,

friends, how far must our brightest dream

fall short of the eternal will of the all

blessed one who made us! From ever

lasting to everlasting, then, God reveals

Himself in good. Where is the mani

festation of His presence? In bereave

ments and disappointments? in wide

spread famines'! in the wretchcdncss of

down-trodden millions? in wars and pesti

lences? Believe it not. These woes

emanate from nature, from man. God

comes, when into the heart of a wronged

human being, is breathed gentle for

giveness; when upon a world lying in

bcnighted ignorance is poured the illu

minating thought of genius; when amidst

civil distractions is made some great dis

covery of law; when in eras of misfor

tune and failure, is born in a few leaders,

in great masses, a new purpose, coura

geous endurance, determined zeal. When

truth breaks upon the mind, God is there.

\Vhen love softens the heart, God is

there. In all strength, calmness. valor,

God is there. And so the struggles of

all heroes, the prayers of all saints, the

meditations of all sages. the sttfi'erings of

all martyrs, are His. 'l‘he imn‘tutahility

of great words and deeds is His individ

ual life.

Thus are we led back once again to

the thought of the dead, the risen Christ.

Men have believed that God suffered no

the cross in Jesus of Nazareth. And can'

it have been that such a beautiful being

as that, was rudely scourged, pierced by

nails, crucified, and his life wrung out of

him in agony, and that God left him

alone! What! was that heart wluch

took in Humanity; that mind which in its

saying that the infinite can become finite; l wisdom ran through the ages, deserted in
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its very hour of largest love and clearest

thought by God? 0, no! The Father

was with him and in him. If not

through the heavens, then in the depth of

his heart was it again spoken, Thou art

my beloved son, in whom I am well

pleased. It was out of the deep con

sciousness of this divine union, that he

knew and declared that he was entering

into glory, that he foresaw the sure tri

umph of his life of godliko love.

And now, if there is truth in this view

of evil, if there is truth in this view of the

omnipotence of good, if there is truth in

this view of the reason why evil exists,

and of the power by which evil is to be

overcome, then I ask you in the last place, I

before this cross, where, on Easter Sun

day, so many gather to see the symbol of

God‘s love present in the midst of suf

faring, to consecrate yourselves once

again to a perfect disinterestedness.

How should we encounter evil? In

the first place let us not falsify the facts.

It is a very poor plan to deny the reality

of evil, to close our eyes to its sternness.

The man or Woman who takes that posi

tion of soul, is in great risk of becoming

frivolous and careless, of letting things

pass as they may, of calling good evil,

and evil good. Depend upon it, that

such an one will learn at last, and by tre

mendous experience to know the substan

tial strength of evil, in the form of suf

fering and of sin. It is for better to look

the facts in the face, to see them as they

are, to know things in some degree as

the spirits above know them. Evil is a

reality and no delusion.

In the next place, stoicism is not the

true spirit with which to regard it. Far

better is it to have a sensibility so keen

that one shall sink under the burden of

existence. Far better is it to have a

heart like a child, than to case one‘s self

in this stony indifference. The simple

truth is, that human beings do sull'er un

speakably, suffer in heart and in head,

suffer in their outward circumstances,

suffer in their social relations; and why

should we attempt to conceal or forget it?

Let us look upon human beings as they

have been in the wide-spread misery of

ages past, as they are in vast masses of

misery all around us now. Let us know

ourselves as we are.

In the next place, not ignoring evil,

not being indifferent to it, and not striving

to make good evil and evil good, and so

falsifying the spirit, but looking clearly

at facts as they are, let us meet all trial

bravely ; but let us see in what true bra

very, true virtue, true manlincss consist,

for certainly there are great delusions

prevalent about this matter. I am con

nected here with an immense universe, a

universe so complicated, so unspeakany

rich, rich in the elements which are at

work, rich in the results which God has

in store, that I cannot tell of what use

I may be at any given moment, for what

end I exist, or with what series of causes

I may be connected. When evil then

comes upon me, is around me, let me re

cognize, that it has arisen from my con

nection with this immense whole upon

whichl am dependent, and for which I

must act. The very experience of suf

fering, of sin, of evil in any form, is

to me,'ifI am upright, a new motive,

a new inspiration to be good, because

(1"! '_ “scord has it sprung, oat of

( pt- between nature and man,

i'xflween bran and man, between both and

God, and the only way to remove it is by

some new truth, some new life, to trans

mute it, reform it, recreate it into good.

I am then to look upon this trial as a

sharing of a universal lot; and when we

see a being take this position, do not our

hearts respond to its magnanimity? Do

we not all veneratc him who takes his

fate cheerfully, heartily, kindly, uncom

plainingly'!

In the next place, besides thus feeling

our connection with the whole, of which

we are parts, bearing uncomplainingly

our share of wo, and meeting it by a

new power of resolution, I would say

that we should meet evil as feeling our

own ill deserts. I have at any rate un

Speakahly more good than I have any

right to. Carlyle has said manytstrik

ingly true words on this head, and so

have many of the sages of ancient and

modern times. I deserve what I win——

nothing else. Meanwhile, Iliave been

born into a legacy of the good deeds of

all past generations, into a universe

which is rich with elements of good,

into the wonderful ministrations of God's

providence, into the ever unfolding des

tiny of the Universe, into the welcome of

Divine Love. Here then comes a new

appeal from this very experience of in—

numerahle mercies to be every day and

hour more worthy of them; by manly

deeds of wisdom and goodness, to prove

my right to exist,_and by contributions of

good, so to blend myself with nature and

humanity, that God shall give me willing

reception when I pass from this state to

a higher, and the spirit shall respond

when he shall utter, “ All mine is thine

and thine is mine.”

And finally, let us cherish an unlimit

ed, indomitable faith in the omnipotence

of good. Idare say, that many of us

think we already have this living princi

ple; but there scarcely lives the mortal

who is always quickened by it. In our

better hours indeed we believe not so

much in passing, transient pleasures, as in

an eternal, inexhaustible blessedness and

beniguity, with which we may forever

more and more mingle and blend our own

  

power of love and joy. But there is

scarcely a human being to whom this is

the breath of life, inspiring them always,

making them human always; and yet

every grace and virtue, connected with

the discipline of evil comes out of this

faith in the omnipotence of good. Res

ignation, courage, cheerfulness, patience,

calmness, hope, and all like virtues

which are so beautiful to see, spring out

of a consciousness of the reality of a

good present and active amidst evil, om

nipotent to subdue it. Look at the sub

ject in? way ; in every thing is a pow~

er of g od, latent, and needing only to tie

developed; in every law, is the purpose

of good, needing only to be accomplished;

in all discords, there are the elements of

harmony, could we but blend them right

ly together. God‘s end in all existence

is good. This faith in the omnipotence

of good is a wise, serene, trusting, clear

perception of the uses and ends of all

things, and a desire to consummate God's

design. This is faith, and nothing else

deserves the name. Such faith makes

fidelity, and is counted for righteousness,

and a truly faithful man may call his

Maker his friend. '

Thus have we been led to see some

what of the spirit in which one should

live. 0! for a heart so fresh with hope

that every day and every hour, whatever

the amount of sin, and whatever the

amount of suffering, in ourselves or in

others, we may still be bright, always

bright, always patient, .always buoyant.

When one loses hope oven for a moment,

in that moment he gives himself up to the

influence of the evil spirits of nature, and

sinks into morbid afl'cction. All doubt, all

despondency, is surrender to the devil.

O! for a disinterestedness so profound

and large that one’s own trials and troubles

might be swept away and swallowed up,

as the leaves of last autumn were buried

in the winter’s snows that they may fer

tilize the ground for the new spring.

Let disappointments go, let bereavemeuts

g0. Then shall we walk in God's sun

shine; His earth shall be ever green be~

neath us and all shall be well. 0! for

faith in the inward power of goodness in

human nature, even when most debascd,

which can look into every man’s and ev

ery woman’s heart, so deeply as to see

within the tomb, (if it is a tomb,) a

sleeping form of angel beauty which can

be raised again. 0! for a force of holy

faith and earnest love so pure as to work

miracles; for, why should we not aspire

to meet evil, to bear evil, to subdue evil,

somewhat as Jesus met and bore and sub

dued it! I have seen a picture of Christ

which represented him as pale, haggard,

wan, and sunken, almost fainting from

mere exhaustion into death; and I felt

that although that might in some degree
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represent the outward appearance, the

painter had done no justice to the inward

spirit of Jesus. I have seen another pic—

ture, in which, in the midst of accumulat

ed suflering, there was still a serenity

that nothing could disturb, a courage that

nothing could daunt, an inward peace, in

the centre of the temple, which was not

broken by the turbulent crowds in the

outer courts. There was an expression

there, of a spirit so full of love, of

strength, of sweetness, of vast hope, that

it bore all evil as trifling when measured

by its consciousness of the infu'iity of

good. In such a spirit of the divine

might of goodness may we live!

[13’ It is somewhat remarkable that

two young men, sons of two of the

wealthiest citizens of \Vcstern New York,

are devoting their wealth and talents to

two of the most radical reforms of the

day—to elevate the masses and check

the growing spirit of aristocracy in our

country. Mr. A‘Lnsa'r BRISBANE and

Mr. Hush T. BROOKS, are the gentlemen

to whom we allude. Mr. Brisbane, hav

ing spent several years in France and

Italy, became deeply sensible of the great

disadvantages of the present political and

social systems to the producer, by which

the laborer is only allowed a small share

of the fruits of his toil ; and that even in

his own land of boasted freedom and

equality, it is the ill-reqnited toil of

thousands which makes up the wealth of

an Astor or a Girard, and that an odious

monopoly of land makes a large number

of free-born American citizens the unwil

ling retainers of a Van Rensselaer, or

perhaps foreign nabobs. Mr. Brisbane

became a convert to the doctrines of Fou

rier, and since his return to this country,

has been laboring with a high intellectual

zeal for the establishment of Industrial

Associations, to secure to the laborer the

full reward and enjoyment of the fruits of

his toil. ‘No reflecting mind can fail to

see the growing evils of the present or

ganization of society, and however much

we may doubt. the adaptation of the pro

posed remedy to the human disposition,

yet we cannot but admire the noble self

devotion of the man who will forego the

ascendancy which wealth gives, to ele

vate as equals, a class which education

and association has pointed out to him as

inferiors. ‘

Mr. Brooks, as will be seen by a com

munication of his, which we copy from the

Attica Telegraph, applies his efforts to a

much more practical plan. His father is

a large land proprietor, and he has been

raised in the immediate vicinity of what

is known through New York as the

" Holland Purchase,” and therefore

speaks disinterestedly and understanding

ly of the anti-republican relation of land

lord snd tenant, and the odious and on

natural state of things whereby a few

monopolize the natural inheritance of all,

and exact tribute from those whom cir

cumstances have less favored. Mr. B.

is entitled to all praise for his liberal,

manly, and philanthropic efforts. —Roclr

County Democrat, W. T.

rnont THE FRENCH OF VICTOR consmrmax'r.

Translated for the Harbinger.

INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION.

(Continued from 325.)

 

CHA PTER IV.

Industrial Enzulnlions.

“ \Vhy has God so powerfully disposed men to

intrigue, and still more so women? \Vhy

these rivalries? Why not have made men all

brothers and of one mind? It is because man

needs motives adapted to the social state

to which God destincs him. If be It d 'treated

us for the single family and the “Me.

hold, he would have given us passj taint

and apathetic as philosophy desires. ‘harles

Fourier.

“A horse, harnessed to one of the cars

which were driving over the race-course, sud

denly rushed forward on the tracks of the

others and leapt over the barrier, with his ve

hicle behind him, amid the applause of the

frightened and delighted crowd. The ccnerous

animal was an old racc-horse.”—A Newa

paper.

We proceed to determine the organic

conditions of industrial attraction, and to

examine the play of the passions in the

Series.

Every branch of labor, we have seen,

furnishes as many groups as it can give

varieties of products; so that in agricul

ture for example, we should see Series

of seven, nine, twenty-four, thirty-two

groups, more or less, devoted to the care

of seven varieties of grapes, of nine va

rieties of the gooseberry, twenty-four va

rities of peaches, thirty-two varieties of

pears, &e., and so in domestic labors, in

those of science, fine arts, 8w.

Now what result will follow from the

simultaneous existence, from the contact

of two neighboring groups in the scale of

the Series“.l Do you think there will be

great harmony between these groups,

whose products differ from each other so

little'.I sometimes even the same products

obtained by different methods and pro

cesses‘.l Each group has its own colors,

of whose honor it is jealous. The neigh

boring ranks are its rivals. And ener

getic discord will then break forth be—

tween those contiguous in the scale.

Rivalries, lively contests will arise,

criticisms will pass between them rather

than praise. Now what will be the in

dustrial effect of these discords, of these

cabalistic jousts, inevitably developed by

the graduated order of the serial scale?

Amongst a thousand facts which can an

swer this question, here is one which I

heard related a short time since by one of

our consuls for one of the Ionian Isles

who had witnessed it himself.

“ Two French frigates lay at anchor

in the port, nearly equal in strength and

equipment; one manned by Provincial

sailors, the other by men of Saintonge.

They could not remain there long, the

two rivals, without challenging each

other; and in fact one morning when the

,superior officers of the two vessels break

  

sides.

so lively and so bold.

fasted together, after biographical narra

tions and mutual pauegyrics they discuss~

ed the respective merits of their ships.

A wager followed. All the oflicers took

part in it, each supporting his own ship.

They bet ,one hundred Louis on both

The next morning at sun-rise,

the frigates were ready, and the contest in

the manoeuvres agreed upon commenced.

I shall not go into the details, but I will

say that the audience of spectators pres

ent freely declared they had never seen

any manoeuvres so beautiful, so prompt,

These spectators

were ships of England and of Russia.”

Here there was an esprit (lu corps and

an emulation very pure and well defined.

On each deck, officers and sailors were on

the alert, ear to the wind, muscles

stretched, eyes on the commander, all

felt that the honor of the frigate was at

stake. There was but one thought, one

will, one soul, and all roused by the same

passion. Both corps shared in the hon

ors of the ‘day. The side gaining scat

tered round hundred sou pieces in abun

dance, and victors and vanquished cor

dially drank each other's health.

Every one may have observed analo

gous developments of emulation. Allow

me to cite another example which has

served me as an experimental demonstra

tion for what I would here establish

theoretically.

“ It was at Metz. But first we must.

know that the regiments of the Genie are

exercised every year during the fine sea

son in all labors relative to the attack and

defence of fortresses. We were then

preparing materials of defence. One

week I had to Snperintend the prepara

tion offnsrinrs by my company. During

the three first days I let the work go on

as usual, all forming a single work-shop,

and carrying to a common pile; the task

went on as usual slowly, without zeal,

because it had to be done; a compulsory

work without interest; only the gaiety of

the Group remained even under the

gauntlet of military discipline. The

fourth day I divided the mass; I arranged

ten work-shops in two camps, five

abreast on two lines, and face to face. I

ordered each forge to pile behind it the

fascincs as fast as it made them, remark

ing that at the end of the session, after

comparing the ten piles, we should pile

together the famine: of the the work

shops of each camp collected, and make

our estimate.

“ Well, the men had hardly got to

working, before you might appreciate the

influence of this arrangement. First, on

each side well defined emulation, between

those groups which worked next to each

other. Great emulation of each work

shop with its opposite of the other camp,

and rivalry en masse of the five work
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shops of one camp against the five work

shops of another. In every work-shop

there was lively excitement; they criti

cised each other; they gave challenges

from one group to another, and the in

ternal rivalries of the work-shops on one

side did not prevent them from encourag

ing each other against the other side.

They madefuscincs that day!

“ That passed on the bare glaeis under

the sun of July, a real African sun, blaz

ing direct upon their heads. The rest of

the company were employed in the shade.

None asked to leave from the fascincs.

The enthusiasm lasted two hours. The

rivalry was sustained during the third,

but the wurk sensibly declined. The

sweat was pouring from them.

“ The next day, the same result. Dur

ing these two days of emulation, we did

twice as much as during the three days

before. The piles offascines witnessed

for it. My companions of the regiment

testified to the fact.

“ I might fill a volume with the obser

vations which I have had occasion to

make upon the work of our companies.

The detailed analysis of the products of

our industry during the single-week of

which we have first spoken would already

be very long, and highly confirmatory of

the calculations of the theory of the

Series.”

[No-rs. I have cited examples of ri

valry in harmonic development. Every

battle, by sea or land, presents examples

of the same passion in its subversive de

velopment, applied to destruction; but

however subversive they may be, they do

not less rove the vigor and energy of the

impulse?

II.

“ It is for Humanity, whose origin is Divine,

to discern truth from error. Nature is its ser

vant."— Pythagoras.

The mother passion of rivalry, as well

as ambition, which civilization has also

the property of developing subversively

nine times out of ten, has come in for a

large share of the wrath of moralists, the

born enemies of all the passions, but

friends of the society which obstructs and

perverts their action, drawing from it

only monstrosities and honors instead of

the brilliant modulations for which they

are reserved.

In reference to the passions] stimulus

which we are now studying.I ask you,

and I would ask it of a child: Would

God have created this stimulus, would

he have implanted it so carefully in all

human souls, if he had not calculated on

an employment proportional to its power?

And this power, so general, so acknowl

edged; this vivid emulation to which you

find the child, the man, the woman, and

even the ged so susceptible; this force

which springs out from our very organi

zation in all our social contact, is it a mo

 

tive spring which God has created for

nothing, or for evil! The idea is absurd,

and if you recognize that this force of ri

valry, when it comes to proclaim itself

in action, arouses among-laborers the

reasoning enthusiasm, the desperation of

the gambler, the order of the soldier,

why do you not seek to provide for it use

ful, harmonic, humanitary employments?

Since man is destined to work, and

since you find in him powerful causes of

excitemefit, how can you fail to under

stqliii ' "Yase have been bestowed upon

him fb‘r och/tine] end of labor'.l If God

destined man to act upon his globe, and

to rule the creation, must he not have

placed in him the springs and means

for that action? Henceforth, who can

mistake the final, providential use of

Emulation?

This passion, so general and so vivid, is

called to play a great part in the mechan

ism of the Series. It is to it that we

shall owe the progressive perfection and

refinement of all the products of indus

try, art and science; classifications every

where distinct and clear; the desperate

perseverance of the groups in their oper

ations, the activity of criticism; the in

dustrial enthusiasm of laborers; and

many other effects of harmony not yet

imagined, which we shall hereafter indi

cate. Thus nature wills that it should

develop itself vividly in the series.

In a series, whatever be its functions,

if regularly formed, two groups contigu

ous in the scale give products nearly re

sembling and almost identical. How

could you wish that these groups should

accord, and that a warm industrial jeal

ousy should not arise between them'.l

Such a result is indispensable.

In each group we stand between two

fires; we have an enemy on the right,

we have an enemy on the left. There

are two games played at the same time,

and this composite game is reproduced

all along the scale. Each must assert

himself.

Thus in the series, or nalural scale of

the classrfiru!ion of labors, each term

makes discord with its two neighbors, as

in the gamut, or natural scale of musical

sounds; or as two consecutive shades

in the prism or natural scale of co

lors, make discord between themselves.

Observe that I say shades. A series,

therefore, is a gamut, and like the musi

cal gamut, it should have the property of

forming accords, discords, and all the

varied modulations included in Har

mony.

The series being the basis of Social

harmony, as the gamut is the basis of

the harmony of sounds, as the solar

spectrum is the basis of the harmony of

colors, it is absolutely essential that we

‘shonld make a special dissection of this

‘ Fourier.

‘simple, very easy, very natural. .

 
mechanism, and we entreat the continued

attention of the reader to the chapters

which terminate this book. It is the

only point which requires study, and the

question is fundamental. Vl’hoever un

derstands the Series, understands the

the whole thing.

This, then, is the great discovery of

The Series: but that is very

. Yes,

it. is in truth natural, entirely natural . . .

would you rather it should have been

otherwise? And do you think it to be

regretted that social and universal truth

should not be far-fetched, obscure, and

unintelligible, like metaphysics!

Listen to two words of Fourier on this

question.

“I ought to anticipate an objection

which will not fail_to be addressed to me

on the subject of the new domestic order,

which I have called a series of groups.

It will be said that the invention of such

an order was child’s play, and its ar

rangements.mere sports. Little matters

it, so that they attain their end, which is

to produce Industrial Attraction, and to

draw us by the bait of pleasure to till the

soil which is now a punishment for the

well-born. Its laborious functions justly

inspire us with disgust, and the educated

man is reduced to suicide when the

plough becomes his only resource. This

disgust will be completely surmounted by

the intense industrial attraction produced

by the Series, of which I am about to

speak.

“If the arrangements of this order

rest on calculations so simple, it is a sig

nal benefit of Providence which has

willed that the science most important to

our happiness, should be the easiest to

acquire. Henceforth, to reproach the

theory of the series with its extreme

simplicity, will involve two inconsist—

encies: first, the criticism of Providence

on account of the facility which it has

attached to the calculation of our desti

nies; second, the criticism of the civil

izees on the heedlessness which has

caused their failure in the most simple

and useful of calculations.

“ If it is a child's study, then our

learned men are below children, not to

to have discovered what required such

feeble intelligences; and such is the com

mon fault of the civilizees, who, blown

up with scientific pretension, leap ten

times beyond their mark, and become,

through excess of science, incapable of

seizing the simple and easy processes of

nature.

“ There has been no more striking proof

of this than that afforded by the stirrup,

an invention so simple that every child

could have made it; it was, however,

three thousand years before the stirrup

was invented. Horsemen of old times
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got prodigiously fatigued, they were

subjected to grave maladies for want of

stirrups, and all along the roads they

placed posts to assist in getting on the

horse’s back. At this recital, every one

is astonished at the heedlessness of the

ancients,-—a hecdlessness which lasted fif

ty ages, although the smallest child might

have seen what was needed. We shall

soon see that the human race has com

mitted, on the subject of the Series, the

same blunder, and that the least amount

of learning would have sufi‘iced to dis

cover this little calculation. Since it. is

seized at last, every thing the critics

may say on its simplicity will be, I

repeat it, a satire on themselves, and

on the learned ages which have failed

of it.” _

Let us add, that if it were a simple

thing to attain the idea of the series,

either by deductions of reason or by con

cession to nature and instinct, there was

not the less needed a grand force of crea

tive genius to calculate in advance the

combinations and relations of the Series

and their terms, and to determine their

laws apriori. The fundamental idea of

all science is always a clear and limpid

truth. \Vhat can be clearer than the

idea of attraction, on which astronomy

now entirely pivots?

The object of this book not being to

dig out the science and penetrate its ram

ifications, but only to expose the discov

ery of Fourier, to cause it to be under

stood and accepted, we shall content

ourselves with giving, on the relations

and the laws of the Series, only such

generalities as are necessary for under

tanding the associative mechanism. W'e

shall occupy ourselves with this in a

subsequent chapter. Let us only state in

concluding this, that we have now intro

duced into our industrial organization the

development of emulation, which consti

tutes the third special condition of attrac~

tion. ‘

To be Continued.

 

GIVE ME The rum.

BY GOODWIN BARMBY.

Give me the hand that is warm, kind,and ready:

Give me the clasp that is calm, true and steady;

Give me the hand that will never deceive me;

Give me its grasp, that l ayc may believe thee.

Soft is the palm of the delicate woman!

Hard is the hand of the rough sturdy yeoman !

Soft palm or hard hand it matters not—never!

Give me thc grasp that is friendly for ever!

Give me the hand that is true as a brother;

Give me the hand that has harmed not another;

Give me the hand that has never forsworn it;

Give me its grasp that 1 may adore it.

Lovely the palm of the fair blue-veincd

maiden !

Horny the hand of the workman o’erlsden!

Lovely or ugly, it matters not—never !

Give me the grasp that is friendly for ever.

 
Give me the grasp that is honest and hearty,

Free as the breeze, and unshacklcd by party;

Let friendship give me the grasps that become

her 3

Close as the twine of the vines of the summer.

Give me the hand that is true as a brother;

Give me the hand that has wronged not.

another;

Soft palm or hard hand, it matters not—never!

Give me the grasp that is friendly for ever.

Douglas Jerrold's Magazine.

 

LETTER FROM lilt. BRISBANE

uv RELATION TO A PRACTICAL TRIAL or

ASSOCIATION ‘

To the Editor of the Tribune.

Dean Sinz—A constant reference is

made by the opponents of Association, or

a Combined Order of Society, to the fail

ure of some of the small trials which

have been made to reduce the theory to

practice, as a proof of its falseness and

impracticability.

Allow me to answer this objection, and

state that the conditions of anything like

a fair trial have not as yet been secured

in this country or Europe, and that conse—

quently, in the judgment of candid men,

the theory should not be condemned on

account of any imperfect attempts which

have been made to realize it.

To organize an Association properly,

two things are necessary:

1st. CAPITAL. 2d. Scrervcs.

The lowest amount of capital, with

which an Association should be begun is,

l estimate, about $ 400,000. (In a pam

phlet published a few years since, I said

$200,000; but at that time the labor

market was dc ressed, and the workmen

would readin ave taken half their pay

in stock, which would have rendered the,

latter amount equal to the former as to

the actual results.)

The capital itself should not be em

ployed. It should be invested in un

doubted securities, and the income only be

used— and for this reason.

Association is a new thing, far more

so than was the steamboat when Fulton

undertook it. It exists only in theory,

with scarcely any experience in the Past

to direct us in applying it practically.—

To make a successful trial, to embody

the theory in practice, will require deep

Science, aided by the experience gained

in progressive eXperimenting. Success

should not be staked upon one trial, and

the capital consequently should not be

used in making a single experiment. It

may require several experiments, or at

least successive modifications, to perfect

the organization and bring it to complete

ness.

Let the founders therefore invest the

capital and operate upon a fixed and per

manent income. \Vith such an income

to sustain them and atford them the means

of repairing any mistakes, and of contin

uing their work with the experience

which they acquire, they could defy a

failure. But one exception to the using

of the capital might be admitted. it is

this: for the purchase of the domain, the

tools, implements, furniture, etc. at the

time of the reception of the members, 25

per cent. of the capital might be with

drawn and applied to these objects. Say,

approximatively, $50,000 to the domain,

and $ 50,000 to the implements, etc.

Let us suppose that the capital is ob

tained and safely invested; how should

 

the practical organization he conducted!

The following is the plan l propose:

The material organization, in which I

include the laying out of the domain, the

preparation of the fields, gardens and

fruit orchards, the erection ot' the edifices

and the execution of other industrial

works, should be done by hired laborers,

under the direction of the founders; the

families should not be introduced until all

this is completed. A body of well-select

ed laborers, say about a hundred —— three

fourths agriculturists, and the balance me

chanics—the best men that could be

found in their line, should be employed;

one or two superior agriculturists and

able master-mechanics should be engaged

to oversee and direct their labors.

As it is not to be expected that a tho

rough knowledgc of the Science of As

sociation and a thorough practical knowl

edge of agriculture and mechanics, can

be found united in the same persons, it

will be necessary to combine these two

branches of knowledge in two sets of

men. While the practical men, or agri

culturists, would see that the domain was

laid out according to the most improved

methods now known in agriculture, the

scientific founders would see that the

whole was aranged and distributed accord

ing to what we call technically the Serial

Order, or in other words, that the Organi

zation of industry and the architectural ar

rangements were made strictly according

to the Associative Science. The found

ers would direct the practical overseers,

who in turn would direct their body of

laborers.

The workmen selected would proceed

to the domain, where they would com

mence the task of bringing it under a

proper state of cultivation. They would

lay out the fields, gardens and meadow

'lauds, plant the fruit orchards and pre

pare the grecn-bouses, and commence

the construction of the edifices.

About four years, it may be estimated,

would be required to prepare the Material

Organization, that is, to bring the do

main into a proper state of cultivation,

and complete the buildings. All this is

to be done, it is to be remembered, by

hired laborers, directed by the most expe~

rienced practical men that can'be found

in present society, with perfect method

and unity of action. and by a unitary sci

entific'direction. During the transitional

period of organization, nothing should be

left to the caprice of individuals, free to

work as they choose, nor to at numerous

assembly of directors. with different de

grees of knowledge of the Associative

Science, and with consequently conflicting

views and opinions. A failure would be

the result of such an incoherent manage

ment. When the organization was com

pleted, the members would enter.

To unite a body of families upon a do

main, and leave them to build up the As

sociation, is a wrong procedure, as much

so as if a capitalist, who wishes to build

and conduct a mannfaclory, should bring

the operatives together who were to

work in it, and set them to putting up

the walls and constructing the machinery.

The manufactory should first be put up,

and the machinery and all its parts be

set in operation, and the operatives then

brought in.

In the Associations which have hereto

fore been started, the families liave first

come together, and then begun the diffi

cult work of organization. Great devo
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tion and a noble enthusiasm have been

shown, but many failures have taken

place. Such a course must be avoided in

a serious scientific trial. The material

organization is, so to say, the body; the

members are the soul, or the moral ele

ment. The body must be organized be

fore the moral element can operate har

moniously in it. The garden of Eden,

for example, was made before Adam was

placed in it.

Much valuable experience could be ob

tained by the founders, with the laborers

during the four years that they were pre

paring the Association. For this reason

the best class of laborers, the most intel

ligent, should be selected and employed.

Association contemplates an entire new

System of Organization of Agriculture,

as different from the present system as

railroads are from the old modes of trav

elling. Some parts of this new mechan

ism might be tried with the hired laborers,

and many ideas obtained for future guid

ance.

When the members are received the

laborers should not be discharged, but a

majority retained; they would form, so

to say, the bones or muscles of the indus

t ial groups; they would secure the pro

secution of those branches of work,

which in the commencement could not be

rendered attractive, or were neglected,

and would maintain in all cases the gener

al prosperity of the place. The first

year or two after the members enter will

form a second transitional period; and

during this period, while the different

functions and branches of Industry are

being organized, the members attracted

to and engaged in them by the various

incentives which can be connected with

industry, and the social ties consolidated,

the want will be felt ofa regular working

force, still under the direction of the

founders, who will preside in part over

the infant Association, until it can go

alone.

The number of persons requisite for an

Association on a small scale, such as is

here contemplated, is about four hundred,

exclusive of the hired laborers.

The great practical end to be attained

in Association is to render Industry A!

tractive, or at least sufficiently so to in

duce cople to work rather than to re

main tdle. The means made use of in

present society to induce the mass to la

bor are want and the fear of starvation.

These vile incentives cannot be employed

in the Combined Order, based upon inte

gral Liberty -— industrial as well as polit

ical. Nobler incentives must be resorted

to, and it will require probably two or

three years to create and establish these

incentives, form the industrial Series, and

initiate the people into the refined System

of Combined Industry. Capital will be

required, after the members have entered,

to make various improvements and modi

fications which practice will point out,

and as the members may not, during this

transitional period, produce enough to

support themselves, to make up any defi

ciencies. The income from the capital

will be on hand to meet all these demands,

and thus guarantee the existence of the

Association in its infancy.

But let us suppose that the first experi

ment is a failure; that we have not been

able to make the external or material or

ganization conform to the nature of man,

and adapt the external arrangements to

the play of the affections or passions, so

 
as to insure them a useful employment

and true action, and render Industry At

tractive. Let us suppose this takes

place; we are not ruined by the failure

of this first experiment; our capital is

untouched; we have gained eXperience;

we can “shut down the gates," modify

more or less profoundly our organization,

and make a second trial: if we failed a

second time, we wduld try a third, and if

a third, a fourth. If we found even that

the plan of organization, in which we

now have faith, would not answer the

purpose, we would abandon it, and try

some other, or devise a new one. Operat

ing upon a permanent income, we could,

I repeat, dd'R a failure— provided Asso

ciation is compatible with the nature of

man -—and that it is, can be demonstrat

ed, beyond doubt or denial, by positive

laws. Brit how can any one, who has

faith in God and the universality of His

Providence, doubt that a system of digni

fied, allraclive and vohlnlar Industry isthe Destiny of Man, insteadI of the pres

ent system of rcpu "nant, dishonorable and

coerced labor—anti that industrial Asso

ciation is the realization in the social pol

ity of mankind of the idea of the Unity

and Brotherhood of the Race?

If the conditions which I have here

laid down, could be realized, a fair exper

iment made, and a failure the result, then

the opponents of Association would have

some legitimate reasons, srrch as candid

and impartial men might appeal to, for

proclaiming the theory a fallacy. And

yet a failure, even under such circum

stances, would be no positive proof; for

in the first place 1 have supposed the

smallest amount of capital possible for

such an undertaking, too small in fact—

and in the next place the founders may

not possess a thorough knowledge of the

Science.

When a auflicicnl amount of capital and

a thorough knowledge of the Assoriatroe

Science are combined, Association will be

demonstrated practically, and the world

convinced of its truth—convinced at the

same time that the present system of

society, with its isolated familie, repug

nant industry, conflict of interests, pover

ty and ignorance, is not the Destiny of

Man.

How can the above on ital be obtained!

In several ways. I wil point out one:

If four hundred persons in the United

States can be sulliciently interested in the

cause to subscribe each, upon an average,

3 1,000 to the fund, we have the amount.

The money should be invested by a Com

mittee chosen by the subscribers; the in

terest only should be used, and the prin

cipal could be returned to the subscribers

at the end, say, of ten years. This

would be long enough to allow a series of

experiments, if necessary, and to conduct

the Association through its infancy or

transitional period. As interest upon the

capital during this time, the subscribers

would receive stock in the Association.

The Science which the world now

wants above all others, is the Science

which will feed, clothe, and educate the

poor and ignorant millions throughout

the earth ; this is the preliminary to real

progress and future elevation. Associa

tion is that Science; it is only by Associ

ation, with its immensely increased pro

duction, its equitable division of profits,

and tho guaranty of education to every

child, without exception—the best edu

cation that society can give—that this

I
1

 

 

result can be obtained. Would it not be

well worth while for four hundred persons

in easy circumstances to risk $1,000

each, or rather the income of it, to make

areal scientific experiment, which may

produce athonsand-told more good than

millions now devoted to incoherent and

fragmentary acts of benevolence“.l

I will close with remarking that the

statements made by the Press, that the

system has been fairly tried and failed,

are utterly false. The largest amount of

cash capital with which any Association

has been begun in this country, is $0,

000. In France two small experiments

were attempted. In one case—at Com/e

sur Vegres—the land was bought, and

the plantations in part begun, when sub

scriptions, which were expected from

without, did not come, and the operation

was suspended. In the other—at (‘i

Imur—tlre gentleman who undertook it,

met with some very heavy losses in the

ordinary channels of business, just after

he had purchased the place, and he was

obliged to suspend. In a word, there has

not been an approach even lo a fair empori

menl. Yours truly, A. Brussarve.

REVIEW.

A Sermon of the Dangerous. Classes in

Socir'ly. Preachcd at the Melodeon on

January 31st. By THEODORE PARKER.

Boston: C. & J. M. Spear, 40 Corn

hill. 1817. pp. 48.

Our readers are always glad to be put

in possession of the original and stirring

thoughts of this intrepid advocate of

social reform. Not that Mr. Parker

claims to be an Associationist, technically

speaking; but his deep insight into the

falseucss and corruption of the present

order of society, leads him to anticipate

the period when the law of justice and

love will be applied to all the relations of

life. This is the essential object aimed

at by the Associationists ; and its realiza

tion will no doubt be hastened by such

bold and vigorous criticisms as we are

accustomed to look for from the biting

pen of Mr. Parker. But we did not

intend to notice this Discourse at length,

but to present such copious extracts, as

we are sure will interest and gratify our

readers.

The question, What is done by Civil

ization with the stragglers on the great

social march, is thus answered.

   

 

“ In most large Farriiliea there in a Bad Boy

a black sheep in the flock, an Ishmael whom

Abraham will drive out into the wilderness, to

meet an angel if he can find one. That story

of Hagar and her son is very old, but verified

anew each year in families and nations. So in

Society there are Criminals who do not keep

up with the moral advance of the mass, strag

glcn from the march, whom Society treats as

Abraham his base-born boy—but sending them

off with no loaf nor skin of water, not even a

blessing but it curse; sending them off as Cain

went—with a bad name and a mark on their

foreheads! So in the World there are Inferior

Nations, savage, barbarous, half-civilized ; some

are inferior in nature, some perhaps only
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behind us in development; on slower form

in the great school of Providence—Negroes,

Indians, Mexicans, Irish, and the like, whom

the world treats as Ishmael and the

eonites got treated; now their land is stolen,

 

  

Parent to the Child, and therefore a certain

Unity of Action growing out of that love. So

the Father feels his kinship to his boy, though a

Gib-ircprobatc, looks for the causes of his son's

folly or sin, and strives to cure him; at least to

from them in war; their children, or their per- 1 do something for him, not merely with him.

sons, are annexed to the Strong as Slaves. l The spirit of Christianity comes into the Fami

The Civilized continually prey on the Savage,

re-annexing their territory and stealing their

persons—owning them or claiming their work.

Esau is rough and hungry, Jacob smooth and .

l the “’orld taken as a whole.
well fed. The smooth man overrcaches the

rough; buys his birthright for a mess of pot

tage; takes the ground from underneath his

feet, thereby supplanting his brother. So the

elder serves the younger, and the fresh civiliza

tion, strong and sometimes it may be wicked

also, overmasters the ruder age that is content

ed to stop. The young man now a Barbarian

will come up one day and take all our places,

making us seem ridiculous, nothing but timid

conservatives !

“ Now all these three, the reputed Pests of the

Family, Society, and the World are but loiter

ers from the march, bad boys, or dull ones.

Criminals are a class of such; savages are na

tions thereof— classes or nations that for some

cause do not keep up with the movement of

Mankind. The some human nature is in us all,

only there it is not so highly developed. Yet

the bad boy, who to-day is a curse to the moth

er that bore him, would perhaps have been ac

counted brave and good in the days of the Con

queror; the dangerous class might have fought

in the Crusades and been reckoned soldiers of

the Lord, whose chance for Heaven was most

suspicious. The savage nations would have

been thought civilized in the days when ‘ there

was no smith in Israel.’ David would make a

sorry figure amongst the present kings of Eu

rope, and Abraham would be judged of by a

standard not known in his time. There have

been many centuries in which the Pirate, the

Land-Robber and the Murderer were thought

the greatest of men.

“ Now it becomes a serious question what

shall be done for these Stragglcrs, or even with

them. It is sometimes a terrible question to

the Father and Mother what they shall do for

their reprobate Son who is an offence to the

neighborhood, a shame, a reproach, and a heart

burning to them. It is a sad question to So

ciety, What shall be done with the Criminals,

Thieves, Housebreakers, Pirates, Murderers.

It is aserious question to the World, What is

to become of the humblcr nations —Irish, Mex

icans, Malays, Indians, Negroes.

“ In the World and in Society the question is

answered in short the same way. In a low

civilisation, the instinct of self-preservation is

the strongest of all. They are done wrrrr, not

ron; are done away with. It is the Old Tes

tament answerz—the Inferior Nation is hewn

to pieces, the Strong possess their lands, their

cities, their cattle, their persons, also, if they

will; the class of Criminals gets the Prophet’s

curse—the two Bears. the Jail. and the Gal

lows, eat them up. In the Family alone is the

Christian answer given; the good shepherd goes

forth to seek the one sheep that has strayed and

gone lost upon the mountains; the Father goes

out after the poor prodigal, whom the swine’s

meet could not feed nor fill. The World,

which is the Society of Nations, and Society,

which is the Family of Classes, still belong

mainly to the ‘old dispensation,‘ Heathen or

Hebrew, the Period of Force. In the Family

there is a certain instinctive love binding the

 

ly, but the recognition of Human Brotherhood

stops mainly there. It does not reach through

out Socicty; it has little influence on national

Politics or international Law—on the atl'airs of

I know the Idea

of Human Brotherhood has more influence now

than hitherto; I think in New England it has a

wider scope, it higher range, and works with far

more power than elsewhem Our hearts bleed

for the starving thousands of Ireland, whom we

only read of; for the down-trodden Slave,

though of another race and dyed by Ilcaven

with another hue; yes, for the Savage and the

suffering every where. The hand of our char

ity goes through every land. If there is one

quality for which the men of New England may

be proud it is this—their sympathy with sutl‘er

ing Man. Still we are far from the Christian

ideal. \Ve still drive out of Society the Ish

macls and Esaus. This wo do not so much

from ill-will us want of thought, but thereby we

lose the strength of these outcasts. So much

water runs mer the dam—wasted and wast

ing!"

Love, True Christianity, Sound VVis

dom, take a different method.

“The other is the Method of Love, and of

Wisdom not the less. Force may hide, and

even silence effects for s time; it removes not

the real causes of evil. By the Method of Love

and Wisdom the Parents remove the causes;

they do not tie the Demoniac, they cast out the

Demon, not by letting in Beelzebub, the Chief

Devil, but by the finger of God. They redress

the child’s folly and evil birth by their own wis

dom and good breeding. The Day drives out

and off the Night.

“ Sometimes you see that worthy parents have

a weak and sickly child, feeble in body. No

pains are too great for them to take in behalf of

the faint and feeble one. “'hat self-denial of

the father; what sacrifice on the mother’s part!

The best of medical skill is procured; the ten

dercst watching is not spared. No outlay of

money, time, or sacrifice is thought too much

to save the child’s life ; to insure a firm consti

tution and make that life a blessing. The able

bodicd children can take care of themselves,

but not the weak. So the affection of father

and mother centres on this sickly child. By

extraordinary attention the feeble becomes

strong; the deformed is transformed. and the

grown man, strong and active, blesses his moth

er for health not less than life.

“ Did you ever see a Robin attend to her im

mature and callow child which some hecdlcss

or wicked boy had stolen from the nest, wound

ed and let! on the ground, half-living, left to

perish'l Patiently she brings food and Water,

gives it kind nursing. Tenderly she broods

over it all night upon the ground, sheltering its

tortured body from the cold air of night and

morning's penetrating dew. She perils herself;

never leaves it, not till life is gone. That is

Nature; the Strong protecting the Feeble.

Human nature may pause and consider the

fowls of the air, whence the Greatest once

drew his lessons. Human history, spite of all

its tears and blood, is full of beauty and majes

tic worth. But it shows few things so fair as

 
the Mother watching over her sickly and de

formed child, feeding him with her own life.

What if she forewent her native instinct and

the mother said, ‘ My Boy is deformed, a crip

ple, let him die 1 ' Where would be the more

hideous deformity 'l

“ If his child be dull, slow-witted, what pains

will a good father take to instruct him; still

more if he is vicious, born with a low organiza

tion, with bad propensities, what adinonitions

will he administer; what teachers will be con

sult; what expedient will he try; what prayers

will he not pray for his stubborn and rebellious

son! Though one experiment fail, he tries

another, and then again, reluctant to give over!

Did it never happen to one of you to be such a

Child, to have outgrown that rebellion and

wickedness! Remember the pains taken with

you; remember the agony your mother felt;

the shame that bowed your father’s head so at!

and brought such bitter tears adown those ven

erable checks. You cannot pay ibr that agony,

that shame, not pay the hearts that burst with

both, yct uttering only a prayer for you. Pay it

back then, if you can, to others like yourself,

stubborn and rebellious sons.

“ “as none of you ever been such a Father

or Mother '! You know then the sad yearnings

of heart which tried you. The World con

demned you and your wicked child, and said,

‘I.et the Elders stone him with stones. The

Gallows waiteth for its own!’ Not so you!

You said: ‘Nay, now wait a little. Perchance

the boy will mend. Come, 1 will try again.

Crush him not utterly and a Father’s heart be—

side! ’ The more he was wicked, the more as

siduous were you for his recovery, for his ele

vation. You saw that he would not keep up

with the moral march of men; that he was a

Barbarian, s Savage, yes, almost a Beast

amongst men. You saw this; ycs felt it too as

none others felt. Yet you could not condemn

him wholly and without hope. You saw some

good mixed with his evil; some causes for the

evil and excuses for it which others were blind

to. Because you mourned most you pitied

most, all from the abundance of your love.

Though even in your highest hour of prayer,

the sad conviction came that work or prayer

was all in vain, you never gave him over to the

world’s reproach, but interposed your fortune,

character, yes, your own person to take the

blows which the severe and tyrannous world

kept laying on. At last, if he would not re

pent, you hid him away, the best you could,

from the mocking sight of other men, but never

shut him from your heart; never from remem

brance in your deepest prayers. How the

whole family suffers for the Prodigal till he re

turns. When he comes back, why you rejoice

over one recovered Olive-Plant more than over

all the trees of your field which no storm has

ever broke or bowed. How you went forth to

meet him; with what joy rejoiced! ' For this

my son was lost and is found,’ says the old

man; ‘He was dead and is alive once more.

Let us pray and be glad ! ’ “'ith what a serene

and hallowed countenance you met your friends

and neighbors, as their glad heart smiled up in

their faces when the Prodigal came home from

riot and swine's-brcad, s new man safe and

sound! Many such things have I seen and

hearts long cold grew bright and warm again.

'l‘owards evening the clouds broke asunder;

Simeon saw his consolation and went home in

sunlight and in peace.

“ The general result of this treatment in the

Family, is that the Dull Boy learns by degrees,
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learns what he is fit for; the Stragglcr joins the

troop, and keeps step with the rest, nay, some

times becomes the leader of the march; the

Vicious Boy is corrected; even the faults of

his organization get overcome, not suddenly,

but at length. The rejected stone finds its‘

place on the wall, and its use. Such is not al

ways the result. Some will not be mended. I

stop not now to ask the cause; some will not

return though you go out to meet them a great

way off. What then'! will you refuse to go'!

can you wholly abandon a friend or a child who

thus' deserts himself? Is he so bad that he can

not l)e made better? Perhaps ’tis so. Can

you not hinder him from being worse'l Are

you so good that you must forsake him’l Did

not God send his greatest, noblest, purest son

to seek and save the lost; send him to call sin

ners to repent? When sinners slew him, did

God forsake Mankind'l Not one of those sin

ners did his love forget.

“ Does‘the good physician spend the night

in feasting with the sound or in watching with

the sick? Nay, though the sick man be past

all hope, he will look in to southe all'liction

which he cannot euro, at least to speak a word

of friendly cheer. The wise teacher spends

most pains with backward boys. and is most

bountiful whcrc Nature seems most niggard in

her gills. \Vhat would you say if a teacher re

fused to help a boy because the boy was slow to

learn; because he now and then broke through

the rulcsl What if the mother said: ‘My boy

is a sickly duncc, not worth the pains of rear—

ing. Let him die! ' What if the Father said:

‘He is born a villian, to be bred for the gal

lows; what use to toil or pray for him! Let

the Hangman take my son.’ "

SociE'rY, itself, causes much of the

CRIME which it PUNISHES. This has been

considered as a dangerous, disorganizing,

Jacobinical doctrine. But, it is true,

nevertheless.

that the present order of society is abhor

rent to the will of God, and that he is

teaching us by all sorts of scourgcs to

exercise obedience to the divine social

code, which is “ from everlasting to ever

lasting.” Mr. Parker thus graphically

describes the influence of our social insti

tutions.

“ The Criminals from Circumstances become

what they are by the action of causes which

may be ascertained, guarded against, mitigated,

and at last overcome and removed. These men

are born of poor parents, and lind it difficult to

satisfy the natural wants of food, clothing, and

shelter. They get little culture, intellectual or

moral. The School-house is open—but the

parent does not send the children, he wants

their services -to beg for him, perhaps to steal,

it may be to do little services which lie within

their power. Besides, the child must be ill-clad,

and so a mark is set on him. The Boy of the

Pcrishing Classes, with but common endow

ments, cannot learn at school as one of the

Thrifty or Abounding Class. Then he receives

no stimulus at home; there every thing dis

courages his attempts. He cannot share the

pleasure and sport of his youthful fellows. l-lis

dress, his unclcanly habits, the result of misery,

forbid all that. So the children of tho Perishiug

herd together, ignorant, ill~fed, and miserably

clad. You do not find the sons of this Class in

Our inference from it is,"

l

 

 

is free for the pcnple; fcw even in the Grammar

Schools; few in the Churches. Though born

into the nineteenth century alter Christ, they

grow up almost in the barbarism of the nine

teenth century before him. Children that are

blind and deaf, though born with a superior

organization, if left to themselves, become only

savages, little more than animals. What are

we to expect of children, born indeed with eyes

and ears. but yet shut out from the culture of

the age they live in'l In the corruption ofs

city, in the midst of its intenser life—what

wonder that they associate with crime, that the

moral instinct, baffled and cheated of its due,

becomes so powerless in the boy or girl; what

wonder that Rcasoii never gets developed there;

nor Conscience nor that blessed Religious Sense

learns ever to assert its power'l Think of the

temptations that beset the boy;—those yet

more revolting which address the other sex_

Opportunities for crime continually olfcr. Want

impels, Desire leagues with opportunity—and

the result we know. Add to all this the curse

that creates so much disease, poverty, wretched

ness, and so perpetually begets crime—I mean

lutemperance! That is almost the only plea

sure of the Perishing Class. \Vhat recognized

amusement have they but this—of drinking

themselves drunk? Do you wonder at this?

with no air, nor light, nor water; with scanty

food and amiscrable dress; with no culture,—

living in a cellar or a garret, crowded, stilling,

and ofl'ensivc to the rudest sense—do you won

der that man or woman seeks a brief vacation

of misery in the dram-shop and in its drunken

ness‘l I wonder not. Under such circum

stances how many of you would have done bet

ter'! To snll'er continually from lack of what

is needful for the natural bodily wants—0f

food, of shelter, of warmth—that sutl'cring is

Misery. It is not too much to say there are

always in this city thousands of persons who

smart under that misery. They are indeed a

Porishing (.‘lass.

“ Now almost all our criminals,—Victims and

Foes, come from this portion of Society. Most

of those born with an organization that is pre

disposed to crime are born there. The laws of

nature are unavoidably violated from generation

to generation. Unnatural results must follow.

The misfortunes of the father are visited on his

miserable child. Cows and sheep degenerate

when the demands of nature are not met,-— and

men degenerate not less. Only the low, animal

instincts, those of self-defence and self-perpet

uation, get developed,— these with prcteruatural

force; The animal man wakes, becomes brutish

while the spiritual element sleeps within him.

Unavoidably then the Perishing is mother of

the Dangerous Class.

“ I deny not that a portion of Criminals come

from other sources—but at least nine-tenths

thcreOf proceed from this quarter. Of $73,813

criminals punished in France from 182.") to 1839,

more than half were wholly unable to read, and

had been brought up subject to no family affec

tions. Out of 70 criminals in one prison at

Glasgow who were under eighteen, 50 were or

phans having lost one or both parents, and

nearly all the rest had parents of bad character

and reputation. Taking all the criminals in

England and \Vales in 1841, there were not

eight in a hundred that could read and write

well. In our country, where every body gets a

mouthful of education, though scarce any one a

full meal, the result is a little dilferent. 'l‘hus,

of the 790 prisoners in the Mount Pleasant

your Colleges, in your High Schools where all State’s Prison in New York, 100 it is said could

 
road and understand. Yet of all our criminals,

only a very small proportion have been in a

condition to obtain the average intellectual and

moral culture of our times.

“Our present mode of treating criminals does

no good to this class of men, these Victims of

Circumstances. I do not know that their im

provement is even contemplated. \Ve do not

ask what causes made this man a criminal and

then set ourselves to remove those causes. We

look only at the crime; so we punish practi

cally a man because he had a wicked father;

because his education was neglected, and be

exposed to the bancful influence of unholy men.

In the main, we treat all criminals alike if

guilty of the same olfcnce'—though the same

act denotes very different degrees of criminality

in the different men, and the same punishment

is attended with quite opposite results. Two

men commit similar crimesfwe sentence them

both to the State’s Prison for ten years. At the

expiration of one year, let us suppose one man

has thoroughly reformed and has made strict

and solemn resolutions to pursue an honest and

useful life. I do not say such a result is to be

expected from such treatment; still it is possi

ble, and I think has happened, perhaps many

times. \Ve do not discharge the man; we care

nothing for his penitence; nothing for his im

provement; we keep him nine years more.

That is an injustice to him; we have robbed

him of nine years of time—which he might

have converted into life. It is unjust also to

Society which needs the presence and the labor

of all that can serve. The man has been a bur

then to himself and to us. Suppose at the ex

piration of his ten years the other man is not

reformed at all; this result,I fear, happens in

the great majority of cases. He is no better for

what he has sull'orcd— we know that he will re

turn to his career of crime, with new energy and

with even malice. Still he is discharged. This

is unjust to him, for he cannot hear the fresh

exposure to circumstances which corrupted him

at first, and he will fall lower still. It is unjust

to Society, for the property and the persons of

all are exposed to his passionsjust us much as

before. He feels indignant,as if he had splfercd

a wrong. He says, ‘Society has taken ven

geance on me, when l was to be pitied more

than blamed. Now I will have my turn. They

will not allow me to live by honest toil. I will

learn their lesson. I will plunder their wealth,

their roof shall blaze!’ He will live at the

expense of Society, and in the way least profi

table and most costly to Mankind. This idle

Savage will levy destructive contributions on

the rich, the thrifty, and the industrious. Yes,

he will help teach others the wickedness which

himself once, and perhaps unavoidably learned.

So in the very bosom of Society, there is a

horde of bold marauders waging perpetual war

against Mankind."

Friends! can you hear such statements

made, without a blush at the cowardly

contentcdness with which these sufl'erings

are home? Here they are in the very

midst of us, festering at the heart of

society, spreading pollution, wretched

ncss and death, throughout every circle,

—and where are our mighty men of re

nown, our heavenly-minded divines, our

grave and mighty judges, our venerated

leaders of public opinion and public

morality 3 Taking their after-dinner naps

in profound easy chairs of out velvet, and
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curling their dainty nostrils in a sneer at

every earnest effort for social reform.

Thank Heaven for the few exceptions,

like the great and fearless author of this

Discourse.

 i 'i‘iiii ILIRBINGER.

SATURDAY, MAY 22, 1847.

 

 

Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others‘ rights, fraud, oppression,a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tendin to impoverish

the laborer and to render every con ition insecure.

Reliefis to come, and can only come front the new

application of Christian principles, of Universal

justice and Universal love, to social institutions,

to commerce, to business, to active life.

DI. Clnrmtnu.

THE GROUNDS OF ASSOCIATION IN

THE NATURE OF MAN—NO. II.

In the Harbinger of the 8th inst. we

commenced the analysis of the springs

of action in man. We saw' that these

springs, or “ passions ” in the language

of Fourier, are but the ramifications of

one central unitary Attraction, which is

the very essence of the Soul, into suc

cessive series of more and more special

attractions, always of a determinate num

ber. We saw that the first division was

into Three, in accordance with the three

fold relation of every soul: to the ma

terial world or things, to the social world

or persons, and to the mathematical order

and distribution or series; and we unfold

ed the first of those branches into the five

lesser branches which meet in it, into the

attractions or passions which lie at the

foundation of the five senses. We now

proceeddo the second branch :

II. THE Form Arrocrivs PASSIONS.

The essence of the Human Soul is

Love, since “ God is Love,” in whom we

live and have our being. This in its

unity is Religion, the harmonious blend

ing of all the special impulses or loves of

man into one purest, unitary, universal

sentiment, one mighty hunger of the soul

for God. But in the manifold relations

of the soul‘s life in time, during the em

inence of this essence in the body, this

central, undivided Love takes various di

rections, is modified or refracted, as it

were, into sentiments of various special

hue and tone, and undergoes the trans

formation of various spheres. The love

to God becomes the love to Man, our

chiefcst medium of access to Him.

This love to Man, this divine fire of

attraction towards human sympathies,

this impulse to complete our own being

in others and to realize the boundless am

bition to be all, by free bonds of unity

with all; this which holds us together

and constitutes the encompassing atmos

phere and invisible electric attraction or

magnetism of all social spheres, whether

of the friendly circle, or the sacred con

 

 

jugal tie, or the blessed sympathies of,

home, or the corporate unions in which

Honor reigns; this which gave origin to

the phrase “ the Human Family," and

which keeps up the nominal, soon to be

come a real union, the “ Brotherhood of

Humanity ; " this, we say, is not a sim

ple, single, but. a manifold attraction. It

urges men to four great centres, and four

sorts of union, and becomes a peculiar

sentiment in each,——in each a love of

quite distinct and characteristic tone and

hue.

l. The simplest form it takes is that

of overflowing kindliness and good will

to any and to all; the disposition to be

united in good understanding and familiar,

generous trust with others, without re

gard to distinctions of age, sex, rank,

and so forth. That state of genial, ready

sympathies, and universal cordiality,

which we call FRIENDSHIP in its more

limited applications; and Social Feeling,

Philanthropy, Charity, as its circle wid

ens and its spirit grows more large. In

its most complete expression it is the

Love of Humanity, the sublime sentiment

which Christ taught and lived. This

certainly is the corner-stone of the tem

ple, when we speak of social impulses.

This, musically speaking, is the key-note

of the scale. All the others are but va

riations and diversions proceeding forth

from this, and always looking back to it.

This is the social impulse in its most

general sense, without distinction.

The law of Friendship is equality; it

tends to confusion of ranks and merging

of distinctions. Its tone is that of free

familiarity; one is as good as another;

and its type is the circle, in which all

points are equally removed from the cen

tre. ' It may be general or special, and is

always the result of a common attraction

acting upon a number of persons, as

where some special pursuit, or taste, or

pleasure unites many for the time and

makes of them a group. In its most gen

eral form, we see it in the free, generous

trust and mutual confidence of childhood

and of youth, at which age life is alto

gether democratic.

2. Next comes the distinction of Sex.

To Friendship follows another sentiment,

called Love, wherein one soul, completing

its own being in another, becomes more

capable of the exalted forms of Friend

ship, of love to all humanity, and great

devotion of its life to the most High.

By astrango law of being, which may

be termed the contact of extremes, this

most private, individual, and exelusive of

man’s affections is to the most of men the

first awakening of a feeling of the Infi

nite, the exaltation of the soul above

itself. By this romantic passion, the

rudest mortal, who is ofthe earth, earthy,

is surprised into disinterestedness, and

made spiritual in spite of himself. It is

 

a natural revelation, this sentiment, and

has nourished the religious capacity in

souls condemned to baser spheres, whose

education otherwise is all worldly. If

Friendship was the key note, this forms

with it the beautiful accord of the Third,

in music; the accord most sweet to all

cars, whose use too is most frequent in

the music of love, it being the soul and

origin of the Duett. Note here a curi

ous correspondence, showing how one

law pervades the spiritual and the ma

tcrial. In the middle ages the same re

ligion, which frowned on natural pleas

ure, and made celibates of monks and

priests, shunning woman as the tempter,

and making it a virtue to renounce beau

ty, also ruled over the development of

the art of music. Music was severely

schooled and straightened into strict and

learned, artificial styles. Now it is re—

markable that in the compositions of

those times the beautiful, the natural ac

cord of the Third was excluded by rule,

in favor of the more barren Fourths and

Fifths. This gentle child, the note of

Love, wandered about the world, unhon

ored and unacknowledged by the church.

The sentiment for woman found its ex

pression among the Troubadours, and in

the simple melodies of street and field.

\Vith the birth of modern freedom and

the reasserlion of the simple faith and

natural emotions ofthe heart ; with purer

sentiments for woman, came the great

day of modern music, and the reinstate

ment of the beautiful and expressive

Third, now by every theorist and com

poser esteemcd orthodox.

3. But this accord is not complete

without the addition to it of the Third

above the Third, or the musical Fifth.

This makes the perfect common chord,

or Triad, the type of all true harmony.

So, too, the romantic sentiment of Love

is ultimated and perfected in the Parental

sentiment, the peculiar feeling of the

Family. Paternity or Familism is a new

form of the attraction of one soul to

others ; it is the fond deference of old to

young. Think how many of the heart's

emotions, how many of the joys, hopes,

fears, which checker life and affect its

tempo and its harmony, are born of this

sentiment, and of the reflected shades

and side-gleams which it diffuses through

the whole atmosphere of the family, and

its extended branches. Curious coinci

dence again. The key-note and the

Fifth, alone, Without the Third, produce

an accord which is barren of expression,

giving a waste and dreary feeling, like

Marriage without Love, like home and

family in which Necessity is the presid

ing genius and habit the sole bond of

union.

4. The tone of sentiment is changed

again when the free familiarity and
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equality of Friendship, as well as the

more partial ties of Love and Family,

are overruled by that respect which draws

us towards each by virtue of his real rank

in the great moral hierarchy. Respect is

cold: yet none the less is that feeling

which prompts us not to confound dis—

tinctions, which commands us to do social

justice, an attraction and a bond of union.

There is a magnetic charm in all that we

esteem superiority, to draw us to itself.

There is a love, that takes the names of

loyalty, of admiration, of respect, of

honor, which is quite distinct from

Friendship. This is esteem for all men

in their place ; it is the natural deference

which one class, one rank, one office, one

degree, delights to pay to another. At

the bottom of it is the great thought of

Order. It might almost be called Rever

ence, than which no sentiment more truly

binds men to one another. In its false

and inverted action it is restless and ex

orbitant Ambition, in which, as in Mil

ton‘s fallen Lucifer, there is always

something sublime, something that he

speaks the capacity for a very noble sen

timent. Fourier has called this senti—

ment Ambition or Honorism, adopting

the lower name. In a disordered social

world, like this, when wars and selfish

ness and ignorance and crime still reduce

Christianity to a name, except in a few

humble and prophetic lives, it takes the

form of ardent aspiration, of restless,

boundless longing and yearning as for an

infinite embrace; that uncontainable im

pulse which lends such fire and depth of

meaning to the music of Beethoven.

These four social attractions, consid

ered well, will be found to include all

others: Friendship, Love, Familism, and

the Corporate Sentiment. One of these

four relations always gives the tone to

our feelings. It is either as friends and

equals, as lovers, as kinsmen, or in some

corporate relation that we meet each

other always. Hope, fear, pride, jeal

ousy, shame, admiration, and the myriad

shades of passion in the vulgar sense of

the word, always are about some one or

more of these four.

Now the five sensitive passions, as we

have said, attract the soul towards ma

terial harmony; the four afl'ective pas

sions attract in like manner towards so

cial harmony. Yet it is not in the power

of either or of both of these two branch

es, without the intervention of the third

branch above named, to create any har

mony, or procure a single satisfaction,

material or social. Material impressions

must not come confusedly and without

measure: social ties must be select and

not promiscuous. A law of order must

preside over the distribution of the re

spective objects of these two classes of‘

attraction.

 

and flavors which delight all equally.

Certain principles of arrangement, of

combination and succession, are necessary

that these things may present themselves

to us harmoniously. “And the same

holds of society. Friendship, Love, Am

bition, have their laws. “’e require

harmony in our sensations, harmony in

social relations. Conditions as absolute

as those which convert confused sounds

into music, or shocking mixtures of in

congruous flavors into exquisite pleasures

of the palate, must also reign in the

spheres of friendship and of every social

relation. There must be rich accords

and correspondences, whence enthusiasm

flows; and there must be graduated differ

ences, whence emulation ; and there must

be alternation, and contrast, and health

ful, timely transition from one sphere to

another. Tliizsc are the three presiding

laws of distribution in the material and

the moral universe.”

\Ve come then to the third class ; and

it is sufficient for our present purpose to

reproduce a description of them from an

earlier number of the Harbinger.

III. Tm: THREE DISTRIBUTIVE Passross.

“ 1. And first we have a tendency to

seek unity in all things, even while the

senses offer nothing but variety, and the

affections all point to individuals. We

require our pleasures to be compound.

Nothing singly satisfies us; we must

have it blended with a great deal more.

We instinctively seek out the common

feature in a multitude of particulars, and

make them meet if possible. Their dif

ference distresses and distracts us, till

they converge towards one centre and

make up one whole. Succeeding in this

we enjoy a very proud delight; exalta

tion and enthusiasm take possession of

us; we have conquered repulsive tenden

cies, we have reconciled diversities, we

have got a unity together, something that

looks a. little complete, that glows and be

comes alive as we contemplate it; and

our feeling is as of being united with the

very heart and soul of things, as of get

ting home again and resting from endless

roamings amid the contradictory and

strange. This is what Fourier calls the

Composite, or the exaltiug passion. It is

the love of agreement. In its fullest ex

ercise it cannot abide analysis or critical

dissection. It is fanatically averse to dis

tinctions and shuts its eyes against them.

It always wants to rake the eoalstogether

and keep up a glowing heat. Its reason

ing is rather that of sentiment than

that of science. It is fender of enjoying

than of criticising; it is more ready to

accept than it is to judge. It is all too

ready to consent; and this in fact is what

constitutes any pleasure of any kind; a

pleasant sound is the consent of so many

measured vibrations; a. pleasant taste or

odor is the consent of so many titillating

nerves. These compounds when again

compounded yield a heightened pleasure,

and a more composite, as in works of

art, a symphony, a picture, a cathedral,

or a feast; each of which is so much

realization to the soul of its desires for

unity. New truth bursting on the mind

It is "01 a” sigh“! and Sound! awakens the same ecstacy; it is so much

 
more of the doubtful, the contradictory,

and the promiscuous conquered and re

duced to unity. And these must not be

solitary enjoyments ; the sweeter the mu

sic, the lovelier the picture, the more rav

ishing the feast, the clearer the vision

and the grander the conviction, the more

the need of ‘imparting and of sharing.

Probably the highest experience of the

composite, is where a multitude of souls

are touched by some great sentiment;

where art and eloquence conspire with pa

triotism or religion, and a thousand hearts

beat as one, in the high harmony of soul

and sense. Then the barriers of distinc

tion, whether of character or caste, seem

suddenly let down between us; we forget

that we are strangers, we turn with equal

trust to every one, converse where before

we should not have saluted, and feel a

common nature and a common conscious

ness, in unity with one another and as it

were with God. These are our highest

moments, in which we live most, most

forgetting our own lives. It is the Com

posite which creates festivities and public

worship.

“ 2. But in the very bosom of agree

ment, difference and rivalry begin. A

criticising spirit naturally succeeds this

high enthusiasm. we begin to compare

and note the difference between us.

Where we merged the individual in the

whole and only saw resemblances, we

now exaggerate the individual and draw

nice distinctions. Each seems anxious to

exceed the other, if only in same slight

degree. All equality, all uniformity and

monotony become detestable. Hence a

wholesome emulation, by which each

stimulates each and the various shades

of character and function are distinctly

brought out and perfected into elements

of richer harmony. Here, in this restless

tendency, is the first germ of improve—

ment and of progress. Out of what

seemed uniform and simple, there now

develops itself a graduated scale of dif

ferences. Tire white ray splits and is

refracted into a scale of colors. The sin

gle tone begets a whole scale of melody.

The ideal pursuit which already unites

many, $000 betrays a variety of aspects

which are espoused by each respectively

with a peculiar zeal. In our present

society we see this in its worst form, as

in the cabals and intrigues of political

parties, or of fashionable life. And hence

the ignoble title under which this passion

suffers, of Cabalism. Properly it is the

spirit ofprogressive refinement. It nurses

each little shade and feature of difference,

till they all together form a graduated

series, shading off on both sides from a.

principal and central type, and thus re

sult in unity again.

“ There is the cabalism of thought and

the cabalism of action. The same princi

ple which makes a man a skilful analyzer

and a critic intellectually, makes him so

cially a restless rival and intriguer, which

need not be in any bad sense. How irre

sistible among the best of friends is the

tendency to cliques and coteries, to divide

in factions about the minutest shades of

the same faith and the same purpose, and

more especially, of the same tastes. Sci

ence has long been exercising its cabal

ism in the numbering and classing of the

different varieties of every natural object ;

in the mineral, vegetable, and animal

kingdoms, it has formed its series of

genera, species, varieties, 8m. And the

further this discrimination of shades is
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carried, the more complete our knowledge

and the more evident the essential unity

of all things. It is ditlicult to see any

unity or correspondence between tWo

wholes, as sound and color. But let sci

ence apply her prism to them, and in

stantly we have a series of tones and a

series of colors, corresponding each to

each; and thus we win from the two

wholes a confession of relationship.

“ This hint will suffice to show how

essential to any appreciation of harmony,

and consequently to the gratification of

any attraction, whether material or spirit

ual, is a fine perception of differences,

and a power the opposite of that which

blends all in a moment of enthusiasm.

And this is what we had in view in say

ing that neither the material nor the so

cial attractions of man could procure him

a single satisfaction without the interven

tion of this third class of attractions, of

which as a class this refining, emulative,

cabalistic passion is the characteristic one.

Thus to gratify our material attractions,

material things and qualities and functions

must be so arranged in series, that each

individual may find what corresponds

precisely to his own especial taste. Fifty

persons may love roses and find a plea

sure in their cultivation; here is an aflin

ity of tastes, a group. But the bond be

tween them, the ardor of their labor,

the passional attraction for each other

and for it, is comparatively weak as yet.

Let there be introduced a large variety of

roses, and there will be partizans for

each, laboring to perfect their favorite

rose, devoted to it. with enthusiasm, eager

to establish its superiority above all oth

ers; and evidently the sum of attraction

in the whole group is considerably en

hanced. Carry it still farther and sup

pose the varieties developed into a com

plete series aualagous to the series of

musical tones, so that there may be as

many sorts of leagues and rivalries and

counterpoises among these groups or par

ties, as there may be discords and con

cords in music, and the result is now the

most intense attraction, and a harmony

that is complete; the discords between

two or three are neutralized and absorbed

by their relations to other members of the

series. Just so two colors contrast badly,

till the presence of more colors absorbs

their difference into a richer harmony.

So too in the social sphere, in groups of

Friendship or Ambition. Two persons

have a. marked aversion for each other,

they mutually irritate or paralyze each

other, it is placing both of them in a

false position to bring them together

alone. But the presence of some third

one, if he be the proper person, operates

like a charm upon them both, and be

tween the three there is now freedom

and vivacity and harmony. And the

greater the variety of characters at hand,

the greater will be the chance of their

furnishing out a series amongst them, in

which many will be harmonized, who

never could be separately. So in the

sphere of honor or ambition. Two who

hold nearly equal rank may live in bitter

mortifying rivalry; but the presence of a

third whom they both look up to, makes

them by their very strife converge more
swiftly to one end. i

“ 3. To hold the balance betwixt these

opposites, there hovers a third one over

them, This is the love of alternation, of

variety (not discordant,) of contrast. lt

lthe shifting from one key to another. tal to any one country, but that they are

 

one enjoyment in its opposite; our taste

vibrates between sweet and sour; our car

craves discord in the midst of concord;

the lines of beauty, while we note their

tendency to meet, begin to flee each oth

er; we admire and criticise by turns.

These two poles of unity and variety are

thus continually shifted, and life contin

ually begins anew, restless still while

seeking rest. This passion he has named

more fantastically than either ofthem, the

Pupil/onus, or butterfly propensity, the

volatile element in our nature, which this

from pleasure to pleasure, from work to

work. it is the great restorative, and

keeps all in health; correcting all one

sidedness, and cooling feverish intensity,

and preserving the equilibrium of all the

faculties.”

This completes the series of Twelve,

which in their blended and integral action

constitute the pivotal and central passion,

the entire, religious action of the soul,

which Fourier terms UNITY-rare, the love‘

of Universal Unity, which is equivalent

to the love of God.

As our end in this discussion is merely

practical, to show the grounds of Associ

ation in the nature of man, we must con

tent ourselves here with merely indicat

ing two great fields of thought, essential

to the completeness of our statement, and

passing them by, come at once to the ap

plication.

FlTSl, it would be important to study

the material world, and see how nature

reflects again these twelve radical springs

of human action in all her forms and dis

tributions; how music, color, vegetable

growth, geometric figures, and so forth,

all furnish analogies of the same distribu

tion, and thus prove the correspondence

of the outward and the inward world.

Secondly, it would be desirable to trace

the series of Twelve into its minuter

ramifications, and determine the new se

ries of shades of passion, furnishing at

last all the elements of varied characters,

by which graduated variety in human

characters corresponds with graduated

variety in all outward objects and the

functions which we sustain to them, and

universal unity or the complete harmony

of man with nature becomes possible.

'But these things we leave ; and in our

next number, shall endeavor to show

what social form, or at least what main

social conditions, the passions as thus

verified, demand, that man may be him

self and in his normal state.

SOCIAL RE-ORGANIZATION.—N0. IX.

(Continued from p. 335.)

In our last number under this head, we

gave a glimpse at the influences which

'The ml'ld conllmmuy seeks Teller fro"llapart of the structure of every civilized

‘ country in the world, their very informing

:spirit and moulding genius. We have

1yet more to urge in this matter. \Ve are

ideter'mined, if facts, palpable, clear and

lundoubted as the light of heaven, can

i awaken the attention of Americans to the

,conditiou which awaits our country, that

these facts shall not be wanting.

The universal spirit of monopoly,

grasping'the soil and the fruits of human

genius and industry ; and the war of

competition, maddened to frenzy, by the

dogmas and maxims of political economy,

with the fearful compression of time and

distance which steam navigation and the

magnetic telegraph have effected, will

accomplish for us in a single day, a work

of misery which it took Europe centuries

to effect without them. Great Britain is

not alone in the disgrace ofa degraded, de

frauded and outraged laboring population.

China has millions of the most abject

slaves; India, her dehumanized pariahs;

Russia, \vhose vast possessions complete

the semi-circle of the globe, holds a large

portion of her population in serfdom.

Throughout the remainder of Europe,

the condition of laborers is nearly as bad

as it is in Great Britain.

The effects of monopoly in Great

Britain, in depriving laborers of employ

ment and of free access to the land, may

be more oppressive than in most other

countries of Europe, but still it will be

seen that.laborers of the same class, ob

tain higher wages in Great Britain, than

in Belgium or in France. We copy from

an article contained in No. 18 of the pre

sent volume of this paper.

“ Mr. Jelingcr Symons, comparing the

results of labor in Great Britain with

other countries, gives the following week

ly rate of wages:

Fram-e In En

' ‘- b’el- gland.

gium. “g”

First class mechanics, 1% 6d ‘20: 011 Salad

Second “ “ 9 0 14- O 2 0

Farm laborers, 6 6 10 0 l 4

Spinning factory do.

men, women,&child’n 6 3 10 6 2 2"

The foregoing would show apparently,

that the working population of Great

Britain, is better conditioned than that of

France and Belgium; but it must be re

membered, that as a general rule, the

greater nutnber of those in the latter

countries who wish employment, can gen—

erally obtain it. Not so in Great Britain.

She has 2,000,000 of miserable outcasts,

who cannot find employment at any price.

They belong to the professional classes,

and obtain a support by stealing, begging,

ijuggling, prostitution, and crime. Their

 

have so fatally effected the degradation of function is, to illustrate political economy.

.the laboring classes in Great Britain.

We stated that the causes of poverty are

is what in music is termed modulation, , not accidental; that they are not inciden

We give, in addition to the foregoing, a

 

l “J Difference in favor of England, after Id

ding one-third for greater cost of food.
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view, in brief, of the distribution of and constant depression of wages, and'

wealth in several parts of Europe.

In 1812, there were in England, kVales

and Scotland, as the returns of the in

come tax showed, 152,000 persons, pos

sessing each an income of above £50, or

$240 dollarsa year; and only 600 per

sons possessing each above £5,000 a

year. Mr. Colquhoun calculates the pre

sent number of persons of independent

fortunes in Great Britain, of persons who

live without labor, at 47,000; and, in

cluding bankers, merchants, and others,

who unite profits ofbusiness with interest

of money, 60,000; making with their

families, 300,000, who are at their ease.

On the other hand, there are 16,800,000

persons living by the chances of dailyl

labor. The paupers, criminals, and vag

abouds alone, amount to 1,800,000. In

round numbers, to 2,000,000.

In Ireland, with a population of 8,000,

000, every third person experiences, dur

ing thirty weeks of the year, a deficiency

of even third rate potatoes. This is the

general condition of the laborers in that

unfortunate island. What then must be

their fate during the existing famine?

Let the London Spectator answer. That

paper states, that the various relief com

mittees have reported, (and their report

has been admitted by the Cabinet of Min

isters,) that the famine now gnawing the

bowels of Ireland, will in the term of

twelve months, have killed 2,000,000 of

people. 0, political economy! talisman

of the nineteenth century! Civilization’s‘

chef d’ouvre! In France, out of a popu

lation of 33,000,000, 22,000,000 have

upon an average, but six cents a day

each, to defray all expenses of food,

lodging, clothing, and education. It is

said that thousands in the autumn, in this

beautiful country, retire to the forests,

living upon nuts and sleeping upon the

dead leaves; this being the best provi

dence which that nation of philosophers

and conquerors have been able to make

for them.

Count Gasparan, peer of France, says

of Sicily, “ When the crops are bad, or

the prices qf grain are low, so that the

landlord: require it, the misery of the

country becomes intense : without means

of subsistence for the winter, it is not a.
rare thing to find peasants starved to deal/ii

in the fields, with grass in their mouths,

from which they had vainly endeavored to(

draw nourishment.”

We might easily obtain statistics in re

gard to the condition of laborers in the

United States, which would show the

fearful rapidity with which we are has

tening to a like state with Europe; but

it is sufficient to allude to the ever-widen

ing gulf between the rich and poor; to

the prevailing spirit of monopoly, stock

jobbing and speculation; to the graduali

 

the increasing hours of toil; to the con

tinually increasing proportion of those

who cannot read and write, notwithstand

ing the popularity of the free school sys

tem ; and to the growing number of pau

pers and criminals, in spite of all that

temperance societies, Sunday schools,

moral reform, labor reform, and guaranty

societies are doing. When we take into

account all the influences which have had

a counteracting tendency, it. will be seen

that no nation has ever yet run with such

headlong madness, towards an industrial

and commercial feudalism, as ours has

done. Already there is a contempt for

the people, and it is boldly uttered, that

questions which most vitally concern

them, ought not to he submitted to them

for their decision, because that would be

reducing the Government to a more Do

mocracy. If temperance, and such like

questions are submitted to the people, it

will establish a precedent, and, sooner or

later, the questions of land monopoly, of

granting corporate privileges to the few,

of free trade, of war and slavery, will

undergo a like reference.

It is a well-known fact, to those who

have taken pains to inform themselves of

it, that in our principal manufacturing

cities, wages fell nearly one-half under

the last high tarilI, whilst the amount of

labor was nearly doubled. On a large

number of the rail-roads in process of

construction, laborers were paid from

sixty to seventy-five cents per day during

the past winter. A sad decline this from

the wages of early rail-road building,

when laborers received from a dollar to a

dollar and a quarter a day. On one road

which we have in mind, laborers refused

to work for sixty cents after the days

began to lengthen; but their employers

refused to pay more, whereupon the la

borers commenced tearing up the rails,

and the police were not able to arrest

their course. They could only be ap

peased by asemblance of justice on the

part of their employers, and this was it: —

the wages of the laborers were raised to

seventy-five cents per diem, with stipula

tions, that for every stormy day on which

teams could not be worked, the laborers

should be taxed a sum equal to the expen

ses of the horses’ keeping, and to what the

horses and carts would have earned for

their employers had the weather been fair. v

This is ajustice, which taxes the laborer

for the sins of the whole planetary system!

Here is a stroke of economy, almost as

bold and sublime, as that of the British

Parliament, which employs starving Irish

men upon the public works, and allows

them to be fed four days in the week

from the “rich” soup pots of private

charities. ,

Why should not the wages of this

 class of laborers be increased rather than

diminished, during the winter! Their

work is harder; their exposure to cold

and suffering, greater; the risk of health

and life far more imminent; and the ne

cessary expenses of themselves and fami

lies much greater, whilst their means of

defraying them are less than at any other

season of the year.

It needs not that more be added to il

lustrate the condition of the laboring

classes throughout the world, nor to

show that the causes of their. degradation

are every where the same. There can be

no lack of evidence, to show that a new

political and social science must super

sede that of civilization. To the United

States, Providence proffers the honor of

being the pioneer nation in this glorious

work of social enfranchisement. The

Declaration of Independence, and the stern

Democracy of its authors, gave earnest

that they had discarded the spirit, if not

the dogmas of modern political econo

mists. They of course did not see the

full significance of those sentiments of

freedom, equality and justice, which

burned in their hearts; but they were

radically opposed to monarchy, to feudal

distinctions, to the law of primogeniture,

to an hereditary aristocracy and to church

tyranny. They were the ardent friends

of the largest political, social, and reli

gious liberty. To achieve and maintain

this, they consecrated their lives, their

fortunes, and their sacred honors, and es

tablished the free church, common school

and elective franchise, as the permanent

and enduring basis of individual happiness

and national glory.

It is the duty of us who know their

wishes, to realize the end which they so

greatly attempted. Their experiment has

been long enough in operation to prove

that a nation of intelligent freemen do

not need a king to govern them; that

the highest order is only compatible with

the largest liberty. But it has also

shown, that pure Republicanism, as gen

erally understood, is not enough to

guard the happiness of a people; it has

shown that in the absence of a heredita

ry monarchy, feudal tenures, laws of pri

mogeniture and church tithes, and with

the advantages of common schools, a free

press, and the elective franchise, there

may exist land monopoly, and industrial

feudalism, the spirit and power of caste,

war of interests; and a political philoso

phy, which has done more to crush the

spirit of liberty in Europe than all other

influences combined. Here we stand to

day, having realized the highest political

faith of any nation, while hourly tending

to the same social condition with Euro

pean nations; yet ere the evil day can

overtake our country, may it not be hoped

that the Divine Social Code, of united
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ble distribution of profits, will have been

demonstrated as practicable, and the

idea of collective, integral freedom real

ized !

The boast of liberty is ever on the lips [

of our nation. Liberty! ‘tis a sound of

mighty power and profound significance;

but it means something more than free

dom to choose a master. - Our talk about

the elective franchise does not get through

even the rind, of the great fact of lib—

erty. A man may vote at every election

for a half century, and be all the more a

slave. It does not follow that you may

vote for your own interests, or according

to your own views of the public good,

because you may go to the ballot-box.

There is an authority above your own

convictions, or even the constitution of

the country, which dictates your course,

the authority of capital. Liberty is free

dom to be, to do, to use. Unless the

earth and heavens too, be ours—unless

the choice of labor, the fruit of labor,

the love of labor, and joy in labor be

ours we are not free. Liberty is some

thing more titan a grant in written char

ters, to choose for ourselves a ruler. It is

freedom to be ourselves rulers—not to

be as good, great and happy as others

allow, but as our own natures allow.

So long as the want of bread absorbs my

thought and labor, whilst I demand

knowledge, beauty, and harmony, 1 am a

slave ; so long as anything is denied me,

which my aspirations and powers Would

give me; so long as necessity and not. at

traction, love, rules me, I am not free.

Elective Franchise! what is it, but the

freedom to choose a sphere which your

tastes, your inward yearnings ask for!

There is no other franchise which nature

tion of hunger. There is a difference lowing extracts, however, are a. sample

between blubhcr and nectarines, and free

dom is the choice between them.

are not laborers compelled to take thel

blubber, and yield the nectarines to ltim

whose touch turns all to gold?

But

Does not then the question of eating

involve that of liberty also, in a whole

heaven of deeper meaning than our great

Constitution attaches to it‘.l

fies your freedom to vote for Mr. Polk, so

long as you are made a beast against

your will?

not to decide what shall be incorporated

with your very blood; what shall be your

blood, your electric fire, your very being?

Freedom is to give oneself to attraction,

to charm, to love—to rise from physical

necessity, to material harmony; to rise

into the sphere of true friendship, pure

love, a divine and chastencd ambition—

into the domain of science, sacred enthu

siasm, and a life of varied richness and

beauty.

which Heaven meant for you, and for

all mankind.

erty which our fathers struggled for—

and which Humanity calls upon you to

realize; the liberty of Universal Unity.

\Vhat signi

What is freedom if it be

Laborers! this is the freedom

Americans, this is the lib

 

PROMISING SIGNS.

The view of human history, which is

taken by Associationists, occasionally

finds confirmation even in the bosom of

the parties which are most orthodox and

unprogressive.

development of humanity upon this planet

by fixed and natural laws ; that there are

regular stages of progress; that Christi—

anity itself converts the world only by

degrees and could only do so consistently

with the nature of things; that there is

That God works in the

or the soul would give one moment of

mighty earnest to achieve.

know is a new interpretation of the free

dom of elections. It stops not at the po

litical reform of our fathers.

down into the heart of universal fact,

to the central soul of things, the only

real fact, and demands a social reform

based upon the unitary wants and attrac

The elective franchise

we ask for, is that great election which

Nature follows in her sublime system of

tions of the race.

You may vote for never so many gov

ernors, and presidential electors, but of

what worth is that, whilst the soul, the

thoughts, the poetry and beauty of life,

are dragged through the mire of material

necessity. You were a slave, though

you could make and unmake kings and

presidents, so long as your whole ~life is

a scramble against hunger and physical

want. You are not free though hunger

may never pinch you, until your table af

fords a pleasure beyond the mere satisfac

 

truth in the idea of the solidarity of the

race, and that therefore individual con

version or regeneration is of little avail,

except the society and moral atmosphere

in which the individual moves become

converted too; that a thorough reorgan

ization of the outward frame-work of

society is what Christianity demands and

is by slow and sure degrees effecting;

and that the movements of the day which

have the good of humanity for there ob

ject, whether professedly religious or not,

are in reality of the very spirit of

Christ ; — these are large concessions for

Calvanism to make to the genius of free

dom and reform. And yet all this has

been uttered, and nobly, eloquently, ear

nestly uttered, but a week since, in the

great annual gathering of the American

Board of Commissioners for Foreign

Missions, in the city of New York.

The speaker was the Rev. Henry \V.

Beecher, of ludianapolis; and we wish

we had room for the whole of his re

markable address, as we find it reported

in the Tribune for May 15th. The fol-1

 

I of its spirit.

“First I will remark that when the

Gospel of Christ was in its first period,

when Christianity was first set forth to

the world, it had a work to perform which

scarcely enters into the conception of

most men. That work was much more

extensive than the exercise of an imme

diate influence upon individuals. The

business of the Gospel was not only to

convert men but to convert the world so

that all men’s laws, customs, govern

ments, practices, institutions, social fab

rics, should be transformed according to

its principles. \Vhatever men had made

was to be baptized into the new spirit;

not only were men to be transformed

themselves as individuals, but the whole

structure of society and the whole cur

rent of thought was to be transformed.

Such was the work of the Gospel; a

work not to be done in a day or an hour,

but reaching through ages. But because

in its very nature it was and is a gradual,

a progressive work, men fail to see it

going forward at all times and all points.

They look for it to burst forth at once as

if noonday could burst forth upon the

dawn. Because it is not so active before

their eyes as to compel them to behold it,

they suppose at periods it is hardly active

if active at all. Because it is like the

leaven put into the three measures of

meal, working persuasively, yet surely,

they think it is asleep. But go and put

this leaven into the three measures of

meal, and you will not see a spontaneous

combustion. So is the progress of the

kingdom of God. It was declared by

him, who certainly ought to know the

genius of his own institution, to be like

leaven. Let us then look at the prepara

tions for the introduction of Christianity,

and glance at the action of this leaven of

humanity. »

“ What was the condition of the world

when Christ came into it? The human

family had been for four thousand years

in existence upon its bosom. In so long

a growth they had advanced from the

lowest and rudest forms of life to some

thing better. For this period their pro

gress, interrupted as at times it may seem

to have been, was steadily upward. Lit

tle by little they had been developed.

At the time of Christ they stood where

the progress of four thousand years had

brought them. Savage habits were laid

aside; from a feeble creature man gained

strength; unarmed before, he had new

armed himself with the implements of

industry; from destitution he had created

the means of physical comfort and of

an outward life which might be called

human. All this has been done in four

thousand years, and men were ready for

the Redeemer. The fullness of time had

come. Suppose the Gospel had been

sent out into the world at an early period

of its history, do you think it could have

been received and have taken root?

What nation was prepared for it? Do

you doubt this! Well, let us have an

illustration.

“Go into any dissipated village, or

into the worst part of this City, and se

lect one from its inhabitants. Set before

him the truth of the Gospel; convince

him; convert him; let his heart be

awakened to the utmost of its feeble ca

pacity to religious impulses—but leave

him in that community. Let all the rad
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ically corrupting influences which had

before worked upon him continue to act.

It may be that he will stand, but if he

should, it would be a Wonder such as no

traveller ever saw. Men cannot be con

verted alone. The gospel of Christ, to

have ils true effort, must work on numbers

together,- it must influence society, in

which each disciple can strengthen and‘

carry forward the other.

“ If God, in this matter, works by mir

acles, it would have been easy for him to

obviate all necessity of this long march of

preparatory progress. He might have

made men in their mature condition at the

very first stage of their existence. But

he acts not by miracles, but by natural

causes. By the universal law of Nature,

from which nothing in this world is ex—

empt, to which nothing forms an excep

tion. The change of the whole world,

by means of the gospel, is a work of

time.”

Descending to our own times, the ora

tor thus respectfully alluded to the reform

movements which agitate society :

“And now what is the attitude of

Christianity in our day? \Vhioh way do

the times face? To me they seem as

though they were going up to Jerusalem.

I believe that they are in their degree

doing Heaven's work on earth. But

what have we done? Why, sir, we have

raised almost every question which can

be raised in civilized society. Nothing

that relates to the rights of man, to lib

erty, to social forms and duties, liut has

been called up for discussion. Many of

these are perplexing questions doubtless,

but it is necessary that they should be

settled before the gospel can get full

swing at man. There must be adown

fall of all that is opposed to the gospel,

no matter what it is. Governments, com

munities, customs must come up to that

standard; God requires this. Established

errors must be removed, and by-and-hy

the tnind will begin to see Truth in all its

lustre, without lens or distracting .me

dium.

“There is some alarm abroad at this

universal inquiry and agitation, but for

one I bless God for it. It is said that the

church and society were never so much

disturbed. The community is divided;

all kinds of sects are springing up; new

thoughts, new theories, new-fangled no

tions of every kind are as abundant as

leaves in the Spring. What will be the

end of all this? I think there is no dan

ger. There is one thing in the character

of all the constant eruptions of the New

Movement which to my mind removes all

fear. It points directly to the good of

humanity. It has no other object or pre

tence. Was anything like this ever

known before? Does any history record

aperiod when every new theory was in

favor of the improvement of the human

family i ”

And indeed the whole speech, which

was received with enthusiastic applause

amid that reverend and orthodox assembly,

is filled with the idea that religion and

holiness imply a regeneration of society

and business and every outward institu

tion, as well as of the individual heart,

and that the kingdom of heaven must

practically come on earth. There is a

 

fine breath of hope and triumph in these

words:

“ The Gospel is getting ready to ac

complish its work .I hope your faith is

strong. You might as well stand on the

banks of the Mississippi and be afraid it

was going to run up stream as suppose

the current of Christendom can run

more than one way. \Vhat wnuld you

think of a man who should stand moun

struck over an eddy and because that

didn't go right forward, declare that the

whole flood had got out of its course!

So in the stream of time. The things

that appear in our day all have a bearing

on the crowning triumph of the Gospel

and the reign of the Kingdom of Heaven

on Earth. That triumph is sure to hap

pen. In ten years, in fifty years, the

flood will have borne us far on toward it.

It is no longer a question Whether but

simply \Vhen, it will come. We send

missionaries with the Bible to the utter

most parts of the earth and a. vast echo

replies to the voice of the Gospel which

they carry forth. Now all things preach

the truth of God. Society preaches,

the Church preaches, schools preach,

and social institutions are called to stand

up as embodiments of Christianity. God

is making up nature anew on the model

of religion. All the elcrnenls of society

and q)" the church must now be the ele

ments of practical Christie/lily. You go

with whole lands behind you to support

your work. \Ve may seem to strike

puny blows, but a higher hand than ours

directs them. And when the work is

done all the nations will be Christian na

tions. When it begins to approach its

end it will go fast. It is a universal law

that things move slowly at the beginning.

God‘s Revelation needed to take a great

while to commence its operation. But

that seems to be over. Changes of

great magnitude are gone through with

great rapidity, such as was never imag

ined before. we have come to the day

in which a nation may be shifted off the

ground of selfishness into the ground of

humanity in twenty-five or thirty years."

THE CONVENTION IN NEW YORK.

A full report of all the doings at the

Annual Meeting of the American Union

of Associationists, will be given in our

next. At present, there is only time to

say that the Convention proved highly

satisfactory to all who attended it, and

that we parted with'aconfirmed feeling

of the strength of our movement, with

new faith in one another, and a conscious

ness that the cause has received a new

and powerful impulse from this time.

The Convention occupied about three

days. Delegates from the Affiliated

Unions, to the number of forty or more,

were present, chiefly from New York,

Boston, Philadelphia, _Albany, the North

American Phalanx, and from various

places in New England. Letters from

distant places were read. It was a noble

company to be with; earnest, enlight

ened, wise, humane, believing men;-— ‘

and women too, although the proportion

of the latter was not so large as we

 

should have been glad to see. A most

beautiful spirit pervaded all the delibera

tions and doings of the Convention. It

was truly a working Convention; the

business was taken in hand in good earn

est, and every one staid by till it was all

done. There was, on the whole, great

unanimity both of purpose and opinions;

and though various projects and schemes

of policy were broached, there was the

best spirit of mutual concession, and a

seeking of unity above all things.

Several important results were arrived

at: such as the thorough revision of the

Constitution, defining the relation of the

local Unions to the general Union, and

organizing the Central Executive Com

mittee in a more efficient form; the ap

pointment of a committee of thirteen,

selected from the most scientific and most

practical minds in the cause, who are to

study the whole question of the best

means of instituting a practical trial, and

report a year hence; the agreeing upon

the necessity of a. Central Ofiice and

General Agent in New York; and the

settling of the question of publications.

It is decided to continue the Harbinger

as at present until next Autumn ; then to

have it published simultaneously in New

York and in Boston, with an editor in

each place. Other publications are left

for the present, until this one shall have

become well established. Ofiicers for the

ensuing year, were elected ; the Conven

tion adjourned at 1 o’clock on Thursday,

May 13th; and the Executive Committee

immediately held a session and took

measures to carry the resolutions of the

Convention into effect. An outline of

the results at which they arrived, re

specting funds, appropriations and imme

diate measures for active propagation,

will be given in our next.

Fouaisn's BlRTIl DAY, the 7th of

April, was celebrated by his disciples in

France, as we learn from the Democratic

Paclfique, with unusual spirit. Nearly

one thousand persons participated in the

festival, at the Hall of Valentino, in

Paris. The assembly was signalized by

an innovation upon former years, which

consisted in the admission to the enter

tainment of women, and children of both

sexes, crowned with flowers. More than

one hundred females, from the aristoc

racy, the middle and lower class, were

present at the fraternal banquet, and gave

it unwonted attractions. Appropriate

toasts, songs and speeches were given

with the utmost enthusiasm, and the

cause of Association is represented as

having realized a higher point than ever

before in France. —- Chronotype.
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THE HARBINdER.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN

UNION- OF ASSOCIATIONISTS.

The AMERICAN UNION or Assocm

TIUNISTS held its first Anniversary Meet

ing in New York, Tuesday, May 11th,

1847. The President, Hermes GREELEY,

in the chair. E. N. KELLOGG was ap

pointed Secretary pro (cm.

The following delegates reported them

selves:

’ew York City, N. Comstock, Jr., C. A.

Dana, J. P. Decker, Parke Godwin, Horace

Greeley, Edward Giles, F. Grain, llev. T. L.

Harris, E. llicks, Jr., John Law, D. E. Mosier,

L. \V. Ryckman, .-\. L. Smith,J. T. S. Smith,

Edmund Tweedy, H..ll. Van Amriuge.

Albany, Mr. Minot.

Newark, N. J., Messrs. Day and Parcels.

North American Phalanx, L. Eaton, E. N.

Kellogg, Charles Sears, J. Warren.

lViIlimnsbtrrg, N. Y., Mr. Mosier.

Pratt’s Hollow, lllarlison Co., N. Y., S. Spring.

Troy, N. Y., George Holland.

Philadelphia, James Kay, Jr., James Sellers.

7 Boston, John Allen, P. M. Baldwin, \V. H.

. Charming, J. T. Fisher, D. Mc Farland, Geo.

Ripley. F. G. Shaw.

Pituford, VL, Dr. James S. Ewing.

[Norm Several other delegates from Boston

and other places in New England,were detained

open their passage to New York by bad weather,

and not present on the first day of the Conven

tion.]

Mr. Charming read the followingletters

from Afliliated Unions, and from individ

uals, addressed to the American Union.

 

CINCINNATI, May 4th, 1847.

Rev. W. H. Cnans'mo,

Cor. Sec’y A. U. of A.

DEAR Frusnn :——-Bcing unable to attend

the Annual Convention about to assemble

in New York, personally, we beg leave

to communicate with it, by writing,

through you.

W'e are truly rejoiced to see our East

ern brethren so zealously engaged in the

advocacy and propagation of the great

cause of Association; we most heartily

approve of the proposed organization of a

“ Central Agency,” with a view to the

more efficient action of the Union; and

we ardently hope that the amount of

funds which may be pledged to it at the

 

Convention, by its members and friends

throughout the country, may be found ad

equate to the establishment of the

Agency, and to its maintenance.

We hand you enclosed a list of con

tributions by the few friends of the

cause here, to the funds of the Union for

the present year, amounting to the sum

of four hundred dollars, which we think

may be implicitly relied upon and which

it is proposed to transmit to its Treasurer

quarterly—one hundred dollars for the

first quarter having already been placed

in his hands. we regret being unable to

pledge ourselves for a larger sum.

Should it be found practicable for one or

moi-e of the lecturers in the field to

visit this city, we doubt not that the

amount of pecuniary aid might be materi

ally increascd and the cause generally

strengthened.

Whatsoever plan or mode of action

shall be adopted for the action of the

contemplated Agency, we shall cheerful

ly render all the aid in our power. We

hope the Harbinger may be continued,

that the Tribune may continue open

as a medium of communication with its

thousands of readers, and that means

may be found to keep a number of Lec

turers constantly in the field.

Upon the highly important question,

whether it be now expedient to attempt

the establishment of a Model Phalanx

under the auspices of the Union, we re

frain from expressing any opinion; being

ignorant of the number of properly

qualified persons prepared to embark in

the enterprise, and of the amount of capi

tal at command.

Hoping that the deliberations and la

bors of the Convention may be guided by

wisdom from on high, that its members

may go forth from it, animated anew, and

inspired by a faith and hope which shall

enable them to aid efficiently in the re

moval of the mountains of evil which op

press our suffering humanity, and to in

troduce peace and concord instead of

war and conflict—universal unity in

stead ot' universal duplicity,

We are your brethren in humanity,

B. URNER.

J. B. RUSSELL.

\VILLIAM Puree.

Lawrs Curses.

U. P. James.

Win. Dosawsos.

C. DONALDSON.

In behalf of ortruioea and the

Ametalimukla of Cincinnati. ,

The following sums are pledged to the

 

funds of the “ American Union of Asso

ciationists,” for the year 1847.

C. Donaldson,. . 00

\V. Donaldson,.

Mary Donaldson,

William Price,. ... . .

An Associationist,... ..... 50 00

Cincinnati Union,........ . 150 00

Total,...........$40000

  

Srnrscrrr:r.o, Mass, May 9, 1847.

To the American Union of Aasuciotr'onr'sls.

DEAR SIRS : — We have just organized

an Affiliated Union in this place, by

which we hope to do something to help

along the great and good cause which has

called you together.

Although our Association numbers but

four members, we expected to be able to

send a delegate to your Convention ; but

we find to-day that unavoidable circum

stances will prevent nur doing so.

We are of those who feel the necessity

ofa great reform in the social system, and

as for as we understand the doctrines of

Fourier, we believe that they look in the

right direction, and that what is now

most needed, is a practical trial of them.

We are therefore ready to aid you in this

work, in such way as you may deem

best, to the extent of our limited means.

We have not decided how much we

can pledge as the " Weekly Rent,” but

it will probably be about twenty-five cents

per week.

Besides tltis,l shall appropriate indi

vidually, Ten Dollars a year for the

present, for the propagation of Associa

tive doctrines.

And in laying out the field for Lee

tures, we hope that you will remember

this place, which I trust will yield a har

vest richly worth the labor spent upon it.

The land now lies fallow, but the soil is

good.

Yours in the cause of Humanity,

G. W. SWAZEY.

\Vrrm:r.nro, Va., April, 1847.

To the American Union of Associolionislr.

Brcmvao FRIENDS : —— As associates in

the great cause of Humanity, we beg

leave fraternally to address you.

Although our circumstances in a pecu

niary point of view are much narrowed,

still our hearts are with you to the very

core. \Ve are only able to send you,

with the aid of a few friends, a small

trifle to assist you in the great work of

propagating the divine principles of Ase

sociation, by means of Lectures.
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Some few months ago, we attempted

to get up an “ Affiliated Society ” in this

place ; but we found the field here not at

all prepared for us. \Ve may remark,

however, that the visit of one or two of

your corps of Lecturers would, in our

opinion, very materially pave the way for

progression. All expenses attending the

same, we will cheerfully guarantee. We

do not mean to say that we have entirely

abandoned the project,--by no means;

we only bide our time. We have laid

the foundation, — the superstructure will

one day be raised, without doubt.

For us to attempt to offer you any

advice or instruction in regard to matters

of such high import to be brought before

you at your coming “ Anniversary,”

would be to take up too much of your

valuable time: we shall leave this task to

better hands and wiser heads, we trust.

May Heaven assist you in your noble

efforts to work out right speedily the sol

vation of the human race, which you have

so long aimed at, and which, although

apparently a Herculean task, will no doubt

ere long be crowned with success.

Rest assured, beloved friends, that, un

der any, under- all circumstances, we

shall do our best to help forward this

great work of Social Reform.

Yours very truly in the good cause,

GEORGE BIRCH, President.

Cmtrsrornnn Wthos, V. Pres’t.

WM. Me DIARMID, Scorclary.

"'herling Union of Associationists, No. 1.

Please receive the following donations

to the Lecturing Fund.

G. Birch,.................$4-00

C. Wilson........

\Vm. Me Diarmid

\V G

Ephraim Pollock

L

  

 

 

Toni,...........gta 00

On motion of Mr. Ripley, it was voted

that a Committee be appointed to present

subjects to the Convention for considera

tion and discussion.

The President named Messrs. Godwin,

Ripley, Fisher, Shaw, Giles, and Minot,

for the aforesaid Committee.

The following Report was offered by

\Villiam H. Channing, Domestic Corres

ponding Secretary.

At the first Anniversary Meeting of

the American Union of Associationists,

our councils may be naturally opened,

and our minds prepared for maturing an

efficient scheme of action, by considering

briefly our Position, Policy, and Plans.

To a rapid yet wide survey of these your

attention is now invited.

1. One POSITION.

This may be regarded in two aspects;

the one Negative, the other Positive.

l. Considered in its Ncgalii'e aspect,

the Associative Movement is in harmony

with the highest Religious, Social, Polit

ical and Intellectual Tendencies of the

age; is admirably fitted to retard and di

vert the rapidly increasing Evils of Civil

ization; is suited to bind in unitary co—

operation the energies now devoted to

mnltifold and various Reforms; and has

a clear right to claim the character of be

ing at once Radical and Conservative,

Progressive yet Constructive; new, while

in accordance with the choicest tradition

 

ary wisdom of mankind. In a word, it

responds to the best desires of Humanity

in this generation.

2. Considered in its Positive aspects,

Association claims to take up the most

difficult problems in Principle and Prac

tice, which agitate society in our times,

at the very point at which other move

ments leave them, and to present a scien

tific and practical solution entirely in uni

son with the teachings of Revelation,

with the aspirations of the Heart, with

the intuitions of Reason, with the results

of Experience. Association presents a

theory and plan, by which the collective

life of Man, Liberty and Law, Order and

Equality may be reconciled and made one

throu h integral Justice, and in the individ

ual li e ofMan, Inclination and Duty, Self

love and Disinterestedncss, be brought into

beautiful concert; by which wealth may be

equitably distributed and refining condi

tions spread around all men; by which

Divine Law may be substituted for hu

man wilfulness, the correspondences of

nature and man interpreted, and the

whole Universe, and the course of Hu

manity on earth laid open to the gaze of

all as a forever unfolding revelation of

the Will and Wisdom of God; by which

finally work and worship, study and

prayer, our spiritual and material exist

ence may be identified in practical good

ness, our race united in One Church,

Holy, True, Universal, wherein the

Spirit of God may abide as in a temple;

and thus the earthly destiny of man be

fulfilled as the true preparation for the

ascending glories of futurity.

Regarding the cause to which we are

devoted then, either in itself or in its re

lations, positively or negatively, how dig

nified is its position, how sublime is the

promise it holds out, how worthy is it of

all our highest energies most strenuously

exerted!

\Vhat then is the policy which such a

position dictatcs'.l

II. OUR I’omcv.

Our policy is two-fold—-internal and

external—central and transitional. Lot

a comprehensive yet exact description be

given of both.

o1. Our CENTRAL Policy may be gen

erally stated thus: We have to form and

organize into one living, active body, a

series of Afiliated Unions of Association

ists scattered over the whole country, and

to organize them in such a way as will

best promote a thorough scientific training

and moral development in the members of

this confederacy, and secure ample means

for the practical establishment of the

Associative cause. Thus our internal

policy is seen to divide itself into three

branches, which may be called In

doctrination —- Social Discipline —- Ex

ternal Means. Let a4 few dictinct notices

be made of each.

1. Indoctrination is the first branch,

the ascending wing, so to speak, of our

internal policy. What is involved in

this term! Nothing less than acquaint

ance with the Science of Universal

Unity. Few Associationists — when

first attracted to join this movement from

the gratification which the humanitary

sentiment finds in the ideal of a Perfect

Society— have the faintest conception of

the depth, intricacy and vast range of

studies upon which they have entered.

But Social Science — the science needed

rightly to organize one Association—in

 

cludes an exhaustive analysis and synthe

sis of man‘s springs of action; a. clear

and comprehensive view of the laws of

grou'th which govern all human societies;

an understanding of the analogies by

which man is related to the outward

world ; a perception of the designs of the

Infinite Mind, as illustrated in the

system of Universal Order; and above

all an insight, rendered quick and strong

by habitual observation, of the modes by

which the complex powers of man, con

sidered individually and collectively, may

be made to interwork with natural beauty

so as to produce the rich harmonies de

signed by the Maker of all. Let us

bring before our thoughts the grandeur

and variety of investigations which any

Associationist, who wishes to be intellec

ually fitted for his work, is summoned not

only to commence but pcrseveringly to

follow out. And let us not falter before

this great problem, but calmly and firmly

resolve to become a wise, reverent, pa

tient body of fellOw students and mutual

teachers. ,

2. Social Discipline is the centre of our

internal policy; and by this is meant a

development of the latent affections,

which in all men are now stifled and

nearly paralyzed by popular systems of

education and manners, and prevalent

views of human destiny and duty.

Associationists need to be new-born, in the

strongest sense of the words truly con

verted, made integrally regenerate; they

need to put off the old man and his deeds,

and to be clothed upon with a new body,

and animated by a new spirit. In place

of brutality, coarseness, fear, distrust,

reserve, suspicion, jealousy, selfishness,

they need to be inspired with purity, re

finement, hope, confidence, openness,

simplicity, good-will, disinterestedness.

In place of partial plans of individual ag

grandi'setnent they tnust feel that they are

ministers of God in an endless, everlast

ing system of unfolding good. What in

ward discipline docs this demand ; what

devout and joyful consecration to a unita

ry and universal end; what a waking up

the consciousness of spiritual power,

privilege and responsibilities; what a vivid

sense of the collective life of Humanity ;

what an undoubting assurance of God's

consistent all-pervading agency; what a

reverence for man, as he was and is yet

destined to be ; what a pity for man as he

actually is; what a vow of fidelity, in a

word, to our Heavenly Father and to our

fellow beings! Catt this inward disci

ilinc he perfected by lonely efforts!

ever. It demands the earnest sympa

thy, co-operation, example, influence, of

a band of friends quickened by a like

faith and hope and love. Association

ists should feel, that they have to form in

each other a new style of character, free

and large, yet balanced and complete,

courteous and bold, brave and respectful,

at once im ressive, self-relying, loyal and

aspiring. nstead of dcspondcncy and self

contcmpt, we should cherish humble yet

glad enthusiasm. For criticism, scorn,

condemnation and every form of cynicism

we should substitute a profound knowl

edge of the inward springs and outward

conditions from and in which true virtue

grows, and a single-hearted desire to

make every person true to his or her best

self. Here is a work, to which in be

coming Associationists, we mutually

pledge ourselves, the work of symmetri~

.cal development of the primitive affec
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tions in every member of our Unions.

This may well be called their Social

discipline, and we should understand,

that in the discordant state of society

around us, and as preparatory to practi

cal attempts at Associative Life, such

mutual moral training is one most sacred

duty. Our body must be made, so far as

possible, a united family of high-spirited,

sound-hearted, good-tempered men and

women, devoted in honor and friendship

to a most holy and humane end.

3. Error/ral means form the descending

wing ofinternal policy. Our duty in this

respect, is,-——first, to form a register of

the Names of all persons, who are in

clined to enter practically into the Associ

ative Movement, with exact lists of their

Occu ations, Capitol, Facilities, Skill,

and usiness l’lans;—-next to collect

an accumulating Permanent Fund, as a

financial basis for some satisfactory trial

and exemplification of Associative Life;

—last, to secure such an income as may be

necessary to support whatever instrument

alities rise, best fitted to increase the num

ber of our members, and to keep the whole

Associative Body united, zealous, and

efficient. \Ve need, in regard to our ex

ternal means to cultivate a spirit of gen

erous liberality, combined with shrewd

ness, energy and economy. Only thus

can we command the capital and talent

requisite successfully to carry on a practi

cal movement, in the face of the desper

ate struggles of civilized labor and com

merce. For in many principles and par

ticular details, the modes of Industry and

Exchange which we are striving to intro

duce will be in direct hostility alike to the

selfish interests of the worldly, and the

habitual prejudices of the ignorant mass

well designed. We must avail ourselves

of the best experience of an age made

material both by its success and by its

wants, to introduce the higlter era, in

which abundance and order shall make

all men at once social and spiritual. We

must demonstrate the possibility of digui~

fled industry and of universal wealth by

our just employment of actual skill and

science. In a word, we must become

strong enough in money, machinery and

business faculty to gain a mastery over

Mammou by a prudent use of means to

ends. -

Thus are we brought to consider our

external policy,—the attitude in which

we should stand towards existing society.

()2. Our TRANSITIONAL policy may in

general be described, as consisting in the

maintenance of such relations of sympa

thy and co-operation with the various

movements, which promise to elevate and

refine mankind, as shall serve to make

them convergent towards a Unitary and

Integral reform. This eTIernul policy

also divides itself into three branches,

corresponding to the three modes of in

ternal policy already illustrated. Let the

characteristics of each of these be suc

cinctly noticed. They may be respective

ly designated as Philosophy, Humanity,

Polilics.

1. Philosophy. It is evident, that the

intellectual world is in cxtremest confu

sion; that old systems of thought have

been broken up; that there is a general

acknowledgment of the want of true

science,— and yet that amidst this chaot

ic upheaval plain signs appear of a com

mencing tendency towards classification,

synthesis, unity. There is intenser activ

ity of observation and of speculation in

all departments from mineralogy up to

theology, and an earnest longing for some

central principle of order, which may or

_gani1.e the multiplicity of separate facts

into one beautiful Science, truly repre

senting the wonderful Life amidst which

we live and move and have our being.

Now the Serial Law may be, we believe

or at least hope that it is, the very clue,

to lead us out of the labyrinth wherein

this generation is consciously groping.

It becomes as then so to study, print,

lecture, converse, as shall aid our fellow

seekers in rightly using the immense ma

terials so rapidly accumulated by the in

dustry of our age. Titus shall we help

to hasten the highest intellectual enter

prise of our day, the discovery of a true

system of Method. We are to announce

and explain the Science of Universal

Unity, by which the life of Man upon

earth may be sure to be in harmony with

the law of growth that regulates the

whole creation; by which we may be

guided to interpret the wonders of the

spiritual world from the order which

reigns in lower degrees through nature;

by which above all the Wisdom of Di

vine Goodness may be fully justified to

reason and his Love be made manifest to

us in all its glory. Such is our duty in

relation to Philosophy.

2. Humanity. In regarding the mighty

efforts, which the philosophy of our age

is every where putting forth, all men who

are not utterly sceptical and unsympathet

ic must be awed by the tangible proof

thus presented that a superhuman power

is awaiting this generation to an entirely

new consciousness of the sacred tie by

which men are bound together in one

living body. It is undeniable, that

Christendom is arousing to a knowledge

of the length and breadth and depth and

heighth of the Divine Law of Charity,

such as has never dawned upon man’s

mind before. Now in this action of the

omnipotcnt sentiment of Humanity is

the assurance, that the movement in

which we are engaged is timely, demand

ed by the present state of Society, au

thorized by Providence. \Ve should link

warm hands and strong hearts with this

grand circle of Reform ; we should prove

by active participation in these attempts

our hearty desire and purpose to redeem

man from his enthralments and raise him

to freedom and uprightness; above all

we should seek to combine philanthropic

reformers into a great Congress of con

federated well-wishers and well-doers.

it needs then that we classify the Re

forms of the day in a serial scale, ex

hibit clearly their mutual dependence,

and especially that we point our the eco

nomical conditions and social arrange

ments which are absolutely demanded in

order that full justice may be done to hu

man nature. Thus may an increased

reverence for man ensure Liberty, Equal

ity, Fraternity, every where. Thus may

the efforts to save and bless the Criminal,

the Poor, the Intempcrate, and Licentious,

the ignorant, the Enslaved, be made to

work together, and strengthen and com

plete each other. Thus may the prayer

and hope for Universal Peace become a

reality between man and man, and nation

and nation. Thus may the love of Man

be raised to its due honor as the only true

manifestation of our love towards God

and of God‘s love in us.

3. Politics. The highest political ten

 

deucies of the age are towards the rapid

 

accumulation of wealth, to the freest in

tcrcbanges of commerce, to juster distri

bution of profits, more economical con

sumption, the equitable division of landed

estates, the securing to labor of its long

withheld rights, and finally the elevation

of the mass of the people in condition as

the indispensable means of elevating

them in intelligence and character. True

statesmanship is seen more and more to

be commensurate with practical informa

tion, sound judgment in the spheres of

production, and distribution, and business

energy. The most provident economist

is in our day the profoundest politician.

And yet, amidst these auspicious signs of

the times, it is becoming constantly clear

er to all close observers, that there is a.

tendency towards the accumulation of

capital in the hands of joint-stock corpo

rations in such a manner as to give to the

members of these bodies a control over

the religion, literature, manners, and

practical affairs of the chief nations of

the world, very similar in degree and ex

tent to that which the Soldier, the Priest,

and the Noble have exercised in earlier

times. Hence, fierce party strifes, dis

tracting our communities, and talent,

means, time, fruitlessly expended in po

litical contentions. Money rules in mak

ing, interpreting, executing law. Now

Association, b solving the great problem

of Organized ndustr , has raised a white

banner of Peace, beneath which the

Aristocrat and Democrat, the Legitimist

and Preventionist, the Capitalist and the

W‘orkman, the Rich and Poor, may cor

dially rally, and work respectfully and

kindly together in securing the common

end of justice. Association at once

strengthens and regulates the desire of

wealth by proving the inevitable degrada

tion produced by want, and the refining

influence of healthful and happy condi

tions; removes the very sources of fever

ish competition ; takes away the tempta

tions to pride, ostentation, covetousuess,

and the spirit of caste; discloses a system

of holding land, of co-operative labor, of

division of gains, of an exchange of ex

penditure which is as just as it is expedi

ent, and which ensures permanence and se

curity in all relations of property. Are

we not plainly called upon then to diffuse

our principles amidst the contending and

jealous multitudes around us, made selfish

by the denial of their just rights and

placed in wasteful hostility by the false

ness of their several positions? Es

pecially is it our duty to forward the rap

idly increasingtendency towards all forms

of Mutual Insuranrc, and thus to bring

society as safely and eirpeditionsly as

possible through the perhaps necessary

stage of Guarmrlyz'sm. Thus rapidly,

yet it is hoped both comprehensively and

exactly, have we taken a survey of our

Polic , Internal and External, Central

and ‘ransitional, described the several

branches of each, and shown their mu

tual relations.

But now let it be with emphatic decis

ion said, that although these two parts

of our policy are intimately related, yet,

that they are radically distinct, and

should be carefully kept separate in

thought, speech, deed. They may

be carried on and should be carried on

simultaneously and conjointly, but they

should never be allowed to become

merged in each other. Our peculiar mis

sion would in this way be compromised.

Our transitional policy is but preparatory
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to our central policy. Our special aim is

the advocacy of the Serial Law in its

application to Society, and the practical

embodiment of the principles of Divine

Order in Organized Townships. All

signs herald, as we believe, the near ad

vent of the time when these Cities of

Peace may be every where builded; and

the reason for our earnest co-operation

with the Intellectual, Moral, and Political

Reforms of the Age is, that they are

most manifestly the Providential Means

for introducing that Kingdom of Heaven

upon Earth, which we live to labor for.

What then are the plans which we

should adopt for the right discharge of

these high and complex duties?

III. PLANS.

A brief sketch of the history and pre

sent state of the American Union of As

sociationists will best guide us to a per

ception of the plans necessary to secure

the ends contemplated by our society.

lt was well understood, at the meeting

for organization last Spring, that our ac

tion during the year now gone by must

be slight and fragmentary,—-from the

fact that no persons were free to give

their undivided attention to the concerns

of the Society, and from the deficiency of

necessary funds. Yet under these cir

cumstances, much more has been accom

plished than could have reasonably been

anticipated, and our cause has during this

time made a triumphant progress.

Since the end of May, 1846, there

have been delivered, by Messrs. Allen

and Orvis, the regular lecturers of the

Society, and by eight other occasional

lecturers, two hundred and twenty-five

lectures, in about thirty places; and where

ver addresses have been made, large and

attentive audiences have greeted our doe

triucs with candor, sympathy, and in

many instances with enthusiastic interest.

TWo full courses of lectures have been

delivered in New York and in Boston,

before the Affiliated Unions of those two

cities, with the happiest results. Thus,

by this instrumentality, great good has

with comparatively small efl'ort, been

accomplished, and the pros ect is most

encouraging for a rapid and1 wide difl'u

sion of our views, as soon as an efficient

body of lecturers can be enabled to take

the field.

' By the regular Organ ofthe Union,

the Harbingrr, a constantly deepening

impression has been made, although its

editors have been hindered by other cares

from giving to it the concentrated atten

tion which so large and complicated a

subject as Association rightfully demands.

By the controversies between the Tri

bune and the Secular and Religious

Press, invaluable aid has been also rend

ered to the work of diffusing Associative

views; and our honored friend, who has

conducted these prolific debates, has

earned thereby an additional title to the

grateful respect of his fellow Associa

tionists. Evidently, the principles which

it is our privilege to advocate, are circu

lating with fuller, fresher tides through

out the religious, social, intellectual

world; surprises are ever new, at hear

ing the utterance of our cherished con

vietions, from the lips of those who pro

fess to be our bitterest foes; the litera

ture, the legislation, the manners of the

most advanced nations are instinct with

a life of hopeful love; and the tone of

thought every where prevalent encour

 

ages us to believe, that by the painful

struggles of the present, the Combined

Order is being born.

Within the past year, nineteen Affiliated

Unions have been organized, consisting,

in all instances, it is believed, of persons

earnestly devoted to the sublime work of

introducing a True Social Order. The

numbers enrolled in these societies, dur

ing the first year of our efforts, could not,

even under the most favorable circum

stances, be taken as a test of the popular

interest in our movement; but if by such

fragmentary and intermitted exertions so

much has been gained, we may safely

infer, that it needs but a suitable outlay

of judicious, persevering labor, to mar

shal beneath our seven-fold banner an

immense host of faithful co-laborers.

From three of the Practical Attempts at

Association,—which have survived the

immature projects at embodying the true

law of society, engendered by the rash

enthusiasm that the first promulgation of

Associative doctrines excited,—from

three practical attempts, commenced un

der happier influences and more wisely

conducted, reports constantly reach us of

the most animating character, satisfacto

rily proving, that nothing is needed but

devoted men with clear methods and am

ple means, to ensure the most benignant

and brilliant success. May our brethren

of the North American, the Wisconsin,

and the Trumbull Phalanxcs, have the

high honor of manifesting to the world

the beauty and blessednoss of societies

vitally organized by the Divine Law of

Love!

The Report then proceeded to recom

mend the establishrnent of a Central

Office, with Branch Offices,—the con

tinuation of the Harbinger as the Organ

of the Union— the publication of Tracts

— the formation of a Group of Lecturers,

to be kept constantly in the field—the

organization of Affiliated Unions—the

collection of a chelt'ly Rent, and of a

Permanent Fund—the accumulation of

Statistics—the gathering of Social Libra

ries—attempts to carry out various plans

of Guarantyism—and finally, the pre

liminary steps necessary towards some

complete Practical Trial. But as these

various subjects came up for the conside

ration of the Society, and were disposed

of in the Resolutions adopted by the

meeting, it is considered unnecessary ‘to

publish the remainder of the docu

ment.

The Foreign Corresponding Secretary,

Mr. Godwin, stated that he had collected

materials for a detailed report, which he

had not been able to write out; but that

he would do this at some subsequent

time, and give it to the public through

Association papers.

The Treasurer’s report was then read

by Francis G. Shaw.

Mr. Godwin, from the Business Com

mittee, reported the following :

1. Resolved, That a public meeting for ad

dresses on the subject of Association, be held

on Wednesday evening, at the Lyceum Building

in Broadway.

 

2. Resolved, That a Committee of three be

appointed to make arrangements for the same.

The Resolutions were adopted, and the

Chair named Messrs. Tweedy, Ryclrman,

and Comstock, for the Committee of Ar

rangements.

Adjourned to 3 o'clock, P. M.

Afternoon Session. JAMES KAY, Jr.,

in the chair.

Mr. Godwin, from the Business Com

mittee, reported a Resol_t_ttion in reference

to the establishment of a Central Office,

as a general head-quarters of Associa

tionists, where publications may be issued

and collected, where the books of the

Treasurer may be kept, and the meetings

of the Executive Committee held. After

considerable discussion, and the proposal

of some amendments, the decision of the

question was postponed.

Mr. Shaw read the following letter

from the Cincinnati Union, on the subject

of raising money.

Cinema/tn, April 27, 1847.

F. G. SHAW, Esq.

Treasurer A. U. of A.

Dunn. Sin :—- Enclosed please find draft

on Globe Bank, Boston, for $ 100, paya

ble to your order. This is the first in

staltnent of what the Cincinnati Branch

expects to pay over during the course of

the ensuing year. To make up this, sev

eral members have anticipated their

monthly payments, so as to send a round

sum, and it will necessarily be several

months before our next remittance.

I wrote you a week or two since, that

with the subscriptions of the Messrs.

Donaldsons, you could probably rely on

$500 per annum from this city. \Ve

yet see nothing to change this opinion.

In collecting this rent, 1 find it would

be much easier to misc subscriptions to

the stock of a Model Phalanx, where

there was a probability that it would, one

day, be available as property, or as a

Stock that in a few years would pay a

moderate dividend. One individual told

me yesterday that to such a Stock he

would subscribe $50 annually for ten

years. I know of some half dozen relia

ble men, though in moderate circumstan

ces, who would do the same. They do

not feel able to give so much towards

propagating the doctrine, but would risk

it, where there was a probability that the

Stock would be available for their fam

ilies at some future day. This idea

seems to me important enough to be dis

cussed at the Convention next month.

Let good business men be appointed in

different parts of the Union, as Commis

sioners, to see what sums could be raised,

the subscription not to be binding, unless

a certain sum, say $ 100,000, should be

raised in the aggregate. There could be

no better men for Commissioners for Ohio

than Christian Donaldson and Benjamin

Urner, of this city, if the plan is adopted.

Asit will not be convenient for any of

us to attend the Convention, we may ad

dress you a letter. Yours truly,

J. B. RUSSELL,

Cor. Sec. Cincinnati Union.

Adjourned to Wednesday, 10 o’clock,

A. M.

W'cdnesday Morning. Mr. KAY in the
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chair. The minutes of yesterday's pro

ceedings were read and accepted.

The following delegates, having been

detained upon their passage the day be

fore, now appeared, and were qualified:

Boston, J. S. Dwight, M. E. Lazarus, J. Orvis,

S. Southworth. '

A'ewburyport, 1111133., Rev. E. A. Eaton.

Amesb'ury, lilacs, Rev. S. C. Hewitt.

New Redford, Mass, Mrs. S. Sissons.

Providence, R. 1., Dr. Pelcg Clarke, Joseph

J. Cooke. '

The following communications were

read from the Boston and Providence

Unions.

Hos'roiv, May, 184-7.

The Boston Union of Associationists,

constituted November 30th, 1846, num

bers at the present time forty members

and has a rent of about six dollars per

week. lts Officers are

W. A. “'rrrrn, Prrridmt.

JOSEPH Canaw, Vice President.

Josrnr Wor.cor'r. ’I‘ruumrer.

F. S. CABOT, Recording Secretary.

A. Q. T. Pansous,

W. H. Cnannruc,§Directora.

J. T. Ftsrrzn,

The features which characterize this

Society are,

1st. The contribution of a weekly

rent for the purpose of sustaining lectures

and other Associative measures.

2d. The discussion and exposition of

Associative doctrines, and the instruction

of all interested in Social Reform.

3d. The institution of Guarantees,

many plans of which have been discussed

and for the examination of which a spe

cial Committee exists. The most impor

tant plan now under consideration, is the

formation of club-houses or domestic as

sociation in the city or suburbs. The

meetings hitherto have been chiefly taken

up with settling business details; but

the Union contemplates establishing itself

in the Autumn as a centre of propagation,

opening its meetings to the public, and

entering into the elaborate exposition of

all practical forms of Associative Sci

ence. It has been determined to fit up

rooms for this purpose, which shall serve

as a permanent nucleus for the Associa

tionists of Boston, and where musical

instruments, a reading-room and a

library of Social Science shall be pro

vided.

A course of Lectures on Association

has been delivered during the winter un

der its auspices, but although to very

small audiences, it is hoped, from the in

terest with which they listened, that a

good impression was produced. The

birth-day of Fourier was celebrated by a

Festival, to which friends of the mem

bers and others, to the number with the

members of about 150, were invited.

The hall was appropriately decorated and

a_fine statement was made by Mr. Chan

mag.

The comparative inefficiency of the

Union hitherto has been a necessary con

sequence of the fewness of its members

which cripples it equally in a ecuniary

and in a social oint of view. revision

is made in its ‘onstitution for giving to

its meetings a social and festive as well

as scientific character.

The subject of Club-Houses will be

pursued with the assistance of the French

 

plans for their construction, a condensed

description of which, adapted to the me

ridian of Boston, will be prepared and

presented to the consideration of capital

ists and desirable associates.

It has been decided to obtain and keep

a register of all interesting statistics

bearing upon the Social Problem, and

members of other Unions will confer a

favor by forwarding such statements of

facts, coming under their notice as would

be valuable.

The question of the publication of the

Harbinger in Boston was discussed at the

suggestion of Mr. Dwight and it was

voted : --That the Boston Union decided

ly recommend the formation of an Asso

ciative Centre for New England in Bus

ton, under the direction of the American

Union, and in connection with it the es

tablishment of an office at which the

Harbinger should be published in a week

ly or monthly form. it was also voted:

That the Boston Union pledge the pay

ment of the sum of $200 to the funds

of the American Union for the ensuing

year, and if the Harbinger is published

in Boston, an additional sum of $200

towards its support.

FREDERICK S. Caso-r, Sec’y.

Pnovrnmrcn, 5th Mo. 9th, 1847.

To [be American Union of Associationists.

The interest in the cause of Associa

tion in this city, was commenced by the

holding of two series of meetings, which

were addressed by William H. Charming,

John Orvis, Albert Brisbane, and George

Ripley, at the close of which, the Provi

dence Union, auxiliary to the American

Union, was organized. This took place

on the 161h and 17th of 4th month, 1847,

by the adoption of a Constitution, thir

ty persons giving in their names as mem

bers, and choosing Officers for the year

ensuing, as follows:

WILLIAM CHACE, President.

P. W. Fatima, Vice President.

John L. CLARKE, Secrrlary.

Josnru A. BARKER, Treasurer.

Previous to these meetings there had

been no public notice taken of the Asso

ciative Movement in this City, and it is

believed but very few persons had be

come at all acquainted with, or interested

in the subject, and not more than two or

three individuals committed in its favor.

Notwithstanding this, there were found

to be a number who were anxious to in

vestigate it, and to give the Associa

tionists a fair opportunity of present

ing their cause to the people of Provi

dence, and who were willing to contribute

the necessary funds to defray the expen

ses of the meetings, which amounted to

about Seventy Dollars. The attendance

of the meetings and the interest resulting

from them, more than answered our ex

pectations.

Our Union have made arrangements

for holding meetings weekly, for social

intercourse, investigation and discussion,

hoping by this means to create additional

interest, and obtain further accession to

our numbers. Our funds at present are

only sufficient to defray our current ex

penses, but we confidently hope that our

weekly subscription will soon be in

creased, and until this is the case, we do

not feel warranted in specifying the

amount which we shall be able to pay

into the Treasury of the parent Society.

We are anxious to do something to re

 

lieve the great mass of mankind from the

dire calamities under which we are now

suffering, War, Slavery, lntemperanoe,

Famine, and the many forms of wretch

edness which pervade all civilized and en

lightened, as well as savage and barba

rous nations; believing that Humanity

is destined to rise above this state of gen

eral anarchy and subversion, to live a life

of harmonious co-operation, in which not‘

only our material wants shall be supplied,

but which shall also satisfy the high and

holy aspirations of the soul. ln behalf

of the Union,

Jenn L. CLARKE, Sec’y.

Mr. Godwin reported the following

from the Business Committee :

3. Resolved, That the lst Article of the Con

stitution shall read as follows:

“ The members of the American Union shall

be,-—all members of Afliliated Unions, and all

who shall sign the Constitution of this Union

and contribute to its funds.

“ No local Union shall be recognized as Affil

iated, which does not: make an annual payment

of not less than Twelve Dollars, to the Treas

ury of the American Union."

4. Resolved, That the following Section be

added to the 8d Article of the Constitution:

“ The funds of the Union shall consist of a

Rent Fund, to be composed of the stated week

ly contributions fi‘om Affiliated Unions, and 1

Permanent Fund, to be composed of Inch con

tributionn as may be made for the purpose,—

the principal of which shall be regularly invest

ed by Trustees appointed by the Executive

Committee, until otherwise appropriated by a

two-thirds vote of the Union, at a regular meet

ing, and the interest in the mean time to be de

voted to the expense of propagation, under the

direction of the Executive Committee."

Messrs. Giles and Van Amringe op

posed the crea-tioo of a Permanent Fund

for a Model Phalanx.

Mr. Channing offered an amendment to

the effect that the American Union should

reject all monies as contributions to its

funds, derived from sources of Slavery

and Intemperance.

After a very animated discussion, in

which Messrs. Ripley, Allen, Dwight,

Ryckman, Godwin, Brisbane, Dana, Or

vis, and Lazarus, opposed Mr. Chan

ning’s amendment, it was rejected, and

the Resolution adopted. Whereupon Mr.

Channing read the following Pmtest,

which was entered upon the records of

the Society.

PROTEST.

Ihereby enter my protest against the

acceptance of any monies,—as contribu

tions to the Permanent Fund, orany fund

of the American Union of Assoaatwmsts,

— which are derived from trade in or use

of Slaves, or from the manufacture of or

traffic in Inloairaling Drinks.

WILLIAM Hrznnv CHANNING.

New Yonrr, May 12,1847.

This protest was offered at the First

Anniversary Meeting of the American

Union of Associationists, held in the city

of New York.

5. Resolved, That the 6th Article of the Con

stitution be so amended as to read as follows :

“ The Officers of this Society shall be a Prol
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ident, Vice Presidents, Foreign Corresponding

Secretary, Domestic Corresponding Secretary,

Recording Secretary, Treasurer, and seven Di

rectors.

“ The Presidents of the various Unions shall

be, czqfiicio, Vice Presidents of the American

Union.

“The Executive Committee shall be com

posed of the Officers of the American Union,

any seven of whom shall constitute a quorum

at regular meetings, to be held during the first

Week of each month, by order of the President;

and this Committee shall be responsible for the

general management of the affairs of the Union;

and shall have power to fill occasional vacan

cies in the offices of the Union." -

6. Resolved, That a Central Office shall be

established in the city of New York, as a gen

eral head-quarters of the Union, where the

friends of Association from all parts of the

country, may meet; where publications may be

issued and collected; where the records and

documents of the ()lliccrs of the Society may

be kept, and the meetings of the Executive

Committee held ;—and that a Branch Office be

established in Boston, the expenses thereof to

be paid by the Affiliated Union of that city.

Adjourned to 3 o'clock.

Afternoon Session. Mr. KAY in the

chair.

On motion of Mr. Dwight—

Rcsolvsd, That the subject of the Harbinger

and other official publications, be referred to a

Committee, to consist of the following gentle

men: Messrs. Kay, Godwin, Channing, Lazarus,

and the present editors, Messrs. Ripley and

Dwight.

On motion of Mr. Shaw -—

Resolved, That a Committee be appointed to

nominate Oflicers for the ensuing year.

The Chair nominated Messrs. Shaw,

Charming, Giles, Dwight, and Grain,

who made the following report:

For President,

HORACE GREELEY, New York.

For Treasurer,

EDMUND TWEEDY, New York.

For Foreig-n Corresponding Secretary,

PARKE GODVVIN, New York.

For Domestic Corresponding Secretary,

WILLIAM II. CllANNlNG, Boston.

For Recording Secretary,

EDWARD GILES, New York.

For Directors,

GEORGE RII'LEY, Brook Farm, Mass.

C. A. DANA, New York.

FRANCIS G. SIIAW, West Roxbnry, Ms.

JOHN ORVIS, Brook Farm, Mass.

H. II. VAN AMRINGE, New York.

JOHN S. DWIGHT, Brook Farm, Mass.

ALBERT BRISBANE, New York.

Mr. Brisbane declined the nomination,

and the Committee reported the name of

JOHN Antes instead. Their report was

adopted.

Mr. Charming then offered the follow

ing Resolutions, which were adopted.

I. Resolved, That it is recommended, that

the Affiliated Unions procure a book of records,

in which shall be entered Statistics, Facts,

Events, which illustrate the present condition

and tendencies of Civilized Society; and that

 
a yearly digest of these records be sent up to

the Anniversary Meeting, to be preserved by the

Recording Secretary of the American Union.

‘3. Resolved, That it is recommended, that

the Affiliated Unions take into careful and pa

tient consideration, the subject of (harmless,

for the end of applying such modes of Mutual

Insurance and Unitary Action, as may seem

best fitted to their respective neighborhoods, or

the present state of society.

3. Resolved, That the thanks of this Society

are due to Messrs. ALern and Onvrs, for the

efiicient and devoted manner in which their

duties as lecturers have been discharged; and

that the Executive Committee are hereby re

commended to engage the services of those

gentlemen for the coming year, if possible, and

to add to the lecturing group such other persons

as the means at .the command of the Society

seem to them to warrant.

Mr. Giles otTered the following Resolu

tion :

Resolved, That the American Union of Asst»

ciationists recommend to the Associationists

throughout the Union, to aid some one of the

three existing Associations,—the Wisconsin,

the Trumbull, or the North American,—as the

best means of making converts and building up

the cause.“

After an animated discussion, in which

Messrs. Allen, Orvis, Brisbane, Ripley,

Ewing, and Cook, participated, Mr. Rip

ley offered and sustained the following

amendment:

Resolved, That the American Union of Asso

ciationists recommend the establishment of no

new Association, until ample means are pro

vided for the experiment of a Model Associa

tion on a scale of sufficient magnitude to illus

trate the principles, and with sufiicicnt re

sources to ensure complete success; and that it

recommends to persons desirous ofjoining Asso

ciation immediately, to connect themselves

with those already existing.

On motion of Mr. Orvis, the whole

subject was referred to a. Committee,

whose report should be made the order of

the day for Thursday morning.

The Chair nominated, as the aforesaid

Committee, Messrs. Orvis, Clarke, and

Sears.

Adjourned to 10 o'clock, Thursday.

Thursday Illorning. Mr. KAY in the

chair. The minutes of yesterday’s pro

ceedings were read and adopted.

The Domestic Corresponding Secretary

read the following letters; one from the

Lowell Union, and one from Mr. Craig

of Rochester.

Lowrann, May 7th, 18l7.

To the Anurrican Union of Associationisls,

in Convention Asstmblcd.

Fruit-nos: Circumstances rendering it

impossible for us to be represented in

your body, by a Delegate, we avail our

selves of this mode of communication to

make a brief Report of our condition and

prospects.

  

’ Mr. Giles here presented a communication

in writing in support of his Resolution, which

we had intended to publish in its place ; but as

the copy has not come to hand, it must be de

ferred to a future number.—Ens.

 

In February, 1846, the “ Lowell

Fourier Society” was organizer]. It

numbered at the time of its formation not

more than ten members. \Veekly Social

meetings, attended with a gradual in~

crease of numbers and interest, were

held at the residences of the members for

several months.

In July 1846 the Society was reorgan

ized under the name of the "Lowell

Union of Associationists." Most of the

time, since that period, we have held

either public meetings for discussion, or

Social Gatherings of a more private char

acter, for conversation and friendly inter

course, each week. During the present

Spring we have had a course of six lec

tures on subjects connected with the

Movement, which have been attended by

audiences varying from four to six hun

tired. Considerable interest has been

excited, and we hope for some accessions

to our number.

The “ Union" numbers at present

about fifty members. \Ve have a separ

ate organization here called the “ Fouricr

Social Union" numbering thirty mem

bers, many of whom do not belong to

the other Union. This Society meets

every Saturday evening, for the study of

the Science of Association, the reading

of Essays, Recitations in Poetry, Conver

sation, Music and Dancing.

We are not able to state precisely

what amount of weekly Rent can be

raised here. At the present time the ex

pcnscs of our Lectures, though in part

defrayed by the sale of tickets, bear

somewhat heavily upon us. Pecuniarin

we cannot do much here, as we are

mostly Operatives and Mechanics, who,

under existing organizations, cannot be

expected to be rich, and are less so per

haps for being Reformcrs.

W's have to contend with the almost

omnipotent and omnipresent power of

Corporate Monopoly. This controls the

city Government, the Pulpit, the Press—

every thing. But there are a few here

who are true to the cause of Universal

Unity, whose voices will ever be raised

in solemn and earnest protostation

against that system of society of which

the Factory system here is a legitimate

result, and who in weakness or in strength

will do what they can in the cause of Hu

man Redemption.

In behalf of the “Lowell Union of

Associationists.”

D. H. Jsouss, Prcs't.

htIARY EMERSON, Sec’y.

Rocrrns'rsn CITY, May 10, 1817.

Dean SIR : —You will perceive by the

style of this letter, that the earnest ap

peals put forth through the HARBINGER,

from time to time, have aroused even one

of the members of the “ humbler walks

of life,” to cast in his mite of assistance

to the great council to be held in New

York, on Anniversary Week, by the

friends of Social Reform. The 5,000,000

of“ white slaves” in these United States

who are my own brethren, have not re

mained totally ignorant of the hopes

shadowed forth by the “ Divine Science "

discovered by Fourier, and which has

been given to us fragmentarin by Bris

bane, Greeley, Godwin, and others. \Vc

have read, studied, thought, spoken, agi~

tated, and even allcmptcd .'

I was a member of the body that

attempted a movement at Clarkson in this

county, some three years since. We
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failed, for a hundred reasons,— not one

of which could in the least degree be

attributed to the sublime system discov

ered by Fourier— nor is that as

serted by any but bad or ignorant men.

I resided and labored at the Clarksou

“ Domain ” three-fourths of a year,

among my fellow craftsmen, the mechan

ics, of which depressed and oppressed

class I am from my youth up. But not

to amuse you with my poor history, I

wish to fix your attention upon the fol

lowing facts, namely, that while the res

ident members of the Clarkson Associa

tion had the Hope of ultimate success to

cheer them, and the mystic number of

four hundred associates around us, we

enjoyed (almost to excess) peace, joy,

smiles, enthusiasm, energy, industry, and

Fraternal Love.

Alas! we were torn assunder by ad

verse circumstances and not by any falla

cy in the “ Great System ” -— no part of

which had we adopted ; except that by a

mere blunder of enthusiasm we had ob

tained the mystic four hundred ! and that

one item belonged to the Great Truth.

I am compelled to say, to the brothers

and sisters congregated in the city of

New York, this week, and although it

may appear like dogmatism and dictation,

as coming from one so far down in the

classes of their School, impelled by the

force of experimental conviction,I must

say: never, never attempt even a first

movement of practical operation in a

Phalanstery, with a less number than over

four hundred resident members,—any

thing short of that, is climbing up by

some other door, and they that attempt it,

“ the same is a ”

Western New York is as full of true

“ Associationists " as there are reading

and virtuous men and women among

us. That number no man can defi

nately give ; but think not that the labors

at Roxbury and at Horace Greeley‘s

writing desk have been in vain. Hope

all things! The nations of all the earth

stagger beneath the load of Antagonism,

and that horrid monster will devour its

own offspring! the emancipated will yet

arise! and, marching forward in “ Pha

lanxes,” will shout forth the reward of

the Glorious Pioneers!

In the meantime, let me speak of the

state of our cause_in this city. The sig

nal failure of several of those hlundcring

“ attempts” at Association in this imme

diate vicinity, within the last three years,

threw back upon “antagonism” hun

dreds of well-meaning, but cowardly peo

ple, who, in order to obtain a smile from

the land-lords, who have labor-business

to bestow and rickety shantics to rent,

must, forsooth, decry “ Fourierism ” as

the veriest humbug in all the earth—

just as though either party knew the

least possible fact concerning the matter

at all! And indeed, to my own certain

knowledge, seven-eighths of all those who

left their (attempted) domain with tears

of regret, and that included seven-eighths

of all, put on a false smile to meet the

“IAndlordry,” and have been almost

ever since trying to scoff down the glori

ous truth in order to make peace with

this accursed jumble of brick and mud,

shingles and shanties,—still aiding to

patch up this tumble-down system, these

“institutions on which society" “rolls

and tumbles.”

Hence, nothing short of a clear demon

stration, a finished “ Phalanstery " in all

 

 

 

its fullness, -- with the mystic number—

blazing out in all its day-light of truth—

will convince this purblind generation.

I know of no man, except a brother of

mine, who is a perfect enthusiast in the

cause, in this city of 30,000 “ antago

nists,” who does publicly advocate the

“ Great Truth " — yet I believe that are

long, an Affiliated Union will be raised

up here, even here; but we want help!

we want “Light from the East! " If

the American Union could spare an Apos

tle from their ranks to preach another

crusade among these worshippers of the

“ Let us alone" gods, a fire might be

kindled here, that would never go out.

I have only space to say, what doubtless

you know better than I can tell, that the

laws of this State, as they yet stand, pre

clude the possibility of establishing a

corporate Association on our industrial

plan. Silence, and quiet labor on this

point, is our only course. We have

every thing to hope from the law that has

just passed one branch of our Legisla

ture,—thousands tremble for its fate.

I“: shall get legislatefor them.

Poverty alone hinders my becoming,

at least, an humble spectator at the grand

fraternal gathering in New York on An

niversary Week. My faith in the truths

you so ably advocate, is all the excuse I

can make for addressing—in my uncouth

manner, without introduction— those who

in all respects (I freely confess) are our

guides, and I trust ever may be to your

humble, but earnest friend,

JONATHAN GREIG.

Rev. W. H. CHANNING,

D. C. S. ofA. U. A.

Mr. Orvis, from the Committee on the

subject of a Model Association, stated,

that after a protracted consideration and

discussion, the Committee was unanimous

in reporting the following Resolution:

Resolved, That the Affiliated Unions through‘

out the country, be requested to register the

names of all such persons as are ready to enter

a practical Association movement, together with

the numbers of their families, their pursuits,

the investments they are prepared to make, and

all other useful information; and transmit the

same to the‘ Central Office of the American

Union, where they shall be classified, and their

numbers published at such times as the Execu

tive Committee shall see fit; and that the whole

subject of the expediency of a practical exper

iment of Association or a Model Phalanx, under

the direction of the American Union, and the

best mode of‘ preparing, instituting, and con

ducting it, be referred to a Committee of thir

teen persons, who shall report at the next Anni

versary Meeting of this Society.

\Vhich report was adopted.

On motion of Mr. Dwight, the Chair

appointed Messrs. Ripley, Orvis, and

Ewing, to nominate persons for the Com

mittee referred to in the preceding Reso

lution. They reported the names of the

following gentlemen, which were unani

mously adopted, namely :

\Vm. H. Channing, James Kay, Jr.,

J. S. Dwight, James T. Fisher, Dr. M.

,E. Lazarus, George Ripley, II. H. Van

Amringe, Charles Sears, Benjamin Urner,

Albert Brisbane, John Orvis, Joseph J.

Cook, Thomas Palmer.

 

Mr. Dwight, from the Committee on

Publications, stated that in the opinion of

the Committee, no attempt should be

made at present to establish new journals,

but that the first object of the Union

should be to establish the “ IIarbingcr ”

upon a permanent footing ; and reported

the following Resolutions :

1. That the Harbinger be continued, as at

present, at Brook Farm, until the first of Octo

ber, (or such time thcrcabouts an the Executive

Committee shall deem best) under the direction

of the Union.

2. That a salary of five dollars per week be

appropriated to each of the two present editors

during that time.

3. That the Union guarantees the expenses of

publication, so far as they shall not be met by

the current income from subscriptions; all die

bursements to be made under the direction of

the Executive Committee.

4. That the Executive Committee make ar

rangements for the establishment of the Har

bingc'r next Autumn in New York, inconnection

with the Central Office of the Union ; with one

editor in New York, and one editor in Boston,

and such other aid as they can command .- said

editors to receive such salary as the funds at

the command of the Committee shall seem to

warrant; and that the paper he issued simulta

neously in New York and Boston.

5. That the various local Unions be exhorted

to use their influence in obtaining subscriptions.

6. That the Executive Committee make pro

vision for the occasional publication as Tracts

of important articles from the Harbinger.

All which Resolutions were unani

mously adopted.

Mr. Allen offered the following Reso

lution, which was adopted:

Resolved, That the balance due on two large

paintings, one representing the domain, and the

other the edifice of an Association. be paid by

the American Union of Associationists, and the

paintings be taken for the use of its lecturers.

Dr. Lazarus offered the following Res

olutions, which were adopted:

1. Resolved, That the Executive Committee

be requested to appoint a Committee for the

purpose of providing funds for the circulation of

associative books and papers, and especially to

obtain from the office of the Harbinger files of

that paper to be bound in small volumes, and

placed on the tables of thc steam-boat saloons

on the principal routes of travel, parficu'larly

the boats between New York and Stonington,

New York and Albany. and such others I‘ll shall

be considered desirable by the Committee. Re

solvedfurther, That this Committee be request

ed to provide for the filing of the Harbinger in
all the principal reading rooms of the country. I

2. Resolved, That all sums subscribed-m the

Treasury of the American Union, be registered

and published monthly, together with the ex

penditures and investments made during that

time, by tlrc~0lliccrs of the Union.

Mn. ~Channing offered the following

Resolution, which was adopted.

Resoltwl, That the thanks of this Society are

due to Dr. Manx Ermewon'rn Laznnvs, for

the able and devoted manner in which he has,

during the last year, contributed to the pages of

the Harbinger, and given his undivided cucrgiel

to the Associative cause.
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Dr. Lazarus offered the following,

which was sustained by Mr. Allen, in a

very interesting speech :

Resolved, That all Affiliated Unions be in

vited to appoint Committees, whose function

shall consist in elaborating plans of Domestic

Association, or Combined Dwellings, in or near

their respective cities or towns, which shall

combine as far as possible, economies with ma

terial harmonies.

[The object of these arrangements being to

concentrate the social and economize the pecu

niary resources of Associatiouists, who, in

awaiting the opportunity of industrial combina

tion, may thus realize some of' the domestic ad

vantages of unitary arrangements, and gain a

practical and efficient lever of influence over

the minds of those who by invitation join them

in this movement] '

Mr. Cook of Providence, offered the

following Resulution, which was adopt

ed :

Resolved, That the Executive Committee

cause the minutes of the meetings of this Union

to be certified by its Officers, and to be publish

ed in the columns of the Harbinger, and also in

pamphlet form, as soon as practicable 3 and that

a liberal number of the latter be forwarded to

the several Affiliated Unions.

On motion of Dr. Clarke, the meeting

adjourned sine die.

Houses Gnsnsv, Pres’t.

Joim Oavrs, Rec. Sec’y.

MIsGiiLLANif ‘

[From the People’s Journal]

GEORGE SAND.

BY JOSEPH MAZZINI.

But a few ears ago and George Sand

was here in ‘ugland, prejudged an out

law. There was a terror in her name, a

triple censure—religious, political, and

social—upon her books. People took

great care not to read them; they con

tented themselves with judging them.

The few minds hardy enough to venture

into the abyss were cautious not to avow

it; they confessed to Paul de Keck and

Balsac. From the height of its Gothic

watchtower sounded the alarm-gun of the

old Quarterly. Let the enemy but touch

British ground with the sole of his foot,

and public morality was evidently ruined

forever. The enemy has now penetrated

to the very heart ofthe kingdom. George

Sand is read, admired, and loved. A

complete translation—and the few lines

which have announced it are a. guarantee

to us that it will be complete—of her

works is now in the course of publica

tion.“ We give here her portrait, which

we are sure will gratify our numerous

readers. And strange to say, we do not

anticipate that by so doing it will materi

ally affect public morality.

There is in this simple fact, in this do

cisive change of opinion, as it regards the

powerful writer who bears the name of

George Sand,‘l' something more than a

   
 

 

 

“By Miss M. Hays; she has for her fellow

worker Miss Eliza Ashurst, who preceded her

in her task by her translation of Les .lluilres

Jilowislra.

{All the world now knows that this writer,

thank God, is s woman; her real name is Au~

rore Dupin.

 

caprice, a passing infatuation. There is

an evidence of true progress; a precious

result of several beneficent and honorable

causes which are at Work, the inevitable

action of which the few chosen souls

have long watched in silence : and which

it is well to point out at the present time.

First, there is the all-powerfulness of

genius. Between this sun of the soul,

which God has placed as a beacon be

tween ourselves and him, at an elevation

far above us, and the millions of men

who must strengthen and enlighten them

selves by it, hypocritical prejudices, the

low hatred of mediocrity, the petty re

actions of the idolators of the past, the

cowardly uneasiness of disturbed indo

lence, may accumulate thick, unwhole

some vapors; but it is only for a time;

and the immortality of genius can wait

patiently for its day of triumph. All

those who have watched the sunrise upon

the Alps from some lofty peak have seen,

as l have from Mount (Jenis, first, the

night, the vast night, sad and void, but

in which one would say a creation was

elaborating itself—then the first ray of

light trembling upon the horizon, vague

and pale like a timid and uncertain hope ;

then the long line of fire cutting the blue

heaven, firm and decided as a promise;

and then, as at a given signal, the sea of

vapors mounts slowly from the abyss,

grey and sombre as Doubt, cXteuding

itself like a shroud between the earth and

the star of day, rising like a had thought

betwixt the world and truth; to which

succeeds the struggle, eminently poetic,

between the orb, apparently beamless and

lifeless, and the rolling mist, here black

as envy,there dull and heavy as senseless

ignorance, a biting cold the while encir

cling you in its serpent-like folds, threat

ening your heart like uncertainty in the

hour of trial—until at last the sun, dis

engaging himself from the cloud, reveals

himself high in heaven, calm in his glory,

and inundates you, in the midst of the

dazzling snows. with warmth and light.

Such is the life of Genius. Envy and

persecution ; but on one side of the tomb,

it matters little which, assured triumph.

You may burn the works of Rousseau in

the public market-place; the spirit of

Rousseau will survive; it will appear to

goo years afterwards embodied in the

ranch constitution. You may misinter

pret the spirit, and blacken at your lies

ure, the memory of Byron; you may

exile his statue from Westministcr Ab

bey; but the people, who recognize in

him the victim of one epoch and the

prophet of another, will read, and adopt

him as their own, in spite of you; and

posterity will end by placing his pro

scribed statue above thc tomb where will

lie forever interred the principle of aris

tocracy. You may sound your alarm

against George Sand in your old Quarter

ly, and forbid your youth to read her;

you will find some day without well

knowing how, the‘best places in your

library usurped by her volumes. 1!. is

not so easy to suppress one of the two

first living writers‘ of France; and

when I say this I speak of literary merit

merely, of what regards form alone.

Another cause is the inilcstructihility

of all real genuine individuality. You

may stifle, and would to God that this

happened more frequently than it does,

every thought of the artist who is not
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true to himself; every talent yoked to the

service of a fictitious, conventional and

unreal faith. “Lies,” as Carlyle says,

“ exist there only to be extinguished."

And however brilliant and life-like may

be the colors in which it arrays itself,

the dawn is the sure summons for any

spectre in human shape to disappear.

But where there is a human being, the

reality of a life, the impress of a soul,

feeling, suffering, aspiring and diffusing

itself abroad, all the powers of the world

united will not succeed in annihilating

one atom of it. Human nature is sa

cred; imperishable as God, of whom it

is a reflex; death is only for forms.

George Sand is a powerful reality. All

that she expresses, even supposing it

error, is to her truth, it is written with

her heart’s blood; she Would be ready,

doubt it not, to sign it with the blood of

of her body. She has often scandalized

and shocked her readers ; but it has nev

er been in seeking merely for an artistic

effect, or for an eccentricity of the wo

man of genius. No; she has always

believed herself to be accomplishing a

duty. With a nature eminently demo

cratic, tortured by the necessity of loving

and being loved, yearning mid a stormy

life for peace and order, how many times

most she not have felt almost frightened at

the solitude into which she was plung

ingl How many times would she not

have preferred, had it been possible. to

act in all things with the multitude! But

there was within her that instinct of

strong souls, the fascination of truth, the

revolt against the false and the unjust,

the ardor of proselytism. And she has

always—God knows with what suffer

ing— obeyed this instinct. The form of

her aspirations for social reform, and of

her religious presentiments, has some

times slightly changed; she has imme

diately hastened to declare it. Each of

her books is eminently an action. It is a

manifestation, I might say a confession,

so much is there that is religious in that

which characterizes her, made without

reserve and without disguise, without

pride as without false shame, and pictur

ing truly the state of her mind at the

time ofits production. It has been found

easy to invent against her almost all kinds

of accusations; but never those of hy

pocrisy, of jesuitism, or of the vanity of

an artist attitudinising or draping herself

in order to please.

But what is more, the individuality of

George Sand is not only her own, it is

that of her age ; it is in this kind of iden

tity that lies above all the secret of the

immense repugnance, and the immense

sympathy which she has excited. it was

felt from the first that there was in that

voice, melodiously sad, yet proud and

firm, more than an individual inspiration ;

it spoke the secret of the world around

her; the complaint of the age groping

onward amidst ruins ; the aspiration, vig

orous though ill defined, of the coming

generations. In that double series, em

bracing all the high pricsts of art, from

Homer to Goethe on one side, from

Dante to Byron on the other, the place of

George Sand cannot be doubted. By the

peculiar nature of her artistic genius, as

Well as by the temper of her soul, keenly

alive to holy indignation, to exalted pity,

and to boundless love, she belongs entirely

to the second ; to the geniuses who suffer,

struggle, and aspire, not to those who

calmly contemplate; to those who desire
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to transform the medium in which hu

manity works, not to those who elevate

themselves, calm and impassable, above

it; to the prophets of the ideal, the fu

ture, not to the painters of the real and

present. She is born an apostle. Sor

rows, uncertainties, hopes, daring, all

that characterizes a race fluctuating like

our own, between a cradle and a tomb,

between an epoch which is passing away,

and another which approaches, she ac

cepts all, and embodies all in herself.

She has encountered every obstacle in

our adventurous path; she has been

wounded by every thorn; she has dared

the edge of each giddy precipice; ever

in advance, she beckons to us with her

hand, ointing out all the difliculties to be

smoot ed away, all the gulfs to be closed

up. Coming in the days of 1830, after

an heroic effort, which those who made it

fondly hoped would have advanced the

world a step, but which ended in nothing

better than a patching up'of the old sys

tem, she felt at once that the question of

life could not be solved by resting on the

surface of a simple political organization ;

that it throbbed at the very heart of so

ciety; and making a. scalpel of her pen,

she probed the evil to its very seat, and

laid it bare. W'henever this happens in

the world‘s history, whenever some one

amongst us, appointed by God for the

task, comes to disturb the tnrpor of hu

manity by grief and reproaches, the first

impulse of the crowd is inevitably hos

tile. “Why troublest thou the night

with thy cries? ” say the demi-gods to

Prometheus. “Why do you tear me

from this welcome slumber'.l ” says the

unhappy one, wearied by suffering, to

those who urge him onwards; “I was

about to lose the consciousness of my

misery ; you recall me to it; accnrsed be

ye ! " Human indolence and apathy are

the greatest enemies that truth, and the

genius which proclaims truth, can en

counter upon earth.

Behold Byrnn! he appears, long be

fore George Sand, at the close of one

epoch, but before the appearance of the

other; in the midst ofa community based

upon an aristocracy which has outlived

the vigor of its prime, surrounded by a

Europe containing nothing grand, unless

it be Napoleon on one side, and Pitt on

the other—genius degraded to the level

of egotism, intellect bound to the service

of the past. The future has nowhere an

interpreter; belief is no more, there is

its pretence; prayer is no more, there is

a movement of the lips at a fixed day and

hour for the sake of the family, or what

is called the people; love is no more, de

sire has taken its place ; the holy warfare

of ideas is abandoned, the conflict is that

of interests. The worship of great

thoughts has passed away ; that which is

has but the torn banner of some corpse

like traditions; that which would be hoists

only the standard of physical wants, of

material appetites; around him are ruins ;

beyond him the desert; the horizon is

blank; along cry of suffering and indig

nation escapes from the breast of Byron;

he is answered by anathemas. He de

parts; he hurries through Europc in

search of an ideal to adore ; he traverses

it distracted, palpitating like Mazeppa on

the horse, borne onwards by a fierce de

sire; the wolves of envy and calumny

pursuing him. He visits Greece; he

visits Italy ; if any where a spark of the

sacred fire, aray of divine poetry is pre

 
served, it must be the-re. Nothing. A

glorious past, a degrading present ; none

of life’s poetry ; no movement, save that

of the sufferer turning on his couch to re

lieve his pain. Byron, from the solitude

of his exile, turns his eyes again towards

England ; he sings; What does he sing“.l

What springs from the mysterious and

yet unique conception which rules, one

would say in spite of himself, over all

that esca es from him in his sleepless

night"! The funeral hymn, the death,

the epitaph of the aristocratic idea; we

discovered it, we continentalists, before

his own country. He takes his types

from amongst those privileged by strength,

beauty, and individual power. They are

grand, poetical, and heroic; but solitary,

isolated; they hold no communion with

the world around them, unless it be to

rule over it; they have no kindred; they

live from their own life alone. They re

pulse hnmanity, and regard the crowd

with. disdain. Each of them says, I have

faith in myself: never, I have fail/t in

ourselves. They all aspire to power or to

happiness. The one and the other alike

escape them. Byron destroys them one

after the other, as if he were the execu

tioner of a sentence decreed in heaven ;

they all die, and a popular malediction

wanders round their solitary tombs.

This is, for those who read with the

soul‘s eyes, what Byron sings, or rather

what humanity sings through him. The

crowd do not comprehend it ; they listen,

fascinated for an instant, then repent, and

avenge their momentary forgetfulness by

calumniating and insulting the poet. His

intuition of the death of a form of society

they call wounded self-love; his sorrow

for all is attributed to cowardly egotism.

They credit not the traces of profound

suffering which betray themselves through

his lineaments; they credit not the pre

sentiinent of a new life which from time

to time escapes his trembling lips; they

believe not in the despairing embrace in

which he grasps the material universe,

heaven, stars, lakes, Alps, and sea, and

identifies himself with it, and through it

with God, of whom, at least, it is the

symbol. They do, however, take into

consideration some unhappy moments, in

which, wearied out by the emptiness of

life, he has raised with remorse, I am

sure, the cup of ignoble pleasures to his

lips, believing he might find forgctfulness

there. How many times have not his

accusers drained this cup, without rc

deeming the sin by a single virtue; with

out,1 will not say hearing, but without

having even the capacity of appreciating,

the burden which weighed upon llyron!

And did he not himself break into frag

ments this unworthy cup, immediately

that the cry of new life was heard in

Greece; immediately that something ap

peared worthy of the devotion of his life!

Such has been, for I have not in the least

departed from my subject, such is still,

with a large portion of the society of the

present day, the fate of George Sand.

And it is this which renders her doubly

dear and sacred to us. She has suffered

through us, and for us. She has passed

through the crisis of the age. The evil

that she has pictured is not lrcr evil, it is

ours. It does not come to us from her;

it was, and is yet around its in the air we

breathe, in the foundation of our corrupt

society, in the hypocrisy above all which

has spread its ample cloak over all the

manifestations of our life. Only whilst

 

we, partly from incapacity, partly from

cowardice, have been silent at the risk of

allowing the evil to become a fatal sore,

she has spoken; she has with daring

hand torn away the veil; she has laid

bare the festering wounds, and she has

cried to us, Behold your SOCll'ly! She

has had not only the intuition but the

courage and the sincerity of genius.

Thank God! she has had also as much

as possible its reward. I do not speak of

glory, which, whatever has been done to

prevent it, has crowned her; 1 know well

that she values it but little. I do not

even speak of something much more pre

cious,—of the small number of chosen

souls, the initiated and precursive of every

country, who communicate with her from

afar, whom her voice encourages and

consoles, who rise up stronger from tho

perusal of her works, and follow all her

steps with love and admiration. I speak

of the reward which God has given her

through her own conscience, by the work

of holy calm which has been achieved

within her, and which has found its grad

ual expression in the series of her works.

It is this work which it is most essential

to point out to all those who would from

the present time truly comprehend and

judge George Sand. They must embrace

her whole career, and follow it step by

step in its ascending progress, from the

depths and the stagnant vapors ofsociety,

up to the clear azure of those exalted re

gions to which she has raised herself by

degrees. There may possibly exist some

danger to the weak in one or other of

her isolated volumes, but good, and great

good only, can be the result of making a

complete study of the whole. How

many things which appear to us ofi'ensivc,

out of place, and prosaic in nature, re

veal themselves full of meaning, and har

monized in the general beauty of the

whole, when the landscape unrolls itself

from the highest peak, to the persevering

traveller! How we shall smile at these

sorrows, at these inexplicable discards

that we now call by the name of evil,

when, the painful course of development

and trial once accomplished, we can, from

the height of a superior and perfected

existence, feel and understand our life in

its unity of intelligence, of love, and of

power! The law of physical nature, and

of our life, is often reproduced in min

iature in the task of genius; and I regret

that the translator of George Sand has

failed to perceive this, and that she has

commenced by destroying all idea of pro

gressive order, of the moral and philo

sophical relationship of her works.

There are two phases, clearly distinc

tive, and yet thoroughly in unison, since

they spring one from the other, in the

works of George Sand. The Byronic

inspiration preponderates in the first, of

which Lelia is the culminating point.

The protestation there is bold, obstinate,

with an energy at times startling; the

suffering poignant, sometimes to despair.

The writer there denounces society as it

is, rather than proclaims society as it will

be. It is not that the hopes of better

things are wanting to her: Indiana, so

far as protestation against the actual

state of woman is concerned, suffices, by

itself, to prove the contrary ; for through

all the influences of Dclmare and Ray

mond, types of brutality and vice, she

prcserves for her heroine enough of life

to bless and be blessed, when Ralph, the

type of love founded upon self-devotion,
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reveals himself to her. Still, one would source of a new ideal. But more strong

  

should belong to a man. You would see

say that these hopes are rather the sug- ~ in intellect than in heart, and not having sickly looking infants standing guard over

had, after all, to struggle with life inlalittle assortment of apples and ginger

earnest, as George Sand, Madame deibread. Do you doubt their capacity for

gestion of the intellect, than a belief of

the soul. The expression of them is

cold, and almost gives the idea of an af

ter thought. The element of George

Sand is, nevertheless, above all, suffer

ing: thereonvulsive sense of her own

sorrows uniting themselves tothose of the

world, and of the re-action resulting from

them. By and by, her thoughts ele

vate and clear themselves; her looks turn

oftener to the future; the religious sen

timent, so prominent in George Sand,

becomes more and more developed and

intense. The turbid stream purifies itself

in mounting towards heaven, and falls

again in dew. Calm succeeds to storm ;

the very shadow of scepticism has disap~

peared before faith ; faith, sad and with

out the spriug of youth, for its torch

does not shine on this side of the tomb ;

but strong, and unshakablc as all reli

gious conviction. Our earthly life is not

the Right to happiness, it is the Duty of

development; sorrow is not Evil, since it

stimulates and purifies: virtue is constan

cy in devotion; all error passes away;

truth is eternal, and must, by a law of

providence, triumph sooner or later in the

individual as in humanity. George Sand

has learned these things, and repeats

them to us with the sweet and impressive

voice of a sister. There is still, as in

the sounds of the onlian harp, an echo

of a past agony; but the voice of the

angel preponderatcs. As at a beautiful

sunset, you may detect yourself, when

reading the accents of a brooding melan

choly, murmuring—It is nolfar ever.

The admirable Lcllrcs d‘un Voyageur,

mark the transition point between the two

phases which I have just pointed out.

I have said somewhere in the beginning

of these pages, and I recall it when citing

Les Letlres d'un Voyageur, which no man

could ever have written —that, thanks be

to God, George Sand is a woman. It is

this indeed which is the last and most

important cause of the immense excita

tion produced by her works. As a wri

ter, as an apostle-of religious democracy,

George Sand, high as she may he placed,

does not stand such alone. \Vhat she

is, she isas a woman. In the vast and

imposing question which is beginning to

ferment in men‘s minds, and which I have

no intention of treating here, of the

emancipation of woman, of the determi

nation of her duties and her rights in the

world, the materials for decision were

wanting to us; and it was evidently not

from our impressions, from our 'udgments

that we could draw them. V’e might,

indeed, in some exceptional moments of

revelation through affection, understand a

woman; woman, all that she feels, all

that she dreams, all that she pursues,

what sanctifies her or makes her fall,

what weighs upon her and transforms her

true nature, in the present arrangement

of society, a woman only could tell us;

and no woman had as yet told us. Some

Women indeed, before her, bad endeav

ored to deal with the question; but sim

ply on the ground of right, and, as theo

rists, giving us what the common element'

of humanity could supply, and nothing

more ; nothing that a man could not have

written. In France, Madam dc Stae'l

had made a step in advance by her,

(In-hum; there, woman is shown as a‘

being gifted with an individuality, the

Working out of which should be the

 

Stae'l was not destined to advance upon'shopkeepingl

She | fourpence to them and you will shortly bethe path as yet but dimly seen.

Offer to pass a pewter

withdrew herself in reality soon after-Iconvinced of your error. These are the

wards in Delphine, where the woman is ' children who are preparing for the House

suballerniscd even in the words which of Correction and State Prison.

serve as an inscription to the work.‘

Madame Sand is the first who has

boldly entered the arena, and she has

maintained her position through all. As

a human being, she has pleaded for the

equality to which her sex has a right, by

mingling herself, theoretically and practi

cally, with all our struggles, with all the

great questions, religious, social, and po

litical, which at present interest us : as a

woman, she has declared to us the secret

of her sex, its inward life in all its phases,

under all circumstances; and she has

thus prepared the way to ajust concep

tion of the special mission reserved to

her sex —of the duties and special rights

which have fallen to its share. This

point of view, which I cannot for want of

space do more than indicate here, will re

ceive, I hope, its full development either

from myself or others, as the translations

of her works appear. It is also with a

view to these special articles that I have

abstained from any attempted apprecia

tion in her numerous works, of the

salient points of her artistic genius, or of

the subordinate ideas which are there

revealed. I have only wished here to

express some few of the general thoughts

which the cherished name of my friend,

of my sister in belief, of the writer from

whose pages I have been so often bene

fited, suggests to me. As to her life,

whatever may be the curiosity of my

readers,I have not thought it either my

right, or my duty, to occupy myself with

it. Her life is in her books. Every soul

worthy of understanding her will learn to

find her there. George Sand is one of

those geniuses whose every work con

tains the image of its author, visibly

transferred to its page by her own tears

and heart’s blood.

RAGAMUFI-‘IN Cmmaes. Any person

who has gone through those portions of

the city which are inhabited by the low

est classes that exist here, mnst have

noticed the swarms of small children,

who meet the eye at every turn. It is

worth a journey through Ann, Fleet and

Cross streets to catch a sight of the little

ragamuffins, accoutred as they are in

every variety of style from the little joker

with but a ver slight improvement on

the fig—leaf, tot e big-headed urchin re

joicing in a complete equipment, from

boots to a gigantic roundabout which

reaches quite to his heels. There are

more beautiful children in those regions

than in any other quarter of the city.

To be sure the thick coatings of mud

spread over their faces present rather an

unprornising appearance, but should you

ever be fortunate enough to get a glimpse

at one of them after he has lately under

gone the process of ablution you would

find as rosy checks as you would wish to

see. Of course they do not. all have rosy

faces; you would find some pale ones of

six or eight, with features, which for

shrewdncss and cunning depicted in them

 

" “ A man must brave opinion, a woman sub

mit to it."
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fectly lawless and ungoverned they rave

about the streets in little gangs, commit

ing depredations whenever they find op

portunity. Does any one suppose that

these children, in comparison with those

who draw their breath under more fav

ored circumstances, are deficient in intel

lect? Let him look at the skill and art

fulness displayed in their rogueries. If

you suppose them destitute of kindly

feelings and generous impulses, watch

them when they have in their care a

younger brother or sister, and see with

what spirit they will resent any indignity

offered to their charge. And yet these

little ones are destined to courses of

crime and wickedness. They are born

amidst and nurtured in vice: -—inevitably

they will lead lives of infamy.— Chrono

Iypc.

MllSIGAL REVIEW.

CONCERTS OF THE ITALIAN TROUPE

IN BOSTON.

Two concerts of vocal and instrument

al music, have been given by the opera

company from Havana, in the Howard

Athenaeum, on Saturday evenings, the

atricals being forbidden at such times by

law and by the customs of New‘ England.

For miscellaneous concerts, dealing not

with great compositions, like orchestral

symphonies, but relying mainly for their

interest on the excellent performance of

opera songs and ducts and of instrument

al solos, they were perhaps the most bril

liant and satisfactory ever given in the

city. The programme of both evenings

was the same, and we heard only the

last. The great feature of the enter

tainment was the marvellous double-bass

playing of Signor Bottessini, a thin, pale,

earnest looking youth of twenty-two,

who rivals all that Dragonetti was, and

who has been pronounced by Rossini and

other competent judges to be the greatest

living performer on that most difficult and

unwieldy instrument. In the orchestra

we had already noticed his admirable

bass, equal in effect to the three or four

contra-basses usual in orchestras of the

same size, and so pure and true and dis

tinct in all its tones! —so full of feeling

withal! But now we beheld the giant

tamed to a veritable solo instrument.—

The most surprising feats of Knoop and

Bohrer on the violencello were accom

plished by this iron-nerved yet sensitive

young man upon his double-bass. His

band would dart along the strings through

distances of two or three feet like light

ning, alternating from deepest sub-bass

to the purest harmonics; roulades, runs,

 
 

 



 

trills, tremolos—every point of skill,

which we but lately wondered at in vio

liniSl-S, were now elicited from this great

grand-father of fiddles. And it was not

all miracle-working: it was full of ex‘

pression and deep tenderness at times;

the thought of difficulties mastered van~

ished in the genuine sentiment of music.

His solo was of his own composing, a

Souvenir from Bellini’s Beatrice di Ten

da, and very artistically conceived and

treated.

Signor Arditi, the accomplished leader

of the orchestra, played a solo of his

own, entitled Les SannEtles d’Amour;

and proved himself a Worthy rival of

either of the great violinists who have

visited this country. His composition is

decidedly fantastic, and full of the wizard,

Paganini mood; but it displayed as much,

if not more inventive power, as well as

force of passion in that way, as any of

the original solos of the virtuosos who

have been before him. In a ductt be

tween him and Bottesini, we thought we

recognized again the ascendency of his

creative fancy in the composition, which

was set down as their joint production.

This was really a splendid and an impres

sive affair, the double has not daunted for

a moment or put out of breath by the wild

est soarings and caprices of the violin.

There were songs and duetts by Tedes

co and Caranti de Vita; the former cou

tinuing her easy triumphs from the full

ness of power, amounting to genius ap

parently, which animates all her thorough

accomplishments of art; the latter still

sincere and earnest, as ever, with a less

powerful voice, yet having some high

tones of unsurpassable sweetness; (hers

is a pure soprano, rising to D in Alt. with

ease, and best in those high notes ;) gain

ing confidence with herself and favor with

her audience continually; always singing

with feeling, while yet her interesting ti

midity is not enough to reconcile us to that

perpetual tremor of the voice. Sofia

Marini sang the romance from Robert le

Diable very acceptably, in spite of linger

ing hoarseness: and Signor Vita gave the

song of Figaro in the “Barber,” in a

spirited and graceful style in which his

metallic baritone voice and his clear ac

centuation told well, though there is

hardly enough of the perpetual efferves—

cence of fun in him.

The orchestra performed two overtures ;

that to the “ Barber” by Rossini, and

one of Signor Bottesini’s composition,

which did not impress us as having much

unity or substance. The absence of the

leader and double bass seemed like taking

the soul out of the orchestra, and reduced

their execution more nearly to a level,

in respect of delicacy and precision, to

that of orchestras to which we have been

accustomed.

 

ITALIAN OPERA IN NEW YORK.

The opera at Palmo‘s, in New York,

has been at rather a low ebb for some

weeks past, owing partly to the suffering

of some of the principal singers, under

our severe climate, and partly no doubt

to its having got to be an old story, while

all the world is on the qui viuc for the

company from Havana. The audience

has been generally small; and yet,

though it is a far less complete troupe

than the one now in Boston, its perform

ances have not been without decided

merits. I Lombardi and Lucia de Lam

mermoor have been the favorites of the

season, and repeated as some must feel

even to satiety. Rossini's Semiramiile,

that gorgeous creation, the music of which

is like the subject, all purple and gold,

had been announced repeatedly, but owing

to the indisposition of the prima donna,

Signorina Barili, was as repeatedly post

poned; and during “ anniversary week,”

while we were there, only fragments of

operas were performed. On one evening

we heard the first half of the_Barbcr of

Seville, and the last act of Lucia; and at

another time, passages from I Lombardi,

followed by the last half of the Barber.

The contrast in the first case was a fine

one ; from that most sparkling, gay, and

truly witty creation of the healthy, bril

liant, epicurean maestro, to the Sombre,

tragic mood of Lucia, in which Donizetti

does seem strong for once. The “ Bar

ber ” is a whole library of the brightest,

gracefullest, fancifullest tunes, which

haunt the streets and are a. part of the

treasured gayety of all lovers of music

and of life. Every thing in it sounds

familiar to one who never before heard it

as a whole; and every thing is as fresh

as a laughing child’s face in the morning.

Signor Beneventauo appeared to much

‘better advantage, we thought, in the

dashing character of Figaro, than in most

serious parts, which he is apt to overdo,

indulging his great, unmanageable bass

voice like a boy. His barber was full of

life, and he sang the Largo a1 faclolum

admirably. He was too continually in

motion, perhaps, and might learn some

thing from the chaster, truer comedy,

(not the less comic for being kept within

the bounds of artistic propricties,) of

Signor Sanquirico, who took the part of

Dr. Bartolo. Pico as Rosina, pleased

tnore in her singing than in her acting.

Benedetti was great as ever in the

closing scene of Lucia. The volume of

his voice in the highest notes (and they

are all chest notes as far as C in Alt.) is

most remarkable; while it is rich and

warm in quality; and every thing is exe

cuted with artistic finish, without orna

ment, and in obedience to the truest feel
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the very rarest, to hear such a singer;

and he should be a model and a study to

our would-be tenors. In ILombardi, he

sang the opening song of Oronte, with a

love-inspired earnestness, simplicity and

pathos, and would have saved the even—

ing by that alone, if all the rest were

failure.

The friends of the opera in New York

are about building a splendid opera-house,

large enough to seat four thousand per

sons. Signor Sanquirico, it is under

stood, will proceed to Italy this Summer,

to raise recruits for his company, whose

chief drawback to success is the want of

duplicate prima dunnas, tenors, and so

forth; and there is reason to earpect an

established opera in New York, from

next Autumn forward, which will be

worthy of such a city. Meanwhile, all

are awaiting the return of Tedesco, and

Caranti, and Perelli, and Severi, and

Vita, and Novelli, and Bottesini, and Ar

diti, and stars too numerous to mention,

which will cross that latitude _in June,

and tarry somewhat, returning on their

orbit to Havana.

POETRY.

For the Harbinger.

T0 ELIZABETH BARRETT.

OF HEARING OF HER MARRIAGE}

  
 

 

Priestess of pure, high thought! we dreamt of

thee

As one who calmly clasped the cross for e’er,

Singing meanwhile, as Heaven did decree,

Thy martyr-song, wherein the human tear

Droppcth like diamonds, radiant and clear!

There in thy solitary chamber lying

Thou seem’dst to pass all passions in review,

\Vith the clear insight of a Sybil dying,

Telling their forms, and how they changed

their hue

Before the close dawn of Eternity,

llow some grew pale, and some burned fresh

and free 5

Or like a Nun, stretched in a sable shroud,

The ” Requieseat ” chanted over her,

\Vhat time the woman’s heart beatcth aloud

Beneath, altho’ she knows she may not stir,

But with crossed hand prayeth for ‘ patience ’ still

And faith submissive to God’s holy will.

For Priestess, Sybil, Nun, we look in vain;

The spirit panseth in another guie,

The happy bride no longer may remain

Within that shrine, sheltered from human eyes

By wreaths aerial, smoke of sacrifice!

0 change miraculous! we say, and cry,

“ \Vill not Earth’s voices wear a grating tone !

Earth’scrowded forms show hideous to thine eye ,

Wanted to beam on sick-room flowers alone,

Or through veiled lids, glance at the sunset sky

Purpling athwart thy curtains canopy.”

If he, the hold one, could win fire to warm

Thy languid veins to the quick pace of health,

Life’s vcry atmosphere he may transform

Pouring around thee his fine spirit’s wealth,

 

" To Rom-:n'r Bnowrurm, author of “Bella

ing of his part. It is a satisfaction ofiand pomegranimsy
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Shrining thee still in Love’s most precious air,

With its distilled aromas, rich and rare.

Nor will we grieve to hear thy voice no more,

limited into happiness thy song, and lost,

Like stream of silver, fused in golden ore,

Or fainting twilight, by full moonbeams crost,

0r river, lapsed into Earth's flowery breast,—

All things are silent, when most deeply blest!

is!

it

[From the Knickerbocker for May.]

A N G E L L 0 V E .

BY J. A. SWAN

“ Thou starry virtue, fare thee well; seek

Heaven,

And there by Cassiopea, shine in glory."

Beaumont and Fletcher.

I could not think her spirit fled;

I could not make my sweet love dead;

Though oft they told me she was gone,

And ’twas but dust I looked upon;

I could not make her dead.

She lay as if in dreamy rest,

“or hands meek folded on her breast;

Her lips which knew no word of guile,

Half parted with a beaming smile ;

I could not make her dead.

A pale rose gemmed her raven hair,

As if it loved to blossom there;

Those silken locks, that without check

Twined with the lilies of her neck;

1 could not think her dead.

The birds sang sweetly in their play,

Beneath the easement where she lay;

And then I knew she only dreamed,

For every thing so life-like secured,

I could not make her dead.

The sun sank golden in the west,

And left his last beam on her breast;

And sweetly there it quivering lay,

And shook her vest like the heart's quick play;

I saw she was not dead.

He tried to fright me with his speech.

His solemn words, that cunning leech;

That the tide of life had ceased to flow;

In vain, I knew it was not so;

I knewshe was not dead.

Like two twin flowers upon one stem

\Ve grew, and loved, and bloomed like them ;

’Twss not in Nature, then, that one

Should fade, the other still live on;

How could my love be dead!

They told me of a cold dark grave,

And singing leaves that o’er it wave ;

Of the mottled Worm would be the guest

Of her I loved the dearest, best;

I dared not think her dead.

But when I pressed her sweet lips twain,

And felt no kiss pressed back again;

And in her eye no tears could see,

\Vhen mine were flowing mournfully,

I knew her spirit tied.

My hand stole o'er her marble breast;

No gentle throb disturbed its rest;

No thought lay there for me divine,

As the rock heeds not the red sunshine;

I knew my love was dead.

Issw it all; the purest soul

That ever earth held in control,

Had hushed its sweet melodious tone;

I knew that I was left alone —

I knew my love was dead.

 
Sleep came ; and bathed in its smooth stream,

“or spirit floated through my dream;

The same sweet smile and form were there,

The same pale rose wreathed in her hair;

My dear love was not dead.

She whispered me of sunny lands,

“here time moved not by dropping sands;

Of singing birds and chanting streams;

Of scenes more fair than pictured dreams,

To which her spirit dear had fled.

Morn came —a tear wa on my cheek;

Of joy or grief, I could not speak;

The dead love by my side lay shriven,

The living love was blessed in Heaven;

In truth she was not dead.

CAMBRIDGE, 1847.
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Ot' modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others’ rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to impoverish

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

application of Christian principlr-s, of Universal

justice and Universal love, to social institutions,

to commerce, to business, to active life.

Ds. Cr-“snrnu.

THE NEW YORK CONVENTION.

We have given in another part of our

paper, a full account of the proceedings

of the recent Convention of the American

Union in New York, prepared from the

minutes of the Secretary. This meeting

had been anticipated with great interest

by the friends of Association generally;

every attempt was made to secure the

presence of the active advocates of the

cause, and it was understood that practi

cal measures of high importance would

be brought up for deliberation and adop

tion.

The spirit and character of the meet

ing fully justified the hopes that had been

entertained. It was composed of repre

sentatives and friends of the Associative

movement from different parts of the

country; the farthest South met in

friendly communion on great humanitary

interests with the reformers of the North ;

the old, familiar faces which are so well

known and honored in our ranks, were

mingled with those of strangers, who for

the first time shared in our counsels ; but

a common sentiment of devotion to the

doctrines of social harmony, of hope in a

brighter future for the human race, and

of faith in the universality of the Divine

Providence, pervaded the assembly, and

gave a singular unity of feeling, even in

the midst of unavoidable differences of

opinion with regard to practical meas

ures and business details. Indeed, it has

rarely been our good fortune to be present

at a meeting, more strongly marked with

the spirit of mutual respect and concilia

tion, of temperate freedom of debate, of

candor and urbanity in the comparison of

opinions, and of enthusiastic zeal for the

 

integral progress and elevation of soci

ety.

After the Reports of the Secretaries

and Treasurer, the first day was princi

pally occupied with discussing the impor

tance of a Central Otiice, which should

form a grand focus for Associative opera

tions in this country, from which the

publications, correspondence, and lectures

of the Union should emanate, and which

should combine in itself sufiieient ele

ments of power to give an efiieientimpetus

to the movement in all parts of the land.

On account of the detention of several

friends from New England, who were

supposed to entertain different views

from those set forth by the principal

speakers in this discussion, the further

consideration of the subject was post

poned until the next day, when it was

resumed and examined, with the result as

stated in the general account of the pro

ceedings.

On Tuesday evening, a public meeting

was held in the spacious hall of the

Lyceum, the place judiciously selected by

the Committee of the New York Union

for the session of the Convention, where

9. Lecture was delivered before a large

audience, by WILLIAM H. Cnasurno.

This was intended as a close to the

course of Lectures which have been de

livered during the past winter, under the

direction of the New York Union. The

subject was the “ The Principles of Uni

versal Unity.” We hardly need say that

this lecture was a masterly effort of

thought and eloquence, and must have

produced a deep and favorable impres

sion, even on the most prejudiced oppo

nents of the cause. Its reception by the

members of the Convention was in the

highest degree enthusiastic.

On Wednesday, the whole subject of

practical operations was fully discussed,

in connection with a Central Office, the

Harbinger, Lectures, and so forth. The

Convention voted, as will be seen in the

account already given, to place the Har

binger under the direction of the Ameri~

can Union, and to continue its publication

iat Brook Farm, under the editorial charge

‘ofJonN S. Dwtcn-r and Ozone: Rum",

until October next, or such time as ar

rangements could be made for its simul

taneous issuing at New York and Boston.

It is hoped that this measure will place

ithe Harbinger on a firm pecuniary basis,

land ultimately make it a more effectual

organ for the propagation of Associative

truth, than it has hitherto ever been.

The recommendation of a. Central Office

lin New York and a. Branch Ofl'ice in

illusion, with an Editor of the Harbinger

in each of those cities, was an important

measure, and should the Executive Com

mittee succeed in carrying it into opera

tion, will doubtless be productive of ben
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sficial consequences. In our opinion,

however, the Central Office cannot be

made the effective engine that is desira

ble, without an actual working group

connected with it; and it is earnestly to

be hoped, that the friends of the cause

will take measures before October, the

time proposed for establishing the Office,

to secure the services of certainly not

less than two men, whose whole time

shall be devoted to its objects. Unless

this can be accomplished, we fear that

the organization for practical efforts

adopted by the Convention, will be re

stricted in its action, and the movement

fail to realize the hopes of its friends.

Every thing depends on the zeal, energy,

and liberality of the Affiliated Unions,

and the able and devoted friends of the

cause.

With regard to the Model Phalanx, it

will be seen, that a large and efiicient

Committee has been appointed to give

the whole subject an attentive considera

tion, to gather facts and statistics with

regard to it, and make a full report at the

next Annual Meeting.

Another public meeting was held on

Wednesday evening, which was address

ed by H. H. VAN Amnrrvss, Homes

GRIRLEY, Mr. Annmorox, and JOHN

ALLEN. \Ve shall not stop to describe

their speeches, each of which was of a

high order of eloquence, and singularly

characteristic of the speaker. Van Am

ringe was vehement, at times almost

tempestuous, but throughout logical, and

propped up with an impregnable array of

facts. Greeley was like a pure western

breeze on a summer’s day, calm, re

freshing, persuasive, and spreading around

a genial and healthy atmosphere. Ar

rington, a stranger from Texas, spoke

with the wild freedom of the forests and

prairies; his strong, good sense was re

lieved by brilliant flashes of poetry, and

his impassioned and often eloquent ap

peals went to the heart of every one in

that audience. Aljen, as usual, was

strong with the strength of earnestness,

downright honesty, and inflexible devo

tion.

On the whole, we regard this Conven

tion as the most important meeting yet

held by the American Associationists.

It represented a great variety of inte

rests, by men of whose co-operation

we may well be proud. It fully

equalled, nay, it surpassed our ex

pectations. It gave us new confidence

in the power of our doctrines, and the

certainty of their triumph. All the

measures which it recommended, may

not be carried into effect at once, but a

fresh impulse has been given to the move

ment; we can afl'ord to bide our time,

and with serene hope await the advent of

the promised day.

Inna mourns or ASSOCIATION IN

THE NATURE or MAN—NO. III.

Such and so simple is this most ex

haustive and profound analysis of human

nature. Until these twelve passional

, main-springs of human life are recognized

and understood, all theories about society,

all legislation are in vain; they travel in

the same old vicious circle and produce

only discord, isolated, empty, anxious

greatness for the few, and ignorance and

misery for the mass. Here is the only

key to man’s true destiny in these Twelve

radical Attractions, which always, in

spite of all our moralizing, all our re

flection, all our artificial restraints, do

contrive to govern and in fact. are the

man. In these twelve Passions, which

make up our spiritual nature, we have

now to seek the grounds of the true order

of society, which we call Association.

These dictate its law; and this in two

ways :

1. Every natural tendency or passion

implies an answering object; it is a draft

or order which society must execute at

sight : according to the rule, “ Attractions

are propor/ional to Destinics."

2. These twelve passions in their own

numbering and distribution are a type of

universal order. They are the model

Series, and imply and seek their own re

flected image in the serial arrangement of

all things, whether of the natural or

moral world:-—according to the rule,

“ The Series distribute the Harmonics.”

Thus a true society would be that

which should ensure to every natural ten

dency of every man its fitting sphere of

exercise; and which should in its form

completely correspond to that serial type

found in the soul itself. It should be

the very body of Humanity, obedient and

pliant to every motion of its spirit, as is

a healthy physical system to its individual

soul.

What do these tendencies require!

1. A true society must guarantee to

every human being the opportunity of

Lnxunv, or Health and Wealth. It

must fulfil the promise of his senses, and

not withhold him from entering into true

unity with nature, into sympathetic ac

quaintance with each property and qua-li

ty of matter through the pleasure of a

sense. This implies

]. The guarantee of a minimum to

each one, even though he render no re

turn; including suitable support, educa

tion, and every refining influence; access

to whatsoever may awaken and appease

the sense of beauty, and call out the

powers of body and of soul harmoni

ously ; so that the human being shall be

come himself and enter upon his period

of active co-operation in the useful labors

of society, thoroughly fitted for such

 

 

sphere as God has indicated in his nat

ural capacities and tendencies.

2. The right to labor, in an attractive

and congenial sphere of labor; for with

out the latter qualification the right to

labor only becomes the neussily to labor.

Labor, industry, whether its end be use

or beauty (and they are one in so far as

they do really answer to their end re

spectively) is the active expression of the

soul’s desire for unity with Nature. Ev

ery passion prompts to action. The nat

ural and normal state of man is a state of

incessant activity. To create, or call

forth from the earth the means of life, of

comfort and of satisfaction to every sense,

to mould the plastic material round him

into forms of art that shall express his

sentiments and echo his affections; to

cultivate, adorn, perfect the globe of

which he with his race is the appointed

overseer; and thus prepare a place, a

temple for the deep loves of his soul;—

this with man is the end of labor. And

to this man has attraction. But the at

traction is not alike in all. Vl’hile crav

ing unity with Nature, no two can meet

nature precisely at the same point. Na

ture exhibits Variety in Unity: so too

does human character. The passions

have been generally sketched above, in

the series of Twelve, or Series of Order ;

but their various shades and ramifications

and combinations result in series of char

acters, of every grade of difference, al

though these differences are all numbered

and determinate; and so attractions are

of every shade for each variety of the

same general object. Whatever object

of sense a man craves, that will he labor

for, provided no false shame or artificial

habits hold him back. He who loves the

flavor of a particular peach, or the fra

grance of a peculiar rose, will labor to

produce that peach or rose in its perfec~

tion. This with him will be attractive

labor. A true society should offer the

whole scale of natural functions to the

free attraction and selection of the indi

vidual, and know itself remunerated for

this generous provision by the superior

and more productive enthusiasm, skill and

energy with which that one pursues his

favorite branch.

3. It implies an equitable share to each

one in the fruits of labor wherein he has

cooperated: rewards according to usqful~

ness.

All this is demanded of a social order

by the material or sensitive branch of

man’s attractions. And consider how

much it involves :

In the first place a combination and uni

tary distribution of characters and for

tunes, which would be poor for purposes

like this, unless united into one ; Associ

ation, or coc'iperation, in the most general

sense; solidarity of interests; and "th
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collective wealth as only could result from

combined and well'organized efforts.

Then, too, unitary economies, unitary

culture of the earth and distribution ofthe

landscape, unitary halls, bands, theatres;

every thing which can educate the senses

from the first to the true and refined per

ception of harmonics; in short, a unitary,

(not, however, a promiscuous and com

mon,) instead of the isolated household.

Then, the assemblage of such a varie

ty of characters and ages, that every

function essential to the well-being of the

whole, whether agricultural, mechanical,

artistic, educational, or official, shall be

filled by those and by those only who

have a natural attraction for it,-—in a

word, an organic assemblage, numerous

enough to represent and fulfil in itself all

the functions of a complete than.

By nothing short of these conditions

can each member of society attain to his

material destiny, to unity with nature,

and such usefulness as God designed for

him ;-- and in these conditions we have

almost a description of a Phalanx, at

least its fundamental features. By such

arrangements only can that natural and

indestructible desire for wealth, which

reigns in every human being, act itself

out in each without injury to others. In

a society, based on competition and sep

aration of interests, as at present, the

success of one involves the failure of

many; but in Association, based on mu—

tual co-operation and attraction, the indi

vidual and the general interest converge.

II. \Ve come now to the Social at

tractions of man’s nature, to the four Af.

fective Passions, which Fourier calls the

Cardinal or Central Passions. What do

they demand of Society.

1. Universal Friendship. Naturally

we overflow with kindliness and cordiality;

we would meet every one with ready

sympathies. And the surliest, most dis~

tant neighbors, the most committed ene

mies and rivals, know very well that in

the bottom of their hearts what they re

ally desire is that they may meet and be

reconciled. How was it in the generous

season of youth? Could we follow our

attraction, we were all friends. But soci

ety, as now constituted, does not suffer

no to be friends. Competition and con

flict of material interests separate us:

every man is by the inherent necessity of

the system the jealous rival of every

other,'in the scramble for a prize, in

which success is only for the few, defeat

and shame and poverty for the many.

Friendship cannot have free play while

business is what it is.

Then the great mass have no time for

friendship. The terrible necessity of un

ceaeing toil, repugnant and monotonous,

separates and banishes them from the

congenial home of others” hearts, and

 

freezes up the social current; while dis

mal poverty, the want of any pleasant

place, or means to make life cheerful, to

make one‘s person or one’s neighborhood

inviting, drives each spirit into isolation.

The business of life which makes rivals

of the more prosperous, preoccupies the

laboring mass, and reduces them to what

is virtually a solitary confinement. All

day toil separates them, and as to home

they scarcely have one.

Again, social sympathies are naturally

various. Burning as we do for unity

with man, yet we cannot all meet human

ity at the same point, any more than we

can nature. God has distributed charac

ters and affinities among his children in a

graduated series of determinate shades

and numbers, which in a true order would

at once seek each other out, and unite in

such a manner that a general tone of

Friendship would pervade the whole.

But in the present social chaos, resulting

from the false principle of free competi

tion in industry, we are thrown together

pell-mell, if at all; we are ill-assorted;

we toil, we live, we affect conventional

society with uncongenial company. \Ve

irritate each other by our singularities,

which might find answering affinity some

where; we stand in each other‘s way;

and are denied the chance to seek those

natural accords and contrasts of character

which would at once reconcile us

with all our race.

The only remedy, therefore, must be

found: (1.) in a reconciliation and soli

darity of interests, so that there shall be

nothing to thwart the natural attractions

of kindred natures; (2.) in free choice

of congenial spheres of industry, which

shall be varied in character, moderate in

amount, and surrounded with fit company

and cheerful circumstances; (3.) general

comfort, luxury and elegance, accessible to

all, from birth up; a surrounding sphere

that tempts forth the better nature in each

one, and as a consequence, universal

refinement, intelligence and good man—

ners; all of which are precluded by the

present necessities of toil; (4.) and fi

nally, the assemblage of such numbers

and varieties of characters and tastes and

talents in one cooperative society, that

groups shall spontaneously form them

selves for work, for study, and for pleas

ure, among the like-minded, or among

those whose natures accord by contrast.

In a word, the remedy must be found in

ASSOCIATION. By solving the problem

of Attractive Industry, Association con

verts what is new the great separator and

destroyer of sympathies, daily business

and toil, into a permanent social opportu

nity. “Nothing creates congenial cir

cles, so much as similarity of industrial

vocations. in Association every occupa

tion will be freely chosen; those who

 

meet in it therefore, will meet because

this occupation strikes a common chord

in all their natures. It will not be a bond

of necessity. They will not come to

gether disgusted with their function, and

ill assorted to one another; but because

this function naturally attracts them and

proves them fit companions, so far as it

goes. Then the constant change of oc

cupations, the shifting from group to

group gratifies each industrial and social

affinity in turn, makes the individual

many-sided, generous and capable of ap

preciating and enjoying many forms of

character. There will be no check upon

these free assimilations in consequence of

any opposition of interests. The inter

ests of laborers and capitalists, of rich

and poor, will be one. No one will be

imprisoned within the artificial barriers of

caste or fashion. His sympathies will

flow to those who can best meet them.

The poor are not excluded from the re

fined manners of the rich; and the rich

are not imprisoned in their insane and

foolish state, impervious to the rein

forcing currents of fresh strength and

genius in the poor. Business will not

make enemies of friends. Friendship,

therefore, which now shrinks from the

unsanctifying chill of business relations,

which reserves itself for the parlor and

the journey, and the ball-room, and for

cherished childhood, all of which are

privileges of the rich; friendship, which

has to shield itself in these exceptional

retreats, and shrink from the market and

the shop where interests conflict; will

then pour all its energies into the chan

nels of cheerful labor and production, and

be a mighty stimulus to industry. Sus

picion of others will cease to be the

watehword of success.”

2. Ambilion. What does this require!

Honors according to usefulness—respect

for each in his degree—recognition for

what one really is and was made for.

Friendship confounds distinctions, readily

unites with any for a common purpose.

But Ambition would prevent this equality

from sinking to a dead level. it would

have each in its place, in the ascending

grades of orderly distribution of the great

social hierarchy, imaged in the tree, in

the planets, and throughout all nature’s

hieroglyphic. But now there is no one

in his place; on the one hand greedy

usurpation and undeserving inheritance,

on the other, the natural reaction of un

reasonable and rabid levellers, and what

wide Sahara wastes of tame, time-serving

herds between ! Virtue finds a poor neg—

ative consolation in the acknowledged

fact that honors now are not according to

usefulness; and that the purest metal is

most liable to be overlooked. Nay,

worse than that! Men have not oppor

tunity to be useful in their degree; with
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passions for it, with innate capacity and

burning aspiration for great influence

and good, how many are doomed by a

false social position to a tread-mill round,

in which these noble passions find no

sphere except to chafe against their prij

son bars, and prey upon themselves!—

And what is the natural result! The

utter perversion of this heaven‘born at

traction; the selfish, egotistic, heartless,

bloody, tyrannizing thing, the scourge of

the world, which we now call Ambition.

\Ve know it only in its subversive devel

opment, in a Napoleon, or a Nero, and

down through all its degrees to the petty

ambition of those heroes, who now in

Christian, civilized and free America,

abuse the sacred name of patriotism, to

purchase the cheap military distinctions

which the vulgar are still foolish enough

to gape at. This holy passion, the very

soul of which is Reverenco, the very

thought of which is Order, is turned by

the inevitable necessities of this civilized

system, with its competition now and its

broad distinctions of caste inherited from

bloodier competition heretofore, into a

passion which burns over the earth and

dries up the springs of love as with the

fires of Hell.

And this will go on until society opens

honorable spheres to every natural talent;

until a corporate pride attaches to every

useful function; until integral education

does justice to the latent gifts of every

human being; and until all spheres

of labor, and all the corporate groups de

voted to them are arranged in series, as

they stand in the divine mind, reflecting

beauty upon one another, and causing

each to feel its perfect unity with all.

.And it is the very aim of Association to

satisfy the demands of this sentiment; to

wane' all interests, all orders, into a

beautiful vand perfect hierarchy, where

each shall hold his God-appointed place,

respecting and respected. No poor con

founding of distinctions, no childish at

tempt to create social harmony out of

dead equality, or to make social music by

the everlasting repetition of one note : —

the _opposite of that is what it proposes.

It assumes that each is only beautiful,

only respectable, and only happy in his

precise place and degree. In Association

the laborer will feel himself respected in

whatsoever sphere. He will not forfeit

caste by usefulness. He will not be a

mere tool and pair of hands to some

other. He will stand up in the dignity

of manhood; have his choice of sphere

wherein to labor, and his rightful share

in all his earnings. He is a member of

some twenty or thirty groups, according

to his attractions, and feels their corpor

ate enthusiasm; and in these he meets as

equals persons of transcendent character

and fame in other things. And thus the

 

very passion which now most convulses

society (each little r-gotist disturbing the

general peace that he may be distinguish

ed, that he may pass for something!)

will act itself out in each in furtherance

of the general harmony.

3. What does Love demand! What

reception does that mystical, angelic

stranger meet in our competitive society?

Does this holy passion meet its destiny in

civilization! No; because labor is not

organized; wealth and freedom there

fore belong only to the few: might

makes right; and love and marriage,

like all other things, are venal,—ties of

interest and not of free and pure attrac

tion. That there may he love and mar

riage such as holds in heaven, there must

be room for true affinities; and as a con

dition to this, woman must be indepen—

dent, holding her i'ortune in her own

hands; honorable spheres of industry

and of self-support, spheres demanded by

all that is most womanly in her, must

stand open to her entrance. But now is

Love a blind experiment of passion

which will not wait for true affinities; a

prostitution of the holy of holies in the

heart; the last resort, too often, by

which alone to save from starving.

Now the free play of affinities, the in

dependence of woman, the opportunity

of thorough mutual acquaintance, which

alone can save from fatal unions, all im

ply a reversal of the present order of

things, where industry or the business of

life keeps souls from ' knowing one

another, and the substitution of a system

wherein industry shall become attractive

and constantly assimilate and draw to

gether those who have affinity. And

that is Association.

4. The Family is the great boast of

Civilization. But notwithstanding all the

beauty that there is in the idea of home,

and all the real sacredness and sweetness

of family ties, Familism, as we see it for

the most part, is afliicted with at least

three or four great evils :

First. It has generally a very selfish

aspect; it is a very narrow, bigoted, 0f

fensive thing to meet. There are peo

ple, all whose humanity, all whose in

telligence, seems to have shrunk into

more family limits. And the solemn ob

ligation to provide for wife and children

turns the gentlest nature into a hard

hearted, reckless traficker, who excuses

every selfishness towards the world at

large, by this one call ofi private duty.

Need this be so? In civilization it must

be.

Secondly. The Family connection is

in the vast majority of instances a bond

of necessity, of cold, dull habit, and not

of sympathy. How is it in the families

of the very poor? “ There the sight of

one another is a reminder of necessities,

 

far more than it is of love. The bond

between them has had no opportunity to

prove itself a free bond. There is little

time to ask what would we do for one

another, but 'what must we'.I and your

Must is a terrible uprooter of sympathies,

which do not understand that way of

growing.”

Thirdly. The Family is isolated and

monotonous. The children have not

variety. The parents have not variety.

The natural varieties of character and af

finity, especially in children, find no free

play among large numbers. They are

doomed to one another‘s long ago ex

hausted intercourse.

In Association the material support of

the family will not conflict with general

interests. Society itself extends its pa

rental and protective shield over all the

young. There will be no cold wind of

necessity to freeze up the consanguineous

current. Each individual will be self

supporting, drawn into intercourse with

others in the varied groups of at

tractive industry, exposed to various in

fluence of character, and safe from all

one-sidedness and bigotry; and the pa

rent instead of being the perpetual disci

plinarian in the eyes of the child, will be

his natural friend and confident, society

being the educator and critic, upon a.

much more liberal and efficient plan than

any isolated family could afford. And

thus these evils will be all avoided, so

that the Family sentiment may assert it

self in its true beauty and purity and

power, without exaggeration or perver

sion.

Thus is the true destiny of man’s so

cial nature found in the free groups, only

possible with the large numbers, the

union of interests, the attractive industry,

the equitable distribution, the guarantees,

and the combined order, of Association.

III. And now we come to those Dis

tributive Three, which constitute the

third great branch of the Passional tree,

—the Mechanizing, Regulating Passions,

whose demand is for Unity in Variety, in

other words, for Order, Method, Serial

Arrangement. “We have said that the

Series distribute the Harmonies; that

every unity in the Universe, whether it.

be color, sound, vegetable, or mineral, or

animal organism, parts into graduated

series of elements, out of whose meas

ured differences result accords. W's

have said that the soul, in the unfolding

of its integral unity into a scale of pas

sions, is the type of all the series in the

universe. The soul of man, therefore,

to find its destiny, to be in harmony with

nature and with other souls, must meet

them in the serial order. This is the

sole condition of all harmony. In the

natural world, in music, color, mathe

matical forms and numbers, in every de-‘
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partmcut of science, series clearly exist.

But in the passional, the moral world, in

human societies, ifthey ever did exist, they

have become deranged, and now we have

the human passions, the innate springs of

human action, which essentially were

good and made to guide man into unity

with God, developed mainly in their in—

verse and negative direction. What

should be reverent love for Order, is a

Napoleon‘s Ambition; what should be

the discriminating tendency, the passion

for progressive refinement, becomes petty

intrigue and cabal, and so on.

The passions and the characters of

men are like so many notes or instru

ments in music. They may make dis

cord, or they may make harmony.

“ Characters and tastes,” it is said, “ are

so unlike; and your fine theory of Asso

ciation, of social harmony, will remain a

theory until you can make men all

alike." Would any number of repeti

tions of the same note, then, make

music? The notes, the elements of mu

sic, are all various, many of them dis—

cordant with one another; and they

would all be jargon put confusedly to

gether. But these difierent degrees or

shades of tone are all numbered; the

scale of tones is fixed ; the natural attrac

tion between tones-of various degree, or

the law of their accords, has been re

cognized; in it word, a Science of Hat'

mony, or of Thorough Bass, has been

discovered, and when its rules are fol

lowed there is always music. Is there

not also a Thorough Bass, or Science of

Harmony, discoverable in the passions

and characters of men‘! If the analysis

we have above given, is sound ; if a de

terminate number of springs or passions

constitute the human soul; if each of

these passions unfolds again into its scale

of separate shades of passion of which

it is the key-note; then all human char

acters must result from the possession, in

a stronger or weaker degree, in various

combinations, of these shades of passion ;

and then, of course, as the series are all

numbered, there must be a given number

of human characters in every series.

God, who numbered the stars, and every

grain of sand upon the sea-shore, did not

distribute the characters, capacities and

tastes of men without regard to number

and to series.

'We need not describe here again the

peculiar functions and demands of the

Composite, the Cabalisl, and the PapiIIun,

the Combining, the Discriminating and

the Alternating Passions. From what

has been already said of them, it is evi

dent that they correspond in function to

the three principles which make up mu

sic, namely, Concord, Discord and Modu

lationz—Concord, or the tendency to

'unity in sounds; Discord, or the tendency

 
to escape from unity, resulting in the

melodic scale; and Modulation, or the

tendency to alternate or make transitions

into new keys or spheres of Harmony

and Melody. Out of these three opera

tions results all beauty, all eXpression in

Music. They dictate the law of the

series, reconciling Variety with Unity, in

the realm of tones. And the same Law

of Series, resulting in passional, in so

cial music, is what is implied, predicted

and demanded in this three-fold scientific

or distributive passion of the human soul.

It was upon this hint that the dis

coverer of the Social Science proceeded.

To follow him through these calculations

of the series, applied to the characters

and the industrial and social attractions

of men ; to verify his reasoning in assign

ing the number of persons who by their

various attractions and characters fill out

the conditions of a. working harmony, or

of a primitive social unity, complete in

itself and self-supporting; in the distri

bution of industrial functions and of ma

terial accommodations;—would require

volumes, and of such abstract and pro

found reasoning as there is neither time

nor place for here. The result was what

he calls the organization of the Phalanx,

the smallest complete element or mouad

of the Universal Unity of Man through

out the globe; and as the architectural

form and type thereof, the PIXALANSTERY

rose before his vision, the natural form

and correspondence of the complete so

cial Man.
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MISCELLANY.

A PLAIN LECTURE 0N ASSOCIATION.

We have met here, this evening, to

discuss the subject of Association. But,

as even the first principles of the science

are very imperfectly understood by most

of us, would it not be well that a brief

view be presented to this meeting as a

basis for the discussion that is to ensue'.l

In the belief that this would be generally

acceptable, I have committed a few

thoughts to paper.

I. First, then, I would observe, that the

object of this new form of society is not

to cramp the exertions of its individual

members, by subjecting them to some

stereotyped, unalterable system of opera

tions, whether devised by the original

discoverer, Fourier, or by those to whom

the arrangement of a single Phalanx, 0r

organized toWnship, might be entrusted.

No indeed. The grand object of the com

bined order is to enlarge individual freedom,

not to subject it to additional shackles.

From the exceedingly imperfect exam

ples of union of effort presented by the

Shakers and other communities, very

many have been led into the idea that the

individual wills of all the members of

Association, like those of the Shakers,

Were to be completely lost, blended into

one; that fixed forms and movements

were to be laid down, by which all the

members of the Phalanx should be bound

to live, work, nay, even to think, and from

which there would be no escape.

But the very reverse of this is 'the true

state of the case. In the present form of

society, many circumstances conspire to de

prive us of more or less of that liberty, after

which it is so natural for all men earnestly

to pant. Want of capital now deprives

the great mass of mankind of freedom of

choice in possessions. Want of educa

tion shuts us out from the more desirable

society; and, in rural life, the mere dis

tances at which we are placed from each

 

other, upon our isolated farms, hinder us I

 

from enjoying most of the advantages

even of- that part of society which the

low state of our purse and our defective

education have left us. In like manner

are we deprived of that choice and va

riety of food which is desirable; nay,

may I not say, which is so essential to

the health of man. We are confined to

the pork barrel, the potato bin, and the

meal chest for the greater part of the

year. And, if we take into view the

loathsome diseases of the skin generated

by the former, independently of our nat

ural craving for variety of food, we shall

readily see, that we do not, in this im

portant respect, enjoy even a moderate dc

grce offrecdom, having onlylcft the choice

between this food and none. In respect

to the important article of fruit, we are,

if possible, in a still worse predicament.

At present, we cannot raise good fruit at

all; or, at least, if we do raise it, 'we

cannot expect to enjoy it. No fence will

exclude the midnight robber. Indeed, it

is hardly safe from depredators through

the day. If we determine to have our

share of what has cost us so much labor

and pains, it must be taken before it is

fully ripe. Now or never! \Vait one

day longer, and it is highly probable that

the whole will be swept from our grasp.

Other points might be noticed in which

the present imperfect arrangements of so

ciety deprive us of liberty of choice.

But surely these are sufficient. If we

lose, by the surrounding circumstances,

whatever these may be, our choice of

employment and choice of society; if we

are cramped in our education, have no

means afforded us whereby our faculties

may receive that full development for

which God has fitted them; and if, in

addition to this, we are actually deprived

by existing arrangements of that choice

and variety of food which our physical

nature imperiously demands, surely we

cannot be said to live in a state of perfect

freedom.

Hobson’s choice, this or nothing. \Ve

can always enjoy the freedom of the poor

Indian, to hunt, kill, or starve.

True, we can always have.

 

But, as to,

genuine freedom, as to that sort of free

dom, after which all mankind, conscious

ly or unconsciously, do assiduously and

earnestly strive, the right to have our

whole nature unfolded and perfected, by a

complete and sound education in youth,

by a choice of the best society at all pe

riods, and by a free access to well fur

nished libraries and a complete scientific

apparatus; and finally, the right to an

unrestrained choice of a profession ; from

this sort of freedom, every one must ac

knowledge that the great' mass of our

population are entirely excluded.

Having thus shown how much the peo

ple are cribbed and cramped in the pres

ent state of society, let us now take a

glance at Association, or the Combined

Order. And first you perceive that every

child would have an unlimited choice of

a profession. The capital is found by

the Society, so that there can be no difi

culty on that score ; every young man in

the society is placed in an equally advan

tageous situation with a youth surrounded

with friends, equally able and willing to

assist him with capital wherewith to es

tablish himself. Besides, as the greatest

variety of employments are brought to

gether, the youth would not only have

means furnished, but by personal inspec

tion and trial, would have a full opportu

nity to ascertain what kind of employ~

ment would suit their inclination.

With respect to other matters, the

mode of living, and so forth, the same

degree of unlimited freedom would exist.

For example, suppose a mechanic should

join the institution exclusively for the

sake of the superior advantages of edu

cation for his children. And suppose

farther, that both he and his wife should

have such inveterate prejudices in favor

of the wasteful, repugnant, monotonous

manner of life in the present isolated

households, as to be unwilling to join

the society in anything but their schools.

W'hat, I pray you, is there to prevent

these foolish prejudices having their full

swing? If the lady insisted on wasting

her time and talents on cooking and
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washing for her own family, shut up in form of society. The harder, and the

her own rooms, instead of taking advan- more necessary and important the work,

tage of the machinery and arrangements I the worse it is paid, and the less honor is

and society of the Phalanx, the losslattaehed to it. Honor, did Isay! The

would be hers alone, and she Would find harder kinds of work are in general con

no one, be assured, to meddle with or in- i sidcred degrading. At our last meeting

terrupt her. And if the husband should i I mentioned a striking example of repug

neglect or refuse the advantages of the.nant labor being rendered attractive by

machinery and combined labor, the loss,:the influence of numbers, and by honor

also, would fall on him alone. No one,|being attached to it, in the case of fire

snrely, would trouble him, for one of thelmen. In that case, the hardest, most

first principles of the Combined Order is dangerous kind of work, without pay, is

perfect freedom of actionin the individualzeagerly sought after. Another striking

members. But how long, think you, zcase appears in the military spirit, so rife

would such foolish prejudices last?

the parents were obstinately bent on their

folly, their very children would cry out

against them. “ \Vhy, mother," one of

them would say, “ what makes you livelfield by tens of thousands! If mankind

If you considered the art of butchering each

were to see how nicely the rest manage, other, of plundering and burning proper

you never would bring these dirty pots ty, as degrading as they do the work of :1

And scavenger, (and surely it is a thousand

so difi'erently from other people!

and kettles into your room again.

the washing and baking, mother: why do

we have such hard disagreeable work,

when every body else gets it done by ma- ‘ or destroying their constitutions on the

The boys, on the other hand, 1 sickly shores of Mexico?chineryl "

would say to each other, “ When I get to

be a man, I won‘t do as father does, toil

inghere all day long by himself. I won

der how he can stay so lonely, when he

sees every body else so lively and cheer

ful; not obliged to work much more than other foolish war.

half the time too, and whenever they get

tired of one thing, changing to another. true way of making labor attractive is

How gladI should be if he would onlyithe method pointed out by writers on

And then the lit-l Association, namely:act like other folks.”

tle ones, too, when their mother was

tired to death of the trouble of finding

amusement and employment for them,

would not they have a right to complain?

“ Mother, see! there are all the children

with their working caps and aprons, go

ing into the garden to weed, or may be,

into the field to gather leaves for the silk

worms. See! they've a little band of

music with them. And look here, too;

they have the dogs harnessed to their lit

tle wagons. May’nt we go and help

them, mother'.l

long could such importunities be resisted,

think you'.'

Thus, you may readily perceive, that

there would be no occasion for any kind

of compulsion in order to produce uni

formity in Association. For, independ

ently of the immense economies and other

advantages arising from well organized

and combined labor, there is an innate

principle in man which strongly impels

him to follow the example of those

around him, as illustrated by fashion,

and indeed, by all our habits.

II. The second important object of As

sociation is to render labor of all kinds

attractive, by bestowing honor upon it in

Do let us go."—How'

lf‘at present in a great part of our union.
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proportion to its usefulness. The very‘

reverse of this takes place in the presentA

If the life ofa soldier were not considered

honorable and glorious, Would our young

men, think you, have rushed into the

times more so,) would our youth now, dol

you think, be throwing away their lives.

No, indeed.

If the true ideas of honor and glory had

been instilled into our youth; had they

been attached to the work of usefulness

in place of the work of destruction, we

never should have plungedinto this, or any

It is sufficiently obvious, then, that the

1. By performing it in pleasant com

pany.

2. By allowing the utm0st freedom and

choice of occupation.

3. By shortening the hours of labor.

4. By providing sufficient variety of

occupation.

5. Lastly and chiefly, by attaching,

honor to labor in direct proportion to its

usefulness.

llI. Speaking of the false ideas respect

ing honor and glory leads me naturally.

to the third important object of Associa

tion namely, a true, just, and complete

education. This, I fear, never can be

attained in the present form of society.

What is at present called education,

namely, a little reading, writing, and cy

phering, extended in a few to a knowledge

of mathematics and the dead languages“

is a mere sham and a cheat, a mere‘

show instead of the substance. It has

no pretensions to the name of education.

if what is now badly, very badly done,l

were well done, it would still only be a;

mere preparation for education, not edu-i

cation itself. Man is possessed of noble, ‘

godlike powers. But these powers, like

the germs of leaves and flowers in early

spring,‘require to be unfolded, cherished, ‘

and brought into frequent and free action. |

 

\Vith the greater part of mankind, they

lie choked up, useless, during the whole

course of their lives. “Alas!” cries

Carlyle, “ while the body stands so

[broad and brawny, must the soul lie

blinded, dwarfed, stupified, almost anni

- hilatedl Alas! was this, too, a breath of

God; bestowed in heaven, but on earth

i never to be unfolded? That there should

one man die ignorant that had a capacity

for knowledge, this I call a tragedy, were

‘it to happen more than twenty times in

‘the minute, as by some computations it

does."

But what is education then! It is the

unfolding and perfecting those great

powers of which I have spoken; the

powers of intellect, of conscience, of

love. It is not more reading and writing.

It is not merely to cram the memory with

an undigested mass of facts. It is learn

ing to perceive clearly, to discriminate

keenly, to weigh evidence wisely, to

seize on right means readily, to have

presence of mind in ditiiculty, and above

all, and beyond all, to form proper

habits of thought and thence proper

habits of action, and finally, an invinci

ble love of truth. To give an instance of

the importance of proper habits of

thought, what a precious thing it would

have been for the world, had Napoleon

received a proper education in this point

of view ; had his powers received a

right direction in early youth, what won

ders might be not have achieved, what a

benefactor of mankind might be not have

become! The sums expended in desola

ting Europe, and immolating hundreds of

thousands at the bloody, insatiable altar

of Ambition, would have converted

France into a garden, covered Europe

with a net-work of rail-roads and canals.

The same error in education which has

produced such misery in the old world is

equally prevalent here. Honor and glory,

here, as well as every where else, are at~

tached exclusively to the trade of human

butchery. Men applaud with loud hus

zas, women bestow their sweetest smiles,

on the dazzling parades where expertness

in the business of butchering is acquired;

and our boys, before they are well out of

their petticoats, take their first lessons

in the same trade during the intermissions

of study. See, for instance that troop

of boys rushing from the schoul house!

From the largest to the smallest, they

instantly seize hold of each other, wrest

ling, snowballing, or pelting with sticks

or stones. Mimic war is their chief de

light, and, when their overflowing animal

spirits are somewhat abated, what next!

\Vhy, some gambling game, to be sure;

or an exercise of the tricks of trade; a

barter of knives, toys, or books, in order

that by practise they may acquire acute

ncss in the fraudulent arts of traffic. And
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all this is viewed smilingly by the com- Y lies. Now in the isolated state of society, ‘ difiicult to harmoniZe two or three fami

munity, and the natural, the unavoidable i such a population would ofcourse require i lies, it by no means follows that similar

‘ results of such a mischievous training, t four hundred kitchens and four hundrcdioccasions of discord will affect larger

are cooly attributed to the depravity of, cellars, with the same number of cookingl associations. Let us examine the matter

human nature forsooth. \Ve place our‘stoves, and every variety ofcookingnten-ga little. “’here two or three families

children in the midst of the most perni-jsils. In the Phalanx, one large cellartlive together, one perhaps prefers her

cious examples, and when they followlartd one large kitchen, \\ith five or sixlbread well-baked, while the others like

them,as we might becertain they would,'cooking ranges, and one-tenth of thelto see it white, without the slightest

we take no blame to ourselves, butfqnantity of cooking materials, will he an L crust. One requires it warm, the others

throw the whole fault on the innate cor—lample supply. In the four hundred object. to any but stale. One lmcs large

ruption of humanity. Meanwhile the ‘ kitchens there must be at least four hun‘ i loaves, another the form of biscuit. One

pulpit looks calmly on, but note Word ofydrcd cooks and washerwomcn. By theican eat none but what is raised with

reproof or advice is heard. Its businessiaid of machinery, one-tenth the numberiycast, the others delight in milk empty

is to cure evils, not. to prevent them. l would be more than enough for both pur- I ings. Similar discrepancies appear in the

The minister has got into precisely the poses,-while at the same time the Work cooking of meats and vegetables; and

saute false position with the doctor. He would be ten times better done. The even if each mother cook for her own

has forgotten the proverb, that one ounce four hundred isolated families would re- ‘ family, disagreements arise as to the

of prevention is worth a pound of cure. “quire for each on an average from ten to time that she shall use the stove. One

Forgotten! did I say? Alas! I fear the fifteen cords of wood per annum, making [ wants a small fire to bake; another a hot

silence of the pulpit arises from a more'in the whole from four to six thousand i one to boil, stew, or fry; and what is

blamable cause. Its favorite llworyicords, and even then the dwellings are worst of all, each thinks she does an un

would be endangered, were it to allowrbadly and unequally warmed. One thous- due share in keeping every thing nice

that education had any hand in reforming and to fifteen hundred cords will abun- and clean.

the character. The Worse the morals, dantly heat the whole establishment, No such difficulties can arise in Asso~

the better the chance for regeneration, we[completely excluding frost from every ciation. The cooks are at work, not for

are told. Are not many serious evils at- t room. In barns, stables, and so forth, al- themselves, but for the society. They
l

tributable to this most grievous errorlithough the improvements would be im-ihave choscn this employment, because
. 1

All these evils will be resolutely met in‘mense, the saving would be more than i they are fond 0f it- They have n- few

Association. One of its prime objects istone-half, for a barn of four times the men amongst them to do all the heavy

sound and integral education, that is,:si1.e would have nearly eight times thework. They know there isa great vari

education of the whole man. The chief room. In horse and ox teams the saving I ety of tastes, and they endeavor to satisfy

training of the younger class, from the would be nine-tenths in fences, it Would i, all. Moreover, if any one of them should

age of two to seven, will be in the forma- be nineteen-twentieths. In mercantileltake a little disgust, she can instantly

tion of just habits of thought, leading to ‘ purchases, the saving would he one-half, I change her employment, and thus change

just habits of action. The overflowing for every thing would be bought on the her society. In the afternoon, or the

physical energies of this age will be di- large scale, and no allowance would belnext day, she can vary her work to sew

rected to purposes of usefulness, not required for losses. In every article of ing shoes, or to weeding in the garden,

wasted, worse than wasted as they now consumption the saving would be great,ito folding sheets for the bookhinder, orto

are in exercises which can lead to noth- since no time would be lost in looking fori attending on the silk worms, to millinery,

ing but wickedness. Labor will be ren- a purchaser, or making bargains, thefmantna making, or tailoring; and so on

dared attractive, honorable. Glory, re-i Phalanx taking every thing as soon as| without end. No jealousies can arise as

news, will be attached to no acts but complete. No time would be lost in go-ito one doing more than another. Every

those which benefit mankind, the only ing to mill or to the store, or on account 1 one is credited for the hours in which she

acts which truly glorify God. Children either of bad weather or dull seasons. is employed, and charged for her accom

will unconsciously, without prosing or y A locomotive steam engine, which can be modations, so that one may work one or

lecturing, but by the silent all~powerfullmade stationary in a few minutes, will two hours in the day, or eight or ten,

influence of example and habit, be led to‘plough, harrow, mow, reap, thresh, cutljust as inclination prompts. Variety of

view useless or pernicious exercises in as fuel, wash, knead the dough, grind, and employment, short days work, in such

repugnant a light as they now do useful when not wanted for any of these purpos- society as we prefer, all the aids which

ones. lets, it will perform all the spinning and machinery and the best of tools can af

IV. “ But where are the means for‘weaving of the community. In winter, ford, such are but a few of the methods

these great improvements in education? a large number of rootns will be heated by which industry is to be made attrac

Such schools are not to be sustained with- by steam front the same fire which does tive, and harmony and unity of action se

-out considerable funds.” The pecuniarylthe cooking. With such savings as cured. Association improves society by

means, I would answer, will be derived these, and with full employment for all, removing all occasions for bad feeling.

from the vast economics of the system, in all weathers, and at all seasons, there It acts by preventing evil, not by the vain

being not only sufficient for the supportycatt be no lack of ample funds for all attempt to cure it.

of the best of schools, but also to afford . legitimate purposes whatever. ' VI. The last point which I wish to pre

leisure for the whole society, and everyi V. Perhaps the only objection to Asso- sent. to the meeting is perhaps the most

luxury that may be desirable. I call the l ciation that has any degree of plausibility important point of all.-— This is emphati

eConomies vast. If time permits, I will 1 is that which is based on the discordancy cally the age of reform. Every where

demonstrate them to your satisfaction in iof the human race, more especially of thinking men of all classes and conditions

figures on the blackboard. Meanwhile I l the female sex. Two families, it is said, distinctly feel and acknowledge that same

shall simply enumerate a few of them. cannot live in harmony. How then can thing is intrinsically wrong in the present

The most complete number for a Pha-itltrce or four hundred? But, howeverlstructure of society, and numbers, vast

lanx is about two thousand persons,some- plausible this argument may appear atinumbers of earnest, intelligent, upright

what about the population of this town. lfirst sight, 3 very slight examination will men are anxiously striving to find a reme

Tliat will be about four hundred fami-lshow its fallacy. For though it may heady for the evil. It is every where dis
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tinctly felt, that same serious obstacle

stands in the way of carrying out, in

their true spirit, the precepts of Christ.

It is universally acknowledged, that hith

erto there has been a sad failure in the

practical part of the Christian religion;

that men, yes, the best of men, cannot,

as things are, love God supremely, love

their neighbors as themselves. The wor

ship of mammon has so entwined itself

in the human heart, has so completely

possessed itself of every fibre of the hu

man frame, as to reduce the require

ments of the gospel to little more than a

nullity. And so much, and so universal

ly is this the case, that the very idea. of

perfection, the very idea of the possibility

of the best of us fulfilling the express

commands of God, is hooted at as fanati

cism.

“That can be the cause of so strange a

state of affairs! Can it be possible that

God requires of man what it is impossi

ble for him to perform! Or does it arise

from an obstacle that is capable of being

removed! Surely the former is a most'

outrageous supposition. Surely the God

for all are fragmentary, essentially incom

plete in their very nature. They all

look too much at. the mere surface of

things. None of them go deep enough.

Not one of them strikes at the root of the

matter. All are hacking and hewing at

separate branches of the mighty‘over

shadowing upas-tree, instead of uniting

their energies to pull it up by the root.

Any or all of them may succeed in these

. . 1

partial efforts; but, so long as the main'

trunk stands, there never can be safety for

the body politic ; there will always soon

er or later be a fresh outbreak, possibly

in a new place, or in a new form, but still

retaining in substance what was vainly

imagined to be totally destroyed. In or

der that this may be more distinctly seen,

let us examine a few of those fragmenta

ry efforts a little closer.

The object of the Society for Moral

Reform is a noble one.

means to diminish or destroy the grievous

evil of seduction, especially in our cities,

where it exists to a most alarming ex

tent. But the most casual observer must

surely see, that the evil lies far too deep

 

of justice and mercy would never lay a

command on his creatures that it was

impossible for them to fulfil. is it not,i

then, man’s duty to examine more close .

ly into this apparently strange anomaly? ‘

Undoubtedly it must be. Now, though‘

there is not time to do this fully here;'

yet, as the inquiry, as you will soon see,

is intimately connected with our present

subject, I trust you will excuse me ifI

throw out a few loose thoughts upon the

matter.

1 have already adverted to the fact, of

the general acknowledgment of imper

fection and corruption in our present ar

rangements, as practically evinced by the

variety of modes of seeking reform. Al

most every conscientious man in the

community is engaged in one or more

plans for the improvement of society.

\Ve have our Temperance and our

Moral Reform Societies, our Anti-Slav

ery, our Peace, and our Prison Discipline

Societies. In politics, we have our

Whig, Democratic and Liberty parties,

and in addition our Native American and

our Social Reform Societies. Now all

these associations, however divergent

may be their aims in some respects, have

one essential point on which they all

agree, namely, Reform: the absolute ne

cessity of radical nform. Conservatism

has completely gone by the board.

Change is called for by one and all;

and in all of these movements, as before

observed, there are numerous active, in

telligent, conscientious minds, who are

earnestly engaged with the work in hand,

who labor at it with heart and soul.

But, unfortunately, these labors never

can effect any permanent, essential good,

 

to be erased by any such measures.

Nothing can reach it that will not first,

give to the whole community asound and

integral education, that is, an education

which will not merely develop the intel

lectual powers of youth, but train them'

into proper habits of thought and action;

and secondly, secure to the female sex the

right to labor, and a reasonable compen

sation therefor. So long as society is so

constituted that the mass of the females

are left helpless and dependent on the

other sex for support, so long as the

means of subsistence are not within the

reach of all who are willing to labor, so

long will thousands of the young and

beautiful of the gentler sex be forced to

lead a. life of shame and misery. Moral

motives can have little or no influence,

where the alternatives are ease and splen

dor on the one hand; nakedness and

starvation on the other. Now nothing

but Association can give that sound and

full education for all, that the nature of

the case requires. Nothing but Associa

tion has even pretended to place the right

to labor and the means of comfortable

subsistence within the reach of all; and

consequently nothing but Association can

put an end to the crying evil which the

Moral Reform Society is established to

remove. Again: the object of the Anti

Slavery Society is equally praiseworthy ;

but their measures must prove equally

abortive with those of the Society for

Moral Reform, for they likewise can never

reach, they make no efforts indeed to

reach, the root of the evil. “hat is the

cause of slavery'.l \Vhy is it that the

masses, at all times, and in all places,

have ever been trampled on, the rights

It aims by moral >

 

lcommon to the race denied them, and

1they forced to spend their lives in hard,

repugnant, and poorly-requited labors!

It is all owing to the plain and simple

fact, that mankind have been slow to dis

cover the invaluable truth, that labor of

every kind may be rendered attractive and

honorable; that men can neither enjoy

mental nor corporeal health without it;

and that if all were to perform their pro

per share, to perform indeed what is ab

solutely necessary for their well-being,

no one need be required to labor a mo'

ment longer than inclination prompted.

This is the great problem-that Associa

tion has worked out. This is what it

designs to show by a living crample to

all mankind, namely, that it is practi

cable, nay easy, to give a sound and

complete education, physical, intellec

tual, and moral, to all mankind; that the

masses can be raised up from poverty,

ignorance and dependence, without detri

ment to any, but with immense advantage

to all ; that labor can be so organized as

to afford attractive employment and com

petence to all, with ample leisure for the

full development of man's whole nature,

and the full enjoyment of society. And

this is all that is necessary completely to

abolish slavery of every kind. Train up

youth with true ideas of honor and

glory. Inspire them with a living faith

in the great truth, that labor is honorable

in direct proportion to its usefulness, and

there will be no more occasion for slavery.

It will instantly drop to the ground—

dead as a stone. You would then have

no more occasion for slaves to till your

fields than you now do to perform

your legislative, judicial, or military

,functions. But so long as the present

lfalse views of society exist, so long as

'youth drink in with their mother‘s milk

the false notion that any species of use

ful labor is degrading; that the soft hand

is more honorable that the hard one; so

long will every one do his best to es

cape from work; so long will strength

abuse its power, by forcing the many to

toil for the few, either by the lash or by

starvation.

The Temperance Society is in precisely

the same predicament with the other So

cieties that have been spoken of. This is

rather a. tender spot. But the truth

must be spoken, though the heaven

should fall. The great temperance cause

itself is but a fragmentary movement, and

can never completely succeed, for the

same reason that others will fail, namely :

because it does not, cannot reach deep

enough. This is not said in derogation

of the movement. Far from it. All

honor to its original projecton! All

praise to its persevering, self-sacrificing

supporters! It has achieved an infinity

of good, and will, I trust, do a great deal
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more. But it cannot finish the work.

As in the somewhat similar case of the

Liberty party, neither moral suasion nor

political action, nor a union of both, can

ever efl'ectually root out the evil of intem

perance. Man’s whole nature delights in

stimulus; physical, intellectual, moral

stimulus; and this love of excitement,

like all other powerful desires, grows by

what it feeds on. Even though king

Alcohol should be killed and buried, ban

ished so completely from the face of the

earth, that there would be no danger of

his ever appearing again, still appetite

would crave, ingenuity would discover,

and unenlightened men would indulge in,

the excesses of intoxication. Let alcohol

disappear, and the smoke of opium, or

the inhalation of intoxicating gas, would

take its place. But king Alcohol cannot

be killed. Neither the physician nor the

mechanic can dispense with his services,

and under the shadow of their wings he

will find his way into our dwelling in

spite of all preventive quarantine. No.

Nothing can completely destroy intem

perance save an integral education; an

education which shall not only make ev

ery child familiar with the exquisitely

delicate texture of his body, but at the

same time make him a whole man, the

master qfhimsel , a self-controlled, self

acting being. Is there any chance for

this in the present structure of society!

See what mighty efforts it takes to bring

about a slight change in intellectual edu

cation alone, and judge whether it be pos

sible to educate the whole mass complete

ly, physically, intellectually, morally,

while isolated as at present. No. To

effect such a reform we must *have the

most accomplished teachers for even our

youngest classes; teachers who will de

vote themselves body and soul to the

great task of purifying society; teachers

who are not mere scholars, but who tho

roughly understand man's whole nature;

teachers who will train up a child in the

way he should go; teachers who will in

stil proper habits of thought, lead to

proper habits of action; teachers who

will know how to exclude the false no

tions of honor and glory which now al

most universally prevail, and which are

so ruinous to society; who shall know

also how to inspire a taste for industry,

economy, and order; teachers, finally,

who shall infix in the minds of their pu

pils the true principles of Christianity-—

love to God, love to man, love and ten

derness to all animated nature, and this in

very deed, not merely in empty words,

miscalled belief.

 

1 might now review, one by one, the

other Societies that have been mentioned,

and show the inadequacy of all to exe

cute their praiseworthy reforms. Butl

l
enough has already been said,I believe,

to convince you that one and all of them

are fragmentary and consequently radically

defective. If we would really reform so

ciety, we must not content ourselves with

lopping the branches of the great upas

tree, to which the efforts of all these re—

formers are confined; for so long as the

root and trunk remain, so long is there a

danger that two shoots will appear where

one is cut off. But what is the root of

all these evils which have called out the

services of so many reformers? It is

nothing more than a defective education,

which leaves youth to the sway of unre

strained appetite, in bplace of bringing

them under the guidance of habitual self

control, which leaves them always simply

to inquire what is pleasant, instead of

what is right. No education which fails

to give the tastes and habits a true direc

tion can be called a complete one. Noth

ing short of this will ever make a TRUE

MAN. Nothing short of it will ever make

a consistent Christian. \Vithout this no

one can ever be truly independent, safe.

We shall always be liable to fall on the

appearance of the slightest temptation.

Now is there the slightest hope that such

an education can be procured for all in

the present isolated form of society! It

will scarcely be averred by the most san

guine. And, unless it be given to all, it

must be inoperative; for the vicious ex

ample of those whom it does not reach

will. always be sufficient to dcprave the

good, to render unavailable all that the

wisest and best of teachers and parents

could effect. No. Nothing but Associ

ation can produce so great a blessing for

all as a complete integral education.

Association alone, from the concentrated

position of her votaries, and from the in

calculable resources derived from her at

tractive industry and her immense econo

mies, can ever hope to secure it.

'r. c. P.

l

SOCIETY— PROSPECTS AND ASPECTS

IN EUROPE.

The subjoined extract is from a letter

to the Editor of the Tribune, dated Pan-m,

Scotland, April 1st, 1847.

And first let me direct your attention

to a letter which just now commenced

the circuit of the English papers, and

which will be likely, from its subject

matter, (but more especially from its mode

of treating it,) to attract much notice.

It is from the distinguished French au

thor, the Abbe de la Mcnnais, in reply to a

friend who had asked his opinion upon

the various social systems which have

been promulgated from time to time: and

seems to me another signal instance of

the strange recklessness with which lite

rary men are apt to put forth wholesale

misrepresentations of opinions which they

have never candidly, or even carefully

examined. But here is the letter, verba

tim ct ltltfl'tllfllt, which you can criticise at

your leisure. It does not appear to whom

 

it is addressed, and its style is in parts

obscure.

“You wish me to tell you what I

think of the Social Systems. 1 can easi

ly satisfy you. I can only see in‘ the

doctrines which have hitherto been

brought forward a symptom of the pro

found want which society experiences of

a better application of Justice to the re

tribution of Labor, in order to improve

the condition, now every where so deplo

rable, of the laboring classes. On that

side the attempt made to attain that ob,

ject can only be applied. But that, in

my opinion, is far from being the case

with the means proposed by the different

schools. I do not know a single one

which more or less directly does not ar

rive at this conclusion, viz: that personal

upproprialion ought to cease to he individ—

ual; that it ought to be concentrated exclu

sively in the hands of the Sta/c, which, the

only tossessor of instruments of labor,

shoul organize labor itsel , by attributing

to the laborer the specific functions, rigor

ously obligatoryfor him, to which he has been

jut/gellfiz, and should distribute according

to certain rules —on which, however, opin

ions 11/ z'r— the fruits of the common Ia

bar. It is evident to me that the realiza

tion of a system would conduct nations to

a servitude such as the world never saw ;

would reduce man to be nothing but a

mere machine, and would debase him be

low the negro of which the planter dis

poses according to his fanc ; below, in

fact, the animal kingdom. { do not be

have ever an idea more disastroust ex

travagant and degrading entered into the

human mind; and even did they not mer

it these qualifications, which in my eyes

are only just, none could be more ridicu

lously impracticable. Fourierism, and

some sects originating with the St. Si

monian School, not less absurd in my

opinion in their practical application, are,

beside, characterized by a negative more

or less destitute of all morality. Ihave

nothing to say about them—the public

feeling has already judged them. You

asked for my opinion, and you have it."

The above is the only translation I

have seen of this singular letter, and

must certainly be a very poor one; still

it will give you an idea of the writer's

views. The word rendered “qualifica

tions” is evidently a mistranslation, as

also the word “they " in the same sen

tence. I cannot let this subject pass

without observing that Fourier‘s sublime

theory contains scarcely a proposition

which, in some fragmentary form, is not

the favorite, and more or less popular

hobby of some modern philanthropist.

“ Unity of interest,” “attractiveness of

labor,” “ anti land-monopoly," “ the

economies of joint occupancy,” the law

of groups and series,” all these sud

many collateral ideas are the central

points (the pivotal centres if you prefer

it,) of more schemes, upon land and sea,

than you can think of. Even the London

Times, the leading journal of the world,

is out every now and then against the

fearful Land-Monopoly, and actually pro

poses, in the face and eyes of the nine

points of possession, and the sacred max

ims that “ might makes right," and

“ property is inviolable,” to legislate that

monopoly out of existence, and restore

the soil to such a tenure that every child

of God may, if he possess the means and

disposition, have a “dig” at it. Then

if you would see how Fourier‘s great
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law of Economy is coming into vogue,

observe the wash-houses in London and

other large cities, where, in one large

room, and with water heated by one for

nance, a hundred families may do their

clothes washing (cleansing themselves in

the bargain, if they wish,) at less than

one-fourth of what they could do it for

at their respective homes. Go again,

just now, to George St., St. Giles, Lon

don, and see yon comfortable lodging

house where a hundred laborers can sleep

every night, each in a well-cleaned, well

ventilatcd, well-furnished room, and if

they wish, take their meals together in

one spacious dining-hall, (the whole es

tablishment managed by some five or six

people, and presenting a picture of neat

ness and comfort,) all for about a shilling

per day. Mark, too, how people are try

ing to dodge the Competitive system of

civilized trade. In hundreds of the

towns of England and Scotland, parties

are joining together their little mites, (on

the Scotch principle that “ many mickles

make a. muckle ”) purchasing large

quantities of food and raiment, and stor

ing it in a common warehouse, where

each contributor can get his supply at

little more than prime cost. 1 incline to

the belief that more is doing in Great

Britian than any where else, by way of

practical protest against the existing order

of things. The institutions to which I

have alluded; the innumerable Relief

Societies; the extensive system of Life

Insurance; the Associations for Insur‘

ance against Fraud; the Building Socie

ties; the present movements of the

Chartists for the purchase of immense

tracts of land to be leased out on moder

ate terms to mechanics and laborers ; the

Ragged Schools: the establishment on

the most extensive scale of Mechanics'

Institutes, Athenmums, and cheap Read

ing Rooms, Douglas Jerrold’s famous

Whittington Club, (in London) wherein

young men of moderate income may se

cure for themselves board, lodging, and

thorough education for a mere song;

these, and countless other schemes (a

new one coming to light every hour) ex

hibit a growing dissatisfaction with things

as they are, and a striving for things as

they ought to be, which, if the half of

them were known to your pious neighbors

of the “Erpress” and “ Courier and

Enquirer,” would drive them stark mad.

The rigid religionists of the country, the

unco-righteous, stand aloof from these

schemes as tending to dissipate their fa

vorite ideas of depravity, and aiming at a

degree of human perfectibility derogatory

to the mission of Adam. But these

movements are in the hands and hearts of

srong minded, healthful young men,

whose hearts beat high with expectation,

find who are animated by that sublime

faith described by the Apostle as “the

substance qf things hoped for, the evidence

of things unseen.” They have written:

“ B: Y: PERFECT AS YUUR Farmzn 1N

HEAVEN IS PERFECT " upon their gallant

flags, and thrown it out to the breezes of

Heaven, resolved that it shall yet wave

among the Stars of the Empyrean.

 

Tait Porn: 01v BROTHERLY Kisoxt-zss.

Previous to the receipt of the Pope‘s Let

the Paris Univers), “ You may, besides,

recall to mind the words of St. Ambrose,

Bishop of Milan -—‘ The beauty of wealth

is not to reside in the money-bags of the

rich, but to serve as an aliment to the

poor; treasures shine with greater bril

liancy when distributed to the infirm and

indigent; Christians ought to know that

they should employ money to seek, not

what is of them, but what is of Christ,

in order that in his turn Christ may seek

them.’ For these motives, for the others

that we have recalled to your benevolent

minds, we firmly hope that you will afford

powerful help to the poor.”

 

GERMAN littMlGRATlON. The Allge-a

mcine Zcilung speaks of the emigration

passing through Cologne on the 9th of

April as followsl We translate from the

Schnellposl :

It is indeed frightful to see how the

emigration increases. Every day the

steamers bring us troops of wanderers,

and any one who at evening visits the

now thickly-peopled quay on the Rhine,

is always sure to find the same melan

choly scenes—mothers seeking to quiet

crying children amid the clamor—old

people careful about leaving their little

all in worm-eaten chests and boxes -—men

and young fellows consulting where they

shall find shelter for the night. it is also

striking to see that the successive cara

vans from the“ Upper Country ” (Hesse,

Baden, Wirtemberg) appear to be better‘

and better 011', their goods coming in

lforming larger and heavier wagon-loads.

EThe courage, foresight and cheerfulness

of the voyagers seem to be kept up under

all circumstances. This morning, though

a severe storm was raging over the roofs

and whistling among the spars of the

ships, a fearful reminder of the dangers

of the sea, three hundred emigrants de

parted in the highest spirits, a band of

music leading them on board ship. Most

,of them go by way of Antwerp to New

lYork and Milwaukee. A few weeks

ago a company of more than twenty emi

grants from Nassau passed through our

ycity, consisting solely of educated young

,men, physicians, attorneys, &c. with the

iintention of founding a community in

America on the basis of common proper

lty.— Tkibune.

 

 

A SPII'UTED Inisu Lass. A whimsical

iincident happened on board one of the

‘ emigrant ships lying atthe Custom-House

Quay, Dublin. Among the passengers

were a strapping country girl and her

sweetheart, who intended to be married

on the other side of the Atlantic. The

fair emigree had a little fortune of £200,

which she had discreetly placed in the

hands of the captain. She had hardly

done so when her intended asked her for

,soma of it, and on her refusal, coolly

bade her good morning, and disembarkcd.

The deserted damsel rushed to the side

of the vessel, but instead of throwing.

herself, overboard, she addressed the

crowd on the quay, telling her story, and

 

finished by ofl'ering herself on honorable

terms to any young fellow who would,

ltake the place of her faithless swain. Ai

|handsome young mason, who happened,

 

 

he was, as he represented himself to be,

a single man; and the parties to this ex~

tempore match sailed with that very tide

for the shores of America.

I]? You will see by your files, that

Sir Walter Scott, son of the author of

Waverley, is dead. He was born in

1801, and was Lieutenant Colonel in the

15th llussars. He was attacked by dys

entery at the Cape of Good Hope, while

on his way home from.Madras. The

body was brought home in the l'l’elleslcy,

and is now on its way for interment in

his father's grave in Dryburgh Abbey.

The baronetcy is extinct, bnt‘the Abbots

ford property passes to \Valter Scott

Lockhart, a Cornet in the 16th Lancers,

only son of the editor of the Quarterly,

and only grandson of the author of \Vav

erley. The pro erty does not pass at

once to him, as Eady Scott, by her mar

riage settlement, has a life interest in the

estate. If the great “Wizard of the

North,” who taxed his genius 10 become

a landed proprietor, and establish a line

of hereditary traders in rents, can see

the end of his misguided and sordid am

bition, how truly may lieexclaim sic tran

sit gluriu mundi.-—N. Y. Mirror.

DIP It is stated in the English papers,

as an almost unaccountable fact, that,

while the distress in Ireland was at its

height, the deposits in the Savings Bank

, in that country were larger than they had

ever been. A similar increase is also

observable in the receipts into the treasu

ry of the United Kingdom.

Tue New Eccaaeoasos. The new

chicken—hatcher, on exhibition at 179

Broadway, is one of the most interesting

and curious sights in the city. The ma

chine is extremely simple and cheap; it

occupies but a very small space, and we

should think that every lady in the city

would procure one and batch poultry for

her own table. The annoying accidents

to poultry breeding in the old way in the

country, which cut ofi in their earliest

chickenhood at least one half of the

feathered tenants of the farm-yard, are

all avoided by this very simple contriv

.ance, and we should think that it would

come into very general use among farm

ers. The inventor, we understand, is a

printer of Albany. By his ingenuity he

has rendered the old proverb rather mus

ty, and made it perfectly safe to count

your chickens before they are hatched.

The Eccaleobeon never fails.— N. Y.

Mirror.

 

111? Our distinguished countryman Mr.

Bancroft—present ambassador at the

Court of St. James, is winnin golden

opinions of all kinds of men. iiis mer

its as a literary man and historian are

fully recognized here, and he has been

elected honorary member of several learn

ed societies in the nation. His lady at

tends the drawing rooms of her Majesty,

and several Americans I see, by the Court

Circular, have lately been introduced.—

Ibid.

 

“FIX-"TEEN HUNDRED Houses." The

ter til the Archbishops, Bishops, l&c., on i to be among the standers hy,immediately1 Boston Atlas says that fifteen hundred

the humor: in lreland, Catholic liberahty offered himself, and was accepted on the ‘ houses will be built in the new town of

on this continent was very well proved

and tested. The Pope says (we quote

lspot. The Captain very properly sent to

make inquiries about him, and found that

Lawrence the present season.

Just think of building rm houses every

\
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day in a town only one year old! Did

Boston ever do as much as this? At only

ten persons to a house, these 1500 houses

would accommodate 15,000 people! We

pray our friends to think of this matter a

moment. We are not going ahead as

they represent. It would rain as if we

were. Our growth is rapid, but far more

secure and healthy than tltis article would

indicate. We shall he salisiiud with

from 8,000 to 10,000 inhabitants in Law

rence at the close of the present year.—

Lawrence CULU‘lL'I‘.

[From the Planters’ Banner, Franklin, La.]

LECTURE 0N ASSOCIATION.

The Objects rf Association — The Destiny

of Mm —— Objections to Associutron -

Infidelity — ('lirisli'nnily — Propr-rly -—

Invested Rigb/s— Si’nt-ory— The Mor

riage Tie— The Scientific Basis of As

lactation.

Agreeably to the announcement in our

last, Mr. Osuoitns Macotxiet. delivered

a lecture upon Association, at the Frank

lin Exchan_e Ball Room, on Saturdayevening. Ille opened his lecture with

some general remarks upon the objects of

AsSociation. We Igive a brief summary :

Mr. Macdaniel stated that Associa

tion hadin view no single or partial rc

form in society; it proposed neither more

nor less than an entire change in the

present relations and conditions of soci

ety—a complete re-organization of the

whole social machine. And not in one

community or one country alone, but

throughout the whole earth. It was a

scheme of universal reform, intended to

eradicate all kinds of evil in the world,

and to establish society upon new princi

ples, difl‘ering entirely from those now in

operation. The change was to be effect

ed gradually and by peaceful, not revolu

tionary means. Instead of the general

opposition of interests now existing in

Society, there would be substituted com

plete unity of interests; instead of com

petition, there Would be co-operation ; in

stead of (liscut'd and conflict of action

among men in all the business affairs of

life, there would be concert and harmony

of action among them. The law of

Love and Justice would take the place of

the law of Hate and Injustice. Mankind

would become as one Brotherhood, all

enjoying the highest happiness, instead

of suiicring the misery that now pre

vails and always has prevailed in the

world, the effect of false social relations.

The Associationists, Mr. lliacdaniel

said, believed that Providence designed

for Man a high and happy destiny by re

constructiog his societies in accordance

with the laws of God and his own nature.

They believed too that Fourier had dis

covered the principles of a true form of

society—and had shown how they could

be applied and adapted to the nature of

man, so as to produce a complete trans

formation in the condition of the world,

from a state of poverty, ignorance, op—

pression, crime, brutality and wretched

ness, to a state of universal plenty, intel

‘ ligeoce, freedom, virtue, refinement and

happiness; from a state of war and

antagonism to a state of peace and bar

mon '.

Before Mr. Macdaniel explained the

principles and the scientific foundation of

the system of Association, he considered

it advisable to disahuse his audience of

erroneous views and prejudices which

were commonly entertained, through the were not simplisls, who took but a single

misrepresentations of the doctrines of;and one-sided view of a question; they

Association by ignorant and slanderousnvere compound reascncrs, who consid

persons. ' ered it on all sides and in all its bearings

First, it had been charged upon Asso— , —and they did not confine their view to

ciation that it was Infidel and Irrcligious. lslavery as an evil to he got rid of. They

This charge was false. Association rest- : looked abroad upon the face of society,

ed upon the fundamental doctrines of‘throughout- the whole world, and they

Christianity, and without them asa basis,saw that Negro slaverv in the South,

it could have no existence, it could not, was one only of many forms of slavery

move cite step. Christ gave to the , that existed on the earth; that it was but

world as his primary doctrines, upon l oncmanilcstation of the immense mass of

which “ hang all the law and the proph- i cvil which overwhelmed mankind. Con

ets," the precepts to “ love God with all ‘scquently they did not contemplate the re

our soul and all our mind, and our ucigh moval of this one evil alone and direct

bar as ourself.” These doctrines, and,their exertions wholly against it; they

the other precept of Christ, “ Do unto ' wished to abolish all evil and all forms of

others as you would they should do unto i slavery. They considered the \Vhitc

you,” were preached but not practised in Slavery of the North in many aspects

the World. Association adopted them as worse than the black Slavery of the

the broad basis of its social edifice, and ; South. It was more heartless and had

would illustrate them practically in all 1 less direct sympathy with its victims.—

dcpartmcnts of life. If this was Infidel l The laborian classi-s under the \Vages

and lrroligious, then Association was lnfi- ‘I system were subjected to calamities more

do] and lrrcligious; but if not, then was , dreadful than those suffered by personal

Association what indeed it would prove § slaves, as exhibited among the operative!

to be, prartiml (.‘ltristrani'liy. This slan-l

der then fell to the ground, and returned}

upon its authors. ,

Secondly, Association, it was said,‘

would destroy the rights of Individual

Property. This again was not true.

The system of Fourier must not be con

founded with the community systems of

Robert Owen, Rapp, and other social re

formers; it was directly the reverse itt

principle in respect to Property, as well

as many other things, and it not only

maintained the rights of Individual Prop

erty, but secured and guarantied them

to every individual, man, woman and

child, and rendered them even sacred and

inviolabla, far more than they wore in pres

ent society, whcre generally, the rights

of property were not even recognized

as pertaining to women and children.

Without Individual Property, Associa

tion could not be founded or exist; it was

not a community of goods and poses

sions without distinction of rights, but a

unity Qf r'nm'csts under a partnership

form, where every person‘s property, not

of a personal nature, wuuld be held in

joint~stock shares, like those of Banks

and Rail Roads. This second charge,

then, was also false.

The subject of Property suggested a

few words upon the subject of Slavery,"

as involving one form of propert in the

South, and invested rights. pon this

question, Mr. Macdaniel desired to define,

the position of Associatiunists. Theyl

regarded it as a question of political or

social economy as well as a question of a

tnoral nature. It involved the considera

tion of property and the guiding law of

Association is to respect all established or

vested rights in society and never to do

them violence by rash or unjust measures.

In carrying out the universal reform of

society then, there will be no robbery

committed upon the master to liberate the]

slave ; means will be found to compensate

the master for any loss he may sustain

through the abolition of slavery. Consid

ered in a moral point ofview, Association

ists looked upon Slavery as a great evil,

an opinion concurred in by every intelli-;

gent and liberal-minded slave-holder the,

 

of England, lrcland and other countries

of Europe. The same results would

every where grow out of the Wages sys

tem among thcfrcc white laborers of the

North as well as those of monarchical

countries. Government was no rotec

tion to the laboring classes; ‘apital

would in the course of time bring Labor

into a state of complete subjection and

nominal slavery, quite as oppressive as

real slavery;—- Association would abolish

slavery under all forms throughout the

wofld!

Thirdly, it was charged upon Associa

tion that it would break the Marriage tie

and bring about universal licentiousness.

\thncc came this charge? From a so

ciety filled with the grossest liccntious

ness; where the Marriage tie exists rath

er as a legal fiction than a sacred moral

and religious obligation! No, Associa

tion would not interfere with Marriage;

it would leave that question for a purer

and more intelligent age. But it revulted

at the depravity and liccntiuusness of pre

sent society. Look at the relations of the

sexes in society now. Are they govern

ed by the sacred passion. Love! Is not

this beautiful passion of the human heart

smothered and crushed in society? When

it attempts to bloom is it not blasted in

the bud? Is it not even the subject of

sneers and ridicule and depraved witti

cism'l Yes, in present society there is

union of the sexes without sympathy-—

Marriage without Love! Association

jwill cherish and protect this divine pas

sion; it will purify and exalt the union of

the sexes—glorify and snnctify the holy

relations of Matrimony.

All these charges then are groundless;

they are vile calumnies and Islanders.

Having disposed of the objections, Mr.

Macdaniel proceeded to explain the scien

tific basis of Association.

Fourier was the discoverer of the two

great universal principles or laws, which

he propounded in the following terms;

1st. The Series distribute the Harmo

m'r-s of the Universe.

211. Allrurtions are proportional to

Drslinits.

It is upon these laws and the Passions

 

lecturer had ever conversetl with on the l of the lluman Soul also analyzed by Fou

subject.-—Thcy condemned it as an evilirier, that he founds his doctrines of so

of vast magnitude and deplored its cxist- ciety, and in conformity with them pro

ence, but Associationists were philoso- poses a social reorganization. They are

phers as well as philanthropists— they 1 too profound and abstract in their nature,
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the lecturer said, for extemporaneous ex

planation, and he would glance merely at

them to give a partial understanding oft happiness of the animal is destroyed, and.

the subject.

The Series distribute the Harmonies of

the Universe. Throughout creation all

things, where order and harmony exist,

are related to each other in Groups and

Series of Groups: and this distribution

of things in the universe, is called by

Fourier the “Law of the Series.”—

From the highest to the lowest Creations,

this law is seen to govern. For example,

the stars and planets are creations of the

highest order. The Solar System of

which the Earth is a member, is a Group

of planets, with their satellites, revolving

round a Central planet or Sun. In this

order of creation here is a Group, but

this Group of planets is only one of other

groups which revolve around another sun.

These groups of planets or Solar Sys

tems, revolving around a central sun,

constitute a “ Series of Groups,” which

again are but a single group revolving

with other groups of the same formation,

around a still higher and more distant

sun. A “ Series of Groups,” on a tnorc

magnificent scale, is then formed, which

with other Series of Groups, of the satne

character, move around a central sun pro

portionately grand and elevated. A Se

ries of Groups of Solar Systems, moving

about their central sun, constitute a llni

verse; a series of Universes form a Bini

verse; a series of Biniverses form a Tri

niverse, and so through infinite space, as

astronomers inform us, system rises above

system, according to the Law of Groups

and series of Groups, or the Law of the

Series.

In all the lower spheres of creation the

same law is exhibited, and the sciences of

Botany, Ornithology, &c. &c., are only

approximations more or less perfect, to

classification according to this law, that

is, according to order, class, genus and

species. Thus the Law of the Series is

a Universal law wherever order and bar

mony exist in creation: and, as Fourier

has demonstrated, if this law is applied

to the organization and government of

Human Societies, order and harmony

will be the result and will also exist in

them.

Attractions proportional to Destinies.

This universal law may also be illustrat

ed by reference to extremes of creation.

The planets of our solar system, for ex

ample, revolve around the sun in their re

spective orbits by virtue of the law of

Attraction. ln obeying this law the plan

ets fulfil their destiny ; hence their desti

ny is proportional to their attractions, and

If"? UCI'S/l.

Attraction was discovered by Newton;

Fourier has shown that it governs every

organic being in creation. Plants, birds,

fishes, and animals of all kinds, are sub

ject to this law. The conditions being

adapted to the nature of any animal, it

follows its attractions and fulfils its desti

ny. In fulfilling its destiny it enjoys

happiness according to its susceptibility

and rank in the scale of being. The at

traction of the Reindeer, for instance,

leads it to find a home in the frozen re

gions of the north and to feed on moss;

it fulfils its destiny directed by its at

tractions, and hence they are proportional

to each other. lf the Reindeer is carried

to the tropics, its attractions are violated,

because the conditions do not exist there

This branch of the law of

 
 

is to live in cold regions and feed on

moss, is not fulfilled. Hence too the

it suffers and dies. Talte the Lion of the

Desert, whose attractions and destiny are

under a burning sun and place him in a

frigid region, and he will also suffer and

die. His attractions are proportional to

his, destiny, and the violation of one is

the destruction of the other. So with

the fish, whose attractions and destiny

are in the water; take it into the air and

it dies. Thus this law of Attraction may

be shown to be universal; and Fourier

proves that when man organizes his soci

ety according to the law of the Series,

and is governed by his attractions, that is,

'by the unperverted impulses of his soul,

the will fulfil his destiny; and in fulfilling

his destiny he will be happy. He does

not now obey his attractions; they are

thwarted and violated by conditions and

circumstances not adapted to his nature ;

he does not fulfil his destiny, and he is

unhappy.

This is a brief and superficial view of

these two great laws of creation, which

Fourier has discovered.

 

MUQJAL REVIEW.

THE OPERA IN BOSTON.

Since the three nights of “ Safl'o," our

review has been interrupted partly by ab

sence, and partly by the crowd of other

matters. “1 due Foscari” was given

twice, to the satisfaction of course of

those who love the strength and the rich

harmony of Verdi's music, but failing to

impress or charm the general audience.

Of the new prima donna, Rainieri, who

appeared in it we heard favorable report,

which we were not present to verify for

ourselves. This opera was speedily

withdrawn in favor of “ I Manrerchi e t'

Capulctlt',” the Romeo and Juliet of Bel

lini, which ran three nights. We con

fess to having been so utterly cloyed

with the sweet tenderness of Bellini‘s un

varying mood, as to have been hardly fit

judges of his music upon this occasion.

'It was full of exquisite melody, of course.

Tedesco, as Romeo, sang admirably;

and Caranti de Vita still grew upon our

sympathies, as .Iuliet. But as a whole,

it seemed to us a meagre thing, by no

means equal .to “ Norma," or “Som

nambula,” or “I Puritani.” \Ve won

dered at the enthusiasm of ltalians about

this opera. As a musical creation it is

weak; you go home from it with nerves

unstrung, without. a strong emotion in

you, without feeling lifted above yourself,

or roused and invigorated at all. Then

what a falling down from the Romeo and

Juliet of Sltakspcare! What a thread

bare, flimsy thing it makes of the story!

Barely a few situations from it selected

conveniently for music, and those present

ed without growth or progress.

“ Ernani ” was performed a fourth

time by request, and again delighted a

 

 

nights of Verdi’s “ I Lombardi." This

wants the unity, the wholeness of effect

of “ Ernani;" the plot is unintelligible

and confused without considerable study ;

yet the music seemed to us entirely equal

to the other, and so essentially like it,

without any wearisomc monotony, that

we could not possibly condemn one with

out condemning hoth. Open at any part

of it, cut in any where and you find a

depth and wealth of harmony. melody

more strong and more original than in

any modern Italian, short of Rossini,

and that same admirable treatment,

which gives to every thing its due propor

tion and effect. The choruses are very

characteristic; especially that reckless,

murderous sounding strain in which the

followers of Pagano pledge themselves to

eXecute his bloody work ; the alternating

narrative chorus between men and \v0

men in the opening scene; the distant

holy music in the chapel; and the

chorus of crusaders and pilgrims at the

close. The prayer of Giselda, sung by

Caranti, in the first Act, with the remark

able modulations of its accompaniments,

is a great passage, worthy almost of the

genius of Schubert; and it was given, as

was the whole part of Giselda, with

more power and expression than we had

yet heard from this lady. Severi, the

new tenor, electrified the house at once,

by the first song of Oronte, in which he

declares his passion for Giselda. His

voice is one of great volume even on the

highest notes, rich,'warm and full of pas

sion, only a little veiled either from cold,

or from having been injured by over-ex

ertion in too large a theatre. Yet the

soul of the artist shone so through the

veil, he threw himself so instantly and

fully into his part, and sustained it so

throughout, that the very defect became

almost a source of added interest. In

person and manner Signor Severi is com

manding and attractive on the stage; his

acting was excellent, and seemed to in

spire a new force into Giselda. Both his

voice and his style suggest comparison

with Benedetti, and not at all with Perelli,

who is transcendent in his own and quite

another sphere. Novelli, the never fail

ing, did Pagano and the Hermit. Hi8

noble, organ-like bass is profound in qual

ity, as well as pitch. Continually you

would fancy that he was singing in the

lowest register, below the bass stafl',

when in fact he scarcely ranged below D

and C in the middle of the Staff. It was

just the voice to give the sombre shading

and background which this music re

quired. The trio between him, Severi

anti Caranti, in thetscene where Oronte

dies, was one of the fittest things in the

whole opera. Giselda's vision of Oronte

;in Heaven chanting with the angels was

 

adapted to them; and its destiny, which ,most crowded audience. Then came two I not represented bodily here, as it was in
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New York,—an omission which dis

played good taste. The orchestra of

course was admirable. The only want

was that of scenery, of which there is

great poverty at the Howard Athenznum.

Verdi‘s music always makes us stronger.

\Ve yield to no one in the extent of our

preference of the great German music

(and especially the most German of all,

Beethoven and Schubert) to all other;

but we think some of our friends are even

blinded by a good prejudice when they

condemn -“ the Verdi trash ” as a weak

dilution of Donizetti. \Vhatever may be

his faults, whatever he may lack, he cer

tainly has nothing in common with Doni

zetti, Mercadanti or Bellini.

This opera taxed the powers of Signor

Arditi, the leader of the orchestra. A

long violin solo preludes to the third Act;

music for it is written in the opera, but

the signor preferred to give us a concerto

of De Beriot‘s, and admirably was it

done. The whole following scene is ac

companied with obligate passages of

great difficulty and great beauty for the

leading violin; and all this wealth

can Verdi use, without distracting from

the principal interest upon the stage.

Of “ Moses in Egypt," and the rest,

next time.
   THEMHARBINéER.
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of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for ollicrs' rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tendin to impov'erish

the laborer and to render every con itiorn insecure.

lleliefis to come, and can only come from the new

application of Christian principles, of Universal

justice and Universal love, to social institutions,

to commerce, to business, to active life.

Dl. Cusnnrnu.

CONVENTION OF ASSOCIATIONISTS IN

BOSTON.

The Boston Union of Associationists

took advantage of tho “ Anniversary

Week," to summon :1. Convention, which

was held in \Vashingtonian Hall, Brom

field Street, on Tuesday, 25th of May,

and lasted through the day and evening.

Owing to short notice, few were pres

ent in the forenoon. The meeting was

called to order about 10 A. M. W. A.

WHITE, president of the Boston Union,

in the chair. A committee, consisting of

W. H. Channing, J. S. Dwight, J. J.

Cooke, of Providence, D. M. Jaques, of

Lowell, and Joseph Carew, were chosen

to prepare business, and the meeting ad

journed till 3 o'clock, P. M.

During the afternoon and evening, the

business Committee reported the follow

ing Resolutions:

 

1. Resolved, That we cordially approve of the

proceedings at the First Anniversary Meeting

of the American Union of Associationists, lately

 
thize with the earnest, prudent and co-opcrative

spirit thcrc manifested by Associ'ilioiiisls from

all parts of the Union; that we pledge our cfli

cicnt aid to carry out the Plans of Action pro

posed,—- consisting ofa \Veckly Rout—a (Ton

eral Agency—a Central Office in New York.

with a Branch Office in Boston—n simultane

ous publication of the Harbinger, as the Organ

of the American Union, in New York and in

Boston—the issuing of a series of Tracts—a

Group of Lecturers kept constantly in the field

for the coming year—and a Committee of

Thirteen to consult together during the next

twelve months, for the purpose of maturing a

method of making a thorough Practical Trial of

Associative Principles; and that with renewed

faith and zeal in the practicability, expediency

and duty of organizing Societies according to

the Laws of Divine Justice, we call upon our

Follow-Assooiationists throughout the land, and

upon all true children and servants of Human

ity, to contribute of their time, talents, means, to

advance this sublime movement, so plainly

Providential. and fraught with such rich promise

of well-being to Mankind.

2. Resolved, That for the end of securing a

wide dilfusion of Associative principles, and

their strong and steady growth in the public

mind, it is all-important that Affiliated Unions

of Associationists should be established in all

our chief towns and villages throughout the

land; and that we recommend to our brethren

of these Unions, as a means of planting the

Societies firmly, and maintaining their vigorous

life,—to procure the use of a room for :1 Con

tral Offico,which may serve as a nucleus for

their assemblies,—- to form ocial libraries, with

tracts and books for circulation and lalo,-to

prepare for annual courses of lectures and occa

sional conventions,— to hold regular meetings

for study, consultation and social enjoyments,

to keep records of all facts and statistics which

illustrate the present state and tendencies of

society, —to adopt as full :1 system as possible

of Mutual Gnarantics—and finally, to arrange

some financial plan which shall ensure at once

the payment of the Weekly Rent, and the for

mation of :1 Permanent Fund.

3. Resolved, That the Associationists of the

United States should live and act with the con

viction and fer-ling, that they are members to

gether of a Grand Body of Believers in the

Combined Order of Society,—-devoted to the

work of fulfilling the destiny of a Free, United

and Christian Nation, by establishing through

out the country, a confederated system of

Townships, Counties, States, gOVerned by the

Principles of Heavenly Order; and that for

this end, they should seek to interlink the vari

ous Affiliated Unions of Associationists by all

practicable tics, amongst which we would now

suggest— Mutual Correspondence — Exchange

of Reports of Proceedings—Letters of In

troduction for members who may be travelling

— the adoption of appropriate Emblems, Signs

or Badges —and as occasion shall render possi

ble and expedient, some large Co-operative

System of Mutual Guarantics.

4. Resolved, That although it is the first end

of the Affiliated Unions to study and to spread

the idea and the doctrines of Association, yet it

is indispensable to their very existence that

they adopt, as fast as practicable, omo pro

gressive scheme of mutual guaranties between

their members; that they dccpcn and strengthen

the bond by combined economies and social

opportunities; and that for this end, an earnest

held in the city of New York; that we sympa- ! inquiry should be instituted in every Union into

 
the practicability of some kind of club-boom

or combined dwellings. of common stores and

purchases, of united capital and labor in any

branches of business, of common libraries,

reading-rooms and places of amusement; thus

educating the sentiment of mutual dependence

and co-operation in each other, and preparing

themselves for the day of the full trial of Aliso

ciated Life, whenever the material means, the

science, and the hearts are ready.

5. Resolved, That in the association of indus

try and of all material interests according to the

divine law of order, which distributel infinite

varieties so that they together make up perfect

unity, we see the only hope of the universal

practical triumph of Christianity; that religion

is not it thing distinct from outward interests, but

means nothing less than the spirit of love and

unity pervading all the business and all the rela

tions of life; that the unitary life of Humanity

upon this globe is the fundamental thought of

the Christian Church, and it is vain to hope

that this can realize itself, or that men can feel

their spiritual relationship so long as competi

tion and antagonism lie at the root of all our

social institutions, controlling the whole pro

duction and distribution of the outward means

of life; that in Association, and in that alone,

we recognize the true destiny of Man, the tree

Church Universal, the "Christian Common~

wealth," the ultimate expression, body andro

sult of Christianity.

6. Resolved, That Association presents the

only practicable mode of securing to Wow“

the full exercise of all her just rights—of

placing her in the high position which the

Heavenly Father designcd for her of being a

co-ruler of society and earth with Man; - and

Women, therefore, are called upon by all the

degradations of their sisters the earth over,

by their wretchodness, ignorance, want, servi

tude, enforced vice, dependence, to take an ac

tive part in the Associative Movement, to lend

the influence of their dcvotcdness, their quick

perceptions, their pure impulses, their patient.

endurance, their steady hope to the work of

introducing a Form of Society, where Love

and Wisdom may be made perfectly one in Use

and Beauty.

7. Resolved, That our central policy is by the

diffusion of Associative principles and by their

practical embodiment, to regenerate the whole

social system, so that its healthy life 81:11!

peacefully and thoroughly absorb the vicious

symptoms of Chattel Slavery, Fraud, War, In

tetnpernnce, Poverty, and other evils which

now reproduce cach othcr in a perpetual vicious

circle, time proving themselves inherent in the

very system of our Civilization;

That nevertheless we recognize in all the

movements of the day for the extinction of

these special evils, branches and beginnings of

the one great radical and integral Reform in

which we are engaged; that we believe them to

be so many expressions of the struggle of Ho

manity in this our age to realize its glorious

destiny of unity with itself, with nature and

with God; and

That we therefore cordially sympathize with

all such movements and feel it to be our truest

policy as Associationists to accept them every

where, and show how every one of them, if fol

lowed out, must sooner or later find a fatal

obstacle to the accomplishment of its own rpc

cial end, in the unsolved problem of the Orgnm

ization of Labor, and must, to realize its mis

sion, merge itself in the Associative movement,

which demands that first.
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8- Resolved, That in the formation fifthe ally understood. Let the American Un-ithe mcciing must have impressed all

“Fugue °f universal B'f"h°rl'°°d1" we see “ iou do its work ; let the books and words present.

2:15:33el‘frxd'hznzzgfs12:32:;221225‘???:of Associationisls be scattered broad-cast In the evening the hall was crowded.

for a few years throughout the land, and 1 Mr. Charming look up the discussion
Christendom and of the world may be reunited _ _ _ _ , _ _

in,” ,he Messed and beautiful Family nm“, Chip soon to speculativeconviction Wlll succeed I where it had been left, and in a most elo

iquent and earnest nianncr commented
drsn of God; when the prophetic promise of a. I the third stage, of complete assurance, by

Universal Church may be practically realized in ' the experimental knowledge of Associa- l upon a recent attack upon the “ Religious

Union of Associatioiiists " which aps Universal Commonwealth; when the B“l'lh;titin in practice. It is unreasonable, til-i

shat-I be integrally Clllll\':1tf‘d,nnd~"s b"""""'s , though it may be natural, to demand this ’ pearcd in the American Review, declar

equttably diffused; when population shall bci . . I.

. . . . ‘first. The only question now is: are weiinrr that we were ready then and there

Wisely distributed over all lands, making the} _ _ _ ° . .

wane plains to rejoice and causing me desert } believers in goodness, in the-power ofi and every where to meet our critics, who

,0 blossom n we rose; when mankind shall i love, in the progress of Humanity! Are ' charge us with infidelity and mm hypoc

combine and use their collective energy in ful- we Christians, who still look for the'risy. Though the reputed author of the

filling their destiny upon earth- But while ' “ kingdom of heaven upon earth? ” i article referred to was understood to have

  
   

heartily sympntiiizirig in prayer, effort, sim with

our brethren of the League, we do hereby ox

press to them our firm conviction, that the first

step toward the securing of Universal Co-ope

ration the earth round, is justly to organize the

Then ought we also to believe that heav- : been present throughout the discussions of

on will come according to a divine law of the day, no voice was rfis'ed on that side.

'Order; and seeing that a claim to tlieiThe discussion was then diverted from

idiscovery of this Law is now formally its natural channel, by Mr. West, the

 

made, seeing that a multitude of serious

and intelligent men and women are con

vinced of it, and that its truths are con

firmed unconsciously by all the progres

sive symptoms of the times, then otight

we also to aid in promoting the study and

ditfusiori of a science which will either

refute itselfor take its place in the centre

of all sciences, and make all sciences

practical and bearing on the good and

happiness of Man.

Mr. \Viri'rr: spoke of the false tone of

all our national politics, and the false po

sition of the Church. This gave um

brage to an orthodox clergyman present,

the Rev. Milton Braman, who defended

the Church against the charge of being

an enemy to progress, and being ans

wered in a courteous and lively manner

by Messrs. Charming, Ripley, Dwight,

Orvis, and others, began to calecliise the

speakers as to the religious faith of As

sociationists, demanding categorical ans

wers, Yes, or No. To his question

whether we believed that human society

would ever become perfect on this earth,

relations of industry and property in separate

communities, and so form the perfect embodi

ment of love and order in the ultimate details of

life; to lay the foundation for perfect society

and pure spirituality, and thus fulfil the Unity of

Man with Nature, of Man with Man, of Man

with God, which the All Good, All Wise,All

Mighty desires in his mercy from everlasting to

everlasting.

Mr. Ciiasxrxo, in introducingthe three

first Resolutions, gave some account of

the doings at the meeting of the Ameri

can Union in New York, and appealed to

all friends of the cause to aid in carrying

out the unitary measures there agreed

upon. Mr. vaiori'r spoke to the fourth

Resolution, addressing a somewhat numer

one and miscellaneous audience which

had now collected, with a view to show

that the Associative movement aims only

to complete and realize and bind together

into one all the Christian movements and

aspirations of the age, and that Associa

tion, truly considered, is the only practi

cal religion. He alluded to the fact that

American Associationists now take the

position mainly before the world of per- a prompt affirmative was returned by all

sons engaged in 11 work of propagation the speakers, with amens from the audi

and the spread of principles. To expect ; once. This he denounced as a most dan

to convince men at once of a reform Bulgerous heresy, in _entire contradiction to

"St, and based 0" scieflce; WhiCh 80 IBX-i the spirit of the gospel. The scene wasin

es the best powers of the student, would ' deed rich ;.the speeches ofour friends, sev

be fully. There are always three stages era] ofthem, were very eloquent, and very

in conviction. First, the heart becomesianimated, filled with argument and with

convinced; it is a demand of sentiment-ithe lively good humor of persons who

Has not the relisious andthe philanthrop-'e0iild not but feel the triumph of their

ic sentiment of this day already got so,frnnk position in simply stating it before

far that it revolts at the picture which all one representing the timid faith and nar

 

civilized society presents, and demands a

new solution ofthe social destiny of manll

To those who have got so far, the Ameri~|

row dogmas of the world. The glow

and sparkle and quick alternation of all

this makes it impossible to report the
can Union of Associationists appeal, andIspeeclies. One person, not an Associa

say that as they would be consistent, as tiouist, Would have denied the right of

they Would show themselves in earnest. the floor to the clergyman, on the ground

it is their duty hospitany to entertain that he spoke as a minister, and not as a

claims to the discovery of the Socialiman; but his antagonists in argument

Law ,so sobsrly put forth as those of defended his right of speech as strongly

Fourier, and to aid us, by adding to our,as they would their own; perfect tolera

mesns ofstudying,writing. publishing and tion was extended to our clerical critic.

speaking on this matter, till it is gener-‘The generous and courteous spirit of

man opposed to clergymen. who advocat

ed the Land doctrines of the National

Reformers, in a very long and vehement

and rambling speech, during which the

audience was. considerably thinned out.

Mr. Channing then eitplained the

views held by Associationists respecting

the ownership of Land. Mr. RIPLEY

§ called for a reading of the first Resolution,

Sand made a clear and powerful statement

{of the present policy and wants of the

lAmericau Union of Associationists, ap

pealing vcry eloquently to all who called

themselves Associationisls, or who pro

fessed an interest in their views (and

there were many such in Boston) to join

at once an Afiiliated Union, and add lheir

contributions to the weekly rent. After

the nature oftlie Rent and organization of

the Boston Union had been somewhat ex

plained by the President, a number of

persons came forward and subscribed

their names; the Resolutions were all

adopted, and the Convention adjourned.

One interesting side movement took

place at this Convention, of which we

shall report hereafter. The women As

sociationists, who were present, formed

an organization for the purpose of calling

out the energies of woman more efficient

ly in the Cause, and of instituting some

correspondence with their sisters of the

other afiilialed Unions. A Committee of

ladies were chosen to present the matter in

a Circular, which will be published with

their doings, in the Harbinger. We hail

this as a good omen to our Cause. Wo

man finds and claims her sphere in it, and

with her blessed influence and sympathy

and council it will go on as the favored

work of Heaven.

I? The New York Evening Mirror

has established a new weekly, called the

“ American Literary Gazette and New

York Weekly Mirror, a Reflex of Do

mestic and Foreign News, Art, Science,

Literature, Politics, Society," edited by

‘ J. B. Auto, assisted by E. A Dnvcirirlcx,

iC. F. Barons, and H. C. Ws'rsos. lts
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Editors say in their lntroductory,—]spoils, let the parties settle it between

“ \Vhat opinions we hold upon the great themselves. The immorality is to be

social questions of the day we intend to ' charged upon the whole system of trading

bring fairly forward and assert indepen- in money, which must always produce

dently.” The first number presents notthe effects of gambling, though it may!

unfavorable specimen of the spicy criti- not assume the form. We wage no war

cism, for which one of its Editors is fa- fare upon the men engaged in it, for they,

mous. Mr. Briggs has certainly the gift are themselves the victims of a. false or-'

of keeping awake himself, nor is an } tier of society, and instead of wasting our

author likely to go to sleep under his ‘ breath in idle reproaches, we would insti

hand. tute an unrelenting attack on the system.

So long as the present arrangements of“

society, of business, of industry, are in

THE BANK DEFALCATION IN BOSTON force, we shall never avoid developments

The recent disclosures in regard In the . of this nature. The facts to bring theml

New England Bank in Boston have Pl'O- forth always exist in the midst of us.

duced a whirlwind of astonishmentiThey are concealed with more or less

throughout all circles of society in that,ndroitness from the public eye, but they,

city. The late President was well known are ever ready to explode, and from timel

on ’Cbange. and was no stranger in gen- to time will burst out, with the terrific and

em] society. He httd been the principal destructive violence of a volcanic erup

manager of the affairs of the New Eng- tion. Human nature has not sufficient

land Bank for many years. He was a strength to maintain a firm integrity un

BmOOth, quiet, unpretmulinz gentleman, der such untoward circumstances. ]t

of great civility of manner, —- urbane and needs a more genial atmosphere. While

gracious in his dealings with all men,—a the golden calf is made the prominent

model of prudence and CircumspeCfiOni— object of worship, there will be little of

with a universal reputation for integrity, the incense 0f devotion to the true God.

though notsodistinguishcd forliberality,— \Vhile wenlih is made the condition of

a patron ofgoodinstitutions,—-we believe, respectability, the passport to good so

Whtll is called 3“ Pt‘Ofeswl‘ Orreligioni”— ciety, the means of external comfort, the

and certainly, an exemplary citizen in all most vital distinction between man and

the decencies, respectabilities, and so- man,_ while labor with the hands, the

lemnitics, which according to the jl'Cvil- prolific mother of wealth and luxury, is

lent standard of chatactel' in Boston, "6 deemed fit only for the Pariahs and lieluts

such Vital elements of high moral excel- of snciety, while :1 gentleman would he

lence. Men “‘Otlld as little suspect him spotted with disgrace forstaining his white

of any impropriety or delinquency, '88 fingers with worlt,— those who aspire to

they would the Old SOuth clOOk 0f Strik- rank with the better classes, will always

ing anything but twelve at n00u- Not be exposed to imminent temptation.

are we disp0sed to join in the general They will be made to walk on broken ice.

hue and cry with which, every trans: Strange“ many are not drawn under

grcssor of social laws, he is now hunted and swept away by the fatal stream.

down by an indignant community. \Ve .

admit he has been guilty of putting mon- , , , q . ..,, , , s

ey in his pocket in an illegal way. But PM'GMISD 0F (:L‘m‘mn ISL _

it does not follow, from that circnin- The tendency to (’wmm-v'sm' whlch

forms such a conspicuous feature of the
stance, that he is a bad man at heart, or _ _ _

that he is no, m be p,usled in any relation present times, was predicted and describt-d

of life. We dare say, that he reasoned

himself into the belief, that in pocketing

the surplus revenue of the Bank over the

legal interest, he was performing a fair

business operation. He knew that by

the laws of the Commonwealth the Bank

had no right to it, and was it not natural

for him to jump to the conclusion, that

he might claim it, better than any body

else! We do not justify his course of

reasoning. We only suggest the process

which his mind followed. Let those con

demn him as an outlaw who will. “'0

doubt not he is every whit as honest as .

many who are now the loudest in his ac- “Mam-mo or Maciiimsrs. The meek,

cumiiom He minim] the 13," in ap. ing of the Machinists of Boston, at Fan-I

propriating the usurious gains; so did em} man' on Th“de “Wilma “(nal

the Bankin receiving "mm- " there , lfully attended. Mr. James \. btnith

_ H lsiwus chosen Chairman, and Mr. Eaton.

a controversy about the division of thelWadsworth, Secretary.

 

fact shows his profound sagacity in regard

nothing more.

prelude to a general change in the organi-y

zation of society. It is a primary ctlurt of‘

nature to restore the equilibrium, which

ages of falsencss and incoherence have

destroyed. We watch with deep interest;

every indication of progress in this dil

rection, and shall carefully register it.

we take the following from the Chrono

type of the 22d ult.

 

J

 

by Fourier, nearly fifty years ago. 'I'hisl

to the principles of social movement, ifl

But the tendency itselfhas; ~

a far more important significance. it is the i

“Mr. Smith, on taking the chair, re

marked that several preliminary meetings

had been held. and that a Circular had

been sent to betWCcn thirty and forty em

; ployers, requesting them to state whether

they would or would not adopt the ten

hour system — to which but two answers

had been received. ['l‘ruly, it is time for

mechanics to look to their rights, when a

respectful petition to employers request

ing their views concerning an important

change in the hours of labor, is consid

ered not worth noticing by nineteen out

of twenty of them.] it had finally been

determined to call this meeting. t

“ Rev. Mr. Clayton was then introduced

to the audience. He urged upon their

attention the necessity of protecting their

own interests, as, it' they did not, no one

would do it for them. Matt's time should

be divided into three portions; one for

labor, one for rest, and one for intellect

ual culture. Ten hours out of the twen—

ty-fuur was enough for the first ; -—seven

hours would not be too much for each of

the others. But the employer would not

lose by the introduction of the ten hour

system, as there is not one man in fifty

who Would not do as much labor in ten

hours as he wuuld in eleven. If em

ployers would not pay attention to the

demands of machinists, these could form

themselves into Associations, each invest

ing something, thus raising a capital of

their own. Capitalists engaged in the

'manufacture of machinery commenced

lsmall, with a few thousands of dollars, ‘

and now some of them have several hun

dred thousands of dollars invested in the

business—money which has been brought

out from the sineus of mechanics. Em

ployers are living in wealth which has

been produced by others; why should

not mechanics themselves enjoy the fruits

of their own labor! The Working

Men's Protective Union is an example of

what associated elliirt will accomplish.

Members of that association can procure

their prorisions, groceries, fuel, &c, at a.

saving of about 20 per cent. upon retail

prices. Let the Machinists cluh together

as had been proposed, and when the year

is ended,. they will put the proceeds of

their labor into their own pockets instead

of the pucltcts of othcrs. Mr. (llayton

dwelt on the neccssity of union in any

such movement, and close-d by recom~

mending to their consideration, the mot

to— The T'umn of 1/10 Ill/v/irni1rs_/or the

 

lsakc of the flirt/mun“: of bite Eng/find.

“ The following Resolution was then

“RI'SOII‘Pd, That we tluly notify our employers,

that, on Monday nort. May ‘J'th, instead of go

ing to our plach ofbnsinr-ss \\t‘ met-t on Boston

ommon, and that wr- uill be really to confer

itb them upon the subicct of the ten hour 5)::

tr~m at such timc :tinl plaice as they may a oint

between the licursut' nine and alert-n. A. . . If

it is s-ztislTiI-tmulv sr'ttlt-tl we return to our labor ;

ifuot, we appoint it cnrnunttr-o to procure the

names ol‘ one hundred Machinists who will in

rest. :jli 1! each in a fund and solicit the 00.05;.

craticn of ('nivil'ilists il'iicccssztry,—immediate y

procure a loo-ation for busiucss, and then elit

pluy tlo-ir own capital. perform their own labor,

establiin their own hrnrs, manufacture their

own machinery, and put the proceeds thereof

into their own pockets.”

“This Resolution was discussed by

Messrs. Lawton. 'l‘raslt, Parkman. Kim

ball, llibbard, “'adswortli, Clayton and

Mitchell.

“ Mr. Trash thought it was only by

combination that the mechanics would be

able to do anything elicetual. The same
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causes that are producing starvation in

the old world are at work in the new;

the same capital which keeps the blacks

in slavery at the South, would work the

Mechanics fourteen and fifteen hours

here.

“ Mr. Parkman said that provision must

be made for those with families, as they.

could not hold out so long in the‘proposed

strike as persons who were unencum

bered, while as much depends upon a

family man holding out as a single man.

“ Mr. Kimball hoped they would not he

too hasty. He proposed that on and after

the first Monday in June, the ten hour

system should go into Operation; that the

vvorkmcn should go into shops at seven

instead of six o’clock—quietly and with

out exeitement, but with the understand

ing that if one is discharged in conse

quence of that step, the whole go.

“ Mr. Ilibbard had never worked but ten

hours, and never would : tlte reason was,

his employers needed him more than he

needed them, and he could make his own

terms. In New York, Machinists worked

but ten hours, and they need not here if

they would bc united and would act with

confidence. lie urged the necessity of

more intercourse between the members of

the craft.

“ Mr. Mitchell thought they had met to

form a Union. If a Union had been

started three years ago, the ten hours

system would now be going on smoothly.

“ The resolution was finally laid upon

the table, and a committee of five, con

sisting of Messrs. Kimball, Mitchell,

Clayton and Hobbs, appointed to make

arrangements for another meeting and to

devise plans for future operations, after

which the meeting adjourned.

“ The spirit displayed at this gathering

was excellent; with hardly an exception

not an intemperate feeling was expressed,

but all seemed calmly and sincerely im

pressed with the conviction that their em

ployers took no interest in their welfare,

further than it was immediately connect

with their own interests, and that the

Machinists must protect themselves if

they wished to be protected at all.”

[1? The controversy between the Tri

bune and the Courier and Enquirer has

been recently brought to a close. The

discussion, on the part of the latter

paper, is a string of false issues from

beginning to end. It constantly evades

the ground maintained by Mr. Greeley, in

favor of Associated Industry, and dis

plays no small outlay of controversial

ingenuity in subjecting him to the odium

of principles, for which he is in no wise

responsible, and which he always dis~

claims. We are not sure that we clearly

perceive the point of the (.Toiiriei's argu

ment against Association, as be under

stands and caricatures it, but it would

seem that he dwells principally on the

old objection against all improvements,

from the telescope to a Reformed Parlia~

ment, that the Church is in danger, that

the interests of religion will he compro

mised by any radical change in the exist

ing social order. This is a blunder in

policy, unworthy of the crafty antagonist

of the Tribune. It is a most suicidal

| leisure, and the means of a worthy life ;

 
process for the advocates of orthodoxy to

array it in opposition to social reform.

The natural sense of justice demands an,

improved condition for the vast masses of

men that are now shut out from the en—

joyment of thorough culture, adequate

and every form of religion that quarrels

with this great demand of the age, there

by brands itself with fulscness, and proves ‘

that its pretensions to Christianity are a

lifeless sham.

In his remarks on the last article of the

Courier and Enquirer, Mr. Greeley points

out some instances of management, -—to

use the mildest term, when the harshest

one would be the more appropriate,—

which show that the spirit of Jesuitism

is by no means confined to the Catholic

Church, but that it sometimes bursts

forth even in the most arid wastes of

Protestantism, with a. richness that would

rejoice the heart of Loyola.

The whole controversy, we are glad to

find, is to be published in a pamphlet

form, and we shall probably take the

opportunity to refer to it again.

[1? Do not fail to read the “Plain

Lecture on Association,” commencing on

our first page. It comes from a source,

that is entitled to the highest respect.

 

[11? Any person who has any of the earlier

numbers of the First Volume of the Harbinger

which he does not care to preserve, will confer

a favor by sending them to us, as we may be

enabled in this way to make out a few complete

sets of the first volume, which is out of print.

Please direct “ Harbinger, Brook Farm, West

Roxbury, Mass." '

 

ERRA'I‘A IN Tu: Las'r Norman. Our last

number was get out in great haste, and during

the partial absence of both the editors, so that

the proofs were imperfectly read. Several

gross blunders in thgprinting of the Domestic

Corresponding Secretary’s Report before the

Convention in New York we beg leave here

to correct.

Page 386, 2d Column, 15th line; for “by

which the collective life ” read “by which in

the collective," kc.

Page 386,3d column,23d line; for “ this great

problem,” read “ these great problems."

Page 336. 3d column, 5lst line; for “waking

up the consciousness," read “waking up to the

consciousness.”

Page 386, 3d column, ‘7lst line 3 for “ impres

sive," read “ impulsive."

Page 387, llt column, 2d line; for “their,”

read “ then.”

Page 387, lst column, 7th line; for “one,”

rend “ our."

Page 387, lst column, 14th line; for “of in

ternal,” read “ of our internal.”

Page 387, lot column, 26th no; for “vise,”

read “ are.”

Page 387, lst column, 42d line; for “ mass,”

rend " though.”

Page 387, 2d column, E’ld line; for “surr,”j

 

rend “ um."

Page 387, 2d column, 34th line 3 for “ philoso

phy," rend “ philanthropy."

Page 387, 3d column, 37th line; for “ Preven

‘ tilmist," read “ Revolutioniat."

 
 

.issocmri—tIa n ORKS OF THE

FRENCH SCHOOL.

Tm: following publications, from the French

School, may be had at W. H. Graham’s book

store, 'l'ribunc Buildings. New York.

The Works of Charles Fourier. 6 vols.. . 50

Muiron's Apercus our k: I'rov‘l'drs Indultricla, 37

Considerant’s Theory of Naturaland At

tractive Education, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...

Considerant’s Exposition of the Phalanste

rian Tlieory,.-.--............ . . . . . ..

Considerant’s Immorality of Fourier's Doc

(Jonsidcrant’s Theory of Property,.. . . . .

I’aget’s Introduction to Social Science,"

Cantagrel’s Fool of tlic I’alais Royal,.....

Pellerins’s Life and Theory of Fourier,...

Reynnud's Solidarity,...... ..............

'I‘amisicr’s Theory of Functions...

Dain’s Abolition of Slavery, . . . . . . ....

Iicnncquiu’s Love in the I’halaristery,...-.

Besides these, a large number of Phalansterian

pamphlets and almanacs, can be had at the same

place. Also, a beautiful engraved portrait of

Pourier: price, 8‘). 3). Any of the volumes of

Fourier’s works may be had separately.

BROOK FARM ,SCHOOL.

THE course of study in‘ this School comprises

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

articular attention to the modern European

anguages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both acres are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed in
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the higher branc tea usually taught in the Uni- _

versity. .

The School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. RirLt-zv, assisted by experienced

teachers in the different departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental cars, and for older pupils who wish to

pursue a thorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a la e semi

nary, it is believed that this School a ordl ad~

vantages that are rarely to be met with.

TERMS—Form DOLLARS a week for board,

washing, fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc

tion in Instrumental Music and use of the Piano,

Twizu'a: DOLLARS a quarter.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, W’est Rorbury, Mm.

March 1, 181-7.

\VEST ROXBURY RAIL-ROAD

AND OMNIBUS LINE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Lawns Brook Farm at 7 and 9 A. M., and

l fi-t and 5 P. M. Leaves the " Toll Gate Sta

tion " on the arrival of the 8 and 1] 1-2, A. M.,

3 1-2 and 6 1-2, P. LL, Cars from Boston.

N. R. GERRISH,

April 5, 1847. Agent.

THE HARBINGER

ls published simultaneonsl at New York and

Boston, by the AnErucut slot! or“ ASSOCIA

TIONISTS every Saturday morning. Oflice in

New Yor , Boaorzss,5'rnn'otm 6:. Co., No.

22‘). Broadway; in Boston, Renoir“; or Co.,

No. 8 State St.

Tumors—Two Dollars at year, or Om Dollar

for six months, ayable invariany in advance.

Ten copies for ifteen Dollars.

Conuntuctt'rroivs and Rl-IMIT’I‘A ivczs should

be addressed to the “Editors of the Harbin

ger," Brook Farm, “'est Roxbnry, Mall.

[1? Single c ies for sale at the Harbinger

Ofiices, No. "'7" roadwa , New York,and o.

8 State Street, Boston.

 

 

rice, 6 14 cents.
 

GENERAL acme-rs.

GEORGE DEXTER,

30 Arm Sr., New Your.

JOHN B. RUSSELL, CINCINNATI,

GAZETTE Orrtctt.
 

PRINTED AT THE BRODK FARM PRESS.




